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ADVERTISEMENT.

THE importance of Geography, as a Science, and the variety of

knozvleclge and amusement which it exhibits, needs no illustration,

Tliat a work, combining ivith Geography the inmluahle -stores of

History, should have met with the uniform public patronage, xvliich

Guthrie's Grammar lias experienced, toill be no matter of surprise ;

but it is truly astonisliing, that so thoroughly fias tliat worJi been

adapted to answer the ends proposed, tJiat it lias not been in tlie power

of any rival to abridge, much less to supersede it, in the public esti-

mation.

Tlie Editor and Publishers of this Edition lay no claim to any

other merit than that of accommodating it to the present day ; and
tills they trust tliey will be found to have done, in various important

respects. A year never passes, witliout some addition to our ac-

quaintance witli the Globe wliich we inhabit. It is not merely to a
Coolie, a Peyrouse, a Pallas, a Parli, or a Rennell, tliat we are in-

debted on tliis liead,—it is a very uninteresting Navigator or Tra-
veller, who brings nothing witfi him to enricli our Geograpliical

Stores. To select zvith prudencefrom tfie inundation of tJiis class of
booJis, required not a little care and circumspection. But a more
difficult tasli awaited us ; every year produces ciianges and revolu-

tions in tlie history and circumstances of tfie principal States, King-
doms, and Islands, in the civilized world, more remarliable tlian aU s

most a century formerly woidd effect. To marh: tlie rise andfall of
Empires,—tiie overwlielming torrents of anarchy,—the devastations

of ambition,—ajid all that train of evils, of wJiicli every new day
brings afresJi instance to our ears, required more exertion, observa-

tion, and attention, to compress, yet not overlooJi, tfian may perliaps

appearfrom tiiefirst glance of our pages.

In its external execution, we Jiope our labours zvill he more readi-

ly appreciated, Tiie constant additions to every new Edition of Gu-
thrie, , had at length brouglit it to so univeildy a built, that no exer-

tions of the Binder could make it a volume zvhich could be looked in-

to zvith any comfort. By enlarging our pages, zvitliout losing the

advantages attending the Octavo size, we trust the Work will not
now disgrace a Gentleman s Library, nor teaze the Student to pe-
ruse its inner pages. The Type and Paper are also respectable.

But, in a particular manner, the Maps, zvhich in a zvork of this

kind aj-e so important, are executed in ave7\y superior manner to those
in any former edition of tiie work. They are engraved in Arrow-
smith and Loivrie's new style, and have been taken from the most
approved copies. Should these improvements meet the public appro-
bation, the Publishers zvill be amply gratified. They have only to

add., that the additions have been chiefly executed by a Genflcmany
zvhose name, zvere they at liberty to use it, zvould be sufficient of it-

self to stamp this Edition zvith a decided superiority over every other

^

Ferth, March 1807.





PREFACE.

To a man sincerely interested in the welfare of society, and of his

own country, it must be particularly agreeable to reflect on the ra-

pid progress and general diffusion of learning and civility which,

within the present age, have taken place in Great Britain. What-
ever may be the case in some other kingdoms of Europe, we, in

this island, may boast of our superiority to those illiberal prejudices

which not only cramp the genius, but sour the temper of man, and
disturb all agreeable intercourse of society. Among us, learnmg is

jio longer confined within the schools of the philosophers, or the

courts of the great ; but, like all the greatest advantages which
heaven has bestowed on mankind, it is become as universal as it is

useful.

This general diffusion of knowledge is one effect of that, happy
constitution of government which, towards the close of the seven-

teenth century, was confirmed to us, and which 'constitutes the pe-

culiar glory of this nation. In other countries, the, great body of

the people possess little wealth, have little power, and consequent-

ly meet with little respect : in Great Britain the people are opu-

lent, have great influence, and claim, of course, a proper share of

attention. To their improvement, therefore, men of letters have
lately directed their studies, as the great body of the people, no
less than the dignified, the learned, or the wealthy few, have an
acknowledo-ed title to be amused and instructed. Books have beeno
divested of the terms of the schools, reduced from that size which
suited only the purses of the rich, and the avocations of the studi-

ous, and are adapted to persons of more ordinary fortunes, whose
attachment to other pursuits admitted of little leisure for those of
knowledge. It is to books of this kind, more than to the works of
our Bacons, our Lockes, and our Newtons, that the generality of
our countrymen owe that superior improvement which distinguishes

them from the lower ranks of men in all other countries. To pro-
mote and advance this improvement, is the principal design of our
present undertaking, No subject appears more interesting than
that we have chosen, and none seems capable of being treated in a
manner that may render it more generally useful.

The knowledge of the world, and of its inhabitants, though not
the sublimest pursuit of mankind, it must be allowed, is that which
most nearly interests them, and to which their abilities are best
adapted. And books of Geography, which describe tlie situation,

extent, soil, and productions of kingdoms ; the genius, manners, re-

ligion, government, commerce, sciences, and arts, of all the inha-
bitants on earth, promise the best assistance for attaining this know-
ledge.

The compendium of Geography now offered to the Public dilTcrs

in many particulars from other books on that subject. Besides ex-
hibiting an easy, distinct, and systematic account of the theojy and
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practice of what may be called Natural Geography, the AuthpF
lias attempted to render the following performance an instructive,

though compendious, detail of the general history of the world.

The character of nations depends on a combination of a great num-
ber of circumstances, which reciprocally affect each other. There
is a nearer connection between the learning, the commerce, the go-
vernment, &c. of a state, than most people seem to apprehend. In
a work of this kind, the object of which is to include moral, or po-
litical, as well as natural Geography, no one of these subjects should
pass unnoticed. The omission of any one of them would, in reality,

deprive us of a branch of knowledge, not only interesting in itself,

but which is absolutely necessary for enabling us to form an adequate
and comprehensive idea of the subject in general. We have
thought it necessary, therefore, that this Vv ork should comprehend
the history and present state of learning in the several countries we
describe, with the characters of such persons as have been most
eminent in the various departments of letters and philosophy. This
will, on a little reflection, appear altogether requisite, when we con-
sider the powerful influence of learning upon the manners, govern-

ment, and general character of nations. These objects, indeed, till

of late, seldom found a place in geographical performances; and,

even where they have been introduced, are by no means handled
in an entertaining or instructive manner. Neither is this to be
altogether imputed to the fault of geographical writers. The
greater part of travellers, acting solely under the influence of ava-

rice, the ])assion which first induced them to quit their native land,

were at little pains, and were indeed ill qualified, to collect such
materials as are proper for gratifying our curiosity, with regard to

these particulars. 1 he geographer, then, ^vho could only employ
the materials put into his hands, was not enabled to give us any
important information upon such subjects. In the course of the

present centur}', liowever, men have begun to travel from different

motives. A thirst for knowledge, as well as for gold, has led many
into distant lands. These they have explored with a phiiosophiq

attention, and, by laying open the internal springs of action, by
which the inhabitants of different regions are actuated, exhibit to

us a natural and striking picture of human manners, under the va-

rious stages of barbarity and refinement. Without manifest im-

propriety, we could not but avail ourselves of their labours, by
means of which we have been enabled to give a more copious and
a more perfect detail of what is called Political Geograj)hy, than

has hitherto appeared.

In considering the present state of nations, few circumstances are

of more importance than their mutual intercourse. This is chiefly

produced by commerce, the prime mover in the oeconomy of mo-;

dern states, and of which, therefore, we have never lost sight in thq

present undertakings
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We are sensible that a reader could not examine the present state

of nations with much entertainment or instruction, unless he were

also made acquainted with their situation during the preceding ages,

and of the various revolutions and events, by the operation of which
they have assumed their present form and appearance. This con-

stitutes the historical part of our work, in which, instead of a meagre
index of incoherent incidents, we have drawn up a regular and con-

nected epitome of the history of each country ;—such an epitome

as may be read with equal pleasure and advantage, and which may
be considered as a proper introduction to more copious accounts.

Flaving, through the whole of the work, mentioned the ancient

names of countries, and, in treating of their particular history,

sometimes carried our researches beyond the limits of modern times,

we have thought it necessary, for the satisfaption of such readers as

are unacquainted with classical learning, to begin our historical in-

troduction witli the remote ages of antiquity. By inserting an ac-

count of the ^.ncient world in a book of Geography, we afford an
opportunity to the reader of comparing together, not only the man-
ners, government, and arts, of different nations, as they now appear,

but as they subsisted in ancient ages, which, exliibiting a general

map, as it were, of the history of mankind, renders our work more
complete than any geographical treatise extant.

In the execution of our design, we have constantly endeavoured
to observe order and pei'spicuity. Elegance we have sacrificed to

brevity : happy to catch the leading features ^\4iich distiiiguish the
characters of nations, and by a few strokes to sketch, though not
completely to finish.

AVhat has enabled us to comprise so many subjects within the
narrow bounds of this work, is the omission of many immaterial
circumstances, and of all those fabulous accounts or descriptions

which, to the disgrace of the human understanding, swell the works
of geographers, though the falsity of them, both from their own na-
ture, and tl\e concurring testimony of the most enlightened and
best-informed travellers and historians, has been long since detected.
As to particular parts of the work, we have been more or less

diffuse, according to their importance to us as men, and as subjects
of Great Britain. Our own country, in both respects, deserved the
greatest share of our attention. Great Britain, though she cannot
boast of a more luxuriant soil, or happier climate, than many other
countries, has advantages of another and superior kind, which make
her the delight, the envy, and the mistress of the world : these are,
the equity of her laws, the freedom of her political constitution, and
the moderation of her religious system. AVith regard to the British
empire we have therefore been singularly copious.
Next to Great Britain we have been most particular upon the

ptlicr states of Europe, and always in proportion as they present us
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with the largest field for useful reflection. By comparing together

our accounts of the European nations, the important system of

practical knowledge is inculcated, and a thousand arguments will

appear in favour of a mild religion, a free government, and an ex-

tended, unrestrained commerce.
Europe having occupied so large a part of our volume, Asia next

claims our attention, which, however, though in some respects the

most famous quarter of the world, offers, when compared to Eu-
rope, extremely little for our entertainment or instruction. In Asia,

a strong attachment to ancient customs, and the weight of tyrannical

power, bear down the active genius of man, and prevent that variety

in manners and character which distinguishes the European nations.

In Africa, the human mind seems degraded below its natural

state. To dwell long upon the manners of this country a country

so immersed in rudeness and barbarity, besides that it could afford

little instruction, would be disgusting to every lover of mankind.

Add to this, that the inhabitants of Africa, deprived of all arts and
sciences, without which the human mind remains torpid and inac-

tive, discover no great variety in manners or character. A gloomy
sameness almost every where prevails, and the trifling distinctions

which are discovered among them, seem rather to arise from an
excess of brutality on the one hand, than from any perceptible ap-

proaches towards refmement on the other. But though these quar-

ters of the globe are treated less extensively than Europe, there is

no district kDf them, however barren or savage, entirely omitted.

America, whether considered as an immense continent, inhabit-

ed by an endless variety of different people, or as a country inti-

mately connected with Europe by the ties of commerce and go-

vernment, deserves very particular attention. The bold discovery

and barbarous conquest of this New World, the manners and preju-

dices of the original inhabitants, and description of the country, are

objects which deservedly occupy no small share of this performance.

In treating of such a variety of subjects, some less obvious parti-

culars, no doubt, must escape our notice. But if our general plan

be good, and the outlines and chief figures sketched with truth and

jiidgment, the candour of the learned, we hope, will excuse imper-

fections which are unavoidable in a work of this extensive kind.

We cannot, without exceeding the bounds of a Preface, insist up-,

on the other parts of our plan. The Maps, which are executed

with care, by the ablest artists, v/ill, we hope, afford satisfaction.

The science of Natural Geography still remains in a very imperfect

state, and the exact divisions and extent of countries, for want of

geometrical surveys, are far from being well ascertained. With re-

spect to these we have, how^ever, constantly resorted to the best au-

thorities which, in the present state of geographical science, we
}iave been able to procure^
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INTRODUCTION.
PARTI.

OF ASTRONOMICAL GEOGRAPHT.

SEC T. I.

Of the PLAN.ET5, THE CoMETS, THE FiXED StARS, AND THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS
OF THE Universe.

THE Science of Geography cannot be completely understood witliout considering

the earth as a planet, or as a body moving round another at a considerable distance

from it. But the science whieh treats of the planets, and other heavenly bodies, is cal-

led Astronomy. Hence the necessity of beginning this work with an account of the

heavenly bodies. Of these the most conspicuous is that glorious luminary the Sun, the

fountain of light and heat to the several planets which move round it j and with them
compose what astronomers call the Solar System, The way, or path, in which the pla-

nets move round the sun, is called their Orbit j and there are nine planets which move
round the sun, each in its own orbit. The names of these, according to their nearness

to the centre, or middle point of the sun, are, Merqury, Venus, the Earch, Mars,

Ceres, Pallas, * Jupiter, Saturn, and the Georgium Sidus. The two first, because they

-move within the orbit of the earth (being nearer the sun) are called inferior planels,

or, perhaps more properly, interior or inner planets j the six last, moving without the

orbit of the earth, are called superior^ or, perhaps more properly, exterior or outer planets.

The earth upon which we live was long considered as one large extensive plane, of

no remarkable thickness j and the regions below it were supposed to be the habitations

of spirits. The heavens, in which the sun, moon, and stars, appeared to move d?iily

from east to west, were conceived to be at no great distance from it, and to be oidy de-

signed for the use or ornament of our earth j several reasons, however, occurred, which
rendered this opinion improbable : it is needless to mention them, because we have no^.v

a sufficient proof of the figure of the earth, from the voyages of many navigators who
have actually sailed round it.

The roundness of the earth being thoroughly established, a v/ay was thereby naturally

opened for the discovery of its motion. For while it was considered as a plane, man-
kind had an obscure notion of its being supported, like a scaffold, on pillars, though
they could not tell what supported these. But the figure of a globe is much belter

adapted to motion. This is confirmed by considering, that, if the earth did not

niove round the sun, not only the .sun but all the stars and planets must move
round the earth. Now, as philosophers, by reckonings founded on the surest observa-

tions, have been able to guess pretty nearly at the distances of the heavenly bodies from
the earth, and from each other, just as every body that knows the first elements of ma-
thematics can measure the height of a steeple, or any object placed on it 5 it appeared
that, if we conceived the heavenly bodies to move round tlie earth, we must suppose

them endowed with a motion or velocity so immense as to exceed all conception j where-
as all the appearances in nature may be as well explained by imagining the earth to

move round the sun in the space of a year, and to turn on its own axis once in 2\ hours.

The earth, in the space of 24 hours, moves from west to east, while the inhabitanis on
the surface of it, like men on the deck of a s:jp, insensible of their own motion, think

* Ceres and Pali.as have been recently discovered. The former was first observed by M Pi .z^ie,

Aftronomer Royal at Pdermo, on the 1st of Janu.iry 1801. It is not visible to the :k<^rt ey \ and is so
very small t])at glasses of a very high magnffying power v/ill not show it witl- * 'Jisti ic'.ly acfircd dia-
meter. The discovery of Pallas is due to Dr Gibers at Hamburg. It is still smailei;. tl^n Ceres.
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tliat tlie banks move from tliem in a contrary direction, conceive tliat tlie sun atid tKe

stars move from east to west in the same time of 24 hours, in which they, along with

the earth, move from west to east. This daily or diurnal motion of the earth being once
clearly conceived, will enable us easily to form a notion of its annual or yearly motion
round the sun. For as that luminary seems to have a daily motion round our earthy

which is really occasioned by the daily motion of the earth round its axis, so, in the

course of a year, he seems to have an annual motion in the heavens, and to rise and set

in different points of them, which is really occasioned by the daily motion of the earth

an its orbit or path round the sun, which it completes in the time of a year. Now as to

the first of these motions we owe the the difference of day and night, so to the second

we are indebted for the difference in the length of the days and nights, and in the sea-

sons of the year.

The Planets.} Besides the nine planets already mentioned, which move round the

sun, there are eighteen other bodies which move round four of these, in the same man-
ner as they do round the sun j and of these our earth has one, called the Moon

5
Jupiter

has four, Saturn has seven (txvo of these being lately discovered by the celebrated Dr
Herschell) ; and the Georgium Sidus has six, as has been proved by that excellent astro-

nomer. These are all called moons, from their agreeing with our moon, which was first

attended to : and sometimes they are called secondary planets, because they seem to be

attendants of the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and the Georgium Sidus, about which th^y

move, and which are called prunaiiy.

We have already said that the annual motion of the earth occasions the diversity of

seasons. But this would not happen, were the axis of the earth exactly parallel, or in a

line with the axis of its orbit j- because then the same parts of the earth would be turned

towards the sun in every diurnal revolution which would deprive mankind of the grate-

ful vicissitudes of the seasons, arising from the difference in length of the days and

nights. This therefore is not the case the axis of the earth is inclined to the plane

of the earth's orbit, which we may conceive by supposing a spindle put through a ball,

with one end of it touching the ground \ if we move the ball directly forwards, while

one end of the spindle continues to touch the ground, and the other points towards some

quarter of the heavens, we may form a notion 01 the inclination of the earth's axis to its

orbit, from the inclination of the spindle to the ground. The same observation applies

to some of the other planets, as may be seen from the table below.

As the orbit of a planet does not form a circle, but an ellipsis, it is not always at the

same distance from the sun, and the distance wliich is exactly betwixt its greatest

and least distance, as called the mean distance.

A TABLE OF THE Diameters, Periods, &c. of the several Planets in the
Solar System.

Diameters

it

English

miles

Mean distances

from the Sun,

Period of

one revoiu-

Period 'of

rotation
3-S

0

Names
of the

Planets.

as determined

from observa-

tions of tlie

transit of Ve-

tion round

the Sun.

on its

axis.
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Comets.]. Comets, as they revolve round our sun, a¥e consequently a part of the

Solar System. These descending from the far distant parts of the system with great ra-

pidity, surprise us with their singular appearance of a train or tail, which accompanies

them
J
become visible to us in the lower parts of their orbits, and, after a short stay, go

off again, to vast distances, and disappear. Though some of the ancients had more just

notions of them, yet the opinions having prevailed, that they were only meteors gene-

fated in the air, like to those we see in it every night, and in a few moments vanishing,

ho care was taken to observe or record their phaenomena accurately, till of late. Hence
this part of astronomy is very imperfect. The general doctrine is, that they are solid,

compact bodies, like other planets, and regtdated by the same laws of gravity, so as to

describe equal areas in proportional times by radii drawn to the common centre. They
move about the sun in very eccentric ellipses, and are of much greater density than the

earth j for some of them are heated in every period to such a degree as would vitrify or

dissipate any substance knov\,Ti to us. Sir Isaac Newton computed the heat of the comet
that appeared in the year 1680, when nearest the sun, to be 2000 times hotter than red-

hot iron, and that, being thus heated, it must retain its heat till it comes round again,

although its period should be more than 20,000 years j and it is computed to be only

575. The number of comets in our system is very great. Of fifty-nine only of the

vast number which haVe been observed, haVe the orbits been settled with sufficient ac-

curacy to ascertain their identity, reckoning as late as the year 1771. All those which
have been observed have moved through the etherial regions and the orbits of the pla-

nets, without suffering the least sensible resistance in their motions, which sufficiently

proves" that the planets do not move in solid orbs. Of all the comets, the periods of

three only are known with any degree of certainty, being found to return at intervals of

75, 129, and 575 years 5 and of these^ that which appeared in 1680 is the most remark-
able. This comet, at its g]f-eatest distance, is about 11 thousand 200 millions of miles

from the sun, while its least distance from the centre of the sun is about 490 thousand

miles
J
within less than one third part of the sun's semidiameter, from his surface. In

that part of its orbit which is nearest the sun, it flies with the amazing velocity of

880,000 miles in an hour j and the sun, as seen from it, appears 100 degrees in breadth,

consequently 40,000 times as large as he appears to us* The astonishing distance that

this comet runs out into empty space, naturally suggests to our imagination, the vast

distance between our sun and the nearest of the fixed stars, of whose attraction ail the

comets must keep clear, to return periodically, and go round the sun.

The fixed stars,] Having thus briefly surveyed the solar system^ which, though
great in itself, is small in comparison of the immensity of the universe, we next proceed
to the contemplation of those other vast bodies called the fixed stars ; which being o£
infinite use in the practice of geography, claim a particular notice in this work. These
fixed stars are distinguished by the naked eye from the planets, by being less bright and
luminous, and by continually exhibiting that appearance which we call the twinkling
of the stars. This anses from their being so extremely small, that the interposition o£
the least body, of which there are many constantly floating in the air, deprives us of the
sight of them j when the interposed body changes place, ^ve again see the star, and
this succession being perpetual, occasions the twinkling. But a more remarkable pro-
perty of the fixed stars, and that from which they have obtained their name, is their

never changing their situation, with regard to each other \ as the planets, from what
we have already said, must evidently be always changing theirs. The stars wliich are

nearest to us seem largest, and are therefore called of the first magnitude. Those of the
second magnitude appear less, being at a greater distance ; and so proceeding on to the
sixth magnitude, which includes all the fixed stars that are visible without a telescope.

As to their number, though in a clear winter's night, ^^'ithout moonshine, they seem to *.

be innumerable, which is owing to their strong sparkling, and our looking at them in a
confused manner : yet when the whole firmament is divided, as it has been done by the
ancients, into <iigns and constellations, the number that can he seen at a time, by the
bare eye, is not above a thousand. Since the introduction of the telescopes, indeed,

the number of the fixed stars has been justly considered as immense \ because the great-

er perfection wo' arrive at in our glasses, the more stars always appear to us, JMr

As
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Flamstead, late royal astronomer at Greenwich, has given us a catalogue of about
SOOO stars. These are called telescopic stars, from their being invisible without the as-

sistance of that instrument. Dr Herschell, to whose ingenuity and assiduity the astro-

nomical vvorld is so much indebted, has evinced what great discoveries may be made by
improvements in the instruments of observation. In speaking here of his discoveries,

I shall use the 'vvords of M. de la Lande. " In passing rapidly over the heavens with
" his new telescope, the universe increased under his eye

; 44,000 stars, seen in the space
*- of a few degrees, seemed to indicate that there were seventy-five millions in the hea-
" vens." Eut ^vhat are all these when compared to those that fill the whole expanse,

the boundless fields of ^'^ther ? Indeed the immensity of the universe must contain such

numbers, as would exceed the utmost- stretch of the human imagination ; for who can

say how far the universe extends, or point out those limits, where the Creator " stayed
" his rapid wheels" or where he *' fixed the golden compasses."

The immense distance of the fixed stars from our earth, and one another, is of all

considerations the most proper for raising our ideas of the w^orks of God. For not-

withstanding the great extent of the earth's orbit or path (w^hich is at least 190 millions

of miles in diameter) round the sun, the distance of a fixed star is not sensibly affected

by it *, sc that the star does not appear to be any nearer us when the earth is in that part of

its orbit nearest the star, than it- seemed to be w^hen the earth was at the most distant

part of its orbit, or 100 millions of miles farther removed fromihe "same star. The star-

nearest us, and consequently tiie largest in appearance, is the dog-star, or Sirius. Mo-
dern discoveries make it probable that each of these fixed stars is a sun, having planets

and comets revolving round it, as our sun has the earth and other planets revolving

round him. Now the dog-star appears 27,000 times less than the sun and, as the dis-

tance of the stars must be greater in proportion as they seem less, mathematicians have

computed the distance of Sirius from us to be two billions and two hundred thousand

millions of miles. The motion of light, therefore, which, though so quick as to be

commonly thought instantaneous, takes up more time in travelling from the stars to us

' than we do in making a West India voyage. A sound would not arrive to us from

thence in 50,000 years
j
which, next to light, is considered as the quickest body we are

acquainted Vvith. And a cannon ball flying at the rate of 480 miles an hour, would

not reach us in 700,000 years.

The stars being at such immense distances from the sun, cannot possibly receive from

him so strong a light as they seem to have j or any brightness sufficient to make them

visible to us. For the sun's rays must be so scattered and dissipated before they reach

such remote objects, that they can never be transmitted back to our eyes, so as to ren-

der these objects visible by reflection. The stars therefore shine with their own native

and unborrowed lustre, as the sun does ^ and since each particular star as vvell as the sun,

is confined to a particular portion of space, it is plain that the stars are of the same na-

rure with the sun.

It is no v;ay probable that the Almighty, who always acts with infinite wisdom, and

does nothing in vain, should create so many glorious suns, fit for so many important

purnoses, and place them at such-^ distances from one another, v/ithout proper objects

near enough to be benefited by their influences. Whoever Imagines that they were crea-

ted only to give a faint glimmering light to the inhabitants of this globe, must have

a very superficial knowledge of astronomy, a mean opinion of the Divine Wisdom
j

since, by an infinitely less exertion of creating power, the Deity could have given our

€arth much more light by one single additional moon.
Instead then of one sun and one world only. In the universe, as the unskilful in astro-

nomy imagine, f/iat science discovers to us such an inconceivable number of suns, systems

and v/orlds, dispersed tijrough boundless space, that if our sun, with all the planets,

moons, and comets belcnging to It, were annihilated, they would be no more missed by
an eye that could take in the whole creation, than a grain of sand from the sea-shore ^

the space they possess, being comparatively so small, that it w^ould scarcely be a sensible

blank in the universe, Althcup:li the Georgium Sidus the uttermost of our planets, resolves

about the sun in an ojbit of 10,830 millions of miles in circumfereucCj and some of our co-
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mets make excursions upwards of ten thousand millions of miles beyond the orbit of the

Georgium Sidus.

From what we know of our own system, it may be reasonably concluded, that all the

rest are with equal wisdom contrived, situated, and provided with accommodations for

rational inhabitants. For although there is almost an infinite variety in the parts of the

creation which we have opportunities of examining, yet there is a general analogy run--

ning through and connecting all the pans into one scheme, one design, one whole I

Since the fixed stars are prodigious spheres of fire, like our sun, and at inconceivable

distances from one another, as well as from us, it is reasonable to conclude they are made

for the same purposes that the sun is : each to bestow light, heat, and vegetation, on a

certain number of inhabited planets, kept by gravitation within the sphere of its ac-

tivity.

What an august I what an amazing conception, if human imagination can conceive it,

does this give of the works of the Creator ! 1 housands and Thousands of suns, multi-

plied without end, and ranged all around us, at immense distances from each other, attend-

ed by ten thousand times ten thousand worlds, ail in rapid motion, yet calm, regular, and

harmonious, invariably keeping the paths prescribed them ; and these w^orlds peopled

v/ith myriads of intelligent beings formed for endless progression in perfection and

felicity.

If so much power, wisdom, goodness, and magnificence, is displayed in the materi-

al creation, which is the least confiderable part of the universe, how great, how wise,

how good, mxust HE be, who made and governs the whole !

The constellations. ] The ^rst people who payed much attention to the fixed

stars were the sheperds in the beautiful plains of Egypt and Babylon : who partly from

amusement , and partly with a view to direct them in travelling during the night, ob-

served the situation of these celestial bodies. Endowed with a lively fancy, they divided-

the stars into different companies or constellations, each of which they supposed to repre-

sent the image of some animal, or other terrestrial object. The peasants in our own-

country do the same thing j for they distinguish that great northern constellation, which
philosophers call the Ursa Major, by the name of the Plough, the figure of which it cer-

tainly may represent with a very little help from the fancy. But the constellations in

general have preserved the names which were given them by the ancients \ and they are

reckoned 21. tiorlheni^ and 12 southern; but the moderns have increased the number of

the northern to 36, and of the southern to 32. Besides these, there are the 12 signs or

constellations in the Zodiac, as it is called from a Greek v/ord, sigTiifying an animal, be-

cause each of these 12 represents some animal. This is a great circle which divides the

heavens into two equal parts, of which we shall speak hereafter. In the mean time • we
shall conclude this section with an account of the rise, progress, and revolutions in as-

tronomy.

Different systems of the universe.] Mankind must have made a very consi-

derable improvement in observing the motions of the heavenly bodies, before they could

so far disengage themselves from the prejudices of sense and popular opinion, as to believe

that the earth, upon which we live, was not fixed and immoveable. We find accordingly^

that Thales the Milesian, who, about 580 years before Christ first taught astronomy in

Europe, had gone so far in this sijjject as to calculate eclipses, or interpositions of the

moon between the earth and the sun, or of the earth between the sun and the moon
(the nature of which may be easily understood from what we have already obsc* ed.)

Pythagoras, a Greek philosopher, flourished about 50 years after Thales, and was no
doubt equally well acquainted with the motion of the heavenly bodies. This led Py-
thagoras to concciv(i an idea, which there is no reason to believe had ever been
thought of before, namely, tliat the earth itself w^as in motion, and that the Bun was ac

rest. He found that it was impossible, in any other way, to give a consistent account of
the heavenly motions. The system, however, 'was so extremely opposite to all the pre-
judices of sense and opinion, that it never made great progress, nor Avas ever widely dif-

fused in the ancient world. The philosophers of antiquity, despairing of being able t >

overcome ignorance by reason, set themselves to adapt the one to the other, and to forr*

^ reconciliation between them. This was the case with Ptolemy, an Egyptian philo-
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soplier, who flourished 138 years before Christ.^ He supposed with the vulgar, whq
measure every thing by themselves, that the earth was fixed immoveably in the centra

of the universe, and that the seven planets, considering the moon as one of the prima-

ries were placed near to it j above them was the firmament of fixed stars, then the crystaline

orbs, then the primum mobile, and, last of all, the coelujn empyreum, or heaven of heavens.

All these vast orbs he supposed to move round the earth once in 24 hours 5 and besides

that, in certain stated and periodical times. To account for these motions, he was obli-

ged to conceive a number of circles called excentrics and epicycles, crossing and inter-

fering vnth one another. The system w^as universally maintained by the peripatetic

philosophers, who were the most considerable sect in Europe from the time of Ptolemy
to the revival of learning in the sixteenth century.

t length, Copernicus, a native of Poland, a bold and original genius, adopted the

Pythagorean or true system of the universe ; and published it to the world in the year

1530. This doctrine had been so long in obscurity, that the restorer of it was consi-

dered as the inventor j and the system obtained the name of the Copernican philosophy,

though only revived by that great man,
Europe however was still immersed in ignorance j and the general ideas of the world

were not able to keep pace with those of a refined philosophy.

This occasioned Copernicus to have few abettors, but many opponents. Tychq
Brahe, in particular, a noble Dane, sensible of ^he defects of the Ptolemaic system, but

unwilling to acknowledge the motion of the earth, endeavoured, about 1586, to establish

a new system of his duti, which was still more perplexed and enibarrassed than that of

Ptolemy. It allows a monthly motion to the moon round the earth, as the centre of its

orbit
J
and it makes the sun to be the centre of the orbits of Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn. The sun, however, w^ith all the planets, is supposed to be whirled

round the earth in a year, and even once in the twenty-four hours. This system, not-

withstanding its absurdity, met with its advocates. Longomontanus, and others, §0 far

refined upon it, as to admit the diurnal motion of the earth, though they insisted that it

had no annual motion.

About this time, after a darkness of a great many ages, the first dawn of learning and

taste began to appear in Europe. Learned men in different countries began to culti-

vate astronomy. Galileo, a Florentine, about the year 1610, introduced the use of te-

lescopes, which discovered new arguments in support of the motion of the earth, and

confirmed the old ones. .
The fury and bigotry of the clergy, indeed, had almost checked

this flourishing bud : Galileo w^as obfiged to renounce the Copernican system as a dam-

nable heresy. The happy reformation in religion, however, placed the one half of Eu-

rope beyond the reach of the papal thunder. It taught mankind that the scriptures were

not; given for explaining systems of natural philosophy, but for a much nobler purpose,

to make us just, virtuous, and humane : that, instead of opposing the word of God, which

in speaking of natural things suits itself to the prejudices of weak mortals, we employed

our faculties in a manner highly agreeable to God himself, in tracing the nature of his

w^yrks, which, the more they are considered, afford us the greater reason to admire his

glorious attributes of powder, wisdom, and goodness. From this time, therefore, noble

discoveries were made in all the branches of astronomy. The motions of the heavenly

bodies were not only clearly explained, but the general law of nature, according to which

they moved, was discovered and illustrated by the immortal Newton. This law is cal-

led Gravity, or Attraction, and is the same by which any body falls to the ground, when
disengaged from what supported it. It has been demonstrated, that this same law which

keeps the sea in its channel, and the various bodies which cover the surface of this earth

from flying off into the air, operates throughout the universe, keeps the planets in thcif

prbitSj and preserves the whole fabric of nature from confusion and disorder,

SECT. II,

Of the Doctrine of the Sphere,

HAVING, in the foregoing Section, treated of the Universe in general, in which

the earth has been considered as a planet, we |iow proceed to the doctrine of the
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Sphere, which ought alway to be premised before that of the Globe or earih, as we
shall see in the next Section. In handling this subject, we shall consider the earth as at

rest, and the heavenly bodies, as performing their revolutions around it. This method
cannot lead the reader into any mistake, since we have previously explained the true

system of the universe, from which it appears, that it is the rea/ motion of the earth,

which occasions the opparent motion of the heavenly bodies. It is besides attended

with this advantage, that it perfectly agrees with the information of our senses, which
always leads us to conceive the matter in this way. The imagination therefore is not
put on the stretch j the idea is easy and familiar, and, in delivering the elements of
science, this object cannot be too much attended to.

N. B, In order more clearly to comprehend what follows, the reader may occasionally

turn his eye to the figure of the artificial sphere on the opposite page.

The ancients observed, that all the stars turned fin appearance) round the earth, from
east to west, in twenty-four hours j that the circles which they described in those revo-

lutions, were parallel to each other, but not of the same magnitude ^ those passing over
the middle of the earth being the largest of all, w^hile the rest diminished in proportion

to their distance from it. They also observed, that there were two points in the hea-

vens, W'hich always preserved the same situation. These points they termed celestial

poles, because the heavens seemed to turn round them. In order to imitate these mo-
tions they invented what is called the Artificial BpherCy through the centre of which
they drew a wire or iron rod, called an Axis^ whose exti-emities are fixed to the im-
moveable points called Poles^ They farther observed, that on the 20th of March, and
23d of September, the circle described by the sun, was at an equal distance from both of
the poles. This circle, therefore, must divide the earth into two equal parts, and on
this account was called the Equator or Equaller, It was also called the Equinoctial Line^

because the sun, when moving in it, makes the days and nights of equal length all over

the world. Having also observed, that from the 2J.st of June to the 22d December, the

sun advanced every day towards a certain point, and having arrived there, returned to-

wards that from whence it set out, from the 22d of December to the 2 1st of June : they fix-

ed thesepoints^ which they called -So/f/z^'^'j', because the direct motion of the sun was stopped

at them ; and represented the bounds of the sun's motion,, by two circles, which they

named Tropics^ because the sun no sooner anived there than he turned back. Astrono-

mers observing the motion of the sun, found its quantity, at a mean rate, to be nearly a de-

gree (or the 360th part) of a great circle in the heavens, every 24 hours. This great

circle is called the Ecliptic^ and it passes through certain constellations, distinguished by
the names of animals, in a %one called the Ziodiac, It touches the tropic of Cancer on
one side, and that of Capricorn on the other, and cuts the equator obliquely, at an an-

gle of 23 degrees, 29 minutes, the sun's greatest declination. To express this motion,

they supposed two points in the heavens, equally distant from and parallel to, this cir-

cle, which they call the Poles of the zodiac, which, turning with the heavens, by means
of their axis, describe the two polar circles. In the artificial sphere, the equinoctial, the

two tropics, and two polar circles, are cut at right angles, by two other circles called

Colures, which serve to mark the points of the solstices, equinoxes, and poles of the zo-

diac. , The ancients also observed, that when the sun was in any point of bis

course, all the people inhabiting directly north and south, as far as the poles, have noon
at the same time. This gave occasion to imagine a circle passing through the poles of

the world, which they call a Meridian, and which is immoveable in the artificial sphere,

as well as the horizon j which is another circle representing the bounds betwixt the two
hemispheres, or half spheres, viz. that which is above it, and that which is below it»

A3
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SECT. III.

The Doctrine df the Globe.

BY tlie doctrine of the Globe is meant the representation of the different places and
countries, on the face of the earth, upon an artificial globe or ball. Now the man-'

ner in which geographers have represented the situation of places upon the earth, has

been by transferring the circles of the sphere to the artificial globe 3 and this is the only

method they could employ,

V Figure of the earth.] Though in speaking of the earth, along with other planets, it

was sufficient to consider it as a spherical or globular body
; yet it has been discovered, that

this is not its true figure ^ and that the earth, though nearly a sphere or ball, is not perfectly

so. It has been ascertained, by measurement of a degree at the poles and at the equator,

that the earth has the figure of an oblate sphere^ viz. fiattened at the poles, and conse-

, ,,^^^.^uently that its longest diameter passes through the equator.

Measurement of the surface of the earth.] The circumference of the earth

is conceived, for the conveniency of measuring, to be divided into three hundred and
sixty parts or degrees, each degree containing sixty geographical miles, or sixty nine,

Eng'lish miles and a half. These degrees are in the same manner conceived to be divi-

ded each into sixty minutes.

Axis and poles of the earth.] The axis of the earth is that imaginary line pas-

sing through its centre, on which it is supposed to turn round once in 24 hours. The
extreme points of this line are called the Poles of the earth ^ one on th.e north and the

other in the south, which are exactly under the two points of the heavens called the

North and South Poles.

Circles of the globe.] These are commonly divided into the greater and lesser.

A great circle is that whose plane passes through the centre of the earth, and divides

into two equal parts or hemispheres. A lesser circle is that which, being parallel to a

greater, cannot pass through the centre of the earth, nor divide it into two equal parts.

The greater circles are six in number, the lesser only four.

Equator.] The first great circle is the Equator^ or Equinoctial ; and by navigators

callf:d the Line. The poles of this circle are the same with those of the world. It passes

through east and the west points of the world, and, as has been already mentioned, divides

it into the northern and southern hemispheres. It is divided into three hundred and sixty

degrees, the use of which will soon appear.

Horizon.] This ^r^'^/ rzrcZ? is represented by a broad circular piece of wood en-

compassing tiie globe and dividing it into the upper and lower hemispheres. Geogra-

phers very properly distinguish the horizopi into the sensible and rational. The first is

that w^hich bounds the utmost prospect of our sight, when v.-e view the heavens around

us, apparently touching the earth or sea. This circle determines the rising or setting of

the sun and stars, in any particular place *, for when they begin to appear above the eas-

tern edge, we say they rise ^ and when they go beneath the western, we say they are set.

It appears that each place has its own sensible horizon. The other horizon, called the

rational^ encompasses the globe exactly in the middle. Its poles (that is, two points in

its axis, each ninety degrees distant from its plane, as those of all the circles are) are cal-

led the Zenith and Nadir ; the first exactly above our heads, and the other directly un-

der our feet. The broad wooden circle which represents it on the globe, has several

circles drawn upon it j of these the innermost is that exhibiting the number of degrees of

the twelve signs of the Zodiac (of which hereafter), viz. thirty to each sign. Next to

this, you have the names of these signs. Next to this, the days of the months according

to the old style, and then according to the new style. Besides these, there is a circle

representing the thirty two rhumbs^ or points of the mariners compass.

Meridian.] This circle is represented by the brass ring^ on which the globe hangs

and turns. It is divided into three hundred and sixty degrees, and cuts the equator at

right angles so that, counting from the equator each way to the poles of the world, it

contains four times ninety degrees, and divides the earth into the eastern and v^estcrn
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hemispheres. This circle is called the meridian^ because when the^ sun comes to the

south part of it, it is then meridies or mid-day, and then the sun has its greatest altitude

for that day, which is therefore called its meridian altitude. Now as the sun is never in

its meridian altitude at two places east or west of one another at the same time, each of

these places must have its own meridian. There are commonly marked on the globe

twenty-four meridians, one through every fifteen degrees of the equator.

Zodiac] The zodiac is a hroad circle^ which cuts the equator obHquely j in which

the twelve signs above mentioned are represented. In the middle of this circle is sup-

posed another called the Ecliptic^ from which the sun never deviates in his annual course,

and in which he advances thirty degrees every month. The twelve signs are.

1. Arjes March
2. Taurus ^ April

3. Gemini H May
4. Cancer £3 — — June

5. Leo SI July

6. Virgo August

7. Libra — September

8. Scorpio ttt — October

9. Sagittarius / — November
10. Capricorn VS — December
11. Aquarius ^ — January

12- Pisces K — ITebruary

CoLURES.] If you imagine two great circles passing both through the poles of the

world, and one of them through the equinoctial points, Aries and Libra, and the other

through the solstitial points, Cancer and Capricorn, these are called the Colures j the

one the Equinoctial, the other the Solstitial Colure.

Tropics.] The tropics are two supposed smaller circles drawn parallel to the equi-

noctial at twenty-three degrees thirty minutes distance from it, measured on the brazeo.

meridian, one towards the north, the other towards t% south, they are called tropics,

because the sun appears, when in them, to turn backwards from his former course. The
one is called the tropic of Cancer, and the other of Capricorn, because they pass through

these points.

Polar circles.] If two other circles are supposed to be drawn at the like distance of

twenty-three degrees, thirty minutes, reckoned on the meridian from the polar points,

these are called the Polar Circles. The northern is called the Arctic^ because the north

pole is near the C{l)nstellation of the Bear ; the southern^ the Antarctic^ because oppo-

site to the former. And these are thefour lesser circlees.

Zones.] After the four lesser circles we have mentioned came to be known, it was

found that the earth, by means of them, might be divided into five portions, and con-

quently that the places of its surface might be distinguished according as they lay in

one or other of these portions, which are called Zones, from the Greek word ^on?, which
signifies a girdle

j
being broad spaces, like swaths, girding the earth about.

The torrid %one is that portion of the earth between the tropics, and called by the

ancients torrid^ because they conceived, that, being continually exposed to the perpen-

dicular or direct rays of the sun, it was rendered uninhabitable, and contained nothing

but parched and sandy desarts. This notion, however, has long since been refuted.

It is found that the long nights, great dews, regular rains and breezes, which prevail

almost throughout the torrid zone, render the earth not only habitable, but so fruitful,

that in many places they have two harvests in a year 3 all sorts of spices and drugs are

almost solely produced there and it furnishes more perfect metals, precious stones, and
pearls, than all the rest of the earth together. In short, the countries of Africa, Asia,

and America, which lie under this zone, are in all respects the most fertile and luxuri-

ant upon the earth.

The two temperate 'zones are comprised between the tropics and polar circles. They
are called temperate, because, meeting the rays of the sun obliquely, they enjoy a mo-
derate degree of heat.

The two frigid 'zones lie between the polar circles and the poles, or rather are in-

closed within the polar circles. They are called the Frigid or Frozen, because most
part of the year it is extremely cold there, and every thing is frozen so long as the sun is

under the horizon, or but a little above it. However, these zones are not quite uiiin-

l&abitable, though much less fit for living in than the torrid.
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None of all these zones are thoroughly discovered by the Europeans. Our know-
ledge of the southern temperate zone is very scanty j we know little of the northern fri-

gid zone
J
and still less of the southern frigid zone. The northern, temperate, and lor-

3?id zones, are those we are best acquainted with.

Climate.] To ascertain more precisely the situation of places, the earth has also been

diivided into still narrower zones called Climates. Each are included between two pa-

lalles of Latitude, at such a distance, that the longest day under that nearest the pole,

exceeds the length of that under the others by half an hour. As the length of the day

under the equator is always 12 hours, an^ that of the longest day under the polar circles

always more than 24, there must consequently be 24 Climactkat parallels between each

polar circle and the equator. Within the polar circles, the Climates are reckoned by
the encrease of the day by months, till we reach the pole, w^here the year consists only

of one day and one night, each enduring six months. There are consequently six with=

in the polar circle, miing in all 30 between either pole and the equator.

TABLE
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TABLE or CLIMATES,

SHEWING

The Length of the Longest Day in most of the Principal Places in the World.

Latitude.

D. M.

25

16 25

23 50

30 25

36 28

41 22

45 29

01

00

27

37

29

58

18

25

22
06

49

21

45

06

20

28

31

21

48

37

30

05

Breadth.

D. M.

25

25

6 30

54

32

57

29

10

52
29
20
7

57
44

43

32
22
19

14

Long. D.
D. xVi.

12 30

13

13 30

14

14 30

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

1 Month
2 Months
3 Months
4 Mouths
5 Month b

6 Months

Names of Countries and remarkable places situated

in emery Climate north of the Equator.

i. The Gold and Silver Coast in Africa ; Malacca in"

the East indies
;
Cayenne and Surinam in Ferid Fir-

ma, S. America.

II. Abyssinia in Africa; Siam, Madras, and P^ndi-

cherry in the East Indies ; Straits of Darien, between
N. and S. America

;
Tobago, the Granades, St. Vin-

cent, and Barbadoes in the W. Indies.

III. Mecca in Arabia: Bombay, part of Bengal, in the

East indies ; Canton in China
;
Mexico, Bay f^*""Cam-

peachy, in North America
;

Jamaica, Hispaniola,

St. Christopher's, Antigua, Martinico, and Guada-
loupe, in the West Indies.

lY. Egypt, and the Canary Islands, in Africa
;
Delhi,

capital ofthe Mogul Empire in Asia Gulfof Mexi-
co, and East Florida, in North America ; the Havan-
na, in the West Indies.

V. Gibraltar, in Spam, part of the Mediterranean sea
;

the Barbaiy coast, in Africa
; Jerusalem, Ispahan,

capital of Persia ; Nankin in China; C-iliiojnia,

New r*lexico. West Florida, Georgia, and the Caro-
linas, in North America.

VI. Lisbon, in Portugal ; Madrid in Spain: Minorca,
Sardinia, and part of Greece, in the Mediterranean ;

Asia Minor
;

part of the Caspian Sea ;
Samarcand,

in Great Tartary ; Pekin, m China; Corea, and Ja-
pan • Williamsburg, in Virginia; Maryland and
Philadelphia, in N. America.

VII. Northern provinces, of Spain ; southern ditto of

Franre
;
I'urin, Genoa, asia Rome in Italy ; Constan-

tinople, and tiie Black Sea, in Turkey , the Caspian
'.ta, and part of Tartary; New York, Boston in

New England, North America.
VIII. Paris, Vienna, capital of Germany ; Nova Sco-

tia, Newfoundland, and Canada, in N. America.
IX. London, Flanders, Prague, Dresden; Cracow in

Poland , southern provinces of Russia
;
part of Tar-

tary : north Part of NewfoumJand.
X. Dublin, York, Holland, Hanoyer, and Tartary;

Warsaw, in Poland; Labrador, and New South-
Wales, in North America.

XI. Edinburgh, Copenhagen, Moscow in Russia,
XII. South part of Sweden, Tobolski, capitiilcf Siberia.

XIiL Orkney IsJes ; Stockholm, capital of Sweden.
XIV. Bergen in Norway

;
Petersburg can. vi Russia.

XV Hudson's, Streights, North America^
XVI. Siberia, and the S, part of West Greenland.
XVII. Drontheim, in Norway.
XVIII. Part of Finland in Russia.

XIX Archangel on the White sea, Russia,
XX. Hecla, in Iceland.

XXI. Northern parts of Russia and Siberia.

XXII. New North Wales in North America,
XXill. Davis's Straits, in ditto.

XXIV. Samoieda.

XXV. South part of Lapland.
XXVI. West Greenland.
XXVIL Zcmbla Au.nralis.

XXVIIL Zeinbia Borealis.

XXIX. Spitzbcrgen or East Greenland.
XXX. Unknown.
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Latitude.] The distance of places from 'tlie equator, or what is called their Latu
tudey is easily measured on the globe, by means of the meridian above described. For
we have only to bring the place, whose latitude we would know, to the meridian, where
the degree of latitude is marked, and it will be exactly over the place. As latitude is

reckoned from the equator towards the poles, it is either northern or southern, and the

nearer the poles the greater the latitude j and no place can have more than 90 degrees of
latitude, because the poles, where they terminate, are at that distance from the equator.

Parallels of latitude.] Through every degree of latitude, or more properly,

through every particular place on the earth, geographers suppose a circle to be drawn,
which they call a parallel of latitude. The intersection of this circle, with the meri-

dian of any place, shews the true situation of that place.

Longitude.] The longitude of a place is its situation with regard to its first meri-

dian, and consequently reckoned towards the east or west in reckoning the longitude

there is no particular spot from which we ought ought to set out preferably to another,

but, for the advantage of a general rule, tlie meridian of Ferro, the most westerly of the

Canary Islands, was considered as the first meridian in most of the globes and maps,

and the longitude of places was reckoned to be so many degrees east or west of the me-
ridian of Ferro. The modern globes fix the first meridian from which the degrees of

longitude are reckoned, on the capital city of the different kingdoms where they are

made, viz. the English globes date the first meridian from London or Greenwich, the

French globes from Paris, &c. These degrees are marked on the equator. No place

can have more than 180 degrees of longitude, because the circumference of the globe

being 360 degrees, no place can be moved from another above half that distance j but

many foreign geographers very improperly reckon the longitude quite round the globe.

The degrees of longitude are not equal like those of latitude, but diminish in propor-

tion as the meridians incline, or their distance contracts in approaching the pole. Hence
in 60 degrees of latitude, a degrees of longitude is but half the quantity of a degree on
the equator, and so of the rest. The number of miles contained in a degree of longi-

tude, in each parallel of latitude, are set down in the table, in the following page.

Longitude and latitude found.] To find the Longitude and Latitude of any

place, therefore, we need only bring that place to the brazen meridian, and we shall find

the degree of longitude marked on the equator, and the degree of latitude on the meri-

dian. So that to find the difference between the latitude or longitude of two places^

we have only to compare the degrees of either, thus found, with one another, and the

reduction of these degrees into miles, according to the table given below, and remem-
bering that every degree of longitude at the equator, and every degree of latitude all

over the globe, is equal to 60 geographic miles, or 69 and a half English, we shall be

able exactly to determine the distance between any places on the globe.

Distance of places measured.] The distance of places which lie in an oblique

direction, i. e. neither directly south, north, east, nor west, from one another, may be

measured in a readier way, by extending the compasses from the one to the other, and

then applying them to the equator. For instance, extend the compasses from Guinea

in Africa, to Brazil in America, and then apply them to the equator, and you will

find the distance to be 25 degrees, which at 60 miles to. a degree, makes the distance
" I50p miles.

A TABLE
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A TABLE
SHEWING

The Number of Miles contained in a degree of Longitude, in

each Parallel of Latitude from the Equator.

rees

of

tude.

1

1

. 1

S? i

h

parts

mile.
rees

of

tude. [iles.

:h

parts

mile.
;rees

of

[tude.
i

th

parts

mile,

.

Degi Latil
^'

loot

of

a
Deg

Lati

iH O H M }
1001

1
of

a

1 59 96 31 5l! 43 61 ri/l

2
59i

94 32 50, 6o 62 ocAo 1 *71 1

3 59

59i

92 33 50 63 OlA ( Z^

4 86 34 49 64 oU

5 59 77 35 49 ID 65

6 59 67 36 48! 66 qa

7 59 56 37 47 r» f>
\32, 67

8 59 40 38 47 2o 68 ZA

9 59 20 39 46 69 0 1 OX

10 59 08 40 '46 00 70 AU

11 58 89 41 45 OQ 71 1 Q

12 58 68 42 44 95 72 55

13 58 46 43 43 88 73 i 1 54

14 58 22 44 43 16 74 xo 53

15 58 00 45 42 43 75 ID 52

16 57 60 46 41 68 76 1 d 51

17 57 30 47 41 00 77 13 50

18 57 34 48 40 15 78 12 48

19 56 73 49 39 36 79 11 45

20 56 38 50 38 57 80 10 42

21 56 00 51 37 73 81 09 3S

22 55 63 52 37 00 82 08 35

23 55 23 53 36 IS 83 07 34

24 54 81 54 35 26 84 06 28

25^ 54 38 55 34 41 85 05 23

26 54 00 56 33 55 86 04 18

27 53 44 57 32 67 87 03 14

28 153 00 58 31 79 88 02 09

29 ;52
,

48 59 30 90 89 01 05

30 151 ' 96
1

60 30 00 * 90 00 00

()UADRANT OF ALTITUDE.] In order to supply the place of the compasses in this

operaiion, there is commonly a pliant narrow plate of brass, screwed on the brazen me-
ridian, which contains 90 degrees, or one quarter of the circumference of the globe, by
means of which the distances and bearings of places are measured without the trouble of

first extending the compasses between them, and then applying the same to the equator.

I'his plate is called the Quadrant of Altitude.

Hour circle.] This is a small brass circle fixed on the brazen meridian, divided

mto 24 hours, and having an index moveable round the axis of the globe.
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PROBLEMS PERFORMED BY THE GLOBE.

PrOB. 1. To rectify theglobe

»

The globe being set upon a true plane, raise the pole according to tbe given latitude :t

tKen fix the quadrant of altitude in the zenith, and if there be any mariner's compass
upon the pedestal, let the globe be so situated, as that the brazen meridian maj stand
due south and north, according to the two extremities of the needle, allowing their va-
riation.

pROB. 2. Tofind the longitude and latitude ofany place.

For this, see page 12.

Prob. 3. The longitude and latitude ofany place being given, tofind that place on the

globe.

Bring the degree of longitude to the brazen meridian 5 reckon upon the same mcri^

dian the degree of latitude, whether south or north, and make a mark with chalk where
the reckoning ends j the point exactly under the chalk is the place desired.

Prob. 4. The latitude of any place being given, to find all those places that have the

mme latitude*

The globe being rectified (a) according to the latitude of the given {a) Prob. 2,

place, and that place being brought to the brazen meridian, make a mark
exactly above the same, and turning the globe round, all those places passing under the

said mark have the same latitude with the given place.

Prob. 5. Tofind the Sun''splace in the Ecliptic at any time.

The month and day being given, look for the same upon the wooden horizon 5 and
^ver against the day you will find the particular sign and degree in which the Sun is at

that time, which sign and degree being noted in the ecliptic, the same is the Sun's place^

•r nearly, at the time desired.

Prob. 6. The mo?ith and day being given^ as also the particular time of that day, to'

Jind theseplaces of the globe to which the Sun is in the meridian at thatparticular time.

The pole being elevated according to the latitude of the place, where you are, bring.

' the said place to the brazen meridian, and setting the index of the horary circle at the

hour of the day, in the given place, or where you are, turn the globe till the index point

at the upper figure of XII. which done, fix the globe in that situation, and observe what
places are exactly under the upper hemisphere of the brazen meridian, for those are the

places desired.

Prob. 7. To know the le?igth of the day and night in any place of the earth at any

time,

{a) Prob. 2. Elevate the pole {a) according to the latitude of the given place \

Prob, 6. find the Sun's place in the ecliptic {h) at that time, which being brought

to the east side of the horizon, set the index of the horary circle at noon,

or the upper figure XII. and turning the globe about till the aforesaid

place of the ecliptic touch the western side of the horizon, look upon the horary circle,

and wheresoever the index points, reckon the number of hours betw^een the same and

the upper figure of 12 j for that is the length of the day^ the complement whereof to 24

hours is the length of the night.
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pROB. 8. To know what a clock it is by the glohe in any part ofthe world^ and at any

time, provided ijou know the hour ofthe day where you are at thefame time, -

Bring the place in which you are to the brazen meridian, the pole

Prob, 3. being raised (6-) according to the latitude thereof, and set the index of

the horary circle to the hour of the day at that time. Then bring the

desired place to the brazen meridiaUj and the index will point out the present hour at

that place wherever it is.

Prob. 9. Aplace heing given in the TorridZone^ tofind those two days oftTiey^iu

which the Sun shallbe vertical to the same.

Bring the given place to the brazen meridian, and mark what degree of latitude is

exactly above it. Move the globe round, and observe the two points of the ecliptic

that pass through the said degree of latitude. Search upon the wooden horizon (or by

j)rop€r tables of the Sun's annual motion) on what days he passed through the aforesaid

J)oints of the ecliptic, for those ate the days required in which the sun is vertical to the

given place.

Prob. 10. The month and day beinggiven, tofind by the globe those places ofthe NortJi

¥rigid 74one, where the Sun then heginneth to shine constantly without setting, as also those

places of the South Frigid Zone^ ivhere he then begins to be totally absent*

The day given, (which must always be one of those either between the vernal equi-

nox and the summer solstice, or between the autumnal equinox and
{d) Pros. 6, winter solstice) find [d') the Sun's place in the ecliptic, and marking the

same, bring it to the brazen meridian, and reckon the like number of

degrees from the north pole towards the equator, as there is between the equator and
the Sun's place in the ecliptic, setting a mark with chalk where the reckoning ends*

This done, turn the globe round, and all the places passing under the said chalk are

those in which the Sim begins to shine constantly without setting upon the given day*

For solution of the latter part of the problem, set off the same distance firom the south

pole upon the brazen meridian towards the equator, as was formerly set off from the

north then marking with chalk, and turning the globe round, all places passing under
the mark are those where the Sun begins his total disappearance from the given day,

Pr-OB. 11. Aplace being given in the North Frigid Zone, to find by the globe what
number ofdays the sun doth constafitly shine upon the saidplace, and wliat day he is ab-

sent, as also thefirst and last day ofhis appearance.

Bring the given place to the brazen meridian, and observing its lati-
^ ^ p

tude, {a) elevate the globe accordingly j count the same number of de-
^

grees upon the meridian from each side of the equator as the place is distant from the
pole ; and making marks where the reckonings end, turn the globe, and carefully ob--

serve what two degrees of the ecliptic pass exactly under the two points marked in the
meridian ; first for the nortl^rn arch of the circle, namely, that comprehended betvveeu
the two degrees marked, being reduced to time, will give the number of days that tlic

Sun doth constantly shine above the horizon of the given place ; and the opposite arch
of the said circle will in like manner give the number of days in which he is totally ab-
sent, and also will point out which days those are. And in the interval he^vill rise and set.

Prob. 12. The month andday being given, tofind those places on the glohe, to whick
the sun, when in the meridian, shall be vertical on that day.

The sun's place in the ecliptic being Ql) found, bring the same to the {V) ProB. ^.
braxen meridian, iu which make a small mark with chalk, exacUy above
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tlie Sun's place. Whicli done, tum the globe, and those places which have the Sun
vertical in the meridian, will successively pass under the said mark.

Pros. 13. The month and day being given, tofind upon what point of the compass the

sun then riseth in any place.

Elevate the pole according to the latitude of the desired place, and finding the Sun's
place in the ecliptic at the given time, bring the same to the eastern side of the horizon,
and you may there clearly see the point of the compass upon which he then riseth. By
turning the globe about till his place coincide with the western side of the horizon, you
may also see upon the said circle the exact point of his setting.

Pros. 14. To know by theglobe the length of the longest and shortest days and nights'

in any part ofthe world.

Elevate the pole according to the latitude of the given place, and bring the first de-
gree of Cancer, if in the northern, or Capricorn, if in the southern hemisphere, to the

cast side of the horizon j and setting the index of the horary circle at noon, turn the

globe about till the sign of Cancer touch the western side of the horizon, and then ob-
serve upon the horary circle the number of hours between the index and the upper figure

of XII. reckoning them according to the motion of the index, for that is the length of
the longest day, the complement whereof is the extent of the shortest night. As for

the shortest day and longest night, they are only the reverse of the former.

PROB. 15. The hour of the day being given in any place^ to find those places of the

earth where it is either noon or midnight, or any other particular hour at the same time,

Bring the given place to the brazen meridian, and set the index of the horary circle

at the hour of the day in that place. Q^hen turn about the globe till the index point at

the upper figure of XII. and observe what places are exactly under the upper semicircle

of the brazen meridian, for in them it is midday at the time given. Which done, turn

the globe about till the index point at the lower figure of XII. and what places are

then in the lower semicircle of the meridian, in them it is midnight at the given time.

After the same manner we may find those places that have any other particular hour at

the time given, by moving the globe till the index point at the hour desired, and obser-

ving the places that are then under the brazen meridian,

Prob. 16. The day and hour being given, tofind by the globe that particular place of
the earth to which the Sun is vertical at that very time.

The Sun's place in the ecliptic {a) being found and brought to the {a) Prob. 6.

brazen meridian, make a mark above the same with chalk ; then {h) {h) Prob. 16.

iind those places of the earth in whose meridian the Sun is at that instant,

and bring them to the brazen meridian j which done, observe narrowly that Individual

part of the earth which falls exactly under the foresaid mark in the brazen meridian
j

for that is the particular place to which the Sun is vertical at that very time.

Prob. 17, The day and hour at any place being given, tofind all those places where

the Sun is then rising, or setting, or on the meridian ; consequently, all those places which

are enlightened at that time, and those which are in the dark.

This problem cannot be solved by any globe fitted up in the common way, with the

hour circle fixed upon the brass meridian j unless the Sun be on or near some of the

tropics on the given day. But by a globe fitted up according to Mr. Joseph Harris's

invention, where the hour circle lies on the surface of the globe, below the meridian, it

may be solved for any day in the year, accexding to his method , which is as follows.
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Having found the place to which the Sun is vertical at the given hour, if the place

he. in the northern hemisphere, elevate the north pole as many degrees above the ho-

rizon, as are equal to the latitude oF thai place j if the place be in the southern hemis-

phere, elevate the south pole accordingly, and bring the said place to the brazen meri-
" dian. Then, all those places which are in the western semicircle of the horizon, have

the Sun rising to them at that time j and those in the eastern semicircle have it setting ;

to those under the upper semicircle of the brazen meridian, it is noon j and to those

under the lower semicircle, it is midnight. All those places which are above the horizon,

are enlightened by the Sun, and have the Sun just as many degrees above them as they

themselves are above the horizon j and this height may be kno^vn, by fixing the quad-

rant of altitude on the brazen meridian over the place to which the Sun is vertical ^

and then laying it over any other place, observe -what number of degrees on the quad-

rant are intercepted between the said place and the horizon. In all those places that

are 18 degrees below the western semicircle of the horizon, the morning twilight is juft

beginning j in all those places that are 18 degrees below the eastern semicircle of the

horizon, the evening twilight is ending j and all those places that are lower than 18 de-

grees, have dark night.

If any place be brought to the upper semicircle of the brazen meridiauj and the hour-

index be set to the upper XII. or noon, and then the globe be turned round east-

ward on its axis j when the place comes to the western semicircle of the horizon, the

index will shew the time of sun-rising at that place j and when the same place comes to

the eastern semicircle of the horizon, the index will shew the time of sun- set.

To those places which do not go under the horizoUj the sun sets not on that day : and
to those which do not come above it, the Sun does not rise.

Prob. 19. T/ie month and day being given , ivith the place of the Moon in the Zodiac^

mid her true latitude, tofind thereby the exact hour when she shall rise and set^ together

with her southing or coming, to the meridian of the place.

)

The Moon's place in the zodiac may be found readily enough at any time by an or-
dinary almanac j and her latitude, which is her distance from the ecliptic, by applying

the semicircle of position to her place in the zodiac. For the
{a) Prob* 2. solution of the problem (^a), elevate the pole according to the

latitude of the given place, and the Sun's place in the ecliptic at
{h^ Prob. 6. that time being (h) found and marked with chalk, as also

the Moon's place at the same time, bring the sun's place to the

brazen meridian, and set the index of the horary circle at noon,
then turn the globe till the Moon's place successively meet with the eastern and westeru
side, of the horizon, as also the brazen meridian, and the index will points at those various

times, the particular hours of her rising, settings and southing.

Prob* 20. Two places being given on the globe, to find the true distance between
the??!.

Lay the graduated edge of the quadrant of altitude over both the places, and the
number of degrees intercepted between them will be their true distance from each other,
leckoning every degree to be English miles.

Prob. 21. place being given on the globe, and its true distance from a second
place, tofind thereby all other places of the earth that are at the sa??ie dista?ice from tha
given place,

Ermg the given place to the brazen meridian, and elevate the pole according to the
latrtudc of the said place j then fix the quadrant of altitude in the zenith, and reckon,
tipon the said quadrant, the given distance bet^veen the first and second place, provided

^
the same be under 90 degrees, otherwise you must use the semicircle of position, and ma-
iflpng a uiark where the reqkoning ends, and moving the said quadrant or semicircle
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quite round upon tlie surface of the globe, all places passing under the mark, are tho^e

desired.

GEOGRAPHICAL OBSERVATIONS.

1. The latitude of any place is equal to the elevation of the pole above the horizon

of that place, and the elevation of the equator is- equal to the complement of the latitude,

that is, to what the latitude wants of 90 degrees.

2. Those places which lie on the equator, have no latitude, it being there that the

latitude begins ^ and those places which lie ©n the first meridian have no longitude, it

being there that the longitude begins. Consequently, that particular place of the earth

where the first meridian intersects the equator has neither longitude nor latitude.

3. All places of the earth do equally enjoy the benefit of the sun, in respect of time,

and are equally deprived of it.

4. All places upon the equator haVe their days and nights equally long, that is, 12

hours each, at all times of the year. For although the sun declines alternately, from tlie

equator towards the north and towards the south, yet, as the horizon of the equator cuts

all the parallels of latitude and declination in halves, the sun must always continue

above the horizon for one half a diurnal revolution about the earth, and for the other

half below it.

- 5. In all places of the earth between the equator and poles, the days and nights are

equally long, viz. 12 hours each, when the sun is in the equinoctial : for, in all elevations

of the pole, shcrt of 90 degrees (which is the greatest) one half of the equator or equi-

noctial will be above the horizon, and the other half below it.

6. The days and nights are never of an equal length at any place between the equa-

tor and polar circles, but ivhen the sun enters the signs T Aries and Libra. For iit

every other part of the ecliptic, the circle of the sim's daiiiy motion is divided into twcr

unequal parts by the horizion.

7. The nearer that any place is to the equator, the less is the difference between / the

length of the days and nights in that place ^ and the more remote, the contrary : The
circles which the sun describes in the heavens every 24 hours, being cut more nearly

equal in the former case, and more unequally in the latter.

8. In all places lying upon any given parallel of latitude, however long or short the

day and night be at any one of those places, at any time of the year, it is then of

the same length at all the rest j
for, in turning the globe round its axis (wheiV

rectified according to the sun's declination) all those places will keep equally long

above and below the horizon,

9. The sun is vertical twice a: year to every place between the tropics ^ to those un-

'der the tropics, once a year, but never any w^here else. For, there can be no place

between the tropics, but that there will be tw^O' points in the ecliptic, whose decli-

nation from the equator is equal to the latitude of that place j and there is but one point

of the ecliptic which has a declination equal to the latitude of places on the tropic,

which that point of the ecliptic touches j and as the sun never goes without the tropic,*

he can never be vertical to any place that lies without them.

10* In all places lying exactly under the polar circles, the sun, w^icn he is in the

nearest tropic, continues 24 hours above the horizon without setting y because no part

of that tropic is below their horizon. And when the sun is in the farther tropic, he is

for the same length of time without rising j because no part of that tropic is above their

horizon. But, at all other times of the year, he rises and sets there, as in other places \

because all the circles that can be drawn parallel to the equator, between the tropics, are

more or less cut by the horizon, as they are farther from, or nearer to, that tropic, which

is all above the horizon : and when the sun is not in either of the tropics, his diurnal

course must be in one or other of these circles.

11. To all places in the northern hemisphere, from the equator to the polar

circle, the longest day and shortest night is when the sun is in the northern trdpic \
and

the shortest day and longest night is when the sun is in the southern tropic : because no

circle of the sun's daily luotiou is so touch above the horizon^ and so little belov/ it,
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trie northern tropic and none so little above it, and so much below it as the southerru

In the southern hemisphere, the contrary takes place.

12 In all places between the polar circles and poles, the sun appears for some number

of days (or rather diurual revolutions) without setting j and at the opposite time of the

year Avithout rising : because some part of the ecliptio never sets in the former case, and

as much of the opposite part never rises in the latter. And the nearer unto, or the more

remote from the pole these places are, ;the longer or shorter is the sun's continuing pre-

sence or absence.

13. If a ship sets out from any port, and sails round the earth eastward to the same

port again, let her take what time she will to do it in, the people in that ship, in reck-

oning their time, will gain one complete day at their return, or count one day more than

those whose who reside at the same port
j

because, by going contrary to the sun's diur-

nal motion, and being forwarder every evening than they were in the morning, their

horizon will get so much the sooner above the setting sun, than if they had kept for a

whole day at any particular place. And thus, by cutting off a part proportionable to

their own motion, from the length of every day, they will gain a complete day of that

sort at their return j without gaining one moment of absolute time more than is elapsed

during their course, to the people at the port. If they sail westward, they will reckon

bne day less than the people do who reside at the said port j
because, by gradually fol-

lowing the apparent diurnal motion of the sun, they will keep each particular day so

much longer above the horizon, as answers to that day's course j and thereby they cut off

a whole day in reckoning, at their return, without losing one moment of absolute time.

Hence, if two ship should set out at the same time from any port, and sail round the

globe, one eastward and the other westward, so as to meet at the same port on any day
whatever, they will differ two days in reckoning their time, at their return. If they

bailed twice round the earth, they will differ four days j if thrice, then six, &c.

OF THE NATURAL DIVISIONS OF THE EARTH.

rill H E constituent parts of the Earth are two, the land and water. The parts o£

IL the land are continents, islands, peninsulas, isthmuses^ promontories, capes, coasts,,

ihountains, &c. This land is divided into two great continents (besides the Islands^,

viz. the eastern and westerrt continent* The eastern is subdivided into three parts, viz*.

Europe, on the north-west Asia, on the north-east 5 and Africa (wliich is joined to
Asia by the isthmus of Suez, 60 miles over) on the south. The western continent

consists of North and South America, joined by the isthmus of Darien, 60 or 70 miles

broad.

A continent is a large portion of land, containing several countries or kingdoms^
without any entire separation of its parts by water, as Europe. An island is a smaller

part of land, quite surrounded by ^vater, as Great Britain. A peninsula is a tract of
land every where surrounded by Water, except at one narrow neck, by which it joins the
neighbouring continent j as the Morea in Greece j and that neck of land wliich so joins

it, is called an isthmus j as the isthmus of Suez, which joins Africa to Asia, and the
isthmus of Darien \ which joins North and South America. A promontory is a hill, or
point of land, stretching itself into the sea, the end of which is callpd a cape; as the
Cape' of Good Hope. A coast or sliore is that part of a country w^hich borders on the
sea-side. Mountains, vallics, woods, desarts, plains, &c. need no description. The
most remarkable are taken notice of, and described in the body of this work.
The parts of the water are oceans, seas, lakes, straits, gulfs^ bays, or creeks, rivers,

&c. The waters are divided into three extensive oceans (besides lessser seas, which
are only branches of these), viz. the Atlantic^ the Facijic, and the Indir n Ocean. The
Atlantic, or Western Ocean, divides the eastern and western continents, and is 3000
miles wide. The Pacific divides America from Asia, and is 10,000 miles over. The
Indian Ocean lies between the East Indies and Africa, being 3000 miles wide.

The ocean is a great and spacious collection of water without any entire separation o£
its parts by laud, as the Atlantic Ocean. The sea a smaUcy coUegtiow x>f water

- •
-
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ivliicli communicaies "«vil1i the ocean, confined by the land as the Mediterranean an(J

the Red Sea. A laie is a large collection of water, entirely surrounded by land j as the
Jake of Geneva, and flie lakes in Caiiada. A strait is a narrow part of the sea, restrain-

ed or lying between the shores, and opening a passage out of one sea into another as

the strait of Gibraltar, or that of Magellan. This is sometimes called a sound as the

strait into the Baltic. A gulf is a part of the sea running up into the land, and sur-

rounded by it except at the passage whereby it communicates with- the sea or ocean. If
a gulf be very large, it is called an inland sea \ as the Mediterranean : if it do not go
far into the land, it is called a haij^ as the Bay of Biscay ; If it be very small, a cresk,

raven^ station^ or road for ships, as Milford Haven. Rivers, canals, brooks, &.c. need no
description ; for these lesser divisions of water, like those of land, are to be met with in

most countries, and every one has a clear idea of what is meant by them. But in order to

strengthen the remembrance of the great parts of the land and "tvater we have described,

it may be proper to observe, that there is a strong analogy or resemblance betw^een

ihem.

The description of a continent resembles that of an ocean 5 an island encompassed

with vv^ater resembles a lake encompassed with land. A peninsula of land is like a gulf

or inland sea. A promontory or cape of land, is like a bay or creek of the sea : and an
isthmus, whereby two lands are joined, resembles a strait which unites one sea to another.

. To this description of the divisions of the earth, rather than add an enumeration of

the various parts of land and water, which correspond to them, and which the reader

'^vill find in the body of the work, we shall subjoin a table, exhibiting the superficial

contents of the whole globe in square miles, sixty to a degree, and also of the seas and

unkno\'.Ti parts, the habitable earth, the four quarters or continents j likewise of thejy

great empires and principal islands, which shall be placed as they are subordinate to on©'

another in magnitude.

The
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The Globe
Seas and unknown Paris

The Habitable world ^
Europe
Asia - - -

Africa - - -

America
Persian Empire under Darius

Rom. Eiu. in its utmost height

Russian

Chinese

Great Mogul
Turkish

British, exclusive of Settlements

in Africa and Gibraltar

Present Persian

United States

^Borneo

I

Madagascar

I
Sumatra

Japan

^. I
Great Britain

"2 I Celebes

J i Manilla
*^ Iceland

I Terra del Fuego

IMindinao
,
Cuba

(_Java

Square
Miles.

148,510,627

117,843,821

30,666,806

2,7 4 9,3 4<)

10,257,487

8,506,208

9,153,762

1,650,000

1,610,000

4,864,000

1,298,000

1,116,000

652,960

I 317,195

800,000

923,000
238,000

168,000

129,000

118,000

77,243

68,400

58,500

46,000

42,075

39,200

38,400

38,250

Tcl Q tin c
1

Square
1 Miles.

Islands Sq.

Mil

Hispanioia £6,000 Sky 900""

Newfoundland 35,500 Lew"^ &G0

Ceylon 27,730 Funen 7G8

Ireland 27,457 Yvica 625

Formosa - 17,000 Minorca 520

Atiian 11,900 Rhodes 480

GiJolo 10,400 Cephalonia 420

Scicily 9400 Amboyna 400

Timor 7800 Orkney, Pomona 324

Sardinia 6600 Scio 300

Cyprus 6300 Martinico 260

Jamaica 6000 Lemnos 220

Flores 6030 Corfu 194

Ceram 5400 Providence - 168

Breton 4000 Man 160

Socotra 3600 Bornholra 160

Candia 3220 Wight 150
Porto Rico - 3202 Malta 150
Corsica 2520 Barbadoes - 140
Zealand 1935 Zante 120

Majorca . 1400 Antigua 100
St Jago 1400 St, Christopher's 80

Negropont - 1300 S Helena 80

Tenerifif - 1272 G'j' rnsey 50

Gothland - 1000 Jersey
_

- 43
Madeira - 950 Bermudas 40

St. Michael - 920 Rhode 36

To these islands may be added the following, which have lately been discovered, or more fully

explored. The exact dimensions of them are not ascertained ; but they may be arranged in the

following order, according to their rnagnitude, beginning at the largest, v/hich is supp^^ed to be
nearly equal in size to the whole Continent of Europe.

New Holland, Otaheite or King George's Island,

New Guinea, Friendly Islands,

New Zealand, Sandwich "Islands. Navigator's Islands,

New Caledonia, Marquesas,
New Hebrides, Easter, or Davis's Island. -

* The number of inhabitants computed at pre-^ rEurope contains

sent to be in the known world at a medium, tak- i I Asia
€n from the best calculations, are about 700 > < Africa

inillions.
I I

America —

-

150 Millions

450
50

50

Total 7oa

Winds and tides.] We cannot finish the doctrine of the earth, mthout consider-

ing Winds and Tides, from which the changes that happen on lis surface principally

arise.

Winds.] The earth on which we live I5 every where surrounded by a fine invisible

-fluid, which extends to several miles above its surface, and is called vf/>. It is found
by experiments, that a small quantity of air is capable of being expanded, so as to fill a
very large space, or to be compressed into a much smaller compass than it occupied be-
fore. The general cause of the expansion of the air is heat the general cause of its

compression is cold. Hence if any part of the air or atmosphere receive a greater de-
gree of cold or heat than it had before, its parts will be put in motion, and expanded
or compressed. But when air is put in motion, we call it wi/u/ in general ; and a brecxe,
gale, or storm, according to the quickness or velocity of that motion. Winds, tlierefore,

which are commonly considered as things extremely varia'jle and uncertain, depend on
a gei^ral cause, and act with more or less uniformity, in proportion as the action of this

cau^e is more or less constant. It vs found, by obser\ alions mad? at sea, that from thirty
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degrees north latitude, to thirty degrees south, there is a constant east wind througho^f
the year, blowing on the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, and called the Trade Wind, This
is occasioned by the action of the sun, which, in moving from East to West, heats, and
consequently expands the air immediately under him

j
by which means a sream or tide

of air always accoriipanies him in his course, and occasions a perpetual east wind within

these limits. This general cause however is modified by a number of particulars j the

explication of which would be too tedious and complicated for our present plan j which
to mention facts rather than theories.

The winds called the Tropical Winds ^ which blow from some particular points of the

compass without much variation, are of three kinds : 1. The General Trade Winds

^

which extend to near thirty degrees of latitude on each side of the equator in the At-
lantic, Ethiopic, and Pacific seas. 2. The Monsoons, or shifting trade-winds which
blow six months in one direction, and the other six months in the opposite direction.

These are mostly in the Indian, or Eastern Ocean, and do not extend above two hun-

dred leagues from the land. Their change is at the vernal and autumnal equinox, and
Is accompanied with terrible storms of thunder, lightning, and rain. 3. The Seg.

and Land Breezes, which are another kind of periodical winds that blow from the land

from midnight to mid-day, and from the sea from about noon till midnight : these^

however, do not extend above two or three leagues from shore. Near the coast of

Guinea in Africa, the wind blo^vs nearly always from the west, south-ivest, or south.

On the coast of Peru in south America, the wind blows constantly from the south-west.

Beyond the latitude of thirty north and south, the winds, as we daily perceive in Great

Britain, are more variable, though they blow oftener from the west than any other point*

Betxveen the fourth and tenth degrees of north latitude, and between the longitude of

Cape Verd and the eastermost of tl>c Cape Verd Islands, there is a tract of sea con-

demned to perpetual calms, attended with terrible thunder and lightning, and such

rains, that this sea has acquired the name of the Rains.

It may be also useful to students in navigation and geography, to observe farther, that

the course or latitude our ships generally keep in their passage from England to Ame-
rica and the West Indies, is.

To Boston in New England, and Halifax in Nova Scotia, from 42 to 43 degrees.

To New York by the Azores, or Western Islands, 39 degrees.

To Carolina and Virginia by Maderia, which is called the upper course, 32 degrees :

but the usual course, to take advantage of the trade-winds, is from 16 to 23 degrees :

and in this course they frequently touch at Antigua j it is tbis course our West India

ships sail in.

The Spanish Galleons, and the Flota from Spain keep from 15 to 18 degrees j and in

their return to Spain about 37 degrees.

Tides.] By the tides are meant thaj; regular motion of the sea, according to which
' it ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours. The doctrine of the tides remained in

obscurity, till the immortal Sir Isaac Newton explained it by his great principle of gra-

vity or attraction. For having demonstrated that there is a principle in all bodies, with-

in the solar system, by which they mutually draw or attract one another, in proportion

to their distance it follows, that those parts of the sea which are immediately below the

moon, must be drawn towards it j and consequently, wherever the moon is nearly verti-

cal, the sea will be raised, which occasions the flowing of the tide there. A similar rea-

son occasions the flowing of the tide likewise in those places where the moon is in the

nadir, and which must be diametrically opposite to the former ; for in the hemisphere

jparthest from the moon, the parts in the nadir being less attracted by her than the other

(
parts which are nearer to her, gravitate less towards the earth's centre, and consequent-

ly must be highef than the rest. Those parts of the earth, on the contrary, where the

moon appears on the horizon, or ninety degrees distant from the zenith and nadir, will

have low water j for as the waters in the zenith and nadir rise at the same time, the

waters in their neighbourhood will press towards those places to maintain the equili-

brium
J
to supply the places of these, others will move the same way, and so on to the

places ninety degrees distant from the zenith and nadir, where the water will be lowest.

.^Y conjbiaing this doctrine with the diurnal^notion of the earthy above explained, we
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fiiiall be sensible or the reason why the tides ebb and flow twice in twenty-four hours,

in every place on this globe.

The tides are higher than ordinary, twice every month, that is, about the times of

new and full moon, and are called Spring Tides : for at these times the actions of both

the sun and moon are united, and draw in the same straight line, and consequently the

5ea must be more elevated. At the conjunction, or v^hen the sun and moon are on the

same side of the earth, they both conspire to raise the waters in the zenith, and conse-

quently in the nadir ^ and at the opposition, or when the earth is between the sun and

moon, while one occasions high water in the zenith and nadir, the other does the same.

The tides are less than ordinary ty^ice every m^onth, about the first and last quarters of

the moon, and are called Neap Tides : for in those quarters, the sun raises the waters

where the nioon depresses them, and depresses where the rnoon raises them j so that the

tides are only occasioned by the difference by which the action of the moon, which is

nearest us, prevails over that of the sun. These things would happen uniformly, were

the whole surface of the earth covered with water ; but since there are a multitude of

islands and continents, which interrupt the natural course of the water, a variety of ap-

pearances are to be met with in different places, which cannot be explained \nthout re-

garding the situation of shores, straits, and other objects \yhich hg.ve a share in pro-

ducing them.

Currents.] There are frequently streams or currents in the ocean, which set

ships a great way beyond their intended course. There is a current between Florida

and the Bahama Islands, which always runs from north to south. A current runs con-

stantly from the Atlantic, through the straits of Gibraltar, into the Mediterranean.

A current sets out of the , Baltic Sea, through the sound or strait between Sweden
and Denmark,, into the British channel, so that there are no tides in the Baltic. About
small islands and head-lands in the middle of the ocean, the tides rise very little j but

in some bays, and about the mouths of rivers, they rise from 12 to 50 feet.

Maps.] A map is the representation of th^ earthy *pr a part thereof, on a plane sur-

face. Maps differ from the globe in the same manner as a picture does frora a statue.

The globe truly represents the earth j but a map, no more than a plane surface, can re-

present one that is spherical, But although the earth can never be exhibited exactly

by one map, yet, by means of several of them, each containing about ten or twenty de-

grees of latitude, the representation will not fall very much short of the globe for exact-

ness
J
because such m^aps, if joined together, would form a spherical convex nearly as

round as the globe itself. The north is considered as the vipper part of the map 3 the

south is at the bottom, opposite to the north j the east is on the right hand, the face

being turned to the north j and the west on the left hand opposite to the east. From the

top to the bottom are drawn meridians, or lijies of longitude : and from side to side,

parallels of latitude. The outermost of the meridians and parallels are marked ^vith

degrees of latitude or longitude, by meana of which, and the scale of miles commonly
placed in the corner of the map, the situation, distance, &c. of places, may be found as

on the artificial globe. Thus, to find the distance of two places, suppose London and
Paris, by the n^ap, we have only to measure the space between them with the compasses,

or a bit of thread, and tp apply this distance to the scale of miles, which shews that

London is 210 miles distant from Paris. If the places lie directly north or south east

pr west, from one another, we have only to obsei-ve the degrees on the meridians and
parallels, and by turning these into miles, we obtain the distance without measuring.
Rivers are described in maps by black lines, and are wider towards the mouth than to-

wards the head of the spring. Mountains are sketched on maps as on a picture. For-
ests and v/oods are represented by a kind of shrub

j
bogs and morasses, by shades j sands

and shallows are described by small dots ; and roads usually by double lines. Near
harbours, the depth of the water is expressed by figures representing fathoms.
Maps and Charts, but particularly the latter, are sometimes drawn on Mercator's pro-

jection, that is to say, with the meridians and parallels straight lines, and the former
equidistant from one another. l he degrees of longitude in every meridian arc the same,
>vhile those of latitude are all unequal, being lengthened towards the poles. A chart
of the world is annexed on this projection. We may farther remark, thai in charts the
Kca is neyer sliaded, in order that the rocks, islands, &.c. may be more prcccptiblc. The
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admirers of elegant engraving will observe, that on tlie other hand the sea is entirely a

shade in all the maps that illustrate this book, in order to altord a stronger contrast,^

and make the land more conspicuous.

Length of miles in different countries.] There is scarcely a greater variety

in any thing than in this sort of measure not only those of separate countries differ, as

the French from the English j but those of the same country vary, in the different pro-

vinces, and all commonly from the standard. Thus the common English mile differs

from the statute mile ) and the French have three sorts of leagues. We shall here give

the miles of several countries compared with the English by Dr Halley.

The English statute mile consists of 5280 feet, 1760 yards, or 8 furlongs.

The Russian verst is little more than -| English.

The Turkish, Italian, and old Roman lesser mile, is nearly one English,

The Arabian, ancient and modern, is about J-^ Engli^n.

The Scotch and Irish mile is about 1^ English.

The Indian is almost 3 English.

The Dutch, Spanish, and Polish, is about 3f English.

The German is more than 4 English.

The Swedish, Danish, and Hungarian, is from 5 to S English,

The French common league is near 3 English j and
The English marine league is 3 English miles.

PART. IL

Of the Origin of Nations^ Laws, Government, and Commerce/

HAVING, in the following work, n^entioned the ancient names of countries^

and even sometimes, in speaking of these countries, carried our researches

beyond modern times j it was thought necessary, in order to prepare the readei*

for entering upon the particular history of each country wc describe, to place before his

eye a general view of the history of mankind, from the first ages of the world to the

leformation m religion during tf>e 16th century. By a history of the world, we do not

mean a mere list of dates, which^, when taken by itself, is a thing extremely insignificant
j,

but an account of the most interesting and important events which have happened

among mankind with the causes w]iich have produced, and the effects which have fol-

lowed from them. This we judge to be a matter of high importance in itself, and iq-

dispensibly requisite to the understanding of the present state of commerce, government,

arts, and manners, in any particular country ^ which may be called commercial and po-

litical geography, ai}d which, undoubtedly, constitutes the most ^seful branch of that

science. .

'

The great event of the Creation of the World, before which theye was neither matter

nor form of any thing, is placed^ according to the best chronologers, in the year before

Christ 4004 and in the "71 0th year of what is called the Julian period, which has

been adopted by some chronologers and historians, but is of little real seryice. The
sacred records have fully determined the question, that the wprlcj was not eternal, and

also ascertained the time of its creation with great precision *.

It appears, in general, from the first chapters in Genesis, that the world, before the

flood, was extremely populous ^ -that mankind had ma,de considerable improvement in

arts, and were become extremely vicious, both in their sentiments and manners. Their

wickedness gave occasion to a memoi:able catastrophe, by which the whole human race

* The Samaritan copy of the Bible makes the antediluvian period only 1307 years, 349 short of the
Hetrew Bible coniputation ; and the Septuagmt copy stretches it to 2262 years, which is 606 years

t-" Yceecing it ; biit the H^brtw cbronclogy is^generaUy acknowledged to be of snperior aiuhoritv.
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except Noali and his family, were swept from off the face of the earth. The
;ggf^re Christ,

<ieluge took place in the 3 656th year of the w^orld, and produced a very ^34.8,

considerable change in the soil of the atmosphere of this globe, and gave

them a form less friendly to the frame and texture of the human body. Hence the

'abridgement of the life of man, and that formidable train of diseases which has ever

since made such havock in the world, A curious part of history fcllovYS that of the de-

luge, the re-pecpiing of the world, and the rising of a new generation from the ruins of

the former. The memory of the three sons of Noah, the first Founders of Nations, v»ras

long preserved among their several descendants. Japhet continued famous among the

Avestern nations, under the celebrated name of lapetus ; the Hebrews paid an equal ve«

deration to Shem, who ^vas the founder of their race j and among the Egyptians, Ham
was long revered as a divinity, under the name of Jupiter Hammon. It appears tiiat

hunting was the principal occupation some centuries after the deluge. The world

teemed with wild beasts 3 and the gi-eat heroism of those times consisted in destroying

ihem. Hence Nimrod acquired immortal renov;n ^ and, by the admiration which iiis

courage and dexterity universally excited, -was enabled to -acquire an authority
^ ^

over his fellow creatures, and to found at Babylon the iirs,t monarchy whose on-
22*7.

gin is particularly mentioned in histoiy. Not long after the foundation of Ni-

3:ieveh was laid by Assur j in Egypt the four governments of Thebes, Theri, Mem-
phis, and Tanis, began to assume some appearance of form and regularity. That these

events should have happened so soon after the deluge, v/hatever surprise it may have

occasioned to the learned some centuries ago, need not in the smallest degree excite the

wonder of the present age. We have seen, from many instances, the powerful effects of

the principles of population, and how speedily mankind increase, when the generative

faculty lies under no restraint. The kingdoms of Mexico and Peru were incompara-

bly more extensive than those of Eabylon, Nhieveh, and Egypt, during that early age 3

and yet these kingdoms are not supposed to have existed four centuries before the disco-

very of America bV Columbus. As mankind continued to multiply on the earth, and
to separate from each other, the tradition concerning the true God was obliterated

or obscured. This occasioned the calling of Abraham to be the father of a

chosen people. From this period the history of ancient nations begins a little ^- ^'^

to expand itself 5 and we learn several particulars of very considerable im-

portance.

Mankind had not long been united into societies before they set them.selves to op-

press and destroy one another. Chaderlaomer, king of the Elamites, or Persians, was
already become a robber and a conqueror. His force, however, must not have been very
considerable, since, in one of his expeditions, Abraham, assisted only by his household,

set upon him in his retreat, and after a fierce engagement, recovered all the spoil that

had been taken. Abraham was soon after obliged by a famine to leave Canaan, the

country where God had commanded him to settle, and to go into Egypt. This jour-
ney gives occasion to Moses to mention some particulars with regard to the Egyptians
and every stroke discovers the characters of an improved and powerful nation. 1 he
court of the Egyptian monarch is described in the most brilliant colours. He is sur-

rounded with, a crowd of courtiers, solely occupied in gratifying his passions. 'J'he par-
ticular governments into which this country was divided, is nov/ united under one
powerful prince : and Ham, who led the colony into Egypt, became the founder of
a mighty empire. We ^ire not, however, to imagine that'all the laws -tYhich took place
in Egypt, and which have been so justly admired for their wisdom, were the work o*f

this early age. Diodorus Siculus, a Greek writer, mentions mnay successive princes,
ivho laboured for their establishment and perfection. But, in the time of .lacob, tv. j
centuries after, the first principles of civil order and regular government seem to have
been tolerably understood among the Egyptians. This country was divided into seve-
ral districts or separate departments

;
counpils, composed of experienced and select per-

sons, were estabhshed for the management of public affairs •, granaries for preserviiur
corn were erected and, in fme, the Egyptians in this age enjoyed a commerce far from

* According to Dr Playfair's ChronoIo;;icHl T^!):cs, the biith of Abraliatu is tixcd at before Ciui^r
20ao,. and lus being called out of Urr, at lf>Sc5.

"
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inc©nsiderable. These facts, though of,an ancient date, deserve our particular atteatiGii,

It is from the Egyptians, that many of the arts, both of elegance and utility, have beei^

handed down in an uninterrupted chain to the modern nations of Europe. The Egyp-
tians communicated their arts to the Greeks ; and the Greeks taught the Romans many
improvements both in the arts of peace and war j and to the Romans, the present inha,-

bitants of Europe are indebted for their civility and refinement. The kingdoms of
Babylon and Nineveh rem.ained separate for several centuries j but we know not even
the names of the kings who governed them, unless it be Ninus, the successor of Assur,
who*, fired with the spirit of conquest, extended the bounds of his kingdom, added Ba-
bylon to his dominions, and laid the foundation of that monarchy, which, raised to its

meridian splendor by his eiiterprising successor Semiramis,. and distinguished by the name
of the Assyrian empire, kept Asia under the yoke for many ages.

Jiavan, son of Japhet, and grand-son of Noah, is the stock from whom all the people

knpwn by the name of Greeks are descended. Javan established himself in the islands

in the western coast of Asia Minor, from whence it was impossible that some wanderers
should not pass over into Europe.

The kingdom of Sicyon near Corinth, founded by the Pelasgi, is generally supposed to

have commenced in the year before Christ 2090 To these first inhabitants succeed a

colony from Egypt, who, about 2000 years before th,e Christian sera, penetrated into

Greece, and, under the name of Titans, endeavoured to establish monarchy in this coun-

try, and to introduce into it the laws and civil policy of the Egyptians. But the empire

of .the Titans was soon dissolved j and the ancient Greeks, who seem at this time to be

as riide and barbarous as any people in the w^orld, again fell back into their lawless and

savage manner of life. Several colonies, however, soon after passed over from Asia into

Greece, and, by remaining in that country, produced a more considerable alteration in

the manners of its inhabitants. The most ancient of these were the colonies of Inachus

P, C. arid Ogyges *, of whom the foimer settled in Argos and ll e latter in Attica. Wc
1850. know very little of Ogyges or his successors. Those of Inachus endeavoured to

unite the dispersed and wandering Greeks ) and their endeavours for this purpose were

not altogether unsuccessful.

But the history of the Israelites is the only one with w^hich we are much acquainted

during thosjs age^. The train of curious events which occasioned the settling ofJacob and

Iiis family in that part of Egypt, of which Tauis was the capital, are universally known.

]R. c- That patriarch died, according to the Septuagint version, 1794 years before

:ioS9. Christ
J
but according to the Hebrew Chronology, * only 1689 years, and in the

year of the world 2315. This is a remarkable cera with respect to nations of heathen

antiquity, and concludes that period of time which the Greeks considered as altogether

unknown, and which they have greatly disfigured by their fabulous narrations. Let us

regard this period then in another point of view, and consider what we can learn from

the sacred writings, with respect to the arts, manners, and laws of ancient nations.

It is a common error among writers on this subject, t6 consider all the nations of an-

tiquity as being on the sam.e footing with regard to these matters. They find some

<nations extrem.ely rude and barbarous, and hence they conclude that all were in the

same situation. They discover others acquainted with many arts, and hence they

infer the the wisdom of the first ages. There appears however to have been as

much difference between the inhabitants of the ancient world, in point of art and

efinement, as between the civilized kingdoms of modern Europe, and the Indians

in America, or the Negroes on the coast of Africa. Noah was undoubtedly ac-

quainted with all the arts of the antediluvian world : these he would communicate to his

children, and they again would hand them down to their posterity. Those nations,

therefore, who settled nearest the original seat of mankind, and who had the best oppor-

frjnities to avail themselves of the knowledge which their great ancestor was possessed of,,

early formed themselves into regular societies, and made considejable improvements in

the arts which are most subservient to human life. Agriculture appears "to have been

known in the first ages of the world, Noah cultivated the vine in the time of Jacob, the

fig tree and the almond v/ere well known in the land of Canaan, and the instruments of

husbandry, long before the discovery of them in Greece, are often mentioned in sacred
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mitings. It is hardly to be supposed, that the ancient cities, both in Asia and in Egypt^

whose foundation, as we have aheady mentioned, ascends to the remotest antiquity,

could have been built, unless the culture of the ground had been practised at that time.

Nations who live by hunting or pasturage only, lead a wandering life, and seldom fix

their residence in cities. Commerce naturally follows agriculture j and though we can^

not trace the steps by which it was introduced among the ancient nations, we may, froia

detached passages in sacred writ, ascertain the progress which had been made in it du-

ring the patriarchal times. We know, from the history of civil society, that the com-

mercial intercourse between men must be pretty considerable, before the metals came to

be considered as the medium of trade j and yet this was the case even in the days of A-
braham. It appears, hov/ever, from the relations which established this fact, that the use of

moneyhad not been of ancient date ^ it had no mark to ascertain its weight or fineness -j and in

a contract for a burying-place, in exchange for which At)raham gave silver, the metal

is weighed in presence of all the people. But as commerce im^proved, and bargains of

this sort became more common, this practice xvas laid aside, and the quantity of silver

was ascertained by a particular mark, which saved the trouble of weighing it. But this

does not appear to have taken place till the time of Jacob, the second from Abraham.
The resilahy of which ^ve read in his time, was a piece of money, stamped with the figure

of the lamb, and of a precise and stated value, li appears, from the history of Joseph^

that the commerce between ditTerent nations was by this time regularly carried on. I'hs

Ishmaelites and Midianites, who bought him of his brethren, were travelling merciiants,

resembling the modern caravans, who carried spices, perfumes, and other rich commo-
dities, from their own country into Egypt. The same observation may be made from

the book of Job, who, according to the best writers, was a native of Arabia Felix, and

also a contemporary with Jacob. He speaks of the roads of Thema and Saba, i. €. o£

_ the caravans Vv^hich set out from those cities of Arabia. • If we reflect, that the commo-
dities of this country w^re rather the luxuries than the conveniencies of life, w^e shall

have reason to conclude, that the countries into vv'hich they were sent for sale, and par-

ticularly Egypt, were considerably improved in arts and refinement. That branch of

the posterity of Noah who settle J on the coasts of Palestine, were the first people of the

world among whom navigation was made subservient to commerce
j
they were distin-

guished by a word w^hich in the Hebrew language signifies mercJiants, and are the same
nation afterwards known to the Greeks by the name of Phcenicians. Inhabiting a bar-

ren and ungrateful soil/ they set themselves to better their situation by cultivating the

arts. Commerce was their capital object \ and with all the writers of Pagan aniiquity,

they pass for the inventors of whatever is subservient to it. At the time of Abraham
they v/ere regarded as a powerful nation ; their maritime com.merce is mentioned by Ja-»

cob in his last words to his children and, if we mr.v believe Herodotus in a. matter of

such remote antiquity, the Phoenicians had by this time navigated the coasts of Greece,

and carried off the daughter of Inachus.

The arts of agriculture, commerce, and navigation, siippose the knowledge of several

others astronomy, for instance, or a knowledge of the situation and revolutions of the

heavenly bodies, is necessary both to agriculture and navigation j that of working metals,

to commerce : and so of other arts. In fact, we find that before the death of Jacob, se-

veral nations were so well acquainted with the revolutions of the moon, as to measure by
them the duration of their year. It had been an unfvcrsal custom among all the nations

of aniiquity, as well as the Jews, to divide time into the portion of a week, or seven days

:

this undoubtedly arose from the tradition with regard to the origin of ihe world. It

was natural for those nations who led a pastoral life, or who lived under a serene sky, to

observe that the various appearances of the moon were completed nearly in four weeks

;

hence the division of a month. Those people again who lived by agriculture, and who
had gotten among them the division of the month, would naturally remark, tlrat t^vclve

of these brought back the temperature of the air, or the same seasons : hence the origin
of what is called the lunar year^ which has every where taken place in the infancy of
science. This, together with the observation of the fixed stars, which, as we learn f;om
the book of Job, must havt been very ancient, natm"ally paved the way for the discovery
ot the solar ycar^ whigh at tl:ijit time would be thought an immense improvement in a*«
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troHomy. But with regard to tliose branches of knowledge which we have mentionedtj

it is to be remembered, that they were peculiar to the Egyptians, and a few nations of
Asia. Europe offers a frightful spectacle during this period. Who could believe that

the Greeks, who in latter ages became the patterns of politeness and of every elegant art,

were descended from a savage race of men, traversing the w^oods and wilds, inhabiting

the rocks and caverns, a wretched prey to wild animals, and sometimes to one another !

This, however, is no more than what was to be expected. Those descendants of Noah,
who had removed to a great distance from the plains of Shinar, lost all connection with
the civilized part of mankind. Their posterity became still more ignorant 5 and the

liuman mind was at length sunk into an abyss of misery and wretchedness.

We might naturally expect, that from the death of Jacob, and as v/e advance forward
in time, the liistory of the great empires of Egypt and Assyria would emerge from their

4)bscurity. This, however, is far from being the case : we only get a glimpse of them,
and they disappear entirely for many ages. After the reign of Ninias, who succeeded

-g^ ^ Semiramis and Ninus in the Assyrian throne, we find an astonishing blank in the

1SS5. history of this empire, for no less than eight hundred years. The silence of an-

cient history on this subject, is commonly attributed to the softness

«nd effeminacy of the successors of Niftus, whose lives afforded no events worthy
of narration. Wars and commotions are the great themes of the historian, while the

gentle and happy reigns of wise princes pass unobserved and unrecorded. Sesostris, a

prince of wonderful abilities, is supposed to have mounted the throne of Egypt, after

Amenophis, who was swallowed up in the Red Sea about the year before Christ 1492.
Ey his assiduity and attention, the civil and military establishments of the Egyptians re-

ceived very conside^rable impi-ovements. Egypt^ in the time of Sesostris, and his imme-
diate successors, was, in all probability, the most powerful kingdom upon earth, and, ac-

cording to the best calculation, is supposed to have contained twenty-seven millions of

inhabitants. But ancient history often excites without gratifying our curiosity
y

for,

from the reign of Sesostris to that of Bocchoris, in the year before Christ 1781, we have
little knowledge of even the names of the intermediate princes. If we judge however from
collateral circumstances, the country must still have continued in a very flourishing condi-

;g Q tion j for Egypt continued to pour forth her colonies into distant nations. Athens,that

3556. seat of learning and politeness, that school for all who aspire after wisdom, owes its

icundation to Cecrops, who landed in Greece with an Egyptian colony, and endeavoured

to civilize the rough manners of the original inhabitants. From the institutions which
Cecrops established among the Athenians, it is easy to infer in xvhat a condition they must

have lived betore his arrival. The lav^^s of marriage, which few nations are so barba-

rous as to be altogether unacquainted with, w^ere not kno^vn in Greece. Mankind, like

ihe beasts of the field, were propayated by accidental rencounters, and with little know^-

ledge of those to whom they o^ved their generation. Cranaus, who succeeded Cecrops

-f;^
in the kingdom of Attica, pursued the same beneficial plan, and endeavoured, by

1506. wise institutions, to bridle the keen passions of a rude people.
,

Whilst these princes used their endeavours for civilizing this corner of Greece, the

other kingdoms, into which this country, by the natural boundaries of rocks, mountains,

and rivers,, is divided, and which had been already peopled by colonies from Egypt and the

&• C. East, began to assume some appearance of form and regularity. This engaged Am-
1496. phictyon, one of those uncommon geniuses who appear in the world, for the benefit

of the age in which they live, and the admiration of posterity, to think of some expe-

dient by which he might unite in one plan of politics the several independent kingdoms

of Greece, and thereby deliver them from those intestine divisions which must render

them a prey to one another, or to the first enemy who might think proper to invade

them. These reflections he communicated to the kings, or leaders of the different ter-

ritories 5 and by his eloquence and address engaged twelve cities to unite together for

their mutual preservation. Two deputies from each of those cities assembled twice a

year at Thermopylae, and formed what, after the name of its founder, was called the

Amphictyonic council. In this assembly, whatever related to the general interest of the

confederacy, was discussed and finally determineu. Amphictyon likewise, sensible that

•tliQge pclicical connections are the most lasting which are strengthened by religion com-

iiiitled to ths Amphicljcns the care of the temple at Delphi, and pf the riches which
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frofn the dedications of those who consulted the oracle, had been amassed in it. This

assembly, constituted on such solid foundations, was the great spring of action in Greece,

while that country preserved its independence ; and by the union which it inspired among

the Greeks, enabled them to defend their liberties against all the force of the Persian

empire. Considering the circumstances of the age in which it was instituted, tie Am-
phictyonic council is perhaps the most remarkable political establishment which ever took

place among mankind. In the year before Christ 3.322, the Isthmian games were insti-

tuted at Corinth j and in 1303 the famous Olympic games by Pelops j which games, toge-^

ther with tlic Pythian, and Nemean, have been rendered immortal by the genius of Pindar,

The Greek states, who formerly had no connection with one another, except by m«,

tual inroads and hostilities, soon began to act with concert, and to undertake disfant ex-

peditions for the general interest of the community. The first of these was the famous

expedition of the Argonauts, in which all Greece appears to have been concerned. B. C.

Tlie object of the Argonauts, was to open the commerce of the Euxine sea, and to 1263,

establish colonies in the adjacent country of Colchis. The ship Argo, which was the

Admiral of the fleet, is the only one particularly taken notice of
5
though we barn from

Homer, and other ancient writers, that several sail were employed in this expedition.

The fleet of the Argonauts was, from the ignorance of those who conducted it, long

tossed about on diiferent coasts. The rocks, at some distance from the motith of the

Euxine sea, occasioned great kibour
5
they sent forward a light vessel, which passed

through, but returned with the loss of her rudder. This is expressed in tlie fabulous

language of antiquity, by their sending out a bird which returned with the loss of its

tail, and may give us an idea of the allegorical obscurity in which the other events of

this expedition are involved. The fleet, however, at length arrived at Eon, the capiiaL

of Colchis, after performing a voyage which, considering the mean condition of the na«

val art during this age, v.^as not less considerable than the circumna\'igation of the

v/orld by our modern discoverers. From this expedition to that against Troy, which
was undertaken to recover the fair Helena, a queen of Sparta, w^ho had been carri- 5^ q
ed off by Paris, sou of the Trojan king, the Greeks must have made a wonderful usi.

progress in power and opulence j no less than twelve hundred vessels were employed in

this voyage, each of which, at a medium, contained upwards of a hundred men. These

vessels, however, were but half decked
^
and^ it does not appear that iron entered at

all into their construction. If we add to these circumstances, that the Greeks had not

the use of the saw, an instrument so necessary to the carpenter, a modern must form but

a mean notion of the strength or elegance of this fleet.

Having thus considered the state of Greece as a whole, let us examine the circum-

stances of the particular countries into which it was divided. This is of great import-

ance to our present undertaking, because it is in this country only that we can trace the

origin and progress of government, arts, and manners, which compose so great a part

of our present work. There appears originally to have been a very remarkable resem-

blance between the political situation of the different kingdoms of Greece. They were
governed each by a king, or rather by a chieftain, who was their leader in time of war,

their judge in time of peace, and who presided in the administration of their religious

ceremonies. This prince, however, was far from being absolute. In each society there

were a number of other leaders, whose influence over their particular clans, or tribes,

was not less considerable than that of the king over his immediate foUo^vers. These
captains were often at war with one ajiother, and sometimes with their sovereigns. Such
a situation was, in all respects, extremely unfavourable ; each particular .state was, in

miniature, what the whole country had been before the time of Amphyction. They re-

quired the hand of another delicate painter to shade the oppositfe colours, and to enable
them to produce one powerful effect. The history of Athens affords us r.n example of
the manner in which these states, tliat, for want of union, were weak and insignificant,

became, by being cemented together, important and powerful. Thcjieus, king of
Attica, about the year before Christ, 1234, had acquired great reputation by his ex-
ploits of valour and al)ility. He saw the inconveniences to which his country, from
being divided into twelve districts, was exposed ; and he conceived, that by means of
the influence which hia personal character, united io the royal authority with wludi he
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was invest ed, had universally procured Kim, lie might be able to remove them. For
this purpose he endeavoured to maintain, and even to encrease, his popularity among the

peasants a;ad artisans ; he detached, as much as possible, the different tribes from the

leaders vvl lo commanded them j he abolished the courts which had been established in

different j arts of Attica, and appointed one counpil-hall common to all the Athenians.

Theseus, however, did not trust solely to the force of political regulations. He called

to his aid all the power of religious prejudices
j
by establishing common rites of religion

to be performed in Athens, and by inviting thither strangers from all quarters, by the

prospect Cif protection and privileges, he raised this city from an inconsiderable village

to a powerful metropolis. The splendour of Athens and Theseus now totally eclipsed

that of thti other villages and their particular leaders. All the power of the state was
imited in one city, and under one sovereign. The petty chieftains, who had formerly

Gccasionedi so much confusion, by being divested of all influence and consideration, be-

came hum^^le and submissive
j,
and Attica remained under the peaceable government of

a monarchi

This is f| rude sketch of the origin of the first monarchy ofwhich we have a distinct

account, ar^d may, without much variation, be applied to the other states of Greece.

This country, however, was not destined to continue long under the government of
kings. A new influence arose, -which in a short time proved too powerful both for the

king and the nobles. Theseus had divided the Athenians into three distinct classes

;

the nobles, the artisans, and the husbandmen. In order to abridge the exorbitant

power of the nobles, he had bestowed many privileges on the two other ranks of personsp

This plan of politics was followed by his successors ; and the lower ranks of the Athe-
nians, partly from the countenance of their sovereign, and partly from the progress of

arts and manufactures, which gave them an- opportunity of acquiring property, became
considerable and independent. These circumstances were attended with a remarkable

effect. Upon the death of Codrus, a prince of great nierit, in the year B, C. 1070, the

Athenians bet ame weary of the regal authority, under pretence of findrrrg no one worthy

of filling the throne of that monarch, who had devoted himself to death for the safety of

Ms people, abolished the regal power and proclaimed that none but Jtipiter should be

jj ^ "of Athens. This revolution in favour of liberty was so much the more;

1095. remarkable, as it happened soon after that the Jews became unwilling to remain"

under the government of the true God, and desired a mortal sovereign, that they

wight be like unto other nations.

The governiaent of Thebes, another of the Grecian states, much about the same time

assumed the republican form. Near a century before the Trojan war, Cadmus, with a

colony from Phijenicia, had founded this city, which from that time had been governed

by kings. But the last sovereign being overcome in single combat by a neighbouring

prince, the Thebans abofished the regal power. 1111 the days however of Pelopida*

and Epaminondas, a period of feven hundred years, the Thebans performed nothing

worthy of the republican spirit. Other cities of Greece, after the example of Thebes

and Athens, erected themselves into republics. But the revolutions of Athens and

Sparta, two rival states, which, by means of the superiority they acquired, gave the tone

to the manners, genius, and politics of the Greeks, deserve our particular attention.

Wc have seen a tender shoot of liberty spring up in the city, of Athens upon the death

©f Codrus, its last sovereign. This shoot gradually improved into a vigorous plant j and'

it cannot but be pleasant to observe its progress. The Athenians, by abolishing the

^ ^ name of king, did not entirely subvert the regal authority : they established a

1070 perpetual magistrate, who, under the name of Archon, was invested with almost
' the same rights which their kings had enjoyed. The Athenians, in time, be-

came sensible that the archonic office was too lively an image of royalty for a free state.

After it had continued, therefore, three hundred and thirty-one years in the family of

Codrus, they endeavoured to lessen its dignity, not by abridging its power, but by short-

ening its duration. The first period assigned for the continuance of the Archonship in

the same hands, was three years. Butt he desire of the Athenians for a more perfect

^ ^ system of freedom than had hitherto been established, increased in proportion to

gg^^ the liberty they enjoyed. They again called out for a fresh reduction of the

powe^ of their Archons ^ H was at kngtli determined tha,t ulfiQ ann;;al ma^

1
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^!strates sliould be appointed for this office. Tbese magistrates were not only chosen by

the people, but accountable to them for their conduct at the expiration of their off.ee.

These alterations were too violent not to be attended with some dangerous consequences.

The Athenians, intoxicated with their freedom, broke out into the most unruly and li-

centious behaviour. No written laws had been as yet enacted in Athens, and it w^as

hardly possible that the ancient customs of the realm, which were naturally supposed ta

be in part abolished by tlie successive changes in the government, should sufficiently re-

sti-ain the tumultuary spirits of tke Athenians in the first flutter of their independence.

This engaged the wiser part of the state, who began to prefer any system of government

to their present anarchy and confurion, to caSt their eyes on Draco^^a man of an austere

but virtuous disposition, as the fittest person for composing a system of law^, to bridle the

furious and unrUly manners of their countrymen. Draco undertook the office about the

year 628, but executed it with so much rigour, that in the words of an ancient historian,

** His laws were written with blood, and not with ink." Death was the indiscriminate

punishment of every offence, and the laws of Draco were found to be a remedy v/orse

than the disease. Alfairs again returned into confusion and disorder, and remained so

till the time of Solon, who died in the yesir before Christ 549. The gentle manners,

disinterested virtue, and wisdom more than human, by which this sage was distinguished,

pointed him out as the only chara6ler adapted to the most important of all offices, the

giving laws to a free people. Solon, though this employment w^as assigned him by the

imanimous voice of his country, long deliberated v»^hether he should undertake it. At
length, however, the motives* of public utility overcame all considerations of private ease,

safety, and reputation, and determined him to enter an ocean pregnant with a thousand

dangers. The first step of his legislation was to abolish all the laws of Draco, except-

ing those relative to murder. The punishment of this crime could not be too great but

to consider other offences as equally criminal, was to confound all notions of right and

wrong, and to render the law ineffectual by means of its severity. Solon next proceeded

to new-model the political law 5 his establishments on this head remained among the

Athenians while they preserved their liberties. He seems to have set out with this

jp'rinciple, that a perfect republic, in which each citizen should have an equal political

importance, v/as a system of government, beautiful indeed in theory, but not reducible

to practice. He divided the citizens therefore into four classes, according to the wealth

which they possessed, and the poorest class he rendered altogether incapable of any
public office.

They had a voice, however, in the general council of the nation, in ivhich all matters

of principal concern were determined in the last resort. But lest this assembly, which
was composed of all the citizens, should, in the words of Plutarch, like a ship with too

many sails, be exposed to the gust of felly, tumult, and disorder, he provided for its

safety by the two anchors of the Senate and ilreopagus. The first of these courts con-

sisted of four hundred persons, a hundred out of each tribe of the Athenians, who pre-

pared all important bills that came before the assembly of the people 3 the second, though
but a court of justice, gained a prodigious ascendancy in the republic, by the wisdcin
and gravity of its members, who were not chosen, but after the strictest scrutiny, and
the most serious deliberation.

Such was the system of government established by Solon, which, the nearer we exa-
mine it, will afford the more matter for our admiration. Upon the same plan most of
the other ancient republics were estabUshcd. To insist on all of them, therefore, would
neither be entertaining nor instructive. But the government of Sparta, or Lacedxmon,
had something in it so peculiar, that the great lines of it at least, ought not to be omitted
even in a delineation of this sort. Sparta, like the other states of Greece, w^as originally

divided into a number of petty principalities, of ivliich each was under the jurisdiction

of its own immediate chieftain. Lelex is said to be the first king, about the year B. C,
1516. At length, the two brothers, Euristhencs and Prcx;les, getting posses- ^ ^
sion of this country, became conjunct in the royalty

j
and, what is extremely lioi

singular, their posterity, in the direct line, continued to rule conjunctly for nine
hundred years, ending with C]eomenes, anno 220 before the Christian itra. The
Spartan government, however, did npt take that singular form ^vhich renders it so re-
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C.
iT^arkable,

^
until tlie time of Lycurgus, the celebrated legislator. The plan of

894. policy devised by Lycurgus, agreed tvith that already described in comprehend-
ing a senate and assembly of the people, and in general all those estabhshrnents

wMch are deemed most requisite for the security of political independence. It differed
from that of Athens, and indeed from all other governments, in having two kings, whose
office vsras hereditary, though their power was sufficiently circumscribed by proper
checks and restraints. But the great characteristic of the Spartan constitution arose
from this, that, in ail laws, Lycurgus had at least as much respect to war as to political

liberty. With this view, all sorts of luxury, all arts of elegance or entertainment, every
thing, in. short, which had the sm, Uest tendency to soften the minds of the Spartans^
was absolutely proscribed. They wxre forbidden the use of money, they lived at public
tables on the coarsest fare, the younger ^.vere taught to pay the utmost reverence to the
more advanced in years, and all ranks capable to bear arms, were daily accustomed to
the most painful exercises. To the Spartans alone, Avar was a relaxation rather than a
hardship, and they behaved in it with a spirit of which hai'dly any but a Spartan could
even form a conception.

In order to see the eifect of these principles, and to connect under one point of view
the history of the diiTerent quarters of the globe, w^e must now east our eyes on Asia,

and observe the events w^hich happened in those great empires, of which w^e have

'tsi
^o^g lost sight. We have already mentioned in what obscurity the history of

' Egypt is involved, until the reign of Bocchoris. From this period to the disso-

lution of their government by Cambyses of Persia, in the year B. C, 524, the Egyptians
are more celebrated for the wisdom of their laws, and political institutions, than for the

power of their arms. Several of these seem to have been dictated by the true spirit of
civil wisdom, and were admirably calculated for preserving order and good government
m an extensive kingdom. The great empire of Assyria likewise, which had so long
disappeared, becomes again an object of attention, and affords the first instance we meet
with in history, of a kingdom which fell asunder by its own weight, and the eiTeminate

weakness of its sovereigns. Sardanapalus, the last emperor of Assyria, neglecting the

administration of affairs, and shutting himself up in his palace with his wonien and
eunuchs, fell into contempt with his subjects. The governors of his provinces, to whom,
like a weak and indolent prince, he had entirely committed the command of his armies^

did not fail to lay hold of this opportunity of raising their o-wn fortune on the ruins of

their master's power. Arbaces, governor of Media, and Belesis governor of Babylon,

conspire against their sovereign, set fire to his capital, in which Sardanapalus perished,

B. C. 32 J and divide between them his extensive dominions. These tw^o kingdoms,

sometimes united under one prince, and sometimes governed each by a particular sove-

reign, maintained the chief svv-ay of Asia for m.any years. Phul revived the kingdom
of Assyria, anno B. C. m, and Shalmaneser, one of his successors, put an end to the

kingdom of Israel, and carried the ten Tribes captive into Assyria and Media, B. C. 721,

Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon also, in the year B. C. 587, overturned the kingdom
of Judah, vv^hich had continued in the family of David from the year 1055, and mastered

all the countries around him. But in the year 538, Cyrus the Great took Babylon, and

g ^ reduced this quarter of the Avorld under the Persian yoke. The manners of this

5*38.' people, as brave, hardy, and independent, as w^ell as the government of Cyruf,

in all its various departments, are elegantly described by Xenophon, a Grecian

philosopher and historian. It is not necessary, however, that we should enter on the

same detail upon this subject, as with regard to the affairs of the Greeks. W^e have, in

modern times, sufficient examples of monarchical governments j but how few ars our

republics ! But the sera of Cyrus is in one respect extremely remarkable, besides deli-

vering the Jews from their captivity, because, with it the history of the great nations of

antiquity^ v/liich has hitherto engaged our attention, may be supposed to fi.nish. Let us

consider then the genius of the Assyrians, Babylonians, and Egyptians, in arts and

sciences
j,
and if possible discover what progress they had made in those acquirements

which are most subservient to the interests of society.

The taste for the great and magnificent, seems to have been the prevailing character

of these nations j and they principally displayed it in their works cf Architecture, Ther?
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»ie no vestiges, however, now remaining, which confirm the testimony of ancient wiitei^,

with regard to the great works which adorned Babylon and Nineveh : neither is it

clearly determined in what year they were begun or finished. There are three pyra-

mids, stupendous fabrics, still remaining in Egypt, at some leagues distant from Cniro,

and about nine miles from the Nile, which are supposed to have been the burying places

of the ancient Egyptian kings. The largest is five hundred feet in height, and each

side of the base six hundred and ninety- three feet in length. The apex is 13 feet square.

The second stands on as much ground as the first, but is 40 feet lower. It was a super-

stition among this people, derived from the earliest times, that even after death the^

soul continued in the body as long as it remained uncorrupted. Hence proceeded the

custom of embalming, or of throwing into the dead body such vegetables as experience

had discovered to be the greatest preservatives againat putrefaction. The pyr?.rrxids were

erected with th« same view. In them the bodies of the Egyptian kings were concealed.

This expedient, together with embalming, as these superstitious monarchs conceived,

would inevitably secure a safe and comfortable retreat for their souls after death. From

what we read of the walls of Babylon, the temple of Belus, and other works of the East,

and from what travellers have recorded of the pyramids, it appeal's that they n^ere really

superb and magnificent structm-es, but totally void of ekgance. The orders of archi-

tecture were not yet knov^n, nor even the construe ling of vaults. The arts in -vvhicli

these nations, next to architecture, principally excelled, were sculpture and embroidery .

As to the sciences, they had all along continued to bestow their principal attention on

astronomy. It does not appear, however, that they made great progress in explaining

the causes of the phenomena of the universe, or indeed in any species of rational and

?ound philosophy. To demonstrate this to an intelligent reader, it is sufficient to observe,

that, according to the testimony gf sacred and profane writers, the absurd reveries of ma-
gic and astrology, which always decrease in propoxtion to the advaricement of true sci-

ence, were in high esteem among them during the latest period of their government.

The countries w^hich they occupied were extremely fruitful, and afforded without mucli

labour all the rjeces^aries, and even the luxuries of life. They had long been accustomed

to a civilized and polished life in great cities. These circumstances had tainted their

manners ^vith effeminacy and corruption, and rendered them an easy prey to the Persians,

a nation just emerging from barbarism, of consequence brave and warlike.

The history of Persia, after the reign of Cyrus, who died in the year B. C. 529, oflFcrs

little, considered in itself, that merits our regard j but when combined with that of Greece,

it becomes particularly interesting. The monarchs who succeeded Cyrus, gave an oppor-

tunity to the Greeks to exercise those virtues which the freedom of their government
had created and confirmed. Sparta remained under the influence of Lycurgus's institu-

tions : Athens had just recovered from the tyranny of the Pisistratidae, a family who had
trampled on the laws of Solon and usurped the supreme power. Such was their p*/?

situation, when the lust of universal empire, which seldom fails to torment the C
breast of tyrants, led Darius (at the instigation of Hippias, who had been expel-

led from Athens, and on account of the Athenians burning the cily of Sardis), to send

forth his numerous Sirmy into Greece. But the Persians were no longer those invmci-
ble soldiers who, under Cyrus, had conquered Asia. Their minds ^vere enervated by
Juxury and servitude. Athens, on the contrary, teemed with great men, whose minds
were nobly animated by the late recovery of their freedom. Miltiades, in the

plains of Marathon, with ten thousand Athenians overcame the Persian army of ^

a hundred thousand foot and ten thousand cavalry. His counLrym'^n, Themis-
tocles and Aristides, the first celebrated for his abilities, the second for his virtue, gamed
the next honours to the general. It does not fall within our plan to mention the event
of this war, which, as the noblest monument of virtue over force, of courage over nuui-
bers, of lifcierty over servitude, deserves to be read at length in ancient writers.

Xerxes, the son of Darius, came in person into Greece, with an immense army,
^ ^,

which, according to Herodotus, amounted to two millions one hundred thousand
men. This account has been jusdy considered by some ingenious modern wri-
ters as incredible. The truth caimot now be ascenaincd j 'but that the army of Xerxes
\*'iiis ^,%treme]y numerous, is the mc^st probable, from the great extent of his emnli-c. aivt

C
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the absurd practice of tlie eastern nations of encumbering tbeir camp wlt'h a siiperttuous

multitude. Whatever the numbers of his army were, he was every where defeated by
sea and land, and escaped to Asia in a fishing-boat. Such was the spirit of the Greeks
and so well did they know that " wanting virtue, life is pain and woe j that wanting
" liberty, even virtue mourns, and looks around for happiness in vain.'' But though
the Persian war concluded gloriously for the Greeks, it is in a great measure to this war
that the subsequent misfortunes of that nation are to be attributed. It was not the bat-
tles in which they suffered the loss of so many brave men, but those in which they ac-
quired an immensity of Persian gold : It was not their enduring so man^ hardships in th^
course of the war, but their connexions with the Persians after the conclusion of it,

which subverted the Grecian estal^lishments, and ruined the most virtuous confederacy
that ever existed upon earth. The Greeks became haughty after their victories j deli-

vered from the common enemy, they began to quarrel with one another j their quarrels

^ were fomented by Persian gold, of which they had acquired enough to make them
432, desirous of more. Hence proceeded the famous Pelloponnesian war, in which

the Athenians and Lacedaemonians acted as principals, and drew after them th^
other states of Greece. They continued to weaken themselves by these intestine divi-

sions, till Philip, king of Macedon, (a country till this time little known, but which, by
the active and crafty genius of that prince, became important and powerful), rendered
himself the absolute master of Greece, by the battle of Cheronj5ea. But this conquest is one

•g ^ of the first we meet with in ancient history w^hich did not depend on the event of a

338. battle. Philip had laid his scheme so deeply, and by bribery, promises, and in-

trigues, gained over such a number of considerable persons in the several states of
Greece to his interest, that another day would have put in his possession what Cheronsea
had denied him. The Greeks had lost that virtue which was the basis of their confe-

deracy. Their popular governments served only to give a sanction to their licentious-

ness and corruption. The principal orators, in most of their states, were bribed in thq
service of Philip j and all the eloquence of a Demosthenes, assisted by truth and virtue,

was unequal to the mean, but more seductive arts of his opponents, who, by flattering

the people, used the surest method of winning their affections.

Philip had proposed to extend the boundaries of his empire beyond the narroxv limits

of Greece. But he did not long survive the battle of Cheronaea. Upon his decease his

son Alexander was chosen general against the Persians, by all the Grecian states, except

the Athenians and Thebans. These ipiade a feeble effort for expiring liberty :

' but they v.-ere obliged to yield to superior force. Secure on the side of Greece,

Alexander set out on his Persian expedition, at the head of thirty thousand foot,

and five thousand horse. The success of this army in conquering the whole force of
Darius in three pitched battles, in over-running and subduing not only the ^opntrie^

then known to the Greeks, but many parts of India, the very names of which had never
reached an European ear, has been described by many authors, both ancient and modern,

g Q and constitutes a singular part of the history of the world. Soon after this lapid

323. career of victory and succesSj Alexander died at Babylon. His captains, after

sacrificing all his family to their ambition, divided among thera his dominions.

This gives rise to a number of seras and events too complicated for our present purpose.^

and even too uninteresting. After consideiing therefore the state of arts and sciences

in Greece, we shall pass over to the Roman affairs, where the historical deduction is more
sim.ple, and also more important.

The bare name of illustrious men w^ho flourished in Greece from the time of Cyrus tq

that of Alexander, yvouid fill a large volume. During this period, all the arts were car-

ried to the highest pitch of perfection j and the improvements wc have hitherto mentioned,

were but the dawnings of this glorious day. Though the eastern nations had raised magni-
ficent and stupendous structures, the Greeks were the fir^t people in the woud, who, in

their works of architecture, added beauty to magnificence, and elegance to grandeur.

The temples of Jupiter Olympus, and the Ephegian Diana, are the first monuments pf good
taste. I'hey w^ere erected by the Grecian colonies, who settled in Asia Minor, before th^

reign of Cyrus. Phidias the Athenian, who died in the year B. C. 432, is the first sculptor

whose work^ have been immortaji. Zcuxjs, Parrhasius^ and TimsKnthciis, during- the sam^
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•Age, first discovered the powers of the pencil, and all the magic of painting. Composition, in

all its various branches, reached a degree of perfection in the Greek language, of whicli

a modern reader can hardly form an idea. After Hesiod and Homer, who flourished

1000 years before the Christian oera, the tragic poets, ^schylus, Sophocles, and Euri-

pides, were the first considerable improvers of poetiy. Herodotus gave simplicity and

elegance to prosaic writing. Isocrates gave it cadence and harmony, but it was left to

Thucydides and Demosthenes to discover the full force of the Greek tongue. It was

not, however, in the finer arts alone that the Greeks excelled. Every species of philosophy

was cultivated among them with the utmost success. Not to m'ention the divine Socrates,

the virtues of whose life, and the excellence of whose philosophy, justly entitled him to

a very high degree of veneration , liis three disciples, Plato, Aristotle, and Xenophon,

may, for strength of reasoning, justness of sentiment, and propriety of expression, be

put on a footing with the writers of any age or country. Experience^ indeed, in a long

course of years, has taught us many secrets in nature, with which these philosophers

were unacquainted, and which no strength of genius could divine. Eut whatever some

vain empirics in learning may pretend, the most learned and ingenious men, both in

France and England, have acknowledged the superiority of the Greek philosophers, and

have reckoned themselves happy in catching their turn of thinking and manner of ex-

pression. But the Greeks wer^ not less distinguished for their active than for their spe-

culative talents. It would be endless to recount the names of their famous statemsea

and warriors, and it is impossible to mention a few without doing injustice to a greater

number. War was "first reduced to a science by the Greeks. Their soldiers fought from

an affection to their country, and an ardour for glory, and not froxn a dread of their su-

periors. We have seen the effects of this military virtue in their wars against the Per-

sians
J
the cause of it was the wise laws which Amphictyon, Solon, and Lycurgus, had

established in Greece. Eut we must now leave this nation, whose history, both civil

and philosophical, is as important as their territory was inconsiderable, and turn our atten-

tion to the Roman affairs, which are still more interesting, both on their own account,

and from the relation in which they stand to those of Modern Europe.

The character of Romulus, the founder of the Roman state, when we view him as the

leader of a few lawless and wandering banditti, is an object of extreme insignifi-
^ ^

cance. But when we consider him as the founder of an empire as extensive 753'

as the world, and whose prggress and decline have occasioned the two greatest

revolutions that ever happened in Europe, we cannot help being interested in his conduct.

His disposition was extremely martial ^ and the political gtate of Italy, divided into a

number of small but independent districts, afforded a noble field for the display of military

talents. Romulus was continually embroiled with one or other of his neighbours^j and
war was the only employment by which he and his companions expected not only to

aggrandise themselves, but even to subsist. In the conduct of his w^ars with the neigh-

bouring people, w^e may observe the same maxims by which the Romans afterwards be-

came masters of the world. Instead of destroying the nations he had subjected, he
united them to the Roman state, whereby Rome acquired a new accession of strength

jirom every war she undertook, and became powerful and populous from that very cir-

cumstance which ruins and depopulates other Idngdoms. If the enemies, with which lie

contended, had, by means of the art or the arms they employed, any considerable advan-
tage, Romulus immediately adopted that practice, or the use of that weapon, and impro-
ved the military system of the Romans by the united experience of all their enemies.

We have an example of both these maxims, by means of Avhich the Roman state arrived

at such a pitch of grandeur, in the war with the Sabines. Romulus having conquered
that nation, not only united them to the Romans, but finding their bucklej preferable to
the Roman, instantly threw aside the latter, and made use of the Sabine buckler; in fight-

ing against other states. Romulus, though principally attached to ivar, did not altoge-
ther neglect the civil policy of bis infant kingdom. ' He instituted what was called the
Senate, a court originally composed of a hundred persons, dlslinguished for their wisdom
and experience. He enacted laws for the administration of justice, and for bridling the
fierce and unruly passions of his followers : and, after a long reign, spent in promoting
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g ^ the civil military interests of his country, was, according to tlie most prol|able con-

717. jecture, privately assassinated by some of the members of that Senate which he
himself had instituted.

The successors of Romulus were all very extraordinary personages^ Numa who came
next to him, established the religious ceremonies of the Romans, and inspired thejn with
that veneration foi" an oath, whith was ever after the soul of their military discipline,

Tullus Ho5Liliu3, Ancus ]\Iartius, Tarquinius Pr^scus, and. Servius Tullius, laboured
each, during his reign, for the grandeur of Rome. But Tarquinius Superbus, the
Seventh and last l^ing, having obtained the croTVTi by the exectable murder of his father-

i( '-law Servius, continued to support it by the most cruel and infamous tyranny. This,

together with the insolence of his son Sextus Tarqumius, who, by dishonouring Lucre-

j.^^ li a, a Roman lady, affronted the whole nation, occasioned the expulsion of the

50G. Tarquin family, and with it the dissolution of the regal government. As the

Romans, however, were continually engaged in war, they found it necessary to
have some officer invested with supreme authority, who might conduct them to the field^

und regulate their military enterprises. In the room of the kings, therefore, they ap-

pointed two annual magistrates, called consuls, who, mthout creating the same jealousy,

succeeded to all the powers of their sovereigns. This resolution was extremely favour-

able to the Roman grandeur. The consuls, who enjoyed but a temporary power, were
des rbr.s of signalizing their reign by some great action : each vied with those who had
pone before him, ^nd the Romans were daily led out against some new enemy. When
've add to thi?, that the pgople^ naturally warlike, were inspired to deeds of valour, by
every consideration which could excitf them ; that the citizens ofRome were all soldiers,

nr.d fought for their lands, their children,^ and their liberties, we need not be surprised

tliat they should, in the course of some centuries, extend their power all over Italy.

The [Icmans, now secure at home, and finding no enemy to contend with, turn their

eyes abroad, and meet with a powerful rival in t|ie Carthaginians. This state had been

foimded or enlarged on the coast of the Mediterranean in Africa, some time before

Home, by a colony of Ph^nicians, anno B. C. 869, s^nd, according to the practice oi

their mother-countiy, they had cultivated commerce and naval greatness.

Carthage, in this design, had' proved wonderfully successful. She now commanded
both sides of the IMediterranean, Besides that of Africa, which she almost entirely pos-

sessed, she had extended herself on the Spanish sides through the Straits. Thus mistress

of the sea-, and of commerce, she had seized on the islands of Corsica and Sardinia,

g ^ Sicily had dif^culty to defend itself j and the Romans were too nearly threaten-

JC4.* liot to take up arms. Hence a succession of hostilities between these rival

states, kno^vii in history by the name of Punic wars, in which the Carthaginians,

v.Ith all their wealth and povv^er, were an unequal match for the Romans. Carthage

was a powerful republic when Rome wa§ an inconsiderable state j but she was now be-

come corrupt and effeminate, while Rome was in the vigour of her political constftution.

Carthage employed mercenaries to carry on her wars
j
Rome, as we have already men-

tioned, was composed of soldiers. The first war with Carthage lasted twenty-three

years, and taught the Romans the art of fighting on the sea, with which they had hith-

erto been unacquainted. A Carthaginian vessel was wrecked on their cop.st
;
they used

-g^ it for a ihpdei j in three months fitted out a fleet, and the consul Duilius, who

260. fought their first Ufiv^l battle, was victorious. It is not to our purpose to men-

tion all th^e'tran£iacti9ns of these, wars. The behaviour of Regulus, the Rom^i
general, may give us ?in idea of the spirit which then animated this people. Being

taken prisoner ir^ Africa, "he is sent back on his parole to negociate a cliange of pri-

^ ^ soners. l^e maintains in the senate, the propriety ,of that lavy which cut olT

057" from those who suffered themselves to be taken, all Wpes of being saved y and

returns to £1 cert^iin death.

I^Ieither was Ca^thage^' ihougir cbrrupted, deficient in gr?at m.en, Qf all the enemies

the Romans ever h'^A to cmtend with, Hannibal the Carthaginian was the most inflexi-

ble and QangerousT
'

Hi':i "father Hamilcar had iip$ibed an extreme h.atred against the

tVomans, and having settled the intestine troubles of his country, he took an early op-

^jcrLunits^ to inspire liis sqn. though bxit nine years old^ with hi^ own sentiraents. ^01;
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this purpose he ordered a solemn sacrifice to be offered to Jupiter, and leading his sontc

the altar, asked him whetlier he was willing to attend him in his expedition against tlie

Romans j the courageous boy not only consented to go, but conjured his father, by the

gods present, to form him to victory, and teach him the art of conquering. That I

will joyfully do, replied Kaniilcar, and \vith aH the care of a father who loves you, if

yoa will swear upon the altar to be an eternal enemy to the Romans. Hannibal readilv

compHedj and the solemnity of the ceremony, and the sacredness of the oath, made

such an impression upon his mind, as hbthin'g afterwairds could ever efface. Being ap-

pointed general at tvventjr-five years of age, he crosses the Ebro, the Pyrenees, and the ..

Alps, and in a moment falls down upon Italy. The loss of four battles threatens the

fall of Rome. Sicily sides with the conqueror. Hieronymus, king of Syracuse^
-g ^

declares against the Romans, and almost all Italy abandons them. In this ex- 21
8.'

tremity, Rome owned its preservation to three great men. Fabius Maximus,

despising popular clamour, and the military ardour of his countrymen, declines coming

to an engagement. The strength of Rome has time to recover. Marcellus raises the

siege of Nola, takes Syracuse, aiid revives the drooping spirits of his troops. Tho
Romans admired the character of these great men, biit saw something more divine in

the yourig Scipio. The success of this young hero confirmed the pb|)ulat opinion, that

lie was of divine extraction^ and held converse with the Gods. At the age of four and

twenty, he flies into Spain^ where both his father and uncle had lost their lives, ^ ^
attacks New Carthage, and carries it at the first assault. Upon his arrival in 210*.

Africa, kings submit to liini, Carthage trembles in her turn, and sees her armies

defeated. Hannibal, sixteen years victorious, is in vain called home to defend his

country. Carthagfe is rendered tribiitairyj gives hostages, arid engages never B.C.,

to enter upon a war, biit with the consent of the Ronian people,
: ,

20 i

After the cbnqiiest of Carthage, Rome liad inctonsideiable w^ars, but great victories y
before this time its wars were great^ and its victories inconsiderable. At this time the

world was divided, as it were, into two parts j in the one fought the Romans and Car-

ihaginians : the other was agitated by those qiiarrels which had lasted ^nce the death

of Alexander the Great. Their scene of action was Gree^ce, Egypt, and the East.

The states of Greece had once more disengaged themselves from a foreign yoke. They .

were divided into, three confederacies, the Etolians, Acheans, and Boeotians j each of

these was an association of free cities, vvhich had assemblies and magistrate^ in common.
The Etolians were the most considerable of therii all. The kings of Maceddn main-
tained that superiority, which, in ancient tihies, when the balance of pov;er was little

^Uteiided to, a great prince naturally possessed over his less powerful neighbours. Philip,

the pi^sent monarch,, had rendered himself odious to the Greeks, by some unpopular and
tyrannical steps the Etolians were mdst irritated j and hearing the fame of the Ra-
man arms, called them iritd Greece^ and overcam&e Philip by their assistance. The
victory, however, chiefly redounded to the advantage of the Ron^ans. The Macedonian
_garrisons were obliged to evacuate Greece j the cities were all declared free j but Phi-
lip became a tributary to the Roman's, and the states of Greece became their dependents.
The Etolians, discovering theiir first error,, endeavoiired to rem&dy it by another still

more dangerous to themselves, arid more advantageous to the Romans. As tlfcy had
called the Romans into Greece, to defend them against king Philip, they now called
in Aiitiochus, king of Syria, to defend them against, the Romans. The famous Hanni--
bal too had recourse to the same prince, who was at this tiaie the inOst po\verful mo-
narch in the J^aat, and the success^of to the dominions of Alexander in Asia. But An-
tiochus did not follow his advice so miich as that of the Etolians ; for, instead of renew -

lug the war in Italy, where Hannibal, liom experience, judged the Romans to be iL.-

most vulnerable, he landed in Greece with a small body 6f troops, and being overcome-
without difficulty, fled over into Asia. Iri this war the Romans made use of Philip ibi

conquering Antiochus,. as they had before done of the Etolians for conqucriTig
^Philip. They now pi^rsue Antiochus, the last oliject of their resentment, into joo.

Asia, and having vmiquished him by Sea and land, compel h.un to yabmit to an
itifnmdiu: treaty.

C ,^
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In these conquests tlie Romans still allowed the ancient inhabitants to possess their

territory : they did not even change the form of government ^ the conquered nations

became the allies of the Roman people j which denomination, however, under a specious ,

name, concealed a condition very servile, and inferred that they should submit to what-
ever was required of them* "When we reflect on- these easy conquests, we have reason

to be astonished at the resistance which the Romans met with from Mithridates, king
of Pontus, for the Space of 26 years. But this monarch had great resources. His
kingdom bordered on the inaccessible mountains of Caucasus, abounded in a race ofmen
whose minds were not enervated by pleasure, and whose bodies w^ere firm and vigorous,

and he gave the Romans more trouble than even Hannibal.

The different states of Greece and Asia, who now began to' feel the weight of their

yoke, but had not a spirit to shake it ofF, were transported at finding a prince who dared

to shew himself an enemy to the Romans, and cheerfully submitted to his protection,

Mithridates, however, at last, was compelled to yield to the superior fortune of the Ro-»

•mans. Vanquished successively by Sylla.and Lucullus, he was at length subdued by

^ Pompey, and stripped of his dominions and of his life, in the year B. C. 63. In

j[06. Africa, the Roman arms met with equal success. Marius^ in conquering Jugur-

tha, made all secure in that quarter. Even the barbarous nations beyond the

Alps began to feel the weight of the Roman arms. Gallia Narbonensis had been re-

duced into a province. The Cimbri, Teutones, and the other northern nations of Eu~

g ^ rope, broke into this part of the empire. The same Marius, whose name was so-

102! terrible in Africa, then made the north of Europe to tremble. The barbarians

retired to their wilds and desarts, less formidable than the Roman legions. But
while Rome conquered the world, there subsisted an eternal war within her walls. This

war had subsisted from the first period of the government. Rome, after the expulsiou

of her kings, enjoyed but a partial liberty. The descendants of the senators, who were

distinguished by the names of Patricians, were ii^vested with so many odious privilegeSy

that the people felt their dependence, and became determined to shake it off. A thou-

sand disputes on the subject, arose betwixt them and the Patricians, which always ter-

minated in favour of liberty.

These disputes, while the Romans preserved their virtue, were not attended with any

dangerous consequences. The Patricians, who loved their country, tiheerfully parted

with some of their privileges to satisfy the people : and the people, on the other hand,

though they obtained laws, by \shich they might be admitted to enjoy the first offices

of the state, and though they had the power of nomination, always named Patricians.

But when the Romans, by the conquest of foreign nations, became acquainted with all

their luxuries and refinements j w^hen they became tainted with the effeminacy and cor-

ruption of the eastern courts, and sported wIlIi every thing just and honourable in order

'to obtain them, the state, torn by the factions, between its members, and without virtue

on either side to keep it together, became, a prey to its own children. Hence the

bloody seditions of the Gracchi, which paved the way for an inextinguishable hatred be-

tween the nobles and commons, and mads it easy for any turbulent demagogue to put

them in action against each other. The love of their country was now no more than a

specious-name j the better sort w^ere too wealthy and effeminate to submit to the rigours

of military discipline, and the soldiers, composed of the dregs of the republic, were no

longer citizens. They had little respect for any but (heir commander ^ under his banner

they fought, and conq^uered, and plundered j and for him they v»^ere ready to die. He
might command them to embrue their hands in the blood of their country. They who
knew no country but the camp, and ao authority but that of their general^ were ever

ready to obey him. The multiplicity of the Roman conquests, however, which required

their keeping on foot several armies at the same time, retarded the subversion of the

xepublic. These armies \vere so many checks upon each other. Had it not been for

the soldiers of Sylla : Rome would have surrendered its liberty to the army of Marius,

Julius Ca3sar at ) srigth appears. Ey subduing the Gauls, ha gained his country the

^ ^, most useful conquest it ever made. Pompey, his own rival, is overcome in the

5g.
*

plains of Pharsalia. Caesar appears vicioilous ?.linGst at the same time all oyer

the world : in Egypt, in Asia, in Mauritania, in Spaii), in Gaul, and iu Britain :

/
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conqiie^-or on all sides, he is acknowledged master at Rome; and in the whole empire.

Brutus and Cassius think to give Rome her liberty-j by stabbing him in the se- ^ ^
jiate-house. But though they thereby deliver the Romans from the tyranny of 4*4^

*

Julius, the republic does not obtain its freedom. It falls into the hands of Mark
Anthony j

young Caesa;- Octavianus, nephew to Julius Caesar, v/rests it from him by the

sea-fight at Actium, and there is no Brutus or Cassius to put an end to his life. ^ ^
Those friends of liberty had killed themselves in despair j and Octavius, under 32/
the name of Augustus, and title of Emperor, remained the undisturbed master

of the empire. During these civil commotions, the Romans still preserved the glory of

their arms among distant nations , and while it was unknown who should be master of

Rome, the Romans were, without disputCj the masters of the v/orld. Their military

discipline and valour abolished all the remains of the Carthaginian, the Persian, the

Greek, the Assyrian, and Macedonian glory
j
they were now only a name. No sooner

therefore, was Octavius established on the throne^ than ambassadors from all quarters of

the known world crowded to make their submissions. Ethiopia sues for peace ; th^

Parthians, who had been a most formidable enemy, court his friendship 3 India seeks his

alliance j Pannonia acknowledges him
j
Germany dreads him j and the V/eser receives

his laws. Victorious by sea and- land, he shuts the temple of Janus. The b. C.

whole earth lives in peace under his power, and Jesus Christ comes into the T.

world four years before the common sera.

Having thus traced the progress of the Roman government, while it remained a re-

public, our plan obliges us to say a few words with regard to the arts, sciences, and

manners of that people . During the first ages of the republic, the Romans lived in a

total neglect, or rather contempt, of all the elegant improvements of life. War, poli-

tics, and agriculture, were the only arts they studied, because they vv^ere the only arts

they esteemed. But, upon the downfal of Carthage, the Rom.ans having no enemy to

dread from abroad, began to taste the sweets of security, and to cultivate the arts.

Their progress, however, was not gradual, as in the other countries we have described.

The conquest of Greece at once put them in possession of every thing most rare, curi-

ous, or elegant. Asia, which was the next victim, offered all its store-s ) and the Ro-
mans, from the most simple people, speedily became acquainted with the aits, the lux-

uries, and refinements of the whole earth. Eloquence they had always cultivated as

the high road to honour and preferment. The orations of Cicero are inferior only to

those of Demosthenes. In poetry, Virgil yields only to Homer, whose verse, like the

prose of Demosthenes, may be considered as inimitable. Horace, however, in his Sa-

tires and Epistles, had no model among the Greeks, and stands to this day unrivalled

in that species of writing. In history, the Rom^ans can boast of Lhj, who possesses all

the natural ease of Herodotus, and is more descriptive, more eloquent, and sentimental.

Tacitus, indeed, did not flourish in the Augustan age, but his works do himself the

greatest honour, while they disgrace his country and human nature, whose corruptions

and vices he paints in the most striking colours. In philosophy, if we except the
works of Cicero, and the system of the Greek philosopher Epicurus, described in the
nervous poetry of Lucretius, the Romans, during the time of the republic, made not
the least attempt. In tragedy they never produced any thing excellent and Terence,
though remarkable for purity of style, wants that ir/'s comico^ or lively vein of humour,
that distinguishes the Greek comedians, and our Shakespeare.

Vfe now return to our history, and are arrived at an a^ra \thich presents us with 11

set of Monsters, under the name of Emperors, whose histories, a few excepted, disgrace
human nature. They did not indeed abolish the forms of the Roman republic, though
they extinguished its liberties ; and while they were practising the most mnvarrantable
cruelties upon their subject's, they themselves were the slaves of their soUiers. They
made the world tremble, while they in th-ir turn trembled at the army. Rome, from
the time of Augustus, became the most despotic empire that ever subsisted in Europe.
To form an idea of their government, we need only recall to our mind the situation of
Turkey at present. It is of no importance therefore to consider the character of the
emperors, since they had no power but what arose from a mercenary str.uding army j

nor to enter into a detaU with regard to the tmh^aclioi^ of the court, wlych ^va•e cIaxccI-

C4
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el witli that caprice, cruelly, and comiplion, xvliicli milversally prevail under a despo-

tic government. When it is said that the Roman republic conquered the world, it is

only meant of the civilized part 6f it, chiefly in Greece, Carthage, and Asia. A more
difiicult task still remained for the emperors, to subdue the barbarous nations of Europe *,

the Germans, the Gauls, thfe Britons, and even the remote corner of Scotland for

though these countries had been discovered, they -^vere not effectually subdued by tlie

Roman generals. Tliese nations, though rude and ignorant, were brave and indepen-

dent. It was rather from the superiority of their discipline than of their courage that

the Romans gained any advantage over them. The Roman wars with the Germans are

described by Tacitus, and from his accounts though a Roman, it is easy to discover

with what bravery they fought, and with what reluctance they submitted to a foreign

yoke. From the obstinate resistance of the Germans^ we may judge of the difficulties,

the Romans met with in subduing the other nations of -Europe. The contests were on
both sides bloody ^ the countries of Europe were successively laid waste, the inhabitants

perished in the field, many were carried into slavery, and but a feeble remnant submit-

ted to the Roman power. The situation of affairs was extremely unfavourable to the

happiness of mankind. The barbarous nations, indeed, from their intercourse with the

Romans, acquired some taste for the arts, sciences, language, and manners- of their new
masters. 'I'hese, however, were but miserable consolations for the loss of liberty, for

being deprived of the use of their arms, for being, overawed by mercenary soldiers- kept

in pay to restrain them, and for being delivered over to rapacious goviernors, who plun-

dered them without mercy. 'I'he only circumstance which, could support them under

these complicated calamities, was the hope of seeing better days.

The Roman empire, now stretched out to such an extent, had lost its spring and.

force. It contained witliin itself the seeds of dissolution j and the violent irruptions of

ihe Goths. Vandals, Huns, and other barbarians, hastened its destruction. 1 hese fierce

tribes, who came to take vengeance on the empire, cither inhabited the various parts

of Germany, which had never been subdued by the Romans, or v/ere scattered over the

vast countries in Europe, and tlie iiortli-we$t of Asia, which are now inhabited by the

T")anes, the Swedes^ the Poles, the subjects of the Russian empire, and the Tartars.

They were drawn from their native country by that restlessness, which actuates the

min(is of barbarians, and makes them rove from home in quest of plunder, or new
.settlements. The first invaders met with a powerful resistance from the superior dis^

<jipiine of the Roman legions but this, instead of daunting men of a strong and impe-

tuous temper, only roused them to vengeance. They return to their companions, ac-

quaint them vv'ith the unknown conveniences and luxuries that abounded in countries

better cultivated, or blessed with a milder climate than their own
j
they acqaaint them

witli the battles they have fought, or the friends they had lost, and v/arm them with

resentment against their opponents. Great bodies of armed men (says an elegant his-

torian, in describing this scene of desolation) with their wives and children, and slaves

and flocks, issued forth, like regular colonies, in quest of new settlements. New adven-

turers followed them. The lands which they deserted, were occupied by more remote

tribes of barbarians. These in their turn, pushed forward into more fertile countries,

and, like a torrent continually increasing, rolled on, and swept every thing before

them. Wherever the barbarians marched, their route w^as m-arked with blood. They

ravaged or destroyed all around them. 1 hey made no distinction between what was

sacred and what was profane. They respected no age, or sex, or rank. If a man was

called to fix upon the period in the history of the world, during which the^ condition of

the human race was the most calamitous and afflicted, he would, without hesitation, name

that which elapsed from the death of Theodosius the Great, A. D. 395, to the establish-

ment of the Lombards in Italy, A. D. 571. The contemporary authors, who beheld

that scene of desolation, labour and are at a loss for expressions to describe the horror

of it* T/ie scourge ofGod ! the destroyer of nations ! are the dreadful epithets by which

they distinguish the most noted of the barbarous leaders.

Ccnstantine, who was emperor at the beginning of the fourth century, and who had

embraced Cbristisnlty, changed the seat of empire from Rome to that of Constan-
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imople. This occasioned a prodigious alteration. The western and eastern

provinces were separated from each other, and governed by diiferent sovereigns. 328.

The -A'ithdrawing the Roman legions from the Rhine and the Danube to the

East, threw down the western barriers of the empire, and laid it open to the invaders.

Rome (now known by the nam.e of the Western Empire^ in contradistinction of

Constantinople, which, from its situation, was called the Eastern Empire^ weakened

\rj this division, becomes a prey to the barbai'ous nations. Its ancient glory, vainly

deemed immortal^ is effaced, and Odoacer, a barbarian chieftain, is seated on the throne

of the Caesars. These irruptions into the empire were gradual and successive. ^ ^
The immense fabric of the Roman empire was the work of many ages, and se-

veral centuries were employed in demolishing iti The ancietit discipline of the

Romans, in military affairs, was so efficacious, that the remains of it descended to their

successors, and must have proved ^n overmatch for all their enemies, had it not been

for the vices of their emperors^ and thfe universal corruption of manners among the

people. Satiated with the luxuries of the known world, the emperors were a I a loss to

find new provocatives. The most distant regions were explored, the ingenuity of man-

kind was exercised, and the tribute of provinces expended upon one favourite dish.

The tyranny and the univer^^al depravation of manners that prevailed under the em-

perors, or, as they were called, Caasars, could only be equalle dby the barbarity of those

nations who overcame them.

Towards the close of the sixth century, the Saxons, a German nation, were masters

of the southern and more fertile provinces of Britain j the Franks, another tribe of Ger-
mans, of Gaul \ the Goths of Spain j the Goths and Lombards of Italy, and the adja-

cent provinces. Scarcely any vestige of the Roman policy, jurisprudence, arts, or liter-

siture, remained. New forms of government, new lav^^s, new manners, new dresses,

new languages, and new names of men and countries, were every where introduced.

From this period, till the 16th century^ Europe; exhibited a picture of most melan-

choly Gothic barbarity. Literature, science, taste, were words scarcely in use during

these ages. Persons of the highest rank, and in the most eminent stations, could not read

or v/rite. Many of the clergy did not understand t]ie Breviary which they were ob-
liged daily to recite ; some of them could scarcely read it. The human mind, neglect-

ed, uncultivated, and depressed, sunk into the most profound ignorance. The superior

genius of Charlemagne, who, in tlie beginning of the 9th century,, governed France and
Germany, with part of Italy j and Alfred the Great in England, during the latter part

of the same century, endeavoured to dispel this darkness, and gave their subjects a

short glimpse of light. But the ignorance of the age was too powerful for their efforts

and institutions. The darkness returned, and even increased j so that a still greater

degree of ignorance and barbarism prevailed throughout Europe.

A new division of property gradually introduced a ne\v species of government, form-
erly unknovm which singular institution is now distinguished by the name of the Feu-
dal System. The king or general who led the barbarians to conquest, parcelled out
the lands of the vanquished among his chief officers, binding those on whom they were
bestowed to follov/ his standard with a number of men, and to bears arms in his defence.

The chief officers imitated the example of their sovereign, and in distributing portions

of their lands among their dependents annexed the same condition to the grant. But
though this system seemed to be admirably calculated for defence against a foreign
enemy, it degenerated into a system of oppression.

The usurpation of the nobles became unbounded and intolerable. They reduced the
great body of the people into a state of actual ser\atude. They were deprived of the
natural and most unalienable rights of humanity. 'I'hey were slaves fixed to the soil

which they cultivated, and together with it ^vere transferred from one proprietor to
another, by sale or by conveyance. Every offended baron or chieftain buckled on Ills

armour, and sought redress al. the head of his vas.sals. Hi? adversaries met him in like

iiostile array. The kindred and dependents of the aggressor, as well as of the defender,
kvere involved in the quarrer. Tliey had not even the liberty of rejaaiiiing ncuttr.
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The monarclis of Europe perceived the encroachment of their nobles with impatience.

In order to create some power that might counterbalance those potent vassals, who
while they enslaved the people, controlled or gave laws to the crown, a plan was adopt-
ed of conferring new privileges on towns. These privileges abolished all marks of ser-
vitude 5 and the inhabitants of towns were formed into corporations or bodies politic,

to be governed by a council, and magistrates of their own nomination.
The acquisition of liberty made such a happy change in the condition of mankind,

as roused them from the stupidity and inaction into which they had been sunk by the
wretchedness of their former state. A spirit of industry revived j commerce became an
*bject of attention, and began to flourish.

Various causes contributed to revive this spirit of commerce, and to renew the inter-

course between different nations. Constantinople, the capital of the Eastern or Greek
empire, had escaped the ravages of the Goths and Vandals, who overthrew that of the
West. In this city some remains of literature and science were preserved : this too,

for many ages, was the great emporium of trade, and where some relish for the precious

commodities and curious manufactures of India was retained. They commuricated
some knowledge of these to their neighbours in Italy j and the crusades, which

1096
"^^^^ begun by the Christian pov/ers of Europe with a view to drive the Saracens

from Jerusalem, opened a communication between Europe and the East. Con-
stantinople was the general place of rendezvous for the Christian armies in their way
to Palestine, or on their return from thence. Though the object of these expeditions

was conquest, and not commerce, and though the issue of them proved unfortunate,

their commercial eHects were beneficial and permanent.

Soon after the close of the holy war,, the mariner's compass was invented, which fa-

^ ^ cilitated the communication between remote nations, and brought them nearer

1302.* other. The Italian states, particularly those of Venice and Genoa^ began

to establish a regular commerce with the East, and the ports of Egypt, and

drew from thence all the rich productions o^ India. These commodities they disposed

of to great advantage among the other nations of Europe, who began to acquire some

taste of elegance unknown to their predecessors, or despised by them. During the 12tli

•and 13th centuries, the commerce of Europe was almost entirely in the hands of the

Italians, more commonly known in those ages by the name of Lombards. Companies,

©r societies of Lombard merchants settled in every different kingdom they became
the carriers, the manufacturers, and the bankers of Europe. One of these companies

settled in London, and from thence the name of Lombard street was derived.

Whilst the Italians in the south of Europe cultivated trade with such industry and

success, the commercial spirit awakened in the north tovv^ards the middle of the thir-

teenth century. As the Danes, Swedes, and other nations round the Baltic, were at

that time extremely barbarous, and infested that sea with their piracies, this obliged the

cities of Lubec and Hamburgh, soon after they had begun to open some trade with the

Italians, to enter into a league of mutual defence. They derived such advantage from

this union, that other towns acceded to their confederacy *, and, in a short time, eighty

of the most considerable cities, scattered through those large countries of Germany and

Flanders, which stretch from the bottom of the Baltic to Cologne on the Rhine, joined

in an alliance, called the Hanseatic League ; which became so formidable that its al-

liance was courted, and its enmity was dreaded by the greatest monarchs. The mem-
bers of this powerful association formed the first systematic plan of commerce known in

the middle ages, and conducted it by common laws enacted in their general assemblies.

They supplied the rest of Europe with naval stores, and pitched on different towns, the

most eminent of which was Bruges, in Flanders, where they established staples, in which

their commerce was regularly carried on. Thither the Lombards brought the produc-

tions of India, together with the manufactures of Italy, and exchanged them for the

more bulky, but not l^ss useful commodities of the North.

As Bruges became the centre of communication between the Lombards and Han-

seatic merchants, the Flemings traded with both in that city to such extent, as well je^

advantage, as diffused among them a general habit ef industry, which lorg rendered
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Flanders and the adjacent provinces the most opulent, and best cultivated countries m
Europe.

Struck with the flourishing state of these provinces, of which he discovered
^ ^

the true cause, Edward III. of England endeavoured to excite a spirit of industry ^q^q,

among his own subjects, who, blind to the advantages of their situation, and ig-

norant of the source from which opulence was destined to flow into their country, to-

tally neglected commerce, and did not even attempt those manufactures, the materials

of Tvhich they furnished to foreigners. By alluring Flemish artizans to settle in his do-

minions, as well as by many wise laws for the encouragement and regulation of trade,

he gave a beginning to the woollen manufactures of England j and first turned the ac-

tive and enterprising genius of his people towards those arts which have raised the Eng-
lish to the first rank among commercial nation^.

The Chrsitian princes, after their great losses in tlie crusades, endeavoured to culti-

vate the friendship of the great khans of Tartary, whose fame in arms had reached the

most remote corners of Europe and Asia, that they might be some check upon the

Turks, who had been such enemies to the Christian name j and who, from a contemp-

tible handful of wanderers, serving occasionally in the armies of contending princes, had
begun to extend their ravages over the finest countries of Asia.

The Christian embassies were managed chiefly by monks, a wandering profession of

men, who, impelled by zeal and undaunted by difficulties and danger, found their way
to the remote courts of these infidels. The English philosopher Roger Bacon, was so

industrious as to collect from their relations or traditions many particulars of the Tar-
tars, which are to be found in Purchas's Pilgrim, and other books of travels. The first

regular traveller of the monkish kind, who committed his discoveries to writing, was
John Du Plant Carpin, who with some of his brethren, about the year 1246, carried a
letter from pope Innocent to the great khan of Tartary, in favour of the Christian sub-

jects in that prince's extensive dominions. Soon after this, a spirit of travelling into

Tartary and India became general j and it would be no difficult matter to prove that
many Europeans, about the end of the fourteenth century, served in the armies of Ti-
rnur, or Tamerlane, one of the greatest princes of Tartary, whose conquests reached
the remotest comers of India, and that they introduced into Europe the use of gunpow-
der and artillery j the discovery made by a German chemist being only partial and ac-
cidental.

After the death of Tamerlane, who, jealous of the rising power of the Turks, had
checked their progress, the Christian adventurers, upon their return, magnifying
the vast riches of the East Indies, inspired their countrymen with a spirit of ad- ^q?*
venture and discovery, and were the first that rendered a passage thither by sea
probable and practicable. The Portuguese had been always famous for their applica-
tion to maritime aftairs j and to their discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, Great Bri-
tain is at this day indebted for her Indian commerce.
At first they contented themselves with short voyages, creeping along the coast of

Africa, discovering cape after cape j but by making a gradual progress southward, they
in the year 1497, were so fortunate as to sail beyond the Cape, which opened a passage
by sea to the eastern ocean, and all those countries known by the names of India, China,
and Japan.

'

While the Portuguese were intent upon a passage to India by the east, Columbus, a
native of Genoa, conceived a project of sailing thither by the west. His proposal being
condemned by his countrymen as chimerical and absurd, he laid his schemes successive^
ly before the courts of France, England, and Portugal, where he had no better success.
Such repeated disappointments would have broken the heart of any man but Columbus.
The expedition required expence, and he had nothing to defray it. Spain was now his
only resource

^ and there after eight years attendance he at length succeeded, thorui^h
the interest of queen Isabella. This princess Avas prevailed upon to patronize him by
ihe representation of Juan Perez, guardian of the monastery of Habida. He was a man
of considerable learning, and of some credit ^vIth queen Isabella j and being wannly at-
tached to Columbus, from his personal acquaintance with him, and knowledge of his
merit, he liad entered into an accurate exaiuiuaiion of tl;at great man's project, in con-
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junction with a physician settled in his neighbourhood, who was einine.nt for his skill in

in mathematical knowledge. This investigation completely satisfied them of the soli-

dity of the principles on which Columbus founded his opinion^ and of the probability of
success in executing the plan which he proposed

;
Perez, therefore, so strongly recom-

mended it to queen Isabella, that she entirely entered into the scheme, and even gener-
ously offered, to the honour of her sex, to pledge her own jewels in order to raise as
much money as might be required in making preparations for the voyage. But Santa-
gel, another friend and patron of Columbus, immediately engaged to advance the sum
that was requisite, that the queen might not be reduced to the necessity of having re-

course to that expedient.

Columbus now set sail, anno l492j with a, fleet of three ships, upon one of the most
adventurous attempts ever undertaken by man, and in the fate of which the inhabitant^
of two worlds were interested. In this voyage he had a thousand difficulties to contend
with 3 and his sailors, who were often discontented, at length began to insist upon his'

return, threatening, in case of refusal, to throw him overboard j but the firmness of the
commander, and the discovery of laud, after a passage of 33 days, put an end to the
commotion. From the appearance of the natives, he found to his surprise that this

could not be the Indies he was in quest of, and which he soon discovered to be a -mvr
world : of which the reader will find a more circumstantial account in that part of the
following work which treats of America.

Europe now began to emerge out of that darkness into which she had been sunk since

the subversion of the Roman empire. These discoveries, from which such wealth was
^destined to flow to the commercial nations of Europe, were succeeded by others of un-
speakable benefit to mankind. The invention of printings the revival of learning, arts,

^ and sciences
;

and, lastly, the happy reformation in religion, all distinguished

244,0* the 15th and i6th centuries as the first sera of modern history. It was in these

ages that the powers of Europe were formed into one great political system, in

which each took a station, wherein it has since remained, with less variation than could

have been expected, after the shocks occasioned by so many internal revolutions, and so

many foreign wars, of which we have given some account in the history of each partis

cular state, in the following work.

PART III.

Of the Origin and Progress of Religion.

DEITY is an awful object, and has ever roused the attention of mankind ; but they

being incapable of elevating their ideas to all the sublimity of his perfectionsV

have too often brought dc^vn his perfections to the level of their bwn ideas. This Is

more particularly true with regard to those nations whose religion had no other four.da-

tion but the natural feelings, arid more often the irregular passions, of the humkn heart,

and who had received no Hght from heaven respecting this important object. In de-

ducing the history of religion, therefore, we must"make the same distinction v. hich Ave

have hitherto observed in tracing the progress of arts, sciences, and of civilization among
mankind. We must separate what is human from what is divine j Avhat had its origin

from particulat revelations, from what is the effect of general laws, and of the unassisted

operations of the human mind.

Agreeably to this distinction, we find, that in the first ages of the world, the reli-

gion pf the eastern nations was pure and luminous. It arose from a divine source, and

was not then disfiguured by human fancies or caprice. In time, however, these began

fea h*ve thjeir influence j the ray of tradi"- on was obscured, and among tho^e trlhci ivhich'
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ueparated at the greatest distance, and in the smallest numbers, from the more improved

societies of men, it was altogether obliterated.

In this situation a particular people were selected by Go4 him^elf^ to be the deposi-

taries of his law and worship but the rest of mankind were left to form hypotheses up-

on these Subjects, which were more or less perfect, according to an infinity of circum-

stances, w^hich cannot paoperly b« reduced under any general heads.

The most common religion of antiauity, that which prevailed t^e longest, and extend-

ed the widest, was Polytheism, or the doctrine of a plurality of gods. The rage of

system, the ambition of reducing all the phenomena of the moral world to a few gene-

ral principles, has occasioned many imperfect accounts, both of the origin and nature of

this species of worship. For without entering into a minute detail, it is impossible to

give an adequate idea of the subject j and what is said upon it in general, must always

be liable to many exceptions.

One thing, however, may be observed, tliat the polytheism of the ancients seems nei-

ther to have been the fruit of philosophical speculations, nor of disfigured traditions

concerning the nature of the divinity. It seems to have arisen durising the rudest ages

of society, while the ration-al powers were feeble, and while mankind were under the

tyranny of imagination and passion. It was built, therefore, solely upon sentiment ) as

each tribe of men had their heroes, so liketvise they had their gods. Those heroes who
led them forth to the combat, who presided in their councils, whose image was engrav-

en on the fancy, whose exploits were imprinted on their memory, even after death en-

joycd an existence in the imagination of their followers, The force of blood, of friend-

ship, -of affection, among rude nations, is what we cannot easily conceive : but the pow-

er of imagination over the senses is what all men have in some degree experienced.

Combine these two causes, and it will not appear strange that the image of departed

heroes should have been seen by their companions, animating the battle, taking ven-

geance on their enemies, and performing, in^ word, the same functions which they per-

formed when alive. An appearance so unnatural would not excite terror among men
unacquainted wath evil spirits, and w^ho had not learned to fear any thing but their ene-

mies. On the contrary, it confirmed their courage, flattered their vanity, and the tes-

timony of those who had see^ it, supported by the extrenie credjulity and romantic cast

of those who had not, gainqd an universal assent amon^ all the nienibers of their society.

A small degree of reflection, however, would be sufhcient to convince them, that as

their own heroes existed aftqr death, it might likewise be the case of those of their ene-

mies. Two orders of gods, therefore, vi/ould be established, the propitious and the hos-

tile j the gods who were to be loved, and those who were to be feared. But time, which
wears olF the impressions of tradition, and the frequent invasions by which the nations

of antiquity were ravagec|, desolated, or transplanted, made them lose the names and con-

foiind the characters of those two orders of divinities, and form various systems of re-

ligion, which, though warped by a thousand particular circumstances, gave no small

indications of their first texture and original materials. For, in general, the gods of
the ancients gave abundant proof of human infirmity. They were subject to all the

passiot is of men they partook even of their partial affections, and in many instances dis-

covered their preference of one race or nation to all others. They did not eat and
diink the same substances with men \ but they lived on nectar and ambrosia

j
they had

a particuluf pleasure in smellinjT the steam of the sacrifices, and they made love with a

ferocity unknown in northern climates. The rites by which they -were worshipped, na-

turally resulted (rom their character. The most enlightened among the Greeks enter-

tained nearly the same notion of gods and religion, with those that are to be met vrith

\\\ the poems of Hesiod and Homer ^ and Anaxagoras, who flourished B. C. 430 years,

was the first even in Grecc that publicly announced the existence of one Creator and
Governor of the universe.

It must be observed, however, that the religion of the ancients was not much con-
nected, either with their private behaviour, or wiih their political arrangements. If n-e

except a few fanatical societies, whose principles do not fall within our plan, the
greater part of manldnd were extremely tolerant in their principles. They had their

,.nvn go'.ls ^\A\o watched o^^^r them 5 their neighbours, thc^ imagined aUp had tlieir's
^
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and there was room enougli in the universe for both to live together In good fellow^ship, i'

without interfering or jostling with one another.

The introduction of Christianity, by inculcating the unity of God, by announcing the
i

purity of his character, and by explaining the service he required of men, produced a
total alteration in their religious sentiments and belief. But this is not the place for

handling this sublime subject. It is sufficient to observe here, that a religion which was
|

founded on the unity of the Deity, which admitted of no association with false gods,
|

must either be altogether destroyed, or become the prevailing belief of mankind. The
latter was the case.

.

Christianity made its way among the civilized part of mankind,
by the sublimity of its doctrine and precepts \ it required not the aid of human power *,

it sustained itself by the truth and wisdom by which it was charactei4sed. But in time

it became corrupted by the introduction of worldly maxims, of maxims very inconsistent

with the precepts of its divine Author, and by the ambition of the clergy."

The management of whatever related to the church being naturally conferred on
those who had established it, first occasioned the elevation and then the domination of

the clergy, and the exorbitant claims of the bishop of Rome over all the members of

the Christian world. It is impossible to describe within our narrow limits, all the con-

comitant causes, some of which were extremely delicate, by which this species of uni-

versal monarchy was established. The bishops of Rome, \^ being removed from the

control of the Roman emperors, then residing in Constantinople
j
by borrowing, with

little variation, the religious ceremonies and rites established among the heathen world,

and otherwise working on the credulous minds of barbarians, by whom that empire be-r

gan to be dismembered 5 and by availing themselves of every circmnstance which for-

tune threw in their way, slowly erected the fabric of their antichristian power, at first

an object of veneration, and afterwards of terror to all temporal princes. ' The causes of

Its happy dissolution are more palpable, and operated widi greater activity. The most

efficacious were the invention of printing, the rapid improvement of arts, government,

and commerce, w'hich, after many ages of barbarity, made its way into Europe. The
scandalous lives of those who called themselves the " ministers of Jesus Christ^'' their

ignorance and tyranny, the desire natural to sovereigns of delivering themselves from a
|

foreign yoke, the opportunity of applying to national objects, the immense wea;lth which

had been diverteij to the service of the church in every kingdom of Europe, conspired

with the ardour of the first reformers, and hastened the progress of the Reformation.

The unreasonableness of the claims of the church of Rome was demonstrated 5
many of

their doctrines were proved to be equally unscriptural and irrational j and some of their

absurd mummeries and superstitions were exposed both by argument and ridicule. The
services of the reformers in this respect give them a just claim to our veneration ; but

involved as they had themselves been in the darkness of superstition, it was not to be

expected that they should be able wholly to free themselves from errors they still re-

tained an attachment to some absurd doctrines, and preserved too much of the intolerant

spirit of the church from which they had separated themselves. With all their defects

they are entitled to our admiration and esteem ; and the reformation begun by Luther

In Germany, in the year 1517, and which took place ii^ England A. D. 1534, was an

event highly favourable to the civil as well as to the religious rights of mankind.

EUROPE.







EUROPE,
EUROPE, though the least extensive quarter of the globe, containing, according

to Zimmerman, 2,627,574; * square miles, whereas the habitable parts of the

world, in the other quarterSj are estimated at 27,987,457 square miles, is, in many re-

spects, that which most deserves our attention. There the human mind has made the

greatest progress towards improvement and there the arts, v/hether of utility' or orna-

ment, the sciences both military and civil, have been carried to the greatest pertection.

If we except the earliest ages of the world, it is in Europe that we find the greatest

variety of character, government, and manners, and from whence we draw the greatest

number of facts and mcm*orials, either for our entertainment or instruction.

Geography discovers to us two circumstances with regard to Europe, which perhaps

have had a considerable tendency in giving it the superiority over the rest of the wwld.
First, the happy temperature of its climate, no part of it lying within the torrid zone

^

and secondly, the great variety of its surface. The effect of a moderate climate, both

on plants and animals, is well known from experience. The immense number ofmoun-
tains, rivers, seas, &c. which divide the diiterent countries of Europe from one another,

is likewise extremely commodious for its inhabitants. These natural boundaries check

the progress of conquest or despotism, which has always been so rapid in the extensive

plains of Africa and the East : the seas and rivers facilitate the intercourse and com-
merce between different nations ^ and even the barren rocks and mountains are more
favourable for exciting human industry and invention, than the natural unsolicited luxu-

riancy of more fertile soils. There is no part of Europe so diversified in its surface, so

interrupted by natural boundaries or divisions, as Greece : and we have seen that it was
there the human mind began to know and to avail itself of its strength, and that many
of the arts, subservient to utility or pleasure, were invented or at least greatly improved.

What Greece therefore was with regard to Europe, Europe itself is with regard to the

rest of the globe.

The Christian religion is established throughout every part of Europe, except Turkey

;

but from the various capacities of the human mind, and the different lights in which
speculative opinions are apt to appear, when viewed by persons of different educations

and passions, that religion is divided into a number of different sects, but which may be
comprehended under three general denominations *, 1st, The Greek church

j
2d,

Popery : 3d, Protestantism : which last is again divided into Lutheranism and Calvinism,

so called from Luther and Calvin, the two distinguished reformers of the 16th century.

The languages of Europe are divided into the six following : the Greek, Latin,
Teutonic or old German^ the Celtic, Sclavonic, and Gothic,

Europe is situated between the iOth degree west, and 65th degree east longi-

tude from London, and between the 36th and 72d degree of north latitude. It

is bounded on the north by the Frozen ocean j on the cast by Asia j on the south
by the Mediterranean sea, which divides it from Africa j and on the west by the At-
lantic Ocean, which separates it from America, being 3000 miles long, from Cape St
Vincent in the west, to the mouth of the river Oby in the north-east ; and 2500 broad
from north to south, from the North Cape in Norway, to Cape CagHa or Mataphan in

the Morea, the most southern promontory in Europe. It contains the following king-
doms and states, which are placed in the tabic according tp their relative situations, the
niost northerly being the first.

* S2« ;^immerm3n's Polilical Survey of Europe, p. 5.
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TABLE OF THE KINGDOMS AND STATES OF EUROPE.

Coimtriet. Bth. Len. Chief City.
List, y Bear

from London.
B'ff.ofTime
from London

3 E So >
Norway-

Denmark
1100
240

150
180

Bergen
Copenhagen

540 N.
500 N. E.

0

0

24 bef.

50 bef.

Lutherans i

Ditto

Sweden 800 500 Stockholm 750 N. E. 1 10 bef. Lutherans

Russia 1500 1100 Petersburgh 1140 N. E. 2 4 bef. Greek Church
|
':

British Empiie.

Scotland

England
Ireland

270
380
285

160
300
160

Edinburgh
London
Dublin

400 N.

270 N. W.

0

0

12 aft.

26 aft.

Calvinists, &c.
Lutherans, Calv. &c.
Rom. Cath. Luth. &c.

France 660 560 Paris 260 S. E. 0 9 bef. ftoman Catholics, ^c.

Hoi. or Batav.

Republic.
150 iia Amsterdam 180 E. 0 18 bef. Calvinists.

Germany 609 500 Vienna 600 E. 1 5 bef. R. Cath. Luth. Calv.

K. of Prussia's

Dominions*
606 350 Berlin 540 E. 0 49 bef. Lutherans, Calvinists

Switzerland 220 130 Berne, Coire, Stc 420 S.E, 0 28 bef. Calvinists & ^R. Cath.

Spain 700 500 Madrid 800 S. 0 17 aft. Roman Catholics

Portugal 300 100 Lisbon 650 S. W. 0 38 aft. Roman Catholics

Kingdom of

Italy
180 90 Milan 550 S. E. 0 37 bef. Roman Catholics

Italy.

Etrtiria 120 90 Florence * 690 S. E. 0 44 bef. Roman Catholics

State of the

Church.
240 120 Rome 820 S. E. 0 50 bef. Roman Catholics

Naples 280 120 Naples 910 S. E. 0 57 bef. Roman Catholics
;

i—
Turkey 890 680 Constantinople 1320 S. E. 1 56 bef. Mahometan & Gr. Ch.
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Besides the British Isles, Europe contains the following principal Islaij^s :

Islands,

In the Northern
Ocean,

Baltic 5ea

Mediterraneao
Sea

Archipelago,

and Levant
Seas.

i
Adriatic, or 5
Gulph of Venice \

Iceland

Zealand, Funen-, Alsen, Falster, Langland,"?

Lapland, Femeren, Moen, Bornhoim. 5
Gothland, Aland, Rugen, Osland

Osel, Dagho, _ - ^

Usedom, Wollin,

Ivica - . - «

Majorca - - - -

Minorca, * - - -

Corsica, - -
Sardinia, - - • - -

Sicily, - - - .

Congo, Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, St Maura,?
Paxa, Theatic, J

Candia, Rhodes, Negropont, Lemnos, Tene-
dos, Sycros, Mytelene,

mos, Paros, Santorin,

ancient and modern Greece.

pent, Lemnos, Tene -

^
Scio, Samos, Pat-

|

,
&c. being part of>

jrreece.
|

Chief Toufiii

Skalhoit

Ivica

Majorca
Port Mahon
Bastia

Cagliari

Palermo

Suhject to

Denmark.

Denmark.

Sweden.
Russia.

Prussia.

Spain.

Ditto.

Ditto.

France.

K. of Sard.

K or 2 Sic.

Rep. of the

Sev. Islds.

Turkey.

BANISH

/
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' DANISH DOMINIONS.

The dominions of Denmark consist of Greenland, Iceland, and the Ferro
Islands

J
Danish Lapland, Norway, Denmark Pr.oper, and Holstein irt

Germany .• The dimensions and Chief Towns of each are as follows.

Greenland,
Iceland,

Lapland,
Norway,
Denmark,

o r

Holstein,

Ferro Islands,

Jutland,

Sleswick,

Zealand,

Funen,
Falster,

Laaland,

Langleand,

Femereh,
Alsen,

Moen,
JBornUoltn,

Square

Miies.

43,261

28,000

112,000

6,866

2.640

2,11 2'

1,376_

150
240
70

50

54

40

160

27,86

3$0

2S0
910
155
'70

60'

40

23
32
30

14

15

14

20

90

Chief Cities.

240SkalhoIt.

170Wardhuy5
170 Bergen.
98 Viberg.

63jSleswick.

Co CorENHAGEN.
30

12
12

Odensee,

Nyekiobing.

Nabkow.
3|Rudkioping.

'Burg.

Sunderborge.

Stege.

Ronne.
Gluckstadt.

"

GREENLAND
Is ihe Erst country in the above table. Its dimensions arc not ascertained. It ii

IT ore than probable that it is no island, as it was long supposed to be but united to the

Continent of America. In either case it more properly belongs to that quarter of the

globe j but wc have preferred to follow the foijner editions of this work, in giving the shorl

account obtained of it, under the territories of Denmark. To the south it terminates in a

point called Cape Farewell, in north latitude 59° 38 westlongitude 42° 40' , on the south-

east it is washed by the Atlantic ; and on the east it is bounded by the icy sea, a:nd the

strait which separates it from Iceland, from which it is distant about 200 miles , to the

"north its limits are not ascertained.

Climate and productions.] The climate is extremely severe, the greater part,

cf it being almost continually covered v>'ith ice and snow. Among the vegetabies of

this cold country are sorrell, Angelica, ^\ild tansy, and scurvey grass. The trees are

some small junipers, ^villows, and birch.

InhaCitants.] By the latest accounts from the missionaries employed for the con-

version of the Greenlanders, their whole number does not amount to above 957 stated

inhabitants : Mr Craiitz, however, thinks the roving southlanders of Greenland may
amount to about 7000. There is a great resemblance between the aspect, manners,

and dress of those natives, and the Esquimaux Americans, from whom they naturally

differ but little, even after all the pains which the Danish and German missionaries have

taken to convert and civilize them. They are low of staiuie, few exceeding five feet

in height, and the generality are not so tall. The hair of their h6ads is long, straight
j

and of a black colour 5 but they have seldom any beards, because it is their constant

Tractice to raot them crut* ThfeV have high breasts and broad shoulders, especially the
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women, who are obliged to carry great burthens from their younger years. They are

very light an,d nimble of foot, and can also use their hands with much skill and dexterity.

They are not very lively in their tempers, but they are good humoured, friendly, and un -

concerned about futurity. Their most agreeable food is the flesh of jrein-deer ) but that is

now scarce among tbem, and their best provisions are fish, seals, and sea-fowl. Their drink

is clear water, which stands in the bouse in a large copper vessel, or in a wooden tub,

which is very neatly made by them, ornamented v/ith fish bones and rings, and provi-

ded with a pewter ladle or dish. The men make their hunting and fishing implements,

and prepare the wood w^ork of their boats ; and the women cover them with skins.

The men hunt and fish, but when they have towed their booty to land, they trouble

themselves no farther about it
j
nay it woiild be accoimted beneath their dignity only to

draw the seal up upon the shore. The women are the butchers and cooks, and also the

curriers to dress the pelts, and make cloathes, shoesj and boots, out of them so that

they are likewise both shoemakers and taylors. The women also build and repair the

houses and tents, so far as relates to the masonry, the men doing only the carpenter's

work. They live in huts during their winter, which is incredibly severe j but Mir

Crantz, who hns given us the latest and best accounts of this countryj says that, in their

longest summer days it is so hot, from the long continuance of the sun's rays^ that the

inhabitants are obliged to throw olT their surdmer garments. They have no trade,

though they have a most improveable fishery upon their coasts j but they employ all

the year either in fishing or hunting j in which they are very dexterous, particularly iit

catching and killing seals.

Curiosities.] The taking of whales in the seas of Greenland, among tlif fields of

ice that have been increasing for ages^ is one of the greatest curiosities in nature. These
ilields, or pieces of ice, are frequently more than a mile in length, and upwards of 100
feet in thickness j and when they are put in motion by a storm, nothing can be more:

terrible j the Dutch had 13 ships crushed to pieces by them in one season.

There are several kinds of whales in Greenland 3 some white, and others blacki

The black sort, the grand bay whale, is in most esteem on account of his bulk, and the

great quantity of fat or blubber he affords, which turns to oiL His tongue is about 18
feet long, inclosed in long pieces of what we call whalebone, which are covered with a

kind of hair, like horse-hair and on each side of his tOxigue are 25Q pieces of this whale-
bone. The bones of his body are as hard as an ox's bones, and of no use. There are

no teeth in his mouth, and he is usually between 60 and 80 feet long
j
very thick about

the head j but grows less from thence to the taiU

When the seamen see a whale spout^ the word is immediately ^Mtr\.^ fall
^
fall^ wheii.

every one hastens from the ship to hi^ boat : six Or eight men benig appointed to a boat,

and four pr five boats usually belong to one ship.

,
When they come near the whale, the harpooner stj'ikes him with his harpoon (a bar-

bed dart
J),

and the monster, finding himself wounded, runs swiftly down into-the deep,
and would carry the boat along with him if they did not give him liue fast enough j and
to prevent the wood of the boat taking fire by the violent rubbing of the tope on the
side of it, one wets it constantly with a mop. After the whale has run some hundred
fatlioms deep, he is forced to come up for air, when he makes such a terrible noise \vith

his spouting, that some have compared it to' the firing of canon. As soon aS he appear?
oil the surface of the waiter, some of the harpooners fix another harpoon in him^ where-
upon he plunges again into the deep j and when he conies iqi a Oecond tlnie, they pierce
him with spears iri the vital parts, till he spouts out streams of blood instead of water,
beating the waves with his tail and fins till the sea is all in a foam, the boats continuing
to follow him some leagues, till he has lost his strejjgth j and when he is dying he turns
himself upon his back, and is drawn on shore or to tlie ship, if they be at a distance from
the land. There they cut him in pieces, and by boiling the blubber, extract the oil, if

they have conveniences on shore j otherwise they barrel up the piectsj and bring them
home

J but nothing can smell stronger than these ships do. Every fish is computed to
yield between 60 and 100 barrels of oil, of the value of 3l. or 41. a bairel. The Dutch
vvere formerly the greatest fishers, but the riches of these seas arc now mostly galh«ied
by English vessels;
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Spitzeergen was long considered as united to this country, and was called Easf

Greenland, but it is now known to be a cluster of islands between and 80° North
latitude, and 9^ and 24* East Longitude. It was discovered by Sir Hugh Willoughby

in 1553 or, according to others, by Barenty the Dutch navigator in 1596. It obtained

the name of Spitzbergen from its lofty and Tugged rocks : The principal island is about

300 miles in length. The Russians claim this country, and maintain a colony in it.

ICELAND.
Extent and Situation.

Miles

Length 350 7 , C 63" and 67"^ N. Latitude.

Breadth 240 S
^^^"^'^^

| 16«^ and 25^ W. Longitude.

Containing 43,264 square miles, with somewhat more than one inhabitant to each.

Climate.] THIS country, lying partly within the frigid zone, and being liable to be
surrounded with vast quantities of ice that come from the Polar seas, is on account of

the coldness of its climate very inhospitable, but much more so for other reasons. It is ex-

ceedingly subject to earthquakes j and so full of volcanoes, that the little part of it which ap-

pears fit for the habitation of man, seems almost totally laid waste by them. The climate of

Iceland, however, is not unwholesome, or naturally subject to excessive colds, notwith-

standing its northerly situation.

Population, inhabitants, manners, and customs.] At what time the island

of Iceland was first peopled is uncertain. An English colony indeed is said to have been

settled there in the beginning of the fifth century j but of this there are not sufficient

proofs. There is, however, reason to suppose that the English and Irish were acquainted

ivith Ihis country under another name, long before the arrival of the Norwegians j for

the celebrated Eede gives a pretty accurate description of the island. But of these ori-

ginal inhabitants we cannot pretend to say any thing, as the Iceland chronicles go no

further back than the arrival of the Norwegians. Besides the Norwegians, new colonies

arrived from different nations, between whom wars soon commenced ^ and the Icelandic

histories are full of the accounts of their battles. Notv;ithstanding these troubles, how-

ever, the Icelanders remained free from a foreign yoke, till i261 j when the greatest part

of them put themselves under the protection of Hakans king of Norv^'ay, promising to

pay him tribute upon certain conditions agreed on betvveen them j and the rest followed

their example in 1264. Afterwards, Iceland, together with Norway, became subject to

Denmark. They were at first governed by an admiral, who was sent there every year

to make the necessary regulations ; but for these many years, a governor has been ap-

pointed who is styled Stiftsamtmann^ and who constantly resides in the country.

The number of the inhabitants of Iceland is computed at about 60,000, which is by

no means adequate to the extent of the country. It has been much more populous in

former times, but great numbers have been destroyed by contagious diseases. The plague

carried oflF many thousands from 1402 to 1404. Many parts of Iceland have also been de-

populated by famine for though the Icelanders cannot in general be said to be in want

of necessary food, yet the country has several times been visited by great famines. These

have been chiefly occasioned by the Greenland floating ice
j
which, when it comes in

great quantities, prevents the grass from growing, and puts an entire stop*to their fishing.

The smalLpox has likewise been very fatal here j for in the years 1707 and 1708 that

disease destroyed 16,000 persons.

The Icelanders in general are middle-sized, and well tn^ide, though not very strong.

They are an honest, well intention,ed people, moderately industrious, and are very faith-

ful and obliging. Theft is seldom heard of am^ong them. They are much inclined to

hospitality, and exercise it as far as their poverty will permit. Their chief employment

is- atteijding to fishing and the care of their cattle, Qn the coasts the men employ their
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tame in fisHng both Vvinter and summer, and the women prepafe the fish, and sew and

-spin. The men also prepare leather, work at several mechanic trades, snd some few

work in gold and silver. They likewise manufacture a coarse kind of cloth, which they

call Wadmal. They have an uncommonly strong attachment to their native country,

and think themselves no where else so happy. An Icelander, therefore, seldom settles

in Copenhagen, though the most advantageous conditions should be olfered him. Their

dispositions are serious, and they are much inclined to religion. They never pass a rivsr, or

any other dangerous place, without previously taking off their hats, or imploring the divine

protection j and they are always thankful for their preservation when they have passed

the danger. The dress of the Icelanders is not elegant nor ornamencal, but is neat,

cleanly, and suited to the climate. On their fingers the women v/ear several gold, silver.^

or brass rings. The poorer women dress in the coarse cloth, called Wadmal, and ahvays

, wear black : tho^e who are in better circumstances wear broad cloth, with silver orna-

ments, gilt. The houses of the Icelanders are generally bad : in some places tliey are

built of drift wood, and in others they are raised of lava, with moss stuffed between the

lava. Their roofs are covercdvwith sods laid over rafters, or sometimes over ribs of whales.

The walls are about three yards high, and the entrance somewhat lower. Instead of

glass windows, they make use of the membranes which surround the womb of the ewe.

These are stretched on a hoop, and laid over a hole in the roof. They have

not even a chimney in their kitchens, but only lay their fuel up the earth betweea

three stones, and the smoke issues from a square hole in the top of the house. Their

food principally consists of dried fish, sour butter, which they consider as a great dainty^

milk mixed v;ith water and whey, and a little meat. Bread is so scarce among , them,
^ that there is hardly any peasant who eats it above three or four months in the year.

Religion.] The only religion tolerated in Iceland is the Lutheran, which was es-

tablished in 1551,. The churches on the east, south, and west quarters of tlie island, ajre

under the jurisdiction of the bishop of Skallholt (the capital of the island), and thoJe of
the north quarter are subject to the bishop of Hoolum. The island is divided into 1^9
parishes, of which 121 belong to the see of Skallholt, and 62 to that of Hoolum.

Language.] The language in Iceland is the same as that formerly spoken in Sv^-*-

den, Denmark, and Norway, and has been preserved so pure that any Icelander under-

stands their most ancient traditional histories : The Lord's prayer in Icelandic is as fol-

, lows : Fac/er vor som est i Hinilum ; I hall gad warde thitt nama. Tilkonwie thin i^/-

hie. Skie thitt vilie so sofn { Himi malam so ogh po Jordanne. Wort dachlicha Brcdh
gif OS i dagh oghfoidat as nora . Skuldar so som ogh viforlate them as Skildighe are
Ogh inled os ilkie i Frestalsan. Utan frels os ifra ondo. ^T7ie>K

Learning and learneix men.] Jt is said that poetry formerly flourished verv
much in Iceland j and we are informed that Egil Skallagrimson, Rormack Ormundson,
Glum Geirson, and Thorlief Jarlaa, were celebrated as, great poets., But tlie art of wri-
ting was not much in use till after the year 1000

j
though the Runic characters were

known in that country before that period, and most probably brought thither from Nor-
way. After the reception of the christian religion ,^ the Latin characters were imme-
diately adopted, as the Runic alphabet, which only consists of sixteen letters, was found
insufficient. The first Icelandish bishop Islelif, founded a school at Skallholt j and soon
after they founded four other schools, in which the youth were instructed in the Latin
tongue, divinity, and some parts of theoretic philosophy. And from the introduction of
the Christian religion here till the year 1264, when Iceland became subject to Norway.^
It was one of the few countries in Europe, and the only one. in the North, wherein the
scif-nces were cultivated and held in esteem.

But this jieriod of time seems to have produced move learned men in Iceland lhao
;iny other period since. It appears from their ancient chronicles, tlijvt they, had consi-
derable knowledge in morahty^ philosophy, natural history, and astronomv. IMost of
their works were written in the 11th, 12Ui, 13th, and 14th centuries; and some of
them have been printed. Mr Bajiks, now Sir Joseph Banks,, presented one hundrccj
and sixty-two Icelandish manuscripts to the British Museum. That gentleman visited
Iceland in 1772, accompanied by Dr Solandcr, Dr Van Troll, and Dr Line. Dr Vaa
ixoi\ who ^ublishod an acpp^nt of theif voyage^ observes, that h-c found more knaw^

D J .
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ledge amone tlie lower class in Iceland, than is to be met with in most other places

that many of them could repeat the works of some of their poets by heart *, and that a

peasant was seldom to be found, who besides being well instructed in the principles of
Tt: :n, Tvas not also acquainted with the history of his own country j which proceeds

from the frequent reading of their traditional histories, that being one of their principal,

amu'^ements.

Mountains, volcanoes, and natural curiosities.] The mountains of Ice-

land range generally from the south -cast to the north-west. The principal summits,

covered with perpetual snow, are called yohuh ; and of these, Snaefials, which projects

over the sea in the south-west part of the island, is esteemed the loftiest : its height is

computed at above 6800 feet. Almost all the Icelandic mountains either are, or appear
to have b^en, volcanic. Of these, Heckla is most known to foreigners. This moun-
tain is situated in the southern part of the island, about four miles from the sea-coast,

and is divided into three points at the top, the highest of which is that in the middle,

which is computed to be above 50C0 feet higher than the sea. This mountain has fre-

quently sent forth flames, and a torrent of burning mgtter. Its eruptions were parti-

cularly dreadful in 1693, when they occasioned terrible devastations, the ashes being

thrown all round the island to the distance of 180 English miles. An eruption of

Mount Heckla happened in 1766. It began on the 5th of April, and contiiAiedto the

^th of September following. Flames proceeded irpm the mountain in December 1771,
and 1772 but no streams of lava.

• But the greatest of the eruptions of Icelrind, and, in fact, the most tremendous of any

recorded in history, was thdt in 1783, which, we are assured by the abbe Spallanzani *,
who cites the authority of Mr Pennant, extended ninety-four miles in length, and fifty

in breadth, dried up twefve rivers, and overwhelmed not only all the villages it found in

its way, but likewise many hills. The perpendicular height of the sides of this current

was from eighty to a hundred feet, so that the entire surface of the country was iin a state

of fluidity, and formed a lake of fire, resembling a mass of melted metal.
*' In June 1783," says the abbe Ordinaire, in his Natural History of Volcanoes,

it was feared that this island (Iceland) would fall to pieces *, and it was even reported

for some days that it had been swallowed up, so dreadful and multiplied were t«e con-

vulsions produced by its volcanoes and internal fires. A thick sulphureous smoke ren-

dered the island absolutely invisible to mariners at sea, while the people on shore were

ell in danger of being suffccatcd by it. The fog, which about that time spread over all

Europe, w?'S considered as an eiTect of these exhalations. Frightful hollow roarings

proceeded from the bottom of the sea. From Mount Shapton Glyyer, a seventh vol-

cano in the island, there poured a terrific torrent of fire, which flowed for six weeks. It

ran a distance of sixty miles to the sea *, ii3 breadth was nearly twelve miles *, and in its

course it dried up the river Shaptaga, which in some places is thirty, an^ in others six-

and-thirtv, feet deep.'"

In the month of April of the same year, a volcanic island afose out of the sea, to the

south of Iceland, which threw out fire from two of its eminences, ajid continued to in-

crease in size for some time, but at length disappeared.

Of the lakes pf Iceland, that called Thingvalla Vatu, in the south-west, said to be

about forty miles in circuit, and My Vatu, in the opposite part of the island, appear to

be the priincipal. The chief rivers are the Skalfanda, the Oxarfird, and the Brua^'which

flow from south tp north >

Among the curiosities of Iceland none ^re more worthy of attention than the hot

spouting-water springs with which this island abounds. Some of these throw^ up columns

of water, of several feet in thickness, to the height, as many affirm, of several hundred

feet. They are of an unequal degree of heat. From som.e the water flows gently, as

from other springs, and it is then called ^ bath ^ from others boiling water spouts wit^

great noise, and it is then called a kettle. Though the degree of heat is uneqnal, yet

Dr Van Troil says that he does not remember ever to have observed it under i 88 of

* See Spalfenzani's Tuvds i.i the Tv/o Sicilies, vol. iv.
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Fahrenheit's thermometer. At Geyser, Roeynumj and Laugarvatu, he found it at 212

(the boiling heat) ) and in the last place, in the ground, in a small hot current of water,

at 213 degrees. It is very common for some of the spouting-springs to dease, and others

to rise up in their slead. Frequent earthquakes, and subterranean noises, heard at the

time, cause great terror to the people who live in the neighbourhood. In several of

these hot springs the inhabitanlo who live near them boil their victuals, only by hanging

a pot, into which the ilesh is put in cold water, in the water of the spiing.

The largest of all the spouting-springs in Iceland is called Geyser. It is aboiit tv/o

-^ays journey from Heckla, and not far from Skalhoit. In approaching tov/ards it, a

loud roaring noise is heard, like the rushing of a torrent precipitating itself from stu-

pendous rocks. The water here spouis several times a-day^ but ahvays by starts, and

qiter certain intervals. Some travellers have affirmed that it spouts to the height of

sixty fathoms. The water is throvv'u'up much higher at some times thrm at others :

when Dr, Van Troil was there, the utm.pst height to which it mounted wa? computed to

be 92 feet.

Basaltine pillars are likewise very common in Iceland, which ari? supposed to have

bmi produced by subterraneous fires. They have generally from three to seven sides,

and are from four to seven feet in thickness, and from twelve to sixteen yards in length,

without any horizontal divisions. In some places t|iey are only seen here and there

among the lava in the mountains j but in oihers they extend tw9 or three miles in length,

without interruption.

Iceland contains great numbers of yawning fissures of the earth, and prodigious

cJiyerns, formed by volcanic explosions. The largest of these, as yet described, is that^

of Surtheller, which i^ above 5000 feet, or about an English mile, in length j above 50
£eeb high^ and, 35 feet broad. A t Almengaia, near the water of Tingalla, is a fissure of

a great but unmeasured length, from norili to south, and 105 feet wide. Its western

side, o;r wall, is above 107 feet high, but its eastern only 45 feet.

Immense masses pf ice are, ever^ y^^i'j cause of great damage to this country, and

affect the climate pf i,t. They arrive cornmcnly with a N. W. or N. N. W. wind
from Greenland. The field ice is of two or three fathoms' thickness, is separated by
the winds^ and less dreaded than the rock or mountain ice, which is often seen fifty and
more feet above v/ate'r, ^nd is, at least, nine times the depth b.elow w^a^ter. These pro-

digious masses of ice are frequently left in shoal water, fixed, as it were, to the ground
j

and in that state remain many months, nay, it is said even years, undissolved, chilling

. all the ambient part of the atmo3j)here for many miles round. When many such lofty

and bulky masses of ice are floating together, the w^ocd that is often drifted along be-

tween them is so much chafed, and pressed w>th so much violence together.^ that it is

said it son • 'imes takes fire *, which circumstance has occasioned fabulous accounts of th.;5

ice being in flames. A number <^f be^rs arrive yearly with the ice, which commit
great ravages, particularly among the slieep

j
they are, however, commonly soon de-

stroyed, for the government allows a premium of tea dollars each, for killing them, be-
sides the price of the skins, which are purchased for the king, and not allowed to be
sold to any other person.

Minerals, fossils.] No mines are worked in Iceland, though large pieces of
silver, copper, and iron ore, have been found on the surface of the ground. The prin-

cipal minerals are §ulphur, pumice, zeolite, calcedony. and malachite, or copper stalac
tiles. The substance called surturbrand is a remarkably fossil: it is evidently wood,
not quite petrified, but indurated,' which drops asunder as soon as exposed to the air. Ir.

is found at a great depth, and indicates trees to have been once much more plentiful ir^

the island than they are at present.

Vkgetaelks, animals.] In 50 rude a climate as that of this country, no species
of corn can be cultivated wiih advantage j and agriculture is hardly known, except in
the manuring of some pasture grounds, and the planting of a few potatoes, turnips, and
cabbages, t)iat may be found in five or six small gardens.

1 hough there are iudubitabJe proofs that Iceland formerly produced gre:»t quantities
pf timber, there are now very fev/ trees to be found on ;hc \\\)q\q island,' and t'noK- of ^
Yf7 St in led gvowihf
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Iceland has no Wild quadrupeds, except rats, wild cats, and white and brown foxes.

The horses are small, but stout and serviceable. Birds are extremely numerous j there

are several kinds of falcons, swans, and eider-ducks, which furnish the inhabitants with
eggs, and a very valuable down.

Trade and revenue.] The commerce of this island is monopolised by a Danish
compa y. The soil upon the sea-coast is tolerably good for pasture : and though there

is not a y considerable town in the whole island, the Icelanders have several frequented

ports. Their exports consist-'of dried fish, salted mutton and lamb, beef^ butter, tallow,

train-oif, coarse wollen-cloths, stockings, gloves, raw wool, sheep skins, lamb skins, fox

furs of various colours, ^ider-down, and feathers. Their imports consist of timber, fish-

ing lines and hooks, tobacco, bread, horse shoes, br^dy, wine, salt, linen, and a little

silk y exclusive of seme necessaries and superfluities for the more wealthy.

As Iceland affords no bait for avarice or ambition, the inhabitants depend entirely

apon his Danish majesty's protection and the revenue he draws ffom the qountryir

vamounts to to about 30,000 crowns a-year.

THE FAR6 o'r FERRO INLANDS.

SO called from their lying in a cluster, and the inhabitants ferrying from one island

to another. They are about 25 in number, and lie between 61 and 63 degrees

north latitude, and 6° and 1" west longitude from London. The space of this cluster

extends about 70 miles in length and 40 in breadth^ 30Q miles to the westward of Nor-

way : having Shetland and the Orkne^^s on the south-east, and Greenland and Iceland

upon the north and norlh-west. The trade and income of the inhabitants, who may be

about 4000 or 5000, add little or nothing to the revenues of Denmark. Only 11 are

inhabited, and Stromoe, the longest, is 24 miles Icmg and 8 broad.

LAPLAND.
LAPLAND has no peculiar government as a distinct nation, but is divided among the

^

three great northern powers, Denmark, &tveden, and Russia. But as the manners of-

the Laplanders under all these governments, are, as well as the characteristics of their

couiitj-ics, similar, we shall under this head treat of Lapland in general.

Name.] The nam.e of Laf>pes was given to the Laplanders by the Swedes, and is

of uncertain derivation. Some say that it signifies exiles or fugitives,^ because they are

of the race of the Fins driven out of their own country others, that it signifies sorcer-

ers. The Laplanders call themselves Same^ and their country Same-ednam ; whence it

has been conjectured that they are of the race of the Samojeds.

Extent and divisions.] The whole of Swedish, Danish, and Russian Lapland,

extends from 64 to 71 degrees north latitude, and from 15 to 40 degrees west longitude,

being in len^^th about 600 miles, and in breadth 500 : itraay contain about 120,000 square

miles. That part which appertains' to Denmark, and is called Finmark, is about 28Q

miles in length, and 170 in breadth. The distinction between this and Swedish Lap-

land, as agreed on by treaty in 1750, is, that all that tract of country of which the ri-

vers run into the Frozen Ocean, belongs to Denmark j and all that of which the rivers

fall into the Gulf of Bothnia, is Swedish Lapland. It is the eastern extremity of Lap-

land which belongs to Russia, and makes a part of the government of Archangel.

Mountains, lakes, rivers.] Lapland is very mountainous. The principal ri-

vers are the Tornea, the Tana, and the Alten. The Tornea springs from the lake of

the same name, and, after a course of SCO miles, falls into the Gulf of Bothnia. The

Tana and AUen fall into the Frozen Ocean, The Paes divides Russian Lapknd from
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tlie part subject to Denmark. The lakes in Lapland are numerous j those of Hemasha-

Staer, or the Great Lake, Tomea, Lulea, and Enara in Russian Lapland, are the

chief.

Minerals, metals.] Metals and minerals of all kinds are plenty. Gold has

been found at Svappawara
\
copper, iron, lead, zinc, and plumbago, or black-lead, are

found in various parts *, and in the south of Swedish Lapland there are mines xvorked by

the Swedes. Limestone, marble, gynsum, rock-crystal, jasper, amethysts, and garnets,

axe also amor *^ the mineral productions of this country. Pearls of considerable- valjc

are produced in the rivers.

Climate, soil, and productions.] The winter In Lapland, as may be expect-

ed in so northern a climate, is extremely severe. Li the most northern parts the sun

remains below the horizon from the 20th of ^^ovember to the 10th of January and

from the beginning of September to the middle of March the whole country is covered

with snow and ice j and in the depth of winter the lakes and rivers are generally frozen

tq the depth of two Danish ells and a half. In summer, on the other hand, the am
continues in like manner two months above the horizon : and the heat in the valleys

and plains is excessive. Innumerable insects are produced, and the inhabitants are in-,

fested with musquitoes to an intolerable degree. The whole country is an immense
wilderruess, where agriculture is entirely unknown, except in a very few parts in the

south, in which corn (principally" rye and buckwheat) is cultivated. In the north,

tracts of considerable extent are overgrown with moss, which is the principal food of the

rein-deer. Th^ trees are the fir, birch, larch, and small beech, which form vast but

not very thick forests.

Animals.] The animals are almost the same with those to be described under

Norway, excepting the rein-deer, which more peculiarly belongs to Lapland. This

animal, the most useful, perhaps, of any in the creation, and which seems to hav« been

provided by nature to recom.pence the Laplanders for the privation of the other comforts

of life, resembles the stag, only it somewhat droops the head, and the horns project for-

ward. In summer the rein-deer provide themselves with leaves and grass, and in win-

ter they live upon moss ; whicTi tliey have a wonderful sagacity at finding, and, wheu
found, scrape away the snow that covers it with their feet. The scantiness of their

fare is inconceivable, as is the length of the journeys which they can perform without

any other support. They fix the rein deer to a l^ind of sledge, shaped like a small

boat, in which the traveller, well secured from cold, is laced down with the reins,

Tvhich are fastened to the horns of the animal, in one hand, and a kind of bludgeon in

the other, to keep the carriage clear of ice and snow. The deer, whose liarnessing is

very siniple, sets out, and continues the jourriey with prodigious speed j and is so safe

and tractable, that the driver is at little or no trouble in directing him. At night they

look out for their own provender
J
and their milk often contiibutes to support their

master. Their instinct in choosing their road, and directing their course, can only be

accounted for by their being well acquainted with the country during the summer
months when then live in the v/oods. Their flesh is well-tasted food, whether fresh or

dried
; their skin forms excellent clothing both for the bed and the body j their milk

and cheese are nutritive and pleasant j and their intestines and tendons supply their

masters with thread and cordage. When they run about wild in the fields, they may
be shot at as other game. Eut it is said, that if ^one be killed In a flock, the survivors
will g9re and trample him to pieces j therefore single stragglers are generally chosen.
With all their excellent qualities, however, the rein-deer have their inconveniences. It
JS dlfli^ult in summer to keep them from straggling

^
they are sometimes buried in the

snow •, and they frequently grow restive, to the great danger of the driver and his car-
riage. Their surprising speed (for they are said' to run at'the rate of 200 miles a-day)
seems to be owing to their impatience to get rid of their incumbrance. None but ^
Laplander cou^d bear the uneasy posture in which he is placed, ^vhen he is confined in
one of these carriages or pulkhas j or would believe, that, by whispering the rein-dcci:
In the car, they know the place of their destination.

Population, inhabitants, manni.rs, and customs.] Lapland Is very thinly peo-
pled. Mr Tookc says, that Russian Lnpland docs not aontain mait than 12c6 families,
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abdtit 6000 persons'. The popnlation of the whole of this extensive region is supposed

to be not more than 40,000, or one person to aboijt three square miles.

The Laplanders are considerably shorter than more southern, Europeans. Mauper-
iiHS measured a woman who was suckling her child, whose height did not exceed four

ket two inches and about a half. The man is of a swarthy and dark complexion j his

liair is- black and short, his mouth wide, and his checks hollow, with a chin somewhat
loii^g and pointed. The women are complaisant, chaste, often well made, and extreme-
Jy nervous, which is also observable among the men, though more rarely.

Agriculture is not much attended to among the Laplanders.- They are chiefly di-

Ifided into Lapland fishers, and Lapland mountaineers. The former always make their

habiLations on the brink or in the neighbourhood of some lake,, from which they draw
their subsistence. The others seek their support upon the mountains and their environs,

possessing herds of rein-deer more or less numerous, ^vhich they use according to the

Stfason, but go generally on iboti They are excellent and very indi^trious herdsmen,

snid are rich in comparison of the Lapland fishers. Some of them possess six hundred
Of a thousand rein-deer, and have often money and plate besides. They mark every

. t€in-deer on the ears, and divide them into classes, j so. that they instantly perceive

whether any one has strayed, though they cannot count to so great a number as th?it to

which their^stock often amounts. Those who possess but a small stock, give to every in-

dividual a proper name. The Lapland irsherS, who are also called Laplanders of the

Woods, because in summer they dwell upon the borders of the lakes, and in winter in

the forests, living by fishing and hunting, and chaosc their situation by its convenience for

either. The greatest part of them, however, have some rein-deer. They are active

5*nd expert in the chace : and the introduction of fire-arms among "them has al-

most entirely abolished the . use of the bow and arrow. Besides looking after

the rein deer, the fishery, and the chace, the men employ themselves in the con-

strtECtion of their canoes, which arc small, light, and, compact. They also m.akd

fledges, to vv'hich they give the form of a canoe, harness for the rein-dcer, cups, bowls^

and various other tjtensils, which are sometimes neatly carved, and sometimes ornament-

ed with bones, brass, or horn. Tht employment of the wonjen consists in making nets;

for the fishery, in drying fish and meat, in milking the rein-deer, in making cheese, and

tanning hides j but it is understood to be the business of the men to look after the

kitchen, in which it is said the women never interfere.

The Laplanders live in huts in the form of teiits. A hut is from, about twenty-fiv€^

to thirty feet in diameter, and not much above six in height. They cover them, ac-

cording to the season and the m.eans of the possessor, some with briers, bark of birch, or

of linden,^— otli£rs with turf, coarse cloth, or felt, of the old skins of rein-deer. The
door is of felt, made like two curtains which open asunder. A little place surrounded

with stones is made in the middle of the hut for the fire, over which a chain is suspend-

ed to hang the kettle upon. They are scarcely r^ble to stand upright in their huts, but
' constantly sit upon their heels round the fire. At night they He down quite naked

^

and, to separate the apartments, place upright sticks at shall distances. They cover

themselves v\^th their clothes, or lie upon them. In winter they put their naked feet

Into a fur bag. Their household furniture consista of iron or copper kettles, wooden

cups, bowls, spoons, and sometimes tin or even silver basons
i

to which m.ay be adde4

the implements of fishing and hunting. That they may not be obliged to carry such a

fiumber of things with them in their excursions, they build in the forests, at certain

distances, little huts, made like pigeon-houses, and placed upqn the trunk of a tree, cut

0lF at the height of about six feet from the root. In these elevated huts they keep

their goods and provisions j and though they are never shut, yet they are never plunder-

ed. The rein-deer supply the Laplanders with the greatest part of their provisions :

the chace and the fishery supply the rest. The principal dishes are the flesh of the

rein-deer, and puddingsWhich they make of their blood, by putting it, either alone or.

mixed with wild berries, into the stomach of the animal from whence it was taken, in

which they cook it for food. Eut flesh of the bear is considered by them as their

irjciost delifale meat. They eat every kind of fish, even the sea-dog j as well as all kind^

of wild animals, not excepting birds of prey and carnivorous animals. Their wintei

•jiovisions consist chiefly of ucbh and fibh dried in the open air, both of vrhich they eat
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raw, without any Sort of dressing. Their common drink is water, sometimes mixed

with milk. They make also broths and fish soups. Brandy is very scarce with them,

but they are extremely fond of it. Wlienever they are inclined to eat, the he^d of the

%mily spreads a carpet on the ground j ajid the men and women squat round this mat,

which is covered with dishes. Every Laplander always carries about him a knife, a

spoon, and a little cup for drinking. Each has his portion separately given him,

that no person may be injured ; for they are great eaters. Before and after the meal they

make a short prayer j and as soon as they have done eating, each gives the other his

hand.

In their dress the Laplanders use no kind of linen. The men v/ear close breeches,

reaching down to their shoes, which are made of untanned skin, pointed and turned up

before ^ and in winter they put a little hay in them. Their doublet is made to fit their

shape, and open at the breast. Over this they wear a close coat with narrow sleeves, ,

the skirts of which reach down to the knees, and which is fastened round them by a lea-

thern girdle, ornamented with plates of tin or brass. To this girdle they tie their knives,

^heir instruments for making fire, their pipes, and the rest of their smoaking apparatus^

Their clothes are made of fur, gf leather, or of cloth j the close coat, of cloth or leather,

always bordered with fur, or bindings of cloth of different colours. Their caps are ed-

ged with fur, pointed at top, and the four seams adorned with lists of a different colour

from that of the cap. The w^omen wear breaches, shoes, doublets, and close coats, in the

§arae manner as the men j but their girdle, at which they carry likewise the implements

for smoaking tobacco, is commonly embroidered w^ith brass wire. Their close coat

has a collar, \vhich comes up somewhat higher than that of the men. Besides these,

they wear handkerchiefs, and little aprons, made of painted- cloth, rings on their fingers,

ijnd^ear-rings, to which they sornetimes hang chaing, of silver, which pass two or three

times round the neck. They are often dressed i;i caps folded after the manner of tur-

bans. They wear also caps fitted to the shape of the head j and as they are much ad-

dicted to finery, they are all ornamented with the embroidery of brass wire, or at least

with list of different colours,

A young manis not perinitted to marry till he be able to take and kill a rein-deer. When
he is thus qualified, and has chosen a female to whom he wishes to m^ake proposals, he com-
municates his desire to his own family, who then repair in a body to the dwelling of the

parents of the girl, taking vnth them a quantity of brandy to drink on the occasion, an,d

a slight present for tlie young woman *, for instance, a girdle ornamented with silver, a

ring, or something of the like kind. When they come to, the door of the hut in which
she lives, the principal spokesman enters first, followed by tlie rest of the kindred, the

suitor v/aiting without until he shall be invited to enter. As soon as ihey are come in,

the orator fills out a bumper of brandy, which he offevs to the girl's father, who, if he
accept it, shows thereby tha^; he approves of the match about to be moved for. The
brandy is handed round, not only to the girPs fatli,er and mother, and her friends assem-
bled together, but likewise to the intended bride

j
and, in the course of thiscompotation,.

Ipave is obtained for the young man to forward his suit in his own person. The orator then,

in a set speech', makes a begmning : and in this stage of the courtship the lover is him-
self introduced, but takes his sieat at a distance fyom the rest, placing himself near the
door, i.'he parents of the girl at length signifying their fiill consent to the match, the
suitor offers the maiden the present he has brought with him, and at the same time pro-
mises wedding-clothes to the father and mother. If the parents, after having thus givei\
their consent, depart frpm their word, it is an e^slablished law amongst the Laplanders
that all the expences incurred must be made good, even to the brandy drank at the first

visit. The parties being thus betrothed, the young man is allowed to visit his mistress
from time to time. On the day of the nuptials tlie bride appears dressed in her gala
habit, with this difference, that whereas her hca4 is close covered at other times, upon
this occasion her hair is left to flow loose upon her shoulders, and she wears a bandeau of
different-coloured stuffs, and sometimes a fillet. The nuptials are celebrated in a frugal
manner, and without show. Such of the guests as arc invited, and are of suthcicnt ability
to do It, make the bride a present of money, rein-deer, of somcUiing towards a stock.*

Arcrbi, vol. ii.
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The Laplanders, it is said, entertain an aversion to war *, and it has nev6r been found
practicahle to convert them into soldiers : but this is rather to be attributed to their habils

«f life, v^^hich disqualify them for a military discipline j as they will brave the fury of the

tempestuous ocean with astonishing intrepidity, and skait without fear along the edges

tremenduous precipices.

Language.J The language of Lapland appears to have an affinity to the Finnish,

with an intermixture of some words evidentlyof Gothic origin, derived perhaps from
their intercourse with the Danes and Swedes. Very different dialects, however, are

spoken in different parts of the country. The Lords Prayer in Laplandish is as follows ;

Athi mijam juco lee ahnmsisne. Ailis %iaddai tu Nam. "Zwetgubatta tu Ryki Ziad-

ius u Willio ncukuchte almesne nau ei edna mannal, Wadde mijai udni mijanfart paf-
•wen laihehm. Jah andagasloite mi jemijan suddoid nnuhuchte mlje andugaslaiteht . kudi

fhije weigogas lien. Jah sissalaide mijabni. JEie iocko kceckz<^liebma pahast. Amen.
^

Religion.J The Laplanders have been induced, by the missionaries sent among
them from Denmark and Norway, to profess Christianity j but this docs not prevent them
from sacrificing to the gods of their forefathers, and practising their ancient superstitions.

The principal in-strument of their magical rites, to which they arc still addicted, is the

Sunic drum, which is a box of an oval shape, covered at one end with a skin, and fur-

nished on the other with several strings and pieced of iron to rattle and make a noise :

strange figures intended to represent the heavenly bodies, beasts and birds, with many
other characters, are drawn on the skin. The noaaid^' or sorcerer, puts a ring upon his

drum, and beats on it with his drumstick, "which is made of the horn of the rein-deer,

arid, according to the figure on which the vibration of the skin causes the ring tofall„he

answers all questions concernmg former or future events. At the sUme time he invokes

the spirits to assist his drum ; and in the course of this mummery falls into a fit, during

wliich, his soul is supposed to be with the spirits of the air, hearing their converse and
learning the decrees of Heaven . Families in general possess such a drum, which the

Laplander consults before he sets out on a journey, and which is his guide and director

©a all occasions j but in affairs of greater moment he applies to the Noaaids^ or profes^
magicians, to consult it for him. These drums are preserved with great care and secre-

cy, and are hidden from sight except at the time they are used. A woman dare not

approach the place where one of these drums is concealed, much less durst she presume

to touch it.

Trade.} The Laplanders carry on a trade v;ith the Swedes and Norwegians, by
supplying them with the skins and furs of quadrnpeds j such as ermines, sables, martens,

squirrels
j
black, white, and variously-coloured foxes •, bears, lynxes, and wolves. In re-

turn they purchase meal, cloth,^ various utensils, spirituous liquors, and tobacco.

0 R W A T.

i^XTENT AND SITUATION.

Miles.

I^ength 910 r , . C 58° 5' and 71^ 0' noyth latitude.

Breadth ITO $
^^^^^^^

\ 5« 10' and 25° 0' east longitude.

Containing 112,000 square miles, with six inhabitants to each.

Name, Eoundaries, and divisions. THE word signifies the Northern way, or

country : Norway was anciently called Norrike, or the Northern kingdom. It is bounds

cd on the §outh by the entrance into the Baltic j on the west and north by the Norths

Ocean ) and on the east it is di\dded from Sweden by a long chain of mountain?
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oalled at dllFerent parts by different names, a«, Dofrefeld, Fiilefeld, Runfeld^ and

DourfeLd.

This extensive country is divided mto the four governments, or dioceses, <jt Agger-

huus, or Christiania, Christiansand, Bfcrgen, and Drontheim the latter is again sub-

divided into the two provinces of Nordland, and Finmark, or Danisli Lapland.

/Climate.] The climate of Norway varies in dirferent latitudes. At Bergen the

•winter is moderate, and the sea always open. The eastern parts of Norway are com^

monly covered with snow and the cold generally sets in about the middle of October,

with intense severity to the middle of April the waters being all that while frozen ta

a considerable thickness. But even frost and snow have their conveniences, as they fa-

cilitate the conveyance of goods by land. As to the more northern parts of this country,

called Finmark, the cold is so intense, that they are but little known. At Bergen the

longest day consists of about 19 hours, and the shortest of about five. In summer, the

inhabitants can read and write at midnight by the light of the sky 5 and in the most

northerly parts, about Midsummer, the sun is continually in view. In those parts, how-

ever, in the middle of winter, there is only a faint glimmering of light at noon for about

an hour and a half •, owing to the reflection of the sun's rays on the mountains. Nature,

.

notwithstanding, has been so kind to the Norwegians-, that, in the midst of their darkness,

the sky is so serene, and the moon and the aurora borealis so bright, that they can carry

bn their fishery, and work at their several trades in the open air. The air is very pure

in some of the inland parts. Sudden thaws, and snow-falls, have, however, sometimes

dreadful effects, and destroy whole villages.

Mountains.] Norway is reckoned one of the most mountainous countries in the

world
J

for it. contains a chain of unequal mountains running from south to north ; to

pass that of Ardanger, a man must travel about seventy English miles 5 to pass others,

upwards of fifty. The rivers and cataracts which intersect those dreadful precipices,

and that are passable only by slight tottering w^ooden bridges, render travelling in thi»

country, very terrible and dangerous
j
though the government is at the expence of pro-

viding, at different stages, houses accommodated with fire, light, and kitchen furniture.

Detached from this vast chain, other immense mountains present themselves all over

Norway j some of them with reservoirs of water on the top j and the whole forming a

most surprising landscape. The activity of the natives in recovering their sheep and

goats, when panned up, through a false step, in one of those rocks, is wonderful. The
owner directs himself to he lowered do\'vn from the top of the mountain, sitting on a

crpss stick, tied to the end of a long rop.e j and when he arrives at the place where the

creature stands, he fastens it to the same cord, and it is drawn up with himself. Tlie

caverns that arc to be met with in these mountains, are more wonderful than those, per-

haps, in any other part of the world, though less liable to observation. One of them

called Dolsteen was, in IJ50, visited by two clergymen who reported that they pro-

ceeded in it till th,ey heard the sea dashing over their heads •, that the passage was as

yvide and as high as an ordinary church, the sides perpendicular, and the roof vaulted
j

that they descend,^d a flight of natural stairs ; but when they arrived at another they

durst not venture to proceed, but retiuned ; and that they consumed two candles going

and returjiing.

Forests.] The chief wealth of Norway lies in its forests. The timbers groTvIncr

here ^re fir and pine, elm, ash, yew, bcnreed (a very carious wood), birch, beech, oak,

elm or alder, juniper, the aspin-tree, the cornel or sloe-tree, hazel, elder, and even ebouv
(under the mountains of Kolen), lime or linden-tree, and ^villows. The sums which
Norway receives for timber are very considerable j but the industry of the inhabitants is

greatly assisted by the course of their rivers, and the situation of their lakes 3 which
afford them not only the conveniency already mentioned, of tloating down their timber,

but that of erecting saw-mills, for dii'lding their large beams into planks and deals. A
tenth of all sawed timber belqngs to his Danish majesiy, and forms no inconsiderable

part of his revenue.

Metals, and mineral^.] Norway contains quarries of excellent marble, as xvcll

as many other kinds of stones and the magnet is found in the iron mines. The amian-

tVis, or asbegtos, Ukewisi; found h^re 5 as zxq crystals, gnujaUs, amclhyrts, agate,
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thunder stones, and eagle stones. Gold found in Norway was coined into ducats In

1645. The silver mines at Konigsberg are considered the richest in Europe. Other
silver mines have been found in different parts of the country j and one of the many
silver masses that have been discovered, weighing 560 pound:$, is to be seen at the Royal
Museum at Copenhagen. Lead, copper, and iron mines, are common 'in this country

j

the copper mines at Roraas are very productive j and that of iron at Arendal is a source

of great revenue. Norway likewise produces quicksilver, sulphiu-, salt, and coal mines :

vitriol, alum, various kinds of loam ; and of late cobalk has been found at Kosoum.
Rivers and lakes.] The lakes of Norway are extresmely numerous the largest

of them is the Mioss, about sixty miles in length, but of no great breadth except towards

the centre, where it is from twelve to fifteen miles. It has in it an island nearly ten

miles in circumference. The lake of Rands Sion, near the Miossj is almost fifty miles

long, but scarcely more than two broad. The lake of Fsemund is thirty-five miles long

and eight broad j and that df Ojeren, formed by the river Glom, twenty-thre;e miles

long. Some of these lakes contain floating islands sixty or eighty feet in diameter^

formed by the cohesion of roots of trees and shrubs 5 and which, though torn from the

main land, bear herbage and trees.

The principal rivers of Norwa)^ are the Glom, or Glomen, called likewise the Stor

Elve, or Great River, which^ from its source atnong the mountains on the borders ©f

Sweden, to the bay of Swinesund, where it falls into the sea, runs above three hundred
English miles j and the Dramme, which flows into the bay of Christiana after having

teceived the Beina and other streams. There are many other smaller rivers.

Animals.] All the animals that are natives of Denmark are to be found in Nor-

way, with the addition of many more. Thewild beasts peculiar to Norway, are the elk^

the rein-deer, the hare, the rabbit, the bear, the wolf, the lynx, the fox, the glutton, the

ieming, the ermine, the martin and the beaver. The elk is a tall, ash-coloured animal,

its shape partaking at once of the horse and the stag j ic is harmless, and in the winter

Social j and the flesh of it tastes like veniSon. The rein-deer is a species of stag ^ but

we shall have occasion to mention him more particularly afterwards. The hares are

small ^ and are said to live upon mice in the winter time, and to change their colour

from browTi to white. The Norwegian bears are strong and sagacious : they are re-

markable for not hurting children j but their other qualities are common wiUi the rest

of their species in northern countries 5 nor can we much credit the very extradrdinary

Specimens of their sagacity, recorded by the Vj'atives : they are hunted by little dogs
j

and some prefer bear hams to those of Westphalia. The Norwegian wolves, though

fierce, are shy even of a cow or goat, unless impelled by hunger : the natives are dexter-

ous in digging traps for them, in which they are taken or killed. The lynx, by some

called the goupes, is smaller than a wolf, but as dangerous
^
they are of the cat kind,

and have claws like tygery, they dig under ground, and often undermine sheep folds|

tvhere they make dreadful havock. The skin of the lynx is beautiful and valuable, as

is that of the black fox. White and red foxes are likewise found In Norway, and par-

take of the nature of that wily animal in other countries : they have a particular w^ay of

drawing crabs ashore, by dipping their tails in the water, which the Crab lays hold of.

The glutton, otherwise called the ervan, or vielfras, resembles a turnspit dog 5 with a

long body, thick legs, sharp clavv^s and teeth ^ his fur, which is variegated, is so precious

that he is shot with blunt arrows, to preserve the skin unhurt : he is bold, and ravenous.

The ermine is a little creature, remarkable for its shyness and cleanliness 5 and their fur

forms a principal part even of royal niagnificence. There is little difference between

the martin and a large brown forest cat, only its head and snout are sharper j it is very

fierce, and its bite dangerous.

No country produces a greater variety of birds than Norway. The elks build upon,

rocks ) their numbers often darken the air, and the noise df their wings resembles a

storm 5 their size is the bigness of a large duck : they are an aquatic fowl, and their flesh

is much esteemed. No fewer than 30 different kinds of thrushes reside in NonAay 'y

with various kinds of pigeons, and several sorts of beautiful wild ducks. The Norwe-

giSu CQck-of-the-wood is of a black or dark grey colour, his eye resembling that oi *
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pheasant j and he is said to be the largest of all eatable birds. Nonvay produces two

kinds of eagles, the land and tjie sea 3 the former is so strong, that he has been knoism

to cariy dif a child ot two years old : the sea or fish- eagle, is larger than the other j he

subsists on aquatic food j and sometimes darts on large fehes with such force, that, being

Unable to free his talons from their bodies, he is dragged into the water and drowned.

Nature seems to have adopted tliese aerial inhabitants for the coast of Norway : and

industry has produced a species of mankind peculiarly fitted for making them serviceable

to the human race', these are the birdmen, or climbers, who are amazingly dexterous im

mounting the steepest rocks, and bring away the birds and their eggs ; the latter are nu-

tritive- food, and are parboiled in vinegar the flesh is sometimes eaten by the peasants,

who generally relish it y v/hile the feathers and down form a profitable commodity.

Even the dogs of the farmers, in the northern districts, are trained up to be assistants to

these birdmen in seizing their prey.

The Scandinavian lakes and seas are astonishingly fruitful in all fish that are found oh

the sea coasts of Europe, which need not be here enumerated. Stock-fish are innumerable^

which are dried upon the rocks without salting. The haacmoren, is a species of shark,

ten fathoms in length, and its liver yields three casks of train oil. The tuella flynder is

an excessively large turbot^ which has been known to cov&r a man \vho has fallen ovea:-

board to keep him from rising. The season far herring fishing is atinounced to the

fishermen by the spouting of w^ter from the whales (of which seven different species are

mentioned) in following the herring shoals. The large whale resembles a cod, with

small eyes, a dark marbled skin, and white belly they spout out the water, which thej

iake in by inspiration, through two holes or openings in the head. They copulate Hke
iand animals standing upright in the sea. A young whale when first produced is about

nine or ten feet long *, and tlie female sometimes brings forth two at a birth. The
ivhale devours such an incredible number of small fish, that his belly is often read}!" to

burst *, in which case he n5.akes a m^ost tremendous noise from pain. The smaller fisk

have their revenge ; some of them fasten on his back, and incessantly beat hirn
j

others^ \

with sharp horns, or rather bones, on their beak, swim under his belly, and* sometirrres!

yip it up j some are provided with long sharp teeth, and tear his fiesh. Even the aj-juatie

birds of prey declare war against him when he comes near the surface of the water and

he has been knov\^n to be so tortured, that he has beat himself to death on the rocksi

The coast df Norway m.ay be said to be the native country of herrings. Innumerable

iire the shoals that come from under the ke at the north pole ^ and about the latitude (>f

Iceland divide themselves into three bodies : one of these supply the western isles and
coasts of Scotland, another dii-ects its course round the eastern part of Great BritaiB

down the Channel, and the third enters the Baltic through the sound. They form

great part of the food of the com.mon people j and the cod, ling, kabeliau, and torci'k

fishes follow them, and feed upon their spavvn and are taken in prodigious numbers in

^0 or 60 fathoms vvater
j

these, ospecially their roes, and their oil extracted from th-eif

livers, are exported and sold to great advantage 3 and above 150,000 people are maanc

tained by the herring and other fishing on the coast of Norway. The s^a-devil is aboiJt

, lix feet in length, and is so called from its monstrous appearance and voracity. The
«ea scorpion is likewL b of a hideous form, its head being larger than its whole body,
which is about four feet in length, and its bite is said to be poisonous.

In addition to these, other extraordinary inhabitants are su'id to belong to tlie Nonvc*
gian seas. On the following account of tl\em the reader will exercise his judgment. la

1756, a sea-sTiiike was shot by a master of a ship j its heftd resembling that of a horse
\

the mouth was large a^d black, as were the eyes ; a white mane hanging from its neck v

it rioated on the surface of the water, and hpld its head at least two feet out of the sea :

between the head and neck were seven or eight folds, which were very thick, and the
length of this snake was more than a hundred yards, some say fathoms. They have a re-

markable aversion to the smell of castor : for which reason, ship, boat, and bark masters^
provide themselves with quantities of that drug, to prevent being overset the scrpent^s

olfactory nerves being rcniarkahly exquisite. Egedc says, that on the 6th day of July,

2734, a large and frightful sea monster raised Itself so higli out of the water, that iu
head reached above 'he main top-jnast of the sliip j thr^t it b:jd a long sharp sr.out, bro^
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paws, and spouied water like a whale j that the body seemed to be covered with scales
5

the skin was uneven and wrinkled, and the lower part was forme-d like a snake. The
body of this monster is said to be as thick as a hogshead j his ski» is variegated like

a tortoisdshell and his excrement, which floats on the surface of the water, is corrosive,

and blisters the hands of the seamen if they handle it.

The krahen or korhen, is gaid to be a mile and a half in circumference j and when part
of it appears above the water, it resembles a number of small islands and sandbanks, on
w^hich fishes disport themselves, and sea-weeds grow : upon a farther emerging, a number
of pellucid antennae, each about the height, form, and size of a moderate mast, appear

j

and by their action and re-action he gathers his food, consisting of small fishes. When
he sinks, which hrc does gradually, a dangerous swell of the sea succeeds, and a kind of
whirlpool is naturally formed in the water. In 1680, a young kraken perished among
the rocks and cliiEFs of the parish of Al&tahong j and his death was attended with such a
stench, that the channel where it died was impassable.

The mermaid too inhabits here, but it would far exceed the bounds allotted to this

article, to follow the Norwegian adventurers through, all the different descriptions which
tliey have given us of their fishes.

Curiosities.] Those of Norway are only natural. The most remarkable is on
the coast, latitude 67, a dreadful vortex or whirlpool, called by navigators the navel of
the sea, and by some Pvlalestrom, or Moskoestrom. The island Moskoe, from whence
this stream derives its name, lies between the m6untain Hesleggen in Lofoden, and the
island Ver, which are about one league distant 5 and between the island and coast on
each side, the stream makes its way. Between Moskoe and Lofoden it is near 400
fathoms deep 5 but between Moskoe and Ver, it is so shallow as not to afford passage for

a small ship. When it is flood, the stream runs up the country between Lofoden and
Moskoe with a boisterous rapidity 5 and when it is ebb, returns to the sea with a violence

and nojse unequalled by the loudest cataracts. It is heard at the distance of many
leagues, and forms a vortex or whirlpool of great depth or extent 5 so violent that if a
ship comes near it, it is immediately drawn irrosistibly into the whirl, and there disap-

pears, being absorbed and carried down to the bottom in a moment, where it is dashed
to pieces against the rocks j and just at the turn of ebb and flood, when the water be-

comes still for about a quarter of an hour, it rises again in scattered fragments, scaxcely

to be known for the parts of a ship. When it is agitated by a storm, it has reached

vessels at the distance of more than a Norway mile, where the crews have thought
themselves in perfect security.

Religion, manners, and customs, of Norway.] Their religicfti is Lutheran
j

and they have bishops as those of Denmark, without temporal jurisdiction. Their vice-

roy, like his master, is absolute : but the farmers and common people in Norway arq,

much less oppressed than those in Denmark.
The Norwegians in general are strong, robust, and brave j but quick in resenting

real or supposed injuries. The women are handsome and courteous, ^ and the Norwe-
gian forms, both of living, and enjoying property, are mild, and greatly resembling the

Saxon ancestors of the present English. Every inhabitant is an artizan, and supplies

his family in all its necessaries with his own manufactures ^ so tt-.t in Norway there are

few by professions who are hatters, shoemakers, taylors, tanners, weav^s^ cajrpenters,

smiths, or joiners. The lowest Norwegian peasant is an artist and a gentleman, and

even a poet. They often mix with oat meal the bark of the fir, made into a kind of

floury and they are reduced to very extraordinary shifts for supplying the place of bread,

or farinaceous food. The manners of the middling Norwegians form a proper subject

for contemplation even to a philosopher, as they lead that kind of lifis which we may say

is furnished w^ith plenty 5 but they are neither fond of luxury,, nor do they dread penu-

ry
J
and this middle state prolongs their ages surprisingly. Though their dress is in

many respects accommodated to their climate, yet, by custoija, instead of guarding

against the inclemency of the weather, they outbrave it ; for they expose themselves to

cold, without any cover upon their breasts or necks. A Norwegian of an hundred years

of age is not accounted past his labour j &nd in 1733, foui couples were ua^ed ?nd
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danced before Hs Danish majesty at Fredericshall, whose ages, when joined, exceeded

800 years.

Strength and revenue.] Norxvay can furnish 14,000 excellent seamen, 24,000

cavalry, and 6000 infantry. The royal annual revenue from' Norway amounts to near

300,0001.

Cities, chief towns.] Christiana is considered the capital, because it is the seafc

of the supreme court of justice. It is about thirty English miles from the sea, in a large

and pleasant valley, and is the handsomest town in the countiy. It contains about

9000 inhabitants. Bergen, the largest and most commercial town in Norway, contains

nearly 20,000 inhabitants. It is principally built of wood, and has suffered by repeat-

ed fires. Drontheim, the capital of the diocese or province of the same name, contains

about 8000 inhabitants.

Commerce.] Norway exports timber, hemp, flax, tar, turpentine, fish, tallow, cop-

per, iron, hides, and the skins of bears, lynxes, and foxes. The annual export of tim-

ber, is reckoned at 175,000l. and that of iron at 70,000l. They export annually

80,000 raw hides, and 1000 manufactured. The whole exports of Norway, in 17CS,
were stated at above 1,700,0001. sterling j and the imports at less than 1,240,0001.

Government, laws.] Although subject to Denmark, Norway is governed by
^ a particular code called the Norway Laws, compiled by Griffelfield, by order of Chris-

tian V. the great legislator of his country. By this law, the palladium of Norway, the

peasants are free, a few only excepted, on certain noble estates near Fredericstadt.

The laws are administered by provincial courts and oflnccis. The governor is presid-ent

©f the supreme court at Christiana, from which an appeal lies to Copenhagen.

Language and learning.], The chief towns of each diocese has a Latin school.

The language is Danish, with a mixture of Swedish words an^ pronunciation on the

border of Sweden,

History.] It is probable that Normandy w^as first inhabited by the ancestors of
the modern Laplanders, who were driven out by the Goths. Towards the end of the
9th century Harold Honfagre conquered the chiefs to the number of ten oj twelve^
among whom Norway was divided, and united it under his own government. In the
tenth, and again in the eleventh century, it suffered a temporary subjection to Denmaii:
and experienced in the thirteenth an equally transient union with Sweden. At length
the marriage of Hagen king of Norway, with Margarette of Denmark, produced an
heir to both the kingdoms in their son Olaf, and since 13S0 it has constituted part of
.the dominions of Denmark.

DENMARK PROPER

:

^eing the Peninsula of Jutland, including the islands in the Baltic,

Extent and Situation.
Miles.

Length 240* 7 , , f 54<? 10' and 57S 45' north latitude.

Breadth 114 3
"^etwe^n | 8 « IQ' and 12 40' east longitude.

Containing 12,896 square miles, with 84 inhabitants to each,

V ,^^^^^?'] Grammatlcus derives the name from Dan, the first founder, accord-
ing to him, of the Danish monarchy j and Mark, a boundary or country. This cty-

These dimensions are thoso of the peninsula of Jutland only, wliere lon-rest and broadest, lu whicn
sense they are always to be undcrstootl in this work. Jutlano, tor insiiince, is 114 mJes br^adlh
wacre broadest

: though iu 5c\t.2 parts it is not more thuu 30.
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iTiology 19 prebably fabulous all we know with certainty is, that the inhabitants of this-

part of Scandinavia were known by the name of Danes in the sixth century.

Divisions and boundaries.] Denmark is divided on the north from Norway by
the Scaggerac Sea, and from Sweden on the east by the Sound ; it is bounded on the

south by Germany and the Baltic ; and the German Sea divides it from Great Britian

on the west. It is ditided into two parts j the peninsula of Jutland, anciently called

Chersonesus Cimbrica, and the islands at the entrance of the Baltic mentioned in the

table. Copenhagen, the metropolis, is in the island of Zealand.

Jutland was formerly divided into North and South. The former of these is now
called simply Jutland, and the latter Sleswick. Jutland is divided into nine sysseh or

districts, and Sleswick into fifteen counties.

Denmark Proper is likewise divided into six dioceses, or jurisdictions, of the follow-

ing dimensions :

Sq.- Miles, Sq. miles.

The diocese of Zealand - 2,112 The diocese of Ripen - - . - 2,416

-Funen - 1,376 ^Alborg - - - _ 1,456— Aarhuys - 1,696 ~ Viborg - - - - .- 1,200

Mountains, rivers, lakes, canals.] Jutland contains Mils of a bleak and wild

aspect, but no mountains, and the lakes are numerous, but not large. The rivers are

also trifling, vn\h. the exception of the Guden, ^vhich runs a winding course of an hun-
-dred miles before it falls into the Categat and the Eydar, the ancient boundary be-

tween Denmark and the German duchy of Holstein.

In the northern part of Jutland, an extensive creek of the sea called Lymjiord, pene-

trates from the Categat through an extent of above seventy miles, to within two or

three miles of the German Ocean : it is navigable, and contains numerous small is-

lands.

A canal, called tJie Canal of Kiel^ z considerable town in the north of Holstein, has

'been made, at the expence of nearly 800,0001. to open a communication between the

Baltic and the river Eydar, which flows into the German Sea. It is above twenty

miles in length, and is navigable by vessels of 120 tons. It was finished in 1785.

Climate, soil, and state of agriculture.] The climate of Zealand and the

south of Jutland is more temperate, on account of the vapours from the surrounding sea,

than it is in many more southerly parts of Europe. In the northern parts of Denmark,
the winters are very severe, and spring and autumn are seasons scarcely known, on ac-

count of the sudden transitions from cold to heat, and from heat to cold. The entrance

of the Baltic in winter is generally so obstructed with ice, as to be innavigable, and

sometimes so frozen, as to be crossed by sledges and loaded carriages.

Minerals.] These are not numerous. Some fuUst's-earth, alum, and vitriol, are

found in Jutland, and porcelain clay is obtained in the island of Bornholm.

The soil of Zealand, Funen, and the south of Jutland, is fertile *, and the agriculture

pf the two latter is compared by Mr Marshal to that of England ; but in the northern

parts, the country is less cultivated. Zealand is for the most part a sandy soil, but fer-

tile in grain and pasturage, and agreeably van'egated with woods and lakes.

Most of the lands in Denmark and Kolstein are fiefs. The ancient nobility, by

grants which they extorted at different times from the Crown, gained such power over

the farmers, and those who resided upon their estates, that at length they reduced them

to a state of extreme slavery, so that they were bought and sold wiih their lands, and

Vi'ere esteemed the property of their lords. Many of the noble landholders of Sles-

t\ick and Plolstein have the power of life and death. The situation of the farmers has,

indeed, been made somewhat more agreeable by some modern edicts j but they arc stili,

if such an expressioii may be allowed, chained to their farms, and are disposed of at the

will of their lords. The late count Bernstorff, however, set a truly noble example by

the emancipation of his tenants , a^id the prince-royal, in whom the administration of the

government is now vested, has also had the magnanimity and true policy to give liberty

to all the peasants of the. crawn,-
'
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Vegetable pr,oducttons, animals.] The woods of Jutland consist of oak, fir,

beech, birch, and other trees. Denmark and Holstem produce corn in such abundance,

as often to be able to export in one year to the value of above 100,0001. j
they also

produce rape-seed, hops, and flax. The horses of Denmark and Holstein are an excel-

lent breed, both for the saddle and the carriage. Besides great numbers of black-cattle,

of which about 80,000 head are generally exported annually, they have hogs, sheep,

and game. The sea-coasts abound with various kinds of fish.

Curiosities, natural and artificial.] Denmark has almost nothing to in-

terest the cT#ious, but the contents of the Royal Museum at Copenhagen. Here are

preserved two famous antique drinking vessels, the one of gold, the other of silver, ar^d

both of the form of hunting horns. That of gold is about two feet nine inches long,

weighs 102 ounces, contains two Eng;lish pints and a half, and was found in the diocese

of Ripen, in 1639. The other, of silver, weighs about four pounds, and is called the

Oldenburg horn., because, as tradition affirms, it was presented to Otho, the first duke of

Oldenburg, by a ghost. This museum contains a fine collection of paintings, and ano-

ther of coins, as also a great number of astronomical, optical, and mathematical instru-

ments.

Population.] By an actual enumeration made in 1759, of his Danish majesty's

subjects in his dominions of Denmark, Norway, Holstein, the islands in the Baltic, and
the counties of Oldenburg and Delmenhorst in Westphalia, they were said to amount
to 2,444,000 souls, exclusive of the Icelanders and Greenlanders. The most accurate

account of the population is that made under the direction of the famous Struensee, in

1769
j
by which

Jutland numbered 358,136
Zealand 283,466
Funen 143,988
Norway 723,141
Islands of Ferro - 4,754

Iceland 45,2SI
Duchy of Sleswick 243,605
Duchy of Holstein 134,665
Oldenburg 62,854*

Delmenhorst - -- -- 16,217

Sum Total 2,017,027

Since this estimate was taken, jthe counties of Oldenburg and Delmenhorst have been
exchanged for the remainder of Holst'cin j and the population of the Danish domdnioJis

Europe is thus given in Boetticher's tables ; »

The diocese of Zealand ------ 345,740— Funen 151,512
C. Aarhuys - 125,282

T 1-1 ^J-— J^^pen - 83,186
Jutland

j Aalborg - 7i;242
^Viborg 53,483

The duchy of Sleswick - - 251,230
Holstein 311,753

The kingdom ofNorway 700,000
The Ferro islands 5,000
Iceland - -u. 50,000

2,148,438

The population of Denmark Proper, or Jutland, Sleswick, and the islands of thc'RaU
tic, exclusive of Holstein, amounts therefore to 1,081,680.

Character and manners of the inhabitants j Tlie courage of the ancient
inhabitants of Denmark approached even to ferocity ; their national character in this re-
spect, however, is much changed

j
but, with their former ferociaut; habits, they have also

laid aside in a great measure their ancient simplicity and innocence. Though not a\-eiy
enterprising^ they are a brave anH humape people. They valine themselves extxtmcly

£3
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upon those titles and privileges, whicli they derive from the Crown ; and are extretneljr

fond of pomp and s1k>w. They endeavour to imitate the French in their manners, dress,

and even in their gallantry
;
though they are naturally the very constrast of that nation.

The Danes, like other northern nations, are given to intemperance in drinking, and con-
vivial entertainments but their nobility, who begin now to visit the other courts of
Europe, are refining from their ancient national habits and vices.

Cities, chief towns, edifices.] The metropolis of Denmark is situated on th^

Tsland of Zealand, and was originally a settlement of sailors, first founded by some wan-
dering fishermen in the twelfth century. It now makes a magnificent appearance at a.

distance. It is very strong, and defended by four royal castles or forts. It contains

ten parish churches, besides nine others belonging to the Calvinists and other religious

sects, and some hospitals. Copenhagen is adorned by several public and private palaces,

as they are called. Its streets are 186 in number, the houses about 4,000, and its in-

habitants amount to 100,000. The houses in the principal streets are built of brick,

and those in the lanes chiefly of timber. The harbour Is spacious, and is formed by a

large canal flowing through the cily, which admits only one ship to enter at a time
j

but the harbour is capable of containing 500. Several of the streets have canals and
quays for ships to lie close to the houses j and the naval arsenal is said to exceed that

of Venice. The road for shipping begins about two miles from the town, and is defend-

ed by 90 pieces of cannon, as well as the difficulty of the navigation. Yet, notwith-

standing ail these advantages, there is little appearance of industry or trade in this city
j

and Copenhagen, though one of the finest ports in the world, cannot boast of its com-
merce. The police of Copenhagen is exlremely regular, and people may walk through

the whole city at midnight with great safety Indeed, it is usually almost as quiet here

at eleven o'clock at ni'^ht as in a country village.

About twenty English miles from Copenhagen, is a noble palace belonging to his

Danish majesty, called Fredericsburg. It is a very large building, moated round with a

triple ditch, and calculated, like most of the ancient residences of princes, for defence

against an enemy. It was built by Christian IV., and, according to the architecture of

the times, partakes of the Greek and Gothic styles. In the front of the grand quadran-

gle appear Tuscan and Doric pillars ; and on the summit of the building are spires and

turrets. Some of the rooms are very splendid, though furnished in the antique ta^le.

The knights' hall is of great length. The tapestry represents the wars of Denmark,

and the cieling is a most minute and laboured performance in sculpture. The chimney-

piece was once entirely covered with plates of silver, richly ornamented j but the Swedes,

who have often landed' here, and even besieged the capital, tore them all away, and ri-

fled the palace, notwithstanding its triple moat and formidable appearance. The royal

palace of Christiansburg, one of the most commodious and most sumptuously furnished in

Europe, was destroyed by fire on the 26th of February 1794. About two miles from

Elsineur is a small royal palace, flat-roofed, with twelve windows in front, said to be

built on the place formerly occupied by the palace of Hamlet's father. In an adjoining

garden is shown the very spot where, according to tradition, that prince was poisoned.

Odensee is the capital of the island of Funen. It is situated on a river which runs

into a' large bay about a mile below the town. It contains a cathedral and three churches

;

here is also a royal palace. The number of inhabitants is about 5,000. It has beefS

said that the Danish language is spoken here in its greatest purity.
.

^

, Sleswick, the capital of the duchy of that name, is the largest town in the Danish

peninsula. It is a long, irregular, but handsome town, containing between five and six

thousand inhabitants.

Elsineur, or Helsingoer, Is well built, contains 5,000 Inhabitants, and with respect to

commerce is only exceeded by Copenhagen itself. It is situated on the eastern coast of

the island of Zealand, is strongly fortified on the land side, and towards the sea defended

by a strong fort. Here all vessels pay a toll, and, in passing, lower their top-sails.

Manufactures and commirce.] The manufactures are neither numerous nor

important. In the royal manufactures at Copenhagen, 400 looms are employed iii fa-

tricati^ig all sorts of vrcollen- cloth, from the finest to that for the use o£ the soldiery.
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O her manufactures "have also been encouraged by the Crown, and by the patriotism of

count Roncellen.

The situation of Denmark is excellent for commerce her harbours are well calculated

for the reception of ships of all burdens, and her mariners are very expert in the naviga-

tion of the different parts of the ocean. The dominions of his Danish majesty also sup-

ply a great variety of timber and other materials for ship-building ; and some of his pro-

vinces afford many natural productions for exportation. Among these, beside fir and

ether timber, are black-cattle, horses, butter, stock-fish, tallow, hides, train-oil, tar,

pitch, and iron. To these w^e may add furs j but the exportation of oats is forbidden.

The imports are, salt, wine, brandy, and silk, from France, Portugal, and Italy. The
Danes have great intercourse with England, and thence import broad-cloths, and all our

other numerous manufactures.

Commercial companies are established in Denmark, w^hich trade to the East and West
Indies, and to Africa. In the East-Indies, they possess the settlement of Tranquebar,

on the coast of Coromandel, and the small islands cllled the Nicobar islands, to the north

of Sumatra j in the West-Indies, the islands of St. Thom^as and St. Croix, and the small

island of St. John. On the coast of Guinea they have the fort of Christianburg. The
Danes likewise carry on a considerable commerce in the Mediterranean,

Civil constitution, government.] The ancient constitution of Denmark v/as

originally much die same with that of other Gotliic governments. The king came to

the throne by election
^
and, in conjunction with the senate, where he presided, was in-

vested with the executive power. He likewise commanded the army, and decided fi-

nally all the disputes which arose between his subjects. The legislaiive power, togeiher

with the right of election of the king, v.^as vesLed in the States, who w^ere composed, first,

of the order of nobility, and secondly, of that of the citizens and farmers. After ths

introduction of the Christian religion, the clergy were also admitted, not only to be an

order of the states, btit to have seats likewise in the senate. 1 hese orders had their re-

spective rights and privileges, and were independent of each other. The Crown had also

its prerogatives, and a certain fixed revenue arising out of lands which v^-ere appropriated

to its support. This constitution had maiTj;^ evident advantages : but unfortunately, the

balance of this government was never properly adjusted ; so that the nobles very soon

assumed a dictatorial power, and greatly oppressed the people, as the national assem.blies

were not regularly held to redress their grievances 5 and v*^hen the Roman-catholic cler-

gy came to have a share in the civil government, they far surpassed the nobility in prida

and ambition. The representatives of the people had neither power, credit, nor talents-,

to counteract the efforts of the other two orders, who forced the crown to give up its

prerogatives, and to oppress and tyrannise over the people. Christian the Second, by
endeavouring in an imprttdent manner to stem the torrent of their oppression, lost his

cro^vn and his liberty , but Christian the Third, by uniting with the nobles and the se-

nate, destroyed the power of the clergy, though the oppression of the common people by
the nobility still remained. At length, in the reign of Frederic the Third, when the

nation had been exhausted by a xvar with Sweden, the people, exasperated by the arro-

gance and oppressions of the nobility, who claimed as their privilege an exemption from
all taxes, determined to render the king despotic to free themselves from their tyranny.
In consequence of this resolution in a meeting of the states, deputies from the clergy and the

commons were appointed to make the king a solemn tender of their liberties and services.

The monarch accepted their offer, promising them relief and protection ; the nobility

taken by surprise were obfiged to submit
j
and, on the lOlh of January, l(i6i, the three

orders of nobility, clergy, and people, signed each a separate act, by which they consen-
ted that the crown should be hereditary in the royal family, as well in the female as in
the male line, and invested the king with absolute power, giving him the right to regu-
late the succession, and the regency, in case of a minority. This renunciation of their

right, subscribed by the first nobihty, is still preserved as a ,
precious relic among the ar-

chives of the royal family.

After this extraordinary revolution in the government, the king of Denmark deprived
the nobility ofmany of the privileges which they had before enjoyed

j but he took no method
ID relieve those poor people who had been tlie instrcuTients of mvesting him with the s(K

. li 3 .
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vereign powei*, but left tliem in the same state of slavery in which they were before, and
in which they have remained to the present age.

Laws,] In the person of the king is united all the rights of sovereign power 5 but
m affairj of importance he for the most part decides in his council, the members of which
are named and displaced at his will. In this council, the laws are proposed, discussed,

and receive the sanction of the royal authority, and all great changes or establishments

are proposed, and approved or rejected, by the king. Here likewise, or in the cabinet,

lie grants privileges, and decides upon the explication of laws, their extension, or restric-

tion, and upon all the most important affairs of state.

The supreme court of judicature for the kingdoms of Denmark and Norway, is held

in the royal palace of Copenhagen, of which the king is the nominal president. What
are called the German provinces have likewise their supreme tribunal

5
which, for the

duchy of Holstcin, is holden at Gluckstadt 5 and for the duchy of Sleswick, in the town
of that name.

In this kingdom, as in many others, the king is su!J)posed to be present to administer

justice in his supreme court j and therefore, the kings of Denmark not only preside nominal-

ly in the sovereign court of justice, but they have a throne erected in it, towards which
the lawyers always address their discourses in pleading, as do the judges in delivering their

opinion. Every year the king is present at the opening of this court, and often gives the

judges such instructions as he thinks proper. The decision of these judges is final in all

civil actions 5 but no criminal sentence of a capital nature can be earriqd into execution

iill ,it is signed by the king.

There are many excellent regulations for the administration pfjustice in Denmark : but,

3iot\\ithstanding this, it is so far from being distiibuted in an equal and impartial manner,
thatapoor man can scarcely ever obtain justice in that country againstone of the nobility, or

against one who is favoured by the court. If the laws are so clearly in favour of tlie

former, that the judges are ashamed to df^cide against them, the latter, through the fa-

vour of tlie minister, obtains an order from the king to stop all proceedings, or. a dispen-

sation from observing particular laws *, and there the matter ends. The code of laws at

present established in Denmark was published by Christian "V. : it is founded upon the

code of Valdemar, and is nearly the same with that in use in Norway. These laws are

very just and clear *, and, if they were impartially carried into execution, would be pro-

ductive of many beneficial consequences to the people. But as the king can alter and

dispense with the laws as he pleases, and support his minis^rs and favourites in any acts

of violence and injustice, the people of Denmark are subject to great tyranny and oppress

sion, and have abundant reason to regret the tameness and servility with which their li-

berties were, in 1660, surrendered into the hands of tjieir monarch s.

From that period, the peasants, till 1787, had been in a situation little better than

the brute creation they scarcely could be said to possess any loco-mptive power, since

they had no liberty to leave one estate, and to settle on another, without purchasing

- permission from their masters 5 and if they chanced to move without that permission,

they' were claimed as strayed cattle. Such was the state of those wretched beings, who,

at best, only might be said to vegetate. These chains of feudal slavery were then

broken, through the interest of his royal highness the prince and heir-apparent to the

crown
J
and the prisoners, for such they certainly might be called, were declared free.

Notwithstanding the nemonstranees, which were made against this by the landed gen-

try, were very numerous, yet, after a minute examination of the whole, an edict was

issued which restored the peasants to their long-lost liberty, A number of grievances,

under which the peasantry laboured, were likewise abolished at the same time.

Revenues.] His Danish majesty's revenues have three sources : the taxes he levies

upon his olvn subjects : the duties paid by foreigners ^ and his own demesne lands, in-

cluding confiscations. The taxes consist of those on land and houses, the poll-tax,

Stamp-duties, taxes on salt and tobacco, and various other imposts. The tolls paid by

strangers arise chiefly ftom foreign sliips that pass through the Sound into the Baltic,

through the narrow strait of half a mile between Schonen and the island of Zealand.

These tolls are in proportion to the, size of the ship, and value of the cargo exhibited in

the biiiS of lading. This tax, whj^h form'; a considerable part of his Danish majesty's
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> evenue, has mojre than once thrown the northern parts of Europe into a fiame. It has

been often disputed by the English and Dutch, being nothing more originally than

a voluntary contribution of the merchants towards the expences of the light-houses on

coast : and the Swedes, who commai-i4 the opposite side of the pass, for some time

refused to pay it j but in the treaty of 1720, between Swede^i and Denmark, under the

guarantee of his Britannic majesty George I., the Swedes ngreed to pay the same rates

as are paid by the subjects of Great Britain and the Netherlands. The first treaty re-

lative to it was by the Emperor Charles V. in behalf of his subjects in the Low Coun-

tries. The toll is paid at Elsineur, a town situated on the Sound, at the entrance of the

Baltic Sea, and about 13 miles distant from Copenhagen. The whole revenue of Den-

mark, including what is received at Elsineur, amounts at present to about 1,520,0001.

Sterling yearly ^ of which
Denmark contributes - - ^ - - - L. 543^554;

Norway _ - - - 29C,000

Sieswick and Holstein ------- 300,000

The West-India islands 262,300

The toll levied on ships passing the Sound 122,554

Altona ------ 3,150

By a list of the revenue taken in 1730, it tjien only anjounted to English meney

45'i,700l. The expences of the state amount anniaally to above l,050,000l. j and it is

burdened with a debt of 2,600,0001.

Army and naVT.] The present militaiy force of Denmark consists of 75,000

men, of which Denmark furnishes 40,000, and Nomay 35,000 : of this force about

11,000 is cavalry, and 64,000 infantry. The fleet of Denmark, according to the

official gazette of the I5th of October 1803, consisted of 19 ships of the line of whidi

were 1 of 90 j 2 of SO ; 12 of 74 ; and 4 of 64 guns j 15 frigates, 8 brigs, and 13 gun-

boats. An order was issued some time sivice, to increase the number of frigates to 30,

and constantly to keep up that number. This fleet is generally stationed at Copenhagen,

where are the dock-yards, storehouses, and all the materials necessary for the use of the

marine. There are 26^000 registered seamen, who cannot quit the kingdom without

l^ave, nor serve on board a merchantman without permission from the admiralty : 4000
of the?.e are kept in constant pay, and employed in the dock-yards : their pay, however,

scarcely amounts to nine shillings per month ^ but they have a sort of uniform, with

some provisions and lodging allowed for themselves and famiHes.

Royal titles, orders of kxigthood.] The kings of Denmark, in their public

acts take the title of King df^ Denmark and Norway, and of the Goths and Vandals,

duke of Sieswick and Holstein, Storniar gnd Ditmarsch, count of Oldenburg and
*' Delmsnhorst." The orders of knighthood are two that of the Iliephant^ and that of

Danebro^. The former was instituted by Christian I. in the year 1478, and deemed
the most honourable \ its badge is an elephant surmounted with a castle, set In diamonds,

and suspended to a sky-blue watered ribbon, worn, like the George in England, over the

right shoulder : the number of its members, besides the sovereign^ are tliirty and the

knights of it are addressed b^ the title of Excellency. The badges of the Danebrog order,

which is said to have been mstituted in the year 1219, and after being long obsolete^

was revived in 1671 by Christian V., consist of a white ribbon with red edges, worn
scarf-wise over the right shoulder j from which depends a small cross of diamonds, and

embroidered star on the breast of the cqat, surrounded with the motto, Pidate ct

JusUtiaf The badge is a cross pattee enamelled white, on the centre the letter C and

^ crowned with a regal crown, and this motto : Jxcsiitutor, Xhe ni^raber pf knights is

not limited j and they are very numerous.

Religion.] The religion of Denmark is the Lutlieran. The kingdom Is divided
into six dioceses

;
Zealand, Funen, yiborg, A^rhuys, Aalborg-, and Ripen j besides four

in Norway, and two in Jceland^ There is no archbishop btit tlie bishop of /Zealand

15 metropolitan in Denmark, as the bishop of Aggevhuys is in Norway^ The ^nn^al
yevenue of the bishopric of Zealand is about lOOOl, a year, that of Funen 750l,, the
pthers are f^om 4001. to 600h The bishops hav^ no tcmpov?! powej-, ncr more autltprit

E4 '
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ly over ilie inferior clergy tlian is necessary for the maintenance of good order in the

church.

JL.ITERATURE.] The Bianes in general have made no great figure in literature
j

.

though jtstronomy and medicine are highly indebted to their Tycho Brahe, Borrichius,

and the Bartholines : and the Round Tower and Christian's Haven display the me-
chanical genius of a Longomontanxas. They begin now,, however, to make some pro-

mising attempts in history, poetry, and the drama. But it appears that literature has

received very little encouragement in Denmark ; which may be considered as the principal

cause of it« being so little cultivated by the Danes. Yet the names of JLangebek, Suhm,
?nd Holberg, have acquired Some degree of deserved celebrity j and the travels of Niebuhf^

are clistiiiguishsd for intelligent research and accurate information.

Universities.] There are two universities in Denmark j one at Copenhagen, and

the other at Kiel in Holstein. The former ha'S funds to the amount, it is said, of

300,000 rix;dollars, for the gratuitoits support of 328 students.

Language.] The language of Denmark is a dialect of the Teutonic ^ but Gea-man

and French are spoken at court j and the nobility have lately made great advances in

the English, which is now^ publicly taught at Copenhagen as a necessary part of educa-

lion. A company of English comedians occasionally visit that capital, where they

lind tolerable encouragement. The Lord's Prayer, in Danish, is as follows :

Vor fador som er i himmelin ; heiiigt vorde dit najpi ; tilhomme dit ryke ; vorde din

mllie pea jorden som i himmelin ; gif os i dog "uort daglige hrod; og Jorlad os- vor ski/ld

som- viforlade vcre shjldener og leed as icke ifristrelse^ men frtls osfra out ; thi reget

ir dit^ og hra ft. og hergled i eviglied. Amen.
Antiquities.] The antiquities of Denmark consist only of some rude remains of

the temples and cemeteries of the ancient Celtic and Gothic inhabitants of the conntry.

In several parts of the Danish dom.inions are found circles of upright stones, disposed

in a manner similar to those of Stonehenge. • I here are also, on some rocks, Runic in-

scriptions, which are so ancient they can no longer be explained with certainty j but

'they are supposed to record scm^e remarkable extents.

History.] We learn from Saxo-Grammaticus, that the ancient Danes, like the

Gauls, the Scot?, the Irish, and other northern nations, had their bards, who recounted

the military atchievements of their heroes j and that their first histories were written in

verse. 'J here can be no doubt that the Scandinavians or Cimbri, and the Teutonee

(the inhabitants of Denmark, Norc\ ay, and Sweden) were Scythians by their original
j

but hovx' far the tracts of land, called either Scythia * or Gaul, formerly reached, is

uncertain.

Even the name of the first Christian Danish king is uncertain ; and tliose of the

people whom they commanded were so blended together, that it is impossible to con-

ceive a precise idea of the old Scandinavian history. This undoubtedly was owing to

the remains of their Scythian customs, particularly that of removing from one country
' to another *, and of several nations or septs joining together in expeditions, where the ad-

venturers were denominated after their leaders. Thus the terms, Danes, Saxons, Jutes

or Goths, Germ.ans, and Normans, were promiscuously used long after the time of

Charlemagne. Even the short revival of literature, under that prince, throws very

little light upon the Danish history. AH we know is, that the inhabitants of Scandin-

avia, in their maritime expeditions, went generally under the name of Saxons with

foreigners j that they were bold adventurers, rude, fierce, and martial : That so far.

back as the year of Christ 500, they insulted all the sea-coasts of Europe j that they

settled in Ireland, w^heie they built stone-houses j and that they became masters of

* By Scythia may he iirjdev^iood all t^ose riortlicni rorntries cf Europe and Asia (I'cw inbabncd
l.y the Danes, No! v^T;L',iariS, Swedes, Russians, and Tartars, see the Introduction) whose inhabitants

< verturned and peop;e(.l the E^man empire, and continued so Jate as the 13th ccrtury to issve forth ia

large bcdics, and navai expeditions, ravaging the more southern and fertile kingdoms of Europe ;

Uence by Sir William Terrple, and other historians, they are terir.ed the Nonhcrii Hive, tie Mcther
oj Naticns, the Storehouse r^f Europe, '
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England, and sotoe part of Scotland j both which kingdoms still retain proofs of their

barbarity. When we read the history of Denmark and that of England, under the

Danish princes who reigned over both countries, we me^t with but a faint resem-

blance of events \ but the Danes, as conquerors, always give themselves the superiority

over the English.

In the eleventh century under Canute the Great, Denmark may be said to have been

in its zenith of glory, as far as extent of dominion can give sanction to the expression.

Few very interesting events in Denmark preceded the year 1387, when Margaret

mounted the throne 5 and partly by her address, and partly by hereditary right, she

ibraied the union of Calmar, anno 1397, by which she was acknowledged sovereign of

Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. She held her dignity with such firmness and courage,

that she was justly stiled the Semiramis of the north. Her successors being destitute

of her great qualifications, the union of Calmar, by which the three kingdoms- were

in future to be under one sovereign, fell to nothings but Norway still continued an-

nexed to Denmark. About the year 1448, the crown of Denmark fell to Christian,

count of Oldenburgh, from whom the present royal family of Denmark is descended.

In 1513, Christian II. king of Denmark, one of the most complete tyrants that

modern times have produced, mounted the throne of Denmark j and having married

the sister of the emperor Charles V. he gave a full loose to his innate cruelty. Being

driven out of Sweden, for the bloody massacres he committed there, the Danes rebelled

against him likewise j and he fied, Vv^ith his wife and children, into the Netherlands.

Frederick, duke of Holstein, v^as unanimously called to the throne^ on the deposition

of his cruel nephew, who openly embraced the opinions of Luther, and about the year

1536, the protestant religion was established in Denmark, by that Vvise and politic

prince Chris iian III.

Christian IV. of Denmark, in 16 S9, was chosen for the head of the protestant

league, formed against the house of Austria j but though brave in his own person, he
was in danger of losing his dominions j when he was succeeded in that command by,

Gustavus Adolphus king of Sweden. The Dutch having obliged Christian, who died

in 1648, to lower the duties of the Sound, his son Frederick III. consented to accept of

an annuity of 150,000 florins for the whole. The Dutch after tliis, persuaded him to

declare war against Charles Gustavus, king of Sweden j which had almost cost him his

crown in 1657. Charles stormed the fortress of Frcderickstadt j and in the succeeding

winter he marched his army over tiie ice to the island of Funen, where he surprised the

Danish troops, took Odensee and Nyburgh, and marched over the great Eelt to besiege

Copenhagen itself. Cromwell, who then governed England under the title of Protec-

tor, interposed and Frederick defended his capital, with great magnanimity, till the
peace of Roschild

j
by which Frederick ceded the provinces of Halland, Bleking, and

Sconia, the island of JBornholm, and Eahus and Drontheim in Norway, to the Swedes.
Frederick sought to elude these severe terms > but Charles took Cronenburgh, and once
more besieged Copenhagen by sea and land. The steady intrepid conduct of Frederick
under these misfortunes, endeared him to his subjects ^ and the citizens of Copenhagen
made an admirable defence till a Dutch fleet arrived in the Baltic and beat the Swe-
dish fleet. The fortune of war was now entirely changed in favour of Frederick, wlio
shewed on every occasion great abilities, both civil and militaiy j and having forced
Charles to raise the siege of Copenhagen, might have carried the war into Sweden,
liad not the English fleet under Montague appeared in the Baltic. This enabled
Charles to besiege Copenhagen a third time but France and England offering their

mediation, a peace was concluded in that capital
^
by which the island of Bornholm re-

turned to the Danes j but the island of Rugen, Bleking, Halland, and Schonen, remain-
ed with the Swedes.

Though this peace did not restere to Denmark all she h^d lost, yet the magnani-
mous behaviour of Frederick, under the most imminent dangers, and his attention to tlK
safely of his subjects, even preferable to his own, greatly endeared him in their eyes

j
and he at length became absolute, in the manner already related. Frederick was suc-
ceeded in ]760, by his son Christian V. who obliged the duke of Holstein Gottorp tq
/enounce all tlie advantage^ he had gained by tlie treaty of Reechijd. He then rec<v
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^ered a number of places in Schonen ; but bis army was defeated in the bloody battle

of Lunden, by Charles XI. of Sweden. This defeat did not put an end to the war
5

whicli Christian obstinately continued, till he was defeated entirely at the battle of

Xendscroon r and having almost exhausted his dominions in military operatioris, and
being in a manner abandoned by all his allies, he was forced to sign a treaty, on the terms

prescribed by France, in 1679. Christian, however, did not desist from his military

attempts j and at last he became the ally and subsidiary of Lewis XIV. who v/as then

thTeatcning Europe with chains. Christian after a vast variety of treating and fighting

with the Holsteiners, Hamburghers, and other northern powers, died in 1699.. He
WES succeeded by Frederick IV". who, like his predecessors, maintained his pretensions

upon Holstein j and probably must have become master of that duchy, had not the

English and Dutch fleets raised the siege of Touningen, while the young king of Swe-
den, Charles XII. who was then no more than sixteen years of age, landed within eight

Hiiles of Copenhagen, to assist his brother in-law the duke of Holstein, Charles proba-

bly would have made himself master of Copenbagen, had not his Danish majesty agreed

to the peace of Travendahl, which was entirely in the duke's favour. By another

treatj concluded with the States General, Charles obliged himself to furnish a body of

troops, who were to be paid by the confederates j and afterwards did great executioa

against the French in the wars of queen Anne.
Notwithstanding this peace, Frederick was perpetually engaged m wars with the

Swedes, and while Charles XII. was an exile at Bender, he made a descent upon the

Swedish Pomerania ; and another in the year 1712, upon Bremen, and took the city of

Stade. His troops, however, were totally defeated by the Swedes at Gadesbuch, who laid

Iris favourite city of Aitena in ashes. Frederick revenged himself by seizing great part

of the Ducal Holstein, and forcing the Swedish general count Steinbock, to surrender

Bimself prisoner, T^'ith all his troops. In the year 1716, the successes of Frederick were

so great, by taking Toningen and Stralsund, by driving the Swedes out of Norway,
End reducing Wismar in Pomerania, that his allies began to suspect he was aiming at

the sovereignty of all Scandinavia. Upon the return of Charles of Sweden from his

exile, be renewed the war against Denmark with a most imbittcred spirit ; but on the

death of that prince, Vv'ho was killed at the siege of Fredericshal, Frederick durst not re-

fuse the offer of his Britannic majesty's mediation between him and the crown of Sv/eden
j

in consequence of which a peace was concluded at Stockholm, which left him in posses-

sion of the duchy of Sleswick. Frederick died in the year 1730, after having two years

before seen his capital reduced to ashes by an accidental fire. His son and successor,

Christian- Frederick, or Christian VI. made no other use of kis power, and the advan-

tages with which he mounted the thrcme, than to cijtivat& peace with all his neigh-

bours, and to promote the happiness of his eubjccts, v.^hom he eased of many oppressive

taxes.

In 1734, after guaranteeing the Pragmatic Sanction ^, Christian sent 6000 men to

the assistance of the emperor, during the dispute of the succession to the crown of Po-

land. Though he -was pacific, yet he was jealous of his rights, especially over Kam-
Jburgh, He obliged the Hamburghers to call in the mediation of Prussia, to abolish

their bank, to admit the coin of Denmark as current, and to p^y him a million of silver

marks. He had, two years after, viz. in 1738, a dispute with his Britannic majesty

about the little lordship of Steinhorst, which had been mortgaged to the latter by a duke
of Holstein Lawenburgh, and which Christian said belonged to him. Some blood v/as

spilt during the contest ; in which Christian, it is thought, never was in earnest. It

brought on, hoivever, a treaty, in ^vhich he availed himself of his Britannic majesty's

predilection for his German dominions j for he agreed to pay Christian a subsidy of

70,000l. sterling a year, on condition of keeping in readiness 7000 troops for the pro-

tection of Hanover : this was a gainful bargain for Denmark, And two years after, he

seized some Dutch ships, for trading vv'ithout his leave to Iceland j but the difference

* An ngreement by which the princes of Europe engaged to support the House of Austria favonr
©f the queen of Hun^^: daughter pi the emperor Charles VI. who h?,d no nvJe issr?.
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was made up by the mediation of Sweden. Christian had so great a party* in jhat king-

dom, that it was generally thought he would revive the union of Calmar, by procuring

his son to be declared successor to his then Swedish majesty*
^
Some steps for that pur-

pose Avere certainly taken -j but whatever ChristianV views might hsve been, the design

w^as frustrated by the jealousy of other powers, who could not bear the thoughts of seeing

all Scandinavia subject to one family. Christian died in 1T46, with the character of

being the father of his people.

His son and successor, Frederick V. had, in 1143, married the princess Louisa,

daughter to hii; Britannic majesty George II. He improved upon his father's plan,

fxjr the happiness of his people 5 but took no concern, except that of a mediator in the

German war. For it was by his intervention that the treaty of Closter-Seven was con-

cluded between his royal highness the late duke of Cumberland, and the French, general

Kichelieu. Upon the death of his first queen, who was mother to his present Danish ma-

jesty, he married a daughter of the duke of Brunswic-Wolfenbuttle 5 and died in 1766.

His son, Christian VII. , married his present Britannic majesty's youngest sister, the

princess Carolina-IMatilda. This alliance, though it wore at first a very promising ap-

pearance, had a very unfortunate termination. In the month of January;^ 1772, by the

intrigues, or at least the active agency, of the queen-dowager, mother-in-law to the pre-

sent king, Matilda was charged with an Illicit commerce v/ith count Struensee, the

minister and favourite of the king and with being engaged with liim, his brother, and

count Brandt, in a conspiracy to deprive her husband and sovereign of his crown. She

was in consequence arrested and confined in the castle of Cronenburg. Her son, the

prince-royal, who had entered into the fifth year of his age, was put under the care of a
lady of quality, who was appointed governess, under the superintendency of the queen-

dowager, Struensee and Brandt were seized, put in irons, and very rigorously treated iu

prison : they both underwent long and frequent examinations, and at length received sen-

tence of death. They were beheaded on the 28th of April, having their right hands previ-

ously cut off" : but many of their friends and adherents were afterwards set at liberty. Stru-

ensee at first absolutely denied having any criminal intercourse with the queen : but this

\lQ afterwards confessed : and though he is said b}^ some to have been induced to do ihis

pnly by the fear of torture, the proofs of his guilt in this respect were esteemed notorious,

and his confessions full and explicit. In May, his Britannic majesty sent a small squa-

dron of ships to convey the queen Matilda to Germany, and appointed the city of Zeil,

in his electoral dominions, for the place of her future residence. She died tjiere of a

ma'ignant fever, on the 10th of May, 1775, aged 23 years and 10 months.

In 1760, his Danish majesty acceded to the arrned neutrality proposed by the empress

of Russia. He appears at present to have such a debility of understanding as to disqua-

lify him for the propemiafiagement of public affairs. On the iGth of April, 1784,
another court r&volution took place. The queen-dowager's friends v/ere removed, a new
council formed under the auspices of the prince-royal, some of the former old members
restored to the cabinet, and every insti^iment must now be signed by the king, and coun-
tersigned by the prince-royal,

The conduct of this prince exhibits that con^stency of behaviour which enables him
to pursue Tvith unremitting zeal, the prudent and benevolent measures whicli he has
planned for the benefit of his grateful country. The restoration of the peasantry to their

iong-lost liberty, and the abolition of many grievances untfer which they laboured, have
already been mentioiijed. To these may be added the exertions lie makes for the difiu-

fiion of knowledge 5 tlie patronage he affords to societies of learning, arts, and science
j

the excellent mea,sures he has adopted for the suppression of beggars, with whom the.

country was over-run, and the encouragement of industry, by the most extensive enqui-
ries into the state of the poor throughout the kingdom 5 the wise regulations he has in-

troduced into the corn-trade, equally beneficial to the landed interest and to the poor,
and the judicious laws which under his inlhience have been made to encourage foreigners
to settle in Iceland. The princess of H,esse Cassel, his consort, is said to po.ssess the mosit
amiable disposition and goodness of heart.

Count Schimmelman, minister of state, finances, and commerce, has the merit of ap-
eomplishing the abolition of the slavc.-tradc among the; subjects of Den.uark. His plan
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was approved by. the king on the 22d of February, 1192, and is to be gradual ; and itt-

IS03, all trade in negroes is to ceajfe on the part of Danish subjects. The disinterested-

ness of this minister, who possesses large estates in the Danish Wesi India islands, re-

commends his exertions to greaier praise. The above ordinance does not seem to have
caused any stir in Denmark among the West India merchants, and it is not thought it

v/ill cause any in the islands.

A scheme for defraying the national debt has been suggested and follovi-ed. One
million lias already been discharged.

In ISOl, the Danish govermnent acceded to the confederacy formed by the northern

powers against the naval superiority of Great Britain, under the title of a Convention

of Neutrality. But this league was quickly dissolved, by the appearance of an English

fleet in the Baltic, under the command of the gallant Admiral Nelson, who, in the

battle of the 2d of April of the same year, forced the line of defence formed by the

Danish fieet before Copenhagen, ^d compelled the Danes to agree to a cessation of

arms, to preserve their capital. In this short war the Danes lost their islands in the

West Indies, and their settlement of Tranquebar, on the coast of Coromandel, which
were conquered by the British anns. But the dispute between England and the

ix)rthern powers being soon after amicably adjusted by a treaty, their foreign posses ^

&ions have since been all restored to them.

Christian VII. reigning king of Denmark and Norvv^ay, LL. D. and F. K. S. was

born in 1749 , in 1756, he was married to the princess Caroline Matilda of England
3

and- has issue, 1. Frederic, prince-royal of Denmark, born January 28. 1768, and mar-

ried in 1790 to the princess Mary-Anne Frederica of Hesse. 2. Louisa Augusta,

princess-royal, born July 7. 1771, and married May 27. 1786, to Frederic, prince of

iSleswick-Holstcln, by whom she has issue. ^ .

Brothers and listers to the king. 1. Sophia Magdalene, bom July 3. 1746, mar-

jcied to the late king of Sweden, Gustavus III. 2. Wilhelmina, born July 10. 1747,

married September 1. 1764, William, the present prince of Hcsse-Cassel. 3. Louisa,

born January 30. 1750, married August 30. 1766 Chaiies, brother to the prince of

Hesse-Gassel. 4. Frederic, born October 28. 1753.

nOLSTElN.

HOLSTEIN, a duchy of LoAver Saxony, about 100 miles long, and 50 broad, and a

fruitful country, was form.erly divided between the etnpress of Russia (termed Ducal

Holstein), the king of Denmark, and the imperial cities of Hamburgh and Lubeck j but

-©n the 16th of Novem^ber 1773, the Ducal Holstein, w^ith all the rights, prerogatives,

"and territorial sovereignty, w^as formally transferred to the king of Denmark, by vir-

tue of a treaty between both courts. The duke of Holstein Gottorp is joint sovereign

of great part of it now, with the Danish monarch. luel is the capital of Ducal Hoi-

stein, and is w^ell built, has a harbour, and neat public edifices. The capital of the Da-
nish Holstein is Gluckstadt, a well-built tov\m andfortress, but in a marshy situation on

the right of the Elbe, and has some foreign commerce.
Altona, a large, populous, and handsome town, of great traffic, is commodiously

situated on the Elbe, in the neighbourhood of Hamburgh. It was built professedly in

that situation by the kings of Denmark, that it might share in the commerce of the

former. Being declared a free port, and the staple of the Danish East India Com-
pany, the merchants also enjoying liberty gf conscience, great numbers flock to Altona

from all parts of the north, and even from Hamburgh itself.

The famous city of Hamburgh lies, in a geographical sense, in Holstein j but is an

imperial, free, and Hanseatic city, lying on the verge of that part of Holstein, called

Stormar. It has the sovereignty of a small district round it, of about ten miles circuit

:

•it is on^ of the most flourishing commercial tc^vvns in Europe^ and though the kings of
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Denmark still lay claim to certain privileges wllhin its walls, it may he considered as a

woU-repnlated commonwealth. The number of its inhabitants are said to amount to

180,000 j and it is furnished with a vast variety of noble edifices, both public and pri-

vate : it has two spacious harbours, formed by the river Elbe, which runs through the

town, and 84 bridges are thrown over its canals. Hamburgh has the good fortune of

having b^en peculiarly favoured in its commerce by
^
Great Britain, with whom it still

carries on a great trade. The Hamburgers maintain twelve companies of foot, and

one troop of dragoons, besides an artillery company.

Lubec, an imperial city, with a good harbour, and once the capital of the Hanse

towns, and still a rich and populous place, is also in this duchy, and governed by its

own magistrates. It has 20 parish churches besides a large cathedral. Lutheranism is

the established religion of the whole duchy.

In Westphalia, the king of Denmark has the counties of Oldenburg and Del-

menhurst, about 2000 square miles
j
they He on the south side of the Weser 5 their ca-

pitals have the same name j the first has the remains of a fortification, and the last is an^

open place. Oldenburg gave a title to the first royal ancestor of his present Danish

.majesty. The country abounds with marshes and heaths, but its horses are the best in

Germany.

SWEDEN.
Extent and Situation.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 970 7 , C 56° and N. Latitude. '

Breadth. 600 ]" ^^^^^^^ | 12^ and 30° E. Longitude.

Containing 210,000 square miles, with 14 inhabitants to each.

Name.] IN the present language of the coimtry, Sweden is called Swea-rike^ or

the kingdom of Swea 3 an appellation of great antiquity, and probably derived from the

ancient Suiones, who seem to have inhabited this part of Scandinavia.

Boundaries and divisions ] Sweden is bounded on the south by the entrance

of the Baltic Sea j on the west by the mountains of Norway j on the north by Danish
Lapland, or Finmark \ and on the east by Russia. The whole kingdom is divided into

five general parts : 1. Sweden Proper.—2. Gothland.— 3. Nordlaiid.—4 Swedisiv

Lapland.— 5. Finland. These arc agaiii subdivided into the following provinces :

Sweden Proper.

Upland

Sudermanland

Nerike

Westermanland.

Dalecarlia

Gothland.
East-Gothland

Smalland, or Smojiaud

Island of Oeland,

Island of Gothland

. r W^st-Gothland
H \
CO ' Wermelaitd

g / Dalsland

tBohnslehn

Chief Towns.

\ Stockholm,
N. lat. 59° 20'.CN.

IE.
/ Upsal

Nikioping

Oerebro

Westeroes

C Fahlun

\ Hedemora

Norkiocping

Calmar

Borgholm
Wesby

Gothenburg.
|^^'

Carlstadt

Amal
Kon^shali

. lat. 57° 42'

Ion. 11^ 38*.
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^ C Gothland.
H \ Hochland ^ - » Halmstadt

Q "l Schonen - . ^ Lund
CO ^ Blekingen . „ » Carlscrorta

NORDLAND.
Gestrikeland - - Geffe

Helsingland - - HadwiksKali
Medelpad - - - Sundswall

Jemtland - . - Karlstrom

Herjedalen - - . Linonedall

Angermanknd »- - Hoernosand

West-Bothma - - J Torneo j?-J^'-65°5Cf

Ifitea
lE-lon.24»12,

Swedish Lapland, chief towns.
Asele Lapm> rk - - *]

Umea Lapmark, - j There are . no towns m these di*

Pitea Lapmark, ^ - - ^ stricts, andthe inhabitants often

Lulea Lapniark, - -
.

^
j

change their places of abode,
Tornea Lapmark,

|

Kimi Lapmark, - - J
FiNLiVND.

East-Bothnia, }^-^'^-

Knland Proper, (Nystadt) Abo.
{ /ot 22" n'

Tavastland. ----- Tavastchus.

Swedish Part of Savolax.
Island of Aeland. - - - Castelholm.

Nyland, - - - . - Helsingfors,

Svv^edish part of Kuopio Ka-")

relen, or Carelia, as far v Louisa,

as the river Kymene, j

Sweden likewise possesses, in the north of Germany, Aifterior or Hither Poftierania, as

far as the river Peene, with the island of Rugen, the town of Wismar^ and the baili-

wick of Neucloster, situated in the duchy of Mecklenburg. Swedish Pomerania, to-

gether with the island of Rugen, forms a territory of 1440 square miles, with a popula-

tion of from 100,000, to 110,000 inhabitants.

Mountains, forests, lakes, rivers and canals,] The appearance of Sweden
presents a pleasing diversity of the romantic and the beautiful. Every where there ate

mountains, hills, and eminences, intermingled with lakes, rivers, rocks, cataracts, and

cultivated lands. The principal mountains are in the chain which separates Sweden
from Norway. The mountain Swucku is esteemed the highest of this chain. The
mountain Kinekulle, on the banks of the lake Wenner, consists of a number of terraces

rising one above another, the highest of which presents a scene equally rich and varie-

gated. Raetvik, another mountain, is estimated to be 6000 feet high above the level

of the sea. These, as well as all the other mountains of Sweden, are composed of gra-

nite, calcareous stone, and slate. The basis of the greater part of them is granite, which

is frequently found in large separate masses, rising to a considerable height. Jettebcrg

in West-Gothland, forms a mass of this kind. Taberg in Smalland, is composed entire-

ly of iron ore. v

Extensive forests, chiefly of pine, cover great part of the country, and the province

of Dalecarlia in particular. They also contain birch, poplar, mountain-ash, and fir, in

abundance. In these forests conflagrations are remarkably frequent, which consume or

scorch all the trees, sometimes for an extent of several miles. These are to be attri*

%ted, in pajt, tg tjie care^essniQSs of tl^e pcjigants^ ^vho kkdl? &b in the woods -with-
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out extinguisliing them ; and in ^rt to the privilege allowed to peasants to make use

«f the timber thus damaged in the crown forests, without paying the usual tax on it.

The lakes are very numerous. The largest is the Wenner, xvhich is about 100

English miles long, and between 50 and 60 broad. It contains several islands, and re-

ceives 24 rivers. The Wetter is about the same length, but of unequal breadth, being

from only 6 to 26 miles broad. It is reparted to be 200 fathoms deep, contains two

islands, and receives about 40 small streams. The Maeler is about 10 miles in length,

and 30 in breadth It contains a prodigious number of small islands
;
tliey are reckon-

ed to be 1290 several of which are thrde or four miles in extent, and extremely fer-

tile. At Stockholm this lake communicates with the Baltic, by two rapid currents,

one of which 'is called the northern and the other the southern stream. The Hiel-

mar washes Sudermanland and Nerike : it is about 40 miles in length, and 2() in

^breadth, and communicates with the Maelar. In Finland, the lake Pejend is about 80

miles long and 15 broad. There are also a great number of smaller lakes in this

country.

The Dahl is the principal river of Sweden. It rises in the mountains that separate

Sweden from Norway, and, after a course of about 260 miles, falls into the Gulf of

Bothnia, about 10 mile's to the east of Gelie. Near its mouth is a celebrated cataract,

scarcely inferior to that of the Rhine at ShalFhausen. The breadth of the river there

is about a quarter of a mile, and the perpendicular height of th« fall between 30 and

40 feet. The rivers Gotho any Matala are the outlets of the lakes Wenner and We-
ter. The principal rivers of Finland are the Ulea, the Kano, and the Kymene,
which flow into the Gulf of Finland, and constitute the boundary of the Sw^edish patt

of Carelia.

The canal of Trolhaetta has been cut with great labour, through the midst of rocks*

Its object was to open a communication between the North Sea and the Lake Wenner,
by forming a new channel wjiere the Gotha is rendered innavigable by cataracts. The
length of this canal, in which there are nine locks, is nearly three miles, the w-idth 36
feet, and the depth in some places above 50. It was undertaken and begun by Charles

XII. fon«ed part of a grand plan meditated by Gustavus Vasa, and attempted by some
of his successors, for joining the Baltic with the North Sea, by means of a communica-
tion cut through the kingdom. If a canal should be extended by the Lake of Wenner,
by Oerebro, to the lake of Hielmar, the Swedes may then, by a conjunction of thig

lake with that of Maelar through the sluices of Arboga, transport all kinds of mer-

chandise in the same vessel from Gothenburg to Stockholm. Thus a passage would
be opc»ed between the North Sea and the Baltic and, among other advantages, the

duties of the Sound would be avoided. The canal of Trolhaetta may justly be consi-

dered as, in some respects, characteresistical to the Swedish nation, for it represents

them as they are, prone to the conception of grand enterprises, and distinguished by
mechanical invention. As a work of art, and of bold and persevering design, it is not

too much to say that it is the first in the world j even the duke of Bridgewater's canal

in Eagland and that of Lan^Tuedoc in France, not excepted*.

MiNKMALS AND METALS,] The mines of silver, copper, lead, and iron, in Sweden,
form the i^rincipal wealth of the country. In the year 1738 a gold-mine was likewise

discovered near Adelfors, in the province of Snioland j but from the year 1741 to 1747
it produced only 2,389 gold ducats, each valued at 9s. 4d. sterling and at present will

not defray the expence of working. The silver mines, though greatly reduced in va-

lue, are more profitable > but by ^r the most valuable are the mines ot copper and iron,

though these are mucli It&s productive than they w'ere formerly. The copper mines
^near Fahlun, in Dalccariia, have been worked for nearly 1000 years they are sunk ta

the depth of 1080 feet, and employ 1200 workmen. The copper is found, not in veins,

but in great masses. The iron mines near Danemora, in Smoland, are counted to pro-

duce the best iron in the world. The metal is somelimes found in vast masses, of which
the mo^t remarkable is tlie hill of Taberg, in Smoland, v.-hich is one immense lump of

* Acerbi's Travels l\ Swetjep, Finland, and Lapland, vol. i. pp, 20,.
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iron ore, above 400 feet higli, and three English miles i«, circuits The iron mines of
Sweden, together with the smelting houses and furnaces, are said to employ nearly

26,000 workmen. Sweden likewise produces porphyry, rock-crystal, cobalt, antimony,
zinc, and molybdena. Coal mines hare been discovered, within these few years, in the
province of Smoland.

Climate and seasons, soil and productions.] The winter in every part of

Sweden is extremely seveje. The largest lakes, and the whole Gulf of Bothnia, is

frozen over, and a kind of high road is made over the latter, for sledges to pass into

Finland. The southern parts have a somewhat milder temperature than the northers.

Tlie spring continues only for a '.veek or two, when the heat of summer becomes ex-

treme, from the great length of the days, and the reflection of the sun's rays from the

rocks and mountains j so that in some of the northern provinces the harvest is sown
and reaped in the space of seven or eight weeks. Frequent winds purify the atmo-
sphere, the salubrity of which is evinced by numerous instances of longevity. The soil

is in general very indifferent, but in some valleys surprisingly fertile. The Swedes, till

of late years, had not industry sufticient to remedy the one, or improve the other.

"The peasants now follow the agriculture of France and England, and raise almost as

much grain as is requisite for the consumption of the country. Even Finland producer

rich pasturage, and considerable crops of different kinds of grain. Tobacco has suc-

ceeded very well in Sweden. It groves in the greatest quantities near Stockliolm and
Abo \ and perhaps Sweden at present does not require any importation of this commo-
dity from foreign countries, except to have it somewhat superior in quality to that of

its own growth. The pine and fir are the principal forest trees of Swedeii j the birch

grows in all the provinces j but it has been remarked that no beeches grow to the

north of East-Gothland, and- no oaks beyond Upland. Wheat, rye, barley, oats,

peas, and beans, are cultivated with success in Sweden j and though beyond Gefle and

Eiorneburg fruit-trees are rarely to be met with, common cherries, gooseberries, straw-

berries, currants, and several sorts of pears and apples, ripen in the Open air in several

of the provinces and melons, by artificial culture, are brought to great perfection in

dry seasons. Among the pears which ripen in Sweden, the principal is the bergamot
j

and among the apples, that of Astracan, which has a most agreeable taste.

Animals.] The animals are nearly the same as those of Denmark and Norway. In

winter the foxes and squirrels become gray, and the fur changes to the whiteness of

snow. The horses and cattle, though small, are very hardy Fish abound, and many
kinds 5 but pike and salmon in particular, are pickled and exported. The train-oil of

.

the seals taken in the Gulf of Finland is likewise a considerable article of export.

Antiquities and curiosities, xatup.al and artificial.] About 50 miles

from Gothenburg are the famous cataracts of Trollisetta, formed by the river Gotha,

which issues from the lake of Wenner, and being united after several breaks, falls v.ith

, its whole and undivided stream into so deep a bed of water, that large masts, and other

pieces of timber, precipitated down it, disappear for a very considerable time before

they rise again to the surface. There is another cataract, on the river Dahl, about 10
miles to the east of Gefle, esteemed little ijiferior to that of the Rhine at Schaffhausen,

the breadth of the river being nearly a quarter of a mile, and the fall being between

30 and 40 feet. The effect is likewise greatly heightened by the surrounding scenery,

Sweden has fe^v or no specim.ens of art to boast of.

Population.] The population of S%veden is more correctly ascertained than that

of most other countries in Europe j the states in l'?41 having erected an institution

called the Commission of Registers^ the ofRce of which was to collect and conipare all

the registers of marriag4s, births, and deaths, in Sweden. According to the tables

constructed from these registers, the number of inhabitants amounted in 1751 to

2,229,661 j in 1772, to 2,584,261 j and as from the same authority it appears that the

population, in the space of 30 years ending in 1781, had increased by more than

.500,000 souls, jt may now be estimated to exceed 3,000,000. Eoetfach-er estinaates

the population of Sweden at 2, 977,345, of which Findland contains 624,000.

Inhabitants, manners and customs.] The Swedes are generally tall, handsome,

and robust. They are grave, industrious, sincere^ brave, and hospitable^ The highier
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classes imitate closely tlie manners of the French, the fashions of which nation have

long been followed by the ladies, few of whom adopted the national dress which the

late king endeavoured to restore in 1777. This was worn, however, by many of the

men, and consisted of a close coat, wide breeches, a girdle, a romid hat, and a cloak.

The women were to wear a black robe, with puffed gauze sleeves, a coloured sash, and

ribbons. The common Swedes wear short dresses, of a blue or black colour. Veils

are much used by the women of all classes j even the female peasants, while at work in

the fields, cover their heads with black crape. There is no country in the world

ivhere the women do so much w'ork as in Sweden
j
they manage the plough, thrash out

the grain, row on tlie water, serve the bricklayers, carry burdens, and do all the com-

mon drudgeries of husbandry.

Trade and manufctures.] The manufactures of Sweden are neither numerous

nor flourishing. Even the manufacturing of iron was introduced into Sweden so late as

the 19th century, for till that time they sold their ovm crude ore to the Hanse-to^vns,

and bought it back again manufactured into utensils. About the middle of the 17tli

century, by the assistance of the Dutch and Flemings, they began some manufactures

of glass, starch, tin, woollens, silk, soap, and leather. They have now some of sail-

cloth, cotton, linen, fustian, and other scuffs 5 as also of alumn and brimstone. In 1785,

it was computed that those of sail-cloth, w^ool, silk, and cotton, employed above 14,009

hands. Vast quantities of copper are now wrought in Sweden. They have also foun-

deries for cannon, forges for anchors and fire-arms, armouries, wire and flatting mills,

mills also for fulling, and for boring and stamping : they likewise build many ships for

sale. #

The exports of Sweden principally consist of the native productions of the country
j

as iron, the staple commodity, of which 400,000 ship-pounds are annually exported ;

coppery timber, the export of which produces a revenue of 315,0001, annually
j

pitch,

tar, herrings, and fish-oil. The imports are, rye and other kinds of grain, flax, hemp,
tobacco, sugar, coffee, silk, and wines. In the year 1782, the exports of Sweden
amounted to 1368,8301. and the imports to 1,008,3921. leaving a balance in favour o£

the country of about 360,0001.

Principal PLACES.] Not more than a tenth part of the population of Sweden
inhabits the towns, of which there are 104* Of these, 24 are staple-towns, where the

merchants are allowed to import and export commodities in their own ships. Those
toivns which have no foreign commerce are called land -towns j and a third class are

termed mine-towms, as belonging to the mine districts.

Stockholm, a staple-town, is the capital of the kingdom. It stands upon seven small

rocky islands, besides two peninsulas, and is built upon piles It strongly impresses a
stranger with its singular and romantic scenery, A variety of contrasted and enchant-
ing views are formed by numberless rocks of granite, rising boldly from the surface of
the water, partly bare and craggy, partly dotted with houses, or feathered with wood.
The harbour, which is spacious and convenient, though difficult of access, is an inlet of
the Baltic : the water is clear as crystal, and of such a depth that ships of the largest

burdens can approach the quay, which is of considerable breadth, and lined Avith spa-

cious buildings and warehouses. At the extremity of the harbour several streets rise

one above another, in the form of an amphitheatre ; and the palace, a magnificent
building, crowns the summit. Towards the sea, about two or three miles from the^^

town, the harbour is contracted into a narroiv strait, and, winding among high rocks,
^

disappears from the sight the prospect is terminated by distant hills, overspread with
forests. It is far beyond the power of words, or of the pencil, to delineate tliese singu-
lar views. The central island, from which the city derives its name, and the Ritter-

holm, are the handsomest parts of the town.

Excepting in the suburbs, where the houses are of wood, painted red, the generality
of the buildings are of stone, or brick stuccoed white. The royal palace, which stands
in the centre of Stockholm, and upon the highest spot of ground, was begim by Charles
XI. It is a large quadrangular stone edifice, and the style uf architecture is both ele-

gant and magnificent. *

^ Coxe. vol. ii. pp. 32T 3^8,

F
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The number of housekeepers who pay taxes are 60,000. This city is famished witk
all the exterior marks of magnificence, and erections for manufactures and commerce,
that are common to other great European cities, particularly a national bank, the ca-

pital of which is 450,0001. sterling.

Gothenburg, the second city of Sweden in size, stands partly on the ridges of rocks,

and partly in a plain, and is divided from these situations into the upper and lower

town. The latter is entirely level, intersected by several canals, in the manner of the

Dutch to-^vns, and Its houses are all constructed upon piles. The upper part hangs on
the declivities j and rows of buildings rise above another like the seats of an amphi-

theatre. The whole is regularly fortified and its circumfereHce is nearly three milet,

exclusive of the suburbs, called Haga, which lie towards the harbour. The number
of inhabitants is about 25,000.

Carlscrona, the station of the royal navy in Sweden, has a harbour capable of con-

taining 100 ships of the line, lis inhabitants are about 12,000.

Upsal, or Upsala, formerly the metropolis of Sweden, and the royal residence, is the

chief toxvn cf the province of Upland, and is famous for its university and its cathedral,

the finest church in Sweden, built in imitation of the church of Notre Dame at Paris.

It is a small but very neat town, di^dded into two almost equal parts by a small river

named Sala j and the streets are drawn at right angles from a central kind of square.

A few of the houses are built with brick, and stuccoed, but the. generality, as in most
of the towns of Sweden, are of wood painted red. It contains, exclusively of the stu-

dents, only about 3000 inhabitants.

Government.] The government of Sweden has undergone many chaT)ges. The
Swedes, like the Danes, were originally free, and during the course of many centuries

the crown was elective j but after various revolutions, Charles XIL, who was killed In

17] 8, became despotic. He was succeeded by his sister Ulrica, who consented to the

abolition of despotism, and restored the slates to their former liberties *, and they, in re-

turn, associated her husband, the landgrave of Hesse-Cassel, with her in the government.

A new model of the constitution was then drawn up, by which the royal power was

brought perhaps too low ; for the king of Sweden could scarcely be called by that name,

being limited in every exercise of government. The senate had even a power of im-

posing upon the king a sub-committee of their number, who were to attend upon his

person, and to be a check upon all his proceedings, down to the very management of

his family.

Eut in August, 1772, the whole system of the Swedish government was totally

changed by the late king, in the most unexpected manner. The circumstances which

attended this extraordinary revolution will bs found in our history of Sweden. By that

event the Swedes, instead of having the particular defects of their constitution rectified,

found their king invested with a degree of authority little inferior to that of the most

despotic prince^ x)f Europe. By the form of government then introduced, the king may
assemble and dissolve the states whenever he pleases : he has the sole disposal of the army,

the navy, finances, and all employments civil and military and though he cannot openly

claim a power of imposing taxes on all occasions, yet such as then subsisted were ren-

dered perpetual ;
and, in case of invasion or pressing necessity, he may impose some

taxes tiU the states can be assembled ^ but of this necessity he is to be the judge, and the

meeting of the states depends wholly upon his ^vil] and pleasure j and when they are as-

sembled, thev are to deliberate upon nothing but what the king thinks proper to lay be-

fore them. It is easy to perceive, that a government thus constituted can be little re^

moved from one of the most despotic kind. Yet, in order to amuse the nation with

some li^ht appearances of a legal and limited government in the new system, which con-

sists of fifty-seven articles, a senate is appointed, consisting of seventeen members, com-

prehending the great officers of the crown and the governor of Pomerania; and they are

required to give their advice in all the affairs of the state, whenever the king shall de-

mand it. In that case, if the questions agitated are of great importance, and the advice

of the senators should be contrary to the opinion of the king, and they unanimous therein,

the king, it is said, shall follow their advice. Eut this, it may be olDserved, is a circum-

stance that can hardly ever happen, since it is scarcely possible that all the members of
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a senate, consisting chiefly of officers of the crov/n, should give their opinions against the

king ; and in every other case the king is to hear their opinions, and ..hen Lo act as he

thinks proper. There are some other apparent restraints of the regal power in this sys-

tem of government but they are in reality very inconsiderable. It is said, indeed, that

the king cannot establish any new law, nor abolish any old one, without the knowledge

and consent of the states : but the king of Sweden, according to the present constitu-

tion, is invested with so much authority, power, and influence, that it is hardly to be ex-

pected that any person will venture to make an opposition to whatever he shall pit)pose.

Laws.] Sweden is governed by a code of its own, founded on the Swedish laws, and

published with the sanction of the states in 1736. It was again revised, and such altera-

tions adopted as were suggested by the late king, and published in a new edition irb

1781. There are four superior courts, as also inferior tribunals in the principal towns.

A kind of assizes is likewise held twice in the year by county-judges. Trials are had

by a sort of jury of twelve persons, who, when they all agree, may decide against the

opinion of the judge j but in general they are implicitly guided by his dictates.

Punishments.] The capital punishments are beheading and hanging. For murder,

the hand of the criminal is first chopped off, and he is then beheaded and quartered.

Women, after beheading, instead of being quartered, are burned. No capital punish-

ment is inflicted without the sentetice being confirmed by the king. Every prisoner is

at liberty to petition the king, within a month after the trial. The pttition either

tomplains of unjust condemnation, and in such a case demands a revisal of the sentence
y

or else prays for pardon, or a mitigation of punishment. Malefactors are never put to

death except for very atrocious crimes, such as murder, house-breaking, robbery upoii

the highway, or repeated thefts. Other crimes, many of which in some countries are

considered as capital, are chiefly punished by whipping, condemnation to live upon bread

and water, imprisonment and hard labour, either for life or a stated time, according to

the nature of the crime. Criminals were tortured to extort confession, till the reign o£

' the late king : but in 1773 his Swedish majesty abolished this cruel and absurd practice.

Revenue.] The revenue of Sweden, arising from the rents of crown-lands, capita-

tion taxes, customs, and various other articles, amounts to about l,450,000l. The an-

nual expenditure generally rather exceeds the revenue, and the debt of the Crow^ii

amounted some years ago to 7,P00,000l. Sweden, until lately, laboured under a very

great scarcity of specie, the country being overwhelmed with paper-money 3 but this

incon venience has been in some degree remedied by a coinage of silver.

Army and navy.] No country in the world has produced greater heroes, or braver

troops, than the Swedes ; and yet they cannot be saicl to maintain a standing army, as

their forces principally consist of a regulated militia. The cavalry is clotlied, armed,

and maintained, by a rate raised upon the nobility and gentry, according to tiieir estates
^

and the infantry by the peasants. Each province is obliged to find its proportion of

soldiers, according to the number of farms it contains. Every farm of 60 or 70l. per

annum is charged with a foot soldier, furnisVng him with diet, lodging, and ordinary

clothes, and about 20s. a year in money j or else a little ^vooden house is built him by
the farmer, who allows him hay and pasturage for a cow, and ploughs and sows land

enough to supply him with bread. When embodied, they are subject to military law,

but otherwise to the civil law of the countiy. It may therefore literally be said that

every Swedish soldier has a property in the country he defends. In 1791 the standin^;

regiments amounted to 13,500 infantry and 1,000 cavalry j and the national troops to

22,500 infantry, 7,000 cavalry, and 3,500 dragoons*. Sweden formerly could have
fitted out 40 ships of the line : at present she has not more than 25, and 16 or 15 fri-

gates.

Royal title.] The king takes the title of King of Sweden and of the Goths and
Vandals

; Grand-duke of Finland, Her^itary Lord of Norway j Duke of Sles^vick,

Stormarn, and Ditraarsen j Count of Oldenburg and Delmenhorst.

F 2

* Boisgclin's Travels through Sweden.
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The orders of knighthood are that of the Seraphim, or blue ribbon ^ of iKe^

Sword, Qr yellow ribbon j of the Polar Star, or black ribbon j and of Vasa, or the green
ribbon. The order of the Sword is bestowed for military merit : and that of the Polar

. Star for civil services.

'

Religion,] Christianity was introduced into Sweden in the ninth century, and
Lutheranism established by Gustavus Vasa. The national church is governed by the arch-

bishop of Upsal and thirteen bishops. The bishoprics are those of Linkoeping, Skara,

.Strengnaes, Westeros, Vexjce, Abo, Lund, Borgo, Golheburg, Calmar, Carlstadt,

'Hernaesand, and Gothland. The Swedes w^ere, till of late years, very intolerant to

those of other religious professions, and extremely severe laws were in force against the

catholic priests. But they have now greatly relaxed from this bigotry : various sects

are tolerated in Sweden, and Jexvs v/ere permitted to settle there, and open synagogues
at Stockholm, Gotheburg, Carlscrona, and NorkicEping, in 1778. In 1781 the catho-

jlics were likewise permitted to profess their religion publicly. Swedes who abandon
their religion are, however, punishable by banishment and the loss of all their civil pri-

vileges.

Literature.] In natural history, chemistry, and metallurgy, several natives of-

Sweden have attained to particular eminence ^ and in these departments of science, the

.names of the great Linnaeus, professor Bergman, Wallerius, Quist, Klingenstierna, and
Thunberg, are especially conspicuous. The Swedes have also not neglected the cul-

ture of the politer arts, and literature of almost every kind.

Universities.] There are three universities in Sweden ^ those of Upsal, Lund, and
Abo. Of these, the principal is that of Upsal. This university contains about 500
students ; that of Lund has about 300 j and that of Abo nearly as many. There are,

likewise, twelve seminaries for the education of youth, called gyninasia. In every large

town there is also a school, maintained at the expence of the Crown, in which boys gene-

rally continue till the age of eleven, when they are sent to the gymnasia, arid thence,

at sixteen, to one of the universities. The university of Upsal has a library containing

. about 40,000 volumes. There are in Sweden twelve literary academies, most of which
publish memoirs of their transactions.

Language.] The language of Sweden has a considerable resemblance to the Da-
nish and Icelandic, and, like them, is derived from the ancient Gothic. The Lord^'s

Prayer in Swedish is as follows.

Fader 'war sqm ast i JiimlofTi ; Jielgat warde lit iia7nn ; tUhomme tit rlhe ; she tin wi/je^

sasom i himnielen sa ock pajordsne; gif oss i dag %vart dogelige brud ; ocliforlat oss ware,
skitlder^ sasom ock wiJor/atom tliem oss shjUigc aro ; och inled oss ichs t frestelse^ utatt

frels oss ifran ondo ; tij rikct ar tit^ och niachten^ och herlighten i ewigh'et. Amen.
Antiquities.] Sweden contains jium.erous ranges of stones, similar in some degree,,

though not comparable iu dimensions, to those of Stonehenge. There are also great

numbers of small mounts or tmnuii, like the barrows of Britain, and ancient monuments
inscribed with Runic characters. Near Upsal is the 7?iorast€n, or stone, on which the

king used to be enthroned, as the Scottish monarchs anciently were at Scone.

History,] The history of this kingdom, and indeed, of all the northern nations,

even during the first ages of Christianity, is confused and uninteresting, and often

doubtful ) but sufficiently replete \Vith murders, massacres, and ravages. That of Swe-
den is void of consistency, till about the middle of the fourteenth century, when it

assumes a more regular appearance. At this time, however, the govcrnm.ent of the

Swedes was far from being clearly ascertained or uniformly administered. The crown
was elective

j
though in this election the rights of blood were not altogether disre-

garded. The great lords possessed the most considerable part of the wealth of the
.

kingdom, which consisted chiefly in land j commerce being unknown or neglected^

a,nd even agriculture itself in a very rude or imperfect state j the clergy, particularly

those of a dignified rank, from the great respect paid to their character among the

inhabitants of the North, had acquired an immense inflifence in all public affairs,

and obtained possession of the lands that had been left unoccupied by the nobility.

These two ranks of men, enjoying all the property of the state, formed a council, called

the Senate, which deliberated on all public affairs. This system of government was

extreinely unfavourable to the national prosperity. The Swedes perished iu the dis^
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st^nsions between their prelates and lay-barons, or between those and tlieir sovereign j

they were drained of the little riches they possessed, to support the indolent pomp of a

f^w magnificent bishops
j
and, what v/as still more fatal, the unlucky situation of their

rnternal affairs exposed them to the inroads and oppression of a foreign enemj-. These

were the Danes, who, by their neighbourhood and power, were always able to avail

themselves of "the dissensions of Sweden, and to subject under a foreign yoke a country

weakened and exhausted by its domestic broil. In this deplorable situation Sweden,

remained for more than two centuries j sometimes under a nominal subjection to its own
princes, sometimes united to the kingdom of Denmark, and in either case equally op-

pressed and insulted.

Magnus Ladislaus, crowned in 1276, -seems to have been the iirst king of Sweden
who pursued a regular system to increase his authority. He was one of the ablest

princes that ever sat on the Swedish throne. By his art and liddress he prevailed upon
the convention of estates to make very extraordinary grants to him for the support of*

his royal dignity. The augmentation of the revenues of the crown was naturally fol-

lowed by a proportionable increase of the regal power : and whilst, by the steady and
vigorous exertion of this power, Magnus humbled the haughty spirit of the nobles,

'^nd created in the rest of the nation a respect for the royal dignity, with v/hich they
appear before to have been but little acquainted, he, at the same time, by employing
his authority in many respects for the public good, reconciled his subjects to acts of

power which in former monarchs they v\^ould have opposed with the utmost violence.

The successors of Magnus did not maintain their authority with equal ability j and
several commotions and revolutions followed, which threw the nation into a state of

anarchy.

In the year l387, Margaret, daughter of Valdemar king of Denmark, and widow of

Huguin, king of Norway, reigned in both these kingdoms. That princess, to the or-

dmary ambition of her sex, added a penetration and enlargement of mind, which ren-

dered her capable of conducting the greatest and most complicated designs. She has
been called the Semiramis of the North, because, like Semiramis, she found means to

reduce by arms, or by intrigue, an immense extent of territory j and became queen of
Denmark, Norway, and Sv.^eden, being elected to the tin one of the latter in 1364.
She projected the union of Calmar, so famous in the North

j
by which these kingdoms

were for the future to remain under one sovereign, elected by each kingdom in its turn,

and who should divide his residence between them all. Several revolutions ensued after

ihe death of Margaret and at length Christian II., the last king of Denmark who by
Virtue of the treaty of Calmar was also king of Sweden, engaged in a scheme to render
himself entirely absolute. The barbarous policy by which he attempted to effect this

design, proved the destruction of himself, and afforded an opportunity for changing the
face of affairs in Sweden. In order to establish his authority in that kingdom, he laid

a plot for massacring the principal nobility and this horrid design was actually carried

into execution, Nov. 8. 1520. Of all those who could oppose the despotic purposes of*

Christian, no one remained in Sweden but Gustavus Vasa, a young pnnce, descended
from the ancient kings of that country, and who had already signalized his arms against
the king of Denmark. An immense price was set upon his head. The Danish soldiers

were sent in pursuit of him j but by his dexterity and address he eluded all their at-

t-empts, and escaped under the disguise of a peajant to the mountains of Dalecarlia.

After undergoing innumerable dangers and fatigues, and working in the brass-mines to
prevent being discovered, he was betrayed by those in whom he reposed his confidence

;

but at length, surmounting a thousand obstacles, he engaged the savage but warlike
inhabitants of Dalecarlia to undertake his cause, and assist him to oppose and conquer
his tyrannical oppressor. Sweden by his means again acquired independence. The
iincient nobility were mostly destroyed •, Gustavus was at the head of a victorious army,
who admired his valour, and were attached to his person : he was created, therefore, first,

administrator, and afterwards king of Sweden, by universal consent, and with the shouts
of the whole nation. His circumstances were much more favourable than those of any
former prince who had possessed this dignity. The massacre of the nobles had freed
him from those proud and liaughlv enemies, who had so long been the banc of all le*

t\3
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gular government in Sweden. The clergy, indeed, were no less powerful tlian dan=»

gerous
J
but the opinions of Luther, which began at this time to prevail in the North,

and the credit which they had acquired among the Swedes, gave him an opportunity of
changing the religious system of that Country y and tlie exercise of the Roman-catholic
religion was prohibited in the year 1544, under the severest penalties. Instead of a

Gothic aristocracy, the most turbulent of all governments, and, when empoisoned
by religious tyranny, of all governments the most wretched, Sweden, in this manner,
became a regular monarchy. Some favourable effects of this change were soon visible :

sirts and manufactures w^ere established and improved
j
navigation and commerce began

to flourish 3 letters and civil improvements were introduced ; and a kingdom, ~ known,
only by name to the rest of Europe, began to be formidable by its arms, and to have a

certain weight in all public treaties and deliberations.

Gustavus died in 1559, while his eldest son Eric was preparing to embark for Eng-*

land to marry Queen Elizabeth.

Under Eric, who succeeded his father Gustavus Vasa, the titles of count and baron

v/ere introduced in Sweden, and made hereditary. Eric's miserable and causeless jea-

lousy of his brothers forced them to take up arms j and the senate siding with them, he

was deposed in 1566. His brother John succeeded him, and entered into a ruinous war
with Russia. John attempted, by the advice of his queen, to re-establish the catholic

religion in Sweden
3

but, though he made strong efforts for that purpose, and even re-

conciled himself to the pope, he was opposed by his brother Charles, and the scheme
proved ineffectual. His son Sigismund was chosen king of Poland in 1587

j
upon which

he endeavour again to restore the Roman-catholic religion in his dominions j but he died

in 1592.

Charles, brother to John, was chosen administrator of Sweden 3 and being a strenu-

ous protestant, his nephew Sigismund endeavoured to drive him from the administrator-

ship, but without effect ; till at last he and his family were excluded from the succession

to the crown, which was conferred upon Charles in 1599. The reign of Charles,

through the practices of Sigismund, who was a powerful prince, and at tke head of a

great party both in Sweden and Russia, was turbulent j which gave the Danes encou-

ragement to invade Sweden. Their conduct was checked by the great Gustavus Adol-
phus, heir-apparent to the crown of Sweden, though then a minor. Upon the death of

his father, which happened in 3 611, he was declared of age by the slates, though then

only in his eighteenth year. Gustavus, soon after his accession, found himself, through

the power and intrigues of the Poles, Russians, and Danes, engaged in a war with all

his neighbours, under infinite disadvantages, all which he surmounted. He had nearly

rendered himself sovereign of Russia. In 1617 he made a peace, under the mediation of

James I. of England", by which he recovered Livonia, and four towns in the prefecture

of Novogorod, with which he likewise received a sum of money.

The ideas of Gustavus began now to extend. He ^had seen much military service,

and he w^as assisted by the counsels of La Gardie, one of the best generals and wisest

Statesmen of his age. His troops had become the best disciplined and most w^arlike in

Europe. The princes of the house of Austria were, it is certain, early jealous of his

enterprising spirit, and supported his ancient implacable enemy Sigismund, whom he de-

feated. In 1627, he formed the siege of Dantzick, in which he w^as unsuccessful 3 but

the attempt, which was defeeted only by the sudden rise of the Vistula, added so much
to his militaiy character, that the protestant princes placed him at the head of the con-

federacy for reducing the house of Austria. His life, from that time, was a continued

chain of the most rapid and wonderful successess. After taking Riga, and over-running

Livonia, he entered Poland, where he was victorious , and from thence, in 1630, he

landed in Pomerania, drove the Germans out of Mecklenburg, defeated the famous

count Tilly, the Austrian general, who was till then thought invincible, and over-ran

Eranconia. Upon the defeat and death of Tilly, Wallenstein, another Austrian gene-

ral of equal reputation, was appointed to the command against Gustavus, who was killed

upon the plain of Lutzen In 1632, after gaming a victory, wliichj had he survived j would

probably have put a period to the Austrian greatnesss.
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The amazing abilities of Gusfavus Adolphus, both in the cabinet and in the field,

never appeared so fully as after his death. He left behind him a set of generals trained

by himself, who maintained the glory of the Swedish army with most astonishing valour

and success. The names of duke Bernard, Bannier, Torstenson, Wrangel, and others,

and their great actions in war, will long live in the annals of Europe. It is uncertain

what course Gustavus would have pursued, had his life been prolonged, and his successes

continued j but there is the strongest reason to belive, that he had in view somewhat

more than the relief of the protestants, and the restoration of the Palatine family. His

chancellor Oxenstiem was as consummate a politician as he was a warrior j and during

the minority of his daughter Christina, he managed the alFairs of Sweden with such suc-

cess, that she in a manner dictated the peace of Westphalia, 1648, which placed the

affairs of Europe in a new attitude.

Christina was but six years of age when her father was killed. She received a noble

education j but her fine genius took an uncommon and indeed romantic turn. She in-

vited to her court Descartes, Salmasius, and other le.irned men, to whom slie was not,

however, extremely liberal. She expressed a value for Grotius j and she was an excel-

lent judge of the polite arcs, but illiberal and indelicate in the choice of her private fa-

vourites. She at the same time discharged all the duties of h*er high station j and
though her generals were basely betrayed by France, she continued to support the ho-,

nour of her crown. Being resolved not to marry, she resigned her crown to her cousin

Charles Gustavus, son to the duke of Deux-Ponts, in 1654.
Charles had great success against the' Poles : he drove their king, John Casimir, into

Silesia 5 and received from them an oath of allegiance, which, with their usual iiicoa-

stancy, they broke. His progress upon the ice a^gainst Denmark has been already irien-

tioned j and he died of a fever in 1660. His son and successor, Charles XI., was not

five years of age at his father's death ; and this rendered it necessary for his guardians

to conclude a peace with their neighbours, by which the Swedes gave up the island of
Bomholm, and Drontheim in Norway. All differences were accommodated at the

same time with Russia and Holland ^ and Sweden continued to make a very respectable

figure in the affairs of Europe. When Charles came to be of age, he received a subsidy

from the French king, Le'^vis XIV. 5 but perceiving the liberties of Europe to be in

danger from that monarch's ambition, he entered into the alliance with England and
Holland. He afterwards joined with France against the house of Austria j but being
defeated in Germany, at Fellem Bellin, a powerful confederacy was formed against him.
The elector of Brandenburg made himself master of Swedish Pomerania j the bishop of
Munster over-ran Bremen and Verden, and the Danes took Wismar, and several places

in Schonen. They ^vere afterwards beaten / and Charles, by the treaty' of St Germain,
which followed that of Nimeguen in 1678, recovered all he had lost except some places
in Germany. He then married. Ulrica-Leonora, the king of Denmark's sister 5 but
made a base use of the tranquillity he had regained, by employing his army to enslave
his people. The states lost all their power y and Sweden was novv^ reduced to the con-
dition of Denmark, He ordered the brave Patkul, who was at the head of the Livo-i

nian deputies, to lose his head and his right hand, for the boldness of his remonstrance
in favour of his countrymen j but he saved himself by flight j and Charles became so

powerful, that the conferences for a general peace at Ryswick, 1697, were opened under
his mediation.

Charles XI. died in 1697, and was succeeded by his minor son, the famous Charles
XII. The history of no prince is better known than that of this hero. His fatlier's

will had fixed the age of his majority to eighteen ; but it was set aside for an earliec.

date by the management of count Piper, who became in consequence his first minisler.

Soon after his accession, the kings of Denmark and Poland, and' the czar of Musco\y,
formed a powerful confederacy against him,, encouraged by the mean opinion they had
of his youth and abilities. He entered into a war with them all j and besieging Copen-
hagen, dictated the peace of Travendahl to his Danish majesty, by which the duke of
Hoistein was re-established in his dominions. The czar Peter was at that time ravag-
ing Ingria, at the head of 80,000 men, and had besieged Narva. The army of Cliarles

did not exceed 20,000 men j but such was his impatience, that he advanced at the head
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of 8000, entirely routed tlie main body of tlie Russians, and raised tlie siege. Sucli
were his successes, and so numerous his prisoners, that the Russians attributed his actions
to necromancy. Charles from thence marched into Saxony, where his warlike achieve-
ments equalled if they did not excel those of Gustavus Adolphus. He dethroned
Augustus king of Poland ; but stained all his laurels by putting the brave count Patkul
to a death equally cruel and ignominious. He raised Stanislaus to the crown of Poland
in 1705 -y and his name carried with it such terror, that he was courted by all the powers
of Europe, and among others by the duke of Marlborougli hi the name of queen Anne,
amidst the full career of her successes against Fraace. His stubornness and implacable
disposition, however, were such, that he cannot be considered in a better light than that

of an illustrious madman ; for he lost, in the battle of Pultowa, 1709, which he fought
in his march to dethrone the czar, more than all he had -gained by his victories. His
brave army was ruined, and he was forced to take refuge among the Turks at Bender.
His actions there, in attem-pting to defend himself with 300 Swedes against 30,000
Turks, prove him to have been worse than frantic. The Turks found it, however^
convenient for their affairs to set him at liberty But his misfortunes did not cure his

military madness 5 and after his return to his dominions, he prosecuted his revenge
against Denmark, till he was killed by a cannon-shot, as it is generally said, at the siege

of Fredericshall, in Norway, belonging to the Danes, in 1718, w^hen he was not more
than thirty-six years of age. It has been supposed that Charles was not in reality killed

by a shot from the walls pf Fredericshall, but that a pistpl from one of those about him
gave the decisi^'e blow which put an end to the life of this celebrated monarch. This
opinion is said to be very prevalent among the best informed persons in Sv/eden. And
it appears that the S"\vedes were tired of a prince under whom they had lost their richest

provinces, their bravest troops, and their national riches j and who yet, untamed by ad-

versity, pui-sued an unsuccessful and pernicious war, nor would ever have consented to

restore tranquillity to his country.

Charles XH. was succeeded by his sister, the princess Ulrica Eleanora, wife to the

hereditary prince of Hesse, We have seen in what manner the Swedes recovered their

liberties 5 and given some account of the capitulation signed by the queen and her hus-

band Their first care was to make peace with great Britain, which the late king in-

tended to have invaded. The Swedes then, to prevent farther losses by the progress of

the Russian, the Danish, the Saxon, and other arms, made many and great sacrifices to

obtain peace from those powers. The French, however, about the year 1738, formed a

dangerous party in Sweden, under the name of the Hats, v/hich not only disturbed the

internal quiet of the kingdom, but led it into a ruinous war with Russia, Their Swedish

majesties having no children, it was necessary to settle the succession
j

especially as the

duke of Holstein was descended from the queen's eldest sister, and was at the samiC time

,the presumptive heir to the empire of Russia. Four competitors appeared the duke of

Holstein-Gottorp, prince Frederic of Hesse Cassel (nephew to the king), the prince of

Denmark, and the duke of Deux-Ponts. The Duke of Holstein would have carried the

election, had he not embraced the Greek religion, that he might mount the throne o'i

Russia. The czarina interposed, and offered to restore all the conquests she had made
from Sweden, excepting a small district in Finland, if the Swedes w^ould receive the duke

of Holstein's uncie, the bishop of Lubeck, as their hereditary prince and successor to their

crown. This was agreed to *, and a peace was concluded at Abo, under the mediation

of his Britannic majesty. This peace was so firmly adhered to by the c^iarina, that his

Danish majesty thought proper to drop all his resentment, and forget the indignity done

to his son The successor of this prince, Adolphus Frederic, married the princess Ul-

rica, sister to the king of Prussia, and entered into the possession of his nevv^ dignity in

1751. He was a prince of a mild and gentle temper, but much harrassed by the con-

tending Swedish factions, and found his situation extremely troublesome, in consequence

of the restraints arid opposition which he met Vvith from the senate. He passed the

greatest part of his reign very disagreeably, and was at length, through the intrigues ot

the queen, brought over to the French party. He died in February 1771, and was suc«'

ceeded by his son, Gustavus III., t^ne late king, who ppesessed abilities greatly superbf

to those of i^sfatheja '
'

"
'
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Gustavus was about five-and-twenty years of age wlien Kc was proclaimed king of

Sweden : his understanding had been much cultivated j he had an insinuating address,

and a graceful and commanding elocution. He was at Paris at the tim.e of his father's

death, -^vhence he wrote in the most gracious terms to the senate, repeatedly assuring

them that he designed to. govern according to the laws. In consequence of the death

of his predecessor, an extraordinary diet was called to regulate the affairs of the go-

vernment, and to settle the form of the coronation-oath. Some time after his arrival in

Sweden, on- the 2Sth of March, 1172, his majesty solemnly signed and swore to sup-

port the government of the kingdom as then established j to maintain the rights and

liberties of the states, the liberty and security of all his subjects, and to reign with

gentleness and equity according to the laws of the kingdom. But scarcely had he

taken these solemn oaths, to rule according to the then- established form of government,

and accepted the crown upon these conditions, before he formed apian to govern as he

thought proper regarding these oaths only as matters of ceremony. He made use of

every art, the most profound dissimulation, and the utmost dexterity and address, in or-

der to render this hazardous enterprise successful. On his first arrival at Stockholm, he

adopted every method which could increase his popularity. Three times a week he re-

gularly gave audience to all who presented themselves. Neither rank, fortune, nor in -

ierest, were necessary to obtain access to him j it w^as sufficient to have been injured,

and to have a legal cause of complaint to lay before him. He listened to the meanest

of his subjects with affability, and entered into the minutest details that concerned

ihem : he informed himself of their private ailViirs, and seemed to interest himself in

their happiness. This conduct caused him to be considered as truly the father of his

people, and the Swedes began to idolise him. At length, ' when he found his scheme

sripe for execution, having taken the proper measures for bringing a considerable num-
ber of the officers and soldiers into his interest, on the 19th of August 1772 he totally

overturned the Swedish constitution of government. -.In less than an hour he m^ade

himself master of the whole military force of Stockholm j made all the m^embers of the

senate prisoners j and suffering no person to leave the city, that intelligence of these

violent proceedings might not be carried to any other part of the kingdom, issued a
proclamation for an assembly of the states to meet on the 2ist, which having accord-

ingly met, he surrounded with troops, and planted cannon, over v^hich soldiers stood

with lighted matches in their hands, facing the hall in which they were assembled.

The king, then, being seated on his throne, surrounded by his guards, and a numerous
band of officers, after having addressed a speech to the states, ordered a secretary to read

a new form of government, Vvdiich he offered to the states for their acceptance. As
they were surrounded by an armed force, they thought proper to comply with what was
required of them. The marshal of the diet, and the speakers of the other orders, signed

the form of government j and the states took the oath to the king, which he dictated

to them himself. He afterwards gave them to understand, -'that he intended in six:

years' time again to convene an assembly of the states Thus was tliis great revolution

completed without any bloodshed, in which the . Swedes surrendered that constitution

which their forefathers had bequeathed to them after the death of Charles the Twelfth,
as a bulwark against any despotic attempt of their future monarchs.
The exorbitant power which Gustavus the Third had thus assumed, he exercised with

some degree of moderation j and at an assembly of the states in 17S6, after many points
were referred to them by the king, and debated with great freedom, he dismissed them
with condescension and gentleness, at the same time remitting a tenth part of the sub-
sidy which they had granted him.

On the 12th of Julv, 1788, hostilities cominenced on the frontiers of Finland, be-
tween a body of Russian light troops and a detachment of the Swedes posted on the
bridge of Pomalasund. After various engagements both by land and by sea, in ^vhick
Gustavus displayed the greatest abilities, a peace, fixing the frontiers of ^Russia as they
were before the war broke out, was signed at Wcreia, on the river Kymene, between
the plenipotentiaries of the empress of Hussia and the king of Sweden.

^
The reign of this king was terminated by a premature and tragic end. On tlie

pi^ht of the 16th of March 1792, while at a masquerade in the opera-house at i^tpck-
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holniy he was shot with a pistol, by an assassin named Ankerstroem, in consequence of
a conspiracy among some of the discontented nobles j and having survived in great pain

till the 29th of that month, expired, in the 46th year of his age and 22d of his reign.

The prince-royal, being fourteen years of age, was immediately proclaimed king, by
the name of Gustavus Adolphus j and the duke of Sudermania, his uncle, and brother

to the late king, in compliance vnlh his majesty's will, was declared sole regent, and
guardian of the young sovereign, till he should attain his majority, which was fixed at

the age of eighteen. Under the regency peace continued unbroken. Misled by the

miiuence and mistaken views of Russia, the young king acceded to what was called a

convention ot neutrality among the northern powers, in which claims were advanced
which the British government considered as injurious to its interests, and derogatory to

its honour. The victory of Lord Nelson off Copenhagen, as noticed under England,
and the death of Paul I. of Russia, dissolved the confederacy, and Sweden signed the

treaty at St Petersburg 1801, which restored peace to the North. Since then Gusta-

vus has become a party in a coalition formed by the powers of the Continent to place

limits to the overwhelming ambition of the emperor of the French.

Gustavus iidolphus IV. the present king of Sweden, was born November 1st 1778,
and succeeded his father Gustavus IIL 29th March 1792 j married October 31st 1797
the princess Frederica Dorothea Wilhelmina, daughter of Charles Louis^hercditary prince

of Baden, born March 12th 1781
j
by whom he has issue,

1, , Gustavus prince Royal, born November 9th 1799.

2. Sophia Wilhelmina, born May 21st 1801.

Brothers and sisters to the late king.

1. Charles, duke of Sudermania, born October 7th 1748.

2. Frederic Adolphus,.duke of Weth-Gothland, born July 18th 1750.

3. Sophia Albertina, abbess of Quedlinburgh, bom in October 1753,.

RUSSIA.

Situation and Extent of the Russian Empire in Europe.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 1960 7 , r44 and 72 North latitude.

Breadth 1850 j
^^^^^een

| and 65 East longitude.

Contains 1,220,000 square miles, with 25 inhabitants to each.

Name.] RUSSIA is derived from the name of the Russt or Rossi, a Slavonic tribe,

the first knoTvn possessors of the country. It has generally, but improperly, been

called Muscovy, from Moscow, the capital, which takes its name from the river

Moskva, on which it is situate.

Boundaries, divisions.] Russia in Europe is bounded on the north by the Fro-

zen Ocezzi 'y on the east by the river Cara, the Uralian mountains, and the Volga 3 on

the south by the Black Sea and Turkey 3 and on the west by Prussia, the Baltic Sea,

and Sweden:

Situation and Extent of the whole. Russian Empire.

Miles. Degrees,

Length 6750 7 t . C 21 and 190 E. or 170 W. longitude.

Breadth 2320]:
^^^"^^^^

1 44 and 78 North latitude.

Contains 4,900,000 square miies, with less than 7 inhabitants to cacha
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The whole Empire is divided into 50
GOVERNMENTS.

Archangel - » «

Bratzlau =

Caucasia -

Courland » - -

Ukaterlnoslav

Irkutsk

Kaluga
JCagan

Kharkof
Kief

Kolhyrane
Kostroma
Kursk
Mohilef
Minsk

Moscow

Nishnel Novgorod
Novgorod
Novgorod Sleversk

Olonetz
Orel

Pensa

Perm

Petersburg

Podolia

Polotzk

Pscove

Revel

Riazan

Riga

Saratof

Simbirsk

Slonim

Smolensk

Tambof
Taurida

Tobolsk

Tschernigof

Tula

Tver

Ufa

Viaetka

t tau

Governments ; viz.

CHIEF TOV^NS.

Archangel
^ ^^'^^^3^

'

Bratzlau.

A , r N. lat. 46. 21.
A^tracan

| j^^. 43. 2.

N. lat. 56. 40.

E. Ion. 23. 50.

C N. lat. 46. 34.
3Cherson|^^

Ion. 32. 30.

C Ekaterinoslav.

^ Ochotsk.

Kaluga,

Kazan.

Kharkof.

Kief.

Tomsk.
Kostroma,

Kurst.

Mokiief.

Minski.

CN. lat. 55. 45,Moscow^
J. 1^^^ 37.46,

Nishnejl Novgorod.

Novgorod,

Novgorod Sieversk.

Olonetz.

Orel.

Pensa.

Perm.

St Petersburg
j^E. Ion, 30. 19;

Kaminieck.

Polotzk.

Pscove,

Revel.

Riazan.

^. rN,lat. 56. 56.
^'^^ iE.lon. 23. 58.

Saratof,

Simbirsk.

Slonim.

Smolensk,

Tambof
Caffa.

Tobolsk (N-J^t. 58 12

1 E. Ion. 68. 25.
Tschernigof.

Tula.

Tver.

rUfa,

Vi^tka,
^
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GOVERNMENTS. CHIEF TOWNS.
Vilna - - - - Vilna.

/ Vladimir - - - Vladimir.

Volliynia - - - Lucko.

Vologda - - - * Vologda.

Voronetsch • - - - Voronetscb.

Vorsnesensk. ^ - - Vorsnesensk.

Vyborg - - - - Vyborg.

Yaroslaf - Yaroslaf.

Climate, soil, productions, vegetables, mines and minerals.] In the
southern parts of Russia, or IMuscovy, the longest day does not exceed fifteen hours and
a half

J
whereas, in the most northern, the sun is seen in summer two months above the

horizon. The reader from this will natrirally conclude, that there is in Muscovy a vast
diversity of soil as well as climate, and the extremes of both are seen and felt in this

vast empire.

The severity of the climate, however, in Russia properly so called, is very great.
Br John Glen King, who resided eleven years in Russia, observes, that the cold in St
Petersburgh, by Farenheit's scale, is, during the months of January and February, usu-
ally from 8 to 15 or 20 degrees below 0 j that is, from 40 to 52 degrees below the
freezing point

j
though commonly, in the course of the winter, it is for a Vv'^eek or ten

days some degrees lower. The same writer remarks, that it is very difficult for an in-

habitant of our temperate climate to have any idea of a cold so great j but it may help
to give some notion of it, to inform the reader, that when a person walks out in that se-

vere weather, the cold makes the eyes water, and that water freezing, hangs in little

icicles on the eye lashes. As the common peasants usually wear their beards, you may
^ see them hanging at the chin likc-a solid lump of ice. But, even in that state, the
beard is found very useful in protecting the glands of the throat j and the soldiers, who
do not wear their beards, are obliged to tie a handkerchief under the chin, to supply
their place. All the parts of the face which are exposed are very liable to be frozen

j

though it has often been observed, that the person himself does not know Vv^hen the
freeing begins, but is commonly told of it first by those who meet him, and who call

out to him to rub his face vaih. snow, the usual way to thaw it. It is also remarked,
that the part which has once been frozen is ever after most liable to be frozen again.

In some very severe winters, sparrows, though a hardy species of birds, have been seen

quite nmnbed by the intense cold, and unable to fly ) and drivers, when sitting on their

loaded carriages, have sometimes been found frozen to death in that posture. Wheu
the thermometer has stood at 25 degrees below 0, boiling water thrown up into the air

by an engine, so as to spread, has fallen down perfectly dry, formed into ice. A pint

bottle of common water was found by Dr King frozen into a solid piece of ice in an
hour and a quarter. A bottle of strong ale has also been frozen in an hour and a half

5

but in this substance there was about a tea-cupful in the middle unfrozen, which was
as strong and inflammable as brandy and spirit of wine. But notwithstanding the se-

verity of the cold in Russia, the inhabitants have such various means and provisions to

guard against it, that they suifer much less from it than might be expected. The
houses of persons of tolerable circumstances are so well protected, both without doors

and within, that they are seldom heard to complain of cold. The method of warming
the houses in Russia is by an oven constructed with several flues ^ and the country abounds

with wood, which is the common fuel. These ovens consume a much smaller quantity

.of wood than might be imagined, and yet they serve at the same time for the ordinary

people to dress their food. They put a very moderate faggot into them, and suffer it

to burn only till the thickest black smoke is evaporated
j
they then shut down the

chimney, to retain all the rest of the heat in the ahamber
j
by this method the chamber

keeps its heat 24 hours, and is commonly so warm that they sit with very little cover-

ing, especially cliildren, who are usually in their shirts. The Vsindows in the huts of

the poor are very small, that as little cold may be admitted as possible : in the houses

of persons of condition, the windows are x:aulked up against winter, ar.d commor^y havQ
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double glass frames. In siiort, tliey can regulate tlie warmtli In tlieir apartments by a

thermometer with great exactness, opening or shutting the flues to increase or diminish

the heat. When the Russians go out, they are clothed so warmly, that they almost

bid defiance to frost and snow j and it is observable that the wind is seldom violent in

the winter but, when there is much v/ind, the cold is exceedingly piercing.
,

Oie advantage which the Russians derive from the severity of their climate is the

preserving of provisions by the frost. Good housewives, as soon as the frost sets in for

the winter, about the end of October, lull their poultry, and keep them in tubs packed

up with a layer of snow between them, and then take them out for use as occasion re-

quires : by which means they save the nourishment of the animal for several months.

Veal frozen at Archangel, and brought to Petersburgh, h esteemed the finest they

have
J
nor can it be distinguished from what is fresh killed, being equally juicy. The

markets in Petersburgh are by this means supplied in winter with all manner of provi-

sions, at a cheaper rate than w^ould otherwise be possible ; and it is not a little curious

to see the vast stacks of whole hogs, sheep, fish, and other animals, which are piled up

in the markets for sale. The method of thawing frozen provisions in Russia, is by im-

merging them in cold water ; for w^hen the operation of thawing them is effected by
heat, it seems to occasion a violent fermentation, and almost a sudden putrefaction j but

when produced by cold water, the ice seems to be attracted out of the body, and forms

a transparent incrustation round it. If a cabbage, which is thoroughly frozen, be

thawed by cold w^ater, it is as fresh as if just gathered out of the garden j but if it be

thawed by fire or hot water, it becomes so rancid and strong that it cannot be eaten.

The quickness of vegetation in Russia is pretty much the same as has been described

m Scandinavia, or Sweden and Denmark. The snow is the natural manure of Russia,

where grain grows in plenty, near Poland, and in the warmer provinces. The bulk of

the people, however, are miserably fed the soil produces a vast number of mushrooms
for their subsistence ; and in the same places, besides oaks ,^nd firs, Russia yields rhu-

bark, flax, hemp, pasture for cattle, wax, honey, rice, arid melons. The boors are

particularly careful in the cultivation of honey, which yields them plenty of methegiin,

their ordinary drink
j
they likewise extract a spirit from rye, which they prefer to

brandy.

That a great part of Russia was populous in former days, is not to be disputed

;

though it is equally certain, that the inhabitants, till lately, were but little acquainted

Vv^ith agriculture 5 and supplied the place of bread, as the inhabitants of Scandinavia do
now, with a kind of saw dust and a preparation of fish bones. Peter the Great, and his

successors down to the late Empress Catharine, have been at incredible pains to introduce

agriculture into their dominions j and though the soil is not every where proper for

corn, yet its vast fertility in some provinces, bids fair to make grain as common in

Russia as it is in the southern countries of Europe. The vast communication by means
of rivers, which the inland parts of that empire have with each other, serves to supply

one province with those products of the earth in which another may be deficient. As
to mines and minerals, iron ore is found in some places, which produces the load-stone,

and yields from 50 to 70 per cent. Rich silver and copper mines are found on the

confines of Siberia, and a gold mine was discovered in 1139 in the mountains of Olo-
netz, which has proved however of little consequence.

Mountains, lakes, rivers, canals, ) Russia is in genei-al a flat level country,

FORESTS, and face OF THE COUNTRY. j except toAvards the north, where lie the
Lemnoipoijas mountains, tliought to be the famous Montes Riphsei of the ancients,

now called the Girdle of the Earth. On tlie western side of the Dnieper comes in

part of the Carpathian mountains, and between the Black Sea and the Caspian, Mount
Caucasus borders a range of vast plains, extending on the sea of Oral. And her* ^^^'e

may observe, that from Petersburgh to Pekin, one shall hardly meet with a mountain
on the road through Independent Tartary ; and from Petersburgh to the north part of
France by the road of Danzic, Hamburgh, and Amsterdam, we scarcely can perceive
the smallest hill. The principal* lakes, are the Onega, in the government of Olonclz,
about 150 miles in length by 30 in breadth j the lake Ladoga in the government of
Vyborg, between tlic lake Onegar and the Gulf of Finland, ISO nules in length by 70
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in breadth j the Peypus, which divides the governments of Petersburgh and Riga, about
60 miles in length and 30 in breadth j and the Ilmen, on which stands Novgorod.
The most considerable rivers are the Wolga, or Volga, running east and south, which

,

after traversing the greatest part of Muscovy, and winding a course of 3000 English
miles, discharges itself into the Caspian Sea j it is not only reckoned the largest, but
one of the most fertile rivers of Europe it produces all kinds of fish, and fertilizes all

the lands on each side, with the richest trees, fruits, and vegetables j and it is remark-
able, that in all the long course there is not a single cataract to interrupt the naviga-

tion, but the nearer it approaches to its mouth, multiplies its quantities of isles as it di-

vides itself into a greater number of arms than any known river in the world ; and all

these arms divide themselves into others still less, which join and meet again, so that

the Wolga discharges itself into the Caspian Sea by more than "70 mouths. By means
of this noble river, the city of Moscow preserves a communication, not only with all

the southern parts of Russia but even with Persia, Georgia, Tartary, and other coun-

tries bordering on the Caspian Sea. The Don, or Tanais, which divides the most
eastern part of Russia from Asia

%
and, in its course towards the east, comes^so near the

the Wolga, that the late czar had undertaken to have a communication between them
by means of a canal \ this grand project, however, was defeated by the irruptions of the

Tartars. This river, exclusive of its turnings and windings, discharges itself into the

Palus Maeotis, or sea of A soph, about four hundred miles from its rise. The Boris-

thenes, or Dnieper, which is likewise one of the largest rivers in Europe, runs through

Lithuania, the country of the Zaporog Cossacs, and that of the Nagaisch Tartars, and
falls into the Euxine, or Black Sea, at Kinbum, near Oczakow it has thirteen cata-

racts within a small distance. To these may be added the two Dwinas, one of which
empties itself at Riga into the Baltic \ the other has its source near Ustiaga, and divid-

ing itself into two branches near Archangel, there falls into the White Sea. Industry

has also been successfully added to the bounty of Nature in facilitating inland navi.-

tion : A communication between Astracan and Petersburg is effected by the canal of

Vishnei Voloshok, which unites the Twertza and the Shlina. The canal of Ladogo,

which runs along the edge of that lake, joins the Voskof to the Neva, extending the

length of 67 miles, and communicating with the canal of Vishnei Voloshok. Another

canal is cut from Moscow to the River Don.

Forests of pine, fir, larch, moun'.ain-ash, &c. abound in this extensive country j and

the northern and north-eastern provinces are in a manner desert j nor can the fev/ in-

habitants they contain be called Christians rather than Pagans.

Quadrupeds, birds, and fishes.] These do not differ greatly from those de-

scribed in the Scandinavian provinces, to which we must refer the reader. The lynx,

famous for its piercing eye, is a native of this empire *,
• it makes prey of every creature

it can master and is said to be produced chiefly in the fir tree forests. The hysenas,

bears, wolves, foxes, and other creatures already described, afford their furs for clothing

the inhabitants j but the furs of the black foxes and ermine are more valuable in Rus-

sia than elsewhere. The dromedary and camel were formerly almost the only beasts

©f burden known in many parts of Russia. The czar Peter encouraged a breed of

large horses for war and carriages *, but those employed in the ordinary purposes of

life are but small as are their cows and sheep.

We know of few or no birds in Russia, that have not been already described. The
same may be said of fishes, only the Russians are better provided than their neighbours,

with sturgeon, cod, salmon, and beluga j the latter resembles a sturgeon, and is often

called the large sturgeon j it is from twelve to fifteen feet in length, and weighs from

9 to 16 and 18 hundred weight \ its flesh is white and delicious. Of the roe, of the

stbrgeon, and the belugo, the Russians make the famous caviareso, so much esteemed for

its richness and flavour, that it is often sent in presents to crowned heads. In cutting

up the belugas they often find what is called beluga-stones^ which is concealed in that

mass of glandular flesh which cover the posterior parts of the dorsal spine, supplying

the place of a kidney in fish. The instant it is taken from the fish, it is soft and moist,

but it quickly hardens in the air. Its size is that of a hen's egg, shape sometimes oval

and sometimes flatted, and it commonly sells for a ruble. This stOne is supposed by gjjj-
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fcssor Pallas to belong to the genitals of the fish : It holds a consiclerable rank, thou^li

with little merit, among the domestic remedies of the Russians, who scrape it, and,

mixed with water, give it in difficult labours, in the diseases of cliildren, and other dis-

orders.

Population, manners and customs.] The population of Russia was long very-

much under-rated. Indeed, it was generally understood not to contain above 7,000,000

of inhabitants, until Mr Voltaire demonstrated that it certainly had at least, 20,000,000,

But even that falls short of the number at present. Mr BcEtticher, in his statistical

tables, gives the population of the European part at 20,882,986, and that of the whole

empire at 25 milhons. Mr Tooke^ in his View of the Russian Empire, states, that, by

the lists of the revision of the empire, drawn up in 1783, as he • assures us, with the

greatest care and accuracy of examination, there were in the 41 governments of which

Russia then consisted, male inhabitants 12,838,529.

Supposing an equal number of females, the amount will be - 25,677^000

Allowing for the Cossacs and unnumbered tribes and classes - 1,720,000

We shall have for the whole population in 1783 - - 27,397,009

To this rmmber he adds, for the increase of inhabitants in 12 years, 3,000,000

And for the new acquisitions since 1783, or the nine new governments 5,755,000

Consequently the present population of the Russian empire will be at

• least - - - - - 36,152,00D

He afterwards deduces, from a table of the births, deaths, and marriages in the epar-

chies of the Greek church throughout the Russian empire, in the year 1799, faithfully

extracted from the general returns received by the synod, that the whole number of in-

habitants must have then amounted, on a moderate estimate, to upv/ards of fortij fml-

lions.

Professor Storch, in his " Kistorico-statistical Picture of the Russian Empire at the

End of the Eighteenth Century," likewise rates the population of the whole of th«i

Russian dominions at 36 millions of souls.

The Russians, properly so called, are in general a personable people, hardy, vigor-

ous, and patient of labour, especially in the field, to an incredible degree. Their con*-

plexions differ little from those of the English or Scots ) but the women think that aii

addition of red* heightens their beauty. Their eye-sight seems to be defective,

occasioned, probably, by the snov/, Vv^hich for a long time of the year is continually

present to their eyes. Their officers and soldiers always possessed a large share of pas-

sive valour j but in late wars they proved as active as any troops in Europe and they

are now considered as ranking with the best infantry in Europe. They are implicitly

submissive to discipline, let it be ever so severe *, they endure extreme hardships with
great patience j and can content themselves with very hard fare.

Before the days of Peter the Great, the Russians were in general barbarous, ignor-

ant, mean, and much addicted to drunkenness j no less than 4000 brandy shops ha\^
been reckoned in Moscow. Not only the common people, but many of the boyai^, or

nobles, lived in a continual state of idleness and intoxication j and the most complete ob-
jects of misery and barbarity presented themselves upon the streets, while the court of
Moscow was by far the most slendid of any upon the globe. The czar and the gran-

dees dressed after the most superb Asiatic manner and their magnificence exceeded
every idea that can be conceived from modern examples. The earl of Carlisle, in the

account of his embassy, says, that he could see nothing but gold and precious stones in

the robes of the czar and his courtiers. The manufactures, however, of these and all

other luxuries, were carried on by Italians, Germans, and other foreigners. Peter saw
the bulk of his subjects, at his accession to the throne, littl ' better than beasts of bur-
den, to support the pomp of his court. He forced his great men to lay aside their

long robes, and dress in the European manner j and he even obliged the laity to cut
•ff their beards. The othcj: improvements in learning and the arts, wluch he made
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shall be mentioned else^vliere. The Russians, before liis days, bad bardfy a sbip upon
their coasts. They had no convenience for travelling, no pavements in their streets, no
places of public diversion : and they entertained a sovereign contempt for all improve-
ments of the mind. At present a French or English gentleman may make a shift to

live as comfortably and sociably in Russia as in most parts of Europe. In Petersburg
the number of English merchants who are resident is very considerable, and their so-

ciety is courted by the Russian nobility, and distinguished by the elegancies of life.

The polite assemblies have been put under proper regulations j and few of the ancient
usages remain, and drunkenness is now confined to the lowest- classes.

The Russians were formerly noted for so strong an attachment to iheir native soil,

that they seldom visited foreign parts. This, however, was only the consequence of
their pride and ignorance ^ for Kussian nobility, besides those w^ho are in a public cha-
racter, are now found at every court in Europe. It is now the policy of Russia to edu-
cate her young men of quality abroad, and introduce them into foreign services, parti-

cularly that of the British fleet.

It is said that the Russian ladies w^ere formerly as submissive to their husbands in their

families as the latter are to their superiors in the field j and that they thought them-
selves ill treated if they were not often reminded of their duty by the discipline of a
ivhip, manufactured by themselves, ^vhich they presented to their husbands on the day
of their marriage. Their nuptial ceremonies are peculiar to themselves ; and formerly

consisted of some very whimsical rites, many of which are now disused. When the parents

,afe agreed upon a match, though the parties perhaps have never seen each other, the

bride is examined stark naked by a certain number of females, who are to correct, if pos-

.
sible, any defects they find in her person. On her wxdding-day she is crowned with a
garland of wormw^ood ^ and after the priest has tied the nuptial knot, his clerk or sexto5i

throws a handful of hops upon the head of the bride, wishing that she may prove as

fruitful as that plant. She is then led home, w^th abundance of coarse and indeed in-

decent ceremonies, which are now wearing off even amongst the lower ranks 5 and the

barbarous treatment of wives by their husbands, which extended even to scourging or

broiling them to deatli, is either guarded against by the laws of the country, or by pe-

culiar stipulations in the marriage-contract.

The nobility, and almost all the people of quality, dress after the French fashion
^

and the ladies, even in the remotest parts of the country, appear more modishly attired

than would easily be imagined. The peasants, burghers, and most of the mercantile

class, still adhere to the national dress. They let their beards grov/, which are common-
ly long and bushy j their hair is cut and combed. They wear a short slnrt without any

sort of collar, and loose trousers, over which the shirt usually hangs, and is girt round

the waist with a string. Over the shirt they wear a short breast-cloth, or vest, furnish-

ed with buttons, and a coat girt about w^th a sash that passes twice round the body.

The covering for the head is either a flat fur car, with narrow brim, or a cap which
forms a bag of a span in depth, in which they keep their handkerchief on their head..

Leg-wTappers are worn instead of stockings, especially by the lov/er class of people ^

these are tied about their feet and legs with packthread, so as to make them look very

thick. The women w:ear a saraphariy or vest without sleeves, with is close about the

neck, and sits tight to the body qovvTI to the hips \ from the hips it spreads without

gathers, and reaches down to the shoes. On the facing it is garnished with a thick row
of little buttons, from the top to the very bottom : it is however, girt with a sash, to

which the bunch of keys is suspended. The girls in general wear their hair uncovered

more than the women : the former plait it in three plaits, with ribbons and beads tied

to the points of them. In some provinces they wear a band across the forehead bed-

dizened with pearls and beads of various colours j in others they wear caps in the form of

an upright crescent. In the vicinity of Moscow, and in several of the neighbouring

governments^ the cap has \ stiff flap before, like a jockey-cap, and is decorated with

pearls and various coloured stones.

Funerals,] The Russians of lower rank entertain many fantastic notions with re-

gard to the state of departed souls. After the dead body is dressed a priest is hired to

pray for his soul, to purify it with incense, and to sprinkle it with holy water while it
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Ipniains above ground, which generally is for eight or ten days. When the body is

carried to the grave, which is done with many gesticulations of sorrow, the priest pro-

duces a ticket, signed by the bishop and another clergyman, as the deceased's passport

to heaven. When this is put into the coffin between the fingers of the corpse, the

company return to the deceased's house, where they drown their sorrow in intoxication
j

tvhich lasts, with few intervals, forty days. During that time, a priest every day says

prayers over the grave of the deceased for though the Russians do not believe in pur-

gatory, yet they imagine that their departed friend may be assisted by prayer, in his

long journey to the place of his destination after this life. At the new year is usually

held a feast of the dead, on which every one visits the grave of his relations, laying

some victuals upon it, and hears mass, in payment for which the priest gets the victuals.

Profligates, suo^ as have come to a miserable end, and all who have died without the

sacrament, were formerly thrown, without inhumation, into a hut for that purpose, and

on the Thursday before Whitsuntide were buried by the clergy, who said masses for

their souls, attended by the inhabitants of the place. At present greater indulgence

shown to these poor wretches.

Punishments.] The Russians are remarkable for the severity and variety of their

punishments, which are both inflicted and endured with a wonderful insensibility. Pe-

ter the Great used to suspend the robbers upon the Wolga, and other parts of his do-

minions, by iron hooks fixed to their ribs, on gibbets, where they writhed themselves to

death, hundreds, nay thousands, at a time. The single and double knout were lately

inflicted upon ladies, as well as men of quality. Both of them are excruciating but
' in the double knout the hands are bound behind the prisoner's back, and the cord being-

fixed to a pully, lifts him from the ground, with the dislocation of both his shoulders
j

and then his back is in a manner scarified by the executioner, with a hard thong cut £rom
wild ass's skin. This punishment has been so often fatal, that a surgeon generally at-

tends the patient, to pronounce the moment that it should cease. It is not always the

number of strokes, but the method of applying them, w^hich occasions the death of the

criminal j for the executioner can kill him in three or four blows, by striking him upon,

the ribs
; though persons are sometimes recovered, in a few weeks, who have received

three hundred strokes moderately inflicted. The boring and cutting out of the tongue
are likewise practised in Russia j and even the late empress Elizabeth, though she pro-s

hibited capital punishments, was forced to give way to the supposed necessity of those

tortares.

According to the strict letter of the law, there are no capital piinishments in Russia
^

except in the c:!se of high-treason ; but when this matter is thoroughly investigated, there

is much less humanity in it than has been supposed. For there are many felons who
die under the knout j and others die of fatigue in their journeys to Siberia, and from
tile hardships the^ suflfer in the m^es j so that there is reason to believe, that no few-
er criminals suffer death in Russia than in those countries where capital punishments are

authorised by the laws.

Felons, after receiving the knout, and having th«r cheel^s and forehead marked, are
sometimes sentenced for life to the public works at Cronstadt, Vishnei, Volshock, and
other places j but the common practice is to send them into Siberia, ^vhere they are con-
demned for life to the mines at Nershink. There are upon an average from 1600 to

2000 convicts at these mines. The greatest part are confined in barracks, excepting
those who are married : the latter are permitted to build huts, near the mines, for them-
selves and families. The prohibition of torture does honour to the humanity of the
late empress Catharine.

Travelling.] Among the many conveniencies introduced of late into Russia,
that of tavelling is extremely remarkable, and the expence very trifling. Like their ^

Scandinavian neighbours already described, the Russians travel in sledges made of the
bark of the linden-tree, lined with thick felt, drawn by rein-deer, when the snow Is

/rozen hard enough to bear them. In the internal parts of Russia horses draw their
•ledges, and the slcdgeway towards February becomes so well bcaden, that they erect
k hind gf coach upon the sjedges, in which the^ may lie at £viX length, and so travel
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niglit and day, wrapt up in good furs j thus they often perform a journey of atjout 4'00

miles, such as that between Petersburgh and Moscow, in three d'Ays and nights.

Different nations subject to Russia.] As the present subjects of the Rus-

sian empire in its most extensive sense, are the descendants of many diiTerent people, and
inhabit prodigioils tracts of country, so we find among them a vast variety of character-

and manners j and the great refbrmations introduced of late years, as well as the dis.-

eoveries made, render former accounts to be but little depended upon. Many of the

Tartars, who inhabit Targe portions of the Russian dominions, nov/ live in fixed houses

and villages; cultivate the land, and pay tribute like other subjects. Till lately they

;vere not admitted into the Russian armies j
' but now they make excellent soldiers.

Other Russian Tartars retain their old wandering lives. Both sides of the Wolga are

inhabited by Tschermises and Morduars, a peaceable, industrious people. The Baskirs.

Zjire likewise fixed Inhabitants of the tract that reaches from Kasan to the frontiers of

Siberia j and have certain privileges of which they arc tenasious,. The wandering Kal-

muc3 occupy the rest of the tract to Astracan, and the frontiers of the Usbecs : and, in

cpnsidei-ation of certain presents they received from her imperial majesty,, they served irr

Jher armies without pay, but are apt to plunder equally friends or foe&.

The Cossacs yferc. originally Polish peasants^, and served' in the Ukraine, as a militia

against the Tartars. Being oppressed by their unfeeling lords, a part of them moved to-

the uncultivated banks of the .Don, or Tanais, and there established' a colony. They
were soon after joined, in: 163 7, by Iwo other detachments of their countrymen ; and'

they reduced Asoph, which they ^vcre obliged to abandon to the Turks, after laying it

in ashes. They next put themselves under the protection of the Russians, built Circaska,,

on an island in the Don j and their possessions, which consisted of thirty nine towns on
both sides of that river, reached from Ribna to Asoph. They there lived in a country

Tvhich they took care to cultivate ; and they 'vvere so wedded to their original customs,,

that they were little better than nominal subjects io the czars, till the time of Peter the

Great. They professed the Greek religion •, their inclinations were warlike, and they

occasionally served against the Tartars and Turks on the Palus Mirotis*

The mien and character of the Tartars of Kasan, and of those derived from them, are

"Very uniform, and may serve for the characteristic marks of all the Mahometan Tartars

in their neighbourhood. Very few of them are- tall but they are generally straight

and well niade, have small faces, with fresh complexions, and a sprightly and agreeable

air. They are haughty and jealous of their honour, but of a- very moderate capacity.

They are sober and frugal, dexterous at mechanical trades, and fond of neatness. The
Tartarian women are of a wholesome complexion rather than handsome, and of a good:

constitution ; from their earliest infancy they are accustomed to labour, retirement,

modesty, and submission. The Tartars of Kasan take great care of the education of

their children. They habituate their youth to labour, to sobriety, and to a strict ob-

servance of the manners of their ancestors. They are taught to read and write, and are

instructed in the Arabio tongue,^and the principles of their religion. Even the smallest

village has its chapel, school, priest, and school-master though some of these priests and'

school-masters are not much skilled in the Arabic language. The best Tartarian aca-

demies in the Russian empire are those of Kasan, Tobokk, and Astrachan,.. which- are;

ynder the direction of the gagouns, or high-priests. It is not uncomm.on to find smalt

collections of historical anecdbtes in manuscript, in the huts of the boors : and their

merchants, besides w^hat those little libraries contain, are pretty extensively acquainted'

with the history of their own people, and that of the circumjacent states, with the anti-

quities of each. Such as choose to make a progress in theology^ enter themselves into ^

the schools of Bougharia, which are more complete than the others.

The Tartar citizens of Kasan, Orenberg, and other governments, carry on commerce,

exercise several trades, and have^ som.e manufactories. Their nianner of dealing

chiei-ly by way of barter coin is "very rarely seen among them, and l)iils of exchange

never. They are not in general very enterprising ; but as they extend their connections

by partners arid clerks, many of them carry on a great deal of bushiess, which their par-

simonious way of life renders very lucrative. At Kasan they make a trade of preparing^;

what is called'in 'England,, Morocco-leather.
,
TheSilbj^es of these jieople comprehend'
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fiom ten to one hundred farms. Most of them also contain tanners, slioe-makers, teylors^

dysrs, smiths, and carpenters. n

The habitations and manner of living of the Tartar citizens and villagers of Astrachan

are perfectly similar with those of the Tartars of Kasan. In the city of Astrachan they

have a large magazine for goods, built of bricks, and several shops upon arches. They
carry on an important commerce with the Armenians, Persians, Indians, and Bougha-

rians and their manufactories of Morocco leather^ cottons, camelots, and silks, are in a

very thriving state.

The Fimis are of Asiatic origin, and have a close resemblance to the Laplanders,

only they are more civilised, and better informed. They live in towns and villages,

have schools and academies^ and make some progress in the arts and sciences. They
profess the Lutheran faith, and use the Christian sera in their chrondlogy. They carry

on commerce, and exercise most of the common trades. The boors are chiefly employ-

ed in agriculture, hunting, and fishing. They are great eaters, mr«king five meals a day,

and are immoderately fond of brandy. They enjoy a considerable degree of freedom,

as the Russian governiiient has continued to them the enjoyment of the privileges which
they formerly had under the crown of Sweden.

Tiie Vodachs^ who are a Finnish race, chiefly inhabit the provinces of Viatik, in the

government of Kasan. Some of the Votiaks are Christians : but great part of them are

iieathens and idolaters
;
though even these believe the doctrine, of a future state of re-

wards and punishments.

The Ostiaksy who are likewise a Finnish race, are one of the most numerous nations d£

Siberia. Before they were in subjection to Russia, they were governed by princes of

their oWn nation, and theit descendants are still reputed noble. These people divide

themselves into diiferent stocks or tribes, they choose their chiefs from among the prd-

geny of their ancient rulers* These maintain peace and good order, and superintend the

payment of the taxes.

They are entirely unacquainted with the use of leitters, and are extremely ignorant ;

they can reckon as far as ten^ but no farther, as is the case of other Finnish nations.

The Vogouis are rather below the middle stature, have generally black hair, and a
scanty beard. Their principal occupation is in the chace, in which they discover much
eagerness and address

j
using indiscriminately fire-arms, the bow^ and the spear* They

ar« also skilful in contriving traps, snares, and gins, and all the lures of game.
The TscJiouwdsches dwell along the two sides of the Wolga, in the government o£

Nischnei, Novogorod, Kasan^ and Orenbej-g. They never live in towns, but assemble

in small villages, and choose the forests for their habitations* They are very fond o£
hunting, and procure for that purpose screw-barrel muskets, which they prefer to the

bow. One of their marriage ceremonies is, that on the wedding nlglit the bride is ob-
liged to pull off her husband's boots.

The Kirguisians have a frank and prepossessing air^ similar to that which charac-

terises the Tartars of Kasan. They have a sharp but not a fierce look, and smaller eyes

than those Tartars. They hjjive good natural sense, and are affable, and high-spirited
5

but fond of their ease, and voluptuous. They dwell always in portable huts, wandering
about their deserts in search of pasturage for their flocks and herds, which constitutes

their principal occupation. The decoration of their horses employs them almost as

Inuch as that of their persons
j
they have generally elegant saddles, handsome housings,

and ornamented bridles. They are great eaters j and tiiey also smoke tobacco to excess.

Men, women, and children, all smoke, and take snuff
j

they keep the latter in little

horn? fastened to their girdles. The great and wealthy live perfectly in the same
Isianner as the rest of the people, and arc distinguished only by the numerous trains that
(accompany them in their cavalcades, and the quantity of huts which surround their:

quarters, inhabited by their wives, children, and slaves.

The Tunguslaris fonn one of the most numerous nations of Siberia. They are of a
middle stature, well made, and of a good mien. Their sight and hearing are of a de-
gree of acuteness and delicacy that is almost incredible ; but their organs of smelling and
Iceling are considerably more blunt thmi ours* They are ;icqu'4i{ited ^vith akaosl, cviny
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tree and stone wltliln the circuit of their usual perambulations 5 and they can c^fcn dc*

scribe a course of some hundred miles by the configurations of the trees and stones they

meet w'ith, and can enable others to take the same rout by such descriptions. They al-

so discover the tracts of the game by the compression of the grass or moss. They als«

learn foreign languages with ease, are alert on horseback, good hunters, and dextrous at

the bow.

The KalmuCs are a courageous tribe, and numerous : for the most part raw boned an#
stout. Their visage is so flat, that the skull of a Kalmuc may be easily known from
others. They have thick lips, a small nose, a short chin^the complexion a reddish and
yellowish brown. Their cloathing is oriental, and their heads are exactly Chinese.

Some of their women wear a large golden ring in their nostrils. Their principal food if

animals, tame and wild, and even their chiefs will feed upon cattle that have died of

distemper or age, and let it stink ever so much 5 so that in every horde the flesh market

hath the appearance of a lay stall of carrion
j
they eat likewise the roots and plants of

their desarts. They are great eaters j but can endure want for a long time without

complaint. Both sexes smoke continually : during the summer they keep to the north,

and in the mnter to the southern desarts. They sleep upon felt or carpeting, and cover

themselves with the same*.

The Kamtschadales have a lively imagination, a strong memory, and a great genius

for imitation. Their chief employments are hunting and fishing The chace furnishes

them with sables, foxes, and otlier game. They are very expert at fishing, and are well

acquainted with the proper seasons for it. They eat and drink great quantities : but as

what they €at is always cold, their teeth are very fine. Dogs are their only domestic

animals, antl they put a high value upon them. Some of them travel in small carriages

drawn by dogs j and a complete Kamtschadalian equipage, dogs harness, and all, costs

in that country 4l 10s. or near twenty rubles. The Kamtschadales believed the immor-

tality of the soul, before they were prevailed upon to embrace the Christian religion.

They are superstitious to extravagance, and extremely singular and capricious in the

diiferent enjoyments of life, particularly their convivial entertainments.

The manners of the Siberians were formerly so barbarous, that Peter the Great

thought he could not inflict a greater punishment upon his capital enemies, the Swedes,

than by banishing them to Siberia^ The eflfect was, that the Swedish oflicers and sol-

diers introduced European usages and manufactures into the country, and thereby ac-

quired a comfortable living. Kamtschatka is now considered as the most horrid place

ef exile in the vast empire of Russia, and here some of the greatest criminals are sent.

Religion.] The established religion of Russia is that of the Greek church, the

tenets of which are by far too numerous and complicated to be discussed here j but their

fundamental difference from the church of Rome subsists in the belief that the Holy
Spirit proceeds from the Father only, and not from the Father and the Son, They
deny the pope's supi^macy j and though they disclaim image worship, they retain many
idolatrous and superstitious customs. Their churches are full of pictures of saints, whom
they consider as mediators. They observe a number of fasts and lents, so that they live

half the year very abstemiously : an institution which is extremely convenient for the

soil and climate. They have many peculiar notions with regard to the sacraments.

They oblige their bishops, but not their priests, to celibacy. Peter the Great shewed

his profound knowledge in government, in nothing more than in the reformation of his

church. He broke the dangerous powers of the patriarch, and the great clergy. He
declared himself the head of the church j and preserved the subordinations of metropo-

litans, archbishops, and bishops. Their priests have no fixed income, but depend for

subsistence upon the benevolence of their flocks and hearers. Peter, after establishing

this great political reformation, left his clergy in full possession of all their idle ceremo-

nies : nor did he cut off the beards of his clergy j that impolitic attempt was reserved

for the emperor Peter III., and greatly contributed to his fatal catastrophe. Before his

days, an incredible number of both sexes were shut up in convents j nor has it been

found prudent entirely to abolish those societies The abuses of them, however, are in

ar'great measure removed j for no male can become a monk till he is turned of thirty ?
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Mtid no female a nun, till she Is fifty 5 and even then not without permission of their

superiors

-

The conquered provinces, as already observed, retain the exercise of their own reli-

gion
J
but such is the extent of the Russian empire, that many of its subjects are Maho-

metans, and more of them no better than Pagans, in Siberia and uncultivated countries.

Many ill judged attempts have been made to convert them by force, which have only

tended to confirm them in their infidelity. On the banks of the river Sarpa, is a flou-

rishing colony of Moravian brethren, to which the founders have given the name of

Sarapta ^ the beginning of the settlement was in 1765, with distinguished privileges

from the imperial court.

Language,] The Russian language is an improved dialect pf the Slavonian, which

with its characters, is still in use in the oihces of religion. The Russian alphabet has

thirty-six letters, w^hich have a great resen^lancc in form to the Greek characters.

The language is copious, expressive, and requires great pliancy in the organs of utter-

ance. The Pater NosLer in Rnssian is as follows

—

Otshe nash^ eje est na nebesech ; da

svyatitsya imya tvoy£ da priedet t%arstvye tvoye : da hoodet volya tvoya, yako no nebese ee

na %emle chleb nash nasooshnie dajd nam dues : ee ostaveenam dolje nasha yakoje ee me
estav/yaem doljneehom nashim : ee ne vovede nas vo iskooshenie no ee-zbave nas ot loocavago ;

yaho tvoe est t%arstvo, ee seela, ee slava, vo veeke vekov. Ameen,

Learning and learned men.] The Russians have hitherto made but an incon^

siderable figure in the republic of letters \ but the great encouragement given by their

sovereigns of late, in the institution of academies, and other literary boards, has pro-

duced sufficient proofs that they are no way deficient as to intellectual abilities. The
papers exhibited by them at their academical meetings, have been favourably received

all over Europe
j

especially those that relate to astronomy, the mathematics, and natu-.

ral philosophy.

Universities.] Three colleges were founded by Peter the Great at Moscow ; one

for classical learning and philosophy, the second for mathematics, and the third for na-

vigation and astronomy. To these he added a dispensary, which is a magnificent build'-

ing, and under the care of some able German chemists and apothecaries. The empress

Catharine also founded an university at P«tersburgh, and invited some of the most learn-

ed foreigners in every faculty, who are provided with good salaries ; and also a military

academy, where the young nobility and officers sons are taught the art of war. It ought

also to be mentioned, to the honour of the same royal benefactress, that she founded a

:

number of schools for the education of the lower classes of her subjects, throughout the

best inhabited parts of the empire^

Cities, towns, palaces, and other buildings.] Petersburgh naturally takes

the lead in this division. It lies at the junction of the Neva, with the lake Ladoga,
already mentioned, in latitude 60 : but the reader may have a better idea of its situation,

by being informed that it stands on both sides of the river Neva, between that lake and
the bottom of the Finland gulf. In the year 1703, this city consisted of a few small

fishing-huts, on a spot so waterish and swampy, that the ground was formed into nine

islands. Without entering into too minute a description of this wonderful city, it is

sufficient to say, that it extends about six miles everyway j and contains every structure

for magnificence, the improvement of the arts, revenue, navigation, ^var, commerce, and"

the like, that are to be found in the most celebrated cities in Europe. But there is a

Convent which deserves particular notice, in which 440 young ladies arc educated at the

expence of the empress 200 of them of superior rank, and the others, daughters of citi-

zens and tradesmen, who, after a certain time allotted to their education, quit the con-
vent with improvements suitable to their conditions of life, and those of the lower class

are presfented with a sum of money as a dowry if they marry, or to procure to them-
selves a proper livelihood. Near to this convent is a Foundlmg Hospital, assistant tO'

that noble one established at Moscow, and where the mother may come to be delivercvL

privately, and then, after the utmost attention to her, she leaves the child to the stat^;,,

%.s a parent more capable of promoting its welfare.-
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As Petersburgli is tlie emporium of Russia, tlie number of forelgr^ sliips trading to It

in the suftimer time is surprising. In winter 3000 one-horse sledges are employed for

passengers in the streets. It is supposed, that there are 400,000 inhabitants in this city,

and it is ornamented with thirty-five; great churches j for in it almost every sect of the

Christian religion is tolerated. It also contains five palaces, §ome of wliich are superb,

j)articularly that which is called the New Summer Palace, near the Triumphal Port,

which is an elegant piece of architecture. This magnificent city is defended on that side

next the sea by the fortrejss of Cronstadt v/hich, considering the difficulty and danger

pf navigating a large naval force throiigh tlie gulf of Finland, is sufficient to guard it on
that side from the attempts of any enemy. Petersburgli is the capital of the province of

Ingria, one of Peter the Great's conquests from the Swedes. Ail the neighbourhood

of this city is covered with country houses and gardens. ..

The city of Moscow was formerly the glory of this great empire, and it still continue^

considerable enough to figure among the capitals of Europe. It stands, as has been air

xeady mentioned, on the river from whence it takes its name, in lat, 55-45, and about

1414 miles north-east of London 5 and though its streets are not regular, it presents

very picturesque appearance for it contains such a number of gardens, groves, lawns,

and streams, that it seems rather to be a cultivated country, than a city. The ancient

magnificence of this city would be incredible, were it not attested by the most unques-

tionable authors 5 but we are to jnake great allowances for the uncultivated state of the

adjacent provinces, which might have made it appear with a greater lustre in a travel-

ler's eyes. Busching speaks of it as the largest city in Europe but that can be only

meant as to the ground it stands on, computed to be 16 miles in circumference. It 13

generally agreed, that Moscow contains 1600 churches and convents, and forty-three

j)alaces or squares. Bjasching makes the merchants' exchange to contain about 600Q
iine shops, which display a vast parade ofcommerce, especially to and from China. No
city displays a greater contrast than Moscow, of magnificence and peanness in building.

'The houses of the inhabitants in general are miserable timber booths j but their palaces,

churches, convents, and other public edifices, are spacious and lofty. The Krimlin, or

grand imperial palace, is mentioned as one of the most superb structures in the world : it

jftands in the interior circle of the city, and contains the old imperial palace, pleasure-

house and stables, a victualling house, the palace which formerly belonged to the patri-

arch, nine cathedrals, five convents, four parish churches, the arsenal, with the public

colleges, and other offices. All the churches in the Kremlin have beautiful spires, most

pf them gilt, or covered with silver j the architecture is in the Gothic taste j but the?

insides of the churches are richly ornamented j and the pictures of the saints are deco-

rated with gold, silver, and precious stones. Mention is- made of the cathedral, which

has no fewer than nine towers, covered w4th copper double gilt, and contains a silver

branch with 48 lights, said to weigh 2800 pounds,

The Foundling Hospital at Moscow is an excellent institution, and appears to be

under veiy judicious regulations. It was founded by the Empress Catharine, and is

supported by voluntary contributions, legacies, and other charitable endowments. It is

an immense pile of building, of a quadrangular shape, and may contain 8000 foundlings.

They are taken great care of j and at the age of fourteen they have the liberty of choos-

ing any particular branch of trade j and for this purpose thpre are different species of

manufactures established in the hospital.

Nothing can be said with certainty as to the population of Moscow. When Lord

Carhsle was the English ambassador there, in the reign of Charles -»I. this city was 12

miles in compass, and the number of houses were computed at 40,000. Voltaire says

that vv'heu he wrote, Moscow was twenty miles in circumference, and that its inhabi-

tants amounted to 500,000. Mr Coxe confirms the account of the circumference of

this city, but thinks the account of its population much exaggerated ;
according to an

account w^hich was given to him by an English gentleman, which he received from the

lieutenant of the police, and which, he says, m^y be relied on, Moscow contains within

the ramparts 250,000, and in the adjacent villages 50,000. More modern travellcfS

savj that the population of ^loseOvv in v>'interj catiiiot be lejs than 400j0,0Ci,
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I'^rcliRngel, at tlie mouth of the Bwina, on the White Sea, was, before the time of

'Peter the Great, the only port by which Russia communicated with the rest of Europe,

It h about three English miles in length, and one in breadth, built all of wood, except-

ing the Exchange, which is of stone. Notwithstanding the decrease of the trade of

Archangel since the building of Petersburg, it still ha^ a considerable export trade.

Riga, a strong town, formerly the capital of Livonia, is next to Petersburg, the most

commercial place in the Russian Empire, It contains about 9,000 inhabitants within

the fortifications, and in the suburbs 15,000. There is a floating wooden bridge over

the Dwina 2600 feet long, and 40 broad, which, in winter, when the ice sets in, is re-

moved, and in summer replaced,

" Antiquities.] Russia aiTords very few remains of antiquity : the catacombs oir

burying-places near Kiow, which are a kind of subterranean labyrinths of considerable

scxtent •, and some brass idols of the pagan ancestors of the Russians, occasionally found ia

the tombs, containing likewise weapons and ornaments j are perhaps all that can deserve

notice.

Cqriosities.] This article a&)rds no great entertainment. The great bell of

Moscow, weighs, according to Mr Coxe, " 432,000 pounds, and exceeds in bigness
*' every bell in the known worfd. Its size is so enormous, that I could scarcely halfe

given credit to the account of its m.agnitude, if X had not examined it rayself, and
''' ascertained its dimensions with great exactness. Its height is nineteen feet, its cir-

'^^ cumference at the bottom twenty-one yards eleven inches, its greatest thickness twen-

three inches." It vv^as cast in the reign of the empress Anne : but the beam on whicfi

it hung, being burnt, it fell, and a large piece is broken out of k j so that it lay in a

manner useless. Nature arrests the attention of her admirers at the cataracts of the

Dnieper, of which there are thirteen. Stupendous waterfalls are not uncommon in the

igovernment of Olonetz. The prodigious rocks of ice, of several miles in extent and
tremendous height, which float in the ocean to the north of Russia, m.ay likewise

be reckoned among the natural curiosities of this country j as among tlie artificial may-

be commemorated the palace of ice which the Empress Anne caused to be built on the

banks of the Neva, in 1740. This edifice, constructed cf huge quadrats of ice, he^vn

in the manner ef freestone, was 52 feet in leiigth, 16 in breadth, and 20 in height j the

walls were three feet thick. In the several apartments were tables, chairs, brds, and all

-kinds of household furniture, of ice. In front of the palace, besides pyramids and sta^

lues, stood six cannons, carrying balls of six pouuds weight, and two mortars of ice. From
«t>ne of the former, as a trial, -aniron ball, with only a quarter of a pound of powder, was
fired off ; the ball went through a two-inch board at sixty paces from the mouth of
the cannon, and the piece of ice artillery, with its carriage, remained uninjured by
the explosion. The illumination of the ice-palace at night had an astonisliingly grand
eifect.

Commerce and Manufacture.] The annual exports of Russia at present amount
%Q about 2,400,0001., and her imports do not exceed 1,600,0001. ; so that the balance of
ti-ade is yearly S0G,0G0l. Sterling in her favour *. Her productions and exports, in.

general are many, and very valuable j viz. furs and peltry of various kinds, red leather,

linen and thread, iron, copper, sail -cloth, hemp and flax, pitch and tar, wax, honey, taU
li#\v, isinglass, linseed-oil, pot-ash, soap, feathers, train-oil, hog's bristles, musk, rhuburb^
p.nd other drugs, timber, and also raw silk from China and Persia. The Ukraine may-
be called the granaries of the empire the best corn, hemp, flax, honey, and ^vax, come
from thii.' fertile province, and 10,000 head cf horned cattle ai-e anvmally gent from its

pastures into Silesia and Saxony.

Russia carries on a commerce over land, by caravans to China, chiefly in furs j and
they bring back from thence, tea, silk, cotton, gold, &c. To Bocharia, near the rivcx

Oxus in Tartary, Russia sends her own mercliandize, in return for India silks, curled
lamb skins, and ready money and also for the annual fair at Samarc.md j she likewise
trades to Persia by Astracan, cross the Caspian sea, for raw and wrought silk. The

* Co,\e's Travels, Ito, vol. ii, p. 217.

G i
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empress, m 1784, issued an edict, permitting all foreigners to carry on a free trade by
sea and land with the several countries bordering on the Etixine, which have been late-

ly annexed to the empire. The same privileges, religious and civil, are allowed to them
in the ports of Cherson, Sebastiopolis, and Theodosia, (formerly CafFa,^ in the province
of Taurica, as in Petersburgh. Several nianufactures, among others those of isinglass,

oijl, and soap, are conducted in Russia with considerable activity and success. There are

also manufactures of linen, silk, paper, and tobacco. Coarse cloths, carpets, and hats,

are likewise made in Russia j and the leather which takes its name from the country is

a kind of staple commodity.

Government, laws, and;distinction of rank.] The sovereign bf the Russian

empire is absolute and despotic in the ftiUest extent of those terms, and master of the

lives and properties of all his subjects
5
who, though they are of the first nobility, or have

been highly instrumental in promoting the welfare of the state, may, notwithstanding,

for the most trifling offence, or even for no offence at all, be seized upon and sent to

Siberia, or made to drudge for life upon the public works, and have all their goods con-

fiscated, whenever the sovereign or his ministers shall think proper. Persons of any rank
may be banished into Siberia, for the slightest political intrigue, and their possessions being

confiscated, a whole family may at once be ruined by the insinuations of an artful courtier.

The system of the civil laws at present established in Russia, is very imperfect, and
in many instances barbarous and unjust

5
being an assemblage of laws and regulations

drawn from most of the states of Europe, ill digested, and in many respects not at all adapts

td to the genius of the Russian nation, But Catharine II. made some attempts to reform

the laws, and put them upon a better footing. The courts ofjustice were in general very

corrupt, and those by Avhom it was administered extremely ignorant j but the empress

made some judicious regulations, and fixed a certain salary to the ofBce of judge, which
before depended on the contributians of the unhappy clients, and thus the poor wxre
without hope or remedy.

The distinctions of rank form a considerable part of the Russian constitution. Their

ancient nobilily were divided into knezes or knazes, boyars, and vaivods. The knezcs

w'ere sovereigns upon their ov;n estates, till they were reduced by the czar j but they

still retain the name. The boyars were nobility under the knezes \ and the vaivods were

governors of provinces j those titles, however, so often revived the ideas of their ancient

povvcr, that the late empress introduced among their subjects, the title of counts an<i

princes, and the other distinctions of nobility that are common to the rest of Europe.

Revenue and expences,] The revenue of Russia arises from the capitation tax or

head-mcney, the tax on the capital of merchants, the produce of the imperial domains,

the customs, the stamp-duties, the stamps on kabaks or public^houses, the salt-trade, the?

mines, the n}int, and other taxes, It amounts, according tq the latest and most au-

thentic accounts, to nearly 50 milions of rubles, or about ten millions sterling".

When this sum is considered relatively, that is, according to the high value of money
in that empire, cotepared to its low value in Great Britain, it will be found that the na-

tional revenue of Russia far exceeds that of most other countries in Europe, and is am-

ply sufhcient, not only to answer all the expences of government, but also to afford con-

siderable sums for the benefit and embellishment of the empire, though the late empress

remitted mapy taxes, and abolished several monopolies, With the further increase of

commerce, it will naturally keep equal pace.

According to Eceiticher, however, Russia has a national debt of nearly nine millions

Sterling, for the greater part of which interest is paid at the rate of 8 per cent. The
annual expences of the State, according to the same author, amount only to 5,600,0001,

The Russian armies are raised at little or no expence j
and, while in their own coun-

tn;
, subsist chiefly on provisions furnished them by the country people, according tq

their internal valuation. The pay of a soldier scarcely amounts to 30 shillings yearly :

in garrison he receives only five rubles yearly. The pay of a sailpr and a gunner is a

ruble a month, and they are found in provisions when ashore.

Orders.] The order of St jJndrew^ instituted by^Peter the Great, in 1698, to ani-

mate his nobles and officers in the wars against the Turks. H§ chose St Andrew fer

his patron, because by traditipn he was the founder of Christianity in the country. The
kiiights are persons of the first jrank in the empire. The order pf Sir j^IexandetJ^^vsl^
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was also mtsituted by Peter the Great, and confirmed by the empress Catharine I., in

the year 1725. The order of St Catharine was instituted by Peter the Great, in ho-

nour of his empress, for her assistance on the banks of the Pruth. The order of St

George^ instituted by the late empress Catharine II., in favour of the military officers in

her service. The order of St Vlodimir was instituted about October 3. 1182, by the

empress, in favour of those who served her in a civil capacity. The order of St Anne

©f Holstein, in meifnory of Anne, daughter of Peter the Great.

Army and navy.] The army is generally calculated to amount to from 400 to

450,000 men ; according to BuschiMg, it amounted in 1772 to above 600,000 j
and,

according to an estimate taken in 1784, it then amounted to 368,901. Mr Tooke, in

liis View of the Russian Empire, estimates the whole military force of Russia at 600,000

men, of whom, he says, we may reckon at least 500,000 eifective soldiers in actual

service.

The Russian navy in the harbours of Cronstadt, Revel, and Archangel, in the year

1792, consisted of 50 ships of the line, of which 8 were of 110 guns, and the rest of

74 and 66 j 27 frigates of 28, 32, and 38 guns j 50 galleys, 300 gun-boats, 16 fire-

ships, and other smaller vessels, besides a fleet in the Black Sea, consisting of 17 ships

of the line, and a still greater number of frigates, corvetts, Stc, Twenty thousand

sailors are kept in continual pay and service, either on board the ships, or in the dock-

yards. The harbour at Cronstadt, seven leagues from Petersburg, is defended on one

side by a fort of four bastions, and on the other by a battery of 100 pieces of cannon.

The canal and large bason will contain near 600 sail of ships.

Royal title.] The sovereign of Russia is stiled in his ukases or royal decrees, and

©ther public acts, " Emperor and Autocrator of all the Russias." He is also called the

C<zar^ or more properly T%ary or, if an empress, T%arina, a Sclavonic word, signifying

king or sovereign. The term autocrator is a compound Greek word, signifying self'^

ruler^ or ^ole ruler, and is employed to express the Russian word satnoderjet% ; but Wlr

Tooke thinks that it does not come up to its meaning, which, perhaps, would be more

truly expressed by " uncontrollable ruler." The full title of the Russian monarch is of

considerable length, and enumerates a great number of the governments of Russia, and

the countries over which he has dominion.

History.] We cannot, with the smallest degree of probability, carry our conjec-

tures, with regard to the history of Russia, higher than the introduction of Christianity,

which happened about the tenth century, when a princess of this country, called Ogal,

is said to have been baptized at Constantinople, and refused the hand of the Greek em-
peror, John Zimisces, in marriage. Photius, the famous Greek patriarch, sent priests

to baptize the Russians, who were for some time subject to the see of Constantinople
j

but the Greek patriarchs afterwards resigned all their authority over the Russian church,

and its bishops erected themselves into patriarchs, who were in a manner independent of

the civil power. It is certain that, till the year 1450, the princes of Russia were but
very little considered, being chiefly subjected by the Tartars. About this time John
Basilides, or Ivan Vassillievitch, conquered the Tartar?, and, among others, the duke of

Great Novogorod, from whom he is said to have taken 300 cart-loads of gold and sil-

ver. His prosperous reign of forty years gave a new aspect to Russia.

His grandson, the famous John Basilowitz, or Vassillievitch II., having cleared his

country of the intruding Tartars, subdued the kingdoms of Kasan and Astracan Tar-
\

tary, in Asia, and annexed them to the Russian dominions. By his cruelty, however,
he obliged the inhabitants of some of his finest provinces, particularly Livonia and
Esthonia, to throw theniselvcs under the protection of th^e Poles and Swedes. Before
the time of this John II., the sovereign of Russia took the title of Velike Knez, " great

I

prince," great lord, or greait chief, which the Christian nations afterwards rendered by

I

that of great duke. The title of Tzar, or, as we call it, Czar (a word ^vhich signifies

j

J^ir»g, or emperor) was added to that of the Russian sovereigns. Upon the death of
ji John Basilowitz, the Russian succession was filled by a set of weak cruel princes, and

their territories were torn in pieces by civil wars. In 1597, Boris Godonow assassinat-

ed Demetri, or Demetrius, the lawful heir, and usurped the throne. A young monk
txiok the name of Dcmetriu;s, pretending to be that prince, who had escaped irom his
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murderers ; and with the assistance of the Poles, and a considerable party (which eveiy
tyrant has against him), he drove out the usurper, and seized the crown himself. The
imposture w^as discovered as soon as he came to the sovereignty, because the people were
•not pleased with him j and he was^ murdered. Three other false Demctriuses started

Jip, one after another.

These impostures prove the despicable state of i^orancc m which the Ru'ssians w^re
iramerged. The country became by turns a prey to the Poles and the Swedes, but was
at length delivered by the good sen^e of the boyars, impelled by their despair, so late

as the year 161 3. The independency of Russia was then on the point of being extin-

guished, Uladislaus, son of Sigismund II. of Poland,, had been declared czar ; but the
tjranny of the Poles was such, that it produced a general rebellion of the Russians, who
dTove the Poles out of Moscow, where they had for some time defended themselves
with unexampled c©urage. Phiiaretes, archbishop of Rostow, whose wife was descend-
'fid from the ancient sovereigns of Russia, had been sent ambassador to Poland by De-
metrius, one of the Russian tyrants, and there was detained prisoner, under pretence

that his countrymen had rebelled against Uladislaus. The boyars met in a body 5 and
such was their veneration for Philaretes, and his wife, whom the tyrant had shut up in i

nunnery, that they elected their son Michael F-eodorowitz, of the house of Romanoff,
a youth of fifteen years of age, to be their sovereign. The father being exchanged for

-^ome Polish prisoners, returned to Russia -, and being created patriarch by his son,

:reigned in the right of Michael ^vith great prudence and success. He defeated the at-

tempts of the Poles to replace Uladislaus upon the throne, and likewise the claim of a

-l)TGther of Gustavus Adolphus. The claims of the Swedes and Poles upon Russia occa-

sioned a war between those two nations, which gave Michael a kind of breathing-,

time 7 and he made use of it for the benefit of his subjects. He reigned thirty-three

years ^ and by his wisdom^ and the mildness of his character, restored ease and tianquiU

lity to his subjects.

Alexius succeeded his father Michael. He appears to have been a prince of great

genius. He recovered Smolensko, Kiow, and the Ukraine, but was unfortunate in his

wars with the Swedes. When the grand seignor, Mahomet IV,, haughtily demanded
some possessions from him in the Ukraine, his answer w^as, " That he scorned to sub-
*' mit to a Mahometan dog, and that his cimeter was as good as tlie grand seignor's
** sabre." He promoted agriculture 5 introduced into his empire arts and sciences, of

tyhich he xvas himself a lover •, published a code of laws, some of which are still used

in the administration of justice, and greatly improved his army, by establishing disci-

pline. This he effected chiefly by the aid of foreigners, most of whom were Scotch.

He subdued a chief of the Don Cossacs, named Stenka R^sin, who endeavoured to

make himself king of Astracan 5 and the rebel, with 12,000 of his adherents, were

hanged on the high roads. He introduced linen and silk manufactures into his domi-

iiions
j
and, instead of putting to death, or enslaving his Lithuanian, Polish, and Tartar

prisoners, he sent them to people the banks of the Volga and the Kamma. Theodore

succeeded his father Alexius in 1667, He reigned seven years j and having on his

death-bed called his boyars around him, in the presence of his brother and sister, Ivan

and Sophia, and of Peter, who was afterwards so celebrated, and who was his half-

brother, he said to them, " Hear my last sentiments
j
they are dictated by my love for

the state, and by my aSection for my people. The bodily infirmities of Ivan neces-
*' sarily must alTect his mental faculties, he is incapable of ruling an empire like that

of Russia he cannot take it amiss if I recommend to you to set hi|a aside, and let

your approbation fall on Peter, who, to a robust constitution, joins great strength of

mind, and marks of a superior understanding." But this wise destination extremely

offended the princess Sophia, who was a woman of great ambition, and who, after the

death of Theodore, found means to excite a violent sedition among the Strelitzes, vdio

then formed the standing array of Russia. Their excesses surpassed all description j

but Sophia, by her management, replaced her brother Ivan in his birth-right, and ex-

ercised the government herself, with the greatest severity and inhumanity j for all the

Russian grandees who were related to Peter, or w^hom she supposed to favour him, were

put to cruel deaths^ The inst^nces^ given of her barbarous administratipn are shocking
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to humaftlty. At length, in 1682, the twD princes, Ivan and Peter, were declared

joint sovereigns, and their sister their, associate co-regent. Her administration was

bloody and tumultuous *, nor durst she venture to check the fury of tht Strelitzes,-

and other insurgents. Finding this debility in her own person, she intended to have

married prince Basil Galitzin, who is said to have been a man of sense and spirit, and

some learning. Being placed at the head of the army by Sophia, he marched into

Crim Tartary *, but Peter now was about 17 years of age, and asserted his right to the

throne. Sophia and Ivan were then at Moscow j and upon Peter's publishing aloud

that a conspiracy had been formed by his sister to murder him, he was joined by the

Strelitzes, who defeated or destroyed Sophia's party, and forced herself to retire to a

monastery. Galitzin's life was spared ^ but hid great estate was confiscated, and the

following curious sentence was pronounced as his punishment :
" Thou art commanded

" by the most clement czar to repair to Karga, a town under the pole, and there to

continue the remainder of tViy days. His majesty, out of his extreme goodness, aU
" lows thee three pence per day for thy subsistence." This left Peter with no other

competitor, in the year 1639, than the mild and easy Ivan j and upon his death, which

happened in 1696, Peter reigned alone, and cruelly provided for his own future secu-

rity by itie execution of above 3000 Strelitzes.

Peter, though he had been but very indifferently educated, through the-^ jealousy o£

his sister, associated himself with the Germans and Dutch j with the former, for the

sake of their manufactures, which he early introduced into his dominions ; and with

the latter, for their skill in navigation, which he practised himself. His inclination

for the arts was encouraged by his favourite Le Fort, a Piedmontese j and general Gor-

don, a Scotchman, disciplined the czar's own regiment, consisting of 5000 foreigners
j

while Le Fort raised a regiment of 12,000, among whom he introduced the French and

German exercises of arms, with a view of employing them in curbing the insolence of

the Strelitzes. Peter, after this, began his travels, leaving his military affairs in the

bands of Gordon. He set out as an attendant upon his own ambassadors j and his ad-

ventures in Holland and England, and other courts, are too numerous, and too well

known, to be inserted here. By working as a common ship-carpenter at Deptford and

'Saardam, he completed himself in ship-building and navigation ^ and through the ex-

cellent discipline introduced among his troops by the foreigners, he not only over-awed

or crushed all civil insurrections, but all his enemies on this side of Asia ^ and at last

he even exterminated, excepting two feeble regiments, the whole body of the Strelitzes.

p[e rose gradually through every rank and service both by sea and land j and the many
defeats which he received, especially that from Charles XII. at jSIarva, stimulated him
to new exertions. The battles he lost rendered him at length a conqueror, by adding-

^experience to his courage ; and the generous friendship he showed to Augustus king ot

Poland, both before and after he was dethroned by the king of Sweden, redounds'

greatly to his honour. He had no regard for rank distinct from merit j and he at last

married Catharine, a young Lithuanian woman, who had been betrothed to a Swedish

soldier, because, after a long co-habitation, he found her possessed of a soul formed to

execute his plans, and to assist his councils. Catharine was so much a stranger to her

own country, that her husband afterwards discovered her brother, who served as a com-
mon soldier in his armies. But military and naval triumphs, which succeeded one an-

pther after the battle of Pultowa in 1709, with Charles XlI.,U'ere not the chief glory
of Peter's reign. He applied himself with equal assiduity to the cultivation of com-
merce, arts, and sciences, and made such acquisitions of dominion, that he may be said

at the time of his death, which happened in 1125, to have been the most powerful
prince of his agc^ but more feared than beloved by his subjects.

Peter the Gr^at was unfo?:tunate in his eldest son, who in Russia is entitled the

Czarowitz, and who, marrying without his consent, entered, as his father alleged, in-

to some dangerous practices against his person and government j for which he Avas tried,

and condemned to death. Under a sovereign so despotic as Petpr was, it is diflicult to

determine on the justice of the charge. It was undoubtedly liis will that the youi^t^

I

prince should be found guilty and the very reading of the sentence appears to have

j

be^n fetal to him. It is said, that, as soon as sentence ef death proiiqunccd upon'
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upon the prince, in which were the following w^ords, " The divine, ecclesiastical, ci^wl,

and military law, condemns to death, without mercy, all those whose attempts
** against their father and their sovereign are manifest," he fell into the most violent

convulsions, from which it was with great difficulty that he regained a little interval of
sense, during which he desired his father would come to see him, when he asked his

pardon, and soon after died. According to other accounts, he was secretly executed
in prison, and marshal Weyde was the person who beheaded him. After this event, in

1124, Peter ordered his wife Catharine to be crowned, with the same magnificent ce-

remonies as if she had been a Greek empress, and to be recognized as his successor ^

which she accordingly was, and mounted the Russian throne upon the decease of her
husband. She died, after a glorious reign, in 1727, and was succeeded by Peter II.,

minor, son to the czarowitz. Many domestic revolutions happened in Russia during

the short reign of this prince j but none more remarkable than the disgrace and exile

of Prince Menzikoff, the favourite general in the two late reigns, and esteemed th«

richest subject in Europe. Peter II. died of the small pox in 1730.

Notwithstanding the despotism of Peter and his wife, the Russian senate and nobili-

ty, upon the death of Peter II., ventured to set aside the order cf succession which
they had established. The male issue of Peter was now extinguished, and the duke of

Holstein, son to the eldest daughter, was, by the destination of the late empress, en-

titled to the crown j but the Russians, for political reasons, filled their throne with

Anne, duchess of Courland, second daughter to Ivan, Peter's eldest brother, though
her eldest sister, the duchess of Mecklenburg, was alive. Her reign was extremely

prosperous 5 and though she accepted the throne under limitations that some thought

derogatory to her dignity, yet she broke them all, and asserted the prerogative of her

ancestors. Upon her death in 1740, John, the son of her niece, the princess of Meck-
lenburg, by Anthony Ulric of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttle, was by her will entitled t®

the succession j but being no more than two years old, Biron, who had been her fa-

vourite, and raised by her to the duchy of Courland, was appointed to be administrator

of the empire during his nonage. This destination was disagreeable to the jprincess of

Mecklenburg and her husband, and unpopular among the Russians. Count Munich
was employed by the princess of Mecklenburg to arrest Biron, who was tried, and con-

demned to die, out was sent into exile to Siberia.

The administration of the piincess Anne of Mecklenburg, and her husband, was, on

many accounts, but particularly that of her German connections, disagreeable, not on-

ly to the Russians, bui: to other powers of Europe and notwithstanding a prosperous

war they carried on with the Swedes, the princess Elizabeth, daughter by Catharine to

Peter the Great, formed such a party, that in one night's time she was declared and

proclaimed empress of the Russias j aud the princess of Mecklenburg, her husbapd, and

son, were made prisoners.

The reign of Elizabeth may be said to have been more glorious than that of any of

her predecessors, her father excepted. She abolished capital punishments, and intro-

duced into all civil and military proceedings a moderation till her time unknown in

Russia 'y but at the same time she punished counts Munich and Osterman, who had the

cliief management of affairs during the late administration, with exile. She made

peace with Sweden, and settled, as we have already seen, the succession to that crown,

as well as to her own dominions, upon the most equitable foundation. Having glori-

ously finished a war with Sweden, she restored the natural order of succession in her

pwn family, by declaring the duke of Holstein-Gottorp, who was descended from her

eldest sister, her heir. She gave him the title of grand duke of Russia j
and, soon afr»

ter her accession to the throne, called him to her court, where he renounced the suc-

cession of the crown of Sweden, which imdoubtedly was his right, embraced the Greek

religion, and married a princess of Anhalt-Zerbst, the late empress Catharine II., by

whom he had a son, the late emperor of Russia, Paul I.

Few princes have had a more uninterrupted career of glory than Elizabetli. Sb^

was completely victorious over thc; 3wedes. Her alliance was courted by Great Britain,

at the expence of a large subsidy y but many political, and some private reasons, it h
said, determined her jto '^take jart v^itl^i the house q§ Austria against king of Prus*
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slit in 1756* Ker arms alone gave a turn to the fortune of the war, wliicli was in dis-

favour of Prussia, notwithstanding that monarch's amazing abilities both in the field and

cabinet* Her success was such as portended the entire destruction of the Prussian power,

which was, perhaps, saved only by her critical death, on January 5, 1762.

Elizabeth was succeeded by Peter III., grand-duke of Russia, and duke of Holstein,

a prince whose conduct has been variously represented. He mounted the throne pos-

sessed of an enthusiastic admiration of his Prussian majesty's virtues > to whom he gave

peace, and whose principles and practices he seems to have adopted as the rule of his

future reign. He might have surmounted the effects even of those peculiarities, unpo-

pular as they then were in Russia but it is said that he aimed at reformation in his do-

minions, which even Peter the Great durst not attempt*, and that he even ventured to

cut off the beards of his clergy. It is -Iso alleged that he had formed a resolution to

destroy both the empress and her son, though they had been declared heirs to the im-

perial throne by the same authority which had placed the crown upon his head : even

the advocates of Peter the Third acknowledge that he had resolved to shut up his wife

and son in a convent, to place his mistress upon the throne, and to change the order of

succession. The execution of his designs was, however, prevented by an almost gene-

ral conspiracy formed against him, in which the empress took a very active part j and

this unfortunate prince scarcely knew an interval between the loss of his crown and his

life, of which he was deprived, while under an ignominious confinement, in July 1762.

His wife, the late Catharine li., was proclaimed empress.

The death of prince Ivan, son to the princess of Mecklenburg, was an act of state

policy perfectly according with the means by which Catharine ascended the throne.

This young prince, as soon as he came into the world, was designed, though illegally,

to wear the imperial crown of Russia, after the death of his great aunt, the empress

Anne Ivannova
j
but, ©n the advancement of the empress Elizabeth, he was condemn-

ed to lead an obscure life in the castle of Schlusselburg, under a strong guard, who had
particular orders, that, if any person or any armed force was employed in attempiing to

deliver him, they should kill him immediately He lived quietly in his prison, when
the empress Catharine II. mounted the throne j and as the revolution which deposed her

husband Peter III. had occasioned a strong ferment in the minds of the people, Catha-

rine was apprehensive that some attempts might be made in favour of Ivan j she there-

fore doubled the guards of this unhappy prince, and particularly entrusted him to the

jcare of two officers who were devoted to her interest. However, a lieutenant of infan-

try, who was born in the Ukraine, undertook, or at least pretended so, to deliver Ivan

by force of arms, from the fortress of Schlusselburg
j
ai)d under this pretence the prince

was put to death, after an imprisonment of 23 years. The lieutenant who attempted to

deliver him was arrested, and afterwards beheaded : but, notwithstanding this, it has

been represented that he was a mere tool of the court, though he suffered for executing

the instructions he received.

While this event excited the attention of the Russian nation, the flames of civil war
broke out with great violence in Poland j which was the general case when the throne
was vacant. And as the internal tranquillity of Poland was a capital object with Rus-
sia, the empress Catharine sent a body of troops into that country 5 and by her influence

count Poniatowski was raised to the throne. She also interposed, in order to secure the
rights which the treaty of Oliva had given to the Greek and Protestant subjects of
Poland. But the umbrage which her imperial majesty's armies gave to the Roman-
catholic Poles, by their residence in Poland, increased the rage of civil war in that
country, and rendered it a scene of blood and confusion. The'conduct of Russia with
regard to Poland gave so much offence to the OUoman court, that the grand-seignior
sent Obreskoff, the Russian minister, to the prison of the Seven Towers, declared war
against Russia, and marched a very numerous army to the confines of Russia and Po-
land. Hostilities soon commenced between these rival and mighty empires. In the
months of February and March, 1769, Crim Gueray, khan of the Tartars, at the head
of a great body of Tartars, supported by 1 0,000 spahis, having forced the Russian lines
of communication, penetrated into the province of Now Scrvia, where he committed
great ravages, burning xnany townj a,nd villages, and carryiiig; sojuc thoi:?Lkijd fami-
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lies captive. In April following, the grand-vizir, at tlie head of a great army, begatt
his march from Constantinople, and proceeded towards the Danube. In the mean timte^

prince Galitzin^ who commanded the Russian army on the banks of the Dniester,
thought this a proper time to attempt something decisive, before the arrival of the great
Turkish force " in that quarter. Having accordingly crossed the Dniester with his

whole army, he advanced to Choczim, where he encamped in sight of a body of

30,000 Turks, commanded by Caram.an Pashaj and intrenched under^the cannon Cif the
town. The prince, having made the necessary dispositions, attacked the Turks in their

intrenchments early in the morning of the 30th of April, and, notwithstanding an ob-

stinate defence, and a dreadful fire from the fortress, at length beat them out of their

trenches. The Turks endeavoured to cover their retreat, by detaching a large body
of cavalry to attack the right wing of the Russian army ; but they met with such a

warm reception from the artillery, that they soon retired in great disorder. General
Stoffeln and prince Dolgorucki were then ordered to pursue the fugitives, at the head
of eight battalions j which they did so effectually, that they followed them into the

suburbs of Choczim, and their pursuit was at length only stopped by the paiisadoes of

the fortress.

On the 13th of July, a very obstinate battle w::s fought between a * considerabl;e

Turkish army, and the Russians under prince Galitzin, in the neighbourhood of Choc-
-zim, in which the Turks were defeated. The Russians immediately invested Choczim

,

but the garrison, being numerous, made frequent sallies, and re-ceived great reinforce-

ments from the grand-vizir's camp, who was now considerably advanced on this side of

the- Danube.. Several actions ensued j and prince Galitzin was at length obliged to re-

treat, and repass the Dniester. It was computed that the siege of Choczim, and the

actions consequent to it, cost the Russians above 20,000 men.

In the management of this war, the grand vizir had acted with a degree of pru-

dence, which, it has been thought, would have proved fatal to the designs of the'Russians,

if the same conduct had been afterwards pursued. But the army of the vizir was ex-

tremely licentious, and his caution gave offence to the Janissaries so that, in con-sequence

of their clamours, and the weakness of the counsels that prevailed in the seraglio, he

at length became a sacrifice, and Moldovani Ali Pasha, a man of more courage than

conduct, was appointed his successor.

During these transact'ons, general Romanzow committed great devastations upon the

Turks on the borders pf Bender and Oczakow, where he plundered and burnt several

towns and villages, defeated a Turkish detachment, and carried off a great booty of

cattle. The Tartars also committed great ravages in Poland, where they almost totally

destroyed the palalinate of Bracklaw, besides doing much mischief in other places. In

the beginning of September, the Russian army was again posted on the banks of the

Pniester, and effectually defended the passage of that river against the Turks, whose

whole army, mider the command of the new vizir, was arrived on the opposite shore.

Having laid three bridges over the Dniester, the Turkish army began to pass the river

ill the face of the enemy. Prince Galitzin having perceived this motion early in the

morning of the,9th of September, immediately attacked those troops that had crossed the

river in the night, who consequently could neither choose their ground,, nor have time

to extend or form themselves properly where they were. Notwithstanding these ex-

treme disadvantages, the engagement was very severe, and continued from seven in

the morning till noon. The Turks fought with great obstinacy, but were at length

totally defeated, and obliged to repass the river with great loss, and in the utmost con-

fusion. It was computed, that about G0,000 Turks crossed the river before and during

the time of the engagement. Prince GaHtzin charged at the head of five columns

of infantry, with fixed bayonets, and destroyed the fiower of the Turkish cavalry. It is

said that the loss of the Turks in this battle amounted to, 7000 men killed upon the

spot, besides wounded and prisoners, and a great number who were drowned.
^
Though

the ill conduct of the vizir had greatly contributed to this misfortune, yet this did not

prevent him from engaging in another operation of the same nature. He now laid but

one bridge over the river, which he had the precaution to cover with large batteries of

cannon, and prepared to pass the whole army over. Accordingly, on the llth of Sep-

teiaber, 8000 Janissaries aitd 4000 regular cavalry, tlje aowej of the whole Ottoman
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arm/, pa:s^ed over whli a large tram of artillery, and tlie rest of tlie arrAy were in mc-

lion to follow, when a sudden and extraordinary swell of the waters of the Dniester car--

ried away and totally destroyed the bridge. The Russians lost no time in making use

of this great and unexpected advantage. A most desperate engagement ensued, ia

which the. slaughter of the Turks was prodigious. Not only the field of battle, but the

river over which some few hundreds of Turks made their escape by swimming, was for

several miles covered with dead bodies. The Russians taok 64? pieces of cannon, and

above 1 50 colours and horse-tails. The Turks immediately broke up their camp, and

abandoned the strong fortress of Choczim, v/ith. all its stores and numerous^ artLllery,.andl

retired tamultuously towards the Danube. They were much exasperated at the ill con-

duct of their commander the vizir : and' it was computed that the Turks lost 28,000 of

the best and bravest of their troops, within Httle more than a fortnight j and 4S,00Q

more abandoned the army, and totally deserted, in the tumultuous retreat to the Danube.

Prince Galitzin placed a garrison of four regiments in the fortress of Choczim, and soon

after resigned thi command of the army to general count Romanzovr, and returned to

Petersburg covered with laurels.

The Russians continued to carry on the war with success y they overran the great

province of Moldavia, and general Elmdt took possession of the capital, Jassy, without

©pposition. As the Greek natives of this province had always secretly favoured the

Russians, they now took this opportunity of their success and' the absence of the Turks,.

to declare themselves openly. The Greek inhabitants of Moldavia, and afterwards those

©f Wallachia, acknowledged the empress of Russia their sovereign, and. took oaths ox

fidelity to- her. On the 18th of July, 1770^ general Romanzow defeated a Turkish ar-

•my near the river Larga i the Turks are said to have amounted to 80,000 men, and
were commanded by the khan of the Crimea* On the second of August, the same

Russian general obtained a still greater victory over another army of the Turks, com--

Manded by a new grand-vizir. This army w^as very numerous,, but was totally defeat-

ed. It is said that above 7000 Turks were kiHed in the field of battle, and that the roads

to the Danube were covered with dead bodies : a vast quantity of ammunitiGn, 143
pieces of brass cannon, and some thousand carriages loaded with provisions, fell into the

hands of the Russians.

But it was not only by land that the Russians carried on the war successfully against

the Turks. The empress sent a considerable fleet of njen of war, Russian built, inta

the Mediterranean, to act against the Turks on thtit side and by means of this fleet,

under count Orloff^, the Russians spread ruin and desolation through the open islands o£
the Archipelago,, and the neighbouring defenceless coasts of Greece and Asia, The
issue of this war was a peace, concluded on the 2.1st of July, 1774, highly honourable

and beneficial to the Russians^ by which they obtained the liberty of a free navigation

©ver the Black Sea, and a free trade with all the ports of the Ottoman^ empire.

Before the conclusion of the war with the Tu^-ks, a rebellign broke out in Russia

^

which gave much alarm to the court of Petersburg. A cossac, whose name was Pu-
gatscheff, assumed the name and character of the late unfortunate emperor, Peter th<r

Third. He appeared in the kingdom of Kasan, and pretended that he made his escape^

through an extraordinary interposition of Providence, from the murderers who were em-
ployed to assassinate him j and that the report of l^s death was only a. fiction invented
by the court. There is said to have been a striking reseiiiblance in his person to diat
of the late emperor 3 which induced h^m to engage in this enterprise. As lie possessed

abilities and address, his followers soon became very numerous : and he at length found
himself so powerful, his followers being armed and provided with artillery, tliat he stood
several engagements with able Russian generals at the head of large bodies of troops,
and committed great ravages in the country. But beli^ at last totally defeated, and
taken prisoner, he was brought to Moscow in an iron cage, and there beheaded and
quartered on the 21st of January, 1775.
The peace of 1774 was then indispensably necessary to the immediate preservatioH
the Turkish empire j but within so small a space of time as five years, a new war v.-as

on the point of breaking out between the tv.-o empires, and was only prevented by a.

ae.;v treaty of pacification^^ wliicli took place on tli<k21stcf March,' 1779. BuL tbi
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creat soui'ce of discord still remained. The pretended independency of the Crimea af-

forded such an opening to Russia into the very heart of the Turkish empire, and such
Opportunities of interference, that it was scarcely possible that any lasting tranquillity

Could subsist between the two empires. A claim, idade and insisted on by Russia, of
establishing consuls in the three provinces of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Bessarabie, was
exceedingly grievous to the Porte. After long disputes, the Turkish ministers, more
from a sense of thfe disability of the state for war, than from pacific dispositions, found
it necessary, towards the close of the year 1181, to give up the point in debate with re-

spect to the consuls = This concession, however mortifying, produced but a short-lived

effect. New troubles were continually breaking forth. The emperor of Germany
having avowed his determination of supporting all the claims of Russia as well as his

own, all the parties prepared, with the utmost vigour, for the most determined hostility.

The year 1783 accordingly exhibited the most formidable apparatus of war on the

northern and eastern borders of Europe. However, in the midst of all these appearan-

ces of war, negociations for a peace continued to be carried on at Constantinople j which
peace was at last signed, Januafy 9th, 1784.

By this treaty Russia retained the full sovereignty of her new acquisitions, viz. the

Crimea, the isle of Taman, and part of Cuban.—As the recovery and restoration of

every thing Greek was the predominant passion of the court of Petersburg, so the

Crimea and its dependencies were in future to be known by the name of Taurida
j
par-

ticular places were likewise restored to their ancient appellations j and the celebrated

pbrt and city of Caflfa resumed its long-forgotten name of Theodosia. Since this acces-

sion of dominion, new towns, with Greek or Russian names, are rising fast in the de*

serts, and are peopled mostly by colonies of Greeks and Armenians.

The year 1787 opened with the extraordinary spectacle of the journey of the empress

of Russia to Cherson, where it seems to have been her original intention to have been

crowned with all possible magnificence, and under the splendid titles of the empress of

the East, liberator of Greece, and reviver of the series of Roman emperors, who former-

ly swayed the sceptre ovej that division of the globe. But this coronation, for reasons

we are unable to assign, did not take place. The splendour of the route of the czarina

surpasses whatever the imagination would spontaneously suggest. She was escorted by
an army. Pioneers preceded her march, whose business it was to render the road as

even and pleasant as it could possibly be made. At the end of each day's journey she found

a temporary palace erected for her reception, together with all the accommodations and luxu-

ries that Petersburg could have afforded. In the list of her followers were the ambassadors

of London, Versailles, and Vienna j and her own ambassador, as well as the envoy of the

emperor to the court of Constantinople, were appointed to meet her at Cherson. The
king of Poland met her in her journey 3 and the emperor, not satisfied with swelling her

triumph at Cherson, appeared in that capital eight days before her, and proceeded to a con-

siderable distance up the Dnieper, to intercept her progress. Her route was through

Kiow, where she remained three months, and was received under triumphal arches j and

upon her arrival at Cherson, having thought proper to extend the walls of the city, she

inscribed over one of the gates, " Through this gate lies the road to Byzantium,"

The czarina returned to Petersburg by the Vv'ay of Moscow.
Scarcely had the empress returned to her capital, before she was follow;ed by the

Turkish declaration of hostiliiies. The emperor of Germany joined her in declaring

war against the Porte, which, instead of being disheartened at the formidableness of this

confederacy, applied itself with redoubled ardour to prepare for resistance. The opei*a-

tions of the Russian forces were directed against Choczim and Oczakow. In the for-

mer of these undertakings, they acted rather as auxiliaries to the emperor's general, the

prince of Saxe Cobourg, who, from the last day of June to the 29th of September,

1788, continued a very powerful attack on Choczim, when it surrendered to the arms ^

of the imperial forces. Oczakow, after an obstinate contest, in which the Russians at

length became exposed to all the rigours of a winter campaign, was taken by stonn

on the 1 7th of December folloxving.

During the progress of these hostilities with the Porte, Russia found herself suddenly

involved in a new and unexpected y^a.i, a nation, Sweden hd^ the greatest ca-uslg?
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of resentment against Russia for past injury and loss, at the same time tliat she had
every thing to dread from her present overgrown power and boundless ambition. GuS-

tavus the Third was therefore induced to meditate a project of hostilities agninst ^lussia,

which commenced in Finland, a few days after the king's arrival in that province. The
principal action of the campaign was the naval battle off Hoogland, in the Gulf of Fin-

land. The engagement, which lasted five hours, was fought with considerable skiU

and obstinacy on both sides ; but the victory was indecisive and claimed by boih parties.

At length, after several other engagements attended with 'various success, on the 14th

of August, 1790, a convention for a peace was signed between the courts of Russia and
Sweden, and ratified in six days after.

At the close of the year 1790, the empress had the satisfaction to see her conquests

no longer bounded by the course of the Danube. The capture of Ismail was the last

important action. It was taken by storm on the 22d of December, 1790 j but it is

said that the siege and assault did not cost the Russians less than 10,000 men. The
most shocking part of the transaction is, that the garrison (whose bravery merited, and
would have received from a generous foe, the highest honours) were massacred in cold

blood by the merciless Russians, to the amount of upwards of 30,000 men, by then- own.

account. The place was given up to the unrestrained fury of the brutal soldiery 3 and
the most horrid outrages were perpetrated on the defenceless inhabitants.

England'and Prussia, after a long and expensive armed negotiation, at length assented

to the demand of the empress, which was strengthened by the interference of Spain and
Denmark, that Oczakow, and the territory between the rivers Bog and Dniester, should

in full soverei|phty belong to Russia 3 that the river Dniester should for the future deter-

mine the frontiers of Russia and the Porte j that the two powers might erect on the

shores of that river what fortresses they should think proper : and that Russia should

engage to grant a free navigation on the river Dniester.

The final treaty with the Turks was concluded at Jassy, the 9th of January, 1792.
Catliarine then applied herself to the improvement of Oczakow, and rendered it a place

of great strength, importance, and commerce. At the same time she was not inatten-

tive to European politics. When the coalition of sovereign powers was formed against

France, Gustavus IIL, the late king of Sweden, was to have conducted that expedition

which was afterwards made against France by the king of Prussia and the Prince of

Brunswick. Catharine, on this occasion, promised to assist him and the alliance with
twelve thousand Russian troops, and an annual subsidy of tlixce hundred thousand rubles.

She assured the pope that she would support him in the resumption of Avignon, and
published a strong manifesto against the French revolution and the progress of the ne^'-

principles of liberty y but the only active part she took against that revolution was send-

ing twelve ships of the line and eight frigates to join the English fleet, which were paid
for by a subsidy, victualled and repaired in the British ports, and then returned home
without rendering any effectual service. But iier attention was prlncipal-y directed to

Poland, and tlie efforts which that people made in the cause of liberty. Whilst she

amuj.cd the world with manifestoes against France, she beheld, with pleasure, the
greatest powers of Europe wasting their strength and treasure

\
and, undisturbed by anv

foreign interference, made a second partition of Poland, the circumstances of which th."

reader will find briefly narrated in our account of that unfortunate country.

By her intrigues, she in like manner annexed to the crown of Russia the fertile an i

populous country of Courland. She invited the duke of Courland to her court under
the pretext that she wished to confer with him on some affaU'S of importance j and
during his absence the states of Courland assembled, and. the nobles propelled to re-

nounce the sovereignly of Poland, and annex the country to the empire of Russia. T"h<«

principal members of the great council opposed this change j but the Russian gener;;!.

Pahlen appeared in the assembly, and his presence silenced all objections. The next
day (March 18, 1795) an act was drawn up, by which Courland, Semlgallia, and the
circle of Pilten, were surrendered to the empress of Russia. The act was sent to Peters-

burg, and the submission of the states accepted by the empress. The duke of Courland
\vas in. no condition to refuse his acauiescence : he received verv considerable nresonts

H
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from the empress, in compensation, and retired to live on some extensive estates he had
purchased in Prussia.

Bi'L the acquisition, by intrigue and artifice, of countries incapable of resistance, was
not sufficient to satisfy the ambition of Catharine. Incessantly anxious to extend her

dominions, she turned her arms against Persia, under the pretext of defending Lolf Ali
Khan, a descendant of the race of the Sopjiis j but in reality to seize on the Persian pro-

vinces which border on the Caspian Sea. ^er general Valerian Soubow penetrated, at

the head of a numerous army, into the province of Daghestan, and laid siege to Derbent.

Plaving carried a high tower which defended th^ place, he put all the garrison to the

sword, and prepared to storm the city. The Persians, terrified at the barbarous fury of

the Russians, demanded quarter j and the keys of the city were delivered up to Sou-

bow by the commandant, a venerable old man, a hundred and twenty years of age, who
had before surrendered Derbent to Peter I. at the beginning of last century. Aga
Mahmed was advancing to the relief of Derbent, when he learned that the place was
already in the powder of the Russians. Soubow drew out his "army, and gave him battle j

but victory declared in favour of the Persians, who forced the Russians to retire into

Derbent j in consequence of which defeat, a strong body of Russian troops were ordered

to reinforce the army of Soubow.

These martial preparations, and p!ans of ambition, were, however, interrupted by her

4eath. On the morning of the 9th of Novem^ber, 1796, she appeared very cheerful,

and took her coffee as usual.- Soon after she retired into the closet, where continuing

unusually long, her attendants became alarmed, and at length opened the door, when
they found her on the floor in a state of insensibility, with her feet gainst the door.

Doctor Rogerson, her first physician, w^as immediately called, who bled her twice.

At first she appeared rather to revive, but was unable to utter a word, and expired at

ten o'clock at night.

Catharine II. in her youth had been handsome, and preserved in the close of life a

graceful arid majestic air. She was of a middle stature, well proportioned, and, as she

carried her head very erect, appeared taller than she really waa. . Her forehead was

open, her nose aquiline, her mouth w^ell made, and her/chin somewhat long, though not

so as to have a disagreeable effect. Her countenance did not want for expression j but

she was too xvell practised in the courtly habits of dissimulation to suffer it to express

whptt she wished to conceal.

With respect to her political character, she was undoubtedly a great sovereign. From
the commencement bf her reign she laboured, and with the greatest success, to increase

the power and political consequence of her country. She encouraged learning and the

arts, and made every exertion to extend, encourage, and enlarge the commerce of her

sub'iects. She effected many and important regulations in the interior police, and particu-

larly in the courts of justice. She abolished the torture, and adopted an excellent

l>hm' for tlie reformation of prisons. The new code of laws, for which she gave instruc-

tions, will contribute still more to mitigate the rigour of despotism. In the execution,

indeed, of her plans for the aggrandisement of her empire, she appears to have acknow-

ledged no right but powder, no law but interest. Of her private life, her panegyrists, if

prudent, v.ill speak but little. They w^ill dw^ell lightly on the means by which she

mounted the throne. The only palliation of that conduct, which the most friendly in-

genuity can suggest, will be derived from the frequent and bloody usurpations which,

since the death of Peter the G-reat, had almost become the habit of the Russian court.

But there are some acts, at the recital of which we should shudder, even if the scene

were laid in Morocco. The mysterious fate of prince Iwan, in 1763, cannot be obli-

terated from history ; the blood spilt in the long-conceived scheme of expelling the
^

Turks from Europe, and re-establishing the eastern, empire in the person of a second

Consiantine, will not be expiated, in the estimation of humanity, by the gigantic mag-

nificence of the project. Above all, the fate of Poland, the dissensions and civil wars

industriously fomented in that unhappy kingdom, for a period of thirty years—the hor-

rible massacres which attended its final subjugation, and the impious mockery of return-

ing solemn thanks to heaven for the success of such attroeious crimes, will be a foul and

indelible stain on the memory of Catharine.
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Her son, Paul I., wlio succeeded to the throne in tlie beginning of his reign, appeared

to display a milder and more paciiic disposition than that of his -mother. Immediately

on his accession to the throne, he ordered hostilities to cease between Russia and Persia
j

and a peace was soon after concluded between the two countries. He set at liberty the

unfortunate Kosciusko, the general of the Polish patriots, with liberty either to reside in

his dominions or retire to America, which la)?ter country the general chose for his asyfum,

but whence he has since returned to Europe, and now resides in France He behaved

with an honourable liberality towards the deposed king of Poland , and restored to their

estates a great number of Polish emigrants and fugitives.

In the year 1799, he entered into' the war against France, and sent a powerful army,

under the command of the celebrated general Suwarrovsr, which, co-operating with the

AusLrians, drove the French ajinost entirely out of Italy, entered Switzerland, and.

threatened the interior of the republic. He, at the same time, sent a considerable force

to act with the- Englisii army which had invaded Holland. But suddenly, with a ca-

priciousness which from tliis time appeared to attend all his actions, he recalled his ge-

neral, Suwarrow, and liis army from Switzerland, and appeared to have become more
hostile to England than he had been to France. He seized all the British ships in his

ports, detaining upwards of 200 trading vessels in the harbour of Riga alone, and sending

iheir crevv^s up the country. From whatever cause proceeded his animosity against Eng-
land—whether from perceiving, as has been supposed, that it was not the intention of

the British ministry to give him possession of Malta, of which he was eagerly desirous,

—whether, as it is alleged in Russia, from an umbrage he had taken at the conduct of

the British ofliier who commanded in Holland, or whether it was a consequence of his

natural extravagance and caprice, which in many instances bordered on phrenzy *—he
entered into alliance with France, and excited a formidable confederacy of the maritime

poTvers of the North against the naval interests of Great Britain, which was broken by
the glorious battle of Copenhagen. His frantic acts appear to have given great oifence

to many of the principal nobles. But on the 23d of March 1800, he expired in the

nighty Tof an apoplexy^ and it is now not denied that the manner of his sudden death ^ was
veiy similar to many which have occurred in the Royal family of Russia.

The day succeeding his decease, his eldest son, Alexander, was proclaimed emperor
of all the Russians j and the new emperor soon after visited the senate, and issued several

popular ukases \ one in particular, reviving and confirming all the regulations of the

empress Catharine for the encouragement of industry and commerce.
The conduct of Alexander, since his accession to the throne, has been characterised

by a moderation, which forms a strong contrast to the hasty violence of his predecessor.

He soon entered into a pacific accommodation with Great Britain, relinquished the claim

on Malta, and restored the English ships detained in the ports of Russia. He also acted

in conjunction with the first consul of Frahce, in settling the indemnities allotted to the

princes and states of the German empire. But this good understanding with the French
Cabinet was not long to continue. On the assumption of the stile of Emperor by Bo-
naparte, Alexander refused to acknowledge his right t9 the title, and the now Imperial

Napoleon continuing to manifest his unsatisfied ambition by the rapacious extension of
his dominions or infiuence to almost every state around the territory, the Russian mon-
arch in 1805 acceded to an alliance of the continental powers formed for the purpose of
setting limits to the alarming increase of the power of France. The facility with wliich

the mighty genius of Bonaparte and the active efforts of his army destroyed this formid-

able confederacy to the astonishment and dismay of Europe, is noticed under Ekglam).
Alexander, the present emperor of all the R^issias, was born Dec. 23, 1777 j married

to the princess Louisa of !Baden (bom Jan. 24, 1779) Oct. 9, 17^3.

* The extraordinary challenge which he inserted in the Petersburg gazette, proposing to the sove-
reigns of Europe to end the wars in which they had so long bce(i engaj^cil, by meeting him, with their
respective ministers, and engaging in single combat with himsell uiul his minister, could have licea

dictated only by madness. -This challenge, it has since appeared, w.;s vvii:Lcu uiuk; Lis directions by
the c.elcbrdted Kotzebuc.

Ha
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Brothers and sisters to the emperor

T

Constantine, born May 8, 1779 y married to the princess of Saxe Cobourg Feb. I4j

1796.

Helena, born Dec. 24, 1784.
Maria, born Feb, 15, 1786.

Catharine, born May 21, 1788.

Anne, born Jan. 18, 1795.

Nicholas Paulovitsch, born June 2, 1796.

Michael Paulovitsch, born Feb. 8, 1798.

Empress-dowager, Maria Feodorowna, (Sophia Dorothea Augusta,) daughter of
duke Frederick Eugenius of Wurtemberg, bom October 25, 1759.

ISLES OF SCOTLAND
The Scottish Isles consist of three clusters j the Hebrides, or Western Islands, the-

Orkneys, and the Islands of Shetland.

The WESTERN ISLANDS, or HEBRIDES, are situated on^he north-west

coast, between 35 and 59 degrees of north latitude, and are supposed to exceed SOO in

number but there are not more than thirty sufficiently large to deserve notice. Of
these the principal are Arran, Hay, Jura, Mull, Skye, Lewis and Harris, which form
one island, North Uist, and South Uist, lona or Icolm kill, btaffa, and Hirta or St

Kilda,

The isle of Arran is about twenty-four miles in length, and where widest about

fourteen in breadth. It consists chiefly of a series ofrough and broken mountains, from
one of the highest summits of which, named Goatfell, in the centre of the island, the

viev/ is had of Ireland, the Isle of Man, and cveu of England. There are several rivu-

lets and four or five lakes of fresh water in this island. The number of inhabitants i$

about 7,000, and the chief place the village of Ranza. This, with the island of Bute,

which is about twelve miles long and four broad, and some others of inconsiderable size,

constitute the county or shire of Bute. The chief town of Eute is Rothsay, which has

a castle, and gave the title of duke to the eldest sons of the king of Scotland, as it now
does to the prince of Wales. Rothsay is likewise a royal burgh. The number of in-

habitants in the island of Bute is about 4,000.
The island of Hay is twenty-four miles long and nearly eighteen broad. The soil

is good, and might by industry be rendered extremely productive. The whole island is

the property of Mr Campbell of Shawfield. A lead mine was discovered here in 1763.

The number of inhabitants is about 7,000.

Jura, about thirty miles long and seven or eight broad, is separated from Hay by a

narrow sound from one to four miles broad. It is one of the m.ost rugged of the West-
em Islands, which are in general rnountainous. The mountains called the paps of Jura,

wh^ch are a range of eminences of a conical form, present a singular appearance. One
of them has been found to have an elevation of 850 yards, though it is greatly exceeded
in height by ihe loftiest, named Ben-an-Oir. The number of inhabitants is supposed to

be not more than 1,000.

The isle of Mull is nearly thirty miles long, and in som.e places almost as broad. It

is very rugged and mountainous, like the other western isles. It contains two parishes,

but only one village, named Tobermory, near the northern part of the island, where a

fishing station has lately been erected. There are several ruins of ancient castles in this

island. The number of inhabitants is between five and six thoitsand.

The isle of Skye is the largest of the Flebrides, being about fifty miles in length, and,

in some places, above twenty broad. It abounds, especially in the interior parts, vx
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jrocks, mountains, and bags. The inhabitants are about 15,000 in number. This island

forms a part of Inverness-shire.

Longisland, to the westward of Skye, consists of two peninsulas, the northern of

which is denominated Lewes, and the southern Harris. The extent of both these to-

gether is about ninety miles in length, and ten or twelve, and in some parts twenty

miles, in breadth. The isles of North Uist, South Uist, and Barra, continue this chain

of islands to the south 110 miles more, including about sixteen miles of water. The
number of inhabitants in them all is about 20,000 j the only town is Stornoway, in the

east part of Lewes, a considerable and flourishing place, with an excellent ^larbour, and

containing above 2,000 inhabitants. At the village of Classerness, in the southern part

of the same peninsula, is a Druidical temple, as well preserved and perfect, though not

of such large dimensions, as that of Stonehenge.

The celebrated island of lona or Hyona, called also Hui or Hy, and I-Coluira-Kill, or

the Isle of Columba's church, seems to have served as a sanctuary of St Columba, and

other holy men of learning, while Ireland, England, and Scotland, were desolated by
barbarism. The church of St Mary, which is built in the form of a cathedral, is a

beautiful fabric. It contains the bodies of sixty Scotch, Irish, and Norwegian kings,

with some Gaelic inscriptions. The tomb X)f Columba, who lies buried here, is unin-

scribed. The steeple is large, the cupola is twenty-one feet square, the doors and win-

dows are curiously carved, and the altar is of the finest marble. Innumerable are the

inscriptions of ancient customs and ceremonies, that are discernible upon this island, and
which give countenance to the Vt^cll-knov/n observation, that, when learning was nearly

extinct on the continent of Europe, it found a refuge in Scotland, or rather in these

islands.

StalFa, situated ten miles to the north-east of lona, is a small island, only one mile

long and half a mile broad. It is remarkable for consisting of one entire pile of basal-

tic pillars, arranged in natural colonnades wonderfully magnificent. Mr Banks, now
Sir Joseph Banks, in relating his voyage through the Hebrides, in 1772-, says :

" We
were no sooner arrived than we were »truck v/ith a scene of magnificence which exceeded

our expectations, though founded, as we thought, upon the most sanguine foundations :

the whole of that end of the island (StalFa) supported by ranges of natural pillars,

mostly above fifty feet high, standing in natural colonnades, according as the bays or

points of land formed themselves : upon a firm basis of solid unformed rock, above these,

the stratum which reaches to the soil or surface of the island, varied in thickness as the

island itself formed inLo hills or valleys j each hill, which hung over the columns below,

forming an ample pediment j som^e of these, above sixty feet in thickness from the base

to the point, formed, by the sloping of the hill on each side, almost in the shape of those

used in architecture."

The cave of Fingal, a vast and magnificent cavern in this island, 371 feet long, 53
broad, and 117 high, composed of such pillars, is thus described by Sir Joseph Banks.

—

We proceeded along the shore, treading upon anotlicr Giants'* Cai'seway, every stone

being regularly formed into a certain number af sides and angles ; till,^ in a short time,

we arrived at the mouth of a cave, the most magnificent, I suppose, that has ever been de-

scribed by travellers. The mind can hardly form an idea more magnificent than such a

space, supported on each side by ranges of columns, and roofed by the bottoms of those

which have been broken off in order to form it : between the angles of which a yellow
stalagmitic matter has exuded, which serves to define the angles precisely, and at the

same time vary the colour, with a great deal of elegance j and to render it still more
agreeable, the whole is lighted from without, so that the farthest extremity is very plain-

ly seen from without j arid the air within, being agitated with the fiux and refiux of
the tide, is perfectly dry and wholesome, free entirely from the damp vapours with
which natural caverns in general abound."
To the north-west of Mull are the islands of Tirey and Col ^ the former of which

produces a beautiful marble of a rose colour. Tirey is level and fertile, but Col is rocky^
or rather, as Dr jolmson has observed, one continued rock covered with a thin layer oi.

earth. This latter is]aud is about ihirLeen miles long and three broad, and centainsL

^bout 800 inh:\bitants.
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Hirta, or St Kilda, is the most western island of the Hebrides, and is three miles long
and two broad. The soil is fertile, but the arable land scarcely exceeds eighty acres,

though by industry more might be added. The mountain or rock of Congara, in this

island, is accounted the TenerifF of the British islands, its height above the level of the
sea, being 1800 yards. The whole island is surrounded with the most tremendous
rocks, and has only one landing-place, and even there it is impossible to land except in

calm w^eather. About tv/enty-seven families reside here, in a small village on the eas-

tern side of the island. These people display the most astonishing courage and dexte-

rity in climbing the dreadful precipices in quest of seja-fowls and their eggs, which fur-

nish them with food during a great part of the year. The m.ultitudes of these birds are

prodigious, the rocks round the island being so covered with them that they appear like

mountains covered with snow
j
yet they so entirely disappear in November,^ that from

the middle of that month to the middle of February not one is to be seen. The peo-

ple of the Hebrides are clothed and live like the Scotch Highlanders. They are simi-

lar in persons, constitutions, customs, and prejudices but with thi^ difference, that the

more polished manners of the Lowlanders are every day gairiing ground in the High-
lands. Perhaps the descendants of the ancient Caledonians, in a few years, will be dis-

cernible only in the Hebrides.

Those islands alone retain the ancient usages of the Celts, as described by the oldest

and best authors ; but with a strong tincture of the feudal constitution. Their shana-

chias, or story-tellers, supply the place of the ancient bards, so famous in history j and
are the historians, or rather genealogists, as well as poets, of the nation and family. The
chief is likewise attended, Vv'hen he appears abroad, with his musician j who is generally

a bagpiper, and dressed in the manner of the Englisli minstrels of former times, but, as

it is said, much more sumptuously. Notwithstanding the contempt into which that

music is fallen, it is almost incredible with M-hat care and attention it v/as cultivated

among th.ese islanders so late as the beginning of the last century. They had regular

colleges and professors, and the students took degrees according to their proficiency.

Many of the Celtic riles, some of which were too barbarous to be retained or even men-
tioned, are now abolished. The inhabitants, however, still preserve the most profound

respect and affection for their several chieftains, notwithstanding all the pains that have

been taken by the British Legislature to break those connections, which experience has

shown to be so dangerous to government. The common people are but little better

lodged than the Norwegians and Laplanders : though they certainly fare better ; for

they have oatmeal, plenty of fish and fowl, cheese, butter, milk and whey and also

mutton, beef, goat, kid, and venison. They indulge themselves, like their forefathers,

in a romantic poetical turn and the agility of both sexes in the exercises of the field,

and in dancing to their favourite music, is remarkable.

The inhabitants of the Hebrides, particularly of the isle of Skye, formerly pretended,

at least many of them, to the power of foreknowing future events by what w^as termed

the second s'lpht. This gift, vvhich in the Erse language is called Taish^ is supposed to

be a supernatural faculty of seeing visions of events before they happen. Many extra-

ordinary stories in su])port of this delusion are related in these islands, and some of them
have been vouched by persons of sense, character, and learning. The adepts of the se-

cond sight pretend that they have certain revelations, or rather presentations either

really or typically to their eyes, of certain events that are to happen in the compass of

twenty-four or forty- eight hours. We do not, however, from, the best information, ob-

serve that any two of those adepts agree as to the m^anner and form of those revelations,

or that they have any fixed method for inj,erpreting their typical appearances. The
truth seem.s to be, that those islanders, by indulging themselves m lazy hr.bits, acquire

visionary ideas, and overheat their imaginations, till they are presented with those

phantasms, v.-hich they mistake for fatidical or prophetic manifertations. They instantly

begin to prophesy ^ and it wwld be absurd to suppose, that, amidst many thousand pre-

dictions, some may not happen to be fulfilled j and these, beir.g v.'eli attested,' give a

sanction to the whole.

Many learned men have been of opinion, that the Hebrides be-'ng the most westerly

islands where the Celts settled, their language must remain there in its greatest purity*
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This opinion, thougii very plausible, has failed in experience. Many Celtic words, it is

true, as well as customs, are found there j but the vast intercourse which the Hebrides'

had with the Danes, the Norwegians, and other northern people, whose language has

no affinity with the Celtic, has rendered their language a compound j so that it Jip-

proaches in no degree to the purity of the Celtic, commonly called Erse, which ^vas

spoken by their neighbours in Lochaber and the opposite coasts of Scotland, the un-

doubted descendants of the Celts, among whom their language remains more unmixed.

The religion professed in the Hebrides is chiefly presbyterian, as established in the

church of Scotland : but popery and ignorance are still very prevalent.

The ORKNEY ISLANDS, anciently the Orcades, lie to the north of Dungsby-

head, between 58° 48' and 59^ 20' of north latitude being separated from the most

northern part of Scotland by a tempestuous strait called the Pentiand Firth, twenty-

four miles long and twelve broad. 'They are nearly eighty in number, but only twenty-

six are inhabited, the rest consisting of what are called holms and skerries j the former

of which are islands entirely consigned to pasturage, and the latter barren rocks.

The largest of the Orkney islands is Pomona, called also the Pvlainland. Its length

is about twenty-four miles, and its breadth in some places nine, in ochers only tu'o, as

it is of an extremely irregular figure. It contains four excellent harbours, one of wliich

is that of Kirkwall, the principal town in the island, and the capiial of the Orkneys.

This town extends nearly a mile in length, but: contains only about three hundred houses.

The cathedral of Kirkwall is a fine Gothic building, dedicated to St Magnus, but now
converted into a parish church. Its roof is supported by fourteen pillars on each side,

and its steeple, in which is a good rin^ of Dells, by four lar^e pillars. The three gates

of the church are chequered with red and white polished stone, embossed and elegantly

flowered. The Vv'hole island is divided into nine parishes.

The other principal islands of this group are South Ronaldsha, Hoy, Sanda, Westra,

and North Ronaldsha,

South Ronaldsha is ane of the most fertile of the Orkneys : it is about seven miles

long and from two to five broad. Ploy is about ten miles in length and four or five in

breadth ^ and at high tides is divided into two islands, the southern, named Waes or

Walls, and the northern, Hoy. In this island is a mountain called Wart-hill, the

height of which is estimated at 1620 feiet, the summit of which, in the moriths of May,
June, and July, shines and sparkles in an extraordinary manner when seen at a distance,

though this brightness disappears on a ne-. -er approach. The peasants on this account

call it the enchanted carbuncle. The cause of this phenomenon has been suspected to

be the reflection of the rays of the sun from some water j but no such water, when
sought for, has been discovered In a dark valley ot Hoy is a kind of hermitage cut

out of stone, called the dwarfie stone, thirty eight feet long, eighteen broad, and nine

thick j in which is a square hole, about two feet high, for an entrance, with a stone of

the same size for a door. Within this entrance is the resemblance of a bed, with a

pillow cut cut. of the stone, large enough for two men to lie on : at the other end is a

couch, and in the middle a hearth, with a hole cut out above for a. chimney. The
island of Sanda is twelve miles long, from one to three broad,, and, of an extremely irre-

gular form. Westra is eight miles long and two broads North Ronaldsha, the most
northern of these islands, is only about three miles in length and one in breadth.

The number of inhabitants in the Orkneys is computed at 23,000. They consist of"

the mixed descendants of Norwegian colonists and Lowland Scots. The town of Kirk-

wall has so much trade, that in 1790 the exports were estimated at 26,5 9Sl. and the

imports at 20,8031- The exports consist of beef, pork, butter, tallow, hides,, salted fish,

linen yarn, coarse linen cloth, and kelp, of which the island of Sanda in particular pro-

duces great quantities and the imports of coal, wood, sugar, spirits, wines, tobacco,

snulf, hardware, printed linens and cottons, &c. The manufactures are linen yarn, coarse

linen, and kelp. The language spoken here was. formerly the Norse, or Norwegian
but this is now suj>erseded by the English, or that of the Lowland Scots.

The SHETLAND ISLES are situate about twenty leagues to the north east of the

Orkneys, betweed lat. 59° 45' and 61'^ 10' north. They arc reckoned to be forty si *:

ii.i number, besides about thirty holms and forty slierries. The principal of them is, a*^
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in the Orkneys, called the Mainland, which island is about 57 miles in length, and 10
or 12 in breadth \ but is so broken by creeks and inlets, that scarcely any part of it is

distant more than two miles from the sea. These inlets form at least 20 harbours, six

of which are very spacious and commodious. The town of Lerwick, the only town of
these islands, stands on the eastern side of Mainland, opposite the harbour called Brassa-
sound which is capable of containing above 2000 ships commodiously and safely. This
town ontRins about 300 families. Skalloway, on the western side, which was' once a
town • some importance, is now dwindled into a very inconsiderable village, though the
ruins f a cEstle are still to be seen there j and it is the seat of a presbytery. The other
island

.
of this group present nothing which merits particular notice. Yell, situate to the

north east of Mainland, is 16 miles long, and five or six broad. It contains ei^ht con-
siderable haibours. Unst, at the northern extremity of this group, is eight miles long,
and four broad, and has two excellent harbours. ^

The coasts of all these islands are in general rugged and precipitous, presenting in

many places scenes truly grand and magnificent, and their interior is a rugged and
bleak scene of barren rocks, ^vath here and there a few scanty portions of cultivated

ground. They are at present destitute of trees, though there is reason to believe they
were not in former times. The air is keen and salubrious, and many of the natives live

to a very great age. From their northern situation they enjoy, during two months in

the middle of summer, almost perpetual day—there being sufficient light at midniglit,

in the months of June and July, for any person to see to read, when the sky is clear.

In the opposite season of the year the duration of the night is correspondent. Though
there is little frost or snow, fogs, rain, storms, and a tempestuous sea, prevent the Shet-

landers from having any communication, during the seven or eight winter months, ei-

ther with the neighbouring islands or other countries. A remarkable instance of this

is, that a Scottish fisherman was imprisoned in May, i6x publishing the account of the

prince and princess of Orange being raised to the throne of England the preceding No-
vember j and he would probably have been hanged, had not the news been confirmed

by the arrival of a ship.

The number of inhabitants in the Shetland Islands was computed, in 3 798, at 20,1 86".

Their chief food consists of fish, and various kinds of sea-fowl which cover the rocks,

and in taking which they display extraordinary address and courage, /igriculiure here

is in a very low state, oats and bear being the only grain sown. 'J he cattle are rather

larger than tbose in the Orkneys. These islr.Vids are famous for a very small breed of

h^nses, wLich are extremely active, strongs and hardy j and are frequently employed to

til c. V the carriages of the wealthy and curious of the capital, especially the ladies, on ac-

count of their diminutive size, and beauty. The trade of the Shetland Isles consists

principally in the export of fish, chiefiy herrings, cod, ling, and torsk or tusk. The
IXitch, in time qf peace, carry on a great fishery in the neighbourhood of these islands

j

three thousand busses, or fishing vessels, having been known to be employed by them in

one season in the herring-fishery, besides those fitted out from Hamburg, Bremen, and

other northern parts.

'J'he natives of these islands differ little in their character and habits from the Low-
"

land Scots, except that their manners are more simple, and their minds less cultivated.

Their religion is the protestant, according to the discipline of the church of Scotland
j

and their civil institutions are much the same with those of the country to which they

belong.

In some of the northern islands, the Norwegian, which is called the Norse language,

is still spoken. Their great intercourse with the Dutch, during the fishing season,

Tenders that language likewise common.
The islands both of Shetland and Orkney were anciently subject to Norway *, and

w^ere sold in the thirteenth century, by Magnus of Norway, to Alexander king of Scot-

land, bywhom they were given as fiefs nobleman of the name of Speire. After

this, they were claimed by, and became subject to the crown of Denmark, Christian

I., in the reign of James TIL, conveyed the;^ in property to the crown of Scotland, as

a marriage- portion with his daughter Margaret : and all future pretensions we^e eptirq-
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ly ceded on the marriage of James VI. of Scotland with Anne of Denmark. Tlie

isles of Shetland and Orkney now form a stewartry, oj: shire, which sends a member to

parliament.

SCOTLAND.
Extent and Situation.

Degrees.

55 and 59 North latitude.
between

Miles.

Length 270 1 , J
Breadth 179 j

Detween
^ i and 6 West longitude.

Containing 27,794 square miles, with 58 inhabitants to each.

Name.] THE Celtae or Gauls are supposed to have been the original inhabitants

©f this kingdom. The Scots, a Scythian tribe, invaded it about the beginning of the

fourth century, and having conquered the Picts, the territories of both were called Scot-

land
-J
and that the word Scot is no other than a corruption of Scuyth, or Scythian, being

originally from that immense country, called Scythia by the ancients. It is termed, by
the Italians, Scotia

j
by the Spaniards, Escotia

j
by the French, Escosse j and Scotland

by the Scots, Germans, and English.

Boundaries.] Scotland is bounded on the south by England 5 and on the north,

east, and west, by the Deucaledonian, German, and Irish seas, or more properly, the At-
lantic ocean.

Divisions and subdivisions.] Scotland is divided into the countries south of

the Frith of Forth, the capital of which, and of all the kingdom, is Edinburgh ; and
those to the north of the same river, where the chief town is Aberdeen. This was the
ancient national division j but some modern writers, with less geographical accuracy,

have divided' it into Highlands and Lowlands, on account of the different habits, man-
ners, and customs of the inhabitants of each.

Eighteen counties, or shires, are allotted to the southern division, and fifteen to the

northern j and those couaties are subdivided into sheriffdoms, stewartri-es, and bailiwicks,

according to the ancient tenures and privileges of the landholders.

Shires. Sheriffdoms and other

subdivisions.

3. Edinburgh (122,954^) J Mid Lothian

2. Haddirigton (29,986)

3. Merse, anciently

Berwick f. (30,621)

4. Roxburgh (33,682)

5. Selkirk

C. Peebles

(5j070)

(8,735)

7. Lanark

8. Dumfries

East Lothian

The Merches^ and

Lauderdale

Tiviotdale, Lidsdale,

Eskdale and Ewsdale
Ettrick Forest

Tweeddale

(146,6^9)

I
Clydesdale

(54,597) Nithsdale, Annandale -

Chief Towns*

5 Edinburgh, W. long. 3^ 35
N. lat, 55*^ 55' Mus-
selburgh, Leith, and
Dalkeith.

4 Dunbar, Haddington, and
North Berwick.

^
Dunse, and Lauder.

f Jedburgh, Kelso, and

^ Melrose.

Selkirk.

Peebles.

"Glasgow, W. Ion. 4® 15'

N. lat. 55-22. Hamil-
ton, Lanark, and ilu»

therglen.

Dumfries, Annan.
* The numbers shew the populatio m of each shire accordina^ to the returns under the act ISO I.

f Berwick ou the north sine of the I'weed, belonged formerly to Scotland, and gave name 10 a coun-
ty m that kingdom

;
but is now formed into a town and county of itself, in a political ^ense dbtmct iiom

*.ngland and ^icotliinJ, having its own privii^tje?.
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Shires. Sheriffdoms and other

Subdivisions.

Chief Towns.

9. Wigtown (22,918) ] Galloway, West part

10. Kirkcudbright (29,211) Galloway, East part

n.Ayr (84,306)

I
^3j^„^-"^t'

12. Dumbarton (20,710) Lenox

13 Bute (11

14. Caithness (22

15. Renfrew

1^6. Stirling

[,791)5
2,609)-^

(78,056) ^Renfrew

(50,825) Stirling

Bute, Arran and Caithness

17. Linlithgow (17,844) S West Lothian

IB.- Argyll (71,859)^

5 Wigtown, Stranraer, and

\ Whitehorn.

Kirkcudbright.

Ayr, Kilmarnock, Irvine,

Maybole, Stewarton
and Saltcoats.

Dumbarton.

C Rothsay.

-] Wick, W. long. 3° 2'

C N. lat. 58-40 and Thurso.

Renfrew, Paisley, Green-
ock, and Port-

Glasgow.

Stirling and Falkirk,

f" Linlithgow, Borrowstow-

•J
ness, and Queen's

C Ferry.

Argyll, Cowal, Knapdale,"}

Kintyre, and Lorn,
j

^vith part of the I Inverary, Dunstaffnage,

Western Isles, par- }> Killonmer, and Camp-
beltown. .

{

1

19. P-erth (126,366).

ticularly Ila, Jura,

Mull,
, Uist, Tcri,

Col, and Lismore.

'Perth, Athol, Gowry,").

Breadalbane, Monteith,
|
Perth, Scone, Dum*

Strathearn, Stormont, ^ blane, Crieff, and

Glenshiel, and Ran- |
Dunkeld.

noch - - - J
20. Kincardine, 7 f ivr 5 Bervie, Stonehaven, and

Mearns (26,349)]"
j^^^^^^^s

^ Kincardine.

("Old Aberdeen, W. long.

1° 55' N. lat. 5T
7. New Aberdeen,

21. Aberdeen (123,082) Mar, Buchan, Garioch, and <{ Frasersburgh, Peter-

I

Strathbosrie - -

22. Inverness

Aird, Strathglass, Skye,

Harris, Badenoch, Lo-^

chaber, and Glenmo-(74,292)

I
Nairne (8,257) and C Western part of Moray, f ^.^^
Cromarty (3,052) i and Cromarty - - i

head, Kintore, Strath-

bogie, and Old Mel-
drum.

Inverness, Inverlochy,

Fort Augustus, Beau-

1

23. Nairne

24,

25. Fife (93,743) <| Fife

I

56. Forfar or An- 7 S-n- r a

gus (99,127)]-
^Forfar, Angus

St Andrews, Cupar,

Falkand, Kirkaldy,

Inverkeithing, Ely,

««{ Burntisland, Dun-
fermline, Dysart,

Anstruther and A-

_ berdour.

"Montrose, Forfar, Dun-

dee, Arbroathj and

Brechin.
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27. Banff

SKires. Sheriffdoms and other Chief Towns-.

Subdivisions,

f Banff, Strathdovern, Boyne,!

(35,807) <! ^^.'"^l^-J Banff and CuUen.

i
awin, and part off"

Buchan - - - - J

28. Sutherland (23,117)
J

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
S^^^/^"

{strathey and Dornoch

J Fife part -----
-|

29, Clackmannan -1

(10,858) J

and

30. Kinross

Culross, Clackmannan, Al-

loa, and Kinross.

r Tain, Dingwail, Fortrose,

Rosem
Kelso.

Rosemarkie, and New

(6725) L
Easter and Wester Ross,

Isles of Lewis, Loch-

broom, Lochcarren,

31. Ross - (52,291)"^ Ardmeanach, Redcas- -«

tie, Ferrintosh, Strath

peffer, and Ferindo

^ nald -----
'"^ray"(26,TO5)}

{Moray and Strathspey - { EIgm and Forres.

"Kirkwall, Vv^. long. 3. 8

33. Orkney (46,844) ^
^f Orkney and Shet- , ^^J^'^ ^f;^^

j
N. lat. 60. 20.

(_
Scalloway.

In all thirty-three shires, which choose thirty represerftatives to sit in the parliament

of Great Britain Bute and Caithness choosing alternately, as do Nairne and Cromarty^

and Clackmannan and Kinross.

'5

Haddington, Dunbar, N. Berwick,

-

Lauder, and Jedburgh
Selkirk, Peebles, Linlithgow, and

Lanark ------
Dumfries, Sanquhar, Annan,

Lochmaben, and Kirkcud- 1

bright ------
Wigtown, New Galloway, Stran-')

raer, and Whitehorn - - - J
Ayr, Irvine, Rothsay, Campbeltown, ;

and Inverary, ----- ^

Climate, sou,, &c.] In the northern parts, day-light, at Midsummer, lasts IS
hours and 5 minutes j and the day and night in winter are in the same proportion.

The air of Scotland is more temperate than could be expected in so northerly a climate.

This arises partly from the variety of its hills, vallies, rivers, and lakes j but still more,
as in England, from the vicinity of the sea, which affords those warm breezes, tliat not
only soften the natural keenness of the air, but, by keeping it in perpetual agitation, ren-
der it pure and healthful, and prevent those epidemic distemjicrs that prevail in manv
other countries. In the neighbourhood of some liigh mountains, however, which arc

generally covered with snow, the air is keen and piercing for about juue months in the

Inverkeithing, Dunfermline, Queens- 7
^

ferry, Culross, and Stirling - - 5
Glasgow, Renfrew, Rutherglen, and 1

^
Dumbarton - -- -- --

J"

The royal boroughs which choose representatives are,

Edinburgh 1

Kirkwall, Wick, Dornoch, Dingwall,!
^

and Tain - - - j
Fortrose, Inverness, Nairne and 1

^
Forres - - -- -- -- J

Elgin, Cullen, Banff, Inverary, and l
^

Kintore --------J
Aberdeen, Bervie, Montrose^ Arbroath, S

^
and Brechin' - - - - - - J

Forfar, Perth, Dundee, Cupar, and 1
^

St Andrews j
Crail, Kilrenny, Anstruther East and I

^
West, and Pittenweem - - - J

Dysart, Kirkaldy, Kinghom, and Burnt- 1
^

island - - j
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year. The soil in general is not so fertile as that of England j and in many places

less fitted for agriculture than for pasture. At the same ti»ae, there are particular plains

and vallies of the most luxuriant fertility. The finer particles of earth incessantly

washed down from the mountains, and deposited in these vallies, alfords them, a vegeta-
tive nourishment, which is capable of carrying the strongest plants to perfection

j

tlicugh experience has proved, that many vegetables and hortulane productions do not
come so soon to maturity in this country as in England. There is, indeed a great va-

riety of soils in Scotland, the face of which is agreeably diversified by a charming inter-

mixture of natural objects. The vast inequalities of the ground, if unfavourable to the

-labours cf tlie husbandman, are particularly pleasing to a traveller, and afford those de-

lightful situations for country houses, of which many of the Scotch nobility and gentry
liave so judiciously availed themselves. It is their situation, more than any expensive

magnificence, that occasions the seats of the dukes of Argyle and Athol, of lord Kope-
ton, and many others, to fix the attention of tht traveller.

Mountains.] The priaicipal mountains in Scotland are the Grampian hills, which
run from east to west, from near Aberdeen to Cowal in Argyllshire, almost the v/hole

breadth of the kingdom. Another clxain of mountains, called the Pentland-hills, runs

through Lothian and joins those of Tweeddale. A third, called Lammer-Muir, rises

near the eastern coast, and runs westward through the Merse, Besides those continued

chains, among which we m.ay reckon the Cheviot or Tivioc Hills, on the borders of

England, Scotland contains many detached mountains, which, from their conical figure,

someiimes go by the Celtic word Laws. Many of them are stupendously high, and of

beautiiui forms j but loo numerous to be particularised here. We may however men-
tion Benevis near Fort Vv^illiam, which, rising to a height of 4350^ feet above the level

of the sea, is reputed the highest in Britain.

Rivers, lakes, canaljs, and forests.] The largest river in Scotland is the

Forth, \vhich rises in Monteith ntzr Caliendar, and passing by Stirling, after a num-
ber of beautiful m.eanc^ers, discharges itself near Edinburgh into that arm of the Ger-

man sea io which it gives the name of Frith of Forth. Second to the Forth is the

Tay, which issues out of Loch Tay, in Breadalbane, and running south-east, passes the

town of Perth, and falls into the sea at Dundee. The Spey, Tvhich is the most rapid

river in Scotland, issues from a lake of the same name in Badenoch, and, running from

-south west to north east, falls into the sea near Elgin as do the rivers Dee and Don,
which run from w^est to east, and disembogue themselves at Aberdeen. The Tweed
rises on the borders of Lanarkshire, and, after many beautiful serpentine turnings, dis-

charges itself into the sea at Berwick, where it serves as a boundary between Scotland

and England, on the eastern side. The Clyde is a large river on the west of Scotland,

tas its rise in Annandale, runs north w^est through the valley of that name, and after

passing by Lanark, Hamilton, the city of Glasgow, Renfrew, Dumbarton, and Green-

ock, falls into the Frith of Clyde, opposite to the isle of Bute. Besides those capital

livers, Scotland contains many of inferior sort, well provided with salmon, trout, and

other fishes, which equally enrich and beautify the country. Several of thosfe rivers go

by the name of £-4, which is the old Celtic name for water.

The lakes of Scotland (there calUd Lochs) are too many to be particularly describ-

ed. Those called Loch Tay, Loch Lomond, Lochness, Loch Awe, and one or two

more, present us with such picturesque scenes as are scarcely equalled in Europe. Se-

veral of these lakes are beautifully fringed with woods, and contain plenty of fresh-w^ater

fish. The Scotch sometimes give the name of a loch to an arm of the sea j for exam-

ple. Loch Fyne, whicii is §0 miles long and four broad, and is famous for its excellent

iierrings. The Loch of Spinie, near Elgin, is remarkable for its number of swans and

cygnets, v/hich often darken the air with their flights owing, as some think, to the

plant o/orina, which grows in its waters, with a straight stalk and a cluster of seeds at

the top. i -2ar Lochness is a very high hill, on the top of which is a lake of cold fresh

water, about 30 fathoms in length, too deep ever yet to be fathomed, and which never

freezes
;
whereas, but 17 miles from thence, the lake Lochanwyn, or Green Lake, is

covered with ice all the year round. The ajijcient province gf Lochabpr reqeiYCS thf.i
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name from being tlie mouth of the lochs, by m_eans of which the ancient Caledonians,

the genuine descendants of the Celts, were probably enabled to preserve themselves in-

dependent on, and unmixed 'txath the Lowlanders. Besides these rh'ers and lochs,

and others too numerous to mention, the coasts of Scotland are in many parts indented

with large, bold, nafigable bays or arms of the sea j as the bay of Glenluce and Wig-

ton bay sometimes they are called Friths, as the Solway Frith, which separates Scot-

land from England on the west y the Frith of Forth, Murray Frith, and these of Cro-

marty and Dornoch.

A canal forming a junction between the rivers Forth and Clyde, was begun in 1758,

and finished in 1790 •, when, on the 28th of July, a hogshead of the water of the Forth

was poured into the Clyde, as a symbol of their junction. This canal, in its dimensions,

is much superior to any w^ork of the same nature in England. It is 35 miles in length 5

in the course of which navigation the vessels are raised by means of 20 locks, to the

height of 155 feet above the level of the sea. Proceeding afterwards on the summit of

the country, for 18 miles, it then descends by 19 other locks into the Clyde. It is

carried over 36 rivers and rivulets, and two great roads, by 33 aqueducts of hewn

stone. By one of these, 400 feet in length, it passes the Kelvin, near Glasgow, at the,

height of 70 feet above the bed of the river in the valley below. It crosses the great

road from Edinburgh to Glasgow, by a fine aqueduct-bridge \ and is carried over the

water of Logie by aiioUier aqueduct-bridge, the arch of which is 90 feet broad. The
great utility of this communication beween the Eastern and VV^tern Seas to the trade

of Great Britain and Ireland must be evident, from the consideration that it shortens

the distance between them by the shortest passage, that of the Pentland Firth, nearly

600 miles.

Other canals are executing and projecting in Scotland. The canal of Crinan, saves

a circuitous and difScult navigation round Cantire \ and in April, l804, a bill was

brought into parliament for making an inland navigation from Inverness to Fort Wil-

liam, through Loch-Ness and Loch-Lochie to Loch-Linnie, to be called the Caledonian

Canal \ and this great work is rapidly carrying into execution, and will soon open a na-

vigation from sea to sea, of 20 feet depth of w^ater, by 100 feet wide.

The face of Scotland, even where it is most uninviting, presents us with the most in^*

controvertible evidences of its having form.erly abounded w^ith timber. The deepest

mosses or morasses, contain large logs of wood j and their waters .being impretrnated

with turpentine, have a preserving quality, as appears by the human bodies which have

been discovered in those mosses. The Sylva Caledonia, or Caledonian forest, there-

mains of which are by some thought to be Etrick wood, in the south of Scotland, is famous

in antiquity for being the retreat of the Caledonian wild boars \ but such an animal is

not now to be seen in Scotland. Several v/oods, hovv^ever, still remain in that country
;

and many attempts have been made for reducing them into charcoal, for the use of

furnaces and foundaries ; but lying at a great distance from w^atcr-carriage, though the

work succeeded perfectly in the execution, they were found impracticable to be con-

tinued. Fir trees grow in great perfection almost all over Scotland, and form beautiful

plantations. I'he Scotch oak is excellent in the Highlands, where some woods reach

So or 30 miles in length, and four or five in breadth : but, through the inconveniency

already mentioned, without being of much emolument to the proprietor*.

Metals and minerals.] Though Scotland does not at present boast of its gold-

mines, yet it is certain that it contains such, or at least that Scotland formerly afibrded

a considerable quantity of tiiat metal for its coinage. James V., and his father, con-

tracted with certain Germans for working the mines of Crawford Moor \ and it is an
undoubted fact, that when James V. married the French king's daughter, a number of

covered dishes, filled with coins of Scotch gold, were presented to tke quests by way of
desert. The civil wars and troubles which followed, under his daughter, in the mi-
nority of his grandson, drove those foreigners, the cliief of whom was called Cornelius,

from their works, which since that time have never been resumed. Some small pieces

of gold have been found in those parts washed down by the Hoods. It like\vise appears,

by thepubUc records, that those beautiful coins, struck by James V., called bonnet-
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pieces, vfcre fabricated of gold found in Scotland, as were other medals of the same
metal.

Several landlords in Scotland derive a large profit from their lead-mines, which are

said to be very rich, and to produce large quantities of silver j but we know of no sil-

ver-mines that are worked at present. Some copper-mines have been found near Edin-
burgh 5 and many parts of Scotland, in the east, west, and southern counties, produce
excellent coal of various kinds, large quantities of which are exported, to the vast emo-
lument of the public. Lime-stone is here in great plenty, as is free-stone.

Lapis lazuli is dug up in Lanarkshire j alum-mines have been found in Banffshire
j

t:rystal, variegated pebbles, and other transparent stones, which admit of the finest po-

lish for seals, are found in various parts j as are talc, flint, sea -shells, potter's clay, and
fuller's earth. No country produces greater plenty of iron ore than Scotland j and
there arc consequently very extensive founderies at Carron, and elsewhere.

Vegetable and animal productions, by sea and land.] It is certain that

the soil of Scotland may be rendered in many parts nearly as fruitful as that of Eng-
land. It is even said, that some tracts of the low countries at present exceed in value

ifEnglish estates of the same extent, because they are so far less exhausted and worn out

than those of the southern parts of the island j and agriculture is now perhaps as well

understood, both in theory and practice, among many of the Scotch landlords and far-

mers, as it is in any part of Europe.

The fruits of skill and industry are perceivable in many districts where agriculture is

thoroughly understood, and the farmers, who generally rent from 3001. to 500l. per

annum, are well fed, well clothed, and comfortably lodged. The reverse, however,

may be observed of some parts of Scotland, which still remain in a state of nature, and
where the landlords, ignorant of their real interest, refuse to grant such leases as would
encourage the tenant to improve his own farm. In such places the husbandmen barely

exist upon the gleanings of a scanty farm, seldom exceeding 2()1. or 30l. per annum
;

the cattle are lean and small, the houses mean beyond expression, and the face of the

country exhibits the most deplorable marks of poverty and oppression. Indeeid, from a

mistaken notion of the landed people in general, the greatest part of the kingdom lies

naked and exposed, for want of such hedge-rows and planting as adorn the country of
England. They consider hedges as useless and cumbersome, as occupying more room
than what they call stone inclosurcs, which, except in the Lothians, already mention-

ed, are generally no other than low paltry v/alls, huddled up of loose stones, without

lime or mortar, which yield a bleak and mean appearance.

The soil in general produces wheat, rye, barley, oats, hemp, flax, hay, and pasture.

In the southern counties the finest garden-fruits, particularly apricots, nectarines, ^nd

peaches, are little, if at all, short of those in England ; and the same may be said of

the common fruits. The uncultivated parts of the Highlands abound in various kinds

of salubrious and pleasant tasted berries, though it must be owned that many extensive

tracts are covered with a strong heath. The sea coast produces the alga-marina, dulse,

or dulish, a most -^vholesGme nutritive Tveed, in great quantities, and other marine plants,

which are eaten for nourishment, or pleasure.

The fish on the coast of Scotland are much the same with those of the islands and

countries already described. The rivers produce the most delicious salmon, in such

quantities as to form a very considerable export trade.

This country contains few or no kinds, either of wild or domestic animals, that arc

not common with their neighbours. The red deer and the roebuck are found in the

Highlands, but epicures prefer English venison. Hares are here plentiful, as are

the grouse and heath-cock, which is a ro.ost delicious bird as likewise are the cappar-

kaily, and the ptarmacan, which is of the pheasant kind ; but these birds are scarce

even in the Highlands, and when discovered are very shy. The numbers of black cat-

tle that cover the hills of Scotland towards the Highlands, and sheep that are fed upon

the beautiful mountains of Tweeddale, and other parts of the south, are almost incre-

dible, and formerly brought large sums into the country, the black cattle especially,

which, when fattened on the southern pastures, have been reckoned superior to Eng-

lish beef. It is to be hoped, however, that this trade is now on its decline, by the vast
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ittcrease of m;/nufactures, wliose demand for butcher's meat must lessen tlie importation

of cattle into England Some are of opinion that a sufficient stock, by proper methods,

may be raised to supply both markets, to the great emolument of the nation.

Formerly the kings of Scotland were at infinite pains to mend the breed of the Scotch

horses, by importing a larger and more generous kind from the continent j but the truth

is, notwithstanding all the care that was taken, it was found that the climate and soil

of Scotland was unfavourable to that noble animal, for they diminished both in size and

spirit so that about the time of the Union, few horses, natives of Scotland, were of

much value. Great efforts were afterwards made to introduce the English and foreign

breeds, and such pains have been taken for providing them with proper food and ma-

nagement, as to be attended with the utmost success.

Population, inhabitants, manners, and customs.] The' population of Scot-

land, according to the very accurate estimate given in Sir John Sinclair's Statistical Ac-
count of Scotland, was, in 1798, 1,526,492 ^ in 1755, it was only 1,265,380 ; so that:

in 43 years it had increased 261,112. By the returns made to the population bill, pass-

ed in 1801, the present number of inhabitants in Scotland is 1,599,068, to which if we
add 8692, the estimated number of inhabitauis in the places from which no returns hai|

been made, the total mil be 1,607,760. ^

The people of Scotland arc generally raw-boned j and a kind of characteristical fea-

ture, that of high cheek-bones, reigns in their faces
;
they are lean, but clean limbed,

and can endure incredible fatigues. Their adventuring spirit was chiefly owing to their

laws of succession, which invested the elder brother, as head of the family, with the inhe-

ritance, and left but a very scanty portion for the other sons. This obliged the latter to

seek their fortunes abroad, though no people have more affection for their native saal

than the Scotch have in general. It is true, this disparity of fortune among the sons of
one family prevails in England likewise j but the resources which younger brothers have

in England are numerous, compared to those of a country so narrow, and so little im-
proved, either by commerce or agriculture, as Scotland was formerly.

An intelligent reader may easily perceive, that the ridiculous family-pride, which is

perhaps not yet entirely extinguished in Scotland, was owing to the feudal institutions

which prevailed there in" all the horrors of blood and barbarity. Their family differen-

ces, especially the Highlanders, familiarised them to blood and slaughter, and the death
of an enemy, however effected, was always a matter of trkimph. • These passions did

not live in the breasts of the common people only, for they were authorised and che-

rished by their chieftains, many of whom were men who had seen the world, were con-
versant in the courts of Europe, masters of polite literature, and amiable in ail the du-
ties of civil and social life. Their kings, excepting some of them who were endued
with extraordinary virtues, were considered in little other light than commanders of
theif army in time of war j for in time of peace their civil authority was so little felt,

that every clan, or family, even in the most civilized- parts of Scotland, looked upoa
its own chieflain as his sovereign. These ideas were confirmed even by the laws, which
gave those petty tyrants a power of life and death upon their own estates j and they ge-
nerally executed in four and twenty hours after the party was apprehended. The pride

which those chieftains had of outvying each other in the number of their followers,

created perpetual animosities, which seldom or never ended without bloodshed , so that
the common people, whose best qualification was a blind devotion to the will of their

master, and the aggrandisement of his name, lived in a state of continual hostility.

Archibald duke of Argyll was the first chieftain who had the patriotism to attempt
to reform his dependents, and to banish from them those barbarous* ideas. His ex-
ample was followed by others j and the Highlanders are reconciled already to all the
milder habits of society.

From what has been said, it appears that the ancient modes of living among the
Scotch nobility and gentry, are as far from being applicable to the present time, as the
forms of a Roman senate are to that of a popish conclave •, and no nation, perhaps, ever
underwent so quick and so sudden a transition of manners.
The peasantry have their peculiarities-, their ideas arc confined; but no people can

fqrm thji;- tempers better thau they do to their stations. Thi-y are tau-rht from theix
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infancy to bridle tlieir passions, to behave submissively to their superiois, and to live
within the bounds of the most rigid oeconomy. Hence they save their money and their

constitutions, and few instances of murder, perjury, and other attrocious vices, occur in
Scotland. They seldom enter singly upon any daring enterprize j but when they .act

in concert, the secrecy, sagacity, and resolution, with which they carry oil any desperate

undertaking, is not to be paralleled 5 and their fidelity to one another, under the strong-

est temptations, arising from their poverty, is still more extraordinary. Their mobs are

managed with all the caution of conspiracies j witness that which put Porteous to death
in 1736, in open defiance of law and government, and in the midst of 20,000 people

5

and though the agents were well known, and some of them tried, with a reward of
500l. annexed to their conviction, yet no evidence could be found sufficient to bring
them to punishment. The fidelity of the Highlanders of both sexes, under a still great-

er temptation, to the young Pretender, after his defeat at CuUodden, would scarcely

be believed, were it not well attested.

They affect a fondness for the memory and language of their forefathers beyond per-

haps,any people in the world 5 but this attachment is seldom or never carried into any
^ng that is indecent or disgustful, though they retain it abroad as well as at home,
^hey arc fond of ancient Scotch dishes, such as the haggess, the sheep's head singed,

the fish in sauce, the chicken broth, and minced collops. These dishes, in their original

dressing, were savoury and nutritive for keen appetites j but the modern improvements
that have been made in the Scottish cookery have rendered them agreeable to the most
delicate palates.

,
The inhabitants of those parts of S-cotland, who live chicfiy by pasture, have a natural

vein fisr poetry : and the beautiful simplicity of the Scotch tunes is relished by all true

judges of nature. Love is generally the subject, and many ofthe airs have been brought
upon the English stage with variations, under new names, but with this disadvantage,

that, though rendered more conformable to the rules of music, they are mostly altered

for the worse, being stript of their original simplicity, which, however irregular, is the

most essential characteristic, is so agreeable to the ear, and has such powers over the

human breast. Those of a more lively and merry strain have had better fortune, being

introduced into the army in their native dress, by the fifes, an instrument for which they

are rem.arkably well suited. It has been ridiculously supposed that Rizzio, the unhappy
Italian secretary of Mary Oueen of Scots, reformed the Scotch music. This is a false-

hood invented by his country, in envy to the Scots. Their finest tunes existed in their

church music, , long before Rizzio's arrival j nor does it appear that Rizzio, who was
chiefly employed by his mistress in foreign dispatches, ever composed an air during the

short time he lived in Scotland but were there no other evidences to confute this report,

the original character of the music itself is sufficient.

The lower people in Scotland are not so much accustomed as the English are to clubs,

dinners, and other convivial entertainments j but when they partake of them, for that

very reason they seem to enjoy them more completely. One institution there is, at

once social and charitable, and that is, the contributions raised for celebrating the wed^
dings of people of an inferior rank. Those festivities partake of the ancient Saturnalia

j

but though the company consists promiscuously of the high and low, the entertainment

is as decent as it is jovial- Each guest pays according to his inclination or ability, but

seldom under a shilling a head, for which they have a wedding dinner and dancing,

A^Hien the parties happen to be servants in respectable families, the contributions are so

liberal that they often establish the young couple in the world.

The common people of Scotland retain the solemn and decent manner of their an-

cestors at burials. When a relation dies in a little town, the parish-beadle is sent round

with a passing-bell , but he stops at certain places, and witli a slow melancholy tone

announces the name of the party deceased and the time of his interment, to which he

invites all his fellow countiymen. At the hour appointed, if the deceased was beloved

in the place, vast numbers attend. The procession is sometimes preceded by the magis-

trates and their officers, as the deceased is carried in his coffin, covered by a velvet pall

with chair poles, to the grave, where it is interred, without any oration or address to

,

jhe people, or prayers, or farther ceremony, than the nearest relation thanking the
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C0i»f2Hy for tlieir attendance*. The funerals of tlie nobility and gentry are performed

in much the same manner as in England, bat without any funeral service Tiie High-

land funerals were generally preceded by bagpipes, which played certain dirges, called

coronachs^ and were accompanied by the voices of the attendants of both sexes.

Dancing, is a favourite amusement in this country, but little regard is paid to art or

gracefulness : the whole consists in agility, and in keeping time to their own tunes, which

they do with great exactness. One of the peculiar diversions practised by the gentle-

men, is the Golff^ which requires an equal degree of art and strength it is played by a

club and a ball j the latter is smaller and harder than a cricket ball ; the club is of a

taper construction, till it terminates in the part that strikes the ball, which is ioided

with lead and faced with horn. The diversion itself resembles that of the Ma11^ which

was common in England in the middle of the last century. An expert player will send

the ball an amazing distance at one stroke 5 each party fojjows bis ball upon an open

heath, and he who strikes it in fewest strokes into a hole wins the game. The diversio.i

of Curling is likewise peculiar to the Scots. It is performed upon ice, with large flat

stones, from twenty to two hundred pounds weight each, which they hurl from a com-
mon stand to a mark at a certain distance j and whoever is nearest the mark is the victor^

1'hese two may be called the standing winter and summer diversions in Scotland. The
natives are expert at all the other diversions common in England, cricket excepted,

which is little practised.

Language and dress.] I place these two articles under the same head, because

they had formerly an intimate relation to each other, both of them being evidently

Celtic. The Highland plaid is composed of a woollen stulf, sometimes very fine, called

tartan. This consists of various colours, forming stripes which cross each other at right

angles j and the natives value themselves upon the judicious arrangement, or what they

call setts, of those stripes and colours, which, where skilfully managed, produce a plea-

ding effect to the eye. Above the shirt the Highlander wears a waistcoat of the same
composition with the plaid, which commonly consists of twelve yards in width, and
which they throw over the shoulder into very near the form of a Roman toga, as repre-

sented in ancient statues j sometimes it is fastened round the middle with a leathern belt,

so that part of the plaid hangs down before and behind like a petticoat, and supplies the

want of breeches. This they call being dressed in a phslig^ but which the Lov»7landers

call a kilt^ and which is probably the same word with Celt. Sometimes they wear^t^

kind of petticoat of the same variegated stuff, buckled round the waist, and this they

term the philibeg, which seems to be of Milesian extraction. Their stockings arc like-

wise of tartan tied below the knee with tartan garters formed into tassels. Tlie poorer

people wear upon their feet brogues made of untanned or undressed leather ; for their

heads a blue flat cap is used, called a bonnet, of a particular woollen manufacture. From
the belt of the philibeg hung generally their knives and a dagger, which they called a
dirk, and an iron pistol, sometimes of fine workmanship, and curiously inlaid with silver.

The introduction of the broad sword of Andrea Ferrara, a Spaniard (which was always
part of the Highland dress), seems to be no earlier than the reign of Jam^es HI. who
invited that excellent workman to Scotland. A large leathern purse, richly adorned
with silver, hanging befbre them, was always part of a Highland chieftain's dress.

The dress of the Highland women consisted of a petticoat and jerkin, with strait

sleeves, trimmed or not trimmed, according to the quality of the wearer j over thi^ they
Tvore a plaid, which they either held close under their chins with the hand, or fastened

with a buckle of a particular fashion. On the head they wore a kerchief of fine lincu

of different forms. The women's plaid has been but lately disused in Scotland by the
ladies, who wore it in a graceful manner, the drapery fidling towards the feet in large
folds. A curious virtuoso may find a strong resemblance between the variegated aai
fimbriated draperies of the ancients, and those of llie Tuscans (who were unquestionably
of Celtic original) as they are to be seen in the monuments of antiquity.

The attachment of Highlanders to this dress rendered it a bond of union, which often
proved dangerous to the government. Many efforts had been made by tlie Legislature,
after the rebellion in 1715, to disarm them, and oblige thern to conform to tlie Low-
country (presses. The disarming scheme was the most successful ) for wlien tlie rwbtluoa
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in 1745, broke out, tlie common people Kad scarcely any other arms than those vMck
they took from the king's troops. Their overthrow at CuUoden rendered it no difRcult

matter for the Legislature to force them into a total change of their dress. The absur-

dity of such compulsion was however so obvious, and its conveniency, for the purposes of

the field, is so great, that most of the Highland regiments retain it.

The dress of the higher and middle ranks of the Low country is entirely English ^

the dress of the women of all ranks is much the same in both kingdoms.

I have already mentioned the language of the Highlanders, especially tow^ards Loch-

aber and Badenoch, to be radically Celtic. The English spoken by the Scots, not-

withstanding its provincial articulations, which are ^s frequent there as in the more

southern counties, is written in the same manner in both kingdoms. At present the

pronunciation of a Scotchman is greatly improving, and the language of Edinburgh

does not differ from that of London, more than that of London does from that of York,

Punishments,} These are pretty much the same in Scotland as in England. Be-

heading used to be performed by the Maiden, an instrument similar to the Guillotine^

the rnodel of vv'hich, it is well known, was brought from Halifax in England to Scot-

Sand, by the regent Earl Morton, and it was first used for the execution of himself.

Religion. J Ancient Scottish historians, with Eede and other writers, generally

agree that Christianity was first taught in Scotland by some of the disciples of St. John

the Apostle, who fled to this northern coimtrv to avoid the persecution of Domitian,

the Roman emperor
j
though it was not publicly professed till the beginning of the third

century, when a prince, whom Scotch historians call Donald the First, his queen, and

several of his nobles, were solemnly baptised. It \vd.s farther confirmed by emigrations

from Soutli Britain, during the persecutions of Aurelius and Dioclesian, when it became

the established religion of Scotland, tender the management of certain learned and pious

men, named Culdees, v;ho seem to have been the first regular clergy in Scotland, and

were governed by overseers or bishops chosen by themselves from among their own
body, and ^vho had no pre-eminence of rank over the rest of their brethren.

Thus, independent of the church of Rome, Christianity seems to have been taught,

planted, and finally confirmed in Scotland as a national church, where it flourished in

its native simplicity, till the arrival of Palladius, a priest sent by the bishop of Rome in

the fifth century, who found means to introduce the modes and ceremonies of the Ro-

mish church, which at length pi-evailcd, and Scotland became involved in that darkness

which for ages overspread Europe
j
though its dependence upon the pope was very

slender, when compared to the blind subjection of many other nations.

The Culdees long maintained their original manners, and remained a distinct order,

notwitlistanding the oppression of the Romish (ilergy, till the age of Robert Bruce in

the 14th century, when they disappeared.

Soon after the powder of the pope in England was destroyed by Henry VIII. a similar

reformation began in Scotland, in the reign of James V. : it made great progress under

that of his daughter Mary, and was completed through the preaching of John Knox,

who had adopted the doctrines of Calvin, and was the chief reformer of Scotland.

The religion at present established by law in Scotland, dijffers chiefly from that of the

church of England, in having for its fundamental principle a parity of rank and autho-

rity among its clergy *, all its ecclesiastics, or presbyters, being equal in dignity^ and

forming among themselves a kind of ecclesiastical commonwealth of the democratic

species. It agrees vnth the reformed churches abroad in its opposition to popery j but

it is modelled principally after the Calvinistical plan established at Geneva. This es-

tablishment, at various periods, proved so tyrannical over the' laity, by having the power

of the great and lesser excommunication, which were attended by a forfeiture of estate,

and sometimes of life, that the kirk sessions, and other bodies, have been abridged cf all

their dangerous powers over the laity, who were extremely jealous of their being revived.

Even that relic of popery, the obliging fornicaters of both sexes to sit upon what they

call a repenting stool, in the church, and in full view of the congregation, begins to

w^ear out, it having been found that the Scottish women, on account of that penance,

were the greatest; infanticides in the world. In short, the power of the Scottish clergy

i§ at present very moderate, or at least very moderately exejrcised 5 nor are they account-
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able for the extravagancy of their predecessors. They have been, ever since the Revo-

lution, firm adherents to civil hberty, -^ .d the house of Hanover, and acted with re-

markable intrepidity during the rebellion in 1'745. They dr^ss without clerical robes ;

but most of them appear in the pulpit in gowns, after the Geneva form, and bands.

They make no use of set forms in worship. The rents of the bishops, since the aboli-

tion of episcopacy, are paid to the king, w^ho commonly appropriates them to p'^ous pur-

poses. A thousand pounds a year is always sent by his majesty for the use of protest-

ant schools erected by act of parliament in North Britain, and the western isles j and

the Scotch clergy, of late, have instituted fuwds for the support of their \\idows and or-

phans. The number of parishes in Scotland is 941, of which 31 are collegiate churches,

that is, where the cure is served by more than one minister.

The highest ecclesiastical authority in Scotland is the General Assembly, v/hich we
may call the ecclesiastical parliament of Scotland. It consists of commissioners, some

of whom are laymen, under the title of ruling elders, from presbyteries, royal burghs,

and universities. A presbytery, consisting of less than twelve ministers, sends two mi-

nisters and one ruling elder j if it contain between twelve and eighteen ministers, it

sends three, and one ruling elder j if it contain between eighteen and twenty-four mi-,

nisters, it sends four ministers and two ruling elders j but if the presbytery have twenty-

four ministers, it sends five ministers and two ruling elders. Every royal burgh sends

one ruling elder, and Edinburgh tw^o ^ whose election must be attested by the respective

kirk-sessions of their own burghs. Every university sends one commissioner, usually a

minister of their own body. These commissioners are chosen yearly, six weeks before

the meeting of the assembly. The ruling elders are often persons of the first quality of

the country. The king presides by his commissioner (who is always a nobleman) in

tliis assembly, which meets annually in May j but he has no voice in their deliberations.

This assembly chooses a clergyman for its moderator, or speaker. Appeals are brought

from all the other ecclesiastical courts in Scotland to the general assembly j and no ap-

peal lies from its delermination in religious matters.

Provincial Synods are next in authority to the general assembly. They are composed
of a number of the adjacent presbyteries, over whom they have a power j and there are

fifteen of them in Scotland j but their acts are reversible by the general assembly.

Subordinate to the synods, are Presbyteries, of which there are sixty-nine in Scotland,

each consisting of a number of contiguous parishes. The ministers of these parishes,

with one ruling elder chosen half-yearly out of every session, compose a presbytery.

These presbyteries meet in the head town of that division, but have nojurisdiction beyond
their own bounds, though within these they have cognizance of all ecclesiastical causes

and matters. A chief part of their business is the ordination of candidates for Hvings,

in which they are regular and solemn. The patron of a living is bound to nominate or
present in six months after a vacancy otherwise the presbytery fills the place Jure deDO-
luto ; but that privilege does not hold in royal burghs.

A kirk session is the lowest ecclesiastical judicatory in Scotland, and its authority does
• not extend beyond its own parish. The members consist of the ministers, elders, and

_

deacons. The deacons are laymen, and act nearly as churchw^ardens do in England, by
having the supcrintendcncy of the poor, and taking care of other parochial affairs. The
elder, or, as he is called, the ruling elder, is a place of great parochial trust, and he is

generally a lay-person of quality or interest in the parish. The elders are supposed to
act in a kind of co-ordinancy with the minister, and to be assisting to him in many of
his clerical duties, particularly ni catechising, visiting the sick, and at the communion
table.

The office of ministers, or preaching presbyters, includes the offices of deacons and
ruling elders

J
they alone can preach, administer the sacrament, catechise, pronounce

church censures, ordain deacons and ruling elders, assist at the imposition of liands upon
• other ministers, and moderate, or preside, in all ecclesiastical judicatories.

The established religion of Scotland formerly partook of all the austerities of Calvin,
ism, and of too much of the intolerance of popery : but at present it is mild and gentle

j* < I ii

\
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and the sermons and other theological writings of many of the modem Scotch di^inar
~

are equally distinguished by good sense and moderation. In the Lowlands there are

a great number of congregations who dissent from the presbyterian establishment and
doctrines in several particulars, and are called Seccders. These are again subdivided

into Burghers and Anti-burghers. They maintain their own preachers, though scarcely

any two congregations agree either in principle or practice with each other.

The other dissenters in Scotland, consist of the Episcopalians, a few Quakers, many
Baptists, and other sectaries, who are denominated from their preachers. Episcopacy,

from the time of the Restoration in 1660, to that of the Revolution in 1688, was the -

established religion of Scotland j and would probably have continued so, had not the

bishops, who were in general very weak men, and creatures of the duke of York, after-

wards James VIL and 11.^ refused to recognise king Wilham's title. The partisans of

that unhappy prince retained the episcopal religion : and king William's government' was
^

rendered so unpopular in Scotland, that in queen Anne's time, the Episcopalians were
|

more numerous in some parts than the Presbyterians j and their meetings, which they |
held under the act of toleration, as well attended. A Scotch Episcopalian thus becom- 3

ing another name for a Jacobite, they received some checks after the rebellion in 1715,

but they recovered themselves so well, that, at the breaking out of the rebellion in 1745, -

they became again numerous ; after which the government found means to invalidate the

acts of their clerical order* Their meetings, however, still subsist, but thinly.

The defection of some great families from the cauge of Popery, and the extinction of

others, have rendered its votaries inconsiderable in Scotland. They are chiefly confined

to the northern part?, and the islands : and they appear to be as quiet and inoffensive as

protestant subjects.

Scotland, during the time of episcopacy, contained two archbishoprics, St Andrew's
and Glasgow ^ and twelve bishoprics, Edinburgh, Dunkcld, Aberdeen, Murray, Brechin,

Dumblane, Ross, Caithness, Orkney, Galloway, Argyll, and the Isles.

Literature.] For this article, we may refer to the literary history of Europe for

1400 years past. The western parts and isles of Scotland produced St Patrick, the

celebrated apostle of Ireland. The writings of Adamannus, and other authors who
lived before and at the time of the Norman invasion, which are still extant, are speci-

mens of early Scotch learning. Charles the Great, or Charlemagne, most unquestion-

ably held a correspondence by letters with the kings of Scotland, .with whom he entered

into a league and employed Scots in planning, settling, and ruling, his favourite uni-
!j|

versities, and other seminaries of learning, in France, Italy, and Germany. It is an un-

doubted truth, though a seeming paradoxical fact, tliat Barbour, a Scottish poet, philo-

sopher, and historian, though prior in time to Chaucer, having flourished in the year

1368, wrote, according to the modern ideas, as pure English as that bard and his

versification is perhaps more harmonious. The destruction of the" Scottish monuments

of learning and antiquity has rendered their e3.rly annals lame, and oft^n fabulous j but

the Latin style of Buchanan's history is equal hi classical purity to that of any modern

productions. The letters of the Scottish kings to the neighbouring princes are incom-

parably the finest compositions of the times in which they v/ere written, and are free

from the barbarisms of these sent them in answer. This has been considered as a prcof

that classical learning was more cultivated at the court of Scotland than at any other

in Europe.

The discovery of the logarithms, a discovery which, in point of ingenuity and utility,

may vie with any that has been made in modern times, is the indisputable right of Na-

pier of Merchistonc. And since his time, the mathematical sciences have been culti-

vated in Scotland with great success. Keil, in his physico-mathematicai works, to the

clearness of his reasoning, has sometimes added the colouring of a poet. Of all writers

on astronomy, Gregory is allowed to be one of the most perfect and elegant. Mac-

laurin, the companion and the friend of Sir Isaac Newton, was endowed vvith all that

precision and force of mind which rendered him peculiarly fitted for bringing down the

ideas of that great man to the level of ordinary apprehensions, and for diffusing that

light through the world which Newton had confined v/ithin the sphere Kjf the learned.

His Treatise on Fluxions is regarded by the best judges in Europe, as the clearest ac-
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count of tlie most refined and subtile speculations on which the human mind ever exerted

itself with success. While Maclaurin pursued this new career, a geometrician no less,

famous distinguished himself in the almost deserted track of antiquity. This was the

late Dr Simpson, so well known for his illustrations of the ancient geometry. His Ele-

ments of Euclid, and, above all, his Conic Sections, arc sufficient of themselves to esta^

blish the scientific reputation of his native country.

In the department of history the highest celebrity has been acquired by Scottish,

writers. Hume was the first who, with any pretensions to classical elegance, wrote the

history of England. Dr Robertson began his literary career of glory with the history

of his own country. This was followed by that of all Europe, in the reign of the em-
peror Charles V. The captivating account of the discovery of America vras next pre-

sented to the world j and a historical disquisition concerning India was the l^st produc*

tion of this philosophical historian. To Dr Henry his country and the world are in-

debted for a history of Great Britain, on a plan entirely new, in which he has brought

within one glance of the eye, every thing interesting in the civil history, constitution,

learning, arts, commerce, and manners of the people, from |the earliest authenticity.

The investigations of Dr Adam Smith on the subject of national wealth and politics,

have perhaps never been equalled j and the moral philosophy of Hutcheson will be al-

lowed, even by its opponents, to be ingenious and plausibly supported.

In medicine the names Pitcairn, Arbuthnot, Monro, Smellie, Wliytt, Cullen, Brown,
and Gregory, hold a distinguished place. Nor have the Scots been unsuccessful in

cultivating the belles lettres. Foreigners who inhabit warmer climates, and conceive

the northern nations incapable of tenderness and feeling, are astonished at the poetic ge-

nius and delicate sensibility of Thomson, and the various powers of Armstrong, Beattie,.

and Burns.

Universities.] The universities of Scotland are four-—that of St Andrews, founded
by bishop Wardlaw, in 1411 : it consists of three colleges, two of which are now united,

and in which, some years ago, the number of students v^^as said to he only 100 ^ that of

Glasgow, founded by bishop Turnbull, in 1453, containing betv/een five and six hundred
students j that of Aberdeen, consisting of two colleges, one in the old town, founded by
bishop Elphinstone, in the year 1500, and one in the new town, founded by George
Keith, fifth earl-marshal, in 1593 and that of Edinburgh, founded by James VL, iii,

1580, which usually contains about 1000 students.

St, Andrews has a Chancellor, two Principals, and eleven Professors in

Greek, Moral Philosophy,* , Church History,

Humanity, Natural Philosophy, Divinity,

Hebrew, Mathematics, Medicine
Logic, Civil History,

Glasgow has a Chancellor, Rector, Dean of Faculty^ Principal, and fourteen Pix>.

fessors in

Greek, Moral Philosophy, Divinity,

Humanity, Natural Philosophy, Civil and Scotch Law,
Hebrew, Mathematics, Medicine,
Oriental Languages, Practical Astronomy, Anatomy.
Logic, History,

v^BERDEEN has properly two Colleges, viz. King's College, and Marischal Colleger-

King's College has a Chancellor, Hector, Principal, and seven Professors in
Greek, Pliilosophyj^ Civil Law,
Humanity, Divinity, Medicine.
Oriental Languages,

Marischal College has a Chancellor, Rector, Principal, and seven Professors i:^
Greek, Natural Philosophy, Divinity,

Oriental Languages, Mathematics, Medicine*
Moral Philosophy and Logic

I 3
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Edinburgh has a Patron, Principal, and Professors in

Divinity, Mathematics, Materia Medica,

Chiu-ch History, Civil History, Inst, of Physic and Medi-

Greek, Natural History, cine.

Humanity, Scotch Law, Practice of Medicine,

Hebrew, Ci^al Law, Chemistry,

Logic, Law of Nature and Nations, Anatomy,
Moral Philosophy, Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, Midwifery, ^
Natural Philosophy, Botany, Agriculture.

Antiquities.] The Roman and other antiquities found in Scotland have of them-

selves furnished matter for large volumes. The stations of the Roman legions, their

castella, the praetentures or walls reaching across the island, have been traced with great

precision by antiquaries and historians ; so that, without some new discoveries, an ac-

count of them can afford no instruction to the learned, and but little amusement to the

ignorant j because at present they can be discovered only by critical eyes. Some men-

tion of the chief, however, may be proper. The course of the Roman wall, (or, as it is

called by the country people, Graharn's Dyhe, from a tradition that a Scottish warrior

of that name, first broke over it_), between thd Clyde and Forth, which was first marked

out by Agricola, and completed by Antoninus Pius, is still, discernible, as are several

Roman camps in the neighbourhood. Agricola's camp, at the bottom of the Gram-

pian Hills, is a Striking remain of Roman antiquity. It is situated at Ardoch in Perth-

shire, and is generally thought to have been the camp occupied by Agricola, before he
" fought the bloody battle, recorded by Tacitus, with the Caledonian king Galgacus, who
was defeaied. Some writers think that this remain of antiquity at Ardoch was, on ac-

count of the numerous Roman coins and inscriptions found near it, a Roman castellum

or fort. Be that as it may, it certainly is the most entire and best preserved of any

Roman antiquity of that kind in North Britain, having no less than five rows of ditches

and six ramparts on the south side j and of the four gates which lead into the area,

three are very distinct and plain, viz. the practoria, decumana, and dextra.

The Roman temple, or building in the form of the Pantheon at Rome, or of the dome

of St Patil's at London, stood upon the banks of the river Carron in Stirlingshire, but

w^as barbarously dem.clished by a neighbouring Goth, for the purpose of mending a mill-

pond. Its height was twenty-two feet, and its external circumference at the base was

eighty-eight fcet, so that upon the whole it was one of the most complete Roman anti-

quiiies in the world. It is thought to have been built by Agricola, or some of his suc-

cessors, as a temple to the god Terminus, as it stood near the prsetenture which bound-

ed the Roman empire in Eiitain to the north. Near it are some artificial conical

mounds of earth, which slill retain tlie name of Duni-pace, or Duni-pacis which serve

to prove that there w^as a, kind of solemn compromise between the Romans and the

Caledonians, that the former should not extend their empire farther to the northward.

Innumerable are the coins, urns, utensils, inscriptions, and other remains of the Ro-

mans, that have been found in different parts of Scotland : some of them to the north

of the wall, where, however, it does not appear that they made any establishment. By
the inscriptions found near the wall, the names of the legions that built it, and how far

they carried it on, may be learned. The remains of Roman highways are frequent in

the southern parts.

Danish camps and fortifications are easily discernible in several northern counties,

and are known by their square figures and difficult situations. Some houses or stupen-

dous fabrics remain in Ross-shire j but whether they are Danish, Pictish, or Scottish,

does not appear. They are, perhaps, Norwegian or Scandinavian structures, and bmlt

about the fifth century, to favour the descents of that people upon those coasts.

Two Pictish monuments, as they4iave been supposed to be, of a very extraordmary

construction, were lately standing in Scotland j one of them at Abernethy in Perth-

shire, the other at Brechin in Angus both of them are columns, hollow in the inside,

and without the stair-case
J

that of Brechin is the most entire, being covered at the

top with a spiral roof of stone, with three or four windows above the cornice 3 it con-
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sists of sixty regular courses of liewn free-stone, laid circularly, and regularly tapering

towards the top. If these columns are really Pictish, that people must have had

among them architects who far exceeded those of any coeval monuments to be found in

Europe, as they have all the appearance of an order and the building is neat, and in

the Roman style of architecture. It is, however, difficult to assign them to any but the

Picts, as they stand in their dominions : and some sculptures upon that at Brechin de-

note it to be of Christian origin. It is not indeed impossible that these sculptures are

of a later date. Besides these two pillars, many other Pictish buildings are found in

Scotland, but not in the same style.

The vestiges of erections by the ancient Scots "themselves are not only curious but in-

structive, as they regard many important events of their history. That people had
amongst them a rude notion of sculpture, by which they transmitted the actions of their

kings and heroes. At a place called Aberlemno, near Brechin, four of five ancieat

obelisks are still to be seen, called the Danish stones of Aberlemno, They are erected

as commemorations of the Scottish victories over that people j and are adorned with bas-

reliefs of men on horseback, and many emblematical figures and hieroglyphics, not in-

telligible at this day. Many other historical monuments of the Scots have been disco-

vered 'y but it must be acknowledged that the obscurity of their sculptures has opened a

field of boundless and frivolous conjectures, so that the interpretations of many of thern

.

are often fanciful. Among these the stone near the town of Forres, or Fortrose,

in Murray, far surpasses all the others in magnificence and grandeur, " and is," says

Mr Gordon, " perhaps one of the most stately monuments of that kind in Europe. It

rises about 23 feet in height above ground, and is, as I am credibly inforraTd, no less

than 12 or 15 feet below ; so that the whole height is at least 35 feet, and its breadth

near five. It is all one single and entire stone
5

great variety of figures in relievo are

carved on it, and some of them are still distinct and visible j but the injury of the wea-
ther has obscured those towards the »pper part." Though this monr.meiit has been
generally considered as Danish, yet it is not improbable that it is Scottish, and was
erected in commemoration of the final expulsion of the Danes out of Murray, v/here

they held their last settlement in Scotland, after the defeat they received from P/lalcohn,

a few years before the Norman invasion.

At Sandwick, in Ross-shire, is a very splendid ancient obelisk, surrounded at the

base vnth large, well-cut fiag stones, formed like steps. Both sides of the column are

covered with various enrichments, in well-finished carved work. One face presents a
sumptuous cross, with a figure of St Andrew on each hand, and some uncouth animaU
and flowerings underneath. The central division on the reverse exhibits a variety of
curious figures, birds, and animals. ,

The ruins of the cathedral of Elgin are very striking j and many parts of that fine

building have still the remains of much grandeur and dignity in them. The west door
is highly ornamented j there is much elegance in the carvings, and the whole edifice

displays very elaborate workmanship.
Among the remains of ancient castles, may be nientioned Kildrummy castle in the

north of Scotland, which was formerly a place of great strength and magnificence, and
ofjjen used as an asylum to noble families in times of civil war. Inverugie castle, the
ancient seat of the earl-mareschals of Scotland, is aslo a large and lofty pile, situated on
a steep bank of the river : two very high towers bound the front, and even in their de-

caying state, give the castle an air of much grandeur and antiquity. Long rows of ve-

nerable trees, inclosing the adjoining garden, add to the effect of Uie decayed buildings.

Near the town of Huntly are the ruins of Huntly castle. On the avenue that leads to
it, arc two large square towers, w^iich had defended the gateway. The castle seems to
be very old, and a great part of it is demolished ^ but there is a massy building of a
more modern date, in which some of the apartments, and in particular, their curious
ceilings, are still in tolerable preservation. They arc painted with a great variety of
subjects, in small divisions, in which arc contained many emblematical figures.

^
Besides these remains of lioman, Pictish, Danish, and Scottish anti<^uities, many Drii^%

dical monuments and temples are discernible hi the northern parts of Scotland, as well
as 111 the isles, where we may suppose that paganism look its last refuge. They are

14
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easily perceived by their circular forms but tbougb they are equally regular, yet none
of them are on so large a scale as the Druidical erections in South Britain. There is

in Perthshire a barrow which seems to be a British erection, and the most beautiful of

the kind perhaps in the world. It exactly resembles the figure of a ship with the keel

uppermost. It seems to be of the most remote antiquity, and perhaps was erected to»

ihe memory of some British prince who acted as auxiliary to the Romans for it is situ-

ated near Auchterarder, not far from the scene of Agricola's great operations.

Natural curiosities.] Traces of ancient volcanoes are not unfrequent in Scot-

land. The hill of Finehavcn Is one instance j and the hill of Bergonium, near Dun-
staffnage castle, is another, yielding vast quantities of pumices or scoriae of different kinds,

many of which arc of the same species with those of the Icelandic volcanoes. Among
other natural curiosities of this country, is a heap of white stones, most of them clear

like crystal, together with great quantities of oyster and other sea shells, found on the

top of a mountain called Scorna-Lappich, in Ross-shire, twenty miles distent from the

sea. Slains, in Aberdeenshire, is said to be remarkable for a petrifying cave, called

the Dropping Cave, where water oozing through a spongy porous rock at the top-,,

quickly consolidates after it drops to the bottom. Scotland, like other mountainous

countries, abounds in wild and picturesque scenes, rocks, cataracts, and caverns. Of
the latter there are some in Fifeshire, of extraordinary dimensions, in which inhuman
cruelties are said to have been perpetrated.

Cities, chief towns, and edifices.] Edinburgh, the capital of Scotland, na-

turally claims the first place under this head. The castle, before the use of artillery,

was deei- edtobe impregnable. It was probably built by the Saxon king Edwin,
whose territory reached to the Erilli of Forth, and who gave his name to Edinburgh,
as it certainly did not fall into the hands of the Scots till the reign of Indulphus, who
lived in the year 953. The town was built for the benefit of protection from the

castle 'y and a more inconvenient situation for a capital can scarcely be conceived j the

High -street, which is on the ridge of a hill, lying east and west, and the lanes running

slmost perpendicularly down its sides north and south. In form^er times, the town was
surrounded by water, excepting towards the east 3 so that, when the French landed in

Scotland during the regency of Mary 0^ Guise, they gave it the name of Lislebourg.

This situation suggested the idea of building very loft,y houses, divided into stories, each

of which contains a suite of rooms, generally Inrge and commodious, for the use of a

family ; so that the Iligh-stre^t of Edinburgh, which is chiefly of hewn stone, broad,

and well paved, makes a grand appearance, especially as it rises a full mile in a direct

line and gradual ascent from the palace of Holyrood-housc on the eyst, and is termin-

ated on the west by the rudr majesty of its ci;stle, built upon a lofty rock, inaccessible

cn all sides, except where it joins to the city. The castle not omy overlooks the city,

its environs, gardens, the new towp, and a fine ri^fh neighbouring coi 'itry, but com>

mands a most extensive prospect of the Frith uf Forth, the shipping, the opposite coast

of Fife, and even some hills at the distiince of 40 or 50 miles, which border upon the

Highlands. This crowded population, however, was so extremely inconvenient, that

the English, who seldon? went further mto the country, returned ivith the deepest irn-

pression of Scotch nastiness, which became proverbial. The castle has some good

apartments, a tolerable train of arliilery, and has not only a large magazine of arms

and ammunition, but contains the regalia, which were deposited here under the most

solem.n legal instruments, engaging that they should not be removed from thence.

Facing the castle, as has been already observed, at a mile's distance, stands the ab-

bey, or rather palace, of Holy-rood house. 1 he inner quadrangle of this place, begun

by James V. and frnished by Charles I., is of magnificent modem architecture, built

according to the plan and under the direction of Sir William ^vuce, a Scotch gentle-

man of family, and one of the greatest architects of that age. Round the quadrangle

runs an arcade, adorned v;ith pilasters j and the inside contains magnificent apartments.

Its long gallery contains figures, some of which are from portraits, but all of them

painted by modern artists, of the kingj of Scotland down to the time of the "Revolution*

James VII., when duke of York, intended to have made great improvements about this

palace *, for at present nothing can be more bleak than its situation, alihough surrovrd-

cd by greunds in the highest cegi^e suic:;publc cf imj^rcvement.
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The hospital, founded by George Herriot, goldsmith to James VI. commonly called

Herriot's Work, stands to the south-west of the castle, in a noble situation. It is the

finest and most regular specimen which Inigo Jones (who went to Scotland as architect

to queen Anne, wife of king James VI.), has left us of his Gothic manner, and far

exceeding any thing of that kind to be seen in England, One Balcanguhille, a di-

vine, whom Herriot left his executor, is said to have prevailed upon Jones to admit

some barbarous devices into the building, particularly the windows, and to have insisted

that the ornaments of each should be somewhat different from those of the others. It

is, notwithstanding, upon the whole, a delightful fabric, and adorned with gardens not

inelegantly laid out. It was built for the maintenance and education of poor children

belonging to the citizens and tradesmen of Edinburgh, and is under the direction of the

city magistrates.

Among the other public edifices of Edinburgh, before the Revolution, was the col-

lege, which claims the privileges of an university, founded by king James IV., and by
him put under the direction of the ^lagistrates, who have the power of chancellor and

vice-chancellor. It is supplied with excellent professors in the several branches of learn-

ing
J
and its schools for every part of the medical art are reckoned equal to any in Eu-

rope. This college is provided Vv-ith a library, founded by one Clement Little, which

has been of late greatly augmented j and a museum belonging to it was given by Sir

Andrew Balfour, a pliysiciaii. The old buildings being very mean, and unsuitable to

such a celebrated university, the magistrates of Edinburgh set on foot a subscription for

erecting a new and magnincent structure, from a design of the late Robert Adams, Esq.

The original estimate for completing the whole, was 64,000l., and of this 30,0C0l. Vs~as

immediately subscribed. On the 16th of November 1789, the foundation v^'as laid
j
but,

after having expended all the money subscribed, the building was obliged to be given up,

after having nearly finished the east or principal front, and great part of the north front.

The cast and west fronts extend 255 feet, and the south and north 358. The whole,

when completed, will be the most splendid structure of the kind in the world, and at

the same time the most complete and commodious.

The Parliament Square, or, as it is there called, Close, was formerly the most orna-

mental part of this city : it is formed into a very noble quadrangle, part of which con-

sists of lofty buildings *, and in the middle is a fine equestrian statue of Charles II. The
room built by Charles I. for the parliament- house, though not so large, is better pro-

portioned than Westmiuster-hall j and its roof, executed in the same manner, has been

by good judges held to be superior. It is now converted into a court of law, where a

single judge, called the lord ordinary, presides by rotation : in an inner apartment sit

the other judges ; and adjoining are the public offices of the law, exchequer, chancer)",

shrievalty, and magistracy of Edinburgh j and the advocates library. The latter equals

any thing of the kind to be found in England, or perhaps in any part of Europe, and
was at first entirely founded and furnished by lawyers. The number of printed books it

contains is amazing and the collection has been made with exquisite taste and judg-

ment. It contains likewise the most valuable manuscript remains of the Scottish history,

chartularies, and other papers of antiquity, with a series of medals.

The high church of Edinburgh, called that of St Giles, is divided into four churches,

and a room where the general assembly sits. It is a large Gothic building, and itn

steeple is surmounted by arches, formed into an imperial cro\\m, which has a good effect.

The modern edifices in and near Edinburgh, such as the Exchange, public olHces, its

hospitals, bridges, and the like, demonstrate the great improvement of the taste of the

Scots in their public works. Parallel to the city of Edinburgh, on the north, the nobi-

lity, gentry, and others, have erected a New Town. The streets and squares are laid out
v^ith the utmost regulsirity, the houses are built with stone in an elegant taste j and it

is, on the whole, superior, perhaps, to any thing of the kind in Europe.
Between the old and the new town lies a narrow bottom or vale. At the west or

upper end of this vale, the castle from a solid rock, not less than twenty stories liigh,

looks down with awful magruficence. The eastern extremity is bounde4 by a lofiy

bridge, the middle arch being ninety feet high, which joins the new buildings to thr

city, and renders the descent on each side the vale (there being no water in tliis place")

n\Qre commodious for carriages,
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Edinburgli contains a playhouse, sanctioned by act of parliament j and concerts, as--

sembiies, balls, music-meetings, and otber polite amusements, are as frequent and briL

liani: here, as in any part of his majesty's dominions, London and Bath excepted. In

the new town are several handsome and convenient hotels, and the coiFee-houses and ta-

verns in the old town are much improved.

Edinburgh is governed by a lord provost, four bailies, a dean of guild, and a treasur-

er, annually chosen from the common-council. The lord provost is colonel of the town,

guaid, a military institution to be found in no part of his majesty's dominions but in

Edinburgh
j
they serve for the city watch, and patrol the streets, are useful in suppress-

ing small commotions, and attend the execution of criminals. The number of inhabi-

tants in Edinburgh, according to the returns under the late act, is 82,560. The re-

venues of the city consist chiefly of that tax which is now common in most of the bodies

corporate in Scotland, of two Scotch pennies, amounting in the whole to two thirds of
a farthing, laid on every Scotch pint of ale (containing two English quarts) consumed
within the precincts of the city. Its product has been sufficient to defray the expencc
of supplying the city with excellent water, brought in leaden pipes from the distance of
four miles , of erecting reservoirs, enlarging the harbour of Leith, and'tompleting other

public v/orks, of great expence and utility. .

*

Leith, though near two miles distant, may be properly called the harbour of Edin-
burgh, being under the same jurisdiction, it contains nothing remarkable but the re-

mains of tvv^o citadels (if they are not the same), which were fortified and bravely de-

fended by the French, under Mary of Guise, against the English, and afterwards re-

paired by Cromwell. The neighbourhood of Edinburgh is adorned with noble seats,

ivhich are daily encreasing : some of them yield to few in England. About four miles

from Edinburgh is Roslin, noted for a stately Gothic chapel, esteemed one of the most
curious pieces of workmanship in Europe j rounded in the year 1440 by William
St Clair, prince of Orkney, and duke of Oldenburgh.

Glasgow, in the shire of Lanark, situated on a gentle declivity sloping towards the

river Clyde, 44 miles west of Edmburgh, is, for population, commerce, and riches, the

second city in Great Britain, containing, by the latest survey, above 100,000 inhabi-

tants. The streets cross each other at right angles, and are broad, straight, well

paved, and consequently clean. The houses make a grand appearance, aud are in gene-

ral four or fi^^e stories high, and many of them, towards the centre of the city, are sup-

ported by arcades, which form piazzas, and give the whole an air of magnificence.

Some of the modern built churches are in the finest style of architecture j and the ca-

thedral is a stupendous Gothic building, hardly to be paralleled in that kind of archi-

tecture. It coiitains three churches, one of which stands above another, and is furnish-

ed with a very fine spire springing from a tower j the whole being reckoned a masterly

and matchless fabric. It was dedicated to St Mungo, or Kentigern, who was bishop of

Glasgow in the 6th century. The cathedral is upwards of 600 years old, and was pre-

served from the fury of the rigid reformers by the resolution of the citizens. The tov/n-

house is a lofly building, and has very noble apartments for the magistrates. The uni-

versity is esteemed the most spacious and best built of any in Scotland. In this city are

several well endowed hospitals *, and it is particularly well supplied with large and con-

venient inns, proper for the accommodation of strangers of any rank. In Glasgow are

seven churches, and eight or ten m.eeting-houses for sectaries of various denomina-

tions.

Paisley lies about 6 miles west of Glasgow, is a fine modern town, has flourishing

manufactures, and contains above 30,000 inhabitants.

Aberdeen may be considered as the third town in, Scotland for improvement and po-

pulation. It is the capital of a shire, to which it gives its name, and contains two
towns, New and Old Aberdeen. The former is the shire town, and evidently built foi*

the purpose of commerce. It is a large ivell-built city j and has a good quay, or tide-

harbour : in it arc three churches, and several episcopal meeting-houses. It has a con-

siderable degree of foreign commerce and much shipping, a well frequented university,

and about 30,000 inhabitants. Old Aberdeen, near a mile distant, though almost join-

ed to the New by means of a long village^ has no dependence on the other 3 it is a mo-
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derately large market town, but Kas no haven. In each of these two places there is a

well endowed college, both together being termed the University of Aberdeen, although

quite independent of each other.

Perth, the capital town of Perthshire, lying on the river Tay, trades to Norway and

the Baltic 5 is finely situated, has an extensive cotton manufactory, and lies in the neigh-

bourhood of one of the most fertile spots in Great Britain, called the Carse of Gowry.
Perth was once the capital of Scotland. Here the courts of justice sat, the parliament

assembled, and the king resided : it was then defended by a strong castle, and is at pre-

sent one of the most regular and handsome towns in Scotland : it contains about 24,000
inhabitants. Dundee contains about 26,000 inhabitants j it lies near the mouth of the

river Tay 5 is a town of considerable trade, exporting much linen, grain, herrings, and

peltry, to sundry foreign parts 5 and has three churches. Montrose, Arbroath, and

Brechin, lie in the same county of Angus : the first has a flourishing foreign trade, and

the manufactures of the other two are in an improving state.

Commerce, manufactures.] The trade and manufactures of Scotland are in most

respects similar to those of England, though on a smaller scale, and for many years past

have been rapidly improving. The chief exports are linen and cotton goods, grain, iron,

lead, glass, woollen stuffs, soap, &c. 5 the imports are wines, brandy, fruit and timber
5

and from the West Indies and America, rum, sugar, rice, cotton, and indigo. The to-

tal amount of the exports from Scotland in 1793 was computed at 1,024,7421., and the

the number of ships employed were 2,234.

The fisheries of Scotland have been greatly improved of late years, and send large

supplies to the English and foreign markets The busses, or vessels employed in the

great herring fishery on the western coasts of Scotland, are fitted out from the north-

^vest parts of England, the north of Ireland, as well as the numerous ports of the Clyde

and neighbouring islands. The. grand rendezvous is at Campbeltown, a commodious
port of Argyllshire, facing the north of Ireland, where sometimes 300 vessels have been

assembled. They clear out on the 12th of September, and must return to their different

ports on the 13th of January. They are also under certain regulations respecting the

number of tons, men, nets, &c. But though the political existence of Great Britain de-

pends upon the number and bravery of her seamen, this fishery has hitherto laboured un-

der many difficulties j the adventurers in it having frequently been losers, in consequence

of the bounty of 50s. per ton (since reduced to 30s.) not having been regularly paid.

The chief manufactures of Scotland v/as for many years that of linen, of which more
than 400,000 yards were yearly whitened in one bleachery on the banks of the Tay,
But the linen trade has been for some time declining, and has now almost entirely given

place to the manufacture of cotton. This article is wove into every variety of fabrics,

to a very large annual amount, chiefly in Glasgow, Paisley, Perth, and Aberdeen. Of
the woollen manufactures of Scotland, that of carpets appears to be the most successful

and productive.

The iron works at Carron, one mile from Falkirk, are the largest in Europe 5 above
a thousand men are employed in them, and all sorts of iron goods are made,
from the smallest article to the largest cannon, a great quantity of which are exported
to Germany, Russia, and other foreign countries. The short piece of ordnance called a

carronade was first made here, and hence received its name.

Revenues.] See England.

Coins.] In the reign of Edward II. of England, the value and denominations of
coins were the same in Scotland as in England. Towards the reign of James II. a Scots

shilling answered to about an English sixpence y and about the reign of queen Marv of
Scotland, it was not more than an English groat. It continued diminishing in this

maimer till after the union of the two crowns under her son James VI. when the vast

•^esort of the Scotch nobility and gentry to the English court, occasioned such a druirx

of specie from Scotland, that by degrees a Scotch shilling fell to the value of one tAvelfth

f Luncarty, fcrincrljt tlic scene cf a celcbrulcd uattle w Scottish history.
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of an English sliilliiig, and their pennies in proportion. A Scotch penny is now' verjf

rarely to be found and bodies, their successors, which were double the value, are equal-

ly scarce. A Scotch halfpenny was called a babie j some say, because it was first stamp-

ed with the head of James III. when he was a babe or baby j but perhaps it is only the

corruption of two French words, has piece^ signifying a low piece of money. The same
observation that w^e have made on the Scottish shilling holds of their pounds and merks y
which are not coins, but denominations of sums. In all other respects, the currency of

money in Scotland and England is the same, as the Scottish computation is now entire-

ly disused.

Order of the thistle.] This is a military order, instituted, as the Scotch wri-

ters assert, by their king Achaius, in the ninth century, upon his making an offensive

and defensive league with Charlemagne, king of France or, as others say, on account

of his victory over Athelstane king of England, Avhen he vowed in the kirk of St An-
drew, that he and his posterity should ever bear the figure of that cross in their en-

signs, on which the saint suiiered. It has been frequently neglected, and as often re-

sunied. It was revived in 1703. It consistspf the sovereign, and 12 companions, who
"are called Knights of the Thistle, and have on their ensign this significant motto, }^em§(^

me impune lacesset^ " None shall safely provoke me."
Lavv^s and constitution.] The ancient constitution and government in Scotland

has been highly applauded, as excellently adapted to the preservation of liberty j and

it is certain that the power of the king was greatly limited, and that there were many
checks in the constitution upon him, which were well calculated to prevent his assum-

ing or exercising a despotic authority. But the Scottish constitution of government

was too much of the aristocratic kind, to afford to the common people that equal liber-

ty which they had a right to expect. The king's authority was sufhciently restrained
;

but the nobles, chieftains, and great landholders, had it too much in their power to

tyrannise over, and oppress their tenants, and the common people.

The ancient kings of Scotland, at their coronation, took the following oath, con-

taining three promises ; viz.

the name of Christ, I promise these three things to the Christian people my
subjects ; First, that I shall give order, and employ my force and assistance, that

the church of God, and the Christian people, may enjoy true peace during our time,

under our government. Secondly, I shall prohibit and hinder all persons, of what-

ever degree, from violence and injustice. Thirdly, in all judgments I shall follow

the prescriptions of justice and mercy, to the end that our cleijient and merciful God
" may shew mercy unto me, and to you."

The Parliament of Scotland anciently consisted of all who held any portion of land,

however small, of the crown, by military service. This parliament appointed the tinie

of its oxvn meetings and adjournments, and committees to superintend the administration

during the intervals of parliament j it had a commanding power in all matters of go-

vernment 5 it appropriated the public money, ordered the keeping of it, and called for the

accounts j it armed the people, and appointed commanders j it named and commission-

ed ambassadors \ it granted and limited pardons 5 it appointed judges and courts of ju-

dicature
J

it named oihcers of state and privy-councillors j it annexed and alienated the

revenues of the crovm, and restrained grants by the king. The king of Scotland had no

negative voice in parliament \ nor could he declare war, make peace, or conclude any other

public business of importance, without the advice and approbation of parliament. The
prerogative of the king was so bounded, that he was not even intrusted with the exe-

cutive part of the government. And even so late as the minority of .Tames IV.,

who was contemporary with, and ,son-in-law to, Henry VII. of England, the parlia-

ment pointed out to him his duty, as the first servant of his people, as appears by the

act still extant. In short, the constitution was rather aristocratical than monarchical.

Xhe abuse of these aristocratical powers, by the chieftaiiis and great landholders, gave

the king, however, a very considerable interest among the lower ranks j and a prince

w^ho had sense and address to retain the affections of his people, was generally able tq

humble the most overgrown of his subjects j but when, on the other hand, a king of

6®otland, like James III., shelved ^ disrespect to his parliament, the eyent was comj^
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monly fatal to the crown. The kings of Scotland, notwithstanding this paramounfe

power in the parliament, found means to weaken and elude its force j and in this they

were assisted by the clergy, whose revenues were immense, and who had very little de-

pendence upon the pope, and were always jealous of the powerful nobility. This was

done by establishing a select body of members, who were called the lords oj the articles.

These were chosen out of the clergy, nobility, knights, and burgesses. The bishops,

for instance, chose eight peers, and the peers eight bishops -y and these sixteen jointly

chose eight barons (or knights, of the shire), and eight commissioners for burghs ; and

to all those were added eight great officers of state, the chancellor beiijg president of

the whole.

Their business was to prepare all questions and bills, and other matters brought into

parliament j so that, in fact, though the king could give no negative, yet being by his

clergy, and the places he liad to bestow, always sure of the lords of articles, nothing

could come into parliament that could call for his negative. It must be acknowledged,

that this institution seems to have prevailed by stealth j nor was it ever brought into

any regular system ^ even its modes varied j and the greatest lau^^ers are ignorant when
it took place. The Scotch, however, never lost sight of their original principles *, and
though Charles I. wanted to form these lords .of the articles into regular machines, for

his own despotic purposes, he found it impracticable j and the melancholy consequences

are well known. At the Revolution, the Scots gave a fresh instance how well they

understood the principles of liberty, by omitting ail pedantic debates about abdication^

and the like terms, and voting king James at once to have forfeited his crown, ivhich

they gave to the prince and princess of Orange.
This spirit of resistance was the more remarkable, as the people had groaned under

the most insupportable ministerial tyranny ever since the Restoration. It is asked.

Why did they submit to that tyranny ? The answer is. In order to preserve that in-

dependency upon England, which Cromwell and his parliament endeavoured to destroy,

by uniting them with England : they therefore chose to submit to a temporary evil
j

but they took the first opportunity to ^et rid of their oppressors.

Scotland, when it was a separate kmgdom, cannot be said to have had any peers, in

the English sense of the word. The nobility, who were dukes, marquisses, earls, and
lords, were by the king made hereditary members of parliament but rf.ey formed no
distinct house, for they sat in the same room with the commons, who had the same delibe-

rative and decisive vote vath them in all public matters. A baron, though not a baron of
parliament, might sit upon a lord's assize in matters of life and death j nor was it ne-

cessary for the assizt^rs, or jury, to be unanimous in their verdict. The feudal customs,

even at the time of the Restoration, were so prevalent, and the rescue of a great cri-

minal v/as commonly so much apprehended, that seldom above two days passed between
the sentence and execution.

Great uncertainty occurs in the Scottish history, by confounding parliaments wllli

conventions
j the difference was, that a parliament could enact laws, as well as lay ou

taxes : a convention, or meeting^ of the states, only met for the purposes of taxation.

Before the Union, the kings of Scotland had four great and four lesser officers of state ;

the great were the lord high chancellor, high treasurer, privy-seal, and secretary : the
four lesser were tlie lords register, advocate, treasurer-depute, and justice-clerk. Since
the Union none of these conlinue, excepting the lords privy-scal, register, advocate,
and justice-clerk \ a third secretary of state has occasionally been nominated by the
king for Scottish affairs^ but under the same denomination as the tAVo other secretaries.

Tile above officers of i,;tate sat in the Scottish parliament, by virtue of their offices.

The officers of the crown were, the high chamberlain, constable, admiral, and mar-
shal.^ The offices of constable aiid marslial were hereditary. A nobleman has still a
pension as admiral, and the office of marshal is exercised by a knighi-marshal.

'J'he office of chancellor of Scotland diflered little from the same in England. The
same may be said of the lords treasurer, privy -seal, and secretary. Tlie lord register
was liead-clerk to the parliament, convention, treasury, exchequer, and session, and
keeper of all public records. Thougli this office was only during tlie king's pleasure,
yet it was very iucr9tive, by di-'poring of his deputation, xvhich lasted during life, lie
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acted as teller to the parliament j and it was dangerous for any member to dispute his

report of the numbers upon division. The lord advocate's office resembles that of the

attorney-general in England, only his powers are far more extensive
j
because, by the

Scotch laws, he is the prosecutor of all capital crimes before the justiciary, and likewise

concurs in all pursuits before sovereign courts, for breaches of the peace, and also in all

matters civil, wherein the king or his donator hath interest. Two solicitors are named
by his majesty, by way of assistants to the lord advocate. The office of justice-clerk

entitles the possessor to preside in the criminal court of justice, while the justice-gene^

ral, an office I shall describe hereafter, is absent.

The ancient constitution of Scotland admitted of many other offices, both of the

crowTi and state j but they are either now extinct, or too inconsiderable to be described

here. That of Lyon king at arms, or the rex fcsciaiium, or grand herald of Scotland,

,
is still in being ; and it was formerly an office of great splendour and importance, inso^

much that the science of heraldry was preserved there in greater purity than in any other

country in Europe. He was even crowned solemnly in parliament with a golden circle
j

and his authority, which is not the case in England, in all armorial affairs, might be
carried into execution by the civil law.

The Privy-Council of Scotland, before the Revolution, had, or assumed, inquisitorial

powders, even that of torture j but it is now sunk in the parliament and privy-council cf

Great Britain and the civil and criminal causes in Scotland are chiefly cognizable by
two courts of judicature.

The first is that of the College of Justice, which was instituted by James V., af-

ter the model of the French Parliament, to supply an ambulatory committee of parlia-

ment, v/ho took to themselves the names of the lords of council and session, which the

present members of the college of justice still retain. ThiB court consists of a president

and fourteen ordinary members, besides extraordinary ones named by the king, vvho may
sit and vote, but have no salaries, and are not bound to attendance. This court may
be called a standing jury in all matters of property that lie before them. Their forms

of proceeding do not lie within my plan, neither does any inquiry how far such an institu-

tion, in so narrow a country as Scotland, is compatible with the security of private pro-

perty. The civil law is their directory in all matters that come not within the munici-

pal laws of the kingdom. It has been often matter of surprise, that the Scotch \vere so

tenacious of the forms of the court;s, and the essence of their laws, as to reserve them
by the articles of the Union. This, however, can be easily accounted for, because

those laws and forms Vv-ere essential to the possession of estates and lands, which in Scot-

land are often held by modes incompatible vv^ith the laws of England. I shall just add,

that the lords of council and session act likewise as a court of equity j but their decrees

are (fortunately perhaps for the subject) reversible by the British House of Lords, to

which an appeal lies^

The Justiciary-court is the highest criminal tribunal in Scotland but in its present form

it was instituted so late as the year 1672, when a lord-justice-general, removeablc at

, the king's pleasure, was appointed. This lucrative office still exists in the person of

one of the chief nobility j but the ordinary members of the court are the justice-clerk

arid five other judges, who are always nominated from the lords of session. In this court

the verdict of a jury condemns or acquits
\
but, as I have already hinted, without any

necessity of being unanimous.

Besides these two great courts of la^v, the Scotch, by the articles of the Union, have

a Court of Exchequer. This court has the same powers, authority, privilege, jurisdic-

^ tion, over the revenue of Scotland, as the court of exchequer in England has over the

revenues there and all matters and things competent to the court of exchequer of Eng-
land relating thereto, are likewise competent to the exchequer of Scotland. The judges

of the exchequer in Scotland exercise certain powers which formerly belonged to the

treasury, and are still vested in that of England.

The Court of Admiralty in Scotland was, in the reign of Charles II., by act of par-

liament, declared to be a supreme court, in all causes competent to its own jurisdic-

tion
J
and the lord high admiral is declared to be the king's lieutenant and justice ge-

neral upon the seas, and in ail ports, harbours, and creeks of the same, and upon fresh
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waters and navigable rivers, below the first bridge, or witbin flood-mark j so tbat no-

thing competent to its jurisdiction can be meddled with, in the first instance, hut by

the lord high admiral, and the judges of his court. Sentences passed in all inferior

courts of admiralty may be brought again before his court ; but no appeal lies from it

to the lords of the session, or any other judicatory, unless in cases not maritime.

Causes are tried in this court by the civil law, -vthich in such cases is likewise the com-

mon law of Scotland, as ^vell as by the laws of Okron, Wisby, and the Hanse-towns,

and other maritime practices and decisions common upon the continent. The place of

lord-admiral of Scotland is little more than nominal, but the salary annexed to it is

reckoned worth lOOOl. a-year j and the judge of the admiralty is commonly a lawyer of

distinction, with considerable perquisites pertaining to his office.

The College or Faculty of Advocates, which answers to the English inns of court,

may be called the seminary of Scotch lawyers. They are within themselves an orderly

court, and their forms require great precision and examination to qualify its candidates

for admission. Subordinate to them is a body of inferior lawyers, or, as they may be

called, attorneys, who called themselves writers to the signet, because they alone can

subscribe the writs that pass the signet
5
they likewise have a bye-government for mdc

own regulation. Such are the different law-courts that are held in the capital of Scot-

land. We shall pass to those that are inferior.

The government of the counties in Scotland was formerly vested in the sheriffs and
stewards, courts of regality, baron courts, commissaries, justices of the peace, and
Coroners.

Formerly sheriffdoms were generally' hereditable
5
but, by a late act of parliament,

they are now all vested in the crown j it being there enacted, that all high-sheriffs, or

stewards, shall, for the future, be nominated and appointed annually by his majesty, his

heirs, and successors In regard to the sheriff-deputes, and steward-deputes, it is enact-

ed, that there shall only be one in each county, or stewartry, who must be an advocate,

of three years standing at least. For the space of seven years, these deputies are to be
nominated by the king, with such continuance as his majesty shall think fit } after v,'hich

they are to enjoy their ofKce aJ vitam aut culpam^ that is, for life, unless guilty of some
offence. Some other regulations have been likewise introduced, highly for the credit of
the sheriff courts.

Stewartries were formerly part of the ancient royal domain and the stewards had
much the sam.e power in them as the .sheriff had in his county.

Courts of regality of old were held by virtue of a royal jurisdiction vested in the lordj

with particular immunities and privileges \ but these were so dangerous, and so extra-

vagant, that all the Scotch regalities are now dissolved by an act of parliament.

Baron-courts belong to every person who holds a barony of the king. In civil mat-
ters they extend to sums not exceeding forty-shillings Sterling j and in criminal cases,

to petty actions of assault and battery \ but the punishment is not to exceed twenty
shillings sterling, or setting the delinquent in the stocks for three hours in the day time.

These courts, however petty, were in former days invested with the power of life and
death, which they have now lost.

The courts of Commissaries in Scotland answer to those of the English diocesan chan-
cellor, the highest of which is kept at Edinburgh

j
wherein, before four judges, actions

are pleaded concerning matters relating to wills and testaments \ the right of patronage

to ecclesiastical benefices, tythes, divorces, and causes of tbat nature j but in almost all

other parts of the kingdom, there sits but one judge on these causes.

According to the present institution, justices of the peace in Scotland, exercise prettv

much the same powers as tliose in Enghmd. In former times their office, though of
very old standing, was hisignificant, being cramped by the powers of the great feudal

tyrants, who obtained an act of parliament, that they were not to take cognizance of
riots till fifteen days after the fact.

The institution of coroners is as old as the reign of Malcolm *II. the great legislator

of Scotland, who lived before the Norman invasion of England. They took cogiiiz-

?nce of all breaches of the kind's peace , and they were recj^uired to have clerks to re-
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gister depositions and matters of fact, as well as verdicts of jurors : the offict, however,
is at present much disused in Scotland.

From the above short view of the Scotch laws and institutions, it is plain that they
were radically the same with those of the English. The latter alledge, indeed, that

the Scots borrowed the contents of their Regiam Majestatem, their oldest law-book^
from the work of Glanville, who was a judge under Henry II. of England. The Scots,

on the other hand, say, that Glanville's work was copied from their Regiam Majestatem^

even with the peculiarities of the latter, which do not now, and never did, exist in the

laws of England.

The royal burghs in Scotland form, as it were, a commercial parliament, which
meets once a year at Edinburgh, consisting of a representative from each burgh, to

consult upon the common good of the whole. Their powers are pretty extensive,

and before the Union they made laws relative to shipping, to masters and owners of

ships, to mariners, and merchants by whom they were freighted j to manufactures, such

as plaiding, linen and yarn j to the curing and packing of fish, salmon, and herrings,

and to the importing and exporting several commodities. The trade between Scotland

and the Netherlands is subject to their regulation : they fix the staple port, which was
formerly at Dort, and is now at Gampvere. Their conservator is indeed nominated by
the crown, but then the convention regulates his power, approves his deputies, and

appoints his salary : so that, in truth, the whole staple trade is subjected to their ma-
nagement. Upon the whole, this is a very singular institution, and sufficiently proves

the vast attention which the government of Scotland formerly paid to trade. It took

its present form in the reign of James III. 1447, and had excellent consequences, for

the benefit of commerce.

Such are the laws and constitutions of Scotland, as they exist at present, in their ge-

neral view
J
but our bounds do not permit us to descend to farther particulars, which

are various and complicated. - The conformity between the practice of the civil lav/ of

Scotland, and that in England, is remarkable. The English law reports are of the

€ame nature with the Scotch practice j and their acts of sederunt answer to the Eng-
lish rules of court j the Scottish wadsets and reversions, to the English mortgages and

defeasances j their poinding of goods, after letters of horning, is much the same as the

English executions upon outlav/ries : and an appeal against the king's pardon, in cases

of murder by the next of kin to the deceased, is admitted in Scotland as well as in

England. Many other usages are the same in both kingdoms. I cannot, however,

dismiss this head without one observation, which proves the similarity between the

English and Scottish constitutions, which I believe has been mentioned by no author.

Xn old times, all the freeholders in Scotland met together in presence of the king, who
was seated on the top of a hillock, w^hich, in the old Scottish constitution, ifs called the

Moot, or Mute-hill j all national affairs were here transacted
j
judgments given, and

differences ended. This Moot-hill I apprehend to be of the same nature as the Saxon

Jblcmote, and to signify no more than the hill of meeting.

History.] Though the Vv^iters of ancient Scottish history are too fond of system

and fable, yet it is easy to collect, from the Roman authors, and other evidences, that

Scotland was formerly inhabited by different people. The Caledonians were, probably,

the first inhabitants \ the Picts undoubtedly were the Britons, who were forced north-

wards by the Belgic Gauls, about fourscore years before the descent of Julius Caesar
5

and who, settling in Scotland, were joined by great numbers of their countrymen who
were driven northwards by the Romans. The Scots most probably were a nation of

adventurers from the ancient Scythia, who had served in the armies on the continent,

and, as has been already hinted, after conquering the other inhabitants, gave their ov/n

name to the country. The tract lying southward of the Forth, appears to have been

inhabited by the Saxons, and by the Britons, who formed the kingdom of Alcuith, the

the capital of which was Bunbarton j but all these people in process of time were sub-

dued by the Scots.

Having premised th^s much, it is unnecessary for me to Investigate the constitution

of Scotland from its fabulous, o? even its early ages. It is siifficient to add, to what i
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have already said upon that head, that they seem to have been as forward as any of

their southern neighbours in the arts of war and government.

It does not appear that the Caledonians, the ancient Celtic inhabitants of Scotland,

\vere attacked by any of the Roman generals before Agricola, anno 79. The name of

the prince he fought with was Galdus, by Tacitus named Galgacus ; and the hisLory of

that war is not only transmitted with great precision, but corroborated by the remains

of the Roman encampments and forts, raised by Agricola in his march towards Dim-
keld, the capital of the Caledonians. The brave stand made by Galdus against that

great general, does honour to the valour of both people and the sentiments of the Ca-

ledonian, concerning the freedom and independency of this country, appeared to have

-warmed the noble historian with the same generous passion. It is plain, however, that

Tacitus thought it for the honour of Agricola, to conceal some part of this war j for

though he makes ]ais countrymen victorious, yet they certainly returned scuthv/ard, to

the province of the Horesi,i, which was the county of Fife, without improving their ad-

. vantage.

Galdus, otherwise called Corbred, was, according to the Scotch historians, the 21st in

,the lineal descent from Fergus I. the founder of their monarchy y and though this ge-
• nealogy has of late been disputed, yet nothing can be more certain, from the Roman,

histories, than that the Caledonians, or Scots, were governed by a succession of brave

and wise princes, during the abode of the Romans in Britain. Their valiant resistance

obliged Agricola himself, and after him the emperors Adrian and Severus, to build the

two famous pretentures of walls, one between the Frith of Clyde and the Forth already

mentioned j and the other between Tinmoufh and the Soiway Frith, which will be des-

cribed in our account of England, to defend the Romans from the Caledonians and

Scots j and which prove that the independence of the latter v/as never subdued.

Christianity was introduced into Scotland about the year 201 of the Christian sera,

by Donald I. The Picts, who, as before mentioned, were the descendants of the an-

cient Britons, forced northwards by the Romans, had at this time gained a footing in

Scotland j and being often defeated by the ancient inhabitants, they joined the Romans
against tlie Scots and Caledonians, who w^ere of the snme original, and considered them-

selves as one people ; so that the Scots monarchy suffered a short eclipse j but it broke

out with more lustre than ever, under Fergus II. who recovered his crown and his suc-

cessors gave many severe overthrows to the Romans and Britons.

When the Romans left Britain in 448, the Scots, as appears by Gildas, a Britisli his-

torian, were a powerful nation, and, in conjunction with the Picts, invaded the Britons
;

and having forced the Roman w^alls, drove them to the very sea ; so that the Britons

applied to the Romans for relief j and in the famous letter, which they called /./leir

groans, they tell them, that they had no choice left, but that of being swallowed up by
the sea, or perishing by the swords of the barbarians j for so all nations were called, who
were not Romans, or under the Roman protection.

Dongard was then king of Scotland j and it appears from the oMest histories, and those

that are least favourable to monarchy, tliat the succession to the crown of Scotland, still

continued in the family of Fergus, but generally descended collaterally j till the incon-

veniencies of that mode of succession were so much felt, that by degrees it fell into

disuse, and it was at last settled in the descending line.

About the year 769, the Scots were governed by Achaius, a prince so much respect-

ed, that his friendship was courted by Charlemagne, and 'a league was concluded be-

tween them, which continued inviolate while the monarchy of Scotland had an existence.

No fact of equal antiquity is better attested than this league, together with the great

service performed by the learned men of Scotland, in civilizing the vast dominions of
that great conqueror, as has been already observed under the article of Learning.
The Picts still remained in Scotland as a separate nation, and were powerful enough to

make war upon the Scots
j
who, about the year 843, when Kenneth Mac Alpin was

king of Scotland, finally subdued them j but not in the savage manner mentioned by-

some historians, by extermination. For he obliged them to incorporate themselves with

their conquerors, by taking their names, and adopting their Unvs. The succcsjors of
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Kennctli Mac Alpin maintained almost perpetual wars with the Saxons on the soiitib-

ward, and the Danes and other barbarous nations towards the east : who being masters

of the sea, harassed the Scots by powerful invasions, The latter, however, were more
fortunate than the English j for while the Danes were erecting a monarchy in England,
they were evdry where overthrown in Scotland by bloody battles, and at last driven out

of the kingdom. The Saxon and Danish monarchs who then governed England were
not more successful against the Scots, who maintained their freedom and independency,

not only against foreigners, but against their own kings, when they thought them en-

dangered. The feudal law was introduced among them by Malcolm II.

Malcolm III. commonly called Malcolm Canmore, from two Gaelic words which
signify a large head, but most probably from his great capacity, was the eighty-sixth

king of Scotland, from Fergus I. the supposed founder of the monarchy ^ the forty- se-

venth from its restorer, Fergus II. and the twenty-second from Kenneth III. who con-

quered the kingdom of the Picts. Every reader who is acquainted with the tragedy of

Macbeaih, as written by the inimitable Shakespeare, who keeps close to the facts de-

livered by historians, can be no stranger to the fate of Malcolm's father, and his own
history, previous to his mounti-n^ the throne in the year 1057. He was a wise and
magnanimons prince, and in no respect inferior to his cotempbrary the Norman con-

queror, with whom he was often at war. He married Margaret, daughter to Edward,
sirnanied the Out-law, son to Edmund Ironside, king of England. By the death of

her brolher Edgar Atheling, the Saxon right to the crown of England devolved upon
the posterity of that princess, who was one of the wisest and worthiest women of the

age j and her daughter Maud was accordingly married to Henry I. of England. Mal-
cohn, after a gloricus reign, ^.vas killed, with his son, treacherously, it is said, at the

siege of Alnwick, by the besieged.

Malcolm IIL was succeeded by his brother Donald VII. and he was dethroned by
DuncpJi II. whose legitimacy was disputed. They were succeeded by Edgar, the son

of Malcolm III. who was a wise and valiant prince j he was succeeded by Alexander L
and upon his death David I. mounted the throne.

Notwithstanding the endeavours of some historians to conceal what they cannot deny,

I mean .;he glories of this reign, it yet appears, that David was orte of the greatest

princes of his age, whether we regard him as a man, a warrior, or a legislator. The
noble actioiis he performed in the service of his niece, the empress Maud, in her compe-

tition ^vitli l-.-ing Stephen for the English crown, give us the highest idea of his virtues,

as they couia be the result only of duty and principle. To him Henry II. the mightiest

prince o^ his age, Owed his crovv'n and his possessions in England, joined to the king-

dom of bcotjand, phiced David's power nearly on an equality with that of England,

when connned to this island. - His actions and adventures, and the resources he always

found in his own courage, prove him to have been a hero of the first rank. If he ap-

peared to be too la\ash to churchmen, and in his religious endowments, we are to con-

sider these were the only means by which he could then civilize his kingdom : and the

code of laws I have already mentioned to have been dravm up by him, do his memory
immortal honour They are said to have been compiled under his inspection by learned

men, whom he assembled from all parts of Europe in his magnificent abbey ^f Melrose.

He was succeeded by his grandson Malcolm IV. and he by William, surnam^d from his

valour, The Lion. WiUiam's son Alexander II. was succeeded in 1249, by Alexander

III. who was a good king. He married, first, Margaret daughter to Henry IIL of

England, by whom he had Alexander, the prince who married the Earl of Flander's

daughter j David and Margaret, who married Hangowan, or, as som&^call him, Eric,

son to Magnus IV . king of Norway, who bore to him a daughter named Margaret,

com-monly called the Maiden of Norv/ay : in whom king Vv'illiam's whole posterity

failed, and the crown of Scotland returned to the descendants of David Earl of Hun-

tingdon, brother to king Malcolm IV. and king William.

I have been the more particular in this detail, because it was productive of great

events. Upon the death of Alexander IIL, John Ealiol, who was great-grandson to

David earl of Huntingdon, by his eldest c?i\;i;hter Margaret, and Robert Bruce

(grandfather to the _great king Rebert Eruce) grandson to the ssme earl of Hunting-
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don, by his youngest daughter Isabel, became competitors for the crown of Scotland.

The laws of succession, which were not then so well estabhshed in Europe as they are

at present, rendered the case very ditHcult. Both parties were almost equally matched

in interest j but after a confused interregnum of some years, the great nobility agi-eed

in referring the decision to Edward I. of England, the most politic, ambitious prince

of his age. He accepted the office of arbiter : but having long had an eye to the croxvn

of Scotland, he revived some obsolete absurd claims of its dependency upon that of Eng-

land and finding that Baliol was disposed to hold it by that disgraceful tenure, Ed-

ward awarded it to him ; but afterwards dethroned him, and treated him as a slave,

without Baliol's resenting it.

After this Edward used many endeavours to annex their crown to his ow^n, which

were often defeated j and though Edward for a short time made himself master -of

Scotland, yet the Scotch were ready to revolt against him on every favourable oppor-

tunity. Those of them who were so zealously attached to the independency of theii-

country, as to be resolved to hazard every thing for it, were indeed but few comnarei

to those in the interest of Edward and Baliol, which was thf same : and for soro_e time

they were obliged to temporize. Edward availed himself of their weakness and his own
power. He accepted of a formal surrender of the crown of Baliol, to whom he allowed

a pension, but detained him in England and sent every nobleman in Scotland, whom lie

in the least suspected, to diiferent prisons in or near London. He then forced the Scots

to sign instruments of their subjection to him j and most barbarously carried off or de-

stroyed all the monuments of their history, and the evidences of their independency :

and particularly the famous fatidical or prophetic stone, which is still to be seen in

Westminster-Abbey.
These severe proceedings, while they rendered the Scots sensible of their slavery, re-

vived in them the ideas of their freedom *, and Edward finding their spirits were not to

be subdued, endeavoured to caress them, and aiTected to treat them on a footing of

equalitj with his own subjects, by projecting an union, the chief articles of which have

since taken place between the two kingdoms. The Scotch patriots treated this project

with disdain, and united under the brave William Wallace, the truest hero of his Rge,

to expel the English. Wallace performed actions that entitled him to eternal renown,

in executing this scheme. Being however no more than, a private gentleman, and his

popularity daily encreasing, the Scotch nobility, among whom was Robert Bruce, the

son of the first competitor, began to suspect that he had an eye upon the crown, espe-

cially after he had defeated the Earl of Surry, Edw^ard's viceroy of Scotland, in the

battle of Stirling, and had reduced the garrisons of Berwick and Roxburgh, and was
declared by the States of Scotlani' their protector. Their jealousy operated so far, that

they formed violent cabals against the brave V/allace. Edward, upon this, once more
invaded Scotland, at the head of the most numerous and best disciplined amiy England
l]^d ever seen, for it consisted of 80,000 foot, 3000 horsemen completely armed, and
4000 light armed j and was attended by a fleet to supply it with provisions. These,
besides the troops who joined him in Scotland, formed an irresistible body : Edward,
however, was obliged to divide it, reserving the command of 40,000 of his best troons

to himself. With these he attacked the Scotch army under Wallace at Falkirk, while

dieir disputes ran so high, that the brave regent was deserted by Cummii-tg, the most
powerful nobleman in Scotland, and at the head of the best division of his countrymen.
Wallace, whose troops did not exceed 30,000, being thus betrayed, was defeated with
vast loss, but mad? an orderly retreat

j
during which he found means to have a confe-

rence with Bruce, and to cpnvince him of his error in joining Avilh Edward. Wallace
still continued in arms, and performed many gallant actions against the English j but
was betrayed into the hands of Edward, who most ungenerously put him to death at

London, as a traitor but he died himself as he was preparing to renew his invasion of
Scotland with a still more desolating spirit of ambition, after hiiving destroyed 100,000
of her inhabitants.

Bruce died soon after the battle of* Falkirk but not before he had inspired his son,

who was a prisoner at large about the English court, with the glorious resolution of
vindicatkg his gwn rights, and his country's independeAcy. He c^jcaped from London,
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and with his cvm haad killed Gumming, for his attachment to Edward ; and after colleet-

ing a few patriots, among whom were his::own four brothers, he assumed the crown, but was
defeated by the English, who had a great army in Scotland, at the battle of Methven.
After his defeat, he fled with one or two friends to the Westfern isles, and parts of Scot-

land, u'here his fatigues and sufferings were as inexpressible as the courage with which
he and his few friends bore them (the lord Douglas especially) was incredible. Though
his wife and daughters were sent prisoners to England, where the best of his friends

and two of his hrolhers were put to death, yet such was his persevering spirit, that he

recovered all Scotland, excepting the castle of Stirling, and improved every advantage

that was given him by the dissipated conduct of E,dward II. who raised an army more
numerous and better appointed still than that of his father^ to make a total conquest of

Scotland. It is said that it consisted of 100,000 men, though this has been supposed to

be an exaggerated computation 5 however it is admitted that tht army of Bruce did not

exceed 30,000 j but all of them heroes, who had been bred up in a detestation of ty-

ranny.

Edward, v. ho was not deficient in point of courage, led this mighty host towards

Stirling, then besieged by Bruce, who had chosen, with the greatest judgment, a camp
near Eannockburn. The chief officers under Edward Vv^ere, the earls of Gloucester,

Hereford, Pembroke, and Sir Giles Argenton. Those under Bruce were, his own
brother Sir Edward, who next to himself was reckoned to be the best knight in Scot-

land, his nephew Randolph earl of Murray, and the young lord Walter, high stevs^ard

of Scotland. Edward's attack of the Scotch army was exceedingly furious, and re-

quired all the courage and firmness of Biuce and his friends to resist it, which they did

.^o eflectually that they gained one of the most complete victories that is recorded in

history. The great loss of the English fell upon the bravest pan of their troops, who
were led on by Edward in person against Bruce himself. The Scotch wTiters make
the loss of the English to amount to 50,000 men. Be that as it will, there certainly

never was a rtiore total defeat, though the conquerors lost 4000. The flower of the

Englihli nobility were either killed or taken prisoners. Their camp, which was im-

mensely rich, and calculated for the purpose rather of a triumph than a campaign, fell

into the hands of the Scots *, and Edward himself, with a few followers, favoured by the

;;oodnes5 of their horses, were pursued by Douglas to the gates of Berwick, from whence

he escaped in a iishing-boat. This great and decisive battle happened in the year 1314.

Tnc remainder of Robe'rt's reign was a series of the most glorious successes j and so

v.-ell did his' nobility understand the principles of civil liberty, and so unfettered w^ere

ihey by religious considerations, that, in a letter they sent
1
to the pope, they ac-

l^no^\'^ed;:':-d that they had set aside Baliol, for debasing the crown, by holding it of

2lr. -landj and that ihcy would do the same by Robert, if he should make the like at-

tempt. Robert having thus delivered Scotland, sent his brother Edward to Ireland, at

the head of an army, with w^iich he conquered the greatest part of that kingdom, and

^vas proclaim.ed its king
j
but, by exposing himself too much, he w^as killed. Robert,

before bis death, w^h'ch happened in 1328, made an advantageous peace with Eng-

land
^

and, when he died, he was acknowledged to be indisputably the greatest hero of

his age. . »

The glory of the Scotch may be said so have been in its zenith under Robert I., wh®
v^3.s succeeded by his son David II. He was a virtuous prince, but his abilities, both

in v;ar and peace, were eclipsed by his brother-in-law, and enemy, Edward III. 01

England, whose sister he married. Edward, who was as keen as any of his predeces-

sors, «pon the conquest of Scotland, espoused the cause of Baliol, son to Baliol, the

originr^L? compedtor. His progress was at first amazingly rapid, and he and Edward

defeated the royal party in many bloody battles : but Baliol was at last driven out of

hk usurped kingdom by the Scotch patriots. David had the misfortune lo be taken

prisoner by the' English at the battle of Durham
j
and, after continuing aboye eleven

years in captivity, he paid 100,000 marks for his ransom, and died in peace, witkout

issue, in the year 1371.

The crown of Scotland then devolved upon the family of Stuart, by its head having

! : ir.arricd to the daughter of Robert I. The first king of that name was Robert U.
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a wise and brave pnnce. He was succeeded by his son Robert III. wbose age and Infir-

mities disqualified him from reigning j so that he was forced to trust the government to

his brother, the duke of Albany, an ambitious prince, who seems to have had an eye to

the crown for his own family. Robert, upon this, attempted to send his second son to

France j but he was most ungenerously intercepted by Henry IV , of England y and,

after sulfering a long captivity, he was obliged to pay an exorbitant ransom. During

the imprisonment of James, in England, the riiilitary glory of the Scots Vv^as carried to

its greatest height in France, w^here they supported that tottering monarchy against

England, and their generals obtained some of the first titles of the kingdom.

James, the first of that name, upon his return to Scotland, discovered great talents

for government, enacted many wise laws, and was beloved by the people. He had le-

ceived an excellent education in England during the reigns of Henry IV. and V. where

he saw the feudal system refined from many of the imperfections which slill adhered to

it in his own khigdom j he determined therefore to abridge the overgrown power of the

nobles, and to recover such lands as had been unjustly WTestcd from die crown during

his minority and the preceding reigns ^ but the execution of these designs cost him his

life
-J
he being murdered in his bed by some of the chief nobiUty in 1437, and the 4-itii

year of his age.

A long minority succeeded but James IL would probably have equalled the greatest

of his ancestors both in warlike and civil virtues, had he not been, suddenly killed by the

accidental bursting of a cannon, in the thirteenth year of his age, as he was besieging

the castle of Roxburgh, which xvas defended by the English,

Suspicion, indolence, immoderate attachment to females, and many of the errors of a

female mind, are visible in the conduct of James III. and his turbulent reign was closed

by a rebellion of his subjects, being slain in battle in 14S8, aged thxrty-fiveo

His son, James IV. %vas the most accomplished prince of the age j he was naturally

generous and brave : he loved magnificence, he delighted in war, and v/as eager to ob-

tain fame. He encouraged and protected the commerce of his subjects, so that they

greatly increased in riches j and the court of James, at the time of his marriage w^itli

Henry VIPs daughter, was splendid and respectfible. Even this alliance could not

cure him of his family distemper, a predilection for the French, ia wliose cause he rdshly

entered, and was killed, with the flower of his nobility, by tl^e English, in the battle of

Flodden, anno 1513, and the fortieth year of his age.

The minority of his son, Janaes V. was long and turbulent ; and when he greu- up
he nrarried two French ladies j the first being daughter to the king of France, and the

latter of the house of Guise. He instituted the court of session, enacted many salutaiy

laws, and greatly promoted the trade of Scotland particularly the working of the mmes.
At this time the balance of power was so equally poised between,the contending princes

of Europe, that James's friendship was courted by the pope, the emperor, the king of

France, and his uncle, Henry VIII. oF England, fropi all whom he received magnifi-

cent presents. But James took little share in foreign affairs he seemed rathei: to imi-

tate his predecessors In their attempts to humble the nobility^ and the doctrines of the

Hefcrmation beginning to be propagated i,n ScoiUnd, he gave way, at the inst'ga..ion

of the clergy, to a religious persecution, though it is generally believed th^it, had h^c

lived longer, he wo^;!d have seized all llie church revenues, in imitation of Henry.
However, having rather slighted some friendly overtures made to him by the kingj of
England, and thereby given great umbrage to that prince, a war at length biX)ke out
between them. A large army, under the corapiand of the duke of Norfolk, entered
Scotland, and ravaged the country north of the I'weed. After this short expedition^

the English army retired to Berwick. Upon this the king of Scotland sent 10,000
men to the western borders, who entered England at Solvvay Fritli, anil he himself fol-

lowed them at a small distance ready to join them upon occasion. Bat he soon after

gave great offence to the nobility and the army, by im|Drudently depriving their general^

4ord Maxwell, of his commission, and conferring the command on Oliver Sinclair, a pri-

vate gentleman, who was his favourite. Tlie army were so much disgusted witli this

alteration, that they were ready to disband, when a small boi.ly of English horse appear-

'^di not expeedmg five hundred. A panic seized the Scots^ who iiainedialelv took cCk
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flight, supposing tliemselves to be attacked by tlie wliole body of tlie Englisli army,.

The English horse, seeing them tlee with such precipitation, closely pursued them, and.

slew great numbers, taking prisoners seven lords, two hundred gentlenaen, and eight

hundred soldiers, with twenty four pieces of ordnance. This disaster so much affected

king James, that it threw^ him into a fit of illness, of which he soon after died on the

a 4th of December, 1542.

His daughter and successor, Mary, was but a few hours old at the time of her father's

death. Her beauty, imprudence, and her misfortunes, are alike famous in history. It

is sufficient here to say, that during her minority, and w^hile she was wife to Francis II.

of France, the Reformation advanced in Scotland : that being called to the throne of her

•ancestors while a widow, she married her own cousin-german, the lord Darnley, whose
untimely death hath given rise to so much controversy. The consequence of her htis-

band's death and of her marriage with Bothwell, w^ho was considered as his murderer,

W'as an insurrection of her subjects, from whom she fled into England, where she was
ungenerously detained a prisoner tor eighteen years •, and afterw^ards, on motives of state

policy, beheaded by queen Elizabeth in 1587, in the forty- sixth year of her age.

Mary's son, James VI. of Scotland, succeeded in right of his blood from Henry VII,

upon the death of queen Elizabeth, to the English crown, after shewing considerable

iibilities in the government of Scotland. This union of the two crowns, in fact, destroy-

ed the independency as it impoverished the people of Scotland ^ for the seat of govern-

ment being removed to England, their trade was checked, their agriculture neglected,

nnd their gentry obliged to seek for bread in other countries. James, after a splendid,

but troublesome reign over his three kingdoms, left them in 1625, to his son, the unfor-

tunate Charles I, That prince, by his despotic principles and conduct, induced both

his Scottish and English subjects to take up arms against him j and indeed it was in

Scotland that the sword was first drawn agajnst Charles. But when the royal party w as

totally defeated in England, the king put himself into the power of the Scottish army

;

ihey at first treated him with respect, but afterwards delivered him up to the English

parliament, on condirion of their paying 400,000 pounds to the Scots, which, was said to

be due to them for arrears. Howe^/er, the Scots afterw^ards m.ade several bloody but

unsuccessful attem.pts, to restore his son Charles IJ. That prince was finally defeated

by Cromwell, at the battle of Vv^orcester, 1651, after vrhich, to the time of his restora-

vion, the commoniveaUh of England and the protector gave law to Scotland. I have,

in another place, touched on the most material parts of Charles's reign, and that of his

deluded brother, Jaraes VII. of Scotland, and II. of England, as well as of king Wil-

liam, who was so far from being a friend to Scotland, that, relying on his royal word to

her parliament, she was brouglit to the brink of ruin.

The state of parties in England at jhe accession of queen Anne, was such, that the

^Vhigs once more had recourse to the Scots, and offered them their own terms, if they,

V\'Ould agree to the incorporate Union as it now stands. It was long before the majori

ty of tlie Scotch parliament would listen to the pro]->o&al
j
but, at last, partly from con-

viction^ and partly through the force of money distributed among the needy nobility, i

was agreed to 5 since which event the history of Scotland becomxes the same with tha'

of England.

ENGLAND,
Extent and Situation.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 3601 , C 50 and 55 45 North latitude.

Breadth 300 j
between j ^ ^.^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ longitude,

England and Wales contain 57,680 square miles, with 164 inhabitants to each.

Climate and boundaries.] THE longest day in the northern parts contams

17 hours 30 minutcis 3 and the shortest in the southern near eight hours. It is bomuled
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on tlie Nortli by Scotland j on the East by the German ocean j on the West by St

George's Channel j and on the South by the English Channel, which parts it from

France.

The situation, by the sea washing it on three sides, renders England liable to a great

uncertainty of weather, so that the inhabitants on part of the sea-coasts are often visit-

ed by agues and fevers. On the other hand, it prevents the extremes of heat and cold^

to which other places, lying in the same degree of latitude, are subject j and it is^ on
that account, friendly to the longevity ^f the inhabitants in general, especially those

who live on a dry soil. To this situation likewise we are to ascribe that perpetual

verdure for which England is remarkable, occcasioned by refreshing showers and the

ivarm vapours of the sea.

Name and divisions, ancient and modern.] Antiquaries are divided with re-

gard to the etymology of the word England some derive it from a Celtic word, signi-

fying a level country but I prefer the common etymology of its being derived from.

Anglen, a province now subject to his' Danish majesty, which furnished a great part of

tke original Saxon adventurers into this island. In the time of the Romans the whole
island went by the name of Britannia. The word J5rz>, according to Mr Camden, sig-

nified painted or stained j the ancient inhabitants being famous for painting their bo-
dies j other Antiquaries, however, do not agree in this etymology, 'i'he -^vestern tract

of England, which is almost separated from the rest by the rivers Severn and Dee, is

called Wales, or the land of strangers^ because inhabited by the Belgic Gauls, who
were driven thither by the Romans, and were strangers to the old natives.

'

When the Romans provinciated England, they divided it into,

3 . Britannia Prima, v/hich contained the southern parts of the kingdom,
2. Britannia Secunda, containing the western parts, comprehending Wales : And,
^. Maxima Csesariensis, which reached from the Trent as far northv/ard as the wall
Severus, between Newcastle and Carlisle, and sometimes as far as that of Adrian in

Scotland, between the Forth and Clyde.

To these divisions some- add the Flavia Csesariensis,. which they suppose to contain
the midland counties.

When the Saxons invaded England about the year 450, and when they Vx'ere e^ta-

bUshed in the year 582, their chief leaders appropriated to themselves, after the man-
ner of the other northern conquerors, the countries which each had been the n:ost in-

strumental in conquering \ and the whole formed a heptarchy, or pob'tical republic, con-
sisting of seven kingdoms. But, in time of war, a chief was chosen out of the seven
kingdoms

, for which reason I call it a political republic, its constitution greatly resem*.
Idling that of ancient Greece*

Kingdoms erected by the Saxons, usually styled the Sax.on Heptarciiy.

KINGDOMS. COUNTIES.

\. Kent, founded by Hen-"1
gist, in 475, and ended

J- Kent - - - .

in 823 ----- 3
2. South Saxons, founded

'}

by Ella in 491, and end
t^^^ssex - - ~

edineOO - ... - j^^^^T - -
-

3. East Angles, founded by ]
Norfolk - - .

* Ufta in 575, and ended \,

in 793

4. West Saxons, founded by
Cerdic in 512, and end-

ed in 106Q - - - .

Suffolk . - .

Cambridge, with

The Isle' of Ely
Corn \vail

Devon ^ - -

Dorset

Somerset

Wilts - - -

Plants - - -

LBerks . - .

{

CHIEF TOWNS,

Canterbury

hid) ester

Southwark

Norwich
Bupy St Edmund's.-

Cambridge
Ely

^

Lanncestou

I'^.veler

Dorchester

Bath

Salisbury

\i5>'iiichestcLV

Abingdou
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KINGDOMS. COUNTIES.

f Lancaster - - .

[York - - - -

Durham - - - .

Cumberland - -

Westmorland -

Northumberland and Scot

I
land, to the frith of Edin

L burgh - - -

East Saxons, founded by C Essex - - -

and^ Middlesex, and part of

Hertford - - -

5. Northumberland, found-

ed by Ida in 574, and^
ended in 792 - - -

|

CHIEF TOWNS.

I
Lancaster

j
York

j Durham
{ Carlisle

J
Appleby

Eichewin in

ended in 746
527

1

Newcastle

London

Mercia, founded by
Cridda in 582, and ended

««{

in 874

The other part of Hertford'

Gloucester - - -

Hereford - - -
" - -

Worcester - - - -

Warwick -----
Leicester - - - _ _

Rutland

Northampton - -

Lincoln -

Huntingdon -

Bedford

Buckingham - - - -

Oxford

Staflford

Derby -

Salop ------
Nottingham - - - _

,

-Chester J

Hertford

Gloucester

Hereford

Worcester

Warwick
Leicester

Oakham
Northampton

! Lincoln
" Huntingdon
Bedford

Aylesbury

Oxford

Stafford

Derby
Shrewsbury

Nottingham
Chester

COUNTIES.

r Essex 2

Hertford 97,577

Tt is the more necessary to preserve these divisions, as they account for diflferent lo-

Gal customs, and many very essential modes of inheritance, which to this day prevail

m England, and which took their rise from different institutions under the Saxons.

.Since the Norman invasion, England has been divided into counties, a certain number

of which, excepting Middlesex and Cheshire, are comprehended in six circuits, or an-

nual progresses of the judges, for administering justice to the subjects who are at a dis-

tance from the capital. The Circuits are ;

CIRCUITS. COUNTIES. CHIEF TOWNS.
Chelmsford, Colchester, Harwich, Mai-

den, Saffron-Wald'en, Bocking, Brain-

tree and Stratford.

Hertford, St Albans, Ware, Hitchin,

Baldock, Bishop's- Stortford, Berkham-

stead, Hemsted, and Barnet.

Kent 307,624 - Maidstone, Canterbury, Chatham, Ro-

chester, Greenwich, Woolwich, Dover,

Deal, Deptford, Fcversham, Dartford,

Romney, Sandwich, Sheemess, Tun-

bridge, Margate, Gravesend, ' and

Milton.

Surry 2^9,043 " Southwark, Kingston, Guildford, Croy-

don, Epsom, Richmond, Wandsworth,

Battersea, Putney, Famham, Godal-

min, Bagshot, Egnam, and Darking.

J. HQme Circuit ^
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CIRCUITS-. ,

COUNTIES.

f Sttssex 159,311,

I. Home circuit
J

continued.

II.

Norfolk Circuit

Bucks 107, 444

Bedford 63,393 -

Huntingdon
37

^don ">

,568 I

Worcester

139

III.

Oxford Circuit - Monmoutl

Cambridge 7

89,346 j"

Suffolk 210,431

^Norfolk 273,371

^Oxon 109, 620

Berks 109,215

Gloucester 7
250,809 j

:ster 1

,333 J

nouth 7
45,582 5

Hereford 89,191

Salop 167,639.

Stafford 239, 15;

IV.

Warwick
208

ick 7
,190J

Midland circuit. ^ Leicester 139,081

Derby 161,142

CHIEF TOWN'S.

Chicliester, Lewes, Rye, East Grinstead,

Hastings, Horsham, Midhurst, Shore-

ham, Arundel,. Winchelsea, Battle,

Brighthelmstone, and Petworth.

Aylesbury, Buckingham, High Wickham,
Great Marlow, Stoney-Stratford, and

Mewport Pagnel.

Bedford, Ampthill, Woobum, Dunstable,

Luton, and Biggleswade.

Huntingdon, St Ives, Kimbolton, God-
manchester, St Neot's, Ramsey, and
Yaxley.

Cambridge, Ely, Newmarket, Royston,

and Wisbech.
-

I
3ui"y, Ipswich, Sudbury, Leostoff, part

of New^market, Aldborough, Eungay,
Southwold, Brandon, Halesworth,

Mildhenhall, Beccles, Framlingham,

Stowmarket, Woodbridge, Lavenham,
Hadley, Long Melford, Stratford, and
Easterbergholt.

Norwich, Thetford, Lynn, Yarmouth.
Oxford, Banbury, Chipping-Norton, Hen-

ley, Burford, Whitney, Dorchester,

Woodstock, and Thame. ~

Abingdon, Windsor, Reading, Walling-

ford, Newburgh, Hungerford, Maid-
enhead, Farringdon, Wantage, and
Oakingham.

Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Cirencester, park

of Bristol, Camden, Stow^, Berkley,

Dursley, Lechlade, Tetbury, Sudbur}%

Wotton, and Marshfield.

Worcester, Evesham, Droitwich, Bewd-
ley, Stourbridge, Kidderminster, and
Pershore.

^ Monmouth, Chepstow, Abergavenny,
Caerleon, and Newport.

Hereford, Leominster, Weobley, Ledbury,
Kyneton, and Ross.

Shrewsbury Ludlow, Bridgenorth, Wen-
lock, Bishop's Castle, Whitchurch Os-

westry, Wem, and Newport.

Stafford, Litchfield, Newcastle-under-Line,

Wolverhampton, Rugeley, Burton, Ut-
oxeter, and Stone.

Warwick, Coventry, Birmingham, Strat-

ford-upon-Avon, Tamworth, Aulccs-

ter, Nuneaton, and Atherton

j>
Leicester, Melton-Mowbray, Ashbyde-
la-Zouth, Bosworth, and Harborough.

Dprby, Chesterfield, Wirksworth, Ash-

bourne, Bakewejl, Balsover, and Buj;-

ton.
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CIRCUITS. COUNTIES.
IV.

I
Nottingham 7

Midland Circuit ^ 140,350 3
continued.

j

Lincoln 208,557

Rutland 16,356
Northampton )

131,75'T J*

CHIEF

I
Nottingham, Southwell, Wewark, East

> and West Retford, Mansfield, Tuxford,
Worksop, and Blithe.

Lincoln, Stamford, Boston, Grantham,
Cropland, Spalding, New Sleaford,

Gireat Grimsby, Gainsborough, Louth^
and Horncastle.

Oakham and Uppingham.
Northampton, Peterborough, Daventty,

fligham-Ferres, Brackley, Oundle,

Wellingborough, Thrapston, Towces-
ter, Rockingham, Kettering, and Roth-

well.

Hants 219,656 "] Winchester, Southampton, Portsnioutlj,

Andover, Basingstoke, Christchurch,

Petersfield, Lymington, Ringwood,

Rumsey, Alresford, and Newport, Yar-
mouth and Cowes, in the Isle of Wight.

Wilts 108,107 ' Salisbury, Devizes, Marlborough, Malms-
bury, Wilton, Chippenham, Calne,

Cricklade, Trowbridge, Bradford, and

Warminister.

Dorset 115,319 Dorchester, Lyme, Sherborne, Shaftes-

bury, Poole, Blandford, Bridport, Wey-
mouth, Melcombe, Wareham and Win^

V. burn.

Western Circuit. ^ Somerset 273,750 )>Bath, Wells, Bristol in part, Taunton,

Bridgewater, Hchester, Minehead, Mil-

bourn-Port, Glastonbury, Wellington^

Dulverton, Dtinster, Watchet, Yeovil,

Somerton, Axbridge, Chard, Bruton,

Shepton - Mallet, Croscomb, and

Froome.

Devon 343,001 Exeter, Plymouth, Barnstable, Biddeford,

Tiverton, Honiton, Dartmouth, Tavis-

tock, Topsham, Okehampton, Ashbur-

ton, Crediton, Moulton, Torrington,

Totness, Axrainster, Plympton, and

Ilfracomb.

Launceston, Falmouth, Truro, Saltash,

Bodmyn, St Ives, Padstow, Tregony,

Fowey, Penryn, Kellington, Leskeard,

Lestwithiel, HelsLon, Penzance, and

J J Redruth.

f York 858,892 [York, Leeds, Wakefield, Halifax, Rip-

pon, Pontefract, Hull, Richmond, Scar-

Boroughbridge, Malton, Sheffield, Don-

VI. j
caster, Whitby, Beverly, Northallerton,

:Nforthem ^ h ^^^lington, Knaresborough, Barnesley,

Circuit *. Sherborne, Bradford, Tadcaster, Skip-

ton, Wetherby, Ripley, Heydon, How-

den, Thirske, Gisborough, Pickering,

and Yarum.

* In the Lent or Spring assizes, the northern circuit extends only to York and Lancaster
:
the assizes

at Durham, Newcastle, App eby^ and Carlisle^ t>e:Bg held only in the Autqmn, &na diStingiyshed by the

appellation of the long circuit.

Comw
188

all 7
,269 J
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CIRCUITS.

VI.
Northern

rCircuit continued.

Durham
COUNTIES.

160,361

Northumber-
land 157,101

Lancaster

672,731

Westmoreland

41,617

Cumberland

CHIEF T*OWNS.

Durham, St'ockton, Sunderland, Stanhope,

Barnard-Castle, Darlington, Hartlepool,

and Auckland.

Newcastle, Tinmouth, North Shields,

Morpeth, Alnwick, and Hexham.
Lancaster, Manchester, Preston, Liver-

pool, Wigan, Rochdale, Warrington,

Bury, Ormskirk, Hawkshead, and

Newton,
Applebj, Kend-al, Lonsdale, Kirby-Ste-

phen, Orton, Ambleside, Burton, and

Milthorpe.

Carlisle, Penrith, Cockermouth, Whit€-

havcH, Ravenglass, Egremont, Keswick,

Workington, and Ireby.

Middlesex is not comprehended in these circuits j nor Cheshire, which, being a coun*

ty palatine, enjoys municipal laws and privileges. The same may be ^id of Wales^

which is divided intt) four circuits.

Counties

exclusive of the

Circuits,

"Middlesex

1,000,929 f }

^ Chester 191,751

London, first meridian, north lat. 5l" 31%
Westminster, Uxbridge, Brentford,

Chelsea, Highgate, Hampstead, Ken-

sington, Hackney, and Hampton-Court.

<[ Chester, Nantwich, Macclesfield, Malpas,-

Northwich, Middlew^ich, Sandbach,

Congleton, Knotsford, Fi;odisham,. and

Haulton,

CIRCUITS.

North-East

Circuit.

North-West
Circuit.

South-East

Circuit.

South-Wcst

CJircuit.

CIRCUITS
COUNTIES,

iFliftt
39,622 -

Denbigh 60,352 -

Montgomery 1

47,978 J
pi^nglesey 33,806

I
Caernarvon 1

^ 41,521 I
I
Merioneth 1

L 29,506 j

J
Radnor 19,050 - -

J Brecon 33,633 - -

j
Glamorgan 1

I 71,525 S
p Pembroke 56,380

J Cardigan 42,956. -

I
Caermarthen 1

I 67,317

OF WALES,
CHIEF TOWNS.

iEllnt,
St Asaph, and Holywell.

Denbigh, Wrexham, and Ruthen.

Montgomery, Llanvylin, and Welch-
Pool.

["Beaumaris, Holyhead, and Newturgh,

j
Bangor, Conway, Caernarvon, and PulL

^ hilly.

I
Dolgelly, Bala, rmd Haleigh.

L

(
Radnor, Presteign, and Knighton.

J Brecknock, Builth, and Hay.

j
Llandaff, Cardiff, Cowbridge, Neath, and

L Swansey.

pSt David's, Haverfordwest, Pembroke,

j
Tenby^ Fiscard, and Milfordhaven.

I

Cardigan, Abeiystwith, and Llanbadani-
vawer.

ICaermarthen, Kidwelly, Llanymdovry,
Llandilovawr, Langharn, and Lannel-

L -thy.

f TncJuding I.ondoji and Westminster.
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In ENGLAND.
40 Counties, wlilcli send up to parliament 80 knights,

25 Cities (Ely none, London four) - - _--.>„ 5o citizens.

16T Boroughs, two each - _- -_-----_-334 burgesses.

5 Boroughs (Abingdon, Banbury, Bewdley,! ,

Higham-Ferrers, znd Monmouth), one each j " " ^ burgesses.

2 Universities - - - - - - - - 4 representatives*

8 Cinque ports (Hastings, Dover, Sandwich, "1

Romney, Hithe, and their three dependents, f - - 16 barons.

Kye, VVinclielsea, and Seaford), two each , |

WALES.
13 Counties - _ . . _ . . . 12 knights.

12 Boroughs (Pembroke two, Merioneth none), 7 -. ^

one each - - - - - | ^ burgesses.

SCOTLAND.
• 33 Shires - - - - - - - - - 30 knights.

37 Cities and Boroughs - - - - - - -15 burgesses.

' IRELAND.
32 Counties - -- -- -.--64 knights.

35 Cities and Boroughs - - - „ _ - - 36 citizens and
_ burgesses.

Total, 658

Besides the £fty-two counties into ivhlch England and Wales are divided, there are

counties corporate, consisting of certain districts, to which tlie liberties and jurisdictions

peculiar to a county have been granted by royal charter. Thus the city of London is a

county distinct from Middlesex ; the cities of York, Chester, Bristol, Exeter, Norwich,.

Worcester, and the tO-\vns of Kingston-upon-Hull and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, are counties

of themselves, distinct from those in v.'hich they lie. The same may be taid of Ber-

wick-upon-Tweed, which lies, in Scotland, and has within its jurisdiction a small terri-

tory of two miles on the north side of the river.

Under the name of a town, boroughs and cities are contained j for every borough or

city is a town, though every to^vn is not a borough or city. A borough is so called,

because it sends up burgesses to parliament and this makes the difference betVvTen a

yillage or towTi, and a borough. Some boroughs are corporate, and some not corporate t

and though decayed, as Old Sarum, they still send burgesses to parliament. A city is

a corporate borough, tliat has, or has had, a bishop for if the bishopric be dissolved,

yet the city remains. To have suburbs, proves it to be a city. '. Some cities are alsa

counties, as before mentioned.

Soil, air, seasons, and water.] The soil of England and Wales differs in each

county, not so much from the nature of the ground, though that must be admitted to

occasion a very considerable alteration, as from the progress which the inhabitants of

each county have made in the cultivation of lands and gardens, the draining of marshes,

and ipany other local improvements, which are here carried to a much greater degree of

perfection than they are perhaps in any other part of the world, if we except China.

As to air, I can add but little to what I have already said concerning the climate.

In many places it is certainly loaded with vapours wafted from the Atlantic Ocean by
%v^sterly winds : but they are ventilated by winds and storms, so that in this fespect

England is to foreigners, and people of delijCate constitutions, more disagreeable than un-

salubrious. It cannot, however, be denied, that in England the weather is so excessively

capricious and unfavourable to certain constitutions^ that many of the inhabitants are in-

duced to fly to foreign countries, in hopes of obtaining a renovation of their health.

After what we have observed in the English air, the reader may form some idea of

its seasons, which are sp uncertainj that they admit of no description, Sj^rii^'-Jj summ<;2j
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sixitumn, and winter, succeed eacli other, but in what month tlieir different appearances

take place is very undetermined. The spring begins sometimes in February, and some-

times in April. In May the face of the country is often covered with hoar frost in-

stead of blossoms. The beginning of June is sometimes as cold as in the middle of De-
cember, yet at other tirhes the thermometer rises in that month as high as it does in Italy.

Even August hfis its vicissitudes of heat and cold, and upon an average September, and
next to it October, are the two most agreeable months in the year. The natives some-

times experience all the four seasons within the compass of one day, cold, temperate, hot,

and mild weather. After saying thus much, it would be in vain to attempt any farther

description of the English seasons. Their inconstancy, however, is not attended with

the eifects that might be -naturally apprehended. A fortnight, or at most three weeks,

generally make up the difference with regard to the maturity of the fruits of the earth :

and it is hardly ever observed that the inhabitants suffer by a Lot summer.

In speaking of water, I do not include rivers, brooks, or lakes \ I mean waters for the

common convenience of life, and those that have mineral qualities. The champaign
parts of England are generally supplied with excellent springs and fountains

\
though

a discerning palate may perceive that they frequently contain some mineral impregna-

tion. In some very high lands, the inhabitants are distressed for water, and supply

themselves by trenches^ or digging deep walls. The constitutions of the English, and
the diseases to which they are liable, have rendered them extremely inquisitive after sa-

lubrious waters, for the recovery and preservation of their health \ so that England con-

tains as many mineral wells, of known efficacy, as perhaps any country in the world.

The most celebrated are the hot-baths of Bath and Bristol in Somersetshire, and of Bux-
ton and Matlock in Derbyshire ^ the mineral waters of Tunbridge, Epsom, Harrow-
gate, and Scarborough. Sea-water is used as commonly as any other for medical pur-

poses
J
and so delicate are the tones of the English fibres, that the patients can perceive,

both in drinking and bathing, a difference betWeen the sea-water of one coast and that

of another.

Face of the country and mountains.] No nation in the world can equal the

cultivated parts of England in beautiful scenes. The variety of high lands and low
lands, the former generally swelling, and both of them forming prospects equal to the
most luxuriant imagination, the corn and meadow ground, the intermixtures of enclo-

sures and plantations, the noble seats, comfortable houses, cheerful villages, and well
stocked farms, often rising in the neighbourhood of populous towns and cities, decorated
with the most vivid colours of nature, are inexpressible. The most barren spots are not
without their verdure j but nothing can give us a higher idea of the English industry

than observing that some of the pleasantest counties in the kingdom are naturally the

most barren, but rcndisred fruitful by labour. Upon the whole, it may be safely affirm-,

ed, that no country in Europe equals England in the beauty of its prospects, or the opu-
lence of its inhabitants.

Though England is full of delightful rising grounds, and the most enchanting slopes,

yet it contains few raountains. The most noted are the Peak in Derbyshire, the Endle
in Lancashire, the Wolds in Yorkshire, the Skiddawe or Saddle-back in Cumberland,
the Cheviot-hills on the borders of Scotland, the Chiltern in Bucks, Malvern in Wor-
cestershire, Cotswould in Gloucestershire, the Wrckin in Shropshire j with those of Plin-

limmon and Snowdon in Wales. In general, however, Wales and the northern parts may
be termed mountainous. '

• RrvKRS and lakes.] The rivers in England add greatly to its beauty as \vell a?
its opulence. The Thames, the noblest iterhaps in the world, rises on the confines ot
Gloucesterahire, a little S. W. of Cirencester

j
and, after receiving the many tiibutarv

strean-.s of other rivers, it passes to Oxford, then by Abingdon, Wallingford, Marlow,
and Wir'dsor : From thence to Kingston, where formerly it met the tide, which, since
the building of Westminister briJge, is said to flow no higher than Richmond j from
whence It Hows to London, and after dividing the counties of Kent and Essex, it wid-
ens in its progress, till it falls into tlic sea at the Nore, from hence it is navigable for
LiC^jc •^;nps to Loudon bridge.
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The river Medway, which rises near Tunbridge, falls into the Thames at Sheerness,

and is navigable for the largest ^ships as far as Chatham. The Severn, reckoned the

second river for importance in England, and the first for rapidity, rises at Plinlimmon-
hill in North Wales j becomes navigable at Welsh-pool 5 runs east to Shrewsbury ; then

turning south, visits Bridge-north, Worcester, and Tewkesbury j when it receives the

Upper Avon after having passed Gloucester, it takes a south-west direction j is near

its mouth increased by the Wye and Ustre, and discharges itself into the Bristol-Chan-

nel, near King-road ; and there lie the great shi<)s which cannot get up to Bristol. The
Trent rises in the Moorlands of Staffordshire, and running south-east by Newcastle-
under-Line, divides that county into two parts ; then turning north-east on the confines

of Derbyshire, visits Nottingham, running the w^hole length of that county to Lincoln-

shire, and being joined by the Ouse, and several other rivers towards the mouth, ob-

tains the name of the Humber, falling into the sea south-east of Hull.

The other principal rivers in England, arc the Ouse (a Gaelic word signifying waler
in general), which falls into the Humber, after receiving the water of many other

rivers. Another Ouse rises in Bucks, and falls into the sea near Lynn in Norfolk.

The Tyne runs from west to east through Northumberland, and falls into the German
sea at Tinmouth, below Newcastle. The Tecs runs from west to east, dividing Dur-
ham from Yorkshire, and falls into the German sea below Stockton. The Tweed runs

froni w^est to east on the borders of Scotland, and falls into the German sea at Berwick,

The Eden runs from south to the north through Westmoreland and Cumberland, and

passing by Carlisle, falls into the Solway Frith below that city. The Lower Avon
runs west through Wiltshire to, Bathy and then dividing Sommersetshire from Glouces-

tershire^ runs to Bristol, falling into the mouth of the Severn below that city. The
Derwent, which runs from east to Tvest through Cumberland, and passing by Cocker-

mouth, falls into the Irish sea a litttle below. The Ribble, which runs from" east to

vvest through Lancashire, and passing by Preston, discharges itself into the Irish sea.

The Mersey, which tupis from the south-cast to the north-west through Cheshire, and

then dividing Cheshire from Lancashire, passes by Liverpool, and falls into the Irish

sea a little below that town and the Dee rises in Wales, and divides Flintshire from

Cheshire, falling into the Irish Channel below Chester.

The lakes of England are ie\x *, though it is plain, fram history and antiquity, and,

indeed, in some places from the face of the country, that meres and fens have been fre-

quent in England, till drained and converted into arable land, ^he chief lakes re-

maining, are Soham mere, Vv^ittlesea mere, and Ramsay mere, in the i;^le of Ely, in Cam-
bridgeshire. All tiiese meres in a rainy season are overflowed, and form a lake of 40
or 50 miles in circumference. Winander mere lies in Westmoreland, and there are

some beautiful small lakes in Cumberland, the principal of which is Derwent water.

Canals.] Within the last fifty years a great number of canals have been cut in

various parts of England, which have greatly contributed to the improvement of the

country, and the facilitating of commerqial intercourse bet^veen the trading town^.

The first of these, in point of date, is the Sanky canal, the act of parliament for which

was obtained in 1755. It was cut to convey coals from the coal-pits at St Helens to

tJiC river Mersey, and so to Liverpool, and is in length 12 miles.

But the canals of the lat'e duke of Bridgewater, the great father of inland navigation

in this country, are of much greater importrmce, both for the extent and the natural

difficulties that were surmounted by the fertile genius of that extraordinary mechanic

Mr Brindley. Of these great works the first was begun in 1758, at Worsley-mill,

about seven miles from Manchester, w^here a bason is cut, containing a great body of

water, which serves as a reservoir to the navigation. The canal runs through a hill,

by a subterranean passage large enough for the admission of long flat-bottomed boats,

towed by hand-rails on each side, near three quarters of a mile, to the duke's coal-

works. There the passage divides into two channels, one of which goes 500 yards to

the right, and the other as many to the left. In some places the passage is cut through

solid rock, in others arched over w^ith brick. Air-funnels, some of which are 37 yards

perpendicular, are cut, at certain distances, through the rock to the top of the hill.

At Bartonbridgej thrse iriles from the bason, is a:i aq-a-iduct^ which, for rpv/a.rdr oi
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200 yards, conveys the canal across a valley, and the navigable river Irwell. There

ard thrQC arches over this river j the centre one 63 feet wide, and 38 feet high above

thp wffter, which will admit the largest barges to go through with masts and sails stand-

ing. The whole of the navigation is more than 29 miles j it falls 95 feet, and was

finished in five years.

The Grand Trunk or Staffordshire canal was begun iu 1766, under the direction o£

Mr Brindley, in order to form a communication between the Mersey and Trent, and

in consequence between the Irish Sea and the German Ocean. It was completed in

1777, after the death of Mr Brindley, who died in 1772, by his brother-in-law Mr
Henshall. Its length is 22 miles 3 it. is 29 feet broad at the top, 26 at the bottom,

and 5 deep. It is carried over the river Dove by an aqueduct of fiS arches, and over

the Trent by one of 6. At the hill of Harecastle, in Staffordshire, it is conveyed

through a tunnel more than 70 yards beyond the surface of the ground, and 2880 yards

in length. In the same neighbourhood there is another subterraneous passage of 350
yards, and at Preston on the hill another 1241 yards in length. From the neighbour-

hood of Stafford a branch goes off from this canal, and joins the Severn near Beverley 3

two other branches go the one to Birmingham, ajijd the other to Worcester.

The Braunston or Grand Junction canal (so called from its uniting the inland navi-

gation of the central counties) extends from the Thames at Brentford, to tiie Oxford,

canal at Braunston in Northamptonshire. A branch of it likewise goes from Uxbridg&

to Paddingtpn, and a plan has been proposed, and considerable sums of money subscrib-

ed, for extending a cut from the latter place to the new West India docks at Black-

wall
J
but whether thi* design will be carried into execution is as yet uncertain.

A great number of otiier canals have been cut in various parts of the kingdom ; as

the Lancaster canal 3 the canal from Liverpool to Leeds, carried through an txtent of

117 miles j the canal fram Halifax to Manchester 31 miles 3 a canal from Basingstoke

in Hampshire to the Thames at Weybridge 3 another from Andover in the same coun-

ty to the river near Southampton j and many others, which it would be tedious here

only to enumerate.

Forests.] The first Norman kings of England, partly for political purposes, that

they might the more effectually enslave their new subjects, and partly from the wan-
tonness of power, convf^rtad immense tracts of ground into forests, for the benefit of

hunting, and these were governed by laWs peculiar to themselves j so that it was ne-

cessary, about the time of passing the Magna Charta, to form the code of- the foresr.

laws 3 and justices in Eyre, so called from their sitting in the open air, were appointed

to see them observed. By degrees those vast tracts were disforested, and the chief fo-

rests, properly so called, remaining c-it of no fewer than 69, are those of Windsor,

New Forest, the Forest of Dean, and Sherwood Forest. Those forests produced for-

merly great quantities of excellent oak, elm, ash, ajid beech, besides walnut-trees, pop-

lar, maple, and other kinds of wood. In ancient times England contained large-

woods, if not forests, of chesnut-trees, which exceeded all other kinds of timber, for

the purposes of building, as appears from many great houses slill standing, in which
the chesnut beams and roofs remain still fresh and imdecayed, though seme o£ thein

are above 600 years old.

Metals and mIxNERAT.s.] Among the minefals, the tin-mines of Cornwall de-

servedly take the lead. 'J.liey were known to the Greeks and Phoenicians, the latter

especially, some ages before the Christian jera 3 and since the English liave found ti

method of manuracturing their tin into plates and white iron, they are of immense ad-

vantage tq the nation, their annual produce amounting nearly to the value of 200,0001.

inclu'Ji;^.g what is conveyed to foreign markets. Tli.ese tin-works are under peculiar

regulations, by what are called the stannary laws, and the miners have parliaments and
privileges of their own, ^vhich are in force at this time. Iron is found in plenty in

England : the principal miues^ of it are in Coalbrot^k-dale, Shropshire 3 Dean's forest

in Glouccslcisiiirc, and some parts of the north of England. Lead is obtained in

many parts of this island, ptirticularly in Derbyshire, Yorkshire, Norlhunibcrlar.d, and
some counties in Wales. Near 20,000 tonr. of this metal are exported annually, not-

withsUnding gri^at (^uantilicc r.rc crauloycd in different fabrications within the eountrj.
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Of copper, Cornwall is said to furnish the value of 200,0001. annually, and the whole
of the island to the amount of a million j the quantity exported having been estimated

at above 1000 tons. The number of miners employed in Cornwall is said to amount
to 100,000. There are no gold or silver mines in Britain ^ but particles of the former

metal are found in the tin-mines of Cornwall, and some silver maybe extracted from the

ore of lead. Near Keswick in Cumberland is a rich mine of plumbago or black-lead,

which the proprietors permit only to be oj)ened once in six or seven years, to prevent

the markets from being overstocked. Zinc, in the form of lapis calaminaris, is found
in Cornwall and Derbyshire. Devonshire, and other counties of England, produce

marble j but the best kind, which resembles Egyptian granite, is excessively hard to

work. Quarries of freestone are found in many places. Near Northwich, in Cheshire,

arc immense mines of rock-salt, which were discovered about the beginning of the last

century. The quarries extend over many acres, and their crystal roof, supported by
pillars, has a most beautiful appearance. The pit at Witton is of a circular form, lOS
yards in diameter, and the roof is supported by 25 pillars, each containing 294 solid

yards of rock-salt. The annual produce of rock-salt at Northwdch is estimated by Mr
Pennant at 65,000 tons. Cheshire likewise produces alum. The fullers earth found

in Berkshire, and in some other covmties, is of such consequence to the clothing trade,

that its exportation is prohibited under severe penalties. Pit and sea coal is found in

many counties of England but the city of London, to encourage the nusery of sea-

men, is chiefly supplied from the pits of Northumberland and the county of Durham.
The cargoes are shipped at Newcastle and Sunderland. The exportation of coals to

other countries is very considerable. The mines of Northumberland alone send every

year upwards of 600,000 chaldrons of coals to London, and 1500 vessels are employed
in carrying them to that port along the eastern coast of England.

Vegetable and animal rRODucTio>is by sea and land.] The quantity of

\vheat, barley, rye, peas, beans, vetches, oats, and other grain growing in England, is

very great. Excellent institutions for the improvement of agriculture, are now com-
mon in England, the principal of which is a Board of Agriculture, under the Royal

patronage. Honey and saffron are natives of England. It is almost needless to

mention to the most uninformed reader, in what plenty the most excellent fruits,

apples, pears, plums, cherries, peaches, apricots, nectarines^ currants, gooseberries,

raspberries, and other hortulane productions, grow here, and what vast quantities of

cyder, perry, metlieglin, and the like liquors, are made in some counties. The
cyder, when kept, and made of proper apples, and in a particular manner, is of-

ten preferred, by judicious palates, to French white wine. It is not enough to

mention those improvements, did we not observe that the natives of England have made
the different fruits of all the world their own, sometimes by simple culture, but often

by hot beds, and other means of forcing nature. The English pine apples are delicious,

and now plentiful. The same may be said of other natives of the East and West In-

dies, Persia and Turkey. The English grapes are pleasing to the taste, but their fla-

vour is not exalted enough for making of wine, and indeed wet weather injures the fla-

vour of all the other fine fruits raised here. Our kitchen gardens abound with all sorts

of greens, roots, and sallads, in perfection, such as artichokes, asparagus, cauliflowers,

cabbages, colpworts, brocoli, peas, beans, kidney beans, spinage, beets, lettuce, cellary,

endive, turnips, carrots, potatoes, mushrooms, leeks, onions and shallots.

Woad for dying is cultivated in Bucks and Bedfordshire, as hemp and flax are in

other counties. In nothing, however, have the English been more successful, than in

the cultivation of clover, cinquefoil, trefoil, saintfoin, lucern, and other meliorating

grasses for the soil. It belongs to a botanist to recount the various kinds of useful

and salutary herbs, shrubs, and roots, that grow in different parts of England.' The
soil of Kent, Essex, Surry, and Hampshire, is most favourable to the diflicult and ten-

der culture of hops, which now become a very considerable article of trade.

With regard to animal productions, I shall begin with the quadrupeds. The Eng-

lish oxen are large and fat, but some prefer for the table the smaller breed of the Scotcii,

and the Welch cattle, after grazing in English pastures. The English horses, upon the

whole, are the Ipest of any in the worldj whether we regard their spirit, strength, sy/i,ft-
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ne^s, or docility. Incredible have been the pains taken by all mnks, from the monarch

down to the peasant, for improving the breed of this favourite and noble animal, and the

success has been answerable, for they now unite all the qualities and beauties of Indian,

Persian, Arabian, Spanish, and other foreign horses. It is no uncommon thing for an

English horse, mare, or gelding, though not of the race kind, to run above 20 miles

within the hour, and they have been known to do it in a carriage. The irresistible

spirit and v/eight of the English cavalry, renders them the best in the world in war :

and an English hunter will perform incredible things in a fox or stag chace. Those

which draw equipages on the streets of London, are particularly beautiful. A stronger

and a heavier breed is employed for other draughts. The exportation of horses has of

late become a considerable article of commerce. The breed of asses and mules begin

likewise to be improved and encouraged in Errgland.

The English sheep are of two kinds, those that are valuable for their Heece, and those

that are proper for the table. The former are very large, and. their fleeces cons'Jtute

the original staple commodity of England. In some counties the inhabiLants are as

curious in their breed of rams, as in their horses and dogs, and that in Lincolnshire,

particularly, those animals sell for enormous prices. It must, however, be owned, thai

those large fat sheep are very rank eating. It is thought that in England twelve mil-

lions of fleeces are shorn annually, which at a medium of 2s, a fleece, make 1,200,(3001.

The other kind of sheep, which are fed upon the downs, such as those of Banstead, Bag-
shot-heath, and Devonshire, where they have, w^hatthe farmers call, a short bite, is little,

if at all, inferior in flavour and sweetness, to venison.

The English mastiffs and bull-dogs, are the strongest and fiercest of the canine species

in the world, but, either from the change of soil, or feeding, they degenerate in foreign

climates. James I. of England, by way of experiment, turned out two English bull-

dogs, upon one of the most terrible lions in the Tower, and they laid him on his back.

The mastiff, however, has all the courage of the bull-dog, without its ferocity, and is

particularly distinguished for his fidelity and docility. AH the different species of dogs

that abound in other countries, for the field as well as domestic uses, are to be found in.

England.

What I have observed of the degeneracy of the English dogs in foreign countries is

applicable to the English game cocks, which afford much barbarous diversion to our
sportsmen. The courage of these birds is astonishing, and one of the true breed never
leaves the pit alive without victory. The proprietors and feeders of this generous ani-

mal are likewise extremely curious as to his blood and pedigree.

Tame fowls are pretty much the same in England as in other countries
j
turkies, pea-

cocks, common poultry, such as cocks, pullets, and capons, geese, swans, ducks, and
tame pigeons. The wild sort, are bustards, ^vild geese, wild ducks, teal, wigeon, plover,

phea(6ants, partridges, woodcocks, grouse, quail, landrail, snipe, wood-pigeons, hawks of
different kinds, kites, owls, herons, crows, rooks, ravens, magpies, jackdaws, and jays,

' blackbirds, thrushes, nightingales, goldfinches, linnets, larks, and a great variety of small
• birds

J
canary birds also breed in England. The wheat-ear is by many preferred to the

ortolan, for the delicacy of its flesh and flavour, and is peculiar to England.

Few countries are better supplied than England with river and sea- fish. Her rivers

and ponds contain plenty of salmon, trout, eels, pike, perch, smelts, carp, tench, barbie,

gudgeons, roach, dace, grey mullet, bream, plaice, flounders, and craw-fish, besides a
delicate lake-fish called char, vyhich is found in some fresh \vater lakes of Wales and
Cumberland, and as'J some say yo where else. The sea- fish, are cod, mackarel, had-
dock, whiting, herrings, pilchards, skalte, soles. The john-dory, found towards ilie

•western coast, is reckoned a great delicacy, as is the red mullet. Several other fish are
found on the same coasts. As to shell-fish, they arc chieriy oy^iers, the propagation of
which, upon their proper banks, requires a peculiar culture. Lobsters, crabs, shrimps, and
escallops, or^eof the most delicious of shell-fishes, cockles, wilks, pcrriwinkles, and mus-
cles, with many other small shell-fish, abound in the English seas. The whales ch-efly
visit the northern coast but great numbers of porpoises and seals appear in the channel.
With regard to reptiles, such as adders, vipers, snakes, and worms j and insects, such

as ants, gnats, wa^ps^ and flies, England is pretty much upon a par with ilic icsL of
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Europe ^ and tlie diiierence, if any, becomes more proper for natural history tlian geo-

graphy.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs, and diversions.] The popula-

tion of Great Britain, as ascertained by act of parliament in 1801, was as fellows i

England -------- a,61 4,234
Wales - -------- 541,546
Scotland -------- 1,607,760

Army --------- 198,351
Navy - 126,279
Seamen in registered vessels

,
- - 144,558

Convicts - - - - - - - - 1,410

11^234,138

The population of Ireland is estimated at four millions, so that the entire population

of the united kingdom amounts to more than fifteen millions of souls.

Englishmen, in their persons, are generally well-sized, regularly featured, commonly
fair rather than otherwise, and liorid in their complexions. It 'is however to be pre-

sumed, that the vast number of foreigners that are intermingled and intermarried with

the natives, have given a cast to their persons and complexions different from those of

their ancestors 150 years ago. The women in their shape, features, and complexion,

appear so graceful and lovely, that England may be termed the native country of female

beauty. Eut besides the external graces so peculiar to the women in England, they are

still to be more vahied for their prudent behaviour^ thorough cleanliness, and a tender

affection for their husbands and children, and all the engaging duties of domestic life.

Of all the people in the world, the English keep themselves the m.ost cleanly. Their

nerves are so delicate, that people of both sexes are sometimes forcibly, nay mortally

affected by imagination
j
insomuch, that before the practice of inoculation for the small

pox took place, it was thought improper to mention that loathsome disease by its true

name, in any polite company. This over-sensibility has been considered as one of the

sources of those singularities which so strongly characterise the English nation. They-

sometimes magnify the slightest appearances into realities, and bring the most distant

dangers immediately home to themselves and yet when real danger approaches, no peo-

ple face it with greater resolution or constancy of mind. They are fond of clubs and
|

convivial associations j and when these are kept within- the bounds of temperance and
j

moderation, they prove the best cure for those mental evils, v^iich are so peculiar to
j

the English, that foreigners have pronounced them to be national. i

The sam.e observations hold with regard to the higher orders of life, which must be

acknowledged to have undergone a remarkable change since the accession of the tlousc {

of Hanover, especially of late years. The English nobility and gentry of great fortunes
^

now assimilate their manners to those of foreigners, with %vhom they cultivate a more

frequent intercourse than their forefathers did. They do not now travel only as pupils,, '

to bring home the vices of the countries they visit, under the tuition perhaps of a des-

picable pedant, or family-dependant ; but they travel for the purposes of society, and at

the more advanced stages of life, while their judgments are mature, and their passions

regulated. This has enlarged society in England, which foreigners now visit as coro.-^

monly as Englishmen visited them, and the effects of the intercourse become daily more

visible, especially as it is not now, as formerly, confined to one sex.

Such of the English noblem.en and gentlemen as do not strike into those high walks

of life, affect what Vv'e call a snug rather than a splendid way of living. They study

and understand better than any people in the world, conveniency in their houses, gar-

dens, equipages, and estates, and they spare no cost to purchase it. It h:-s, hGwever,^.

been observed, that this tvim renders them less communicative than they ought to be ;

but, on the other hand, the few connections they form, are sincere, cheerful, and indis-

soluble. The like habits descend pretty far into the lower ranks, and are often discerni--

ble among tradesmen. This love of snugness and conveniency may be called the ruling
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paSSion of the English people, and is the ultimate end of all their supplication, labours,

and fatigues, which are incredible. A good economist with a brisk run of trade, is ge-

nerally, when turned of 50, in a condition to retire from business j that is, either to

purchase an estate, or to settle his money in the funds. He then commonly resides

in a comfortable house in the country, often his native county, and expects to be treated

on the footing of a gentleman j but his style of living is always judiciously suited to his

circumstances.

The oveisenslbllity of the English is discovered in nothing mere than in the vast .

subscriptions for pubMc charities, raised hy ail degrees of both sexes. An Englishman,

feels all the pains which a ffllow-creatare suilers, and poor and miserable objects are

relieved in England with a liberality that some time or other may prove injurious to

industry : because it takes from the lower ranks the usual motives of labour, that they

may save somewhat for themselves and families, against the days of age or sickness.

The very people who contribute to those collections are assessed in proportion to their

property for their parochial poor, who fiave a legal demand for their maintenance j and

upwards of three millions sterling is said to be collected yearly in this country for cha-

ritable purposes. The institutions however of extra-parocliial infirmaries, hospitals, and
the like, are in some cases reprehensible. The vast sums bestowed in building them,

the contracts made by their governors, and even the election of physicians, who thereby,

qaalined or unqualified, acquire credit, which is the same as profit, very often beget heats

and cabals, which are very different from the purposes of disinterested charity, owing to

the violent attachments and prepossessions of friends, and too often even to party consi-

derations.

Notwithstanding those noble provisions, which would banish poverty from anv other

country, the streets of London, and the highways of England, abound with objects o£

distress, v;ho beg in defiance of the laws, which render the practice severely punishable.

This is partly owing tp the manner in which the poor people live, who consider the

food to be uneatable ivhich in other countries would be thought luxurious.

The English listen to the voice of misfortunes in trade, whether real or ptetended,

deserved or accidental, and generously contribute to the relief of the parties, sometimes

even by placing them in a more creditable condition than ever. The lowest bred of

the English are capable of these and the like generous actions j but they often make an
ostentatious display of their own merits, which diminishes their value. There is among
the generality of the English of all ranks, an unpardonable preference given to wealth,

. above most other considerations. Riches, both in public and private, are often thought
to compensate for the absence of almost every good quality* This offensive failing arises

partly from the people being so much addicted to trade and Commerce, the great object

of which is gain : and partly from the democratical part of their constitution, which
makes the possession of property a qualification for the legislature, and for almost every
other species of magistracy, government, honours, and distinctions.

An Englishman, of education and reading, is the most accomplished gentleman in
ihe world he is however sh^'- and reserved in his communications. This unamiable
coldness is so far from be^ig aiTected, that it is a part of their natural constitution.

Living learning and genius often meet not with their suitable regard even from the first-

rate Englishmen : and it Is not unusual for them to throu' aside the best productions of
literature, if they are not acquainted with the author. While the state distinction ot

"

Whig and Tory subsisted, the heads of each party affected to patronize men of literary

abilities
; but the pecuniary encouragements given them were but very moderate, and

the very few who met with preferments in the slate, might have earned them by a com-
petent knowledge of business, and that pliability which the dependents in office gene-
rally possess. Wc scarcely have an instance, even in the munificent reign of ^ueeii
Anne, or of her predecessors, who owed so much to the press, of a man of genius, as

.such, being made easy in his circumstances. Mr Addison had about 3001. a year o£
• the public money to assist him in his travels, and Mr. Pope, thougli a Roman catholic,

was otTered, but did not accept of, the like pension from Mr Craggs, the whig secretary
cif state

J
and it was remarked, that his Tory friend and companion the Earl of Oxford,

wnen sole minister, did nothing for him, but bewail hi>5 niisa^rtune in being a papist.
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Indeed, a few men of 4jstingmslied literary abilities, as well as some without, Iiav6 ol
late received pensions from the crown 5 but from the conduct of some of them it should
seena, that state and party services have been expected in return.

The unevenness of the English in tjieir conversation is very remarkable \ sometimes
it is delicate, sprightly, and replete with true wit j sometimes it is solid, ingenious, and
argumentative ^ sometimes it is cold and phlegmatic, and borders upon disgust, and all in.

the same person. In many of their convivial meetings they are very noisy, and their

val is often olFensive, while the loudest are the most applauded. This is particularly

apt to be the case in large companies j but in smaller and more select parties, all the

pleasures of rational conversation, and agreeable society, are enjoyed in England in a

very high degree. Courage is a quality that seems to be congenial to the English
nation. Boys, before they can speak, discover that they know the proper guards in

boxing with their fists 5 a quality that perhaps is peculiar to the English, and is second-

ed by a strength of arm that few other people can exert. This gives the English sol-

dier an infinite superiority in all battles that are to be decided by the bayonet screwed

upon the musket. The English courage has likemse the property, under able com-
manders, of being equally passive as active. Their soldiers will keep up their fire in

the mouth of danger, but when they deliver it, it has a most dreadful effect upon their

enemies and in naval engagements they are unequalled. The English are not re-

markable for inventions, though they are for their improvements upon the inventions of

others, and in the mechanical arts they excel all nations in the world. The intense

application which an Englishman gives to a favourite study is incredible, and, as it were,

absorbs all his other ideas. This creates the numerous instances of mental absences

that are to be found in the nation.

All that I have said concerning the English, is to be understood of them in general,

as they are at present, or rather perhaps as they were j for it is not to be dissembled,

that every day produces strongindications of greai alterations in their manners. The
great fortunes made during the late and the preceding wars, the immense acquisitions of

territory, as Avell as commercial property, in the East Indies, introduced a species of

people among the English, who have become rich without industry, and, by diminishing

the value of gold and silver j have created a new system of finance in the nation. Time
alone can shew the event j hitherto the consefjuences seem to have been unfavourable,

as it has introduced among the commercial ranks a spirit of luxury and gaming that is

attended with the most fatal effects, and an emulation among merchants and traders of

all kinds, to equal or surpass the nobility and the courtiers. The plain frugal manners

of men of business, which prevailed so lately as the accession of the present family to the

cro^vn, are nov\^ disregarded for tasteless extravagance of dress and equipage, and the

most expensive amusements and diversions, not only m the capital, but all over the trad-

ing towns of the kingdom.

Even the customs of the English have, since the beginning of this century, undergone

an almost total alteration. Their ancient hospitality subsists but in few places in the

country, or is revived only upon electioneering occasions. Many of their favourite di-

versions are noiv disused. Those remaining, are operas, dramatic exhibitions, ridottos,

arid sometimes masquerades, in or near London ; but concerts of music, and card and

dancing assemblies, are common all over the kulgdom I have already mentioned stag

and fox hunting, and horse races, of which many of the English are fond, even to infa-

tuation. Somewhat however may be offered by way of apology for those diversions
5

the intense application which the English give to business, their sedentary lives, and

luxurious diet, require exercise *, and some think that their excellent breed of horses is

incl-easQd and improved by those amusements. The English are remarkably cool, both

in losing and xvinning, at play j but the former is sometimes attended with acts of sui-

cide. An Englishman will rather murder himself, than bring a sharper, who he knows

has tleeced him, to condign punishment, even though warranted by law. Next to horse

racing and hunting, cock-fighting, to the reproach of the nation, is a favourite diversion

among the great as well as the vulgar. Multitudes of both classes assemble round the

pit at one of these matches, and enjoy the pangs and death of this generous animal, every

spectator being concerned in a bet, sometimes of high sums. The athletic diversion of
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cricket is still kept up In tlie southern and western parts of England, and is sometimes

practised by people of the highest rank. Many other pastimes are common in England,

some of them of a very robust nature, such as cudgelling, wrestling, bowls, skittles, quoits,

and prison-base : not to mention duck-hunting, foot and ass races, dancing, puppet-shews,

May garlands, and, above all, ringing of bells, a species of music which the English boast

they have brought into an art. The barbarous diversion of boxing and prize-fi|^htlng,

which were as frequent in England as, the shews of gladiators in Rome, are now prohibitr

ed, though often practised 5 and all places of public diversions, excepting the royal

theatres, are under regulations, by act of parliament. Other diversiojis, which are con-r

monin other countries, such as tennis, fives, bilHards, cards, swimming, angling, fowling,

coursing, and the like, are familiar to the Enghsh. Two kinds, and those highly laud-

able, are perhaps peculiar to them, and these are rowing and sailing. The latter, if not

introduced, was patronized and encouraged by his present majesty's father, the late prince

of Wales, and may be considered as a national improvement. The English ane amaz-

ingly fond of skaiting, in which, however, they are not very expert, but they are adveii-

.turous in it often to the danger and loss of their lives. The game acts have taken from

the common people a great fund of diversion, though without answering the purposes of

the rich : for the farmers and country people destsoy the game in their nesls, which they

dare not kill with the gun. This monopoly of game, among so free a people as the

English, has been considered in various lights,.

33ress.] In the dress of both sexes, before the present reign of George III. they fol-

lov.'ed the French : but that of the military officers partook of the German, in compli-

ment to his late majesty. The English, at present, bid fair to be the dictators of dress

to the French themselves, at least with regard to elegance, neatness, and richness of at-

tire. People of quality and fortune, of both sexes, appear on high occasions, in cloth

of gold and silver, the richest brocades, satins, silks, and velvets, both flowered and plain
j

and it is to the honour of the court, that the foreign manufactures of all. these are dis-

couraged.
,
Some of these rich stuffs are said to be brought to as great perfection in

England as they ,are in France, or any other nation. The quantities of jewels, lh.?,t ap-

pear on public occasions are incredible, especially since the vast acquisitions of the Eng,-

lish in the East Indies. The same nobility and persons of distinction, on ordinary oc-

casions, dress like creditable ciiizens, that is, neat, clean and plain, in the finest cloth

and^ the best of linen. The full dress of a clergyman consists of his gown, cassock, scar^

beaver hat and rose, all of black j his undress is a dark grey frock, and plain linen. The
physicians, the formality of whose dress, in large tie perukes, and swords, was formerly

remarkable, if not ridiculous, begin now to dress like other gentlemen, and men of bu-
siness. Few Englishmen, tradesmen, merchants,, and lawyers, as well as men of landed

property, are without some passion for the sports of the field, on which occasion they
dress with remarkable propriety in a light frock, narrow-brimmed- hat, &:c. The people
of England love rather to be neat than fine in their apparel

j
but, since the accession of

his present majesty, the dresses at court, on particular occasions, are superb beyond de-

scription. Few even of the lowest tradesmen, on Sundays, carry about them less than
lOl. in clothing, comprehending hat, wig, slockingi;, shoes, and linen, and even many
beggars in the streets appear decent in their dress. In short, none but the most abpi^-

doned of both sexes, are" otherwise and tlie appearance of an artisan or manufUcLurer in.

holiday times, is commonly :^n indication of his industry and morals.

PiELlGlON.] Eusebius, and other ancient writers, pobitively assert that^ Christianily

Tvas first preached in Sbuth Britain by the apostles and their disciples ; and it is reason-

able to suppose, that the success of the Ivomans opened a highway for the triumph^; of
the gospel of peace. It is certain also, that many of the soldiers and officers in the Ro-
man armies were Chvistiaus and as their legions, were repeatedly se!\t over to Englaiid
to extend as well as preserve their conquests, it is probable that tluis Christianity v. as

diffused among the natives. If any of the apostles visited this country, and our heathen
ancestors, it was St Paul, whose zeal, diligence, and fortitude were abundant. But who
wa,s the first preacher, or the precise year and period, the want of records leave us at a
loss

j and all the traditions about Joseph of Ariinathea and St Peter's preaching the
^uspel in Britain, ai>d Simon Zclolcs suffering, mavtvrdoin here, arc roniuntic fables,

Li
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monkish legends. We liave good authority to say, that about tlie year 150 a great

nuniber of persons professed the Christian faith here, and, according to Archbishop Usherj

in the year 182 thel-e was a school of learning to provide the British churches with

proper teachers j and from that period it seems as if Christianity advanced its benign

and salutary influences among the inhabitants in their several districts. It is unneces-

sary to repeat what has been said in the introduction respecting the rise and fall of the

church of Rome in Europe. 1 shall only observe in this place, that John WicklifFe, an

Englishman, educated at Oxford in the reign of Edward III. has the honour of being

the first person in Europe who publicly called in question, and boldly refuted,|those doc-

trines wliich bad passed for certain during so many ages. The constitution of the church

is episcopal, and it is governed by bishops, whose benefices were converted by the Nor-

man conqueror into temporal baronies, in right of w^hich every bishop has a seat and

vote in the house of peers. The benefices of the inferior clergy are now freehold, but.

in many places their titbes are impropriated in favour of the laity. The economy of the

church of England has been accused for the inequality of its livings j some of them ex-

tending from three hundred to fourteen hundred a-year, and many, particularly in Wales,

being too small to maintain a clergyman, especially if he has a family, with any toler-

able decency, but this seems not easily to be remedied, unless the dignified clergy would
adopt and support the reforming scheme. The cro-^vn, as well as private persons, ha^

done great things towards the augmentation of poor livings.

- The dignitaries of the church of England, such as deans, prebendaries, and the like,

have generally large incomes \ some of them exceeding in value those of bishoprics, for

which reason the revenues of a rich deanry, or other living, is often annexed to a poor

bishopric. At present, the clergy of the church of England, as to temporal matters, are

in a most flourishing situation, because the value of their tithes increases with the im-

provement of lands, which of late have been very great in England. The sovereigns

of England, ever since the reign of Henry VIIL, have been called, in public writs, the

supreme heads of the church j but this title conveys no spiritual meaning; as it only de-

notes the regal power to prevent any ecclesiastical differences, or, in other words, to sub-

•stitute the king in place of the pope before the Reformation, with regard to temporalities,

and the internal economy of the church. The kings of ]Lngland never intermeddle iri

ecclesiastical disputes, unless by preventing the convocation from sitting to agitate themj

and are contented to give a sanction to the legal rights of the clergy.

The chinrch of England, under this description of tlie monarchical poAver over it, is

governed by two archbishops, and twenty-four bishops, besides the bishop of Sodor and

Man, who, not being possessed of an English barony, does not sit in the house of peers*.

The two archbishops are those of Canterbury and York, who are dignified with the

* To the following list is subjoined the surn each see is charged in the king's books; as also their

estimated real value at preient.

ARCHBISHOPRICS,
Charged. Value. Charged. Value,

Canterbury . ^ 2682 12 2— 8,0(Ki
1 York - > . £ 1610 0 0—7,000

EISHOPRrC?.
l,ondon - - - 2000 0 0—6,200 Chichester - 677 1 3— 2,60p

Durham 1821 1 3—8,700 St Asaph 187 11 8—1.500
Winchester 3124 12 8— T.'iOO Salisbury 1385 5 0—3,500

These three bishopri cs t^ke precedency of all Bangor - , 131 16 3— 1,200

ethers in England ; and the others according Nory/ich 834 li 7—3,000
. to the senioiity of their consecrntions. Gloucester 315 7 3—2 000

Ely _ - » 2134 18 6—4.000 Lincoln 894 IB lr-3,200

Bath and Wells 633 1 3—2,200 Lancjaff 154 14 2—1.600
Hereford "168 11 0— 3,GO0 Bristol 294 11 0—1^500
Rochester 353 4 0—2,400 Carlisle 631 4 g—2,800

Litchfield and 1

Coventry 5
559 1^ 3—2,800

Exeter

Peterborough

» 500 0

414 17

0—2,700
8—1,700

Chester 420 1 8—2,700 Oxford 281 11 3__2,80Q

St David*? 426 2 1—3,409
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address of Your Grace. The former is the first peer of the realm, as well as metropoli-

tan of the English church. He takes precedence, next to the royal family, of all dukes

and officers of state. He is enabled to hold ecclesiastical courts upon all affairs that

were formerly cognisable in the court of Rome, when not repugnant to the law of God,

or the king's prerogative. He has the privilege consequently of granting, in certain

cases, licenses and dispensations, together with the probate of wills, when the party dy-

ing is worth upwards of five pounds. Besides his own diocese, he has under him the

bishops of London, Winchester, Ely, Lincoln, Rochester, Litchfield and Coventry,

Hereford, Worcester, Bath and Wells, Salisbury, Exeter, Chichester, Norwich, Glou-

cester, Oxford, Peterborough, Bristol
)

and, in Wales, St David's Landalf, St Asaph,

and Bangor.

The archbishop of Canterbury has, by the constitution and laws of England, such

extensive powers, that,'^ever since the death of Aarchbishop Laud (whose character w-iU

be hereafter given), the government of England has prudently thought proper to raise

to that dignity men of very moderate principles j .but they have generally been men of

considerable learning and abilities. This practice has been attended vv^th excellent

effects, v/ith regard to the public tranquillity of the church, and consequently of the

state.

I'he archbishop of York takes place of all dukes not of the blood-royal, and of aH
•officers of -state, the lord chancellor excepted. He has in his province, besides his own
diocese, the bishoprics of Durham, Carlisle, Chester, and Sodor and Man. In North-

umberland, he has the power of a palatine, and jurisdiction in all criminal proceedings.

The bishops are addressed by the appellation of Your Lordship, styled " Right
" reverend Fathers in God," and take precedence of all temporal barons. They have
all the privileges of peers and the bishoprics of London, Winchester, Durham, Salis-

bury, Ely, and Lincoln, require no additional revenues to support their prelates in the

rank of noblemen. English bishops are to examine and ordain priests and deacoas, to

consecrate churches and burying-places, and to administer the rite of confirmation.

Their jurisdiction relates to the probation of wills j to grant administration of goods tc

such as die intestate j to take care of perishable goods when no one will administer j to

collate to benefices 3 to grant institutions to livings to defend the liberties of the church
;

and to visit their own dioceses once in three years.

Deans and prebendaries of cathedrals have been already mentioned 3 but it would per-

haps be difficult to assign their utility in the church, further than to add to the pomp of
worship, and to make provision for clergymen of eminence and merit 3 but interest often

i^revails over merit in the appointment. England contains about sixty archdeacons,

whose office is to visit the churches twice or thrice every year j but their offices are less

•lucrative than they are honourable. Subordinate to them are the rural deans, form.erly

styled arch-presbyters, who signify the bi5hop',s pleasure to his clergy, the lower class of
which consists of priests and deacons.

The ecclesiastical government of England is, properly speaking, lodged in the con-
vocation, which is a national representative body or synod, and ans^ve^s pretty nearly
to the ideas we have of a parliament. They are convoked at the same time \vith eve-

ry parliament
j and their business is to consider of the state of the church, and to call

those to an account vA\o have advanced new opinions inconsistent ^vith the doctrines of
the church of England. Some clergymen of an intolerant and persecuting spirit, during
the reign of queen Anne, and in the beginning of tliat of George 1., raised t!ie power of
the convocation to a height^ that was inconsistent with the principles of religious tolera-

tion, and indeed of civil liberty 3 so that the crown Av^ts obliged to exert its prerogative
of calling the members together, and of dissolving them

3
and, ever since, they have not

been permitted to sit for a time sufficient to enter into any discussions.

The court of arches is the most ancient consistory of the province of Canterbury : and
till appeals in church matters, from the judgment of the inferior courts, arc directed to

^ this. The processes run in the name of the judge, who is called dean of the arches
j

and the advocates who plead in this court must be doctors of the civil law. The court
of audience has the same authority with this, to which the archbishop's chancery wa.><

iprm^rly joined. The prerogative court is tliat ^vherein wills ai-e proved, rmd admini-

L i
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stratlon taken but. The courts of peculiars, relating to certain parishes, have a juris-

diction among themselves, for the probate of wills, and are therefore exempt from the
bishop's courts. The see of Canterbury has no less than fifteen of these peculiars. The
court of delegates receives its name from its consisting of commissioners delegated or

appointed by the royal commission ^ but it is no standing court. Every bishop has also

a court of his own, called the consistory court. Every archdeacon has likewise his

court, • well as the dean and chapter of every cathedral.

The church of England is now, beyond any other national church, tolerant in its

principles. Moderation is its governing character ; and in England no religious sect is

prevented from worshipping God in that manner which their consciences approve. Some
severe laws were, indeed, lately in force against those protestant dissenters who did not

assent to the doctrinal articles of the church of England j but these laws were not exe-

cuted j and in 1779 religious liberty received a considerable augmentation, by an a.ct

which was then passed for granting a legal toleration to dissenting ministers and school-

masters, without their subscribing any of the articles of the church of England. Not
to enter upon the motives of the reformation under Henry VIII., it is certain that epi-

scopal government, excepting the few years from the civil wars under Charles I. to the

restoration of his son, has ever since prevailed in England. The wisdom of acknow-
ledging t|ie king the head of the church, is conspicuous, in dicouraging all religious

persecution and intolerancy ^ and if religious sectaries have multiplied in England, it

is from the same principle that civil licentiousness has prevailed—that is, a tenderness in

matt'ers that can affect either conscience or liberty. The bias which the clergy had to-

wards popery in the reigns of Kenry VIII. and Edward VL, and even so late as that

of Elizabeth, occasioned an interposition of the civil powder for a further reformation.

Tiience arose the puritans^ so called from their maintaining a singular purity of life and

manners. Many of them were worthy pious men, and some of them good patriots.

Their descendents are the rnodern presbyterians, who retain the same character, and

have true principles of civil and religious lil3erty j but their theological sentiments have

imdergone a considerable change. Their doctrine, like that of the church of Scotland,

was originally derived from the Geneva plan instituted by Calvin, and tended to an

abolition of episcopacy, and to vesting the government of the church in a parity of pres-

byters Eut the modern English presbyterians, in their ideas of church government,

differ very little from the independents, or congregationallsts, who are so called from

liolding the independency of congregational churches, without any respect to doctrine

and, in this sense, almost all the dissenters in England are now become independents.

As to points of doctrine, the presbyterians are generally Arminians. Many of their

ministers have greatly distinguished themselves by their learning and abilities j and som.e

of their writings are held in high estimation by many of the clergy, and other members
of the established church. The s^me may be said of some of tlje independent and baptist

ministers. The independents are generally Calvinlsts. The baptists do not believe that

infants are proper subjects of baptism \ and in the baptism of adults they practise im-

mersion into w^ater. They are divided into two classes, which are styled general baptists

and particular baptists. The general baptists are Arminians, and the particular baptists

are Calvinlsts. The moderate clergy of the church of England treat the protestant

dissenters with affection and friendship ; and though the hierarchy of their church, and

the character of bishops, are great points ill their religion, they consider their differences

with the presbyterians, and even with the baptists, as not being very material to salva-

tion
J
nor indeed do many of t^ie established church think that they are strictly and

conscientiously bound to believe the doctrinal parts of the thirty-nine articles, which

they are obliged to subscribe before they can enter into holy-orders. Several of them

have contended, in their i;vritings, that all subscriptions to religious systems are repug-

nant to the spirit of Christianity, and to reformation. Some doctrines, which were for-

merly generally considered as too sacred to be opposed, or even examined, are now pub-

licly controverted, particulary the doctrine of the Trinity, Places of worship have been

established, in which that doctrine has been openly renounced j and several clergymen

have thrown up valuable livings in the church, and assigned their disbelief of that dojc-

trijie as the motive of their conduct.
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The MetJiodiits, are a sect of a late institution, jof which the late Mr George Whit-

field and Mr John Wesley are considered as the founders. They profess great fervour

and devotion. Their teacher, Mr Whitfield, thought that the form of ecclesiastical

v^torship, and prayers, whether taken from a common-prayer book or poured forth ex-

tempore, were matters of indifference : he therefore made use of both these methods.

His followers are rigid observers of the doctrinal articles of the church of England, and

profess themselves to be Calvinists. Mr Whitfield died in the year 1770 5 but the

places of worship, erected by him near London, are still frequented by persons of the

same principles j and they prefess a great respect for his memory. Mr Wesley and his

followers separated from Mr Whitfield in consequence of their rejection of the Calvin-

istic doctrine of predestination. He erected a very large place of public worship near

Moorfields, and had under him a considerable number of subordinate preachers, who
submitted to their leader very implicitly, propagated his opinions, and made proselytes

throughout the kingdom with great industry. After a very long life, spent in the most

strenuous endeavours to do good, and having been blest in reforming the morals of thou-

sands of the lower ranks of society, he died in 1791.

There are also a variety of subordinate sects (some of whom are from Scotland, par-

ticularly the Sandemanians) who have their separate followers, but very few at London
and other places In England.

Of late years a sect called Swedenborgians has arisen, who derive their name from

baron Swedenborg, a native of Sweden, whose reveries they have adopted. They re-

solve the scriptures almost entirely into allegory, and deal in a mysticism not easily ex-

plained.

The fakers are a religious sect which took its rise about the middle of the 17Lh

century. They believe in the immediate influence of the Divine Spirit, and reject all

forms in worship, even the sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper. They de-

clare against oaths and war, abiding literally by Christ's positive injunction, " Swear
not at all." They disuse the names of the m^onths and days of the week, as being

given in honour of the false gods of the heathens j and the custom of speaking to a

single person in the plural number, as having arisen from motives of adulation. They
declare it their decided judgment that it is contrary to the Gospel to sue each other

at law \ and they enjoin ail to end their differences by speedy and impartial arbitration,

according to rules laid down. If any refuse to adopt this mode, or, having adopted it,

to submit to the award, it is the rule of the society that such be disowned.

It is well known that William Penn, one of this society, founded the province of

Pennsylvania, and introduced therein a plan of civil and religious liberty, particularly^

of the latter, at that time unexampled. The government of the province was at first,

and for ma^y years, chiefly in the hands of the quakers j but as persons of other per-

suasions increased, and became partakers of power, they grew uneasy at the pacific plan

of thp quakers and at length succeeding to establish such modes of defence for their

country as did not accord with the principles of the latter, these gradually withdrew
themselves from active employments in the state. For some time previous to the re-

volution, few of them were in any other station than that of private citizens j and dur-

ing its progress, their refusing to arm exposed them to much suflering, by distraints levi-

ed on them, in order to procure their quota in support of the war.

Many families in England still profess the Roman Catholic religion, and its exercise,

is under very mild and gentle restrictions. Though the penal laws against papists iu

England appear at first to be severe, yet they are either not executed, or with so much
lenity, that a Roman catholic feels himself under few hardships. Legal evasions arc

found out for the double taxes upon their landed property, and as they are subject to

none of the expences and troubles (unless voluntary) atteuding public ofhces, parlia-

mentary elections, and the like burdens, the English papists are in general in good cir-

cumstances as to thefir private fortunes. Some of the penal laws agiunst them have also

lately been repealed, much to the satisfaction of all Uberal minded men, though a vehe-
r^ent outcry was afterwards raised against the measure by ignorance and bigotry. The
papists now seem to be convinced that a change of government, instead of bettering

.
>\'ould hurt th^if sit\iation, because it would increase tlie jeaknisly of the Legislatui-e,
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wHcK must undoubtedly expose them daily to greater burdens and lieavier penalties.

This sensible consideration has of late made the Roman catholics to appear as dutiful

and zealous subjects as any his majesty has. Scarcely any English papists, exceptiHg

those who were bred, or had served abroad, were engaged in the rebellion of the year

1745, and though those at home were most carefully observed, few or none of them
were found guilty of disloyal practices.

As England has been famous for the variety of its religious sects, so it has also for

its Free thinkers ; but that term has been applied in very different senses. It has some-

times been used to denote opposers of religion in general, and in particular revealed re-

ligion 5 but it has also been applied to those who have been far from disbelieving Chris-

tianity, and who have only opposed some of those doctrines which are to be found in public

creeds and formularies, but which they conceived to be no part of the original Chris-

tian system. As to those who are truly deists or infidels^ there is abundant reason to be-

lieve, that this class of men is much more numerous in some popish countries than in

England. Christianity is so much obscured and disfigured by the fopperies and super-

stitions of the Romish church, that men who think freely are naturally apt to be preju-

diced against it, when they see it in so disadvantageous a form j and this apj^ars to be

in fact very much the case abroad. But in England, where men have every opportu-

nity of seeing it exhibited in a more rational manner, they have less cause to be preju-

diced against it ; and therefore are more ready to enter into an examination of the evi-

dence of its divide origin. Nor does it appear, that the writings of the Deists against

Christianity have been of any real disser\dce to it. On the contrary, they have caused

the arguments in its favour to be used with greater force and clearness, and have been

the means of producing such defences of it, as all the acuteness of modern infidelity has

been unable to overthrow.

Language.} The English language is known to be a compound of almost every

other language in Emrope, particularly the Saxon, the French, and the Celtic. The
Saxon, however, predominates : and the words that are borrowed from the French,

being radically Latin, are common to other nations, particularly the Spainards and the

Italians. Numerous words, chiefly scientific or technical, have been introduced from the

Greek and Latin. To describe it abstractedly, would be superfluous to an English reader,

but relatively, it enjoys all the properties, vvithout many of the defects, of other European

languages. It is more energetic, manly, and expressive, than either the French or the Ita-

lian ; more copious than the Spanish, and more eloquent than the German, or the other

northern tongues. It is however subject to some considerable provincialities in its ac-

cent, there being much difference in the pronunciation of the inhabitants of different

counties ^ but this chiefly affects the lowest of the people for as to well-educated and

w^ell-bred persons, there is little difference in their pronunciation all over the kingdom.

People of fortune and education in England, of both sexes, also commonly either speak

or understand the French, and many of them the Italian and Spanish : but it has been

observed, that foreign nations have great difficulty in understanding the few English

Tvho talk Latin, which is perhaps the reason w^hy that language is much disused in

England, even by the learned professions.

Learning and learned men.] England may be looked upon as another word

for the seat of learning and the muses. Her great Alfred cultivated both, in the time

of the Saxons, when barbarism and ignorance overspread the rest of Europe : nor has

there since bis time been wanting a continual succession of learned men, who have dis-

tinguished themselves by their writings or studies. These are soj numerous, that a

bare catalogue of their names, down to this day, would form a moderate volume.

The English institutions, for the benefit of study, partake of the character of their

learning. They are solid and substantial, and provide for the ease, the disencumberance,

the peace, the plenty, and the conveniency, of its professors ^ witness the two universi-

ties of Oxford and Cambridge, institutions that are not to be matched in the world, and

which were respected even amidst the barbarous rage of civil war. The industrious

Leland, who w^as himself a moving library, was the first who published a short collec-

tion of the lives and characters of those learned persons who preceded the reign of his

UiBsitx Henry VIII.
,
amon^ whom he has inserted several of the blood royal of both
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sexes, particularly a son and daughter of the great Alfred, EditKa, the queen of Ed-

ward the Confessor, and^other Saxon princes, some of whom were equally devoted to

Mars and the Muses.
- In speaking of the dark ages, it Tvould be unpardoiiable if I should omit the mention

of that prodigy of learning, and natural philosophy, Roger Bacon, who was the fore-

runner in science to the great Bacon lord Verulam, as the latter was to Sir Isaac New-
ton, Among the other curious works written by this illustrious man, we find treatises

upon grammar, mathematics, physics, the flux and reflux of the British sea, optics, geo-

graphy, astronomy, chronology, chemistry, logic, metaphysics, ethics, medicine, theo-

logy, philology, and upon the impediments of knowledge. He lived under Henry HI.

and died at Oxford about the year 1294. The honourable Mr VValpole has preserved

the memory of some noble and royal English authors, who have done honour to learn-

ing and the Muses, and to this work I must refer. Since the Reformation, England re-

sembles a galaxy of literature* ; and it is but doing justice to the memory of Cardinal

VVolsey, though otherwise a dangerous and profligate minister, to acknowledge, that

both his example and encouragement laid the foundation of the polite arts, and greatly

contributed to the revival of classical learning in England. As many of the English

clergy had diixerent sentiments in religious matters at the time of the Reformation, en-

couragement was given to learned foreigners to settle in England. Edxvard VI. dur-

ing his short life, did a great deal for the encouragement of these foreigners, and shev/-

ed dispositions for cultivating the riiost useful parts of learning had he lived. Learning,

^s well as liberty, suffered an almost total eclipse in England, during the bloody bigot-

ted reign of queen Mary. Elizabeth her sister, was herself a learned princess. She

advanced many persons of consummate abilities to high ranks, both in church and state ^

but she seems to have considered their literary accomplishments to have been only second-

. ary to their civil. In this she shewed herself a great politician, but she would have been

a more amiable queen had she raised genius from obscurity : for though she was no
stranger to Spenser's muse, she suffered herself to be so such imposed upon by a tasteless

minister, that the poet languished to death in obscurity. Though she tasted the beau-

ties of the divine Shakespeare, yet v/e know not that they were distinguished by any
particular acts of her munificence but her parsimony was nobly supplied by her favour-

• ite the earl of Essex, the politest scholar of his age, and his friend the earl of South-

. ampton, who were liberal patrons of genius.

The encouragement of learned foreigners in England continued to the reign of James

I. who was very munificent to Casaubon, and other foreign authors of distinction, even

of different principles. He was himself no great author, but his example had a consider-

able effect upon his subjects ; for in his reign v/ere formed those great masters of pole-

mic divinity, whose works are almost inexhaustible mines of knowledge. Nor must it

be forgotten, that the second Bacon, whom I have already mentioned, v,-as by him
created viscount Verulam, and lord higli chancellor of England. He was likewise the

patron of Camden and other historians, as well as antiquaries, whose works are to this

day standards in those studies. Upon the whole, therefore, it cannot be denied, that

English learning is under obligations to James I., though, as he had a very pedantic

tasve himself, he was the means of diffusing a similar taste among his subjects.

His son Charles I. had a taste for the polite arts, especially sculpture, painting, and
• architecture. He was the patron of Rubens, Vandyke, Inigo Jones, and other eminent
.artists so that, had it not been for civil wars, he would probably have convered his

court and capital into a second Athens j and the collections he made for that purpose,

considering his pecuniary dithculties, were stupendous. His favourite, the duke of

Buckingham, imitated hhn in that respect, and l;ud out the amazing sum of 400,000L
^pon his cabinet of painting and curiosities.

The earl of Arundel was, however, the great Mccccnas of that age, and, by the im-

^i6nse acquisition he made pf antiquities, especially his famous marble inscriptions, he

.•9

* Sep the Bioijrapliia Bvitannica.
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may stand ifpon a footing, as to the encouragement and utility of literature, -mth tlie

greatest of the Medicean princes. Charles and his court had little or no relish for

poetry j but such was his generosity in encouraging genius and merit of every kind,

that he increased the salary of his poet- laureat; the famous Ben Johnson, from 100
marks to I.OOl. per annum, and a tierce of Spanish wine ; which salary is continued to

this day.

The public encouragement of learning and the arts suffered indeed an eclipse, during

the time of the civil wars, and the succeeding interregnum. Many very learned men,
however, found their situations under Cromwell, though he was no stranger to their

political sentiments, so easy, that they followed their studies, to the vast benefit of every i
branch of learning 5 and many Vv^orks of vast literary merit appeared even in those times i

cf distraction. Usher, Walton, Willes, Harrington, Wilkins, and a prodigious number !

of other great names, were unmolested and even favoured by that usurper : and he

Vvould also have filled the universities with literary merit, could he have done it with

any degree of safety to his government.

The reign of Charles II. was chiefly distingnished by the great proficiency to which

it carried natural knowledge, especially by the institution of the Royal Society. The
l:ing was a good judge of those studies, and, though irreligious himself, England never

|

abounded more ^vith learning and able divines than in his reign. He loved painting,

and poetry, but was hr more munificent to the former than the latter. The incom-
|

parable Paradise Lost, by Milton, was published in his reign, but wasr not read or at-

tended to in proportion to its merit
j
though it was far from being disregarded so much

as has been commonly apprehended. The reign of Charles II. notwithstsnding the bad >

taste of his court in several of the polite arts, by some is reckoned the Augustan age in

England, and is dignified with the names of Boyle, Halley, Hook, Sydenham, Harvey, i

Temple, Tillotson, Barrow, Butler, Cowley, Waller, Dryden, Wycherley, and Otway,
|

The pulpit assumed more m.ajesty, a better «tyle, and truer energy, than it had ever

known be tore. Classic literature recovered many of its native graces*, and although

England could not under him boast of a Jones and a Vandyke, yet Sir Christopher

Wren introduced a more general regularity than had ever been known before in archi-

tecture. Nor was Sir Christophear Wren merely distinguished by his skill as an ar-
[

chitect *. His knowledge was very extensive, and his discoveries in philosophy, me-

chanics, &c. contributed much to the reputation of the new established Pioyal Society,

Some excellent English painters (for Lely and Kneller were foreigners) also flourished i

in this reign.

That of James II., though he likewise had a taste for the fine arts, is chiefly diftin-

guished in the province of literature by those compositions that were published by the !

English divines againil popery, and which, for strength of reasoning, and depth of eru-

dition, never were equalled in any age or country.

The names of Ne\vton and Locke adorned the reign of William III. and he had a

particular esteem for the latter, as he had also for Tillotson and Burnet, though he was

far from being liberal to men of genius. Learning flourished, however in his reign,

merely by the excellency of the soil in which it had been planted.

The most uninformed readers are not unacquainted with the improvements which
learning, and all the. polite arts, received \mder the auspices, of queen Anne, and which

put her court at least on a footing with that of Lewis XIV. in its most splendid days.

Many of the great men, who had figured in the reigns of the Stuarts aod William weiie

still alive, and in the full exercise of their faculties, xvhen a new race sprung up, in the

xepublic of ^earning and the arts. A4dison, Priory Pppe, Swift, lord Bolingbroke,

* Mr Horace Walpole says, that a variety, of knowledge proclaims the universality, a multiplicity

of works the abundance, and St Paul's the greatness, of Sir Christopher's genius. So many great archi-

tects as were employed on St Peter's have not left, upon the whole, a more perfect edifice than this

work of a single mind. The noblest temple, the largest palace, and the most sumptuous hospital,

such a kingdom as Britain, are all the works of the same hand. He restored London, and recorded its,

fail. He built about fifty parish churches, and designed the mQnument.
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lord Shaftesbury, Arbutlmot, Congreve, Steele, Rov^e, and mciny other excellent writers,

both in verse and prose, need but to be mentioned to be admired j and the English were

as triumphant in literature as in war. Natural and moral philosophy kept pace vAth.

the polite arts, and even religious and political disputes contributed to the advancement

of learning, by the unbounded liberty which the laws of England allov/ in speculative

matters, and which has been found highly advantageous in the promotion, of true and

valuable knowledge.

The ministers of George I. were the patrons of erudition, and some of them were

no mean proficients themselves. George II. was himself no Maecenas, yet his reign

yielded to none of the preceding in the numbers of learned and ingenious men it pro-

duced. The bench of bishops was never known to be so well provided with able pre-

lates as it was in the early years of his reign a full proof that his nobility and mini-

sters were judges of literary qualifications. In other depi\rtments of erudition, the fa-

vour of the public generally supplied the coldness of the court. After the rebellion in

the year 1745, when Mr Pelham was considered as being first minister, this screen be-

tween government and literature was in a great measure removed, and men of geniu?

began then to taste the royal bounty. Since that period, a great progress has beea

made in the polite arts in England. The Royal Academy has been instituted, some

very able artists have arisen, and the annual public exhibitions of painting and sculp-

ture have been extremely favourable to the arts, by promoting a spirit of emulation,

and exciting a greater attention to works of genius of this kind among the public in

general. But notwithstanding these favourable circumstances, the fine arts have been

far from meeting with that public patronage to which they have so just a claim. Ftv7

of our public edifices are adorned with paintings or with statues. The sculptors meet

with little employment, nor is the historical painter much patronized. Though the

British artists of the present age have proved that their genius for the fine arts is equal

to those of any other nation.

Besides learning, and the fine arts in general, the English excel in what are called

the learned professions.

Medicine and surgery, botany, anatomy, chemistry, and ajl the arts or studies for

preserving life, have been carried to a great degree of perfection by the English*

The same may be said of music and theatrical exhibitions, and even agriculture is now-

reduced in England to a science.

Universities.] I have already mentioned the two universities of Oxford and

Cambridge, which have been the seminaries of more learned men than any in Europe,

and some have ventured to say, than all other literary inllltutions. It is certain tha^

their magnificent buildings, which in splendour and architecture rival tlie most superb

royal edifices, the rich endowments, the liberal ease and tranquillity enjoyed by those

who inhabit them, surpass all the ideas which foreigners, who visit them, conceive of

literary societies. 80 respectable are they in their foundations, that each university

sends two members to the British parliament, and their chancellors and officers have a
civil jarisdic Lion over their students, the better to secure their independency. Their
colleges, in their revenues and buildings,' exceed those of many other universities.

In Oxford there are tv>'enLy colleges and five halls : the former are very liberally en-

dowed, but in the latiei- the students chiefly maintain themselves. This university is

of great antiquity : it is supposed to have been a considerable place even in the lime of
the Romans and Can\dcn says, that " v/isc antiquity did, even in the British age, con-

secrate this place to the jMuses." It is said to have been styled an university be-

i.fore the time of king Alfred ; and the best historians admit, that this most excellent

prince was only a restorer of ie;irning here. Alfred built three colleges at Oxford
;

one for divinity, another fur philosophy, and a third for grannnar. The present colle-

ges are, however, of a more recent date, none being older tlian the 1 3th century. Tho
number of officers, fellows, and students, maintained at present by this university, is

about 1000
J
and the number of such scholars as live at thcii" own charge, usually about

aooo.

The university of Cambridge consists of twelve colleges, and four hall.^ ; but though
tjiey are distinguished by different nsincs, the privileges of the colleges and hall« are iia
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every respect the same. The number of fellows at this university is 400, that of scho-

lars 666, With. 236 officers and servants of various kinds. Ail these are maintained on
the foundation. They are not, however, all the students here : there are others called

pensioners j the greater and the less. The greater pensioners are sons of the nobilitYj

and of gentlemen of large fortunes, and are called fellow-commoners, because, thougii

they are scholars, they dine with the fellows. The lesser pensioners dine with the scho-

lars who are on the foundation, but live at their own expence. There are also a consi-

derable number of poor scholars, called sizars, who wait upon the fellows and scholars,

and pensioners of both ranks, by whom they are in a great degree maintained but the

number of pensioners and sizars cannot be ascertained with any accuracy, as it is in a

state of perpetual fluctuation.

The senate house at Cambridge is a most elegant^ edifice, executed entirely in the

Corinthian order, and is said to have cost sixteen thousand pounds. Trinity-college li-

brary is also a very magnificent structure j and in Corpus Christi college library is a

valuable collection of ancient manuscripts, which were preserved at the dissolution of

the monasteries, and given to this college by Archbishop Parker.

Antiqliities and curiosities, natural and artificial.] The antiquities of

England are cither British, Roman, Saxon, Danish, or Anglo-Normanic but these,

excepting the Romans, throw no great light upon ancient history. The chief British

antiquities are those circles of stones, particularly that called Storiehenge, in Wiltshire,

which probably w^ere places of worship in the times of the Druids. Stonehenge is, by
Inigo Jones, Dr Stukely, and others, described as a regular circular structure. The
body of the w^ork consists of two circles and ovals, which are thus composed : The up-

right stones are placed at three feet and a half distance from each other, and joined at

the top by over-thwart stones, with tenons fitted to the mortoises in the uprights, for

keeping them in their due position. Some of these stones are vastly large, .measuring

two yards in breadth, one in thickness, and above seven in height ; others are less in

proportion. The uprights are wrought a little with a chissel, and sometimes tapered
j

but the transomes, or ever-thwart stones, are quite plain. The outside circle is near

180 feet in diameter, between which and the next circle there is a walk of 300 feet in

circumference, which has a surprising and awful effect upon the beholders.

Monuments of the same kind as that of Stonhenge are to be met with in Cumber-
land, Oxfordshire, Cornwall, Devonshire, and many other parts of England^ as well

as in Scotland, and the isles, which have been already mentioned.

The Roman antiquities in Engl^md consist chiefly of altars and monumental inscrip-

tions, which instruct us as to the legionary stations of the Romans in Britain, and the

names of some of their commanders. The Roman military ways give us the highest

idea of the civil as well as military policy of those conquerors. Their vestiges are nu-

merous
J
one is mentioned by Leland, as beginning at Dover, and passing through

Kent to London, from thence to St Alban's, Dunstable, Stratford, Towchester, Little-

bum, St Gilbert's Hill near Shrewsbury, then by Stratton, and so through the middle

of Wales to Cardigan. The great Via Militaris, called Hermen-Street, passed from

London through Lincoln, where a branch of it from Pontefract to Doncaster stiikes

out to the west-'.vard, passing through Tadcaster to York, aiid from thence to Aldby,

where it again joined liermen-street. There would, however, be no end of describing

the vestiges of the Roman roads in England, many of -^vhich serve as foundations to

our highways. The great earl of Arundel, the celebrated English antiquasy, had

formed a noble plan for describing those Vv^hich pass through Sussex and Surrey towards

London ^ but the civil war breaking out put an end to the undertaking. The remains

of many Roman caraps are discernible all Over, England j one particularly very little

defaced, near Dorchester in Dorsetshire, where also is a Roman amphitheatre. Their

situations are generally so well chosen, and their fortifications appear to have been so

complete, that there is some reason to believe that they were the constant habitations

of the Roman soldiers in England
j
though it is certain, from the baths and tesselated

pavements that have been found in different parts, that their chief oiticers or magistrates

lived in towns or villas. Rotnan w^alls have likewise been found in England, and per-

haps, upon the borders of Wales, many remains of iheif forti^calions and castles are
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blended with those of a later date j snd it is difficult for the most expert architect to

pronounce that some halls and courts are not entirely Roman. The priv^ate cabinets of

noblemen and gentlemen, as well as the public repositories, contain a vast number of

Roman arms, coins, fibula, trinkets, and the like, which have been found in England

but the most amazing monument of the Roman power in England, is the pretenture, or

Tvall of Severus^ commonly called the Plots wall, running through Northumberland and

Cumberland, beginning at Tiumouth, and ending at Solway Frith, being about 80 miles

in length. The wall at first consisted only of stakes and turf, with a ditch j but Se-

verus built it with stone-forts, and turrets at proper distances, so that each might have

a speedy communication with the other, and it was attended all along by a deep ditcli

or vallum to the north, and a military highway to the south.

The Saxon antiquities in England consist chleny in ecclesiastical edifices, and places

of strength. At Winchester is shewn the round table of king Arthur, ivith the names

of his knights. The antiquity of lliis table has been disputed by Camden, and later

writers, perhaps with reason but if it be not British, it certainly is Saxon. The ca-

thedral of Winchester served as the burying-place of several Saxon kings, whose bones

were collected together by bishop Fox, in six large wooden chests. Many monuraeirts

of Saxon antiquity present themselves all over the kingdom, though they are often net

to be discerned from the Normanic j and the Bxitish Museum, contains several striking

original specimens of their learning. Many Saxon charters, signed by the king and

his nobles, with a plain cross instead of their names, are still to be met with. The
writing is neat and legible, and was always performed by a clergyman, who affixed the

name and quality of every donor or witness to his respective cross. The Danish erec-

tions in England are hardly discernible from the Saxon. The form of their camps is

round, and they are generally built upon eminences, but their fort^ are square.

All England is full of Anglo-Normanic monuments, which I choose to call so ; be-

cause, though the princes under whom they were raised were of Norman original, yet

.

the expence was defrayed by Englishmen, with English money. York-minster and

Westminster-hall and abbey are perhaps the finest specimens to be found in Europe, of

that Gothic manner which prevailed in building, before the recovery of the Greek and

Roman architecture. All the cathedrals and old churches in the kingdom are more or

less in the same taste, if we except St Paul's j in short, those erections are^o common,,
that they scarcely deserve the name of curiosities. It is uncertain whether the artificial

excavations found in some parts of England, are British, Saxon, or Norman. That
under the old castle of Ryegate in Surry is very remarkable, and seems to have been

designed for secreting the cattle and effects of the natives, in times of war and invasion.

It contains an oblong square hall, round which runs a bench, cut out of the same rock,,

for sitting upon ; and tradition says, that it was the room in which the barons of Eng-
land met during the wars with king J ohn. The rock itself is soft, and very practi-

cable but it is hard to say where the excavation, which is continued in a square pas-

sage, about six feet high, and four feet wide, terminates, because lihe work is fallen in,

in some places.

Tlie natural cuilisities of England arc so various, that I can touch upon them only

in general, as there is no end in describing the several medicinal waters and springs

which are to be found in every part of the country.

The Bath waters are fiunous through all the world, both for drinking and bathing.

Spaws of the same kind are found at Scarborough, and other parts of Yorkshire j at

Tunbrldge in Kent
j
Epsom and Dulwich in Surry j and at Acton and Islington iri

P*liddlcsex. Tliere are also many remarkable springs, whereof some arc impregnated
either with salt, as that at Droltwith in Worcestcrsliire j or sulphur, as the famous -vvell

of Wigan in Lancashire j or bituminous matter, as that at Pitcliford in Shropshire.

Others have a petrifying quality, as that near Lutterworth in Lcicestcrthire ; and si

dropping well in the West riding of Yorkshire. And finally, some ebb and llow, as
those of the Peak in Derbysliire, and Laywell near Torbay, whose waters rise and fall

several times in an hour. To these wc may add th:it remarkable fountain near Richard's
castle in Herefordshire, commonly called Boncwell, which is generally full of small
boncs^ like tho.'j of frogs o;- fish, though often cleared out. At AuclItY, nc;ir Wigaa
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in Lancaslilre, is the famous burning well j the water is cold, neither has it any smell
j

yet there is so strong a vapour of sulphur issuing out with the stream, that upon apply-
ing a light to it, the top of the water is covered with a flame, like that of burning spi-

rits, which lasts several hours, and emits a heat that meat may be boiled over it. The
fluid itself will not burn when taken out of the well f

.

Derbyshire is celebrated for many natural curiosities. The Mam Tor, or Mother
Tower, is said to be continually mouldering away, but never diminishes. The Eldeu
Hole is about four miles from the same place \ this is a chasm in the side of a mountain,
near seven yards wide, and fourteen long, diminishing in extent within the rock, but
of what depth is not known. A plummet once drew 884 yards of line after it, where-
of the last 80 were wet, without finding a bottom. The entrance of Poole's hole, near
Buxton, for several paces, is very low, but soon opens into a very lofty vault, like the
inside of a Gothic cathedral. The height is certainly very great, yet much short of
what some have asserted, who reckon it a quarter of a mile perpendicular, though in

length it exceeds that dimension; a current of water, which runs along the middle,

adds, by its sounding stream, re-echoed on all sides, very much to the astonishment of
all who visit this vast concave. The drops of water w^hich hang from the roof, and on
the sides, have an amusing effect j for they not only reflect numberless rays from the

candles carried by the guides, but, as they are of a petrifying quality, they harden
in several places into various forms, which, with the help of a strong imagination, may
"pass for lions, fonts, organs, and tlie like. The entrance into that natural wonder at

Castleton, which is from its hidcousness named the De^dPs Arse, is wide at first, and
upwards of thirty feet perpendicular. Several cottagers dwell under it, who seem in a

great measure to subsist by guiding strangers into the cavern, which is crossed by four

streams of v/ater, and then is thought impassable. The vault in several places makes a

noble appearance, and is particularly beautiful, by being chequered with various co-

loured stones.

Some spots of England are said to have a petrifying quality. We are told, that

near Whitby in Yorkshire are found certain stones, resembling the folds and wreaths

of a serpent j also other stones of several sizes, and so exactly round, as if artificially

made for cannon-balls, which being broken, do commonly contain the form and like-

ness of serpents wreathed in circles, but generally without heads.

Cities, chief towns, edifices public and private.] London, the metropohs

of the British empire, and perhaps the most populous and wealthy city in the world,

appears to have been founded between the reigns of Julius Caesar and Nero j but by
Tvhom, is uncertain ; for we are told by Tacitus, that it was a place of great trade in

Nero's time, and soon after became the capital of the island. It was first walled round,

with hewn stones and British bricks, by Gonstantinc the Great \ and the walls formed

^n oblong square, in compass about three miles, with seven principal gates. The same

emperor 4?iade it a bishop's see j for it appears that the bishops of London and York,

and another Etiglish bishop, were at the council of Aries, in the year 314. He also

established a mint in it, as is plain from some of his coins.

London, in the extensive sense of the name, including Westminster, Southwark, and

part of Middlesex, is a city of surprising extent, of prodigious wealth, and of the most

extensive trade. This city, when considered with all its advantages, is now what an-

cient Rome once was, the seat of liberty, the encourager of arts, and the admiration of

the whole world. London is the centre of trade, it has an intimate connexion with all

the counties in the kingdom j it is the grand mart of the nation, to which all parts sen^l

their commodities, from whence they are again sent back into every town in the nation,

and to every part of the w^orld. From hence innumerable carriages by land and water

are constantly employed \ and from hence arises the circulation in the national body,

which renders every part healthful, vigorous, and in a prosperous conditi6n j a circula-

tion that is equally beneficial to the head and the most distant members. Merchants

f This extraordinary heat has been found to proceed from a vein of coals which has been since due-

firoia under this well, at which tune the uucoijisnon warmth cta'-ed,.
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afe here as ricli as noblemen—witness their large and numerous loans to government
5

and there is no place in the world where the shops of tradesmen make such a noble and

elegant appearance, or are better stocked.

It is situated on the banks of the Thames, a river which, though not the largest, is

the richest and most commodious for commerce of any in the world , it being conti-

nually filled with fleets sailing to or from the most distant climates and its banks, from

London-bridge to Blackwall, are almost one continued great magazine of naval stores,

containing three large wet docks, 32 dry docks, and 33 yards for the building of ships

for the use of the merchants, beside the places allotted for the building of boats and
lighters, and the king's yards, doviTi the river,^ for the building of men of war. As
this city is about 60 miles distant from the sea, it enjoys, by means of this noble river,

all the benefits of navigation, without the danger of being surprised by foreign fleets, or

of being annoyed by the moist vapours of the sea. It rises regularly fro n the water-

side, and, extending itself on both sides along its banks, reaches a prr digi ^ :.s length

from east to w^est, in a kind of amphitheatre towards the north, and is continued for near

20 miles on all sides, in a succession of magnificent villas and populous villages, the

country seats of gentlemen and tradesmen ^ vs^hithcr the latter retire for the benefit of

fresh air, and to relax their minds from the hurry of business. The regard paid by the

Legislature to the property of the subject has hitherto prevented any bounds being fixed

for its extension.

The irregular form of this city makes it difficult to ascertain its extent. Howerer,
its length from east to west is generally allowed to be above seven miles, from Hyde-
park Corner to Poplar : and its breadth in some places three, in others two, and in others,

again, not much above half a mile. Hence the circumference of the whole is almost 18
miles

J
or, according to a modern measurement, the extent of continued and still increas-

ing buildings is 35 miles, 2 furlongs, and 39 roods. But it is much easier to form an
idea of the large extent of a city so irregularly built, by the number of the people,

amounting, by the returns under the late population act, to 885,577 j and from the

number of edifices, devoted to the service of religion.

Of these, besides St. Paul's cathedral, and the collegiate church at vVestminster, here
are 102 parish churches, and 69 chapels, of the established religion-, 21 French protest-

ant chapels j 11 chapels belonging to the Germans, Dutch, Danes, &c. 5 26 indepen-

dent meetings 5 34 presbyterian meetings ^ 20 baptist meetings j 19 popish chapels,

and meeting-houses for the use of foreign ambassadors, and people of various sects ; and
three Jews' synagogues. So that there are 305 places devoted to religious worship, in

the compass of this vast pile of buildings, without reckoning the 21 out-parishes usually

included in the bills of mortality, and a great number of methodist tabernacles.

There are also in and near this city 100 alms-houses ; about 20 hospitals and infir-

maries j 3 colleges j 10 public prisons j 15 flesh-markets ; 1 market for live cattle j St

other markets more particularly for herbs j and 23 other markets for corn, coals, hay,

&c. ; 15 inns of court-, 37 public squares, besides those within single buildings, as the
Temple, &c. , 3 bridges ; 49 halls for companies j 8 public schools, called free-schools

;

and 131 charity schools, which provide education for 5034! poor children j 207 inns
^

447. taverns j 551 colfee-houses j 5975 ale-houses *, 1200 hackney-coaches j 400 ditto

chairs j 1000 streets, lanes, courts, and alleys ; and 130,000 dwelling-houses, contain-

ing, as has been already observed, nearly 900,000 inhabitants, who, according to cal-

culations made so many years ago that they may be considered as low in the present

enlarged state of this great city, consume annually 101,000 black cattle j 7J 0,000
sheep

j 195,000 calves-, 240,000 swine and pigs
j
1,172,500 barrels of strong beer

>

3000 tuns of foreign wines ; and eleven millions of gallons of rum, brandy, and other

distilled liquors ; with 500,000 chaldrons of coals for fuel.

London-bridge was first built of stone in the reign of Henry II, about the year 1163,
by a tax laid upon wool, which, in the course of time, gave rise to the notion that it;

Was built upon wool-packs : from that time it has luidcrgone many alterations and ini'^

provements, particularly since the year 1756, when the houses -were taken down, and
the whole rendered more convenient and beautiful. The passage lor carriages is 31
f«et broad, and 7 feet ou each side fur foot, passengers. It crosses the Thames ^vheIC it

M
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is 915 feet broad, and has 19 arches of about 20 feet wide each j but the centre one h
considerably larger.

Westminster-bridge is reckoned one of the most complete and elegant structures of

the kind known in the world. It is built entirely of stone, and extended over the river

at a place where it is 1,223 feet broad ; which is above 300 feet broader than at Lon-
don-bridge. On each side is a fine balustrade of stone, with places of shelter from the

rain. The wi4th of the bridge is 44 feet
;
having on each side a fine foot-way for pas-

sengers. It consists of 14 piers, and 13 large and two sniall arches, all semicircular,

that in the centre being 76 feet xvide, and the rest decreasing four feet each from the

other j so that the two least arches of the 13 great ones are each 52 feet. This mag-
nificent structure was begun in 1738, and finished 1750, at the exp&nse of 389,0001.

defrayed by the parliament.

Blackfriars-bridge is not inferior to that of Westminster, either in magnificence or

workmanship , but the situation of the ground on the two shores obliged the architect

to employ elliptical arches
j
which, hov^^ever, have a very fine elFect j and many persons

even prefer it to Westminster-bridge. This bridge was begun in 1760, and finished in

1770, at the expence of 152,8401.

The cathedral of St Paul is the most capacious, magnificent, and regular protestaht

church in the worlds The length vathin is 500 feet j and its height, from the marble

pavement to the cross on the top of the cupola, is 340. It is built of Portland stone,

according to the Greek and Roman order^ in the form of a cross, after the model of St

Peter's at Rome, to which, in some respects, it is superior. St Paul's church is the prin-

cipal work of Sir Christopher Wren, and, undoubtedly, the only work of the same mag-
nitude that ever was completed by one man. He lived to a great age, and finished the

building 37 years after he himself laid the first stone. It occupies six acres of ground,

though the whole length of this church measures no more than the width of St Peter's.

The expence of building, or rather rebuilding it, after the fire of London, was" defrayed

by a duty on coals, and is computed at a million sterling.

Westminster-abbey, or the collegiate church of Westminster, is a venerable pile of

building in the Gothic taste. It was first built by Edward the Confessor : king Henry
III. rebuilt it from the ground, and Henry VIl. added a fine chapel to the east end of

it. This is the repository of the deceased British kings and nobility j and here are also

monuments erected to the memory of many great and illustrious personages, command-
ers by sea and land, philosophers, poets, &c. In the reign of queen Anne, 40001. a»

year out of the coal duty, was granted by parliament for keeping it in repair.

The inside of the church of St Stephen, Walbrook, is admired for its lightness and

elegance, and does honour to the memory of Sir Christopher Wren. The same may be

. said of the steeples of St Mary's-le-Bow, and St Bride's, which are supposed to be the

most complete in their kind of any in Europe. The simplicity of the portico in Covent-

garden is worthy the purest ages of ancient architecture. That of St Martin's in the

Fields would be noble and striking, could it be seen from a proper point of view. Se-

veral of the new churches are built in an elegant taste, and even some of the chapels

have gracefalness and proportion to recommend them. The banquetting- house at

Whitehall is but a very small part of a noble palace designed by Inigo Jones, lor the

royal residence
,
and, as it now stands, under all its disadvantages, its symmetry and or-

namxcnts are in the highest style and execution of architecture.

Westminster-hall, though on the outside it makes no very advantageous appearance,

is a noble Gothic building, and is said to be the largest room in the world the roof of

which is not supported by pillars ; it being 230 feet long, and 70 broad. The roof is

the finest of its kind. Here are held the coronation-feasts of our kings and queens ^ al-

so the courts of chancery, king's bench, common pleas, and exchequer.

The Monument, erected at the charge of the city, to perpetuate the memory of its

being destroyed by fire, is worthy of notice. This column, which is of the Doric order,

exceeds all the obelisks and pillars of the ancients, it being 202 feet high, with a stair -

case in the middle to ascend to the balcony, whence there are other steps to the top,

which is fashioned like an uin, with a flame issuing from it. On the base of the monu-

ment, next the streetj the destruction of the cityjand the relief given to the sulfeiers by
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Charles II. and his brother, are emblen;iatically represented in bas-relief. The north

and south sides of the base have each a Latin inscription, the one describing its dreadful

desolation, and the otlier its splendid resurrection j and on ihe east side is an inscription,

stating when the pillar was begun and finished. The charge of erecting this monument,

which was begun by Sir Christopher Wren in 1671, and finished by him in 1677, a-

mounted to upwards of 13,0001.

The Royal Exchange is a large and noble building, and is said to have cost above

«0,000l.

The Terrace in the Adelphi is a very fine piece of architecture, and has laid open

one of the finest prospects in the world.

We might here give a description of the Tower, Bank of England, the new Trea-

sury, the Admiralty-office, and the Horse-guards at Whitehall, the Mansion-house, or

house of the lord-mayor, the Custom-house, Excise office, India -house, and a vast num-
ber of other public buildings j beside the magnificent edifices raised by our nobility as

lord Spencer's house, Marlborough house, and Buckingham house, in St James's pai'k
j

the earl of Chesterfield's house near Hyde park ; the duke of Devonshire's, aad the late

carl of Bath's in Piccadilly the marquis of Lansdowne's in Berkley square j Northum-
berland-house in the Strand

j
Montague-house (the British Museum *), in Bloomsbury

;

Carlton-house, the residence of his royal highness the prince of Wales, in Pall-Mali
j

Foley-house, and Burlington-house j with a number of others of the nobility and gentry

:

but these would be sufficient to fill a large volume.

This great and populous city is supplied with abundance of fresh water, from the

Thames and the New River, which is not only of inconceivable service to every family,

but, by means of fire-plugs every where dispersed, the keys of which are deposited with

the parish-officers, the city is in a great measure secured from the spreading of fire.

Before the conflagration in 1666, London (which, like most other great cities, had
arisen from small beginnings) was totally inelegant, inconvenient, and unhealthy which
latter misfortune, without doubt, proceeded from the narrowness of the streets, and the

unaccountable projections of the buildings, that confined the putrid air, and, joined with

other circumstances, such as the w^ant of water, rendered the city seldom free from pes-

tilential contagion. The fire, which consumed the greatest part of the city, dreadful as

it was to the inhabitants at that time, was productive of consequences which made ample
amends for the losses sustained by individuals : a new city arose on the ruins of the old

j

but, though more regular, open, convenient, and healthful than the former, ycc it by no
means had the character of magnificence or elegance, in many particulars •, and it is ever

to be lamented that the magnificent, elegant, and useful plan of the great Sir Christo-

pher Wren, was totally disregarded and sacrificed to the mean and selfish vietvs of pri-

vate property.

The plan of London, in its present state, will in many instances appear, to very mo-
derate judges, to be as injudicious a disposition as can easily be conceived for a city of

extensive commerce, on the border of so noble a river as the Thames. The Avharfs and
quays on its banks are extremely mean and inconvenient •, and the want of regularity

and uniformity in the streets of the city of London, and the mean avenues to many
parts of it, are also circumstances that greatly lessen the grandeur of its appearance.

Many of the churches, and other public buildinos, are likewise thrust up in corner^,.in

such a manner as might tempt foreigners to believe that they were designed Lo be con-

cealed. The improvements of the city of London for some years past have however

* Sir Hans Sloane, Bart, (who died in 1753") m:iy not improperly be called the founder of the British

Museum
; for its being estaijlished l#y parliament was otrly in consequence of his Icavincj, by will, his

noble collection of natural history, his laroe library, and his numerous -uriojities, whi^ h cost him 30,0001.
to the use of the public, on condition that the parliament would pay i2(>,000l. his exccutJrs., 'I'o this

collection were added the Coitonian library ; the Vlai lcian manuscripts, collected ')y the Oxfor fa. oily,

'ind purchased likewise by the parliament; and a coliectiou of books given by uie late Majjr li\iward».

His late majesty, m consideration of its gVf\Tt usefulness, was graciously pL ascd to add thereto the r..))4l

libraries of bogka and roam^scripu collected by the several kin^s o* lin^laiuk

Mi;
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been very great j and the new streets, which are numerous, arc spaciotts, and built with
great regularity and elegance.

In the centre of the town, and upon the banks of the noblest river in Europe, was a

chain of wretched, ruinous houses, known by the name of Durham-yard, the Savoy, and
Somerset-house. The first^ being private property, engaged the notice of the ingenious

Adams, v^ho opened the vv'^ay to a piece of scenery, which no city in Europe can equal.

On the site of Durham-yard was raised, upon arches, the pile of the Adelphi, celebrated

for its enchanting prospect, the utility of its wharfs, and its subterr^meous apartments, an-

swering a variety of purposes of general benefit. Contiguous to the Adelphi stands the

Savoy, the property of government, hitherto a nuisance
j
and, adjoining to the Savoy,

towards the Temple, stood Somerset-house, where, being the property of government
also, a pile of buildings for public offices has been erected ^ and here, in a very magni-

ficent edifice, are elegant apartments appropriated for the use of the Royal Society, the

Royal Academy of painting and sculpture, and the Society of Antiquaries.

Tvloorfields, long a waste and mean part of the town, has become the site of a square,

called Finsbury-square, more regular and elegant than many of those at the west end of

the metropolis. The narrow and inconvenient passage of Snow- hill has been opened by
a spacious street of lofty and elegant houses. A considerable improvement of the same

nature is likewise making at Temple-bar, though the gate is still suffered to remain.

Near Bedford-square,' which is likewise of recent date, the new streets and squares now
budding on the estate of the duke of Bedford, and which were planned and begun by
the late duke, are on a most extensive and sumptuous scale A spirit of improvement,

indeed, seems universal among all degrees of people.

The roads leading to this great metropolis are not only lighted by lamps regularly

placed on each side at short distances, but are rendered more secure by watchmen sta-

tioned within call of each other. Nothing can appear more brilliant than those lights,

when viewed at a distance, especially where the roads run across j and even the princi-

pal streets, such as Pail-Mall, New Bond-street, Oxford-sjtreet, Sec. convey an idea of

elegance and magnificence.

Foreigners are surprised that the monarch of the richest nation in Europe should be

so indifferently lodged in his capital. The palace of St James is commodious, but has

the air of a convent •, and that of Kensington, which was purchased from the J inch fa-

mily by king William, is remarkable only for its gardens. Other houses, though be-

longing to the king, are far from deserving the name of royal.

Windsor- castle is the only fabric that merits the name of a royal palace in England 5,

and that chiefly through its beautiful and commanding situation, which, with the form

of its construction, rendered it, before the introduction of artillery, impregnable. Hamp-
ton-court was the favourite residence of king William. It is buil t in the Dutch taste,

and has some good apartments, and, like Windsor, is near the Thames.
,
Both these

palaces have some good pictures j but nothing equal to the magnificent collection made
by Charles I. and dissipated in the time of the civil wars. The cartoons of Raphael,

which, for design and expression, are reckoned the master-pieces of painting, have by his

present majesty been removed from the gallery built for them at Hampton-court, to the

,
Queen's palace^ formerly Buckingham house in St James's park.

Next to the Royal palaces, if not superior in magnificence and expensive decorations,

are many private seats in the neighbourhood of London, and in every part of the king-

dom, in which the amazing opule>nce of the English nation shines forth in its fullest point

of view. In these also the princely fortunes of the nobility arc made subservient to the

finest classical taste ^ witness the seats of the marquis of Buckingham and earl Pembroke.

At the seat of the latter, more remains of antiquity are to be found than are in the
,

pos-

session of, perhaps, any other subiect.

The houses of the English nobility and gentry are peculiarly distinguished by the ap-

propriate adaptation of their parts, the richness and elegance of their furniture, and the

admirable preservation in v/hich the whole is kept j as well by their hortulane and rural

decorations, vistas, opening landscapes, temples j—all the result of that enghanting art

of imitating nature, and uniting beauty with magnificence.
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It cannot be expected tliat we should here enter into a particular detail of all the ci-

ties and towns of England, which would far exceed the limits of this work : we shall

therefore only mention some of the most considerable.

York is a city of great antiquity, pleasantly situated on the river Ouse. It is sur-

rounded with a good wall, through which are four gates and five posterns. Kere are

seventeen parish-churches, and a very noble cathedral, or minster—it being one of the

finest Gothic buildings in England. It extends in length 525 feet, and in breadth 110

feet. The nave, which is larger than any in Christendom, except that of St Peter's

church at Rome, is four feet and a half wider, and eleven feet higlier, than that of St

Paul's cathedral at London. At the west end are two towers, connected and supported

by an arch V\/^hich forms the west entrance, and is reckoned the largest Gothic arch in

Europe. The windows are finely painted, and the front of the choir is adorned with.

statues of all the kings of England, from William the Norman to Henry VI. ; and

there are thirty-two stalls, all of fine marble, with pillars, each consisting of one piece of

alabaster. Here is also a very neat Gothic chapter-house. Near the cathedral is the

Assembly-house, which is a noble structure, and which was designed by the late earl of

Burlington. The city has a stone bridge of five arches over the river Ouse. It con-

tains above 16,000 inhabitants.

Bristol is reckoned the second city in the British dominions, for trade, wealth, and the

number of its inhabitants. It stands upon the north and south side of the river Avon ;

.and the two parts of the city are connected by a stone bridge. The city is not well

built
;

but, according to the late enumeration, contains 10,896 houses, and 63,645 in-

habitants. Here is a cathedral and eighteen parish churches, besides seven or eight other

places of worship. On the north side of a large square, called Queen's-square, -vvhich is

adorned with rows of trees, and an equestrian statue of William the Third, there is a

custom-house, with a quay hr.lf a mile in length, said to be one of the most commodious
in England, for shipping and landing of merchants' goods. The Exchange, where the

merchants and traders meet, is all of freestone, and is one of the best of its kind in

Europe.

Liverpool, situate at the mouth of the rix'-er Mersey, carries on an extensive traffic,

and in population exceeds Bristol
;
containing, in 1801, 77,653 inhabitants. Its natu-

rally advantageous situation has been considerably improved by art
^
particularly by the

' construction of three basins or wet-docks, capable of containing near 400 ships of 500
tons in perfect security.

The city of Exeter was for some time the scat of the West-Saxon kings ; and the

walls, which at this time enclose it, were built by king Athelslan, ^vho encompassed it

also with a ditch. It is one of the first cities in England, as well on account of its

buildings and wealth, as its extent, and the number of its inhabitants. It has six gates,

and, including its suburbs, is more than two miles in circumference. There are sixteen

parish churches, besides chapels, and five large meeting-houses, within the walls of this

city. The trade of Exeter, in serges, perpetuans, long-ells, druggets, kerseys, and other

woollen goods, is very great. Ships come up to this city by means of sluices.

The city of Gloucester stands on a pleasant hill, with houses on every descent, and
is a clean, well-built town, with the Severn on one side, a branch of •vvhich brings ships

up to it. The cathedral here is an ancient and magnificent structure j and there arc

also five parish churches.

Litchfield stands in a valley, three miles south of the Trent, and is divided by a

stream which runs into that river. The cathedral was founded ia the year II 48: it

was much damaged during the civil war, but was so completely repaired soon after the

Restoration, that it is now one of the noblest Gothic structures in England. Litchfield

is thought to be the most considerable city in the north-west of England, except

Chester.

Chester is a large, populous, and n'eallhy city, with a noble bridge, that has a gate

sit each end, and twelve arches over the Dee, which falls into the sea. It has eleveii

parishes, and nine well-built churches. The streets are generally even and spacious,

and crossing one another in strait lines, meet in the centre. The walls were first erect-

ed by Edelileda, a Mercian lady, in the year 90S, and join on the soutli side of the

M 3
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city to tlie castle, from whence there is a pleasant walk round the cky upon the Walls,

except where it is intercepted by some of the to\vers over the gates and from thence

there is a prospect of Flintshire, and the mountains of Wales.

Warwick is a town of great antiquity, and appears to have been of eminence even in

the time of the Romans, It stands upon a rock of free-stone, on the banks of the Avon :

and a way is cut to it through the rocks, from each of the four cardinal points. The
town is populous, and the streets are spacious and regular, and all meet in the centre of

the town.

The city of Coventry is large and populous. It was formerly surrounded by a strong

ivall, an; had twelve noble gates. It has a handsome town-house, and three parish chur-

ches, the steeple of one of which (St Michael's) is esteemed a master piece of architecture.

Salisbury is a large, neat, and well-built city, situated in a valley, and watered by the

Upper Avon on the west and south, and by the Bourne on the east. The streets are

generally spacious, and built at right angles. The |cathedral, which was finished

in J 358, at the expence of above 26,000l. is, for a Gothic building, the most ele-

gant and regular in the kingdom. It is in the form of a lantern, with a beautiful spire

cf free-stone in the middle, which is 410 feet high, being the tallest in England. The
length of the church is 478 feet, the breadth is 76 feet, and the height of the vaulting 80
feet. The church has a cloister, which is 150 feet square, and of as fine w^orkmanship

as any in England. The chapter-house, which is an octagon, is 150 feet in circum-

ference j and yet the roof bears all upon one small pillar in the centre, so much too

weak, in appearance, for the support of such a prodigious weight, that the construction

of this building is thought one of the greatest curiosities in England.

The city of Bath took its name from some natural hot baths, for the medicinal waters

of which this place has befen long celebrated, and much frequented. The seasons for

drinking the Eath waters are the spring and autumn j the spring season begins with

April, and ends with June ; the autumn season begins with September, and lasts to De-
cember 'y and some patients remain here all the winter. In the spring, this place is most

frequented for health, and in the autumn for pleasure, when at least two thirds of the

company, consisting chiefly of persons of rank and fortune, come to partake of the

amusements of the place. In some seasons there have been no less than 8000 persons

at Bath, besides its inhabitants. Some of the buildings lately erected here are

extremely elegant, particularly Queen's- square, the .North and South Parade, the Royal

Forum, the Circus, and Crescent.

Nottingham is pleasantly situate on the ascent of a rock, overlooking the river Trent,

which runs parallel with it about a mile to the south, and has been made navigable. It

is one of the neatest places in England, and has a considerable trade.

Manchester, situate at the coniiuence of the rivers Irk and Irxvell in Lancashire,

though considered only as a village or market-town, exceeds in population every other

town or city in England except the metropolis j the number of its inhabitants in 1801

being 84,020. This it owes to its imm.ense cotton manufactories, which, besides the

towns-people, are said to gi've employment to fifty or sixty thousand persons.

Birmingham in Warwickshire, and Sheffield in the southern part o± Yorkshire, con-

tain extensive manufactories of diiferent kinds of hardware and cutlery ; and both (the

former especially^ are in consequence extremely populous, the num.ber of inhabitants

being in the former, in 1801, 73,670, and in the latter 31,314.

No nation in the world has such dock yards, and all conveniences for construction

and repairs of the royal navy, as Portsmouth (the most regular fortification in England)

Plymouth (by far the best dock yard), Chatham, Woolwich, and Deptford. The
Boyal Hospital at Greenwich, for superannuated seamen, is scarcely exceeded by any

royal palace, for its magnificence and expence.

Commerce and manufactures.] It is well known that commerce and manufac-

tures have raised the English to be the first and most poxvcrful people in the world.

Historical reviews, on this liead, w^ould be tedious. It is sufficient then to say, that it

w^as not till the reign of Elizabeth that England began to feel her true weight in the

scale of commerce. She planned some settlements in America, particularly Virginia,

but left the expenc c attending them to be defrayed by her subjects) and indeed she
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was too parsimonious to carry her own notions of trade into execution. James I. en-

tered upon great and beneficial schemes for the English trade The East-Iudia Com-

pany owes to him their success and existence j and British America saw her most

flouiishing colonies rise under him and his family. The spirit of commerce went hand

in hand with that of liberty j and though the Stuarts were not friendly to the latter,

yet, during the reigns of the princes of that family, the trade of the nation was greatly

increased. It is not intended to follow Commerce through all her fluctuations, but,

only to give a general representation of the commercial interest of the nation.

The present system of English politics may properly be said to have taken rise in

the reign of queen Elizabeth. At that time the protestant religion was estabhsUed,

which naturally allied us to the reformed states, and made all the popish povvers our

enemies.

We began in the same reign to extend our trade, by which it became necessary for

us also to watch the commercial progress of our neighbours, and, if not to incommode

and obstruct their traffic, to hinder them from impairing ours.

Wc then likewise settled colonies in America, which was become the great scene of

European ambition
j

for, seeing with what treasures the Spaniards w^ere annually en-

riched from Mexico and Peru, every nation imagined that an American conquest or

plantation would certainly fill the mother-country with gold and silver.

The discoveries of new regions, whicfr were then every day made, the profit of re-

mote traffic, and the necessity of long voyages, produced, in a few years, a great multi-

plication of shipping. The sea was considered as the wealthy element
j

and, by de-

grees, a new kind of sovereignty arose, called naval dominion^

As the chief trade of Europe, so the chief maritime power, was at first in the hands,

of the Portuguese and Spaniards, who, by a compact to which the consent of other

princes w^as not asked, had divided the newly discovered countries between them j but

the crown of Portugal having fallen to the king of Spain, or being seized by him, he

w^as master of the shipping of the two nations, with which he kept all the coasts of

Europe in alarm, till the armada he had raised at a vast expence for the conquest of

England was destroyed j which put a stop, and almost an end, to the ^aval powei^ of

the Spaniards.

At this time the Dutch, who were oppressed by the Spaniards, and feared, 3<^et greater

evils than they felt, resolved no longer to endure the insolence of cheir masters
\
they

therefore revolted, and, after a struggle in which they were assisted by the money
and forces of Elizabeth,, e.rected an independent and powerful commonwealth.
When the inhabitants, of the Low-Countries had forraed their system of government,

and some remission of the war gave them leisure to. provide for their future prosperity,

they easily percei,vi:ed,, that, as their territories were narrow,, and their numbers smai],

they could preserve themselves only by that power which is the conse(|ucnce of wealth-,

and that by a people, vAose country produced only the necessaries of life, wealth was
not to be acquired but from foreign dominions, and by transportation of the products
of one country into another.

From this necessity, thus justly estimated, arose a plan of commerce, wlTich v;as for

ma,ny years prosecuted with an industry and success perhaps never, seen in the world
before ; and by which the poor tenants of mud-walled villages and impassable bogs,
erected thems«tIvos into high and mighty states, who set the greatest mojiarcbs at ddi-
ance, whose alliance was courted by the proudest, and whose power was dreaded by
the fiercest nations. Ey the estabhshment of this state, there arose to England a new-
ally, and a new rival.

,
When queen Elizabeth entered upon the gevernment, the customs produced only

36,0001. a year : at the Kcstoration, they were let to farm for 400,0001., and produced
considerably above double that sum before the Revolution. The people of London,,
before we had any plantations, and when our trade was inconsiderable, \verc computed
at about 100,000, at the death of (jucen Elizabeth they were increased to 150.000, and
.are now nearly six times that number. In those days >vc had not only naval stores, but
^hips, from our neighbours. Germany furnished us with all things n'\ade of metal, evc»,
to nails ; wine, paper, Hnen, and a thousand other thinos, came from Fraj\ce. PorLu<^ai
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furnished us witli sugars : all the produce of America was brought to us from Spain
5

and the Venetians and Genoese retailed to us the commodities of the East Indies at

their own price. The legal interest of money was twelve per cent., and the common
price of our land ten or twelve years purchase. We may add, that our manufactures

were fev/, and those but indifferent ; the number of English merchants very small
5.

and our shipping much inferior to what lately belonged to the American colonies.

Great Britain is, of all other countries, the most proper for trade ; as well from its

situation as an island, as from the freedom and excellency of its constitution, and from
its natural products and considerable manufactures. For exportation, our country pro-

duces many of the most substantial and necessary commodities j .as butter, cheese, corn,

cattle, wool, iron, lead, tin, copper, leather, copperas, pit-coal, alum, saffron, &c. Our
corn sometimes preserves other countries from stiirving. Our horses are the most ser-

viceable in the world, and highly valued by all nations for their hardiness, beauty,

and strength. With beef, mutton, pork, poultry, biscuit, tve victual not only our own
fleets, but many foreign vessels that come and go. Our iron we export manufactured

in great guns, carcasses, bombs, &c. Prodigious and almost incredible is the value like-

wise of other goods from hence exported, viz. hops, flax, hemp, hats, shoes, household-

stuff, ale, beer, red-herrings, pilchards, salmon, oysters, liquorice, watches, ribbands,

toys, &c.
There is scarcely a manufacture in Europe but what is brought to great perfection in

England, The woollen manufacture is the most considerable, and exceeds in goodness

and quantity that of any other nation. Hardware is another principal article : locks,

edge-tools, guns, swords, and other arms, are of superior excellence j household utensils

of brass, iron, and pewter, also, are very great articles j and our clocks and watches

are in great esteem.
' Of the British commerce, that branch v;hich we enjoyed exclusively ; viz. the com-
merce with our colonies, was long regarded as the most advantageous. Yet, since the

separation of the American States from Great Britain, the trade,^the industry, and ma-
nufactures of the latter have continually increased. New markets have opened, the re-

turns from which are more certain and less tedious than those from America. By sup-

plying a greater variety of markets, the skill and ingenuity of our artisans have taken 2^

wider range j the productions of their labour have been adapted to the wants, not of

rising colonies, but of nations the most wealthy and the most refined 5 and our com-
m'ercial system, no longer resting on the artificial basis of monopoly, has been rendered

more solid as well as more liberal. The trade of England to the United States, in a

variety of articles, is likewise very considerable.

The principal islands belonging to the English, in the West Indies, are Jamaica,

Barbadoes, St Christophers, Grenada, Antigua, St Vincent, Dominica, Anguilla, Nevis,

Montserrat, the Bermudas or Somers' Islands, and the Bahama or Lucayan Islands in

the Atlantic Ocean ^ besides Trinidad, ce^ded to England by the late treaty of Amiens,

and St Lucia, recently taken from the French,

The English trade with their Vv'est-India Islands consists chiefly in sugars, rum, cot-

ton, logwood, cocoa, coffee, pimento, ginger, indigo, materials for dyers, mahogany and

manchineel planks, drugs and preserves. For these, the exports from England are

Osnaburgs, a coarse kind of linen, with which the West-Indians now clothe their slaves
j

linen of all sorts, with broad-cloth and kerseys, for the planters, their overseers, and fa-

milies ; silks and stuffs for their ladies, and household servants j hats j red caps for their

slaves of both se^es
;

stockings and shoes of all sorts
j

gloves and millinery ware, and

perukes ; laces for linen, woollen, and silks
j
strong- beer, pale-beer, pickles, candles, but-

ler, and cheese
5

iron-ware, as saws, files, axes, hatchets, chisels, adzes, hoes, mattocks,

gouges, planes, augers, nails> lead, powder and shot j brass and copper-wares
;
toys, coals,

and pantiles
;

cabinet-wareSj snufts and in general whatever is raised or manufactured

in Great Britain also nep-rces horn Africa, and all sorts of Indian goods.

The trade of England to the East Indies constitutes one of the most stupenduous poli-

tical as well as commercial machines that is to be met with in history. The trade it-

self is exclusive, and lodged in a company which has a temporary monopoly of it, in con-

Rderation of money advanced to the government. This company exports to the East
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Indies, nil kinds of woollen manufacture, all sorts of hardware, lead, bullion, and quick-

silver. Their impor?s consist of gold, diamonds, raw silks, drugs, tea, pepper, arrac,

poicelain or China-ware, salt-petre for home-consumption , and of v/rought silks, muslin.';,

cahcoes, cottons, and all the woven manufactures of India, for exportation to foreign

countries

To Turkey, England sends, in her own bottoms, woollen cloths, tin, lead, and iron,

hardware, iron utensils, clocks, watches, verdigris, spices, cochineal, and logwood.^ ^She

imports from thence raw silks, carpets, skins, dyeing-drugs, cotton, fruits, medicinal-

drugs, coffee, and some other articles Formerly the balance of this trade was about

500,0001. annually, in favour of England. The English trade was afterwards diminish-

ed through the practices of the French • but the Turkey trade at present is at a very

low ebb with the French as well as the English.

England exports to Italy woollen goods of various kinds
j

peltry, leather, lead, tin,

fish, and East India goods and brings back raw and thrown silk, wines, oil, soap, olives,

oranges, lemons, pomegranates, dried fruits, colours, anchovies and other articles of luxury.

To Spain, England sends all kinds of woollen goods, leather, tin, lead, fish, corn, iron,

and brass manufactares, haberdashery wares, assortments of linen, from Germany and

elsewhere, for the American colonies j and receives in return, wines, oils, dried fruits

oranges, lemons, olives, wool, indigo, cochineal, and other dyeing drugs, colours, gold

and silver coin.
,

Portugal formerly was, upon commercial accounts, the favourite ally of "England,

whose fleets and armies have more than once saved her from destruction, England sends

to this country almost the same kind of merchandises as to Spain, and receives in

return vast quantities of wines, with oils, salt, dried and moist fruits, dying-drugs, and

gold coin.

The direct trade with France, Holland, and Flanders, has been interrupted by the

late and present wars, though great quantities of English commodities still continue to

be introduced into those countries through the ports of the north of Germany.

England sends to the coast of Guinea sundry sorts of coarse woollen and linen, iron,

pewter, brass, and hardware manufactures, lead, shot, swords, knives, fire-arms, gun-

powder, and glass manufactures. And, besides its drawing no money out of the king-

dom, it lately supplied the American colonies ivith negroe slaves, amounting in number
to above 100,000 annually. The other returns are in gold-dust, gum, dying and other

drugs, red-wood, guinea-grains, and ivory.

'xQ Arabia, Persia, China, and other parts of Asia, England sends much foreign

silver coin and bullion, and sundry English manufactures of woollen goods, and of lead,

iron and brass j and brings home from those remote regions, muslins and cottons of many
various kinds, calicoes, raw and wrought silk, chintz, teas, porcelain, gold-dust, coffee,

salt-petre, and many other drugs. And so great a quantity of those various merchan-

dises is exported to foreign European nations, as more than abundantly compensates for

all the silver bullion which England carries out.

During the infancy of commerce to foreign parts, it was judged expedient to grant

(exclusive charters to particular bodies or corporations of men j hence the East- India,

South-Sea, Hudson s-Bay, Turkey, Russia, and Royal-African companies but the trade

to Turkey, Russia, and Africa, is now laid open
^
though the merchant who proposes to

trade thither must become a member of the company, be subject to their laws and re-

gulations, and advance a small sum at admission, for the purpose of supporting consuls,

forts, &c.
The prodigious extent of the trade of England, and its great and rapid increase of

late years, will clearly appear from a comparative statement of the imports and export*

at different periods j the value of which, including foreign merchandise and manufac-

tures, in the years undermentioned, was as follows :

Imports. Exports.

1772, L. 3 4,500,000 L. 17,719,000

1783, 13,325,000 ....... 14,741,000

1792, J9,(i2f),000 24,878,000

17?7, 2 J,450,000 28,917,000
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And on tlie 22d of June, 180^, the chancellor of the exchequer, Mr AddingtOHj
stated to the house of commons, that the real value of imports in the year ending the
5th of January, supposing the imports from the East Indies to be the same as in the
preceding year, might be estimated at about 58,680,0001. j^that the real value of British

manufaclures exported in the year - 1 801 might be estimated at 41,770,0001. j and
that of foreign merchandise at 15,750,0001. making for the whole of the exportation

57,520,0001.

He at the same time stated, that the number of registered vessels belonging to the

British dominions, employed in trade in the year 1801, was 19,772 5 their tonnage

2,037,317 } and their number of men 143,987.

As the quantity of circulating specie may in some measure indicate the extent of com-
merce, we may judge of the increase of the latter by comparing the sums which the

three last monarchs found it necessary to coin. By George I., 8,725,9211. Sterling

Tv^ere coined. In the long reign (thirty-three years) of George II., 11,966,5761. Ster-

ling and in the nrst twenty-four years of his present majesty's reign, the sums coined

amounted to 33,089,2741. Sterling!!

Our bounds will not aiford room to enter into a particular detail of the places where
those English manufactures, which are mentioned in the above account, are fabricated

j

' a few general strictures, however, may be proper.

Cornwall and Devonshire supply tin and lead ; and woollen manufactures are com-
iDon to almost all the western counties. Dorsetshire makes cordage for the navy, feeds

an incredible number of sheep, and has large lace-manufactures. Somersetshire, besides

furnishing lead, copper, and lapis calaminavis, has large manufactures of bone-lace,

stockings, and caps. Bristol is said to employ 2000 vessels of all sizes, coasters as well

as ships employed in foreign voyages. It has many very important manufactures j its

glass-bottle and drinking-glass one alone occupying fifteen large houses : its brass-wire

manufactures arc also very considerable. Extensive manufactures of all kinds (glass,

jewellery, clocks, watches, and cutlery in particular) are carried on in London, and its

neighbourhood y the gold and silver manufactures of London through the encourage-

ment given them by the court and the nobiHty, already equal,,^ if they do not exceed,

those of any country in Europe. Colchester is famous for its manufacture of baize and

serges : Exeter for serges and long-ells j and Norwich for its excellent stuffs, camlets,

druggets, and stockings- Birmingham, though no corporation, is one of the largest and

most populous towns in England, and carries on an amazing trade in excellent and in-

genious hardware manufactures, particularly snuff and tobacco boxes, buttons, buckles,

c^:wees, and many other sorts cvf steel and brass w^ares. It is here, and in Sheffield,

which is famous for cutlery, that the true genius of English art and industry is to be

seen ^ for such are their excellent invention for fabricating hardwares, that they can

afford them for a fourth part of the price at which other nations can furnish the saiae^

, of an inferior kind : the cheapness of coals and necessaries, and the conveniency of situa-

ation, no doubt, contribute greatly to this. One company of iron manufacturers ia

Shropshire use every day 500 tons of coals in their iron works. In Great Britain there

ar-^ made every year from 50 to 60,000 tons of pig-iron, and from 20 to 30,000 tons of

bar-iron.

The northern counties of England carry on a prodigious trade in the coarser and

slighter woollen manufactures \^^tness those of Halifax, Leeds, Wakefild, and Rich-

mond
5

and, above all, Manchester, which by its variety of beautiful cottons, dimitties,

tirken, checks, and the like stuffs, is become a large and populous pla€e,Uhough only a

village, and its highest magistrate a constable. Beautiful porcelain and earthen-ware

have of late years been manufactured in different places in England, particularly in

Worcestershire and Staffordshire. The English carpets, especially those of Axmmster,

Walton, and Kidderminster, though but a late manufacture, greatly excel in beauty any

imported from Turkey, and are extremely durable, and consequently are a vast saving

to the nation. Paper, which was formerly impoi-ted in vast quantities from France and

Holland, is now made in every corner of the kingdom.

The English manufactures have been lately estimated at the annual value of

63,600,0001., and supposed to employ 1,585,000 people : of diis sura, the woolko
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manufacture Is stated to produce about 15,000,0001. j tlie leatner 10,000,0001. tKe

iron, tin, and lead 10,000,0001. j and the cotton 9,000,0001.

Revenues.] The king's revenues arc ecclesiastical and temporal : The lorrner consist in,

1. The custody of the temporalities of vacant bishoprics ; from which he receives little orno

advantage. 2. Corrodies and pensions, formerly arising from allowances of meat, drink,

and clothing,- due to the king from an abbey or monastery, and which he generally be-

' stowed upon favourite servants and his sending one of his chaplains to be maintained

by the bishop, or to have a pension bestowed upon him till the bishop promoted him

to a benefice. These corrodies are due of common right, but now, I believe, disused,

3. Extra-parochial tithes. 4. The first-fruits and tenths of benefices. But such has

been the bounty of the crown to the church, that these four branches now aiford littl'^

or no revenue. The temporal revenue consists in, 1. The demesne lands of the crown,

which at present are contracted within a narrow compass. 2. The hereditary excise
;

being part of the consideration for the purchase of his feudal profits, and the preroga-

tives of purveyance and pre-emption. 3. An annual sum issuing from the duty on wine

licenses
j
being the residue of the same consideration. 4. His forests. 5. His courts

of Justice, &c. In lieu of all which 900,0001. per annum is now granted for the sup-

port of his civil list.

Extraordinary grants called aids, subsidies, or supplies, are granted, by the commons
of Great Britain in parliament assembled

j
who, when they have voted a supply to his

majesty, and settled the quantum of that supply, usually resolve themselves into what is

called a committee of w^ays and means, to consider of the ways and means of raising the

supply so voted. And in this committee, every member (^though it is looked upon as

the peculiar province of the chancellor of the exchequer) may propose such schemes of

taxation as he thinks will be least detrimental to the public. The resolutions of this

committee (when approved by a vote of the house) are in general esteemed to be (as it

were) final and conclusive. For though the supply cannot be actually raised upon the

subject till directed by an act of the whole parliament, yet no moneyed man will scru-

ple to advance to the government any quantity of ready cash, if the proposed terms be

advantageous, on the credit of the bare vote of the house of commons, though no law

be yet passed to establish it.

The annual taxes are, 1. The land tax*, or the ancient subsidy raised upon a new
assessment. 2. The malt-tax, being an annual excise on malt, mum, cider, and perry.

The perpetual taxes are, 1. The customs, or tonnage and poundage of all merchan-

dise exported or imported. 2. Tfee excise duty, or inland imposition, on a great variety

of commodities. 3 . The salt duty. 4. The post-office, or duty for the carriage of

letters. 5. The stamp duty on paper, parchment, &c. 6. The duty on houses and
windows. 7. The duty on licenses for hat^iney coaches and chairs. 8. The duty on
offices and pensions.

The gross receipt of the permanent revenue, after deducting the re-payment of over-

entries, drawbacks, &.c. amounted in the year ending the 5th of January 1S04, ac-

cording to a statement presented to the house of commons by Mr Pitt, to 35,440,2781. ;

besides the war taxes imposed in 1803 and 1804, amounting to nearly 13,000,0001,

How these immense sums are appropriated is next to be considered. And this is, first

,
and principally, to the pa^Tnent of the interest of the national debt.

It is necessary to a clear and comprehensive view of the nature of this KATIOXAI.
DEBT, to premise, that, after the Revolution, when our new connections witli Europe
introduced a new system of foreign politics, the cxpenccs of the nation^ not only in set-

tling the new establishmetit, but in maintaining long wars, as principals on the conti-

nent, for the security of the Dutch barrier, reducing the French monarchy, settling the

Spanish succession, supporting the house of Austria, maintaining the liberties of the

Germanic body, and other purposes, increased to an unusual degree j insomuch that it

* This lias lately been sold to the proprietors of ,the cstatrs on which it i* assessed, or olhci indivi-

flbals, and thus rendered iicrpttual.
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was not tliouglit adviseable to raise all the cxpences of any one year by taxes to be levi-

ed within that year, lest the unaccustomed weight of them should create murmurs among
the people. It was therefore the bad policy of the times to anticipate the revenues of
their posterity, by borrowing immense sums for the current service of the state, and to

. lay no more taxes upon the subject than would suffice to pay the annual interest of the

sums so borrowed : by this means converting the principal debt into a new species of

property 5 transferable from one person to another, at any time and in any quantity

:

a system which seems to have had its original in the state of Florence, A. D. 1344
5

which government then owed about 60,000l. sterling
5

and, being unable to pay it,

formed the principal into an aggregate sum, called, metaphorically, a mount or bank
the shares whereof were transferable like our stocks. This laid the foundation of what
is called the national debt—for a few long annuities, created in the reign of Charles

IL, will hardly deserve that name j and the example then set has been so closely fol-

lowed since, that the total of all the sums borrowed, or the capital of the funded debt
of Great Britain, amounted, on the 1st of February 1804, to 583,008,9781. of which
77,698,4671. had been purchased by the commissioners for the reduction of the national

debt, and 21,147,1881. had been transferred to them on account of land-tax redeemed,

leaving a funded debt unredeemed of 484,162,6221. The unRmdcd debt at the same
time amounted to 16,305,6071., making the whole of the national debt 500,468,2291.,

exclusive of 23,952,3291. on account of Ireland, and 7,042,8051. on account of the em-
peror of Germany. To check, in some measure, the too rapid accumulation of a debt

already so enormous, a part of the supplies for the years 1798 and 1799 were raised

within the year. In 1798 a voluntary subscription was entered into for the service of

government, which produced about a million and a half j and the taxes called the as-

sessed taxes were trebled, and in some instances quadrupled, with allowance of relief in

certain cases : these produced about five milliohs. In the year 1799 an act passed for

levying a tenth of all income upwards of 200l. per annum, with a tax, according to a

certain scale, on all income from 200l. to 6OI. per annum. The expected produce of

this tax was estimated at ten millions, but amounted only about to six. In the year 1803
a similar tax was laid on all income arising from property, at the rate of five per cent

above 150l. per annum, and according to a certain scale below that sum to 6OI. The
produce of this tax remains to be ascertained.

The total sum to be raised for the expenditure of the year 1804, for the interest of

the public debt, the civil list, the army, navy, pensions, bounties extraordinary, and se-

cret services, &:c. amounted, according to the statement of the chancellor of the exche-

quer (Mr Pitt) to the house of commons, to 71,498,4311. j and the total of the ordinary

revenue and extraordinary resources, including a lottery and a loan of fourteen millions,

to 71,307,2781.

There can be no doubt that the present amount of the national debt very far exceeds

all calculations of commercial benefit, and is productive of the greatest inconveniences.

For, first, the enormous taxes that are raised upon the necessaries of life, for the pay-

ment of the interest of this debt, are a hurt both to trade and manufactures, by raising

the prife as well of the artificer's subsistence, as of the raw material, and of course, in a

much greater proportion, the price of the commodity itself. Secondly, if part of this^

debt be owing to foreigners, either they draw out of the kingdom annually a consider-

able quantity of specie for the interest, or elsfe it is made an argument to grant them

unreasonable privileges, in order to induce them to reside here* Thirdly, if the whole

be; owing to subjects only, it ie then charging the active and industrious subject, who
pays his share of the taxes, to maintain the indolent and idle creditor who receives them.

Lastly, and principally, it weakens the internal strength of a state, by anticipating those

resources which should be reserved to defend it in case of necessity. The interest we
now pay for our debts would be nearly sufficient to maintain any war that any national

motives could require. And if our ancestors in king William's time had annually paid,

so long as their exigencies lasted, even a less sum than we now annually raise upon their

account, they would, in time of war, have borne no greater burdens than they have

bequeathed to and settled upon their posterity in the time of peace, tjiat might have

]Dcen eased the instant the exigence was over.
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Different scliemcs liave been formed for paying the public debts : but no method can

be so expeditious and effectual as an unalienable sinking fund, as this money is improv-

ed at compound interest^ and therefore in the most perfect manner j but money procured

by a loan bears only simple interest. " A nation, therefore, whenever it applies the in-

come of such a fund to current expences rather than the redemption of its debts, chooses

to lose the benefit of compound interest in order to avoid paying simple interest, and the

loss in this case is equal to the difference between the increase of money at compound

and simple interest*."

No permanent provision had ever been made for the progressive and certain payment

of this immense debt, until 1186 j when parliament had the wisdom and the firmness to

pass an act for vesting unalienably, in commissioners, the sum of one million annually :

in which act every possible precaution was taken that could be devised for preventing

the surplus from being diverted, at any future time, and for carrying to the account of

the commissioners, for the purposes of the act, the interest of such stock as should be

purchased, and such temporary annuities as should fall in under the provisions of this

act. On the 5th of January, 1804, the commissioners had purchased 77,698,4671. of

the capital of the debt.

In the late reigns, the produce of certain branches of the excise and customs, the

post-office, the duty on wine -licenses, the revenues of the remaining crown-lands, the

profit arising from courts of justice (which articles include all the hereditary revenue of

the crown), and also a clear annuity of 120,0001. in money, were settled on the kia^

for life, for the support of his majesty's household, and the honour and dignity of the

crown. And as the amount of these several branches was uncertain (though in the last

reign they were computed to have sometimes raised almost a million), if they did not

rise annually to 800,0001. the parliament engaged to make up the deficiency. But Ids

present majesty having, soon after his accession, spontaneously signified his consent, that

his own hereditary revenues might be so disposed of as might best conduce to the utility

and satisfaction of the public, and having accepted the limited sum of S00,000l. (now in-

creased to 900,0001.) per annum, for the support of his civil list, the said hereditary re-

venues are now carried into and made part of the aggregate fund j and the aggregate

fund is charged with the payment of the annuity to crown. The expences defrayed by
the civil list are those that, in any shape, relate to civil government, as the expences of

the household, all salaries to officers of state, to the judges, and every one of the king's ser-

vans
J
the appointments to foreign ambassadors, the maintenance of the queen and royal

family, the king's private expences, or privy-purse \ and other very numerous outgoings,

as secret-service money, pensions,and other bounties. These, sometimes, have so far exceed-

ed the revenues appointed for that purpose, that application has been made to parliament

to discharge the debts contracted on the civil list, which is properly the whole of the king's

revenue in his own distinct capacity j the rest being rather the revenue of the public, or its

creditors, though collected and distributed again in the name andby the officers of thecrowTi.

Bank of England.] The Company of the Bank of England was incorporated

by parliament in the 5th and 6th years of king William and queen Mary, by the name of

the Governors and Company of the Bank of England, in consideration of the loan of

1,200,0001. granted to the government, for which the subscribers received almost 8 per

cent. By this charter, the Company are not to borrow under their common seal, un-

* This difference is strikingly pointed out by Dr Price :
" One penny put out at our Saviour's birth,

at 5 per cent, compound interest, would, in the year 17SI, have increased to a greater sum than
would be contained in 200,000,000 of earths, all solid gold ; but il" put out to simple interest, it at the
same time would have amounted to no more than seven sliiilinos and sixpence. All governments that

alienate funds destined for reimburseraeiits, choose to improve money in the last rather than \X\q first of
these ways." He adds :

" A million borrowed auniially, tor twenty years, will pay off, in this time,

55 millions 3 per cent stock, if discharujed at GOl. in money for every lOOl. stock ; and in 40 years more,
without any further aid from loans, 333 millions (tliat is, 388 millions in all) would be paid off.

'* The addition of nineteen years to this period would pay off 1000 millions.
*' A surplus of half a million per annum, made up to a million by borro>Ting half a million cfeiy

year for twenty yesrs, would dinchar^e the same suais :a tlic s;iaK period*."
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less by act of parliament
5
they are not to trade, or suffer any person in trust for them

to trade, in any goods or merchandise y but they may deal in bills of exchange, in buy«
ing or selling bullion, and foreign gold and silver coin.

By an act of parliament passed in the 8th and 9th years of William III., they were
empowered to enlarge their capital stock to 2,201,1711. 10s. It was then also enacted,

that Bank-stock should be a personal, and not a real estate j that no contract, either

in word or writing, for buying or selling Bank-stock, should be good in law, unless re-

gistered in the books of the Bank within seven days, and the stock transferred in four-

teen days ; and that it should be felony, without the benefit of clergy, to counterfeit the

common seal of the Bank, or any sealed Bank-bill, or any Bank-note, or to alter or

erase such bills or notes.

By another act, passed in the 7th of queen Anne, the Company were empowered to

augment their capital to 4,402,3431., and they then advanced 400,0001. more to the

government j and in 1714 they advanced another loan of 1,500,0001.

Other loans were after\vards made from time to time by the Company to govern-

ment, till in 1746 the whole debt due to the Bank from the public was 11,686,8001.

5

and its divided capital had been raised by different calls and subscriptions to 10,780,0001.
It had also been the constant practice of the Company to assist government with mo-
ney in anticipation of the land and malt taxes, and by making temporary advances on
exchequer bills and other securities. In the year 1781 the sums thus lent to govern-
ment amounted to upwards of eight millions, in addition to the permanent debt of

11,686,8001. An agreement was now entered into for the renewal of their charter,

the term of which was extended to August 1802, on the Company's engaging to ad-

vance 2,000,0001. on exchequer bills at 3 per cent interest, to be paid off within three

years out of the sinking fund. In order to enable them to make this advance, a call of

8 per cent, on their capital was thought necessary, by which their former capital stock

of 10,780,0001. was increased to 11,642,0001., the sum on which they now divide.

The dividend was also increased one half per cent., so that it became 6 per cent. In

consequence of this agreement, the total of their advances to government on the land

and malt taxes, exchequer bills, and treasury bills, ivas increased, on the 25th of Fe-

bruary 1782, to 9,991,6781. The amount of the Bank-notes in circulation must of

course be augmented by the increase of advances to government.

In consequence of large advances to government, the great exportation of coin and
'

bullion to Germany and Ireland, and several concurring circumstances, which at the

commencement of the year 1797 produced an unusual demand of specie from different

parts of the country on the metropolis, an order of the privy-council was issued on the

26th of February, prohibiting the directors of the Bank from issuing any cash in pay-

ment till the sense of parliament on the subject was obtained. This restriction was

sanctioned by parliament, and a secret committee was appointed to examine the state of

the outstanding debts on the Bank of England, and its funds for discharging the same.

The statement of thess demands and funds, to the 25th of February 1797, was as fol-

lows :

Outstanding demands L. 13,770,390

Funds for discharging those demands, not including the permanent debt

due from government, of 11,686,8001. *, which bears an interest of 3 per

cent, f - 17,597,280

Surplus of effects of the Bank, exclusive of the above-mentioned perma-

nent debt of 11,686,8001. - - - = - - L. 3,826,89®

* This debt arises and is formed by the folIowiDg items :

The original sum at the time the charter was granted - - - - L. 1,200,000

Further sum lent to government in 1709 - 400,000

Ditto, in 17*2 . ^ , ^ - 1,600,0Q0
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Immediately after parliament Kad met in the following November, tHe committee of

secrecy appointed to inquire into the expediency of continuing the restriction on the

Bank, reported, that the total amount of the outstanding demands on the Bank on the-

11th of November was 17,578,9101., and of the funds for discharging the same, ex-

clusively>of the permanent debt, 21,418,6401., leaving a balance in favour of the Bank

at that time of 3,839,5501. The report stated, that the advances to government had

been reduced to 4,258,1401., and that the cash and bullion in the Bank had increased

to more than five times the value at which they stood on the 25th of February 1797,

when it was about 1,272,0001.

The restriction by successive acts of parliament has been continued to the present

time, without the least inconvenience to the public, for by these statements the sol-

vency and solidity of the Bank are satisfactorily evinced
^
and, indeed, its stability musS;

be coeval with that of the British government. Ail that it has advanced to the public

must be lost, before its creditors can sustain any loss. No other banldng company in

England can be established by act of parliament, or can consist of more than six mem-
bers. It acts not only as an ordinary Bank, but as a great engine of state. It receiver*

and pays the greater part of the annuities that are due to the creditors of the public ; it

circulates exchequer bills j and it advances to government the annual amount of the

land and malt taxes, which are frequently not paid up for some years. It likewise dis-

counts the bills of merchants j and has, upon several occasions, supported the credit of

the principal houses, not only of England, but of Hamburg and Holland.

This GQjjipany is under the direction of a Governor, Deputy-governor, and twenty-

four Directors, who are annually elected by the General Court of Proprietors of Bank-
stock. Thirteen, or more, compose a Court of Directors for managing the affairs ot

the Company. The qualification of a Director is 20001. *, of a Deputy-governor 30001.
j

and of a Governor 40001.—5001. Bank-stock entitles the Proprietor to vote at the ge-

neral courts, provided he has been in possession of it six m.onths.

East-India Company.] The first idea of this Company was formed in queen Eli^

zabeth's time j but it has since undergone great alterations. It shares, or svibscrip-

tions, were originally only 50l. sterling, and its capital only 369,8911. 5s. ; but the

directors having a considerable dividend to make in 1676, it w^as agreed to join

the profits to the capital by which the shares were doubled, and consequently-

each became of lOOl. value, and the capital 739,7821. 10s. ; to which capital, if

963,6391., the- profits of the Company to the year 1683, be added, the whole stock

will be found to be 1,703,1021, Though the establishment of this Company wtiS vin-

dicated in the clearest manner by Sir Josiah Child, and other able advocates, yet the

partiality which the duke of York, afterwards James II., had for his favourite Afri-

can trade, the losses it sustained in wars with the Dutch, and the revolutions whick
had happened in the affairs of Hindostan, damped the ardour of the people to support

it ; so that at the time of the Revolution, when the war broke out with France, it was
in a very indiiierent situation. This was in a great measure owing to its having no par-

liamentaiy sanction, in consequence of which its stock often sold for one half less thaa
it Vv'as really worth • and it was resolved that a new Company should be erected, un-

der the authority of parliament.

Now called the original fund - .- _- -«-.L. 3,200,000
Residue of 2,0U0,0QC I exchequer bills cancelled in 1716 - - 500,000
South-Sea stock purchased in 1722, - - - 4,000,000
Loan to government in 1728 - - 1,750,000
Ditto, in 172y - - - - , l/JCtO^OOO

I>itto, ill 174!a - , - - - yso,so»

L. ll.t)So,800

f Of the outstanding demands, the Banii: notes in circulation amounted to 3,61-0,25ul. and the
drawing account, unpaid dividends, exchc([i;er bills, and other debts, to 5,130,1 lOl. The fuims for

discharging these consisted of advances on iruvt-rnment se, urity, to the amount of li,u7::, lyOl. ; aul
caih, l#wi!iox?, biiis diicouatcd, and other c;cdls, to the aiujunt ot ti,li21,7?0!.
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The opposition given to all the public-spirited measures of king William, by faction,

rendered this proposal a matter of considerable difficulty ; but at last, after many par-

liamentary inquiries, the new subscription prevailed, and the subscribers, upon advan-
cing two millions to the public at 8 per cent., obtained an act of parliament in their

favour. The old Company, however, retained a great interest both in the parliament

and nation ; and the act being found in some respects defective, so violent a struggle

between the two Companies arose, that in the year 1702 they were united by an in-

denture tripartite. In the year 1708 the yearly fund of 8 per cent., for two millions,

was reduced to 5 per cent., by a loan of 1,200,0001. to the public, without an addi-

tional interest j for which consideration the Company obtained a prolongation of its ex-

clusive privileges, and a new charter was granted to them, under the title of " The
*' United Company of Merchants trading to the East Indies." Its exclusive right of

trade was prolonged from time to time, and a further sum was lent by the Company in

3730, by which, though the Company's privileges were extended for thirty-three years,

yet the interest of their capital, which then amounted to 3,190,0001., was reduced to

3 per cent., and called the India 3 per cent, annuities.

Those annuities are different from the trading stock of the Company, the proprietors

of which, instead of receiving a regular annuity, have, according to their different shares,

a dividend oi the profits arising from the Company's trade : and that dividend rises or

falls according to the circumstances of the Company, either real, or, as is too often the

case, pretended. A proprietor of stock to the amount of lOOOl., whether man or wo-
- man, native or foreigner, has a right to be a manager, and to give a vote in tlie general

council. Two thousand pounds is the qualification for a director. The directors are

lAventy-four in number, including the chairman and deputy-chairman, who may be re-

elected, in turn, six a year, 'for four years successively. The chairman has a salary of
^OOl. a year, and each of the directors l50l. The meetings or courts of directors are

to be held at least once a week j but are commonly oftener, being summoned as occa-

sion requires. Out of the body of directors are chosen several committees, who have
the peculiar inspection of certain branches of the Company's business j as the committee

of correspondence, a committee of treasury, a house committee, a com.m.ittee of ware-

house, a committee of shipping, a committee of accounts, a committee of lawsuits, and
a committee to prevent the growth of private-trade j who have under them a secretary,

cashier, clerks, and -^varehouse-keepers.

"^he amazing territorial acquisitions of this Company, computed to contain above

200,000 square miles, and thirty millions of people, must be necessarily attended with a

proportionable increase of trade *
j and this, joined to the dissensions among its mana-

gers both at home and abroad, has of late greatly engaged the attention. of the legisla-

ture. A restriction has occasionally been laid on their dividends for a certain time.

From the report of the committee, in 1773, appointed by parliament on Indian affairs,

it appears that the India Company, from the year 1708 to the year 1756, for the space

of forty-seven years and a half, divided the sum of 12,000,0001., or above 280,0001. per

annum, which, on a capital of 3,190,0001., amounted to above eight and a half per

cent.
J
and that at the last-mentioned period it appeared, that, besides the above divi-

dend,' the capital stock of the Company had been increased 180,0001. Considerable

alterations were made in the affairs and constitution of the East-India Company, by an

act passed in 1773, intituled, " An act for establishing certain rules and orders for the

future management of the affairs of the East-India Company, as well in India as in

" Europe." It was thereby enacted, that the court of directors should, ia future, be

elected for four years 3 six members annually j but none to hold their seats longer than

* According to lists laid before the House of Commons, the Company employed 110 ships, and 8170-

menj
Between India and Europe, m carrying cargoes to and

j
^^.^^ ^^30 ^^^^

-
. 6 packets 320

In the country trade, and from China - - 34 crabs - VJOf
.
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fti'ur y^ai-s. That no persons sliould vote at tlie election of tnfe directors who had not

possessed their stock twelve months. That the stock of qualification should, instead of

5001. as it had formerly been, be lOOOl. That the mayor's court of Calcutta should,

for the future, be confined to small mercantile causes, to which only its jurisdiction ex-

tended before the territorial acquisition. That, in lieu of this court, thus taken away, a

new one be established, consisting of a chief justice and three puisne judges, and that

these judges be appointed by the crown. That a superiority be given to the presidency

of Bengal pver the other presidencies in India. That the right of nominating the go-

vernor and council of Bengal should be vested in the crown. The salaries of the judges

were also fixed at 8OOOI. to the chief justice, and GOOOl. a-year to each of the other

three. The appointments of the governor general and council were fixed, the fust at

25,0001. and the four others at 10,000l. each annually.

In the month of November 1783, Mr Fox, then secretary of state, brought forward

a bill for new-regulating the Company, under the supposition of the incompetency of

the directors, and the insolvent state of the Company.

The bill passed the Commons 5 but an opposition was made to it in the House o^

Lords, as placing too dangerous a power in the hands of any m.en, and which would be

sure to operate against the necessary power of the crowm
j
and, after long debates, it

was thro^vn out by a majority of sixteen peers. The consequence of this was a change

of the ministry, and a general revolution of the cabinet.

By the new bill, which passed at the close of the sessions, six persons are nominated

by the king as commissioners for the affairs of India, of whom one of the secretaries of

state, and the chancellor of the exchequer for the time being, shall be two j the presi-

dent to have the casting vote, if equally divided. New commissioners to be appointed

at the pleasure: of the crown. This board is to superintend, direct, and control all acts,

operations, and concerns, which in any wise relate to the civil and military government

or revenues of the British territorial possessions in the East Indies. They are sworn to

execute the several powers and trusts reposed in them, without favour or affection, pre-

judice or malice, to any person whatever. The court of directors of the Company are

to deliver to this board all minutes, orders, and resolutions of themselves, and of the

courts of proprietors, and copies of all letters, orders, and instructions, proposed to be
sent abroad, for their approbation or alteration none to be sent until after such previ-

ous communication, on any pretence whatsoever. The directors are still to appoint the

servants abroad j but the king has a power, by his secretary of state, to recall cither of
the governors or members of the councils, or any person holding any ofhce under the

Company in their settlements, and make void their appointment. By this bill there is

given to the governor and council of Bengal a control over the other presidencies, in all

points which relate to any transactions with the country powers, to peace and war, or to

the application of their forces or revenues ; but the council of Bengal are subjected to

the absolute direction of the Company at home, and, in all cases, except those of imme-
diate danger and necessity, restrained from acting without orders received from England.
Mr Dundas, the first president of the board of control, was a statesman who had long

given unwearied application to the affairs of India. Ke introduced the laudable prac-

tice of bringing annually before a committee of the House of Commons a statement of
the financial concerns of the Company abroad, exhibiting the balance upon the conipa-

jrison of the revenues and cliarges of the several settlements. As the Company''s right

to their exclusive trade was, by an act passed in 1781, to terminate in March 1794^ it

became necessary to make provision for that event ^ which was ellcctually done by Mr
Dundas's bill, proposed the 25th of February 1793, which, meeting the appro'oation of
parliament, had the singular good fortune of giving equal salisl^iction to the public and
the Company : to the public, because, instead of 400,0001., they were to receive

500,0001. per annum from the revenues of India •, and tq. the Company, because they
.were still to preserve their power ^aad privileges, as far as they contributed to promote

•• thfe interests of tlieir commerce.
This bill was ushered in by a most favourable account of the Company's matters, and

of the great national benefits which had already occurred, and nhkh might be e.\necl<.d

'in futiu-c to flow ill still greater abundance, fiom the Indiaii Liadc aiul "lenitorv.' The
N
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revenues ot tlie countries ceded to the Company by Tippoo Sultan were stated at

390,0001. j and the future revenues of the British possessions in India were estimated at

nearly 7,000,0001. 3
leaving a net surplus, after deducting the interest on the debts in

India, and the civil, military, and commercial charges, of 1,059,0001. per annum.
The annual sales of India gocds in Europe were estimated at nearly 5,000,0001., which
exceeds the prime cost and charges by 743,6001. j and the net surplus on the whole of

the revenues and trade of the East-India Company, after paying 8 per cent, dividend

on the capital stock of 5,OpO,OOOL, is estimated at 1,239,2411. per annum^
In July 1797, Mr Dundas stated the total amount of the foreign revenues at

8,154,8721., and the charges upon them at 6^517,0571., leaving a net surplus of

1,637,8151. He at the same time stated the amount of the receipts and sales of the

Company at home, at 7,316,9161.

South-Sea Company.] During the long war with France in the reign of Queen
Anne, the payment of the sailors of the royal navy being neglected, and they receiving

tickets instead of money, were frequently obliged by their necessities to sell these

tickets to avaricious men, at a discount of 40l. and sometimes 50l. per cent. By this

and other means, the debts of the nation, unprovided for by parliament, and which
amounted to 9,471,3211., fell into the hands of these usurers. On which Mr Harley,

at that time chancellor of the exchequer, and afterwards earl of Oxford,, proposed a

scheme to allow the proprietors of these debts and deficiences 6l. per cent, per annum,
- and to incorporate them, in order to their carrying on a trade to the South Sea j and

they were accordingly incorporated under the title of " The Governor and Company oi

Merchants of Great Britain trading to the South Seas, and other Parts of America, and
for encouraging the Fishery,'-' &c.

Though this Company seemed fortti^d for the sake of commerce, it is certain that

the ministry never thought seriously, during the cours» of the war, about making any

settlement on the coast of South America, which was what flattered the expectations of

the people : nor was it indeed ever carried into execution, or any trade ever undertaken

by this Company, except the Assiento, in pursuance of the treaty of Utrecht, for fur-

nishing the Spaniards with negroes, of which this Company was deprived, upon receive

ing 100,0001. in lieu of all claims upon Spain, by a convention between the courts of

Great Britain and Spain, soon after the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 174S.

Seme other sums were lent to the government in the reign of Queen Anne, at 6 per

cent. In the third of George I. the interest of the whole was reduced to 5 per cent.,

and they advanced two rhillions more to the government at the same interest. By the

statute of the 6th of George I. it was declared, that this Company might redeem all or

any of the redeemable national debts j in consideration of which, the Company were

empowered to augment their capital according to the sums they should discharge : and

for enabling them to raise such sums for purchasing annuities, exchanging for ready

money new exchequer bills, carrying on their trade, &c., they might, by such means

as they should think proper, raise such sums of money as in a general court of the

Company should be judged necessary. The Company were also empowered to raise

money on the contracts, bonds, or obligations, under their common seal, on the credit

of their public stock. But if the sub-governor, deputy-governor, or other members

of the Company, should purchase lands or revenues of the crown upon account of the

corporation, or lend money by loan or anticipation on any branch of the revenue, other

than such part only on which a credit of loan was granted by parliament, sueh sub-

governor, or other member of the Company, should forfeit triple the value so lent.

The fatal South-Sea scheme, transacted in the year 1720, was executed upon the

last-mentioned statute. The Company had at first set out with good success and the

value of their stock, for the first five years, had risen faster than that of any other

Company j and his Majesty, after purchasing 10,0001. stock, had condescended to be

their governor. Things were in this situation, when, taking advantage of the above

statute, the South-Sea bubble was projected the pretended design of which was, t»

raise a fund for carrying on a trade to the South-Sea, and purchasing annuities, &.c.

paid to the other Companies-, and proposals were. printed and. distributed, shovving the

advantages of the design, and inviting persons into it. The sura necessary for cariying
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it on, togeth^ with the profits that were to arise from it, were diyided into a cerliin

number of shares, or subscriptions, to be purchased by persons disposed to .

^ venture

therein. And the better to carry On the deception, the directors engaged to maivc very

large dividends, and actually declared that every lOOl. original stock would yield 5()1.

per annum ^ which occasioned so great a rise of their stock, that a share of lOOl. was

sold for upwards of 8OOI. This was in the month of July ; but before the en:! of Sep-

tember it fell to I50l.
y
by which multitudes were ruined, and such a scene ot cii.s: ess

occasioned as is scarcely to be conceived. IMost of the directors were severely fined, to

th- loss of nearly all their property j even those who had no share in the decepLion, be-

cause they ought to have opposed and prevented it.

By a statute of the 6th of George II. it was enacted, that, from and after the 24.Lh of

June, 1733, the capital stock of this Company, which amounted to 14,651,1031. 8s. Id.

and the shares of t\vi respective proprietors, should be divided into four equal parts
^

three-fourths of which should be converted into a joint stock, attended with annuities

after the rate of 4 per cent, until redemption by parliament, and should be called

the New South- Sea annuities, and the other fourth part should remain in the Company
as a trading capital stock, attended with the residue of the annuities or funds payable at

tbe exchequer to the Company for their whole capital, till redemption j and attended

with the same sums always allowed for the charge of management, with all elTects, pro-

fits of trade, debts, privileges, and advantages, belonging to the South- Sea Company.^

that the accountant of the Company should, twice every year, at Christmas and Midsum-
mer, or within one month after, state an account of the Company ""s affairs, which should

be laid before the next general court, in order to their declaring a dividend ; and all di-

vidends should be made out of the clear profits, and should not exceed v;hat the Com-
pany might reasonably divide without incurring any further debt : provided that the

Company should not at any time divide more than 4 per cent per annum until their

debts were discharged *, and the South-Sea Company, and their trading stock, should,

exclusively from the new joint stock of annuities, be liable to all debts and incumbrances

of the Company, and that the Company should cause to be kept, within the city of

London, an office and books, in which all transfers of the new annuities should be enter-

ed, and signed by the party making such transfer, or his attorney and the person to

w hom such transfer should be made, or his attorney, should underwrite his acceptance
j

and no other method of transferring the annuities should be good in law.

The annuities of this Company, as well as the other, are now reduced to 3 per cent.

This Company is under the direction of a governor, sub-governor, deputy-governor,

and twenty-one directors j buti\o person is qualified to be governor, his majesty except-

ed, unless such governor has, in his own name and right, 50001. in the trading stock ;

the sub-governor is to have 40001. the deputy-governor 30001. and a director 20001. in

the same stock. In every general court, every member having, in his own name and
rlght,v500l. in trading stock, has one vote j if 20001. two votes ^ if 30001. three votes ;

and if 50001. four votes.

The East-India Company, the Bank of England, and the South-Sea Company, are

the only incorporated bodies to which the government is indebted, except the rniiliou

bank, whose capital is only one miUion, constituted to purchase the reversion of the long

E;cchequer orders.

As every capital stock Or fund of a company is raised for a particular purpose, and
limited by government to a certain sum, it necessarily follows, that, when that fund i>i

completed, no stock can be bought of the company though shares, already purchased,

may be transferred from one person to another. This being the case, there is frequently

a great disproportion between the original value of the shares, and what is given for them
v;hen transferred for, if there are more buyers than sellers, a person* who is indiflcrent

about selling will not part with his share without a considerable profit to himself; and,

•on the contrary, if many are disposed to sell, and few inclined to ljuy, the value of such
shares will naturally fall, in proportion to the impatience of those who want to turn their

stock into specie.

These observations may serve to give our readers some idea of the nalure of that un-

jti^Stifiable and dishonest practice caAoX stoch-johl>ir><rj thr mvsiory of which gtniistsin

. N 2
^
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notning more Lhan this : the persons concerned in that practice, who are denomiuafet^
Stock-jobbers, make contracts to buy or sell, at a certain distant time, a certain qwantitj
of some particular st jck

y
against which time they endeavour,, according as their con-

tract is, either to raise or lower such stock, by spreading rumours and fictitious stories m
order to induce people either to sell out in a hurry, and consequently cheap, if they are
to deliver stock or to become unwilling to sell it, and consequently to make it dearer
if they are to receive stock.

The persons who make these contracts are not in general possessed of any real stocky,
and when the time comes that they are to receive or deliver the quantity thev have con-
tracted for, they only receive or pay such a sum of money as makes the difference be-
tw^een the price the stock v/as at when they made the contract, and the price it happens
to be at when the contract is fulfilled j and it is no- uncommon thing for persons not
worth 100 pounds to make contracts for the buying or selling 100,000 pounds stock.
In the language of Exchange-alley, the buyer is, in this case, called the Bull, and the
seller the Bear 5 one is for raising or tossing up, and the other for lowering or trampling
upon, the stock.

Besides these, there is another set of men, who, though of a higher rank, may properly
enough coine under the same denomination. These are the great monied men, whoare deal-
ers in stocl , and contractors with the government whenever any money is to be borrow-
ed.. These, indeed, are not fictitious but real buyers and sellers of stock j but by raising,

-false hopes, or creating groundless fears, by pretending to buy or sell large quantities of
stock on a sudden, by using the before-mentioned set of men as their instruments, and
other similar practices, they are enabled to raise or fall stocks one or two per cent at

pleasure.

While the annuities, and interest for money advanced, are regularly paid, and the
principal insured by both prince and people (a security not to be had in other nations),

foreigners v/ill lend us their property, and all Europe be interested in our welfare j the
paper of the companies will be converted into money and merchandise, and Great Bri-

tain can never want cash to carry her schemes into ex mention. In other nations, credit

is founded on the word of a prince, if a monarchy, or that of the people, if a republic y
but here it is established on the interest of botu prince and people : which is the strong-

est security.

Constitution and laws.] Tacitus, ir^ describing such a constitution as that of
England, seems to think, that howevei* beautiful it may be in theory, it will be found
impracticable in the execution. Experience has proved this mistake

5
for, by contriv-

ances unknown to- antiquit)', the English constitution has existed for above 500 years.

It must at the same time be admitted, that it has received, during that time, many
amendments, and some interruptions j but its principles are the same with those describ-

ed by the above mentioned historian, as belonging to the Germans, and the other north-

ern ancestors of the English nation, and which are verly improperly blended under the

name of Gothic. On the first invasion of England by the Saxons, v/ho eame from
Germany and the neighbouring countries, their laws and manners were nearly the same
as those mentioned by Tacitus. The people had a leader in time of v/ar. The con-

quered lands, in proportion to the merits of his followers, pnd their abilities to serve him^
Tvere distributed among them and the vvhole was considered as the common property,

Tvhich they were to unite in defending against all invaders. Fresh adventurers coming
over under separate leaders, the old inhabitants were driven into Wales 3. and those lead-

ers at last assumed the titles of kings over the several districts they had conquered. This

change of appellation made them more respectable among the Britons, and their neigh- •

bours the Scots and Picts, but did not increase their power, the operations of which con-

tinued to be confined to military affairs.

All civil m.atters v/ere proposed in a general assembly of the chief o{Ecers and the

people, till, by degrees, sheriffs and other civil officers vv'ere appointed. To Alfred we
owe that master-piece of judicial policy, the subdivision of England into wapentakes and

hundreds, and the subdivision of hundreds into tithlngs, names that still subsist in Eng-
land and overseers w^ere chosen to direct them for the good of tlie whole, 'i'he sheriiF

w^as the judge of all civil and criminal matters within the county ) and to Imv^, ufter the
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introduction of CViristianity, was ^dded the bishop. In process oF lime, as business mul-

tiplied, itinerant and other judges were appointed ^
but, by the earliest records, it appears

that all civil matters were decided by 12 or 16 men, living in the neighbourhood of the

place where the dispute lay ; and licre ive have the origin of English juries. It is cer-

tain that they were in use among the earliest Saxon colonies, their institution being

ascribed by bishop Nicholson to Woden himself, their great legislator and leader.

Hence we find traces ofjuries in the laws of all those Rations which adopted the feu-

dal system, as in Germany, Frarxe,. and Italy ; who had all of them a tribunal compos-

ed of twelve gQod men and truCp equals or peers of the party litigant. In England we
find actual mention made of them so early as the laws of king Ethelred, and that not as

a new invention.

Before the introduction of Christianity, we know Rot whether the Saxons admitted of

juries ip criminal matters j but we are certain that there was no action so criminal as not
to be compensated for by money *. A mulct was imposed, in proportion to the guilt,

even if it was murder of the king, upon the malefactor j and by paying it he purchased

his pardon. Those barbarous usages seem to have ceased soon after the Saxons were

converted to Christianity 5 and cases of felony and murder were then tried, even in the

Idling's court, by a jury.

Royalty^ arnong the Saxons, was not, strictly speaking, hereditary, though, in fact,

it came to be rendered so through the affection which the people bore for the blood of

their kings, and for preserving the regularity of government. Even estates and honours

were not strictly hereditary, till they were made so by William the Norman.
In many respects, the first princes of the Norinan line afterwards did all they could

io efface from the minds of the people the remembrance of the Saxon constitution j but
the attempt was to no purpose. The nobility, as well as the people, had their com-
plaints against the crown

j
and, after much war and bloodshed, the famous charter of

English liberties, so well known by the name of Magna Charta, was forcibly, in a man-
ner, obtained from king John, and confirmed by his son Henry HI. who succeeded to

ihe crown in 1216. It does not appear that, till this reign, and after a great deal of
blood had been spilt, the commons of England were represented in parliament, or the

great council of the nation j so entirely had the barons engrossed to them_selves the dis-

.posal of property.

The precise year when the house of commons was formed is not known : but we arc

certain there was one in the reign of Henry III. though we shall not enter into any dis-

putes about their specific powers. We therefore now proceed to describe the consti-
tution, as it stands at present.

In all states there is an absolute supreme pov^^er, to which the right of legislation be-
longs

J
and which, by the singular constitution of these kingdojns, is here vested in the

king, lords, and commons.
Of the king.] The supreme executive power of Great Brita:in and Ireland is

vested by our constitution in a single person, king or queen : for it is indifferent to

which sex the crown descends : the person entitled to it, whether male or female, is im-
.mediately intrusted with all the ensigns, rights and prerogatives of sovereign power.

The grand fundamental maxim, upon which the right of succession to the throne of
these kingdoms depends, is, " that the crown, by common law and constitutional custom
is hereditary, and tliis in a manner pecuHar to itself;, but that the right of inheritance
may, from time to time, be changed, or limited, by act of parliament : under which li-

mitations the crovra stilb continues liereditary."

That the reader may enter more clearly Into the deduction of the following royal succes-
sion, by its being transferred from the house of Tudor to that of Stuart, it may be proper
to inform him, that, on the death of queen Elizabeth without issue, it became necessary lox

^ecur to the other issue of her grandfather Henry VII. by Elizabeth of York his queen,
whose eldest daughter Margaret having married James IV. king of Scotland, king Jame-t
the Sixth of Scotland, and of England the First, was the lineal descendant from that alli^n^x^

* Called 1.7 the Saxons Gut.LT : and tliencc the wcri! ^-ufitv In ciiniiiiiil tri.ls.

Na
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So that in his person, as clearly as in Henry VIII., centred all the claims of the difFercrit

competitors from the Norman invasion downward ; he being indisputably the lineal heir

of William I. And, what is still more remarkable, in his person also centred the right

of the Saxon monarchs, which had been suspended from the Norman invasion till his

accession : for Margaret, the sister of Edgar Atheling, the daughter of Edward the

Outlaw, and grand-daughter of king Edmund Ironside, was the person in whom the

hereditary right of the Saxon kings (supposing it not abolished by the Conquest) resid-

ed, .she married Malcolm III. king of Scotland j and Henry II., by a descent from

Matilda their daughter, is generally called the restorer of the Saxon line. But it must
be remembered that Malcolm, by his Saxon queen, had sons as well as daughters j and

that the royal family of Scotland, from that time downward, were the offspring of Mal-
colm and ^ Ijirgaret. Of that royal family king James I. was the direct and lineal des-

cendant
J
and therefore united in his person every possible claim, by hereditary right,

to the English as well as Scottish throne, being the heir both of Egbert and William
the Norman.
At the Revolution in 1688, the convention of estates, or representative body of the

nation, declared that the misconduct of king James II. amounted to an abdication of the

government, and that the throne was thereby vacant.

In consequence of this vacancy, and from a regard to the ancient line, the conven-

tion appointed the next protestant heirs of the blood-royal of King Charles I. to fill the

vacant throne, in the old order of succession j with a temporary exception, or preference

to the person of king William III.

On the impending failure of the protestant line of king Charles I. (whereby the throne

might again have become vacant) the king and parliament extended the settlement of

the crown to the protestant line of king James I.— viz. to the princess Sophia of Hano-
ver, and the heirs of her body, being protestants j and she is now the Common stock,

from whom the heirs of the crown descend *.

^ Saxon Princes.

* A chronology of English Kings, since the time that this country became united under one mo-
narchy, in the person of Egbert, who subdued the other prinres of the Saxon heptarchy, and gave the

name Angle-Und to this part of the island ; the Saxons and the Angles having, about four centuries

before, invaded and subdued the ancient iritoas, whom they drove inio V/ales and Cornwall.
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The true ground and principle, upon which the Revolution proceeded, was entirely

a new case in politics, which had never before happened in our history j the abdication

of the reigning monarch, and the vacancy of the throne thereupon. It was not a def.;a-

sance of the right of succession, and a new limitation of the crown, by the king and both

houses of parliament j it was the act of the nation alone, upon a conviction that there

was no king in being. For in a full assembly of the lords and commons, met in con-

vention upon the supposition of this vacancy, both houses came to this resolution :

that king James II. having endeavoured to subvert the constitution of the kingdom,
by breaking the original contract between king and people

j
and, by the advice of Je-

suits and other wicked persons, having violated the fundamental lav*'s, and having wiui-

drawn himself out of this kingdom, has abdicated the government i and that the throne

is thereby vacant." Thus ended at once, by this sudden and unexpecctd revolution, the

old line of succession, which, from the Norman invasion, had lasted above 600 years,

and, from the union of the Saxon heptarchy in king Egbert, almost 900,

Though in some points the revolution was not so perfect as might have been wished,

yet from thence a new 9era commenced, in which the bounds of prerogative and liberty

have been better defined, the principles of government more thoroughly examined and
understood, and the rights of the subject more explicitly guarded by legal provisions,

than in any other period of the English history. In particular, it is worthy observation,

that the convention avoided with great wisdom the extremes . into which the visionary
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theories of some zealous republicans would have led them. They held that the miseon«
duct of king James amounted to an endeavour to subvert the Constitution, and not to an
actual subversion or total dissolution of the government,' Thev therefore very prudent-
ly voted it to amount to no more than an abdication of the government, and a conse-

quent vacancy of the throne whereby the government was allowed to subsist, though-
the executive magistrate was gone 5 and the kingly office to remain, though James was
no longer king. And thus the constitution ivas kept entire

j
which, upon every sound

principle of government, must otherwise have fallen to pieces, had so principal and
constituent a part as the roj^al authority been abolished, or even suspended.

Hence it is easy to collect, that the title- to the cro^vn is at present hereditary,

though not quite so absolutely hereditary as formerly 5 and the common stock or ances-

tor, from %vhom the descent must be derived, is also different. Formerly the common
stock was king Egbert j then William the Conqueror ; afterward, in James I.'s time,

the two common stocks united, and so continued till the vacancy of the throne in 1688
j

now it is the princess Sophia, in whom the inheritance was vested by the new king and
parliament. Formerly the descent "was absolute, and the crown went to the next heir

without any restriction j but now, upon the new settlement, the inheritance is condi-

tional-, being limited to such heirs only of the body of the princess Sophia as are

protestant members of the church of England, and are ra^irried to none but pro^

tcstants.

And in this due medium consists the true constitutional notion of the right of suc-

cession to the imperial crown of these kingdoms. The extremes between which it

steers, have been thought each of them to be destructive of those ends for which socie-

ties were formed, and are kept on foot. Where the magistrate, upon every succession,

is elected by the people, and may, by the express provision of the laws, be deposed (if

not punished) by his subjects, this may sound like the perfection of liberty, and look

well enough when delineated on paper j but in practice will be ever found extremely

difficult and dangerous. On the other hand, divine indefeasible hereditary right,

xvhen coupled with the doctrine of unlimited passive obedience, is surely, of all consti-

tutions, the most thoroughly slavish and dreadful. But when sucli an hereditary right

as our laws have created and vested in the royal stock is closely interwoven with those

liberties Vv^hich are equally the inheritance of the subject, this Union will form a consti-

tution, in theory the most beautiful of any, in practice the most approved, and, in all

probability, in duration the most permanent This constitution it is the duty of every

JBriton to understand, to revere, and to defend.

The principal duties of the king are expressed in his oath at the coronation, wliich is

admmistered by one of the archbisliops or bishops of the realm, in the presence of all

the people, -^vno, on their parts, do reciprocally take the oath of allegiance to the cro^^n.

This coronation-oath is conceived in tlie follo-wing terms ;

27ie circhhishop^ or bishop^ shall soy^ Will you solemnly promise and swear to go-

vern the people of this kingdom of England, and the dominions thereunto beloixging,

according to the statutes in parliament agreed on, and the laws and customs of the

same l-^-The king or queen shall soy^ I solemnly promise so to do.

" Arclihishop or hisJ,op. Will you, to your power, cause law and justice, in mercy,

to be executed in all your judgments }—King or queen, 1 will.

" ArcJibishcp or bishop. Will you to the utmost of your power maintain the lan-s

of God, the true profession of the Gospel, and the protestant reformed religion esta-,

blished by the law ? And will you preserve unto the bishops and clergy of this realm,

and to the churches committed to their charge, all such rights and privileges as by the

law do or shall appertain uritc thcra, or any of them ^.--King or queen. All this I pro-

mise to do.

" After this, tJiv king or qiiaxn^ ^^y^'^g ^^^^ ^^-^ ^^^^-^ upon the holy Gospel^ shall

sny^ The things which I have here before promised, I will perform an(^ keep : so help

me God I and then kiss the bock. ""^

1 his is the form, of the coronation- oath, as it is now prescribed by our laws : and we

jnay observe, that, in the king's part in this original contract, are expressed all the du-

^ies thpt a monarch can ovve to his people j viz, to gpv^rn acqordin^ to law
^
to execute;
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!;:~cdgment in mercy j and to maintain the established religion. With respect to the

Ltter of these three branches, we may further remark, that by the act of union, 5

.rlnne, c. 8., two preceding statutes are recited and confirmed-, the one of the parliament

of Scotland, the other of the parliament of England j which enact, the former, tliat

every king at his accession shall take and subscribe an oath, to preserve the protestant

reli' ion, and presbyterian church government in Scotland : the latter, that, at his co-

ronadon, he shall take and subscribe a similar oath, to preserve the settlement of the

church of England within England, Ireland, Wales, and Berwick, and the territories

thereunto belonging.

The king of Great Britain, notwithstanding the limitations of the power of the crown

already mentioned, is the greatest monarch reigning over a free people. His person^ is

sacred in the eye of the law, which makes it high treason so much as to imagine or in-

tend his death ; neither can he, in himself, be deemed guilty of any crime^^ the law

taking np cognisance of his actions, but only in the persons of his ministers, it they in-

fringe the laws of the land. As to his power, it is very great, though he has no right

to extend his prerogative beyond the ancient limits or the boundaries prescribed by the

constitution 3 he can make no new^ law^s, nor raise any new taxes, nor act^in opposition

to any of the laws : but he can make war or peace j send and receive ambassadors j make

treaties of league and commerce
^

levy armies, and fit out fleets, for the defence of his

|?Lingdom, the annoyance of his enemies, or the suppression of rebellions
,
grant commis-

sions to his officers, both by sea and knd, or revoke them at pleasure
j
dispose of all ma-

gazines, castles, &.C. \ summon the parliament to meet, and, when met, adjourn, pro-

rogue, or dissolve it at pleasure refuse his assent to any bill, though it has passed both

houses
j
which, consequently, by such a refusal, has no more force that if it had never

|}een moved—but this is a prerogative that the kings of England have very seldom

ventured to exercise. He possesses the right of choosing his own council j of nominat-

ing all the great officers of state, of the household, and the church
j

and, in fine, is the

fountain of honour, from whom all degrees of nobility and knighthood are derived.

Such is the dignity and power of a king of Great Brit-ain.

Of the parliament.] Parliaments, or general councils, in some shape, are, as has

been before observed, of as high antiquity as the Saxon government in this island,

and coeval with the kingdom itself. Blackstone, in his valuable Commentaries, says,

It is generally agreed, that in the main the constitution of parliament, as it now
stands, was marked out so long ago as the I7th of king John, A. D. 1215, in the

Great Charter grasted by that prince j wherein he promises to summon all archbishops,

bishops, abbots, lords, and greater barons, personally j and all other tenants in chief mi-

ller the crown, by the sheriffs and bailiffs, to meet at a certain place, with forty days

notice^ to assess aids and scutages w|ien necessary. And this constitution hath subsist-

ed, in' fact, at least from the year 1266, 49 Henry III. • there being still extant writs

of that date to summon knights, citizens, and burgesses to parliament."

The parliament is assembled by the king's writs, and its sitting must not be inter-

mitted above three years. Its constitvient parts are, the king, sitting there in his royal

. political capacity, and the three estates of the realm—the lords spiritual, the lords tem-

poral, who sit together with the king in one house, and the commons, who sit by them-
selves in another. The king and these three estates, together, form the great corpora-

tion or body politic of the kingdom, of wliich the king is said to be caput, princlpiumy

ftJinis ; for, upon their coming together, the king meets them, either in person or by
representation *, without which there can be no beginning pf a parliament j and he also

has alone the power of dissolving them.

It is highly necessary, for preserving the balance of the constitution, that the execu-

tive power should be a branch, though not the whole, of the legislature. The crown
cannot begin of itself any alterations in the present established law *, but it may approve
or disapprove pf the alterations suggested and consented to by the two houses. The
legislative, therefore, cannot abridge the executive power of any rights which it now bus

iby law, without its own consent j since the law must perpetually stand as it now does,

unless all tlie powers will agree to alter it. And herein indeed consists the true ex-

Cellenc;?^ r^flbe j^jio-lish goyennxient, that all the parts of it form a mutual check upon
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each dtlier. In the legislature, tlie people are a check upon the nobility, and the no-
bility a check upon the people, by the mutual privilege of rejecting what the other
has resolved while the king is a check upon both j which preserves the executive power
fcm .encroachments.

The lords spiritual corisists of two archbishops and twenty-four bishops, with four

bishops from Ireland. The lords temporal consist of all the peers of the realm—the

bishops not being in strictness held to be such, but merely lords of parliament. Some
of the peers sit by descent, as do all ancient peers j some by creation, as do all the new-
made ones *5 others^ since the unions with Scotland and Ireland, by election, which is

the case of the sixteen peers who represent the body of th.6 Scotch nobility, and the

t^venty-eight Irish peers who represent the Irish nobility. The number of peers is in-

definite, and may be increased at will by the power of the crown

.

A body of nobility is more peculiarly necessary in our mixed and compounded con-

stitution, in order to support the rights of both the crown and the people, by forming

a barrier to withstand the encroachments of both. : -it-cr£at^ and preserves that gradual

scale of dignity, which proceeds from the peasant to the prince
j

rising like a pyramid

irom a broad foundation, and diminishing to a point as it rises. The nobility therefore

are the pillars, v^^hich are reared from among the people, more immediately to support

the throne
J
and if that falls, they must also be buried under its ruins. Accordingly,,

ivhen the commons in the long parliament had determined to extirpate monarchy, they

also voted the house of lords to be useless and dangerous.

The commons consist of all such men of any property in the kingdom as have not

scats in the house of lords
;
every one of whom has a voice in parliamei^t, either person-

ally, or by his representative*. In a free state, every man who is supposed a free agent,

ought to be, in seme measure, his own governor j and therefore a branch at least of

the legislative po\ver should reside in the whole body of the people. In so large a state

as ours, it is very wisely contrived tliat the people should do that by their representa-

tives v?-hich it is impracticable to perform in person,—i?epresentatives chosen by a num-
ber of ininate and separate districts, wherein all the voters are, or easily may be, dis-

tinguished. The counties are therefore represented by knights, elected by the pro-

prietors of lands j the cities and boroughs are represented by citizens and burgesses,

chosen by the mercantile part, or supposed trading interest, of the nation. The num-
ber of ILnglish representatives is 513, of Scotch 45, and of Irish 100 ; in all 658. And
every member, though chosen by one particular district, when elected and returned,

serves for^ the ^vhole realm. For the end of his going thither is not particular, but

general ^ not merely to serve his constituents, but also the commonweal th, and to ad-

vise his majesty, as appears from the writ of summons.
These are the constituent parts of parliament, the king, the lords spiritual and tem-

poral, and the commons
;

parts, of which each is so necessary, that the consent of all

three is required to make any new law that shall bind the subject. Whatever is enact-

ed for law by one, or by two only, of the three, is no statute 3 and to it no regard is

due, unless in matters relating to their own privileges.

The powder and jurisdiction of parliament, says Sir Edward Coke, is so transcendant

and absolute, that it cannot be confined, either for causes or persons, within any bounds*

It hath sovereign and uncontrollable authority in making, confirming, enlarging, re-

straining, abrogating, repealing, reviving, and expounding of laws, concerning mat-

ters of all possible denominations, ecclesiastical or temporal, civil, military, maritime,

or criminal j this being the place where that absolute despotic power, wliich must in all

govemmxcnts reside somewhere, is intrusted by the constitution of these kingdoms. All

ndschiefs and grievances, oppressions and remedies, that transcend the ordinary course

* This must be understood with some limitation. Those who are possessed of land estates, though

to the value of on'y 40s. per annum, have a right to vote for members of parliament ; as havs;

most of the members of corporations, boroughs, &c. But there are very large trading towns, and

populous places, which send ho members to parliament and of those towns v/hich do send member',,

great numbers of the inhabitants tave no votes. Man^- thousand persoiis of great personal property havcj.

Jlierqfi. re, no representatives.
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of tlie laws, are within the reach of this extraordinary tribunal. It can regulate or

new-model the succession to the crown, as was done in the reigns /of Henry VIII. and

William III. It can alter and establish the religion of the land, as was done in a variety

of instances in the reigns of Henry VIII. and his three children, Edward VL, Mary,

and Elizabeth. It can change and create afresh even the constitution of the king-^

dom, and of parliaments themselves, as was done by the act of union, and the several

statutes for triennial and septennial elections. It can, in ^hort, do every thing that is

not naturally impossible, and therefore some have not scrupled to call its power by a

figure rather too bold, tJie omnipotence of parliament. But then its power, however

great, was given to it in trust, and therefore ought to be employed according to the

rules of justice, and for the promotion of the general welfare of the people. And it is

a matter most essential to the liberties of the kingdom, that such members be delegat-

ed to this important trust as are most eminent for their probity, their fortitude, and

their knowledge \ for it was a known apophthegm of the great lord-treasurer Burleigh,
'* That England could never be ruined but by a parliament j" and, as Sir Matthew
Hale observes, this being the highest and greatest court, over whi.ch none other can

have jurisdiction in the kirigdom, if by any means a misgovernment should any way
feu upon it, the subjects of this kingdom are left without all manner of legal remedy.

In order to prevent the mischiefs that might arise by placing this extensive authority

\xi h^nds that are either incapable or improper to manage it, it is provided, that no one

shall sit or vote in either house of parliament, unless he be twenty-one years of age.

To prevent innovations in religion and government, it is enacted, that no member shall

vote or sit in either house, till he hath, in the presence of the house, taken the oaths

•f allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration, and subscribed and repeated the declaration

against transubstantiation, the invocation of saints, and the sacrifice of the mass. To
prevent dangers that may arise to the kingdom from foreign attachments, connections,

or dependencies, it is enacted, that no alien, bom out of the dominions of the crown of

Great Britain, even though he be naturalised, shall be capable of beiiig a member of

either house of parliament.

Some of the most important privileges of the members of either house are, privilege

of speech, of person, of their domestics, and their lands and goods. As to the first,

privilege of speech, it is declared by the statute of 1 W. and M. st. 2. c. 2., as one of

the liberties of the people, " That the freedom of speech, and debates, and proceedings;

" in parliament, ought not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of

parliament." And this freedom of speech is particularly demanded of the king in

person, by the speaker of the house of commons, at the opening of every new parlia-

ment. So are the other privileges, of person, servants, lands, and goods. 7'his in-

cludes not only privilege from illegal violence, but also from legal arrests, and seizurc:>

by process from the courts of law. To assault by violence a member of either house,

or his menial servants, is a high contempt of parliament, and there punished with the

utmost severity. Neither can any member of either house be arrested and taken into

custody, nor served with any process of the courts of law j nor can his menial serv'ants

be arrested nor can any entry be made on his lands \ nor formerly could his goods be
distrained or seized, without a breach of the privilege of parliament *.

The house of lords have a right to be attended, and consequently are, by the judges
of the courts of king's bench and common pleas, and such of the barons of the exche-
quer as are of the degree of the coif, or have been made Serjeants at law, as likewise

by the masters of the court of chancery, for their advice in points of law, and for tlie

greater dignity of their proceedings.

The speaker of the house of lords is generally the lord chancellor, or lord keeper of
the great seal, which dignities arc commonly vested in the same person.

* This exemption from arrests for lawful debts was always considered l)y the public as a grievance.
The lords and commons therefore generously relinquished their privileges Vj- act of parliament in ITIe^
and n:embers of both houses mny ncv/ be , ucd like other debtors.
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Eacli peer lias a riglit, by leave of tlie house, as being his own representative, when
a vote passes contrary to his sentiments, to enter his dissent on the journals of the house,

with the reasons of such dissent, which is usually styled his protest. Upon particular

occasions, however, these protests have been so bold as to give offence to the majority

of the house, and have therefore been expunged from their journals 5 but this has al-

ways been thought a violent measure.

The house of commoi}s may be properly styled the grand inquest of Great Britain,

cimpowered to inquire into all national grievances. The peculiar laws and customs of

the house of commons relate principally to the raising of taxes, and the elections of

members to serve in parliament. With regard to taxes—-it is the ancient indisputable

privilege and right of the house of commons, that all grants of subsidies, or parliament-

ary aids, do begin in their house, and are first bestowed by them, although their grants

are not effectual, to all intents and purposes, until they have the assent of the other two
branches of the legislature. The general reason given for this exclusive privilege of

the house of commons is, that the supplies are raised upon the body of the people, and
therefore it is proper that they alone should have the right of taxing themselves j and so

reasonably jealous are the commons of this privilege, that herein they will not suffer

the other house to exert any power but that of rejecting
j
they will not permit the least

alteration or amendment to be made by the lords in the mode of taxing the people by a

money-bill. Under this appellation are included all bills by which money is directed

to be raised upon the subject, for any purpose, or in any shape whatsoever, either for

the exigencies of government, and collected from the kingdom in general, as the land-

tax, or for private benefit, and collected in any particular district, as by turnpikes, pa-

rish-rates, or in any other manner.

The method of making laws is much the same in both houses. In each house, the

act of the majority binds the whole j and this majority is declared by votes publicly and
openly given 5 not privately, or by ballot. The latter method might, perhaps, be ser-

viceable to prevent intrigues and unconstitutional combinations j but it is impossible to

be practised with us, at least in the house of commons, where every member's conduct

is subject to the future censure of his constituents, and therefore should be openly sub-

mitted to their inspection.

To bring a bill into the house of commons, if the relief sought by it be of a private

nature, it is first necessary to prefer a petition, which must be presented by a member,
and usually sets forth the grievance desired to be remedied. This petition (when
founded on facts that may be in their nature disputed) is referred to a committee of

members, who examine the matter alleged, and accordingly report it to the house
\

und then (or, otherwise, upon the mere petition) leave is given to bring in the bill.

In public matters the bill is brought in upon motion made to the house without any pe-

tition. (In the house of lords, if the bill begin there, it is, when of a private nature,

referred to two of the judges to examine and report the state of the facts alleged, to

see that all necessary parties consent, and to settle all points of technical propriety.)

This is read a first time
j
and, at a convenient distance, , a- second time j and after each

reading, the speaker opens to the hovise the substanc9;5)f the bill, and puts the ques-

tion whether it shall proceed any further. The int^duction of the bill may be origi-

nally opposed, as the bill itself may, at either of the readings \ and if the opposition

succeeds, the bill must be dropped for that session 3 as it must also, if opposed with

success in any of the subsequent stages.

After the second reading, it is committed 3 that is^ referred to a committee, which

is either selected by the house, in matters of small importance j or else, if the bill is a

matter of great or national consequence, the house resolves itself into a committee of

the whole house. A committee of the whole house is composed of every member \
and,

to form it, the speaker quits the chair, (another member being appointed chairman),

and may sit and debate as a private member. In these committees the bill is debated

clause by clause, amendments made, the blanks filled up, and sometim.es the bill is en-

tirely new-inodelled. After it has gone through the committee, the chairman reports

it to the house, with such am.endments as the comrnittee have made j and then the

house re-consider the whole bill again, and the question is repeatedly put upon eveyy
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clause and amendment. Wlien As house have agreed or disagreed to the amendments

of the committee, and sometimes added new amendments of their own, the bill is then

ordered to be engrossed, or written in a strong gross hand, on one or more long rolls of

parchment sewed together. When this is finished, it is read a third time, and amend-

ments are sometimes then made to it and, if a new clause be added, it is done by-

tacking a separate piece of parchment on the bill, which is called a rider. The speak-

er then again opens the contents, and, holding it up in his hands, puts the question,

whether the bill shall pass. If this be agreed to, the title to it is then settled. After

this it is carried to the lords, for their concurrence, by one of the members, who, at-

tended by several more, presents it at the bar of the house of peers, and there de-

livers it to their speaker, who comes down from his woolsack to receive it. It there

passes through the same forms as in the other house, (except engrossing, which is al-

ready done), and, if rejected, no more notice is taken, but it passes sub silentio^ to

prevent unbecoming altercations. But if it be agreed to, the lords send a message by

two masters in chancery (or sometimes, in matters of high imiportance, by two of the

fudges) that they have agreed to the same \ and the bill remains with the lords, if they

have made no amendment to it. But if any amendments are made, such amendments

are sent down with the bill, to receive the concurrence of the commons. If the com-

mons disagree to the amendments, a conference usually follows between members deputed

from each house, who, for the most part, settle and adjust the difference \ but if both

houses remain inflexible, the bill is dropped. If the commons agree to the amend-

ments, the bill is sent back to the lords by one of the members, with a message to ac-

quaint them therewith. The same forms are observed, mutatis mutandis^ when the bili

begins in the house of lords. But when an act of grace or pardon is passed, it is first

signed by his majesty, and then read once only in each of the houses, without any new
engrossing or amendment. And when both houses have done with any bill, it alw^ays

is deposited in the house of peers, to await the royal assent, except in the case of a mo-
ney-bill, which, after receiving the concurrence of the lords, is sent back to the house

of commons. It may be necessary here to acquaint the reader, that, both in the houses

and in their committees, the slightest expression, or most minute alteration, does not

pass till the speaker or the chairman puts the question
j
which, in the house of com-

mons, is answered by aije or no ; and in the house of peers, by content or not content.

The giving the royal assent to bills is a matter of great form. When the king is to

pass bills in person, he appears on his throne in the house of peers, in his royal robe?,

with the crown on his head, and attended by his great officers of state, and heralds. A
seat on the right hand of the throne, where the princes of Scotland, when peers of Eng-
land formerly sat, is reserved for the prince ofWales. The other princes of the blood sit

on the left hand of the king, and the chancellor on a close bench removed a little back-

wards. The viscounts and temporal barons, or lords, face the throne, on benches, or

wool-packs, covered v/ith red cloth or baize. The bench of bishops runs along the

house, to the bar on the .right hand of the throne j as the dukes and earls do on the

left. The chancellor and judges, on ordinary days, sit upon wool-packs, between the

'barons, and the throne. The fcommon opinion is, that the house sitiing on wool is sym-
bolical of Vv'ool being formerly tlie staple commodity of the kingdom. Many of the

peers, on solemn occasions, appear in their parliamentary robes. None of the commons
have any robes, excepting the speaker, who wears a long black silk gown j and when
he appears before tlie king, it is trimmed with gold.

The royal assent may be given two ways j 1. In person. When the king sends for

the house of commons to the house of peers, the speaker carries up the money-bill or

bills in his hand •, and, in delivering them, he addresses his majesty in a solemn speech,
in which he seldom fails to extol the generosity and loyalty of the commons, and to

tell his majesty how necessary it is to be frugal of the public monev. It is upon this

occasion that the commons of Great Britain appear in their highest lustre. The titles

of all bills that have passed both houses arc read j and the king's answer is declared by
th-;' clerk of the Parliament in Norman I^rcnth. If ihe king consents to a public bill,

the clerk usually declares, le roij. le vcut^ " the king wills it so to be if to"u ])rlvalc

bill, soil fait comme il est dcsiri^ " be it as it is desired."' If the king vefu^c^ hi? assu'.t,
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it is In tHe gentle langauge of le roy s^avisera^ " The king will advise upon it." When
a money-bill is passed, it is carried up and presented to the king by the speaker of the
house of commons, and the royal assent is thus expressed : le roy remercie ses loyal sub-

jects, accepte leur benevolence, et aussi le veut, " The king thanks his loyal subjects, ac-
" cepts their benevolence, and wills it so to be." In case of an act of grace, which
originally proceeds from the crown, and has the royal assent in the first stage of it, the
clerk of the parliament thus pronounces the gratitude of the subject : les prelats, seig-

neurs, et commons, en ce present parliament assembles, au nom de touts uos autres sub-

jects, remercient tres humblement voire majeste, et prient a Dieu vous donner en sante

bonne vie et longue : " the prelates, lords, and commons, in this present parliament as-

sembled, in the name of all your other subjects, most humbly thank your majesty, and
pra}r to God to grant you in health and wealth long to live." 2. By the statute 33 Henry
VIII. c. 21. the king may give his assent by letters patent under his great seal, signed

with his hand, and notified, in his absence, to both houses assembled together in the

high house, by commisswners consisting of certain peers named in the letters. And,
when the bill has received the royal assent in either of these ways, it is then, and not
before, a statute or act of parliament.

The statute or act is placed among the records of the kingdom ; there needing no
formal promulgation to give it the force of a law, as was necessary by the civil lav," with

regard to the imperial edicts because every man in England is, in judgement of law,

party to the making of an act of Parliament, being present thereat by his repretenta-

tives. However, copies thereof are usually printed at the king's press, for the informa-

tion of the whole land.

From the above general view of the English constitution, it appears that no security for

its permanency, which the wit of man can devise, is wanting. If it should be objected

that parliaments may become so corrupted, as to give up or betray the liberties of the

people, the answer is, that parliaments, as every other body politic, are supposed to

watch over their political existence, as a private person does over his natural life. If

a parliament were to act in that manner, it must become felo de se, an evil that no
human provisions can guard against. But there are great resources of liberty in Eng-
land j and though the constitution has been sometimes dangerously wounded, and even

overturned, yet its o^Vn innate powers have recovered and still preserve it.

The king of England, besides his high court of parliament, has subordinate officers

and ministers to assist him, and who are responsible for their advice and conduct. They
are made by the king's nomination, without either patent or grant

\
and, on taking the

requisite oaths, they become immediately privy-councillors during the Hfc of the king

that chooses them, but subject to removal at his pleasure.

The duty of a privy-councillor appears from the oath of office, which consists of

seven articles : 1. To advise the king according to the best of his cunning and discre-

tion. 2. To advise for the king's honour, and good of the public, without partiality

through affection, love, need, doubt, or dread. 3. To keep the king's counsel secret.

4. To avoid corruption. 5. To help and strengthen the execution of what shall be

there resolved. 6. To withstand all persons who would attempt the contrary. And,
lastly, in general, 7. To observe, keep, and do all that a good and true counsellor ought

to do to his sovereign lord.

As no government can be so complete as to be provided with laws that may answer

every unforeseen emergency, the privy-council, in such cases, can supply the deficiency.

Upon great and urgent occasions, such as that of a famine, or the<iread of one, they can

supersede the operation of the law% if the parliament is not sitting j but this is consider-

ed as Illegal, and an act of parliament must pass for the pardon and indemmfication of

those concerned.

The off.ce of secretary of state w^as formerly divided into a southern and a northern

department. The southern contained France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, the Swiss cantons,

Constantinople, and, in short, ail the states in the southern parts. The northern com-
prehended the different states of Germany, Prussia, Poland, Russia, Sweden, Denn^rrk,

Holland, Flanders, and the Hanseatic towns. This distinction is now abolished 3 and

there 7s one secretary ^cr foreign a^iin, and other for the home departiufnt. 33iir-
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ing tlie American war, tKere was a third secretary of state, whose ofRce was revived In

1794, by the title of secretary for the war department.

The oabinet-council is a committee of the privy-council, consisting of a select num-

ber of ministers and noblemen, according to the king's opinion of their integrity and

abilities, or attachment to the views of the court j but though its operations are power-

ful and extensive, a cabinet-council is not essential to the constitution of England.

This observation naturally leads us to mention the person who is so well known by

the name of the first minister ; a term unknown to the English constitution, though the

office, in effect, is perhaps necessary. The constitution points out the lord high chan-

cellor as minister , but the affairs of his own court give him sufficient employment.

When the office of the first lord of the treasury is united -«vith that of chancellor of the

exchequer (offices which we shall explain hereafter) in the same person, he is consider-

ed as first minister. The truth is, his majesty may make any of his servants his firsi^

minister. But though it is no office, yet there is a responsibility annexed to the name
and common repute, that renders it a post of difficulty and-danger. We shall now take

a short review of the nine great officers of the crown, who by their posts, take place-

next to the princes of the royal family and the two primates.

The first is the lord high steward of England. This is an office very ancient, and

formerly was hereditary, or at least for life : but now, and for centuries past, it is exer-

cised only occasionally j that is, at a coronation, or to ^t as a judge on a peer or peeress,

when tried for a capital crime. In coronations, it is held, for that day only, by some

nobleman of the first rank. In cases of trials, it is exercised generally by the lord

chancellor, or lord keeper, whose commission as high steward ends with the trial, by
breaking his white road, the badge of his office.

The lord high chancellor presides in the court of chancery, to moderate the sever*-

ties of the law in all cases in which the property of the subject is concerned and he is

to determine according to the dictates of equity and reason. He is an officer of tht:

greatest weight aixl power of any now subsisting in the kingdom, and is superior in

precedency to every temporal lord. He is a privy-councillor by his office 3 and, ac-

cording to some, prolocutor of the house of lords by prescription. To him belongs the

appointment of all justices of the peace j he is visitor, in right of the king, of all hopsi-

tals and colleges of the king's foundation, and patron of all the king's livings under the

value of 20I. per anr^im in the king's books. He is the general guardian of all infants,

idiots, and lunatics, and' hath the superintendance of all charitable uses in the kingdom,,

over and above the extensive jurisdiction which he exercises in his judicial capacity iii

the court of chancery.

The post of lord high treasurer has of late been vested in a commission, consisting 01

five persons, wlio are called lords of the treasury ; but the first commissioner is supposed

to possess the power of lord high treasurer. He has the management and cliarge of ali

the revenues of the crovm kept in the exchequer ^ as also the letting of tl^iC leases of all

crown lands, and the gift of all places belonging to the customs in the several ports of

the kingdom.

The lord president of the council was an officer formerly of great power, and hath
precedence next after the lord chancellor and lord trc?.surer. His duty is to propose all

the business transacted at the council-board, and to report to the king, ^vhen his majes-

ty is not present, all its deb;ites and proceedings, it is a place of great dignity as welt

as difficulty, on account of the vast number of American and West-Indian causes, cap-

tures, and the like alFairs that come before the board j all which may be abridged, to

the vast convenience of the subject, by an able president.

The office of lord privy seal consists in his putting the king's seal to all charters,

grants, and the like, which are signed by the king, in order to their passing the great
seal

J
and he is responsible if he should apply the privy seal to any thing against the

law of the land.

The office of lord great chamberlain of England is hereditary in the duke of Ancas-
ter's family. Ke attends the king's person, on his coroiration, to dress him : he ha-^

likewise charge of the b.ouse of lords duriJig the sitting of parliament j and of fitting up
WesTmiastcr-!^j'^ Co -

- oronatiors, tiials of peers, or impcachxncnts.
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The office of lord high constable has been disused since the attainder and execution'
of Stafford duke of Buckingham, in the year 1521, but is occasionally revived for a
coronation.

The duke of Norfolk is hereditary earl marshal of England. Before England be-
came so commercial a country as it has been for a hundred years past, this office re-

quired great abilities, learning, and knowledge of the English history, for its discharge
In war time he was judge of army causes, and decided according to the principles of the
civil law. If the cause did not admit of such a decision, it was left to a personal com-
bat, which was attended with a vast variety of ceremonies j the arrangement of which,
even to the smallest trifle, fell within the marshal's

,
province. To this day he or his

deputy regulates all points of precedency according to the archives kept in the herald's

office, which is entirely within his jurisdiction. He directs all solemn processions, co-
ronations, proclamations, general mournings, and the like.

The office of lord high admiral of England * is now likewise held by commission, and
is equal in its importance to any of the preceding, especially since the increase of the
British naval power. The English admiralty is a board of direction as well as execu-
tion, and is in its proceedings independent of the crown itself. All trials upon life and
death, in maritime affairs, are appointed and held under a commission immediately issuing

from that board j and the members must sign even the death-warrants for execution.

The board of admiralty regulates the w^hole naval force of the realm, and names all its

officers, or confirms them w^hen named : so that its jurisdiction is very extensive. The
commissioners appoint vice-admirals under them : but an appeal from them lies to the
high court of admiralty, which is of a civil nature. This court is held in London

j

and all its processes and proceedings run in the lord high admiral's name, or those of the

commissioners, and not in that of the king. The judge of this court is commonly a

doctor of the civil law, and its proceedings are according to the method of the civil law
5

but all criminal matters, relating to piracies, and other capital offences committed at sea,

are tried and determined according to the laws of England, by witnesses and a jury,

ever since the reign of Henry VIII.

C0UR.TS OF LAW AND LAWS.] The court of chancery, w^hich is the court of equity^

is next in dignity to the high court of parliament, and is designed to relieve the subject

against frauds, breaches of trust, and other oppressions, and to mitigate the rigour of

the law. The lord high chancellor sits as sole judge, and, in his absence, the master

of the rolls. This court is always open j and if a man be sent to prison, the lord chan-

cellor, in any vacation, can, if he sees reason for it, grant a habeas corpus.

Tlie king's bench—so called either from the kings of England sometimes sitting

there in person, or because all matters determinable by common law between the king

and his subjects are here tried, except such affairs as properly belong to the court of ex-

chequer^is, likewise, a kind of check upon all the inferior courts, their judges, and

justices of the peace. Here preside four judges, the first of whom is styled lord chief

justice of England, to express the great extent of his jurisdiction over the kingdom : for

this court can grant prohibitions in any cause depending either in spiritual or temporal

courts ; and the house of peers does often direct the lord chief justice to issue out his

w^arrant for apprehending persons under suspicion of high crimes. The other three

judges are called justices, or judges, of the king's bench.

The court of common pleas takes cognisance of all pleas debatable, and civil actions

depending, betw^een subject and subject ; and in it, besides all real actions, fines and re-

coveries are transacted, and prohibitions are likewise issued out of it, as w-ell as from the

king's bench. The first judge of this court is styled lord chief justice of the common
pleas, or common bench : beside w^hom there are likewise three other judges or justices

of this court. None but Serjeants at law are allow^ed to plead here.

The court of exchequer w'as instituted for managing the revenues of the crowm, and

has a power of judging both according to law and according to equity. In the pro-

* The last lord high ac^miral was Geor^f. lyrin-e of Denmark, a.:4 husband to Q;v:een A^ne.
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ceedlngs according to law, tlie lord chief baron of the exchequer, and three other baron?,

preside as judges. They are styled barons, because formerly none but barons oi: the

realm were allowed to be judges in this court. Besides these, there is a fifth, called

cursitor baron, who has not a judicial capacity, but is only employed in adminis^exing

the oath to sheriffs and other officers, and also to several of the officers of the custom-

house. But when this court proceeds according to equity, then the lord treasurer and

the chancellor of the exchequer preside, assisted by the other barons. All matters

touching the king's treasury, revenue, customs, and fines, are here tried and determin-

ed. Besides the officers already mentioned,- there belong to the exchequer, the king's

remembrancer, who takes and states all accounts of the revenue, customs, excise, par-

liamentary aids and subsidies, &c. except the accounts of the sheriffs and their officers
j

the lord treasurer's remembrancer, whose business it is to make out processes against

sheriffs, receivers of the revenue, and other officers.

For putting the laws effectually in execution, a high-sheriff is annually appointed lor

every county (except Westmorland and Middlesex) by the king* j whose office is both

ministerial and judicial. He is to execute the king's mandate, and all writs directed to

him out of the king's courts of justice \ to impannel juries j to bring causes and male-

factors to triaj ; to see sentence, both in civil and criminal affairs, executed *, and at the

assize to attend the judges, and guard them all the time they are in his county. He is

likewise to decide the elections' of knights of the shire, of coroners and verderers j to

judge of the qualifications of voters, and to return such as he shall determine to be duly

elected. It is also part of his ofhce to collect all public fines, distresses, amerciaments,

into the exchequer, or where the king shall appoint, and to make such payments out of

them as his majesty shall think proper.

As his office is judicial, he keeps a court called the county court, Vvhich is held by
the sheriff, or his under-sheriffs, to hear and determine all civil causes in the county,

under forty shillings : this, however, is no court of record but the court, formerly

called the sheriff's tourn, was one, and the king's leet through all the county ^ for in

this court inquiry was made into all criminal offences against the common law, where

by the statute law there was no restraint. This court, however, has been long since

abolished. As the keeper of the king's peace, both by common law and special com-
mission, he is the first man in the county, and superior in rank to any nobleman therein,

durihg his office. He may command all the people of his county to attend him, wliich

is called the posse comitatus, or power of the county.

Under the sheriff are various officers, as the under-sheriffs, clerks, stewards of courts,

bailifl's (in London called Serjeants), constables, jailors, beadles, &c.
The next officer to the sheriff is the justice ofpeace, several of whom are commission-

ed for each county : and to them is intrusted the power of putting great part of the

statute law in execution, in relation to the highways, the poor, vagrants, treasons, felonies,

plots, the preservation of the game, &;c. &c. j and they examine and commit to prison

all who break or disturb the peace, and disquiet the king's subjects. In order to punish

the offenders, they meet every quarter at the county-town, when a jury of twelve men,
called the grand inquest of the county, is summoned to appear. This jury, upon oath,

is to inquire into the cases of all delinquents, and to present them by bill, guilty of the

indictment, or not guilty : the justices commit the former to jail for their trial at the

next assizes, and the latter are acquitted. This is called the quarter-sessions for the

county. The justice of peace ought to be a person of great good sense, sagacity, and
integrity, and to be not Avithout some knowledge of the la\v : for otherwise he may com-
mit mistakes, or abuse his authority j for which, however, he is amenable to the coiurt of

King's Bench.

Each county contains two coroners, who are to inquire, by a jury of neighbours, ho^v

and by whom any person came by a violent death, and to enter it on record as a plea

* Sheriffs were formerly chosen '^y the inhabitants of the several counties. In lome coitnt'cs the
si) e riffs were formerly hereditary, and still continue in the county of Westmorland. 'J'he city of Lon-
don hat^h also the inheiitdncc of the shrievalty of Middlesex vested m their body by charter.

o
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of iKe crown. Anollier branch of tlieir office is to inquire concerning sliipwreck; and
certify whether wreck or not, and who is in possession of the goods. In their ministe-

rial office, they are the sheriff's substitutes.

The civil government of cities is a kind of small independent policy of itself j far

every city hath, by charter from the king, a jurisdiction within itself, to judge in all

matters civil and criminal j with this restraint only, that all civil causes may be re

moved from their courts to the higher courts at Westmirrster j and all offences that are

capital are committed to the judge of the assize. The government of cities differs ac-

cording to their different charters, immunities, and constitutions. They are constituted

with a mayor, aldermen, and burgesses, who, together, make the corporation of the city,,

and hold a court of judicature, where the mayor presides as judge. Some cities are

counties, and choose their own sherife ^ and all of them have a power of making bye-

laws for their own government. Some have thought the government of cities, by mayor,,

aldermen, and common-council, is an epitome of the English government, by king,

lords, and commons.
The government of incorporated boroughs is mucli after the same manner : in some

there is a mayor, and in others two bailiffs j all which,, during their mayoralty or ma-
gistracy, are justices of the peace within their liberties, and consequently esquires.

The cinque-ports are five havens, formerly esteemed most important ones, that lie on
the east part of England towards France, as Dover, Sandwich, Romney, Hastings, and

Hythe, to which Winchelsea and Rye have been since added, with similar franchises in.

-many respects. These cinque ports were endowed with particular privileges by out an-

cient kings, upon condition that they should provide a certain number of ships, at their

own charge, to serve in the wars for forty days, as often as they were wanted.

For the better government of villages, the lords of the soil or manor (who were for-

mejiy called barons) have generally a power to hold courts, called courts-leet and

courts-baron, where their tenants are obliged to attend and receive justice. The busi-

ness of courts-leet is chiefly to prevent and punish nuisances and at courts- baron the

conveyances and alienations of the copyhold tenants are enrolled, and they are admitted

to their estates on descent or purchase.

A constable is a very ancient and respectable officer of the peace, under the English

constitution. Every hundred has a high-constable, and every parish in that hundred a

constable : and the latter are to attend the higii-constable upon proper occasions. They
are assisted by another ancient officer called the tithingman, who formerly superintend-

ed the tenth part of an hundred, or ten free burgljs, as they were called in the time of

the Saxons, each free bufgh consisting of ten families. The business of constable is to

keep the peace in all cases of quarrels and riots. • He can imprison offenders till they

are brought before a justice of peace *, and it is his duty to execute, within his district^

every warrant that is directed to him from that magistrate, or a bench of justices. The
neglect of the old Saxon courts, both for the preservation of the peace, and the more

easy recovery of small debts, has been regretted by many eminent law^yers \ and it has

of late been found necessary to revive some of them, and to appoirit others of a similar

nature.

Besides these, there are courts of conscience in many parts of England, for the relief

of the poor in the recovery of payment of small debts, not exceeding five pounds.

Among the peculiar usages of the country, derived to us from the venerable laws of

our Saxon ancestors, the most remarkable, perhaps, are the customs of gavel-kind and'

borough-Efiglish, which still exist in Kent and some other counties. By the former of

these all the sons inherit equally, and share the estate between them j and by the latter,

the youngest son succeeds to the inheritance
J

it being presumed, say the old lawyers,,

that the elder sons have learned their father's occupation, and thus are-vprovided for.

Of the private relations of persons, the first is that of marriage, which includes the

reciprocal rights and duties of husband and wife
j
or, as niost of our elder law books cal£

them, barcn and feme. The holiness of the matrimonial state is left entireb/ to the ec-

clesiastical law 5 the punishment, therefore, or annulling of incestuous or other unscrrg-

turai marriages, is tlie province of spiritual courts.
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Thei*e are twb kinds of divorce 3 the one total, the other partial. The total divorce

must be for some of the canonical causes of impediment, and those existing before the

marriage ; as consanguinity, aflinity, or corporeal imbecility. The issue of such mar-

riage, as it is thus entirely dissolved, are bastards.

The other kind of divorce is when the ip.arriage is just and lawful, and therefore the

law is tender of dissolving it
j

but, tor some supervenient cause, it becomes improper,

or impossible, for the parties to live together j as in the case of intolerable ill temper,

or adultery, in either of the parties, la this case the law allow^s alimony to the wife

(except when, for adultery, the parliament grants a total divorce, as has happened fre-

quently of late years), which is that allowance which is made to a woman fur her sup-

port cut of the husband's estate, being settled at the discretion of the ecclesiastical judge,

on the consideration of all the circumstances of the case, and the rank and quality o£

the parties.

In the civil law, the husband and the wife are considered as two distinct persons %

and may have separate estates, contracts, debts, and injuries j and therefore in our ec-

clesiastical coi;irts a woman may sue, and be sued, without her husband.

But though our law in general considers man and vrife as one
^
person, yet there are

some instances in which she is separately considered as inferior to him, and acting by
his compulsion. And therefore all deeds executed, and acts done, by her, during her

coverture, are void
3
except it be a fine, or the like matter of record, in which case she

must be solely and secretly examined, to learn if her act be voluntary. She cannot

by will devise land to her husband, unless under special circumstances for, at the time

of making it, she is supposed to be under his coercion. And some felonies, and other

inferior crimes, committed by her through constraint of her husband, the law excuses

her ; but this extends not to treason or murder.

The husband also (by the old, and likewise by the civil law) might give his Mafe

moderate correction. For, as he is to answer for her misbehaviour, the law thought it

reasonable to intrust him with this power of restraining her by domestic chastisement,

inthe same moderation that a man is allowed to corect his servants or children 3 for

whom the master or parent is also liable in some Cases to answero But in the politer

reign of Charles II. this power of correction began to be doubted and a wife may now
have security of peace against her husband

3
or, in return, a husband against his -^vife :

yet the louver ranks of people, who were aiw^ays fond of the old common law^, still claim

and exert their ancient prlviledge : and the courts of law will still pernlit a husband tea

restrain a wife of her liberty, in case of any gross misbehaviour.

These are the-chief legal effects of marriage during the coverture
^
upon which we

may observe, that even the disabilities which the wife lies under are for the most part

intended for her protection and benefit. So great a favourite is the female sex with the

laws of England.

There neither is, nor ever was, any constitution provided with so many fences as that

of England is, for the security of personal liberty. Ji,very man imprisoned has a right

to bring a writ before a judge at Westministcr-hall, called his Habeas Corpus. If that

judge, after considering the cause of committment, shall find that the offence is bailable,

the party is immediately admitted to bail, till he is condemned or acquitted in a pro-

per court of justice.

The rights of individuals are so attentively guarded, that the subject may, without
the least danger, sue his sovereign, or those who act in his name, and under his autho-
rity : he may do this in an open court, where the king may be cast, and be obliged to

pay damages to his subject. The l:ing cannot take away the liberty of the meanest in-

dividual, unless he has, by some illegal act of wliich he is accused or Suspected upon oath,

forfeited his right to liberty j or except when the state is in danger, and the represen-

tatives of the people think the public safety makes it necessary that he should have
power of confining persons on such a suspicion of guilt , such as the case of a rebellion

Within the kingdom, when the legislature has sometimes thought proper to pass a tem-
porary suspension of tlie Habeas-Corpus act. The king has a right to pardon ; but
neither he, nor the judges to whom he delegates his authority, can condcnm a man as

a criminal, except he be first found guilty by twelve men, Avho must be liis peers or his

'O 2
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equals. That the judges may not be influenced by the king or his ministers to misr^o

present the case to the jury, they have their salaries for life, and not during the plea*

sure of their sovereign. Neither can the king take away or endanger the life of any

subject, without trial, and the persons being first chargeable with a capital crime, as

treason, murder, felony, or some other act injurious to society 5 nor can any subject be

deprived of his liberty, for the highest crime, till some proof of his guilt be given upon

oath before a magistrate and he has then a right to insist upon his being brought, the

first opportunity, to a fair trial, or to be restored to liberty on giving bail for his appear-

ance. If a man is charged w^ith a capital oifence, he must not undergo the ignominy

of being tried for his life till the evidences of his guilt are laid before the grand jury of

of the town or country in which the fact is alleged to be committed, and not unless

twelve of them agree to a bill of indictment agabst him. If they do this, he is to

stand a second trial before twelve other men, whose opinion is definite. By the 28

Edward III. it is enacted, that where either party is an alien born, the jury shall be

one half aliens, and the other denizens, if required, for the more impartial trial ^—

a

privilege indulged to strangers in no other country in the world, but which is as an-

cient with us as the time of king Etheldred *. In some cases, the prisoner (w^ho is

always supposed innocent till there be sufficient proof of his guilt) is allowed a

copy of the indictment, in CH-der to assist him to make his defence. He is also

furnished with the pannel, or list of the jury, who are his true and proper jud*

ges, that he may learn their characters, and discover whether they want abilities,

or whether they are prejudiced against him. He may in open court peremptorily

object to twenty of the number
-f- j and to as many more as he can give reason

for their not being admitted as his judges ^ till at last twelve unexceptionable men, the

neighbours of the party accused, or livmg near the place where the supposed fact was'

committed, are approved of, who take the following oath, that they s/in {^ well end truly

trij^ and true deliverance make between the king and the prisoner, whom they shall Imve

in charge, accwding to the evidence. By challenging the jury, the prisoner prevents all

possibility of bribery, or the influence of any superior power
j
by there living near tiie

place where the fact was committed, they are supposed to be men who knew the pri-

soner's course of life, and the credit of the evidence, . These onty are the judges from

whose sentence the prisoner is to expect life or death *, and upon their integrity and un-

derstanding the lives of all that, are brought in danger ultimately depend ; and from

their judgement there lies no- appeal : they are therefore to be all of one mind, and, afier

they have fully heard the evidence, are to be confined, without meat, drink, or candle^

till they are unanimous in acquitting or condem.ning the prisoner. Every juryman is

therefore vested ^vith a solemn and awful trust : if he ^vlthout evidence submit his opi-

nion to that of any other of the jury, or yield in complaisance to the opinion of the

judge j if he neglect to examine with the utmost csre, if he question the veracity of the

witnesses, who may be of an infamous character or, after the most impartial hearing,

have the least doubt upon his mind, and yet join in condemning the person accused,

he w411 wound his own conscience, and bring upon himself the complicated guilt of

perjury and murder. The freedom of Englishmen consists in its being out of the

power of the judge on the bench to injure them, for declaring a man innocent whom he

wishes to bring in guilty. Were not this the case, juries would be useless
5

for, far

from being judges themselves, they w^ould only be the tools of another, whose province

is not to guide, but to give a sanction to their determination. Tyranny might triumph

over the lives and liberties of the subject, and the judge on the bench be the minister

of the prince's vengeance.

Trial by jury is so capital a privilege, and so great a security to the liberty of the

subject, that it is much to be regretted that persons of education and property are often

too ready to evade serving the office. By this means juries frequently consist of igno-

rant and illiterate persons, who neither have knowledge enough to understand tlieir rights

and the privileges of Englishmen, nor spirit enough to maintain them. No m.an should

be above serving so important an office, when regularly called upon j and those who,

* Statuta de Mcnticolis Walliee. f The party may challenge thirty-five, in case of treason.
^
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i&om indolence or pride, decline discharging this duty to their country, seem hardly to

deserve that security and liberty which the inhabitants of England derive from this in-

valuable institution. Juries have, indeed, always been considered as giving the mos„ ef-

fectual check to tyranny : for in a nation like this, where a king can do nothing ag:^inst

law, they are a security that he shall never make the laws, by a bad administration, the

instruments of cruelty and oppression. Were it not for juries, the advice given by fa-

ther Paul, in his maxims of the republic at Venice, might take effect in its fullest lati-

tude :
*^ When the offence is committed by a nobleman against a subject," says he, " let

all ways be tried to justify him j and if that be not possible to be done, let him be chas-

tised with greater noise than damage. If it be a subject that has affronted a nobleman,

let him be punished with the utmost severity, that the subjects may not get too great a

custom of laying their hands on the patrician order." In short, were it not for juries, a

corrupt nobleman might, whenever he pleased, act the tyrant, while the judge would
have the power which is now denied to our kings. But by our happy constitution,

which breathes nothing but liberty and equity, all imaginary indulgence is allowed to

the meanest as well as the greatest. When a prisoner is brought to take his trial, he is

freed from all bonds j and, though the judges are supposed to be counsel for the prison-

er, yet as he njay be incapable of vindicating his own cause, other counsel are allowed

him : he may try the validity and legality of the indictment, and may set it aside, if it

be contrary to law. Nothing is wanting to clear up the cause of innocence, and to pre-

vent the sufferer from sinking under' the power of corrupt judges, and the oppression of

the great. The racks and tortures that are cruelly made use of in other parts of Europe,

to make a man accuse himself, are here unknown, and none punished- without convic-

tion, but he who refuses to plead in. his own defence.

As the trial of malefactors in England is very diff'erent from that of other nations,

the following account may b:e useful to foreigners and others,^ "ivlic h:.ve not ssen those

proceedings.

The court being met, and the prisoner called to the bar, the clerk conunands him ta
hold up his hand, then charges him with the crime of which he- is accused, and asks him
whether he is guilty or not guiity. If the prisoner answer. Guilty, his trial is at an end

^

but if he answer. Not gui/t//, the, court proceeds on the trial, even though he may before

have confessed the fact : for the law of England takes no notice of such confession ; and
unless the witnesses, who are upon oath, prove him guilty of the crime, the jury must
acquit him y for they are directed to bring in their verdict according to the evidence

given in court. If the prisoner refuse to plead, that is, if he will not say in court wh
ther he v?, guilty or not guilty, he might, till lately, by the law of England^ be pressed

to death, with a load of iron upon his breast j but at present the sam .; sentence is pas-

sed on him as in case of conviction.

Wlien the witnesses have given in their evidence, and the prisoner has, by himself or .

his counsel, cross-examined them, the judge recites to the jury the substance of the evi-

dence given against the prisoner, and bids them discharge tlieir conscience : when, if the

matter be very clear, they commonly give their verdict without going out of the court
j

and the forciuan, tor himself and the rest, declares the prisoner Guilty ox Ni4 guilt it.

may happen to be. But if any doubt arise amongst the jury, and the matter require de-

bate, tliey all withdraw into a room, with a. copy of the indictment, where they are

locked up till they are unanimously agreed on the verdict j and if any. on-^.. uf the jury
should die during this their conHnement, the prisoner will be acquitted*

When the jury have agreed Q,n<th- verdict, they inform the court by an officer who
waits without, and the prisoner is again set to the bar to hear his vt:rdic.t. I'his is un-
alterable, except in some doubtful cases, when the verdict is brought in specialy and i:).

therefore to be determhied by the twelve judges of Enghuick
If the prisoner be found guiliy,he is then asked Avhat reason lie can give v.hy sentence

of death should not be passed upon him ? There is now properly no bcndit of clergy

it is changed to transportation, or burning in the hand. Upon a capital conviction, the-

sentence of death, after a summary account of the trial, is protiounccd on the priscner^^

in these words : The lazv is, That thou shalt return to the placefrom whence thou ai.'nest^

andfrom thence he carried to the place (f execiiliori^ where thou shalt be hanged hij
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f7eck till tliyhodij he deod ; and the Lord have mercy on thj soul I whereupon tlie shenS"
is charged with the execution.

All the prisoners found not guilty by the jury, are immediately acquitted and discharg-

ed, and In some cases obtain a copy of their indictment from the court, to proceed at law
against their prosecutors.

Of punishments.] The law of England includes all capital crimes under high

treason, petty treason, and felony. The first consists in plotting, conspiring, or rising up
in arms against the sovereign, or in counterfeiting the coin. The traitor is punished by
being drawn on a sledge to the place of execution, when, after being hanged upon a
gallows for some minutes, the body is cut down alive, the heart taken out and exposed

to pul^ic view, and the entrails burnt ; the head is then cut off, and the body quartered,

after which it has been usual to fix the head on some conspicuous place. All the cri-

minal's lands and goods are forfeited, his wife loses her dowry, and his children both
their estates and nobility.

But though coining of money is adjudged high treason, the criminal is only drawu
upon a sledge to the place of execution, and there hanged.

Though the sentence passed upon all traitors is the same, yet, with respect to persons

of quality, the punishm.ent is generally altered to beheading : a scalTold is erected for

that purpose, on which the criminal placing his head upon a block, it is struck off w^th
an axe *.

The punishment for misprision of high treason—that is, for neglecting or concealing

it—is imprisonment for life, the forfeiture of all the oiTender's goods, and the profits

arising from his land?.

Petty treason is vvhen a child kills his father, a wife her husband, a clergyman his bi-

shop, or a servant his master or mistress. This crime is punished by the offender's being-

drawn on a sledge to the place of execution, and there hanged upon q gallows till dead.

Women guilty of this crime, or of high treason, were sentenced to be burnt alive j but
this lawihas been lately repealed, and the punishment of burning abolished.

Felony includes murders, robberies, forging notes, bonds, deeds, &;c. These are all

punished by hanging : only murderers j- are to be executed soon after sentence is pas-

sed, and then delivered to the surgeons in order to be publicly dissected. Persons guilty

of robbery, when there are some alleviating circumstances, are generally condemned tq

hard labour upon the river, or transported for a term of years, or for life, to Botany Bay,
Other crimes punished by the laws are,

Manslaughter, Vvdiich is the unlawful killing of a person without premeditated malice^

but with a present intent to kill j as when two, w4io formerly meant no harm to cacli

other, quarrel, and the one kills the other j in this case tlie criminal is allowed the be-

nefit of his clergy, for the first time, and only burnt in the hand.

Chcjice-mcdleij is the accidental killin,^ of a man without an evil intent ^ for whic^i

the offender is also to be burnt in the hand, unless the offender was doing an unlawful

act ^ which last circumiStance makes the punishment death.

Shop-lifting, and receiving goods known io be stolen, are punished with hard labcu?

for a number of years, or burning in the hand.

Perjury, or keeping disorderly houses, are punished with the pillory and imprisonment.

Petty larceny, or small theft, under the yalae of tw^elye pence, is punished by whipping.

Libelling, using false weights and measures, and forestalling the .market, are common-
ly punished with standing on the pillory.

For striking, so as to dravv- blood, in the king's court, the criminal is punished wltl;

losing his right hand.

* This is not to be considered as a difT^jrent punishment, but as a remissioa of all the pra ts of the sen-

tence mentioned before, exTepting the article ( f beheading.

f Py a kte act, murderers are to be executed v/ithin tiventy-fcur hours after sentence is pronounced;

but as Sunday is ret reckoned a day^ they are g'-neraily tried on a Saturday, so that they obtain a iQ.^

spije till Monday,, ' -
, •

-
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For striking in Westminster-hall, while the courts of justice are sitting, the punish-

ment is imprisonment for life, and forfeiture of all the oftender's estate.

Drunkards, vagabonds, and loose, idle, disorderly persons, are punished by being set

in the stocks, or by paying a fine.

Military and marine force of Great Britain.] The military state in-

cludes the whole of the soldiery, or such persons as are peculiarly appointed, among the

rest of the people, for the safeguard and defence of the realm.

In a land of liberty it is extremely dangerous to make a distinct order of the profes-

sion of arms. In such, no man should take up arms, but Vv^th a view to defend his

country and its laws : he puts not off the citizen when he enters the camp j but it is be-

cause he is a citizen, and would wish to continue so, that he makes himself for a while a

soldier. The laws and constitution of these kingdoms know no such state as that ot a

perpetual standing soldier, bred up to no other profession than that of war and it was

not till the reign of Henry Vil. that the kings of England had so much as a guard

about their persons.

- It seems universally agreed by all historians, that king Alfred first settled a national

militia in this kingdom, and by his prudent discipline made all the subjects of his domi-

nions soldiers.

In the mean time we are not to imagine that the kingdom was left wholly without

defence, in case of domestic insurrections, or the prospect of foreign invasions. Besides

those who, by their military tenures, were bound to perform forty days service in the

field, the statute of Winchester obliged every man, according to his estate and degree,

to provide a determinate quantity of such arms as were then in use, in order to keep the

peace ; and constables were appointed in all hundreds, to see that such arms -were pro-

vided. These weapons were changed by the statute 4 and 5 Ph. and M, C 2. into

others of more modern service ^ but both this and the former provisions were repealed

in the reign of James I. While these continued in force, it was usual, from time to

time, for our princes* to issue commissions of array, and send into every county officers in

whom they could confide, to muster and array (or set in military order) the inhabitants

of every district y and the form of the commission of array was settled in parliament in

the 5th Kenry IV. But at the same time it v/as provided, that no man should be cora-

pelled to go out of the kingdom at any rate j nor out of his shire, but in cases of urgent

necessity j nor should provide soldiers unless by consent of parliament. About the

reign of king Henry VIII. lord-lieutenants began to be introduced, as standing repre-

sentatives of the crown, to keep the counties in military order : for we find them men-
tioned as known officers in the statute 4 and 5 Ph. and M. c, 3. though they had not

been then long in use j for Camden speaks of them in the time of queen Elizabeth aS

extraordinary magistrates, constituted only in times of difficulty and danger.

Soon after the restoration of king Charles II,, when the military tenures were abo-

lished, it was thought proper to ascertain the power of the militia, to recognise the sole

right of the crown to govern and command them, and to put the whole irito a more re-

gular method of military subordination j and the order in which the militia now stands

by law, is principally built upon the statutes which were then enacted. It is true, the

two last of them are apparently repealed •, but many of their provisions are re-enacted,

with the addition of some new regulations, by the present militia laws j the genera!

scheme of which is,
, to discipline a certain number of the inhabitants of cveiy county,

chosen by lot for five years, and officered by the lord-lieutenant, the deputy-lieutenants,

and other principal land-holders, under a commission from the crown. They are not

compellable to march out of their counties, unless in case of an invasion, or actual re-

bellion, nor in any case to be sent out of the kingdom. They are to be exercised at stated

times, ajid their discipline in general is liberal and easy : but when drawn out in actual

service, they are subject to the rigours of martial law, as necessary to keep them in order.

This is the constitutional security which our laws have provided for the public peace,

and for protecting the realm against foreign or domestic violence, and which the sta-

tutes declare is essentially necessary to tlve safety and prosperity of the kingdom.
But as the mode of keeping standing armies has universally prevailed over all Europe

of late years, it has also for many years past been auuually judged necessary bv our Ic-

O J
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gislature, for the safety of tlie kingdom, the defence of tlie possessions of the crown of
Great Britain, and the preservation of the balance ofpower in Europe, to maintain, even
in the lime ofpeace, a standing body of troops, under the command of the crown ; who arc,

however, ipsofacto^ disbanded at the expiration of every year, unless continued by parlia-

ment. The land forces of these kingdoms, in time ofpeace, amount to about 40,000 men,
including troops and garrisons in Ireland, Gibraltar, the East Indies, and America \ but
in time of war the number is much greater. The total number of troops on service in

the year 1804, according to the statement of the secretary at war (Mr Yorke), was
552,841 men, consisting of 20,324 regular Cavalry 133,267 regular infantry, includ-

i ig officers and men *, 87,652 militia j and 26,000 of the army of reserve : there were
besides, of artillery, 14,202, making the total number of our actual force 267,243 men.
To govern this body of troops, an annual act of parliament passes, " to punish mutiny
*' and desertion, and for the better payment of the army and their quarters." This
regulates the manner in which they are to be dispersed among the several inn-keepers

and victuallers throughout the kingdom 5 and establishes a law- martial for their govern-

ment.

To this great and efficient force we are also now to add nearly 400,000 volunteers,

who have bravely taken up arms to defend their country, should our inveterate foe at-

tempt to carry into execution his haughty and insolent menace of invasion.

The iviARiTiME state is nearly related to the former, though much more agreeable to

the principles ot our free constitution. The royal navy of England has ever been its

greatest defence and ornament it is its ancient and natural strength j the floating bul-

wark of the island \ an army, from which, however strong and powerful, iio danger can

ever be apprehended to liberty 3 and accordingly it has been assiduously cultivated, even

from the earliest ages. To so much perfection was our naval reputation arrived in the

twelfth century, that the code of maritime laws, which are called the Laws of Oleron,

and are received by all nations in Europe as the ground and substruction of all their

marine constitutions, w^as confessedly compiled by our king Richard I,,^ at the isle of

Oleron, on the coast of France, then part of the possessions of thecrov>n of England.

And yet, so vastly inferior were our ancestors in this point to the present age, that, evei4

iii the maritime reign of queen Elizabeth, Sir Edward Coke thinks it matter of boast

that the royal navy of England then consisted of 33 ships. The present condition of

our marine is in a great measure owing to the salutary provisions of the statue called the

Navigation Act^'^ whereby a constant increase of English shipping and seamen was not

only encouraged, but rendered unavoidably necessary. The most beneficial statute

for the trade and commerce of these kingdoms is that navigation act \ the rudiments of

which were first framed in 1650, partly ^vith a narrow view^
\
being intended to mortify

the sugar islands, which were disaffected to the parliament, and still held out for Charles

II., by stopping the gainful trade which they then carried on with the Dutch j and at

,the same time to clip the wings of those our opulent and aspiring neighbours. This

act prohibited all ships of foreign nations from trading Vv^ith any English plantations with-

out licence from the council of state. In J 651 the prohibition was extended also to the

mother country j and no goods were suliered to be imported into England, or any of its

dependencies, in any other than English bottoms, or in the ships of that European'nation

of which the merchandise imported was the genuine growth or manufacture. At the

Restoration, the former provisions were continued by statute 12 Car. II. c. 18., with this

very material improvement, that the masters and three-fourths- of the mariners shall also

be English subjects.

The complement of seamen, in time of peace, usually has amounted to 12 or 15.000.

In time of war, they formerly amounted to about 30,000 men and after the commence-
ment of the American war, to above 100,000, including marines. The vote of parlia-

ment for the service of the years 1798 and 1799 was for 120,000 seamen, including

marines.

This navy is commonly divided into three squadrons, namely, the red, white, and

blue, which are so termed from the difference of their colours. Each squadron has its

admiral : but the admiral of the red squadron has the principal command of the whole,

and is styled vice-admiral of Great Brilain. Subject to each admiral is also a vice and
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rear admiral. But tlie supreme command of our naval force is, next to the king, in the

lords commissioners of the admiralty. Nothwithstanding our favourable situation for a

maritime power, it was not until the vast armament sent to subdue us by Spain, in ] 5S8,

that the nation, by a vigorous effort, became fully sensible of its true interest and na-

tural strength, which it has since so happily cultivated.

We may safely affirm, that the British navy is able to cope with all the other fleets of

Europe. The brilliant victories of lords St Vincent, Duncan, and Nelson, have esta-

blished the unrivalled superiority of Britain over all the maritime powers of Europe.

In the course of the late war she took from her enemies, including the Dutch ships sur-

rendered for the Stadtholder, 83 ships of the line. 111 frigates, 223 other ships of war,

and 713 privateers, amounting in the whole to 1132 ships. At the beginning of the

year 1800, the British naval force consisted of 144 ships of the line, in commission, 22

fifty-gun ships, 200 frigates, and 292 other ships of war : in the whole, 658 ships
j
and,

including receiving ships, ships in ordinary and building, 902, of which 224 were of the line.

We shall close this account of the military and maritime strength of England, or

rather of Great Britain, by observing, that though sea-officers and sailors are subject to

a perpetual act of parliament, which answers the annual military act that is passed for

the government of the army, yet neither of these bodies is exempted from legal jurisdic-

tion in civil or criminal cases, but in a few instances of no great moment. The soldiers,

particularly, may be called upon by a civil magistrate to enable him to preserve the peace

against all attempts to break it. The military officer who commands the soldiers on
those occasions is to take his directions from tlie magistrate j and both he and they, if

their proceedings are regular, are indemnified against all consequences, be they ever so

fc.tal. Those civil magistrates who understand the principles of the constitution are

however extremely cautious in calling for the military on these occasions, or upon
any commotion whatever

j
and, indeed, with good reason ; for the frequent employment

of the military power in a free government is exceedingly dangerous, and cannot be

guarded against with too much caution.

GoiNSi] In Great Britain money is computed by pounds, shillings, and pence,

twelve pence make a shilling, and twenty shillings one pound which pound is only an
imaginary coin. The gold pieces consist only of guineas, half guineas, and seven shil-

ling pieces j the silver of crovv^s, half-crowns, shillings, sixpences, groats, and even domi
to a silver penny : and the copper money, pennies, halfpence, and farthings. In a coun-

try like England, where the intrinsic value of silver is nearly equal, and in some coins,

crown-pieces particularly, superior to the nominal, the coinage of silver money is a mat-

ter of great consequence j and yet the present state of the national currency seems to

demand a new coinage of shillings and sixpences *, the intrinsic value of the latter being

many of them w^orn down to one fourth of their nominal value. This can only be done
by an act of parliament, and by the public losing the difference between the bullion of

the new and the old money. Besides the coins already mentioned, five and two guinea,

pieces are coined at the Tower of Londoa, but these are not generally current j nor is

any silver coin that is lower than sixpence. The coins of the famous Simon, in the

time of Cromwell, and in the beginning of Charles II's reign, are remarkable for tFieir

beauty.

Royal titles, arms, and orders.] The title of the king of England was for-

merly, By the Grace of G6d, of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, King, Defender of

the lailh. But since the legislative union with Ireland it has been altered. What re-

lates to France has been relinquished. It remains now George the III. by the Grace
of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, King, Defender of the

Faith. The designation of the kings of England, was formerly his or her Grace, or

Highness, till Henry VHI., to put himself on a footing with the emperor Charles Y.^ as-

sumed that of majesty j but the old designation was not abolished till towards the ciid of

queen Elizabeth's reign.

The royal atchievement has undergone an alteration since the Uiuon with Ireland,

His majesty by royal pr4>clamation directed that the arms of the united kingdoms should
be quarterly, first and fourth Eiagland j second Scotland j third Ireland and that there

ihould likev/ise be born an esculcheyu of pretence, the arms ofH. lil. dominions of Gci-
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many, ensigned with the electoral bonnet. The standard of the united kingdom is the
same quartering as the arms, together with the escutcheon of pretence. The union flag

is azure, the crosses saltires of St Andrew or St Patrick, quartered per saltire counter,

changed argent and gules j the latter fimbriated of the second, surmounted by tjie cross

of St George, the third, fimbriated as the saltire.

The motto, Dieu et mon Droit^- that is, God and my Right, is as old as the reign of

Richard I. who assumed it to shew his independency upon all earthly powers. It was af-

terwards re\aved by Edward IIL when he laid claim to the crown ©f France. Almost
every king of England had a particular badge or cognisance : sometimes a white hart,

sometimes a fetlock with a falcon, by which it is said Edward IV. alluded to the infide-

lity of one of his mistresses , and sometimes a portcullis, which was that of the house of

Lancaster, many of the princes of which were born in the castle of Eeaufort, The
white rose was the bearing of the house of York and that of Lancaster, by way oi

contradistinction, adopted the red. The thistle, which is now part of the royal armori-^

3:1 bearings, belonged to Scotland, and was very significant when joined to its motto,

Nemo me impune lacesset, " None shall safely provoke me.'"

The titles of the king's eldest son, are, prince of Wales, duke of Cornwall and Roth-

say, earl of Chester, electoral prince of Brunswick and Lunenburg, earl of Carrick,

baron of Renfrew, lord of the Isles, great steward of Scotland, and captain-general of

the artillery company.

The order of the Garter, the most honourable of any in the world, was instituted by
!Edward III. January 19. 1344. It consists of the Sovereign, who is always king or

queen of England, of 25 companions called Knig'hts of the Garter, who wear a medal

of St George killing the dragon, supposed to be the tutelar saint of England, common-
ly enamelled on gold, suspended from a blue ribband, which was formerly worn about

their necks, but since the latter end of James I. now crosses their bodies from their

shoulder. The garter, which is of blue velvet, bordered with gold, buckled under the

left knee, and gives the name to the order, was designed as an ensign of unity and com-
bination *, on it is embroidered the words, Honi soi qui vial y peiue^ Evil to him who
€vil thinks."

Knights of the Batk, so called from their bathing at the time of their creation, are

supposed to be instituted by Henry IV. about the year 1399, but the order seems to be

more ancient. For many reigns they were created at the coronation of a king or queen,

or other solem-n occasions, and they wear a scarlet ribband hanging from the left

shoulder, with an enammelled medal, the badge of the order, a rose issuing from the

dexter side of a sceptre, and a thistle from the sinister, between three imperial crowns

placed within the motto, Tria juncta tn uno, " Three joined in one." This order

being discontinued, was revived by king George I. on the 18th of May, 1725, and the

month following, eighteen noblemen, and as many commoners of the first rank, were in-

stalled knights of the order with great ceremony, af Westminster, where the place of

instalment is Henry VII's chapel. Their robes are splendid and shewy, and the num-
ber of knights is undetermined.

History.] It is generally agreed that the first inhabitants of Britain were a tribe

of the Gauls, or Celtje, that settled on the opposite shore a supposition founded upon

the evident conformity in their language, manners, government, religion and complexion.

W'hen Julius Ctesar, about fifty two years before the birth of Christ, meditated a con-

iquest of Britain, the natives undoubtedly had great connexion with the Gauls-, and

ether people of the continent, in government, religion, and commerce, rude as the latter

ivas. Caesar wrote the history of his two expeditions, which > he pretended were accom-

panied with vast difficulties, and attended hj such advar^tages over the Islanders, that

they agreed to pay tribute. It plainly appears, however, from contemporary and other

authors, as well as Caesar's own narrative, that his victories were incomplete and indeci-

sive j nor did the Romans receive the least advantage from his expedition, but a better

knowledge of tlie island than they had before. The Britons, at the time of Caesar's

descent, were governed in the time of war by a political confederacy, of v^^hich Cassibe-

lan, whose territories lay in Hertfordshire, and some of the adjacent countries, was the

liead p and this form of government continued among them for some time.
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In tills manner of life, as described by Caesar, and the best autliors, they differed

little from the rude inhabitants of the northern climates that have been already mention-

pd ; but they certainly sowed corn, though perhaps, they chiefly subsisted upon animal

food and milk. Their clothing was skins, and their fortifications beams of wood. They

were dexterous in the management of their chayiots beyond credibiHty and they fought

with lances, darts, and swords. Women sometimes led their armies to the field, and

were recognised as sovereigns of their particular districts. They favoured a primogeni-

ture or seniority, in their succession to royalty, but set it aside on the smallest incon-

veniency attending it. They painted their bodies with woad, which gave them a bluish

or greenish cast ; and they are said to have figures of animals, and heavenly bodies on

their skins. In their marriages they were not very delicate, for they formed themselves

into what we may call matrimonial clubs. Twelve or fourteen men married as mai'.y

^.vives, and each wife was in common to them all, but her children belonged to the ori-

ginal husband.

The Britons lived, during the long reign of Augustus Caesar, rather as the allies than

the tributaries of the Romans j but the communications between Rome and Great Bri-

tain being then extended, the eikperor Claudius Caesar, about forty-two years after tiie

birth of Christ, undertook an expedition in person, in which he seems to have been suc-

cessful against Britain. His conquests, however, were imperfecta Caractacus, and

JBoadicia, though a woman, made noble stands against the Romans. The former was

taken prisoner after a desperate battle, and carried to Rome, where his undaunted be-

haviour before Claudius, gained him the admiration of the victors, and is celebrated

m the histories of the times. Boadicia, being oppressed in a manner that disgraces the

Roman name, and defeated, disdained to survive the liberties of her country j and Agri-

cola, general t^Domitian, after subduing South Britain, carried his arms northw^ards
j

as has been already seen in the history of Scotland, where his successors had no reason

to boast of their progress, every inch gf ground being bravely defended. During the

time the Romans remained in this island, they erected those walls I have so often men-
tiQ!ied, to protect the Britons from the invasions of the Caledonians, Scots, and Picts

5

and we are told that the Roman language, learning, and customs, became familiar in

Britain. There seems to be no great foundation for this assertion ; and it is more pro-

bable that the Romans considered Britain chiefly as a nursery for their armies abroad,

on account of their superior strength of body, and courage of the inhabitants, when dis-

ciplined. That this was the case, appears plainly enough from the defenceless state of

Britons, when the government of Rome recalled her forces from that island. I have

already taken notice, that, during the abode of the Romans in Britain, they introduced

into it all the luxuries of Italy j and it is certain, that under them the Soutli Briions

v^^ere reduced to a state of great vassalage, and that the genius of liberty retreated norlli-

wards, where the natives had Hiade a brave resistance against these tyrants of the ivorld.

For though the Britons were unquestionably very brave, when incorporated with the

Roman legions abroad, yet we know no struggle they made in latter times, for their

independency at home, notwithstanding the many favourable opportunities that present-

ed themselves. The Roman emperors and generals while in this island, assisted by the

Britons, were entirely employed in repelling the attacks of the Caledonians and Picts

(the latter are thought to have been the southern Britons retired northwards), and they

appeared to have been in no pain about the southern provinces.

Upon the mighty inundations of those barbarous nations, which, under the names of

Goths and Vandals^ invaded the Roman empire with infinite numbers, and ivith danger
to Rome itself *, the Roman legions were withdrawn out of Britain, with the flower of the

British youth, for the defence of the capital and centre of the empire
j

and, that they

might leave the island with a good grace, they assisted the Britons in rebuilding with

stone the wall of Severus, between Newcastle and Carlisle, which they lined ^vith for[s

and watch-tovvcrs : and having done this good oflice, took their last farcwel of Britain

^
; ^ >

^

^1'? IntroduvtioiL
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about the year 448, after having been masters of the most fertile par!§ of it, if we reck-

on from the invasion of Julius Csesar, near 500 years.

The Scots and Picts^ finding the whole island finally deserted by the Roman legions,

BOW regarded the whole as their prize, and attacked Sevgrus's wall with redoubled for-

ces, ravaged all before them with a fury peculiar to northern nations in those ages, and

which a remembrance of former injuries could not fail to inspire. The poor Britons,

like a helpless family deprived of their parent and protector, already subdued by their own
fears, had again recourse to Rome, - and sent over their miserable epistle for relief (still

upon record), which v/as addressed in these words : To Aetius^ thrice consul : The
groans of the Britons ; and after other lamentable complaints, said, That the barbarians'

drove them to the sea, and the sea back to the barbarians ; and they had only the hard

choice left ofperishing by the sword or by the waves. But having no hopes given them
by the Roman general of any succours from that. side, they began to consider what
other nation they might call over to their relief

j Gildas, who was himself a Briton, dc~

scribes the dtgeneracy of his countrymen at this time in mournful strains, and gives

some confused hints of their officers, and the names of* some of their kings, particularly

one Vortigern, chief of the Danmonii, by whose advice the Britons struck a bargain

ivith two Saxon chiefs, Hengist and Horsa, to protect them from the Scots and Picts.

The Saxons were in those days masters of what is now called the English channel, and

their native countries, comprehending Scandinavia and the northern parts of Ger-

many, being overstocked with inhabitants, they readily accepted the invitation of the

Britons j whom they relieved, by checking the progress of the Scots and Picts, and had
the island of Thanet allowed them for their residence. But their own country was so

populous and barren, and the fertile lands of Britain so agreeable and alluring, that in a

very little time, Hengist and Horsa began to meditate a settlement for themselves j and

fresh supplies of their countrymen arriving daily, the Saxons soon became formidable to

the Britons, whom, after a violent struggle of near 150 years, they subdued, or drove

into Wales, where their language and descendants still remain.

Literature at this in England was so rude, that we know but little of its history.

The Saxons were ignorant of letters, and public transactions among the Britons were

recorded only by their bards and poets, a species of men whom they held in great ve-

neration.

It does not fall within my design to relate the separate history of every particular

nation that formed the heptarchy. It is sufficient to say, that the pope, in Austin's time,

supplied England with about 400 monks, an-d that the popish clergy took care to keep

their kings e^nd laity under the most deplorable ignorance, but always magnifying the

power and sanctity of his holiness. Hence it was that th^ Anglo Saxons, during their

heptarchy, were governed by priests and monks
^
and, as they saw convenient, persuaded

their kings either to shut themselves up in cloisters, or to undertake pilgrimages to

Kome, where they finished their days ; no less than thirty Anglo-Saxon kings during

the heptarchy, resigned their crowns in that manner, and among them was In a king of

the West Saxons, though in other respects he w^as a wise and brave prince. The bounty

of those Anglo Saxon kings to the see of Rome, v/as therefore unlimited j and Ethel-

wald, king of Mercia, imposed an annual tax of a penny upon every house, which was

afterwards kno'tvn by the name of Peter's pence, because paid on the holyday of St Peter

ad vinculo^ August 1st *.

Under all those disadvantages of bigotry and barbarity, the Anglo-Saxons were happy

in comparison of the nations on the continent 5 because they were free from the Sara-

cens, or successors of Mahom.et, who had erected an empire in the East upon the ruins

of the Roman, and began to extend their ravages over Spain and Italy. London was

then a place of very considerable trade
\
and, if are to believe the Saxon chronicles

quoted by Tyrrel, Withred king of Kent, at one time paid to the king of Wessex, a

* This tax was imposed at first for the support of a college at Rome, for the education of English

youth, founded by Ina a king of Wessex, under the-name oi M-O^c-Scot, but in process qF time the poj>t5

ciaimtd it as a tribute due ta St Peter and his successors*
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sum m silver equal to 90,000l. sterling, in the year 694. England, therefore, we may.

suppose to have been about this time a refuge for the people of the continent. The ve-

nerable but superstitious Bede, about the year 740, composed his church history of Bri-

tain, from the coming in of the Saxons down to the year 731. The Saxon Chronicle is

one of the oldest and most authentic monuments of history that any nation can produce.

Architecture, such as it was, with stone and glass working, was introduced into Eng-

land
J
and we read^ in 709, of a Northumbrian prelate who was served in silver plate.

It must however be owned, that the Saxon coins, which are generally of copper, are

many of them illegible, and all of them mean. Ale and alehouses are mentioned in the

laws of Ina, about the year 72S ; and in this state was the Saxon heptarchy in England,

when about the year SOO, most of the Anglo-Saxons, tired out with the tyranny of their

petty kings, united in calling to the government of the heptarchy, Egbert, who was the*

eldest remaining branch of the race of Cerdic, one of the Saxon chiefs who first arrived

in Britain. On the submission of the Northumbrians in the year 827 he became king

of all England.

Charles the Great, otherwise Charlemagne, was then king of France, and emperor

of Germany. Egbert had been obliged, by state jealousies, to fly to the court of Charles

-for protection from the persecutions of Eadburga daughter of Oifa, wife to Brithric,

king of the West-Saxons. Egbert acquired, at the court of Charles, the arts both of

XV3.T and government, and therefore soon united the Saxon heptarchy in his o"wn person,

but without subduing Wales. He changed the name of his kingdom into that of Engle-

iond,' or England j but there is reason to believe that some part of England continued

still to be governed by independent princes of the blood of Cerdic, though they paid

perhaps a small tribute to Egbert, who died in the year 838, at Winchester, his chiei;

residence,

Egbert was succeeded by his son Ethelwolf, who divided his power with his eldest

son Athelstan. By this tim.e England had become a scene of blood and ravage-s,

through the renew^al of the Danish invasions ; and Ethelwolf, after some time bravely

opposing them, retired in a fit of devotion to Rome, to which he carried with him hi^

youngest son, afterwards the famous Alfred, the father of the English constitution.

The gifts which Ethelwolf made to the clergy on this occasion (copies of which arc

still remaining) are so prodigious, even the tithes of all his dominions, that they shew
his brain to have been touched by his devotion, or guided by the arts of Swithin bishop

of Winchester. Upon his death, after his return from Rome, he divided his domi-

nions be! ween two of his sons, (Athelstan being then dead), Ethelbald and Ethelbert,

but we know of no patrimony that w^as left to young Alfred. Ethelbert, who was the

surviving son, left his kingdom in 866 to his brother Ethelred, in whose time, notwith-

standing the courage and conduct of Alfred, the Danes became masters of the sea-

coast, and the finest countries in England. Ethelred being killed, his brother Alfred

mounted the throne in 871. He was one of the greatest princes, both in peace and
war, mentioned in history. He fought seven battles with the Danes, with various suc-

cess, and, when defeated, he found resources that rendered him as terrible as before.

He ^vas, however, at one time reduced to an uncommon state of distress, being forced

to live in the disguise of a cow-herd ; but still he kept up a secret correspondence with

his brave friends, whom he collected together, and by their assistance he gave the

Danes many signal overthrows, till at last he recovered the kingdom of England, and
obliged the Danes n-ho had been settled in it, to swear obedience to his government

:

even part of Wales courted his protection so that he is thought to have been the most
powerful monarch tli-t had ever reigned in England.

Among the other glories of Alfred's reign, was that of raising a m.arltimc power In

s England, by which he secured her coasts from future invasions. He rebuilt the city of
London, which had been burnt down by the Danes, and founded the university of Ox-
ford about the year S9'd ^ he divided England into counties, hundreds, and tythings

j

or rather he revived thv)sc div isions, and the use of juries, which had fallen into desue-

tude, by the ravages of the Danes. Having been educated at Rome, he was himself
not only a scholar, but an author and he tells us himself, that upon his accession to

the throne he hud scarcely a lay subject vvho could read English, or an ecclesiastic who
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understood Latin. He introduced stone and brick building^to general use in palaces^

as well as churches, though it is certain that his subjects, for many years after his death,

\vere fond of timber buildings. His encouragement of commerce and navigation may
seem incredible to modern- times, but he had merchants who traded in East India

jewels ; and William of Malmsbury says, that some of their gems were deposited in the

church of Sherborne in his time. He received from one Octher, about the year S90,
a full discovery of the coast of Norway and Lapland, as far as Russia 5 and he tells the

king in his memorial, printed by Hakluyt, " That he sailed along the Norway coast,
*' so far north as commonly the whale hunters use to travel." He invited numbers, of

learned men into his dominions, and found faithful and useful allies in the two Scotch

kings his contemporaries, Gregory and Donald, against the Danes. He is said to have
fought no less than fifty-six pitched battles with those barbarians. He was inexor-

able against his corrupt judges, whom he used to hang up in the public highways, as a

terror to evil-doers. He died in the year 901, and his character is so completely ami-

able and heroic, that he is justly distinguished with the epithet of the Great. I have
been the more diffuse on the history of Alfred's reign, as it is the most glorious of any
in the English annals, though it did not extend to foreign conquests,

Alfred was succeeded by his son Edward the Elder, under whom, though a brave

prince, the Danes renewed their barbarities and invasions. He died in the year 925,
and was succeeded by his eldest son Athelstan. This prince was such an encourager of

comnierce as to make a law, that every merchant -who made three voyages on his ac-

count to the Mediterranean, should be j)ut upon a footing with a tliane or nobleman of

the first rank. He caused the Scriptures to be translated into the Saxon tongue. He
encouraged coinage, and we find by his laws, that archbishops, bishops, and even ab-

bots, had then the privilege of minting money. His dominions appear^ however, to

have been confined towards the north by the Danes, although his vassals still kept a

footing in those counties. He was engaged in perpetual wars with his neighbours, the

Scotch in particular, and was generally successful, and died in 941. The reigns of

his successors, Edmund, Edred, and Edwy, were weak and inglorious, they being

either engaged in wars with the Danes, or disgraced by the influence of priests. Ed-
gar, who mounted the throne about the year 959, revived the naval glory of England,

and is said to have been rov/ed down the river Dee by eight kings his vassals, he sit-

ting at the helm but, like his predecessors, he was the slave of priests, particularly of
St Dunstan. His reign, however, Tvas pacific and glorious, though he was obliged to

cede to the Scotch all the territory to the north of the Tyne. He was succeeded in

975, by his eldest son Edward, who v/as barbarously murdered by his step-mother^

Vv'hose son Ethelred mounted the throne in 978. The English nation at this time, by
the help of priests, was over-run with barbarians, and the Danes by degrees became

possessed of the finest parts of the country, while their countrymen made sometimes

dreadful descents in the western parts. To get rid of them, he agred to pay them
30,000l., which was levied by way of tax, and called Danegeld, and was the first land-

tax in England. In the year 1002 they had made such settlements in England, that

Ethelred was obliged to give v;ay to a general massacre of them by the English, but it

is improbable that it vv'as ever put into execution. Some attempts of that kind were

imdoubtediy made in particular counties, but they served only to enrage the Danish

king Swein, who, in 1013, drove Ethelred, his queen, and two sons, out of England
into Normandy, a province of France, at that time governed by its own princes, styled

the dukes of Normandy. Swein being killed, was succeeded by his son Canute the Great,

but Ethelred returning to England, forced Canute to retire to Denmark, from whence

he invaded England with a vast army, and obliged Edmund Ironside, Cso called for

his great bodiiy strength), Ethelred's son, to divide with him the kingdom. L^p-

on Edmund's being assassinated, Canute succeeded to the undivided kingdom and

dying in 1035, his son Harold Hareford did nothing memorable, and his successor

Hardicanute was so degenerate a prince, that the Danish royalty ended with him in

England.

The family of Ethelred was now called to the throne, and Edv>'ard, who is com-

monly called the Confessor, moiwited it, though Edgar Athcling, by bcijig descended
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from an elder branch, liad llie lineal right, and was alive. Upon the death of the

Confessor, in the year 1066, Harold, son to Goodwin earl of Kent, mounted the throne

of England.

William duke of Normandy, though a bastard, was then in the unrivalled possession

of that great duchy, and resolved to assert his right to the crown of England. For

that purpose he invited the neighbouring princes, as well as his own vassals, to joim

him, and made liberal promises to his followers of lands and honours in England, to

induce them to assist him effectually. By these means he collected 40,000 of the

bravest and most regular troops in Europe, and while Harold was embarrassed with the

fresh invasions from the Danes, William landed in England without opposition, Ha-
rold returning from the North, encountered William in the place where the town of

Battle now stands, which took its name from it, near Hastings in Sussex, and a most

bloody battle was fought between the two armies j but Harold being killed, the crown

of England devolved upon William, in the year 10(36.

We have very particular accounts of the value of provisions and manufactures^ in

those days ; a palfrey cost Is. j an acre of land (according to bishop Fleetwood in his

Chronicon Pretiosum) Is. j a hide of land, containing 120 acres, 100s.-, but there is

great difficulty in forming the proportion of value which those shillings bore to the pre-

sent standard of money, though many ingenious treatises have been written on that

head. A sheep was estimated at Is., an ox was computed at 6s., a cow at 4s., a maa
31. The board-wages of a child the first year was 8s. The tenants of Shireburn were

obliged, at their choice, to pay either 6d., or four hens. Silk and cotton were qiute

unknown. Linen was not much used. In the Saxon times, land was divided among
all the male children of the deceased. Entails were sometimes practised in those

times.

With regard to the manners of the Anglo-Saxons, we can say little but they were

in general a rude uncultivated people, ignorant of letters, unskilful in the mechanical

arts, untamed to submission under law and government, addicted to intemperance, riot,

and disorder. Even so low as the reign of Canute, they sold their children and kindred

into foreign parts. Their best quality was their military courage, which yet was not

supported by discipline or conduct : Even the Norman historians, notwithstanding the

low state of the arts in their own country, speak of them as barbarians, wdien they

mention the invasion made^-upon them by the duke of Normandy. Conquest put the

people in a situation of receiving slowly from abroad all the rudiments of science and
cultivation, and of correcting their rough and licentious manners. Their uncultivated

^tate might be owing to the clergy, who always discouraged manufactures.

We are, however, to distinguish between the secular clergy, and the regulars or

monks. Many of the former, among the Anglo-Saxons, were men of exemplary lives,

and excellent magistrates. The latter depended upon the see of Home, and directed

the conscience of the king and the great men, and were generally an ignorant, and often

a bloody set. A great deal of the Saxon barbarism was likewise owing to the Danish
invasions, which left little room for civil or literary improvements. Amidst all those

defects, public and personal liberty were well understood, and guarded by the Saxon
institutions 5 and we owe to them at this day the most valuable privileges of the Eng-
lish subjects.

The loss wliich both sides suffered at the battle of Hastings is uncertain. Anglo-
Saxon authors say, that Harold was so impatient to fight, he attacked William with
half of his army, so that the advantage of numbers Avas on the side of the Nor-
man

J
and indeed the death of Harold seems to have ' decided the day j and Wil-

liam, with very little farther difHcuJty, took possession of the throne, and made
a considerable alteration in the constitution of England, by converting lands into

knight's fees *, which are said to amount to 62,000, and were held of the Norman
and other great peisons who had assisted him in his conquest, and who were bound to

Four hij^s of land made one kninht's fee ; a barony vvns twelve titnps greater than that of .1 knight's
fee

;
uud when Doonjsdiv- book was triuued, ilic iiumbi;i- «f ";ie,;t !j.uous amounted to luo.
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lattend him with their knights and their followers In his wars. He gave, for Instance,

to one of his barons, the whole county of Chester, which he erected into a palatinate,

and rendered by his grant almost independent of the crown j and here, according to
some historians, we have the rise of the feudal law in England. William found it no
easy matter to keep possession of his crown. Edgar Atheling, and his sister, the next
Anglo-Saxon heirs, were affectionately received in Scotland, and many of the Saxon
lords took arms, and formed conspiracies in England. William got the better of all

difficulties, especially after he had made a peace with Malcolm king of Scotland, who
married Atheling's sister j but not without exercising horrible cruelties upon the An-
glo-Saxons. He introduced the Norman laws and language. He built the stone

square tower at London, commonly called the White Tower j bridled" the country with
forts, and disarmed the old inhabitants j in short, he attempted every thing possible to

obliterate every trace of the Anglo-Saxon constitution, though, at his coronation, he
took the same oath that used to be taken by the ancient Saxon kings.

He caused a general survey of all the lands in England to be made, or rather to be
completed (for it was begun in Edward the Confessor's time), and an account to be
taken of the villains, or servile tenants, slaves, and live stock upon each estate j all

v/hich were recorded in a book called Doomsday-book, which is now kept in the Ex-
chequer. But the repose of this fortunate and victorious king was disturbed in his old

age, by the rebellion of his eldest son Robert, who had been appointed governor of

Normandy, but now assumed the government as sovereign of that province, in whicii

he was favoured by the king of France. And here we have the rise of the wars be-

tween England ^fid France j which have continued longer, drawn more noble blood,

and been attended with more memorable atchievements, tlian any other national quar-

reW'e read of in ancient Or modern history. William, seeing a war inevitable, entered

upon it with his usual vigour, and with incredible celerity, transporting a brave Eng-
lish army, invaded France, where he was every w^here victorious, but died before he had
fmished the war, in the year 1087, the sixty-first of his ag€, and twenty-first of his reign

in England, and was buried in his own abbey at Caen in Normandy.
The above are the most material transactions of William's reign j and it may be

farther observed, that, by the Norman conquest, England not only lost the true line of

her ancient Saxon kings, but also her principal nobility, who either fell in battle in de-

fence of their country and liberties, or fled to foreign countries, particularly Scotland,

where, being kindly received by king Malcolm, they established themselves j and what
is very remarkable, introduced the Saxon or English, which has been the prevailing

language in the Lowlands of Scotland to this day.

On the other hand, England, by virtue of the conquest, became much greater, both

In dominion and power, by the accession of so much territory upon the continent. For

though the Normans by the cenquefet, gained much of the English land and riches, yet

the English gained the large and fertile dukedom of Normandy, which became a pro-

vince to this crown. England likewise gained much by the increase of naval power,

and multitude of ships wherein Normany then abounded. This, with the perpetual in-

tercourse between England and the continent, gave us an increase of trade and com-
merce, and of treasure to the crown and kingdom, as appeared soon afterwards. Eng-
land, by the conquest, gained likewise a natural right to the dominion of the Channel,

wdiich had been before- acquired only by the greater naval power of Edgar, and other

Saxon kings. But the dominion of the narrow seas seems naturally to belong, like that

of rivers, to those who possess the banks or coasts on both sides j and so to have strength-

ened the former title, by so l(*ig a coast as that of Normandy on one side, and of Eng-
land on the other side of the Channel. This dominion of the Channel, though we
have long ago lost all our possessions in France, we have continued to defend and

maintain by the bravery of our seamen, and the superior strength of our navy, to any

otler power.

The succession to the crown of England was disputed between the Conqueror's sons

Robert and William (commonly called Rufus, from his being red-haired), and was

carried in favour of the latter. He was a brave and intrepid prince, but no friend to

the clergy, who have therefore been unfavourable to bis memory. He vras likev/ise
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liated by the Normans, who loved his elder brother, and consequently he was engaged

in perpetual wars with his brothers, and rebellious subjects. About this time the cru-

sades of the Holy Land began, and Robert, who was among the first to engage, accom-

modated matters with William for a sum of money, which he levied from the clergy.

William behaved with great generosity towards Edgar Atheling and the court of

Scotland, notwithstanding all the provocations he had received, from, that quarter but

was accidentally killed as he was hunting in New Forest in Hampshire, in the year

1100, and the fourty-fourth year of his age.

This prince built Westminster-hall as it now Stands, and added several works to the

to-^ver, w^hich he surrounded with a wall and ditch. In the year ilOO happened that

inundation of the sea, which overflo>ved great part of Earl Goodvnn's estate in iLent,

and formed those shallows in the Downs, now called the Goodwin Sands.

He w^as succeeded by his brother Kenry L surnamed Beauclerc, on accotint of his

learning, though his brother Robert was then returning from the Holy Land, Henry
may be said to liave purchased the throne, first by his brother's treasures, which he
siezed at Winchester

j
secondly, by a charter, in which he restored his subjects to the

rights and privileges they had enjoyed under the Anglo-Saxon kings
j

and, thirdly, by
his marriage with Matilda daughter of Pvlalcolm HI. king of Scotlandj and niece to

Edgar Atheling, of the ancient Saxon line. His reign in a great measure restored the

clergy to their induence in the state, and they formed, as it were, a separate body depen-

dent upon the pope, which afterwards created great convulsions in England. Henry,
partly by force, and partly by stratagem, made himself master of his brother Robert'^

person, and duchy of iNFormandy
^

and, with, the most ungenerous meanness, detaiiied

him a prisoner for twenty-eight years, till the time of death ; and in the mean while

Henry quieted his conscience by founding an abbey* He was aftervv-ards engaged in a
bloody but successful war with France and before his death he settled the succession

upon his daughter the empress Matilda, widow to Henry IV. emperor of Germany, and
her son Henry, by her second husband Geoffrey Plantagenet, earl of Anjou. Henry
died of a surfeit, in the seventy-eight year of his age, in 1135.

Notvvithstanding the late settlement of succession, the Crown of England was claim-

ed and seized by Stephen earl of Elois, the son of Adeia, fourth daughtei* to William
the Conqueror. Matilda and her son were then abroad 5 and Stephen was assisted in

his usurpation by his brother the bishop of Winchester, and the other great prelates,

that he might hold the crown, dependent, as it were, upon them. Matilda, however,
found a generous protector in her uncle, David, king of Scotland •, and a worthy sub-

ject in her natural brother, Robert Earl of Gloucester, who headed her party before her
Son grew up. A long and bloody war ensued, the clergy having absolved Stephen and
all his friends from their guilt of breaking the act of succession; but at length, the

barons, who dreaded the power of the clergy, inclined towards Matilda j and Stephen,

who depended chiefly on foreign mercenaries, having been abandoned by the clergy,

was defeated and taken prisoner in 1141 ; and being carried ^before Matilda, she scorn-

fully upbraided him, and ordered him to be put in chains.

Matilda was proud and weak ; the clergy were bold and ambitious ; and when joined
with the nobility, who were factious and turbulent, were an overmatch for the crown*
Tliey demanded to be governed by Saxon laws, according to the charter that had been
granted by Henry L upon his accession *, and finding Matilda refractory, tliey dro\ e
her out of England in 114:2. Stephen having been exchanged for the earl of Glouces-
ter, who had been taken prisoner likewise, upon his obtaining his liberty, found llir.t

his clergy and nobility had in fact excluded him from their goveniment, by buildinjj

.1100 castles, where each owner lived as an independent prince. We do not, however,
find that this alleviated the feudal subjection of the inferior ranks. Stephen was ill

enough advised to attempt to force them into a compliance with his will, by declaring his

son Eustace heir>-apparent to the kingdom ; and this exasperated the clergy so much, that

they invited over young Henry of Anjou, who had been acknowledged duke of Nor-
tiiandy, and was son to the empress j and he accordingly landed iu England with an
yirmy of foreigners^

P
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' TKis^measure divided the clergy from the barons, who were apprehensive oi a second

conquest : and the earl of Arundel, with the heads of the lay aristocracy, proposed in

accommodation, to which both parties agreed. Stephen, who about that time lost his

son Eustace, was to retain the name and office of king ; but Henry, who was in fact

invested with the chief executive power, was acknowledged his successor* Though
this accommodation was only precarious and imperfect, yet it was received by the Eng-
lish, who had bled at every pore during the late civil wars, with great joy : and

Stephen dying very opportunely, Henry mounted the throne, without a rival, in 1154*

Henry II. surnamed Plantagenet^ was by far the greatest prince of his time. He
soon discovered amazing abilities for government, and had performed in the sixteenth

year of his age, actions that would have dignified the most experienced warriors. At
his accession to the throne, he found the condition of the English boroiighs greatly

bettered by the privileges granted them in the struggles between their late kings and

the nobility. Henry perceived the good policy of this, and brought the boroughs to

such a height, that if a bondman or servant remained in a borough a year and a day,

he was by Such residence made free. He erected Wallingford, Winchester^ and Ox-
fordj into free boroughs, for the services the inhabitants had done to his mother and

himself
^
by discharging them from every burthen, excepting the fixed fee-farm rent of

such towns
J
and this throughout all England, excepting London. This gave a vast

accession of power to the crown^ because the crown alone could support the boroughs

against their feudal tyrants, and enabled Henry to reduce his overgrown nobility*

Without being very scrupulous in adhering to his former engagements, he resumed

the excCssivs grants of crown lands made by Stephen, which were represented as illegal.

He demolished many of the castles that had been built by the barons j but when he

came to touch the clergVj he found their usurpations not to be ^aken. He perceived

that the root of all their enormous disorder lay in Rome, where the popes had exempted

churchnien, not only from lay courts, but civil taxes. The bloody cruelties and dis-

t)rders occasioned by those exemptions, all over the kingdom, v/ould be incredible, were

they not attested by the most unexceptionable evidences. Unfortunately for Henry, the

head of the English chuixh^ and chancellor of the kingdom, was the celebrated Thomas
iBecket. This man, powerful from his office^ and still more so by his popularity, ari-

sing from a pretended sanctity, was violent, intrepid, and a determined enemy to tem-

poral power of every kind, but withal cool and politic^ The king assembled his nobi-

lity at Clarendon, the name of which place is still famous for the constitutions there en-

tactedj which, in fact, abolished the authority of- the Rom.ish see over the English clergy,

jBecket, finding it in a'ain to resist the stream^ signed those constitutions till they could

be ratified by the pope who, as he foresaw, rejected them. Henry, thougli a prmce of

the most determined spirit of any of his time, was then embroiled with all his neigh-

bours 5 and the see of Rome was at the same time in its meridian grandeur* Becket

having been arraigned and convicted of robbing the public, while he was chancellor, fled

to France, where the pope and the French king espoused his quarrel. The effect was,

that all the English clergy, who were on the king's side, were excommunicated j and th^

Subjects absolved from their allegiance. This disconcerted Henry so much, that he sub-

mitted to treat, and even to be insulted by his rebel prelate, who returned triumphantly

through the streets of London in 1170. His return swelled his pride, and increased his

insolence, till both became insupportable to Henry, who was then in Normandy. Find-

ing that he was in fact osly the first subject of his own dominions, he was heard to say,

in the anguish of his hearty " Is there none who would revenge his monarch's cause

upon this audacious priest ?" These words reached the ears of four knights, Reginald

Fitzurse, William de Tracy,, Hugh de Moreville, and Richard Brito ;
and, without ac-

quainting Henry with their intentions^ they went over to England, where they beat oiit

Becket's brains before the altar of his own church at Canterbury in the year ll71.

Henry was in no condition to second the blind obedience of his knights j and the

public resentment rose so high, on the supposition that he was privy to the murder, that

he vs-ubmitted to be scourged by the monks at the tomb of the pretended martyr.

Henry, in consequence of his well known maxim, endeavoured to cancel all the grants

v.'hich had been made by Stephen to the royal family of Scotlandj and actually resumed
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their most valuable possessions in the north of England. This occasioned a war be-

tween the two kingdoms, in which William king of Scotland was taken prisoner : and,

to deliver himself from captivity, was obliged to pay liege homage to king Henry for

his kingdom of Scotland, and for all his other dominions. It was also ajrreed, that liege

homage should be done, and fealty sworn to Henry, without reserve or excepiian, ';>y

all the earls and barons of the territories of the king of Scotland, from whom Kenry
should desire it, in the same manner as by his other vassals. The heirs of the king of

Scotland, and the heirs of his earls, barons, and tenants in chief, were likewise obliged

to render liege homage to the heirs of the king of England.

Henry likewise distinguished his reign by the conquest of Ireland ; and by marrying

Eleanor the disAorced queen of France, but the heiress of Guienne ?.nd Poictou, he became
almost as powerful in France as the French king himself, and the greatest prince hi

Christendom. In his old age, however, he was far from being fortunate. He had a

turn for pleasure, and embarrassed himself in intrigues with women, particularly the fair

Rosamond, which were resented by his queen Eleanor, to her seducing her sons, Henry,

(whom his father had unadvisedly caused to be crowned in his own lifetime), Richard

and John, into repeated rebellions, which affected him so much as to throw him imo a

fever, and he died at Chinon, in France, in the year 1189, and 57th of his age. The
sum he left in ready money, at his death, has perhaps been exaggerated, but the most

moderate accounts make it amount to 200,0001. of our money.

During the reign of Henry, corporation-charters were established all over England
;

by which, as I have already hinted, the power of the barons wiis greatly reduced. Those
corporations encouraged trade j but manufactures,' especially those of silk, seem still to

have been confined to Spain and Italy for the silk coronation robes, made use of by
young Henry and his queen, cost 871. 10s. 4d. in the sheriff of London's account, printed

by Mr Maddox : a vast sum in those days. Henry introduced the use of glass in win-

dows into England, and stone arches in building.

In this reign, and in those barbarous ages, it was a custom in London for great

numbers, to the amount of a hundred or more of the sons and relations of eminent citi-

zens, to form themselves into a licentious confederacy, to break into rich houses und

plunder them, to rob and murder passengers, and to commit with impunity, all sorts of

disorders. Henry, about the year 1176, divided England into six parts, called circuits^

appointing judges to go at certain times of the year and hold assizes^ or administer jus-

tice to the people, as is practised at this day

Henry so far abolished the barbarous and absurd practice of forfeiting ships, nhich
Jiad been wrecked on the coast, that if one man or animal were alive in the ship, the

vessel and goods were restored to the owners. This prince <.vas also the first who levied

a tax on the moveable and personal estate of his subjects, nobles as well as people. ' To
shew the genius of these ages, it may not be improper to mention the quarrel between
Roger archbishop of York, and Richard archbishop of Canterbury. We may judi;e of

•the violence of military men and laymen, wl)en ecclesiastics could proceed to such ex-

tremities. The pope's legate having summoned an assembly of the clergy at London,
and as both the archbishops pretended to sit on his right hand, this question of prece-

dency begot a controversy between them. The monks and retainers of archbishop

•Richard fell upon Roger, in the presence of the cardinal and of the synod, threw him on
the ground, trampled him under foot, and so bruised him with blo^vs, that he was taken

1 -up half dead, and his life was with difficulty saved from their violence.

!
Richard I. surnamed Cocur de Lion, from his great courage, was the third, but eldest

i surviving son of Henry H. The clergy had found means to gain him over, and for

I -their own ends they persuaded him to make a most magnificent ruinous crusade to che

j

Holy Lands, where he took Ascalon, and pcrtormed actions of valour, that gave coun-
tenance even to the fables of antiquity. After several glorious but fruitless campaigns,
he made a truce of three years with Saladin emperor of the Saracer^s j and in liis return

to England he was treacherously surprised by the duke of Austria j who, in 1193, >"nt

,him a prisoner to the emperor Henry VI. His ransom was fixed by the sordid emperor
at 150,000 mcrks; about 300,0001. of our present money.
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Whilst tlie Scottish kings enjoyed their lands in England, they found it their interestj.

once generally in every king's reign, to perform the sanie homage j but when they were

deprived of their said lands,- they paid no more homage **

Woollen broad cloths were made in England at this time. An ox sold for three

shillings, which answers to nine shillings of our money, and a sheep at four pence, or

one shilling. Weights and measures were now ordered to be the same all over the

kingdom, Richard was slain in besieging the castle of Chalons in the year 1199, the

42d year of his age,- and: 10th of his reign.

The reign of his brother John, who succeeded him, is infamous in the English his-

tory. He is said to have put to death Arthur the eldest son of his brother Geoiirey,.

vVho had the hereditary right to the crown. The young princeV mother Constance

,

complained to Philip, the king of France
j
who, upon- John's non-appearance at his

-

court as a vassal,, deprived him of Normandy. John notwithstanding, in his wars with-

the French, Scotch, atid Irish, gave many proofs of personal valbur but became at last

so apprehensive of a French invasion, that he rendered him.self a tributary to the popCj.

and laid his crown and regalia at the feet of the legate Pandulph, who kept them for

£ve days. The great barons resented his meanness by taking arms ; but he repeated

his shameful submissions to the pope, and, after experiencing various fortunes of war^.

John was at last brought so low, that the barons obliged him, in 1216, to sign the great

deed so vrell known by the name of Magna Charta. Though this charter is deemed the

foundaticiv of English liberty, yet it is in fact no other than a renewal of those immuni-

ties which '-he barons aixd their followers had possessed under the Saxon princes, and

which the laimed by the charters of Henry I. and Henry II. As the principles of
liber 7, h -.ever, came to be more enlarged, and property to be better secured, this

cl -I \jj various subsequent acts and explanations, came to be applicable to every

Eng iish subject, as well as to the barons, knights, and burgesses. John had scarcely-

signed it, but he retracted, ?.nd called upon the pope for protection, when the barons^

iviihdrev/ their allegiance from John, and transferred it to Lewis, the eldest son of

Philip Augustus, king of France. This gave umbrage to the pope j and the barons

being aprir- hensive of their country becoming a province to France, they returned to

John's al';. •:aa:!e j but he was unable to protect them, till the pope refused to confirm

tht- liUe ':i Lewis. John died in 1216, in the 18th year of his reign,, and 49th of his'

t ':ie had a glimpse of resuming his authority,

Tks : • - i f London owes some of her privileges to him. The ofhce of mayor, be-

fore his reign, was for life^ but he gave them a charter to chuse a mayor out of their

cv7n body, annually, and to elect their sheriffs and common-council annually, as at

^'
. agland was In a deplorable situation when her crown devolved upon Henry III. the

late kinp's son, v.ho was but nine years of age. The earl of Pembroke was chosen

his guardian and the pope taking part with the young prince, the French were de-

feated and^ driven out of the kingdom, and their king obliged to renounce all claims

upon the crown of England. The regent, earl of Pembroke, who had thus retrieved

the independency o^ his country, died 1219, and the regency devolved upon the bishop"

of Winchester. The king was of a soft, pliable disposition,, and had been persuaded tof

violate the Great Charter. Indeed he seemed always endeavouring to evade the privi-

leges which he had' been Compelled to grant and confirm. An association of tire barons^

was form.ed against him and his government, and a civil war breaking out, Henry seemed

to be abandoned by but his Gascons, and foreign mercenaries. His profusioa

brought him into inexpressible difficulties^ and the famous Stephen Montfort, who ha^
married his sister, and was made earl of Leicester, being chosen general of the associa-

tion, the king and his two sons were defeated, and taken prisoners at the battle of Lewes*-

* It appear?, however, that William I. king of Scotland, and his subjects, cot^sented to acknowledge?

the king of England and his heirs,, to all perpetuity, to be their sovereigns and liege lords, and thejf

did homage for the kingdom of Scotland accordingly; but this advantage was given up by Richard jU-

Wide lord Lyttleton's History of Henry II. vol. v. p. 220, 223, 235. Svo. edit.
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A difference liappening between Montfort and the earl of Gloucester, a nobleman of

great authority, prince Edward, Henry's eldest son, obtained his liberty, and assembling

as many as he could of his father's subjects, who were jealous of Montfort, and weary

of the tyranny of the barons, he gave battle to the rebels, Vv^hom he defeated at Eve-

sliam, August 4th, 1265, and killed Montfort. The representatives of the commons

of England, both knights and burgesses, formed now part of the English legislature, in

a separate house, and this gave the first blew to feudal tenures in England : but histo-

rians are not agreed in what manner the commons before this tim^e formed any part of

the English parliaments, or great councils. Prince Edward being afterwards engaged

in a crusade, Henry, during his absence, died in 1212, the' sixty-fourth year of his age,

and fifty-sixth of his reign, v»^hich was uncomfortable and inglorious
,;
and yet, to the

-struggles of this reign, the people in a great measure owe the liberties of the present day.

Interest had in that age mounted to an enormous height. There are instances of 50l.

per cent, being paid for money^ which tempted the Jews to remain .in England, not-

withstanding the grievous oppressions they lalDoured under, from the bigotry of the age,

snd Henry"*s extortions. In 1255 Henry made a fresh dem.and of S600 merks from

the Jews, and llireatened to hang them if they refused compliance. They now lost all

patience, and desired leave to retire with their effects out of the kingdom, but the king

xeplied, " How can I remedy the oppression you complain of ? I am myself a beggar
j

I am despoiled 5 I am stripped of all my revenues; I owe above 200,000 merks; and

if I had said 300,000, I should not exceed the truth ; I am obliged to pay my sqn prince

Edward 15,000 merks a year; I have not a farthing, and I must have money from any

hand, from any quarter, or by any means." King John, his father, once demanded
iO,000 merks from a Jew at Bristol ; and on his refusal, ordered one of his teeth to be

drawn every day till he should consent. The Jew lost seven teeth, and then paid the

sum required of him. Trial by ordeal was now entirely disused, and that by duel dis=

couragcd. Bracton's famous law treatise was published ipi this reign o

Edward returning to England, on the news of his father's death, invited all who held

of his crown in capite, to his coronation-dinner, which consisted (that the reader may
have some idea of the luxury of the times) of 278 bacon hogs, 450 hogs, 440 oxen,

430 sheep, 22,600 hens and capons, and thirteen fat goats. (See Rymer's Foedera.)

Alexander HI. king of Scotland was at the solemnity, and ©n the occasion 500 horses

were let loose, for all that could catch them to keep them.

Edward was a brave and politic prince, and being perfectly well acquainted with

the laws, interests, and constitution of his kingdom, his regulations, and reformations of

his laws, have justly given him the title of the English Justinian. He passed the fa-

mous Mortmain act, whereby all persons " were restrained from giving by will or other-

ivise^ their estates to (those so called^ religious purposes, and the societies that never

die, without a licence from the crown." He granted certain privileges to the Cinque

J^orts, which though now very inconsiderable, were then obliged to attend the king
when he went beyond sea, with fifty-seven ships, each having twenty armed soldiers oii

board, and to maintain them at their own costs for the space of fifteen days. He re-

duced the Welch to pay him tribute, and annexed its principality to his crown, and was
the first who gave the title of prince of Wales to his eldest son.

His vast connections with the continent were productive of many benefits to his sub-

jects, particularly by the introduction of reading-glasses and spectacles
;
though tliey are

^aid to have been invented in the late reign, by the famous friar Bacon. Windmills
were erected in England about the same time, and the regulation of gold and silver

workmanship was ascertained by an essay, and mark of the goldsmiths' company. After
all, Edward's continental wars were unfortunate both to liimself and the English, by
draining them of their vv^ealth ; and it is thought that he too much neglected the wool-
len manufactures of his kingdom. He was often embroiled with the pope, especially

upon the aftairs of Scotland ; and he died in in 1307, in the sixty-ninth year of liis age,

and thirty-fifth of his reign, while he was upon a fresh expedition to exterminate that

people. He ordered his heart to be sent to the Holy L*nd, with 32,0001. for the

P^aiatenance of what is called the ITolij Sepulchre.
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His son and successor Edward II. shewed early dispositions for encouraging'favour!tesj

but Gaveston, his chief minion, a Gascon, being banished by his father Edward, he
mcimted the throne with vast advantages, both political and personal, all which he soon

forfeited by his own imprudence. He recalled Gaveston, and loaded him with honours,

and married Isabella, daughter of the French king, who restored to him part of the

territories which Edward I. had lost in France. The barons, however, obliged him
once more to t;amsh his favourite, and to confirm the Great Charter, while king Robert
Eruce recovered all Scotland, excepting the castle of Stirling j near to which, at Ban-
nocLburn, Edward in person received the greatest defeat England ever suffered, in 1314.
Ga v csion being beheaded by the barons, they fixed upon young Hugh Spencer as a spy

upon the king, but he soon became his favourite. He, through his pride, avarice, and
ambition

,
was banished, together with his father, whom he had procured to be made

earl oi. Winchester. The queen, a furious ambitious woman, persuaded her husband to

recal the Spencers, while the common people, from their hatred to the barons, joined

the kings's staiidErd, aid, after defeating them, restored him to the exercise of all prero-

gatives. A cruel use was made of those successes, and many noble patriots, with their

estate^, fell victims to the queen's revenge 5 but at last she became enamoured with Ko-
ger Iv : ortiiTier, who was her prisoner, and had been one of the most active of the anti-

royaik Ao:ds. A breach between her and the Spencers soon followed, and going over

to Frauctj with her lover, she found means to form such a party in England, that, re-

turning xvith some French troops, she put the eldest Spencer to an ignominious death,

made her husband prisoner, and forced him to abdicate his crown in favour of his son

Edward III. then fifteen years of age. Nothing now but the death of Edward II. was
wanting to complete her guilt ; and he was most barbarously murdered in Berkley-

castle, by ruiTrans, supposed to be employed by her and her paramour Mortimer, in the

year 1327.

Upon an average, the difference of living then and now, seems to be nearly as 5 or

6 is to 1, always remembering that the money contained thrice as much silver as our

money or coin of the same denomination does. Thus, for example, if a goose then cost

2 f-d., that is 7fd. of our money, or according to the proportion of 6 to 1, it would now
cost us 3s. 9d. The knights Templars were suppressed in this reign, owing to their

enormous vices.

Edward III. mounted the throne in 1327. He was then under the tuition of his mother,

who cohabited with Mortimer, and they endeavoured to keep possession of their power

by executing many popular measures, and putting an end to all national differences with

Scotland^ for vvhich Mortimer was created earl of March. Edward, young as he was,

was soon sensible of their designs. He surprised them in person at the head of a few

chosen friends in the castle of Nottingham. Mortimer was put to a public death, hang-

ed as a traitor at the common gallows at Tyburn, and the queen herself was shut up in

confinement twenty-eight years, to her death. It was not long before Edward found

means to quarrel with David king of Scotland, though he had married his sister, and he

was driven to France by Edward Baiiol, who acte-d as Edward's tributary, king of

Scotland, and general, and did the same homage to Edward for Scotland, as his father

had done to Edward I. Soon after, i;pon the death of Charles the Fair, king of France,

(without issue), who had succeeded by virtue of the Salic law, which the French pretend-

ed cut off airfemale succession to that crown. Philip of Valois claimed it as being the

next heir male by succession but he was opposed by Edward, as being the son of Isa-

bella, who was sister to the three last-raentioned kings of France, and first in the female

succession. The former was preferred,~but the case being doubtful, Edward pursued his

claim, and invaded France with a powerful army.

On this occasion the vast difference between the feudal constitutions of France, which

were then in full force, and the government of England, more favourable to public li-

berty, appeared. The French officers knew no subordination. They and their men
"were equally undisciplined ancl disobedient, though far more numerous than their ene-

mies in the field. The English freemdi, on the other, having now vast property to fight

for, which they could call their own, independent of a feudal law, knew its valuCj and
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had learnt to defend it, by providing themselves with proper armour, and submitting to

military exercises, and proper subordination in the field. The war, on the part of Ed-

ward, was therefore a continued scene of success and victory. In 134)0 he took the tille

of king of France, using it in all public acts, and quartered the arms of king of France

with his own, adding this motto, Dieu et mon Droit^ " God and my right " At Cressy,

August 26th, 1346, above 100,000 French were defeated, chiefly by the valour of the

prince of Wales, who was but sixteen years of age (his father being no more than chiny-

four) though the English did not exceed 30,000. The loss of the French far exceeded

the number of the English army, whose loss consisted of three knights and one esquire,

and about fifty private men. The battle of Poictiers was fought in 1356, between the

prince of Wales and the French king John, but with greatly superior advantages of num-
bers on the part of the French, who were totally defeated, and their king and hii,, fa-

vourite son Philip taken prisoners. It is thought that the number of French killed in

this battle, was double that of all the English army j but the modesty and politeness

with which the prince treated his royal prisoners, formed the brightest wrea^th in his

garland.

Edward's glories were not confined to France, Having left his queen Philippa,

daughter to the earl of Hainault, regent of England, she had the good fortune to take

prisoner David king of Scotland, w^ho had ventured to invade England, about six weeks

after the battle of Cressy was fought, and remained a prisoner eleven years. Thus Ed-
ward had the glory to see two crowned heads his captives at LondoJi. Both kings were

afterwards ransomed, David for 100,000 marks, and John for three millions of gold

crowns j but John returned to England, and died at the palace of the Savoy. After the

treaty of Bretigni, into which Edward III. is said to have been frightened by a dreadful

storm, his fortunes declined. He had resigned his French dominions entirely to the

prince of Wales, and he sunk in the esteem of his subjects at home, on account of his

attachment to his mistress, one Alice Pierce. The prince of Wales, commonly called

the Black Prince *, from his wearing that armour, while he was making a glorious

campaign in Spain, where he reinstated Peter the Cruel on that throne, was seized wi«h

a consumptive disorder, which carried him off in thq year 1372. His father did not

long survive him j for he died, dispirited and obscure, at Shene in Surry, in the year

1377, the 65th of his age, and 5lst of his reign.

No prince ever understood the balance and interests of Europe better than Edward
did, and he was 9ne of the best and most illustrious kings that sat on the Encrlish throne.

Having set his heart on the conquest of France, he gratified the more readily his people

in their demands, for protection and security to their liberties and properties, but he

thereby exhausted his regal dominions j neither was his successor, when he mounted tlie

throne, so powerful a prince as he was in the beginning of hii; reign. He has the glory

of inviting over and protecting fullers, dyers, weavers, and other artificers from Flanders,

and of establishing the woollen manufacture among the English, who, till his time, ge-

nerally exported the unwrought commodity. The rate of living in his reign seems to

liave been much the same as in the preceding reign j and few of the English ships even
of war, exceeded forty or fifty tons. But notwithstanding the vast increase of propeviy

in England, villanage still continued in the royal, episcopal, and baronial manors. His-
torians are not agreed whether Edward mado use of artillery in his. first invasion of
France, but it certainly was well known before hii death. The magnific^^nt caslle of

Windsor was built by Edward HI. and his method of conducting that work may serA'c

as a specimen of the condition of the people of that age. Instead of alluring workmen
by contracts and wages, he assessed every county in I^ngland to send him so many ma-
soTis, tilers, and carpenters, as if he had been levying an army. Soldiers were enlisted

only for a short time
j
they lived idle all the rest of the year, and commonly all the xa^t

of their lives j one successful campaign, by pay and plunder, and the ransom of pri^neci,

* He was also tfie first in England that had the. title ot Duke, being: ("lealcd l)y his father Duko o
ClurnwaU; and ever since, the eldc-t son the kinjr of England is by birth duke ol Cornwall.
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was supposed to be a small .fortune to a man ; which was a great allurement to entey hu
to the service. The wages of a master carpenter was limited through the whole year tq

three pence a day, a common carpenter to two pence, money of that age

L*r John 1/Yickiiffey a secular priest, educated at Oxford, began in the latter end of this-

reign to spread' the doctrines of Reformation by his discourses, sermons, and writings
j

and he made many disciples of all ranks and stations. Pie was a man of parts, learnings

and piecy j and has the honour of being the first person in Europe who publicly called

in question these doctrines, W'hich had generally passed for certain and undisputed during

so many ages. The doctrines of W icklilfe being derived from his search into the scrip-

tures, and into ecclesiastical antiquity, w^ere nearly the same Vv'ith those propagated by
the reformers in the sixteenth century. But tho\igh the age seemed strongly disposed t^

receive them, affairs were not yet fully ripe for this great revolution, which was reserved

for a more free and enquiring period, that gave the finishing blow to Romish superstitioii

in this and many other kingdoms of Etirope. He had many friends in the university of

Oxford and at court, and was powerfully protected against the evil designs of the pope
and bishoi?s, by John of Gaunt duke of Lancaster one of the king's sons, and other gre^t

men. His disciples were distinguished by the name of Vvickliffites or Lollards

Richard IL son of the Elack Prince, was no fnore than eleven years of age when he
mounted the throne. The English arms w^ere then unsuccessful both in France and
in Scotland ; but the doctrines of Wickliffe took root under the influence of the duke of

Lancaster, the king's uncle and one of his guardians, and gave enlarged notions of liber-r

ty to the villains, and lov^^est ranks of people. The truth is, agriculture was then in so

flourishing a state, that corn and other victuals were suffered to be transported, and the

English had fallen upon a way of manufacturing, for exportation, their leather, horns,,

and other native commodities and wath regard to the w^ooUen manufactures, they seem
from records, to have been exceeded by none in Europe. John of Gaunt's foreign con-

nections with the crowns of Portugal and Spain were of prejudice to England j. and so

many men w^ere employed in unsuccessful wars, that the commons of England, like pow-
der, receiving a spark of fire, all at once flamed out into a rebellion, under the conduct
pf Ball, a priest, VV at Tyler, Jack Straw, and others, the lowest of the people. The
conduct of these insurgents was very violent, and in many respects extremely unjustifi-

able -y but it cannot justly be denied, that the common people of England then labour-

ed under many oppressions, particularly a poll-tax^ and had abundant reason to be dis-

contented with the government.

Richard was not then above sixteen, but he acted wath great spirit and wisdom. He
faced the storm of the insurgents, at the head of the Londoners, while Vv'alworth the

mayor, and Philpot an alderman, had the courage to put Tyler, the leader of the mal-

contents, to death, in the midst of his adherents. Richard then associated to himself a,

nev^f set of favourites. His people and great lords again took up arms, and beisg head-

ed by the duke of Gloucester, the king's uncle, they forced Richard once more into

terms *, but being insincere in all his compliances, he -was upon the point of becoming
piore despotic than any king in England ever had been, when he lost his crovv'n and life

by a sudden catastrophe,

A quarrel happened betwe-en the Duke of Hereford, son to the duke of Lancaster^

and the duke of Norfolk j and Richard banished them both, mth particular marks of

injustice to the former, who now became duke of Lancaster, by his father's death j anci

Richard parr3dng over a great army tp queil a rebeUion in Ireland, a strong party form^

fsd in England, the natural result of Richard's tyranny, who offered the duke of Lancas-

ter^the crown." He landed from, France at Ravenspur in Yorkshire, and was soon at thq

head of 60,000 men, all of them English. Richard hurried back to England, wher^

liis troops refusing to fight, and his subjects, whom he bad affected to despise, generally

deserting him, he wa^ made prisoner with no more than twenty attendants j and being

carried to London, hewas deposed in full parliament, upon a formal charge of tyranny

and misconduct and soon after he is suppo;;-ed to have been starved to death in priscci,

jn the year 1399, the 34th year of his a^e, and the 2Sd cf hi? reigxa. li% had n?^ is|4^

\>j either of hi? two marriages.
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i hougK t"he nobility of England, were possessed of great power at tlic time of tms

revolution, yet we do not find that it abaled the influence of the commons.^ They had

the courage to remonstrate boldly in parliament against the usury, v/hich was but

too much practised in England, and other abuses of both clergy and laity : and the de-

jBtruction of the feudal powers soon followed,

Henry the Fourth *, son of John of Gaunt duke of Lancaster, fourth son of Edward'

III. being settled on the throne of England, in prejudice to the elder branches of Ed-

ward IH/s family, the great nobility were in hopes that this glaring defect in his title

^vould render him dependent upon them. At first some conspiracies were formed against

him among his great men, as the dukes of Surry and Exeter, the earls of Gloucester

and Salisbury, and the archbishop of York but he crushed them by his activity and

Steadiness, and laid a plan for reducing their overgrown power. This wa§ understood

by the Percy, family the greatest in the north of England, who complained of Henry

having deprived them of some Scottish prisoners, whom they had taken in battle ; and a

dangerous rebellion broke out under the old earl of Northumberland, and his son the

famous Henry Percy, surnamed Hotspur, but it ended in the defeat of the rebels, chiefly

by the valour of the prince of Wales. With equal good fortune, Henry suppressed the

insurrection of the Welch, under Owen Glendower j and by his prudent concessions to

his parliament, to the commons particularly, he at last conquered all opposition, v/nile,

to save the defect of his title, the parliament entailed the crown upon him, and the heirs-

fnale of his body lawfully begotten, thereby shutting out all female succession. The
young duke of Rothsay, heir to the crown of Scotland ("afterwards James I. of that

kingdom), falling a prisoner into Henry's hands about the time, was of infinite service

to his government j and before his death, which happened in 1413, in the 46th year of

his age, and iSth of his reign, he had the satisfaction to see his son and successor, the

prince of Wales, disengage himself from many youthful follies, which till then had dis-

graced his conduct.

The English marine was now so greatly increased, that we find an English vessel of

200 tons in the Baltic, and many other ships of equal burden, carrying on sn immense
trade all over Europe, but with the Hanse towns in particular* With regard to pub-

lic liberty, Henry IV., as I have already hinted, was the first prince who gave the dif-

ferent orders in Parliament, especially that of the commons, their due weight. It is

however a little surprising, that learning was at this time in a much lower state in Eng-
land, and all over Europe, than it had been 200 years before. Bishops, when testify-

ing synodal act§, v/ere often forced to do it by proxy in the following lerais, viz. " As
1 cannot read myself, N. N, hath subscribed for me

j
or, As my lord bishop cannot

write himself, at his requent I have subscribed." Ey the influence of the court and
the intrigues of the clergy, an act was obtained in the sessions of parliament 1401 for

the burning of heretics, occasioned by the great increase of the WickliltiLes or Lollards
j

and immediately after, one Sawtre, parish priest of St.Ofithe in London, was burnt alive

by the king's writ, directed to the mayor and the sheriifs of London.
I'he balance of trade with foreign parts was against England at the accession of

Henry V. in 1413, so greatly had luxury increased. The Lollards, or the followers of

Wickliffc, were excessively numerous, and Sir John 01dca«ile and Lord Cobham having
joined them, it was pretended that he had agreed to put himself at their head, with a

fiesign to overturn the government ^ but this appears to have been a groundless accusa-

* The throne being now vacant, the duke pf Lancaster stt^pped forth, mid having crossed hiirseif

l(^n his forehead and on his breast, and c;illed upon the name of Cbrist, he pronounced these worci?,

which I shall give in the original huiguagc, because of their singularity.

In the 7tame of the Fndhet\ Syu, and Holy Ohost^ I Henry of Lnnraster, rhnllevge this reii'me rf
To\flandj, and the craixjn, iMith ali the meiu.'^ri', and the ai^; urtenancfs ; ah I that am desrendithv r'ght
Una of the blodt; (meaning a chiim in right of his mother) romi./g from the gude kin^ He'iry thet dc and
throgt: that ri^ht thut God ofhisj^rarc biith sent *ne, nut- he'pe of lyu, ani ofwy f- ievUs, to reroi'er
it ; the which reiifme was in Povnt tQ be or^dqnf by d^aut goycr/iancf^ and mioyittg of the gu^
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sation, from, a bloody zeal of the clergy, though he was put to death In consequence of it.

His only real crime seems to have been the spirit with which he opposed the supersti-

tion of the age, and he was the first of the nobility who suffered on account of religion.

Henry was about this time engaged .in a contest with France, which he had many in-

citements for invading. He demanded a restitution of Normandy, and other provinces

that had been ravished from England in the preceding reigns j also the payment of cer-

tain arrears due for king John's ransom since the reign of Edward the III. and availing

himself of the distracted state of that kingdom by the Orleans and Burgundy factions,

he invaded it, where he first took Harfleur, and then defeated the French in the battle

of Agincourt, vfhich equalled those of Cressy and Poictiers in glory to the English,

but exceeded them in its consequences, on account of the vast number of French prin-

ces of the blood, and other great noblemen, who v/ere there killed. Heniy, who was
as great a politician as a warrior, made such alliances, and divided the French among
themselves so effectually, thai he forced the queen of France, whose husband, Charles

VI. was a lunatic, to agiee to his marrying her daughter, the princess Catharine, to dis-

inherit the dauphin, aud to declare Henry regent of France during her husband's life,

and him and Jhis issue successors to the French monarchy, which must at this time have

been exterminated, had not the Scots (though their king still continued Henry's captive)

furnished the dauphin with vast supplies, and preserved the French crown for his head.

Henry however made a triumphal entry into Paris, where the dauphin was proscribed y

and, after receiving the fealty of the French nobility, he returned to England to levy a

"force that might crush the dauphin aiid his Scottish auxiliaries. He probably would
have been successful, had he not died of a pleuritic disorder, 1442, the 34th year of hiii

age, and the 10th of his reign.

Henry V's vast successes in France revived the trade of England, and at the same

time increased and established the privileges and liberties of tl^ie English commonalty.

As he died when he was only thirty four years of age, it is hard to say, if he had lived,

Tvhether he might not have given the law to all the continent of Europe, which was

then greatly distracted by the divisions among its princes but whether this would have

been of service or prejudice to the growing liberties of the English subjects, we can-

not determine.

By an authentic and exact account of the ordinary revenues of the crown during this,

reign, it appears that they amounted only to 55,7141. a year, which is nearly the same

with the revenues in Henry Ill's time, and the kings of England had neither become
much richer nor poorer in the course of 200 years. The ordinary expences of the go-

vernment amounted to 52,5071. so that the king had of surplus only 3,2071. for the

?5upport of his household, for his wardrobe, for the expence of embassies, and other articles.

This sum was not nearly sufficient even in time of peace : and to carry on his wars, this

great conqueror xvas reduced to many miserable shifts he borrowed from all quarters ;

he pawned his jewels, and sometimes the crown itself ; he ran in arrears to his army ;

and he was often obliged to stop in the midst of his career of victory, and to grant a

truce to the enemy. I mention these particulars, that the reader may judge of the sim-

plicity and temperance of our predecessors three centuries ago, v;hen the expences of

the greatest king in Europe were scarcely equal to the pension of a superannuated courtier

of the present age.

It required a prince equally able with Henry IV. and V. to confirm the title of the

Lancaster house to the throne of England. Henry VI. surnamed of V/indsor, was no

more than nine months old, when, in consequence of the treaty of Troyes, concluded

by his father with the French court, he was proclaimed king of France as well a3

England. He was under the tuition of his two uncles, the dukes of Bedford and Glou-

cester, both of them princes of great accomplishments, virtue^ and courage, but unable

to preserve their brother's conquests. Upon the death of Charles VI. the affections of

the French for his family revived in the person of his son and successor Charles VII.

The duke of Bedford, who was regent of France, performed many glorious actions, and.

at last laid siege to Orleans, which, if taken, would have completed the conquest of

France. The siege was raised by the valour and good conduct of the maid of Orleaijis,

a pheaoiuenon hardly to be paralleled in historVj she being of the lowest extraction, and,.
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bred a cow-keeper, and sometimes a helper in stables in public Inns. Slie must not-

withstanding have possessed an amazing fund of sagacity as well as valour. After an

unparallelecf train of heroic actions, and placing the crown upon her sovereign's head,

she was taken prisoner by the English in making a sally during the siege of Compeigne,

who burnt her alive for a witch at Rouen, May 30, 1451.

The death of the duke of Bedford, and the agreement of the duke of Burgundy, the

great ally of the English, with Charles VII. contributed to the entire ruin of the Eng-

lish interest in France, and the loss of all their fine provnices in that kingdom, notwith-

standing the amazing courage of Talbot the first earl of Shrewsbury, and their other

officers. The capital misfortune of England, at this lime, was its disunion at home.

The Duke of Gloucester lost his authority in the government, and the kmg married

Margaret of Anjou, daughter to the needy king of Sicily j a \^ oman of a high spirit,

but an implacable disposition 5 while the cardnial of Winchester, who was the richest

subject in England, if not in Europe, presided at the head of the treasury, and by his

avarice ruined the interest of England, both at home and abroad. Next to the cardinal,

the duke of^York, who was lord lieutenant of Ireland, was the most powerful subject

in England. He was descended by the mother's side from Lionel, an elder son of Ed-

ward III. and prior in claim to the reigning king, who was descended from John of

Gaunt, Edward's yourigest son j and he affected to keep up the distinction of a white

rose, that of the house of Lancaster being red. It is certain that he paid no regard to

the pa Jiamentary entail of the crown upon the reigning family, and he lost no opportu-

nity of forming a party to assert his right, but acted at first with a most profound dissi»

mulation. The duke of Suffolk was a favourite of the queen, v;ho was a professed ene-

my to the duke of York but being impeached in Parliament, he was banished for five

years, and had his head struck off on board a ship, by a common sailor. This was fol-

lowed by an insurrection of 20,000 Kentish men, headed by one Jack Cade, a man o£

low condition, who sent to the court a list of grievances 3 but he was defeated by the

valour of the citizens of London, and the queen seemed to be perfectly secure against

the duke of York. The inglorious management of the English affairs in France be-

friended him, and upon his arrival in England from Ireland, he found a strong party of

the nobility his friends j but being considered as the fomenter of Cade's rebellion, he

professed the most profound reverence to Henry.
The persons in high power and reputation in England, next to the duke of York,

were the earl of Salisbury, and his son the earl of Warwick. The latter had the great-

est land estate of any subject in England, and his vast abilities, joined to some virtues,

Tendered him equally popular. Both father and son were secretly on the side of York
^

and, during a fit of illness of the king, that duke was made protector of the realm.

Both sides now prepared for arms, and the king recovering, the queen with wonderful

activity assembled an army j but the royalists were defeated in the first battle of St

Alban's, and the king himself^was taken prisoner. The duke of York was once more
declared protector of the kingdom, but it was not long before the queen resumed all

her influence in the government, and the king, though his weakness became every day
more and more visible, recovered all his authority.

The duke of York upon this threw off the mask, and, in 1450, he openly claimed
the crown, and the queen was ag[;;n defeated by the earl of Warwick, who was now
called the king-maker. A parHament upon this being assembled, it was enacted, that

Henry should possess the throne for life, but that the duke of York should succeed
him, to the exclusion of all Henry's issue. All, excepting the magnanimous queen,
agreed to this compromise. She retreated northwards, and the king being still a pri-

soner, she pleaded his cause so well, that, assembling a fresh army, she fought the bat-

tle of Wakefield, where the duke of York was defeated and slain in 1460.
It is pretty extraordinary, that though the duke of York and his pai-ty openly assert-

ed his claim to the crown, they still professed allegiance to Henry •, but the duke of
York's sop, afterwards Edward IV., prepared to revenge his father's death, and ob-
tained several victories over the royahsts. The queen, however, advanced tou-ards

London, and defeating the earl of Warwick in the second battle of St Alban's, she de-

livered her husband 3 but the disorders committed by her r^orthgrn troops disgusted the
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Londoners so mucli, tliat slie durst not enter London, where tlie duke of York
received on the 28th of February 4.461, while the queen and her husband were obliged

to retreat northwards. She soon raised another army, and fought the battle of Tow-
ton, the most bloody perhaps that ever happened in any civil war. After prodigies of

valour had been performed on both sides, the victory remained with young king Ed-
ward, and nearly 40,000 men lay dead on the field of battle. Margaret and her husband
were once more obliged to fly to Scotland, where they met with generous protection.

It may be proper to observe, that this civil war was carried on with greater animo-

•^ty than any perhaps ever know^n. Margaret was as blood-thirsty as her opponents,

and when prisoners on either «ide were made, their deaths, especially if they were of
any rank, were deferred only for a few hours,

Margaret, by the concessions she made to the Scots, soon raised a fresh army there,

and in the north of England, but met with defeat upon defeat, till at last her husband,

the unfortunate Henry, was carried prisoner to London.
The duke of York, now^ Edward IV., being crowned on the 29th of June, fell in

love with and privately married Elizabeth, the widow of Sir John Gray, though he
had some time before sent the earl of Warwick to demand the king of France's sister

in marriage, in which embassy he was successful, and nothing remained but the bring-

ing over the princess into England. When the secret of Edward's marriage broke out,

the haughty earl deeming himself attronted, returned to England inflamed with rage

and • indignation
5
and, from being Edward's best friend, became his most formidable

enemy, and gaining over the duke of Clarence, Edward was made prisoner j but

escaping from his confinement, the earl of Warwick, and the French king, Lewis XI.,

declared for the restoration of Henry, who was replaced on the throne, and Edward
narrowly escaped to Holland. Returning from thence, he advanced to London, un-

der pretence of claiming liis dukedom of York j but being received into the capital, he

resumed the exercise of royal authority, made king Henry once more his prisoner, and
defeated and killed Warmck in the battle of Barnet, A few days after, he defeated

a fresh army of Lancastrians, and made queen Margaret prisoner, together with her

son prince Edward, whom Edward's brother, the duke of Gloucester, murdered in

cold blood, as he is said (but with no great shew of probability) to have done his fa-

ther Henry VI., then a prisoner in the Tower of London, a few days after, in the year

1471.

Edvrard, partly to amuse the public, and paftly to supply the vast expences of his

court, pretended sometimes to quarrel, and sometimes to treat with France, but his ir-

regularities brought him to his death (1483) in the twenty- third year of his reign, and

forty-second of his age.

Notwithstanding the turbulence of the times, the trade and manufactures of Eng-
land, particularly the woollen, increased during the reigns of Henry VI. and Ed-
ward IV. So early as 1440, a navigation-act was thought of by the English, as the

only means to preserve to themselves the benefit of being the sole carriers of their own
merchandise j but foreign influence prevented Henry's passing the bill for that purpose.

The invention of Printing, which is generally supposed to have been imported into

England by William Caxton, and which received some countenance from Edward, is

the chief glory of his^eign j but learning in genersl was then in a poor state in Eng-
land. The lord Tiptoft was its great patron, and seems to have been the first English

nobleman who cultixEated what are now called the belles lettres. The books printed

by Caxton are mostly re-translations, or compilations from the French or Monkish

Latin j but it must be acknowledged, at the same time, that literature, after this pe«

riod, made a more rapid and general progress among the English, than it did in any

other European nation. The famous Littleton, judge of the common pleas, and For-

Jescue, chancellor of England, flourished at this period.

Edward IV. left two sons by his queen, who had exercised her power with no great

prudence, by having nobilitatecl many of her obscure relations. Her eldest son, Ed-

ward V., was about thirteen j and his uncle, the Duke of Gloucester, taking advan-

tage of the queen's unpopularity among the great m.en, found means to bastardize her

issue by act of parliament, under the scandalous pretext of a pre-contract between their
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fatl^er and another lady. Tlie duke, at the same time, was declared guardian of tlie

kingdom, and at last accepted of the crown, which v.-as offered him by the Londoners,

having first put to death all the nobility and great men, whom he thought to be well

affected to the king's family. Whether the young king and his brother were murdered ii*

the Tower, by his direction, is doubtful. The most probable opiricn is, that they were

clandestinely sent abroad by his orders, and that the elder died, but that the younger

survived, and was the same who was well known by the name of Perkin Warbeck, •

Be this as it will, the English v;ere prepossessed ?o strongly against Richard, as being

the murderer of his nephews, that the earl of Richmond, who still remained in France,

carried on a secret correspondence with the remains of Edward IV.'s friends, and, by

offering to marry his eldest daughter, he was encouraged to invade England, at the

head of about 2000 foreign troops ; but they were soon joined by 7000 English and

Welch. A battle between him and Richard, who u as at the head of 15,000 men, en-

sued at Bosworth- field, in which Richard, afier displaying most astonishing acts of per-

sonal valour, was killed, having been first abandoned by a main division of his army,

under lord Stanely and his brother, in the year 1485.

Though the same act of bastardy affscted the daughters, as well as the sons of the

late king, yet no disputes were raised upon the legitimacy of tho princess Elizabeth,

eldest daughter to Edward IV., and who, as had been before concerted, married Hen-
ry of Lancaster, earl of Richmond, thereby uniting both houses, which happily put aii

<f-*nd to the long and bloody wars between the contending houses of York and Lancas-

ter. Henry, however, rested his right upon conquest, and seemed to pay little regard

to the advantages of his marriage. He was the first who instituted that guard called

Yeomen, which still subsists
^
and, in imitation of his predecessor, he gave an irreeo-

verable blow to the dangerous privileges assumed by the barons, in abolishing liveries,

and retainers, by which every malefactor could shelter himself from the law, on assum-

ing a nobleman's livery, and attending his person. The despotic court of star-cham-

ber owed its original to Henry j but at the same time it must be acknowledged, that

he passed many acts, especially for trade and navigatioi^, that were highly for the be-

nefit of his subjects
5
and, as a finishing stroke to the feudal tenm-cs, an act passed, by

which the barons and gentlemen of landed interest were at liberty to sell and mortgage
their lands, without fines or licences for the alienation.

This, if we regard its consequences, is perhaps the most important act that ever pass-

ed in an English parliament, though its tendency seems only to have been known to

the politic king. Luxury, by the increase of trade, and the discovery of America,
had broken with irresistible force into England, and monied property being chiefly in

the hands of the commons, the estates of the barons became theirs, but without any of
their dangerous privileges j and thus the baronial powers were soon extinguished in

England.

Henry, after encountering and surmounting many difficulties both in France and Ire-

land, was attacked in the possession of his throne by a young man, one Perkin War-
beck, who pretended to be the duke of York, second son to- Edward IV., and was ac-

knowledged as such by the duchess of Burgundy, Edward's sister. W^e shall not fol-

low the adventures of this young man, which were various and uncommon j but it is

certain that many of the Enghsh, with, the courts of France and Scotland, believed
him to be what he pretended. Henry endeavoured to prove the death of Edward V.,
and his brother, but never did it to the public satisfaction j and though James IV. of
Scotland dismissed Perkin out of his dominions, being engaged in a treaty of marriage
with Henry's oldest daughter, yet by the kind manner in which he entertained and dis-

missed him, it is plain that he believed him to be the real duke of York, especially as

he refused to deliver up his person, which he might have done with honour, had he
thought him an impostor. Perkin, after various unfortunate adventures, fell into Hen-
ry's hands, and was shut up in the Tower of London, from whence he endeavoured to
escape, along with the inftocent earl of Warwick, for which Perkin was hanged, and
the earl beheaded. In 1499 Henry's eldest son, Arthur Prince of Wales, Avas marri-
ed to the princess Catharine of Arragon, daughter to the king and queen of Spain ; and

^y'^ng soon after, such was Henry's rcluctanc e to refund her great dowry, 200,003
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crowns of gold, that he consented to her being married again to his second son, then
prince of Wales, on pretence that the first match had not been consummated. Soon
after Henry's eldest daughter, the princess Margaret, was sent with a most magnificent
train to Scotland, where she was married to James IV. Henry, at the time of his

death, which happened in 1509, the 52d year of his age, and 24th of his reign, was
possessed of 1,800,0001. sterling, which is equivalent to five millions at present so

that he may be supposed to have been master of more ready money than all the kings

in Europe besides possessed, the mines of Peru and Mexico being then only beginning
to be worked. He was immoderately fond of replenishing his coffers, and often trick-

ed his parliament to grant him subsidies for foreign alliances, which he intended not to

pursue.

I have already mentioned the vast alteration which happened in the constitution

©f England during Henry Vll.'s reign. His excessive love of money, and his avarice,

was the probable reason why he did not become master of the West Indies, he having
the first offer of the discovery from Columbus, whose proposals being rejected by Hen-
ry, that great man applied to the court of Spain, and he set out upon the discovery of

a new world in the year 1492, which he effected after a passage of thirty-three days,

and took possession of the country in the name of the king and queen of Spain. Hen-
ry, however, made some amends by encouraging Cabot, a Venetian, ^^ho discovered

the main land of North America in 1498 j and we may observe, to the praise of this

king, that sometimes, in order to promote commerce, he lent to merchants sums of mo-
ney without interest, when he knew that their stock was not sufficient for those enter-

prises which they had in view. From the proportional prices of living, produced by
Madox, Fleetwood, and other- writers, agriculture and breeding of cattle must have

been prodigiously advanced before Henry's death : an instance of this is given in the

case of lady Anne, sister to Henry's queen, who had an allowance of 20s. per week for

her exhibition, sustentation, and convenient diet of meat and drink j also for two gen-

tlewomen, one woman-child, one gentleman, one yeoman, and three grooms, (in all

eight persons), 5ll. lis. 8d. per annum, for their wages, diet, and clothings and for

the maintenance of seven horses, 16l. 9s. 4d. /. e. for each horse, 2l. 7s. 0-fd. yearly,

money being still \~ times as weighty our modern silver coin. Wheat was that year

no more than 3s. 4d. a quarter, which answers to 5s. of our mOney, consequently it

was about seven times as cheap as at presei^ \ so that, l-ad all other necessaries been

equally cheap, she could have lived as well as on 12001. 10s. 6d. of our modern mo-
ney, or ten times as cheap as at present.

The fine arts were as far advanced in England at the accession of Henry VIII. 1509,

as in any European country, if we except Italy j and perhaps no prince ever entered with

greater advantages than he did on the exercise of royalty. Young, vigorous, and rich,

without any rival, he held the balance of power in Europe, but it is certain that he ne-

glected those advantages in commerce, with which his father became too lately ac-

quainted. Imagining that he could not stand in need of a supply, he did not improve

Cabot's discoveries, and he suffered the East and West Indies to be engrossed by Por-

tugal and Spain. His vanity engaged him too much in the affairs of the continent,

and his flatterers encouraged him to make preparations for the conquest of all France.

These projects, and his establishing what is properly called a navy royal^iox the perman-

ent defence of the nation (a most excellent measure), led him into incredible expences.

He became a candidate for the German empire, during its vacancy j but soon resigned

his pretensions to Francis I. of France, and Charles of Austria, king of Spain, who Vvas

elected in 1519. Henry's conduct, in the long and bloody wars between those princes,

-Was directed by Wolsey's views upon the popedom, which he hoped to gain by the in-

terest of Charles j but finding himself twice deceived, he persuaded his master to de-

clare himself for Francis, who had been taken prisoner at the battle of Pavia. Henry,

however, continued to be the dupe of all parties, and to pay great part of their expen-

ces, till at last he was forced to lay vast burdens upon his subjects.

Henry continued all this time the great enemy of the Reformation, and the champion

of the popes and the Romish church. He wrote a book against Luther, " oi \}s\t' Seven

** Sacraments^'* about the year 1523, for vrhich the nope gave him the title qI Defender
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'^ 'ilie Faith, wKich his successors retain to this day j but about the year 1527, he began

to have some scruples with regard to the validity of his marriage with his brother's

widow. I shall not say, how far on this occasion he might be influenced by scruples

of conscience, or aversion to the queen, or the charms of the famous Anne Boleyn,

maid of honour to the queen, whom he married, before he had obtained from Rome the

proper bulb of divorce from the pope. The difficulties he met with in this process,

ruined Wolsey, who died heart-broken, after being stript of his immense possessions.

A perplexing, though nice conjuncture of alfairs, it is well known, induced Henry

at last to throw off all relation to, or dependence upon the church of Rome, and to

bring about a reformation in which, however, many of the Romish errors and super-

stitions were retained. Henry nerer could have effected this mighty m.easure, had it

not been for his despotic disposition, which broke out on every occasion. Upon a

slight suspicion of his queen's inconstancy, and after a sham trial, he cut off her head

in the Tower, and put to death some of her nearest relations ; and in many respects he

acted in the most arbitrary manner, his wishes, however unreasonable, being too readily

complied with, in consequence of the shameful servility of his parliaments. The dis-

solution of the religious houses, and the immense wealth that came to Henry, by seiz-

ing all the ecclesiastical property in his kingdom, enabled him to give full scope to

his sangtiinary disposition ) so that the best and most innocent blood of England was

shed on scaffolds, and seldom any long time passed without being marked with some

illustrious victim of his tyranny.—i\.mong others, was the aged countess of Salisbury,

descended immediately from Edward IV. and mother to Cardinal Pole 5 the marquis o£

Exeter, the lord Montague, and others of the blood royal, for holding a correspondence

with that cardinal.

His third w^ife w-as Jane Seymour, daughter to a gentleman of fortune and family
5

but she died in bringing Edward VI. into the world. His fourth wife w^as Anne, sis-

' ter to the duke of Cleves. He disliked her so much that he scarcely bedded with her,

and obtaining a divorce, he suffered her to reside in England on a pension of 30,000l.

a year. His fifth wife was Catharine Howard, niece to the duke of Norfolk, whose

head he cut off for antenuptial incontinency. His last wife was queen Catharine Par,

; in v/hose possession he died, after she had narrowly escaped being brought to the stake,

for her religious opinions, which favoured the' reformation. Henry's cruelty increased

with his years, and was now exercised promiscuously on Protestants snd Catholics. He
|)ut the brave earl of Suvry to death without a crime being proved against him ; and

. bis father the duke of Norfolk must have suffered the next day, had he not. been saved

by Henry's own death, 1547, in the 56th year of his age, and the 38th of his reign.

The state of England, during the reign of Henry VIII. is, by the help of printing,

too well known to be enlarged upon here. His attention to the naval security of Eng-
land is highly commendable and it is certain that he employed the unjust and arbi-

trai*y power he frequently assumed, in many respects for the glory and interests of his

subjects.' Without enquiring into his religious motives, it must be candidly confessed,

that had the reformation gone through all the forms prescribed by the lav\'s, and the

courts of
j
ustice, it probably never could have taken place, or at least not for many

years ; and whatever Henry's personal crimes or failings might have been, the partitioa

he made of the church's property among his courtiers and favourites, and thereby res-

cuing it from dead hands, undoubtedly promoted the present greatness of England.

"With regard to learning and the arts, Henry was a generous encourager of both. He
gave a pension to Erasmus, which is another name for learning itself. ' He brought to

England, encour^tged, and protected, Hans Holbein, that excellent painter and architect
^

and in his reign, noblemen's houses began to have the air of Italian magnificence and
regularity. He was a constant and generous friend to Cranmer *, and though lie was,

upon the whole, rather whimsical than settled in his own principles of religion, he ad-

vanced and encouraged many who became afterwards the instruments of a more pure

reformation.

In this reign the Bible was ordered to be printed in English. Wales was uniied an(4

* incorporated with h'.ngland. Ireland v/as created into a kingdom, and Henry took the

.tith cf king instead of lord of Irelir.id.
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Edward VI. was but nine years of age at the time of his father's death ; and aftejf

some disputes were over, the regency was settled in the person of his uncle the earl of
Hertford, afterwards the protector, and duke of Somerset, a declared friend and patron
of the Reformation, and a bitter enemy to the see of Rome.
The reader is to observe in general, that the Reformation w^as not effected without

many public disturbances. The common people, during the reigns of Henry and Ed-
ward, being deprived of the vast relief they had from abbeys and religious houses, and
being ejected from their small corn-growing farms, had often taken arms, but had been
as often suppressed by the government j and several of these insurrections were crushed
in this reign.

The reformation, however, went on rapidly, through the zeal of Cranmer, and others,

some of them foreign divines. In some cases, particularly with regard to the princess

Mary, they lost sight of that moderation which the reformers had before so strongly

recommended j and some cruel sanguinary executions, on account of religion, took
place. Edward's youth excuses him from blame, and his charitable endovv-ments, as

Bridewell, and St Thomas's hospitals, and also several schools which still exist and
flourish, shew the goodness of his heart, He died of a deep consumption in 1553, in

the 16th year of his age, and the 7th of his reign.

Edward, on his death-bed, from his zeal for religion, had made a very unconstitutional

will, for he set aside his sister Mary from the succession, which was claimed by lady

Jane Gray, daughter to the dutchess of Suffolk, younger sister to Henry VIII. This
lady, though she had scarcely reached her 17th year, was a prodigy of learning and
virtue j but the bulk of the English nation recognised the claim of the princess Mary, .

who cut off lady Jane's head, and that of her husband Lord Guilford Dudley, son to the

duke of Northumberland, who also suffered in the same manner.

Mary being thus settled on the throne, suppressed an insurrection under V^yat, and
proceeded like a female fury to re-establish popery, which she did all over England.
She recalled Cardinal Pole from banishment, made him instrumental in her cruelties,

and lighted up the flames of persecution, in which archbishop Cranmer, the bishops

Ridley, Hooper and Latimer, and many other illustrious confessors of the English rc^

formed church, were consumed j not to mention a vast number of other sacrifices of '

both sexes and all ranks that suffered through every quarter of the kingdom. Eonner
bishop of London, and Gardiner bishop of Winchester, were the chief executioners of

her bloody mandates j and had she lived, she would have endeavoured to exterminate

iill her protestant subjects.

Mary now married Philip II. of Spain, who, like herself, was an unfeeling bigot to

popery j and the chief praise of her reign is, that, by the marriage-articles, provision was

made for the independency of the English crown. By the assistance of troops which

she furnished to her husband, he gained the important battle of St Quintin j but that

victory was so ill improved, that the French, under the duke of Guise, soon after took

Calais, the only place then remaining to the English in France, and which had been

held ever since the reign of Edward III. This loss, which w^as chiefly owing to car-

dinal Pole's secret connections with the French court, is said to have broken Mary's

heart, who died in 1558, in the 42d year of her life, and 6th of her reign. " In the

heat of her persecuting flames (says a contemporary writer of credit), were burnt to

ashes, one archbishop, 4 bishops, 21 divines, 8 gentlemen, 84 artificers, 100 husband-

men, servants and labourers, 26 wives, 20 widows, 9 virgins, 2 boys, and 2 infants ^

one of them whipped to death by Bonner, and the other springing out of the mother's

womb from the stake as she burned, throw^n again into the fire." Several also died in

prison, and many were otherwis^.cruelly treated.

Elizabeth, daughter to Henry VIII. by Anne Boleyn, mounted the throne undet

the most discouraging circumstances both at home and abroad. Popery was the esta-

blished religion of England ; but her title to the crown, on account of the circumstances

attending her mother's marriage and death, was disputed by Mary queen of Scots,

grandchild to Henry VII's eldest daughter, and wife to the dauphin of France ; and

the only ally she had on the continent was Philip king of Spain, who was the life and

soul of the popish causa, both abroad and in England, Elizabeth was no more than
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£25 years of age at the time of her inauguration ; but her sufferings under her bigotted

sister, joined to the superiority of her genius, had taught her caution and policy, and

she soon conquered all difficulties.

In niatters of religion she succeeded with surprising facility ; for in her first parlia-

ment, in 1550, the laws establishing popery were repealed, her supremacy was restored,

and an act of uniformity passed soon after. And it is observed, that of 9400 beneficed

clergymen in England, only about 120 refused to comply with the reformation. With

regard to her title, she took advantage of the divided state of Scotland, arJ formed a

party there, by which Mary, now become the widow of Francis 11 of Erarce, was ob-

liged to renounce, or rather co suspend, her claim. Elizabeth, not concenLed with this,

sent troops and money, which supported the Scotch malcontents, till Tvlary's unhanpy

marriage with lord Darnley, and then with Eothv;ell, the su;)pos£d murderer of the for-

mer, and her other misconduct and misfortunes, drove her to take refuge in Elizabeth'

j

dominions, where she had often been promised a safe and honourable asylum, it is well

known how unfaithful Elizabeth was to this profession of friendship, and that she de^

tained the unhappy prisoner 18 years in England, then brought lier to a sham Lria],

pretending that Mary aimed at the crown, and, without sufficient proof of her guilt, cut

off her head 5 an action which greatly tarnished the glories o.t her reign.

The same Phihp, who had been the husband of her sister, upon Elizabeth's accession

to the throne, offered to marry her, but she dexterously avoided his addresses
;

u.ad, Dy a

train of skilful negociations between her court and that of France, she kept the balance

of Europe so undetermined, that she had leisure to unite her people at home, ^.\d to

estabiisli an excellent internal policy to her dominions. She supported the protectants

of France against their persecuting princes and the papists *, and gave the Dukes of An-
jou and Aleni^on, brotjiers of the French king, the strongest assurances that one or other

of them should be her husband
;
by which she kept that court, who dreaded Spain, at

the same time in so good humour with her government, that it shewed no resent-

ment when she cut off queen Mary's head.

When Philip was no longer to be imposed upon by Elizabeth's arts, which had amused
and baffied him in every quarter, it is well known that he m^ade use of the immense sums
he drew from Peru and Mexico, in equipping the most formidable armament that perhaps

ever had been put to sea, and a numerous army of veterans, under the prince of Parma,
the best captain of that age j and that he procured a papal bull for absolving Elizabeth's

subjects from their allegiance. The largeness of the Spanish ships proved disadvantage-

otis to them on the seas v/here they engaged ; the lord admiral Howard, and the brave

sea-officers under him, engaged, beat, and chased the Spanish fleet for several days ; and
the seas and tempests finished the destruction which the English arms had begun, and
few of the Spanish ships recovered their ports. Next to the admiral, lord Hov/ard of

Effingham, Sir Francis Drake, captain Hawkins, and captain Frobisher, distinguished

themselves against this formidable invasion, in which the Spainards are said to have lost

til sliips of war, large and small, and 13,500 men.
Elizabeth had for some time supported the revolt of the Hollanders from PSilip, and

h^d sent them her favourite, the earl of Leicester, who acted as her viceroy and 'gene-

ral in the Low Countries. Though Leicester behaved ill, yet her n^easuves were so

wise, that the Dutch established their indejjendency upon Spain and t'len she sent

forth her fleets under Drake, Kalcigh, the earl of Cumberland, and u.her .,aUant naval

officers, into the East and West Indies, from whence they bro<.ighc pro:ligious treasures

taken from the Spaniards', into England.

Elizabeth in her old age grew distrustful, peevish, and jealous. Though she un-
doubtedly loved the earl of Essex, she teased him by her capricioasnpiss into the madness
of taking arms, and then cut off his head. She complained t'lat slie had been betrayed

into this sanguinary measure, and this occasioned a sinki.ig of her spirits, which broui;ht

her to her grave in 1603, in the seventieth year of her age, and 43th of her reign,

having previously named her kinsman James VI. king of Scotland, and sou to Mary, for

her successor.
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The above form the great lines of Elizabeth's reign j and from them may be traced^

either immediately or remotely, every act of her government. She supported the pro*

testants in Germany against the house of Austria, of w^hich Philip, king of Spain, was
the head. She crushed the papists in her own dominions for the same reason, and made
a farther reformation in the church of England, in which state it has remained ever since.

In 1600 the English East India Company received its first formation, that trade being
then in the hands of the Portuguese (in consequence of their having first discovered the

passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope, by Vasco de Gama, in the reign of Henry
VII.), who at that time were subjects to Spain j and factories were established in China,

Japan, India, Amboyna, Java, and Sumatra,

As to Elizabeth's internal government, the successes of her reign have disguised it y

for she was far from being a friend to personal liberty, that she was guilty of many
- stretches of power against the most sacred rights of Englishmen. The severe statutes

against the puritans, debarring them of liberty of conscience, and by which many suffer-

ed death, must be condemned.

We can scarcely require a stronger proof that the English began to be tired of Eliza-

beth, than the joy testified by all ranks at the accession of her successor, notwithstanding

the long inveterate animosities between the two kingdoms. James was far from being

destitute of natural abilities for government *, but he had received wrong impressions of

the regal office, and too high an opinion of his own dignity, learning, and political ta-

lents. It was his misfortune that he mounted the English throne under a full convic-

tion that he was entitled to all the unconstitutional powers that had been occasionally

exercised by Elizabeth and the house of Tudor j and which various causes had prevent-

ed the people from opposing with proper vigour. The nation had been wearied and

exhausted by the long and destructive wars between the houses of Lancaster and York,
in the course of which, the ancient nobility v»Tre in a great part cut oft j and the peo-

ple were inclined to endure much, rather than again involve themselves in the. miseries

of civil war. Neither did James make any allowance for the glories of Elizabeth ;

which, as I have observed, disguised^her most arbitrary acts j and none for the free, liberal

sentiments, which the improvement of knowledge and learning had difiii^ed through

England. It is needless, perhaps, to point out the vast increase of property through

trade and navigation which enabled the English at the same time to defend their liber-

ties. Jam.es's first attempt of great consequence was to effect a union between England
and Scotland ^ but though he failed in this through the aversion of the English to that

measure, on account of his loading his Scotch courtiers v;ith wealth and honours, he

shewed no violent resentment at the disappointment. It was an advantage to him at

the beginning of his reign, that the courts of Rome and Spain were thougl^t to be his

enemies j and this opinion was increased by the discovery and defeat of the gunpowder

treason.

This was a scheme of the Roman catholics to cut off at one blow the king, lords, and

commons, at the meeting of parliament j when it was also expected that the queen and

prince of Wales would be present. The manner of enlisting any new conspirator was

by oath^ and administering the sacrament *, and this dreadful secret, after being religi-

ously kept near eighteen months, was happily discovered in the following manner : About
ten days before the long wished-for meeting of parliament, a Roman Catholic peer re-

ceived a letter, which had been delivered to his servant by an unknown hand, earnestly

advising him to shift oft his attendance on parliament at that time j but which contain-

ed no kind of explanation. The nobleman, though he considered the letter as a fo&iish

attempt to frighten and ridicule him, thought proper to lay it before the king, %vho,

studying the contents with more attention, began to suspect some dangerous contrivance

by gunpowder j and it was judged adviseable to inspect the vaults below the houses of

parliament ; but the search was purposely delayed till the night immediately preceding

the meeting, when a justice of peace was sent with proper attendants, and before the

door of the vault, under the upper house, finding one Fawkes, who had just finished all

his preparations, he immediately seized him, and at the sam^e tim.e discovered in. the vault

36 barrels of powder, which had been carefully concealed under faggots and piles of

Tvcod. The match, with every tiling proper for setting fire to the traiuj were found ia
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Fawkes's pocket, wliose countenance bespoke his savage disposition, and wlio, after re-

gretting that he had lost the opportunity of destroying so many here dcs, made a full

discovery j and the conspirators, who never exceeded eighty in number, aeing seized by
the country people, confessed their guilt, and were ex.ecuted in different parts of Eng-
land. Notwithstanding this horrid crime, the bigotted catholics were so devoted to

Garnet, a Jesuit, one of the conspirators, that they fancied miracles to be wrought by his

blood, and in Spain he was considered as a martyr. The above letter to lord Mount-
eagle had long been supposed to be c^n artifice of Cecil's his first minister, and that the

king and himself received full intimation of the plot from Henry IV. of France, by ihe

marquis de Sully. So they let the conspirators work on, till all was prepared for tiie

stroke, and they might know all their strength.

James and his ministers w'ere continually inventing new ways to raise money, as by
monopolies, benevolence, loans, and other illegal methods. Among other expedients,

he sold the titles of baron, viscount, and earl, at a certain price, made a number of

knights baronets which was to be hereditary, for which each person paid 10951.

His pacific reign was a series of theological contests with ecclesiastical causists, in

which he proved himself more a theologian than a prince, and in 1617 he attempt-

ed to establish episcopacy in Scotland, but the zeal of the people baffled his design.

James gave his daughter, the princess Elizabeth, in marriage to the Elector Palatine,

the most powerful protestant prince in Germany, and he soon after assumed the crown
of Bohemia. The memory of James has been much abused for his tame behaviour, af-

ter that prince had lost his kingdom and electorate by the imperial arms j but it is to

be observed, that he alw^ays opposed his son-in-law's assuming the crown of Bohernia
j

that had he kindled a war to reinstate him in that and his electorate, he probably would
have stood single in the same, excepting the feeble and uncertain assistance he might
have received from the elector's dependents and friends in Germany. Nothing, how-
ever, is more certain, than that James furnished the elector with large sums or money to

retrieve them, and that he actually raised a regiment of 2200 men under Sir Horace
Vere, who carried them over to Germany, where the Germans, under the marquis of

Anspach, refused to second them against Spinola the Spanish general, and that the elec-

tor hurt his own cause by not giving the brave count Mansfield the command of iiis

troops instead of Anspach.

James has been greatly and justly blamed for his partiality to favourites. His first

vvas Robert Carr, a private Scotch gentleman, who was raised to be first rainister and
earl of Somerset. His next favourite was George Villiers, a private English gentle-

man, who, upon Somerset"*? disgrace, was admitted to an unusual share of favoui ..nd fa-

miliarity with his sovereigBk'. James had at that time formed a svstem of policy for at-

taching himself intimately to the court of Spain, that it might assist him in recovering

the P^ilatinate j and to this system he had sacrificed the brave Sir Walter Raleigh, on a

charge of having committed hostilities against the Spanish settlements in the West In-

dies. James having lost his eldest son, Henry prince of Wales, who had an invincible

antipathy to a popish match, threw his eyes upon the infanta of Spain, as a proper matcli

for his son Charles, who had succeeded to that principality. Buckingham, who was
equally a favourite with the son as with the father, fell in with the prince's romantic hu-

mour, and agamst the king's will, they travelled in disguise to Spain, where a most so-

lemn farce of courtship was played ; but the prince returned without his bride, and had
it not been for the royal partiality in liis favour, the earl of Bristol, who was then am-
bassador in Spain, would probably have brought Buckingham to the block.

James was all this while perpetually jarring with his parliament, whom he could not

persuade to furnish money equal to his demands : and at last he agreed to his son's

marrying the princess Henrietta Maria, sister to Lewis XIII. and daughter to H':7\ry

the Great of France. James died before the completion of the match , and it is thought
that, had he lived, he w^ould have discarded Buckingham. His death happened u\ l(i^5,

in the 59th year of his age, after a reign over England of twenty-two years. As to the

progress of the arts and learning under his reign, it has been already described. James
encouraged and employed the excellent painter Sir Peter Paul Rubens, as well as Inigo

Jones^^yho restored the pure taste of architecture in England , and in his icign, poetical

a-
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genius, tliougli not miicli encouraged, at court, arrived at its vetical point. Mr Middle-
Ion also at this time projected the conveying of water into the city from Hertfordshire

by means of pipes, which is now called the New River,

The death of the duke of Buckingham, the king's favourite, who was assassinated by
one Fekon, a subaltern officer, in 1628, did not deter Charles from his arbitrary pro-

ceedings, which the English patriots in that enlightened age justly considered as so

many acts of tyranny. He, without authority of parliament, laid arbitrary impositions

upQn trade, which were refused to be paid by many of the merchants and members of

the house of commons. Some of them were imprisoned, and the judges were checked
for admitting them to bail. The house of commons resented those proceedings by draw-
ing up a protest, and denying admittance to the gentleman-usher of the black rod, who
came to adjourn them^ till it was finished. This served only to widen the breach, and
the king dissolved the parliament j after which he exhibited informations against nine

of the most eminent members, among whom was the great Mr Selden, who was as much
distinguished by his love of liberty, as by his uncommon erudition. They objected to

the jurisdiction of the court, but their plea was over-ruledj and they were sent to prison

during the king's pleasure.

Every thing now operated towards the destruction of CharleSi The commons would
vote no supplies without some redress of the national grievances

j
upon which Charles,

presuming on what had been practised in reigns when the principles of liberty were im-

perfectly or n<?t at all understood, levied m.oney upon monopolies of salt, soap, and such

necessaries, and other obsolete claims, particularly for knighthood, and raised various

taxes without the authority of parliament. His government becoming every day more
and more unpopular, Burton, a divine, Prynne, a lawyer, and Bastwick, a physician,

men of no great eminence or abilities, but warm and resolute, published several pieces!

which gave offence to the court, and which contained some severe strictures against the

ruling clergy. They were prosecuted for these pieces in the star-chamber in a very

arbitrary and cruel' manner j and punished with so much rigour, as excited an almost

universal indignation against the authors of their sufferings. Thus was the government

rendered still more odious j and unfortunately for Charles^ he put his conscience into the

hands of Laud, archbishop of Canterbury, who was as great a bigot as himself, both in

church and state. Laud advised him to persecute the puritan?, and in the year 1637 to

introduce episcopacy into Scotland. The Scots upon this formed secret connections with

tile discontented English, and invaded England, in August, 1640, where Charles was so

ill served by his ofhcers and his army, that he iras forced to agree to an inglorious peace

with the Scots, who made themselves masters of Newcastle and Durham 3 and being

now openly befriended by the house of commons, they obliged the king to comply with

their demands.

, Charles had made Wentworth, earl of Strafford, a man of great abilities, president of

the council of the North, and lord lieutenant of Ireland j and he was generally believed

v:o be the first minister of state. Strafford had been a leading m.ember of the opposition

: o the court, but he afterwards, in conjunction with Laud, exerted himself so vigorous-

ly in carrying the king's despotic schemes into execution, that he became an object of

public detestation. As lord president of fehe North^ as lord lieutenant of Ireland, and as

a minister and privy counsellor in England, he behaved in a very arbitrary manner, and

ivas guilty of many actions of great injustice and oppression. He was, in consequence,

at length on the 22A of May, 1641, brought to the block, though much against the in-

clinations of the king, who was in a manner forced by the parliament and people to sign

the warrant for his execution. Archbishop Laud w^as also beheaded ; but his execution

did not take place till a considerable time after that of Strafford, the 10th of January

1645.

In the fourth year of his reign, Charles had passed the petition of right into a law,

which was intended by the parliament as the future security of the liberty of the subject,

which established particularly " That no man hereafter be compelled to make or yield

any gift, loan, benevolence, taX or such like charge, without cominon consent by act of

parliament *," but he afterwards violated it in numerous instances, so that an universal

discontent at his administration prevailed throughout the nation. A rebellion also
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broke out in Ireland, on October 23d 1641 j where tne Protestants, without is-

. tinction of age, sex, or condition, to ihe amount of many thousands, were massacred

by the Papists j and great pains were taken to persuade the pubUc that Charles secretly

favoured them out of hatred to the English subjects. The bishops were expelled the

house of peers, on account of their constantly opposing the designs and bills of the otlior

house ; and the leaders of the English house of commons still kept up a correspondence

with the discontented Scots. Charles was ill enough advised to go in person to th-

house of commons, January 4th, 2 641, and there demanded that lord Kimbolton, Mr
Pym, Mr Hampden, Mr Hollis, Sir Arthur Haslerig, and Mr Stroud, should be appre-

hended j but they had previously made their escape. This act of Charles v/as resented

as high treason against his people, and the commons rejected all the offers of satisfaction

he could make them.

Notwithstanding the many acts of tyranny and oppression of which the king and his

ministers had been guilty, yet when the civil war broke out, there were great numbers

who repaired to the regal standard. Many of the nobility and gentry were much at-

tached to the crown, and considered their own honours as connected with it and a

great part of the landed interest was joined to the royal party. The parliament, how-
ever, took upon themselves the executive power, and were favoured by most of the trad-

ing towns and corporations j but its great resource lay in London. The king's general

was the earl of Lindsay, a brave, but not an enlerprising commander ; but he had great

dependence on his nephews, the princes Rupert and Maurice, sons to the elector Palatine

by his sister the princess Elizabeth. In the beginning of the war, the royal army had
the ascendency, but in progress of it,, affairs took a very different turn. The earl of

-Essex was made general under the parliament, and the first battle was fouglit at Edge-
liill in Warwickshire, the 13th of October 1642 j but both parlies claimed the victory,

though the advantage lay with Charles, for the parliament was so much distressed, that

they invited the Scots io come to their assistance, and they accordingly entered England
anew, with about 20,00Q horse and foot. Charles attempted to, remove the parliament

to Oxford, where many members of both houses met j but his enemies were still sittincr

at Westminster, and continued to carry on the w^ar against him with great animosity.

The independent party, which had scarcely before been thought of, began novv cj in-

crease and to figure at Westminster. They were averse to the Presbyterians, who till

then had conducted the war ap;ainst the king, nearly as much as to the royalists
; and

.such was their management, under the direction of the famous Oliver Cromwell, that a

plan was formed for dismissing the earls of Essex and Manchester, and the heads of the

Presbyterians, from the parliament's service, supposing that they were not for bringing

"fhe war to a speedy end, or not for reducing the king too low, and for introducing Fair-

fax, who was an excellent officer, but more manageable, though a Presbyterian, anJ
some independent officers. In the mean while, the war went on with resentment and
loss on both sides. Two battles were fought at Newbury, one on September 20th le>4:r,

and the other, October 27th i644, in w4iich the advantage inclkied to the king. Ke
had likewise many other successes : and having defeated Sir W^illiam Waller, he pur-
sued the earl of Essex, who remained still in command, into Cornwall, from whence lie

was obliged to escape by sea ; but his infantry surrendered, themselves prisopei's tp
, the

royalists, though his cavalry delivered themselves by their valour.

The first fatal blow the king's army received, was at Marston-tnoor, July 2d 1644,
where, through the imprudence of prince Kupert, the cai;l of Manchester defeated th«

royal army, of which 4000 were killed, and J jOO taken prisoners. This victory n'as

owing chieHy to the courage and conduct of Cromwell , and tliough it migli^: have been
retrieved by the successes of Charles in the West, yet his \vhole conduct -was a string of
mistakes, till at last his affairs became irretrievable. It is true, many treaties of peace,

particularly one at Ilxbridgc, were set on foot during the war, and the heads of the prcs-

byteriau party wotild have agreed to terms that very little bounded the king's preroga-
tive. 'I'hey were outwitted and over ruled by the indepcndeiUs, who were assisted by
the stiffness, insincerity, and unamiable behaviour of Charles liimself. In short, die in,

dependents at last succeeded, in persuading the members at Westminster that Cha-rlc*

*fa.s not to be trusted, v;hatev(;r his concessior.s might be. Frem that nicGient tbc att^^
O 3
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of tlie royalists rushed into ruin Charles by piece-meal lost all his towns and forts, and
v/as defeated by Fairfax and Cromwell at the decisive battle of Naseby, June 14. 1645,
owing partly as usual to the misconduct of prince Rupert. This battle was followed

with fresh misfortunes to Charles, who retired to Oxford, the only place where he
thought he could be safe.

The Scots were then besieging Newark ; and no good understanding subsisted be-

tv-een them and the English parliamentarians, but the best and most loyal friends

Charles had, thought it prudent to make their peace. In this melancholy situation of

his alfairs, he escaped in disguise from Oxford and came to the Scottish army before

Newark, on May 6th 1 646, upon promise of protection. The Scots, however, were so

intimidated, by the resolutions of the parliament at Westminster, that, in consideration

of 400,0001. of their arrears being paid, they put the person of Charles into the hands

of the parliament's commissioners, probably not suspecting the consequences.

The presbyterians were now more inclined than ever to make peace with the king,

but they were no longer masters, being forced to receive laws from the army and the

independents. The army now avowed their intentions. They first by force took

Charles out of the hands of the commissioners, June 4th 1647, and then dreading that

a treaty might stilLtake place with the king, they imprisoned 41 of the presbyterian

members, voted the house of peers to be useless, and that of the commons was reduced to

150, most of them officers of the army. In the mean while, Charles, who unhappily

proriilsed himself relief from those dissensions, was carried from prison to prison, and
some times cajoled by the independents with hopes cf deliverance, but always narrowly

watched. Several treaties were set on foot, but all miscarried j and he had been im-

prudent enough, after his effecting an escape, to put himself into colonel Hammond's
hands, the parliament's governor of the isle of Wight. A fresh negociation was begun,

and almost finished, when the independents, dreading the general disposition of the peo-

ple for peace, and strongly persuaded of the insincerity of the king, once more seized

upon his person, brought him prisoner to London, carried him before a court of justice

of their own erecting, and, after an extraordinary trial, his head was cut off, before his

own palace at Whitehall, on the 30th of Januaiy 1648-9, being the 49th year of his age,

and 24th of his reign.

Charles is allowed to have had many virtues, and some have supposed that affliction

had taught him so much wisdom and moderation, that had he been restored to his throne

he would have become an excellent prince ; but there is abundant reason to conclude^

from his private letters, that he retained his arbitrary principles to the last, and that he

^vould again have regulated his conduct by them, if he had been reinstated in power.

It is however certain, that notwithstanding the tyrannical nature of his government, his

death was exceedingly lamented by great numbers 3 and many in the course of the civil

war, who had been his great opponents in parliament, became converts to his cause, in

which they lost their lives and fortunes. The surviving children of Charles, were

Charles and James, who were successively kings of England, Henry duke of Gloucester,

who died soon after his brother's restoration, the princess Mary, married to the prince of

Orange, and mother to William prince of Orange, who was afterwards king of England,

and the princess Henrietta Maria, who was married to the duke of Orleans, and whose

daughter was married to Victor i^madeus, duke of Savoy, and king of Sardinia.

They who brought Charles to the block, w-ere men of different persuasions and prin-

ciples, but many of them possessed most amazing abilities for government. They omit-

ted no measure that could give a perpetual exclusion to kingly vower in England j and

it cannot be denied, that after they erected themselves into a commonwealth, they did

prodigious things for retrieving the glory of England by sea. They were joined by
many of the presbyterians, and both parties hated Cromwell and Ireton, though they

were forced to employ them in the reduction of Ireland, and afterwards against the

Scots, who had received Charles II. as their king. By cutting down the timber upon

the royal domains, they produced, as it were by magic, all at once, a fleet superior to

any that had ever been seen in Europe. Their general, Cromwell, invaded Scotland,

and though he was there reduced to great difficulties, he totally defeated the Scots at

the battles of Dunbar and Worcester. The same commonwealth passed an act of na-
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vigation 5 and declaring war against the Dutch, who were thought till then invincible

by sea, they effectually humbled those republicans in repeated engagements.

By this time Cromwell, who hated subordination to a republic, had the address to get

himself declared commander in chief of the English army. Admiral Blake, and the

other English admirals, carried the terror of the English name by sea to all quarters of

the globe y and Cromwell, having now but little employment, began to be afraid that

his services would be forgotten, for which reason he went, April 20th 1653, without

any ceremony, with about 300 musqueteers, and dissolved the parliament, opprobriously

driving all the members, about a hundred, out of their house. He next annihilated the

counsel of state, with whom the executive power was lodged, and transferred the admi-

nistration of government to about 140 persons, whom he summoned to Whitehall, on

the 4th of July 1653.

The war with Holland, in which the English were again victorious, still continued.

Seven bloody engagements by sea were fought in little more than the compass of one

year *, and in the last, which was decisive in favour of England, the Dutch lost their

brave admiral Van Tromp. Cromwell all this while wanted to be declared king, but

he perceived that he must encounter unsurmountable difficulties from FleetVv^cod and his

friends, if he should persist in his resolution. He was, hovrever declared lordprotector

of the comm.onwealth of England j a title under which he exercised all the power that

had been formerly annexed to the regal dignity. No king ever acted, either i:i Eng-
land or Scotland, more despotically in some respects than he did, yet no tyrant ever had

fewer real friends, and even those few threatened to oppose him, if he should take upon
him the title of king. Historians, in drawing a character of Cromwell, Iwe been im.-

posed upon by his amazing success, and dazzled by the lustre of his fortune *, but when
we consult his secretary Thurloe's, and other state papers, the imposition in a great

measure vanishes. After a most uncomfortable usurpation of four years, eight months,

and thirteen days, he died on the 3d of September, 1658, in the 60th year of his age.

It is not to be denied that England acquired much more respect from foreign pow-
ers, between the death of Charles I. and that of Cromwell, than she had been treated

with since the death of Elizabeth. This was owing to the great men who. formed the

republic, v/hich Cromwell abolished, and who, as it v/ere, instantaneously called forth

the naval strength of the kingdom. In the year 1656, the charge of the public

amc;'.nted to one million three hundred thousand pounds j of which a miiiion v;ent to

the support of tlie navy and army, and the remanider to that of the civil government.

In the same year, Cromwell abolished all tenures in capite^ by kniglit's service, and the

socage in chief, and likewise the courts of wards and liveries. Several other grievances

that had been complained of, during the late reigns, were likewise removed. Next
year the total charge, or public expence of England, amounted to two millions three

hundred and twenty six thousand nine hundred and eighty-nine pounds. The collec-

tions by assessments, excise, and customs, paid into the Exchequer, arnpunted to two
millions three hundred and sixty-two thousand peunds, four shllilng?.

Upon the whole it appears, that England, from the year 1648, to the year 1655,^

was improved equally in riches and in power. The legal interest of money was reduced
from 8 to 6 per c^nt. a sure symptom of increasing commerce. The famous and hene-

ficial navigation act, that palladium of the English trade, v/as no^v planned and, esta-

blished, and afterwards confirmed under Charles II. Monopolies of rJl kinds were abo-
lished, and liberty ot conscience to all sects was granted, to the vast advantage cf po-^

pulation and manufactures, which had suffered greatly by Laud's intolerant jschemes,

having driven numbers 6f handicrafts to America, and foreign countries,. To. the, above
national meliorations we may add the modesty and frugality nitroduced among the

common people, and the citizens in particular, by which they were enabled to increase,

their capitals. It appears, however, that Cromwell, had he lived, and been firmly set-

j>led in the government, would have broken through the sober maxims of the republic

cans *, for some time before his death he affected great magnifcence in his person, court,

and attendants. He maintained the honour of the nation much, and in many inst.incci,^

interposed effectually in favour of the prolcstants abroad. Arts and sciences were not
much patronized, and yet he had the good f.>rtunc to meet in the ners^i of Cooper^ a:^
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excellent mitiiatme painter, and liis coins done by Simon exceed in beauty and work-
manship any of that age. He certainly did many things v/orthy of praise, and as his

genius and capacity led him lo the choice of fit persons for the several parts of admini-
stration, so he paid some regard to men of learning, and particularly to those enstriisted

With the care ox youth at the universities*

The fate of Richard Cromwell, who succeeded his father Oliver as protector, sufE-

cie'atly proves the great diiference there was betwixt them, as to spirit and paits in

the alFairs of government. Richard was placed in his dignity by those who wanted to

m^' .e him the tool of their own government : and he was soon after driven, without the

le?.v;: struggle or opposition, into obscurity. It is in vain for historians of any party to

ascribe the restoration of Charles II. (who M'ith his mother and brothers, during the

USL: patlon, had lived abroad on a very precarious subsistence) to the merits of any par-

tictuar persons. I'he presbyterians were very zealous in promoting it, but it was ef-*

fec ed by the general ccncurrence of the people, who seemed to have thought that nei-

thei- peace nor prcteclion were to be obtained, but by restoring the ancient constitution

of monarchy. General Monk, a man of military abilities, but of no principles, except-

ing such as served his ambition or interest, had the sagacity to observe this j and after

tem.porizing in various shapes, being at the head of the army, he made the principal

figure in restoring Charles II. For this he was created duke of Albemarle, confirmed

in the commiand of the arm.y, and loaded with honours and riches.

Charles II. being restored in 1660, in the first year of his reign seemed to have a

real desire to promote his people's happiness. Upon his confirming the abolition of all

the feudal tenures, hri received from the parliament a gift of the excise for life j and in

this act, coffee and tea are first mentioned. By his long residence and that of his friends

abroad, he imported into England the culture of many elegant vegetables j such as that

of asparagus, artichokes, caulifloxvers, and several kinds of beans, peas, and sallads.

Under him, Jamaica, which had been conquered by the English under the auspices of

Crom'.vell, was greatly improved, and made a sugar colony. The Royal Society was
instituted, and many popular acts respecting trade and colonization were passed. In

short, Charles knew and cultivated the true interest of his kingdom, till he was warped
by pleasure, and sunk in indolence *, failings that had the same consequences as despo-

tism itself. He appeared to interest himself in the sufferings of his citizens, when Lon-
don was burnt down in 1666 and it being rebuilt with greater lustre and conveniei.ces,

is a proof of the increase of her trade •, but there v;ere no bounds to Charles's love of

pleasure, 'which led him into the miost extravagant expences. He has been severely

censured for selling Dunkirk to the French king to supply his necessities, after he had

squandered the immense sums granted him by parliament. The price w^as about

250,0001. sterling. But even in this, his conduct was miore defensible than in his se-

cret connections vvith France, which were of the most scandalous nature, utterly repug-

nant to the welfare of the kingdom, and such as xaust ever reflect infamy on his me-

mory.

Among the evidences of his degeneracy as a king, may be menlioned his giving way
to the popular clamour against the lord Clarendon, as the chief adviser of the sale of

Dunkirk a man of extensive knowledge^ and great abilities, and more honest in his in-

tentions than most of his other ministers, but xvhom he sacrificed to the sycophants of

his pleasurable hour^. The first Dutch war, which began in 1665, was carried on with

great resolution and^spirit under the' duke of York j but through Charles's misapplica-

tion of the public money which had bc<;n granted for the war, the Dutch, while a treaty

of peace was depending at Breda, found means to insult the royal navy of England, by
sailing up the Medway as far as Chatham, and destroyed several capital ships of war.

Soon after this, a peace was concluded at Breda, between Great Britain and the States-

general, for the preservation of the Spanish Netherlands j and Sweden having acceded

to the treaty, 1668, it was called the in/)/e alliance.

In 1671, Charles was so ill advised as to seize upon the money of the bankers, which

had been lent him at Si. per cent, and to shut up the Exchequer. This , was an inde-

fensible step 3 and Charles pretended to justify it by the necessity of his afiairs, being
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then on tlie eve of a fresh war with Holland. This was declared in 1672, and had al-

most proved fatal to that republic, for in this war the English fleet and army acted in

conjunction with those of France. The duke of York-commanded the English fleet,

and displayed great gallantry in that station. The duke of Monmouth, the eldest and

favourite natural son of Charles, commanded 6000 English forces, who joined the French

in the Low Countries and all Holland must have fallen into the hands of the French,

had it not been for the vanity of their monarch Lewis XIV. who was in a hurry to en-

joy his triumph in his capital, and some very unforeseen circumstances. All confidence

was now lost between Charles and his parliament, notwithstanding the glory which the

EngHsh fleet obtained by sea against the Dutch. The popular clamour at last obhged

Charles to give peace to that republic, in consideration of 200,0001. which was paid him.

In some things Charles acted very despotically. He complained of the freedom

taken with his prerogative in coffee-houses, and ordered them to be shut up, but m a,

few days afterwards they were opened again. Great rigour and severity were exercised

against the Presbyterians, and all other nonconformists to episcopacy, which was again

established with a high hand in Scolland as well as in England. His parliament ad-

dressed him, but in vain, to make war with France in the year 1677, for he was entirely

devoted to that crown, and regularly received its money as a pensioner, and hoped

through its influence and power to be absolute. It is not however to be denied, that

the trade of England was now incredibly increased, and Charles entered into many-

vigorous measures for its protection and support.

Charles's connections in France gave him no merit in the eyes of his parliament,

which grew every day more and naore exasperated against the French and the Papists
,

at the head of whom was the king's eldest brother, and presumptive heir of the crown,

the duke of York. Charles dreaded the prospect of a civil war, and offered many con-

cessions to avoid it. But many of the members of parliament were bent\ upon such a

revolution as afterwards took place, and were secretly determined that the duke of York
never should reign. In 1678, the famous Titus Oates, and some others, opened a plot,

charging the Papists with a design to murder the king, and to introduce popery by
means of Jesuits in England, and from St Omer's. Though nothing could be more ri«

diculous, and more self contradictory, than some parts of their narrative, yet it was sup-

ported with the utmost zeal on the part of the parliament. The aged lord Stafford,

Coleman, secretary to the duke of York, with many Jesuits, and other papists, w^ere

publicly executed on evidences supposed nov/ to have been perjured, by those who \^^il

have the whole plot to have been a fiction. The queen herself escaped with diihcuUy
j

the duke of York was obliged to retire into foreign parts, and Charles, though con-

vinced, as it is said, that the whole was an imposture, yielded to the torrent. At last

it spent its force. The earl of Shaftesbury, who was at the head of the opposition, push-

ed on the total exclusion of the duke of York from the throne. He was seconded by
the ill-advised duke of Monmouth, and the bill, after passing the commons, miscarried

in the house of peers. All England was again in a flame j but the king, by a well-

timed adjournment of the parliament to Oxford, seemed to recover the aiiections of his

people to a very great degree.

The duke of York and his party made a scandalous use of their victory. They
trun\ped up on their side a plot of the protestants for seizing and kiUing the king, and
altering the government* This plot was as false as that which had been laid against

the papists. The excellent lord Russel, who had been remarkable in his opposition to

the popish succession, Algernon Sidney, and several other distinguished protestants^

were Aried, condemned, and suffered death, and the king set his foot on the neck of op*
position. Even the city of London was intimidated into the measures of the court,

as were almost all the corporatiot»s in the kingdom. The duke of Monmouth and the
carl of Shaftesbury were obliged to fly, and the duke of York returned in triumph to.

Whitehall. It was thought, however, that Charles repented of some of his arbitrary
;Ueps, and intended to have recalled the duke of Monmouth, and have executed some
measures for the future quiet of his reign •, when he died February 6th 1684-3, in the.

55th year of his age, and 25th of his reign, He had married Caiharine, infanta of
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Fortiigal, by whom he received a large fortune in ready money, besides the town ant!

fortress of Tangier in Africa j but he left behind him no lawful issue. The descend-

mnis- of his natural sons and daughters are now amongst the most distinguished of the

lirttish nobility.

The reign of Charles has been celebrated for wit and gallantry, but both vrere coarse

and indelicate. The court was the nursery of vice, and the stage exhibited scenes of

impurity. Some readers \vere found, who could admire Milton as well as Dryden, and

never perhaps were the pulpits of England so well supplied with preachers as in this

rKgn. Our language was harmonized, refined, and rendered natural, witness the style

©f their sernion*-, and the days of Charles may be called the Augustan age of mathema-
tics, and natural philosophy. Charles loved and understood the arts more than he en-

couraged, or rewarded them, especially those of English growth j but this neglect pro-

ceeded not from narrow-mindedness, but indolence and want of reflection* If the me-
mory of Charles II. has been traduced for being the first English prince who formed a

liody of standing force^ as guards to his person it ought to be remembered, at the same
time, that he carried the art of ship-building to the highest perfection j and that the

royal navy of England, at this day, owes its finest improvements to his and his brother's

knowledge of naval alfairs and architecture. As to his religion, James, soon after his

death, published to the world, that his brother, notwithstanding his repeated professions

of regard to the protestant faith, was a papist and died such, of which there are now
incontestable proofs.

. All the oppositions which, during the late reign, had shaken the throne, seems to

liave vanished at the accession of James II. The popular aifection towards him was
increased by the early declaration he made in favour of the church of England, which,

during the late reign, had formally pronounced all resistance to the reigning king to be

unlawful. This doctrine proved fatal to James, and almost ruined protestantism. The
array and people supported him in crushing an ill concerted rebellion of the duke of

Monmouth, v*^ho pretended to be the lawful sen of Charles II. and as such had assumed

the title of king. That duke's head being cut off, July 15, 1685, and some hundreds

of his followers hanged, drawn and quartered, in the West of England, exhibiting a

scene of barbarity scarcely ever known in this country
3
by the instrumentality of Jeife-

ries and colonel Kirke, James desperately resolved to try how far the practice of the

church of England would agree with her doctrine of non-res?staYice. The experiment

failed him. He made the most provoking steps to render popery the established reli-

j^ion of his dominions. He pretended to a power of dispensing with the knoxvn laws
;

instituted an illegal ecclesiastical court, he openly received and admitted into his

|>rivy council the pope's emissaries, and gave them more respect than xvas due to the

ministers of a sovereign prince. He sent an embassy to Home, and received at his court

the pope's nuncio. The encroachments he made upon both the civil and religious li-

-berties of his people, are almost beyond description, and were disapproved of by the pope

Hmself, and all sober Roman catholics. His sending to prison, and prosecuting for a

iibel, seven bishops, for presenting a petition against reading his declaration for liberty

of conscience, and their acquittal upon a legal trial, alarm^ed his best protestant friends.

In this extremity, m.any great men in England and Scotland, / though they wished

well to James, applied for relief to William prince of Orange, in flolland, a prince oi

great abilities, and the inveterate enemy of Lewis XIV. who then threatened Europe

with chains. The prince of Orange was the nephew and son-in-law of James, having

married the princess Mary, that king's eldest daughter ; and he at last embarked with

a fleet of 500 sail for England, avowing it to be his design to restore the church and

state to their true rights. Upon his arrival in England, he was joined not only by the

Whigs, but by many whom James had considered his best friends j and even his

daughter the princess Anne, arid her husband, George prince of Denmark, left him and

joined tl:ie prince of Orange, who soon discovered that he expected the crown. James

might still have reigned , but he was surrounded with French emissaries, and ignorant

Jesuits, who wished him not to reign rather than not restore popery. They secretly

persuaded him to send his queen, and son, real or pretended, then but six months old, to

France, and to follow them in person, which he did j and thus, in 1688, ended his reigr\

in England, which event in English history is termed t/ie Revoh/tion.
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It is well knoTvn that king William's chief object was to humble the power of France,

and his reign was spent, in an almost uninterrupted course of hostilities with that power^

which were supported by England at an expence she had never known before. The
tiation had grown cautious, through the experience of the two last reigns, and he gave

his consent to the hill of rights^ by which the liberties of the people were confirmed and

secured
j
though the friends of liberty in general complained that the bill of rights was

very inadequate to what ought to have been insisted on, in a period so favourable to the

enlargement and security of liberty, as a crown bestowed by the free voice of the people.

The two last kings had made a veiy bad use of the whole national revenue, which v/as

put into their hands, and which was found to be sufficient to raise and maintain a standing

army. The revenue was therefore now divided, part was allotted for the current na-

tional service of the year, and was to be accounted for to parliament j and part, wliich

is still called the civil list money, was given to the king, for the support of his house and

dignity.

It was the just sense the people of England had of their civil and religious rights

alone, that could provoke them to agree to the late revolution 3 for they never in other

respects had been at so high a pitch of wealth and prosperity as in the year 1688. The
tonnage of their merchant ships, as appears from Dr Davenant, was that year near double

to what it had been in 1666 j and the tonnage of the royal nav}^, which in" 1660, was

only 62,594' tons, was in 1688 increased to 101,032 tons. The increase of the customs,

and the annual rent of England, was in the same proportion. The war with France

which, on the king's part, was far from being successful, required an enormous expence,

and the Irish continued, in general, faithful to king James. But many English, who
wished well to the Stuart family, dreaded their being restored by conquest j and the

parliament enabled the king to reduce Ireland, and to gain the battle of the Boyne againt^;

James, who there lost all the military honours he had acquired before. The marine of

France proved superior to that of England, in the beginning of the war , but in the year

1692, that of France received an irrecoverable blow in the defeat of La Hogue.
Invasions were threatened, and conspiracies discovered every day against the govern-

ment, and the supply of the continental war forced' the parliament to open new resources

for money. A land-tax was imposed, and every subject's land was taxed, according to

their valuations given in by the several counties. Those who were the most loyal gave
the highest valuatio;is, and were the heaviest taxed, and this preposterous burthen still

continues j but the greatest and boldest operation in finances that ever took place, was
established in that reign, which was the carrying on the v/ar by borrowing money upou
the parliamentary securities, and which form what are now called the public funds.

The chief projector of this scheme is said to have been Charles Montague, afterwards

lord Halifax. His chief argument for such a project was, that it would oblige the

monied part of the nation to befriend the Revolution interest, because, after lending

their money, they could have no hopes of being repaid but by supporting that interest,

and the weight of taxes would oblige the commercial people to be more industrious.

How well those views have been answered is needless here to observe, being already

mentioned in the account of the public ftmds.

William, notwithstanding the vast service he had done to the nation, and the public

benefits which took place under his auspices, particularly in the establishment of the

bank of England, and the recoining the silver money, met with so many mortifications

from his parliament, that he actually resolved upon an abdication, and had drawn up a
speech for that purpose, which he was prevailed upon to suppress. He long bore the

affronts he met with in hopes of being supported hi his war with France, but at last, in

1697, he was forced to conclude the peace of Ryswick with the French king, who ac-

knowledged his title to the crown of England. By this time William had lost his

queen*, but the government was continued in his person. After peace was restored,

the commons obhged him to disband his army, all but an inconsiderable number, and
to dismiss his favourite Dutch guards. Towards the end of his reign, his fears of seeing

* She died of the small pox, Dec. 28, ic-S J, in the thirty-thiid year of her age-
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the wliole Spanish monarchy in possession of France at the death of the catholic king
Charles II. which was every day expected, led hira into a very impolitic measure, which
was the partition treaty with France, by which that monarchy was to be divided be-

tween the houses of Bourbon and Austria. This treaty was highly resented by the

parliament, and some of his ministry were impeached for advising it. It is thought that"

'William saw his error when it was too late. His ministers were acquitted from their

impeachment, and the death of king James discovered the insincerity of the French
court, which immediately proclaimed his son king of Great Britain.

This perfidy rendered William again popular in England. The two houses passed

the bill of abjuration, and an address for a war with France. The last and most glori-

ous act of William's reign was his passing the bill for settling the succession to the

crown in the house of Hanover, on the 12th cf June 1101. His death was hastened

by a fall he had from his horse, soon after he had renewed the grand alliance against

France, on the 8th of March ]702, the 52d year of his age, and the 14th of his reign

in England. This prince Was not made by nature for popularity. His manners were
cold and forbidding, he seemed also sometimes almost to lose sight of those principles

of liberty, for the support of which he had been raised to the throne j and though he
owed his royalty to the Whigs, yet he often favoured the Tories. The former had the

mortification of seeing those who had acted the most inimical to their party, and the

iret principles of the constitution, as the marquis of Halifax, the earl of Danby, and
lord Nottingham, taken into favour, and resume their places in the cabinet j and the

whole influence of government extended, to silence all enquiries into the guilt of those

who had been the chief instruments in the crufl persecutions of the past reign, and to

the obtaining such an act of indemnity as efTectuaily screened every delinquent from the

just retaliation of injured patriotism. The rescue and preservation of religion and
public liL>crty were the chief glory of William's reign j for England under him suflFered

severely both by sea and land, and the public debt at the time of his death amounted to

the unheard-of sum of 14,000,000.

Anne, princess of- Denmark, by virtue of the act of settlement, and being the next

protestant heir to her fatiier James II., succeeded king Williami in the throne. As she

Iiad been ill treated by the late king, it was thought she would have deviated from his

measures j but the behaviour of the French, in acknowledging the title of her brother,

who was afterwards well known by the name of the Pretender, left her no choice, and
she resolved to fulfil all William's engagements with his allies, and to employ the earl

of Marlborough, who had been imprisoned in the late reign on a suspicion of Jaco-

bitism, and whose wife was her favourite, as her general. She could not have made a

better choice of a general and a statesm.an, for that earl excelled in both capacities. No
sooner was he placed at the head of the English army abroad, than his genius and ac-

tivity gave a new turn to the war, and he became as much the favourite of the Dutch
as his wife was of the queen.

Charles II. of Spain, in consequence of the intrigues of France, at the sam.e time re-

senting the partition- treaty, to which his consent had not been asked, left his whole

dominions by will to Philip duke of Anjou, grandson of Lewis XIV. j and Philip was

immediately proclaimed king of Spain, which laid the foundation of the family alliance

between France and that nation. Philip's succession was disputed by the second son of

the emperor of Germ^any, who took upon himself the title of Charles III., and his cause

was favoured by the empire, England, and Holland, and other powers, who joined in

^ confederacy against the house of Bourbon, now become more dangerous than ever, by
the acquisition of the whole Spanish dominions.

The capital m^easure of continuing the war against France being fixed, the queen

found no great difficulty in forming her ministry, who were for the most part Tories

;

ftnd the earl of Godolphin, w^ho (though afterwards a leading Whig)- was thought all

all his life to have a predilection for the late king. James and his queen, was placed at

the head of the treasury. His son had married the earl of Malborough's eldest.daugh-

ter, and the earl could trust no other with that important department.

In the course of the war, several glorious victories were obtained by the earlj who
wai soon ijiade duk^ of Marlborough Thos? of Blenheim and Ramilliss, gave the first
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effectual checks to the French power. By that of Blenheim in
1J04,

the emperor of

Germany was saved from immediate destruction. Though prince Jiugine w^as that day

joined in command with the duke, yet the glory of the day was confessedly owing to

the latter. The French general Tallard was taken prisoner, and sent to England
5

and 20,000 French and Bavarians were killed, wounded, or drov/ned in the Danube,

besides about 13,000 who were taken, and a proportionable number of cannon, artille-

ry, and trophies of war. About the same time the English admiral, Sir George

Rooke, reduced Gibraltar, which still remains in our possession. The battle of Ramii-

iies in 1706, was fought and gained under the duke of Marlborough alone. The loss

of the enemy there has been variously reported y it is generally supposed to have been

SOOO killed or wounded, and 6000 taken prisoners j but the consequences shewed its im-

portance ,

After the battle of Ramillles, the states of Flanders assembled at Ghent, and recog-

nised Charles for their sovereign, while the confederates took possession of Louvain^

Brussels, Mechhn, Ghent, Oudenarde, Bruges, and Antwerp ^ and several other consi-

derable places in Flanders and Brabant acknowledged the title of king Charles. The
next great battle gained over the French was at Oudenarde, 1708, where they lost 3000

on the field, and about 7000 taken prisoners j and the year after, September llth

3709, the allies forced the French lines at Malplaquct near Mons, after a bloody ac-

tion, in which the French lost 15,000 men. Thus far I have recounted the flat-

tering successes of the English, biit they were attended with many potions of bitter

alloy.

The queen had sent a very fine army to assist Charles III. in Spain, under the com-

mand of lord Galway j but in 1707, after he had been joined by the Portuguese, the

English were defeated in the plains of Almanza, chiefly through the cowardice of their

allies. Though some advantages were obtained at sea, yet that war in general wa'*

carried on to the detriment, if not the disgrace, of England. Prince George of Den-
mark, husband to the queen, was then lord high admiral. At the same time England
felt severely the scarcity of hands in carrying on her trade and manufactures.

As Lewis XIV. professed a readiness for peace, and sued earnestly for it, the Whig^-
at last gave way to a treaty, and the conferences were held at Gertruydenburgh, 1710,

They were managed on the part of England by the duke of Marlborough and the lord

Townshen^, and by the marquis de Torcy for the French. All his oifers w^ere reject-

ed by the duke and his associaies, as only designed to amuse and divide the allies, and
the war was conftiued.

The unreasonable haughtiness of the English plenipotentiaries at Gertruydenburgh

(as some term it) and the then expected change of the ministry in England, saved

France, and affairs from that day took a turn in its favour. Means were found to con-

vince the queen^ who was faithfully attached to the church of England, that the wav
in the end, if continued^ must prove ruinous to her and her people, and that the Whigs
were no friends to the national religion. The general cry of the deluded people was,

^ that " the church was in danger," which, though groundless, had great eifccts. One
Sacheverci, an ignorant worthless preacher, had espoused this clamour in one of his

sermons, with the ridiculous impracticable doctrines of passive obedience and non-re-

sistance. It was, as it were, agreed by both parties to try their strength in this man's
case. He w^as impeached by tlie commons, and found guilty by the lords, who ven-

tured to pass upon him only a very small censure. After this trial, the queen's affec-

tions were entirely alienated from the duchess of Marlborough, and the Whig admini-
stration. Her friends lost their places, which were supplied by 'J'ories, and even the

command of the army was taken from the duke of Marlborough in 1712, and given to .

.the duke of Ormond, who produced orders for a cessation of arms^ but tliey were dis-

regarded by the queen's allies ia the British pay. And, indeed, the removal of the

duke of Marlborough from the <?ommand of the army, while the war continued, was
an act of the greatest imprudence, and excited the astonishment of all Euro^Te, So
numerous had been his successes, and so great his reputation, that his very name was
almost equivalent to an army. But the honour and interest of tlie nation were sacri*
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Seed to private coiirt intrigues, managed by Mrs Masham, a relation of the ducliess of
Marlborough, who had supplanted her benefactress, and by Mr Harley.

Conferences vftve opened for peace at Utrecht, in January 1712, to which the queen
and the French king sent plenipotentiaries, and the allies being defeated at Denain,
they grew sensible they were no match for the French, now that they were abandoned
by the English. In short, the terms were agreed upon between France and England,
The reader needs not be informed of the particular cessions made by the French, espe-

cially that of Dunkirk 5 but after all, the peace would have been still more indefen-

sible and shameful than it was, had it not been for the death of the emperor Joseph, by
which his brother Charles III., for whom the war was chiefly undertaken, became em-
peror of Germany, as well as king of Spain j and the dilatoriness, if not bad faith of
the English allies, in not fulfilling their engagements, and throwing upon the British

parliament almost the whole weight of the war, not to mention the exhausted state of
the kingdom. Such was the state of affairs at this critical period ; and I am apt to

think, from their complexion, that the queen had, by some secret influence, which ne-

ver has yet been discovered, and was even concealed from some of her ministers, in-

clined to call her brother to the succession. The rest of the queen's life w^as rendered

uneasy by the jarring of parties, and the contentions among her ministers. The Whigs
demanded a writ for the electoral prince of Hanover, as duke of Cambridge, to come
to England ; and she was obliged hastily to dismiss her lord-treasurer, when she fell

into a lethargic disorder, which carried her off the first of August 1714, in the 50th
year of her age, and the 13th of her reign. Notwithstanding the exhausted state of

England before the peace of Utrecht was concluded, yet the public credit w^as little or

nothing affected by her death, though the national debt then amounted to about fifty

millions ; so firm was the dependence of the people upon the security of parliament*

With Anne ended the line of the Stuarts, which, from the accession of James I. anno

1603, had swayed the sceptre of England 111 years, and that of Scotland 343 years,

from the accession of Robert II. anno 1 371. James, the late pretender, son of James II.

and brother to queen Anne, upon his father's decease, anno 1701, was proclaimed

king of England, by Lewis XIV. at St Germain's, and for some time treated as such

by the courts of Rome, France, Spain, and Turin. He resided at Rome, where he

kept up the appearance of a court, and.eontinued firm in the Romish faith till his death,

which happened in 1765. He left two sons, the elder lately dead ; viz. Charles Edward,
bom in 1720, who was defeated at CuUoden in 1746, and upon his father's death re-

paired to Rome, where he continued for some time, and afterwards resided at Florence,

under the title of count Albany, and Henry, v^ho enjoys a dignified place in tie

church of Rome, and is known by the name of cardinal York.

Anne had no strength of mind, by herself, to carry any important resolve into exe-

cution, and she left public measures in so indecisive a state, that, upon her death, the

succession took place in terms of the act of settlement, and George I,, elector of Han-
over, son of the princess Sophia, grand-daughter of James L, was proclaimed king of

Great Britain his mother, who w^ould have been next in succession, having died but

a few days before. He came over to England with strong prepossessions against the

Tory ministry, most of whom he displaced. This did not make any great alteration to

his prejudice in England ^ but many of the Scots, by the influence of the earl of Mar,
and other chiefs, were driven into rebellion in 1715, which was happily suppressed the

beginning of the next year.

After all, the nation was in such a disposition that the rr.inistry durst not venture to

call a new parliament, and the members of that which was sitting voted a continuance

of their duration from three to seven years, w^hich is thought to have been the greatest

stretch of parliamentary power ever knowm,_and a very indefensible step. Several

other extraordinary measures took place about the same time. Mr Shippen, an excel-

lent speaker, and member of parliament, was sent to the Tower for saying that the

king's speech w^as calculated for the meridian of Hanover rather than that of London,

The truth is, the Whig ministry were excessively jealous of every thing that seemed to

affect their master's title and George I., though a sagacious, moderate prince, un-

doubtedly rendered England too subservient to his continental conriections, which were
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very various and complicated. He quarrelled with tlie czar of Muscovy about their

German concerns, and had not Charles XII. of Sweden been killed so critically as he

was, Great Britain probably would have been invaded by that northern conqueror,

great preparations being made for that purpose.

In 1718 he quarrelled with Spain, pn account of the quadruple alliance that had

been formed between Great Britain, France, Germany, and the States General j and

his admiral, Sir George Byng, by his orders, destroyed the Spanish fleet at Syracuse,

A trifling war with Spain then commenced, but it was soon ended^ by the Spaniards

delivering up Sardinia and Sicily, the former to the duke of Savoy, and the latter to

the emperor.

A national punishment, different from plague, pestilence, and famine, overtook

England in the year 1720, by the sudden rise of the South Sea stock, one of the trad-

ing companies j but of this we have already given an account, under the article South

Se'a Company.
The Jacobites thought to avail themselves of the national discontent at the Soutb

Sea scheme, and England's connections with the continent, which every day increased.

One Layer, a lawyer, was tried and executed for high treason. Several persons of great

quality and distinction were apprehended on suspicion but the storm fell chiefly on

Francis Atterbury, lord bishop of Rochester, who was deprived of his see and seat m
parliament, and banished for life. There was some irregularity in the proceedings^

against him, and therefore the justice of the bishop's sentence has been questioned,

though there is little or no reason to doubt there was sufficient proof of his guilt.

So fluctuating was the state of Europe at this time, that in September 1725, a fresh

treaty v;as concluded at Hanover, between the kings of Great Britain, France, and

Prussia, to counterbalance an alliance that had been formed between the courts of Vienna

and Madrid A squadron was sent to the Baltic, to hinder the Russians from attacking

Sweden, another to the Mediterranean, and a third, under admiral Hosier, to the West
Indies, to watch the Spanish plate fleets. This last was a fatal as well as an inglorious

expedition. The admiral and most of his men perished by epidemical diseases, and the

hulks of the ships rotted so as to render them unfit for service. The management of

the Spaniards was little better. They lost near 10,000 men in the siege of Gibraltar,

which they were obliged to raise.

A quarrel with the emperor was the most dangerous to Hanover of any that coul3

happen j but though an opposition in the house of commons was formed by Sir WiUIani
Wyiidham and Mr Pulteney, the parliament continued to be more lavish in granting*

money, and subsidies for the protection of Hanover to the kings of Denmark and Swe-
den, and the landgrave of Hesse CasseL Such was the state of aftairs in Europe when
George I. suddenly died on the 11th of June 1727, at Osnaburgh, in the sLxty-eight

year of his age, and the thirteenth of his reign. The reign of George 1. is remarkable

for the incredible number of bubbles and cheating projects to which it gave rise, by
which it was reckoned that almost a million and a half was won and lost and for the

great alteration of the system of Europe, by the concern which the English took in the

affairs of the continent. The institution of the sinking fund for diminishing the national

debt, is likewise owing to this period. The value of the northern parts of the kingdom
began now to be better understood than formerly, and the state affairs began to shift,

'i'his was chiefly owing, to the unequal distribution of the land-tax, which rendered it

diflicult for the poor to subsist in certain counties, which had been forward in giving

in the true value of their estates when that tax took place.

Sir Robert Walpole was considered as first minister of England when George 1.

died, and some differences having happened between him and the prince of Wales, it

was generally thought, upon tlie accession of the latter to the crowi., that Sir I\obert

would be displaced. That might have been the case, could another person have been
found equally capable as he was to manage the house of commons, and to gratify that

predilection for Hanover which George II. inhciited from his father. No minister

ever understood better the temper of the people of England, and none, pcrb.aps, ever

tried it more. He filled all places of power, trust, and profit, and almost the liouse of

commons its^^lf, with own creatu:-es : but p?ace \\'?s hU darling o^->jcct, because he
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thought that war must be fatal to his power. During his long administration he never
lost a question that he was in earnest to carry. The excise scheme was the first mea-
sure that gave a shock to his power, and even that he could have carried, had he not
been afraid of the spirit of the people v/ithout doors, which might have either produced
an insurrection, or endangered his interest in th^ next general election.

His pacific system brought him, however, into inconveniences both at home and
abroad. It encouraged the Spaniards to continue their depredations vipon the British

shipping in the American seas, and the French to treat the English court with insolence

and neglect. At home, m;iny of the great peers thought themselves slighted, and they

interested themselves more than ever they had done in elections. This, together with
the disgust of the people at the proposed excise scheme, and passing the Gin Act^ in the

year 1730, increased the minority in the house of commons to 130, some of whom
were as able men and as good speakers as ever had sat in a parliament, and, taking ad-

vantage of the increasing complaints against the Spaniards, they attacked the minister

with great strength of argument and with great eloquence. Injustice to Walpole, it

should be observed, that he filled the courts of justice with able and upright judges, nor

was he ever known to attempt any perversion of the law of the known kingdom. He was
so far from checking the freedom of debate, that he bore with equanimity the most
scurrilous abuse that was thrown out to his face. He gave w^ay to one or two pro-

secutions for libels, in compliance to his friends, who thought themselves . affected by
them

J
but it is certain, that the press of England never was more open or free than

during his administration. And as to his pacific system, it undoubtedly more than

repaid to the nation what was required to support it, by tlie increase of her trade and the

improvements of her manufactures.

Queen Caroline, consort to George II. had been always a firm friend to the minister
j

but she died in November 20th 1137, when a variance subsisted between the king and
his son the prince of Wales. The latter complained, that through Walpole's influence,

he was deprived not only of the power but the provision to which his birth entitled

him j and he put himself at the head of the opposition with so much firmness, that it

was generally foreseen Walpole's power was drawing to a crisis. Admiral Vernon, who
hated the minister, was sent, in 1739, with a squadron of six ships to the West Indies,

where he took and demolished Porto Bello j but being a hot impracticable man, he

miscarried in his other attempts, especially that upon Carthagena, in which some thou-

sands of British lives were wantoiily thrown away. The opposition exulted in Vernon's

success, and aftervv-ards imputed his miscarriages to the minister's starving the war, by
withholding the means for carrying it on. The general election approaching, so pre-

valent was the interest of the prince of Wales in England, and that of the duke of

Argyll in Scotland, that a majority v/a§ returned to parliament who were no fiiends to

the minister, and after a few trying divisions, he retired from the house, on the 9th of

February 1742,' was created earl of Orford, and on the 11th resigned all his employ-

ments.

George II. bore the loss of his minister with the greatest equanimity, and even con-

ferred, titles of honour, and posts of distinction, upon the heads of the opposition. By
this time, the death of the emperor Charles VI. the danger of the pragmatic sanction

(which meant the succession of his daughter to all the Austrian dominions), through

the ambition of France, who had filled all G ermany vath her armies, and many other

concurrent causes, induced George to 'take the leading part in a continental war. He
was encouraged to this by lord Carteret, afterwards earl of Granville, an able but head-

strong minister, whom George had made his secretary of state, and indeed by the voice

of the nation in general. George accordingly put himself at the head of his army,

fought and gained the battle of Dettingen, June 16th 1743, and his not suffering his

general the earl of Stair to improve the blow, was thought to proceed from tenderness

for his electoral dominions.

Great Britain was then engaged in a very expensive w^ar both against the French

and Spaniards, and her enemies thought to avail themselves of the general discontent

that had prevailed in England on account of Hanover, and which, even in parliamen-

tary debates, v/ere tlicught by sonie to exceed the bounds of decency. This naturally
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suggested to them the idea of applying to the Pretender, who resided at Rome ; and
he agreed that his son Charles, who was a sprightly young man, should repair to

France, from whence he set sail, and narrowly escaped with a few followers, to the

western coasts of Scotland, between the islands Mull and Sky, where he discovered

himself, assembled his followers, and published a manifesto exciting the nation to re -

bellion. It IS necessary, before we relate the true cause of this enterprize, to make a

short retrospect to foreign parts.

The war in J 741 proved unfortunate in the West Indies, through the fatal divisions

between admiral Vernon and general Wentworth, who commanded the land troops :

and it wa« thought that above 20,000 British soldiers and seamen perished in the im-

p racticable attempt on Carthagena, and the inclemency of the air and climate during

other idle expeditions. The year 1742 had been spent in negociations with the courts

of Petersburg and Berlin, u^hich, though expensive, proved of little or no service to

Great Britain j so that the victory of Dettingen left the French troops in much the

same situation as before. A difference between the admirals Mathews and Leslock
had suffered the Spanish and French fleets to escape out of Toulon with but little loss

j

and soon after, the French, who had before only acted as allies to the Spaniards, de-

clared war against Great Britain, who, in her turn, declared war against the French.

The. Dutch, the natural allies of England, during this war carried on a most lucrativ^e

trade ; nor could they be brought to act against the French till the people entered into

associations and insurrections against the government. Their marine was in a miserable

coudition, and when they at last sent a body of troops to join the British and Austrian
armies, which had been wretchedly commanded for one or two campaigns, they did it with
so bad a grace, that it was plain they did not intend to act in earnest. When the duke of

Cumberland took upon himself the command of the army, the French, to the great reproach
of the allies, were almost masters of the barrier of the Netherlands, and were besiegiiig

Tournay. The duke attempted to raise the siege, but by the coldness of the Austrian's,

the cowardice of the Dutch, whose government all along held a secret correspondence
with France, and misconduct somewhere else, he lost the battle of Fontenoy, and 7000
of his best nlen

;
though it is generally allowed that his dispositions were excellent, and

both he and his troops behaved with unexampled intrepidity. To counterbalance such
a train of misfortunes, admiral Anson returned this year to England, with an immense
treasure (about a million sterling), which he had taken from the Spaniards in his voy-
age round the world and commodore Warren, with colonel Pepperel, took from the
French the important town and fortress of Louisburgh, in the island of Cape Breton.

Siich was the state of affairs abroad in August 1745, when the Pretender's eldest

son, at the head of some Highland followers, surprised and disarmed a party of the kinu-'s

troops in the western Highlands, and advanced with great rapidity to Perth. 1 he go-
vernment never so thoroughly experienced, as it did at that" time, the benefit of the
public debt for the support of the Revolution. The French and the Jacobite party (for

such there was at that time in England), had laid a deep scheme of distressing the Bank
j

but common danger aboUshed all distinctions, and united them in defence of one interest,

which was private property. The merchants undertook, in their address to the king,
to support it by receiving bank-notes in payment. This seasonable measure saved pub-
lic credit j but the defeat of the rebels by the duke of Cumberland at Culloden, in the
year 1746, did not restore tranquilHty to Europe. Though the prince of Oranoe, son-
in-law to his majesty George II., was, by the credit of his Majesty, and the spirit of the
people of the United Provinces, raised to be their stadrholder, the Dutch never could
be brought to act heartily in the war. The allies were defeated at Val, near Maesincht,
and the duke Cumberland was in danger of being made |irisoner. Bergen-op-zoom was
taken in a manner that has never yet been accounted for. The allies suffered otlier

disgraces on the continent and it now became the general opinion in England, thai:

peace was necessary to save the duke and his army from total destruction. By this
time, however, the French marine and commerce were in danger of beins^ anniliilated
by the English at sea, under the command of the Admiiil^ Anson, Warren, Hawke,
and other gallant officers r, but the English arms were not sucre.s.ful as could liave

been wished, voider rear admiral Boscawen in the East Indies. In tWu state of affair^

K
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tlie successes of the French and English, durmg the war, may be said to have been
balanced, and both ministries turned their thoughts to peace.

However this might be, preliminaries for peace were signed in 1748, and a definitive

treaty was concluded at Aix-la-Chapelle in October j the basis of which, was the resti-

tution on both sides of all places taken during the war. The next year, the interest of

the liational debt was reduced from four to three and a half per cent for seven yeat's,

after which the whole was to stand reduced to three per cent.

This v/as the boldest stroke of financing that ever was attempted perhaps in any coun-

try, consistently with public faith ^ for the creditors of the government, after a smali

ineffectual opposition, continued their money in the funds, and a few who sold out, even

made interest to have it replaced on the same security, or were paid off their principal

sums out of the sinking fund.

A new treaty of commerce was signed at Madrid, between Great Britain and Spain,

by which, in consideration of 100,00i)l. the South Sea Company gave up all their future

claims to the Assiento contract, by virtue of which that Company had supplied the

Spanish West Indies with negroes. In March 1750, died, universally lamented, his

royal highness Frederic, prince of Wales. In May 1751, an_ act passed for regulating

the commencement of the year, by which the old style was abolished, and the new style

established, to the vast conveniency of the subjects. This was done by sinking eleven

days in September 1752, and from that time beginning the year on the first of January.

In 1753, the famous act passed for preventing clandestine marriages \ but whether it is

for the benefit of the subject, is a point that is still very questionable.

The barefaced encroachm.ents of the French, who had built forts on our back settle-

ments in America, and the dispositions they made for sending oyer vast bodies of veteran

troops, to support those encroachments, produced a wonderful spirit in England, especi-

ally after admiral Eoscawen was ordered, with eleven ships of the line, besides a frigate

and two regiments, to sail to the banks of Newfoundland, where he came up with, and

took two French men of war, the rest of their fleet escaping up the river St Lawrence,

by the straits of Belleisle. No sooner was it known that hostilities were begun, than

the people of England poured their money into the government's loan, and orders were

issued for making general reprisals in Europe as well as in America j and that all the

French ships, whether outward Or homeward bound, should be stopped and brought into

British ports. These orders were so effectual, that before the end of the year 1755,

above 500 of the richest French merchant shif)S, and above 8,000 of their best sailors

were brought into the kingdom. This well-timed measure had such an effect, that the

French had neither hands to navigate their mercliantmen, nor to man their ships of war
,

for about two years after, near 30,000 French seamen were found to be prisoners in

England.

In July 1755, General Braddcck, who had been injudiciously sent from England to

attack the French, and reduce the forts on the Ohio, was defeated and killed, by failing

into an ambuscade of the French and Indians near Forte de Q^uesne \ but major-general

Johnson defeated a body of French near Crown Point, of whcm he killed about 1000,

In proportion as the spirits of the public were elevated by the formidable armaments,

which were prepared for carrying on the war, they were sunk with an account that the

French had landed 11,000 men in Minorca, to attack Fort St Philip there : that ad-

miral Byng, who had been sent out with a squadron, at least equal to that of the French,

had been bafFied, if not defeated, by their admiral Gallissionere, and that at last Minor-

ca was surrendered by General Blakeney. ji.'he English were far more alarmed than

they ought to have been at those events. The loss of Minorca was more shameful than

detriment'ctl to the kingdom, but the public outcry was such, that the king gave up
Byng to public justice, and he was shot at Portsinouth for not doing all that was -in

his power against the enemy.

It was about this time, that Mr Pitt was placed, as secretary of slate, at the head of

administration. Ke had long ago been known to be a bold, eloquent, and energetic

speaker, and he soon proved himself to be as spirited a minister. The miscarriages in

the Mediterranean had no consequence but the loss of Fort St Philip, which was more

than repaired by the vast success of the English privateers, both in Europe and Ameri-
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ca. The successes of tlie English in the East Indies, under Colonel Clive, are almost

incredible. He defeated Suraja Dowla, Nabob of Bengal, Bahar, and Orixa, and
place* Jaffier Ally Cawn in the ancient seat of the nabobs of those provinces. Suraja

Dowla, who was in the French interest, a few days after his being defeated, was taken

by the new nabob JafBer Ally Cawn's son, and put to death. This event laid the

foundation of the amazing extent of riches and territory which the English now possess

in the East Indies,

Mr Pitt intrl>duced into the cabinet a new system of operations against France, than

which nothing could be better calculated to' restore the spirits of his countrymen, and to

alarm their enemies. Far from dreading an invasion, he planned an expedition for car-

rying the arms of England into France itself ^ and the descent was to be made at Roche-

fort, under general Sir John Mordaunt, wlio was to command the land troops. No-
, thing could be more promising than the dispositions for this expedition. It sailed on the

Slh of September 1757 j but admiral Hawke brought both the sea and land forces back
on the 6th of October, to St Helen's, without the general mxaking any attempt to land

on the coast of France. He was tried and acquitted, without the public murmuring,
so great an opinion had the people of' the minister

j
who, to do him justice, did not

suffer a man or a ship beloHging to the English army or navy to lie idle

The French having attacked the electorate of Hanover with a most powerful army,
merely because his Britannic majesty refused to wink at their encroachments in America,
the English parliament, in gratitude, voted large supplies of men and money in defence of

the electoral dominions. The duke of Cumberland had been sent thither to command
an army of observation, but was so powerfully pressed by a superior army, that he
found himself obliged to- lay down his arms 5 and the French under the duke of Rich-

lieu took possession of that electorate and its capital. At this time, a scarcity next

to a famine, raged in England j and the Hessian troops, who, with the Hanoverians,

liad been sent to defend the kingdom from an invasion intended from the French, re-

mained still in England. So many difficulties concurring in i 758, a treaty of mutual
defence was agreed to between his majesty and the king of Prussia : in consequence of
which, the parliament voted 670,0001. to his Prussian majesty 5 and also voted large

suras, amounting in the whole to two millions a year, for the payment of 50,000 of the

troops of Hanover, Hesse Cassel, Saxe Gotha, VVolfenbuttel, and Buckberg. This
treaty, which proved afterwards s6 burdensome to England, was intended to unite

the protestant interest in Germany. ^
George II. with the consent of his Prussian majesty, declaring that the French had

violated the convention concluded between them and the duke of Cumberland at Clos-

terseven, ordered his Hanoverian subjects to resume their arms under prince Ferdinand
of Brunswick, a Prussian general, who instantly drove the French out of Hanover, and
the duke of Marlborough, after the English had repeatedly insulted the French coasts

by destroying their stores and shipping at St Mdloe<^ and Cherbourg, marched into

Germany, and joined prince Ferdinand with 12,000 British troops, which were after-

wards increased to 25,000. A war ensued, in the coupe of which the English every
where performed wonders, and were every where victorious, but nothing decisive fol-

lowed, and the enemy opened every campaign with advantage. Even the battle of
Minden, the most glorious, perhaps, in the English annals, in which 7000 English de-

feated 80,000 of the French regular troops in fair battle, contributed nothing to the

conclusion of the war, or towards weakening the French in Germany.
The English bore the expences of the war with cheerfulness, and applauded Mr

Pitt's administration, because their glorious successes in every other j)art of the globe

demonstrated that he was in earnest. Admiral Boscawcn and general Amherst, in

August 1758, reduced and demolished Louisburgh in North America, >vhich had been
restored to the French by the treaty of Alx la-Cliapclle, and was become the scourge

of the British trade, and took five or six French ships of the line ; Frontenac and Fort dui

{)uesnc, in the same quarter, fell also into the hands of the English
j
acquisitions tliat far

overbalanced a check which the English received at Ticondcrago, and the loss of
above 300 of the English guards, as they were returuing under gener'Al Bli^h from the

coast of France.

RS
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The English affairs in the East Indies this year proved equally fortunate and the

lords of the admiralty received letters from thence, with an account that admiral Po^
coke had engaged the French fleet near Fort St David's on the 29th of Marcji, in

which engagement a French man of war, called the Bien Aime, of 74 guns, was so

much damaged that they run her on shore. That on the 3d of August following, he^

engaged the French fleet a second time, near Pondicherry
;
w^hen, after a brisk firing of

ten minutes, the French bore away with all the sail they coiild make, and got safe into

the road of Pondicherry. And that, on the 14th of December following, general

Lally, commander of the French army in those parts, marched to besiege Madras^
which was defended by the English colonels Lawrence and Draper *, and, after a brisk

cannonade, which lasted till the 16th of February following, the English having re-

ceived a reinforcement of 600 men, generally Lally thought proper to raise the siege,

and retire with precipation, leaving behind him forty pieces of cannon.

The year 1759 was introduced by the taking of the island of Goree, on the coast of

Africa, by commodore Keppel. Three capital expeditions had been planned for this

year in America, and all of them proved successful. One of them was against the

French islands in the West Indies where Guadaloupe was reduced. The second expe-

dition was against Quebec, the capital of Canada. The command was given, by the

minister's advice, to general Wolfe, a young officer of a truly military genius. Wolfe
was opposed, with far superior force, by Montcalm, the best and most successful general

the French had. Though the situation of the country which Wolfe was to attack,

and the works the French threw up to prevent a descent of the English, were deemed
impregnable, yet Montcalm never relaxed in his vigilance. Wolfe's courage and per-

severance, however, surmounted incredible diflicultie^ he gained the heights of Abra-
ham, near Quebec, where he fought and defeated the French army, but was himselC

killed, as was Montcalm
;
general Monkton, who was next in command, being wound-

ed, the completion of the French defeat, and the glory of reducing Quebec, Was reserved

for brigadier-general (afterwards lord viscount) Townshend. . .

General Amherst, who was the first English general in command in America, con-

ducted the third expedition. His orders were to reduce all Canada, and to join the

army under general Wolfe on the banks of the river St Lawrence. It is to the hon-

our of the minister, that the general in this expedition was so well provided with every

thing that could make it successful, that there scarcely appeared any chance for its miscar -

riage 'y and thus the French empire in North America became subject to Great Britain^

The affairs of the French being now desperate, and their credit ruined, they resolved

upoil an attempt to relneve all by an invasion of Great Britain : but cn the 8th of

August, 1759, admiral Boscawen attacked the 1 ouion squadron, commanded by M.
de lix Clue, near the straits of Gibraltar, took Le Cenlaure of 74, Le Ttmeraire of 74,

-and Le Modeste of 74 guns 5 and burnt L'Ocean of 80, and Le Redoubtable of 74
guns. The rest of the fleet, consisting of seven ships of the line, and three frigates,

made their escape in the night*, and on November 20, Sir Edward Hawke defeated

the Brest fleet, commanded by admiral Conflans, off the island of Dumet, in the Bay
of Biscay. The Formidable, a French man of war of 80 guns, was taken j the Thesee

of 74, and the Superbe of 70 guns, were sunk and the Soleil Royal of 80, and the

Hercs of 74 guns, were burnt, and afterwards the Juste of 74 perished in the mouth of

the Loire. Seven or eight French men of w^ar 'cf the line got up the river Villaine,

by throwing their guns over-board and the rest of the fleet, consisting of five ships of

the line, and three frigates, escaped in the night. The English lost on this occasion,

the Essex of 64, and the Resolution of 74 guns, which ran ashore in the chace. AL
ter this engagement, the French gave over all thoughts of their invasion of Great

Britain.

In February 1760, Captain Thurot, a French marine adventurer, w^ho hadj with

three sloops of war, alarmed the coasts of Scotland, and actually made a descent at Car-

rickfergus in Ireland, was, on his return from thence, met, defeated, and killed by

Captain Elliot, the commander of three ships, inferior in force to the Frenchman's

squadron. In short. Great Britain now reigned as sole mistress of the main, and suc-

ceeded in eveiy measure that had been projected for her owh safety and advantage.
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The war m Germany, however, continued still as undecisive as it was expensive, and

many in England began to consider it nov^ as foreign to the internal interests of Greati

Britain. The French again and- again shewed dispositions for treating, and the charges

of the war, which began now to amount to little less than eighteen millions sterling,

yearly, inclined the British ministry to listen to their proposals. A negociation was ac-

cordingly entered upon, which proved abortive, as did'many other projects for accom-

modation
J
but on the 25th of October 1760, George II. died suddenly (from a rupture

.
in the right ventricle of the heart), full of years and glory, in the nth year of his age,

and 34th of his reign, and was succeeded by his grandson, now George III. eldest soiir

to Frederick prince of Wales.

The memory of George IL is reprehensible on no head but his predilection for his

electoral dominions. He never could separate an idea that there w^as any difference be-

tween them and his regal dominions j and he was sometimes ill enough advised to de-

clare so much in his speeches to parliament. We are, however, to remember, that his

people gratified him in this partiality, and that he never acted by power or prerogative.

He was not very accessible to conversation, and therefore it was no wonder that, hav-

ing left Germany after he had attained to man's estate, he still retained foreign notions

both of men and things. In government he had no favourite, for he parted with Sir

Robert Walpole's administration with great indifference, aud shewed very little concern

at the subsequent revolutions among his servants. In his personal disposition he was

passionate, but placable, fearless of danger, fond of military parade, and enjoyed the

memory of the campaigns in which he served when young. His affections, either pub-

lic or private, were never known to interfere with the ordinary course of justice j and

though his reign was distracted by party, the courts of justice were never better filled

than under him : this was a point in which all factions were agreed.

King George III. ascended the throne with great advantages. Kis being a native

of England prejudiced the people in his favour j he was in the bloom of youth, in his.

person tall and comely, and at the time of his accession Great Britain was in the high-

est degree of reputation and prosperity, and the most salutary unanimity and harmony
prevailed among the people. The first acts of his reign seemed also calculated to con-

vince the public that the death of his predecessor should not relax the operations of the

war. Accordingly, in 1761, the island of Belleisle on the coast of France, surrendered

to his majesty's ships and forces under commodore Keppel and General Hodson j as did

the important fortress of Pondicherry, in the East Indies, to colonel Coote and admiral

Stevens. The operations against the French West Indies still continued under general

Monkton, lord Hollo, and Sir James Douglas; and- in 1762 the island of Martinico-,

hitherto deemed impregnable, Vv^ith the islands of Grenada, St Lucia, Grenadillas, St

Vincent, and others of less note, were subdued by the British arms with inconceivable

rapidity.

In the mean time, Mr Pitt, who had conducted the war against France with such-

eminent ability, and who had received the best information of the hostile intentions and
private intrigues of the court of Spain, proposed in council an immediate declaration of
war against that kingdom. But he was over-mled in the council, all the members
of which declared themselves of a contrary opinion, excepting his brother-in-law, earl

Temple. Mr Pitt now found the decline of his influence ; and it was. supposed that tlie

earl of Bute, who had a considerable share in directing the education .of the kiiig, had
acquired an ascendancy in the royal favour *. Mr Pitt, however, said, that as he
was called to the ministry by the voice of the people, to whom he cousidertd himself as

accountable for his conduct, he Avould no longer remain in a situation which made him
responsible for measures that he was no longer allowed to guide." He, therefore, re-

signed the seals, and lord Temple ako gave up the j^ost which he held, in the admiui^,

titration. But the next day, the king settled a pension of three thousinid pounds a-yea^

* It was on the 2:5th of March ITGl, that the earl of Bate was appointed one of the pdncinal sec{c~

t\iies of state : ani on the btli of Ootob.r foUo'.vinjj, Mr Pitt resigned the se.ils*
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upon Mr Pitt, and at the same time a title was conferred upon bis lady and her issae
;

and the pension was to be continued for three lives.

The war still continued to be carried on with vigour after the resignation of Mr Pit't,

and the plans were pursued that he had previously concerted. Lord Egremont was ap-

pointed to succeed him, as secretary fcr the southern department. It was at length

also found indispensably necessary to engage in a war with Spain, the famous family-

compact among all the different branches of the Bourbon family being generally knovw^n

and accordingly ^ivar was declared against that kingdom, on the 4th of January 17G2.

A respectable armam-cnt was fitted out under admiral Poccckc, having the earl of Al-
bemarle on board to command the land forces and the vitals of the Spanish monarchy
w^ere struck at, by the reduction of the Kavannah, the strongest and most imiportant

fort which his catholic m.ajesty held in the West Indies, after a siege of two months and

eight days. The capture of the liermionc, a large Spanish register ship, bound from

Lima to Cadiz, the cargo cf which was valued at a million sterling, preceded the birth

/ of the prince of Wales, and the treasure pa^^sed i)i triumph tlaough Westminster to the

jBank, the very hour he was born. The loss of tlie Havannah, with the ships and trea-

sures there taken from the Spaniards, was succeeded by the reduction of Manilla and

the Philippine islands in the East Indies, under general Draper and admiral Cornish,

with the capture of Trinidad, reckoned worth three millions of dollars. To counteract

those dreadful blovv'S given to the family-compact, the French and Spaniards, opened

their last resource, Vv-L.:ch was to quarrel with and invade Portugal, which had been al-

ways under the peculiar protection of the British arras. Whether this quarrel was real

or pretended, it certainly embarrassed his Britannic Mrtjesty, vrho was obliged to send

thither armaments both by sea and land.

The negcciaticns fcr peace v/ere noiv resumed j rnd the enemy at last offered such

terms as the Erinsh ministry thought admissible and adequate to the occasion. Thq'

defection cf the Russians from the confederacy against the king of Prussia, and his con-

sequent successes, produced a cessation of arms m Germiany, and in all other quarters
^

and on the iOth of February 1^763, the definilive tieaty of peace betiveen his Britan-

nic majesty, the king of France and the king of Spain, was concluded at Palis, and ac-

ceded to by the king of Portugal j March 10, the ratihcations were exchanged at Paris.

The 22d, the peace was solemnly proclaimed at Westminster and London j and the

treaty having on the ISth been laid befoie the parliament, it met the approbation cf a

majority of both houses.

By this ireaty il.e extensive province of Canada, v^ith the islands of Nev^^fciindland,

Cape Breton, and St John, were confirmed to Great Britain j also the two Iloridas^

containing the whole of the coniinent of North America, on this side the Mississippi,

Cexcept the tov.n of l\e\\ Orleans, with a small district round it), was surrei'idercd to us

by France and Sp'^.in, in consideration of restoring to Spain the island of Cu'^a
3
and.tq

France the islands of Pviartinicp, Gaudaloupe, Mariefjalantc, and FJefiada j and in con-

sideration of cur grartfng to the French the t-vo email islands of St Pierre nd Mique-

Ion, on the coast of Newfoundland, and quitting our pretensions to the neutral island

" of St Lucia, they yielded to us the islaiids of Grenada and the Grenadilles, and quitted

their preterisionsi to the neutral islands of St Vincent^ Dominica, and Tobago. In

Africa we retained the settlement of Senegal^ by which we nearly engrossed the whole

gum trade of that country, but we returned Gorte, a small island of little value. Ibq
£:rdcle that relates to the East Indies, v. as dictated by the directors of the English

ccinpany j wliich restores to the French all the places they had at the beginning ol the

war, on condition that they shall maintain neither forts nor forces in the province cf

Bengal and the city of Manilla was restored to the Spaniards j but they confirmed to

us the liberty of cutting logwood in the bay of Honduras in i^micrica. In Europe;,

likev.ise, the French restored to us the island of Blinorca, 2nd wc restored'to them thq

island of Belleislc. In Gerpiany, after six years spent in marches and counter-marches,

num.erous skirmishes and bloody battles. Great Britain acquired much military fame,

but at the expence of thirty millions sterling ! As to the objects of that war, it w^iS,

agreed that a mutual restitution and oblivion should take place, and each party sit down
at the end of the war in the same situation in which they began itp And peace ^^^
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re?!iored between Portugal and Sp'ain, both sides to be upon tlie same footing as before

the war.

The war, to which a period w^as now put, was the most brilliant, and distinguished

with the most glorious events in the British annals. No national prejudices, nor party

disputes then existed. The same truly British spirit by which the minister was animat-

ed, fired the breast of the soldier and seaman. The nation had then arrived at a pitch

of wealth unknown to former ages j and the monied man, pleased with the aspect of the

tim.es, confiding in the abilities of the minister, and courage of the people, cheerfully

opened his purse. The incredible sums of IS, 19, and 22 nnllions, raised by a few ci-

tizens of London, upon a short notice, for the service of the years 1759, 1760, and

17ol, was no less astonishing to Europe than the success which attended the British

iieets and armies in every quarter of the globe.

But the peace, though it received the sanction of a majority of both liouses of par-

liam.ent, w-as far from giving universal satisfaction to the people. And from this period

various causes contrib(Uted to occasion a great discontent to prevail throughout the

nation.

On the 30th of April 1763, three of the king's messengers entered the house of

John Wilkes, esq. member of parliamanl for Aylesbury, and seized his person, by virtue

of a warrant from the secretary of state, which directed them to seize, * the authors^

printers, and publishers, of a seditious and treasonable paper, inlituled the North Briton,

No. 45.' The papers published under this title severely arraigned the conduct of th.e

administration, and represented the earl of Bute as the favourite of the Idng, and the

person from v/hom measures of government of a very pernicious tendency originated. The
45th nmnber contained strictures on the king's speech. Mr Wilkes was suspected to

be the author, but his name was not mentioned in the warrant by w^hich he v/as apprehend-

ed. He objected to ,be taken into custody by such a warrant, alleging that it was il-

legal. However he was forcibly carried before the secretaries of state for examination,

and they committed him close prisoner to the Tower, his papers being also seized. He
ivas likewise deprived of his commission as colonel of the Buckinghamshire miiiitia. A
writ of habeas corpus being procured by his friends, he w^as brought to the court of

Common Pleas, and the matter being there argued, he was ordered to be discharged.

This affair made a great noise
5
people of all ranks interested themselves in it, and West-

minster hall resounded with acclamations when he was set at liberty. An information,

however, was filed against him in the court of King's Bench, at his rnajesty's suit, as

author of the North Briton, NO. 45. On the first day of the meeting of parliament,

after these transactions, Mr Wilkes stood up in his place, and made a speech, in whicli

he complained to the house, that in his person the rights of all the com.mons of Eng-
land, and the privileges of parliament, had been violated by his imprisonment, the plun-

dering of his house, and the seizure of his papers. The sam^e day a raessage was sent

lo acquaint the house of commons, with the information his majesty had received, that

John Willies esq. a member of that house, was the author of a most seditious and dan-

gerous libel, and the measures that had been taken thereupon, Th^ next day a duel

was fought in Hyde Park between Mr Wilkes and Mr Martin, another member of

parliament, and secretary of the treasury, in which Mr W^ilkes received a dangerous

wound in the belly with a pistol bullet. Both houses of parliament soon concurred in

voting the North Briton, NO. 45. to be a false, scandalous, and seditious libel, and or-

dered it to be burnt by the common hangman. This order was accordingly executed,

iliough not without great opposition from the ]X)pulace : and Mr Harley, one of the

sheriffs who attended, was ^vounded and obliged to take shelter in the Mansion-house.

Another prosecution was commenced a;;a;nst Mr Wilkes, for having caused an obscene

and profane poem to be printed, intitlcd, " An Essiiy on Woman." Of this, only

twelve copies had been privately printed : and it did not appear to have been intended
for publication. Finding, Iiowever, that he shoidd continue to be prosecuted with the

utmost rigour, when his womid was in some degree healed, he thought proper to quit

the kingdom. He w:is soon after c\|)elled the house of commons*, verdicts were also

g\vtn against him, both on ac count ul' llic North Briton and the Essay on Woman, and
]{ 4
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towards the end of the year 1764 he was outlawed. Sundry other persons had htcn
taken up for being concerned in printing and publishing the north Briton j but some
of them obtained verdicts against the king's messengers for false imprisonment.

^

In the mean while, the earl ofBute, who'had been made first lord of the treasury, resign-

ed that office, and was succeeded by Mr George Grenville. And under this gentle-

man's administration, an act was passed, said to have been framed by him, which was
productive of the most pernicious consequences to Great Britain ;

" An act for Mying
a stomp-dutij on the British colonies in North America," which received the royal as-

sent cn the 22d of March 1765. Some other injudicious previous regulations had also

been made under pretence of preventing smuggling in America j but which in effect so

cramped the trade of the colonies, as to be prejudicial both to them and the mother
country. As soon as it was known in North America that the stamp act was passed,

the whole continent was kindled into a flame. As the Americans had hitherto been

taxed by their own representatives in their provincial assemblies, they loudly asserted,

that the British parliament, in w^iich they w-ere not represented, had no right to tax

them. Indeed, the same doctrine had been maintained in the British parliament, when
the stamp -act was under consideration : on which occasion it was said, that it was the

birth-right of the inhabitants of the colonies, even as the descendants of Englishmen, not

to be taxed by any but their own representatives
j

that, so far from being actually re-

presented, they were not even virtually represented there, as the meanest inhabitaints of

Great Britain are, in consequence of their intimate connection with those who arc actu-

ally represented
5,
and that therefore the attempt to tax the colonies in the British par-

liament was oppressive and unconstitutional. On the other hand, it was contended, that

the colonies, who had been protected by Great Britain, ought, in reason and justice, to

contribute towards the expence of the mother country. " Those children, of our own
planting," said Mr George Granville, speaking of the Americans, " nourished by cAir

indulgence, until they are grown to a good degree of strength and opulence, and protec-

ted by our arms, will they grudge to contribute their mite to relieve us from the heavy

load of national expence which we lie under ?"

When the stamp-act, printed by royal authority, reached the colonies, it was treated

with every mark of indignation and contempt. Several acts of violence were likewise

committed, with a view of preventing the operations of the stamp-act and associations

. were also formed in the different colonies, w^hereby the people bound themselves not to

import or purchase any British manufactures, till that act should be repealed. The in-

habitants of the different colonies also established committees from every colony to cor-

respond .with each other, concerning the general affairs of the whole, and even appoint-

ed deputies from these committees to meet in Congress at New York. They assem-

bled together in that city, in October 1765, and this was the fust congress held on the

American continent.

, These commotions in America occasioned so gre^t an alarm in England, that the

king thought proper to dismiss his ministers. The marquis of Rockingham was appoint-

ed first lord of the treasury , and some of his lordship's friends succeeded to the vacant

places. In March 1766, an act was passed for repealing the American stamp-act. This

was countenanced an^ supported by the new ministry \ and Mr Pitt, though not

connected with them, yet spoke with great force in favour of the repeal. He also as-

serted, that the profits to Great Britain from the trade in the colonies, through ail its

branches, was two millions a-year.

At the time that the stamp-act was repealed, an act w^a also passed for securing the

dependence of the American colonies on Great Britain.

^The marquis of Rockingham and his friends continued in administration but a short

time
5
though during their continuance in ppwer several public measures were adopted,

tending to relieve the burdens of the people, and to the security of their liberties. But
on the 30th of July, 1766^ the duke of Grafton was appointed first lord of the treasury,

in the room of the marquis of Rockingham j the earl of Shclb?>rne, secretary of state, in

the rqom of the duke of Richmond ; Charles Tpwnshend, chancellor of the exchequer
,

and Mr Pitt, now created earl of Chatham, was appointed lord privy-seal \ but that emi-

nent statesman's acceptance of a peerage, as it removed him from the house of commons.
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greatly lessened his weight and influence. Indeed this political arrangement was not of

any long continuance, and sundry changes followed. Mr Charles Townshend, man
of great abilities and eloquence, made for some time a considerable figure both in the ca^

binet and in parliament )
but, on his death, the place of chancellor of che exchequer v/as

supplied by lord North, who afterwards became first lord of the treasury, and obtained

a great ascendancy in the administration.

In the year 1768, Mr Wilkes, who had for a considerable time resided in France,

came over to England, and again became an object of public attention. The limits of

our work will not permit us to enter into all the particulars respecting the prosecution

of this gentleman, and the subsequent transactions concerning him. It is well known,

that verdicts were found against him on account of the North Briton, and for the inde-

cent poem, " Essay on Women." That he suffered a long imprisonment of two years,

and paid two fines of 500l. each. That he displayed great abilities during his contests

with the ministry, and was chosen member for the county of Middlesex on the 28th of

March, 1768. He was also again expelled for being the author of some prefatory re-

marks on a letter which he published, written by one of the secretaries of state, to the

chairman of the quarter- sessions at Lambeth, in which the secretary had recommended
to the magistrates, previous to the unhappy affair of St. George's Fields, th^ir calling in

the assistance of the military, and employing them effectually^ if there sliould be occa-

sion. In the vote for his expulsion, his former offences, for which he was now suffering

imprisonment, were complicated with this charge \ and a new writ w^as ordered to be is-

sned for the election of a member for the county of Middlesex.

The rigour with which Mr Wilkes w^as prosecuted, only increased his popularity,

which was also much augmented by the spirit and firmness which on every occasion he

displayed. Before his expulsion he had been chosen an alderman of London : and on
the 16th of February, 1769, he was re-elected at Brentford member for the county of

Middlesex without opposition. The return having been made to the house, it was re-

solved, that Mr Wilkes having been expelled that session, was incapable of being elect-

ed a member of that parliament. The late election, therefore, was again declared void,

and a, new writ issued for another. He was once more unanimously re-elected by the

freeholders, and the election was again declared void by the house of commons. After

this, a new election being ordered, colonel Luttrel, in order to recommend himself to

the court, vacated the seat which he already had in parliament, by the acceptance of a

nominal place, and declared himself a candidate for the county of Middlesex. Though
the whole weight of court interest was thrown into the scale in this gentleman's favour,

yet a majority of four to one appeared against him on the day of election : the numbers
for Wilkes being 1143, and for Luttrel only 236. Notwithstanding this, two days af-

ter the election it was resolved in the house of commons, that Mr Luttrel ought to liave

been returned a knight of the shire for the county of Middlesex j and the deputy-clerk

OX the crown was ordered to amend the return, by erasing the name of Mr Wilkes, and
inserting that of colonel Luttrel in its place. The latter accordingly took his seat in

parliament *, but this was thought so gross a violation of the rights of the electors, that it

excited a very general discontent, and loud complaints were made against it in every
part of the kingdom.

After the term spf Mr Wilkes's imprisonment was expired in the year 1771, lie was
chosen one of the sheriffs for London and Middlesex j and was afterwards again chosen
member for the county of Middlesex in the subsequent parliament, and permitted quiet-

ly to take his scat there in the year 1775, he executed the otlice of lord mayor of the
city of London j and was afterwards elected to the lucrative otlice of cluimberlain of that

city. In the year 1783, after the change of lord North's administration, at Mr Wilkes's
motion, all the declarations, orders, and re^iolutions of the liouse of commons respecting
his election for the county of Middlesex, nere ordered to be expimgcd from the jour-

nals of that house, " as being subversive of the rights of the whole body of this king-
dom." And it should be remembered, that in consequence of his manly and spirited

contests with the government, general warrants arc declared to be illegal, and an end
was put to such wartants, and to the unlawful seizure of an Englishman's p;ipers by state

ipiesscngers.
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After the repeal of tne stamp-act, which xvas received with great joy in America, all

things became quiet there ; but unhappily new attempts were made to tax them in the
British parliament, though, besides the experience of the ill success of the stamp-act, go-
vernor Pownall, a gentleman well acquainted with the disposition of the colonists, said

in the house of com.mons, in 1 767, " It is a fact which this house ought to be apprized of
in all its extent, that^the people of America, universally, unitely, and unalterably, are

resolved not to submit to any internal tax imposed upon them by any legislature, in

which tliey have not a share by representives of their own election." He added, " this

claim must not be understood as though it were only the pretences of party leaders and
*ieinagogues as though it were only the visions of speculative enthusiasts j as though it

were the mere ebullition cf a faction which must subside as though it were only tem-
porary or partial—it is the cool deliberate, principled m.axim of every man of business

in the country." The event verified the justice of these observations
;
yet the same

year, an act was passed laying certain duties on paper, glass, tea, &c. imported into

America, to be paid by the colonies, for the purpose of raising a revenue to the govern-

ment. About two years after, it was thought proper to repeal these duties, excepting

that on tea but it was not the amount of the duties, but the righi of the parliament of

Great Britain to impose taxes in America, which was the subject of dispute, the repeals

ing the other duties answered no purpose, while that on tea remained j which according-

ly became a fresh subject of contest between the mother-countjry and the colonies.

In order to induce the East India Company to become instrum^ntal in enforcing the

tea-duty in America, an act v/as passed, by which they were enabled to export their teas,

4uty free, to all places whatsoever. Several ships were accordingly freighted with teas

for the different colonies by the company, who also appointed agents there for the dispo-

sal of that commodity. This was considered by the Americans as a scheme^alculated

merely to circumvent them into a compliance with the revenue law, and thereby pave

the way to an unlimited taxation. For it was easily comprehended, that if the tea was
once landed, and in the custody of the consignees, no associations, nor other measures,

would be sufficient to prevent its sale and consumption 3 and it was not to be supposed,

that v/hen taxation was established in one instance, it would restrain itself in others. These
ideas being generally prevalent in America, it was resolved by the colonists to prevent

the landing of the tea-cargoes amongst them, at w^hatever hazard. Accordingly, three

ships laden with tea having arrived in the port of Boston in December 1773, a number
of armed men, under the disguise of Mohawk Indians, boarded these ships, and in a few
ihqurs discharged their wl^ole cargoes of tea into the sea, without doing any other da-

mage, or offering any injury to the captains or crev/s. Some smaller quantities of tea met
afterwards Vvith a similar fate at Boston, and a few other places j but in general, the

commissioners for the sale of that commodity were obliged to relinquish their employ-

ments, and the masters of the tea vessels, from an apprehension of danger, returned again

ta England with their cargoes. At New York, indeed, the tea was landed under the can-

noti of a man of war. But the persons in the service of government there were obliged

to consent to its being locked up from use. And in South Carolina some was thrown

into the river, as at Boston, and the rest put into damp warehouses, where it perished.

These proceedings in America excited so much indignation in the government of

England, that on the 31st of March 1774, an act was passed for rerucving the custom-

house officers from the town of Boston, and shutting up the port. Another act v/as soon

after passed for better regulating the government of the province of Massachusset's Bay.

The design of this act was lo alter the constitution of that province as it stood upon the

charter of king \¥iUiam : to take the whole executive power out of the hands of the peo-

ple, and to vest the nomination of the counsellors, judges and m^agistrates of all kinds,

including sheriiTs, in the crown, and in some cases in the king's governor, and all to be

removeable at the pleasure of the crown. Another act was also passed, wliich was consi-

dered as highly injurious^ cruel and unconstitutional, empov»'ering the governor of Massa-

chussett's Bay to send persons accused of crimes there, to be tried in England for such

offences. Som.e time after, an act was likewise passed, " for making more effectual pro-.

vision .for the governmert of the province qf Quebec," which excited a great alarm both

in England and America. By this act, a kgiiilative council was to be established for all
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the atta'irs of llie province oi Quebec, except taxation, vAiich councihvas to be appolr.tcd

by the crown, the office to be held during pleasure, and his majesty's Canadian Roman

Catholic subjects were entitled to a place in it. The French laws, and a trial without a

jury, v/ere also established in civil cases, and the English laws, with a trial by a jury, in

criminal j and the popish clergy were invested with a regal right to their tithes from all

who were of theii" own religion. No assembly of the people, as in other British colo-

nies, was appointed, it being said in the act, that it was then inexpedient
;^
but tlic

king was to erect such courts of criminal, civil, and ecclesiastical jurisdiction, as he would

think proper. The boundaries of the province of Quebec were likewise extended, hy

the act, thousands of miles at the back of the other colonies, whereby, it was said, a

govennnent little better than despotic ^vas establislied throughout an extensive country.

The measures of government respecting America had so universally exasperated the

colonists, that provincial or tov.-n meetings were held in every part of the continent,

wherein they avowed their intentions of opposing, in the most vigorous manner, the

measures of administration. Agreements were entered into in the different colonies,

whereby the subscribers bound themselves in the most solemn manner, and in the presence

of God, to suspend all commercial intercourse -with Great Britain, from the last day of

the month of August 1T74, until the Boston port-bill, and the other late obnoxious laws

were repealed, and the colony of Massachussett's Bay fully restored to its chartered rights.

Other transactions succeeded j and the f!ame con1,inued to increase and extend in Ame-
rica, till at length twelve of the colonies, including that whole extent of country which

stretches from iMova Scotia to Georgia, had appointed deputies to attend a General

Congress, which was to be held at Philadelphia, and opened the 5th of Septem.ber 1774 .

They met accordingly, and the number of delegates ^mounted to fifty-one j who repre-

sented the several English colonies of New Hampshire (2 delegates), Massachusett's

Bay (4), Rhode Island and Providence plantations (2), Connecticut (3), New York

(7), New Jersey (4), Pennsylvania (7), the lower counties on Delaware (3), Mary-
land (4), Virginia (7), North Carolina (3), and South Carolina (5 delegates)

;

Ceorgia afterwards acceded to the confederacy, aad sent deputies to the Congress.

They drew up a petition to the king, in which they enumerated their several gricv-

•anc-xis, and solicited his majesty to grant them peace, liberty, and safety. They likewise

published an address to the people of Great Britain, another to the colonies in general,

and another to the inhabitants of the province of Ouebec. The congress broke up cn
die 26th of October, having resolved that another congress should be held in the same
place on the iOth of May following, unless the grievances of which they complained

r.hould be redressed before that time ; and they recommended to all the colonics to

choose deputies, as soon as possible, for th?.t purpose.

Shortly after these events, some measures were proposed in the parliament of Great
Britain, for putting a stop to the commotions which unhappily subsisted in America.
The carl of Chatham, who had been long in an infirm state of health, appeared in the

house of lords, and expressed in the strongest terms his disapprobation of tlie whole sys-

tem of the American measures. He also made a motion, for immediately recalling the

troops from Boston, as a measure which should be instantly adopted
j
urging, tliat an

hour tlien lost, in allaying the ferment in America, might produce years of calarnitv.

He alleged that- this conciliatory measure would be well-timed
j

and, as a mark of af-

fection and good will on our side, would remove all jealousy and apprehension on the

other, and instantaneously produce the happiest eiTects to botli. His lordship's m.otion

was rejected by a large majority, 6S against 18 j as w^s also a bill ^vhich he brouglu in

soon after for settling the American troubles, by G.l to 32. 'j'he methods proposed in

the house of commons for promoting an accom/nodalion, met also with a similar fate,

'.rjie number of his majesty's troops was ordered lo be augmented ; and an act was pnsscd

tqi' restraining the commerce of the New England colonies, and to prohibit their lisliery

on the Banks of Newfovmdland. A motion was, indeed, afterwards made in the house
of commons, by lord North, first lord of the treasury, for suspending the exercise of the
right of taxation in America, claimed by the British parliament, in such of the colonies

as should, in their general assemblies, raise such contributions as Tverc approved of by
f ',.10 king in pavHamcnt. This nioliou was carried, and afterwards communicated to
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some provincial assemblies but it was rejected by tbem as delusive and unsatisfacloiyj

and only calculated to disunite them. The petition from the congress to the king was
ordered by his majesty to be laid before the parliament

5
whereupon Dr, Franklin, and

two other American agents, solicited to be heard at the bar of the house of commons,
on behalf of the colonies, in support of that petition j but their application was rejected

j

it being said that the American congress was no legal assembly, and that therefore no
petition could be received from it by the parliament with propriety.

It was on the 19th of April, 1775, that the first blood was drawn in this unhappy
civil war, at Lexington and Concord in New England. This was occasioned by general

Gage sending a body of troops to destroy some military stores that were at Concord.,

They succeeded in their design, but were extremely harassed and forced to a quick re-=

treat j 65 of them v/ere killed, 170 wounded, and about 20 made prisoners. The
Americans were computed not to have lost more than 60, including killed and wounded.
Immediately after, numerous bodies of the American militia invested the totvn of Bos-
ton, in which general Gage and his troops were. In all the colonies they prepared for

war with the utmost dispatch j and a stop was almost every where put to the exportation

of provisions. The continental congress met at Philadelphia on the 10th of May 1775,
as proposed, and soon adopted such measures as confirmed the people in their resolutions

to oppose the British government to the utmost. Among their first acts, were resolu-

tions for the raising of an army, and the establishment of a large paper currency for its

payment. They assumed the appellation of " The United Colonies of America," wha
v/ere securities for realizing the nominal value of this currency. They also strictly pro-

hibited the supplying of the British fisheries with any kind of provisions and to render

this order the more effectual, stopt all exportation to those colonies, islands, and places^

which still retained their obedience.

In the mean time, a body of provincial adventurers, amounting to about 240 men^
surprised the garrisons of Ticonderago and Crown Point. These fortresses were taken

%vithout the loss of a man on either side : and the provincials found in the forts a" consi-

derable number of pieces of cannon, besides mortars, and sundry kinds of military stores.

However, the force of Great Britain in America was now augmented, by the arrival at

Boston from England of the generals Howe, Burgoyne, and Clinton, with considerable

reinforcements. But the continental congress were so little intimidated by this, that

they voted, a few days after, that the compact betw^fen the crown and the people of

Massachusett's Bay was dissolved, by the violation of the charter ofWilliam and Mary
y

and therefore recommended to the people of that province, to proceed to the establish-

iijent of a new government, by electing a governor, assistants, and house of assembly,

according to the powers contained in their original charter.

Our limits will not permit us here to rela'te all the particulars of this fatal, war. We
can only mention some of the most important transactions. On the 17th of June, 1775,.

a bloody action took place at Bunkers Hill, near Boston, in which the king's troops had

the advantage, but with the loss of 226 killed, and more than 800 wounded,, including

many officers. But after this action, the Americans immediately threw up works, upon

another hill, opposite to it, on their side of Charlestown neck so that the troop8 were

as closely invested in that peninsula as they had been in Boston. About this time the

congress appointed George Washington, Esq. a gentleman of large fortune in Vii-ginia,

of great military talents, and who had acquired considerable experience in the command
of different bodies of provincials during the last war, to be general and commander in

chief of all the American forces.^ They also published a declaration, in which they

styled themselves " The represenfatives of the United Colonies of North America," and:

assigned their reasons for taking up arms. It was written in a very animated strain,

and contained the following passage :
" In our own native land, in defence of the free-

dom that is our birth-right, and which we ever enjoyed till the late violation of it y
for

the protection of our property, acquired, solely by the honest industry of our forefathera

and ourselves
y

against violence actually offered, we have taken up arms. We shall lay

them down when hostilities shall cease on the part of the aggressors, and all danger ol

their being renewed shall be removed, and not before." A second petition to the king

^^^s Yotcd by the CQpgress, m which they ea.rrA?stJy SQlicited..his majesty to adept soma
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method of putting a stop to the unhappy contest between Great Britain and the colonies.^

This petition was presented by Mr Penn, late governor, and one of the proprietors of

Pennsylvania, through the hands of lord Dartmouth, secretary of state for the Anierican

department j but Mr Penn was soon after informed that no answer would be given to

ib. The refusal of the king to give an answer to this petition, from near three millions of

people, by their representatives, contributed exceedingly towards farther exasperating

the minds of the Americans. It was a rash and unhappy determination of the cabinet-

council, and their advice to the king on this point was fatal, if not highly criminal. An
address now also was published by the congress to the inhabitants of Great Britain, and

to the people of Ireland*

But as no coriciliatory measures were adopted, hostilities still continued ^ and an ex-

pedition was set on foot by the Americans against Canada, to which they were induced

by an extraordinary commission given to general Carleton, the governor of Canada :

by which he w^as empowered to embody and arm the Canadians, to march out of the

country for the subjugation of the other colonies, and to proceed even to capital punish-

ments against all those whom he should deem rebels and opposers cf the laws. The
American expedition against Canada was chiefly conducted by Piichard Montgomery, a

gentleman of an amiable character, and of considerable military skill, on whom the

congress conferred the rank of brigadier general. On the 31st of December, Mont-

gomery attempted to 'gain possession of Quebec by storm, but v/as killed in the first fire

from a battery, as advancing in the front of his men : Arnold w^as also dangerously

wounded, about 60 of their men were killed and wounded, and 300 taken prisoners.

The besiegers immediately quitted their camp, and retired about three miles from the

city, and the siege was for some months converted into a blockade. On general Carle-

ton's ^receiving considerable reinforcements and supplies of provisions from England,

May 1776, Arnold was obliged to make a precipitate retreat : Montreal, Chamblee, and

St John's, were retaken, and all Canada recovered by the king's troops.

During these transactions, the royal army at Boston was reduced to great distress for

want of provisions ; the town was bombarded by the Americans, and general Howe,
who now commanded the king's troops, ^vhich amounted to upwards of seven thousand

men, was obliged to quit Boston and embark for Halifax, leaving a considerable quan-

tity of arlillery and same stores behind. The town was evacuated on the 17th of

March 1775, and general Washington immediately took possession of it. On the 4th
of July following, the congress published a solemn declaration, in which they assigned

their reasons for withdraviring their allegiance from the king of Great Bntaln. In the

name, and by the authority of the inhabitants of the united colonies, they declared that

they then were, and of right ought to be, " Free and Independent States j" that they

were absolved from all allegiance to the British crown^ and that all political connection

between them and the kingdom of Great Britain was totally dissolved ; and also that,

as free and independent states, they had full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract

alliances, estviblish commerce, and do all other acts and things which independent

states may of right do. They likewise published articles of confederation and perpetual

union between the united colonies, in which they assumed the title of " The United
Stales of A merica."

In July 1776, an attempt was made hy commodore Sir Peter Parker, and lieutenant-

general Clinton, upon Charlcstown in South Carolina. But this place was so ablv de-

fended by the Americans under general Lee, that the^ritish commodore and general

were obliged to retire, the king's ships having sustained considerable loss, and atwentv-
eight guu ship, which run a-ground, was obliged to be burnt by the officers and seamen.
However, a much more important and successful attack against the Americans was soon
after made under the command of general Plowe, then joined with a large body of Ples-

sians, and a considerable number of Highlanders, so that his whole force was nou* ex-
tremely formidable. The ilect was commanded by his brother vice-admiral lord Howe,
and both the general and the admiral ^vcrc invested with a power under the title of
" Commissioners for granting pe«cc to the colonies," of granting pardon to those who
w^ouid lay down their amis. But their offers of this kind were treated by the Ameri-
cans with contempt. An altuck upon the town cf Ne^v York seems to have been cx-
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pected by the provincials, and therefore they had fortified it in the best iranner theT
.vere able. On Long Island, near New York, the Americans had also a large body of
troops encamped, and several works thrown up. General Howe first landed on Staten
Island, where he met with, no opposition j but early in the morning of the 22d of August^
a descent was made by the British troops upon Long Island, and towards noon about
fifteen thousand -were landed. They had greatly the advantage of the Americans, by
their superior skill and discipline, and being better provided with artillery, and every

kind of military accommodation 5 and the American passes were far from being proper-

ly secured. Some actions and skirmishes happened between them during several succes-

sive days y in which the Eritish troops engaged their enemies with great ardour, and
the Americans suitered exceedingly. Finding themselves so much overpowered, they

at length resolved to quit the island, and general Washington came o\-er from New
York to conduct their retreat, in which he displayed great ability. In the night of the

23th of July, the American troops were witlidrawn from the camp, and their different

works, and with their baggage, stores, and part of their artillery, were conveyed to the

water-side, embarked, and passed over a long ferry to New York, with such extraordi-

nary silence and order, that the British army did not perceive the least m.otion, and
v/ere surprised in the morning at finding the American lines abandoned, and seeing the

last of their rear-guard in their boats, and out of danger. The provincials had been so

sun-ounded by the British troops, and the latter had displayed such superior military

skill, it was a subject of wonder that the greatest part of the American array should be

able to efiectuate their retreat. In the different actions previous to this, the loss of the

Americans had been very considerable. Upwards of a thousand of them Avere taken

prisoners, including three generals, three colonels, and many inferior officers ) their

number killed and wounded was computed to be still greater
j
they lost also five .field

pieces, a!.d a quantity of ordnance w^as found in their different redoubts and forts on the,

island • whilst the whole loss of the British troops, if faithfully published, did not amount
to more than three hundred killed and v/ounded.

New York was now soon abandoned, and the royal army obtained some other consi-

derable advantages over the Americans : at the White Plains, taking fort Washington^

with a garrison of 2500 men, and fort Lee with a great quantity of stores, which losses

obliged the American general to retreat through the Jerseys to the river Delaware, a dis-

tance of ninety miles. Also on the 8th of December, general Clinton and Sir Petet

Parker obtained possession of Rhode-island ^ and the British troops covered the Jerseysi

This was the crisis of American danger. All their forts taken, and the time of the

greatest part of their army to serve was expired, and the few that remained with their

officers were in a destitute state, with a well clothed and disciplined army pursuing.

Had general Howe pushed on at that time to Philadelphia, after Washington, it hath

been maintained there ^vould have been an end of the contest : but Providence directed

otherwise j and the general's orders from home are said to have prevented him. This

delay gave way for volunteer reinforcements of gentleman, merchant, farmer, tradesman,

and labourer, to join general Washington, who, in the night of the 25th of December,

amidst snow, storms, and ice, with a small detachment, crossed the Delaware, and sur-

prised a brigade of the Hessian troops at Trenton. He took upwards of 900 of them

prisoners, with whom, he repassed. the river
;
liaving also taken three standards, six pieces

of brass cannon, and near one thousand stand of arms. Immediately after this surprise

of the Hessians, and depositingXhem in safety, Washington recrossed the river to re-

sume his former post at Trenton. The British troops collected in force to attack him,

and only waited for the morning to execute It j but the Ame;i:icans, by a happy stroke

of generalship, defeated the plan. Washington, to disguise his retreat in the nighty

ordered a line of fires hi front of his camp, as an indication of their going to rest, and, to

conceal w^hat was acting behind them. Then he moved completely from the ground

with his baggage and artillery, and by a circuitous march of eighteen miles reached

Princetown eai.Iy in the morning, carried the British post at that place, and set off with

near 300 prisoners on his return to the Delaware, just as the Eritish troops at Trenton

were under arii':is and proceeding to attack bim^ supposing him in his former position.
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In tlie month of September 1111, two actions of some importance liappene3"^etvv-een

tlie armies of general Howe and general Washington, in both of which the former had

the advantage ; and soon after, the city of Philadelphia surrendered to the king's troops.

But an expedition, that had for some time been concerted, of invading the northern

colonies by way of Canada, proved extremely unsuccessful. The command of this ex-

pedition had been given to lieutenant-general Burgoyne, a very experienced officer. He
set out from Quebec with an army of near 10,000 men, and an extraordinary fine train

of artillery, and Avas joined by a considerable body of the Indians. For some time he

drove the Americans before him, and made himself master of Ticonderago 5 but at

length he encountered such difficulties, and was so vigorously opposed by the Americans

under Gates and Arnold, that after two severe actions, in which great numbers fell, ge-

neral Burgoyne and his army of 5,GOO men were obliged to lay down their arms, Octo-

ber 17, 1777.
^ About the same time, Sir Henry Clinton and general Vaughan made a successful ex-

pedition against the Americans up the North River
,
they made themselves masters o£

several forts j but the Americans complained, tliat in this expedition, and some others,

the British troops had wantonly set fire to houses and tov^ns, particularly Esopus, and
carried on the war in a manner not usual among civilized nations. These devastations

greatly increased the aversion of the Americans to the British government, which had
already taken a deep root. General Howe soon after returned to England, and the

command of the British army in America devolved upon general Clinton : but it was
now found necessary to evacuate Philadelpiiia 5 and accordingly Clinton retreated with

the army to New York, in June 1778. The British troops were attacked on their

inarch by the Americans, but the retreat Vv'^as so ably conducted, or the American gene-

ral Lee behaved so ill, that tlieir loss did not amount to 300 killed and wounded.
During part of this unhappy war between Great Britain and the colonies, the latter

received considerable supplies of arms and ammunition from France ; and the French
court seems to have thought this a favourable opportunity for lessening the power of

Great Britain. Some French oPncers also entered into the American service j and on
the 6th of February 1773, a treaty of alliance w^as concluded at Paris, between the

French king and the Thirteen United Colonies *, and in this treaty it was declared, that

the essential and direct end of it was " to maintain effectually the liberty, sovereignty,

and i.^ dependence, absolute and unlimited, of the United States of North America, as

v/ell in matters of government as of commerce."
The parliament and people of Great Britain now began to be in general alarmed at

the fatal tendency of the American war : and in June 1778, the earl of Carlisle, Wil-
liam Eden, and George Jolmstone, esqrs. arrived at Philadelphia, as commissioners from
his majesty, to settle the dispules between the mother country and the colonies. But it

\vas now too late : the terms which, at an earlier.period of the contest, would have been
accepted with gratitude, were now rejected with disdain. The congress refused to en-

ter into any treaty with the British commissioners, if the independency of the United
States of America vras not previously ackno^vledged, or the British Heets and armies

withdrav/u from America. Neither of tliese reriuisiiions being complied with, the war
continued to be carried on with mutual animosity.

The conduct of France towards Great Britain, in taking part with the revolted co-

lonies, occasioned hostilities to be commenced between the two nations, though with-
out any formal declaration of war on either side. On the 27th of June 1778, the Li-
corne and la Belle Poule, two French frigates, were taken by admiral Keppcl. Orders
were inmtedlateiy Issued by the Frcncli court for malting reprisals on the shius of Great
Britain^ and on the 21ih. of July a buttle v/as fought off Brest between the English
fleet, under the command of admiral Kei)pcl, and the Frencli Heet, under the command
of the count d'Orvilliers. The English lleet consisted of 30 ships of the line, and tlie

French 32, besides frigates: thpy engaged for about thr^^c hours; but the action was
not decisive, no ship being taken on cither side, and the French tlcet. at length retreat-

ed into the harbour of Brest. Of the English 133 were killed in the action, and 31S
uoiiudcd ; und the loss of the T'^ifucii is supposed lo liavc been very great.
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In the East Indies also an engagement happened between some English ships of war
under the command of Sir Edward Vernon, and some French ships underlhe command
of Mons, de Tronjolly, on the 10th of August, in which the former obliged the latter

to retire j and on the 17th of October following Pondicherry surrendered to the arms
of Great Britain. In the course of the same year the island of St Lucia, in the West
Indies, was taken from the French j but the latter made themselves masters of Domi-
nica, and the following year they obtained possession of the islands of St Vincent's and
Grenada. In September 1779 the count D'Estaing arrived at the mouth of the river

Savannah, with a large fleet, and a considerable body of French troops, to the assist-

ance of the Americans. After dallying a month, the French and Americans made an
united attack upon the British troops at Savannah, under the command of general Pre-

vost. But the latter defended themselves so well, that the French and Americans were
driven off with great loss, and D'Estaing soon after totally abandoned the coast of A-
]^ierica

J
and, at the close of the year 1779, several French ships of war, and mer-

chant-men, were taken in the West Indies, by a fleet under the command of Sir Hyde
Parker.

^

By the intrigues of the French court, Spain was at length brought to engage with
France in the w^ar against England : one of the first enterprises in which the Spaniards

engaged w^as the siege of Gibraltar, which was defended by the garrison with great vi-

gour. The naval force of Spain was also added to that of France, now become ex-

tremely formidable, and their combined fleets seemed for a time to ride almost trium-

phant in the British channel. So great were their armaments, that the nation was un-
der no inconsiderable apprehensions of an invasion ; but they did not venture to make
an experiment of that kind

j
and, after parading for some time in the chaimel, thought

proper to retire to their own ports, without effecting any thing. On the 8th of Janu-

ary 1780, Sir George Bridges Rodney, who had a large fleet under his command, cap-

tured seven Spanish ships and vessels of war belonging to the royal company of Garrac-

cas, with a number of trading vessels under their convoy
;
and, in a few days after, the

same admiral engaged near Cape St Vincent a Spanish fleet, consisting of eleven ships

of the line, and two frigates, under Don Juan de Langara. Four of the largest Spa-

nish ships were taken, and carried into Gibraltar, and two others driven on shore, one
of which was afterwards recovered by the English. A Spanish 70 gun-ship, with 600
men, was likewise blown up in the action. In April and May three actions likewise

happened in the West Indies, between the English fleet under admiral Rodney, wh®
was now arrived in that part of the world, (having previously thrown supplies into Gib-

raltar), and the French fleet under the count de Guichen j but none of these actions

were decisive, nor was any ship taken on either side. In July following, admiral Geary
took twelve valuable French merchant ships from Port au Prince j but on the 8th of

August the combined fleets of Fiance and Spain took five English East Indiamen, and

fifty English merchant ships, bound for the West Indies, which was one of the most

complete naval captures ever made, and a very severe stroke to the commerce of Great

Britain. Such a prize never before entered the harbour of Cadiz.

On the 4th of May 1780, Sir Henry Clinton made himself master of Charlestown,

South Carolina ; and on the 16th of August earl Cornwallis obtained a very signal vic-

tory over General Gates in that province, in which about a thousand American pri-

soners were taken.

Soon after major-general Arnold deserted the service of the congress, and made his

escape to New York, and was made a brigadier-general in the royal service. Major
Andre, who negociated this desertion, and was concerting measures with him for be*

trayingthe important post ofWest Point into the hands of the English, was taken in the

American lines, in his return to New York, and being considered as ^ spy, suflfered

death accordingly, much regretted for his amiable qualities.

The great expences of the American war, and the burdens which were thereby laid

upon the people, naturally occasioned much discontent in the nation, and seemed to

convince persons of all ranks of the necessity of public osconomy. Meetings weft the/t-

fore held in various counties in the kingdom at the close of the year 1779, and the be-

ginning of the year 178 Oj at which great numbers of freeholders were present j who
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agreed to present petitions to the house of commons, stating the evils which the profuse

expenditure of the pubHc money occasioned, &.c.

Some trivial attempts were made in parliament to remedy the grievances stated in the

petitions, but nothing important was effected *, the ministry soon found means to main-

tain their inllaence in: parliament a diversity of sentiment occasioned some disunion

among the popular leaders j the spirit which had appeared among the people by degrees

subsided and various causes at length conspired to bring the greatest part of the na-

tion to a patient acquiescence in the measures of administration.

The middle of the year 1780 was distinguished by one of the most disgraceful exhi-

bitions of relijnous bigotry that ever had appeared in this country
j

especially if it be

considered as happening iu an age in which the principles of toleration were well under-

stood, and very prevalent. An act of parliament had been lately passed, " for reliev-

*' Ing, his majesty's subjects, professing the Romish religion, from certain penalties and
*' disabilities imposed upon them in the 11th and 12th years of the reign of king Wil-
** liam III." This act w^as generally approved by men of sense, and of liberal senti-

ments, by ;vliom the laws against Papists were justly deemed too severe. The act at

first seemed to give little offence to persons of any class in England, but in Scotland it

excited much indignation, though it did not extend to that kingdom. Resolutions

were formed to oppose any law for granting indulgences to Papists in Scotland and a

Romish chapel was burned, and tlie houses of several Papists demolished, in the city of

Edinburgh. The contagion at bigotry at length reached England : a number of per-

sons assembled themselves together, with a view of promoting a petition to parliament,

for a repeal of the late act in favour of the Papists, and they assumed the title of the

Protestant Association. It was then resolved, in order to give more weight to their

petition, that it sJiould be attended by great numbers of petitioners in person j and a

public advertisement w^as issued for that purpose, signed by lord George Gordon.

Fifty thousand persons are supposed to have assembled with this view, on Friday the

2d of June, in St G eorge's Fields, from whence they proceeded, with blue cockades in.

their hats, to the house of commons, where their petition w^as presented by their presi-

dent. In the course of the day, several members of both houses of parliament w^ere

grossly insulted and ill treated by the populace, and a mob assembled the same even-

ing, by which the Sardinian chapel in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and another Romish cha-

pel in Warwick-street, Golden-square, were entirely demolished. A party of the
guards were then sent for, to put a stop to the farther progress of these violences, and
thirteen of the rioters were taken, five of whom w^ere afterwards committed to New-
gate, escorted by the military. On the Sunday following another mob assembled, and
destroyed a Popish chapel in Ropemaker's alley, Moorfields, On Monday they demo-
lished V' school-house and three dwelling-houses in the same place, belonging to the Ro-
mish priests, with a valuable library of books, and a mass-house in Virginia street, Rat-
cliff-highway. They also destroyed all the household furniture of Sir George Saville,

one of the most respectable men in the kingdom, because he had brought in the bill in
favour of the Papists. On Tuesday great numbers agaim assembled about the parlia-

ment house, and behaved so tumultuously that both liouses thought proper to adjourn.
In the evening a most daring and violent attempt was made to force open the gates ot
Nev;gate, in order to release the rioters who were confined there j and the keeper hav-
ing refused to deliver them, his house was set on fire, the prison was soon in flames,
and great part of it consumed, though a new stone edifice of uncommon strength, and*
more than three hundred prisoners made their escape, many of whom joined ihe mob.
Now a comruittee of the Protesta^it Association circulated hand-bills, requesting all

true protestants to shew their attachment to their best interest, by a legal and peace-
able deportment 5 but none of them stept forth, notwithstanding their boasted numbers,
to extinguish the flames they had occasioned : violence, tumult, and devastation, still

continued. The Protestant Association, as they thojiight proper to style themselves,
had been chiefly actuated by ignorance and bigotry, and tlieir new confederates were
animated by the love of mischief, and the hope of plunder. Two other prisons, the
houses of lord Mansfield and Sir John Fielding, and several otht?r private hou-<es, were
destroyed the t>ame evening. The following day the lung's Bench prison, the New
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Eridewell, in St George's Fields, some Popish chapels, several private houses of the Pa-
pists, and other buildings, were destroyed by the rioters 5 some were pulled down, and
others set on fire and every part of the metropolis exhibited violence and disorder, tu-

mults and conflagrations.

During these extraordinary scenes there was a shameful inactivity in the lord mayor
of London, and in most of the other magistrates of the metropolis, and its neighbour-

hood y and even the ministry appeared to be panic-struck, and to be only attentive to

the preservation of their own houses, and of the royal palace. The magistrates, at the

beginning of the riots, declined giving any orders to the military to fire upon the in-

surgents but at length, as all property began to be insecure, men of all classes began
to see the necessity of vigorous opposition to the rioters

j
large bodies of troops were

brought to the metropolis from many miles round it j and an order was issued, by the

authority of the king in council, ** for the military to act without waiting for directions
" • from the civil magistrates, and to use force for dispersing the illegal and tumultuous
" assemblies of the people." The troops exerted themselves with diligence in the sup-

pression of these, alarming tumults, great numbers of the rioters were killed, many were
r*pprehended, who were afterwards tried and executed for felony *, and the metropolis

was at length restored to order and tranquillity..

While the internal peace of the kingdom was disturbed by these commotions, there

appeared reason to apprehend an increase of its foreign enemies, by a rupture with Hol-
land : loud remonstrances v/ere mane by the British minister to the States General,

complaining that a clandestine commerce was carried on between their subjects and the

Americans ; that this was particularly the case at St Eustatia, and that the enemies of

Great Britain w^ere supplied with naval and military stores by the Dutch.

The war with Holland was commenced with great vigour, and that republic soon

suffered a very severe stroke in the loss of the island of St Eustatia, which was taken

by the English on the 2d of February 1181.

On the 5th of August the same year, an engagement was fought between an Eng-
lish squadron of ships of war, under the command of admiral Hyde Parker, and a

Dutch squadron, under the command of admiral Zoutman, off the Dogger Bank. On
both sides they fought with great gallantry, and by both of the contending squadrons

the victory was claimed.

The war continued to be prosecuted with various success ; the French made them-

selves masters of the island of Tobago, and the Spaniards of Pensacola, and the vrhole

province of West Florida, with little effectual resistance. Earl Cornwallis oi>taiued a

victory over the Americans under general Green, at Guildford, in North Carolina,

March 15. 1181, but it was a hard fought battle, and the loss on both sides consider-

:^ble. Indeed the victory was productive of all the consequences of a defeat j for three

4ays after, lord Cornwallis was obliged to leave part of his sick and wounded behind

him to the care of his enemy, and to make a circuitous retreat of 200 miles to Wil-

mington, before they could find shelter, and so left South Carolina entirely exposed to

the American general. The generals Philips and Arnold committed some ravages in

Virginia, destroyed much shipping, and about 8000 hogsheads of tobacco 5 but none

of these events at that time promised any speedy termination of the war
j
they rather

contributed to draw the attention of the Americans and the French at Rhode island to

that quarter, where the next year the decisive blow w^as struck, which firmly establish-

ed American independence. Lord Cornwallis's situation at Wilmington was very dis-

agreeable, and his force reduced so low that he could not think of marching to Charles-

town by land *, he turned his thoughts then to a co-operation in Virginia with Philips

and Arnold, and began his march April 25. 1781. In this central province all the

scattered operations of active hostility began at length to converge into a poiht, and

the grand catastrophe of the American war opened to the world. By different rein-

forcements lord Cornwallis's force amounted to above 7000 excellent troops, but such

* Lord George Gordon was hinas«lf committed to the Tower, and tried for high treason, but ac-

quitted. '
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was their plundering and devastations on their route, and the order of the Americans,

that his situation became at length very critical. Sir Henry Clinton, the commander

in chief, was prevented from sending those succours to him which he otherwise would

have done, by his fears for New York, against which he apprehended Washington

meditated a formidable attack. This American general played a game of great ad-

dre* as many of their posts and dispatches had been intercepted, and the letters pubhsh-

ed with great parade and triumph in the New York papers, to expose the poverty, weak-

ness, and disunion of the Americans
j
Washington soon turned the tables on the British

commanders, and derived public advantage from this source of vexation and prejudice.

He wrote letters to the southern officers and others, informing them of his total i^iabi-

lity to relieve Virginia, unless by a direct attack with the French troops on New York.

He asserted it was absolutely determined on, and would soon be exec;uted. These let-

ters were intercepted (as was intended they should) with others of the like kind from

the French officers, and the project was successful : Sir Kenry Clinton w?.s thus

amused and deceived, and kept from forming any suspicion of the real designs of the

enemy.

By a variety of judicious military manoeuvres Washington kept New York and its

dependencies in a continual state of alarm for about six weeks, and then suddenly

marched across the Jerseys, and through Pennsylvania, to the head of the Elk, at the

bottom of the Chesapeak, from which the light troops were conveyed by shipping

down the bay, and the bulk of the army, after reaching Maryland by forced marches,

were also there embarked, and soon joined the other body under the marquis de la

Fayette. Sir Henry CHnton, receiving information that the count de Grasse was ex-

pected every moment in the Chesapeak with a large fleet, to co-operate with Washing-
ton, now seriously attem.pted to reinforce lord Cornwallis, but without success \ for on
the 5th of September, after a partial action of a few hours between the British fleet

under admiral Greaves, and that of the French under de Grasse, Greaves returned to

New York to refit, and left the French masters of the navigation of the Chesapeak.

Presently the most effectual measures were adopted by general Washington for sur-

rounding lord Cornwallis's army, and on the last of September it was closely invested

in York Town, and at Gloucester, on the opposite side of the river, with a consider-

able body of troops on one side, and a large naval force on the other. The trenches

were opened in the night between the 5th and 7th of October, with a large train of

artillery. The works which had been raised by the British sunk under the weight or

the enemy's batteries, the troops were much diminished by the sword and sickness, and
U'orn down by constant watching and fatigue, and all hope of relief tailing, the 19th
of October lord Cornwallis surrendered himself and his whole army by a capitulation

to general Washington, as prisoners of war *. Fifteen hundred seamen underwent the

fate of the garrison, but these, with the Guadaloupe frigate of 24 guns, and a number
of transports, were assigned to M. de Grasse, as a return for the French naval power
and assistance.

Such was the issue of the Virginian war. The capture of this army, under lord

Cornwallis, was too heavy a blow to be soon or easily recovered j it threw a gloom
over the whole court and cabinet at home, and put a total period to the hopes of those

who had flattered themselves with the subjugation of the colonics by arms. The sur-

render of this second British army may be considered as the closing scene of the conti-

nental war in America j for the immense expence of carrying it on, so distant from the
&eat of preparations ai>d power, the great accumulation of public debt it had brought
upon the nation j the plentiful effusion of human blood it had occasioned j the diminu-
tion of trade, and the vast increase of taxes—these were evils of such a magnitude,
arising from this ever to be lamented contest, as could scarcely be overlooked even by
the most insensible and stupid. Accordingly, on the 1st of March 1782, after repeat-
ed struggles in the house of commons, the house addressed the Iving, requesting him lO

put a stop to any farther prosecution of so otlensive a war against the American colo-

* T^ie American return mude the number of prisoners laud and nurine.
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nies. This was a most important event j it rendered a change of measures, and of cmti"

cils, absolutely necessary, and diffused universal joy throughout the kingdom. Thosc^

country gentlemen who had generally voted with the ministry saw the dangers to which
the nation was exposed in an expensive war with France, Spain, and Holland, without

a single ally, and feeling the pressure of the public burdens, they at length deserted the

standard of administration, and a complete revolution in the cabinet was effected, Xv^arch

1782, under the auspices of the marquis of Rockingham, who was appointed first lord

of the treasury.

The first business of the new ministry was the taking measures for effectuating a ge-

neral peace. Mr Grenville was invested with full powers to treat at Paris with all the

parties at war, and was also directed to propose the independence of the Thirteen Unit-

ed Provinces of America in the first instance, instead of making it a condition of a ge-

neral treaty. The commanders in chief in America were also directed to acquaint the

congress with the pacific views of the British court, and with the offer to acknowledge

the independency of the United States.

Peace every day became more desirable to the nation. A series of losses agitated

the minds of the people. January 14. 1782 the French took Nevis. On the 5th of

February the island of Minorca surrendered to the Spaniards, and on the 13th of the

same month the island of St Christopher's was given up to the French. The valuable

island of Jamaica would soon probably have shared the same fate, had not the British

fleet, under admjral Rodney, fallen in with that of the French, under the count de

Grasse, in their way to join the Spanish fleet at St Domingo. The van of the French

was too far advanced to support the centre, and a signal victory was obtained over

them. The French admiral in the Ville de Paris of 110 guns (a present from the city

of Paris to the French king) was taken, with two seventy-fours, and one of 64 guns ^

a 74 gun ship blew up by accident soon after she was in our possession, and another 74
sunk during the engagement. A few days after two more of the same fleet, "of 64 guns

each, were captured. By this victory of the 12th of April the design against Jamaica

was frustrated. The new ministry had superseded admiral Rodney, and i^^^tended to

have prosecuted an inquiry into his transactions at St Eustatius, but this victory si-

lenced all complaints, and procured him the dignity of an English peer.

May 8th the Bahama islands surrendered to the Spaniards j but the credit of the Bri-

tish arms was well sustained at Gibraltar, under general Elliot, the governor, an^ their

formidable attack on the 13th of September, with floating batteries of 212 brass can-

non, &c. in ships from 1400 to 1600 tons burden, ended in disappointment, and the

destruction of all the ships, and most of the assailants in them. The garrison was

relieved by lord Howe, in the month of October, who offered battle to the com.bined

force of France and Spain, though twelve sail of the line inferior. The military ope-

-rations after this were few, and of little consequence. Negapatnaia, a settlement inr

the East Indies, and Trincomale on the island of Ceylon, were taken from the Dutch
by the British forces j but the French soon receiving considerable succours from Eu*

rope, took Cuddalore, retook Trincomale, forced the British fleet into several actions,

but none decisive, and enabled Hyder Ally to withstand, v»'ith various success, all the

efforts of Sir Eyre Coote and his troops.

The death of the marquis of Rockingham, on the 1st of July, occasioned a violent

commotion in the cabinet, and lessened the hopes which had been formed of important

national benefits from the new administration Lord Shelburne succeeded the marquis

as first lord of the treasury, and it is said, without the knowledge of his colleagues.

By the treaty of peace between Great Britain and France, the preliminaries of which

-were settled Jamiary 20. 1783, Great Britain ceded to France, of her possessions before

the war, the island of Tobago, in the West Indies, and the river of Senegal in Africa,

w^ith its dependencies, and the forts on the river, and gave up a few districts in the

East Indies, as dependencies on Pondicherry and Karical j it also agreed to restore the

islands of St Lucia, St Pierre, and Miquelon, and the island of Goree, with Pondicher-

ry, Karical : Mahe, Chandernagore, and the comptoire of Surat, in the East Indies,

which had been conquered from the French during the war. To prevent disputes about

boundaries in the Neivfoundland fishery, it was agreed that the French line for fishing
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should begin from Cape St Jolin on the eastern side, and going round by tlie North,

should have for its boundary Cape Ray on the western side *, and Great Britain renoun-

ced every claim by former treaties with respect to the demolition of Dunkirk. France,

on the other hand, was to restore to Great Britain the islands of Granada, and the Gre-

nadines, St Christopher's, St Vincent, Dominica, Nevis, and Montferrat.

By the treaty with Spain, Great Britain gave up to that power East Florida, and al-

so ceded West Florida and Minorca, which Spain had taken during the war. Spain

agreed to restore the islands of Providence and the Bahamas, to Great Britain, but they

had been retaken before the peace was signed.

In the treaty with the United States of America, the king of Great Britain acknow-

ledges New Hamphshire, Massachusett's Bay, Rhode Island, and Providence plantations,

Connecticut, Nevv^ York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, to be free^ sovereign^ andindependent states^

and for himself, his heirs, and successors, relinquished all claims to the government, pro-

priety, and territorial rights of the same, and every part thereof.

Thus a period was put to a most calamitous war, in which Great Britain lost the best

part of her American colonies, and many thousand valuable lives, and expended or

squandered nearly 150 millions of money. The terms of peace were strongly objected

to by many j and the address in approbation of the treaty, though carried in the house

of lords by a majority of 72 to 59, was lost in the commons by a majority of 224 to

208.

The majority of the commons, thus enlisting under the banners of the famous coalition

leaders^ Mr Fox and Lord North, plainly indicated a ministerial revolution to be near at

hand, unless the cabinet would call a new parliament. As they did not, the peace-mak-

ers were obliged to withdraw from power. The t\'<io gentlemen just mentioned were

made secretaries of state, and the duke of Portland first lord of the treasury, on April

the 2d 1783- All plans of reformation in public offices, ^nd for preserving the nation,

which lord Shelburne proposed, seemed now to be dropt. Every thing went on just as

the coalition administration pleased, till Mr Fox brought into parliament his famous bill

for new regulating the government of the East India company, and their commercial

affairs and territories ;,a plan of which bill, its progress and fate, we have already given

in our account of that trading company. This bill being rejected in the house of lords,

on December ITth, by a majority of 19, occasioned a great ferment in the cabinet, and
in both houses of parliament.

A royal message was sent between 12 and I of the morning of the 19th of Decem-
ber, to desire the two secretaries to send the seals of their offices immediately j and Mr
Pitt, second son of the great earl of Chatham, succeeded the duke of Portland as first lord

of the treasury, bringing in his friends into the respective departments.

Persons of the most distinguished and independent character in the house of commons,
and in the kingdom, now wished that a dissolution had taken place weeks before, even

at the first forming of the coalition.

At last, after strong and repeated contests between the two parties, on the 25th of

March 1784, a proclamation was issued for dissolving the present parliament, and cal-

ling a new one, agreeable to the desires and addresses of a great part of the kingdom.
It soon appeared that the appeal to the people had turned out greatly in Mr Pitt's fa-

vour
;

for, on May 24th, on a division of the house for an ad(h-ess to the king's speech,

the numbers for it, without any alteration or amendment, were 282 against 114.

Encouraged by this majority, Mr Pitt brought in his lamous East India bill the 5Lh

of July, the leading particulars of which we have given in our account of that company,
with a few observations upon it. A plan for establishing a sinking fund, and for em-
ploying a million annually lor the reduction of the national debt, was also proposed and

carried into effect.

In the house of commons, Mr Sheridan brought forward an important charge agr.lnst

Warren Hastings, Esq. late governor-general of Bengal, for high crimes and misde-

meanors in the East Indies. '

He was accused of various acts of tyranny, extortion, and cruelty, during his govern- .

ment of India. The house of commons resolved to impeacli him, and prosecute his trial
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before the house of peers. The impeachment was conducted by a number of its most;

distinguished members, and enforced with all their eloquence. But he was believed to

have performed those acts, for which he was impeached, upon the most urgent necessity,

and for the salvation of the British empire in India. All the influence of the East India

Company, and its most distinguished servants, were employed to save him
j
ministry

wavered between his friends and his enemies, till the energy of the latter languished by
the lengthening out of his trial. He was acquitted, and the East India Company re-

paid to him the expences of his trial, and settled upon him an annuity of 5000 a-year.

The consolidation of the customs and excise was the most important circumstance de-

serving of attention in the year 1787. This was*a measure of incredible labour and de-

tail, as well as of infinite advantage to commerce, by facilitating and simplifying the in-

tricacies attendant on mercantile transactions, and the payment of duties, a regulation

which was duly and permanently etFected,

The ministry, soon after the recess of parliament, were engaged in attending to dis-

putes which subsisted in the republic of the United Provinces of Holland. The mal-

contents there were become highly refractory and turbulent, and had treated the royal

consort of his serene highness the Stadtholder, sister to the king of Prussia, with the

greatest indignit)\ Every method was taken on the part of his Britannic majesty, to

effect the restoration of tranquillity, and the maintenance of lawful government among
them. His Majesty also thought it necessary to explain his intention of counteracting

all forcible interference on the part of France in the internal affairs of the Republic.

As the king of Prussia had taken measures to enforce his demand of satisfaction for

the insult offered to the Princess of Orange, and the party which then usurped the go-

vernment of Holland had applied to the French king, and received assurance of assist-

ance, which was notified to his Britannic majesty, orders were given for augmenting the

British forces both by sea and land, to co-operate with the king of Prussia, which orders

were executed with the greatest alacrity.

In the mean time, the rapid success of the Prussian troops under the conduct of the

duke of Brunswick at once obtained the reparation demanded by their sovereign, and

enabled the provinces to deliver themselves from the oppression under which they labour-

ed
J

as well as to re-establish their lawful government j insomuch that all subjects of

contest being thus removed, an explanation took place between the courts of London
and Versailles, and declarations were exchanged by their respective ministers, by which

it was mutually agreed to disarm, and to place their naval establishment on the same

footing as in the beginning of this year. Thus, by the united efforts of the kings of

England and Prussia, the king of France was prevented from openly assisting the mal-

contents in Holland, and the Stadtholder established in the government of the United

Provinces, and a provisional treaty of defensive alliance was signed on the 18th of June

between the ministers plenipotentiary of their majesties the kings of Great Britain and

Prussia ; and afterwards with the States General of Holland.

His majesty was in the month of November afflicted by a severe indisposition ^vhich

p^revented him from meeting his parliament. Several physicians were examined as to

- the state of his majesty's health. In consequence of this, a grand question was started

in the house of commons, concerning the right of supplying the deficiency of the royal

authority during the incapacity of his majesty. After very considerable debates, the

Prince of Wales was appointed regent with full power to exercise and administer the

royal authority. He was however prevented from conferring peerages but on persons

of the royal issue, and those of full agej he could not grant offices or pensions, or sa-

laries for life, or in reversion. The real and personal property of his majesty was secur-

ed, and was not to be considered as appertaining to, or under the controul of the prince

regent. The care and custody of the king's person was committed to the queen, who
had power to remove and appoint, from time to time, all persons belonging to the differ-

ent departments of his majesty's household during the continuance of his illness, and no

longer j and for the better enabling her to perform this duty, a council was appointed lo

advise with her majesty on all matters relative to this trust, who were also empowered to

examine upon oath, at such times as they should think fit, the physicians who had at-

tended^ touching the state of his majesty's health.
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All these resolutions were agreed to after much altercation j and before the lords

could communicate their concurrence to the commons, a protest by upwards of fifty

peers was entered on their journals. The resolutions were afterwards agreed to, and a

committee appointed to communicate them to her majesty, and his royal highness the

prince of Wales. The prince replied to the committee in terms that did honour to his

humanity, liberality, and patriotism j and her majesty expressed her satisfaction and

pleasure at the measures they had adopted in the present dtuation of affairs.

The consideration of the regency bill was resumed from time to time in both houses

of parliament, till the 10th of March, when the lords commissioners sent a message to

the commons, desiring their attendance in the house of peers j and announced to them,

by his majesty's command, his happy recovery from his late indisposition, and gons^^-

quent capacity of now attending to the public affairs of his kingdom, together with his

warmest acknowledgments for their late proofs of their attachment to his person and go-

vernment. On this occasion a gen^eral joy was manifested by all ranks of people, and

illuminations and other marks of public rejoicings were made over all the kingdom. By
his majesty's proclamation, the 23d of April was observed as ^ day of public thanks-

giving to Almighty Grod for the removal of his late illness. The king, attended by

the whole royal family, went to St Paul's church in state, amidst the joyful acclama-

tions of the populace, who demonstrated their loyalty and affection by every possible

token of respect and applause y and particularly on the following evening, by the most

universal and splendid illumination ever known.
In the month oi" May 1790, a rupture had nearly taken place with Spain, occasioned

by the capture of two vessels by the Spaniards in Nootka Sound. The most vigorous

preparations were making on both sides, when all differences were at length finally set-

tled, and peace was happily re-established.

But though Great Britain was thus happily rescued from the horrors of -vvar in this

quarter of th^ globe, accident or ambition involved our Indian possessions in blood.

Of all the native princes of India, Tippoo was the most formidable to the British

government, and the most hostile to its authority. The dispute which finally involved

the English arose betwixt the Dutch and Tippoo. The Dutch were possessed of two
forts situated between Mysore and Cochin, to these forts Tippoo laid claim, in right of

his father who had conquered them. The Dutch, unable to defend themselves. entered

into a negociation with the Rajah of Ti*avancore for the purchase of them. That po-

litic people easily sa-^v that by placing them in the hands of the Rajah of Travancore,

who was the ally of Great Britain, they erected a powerful barrier against the ambitioiis

encroachments of their neighbour, no less than the whole power of Britain. The bax'-

gain was concluded with the Rajah in July 1789, though It was not till the 4'th of

August that the Rajah inform.ed the Madras government that he -was. on the point of

making the purchase.

On the first of March 1790, the Rajah's troops made an attack upon Tippoo, wiiO

had continued quiet within his lines from the 29th of Decem.ber. An engagement took
place, and war being thus commenced, the Britiih government conceived themselve>s

bound to take an active part. Such was the state of affairs previous to the meeting of
parhament, and such were the facts which induced the ministry to take part in an I;j>-

dian war.

In pursuance of his majesty's intimation of the close of the session, the parliament was
dissolved on the 11th of June. On the 25th of November 1190 the new parliamtiit

was assembled, and on the following day his majesty opened the session by a speech from
the throne. The tranisactions of this session were not of great importance. Sevcial
motions were made respecting the Indian war, all tending to censure its commencement
as both unjust and impolitic. A question of considerable constitutional importance \v<*s

likewise determined in the case of Mr Hastings. 'J'he question was whethe;; impeach-
ments by the commons abate by a dissolution of j^wrliament, which was determined iu
the negative. It was recommended in his majesty's speech to provide such regulations
for the government of Q^uebec as the present circumstances of the province should re-

quire. A debate followed on that subject not so remarkable for its importance as for

like diiferencc it caused betwixt two of the most distinguished niembcr* of opnesitiu*-.
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which afterwards ended in a total disunion. Tlie question concerning the slave trade
was likewise agitated during this session. On the 18th April Mr Wilberforce 0X>«:ned

the leading arguments for that measure, and pressed for its abolition. He was strongly

supported by Mr Fox and several eminent speakers, but was negatived by a great ma-
jority.

Soon after the rising of parliament, a series of shameful outrages and violences took
place in the town of Eirminghara, and for the space of fpur days spiead terror'and alarm

through the town and adjacent country. A festive meeting, previously announced to

the public, in commemoration of the French revolution, seems to have provoked these

tumults. Without attempting to palliate much less excuse the excesses of a frantic

mob, it may be observed, that the purpose of the meeting was at least very idle, and
when we consider the scenes of wickedness that had taken place in France, and the de-

testable principles propagated by the leaders of the French Revolution, it may seem to

deserve a harslier appellation.

The transactions of the parliament of 1792 were even less important than those of

the sessions immediately preceding. The session was opened on the 31st of January by
a speech from the throne, in which his Majesty expressed his satisfaction in announcing

to parliament the marriage ^vhich had been celebrated between his son, the duke of

York, with the daughter of his good brother and ally the king of Prussia. He ac-

quainted them that a definitive treaty had been concluded between the emperor and the

Ottoman Porte j and also that preliminaries had been agreed upon by the latter of these

powers and the Empress of Russia, He regretted that he was not able to acquaint them
with the issue of the Indian war, but expressed his hopes that it would soon be brought

to an honourable conclusion. The friendly assurances he had received from foreign

powers, and the general state of affairs in Europe, appeared to promise to his subjects

the continuance of tranquillity : in consequence of this he was induced to hope that some

reduction might be made in the naval and military establishments. These were the

principal subjects of the speech delivered from the throne.

The subject which appears to have first engj^ged attention was the Indian war, con-

cerning w4iich very different opinions were formed. But in this affiiir and in .'he arma-

ment against Russia, the ministry w^ere supported by a great majority. On the i7Lh Mr
Pitt presented a copy of the treaty between his majesty and the kmg of Pmssia on the

marriage of the duke of York with the princess Frederica of Prussia. By this treaty

the king of Prussia agreed to give hi^ daughter 100,000 crowns, and their royal higii-

nesses and the king of Great Britain agreed to renounce for ever all right to the crowu

of Prussia. The duke of York was to make a present to her royal highness of 4000L
per annum for pin-money ^ and the king of Great Britain engaged to pay a ccuntcr-

portion of 100,000 crowns, and in case of the death of his royal highness to provide for

the princess the annual sum of 80001. per annum with a suitable residence. The house

novv' took into consideration an establishment for the duke and duchess of York, and the

resolutions passed by which these kingdoms were pledged to an allowance of 37,000l.

per annum to their royal highnesses. The question of the slave trade was again brought

before the house, when it was moved by Mr Dundas that the importation of ncgroec

should cease 1st January ISOO. It was moved that 1800 should be altered for 1793,

which was negatived.

We now^ come to treat of a most eventful period in the British history a period in

v;hich our invaluable constitution was threatened with dangers the most alarming and

unprecedented. It was not difficult to foresee that the French revolution must produce

consequences of the utmost importance to Europe in general particularly to England,

both on account of its vicinity and the connection which subsisted betwixt the twoi

countries.

We have already taken notice of a difference betwixt pwo of the most distinguished

mcnlbers of opposition concerning the French revolution. This difference, as it was fun-

damental, produced afterwards ^ final separation in policies between these two eminent

personages. In 1790, the celebrated Rejections on the French Revolution were publish-

ed : in this work with equal truth and eloquence the illustrious author shewed its true

spirit, and. the direct tendency of these principles v^hich were professed by its author;.-.
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Xt would be ditficult to give any idea of the ferment and commotion that was occasioned

by the French revolution at that time in Great Britain. The proselytes to French

principles spoke and acted as if a sudden blaze of light had illuminated the darkened

world ; as if mankind had awakened from a dream, and just opened their eyes, hitherto

obscured by prejudice and superstition. Congratulatory addresses were sent from diffe-

rent societies to the national convention, extolling their new constitution with the highest

praises *, the press teemed with publications of the most seditious tendency j the whole-

some principles of our ancestors were derided as the prejudices of narrow minds j and

nothing was heard but the vain sounds of liberty, equality, and the rights of man. A
book was at this time published by Mr Faine, v^'hich contributed very much to poison

the minds of the ignorant and profligate, and to spread the infection of French principles

among the lower classes of the people, The astonishing rapidity however with which

the book circulated, together with the successes of the French in the Netherlands, in-

spired the favourers of French anarchy with unusual boldness, and, under the specious

pretext of reform, they entered into designs for the subversion of the British government.

The first measure that was adopted in this difficult crisis, was the Alien-bill. In

consequence of the disorders which at that time prevailed in France, and the tyranni-

cal government which was established in that country, great numbers qf the French

nobility and clergy had been obliged to emigrate, and to seek for safety ih poverty and
in exile. Together with them, another description of men had emigrated from France,

some for the v/orst of purposes. It was to thwart the designs of these men, that a bill,

establishing regulations respecting aliens arriving in Great Britain, was presented to par-

liament.

It was followed by another bill brought in by the Attorney-general, to prevent the

circulation of assignats, bonds, promissory notes, &c. issued under the authority of

«nce *, another bill was passed about the same period, for restraining the exportation

laval stores, ammunition, &c. aiid an order of council was issued, for preventing the

ortation of corn to France.

The French, having now filled up the measure of their crimes, by imbruing their

Bands in the blood of their sovereign
j
having by repeated decrees held out encourage-

ment and protection to traitors in every country, and endeavoured to kindle the flames

of rebellion in the world, the situation of Great Britain was rendered to the last degree
critical and alarming.

Having by their last outrage, the opening of the Scheldt, manifested their contempt
of all the existing treaties ©f Europe, Great Britain determined to remain no longer an
unconcerned spectator of what was transacting on the continent. On the 28tL of Ja-

nuary 1793, a message was delivered to the house of commons, informing them that his

majesty thinks it indispensibly necessary to make a further augmentation of his forces

by sea, for opposing views of aggrandisement and ambition on the part of France, which
would be at all times dangerous to the general interests of Europe, but were peculiarly

;>e>, when connected with the propagation of principles which lead to the violation of the
most sacred duties, and are utterly subversive of the peace and order of all civil society.

The question in favour of the address was carried both in the house of lords and com-
mons without a division. The French, however, anticipated our intentions, whatever
they might have been, by a decree of the convention, formally declaring war against
his Britannic majesty, and the Stadtholder.

About this period from different causes a general paralysis appeared to seize the
country, and the number of bankruptcies exceeded all that had ever happened in the
most calamitous times such was the general distress, that each man looked upon his
neighbour with suspicion. Those who were possessed of property, appeared at a loss

where to deposit it, and those who experienced pecuniary distress,' appeared at a loss
where to look for relief. To apply a remedy to this alarming evil, Tvlr Pitt moved that
5,000,0001. should be issued by excheciuer bills, under certain restrictions, for the as-
sistance of such persons, who can give proper security to the commissioners, for the
sums that may be advanced. The bill passed the house of lords and commons without
a division.
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On tlie 21st of January 1794, his majesty opened the session with the usual formal!*

ties. The address was voted by a majority of 118. Our narrow limits render it im-
possible for us to take notice of the important questions that were agitated in parliament

tliis session. No less than three motions were made by the different members of oppo-
rllion for altering the criminal law of Scotland j the landing of the Hessian troops, the

conduct of the war, were all reprobated by opposition. Th^ treaty concluded by the

king of Sardinia likewise underwent a severe investigation. The resolution, however,
allowing his majesty to make good the treaty passed without a division. The chan-

cellor of the exchequer then moved two resolutions to allow his majesty 4,500,0001. for

the present year by a loan on exchequer bills, which were put ajid carried.

On the 1st of february, the chancellor of the exchequer read to the house the de-

cree of an extraordinary commission instituted in France, in consequence of a resolution

of thejoint committees of finances, of public and general safety, and subsistence, directing

the use of every possible expedient to ascertain the property of French subjects in

foreign funds j in order that it miglit be delivered up to the stat«, and become public

property j and that when the transfer was made, it should be paid for in assignats esti-

mated at par. The motion on this occasion was brought forward by the solicitor-ge-

neral, and was in substance for leave to bring in a bill, " to prevent the application of
debts in the hands of any of the subjects of his majesty, to or for the disposal of per-

sons resident in France, under the power of persons who exercise the present gove'rn-

mecit of France." The bill passed without any opposition.

- On the 12th of May, the ministry issued warrants for apprehending Mr Home
Tooke, Mr Hardy, and Mr Thelwall, and several other persons on a charge of high

treason. On the same day Mr Dundas brought down a message from the king, recom-
mending to the house to consider the books and papers of the London Corresponding

Society which his majesty had given orders to seize, and to pursue such measures as

were necessary to prevent their pernicious tendency.

The papers were referred to a committee of secrecy, who brought up their report on
the 16th of May, when Mr Pitt, after an eloquent speech, moved for a bill " empower-
ing his majesty to secure and detain all persons suspected of designs against his crown
and government. The bill met with a strong opposition j it passed however by a great

majority. Soon after the trials for high treason commenced, and that of Thomas Har-
dy, which continued eight days, terminated in his acquittal. Mr Home Tooke obtain-

ed also a verdict of Not Guilty^ after six days investigation 3 the issue of the five days

trial of Mr Thelwall was alike favourable to him, and the others were discharged. Little

else of very great importance occurred, during the present session. There happened some

dilferences with America, concerning which several motions were made. They were

afterwards, howe\'er, happily adjusted. On the 11th of July his majesty terminated the

session by a speech to both houses of parliament. Immediately on the rising of par-

liament several changes took place in administration. The duke of Portland was made
one of his majesty's principal secretaries of state, and Mr Windham secretary at war.

Shortly after earl Fitzwilliam was appointed viceroy of Ireland.

For the operations of this w^ar on the continent, which commenced with success on

our part, but terminated most unfavourably, we refer our readers to France. But

amidst all our misfortunes on the continent, we had still the consoling reflection of

triumphing completely over the enemy at sea. In the month of May, the French were

induced to depart from the system of naval hostilities v/hich they had hitherto pursued,

and, anxious for the fate of a large convoy expected from America, the Brest fleet to

the amount of 26 sail ventured out to sea. On the 1st of June, the British commander,

having obtained the weather-gage of the enemy, determined to improve the opportu-

nity for bringing them to a close action, A desperate engagement accordingly com-

menced, wbich the enemy's fleet supported with amazing obstinacy and courage. But

nothing could withstand the skill, discipline, and valour, of the British fleet. In less

than an hour after close action commenced, the French admiral, who had been engag-

ed by the Queen Charlotte, crowded off and was followed by most of the ships in his

van iri condition to ca?ry sail, leaving tea or twelve of his crippled or dismasted shifts
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beHnd. Such, however, was the disabled state of the British fleet, that several of these

escaped. Six ships ef the line remained in possession of the British admiral, and were

brought safe into Plymouth, and one was sunk.

In the course of the preceding year, a treaty of marriage had been negociated be-

tween his royal highness the prince of Wales, and the princess Caroline of Brunswick,

daughter of the duke of Brunswick. On the 27th of April, a message from his majesty

was delivered to both houses of parliament, relative to the debts of the prince of Wales :

It stated the reliance of his majesty on their generosity for enabling him to settle an

establishment upon the prince, and his august bride, suited to their rank and dignity
)

that the benefit of any settlement now to be made, could not be effectually secured to

the prince till he was relieved from his present incumbrances to a large amount 5 but

that his majesty did not propose to his parliament any other means of providing for this

object, than the application of a part of the income which may be settled on the prince,

and the appropriation for a certain time of the revenue of the duchy of Cornwall, &:c.

After a considerable difference of opinion upon this subject, the annual sum of 125,0001.

was finally voted by the commons as a suitable establishment for the heir-apparent to

the throne. Of this 65,000l. with the income of the duchy of Cornwall was set apart

for the liquidation of his debts.

As his majesty was proceeding this session at -the usual hour to open the parliament,

the most daring insults were offered him as he passed along, by the crowd in St James's

park, which was much greater than usual in the streets adjoining Westminster hall,

stones and other things were thrown, several of which struck the state-coach. As iiis

majesty returned from the house, the outrages were renewed, and after he alighted, the

state coach was attacked and almost totally destroyed.

Immediately after the speech from the throne, an address to his majesty relative to

the outrages committed against his person was proposed and agreed to. On the 4th of

November copies of his majesty's proclamations relative to the outrages committed

against his person were submitted to the house and ordered to lie upon the table. Lord
Grenville on the 6th, in pursuance of the notice he had given on a former day, presented

a bill, " for the safety and preservation of his majesty's government against treasonable

and seditious practices and attempts." On the same day, the ch.ancellor of the exche-

quer after an eloquent speech moved, that " Leave be given to bring in a bill for the

more effectually preventing seditious meetings and assemblies." These bills, after a
violent opposition, passed both houses of parliament.

Dismayed by the successes of the French, several states had sent ambassadors to Paris

to open a negociation for peace. A treaty was concluded with Spain and several of the

German princes. But of all these the negociation opened by the English government
engaged most deeply the attention of Europe. The commencement of this negociatiqp

clearly foreboded what would be the event. The grossest calumnies, concerning the

insincerity arid even perfidy of the English court, were circulated under the apparent

sanction of the Directory. After a good deal of discussion concerning the principle of

restitution, the two governments at last agreed on that point, and lord Malemesbury
delivered two memorials on the principal objects of restitution, compensation, and reci-

procal arrangements. The directory having read the memorials sent an extract from
the registers of their deliberations, requiring his signature to the memorials, and also the

ultimatum of his demands in 24 hours. Lord Malmesbury complied with the forms re-

quired by the directory, but- observed that the peremptory demand which they made of
an ultimatum, shut the door at once to all negociation j and represented, that if the con-
ditions submitted to their consideration were not approved, or were not to be the sub-

ject of discussion, if they would propose their own conditions, he would submit them to

the consideration of his court.

At this point the negociation ended, for on reading the memorials received on the
17th of December, the directory ordered the ministry to write to lord Malmesbury on
the 18th, that they could hear of no propositions contrary to the constitution, and the
laws and treaties by which the republic was engaged, and likewise enjoining him to
le^ve Paris in ^4 hours. Such was the event of this uegocialion : on the part of th«
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French, commenced with reluctance, conducted with insincerity, and concluded with
insult.

Among other projects of hostility which the French government had meditated

against Britain, the invasion of Ireland at this period engaged their attention and
though it proved abortive, yet it excited a considerable degree of alarm. The s(j[uadron

under vice admiral Bourct sailed from Brest, the 10th of December, and anchored at

Bantry-Bay on the coast of Ireland , here they rernained for some days, waiting the ar-

rival of the frigate which conveyed the commander in chief, who had been separated

from the fleet in a strong gale of wind, the day after its departure from Brest \ but find-

ing it impossible to remain any longer in that situation, on account of the tempestuous

weather, they set sail for Brest, and were followed at different periods by the rest of the

fleet, except two ships of the line and three frigates, which were either taken or sunk.

In one part of his speech, his majesty had taken notice of the invasion which the ene-

my had projected against England, Vvhich although it excited no serious apprehensions,

was not to be completely despised. Mr Pitt brought forward the business in the house

of commons and pointed out the means by which he proposed to raise 15,000 men, to

be divided between the land and sea service, to raise a supplemental levy of 60,000 for

the militia, and 200,000 cavalry, which with a few alterations and amendments were
agreed to.

'

The total of the supplies for the year amounted to 27,647,000. In explaining the

different articles of expenditure, Mr Pitt alluded to an expence of a particular nature

which had been incurred during the interval of parliament. As it would have iDcen a

matter of extreme delicacy to have brought forward a public discussion on the propriety

of advancing a sum to a foreign court in the critical situation of the country, the mini-

sters had granted to the em.peror without a public discussion the sum of 1,200,0001.

This measure came s^:ortly after to be discussed, and the opposition took this opportunity

of reprobating it with the utmost acrimony j the ministry were loaded with every ex-

pression of abuse and obloquy which the English language could produce j a vote of
• censure on their conduct was moved and supported by the most violent declamations on
the part of the opposition, but w^as negatived by a great majority.

Meanwhile, amidst this scene of faction, of mutual asperity and reproach, a most
alarming mutiny broke out in the navy, formerly the pride and glory of the British na-

tion. Several letters were addressed to Earl Hov/e, which, as they were anonymous,

could not be attended to. This imagined neglect produced a general correspondence

by letter through the whole fleet, and on the 14th of April, when the signal was made
to prepare for sea, a general disobedience was obvious, and, instead of weighing anchor,

the seamen of the admiral's ship gave three cheers, and these cheerS were answered in

the same manner from the other ships. Delegates were then appointed for each ship

to represent the whole fleet, and the cabin of the admiral's ship was fixed upon as the

-place of their deliberation. In short the whole of their conduct was totally^ different

from the honest, unreflecting characters of British seamen \ the unanimity with which

they a,cted manifested a complete combination, and evidently shewed that they acted

upon a deliberate and premeditated plan of mutiny. Petitions w^ere drawn up and pre-

sented to the admirals then upon the spot, stating their demand of an increase of wages,

and also some regulations for their benefit with respect to the ratio of provisions. On
the 18th a committee of the admiralty arrived at Portsmouth, xvho made several propo-

gitions to reduce the men to obedience the lords of the admiralty next conferred with

the delegates, who assured their lordships that no arrangement would be considered as

final, until it should be sanctioned by king and parliament, and guaranteed by a pro-

clamation for a general pardon.

Matters remained in. this situation till the 23d, when Earl Howe returned to his ship,

hoisted his flag, and, after a short address to the crew, he informed them that he had

brought with him a redress of all their grievances, and his majesty's pardon for the of-

fenders
J

after some deliberation these offers were accepted, and every man returned

Tvxth chcarfulness to his duty. It was now generally believed that all disputes were

settled j but either by some misunderstanding, or by design, the sailors were betrayed

n:to a belief thar the government deluded them with vain hopes, and never intended to
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!accede to tlieir requests. This rekindled the flame of mutiny, and on the 7th of May,

when lord Bridport made the signal to weigh anchor, every ship at St Helens refused

to obey, A meeting of the delegates was ordered on board the London. Vice-ad-

miral Colpoys opposed their coming on board, and gave orders to the marines to level

their pieces at them j a slight skirmish ensued in which five of the seamen were killed.

The whole crew of the London now^ turned their guns towards the stern, and threatened

to blow all aft into the water unless the commanders surrendered-, to this imperious

menace they reluctantly submitted, and admiral Colpoys and captain Griffiths were con-

fined for several hours in separate cabins.

In this mutinous state did they continue till the 14th of May, when lord Howe at

length arrived from the admiralty with plenary powers to enquire into and settle the

matters in dispute ^ he was also the welcome bearer of an act of parliament, which had

been passed on the 9th granting an additional allowance, and also with his majesty's

proclamation of pardon for all who should immediately return to their duty. Affairs

being thus adjusted, the sailors appeared perfectly satisfied j the officers were generally

reinstated in their commands, the flag of disaffection was struck, and the fleet prepared

to put to sea to encounter the enemy.

Thus was Britain, awed by this dreadful and alarming mutiny, forced to accede to

every request demanded by its authors, and to grant his majesty's pardon to those who
had violated all discipline and subordination, and w^ho had insulted and even confined

officers of the highest rank, whom by their duty they were bound to treat with the

greatest deference and respect. We shall make no farther observations upon this

subject j the mutiny which followed soon after in another quarter is a sufficient com-

ment \ a mutiny which spread terror and alarm through the v^hole country, and which

for boldness and extent was without a parallel in the history of Great Britain
j,
by some,

indeed, it has been considered rather as a fortunate circumstance, that, by the imrea-

sonable dem^ands of the sailors, which were incompatible with all discipline and subor-

dination, their country was roused to a just sense of her WTongs, and at last raised her

indignant arm against those who, relinquishing their own natural character of her gaU
lant defenders, were the most forward to overwhelm her with ruin.

This alarming m.utiny broke out at the Nore. The mutineers, in imitation ofwhat had
been done at Portsmouth, chose delegates from every ship, ofwhom a man of the name of

Richard Parker was appointed president. After having either confined or set ashore

their principal officers, they transmitted to the lords of the admiralty a series of articles

or conditions, to which they peremptorily demanded compliance, as the only terms on
v^^hich they would return to obedience. On the 23d of May they struck the flag of

admiral Buckner, and hoisted the red liag, the symbol of mutiny in its stead.

The mutiny having now risen to a most alarming height, a deputation of the lords

of the admiralty, at the head of whom was e^.rl Spencer, proceeded to Sheerness but
finding the sailors rather rising in insolence and disobedience, than inclining to submis-

sion, they departed, after having signified to the seamen, that they were to expect no
concessions v/hatever, further than what had been already made by the legislature, the

benefit of which tliey might yet enjoy on returning to their duty.
- The seamen now perceived their desperate situation, and with a view of extorting a
compliance with their demands, they proceeded to block up the Thames, by refusing a

free passage up and down the river to the London trade. The ships of neutral nations,

however, colHers, and a few small craft, were suffered to pass, having first received a

passport, signed iiichard Parker, as president of the delegates.

All hopes of an accommodation being now given up, every necessary measure was
taken to compel the seamen to return to their duty. An act of parliament was speedi-

ly passed for preventing all intercourse with the ships in a state of mutiny j all the buoys
were removed from the river Thames, and the neighbouring coast by order of govern-
ment, great preparations were also made at Sheerness against an attack from the mutin-
ous ships, which had manifested some strong dispositions to bombard that place, and,
after the rejection of the last attempt at a reconciliation through the medium of Lord
Northesk, measures were taken by lord Keith, and Sir C. Grey, to attack the fleet from
the works at Sheerness, with gun boats and every thing else necessary for that purpose.
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Happily, however, the defection of several of the ships, with other strong symptoms o£
<lisurtion, rendered the applicaticii of force unnecessary. On the 10th of June several

more of them pulled down the red flag. The rest of the fleet in a few days followed
their example, and went under the guns of the fort at Sheerness. Immediately upon
this, admiral Buckner's boat went to the Sandwich with a picket-guard of soldiers to

arrest Parker, who was very peaceably surrendered to them with about thirty other

delegates. Their trials shortly after commenced
j many of them were executed, a

considerable number remained under sentence, till the signal victory of admiral Dun-,
can, when they were pardoned. The seamen returned very peaceably to their duty,

and Great Britain was by the blessing of providence delivered from a situation of the

most extreme peril, and where one accident or mistake might have been the cause of

unspeakable distress, if not utter ruin.

While the tranquillity of the nation w^as disturbed, and its existence endangered, by
the mutinous disposition of its most effective defenders, an evil which appeared at first

of scarcely inferior magnitude threatened to overwhelm in ruin the pecuniary resources

and even commerce of the country. The year 1797, among other wonders which it

produced, likewise added this to the number, that the Bank of England suspended its

payments in specie, and yet public credit remained unshaken.

Various conjectures have been formed with respect to this event. One powerful

cause seems to have been the terror of an invasion, w^hich induced the farmers, and
qjther persons at a distance from the metropolis, to withdraw their money from the hands
of those bankers with whom it was deposited. The run, therefore, commenced upon
the country banks, and the demand for specie soon reached the metropolis. In this

alarming state the ministry found themselves compelled to interfere, and an order of

the privy council was issued on the 26th of February prohibiting the directors from is-

suing any cash in payment till the sense of parliament can be taken on that subject,

and the proper measures adopted thereupon for maintaining the means of circulation,

and supporting the public and commercial spirit of the kingdom at this important con-

juncture.

The business was immediately laid before the parliament, which was fortunately sit-

ting at this critical moment j the most violent debates ensued, the opposition, as usual,

imputing every evil to the incapacity and wickedness of the ministiy, and declaiming

with great violence that the bank had failed, and that the nation was ruined.

The statement of the committee being laid before parliament, the fidelity and exact-

ness of which was never questioned, completely refuted all the vague assertions of oppo-

sition. By this statement it appeared that the bank had funds far above any demands

that could possibly be made upon them j this soon allayed all the ferment and alarm

which had been raised by this unexpected event and that confidence, which had totter-

ed a little, now stands on a firm and solid basis, supported by legislative sanction, and a

developement of the affairs of that great monied corporation.

On the 9th of June this year died at his seat at Beaconsfield after a painful illness

the Rt. Hon. Edmund Burke. He was the first man, who, foreseeing the pernicious

and destructive tendency of those principles which gave rise to the French Revolution,

lifted up his warning voice, and with a certainty almost approaching to prescience pro-

claimed aloud to Europe the woes which would arise from this most astonishing and

awful event.

The war on the part of Great Britain was during this year almost exclusively con-

confined to naval operations, in which the skill and activity of the British seamen was

eminently conspicuous, and invariably crowned with victory. The Spaniards and

Dutch were grievous sufferers in two great naval engagements, which were both equally

glorious to the British arms.

The first of these memorable actions took place on the 14th of February off cape St

Vincent. The British squadron under the command of Sir John Jervis, amounted to no

more than fifteen saiUof the line, while that of the Spanish consisted of twenty seven,

one of which was a four-decker, and carried 136 guns. The action commenced about

, half past 11 o'clock, the van ship the Culloden, Captain Trowbridge, firing against the

enemy's headmost ships to windward. The action in a short time after became general,
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and it was soon apparent that the Britisli admiral had accomplished his design of

breaking through the enemy's Hne, and had effectually separated their fleet. His at-

tention was therefore dirfected to the main body, which w^as reduced by this separation

to 18 sail of the line j and after an engagement of some hours, which was but feebly

supported by the enemy, the British remained in possession of four ships of the line.

This splendid victory was atchieved with little loss on the part of the British^ the killed

and wounded a^nounting only to 300 men.

The Dutch were still more unfortunate in their naval operations, but not equally in-

glorious
J
they supported a long and bloody engagement with am .zing obstinacy and

courage, and every man continued faithful to the last to their gallant - admiral. The
action commenced at about 40 minutes past 12 o'clock, at which time every ship of the

British had broken the enemy's line, and cut them off from getting into the Tcxel, the

land being then distant about seven miles. While the rear was attacked by the lar-

board division under vice admiral Onslow, the commander in chief Adrtiiral Duncan
directed all his attention to the enemy's van, and his own ship, the Venerable, was in

close action for near two hours and a half, when he observed ail the masts of the Dutch
admiral's ship go by the boai;-d j she was, however, defended for some time after in a

most gallant manner j but was at last obliged to strike to the Venerable 5 admiral De
Winter himself being the only man left oh the quarter-deck, who was not either killed

or wounded. The great importance of this victory was not fully known at the time

it was gained. It did not appear till afterwards that this fleet was designed to assist the

French in their intended invasion of this country.

While Britain triumphed so completely at sea, a negociatioti was entered into at Lisle

for the purpose of restoring peace between the French directory and England. Lord
Malmesbury arrived at Lisle in the beginning of July, and on the 8th delivered in his

projet as the basis of the negociation. As this projet contained some particulars con-

cerning which the French commissioners professed themselves unable to deteiinine,

they sent them, with their observations, to the directory. On the 16th of July, Lard
Malmesbury received a note from the French plenipote^ntiaries, informing him that the

French government required as a preHminary to negociation the restitution of all his

Britannic majesty's conquests. To this insolent demand lord Malmesbury replied, that

he was sure peace on such terms would not be thought of. While the negociation re-

mained in this state, from some commotion in the internal administration of France, the

plenipotentiaries were recalled, and others appointed in their room. After a long dis-

cussion, and the strongest professions of a sincere desire to conclude a peace, they sent

a- note on the 15th peremptorily asking whether lord Malmesbury 's powers were suffi-

cient to restore all the possessions taken from France or her allies, and on his answering
in the negative, he received another note requiring him to return in 24? hours to obtahi

the necessary qualifications from his own court. The strange demand urged in the

note of the 15th demonstrated beyond a doubt that the professions they made concern-
ing their sincere desire of friendship, however strongly, however solemnly urged, were
false and perfidious, and that all prospect of an accommodation must be for the present

abandoned.

Having rejected our offers of peace, the enemy resumed the project of an invasion of
Britain, and it was generally beHeved that they seriously intended to make the attempt.
Vast preparations were made in all the different sca-ports of France j a great number
of flat-bottomed boats and transports were fitted out j and a formidable force was as-

sembled near the sea coast to which they gave the appellation of The army ofEtigUmd.
Idle stories were likewise propagated about rafts of an immense size, in which they were
to float over to England, and to carry terror and dismay to her shores. This visionary
scheme does not, however, seem to have been seriously adopted by the enemy. The
conduct adopted by the ministry was prudent and judicious. By some the invasion was
supposed so completely chimerical ar,d impracticable as to render any preparation un-
necessaiy. Instead of sleeping. in tliis false security, the ministry took every neces-
sary precaution to repel their at'tacks, un terrified by their threats, but not despising
»hem.
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A bill was passed for enabling tbe king to provide more effectually for tlie defence
of the country, and to indemnify such persons as might sustain loss or injury, in conse-

quence of the measures which it might be necessary to take for the general defence of
the country, &c. likewise to ascertain those who were willing near their own homes to

co-operate with the existing force of the country, whether as soldiers, pioneers, drivers

of waggons, or in any other situation 5 circular letters were addressed to the Lord Lieu-

tenants of the counties, informing them, that any corps of respectable householders

would be accepted : in short every measure w^as taken by the ministry w^hich could en-

sure internal tranquillity, or defeat the attempts of our enemies.

At no period of our history was so much zeal and courage displayed by the British

nation. Instead of that narrow policy which actuated several of the continental

powers, they united as one man in defence of their invaluable constitution
\
indignant

at the menaces of the enemy, this high-spirited nation with firmness and magnanimity
rallied round the standard of freedom undismayed by the preparations of France, they

joined with one soul in defence of their most gracious sovereign Lord the King, in de-

fence of their liberties handed dow^n to them by their ancestors as their invaluable birth-

right 5 resolved either to preserve these blessings or to perish in the attempt. Such
indeed was the spirit, zeal, and loyalty, of the British nation, that the enemy, after hav-

ing solemnly promised that they would be in England before the spring, finally aban-

doned the attempt, and, instead of the invasion of Britain, their fleet set sail for Egypt,
accompanied by a great number of transports. It was their intention forcibly to effect

a settlement in that country, and by degrees to penetrate to the British settlements in

the East Indies.

But while the ministry w^atched with a jealous and vigilant eye the preparations of

the enemy abroad, their attention was not diverted from the wicked and treasonable

attempts of their adherents at home. By their vigilance a conspiracy of a very dan-

gerous nature was discovered. ' Mr O'Connor, a young man of family, leagued with

several obscure persons, had given just grounds for suspecting his designs. . In conse-

quence of these suspicions, he, together \nth his accomplices, were watched, and traced

to -Vlargate, from whence they intended to embark for France, .and there apprehended.

After several examinations they were finally committed to stand their trial for high

^treason, which took place at Maidstone. Their defence consisted in a simple denial of

the facts with which they were charged. Mr O'Connor brought forward in his defence

the most respectable members of the opposition, who gave him an e:^cellent character.

One only of the prisoners, a Mr O'Coigley, was found guilty, who was shortly after exe-

cuted. Mr O'Connor was apprehended immediately on his acquital, by authority of

a warrant from the Duke of Portland, and sent under a guard to Dublin. Affairs in

Ireland wore a still more alarming aspect. An extensive and dangerous conspiracy

was there formed for erecting Ireland into an independent republic. As the transac-

tions of these conspirators with their subsequent rebellion belong to the history of Ire-

land, it is unnecessary here to repeat the relation of that calamitous- period.

We turn with pleasure from these afflicting scenes to one of the most brilliant naval

victories which adorn the history of Great Britain, atchieved off the mouth of the Nile

by the illustrious admiral Nelson. The French fleet having escaped the British in

in their voyage to Egypt, and safely landed their forces at Alexandria, were on their

feturn home, when admiral Nelson having reconnoitred the harbour of Alexandria, per-

ceived that it was full of vessels of various kinds, and that the French flag was flying on

board several of the ships. The enem.y's fleet was first discovered by the Zealous,

captain Hood, who immediately communicated, by signal, the number of ships, 1 6, ly-

ing at anchor in line of battle, in a bay upon the larboard bow, which he afterwards

found to be Aboukir Bay. They Vv^ere drawm up near the shore in a strong and com-

pact line of batttle, flanked by four frigates and numerous gun boats, and protected in

the van by a battery planted on a small island. The position of the enemy presented

the most formidable obstacles \ but the admiral viewed these with the eye of a seaman

determined on attack. The admiral's designs were as fully known to his squadron as

was his determination to conquer or perish in the attempt. In approaching the enemy

he was deprived of the assistance of the Culloden, as it struck upon a shoal from which
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it could not be extricated till next morning. Three other vessels were hastily advan-

cing in its rear but the accident warned them of the peril, and they were so fortunate

as to avoid the shoal. The action commenced at sunset "with an ardour and vigour

which it is impossible to describe. At about seveYi o'clock total darkness had come on,

but the hemisphere was at intervals illuminated vvath the fire of the hostile fleets. The

van ship of the enemy was dismasted in less than 12 minutes 5 and in 10 minutes after

the second and third very nearly at the same moment were also dismasted, and at half

past eight in the evening the fourth and fifth ships of the enemy's line were taken pos-

session of by the British. Captain Berry at that hour sent lieutenant Galway with a

party of marines, and that officer returned by th«e boat the French Captain's sword,

which Captain Berry immediately delivered to the British admiral, who was below in.

consequence of a severe wound he had received in the head during the heat of the at-

tack. While the victory was yet undecided, the unfortunate admiral Brueys received

two wounds \ and having changed his situation, he was exposed to a fresh shot which

deprived him of life. L'Orient was warmly engaged with several of the hostile vessels,

when an explosion indicated the danger of a condagration. The only boats that could

swim, were instantly dispatched from the Vanguard, and the liVes of about seventy men
\\ ere saved. The cannonading v/as partially kept up to the leeward of the centre till

about ten o'clock, when the L'Orient blew up with a most tremendous explosion. An
awful pause, and'silence for about three minutes succeeded, when the wreck of the masts

and yards, which had been carried to a vast height fell down into the water and 011

board the surrounding ships. After this awful scene, the firing recommenced with the

ships to the leeward of the centre, till twenty minutes past ten ^ when there was a total,

cessation of firing for about ten minutes, after which it v/as revived till about three in

the morning, tvhen it again ceased, and the whole fleet except two ships remained in

the possession of the Britisli. Thus was atchieved by the skill, valour, and discipline, of

the British sailors and officers of every description, the glorious and ever memorable

victory of the 1st of August, which excited the most lively demonstrations of joy not

only in Britain but throughout all Europe.

The enemy were likewise about this time disappointed in another expedition which
they fitted out for the invasion of Ireland. Their forces consisted of a ship of 80 guns,

eight frigates, a schooner and a brig. They were discovered by the squadron under sir

John Borlase Warren, who immediately gave the signal for a general chace, which was
continued in very boisterous weather till the night of the 11th, when they were seen at

a little distance to windward, the line of battle ship having lost her main top mast. The
iiction commenced at 20 minutes past seven o'clock in the morning, and at eleven the

iioche struck and was followed by three others, full of men and every thing necessary

for the establishmpnt of their views in Ireland.

The victory of the Nile not only rendered the British sovereign in the ?:Iediterrancan,

but aroused the powers on the continent to another effort to rescue themselves from the

lyranny of France. A coalition was formed between the emperors of Russia and Ger-
many, and the king of Great Britain, which, as long as the combined powers agreed

among themselves, produced the happiest effects. While the French were repeatedly

defeated and pursued across the Rhine, by the Austrians
;
general Suwarrow drove

them from all their conquests in Italy. All the plans of that celebrated warrior were
crowned with complete success, and the whole campaign was one uninterrupted chain

of victories. It is unnecessary here to relate the misunderstanding lhat took place bq-

twixt the courts of Petersburgh and Vienna, with the subsequent abandonment of the

coalition by the Emperor Paul.

In the view of our domestic concerns, every other consideration is for the present ab-

sorbed in the question of a legislative union with Ireland. Some preliminary discussion

was introduced in a debate in the English House of Commons, on the 2:->d of January
1799 ; and the question was more formally and amply discussed in the Irish Parhamenl,
which was opened on the 22d, witli a speech from the lord lieutenant, indire:tly an-
nouncing the measure. The reception it met with was unworthy of the dignity of a

legislative assembly j instead of that dispassionate consideration which such an impon-
ant meaure deserved, it was opposed with the utmost extremity of violence and iniciu-

T
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perance j instead of employing reason and argument in support of tlieir caii's^, ilif

enemies of the measure rather addressed themselves to the passions and prejudices of thr
people of Ireland, whom they endeavoured, by every possible art, to kindle into a flame.

The most scandalous marks of applause and disapprobation, resembling the plaudits and
hisses of a rabble in the galleries in a theatre, were bestowed on the different speakers^-

not only by the strangers in the house, but by the opposition members themselves. The
discussion did not close till noon the following day, when the address was earried by a

majority of one.

The report of the secret committee of the house of commons which clearly developed

the views and intentions of the Irish traitors, occasioned the proposal of vigorous mea-
sures for the purpose of counteracting the progres^sof sedition, and checking the baneful

influence of systematic treason. On the 19th of April the report was taken into consi-

deration 5 and Mr Pitt moved for a bill to renew and amend the bill passed in the 3Sth
of his present majesty, for securing and detaining persons accused cf sedition, and for a

bill to suppress seditious societies and seditious practices. The resolutions passed, and a

bill was brought in by the lord mayor of London for carrying the latter part of them
Into effect. Several other measures were adopted,, which operated as a temporary re-

straint on liberty, but which were justified, and rendered absolutely necessary, by the

formidable appearance which trea-son had assumed. It is one of the chief excellencies

of the British constitution that it Gcntains within itself the means of its own preserva-

tion that when the loud and imperious call of necessity requireSy it can unmask those

traitors who dare conspire its destruction, and drag them from their lurking holes to re-,

ceive the punishment due to their crimes. Were the case otherwise, the boasted free-

dom of Britons, instead of a blessing, might be converted into a most dangerous engine

of destruction. No lover of his country can regret for a moment the momentary priva>-

tion of part of those privileges, when he reflects that the great object for which the sa-

crifice is made, is the preservation of the whole. He will naturally consider that the

s^ ^v' ary restraints which have been thought necessary are intended to defeat the attacks

of those determined Jacobins, who, fostered by the genial warmth of liberty, are indefa-

tigable in planning its ruin.

The finances 6f the year ITDS-,- were intrcdused by a notice given to the house of

commons on the 26th November, by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that on that day

fortnight he should make a statement of the whole ways and means of the year. The
plan which he meant to follow was that of raising a considerable part of the supplies-

within the year, the principle of which had already received the sanction and approba-

tion of the house of commons. While the principle remained the same, the mode
of raising the supply was rendered less exceptionable than in the year 1798. For this

purpose the assessed taxes were repealed, and a general tax was imposed upon all the

branches of income. No income under 6Gl. was subjected to any contribution, and the

scale of modification, was extended to 2001. after which a tenth part of the contributor's-

income was exacted. The mode of obtaining this contribution differed from that pur-

sued in the assessed taxes, as, instead of trebling the amount, the statement of income pro-

ceeded from the party himself, which it was in the power of commissioners appointed for

that purpose, and sworn to secrecy, to return, if they thought that a false statement was

given, or to demand a specification of income.

A bill had been brought ki during the last Session for the redemption of the land-tax»

Its object was by absorbing a large quantity of stock, thereby to raise its price, and in

the end to transfer a large poition of national debt into a landed security. The annual

amount of the land-tax was 20,000,0001. It w^s proposed to sell or commute this an-

nuity at twenty years purchase, for 3 per cent, stock which the government were to take

in payment at 50. The preference was given to the owner of the land and if within

a certain time he should not be able to purchase, a further period was allowed. The
pecuniary advantages of this measure must be evident, as the public dispose of an annual

revenue of 20,000,0001. w^hich being commuted for 3 per cent, stock, estimated at 50^

extinguishes of that stock 80,000,0001. the interest of which amounted annually to

2,400,0e0l. From this statement it is obvious that an annual saving of 400,0001. wili

thereby accrue to the public. A b^l was^now moved, the object of which was to render.
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tlie said act more effectual, and to give greater facility to the execution of its provisions.

As no other business of great importance occurred during the present session, we shall

proceed to the military transactions of Great Britai&^^hich were peculiarly important.

While the French were weakened by successive defeats in Italy and on the Rhine, a

plan was formed by the British gdvernment in conjunction with Russia of invading the

Eatavian republic. Of all enterprises, which could be combined against the re-

public, none could be more desirable to the British government than the re-establishment

of the prince of Orange, which, while it deprived the French government of great re-

sources, which might yet be drawn from this mine, not yet exhausted, might force it to

employ in that quarter a part of the forces destined to complete the army of the Rhine,

This expeditiouj under the command of general Abercrombie and admiral Mitchell,

sailed from the Downs early in August with about 130 transports, composing the first

division. Early on the mdrning of the 27th of August, all the battallions of grenadiers

and light infantry were landed under the protection of the guns of the fleet. An en-

gagement took place at the moment when the English were about to take possession of

the Downs and march forward. It lasted till four in the afternoon, arid the Dutch
were obliged to abandon the shore to the English. General Abercromby being thus

master of the point of the Helder, entrenched his advanced posts towards his right, and
occupied with his left the point of the Helder, and the batteries which had been evacu-

ated. From that moment the passage of the Texel was also occupied by the English,

and admiral Story was obliged to quit his anchorage to put back into the Vlieter, the

channel towards the north, in order to be out of reach. A great part of the English

convoy and frigates having anchored in the road of the Texel, and the wind having

freshened from the north, admiral Story determined to take advantage of the first tide

to fall down into the road, and chase or destroy the convoy. At this moment a revolt

broke out on board the Dutch fleet, and during the confusion occasioned by this circum-

stance, the English fleet entered the road of the Texel, and penetrated into the Vlieter

with a favourable wind and tide. In this extremity admiral Story proposed a sort of

•suspension of arms, during which he might consult his government; Admiral Mitchell,

who had just finished his preparations for the attack, answered the proposal of the Dutch
admiral by a categorical summons to hoist immediately the Orange flag. Story imme-
diately gave the signal for battle, which occasioned at once a general defection. The
crews unloaded the pieces and threw the balls and cartridges into the sea. Such being
the disposition of the Dutch fleet, Story answered the summons of the British admiral,

by protesting his fidelity to the republic, inveighing against the treachery of his crews,

and by declaring himself prisoner of war as well as all his officers. The same evening

the Orange flag was hoisted on all the vessels of the Dutch fleet ; which consisted o£

eight ships of the line, and three frigates. Besides this fleet which surrendered to ad-

miral Mitchell, three ships of the line, five frigates, and five East India vessels, were
taken in the Nieuve Diepe, as well as the artillery and stores, which were in the place.

The English, not having received any other reinforcement, than a part of the duke of
York's division, consisting of four or 5000 men, under general Don, it was determined

by general Brune, who had collected from 24 to 25,000 men, to attack general Aber-
crombie, who was entrenched behind the Zyp 5 and had only from 1(5 to 17,000 men.
The moment was favourable, and he began the attack, which ended in the complete de-
feat of the French and Batavian army. They w^ere obliged to resume their former po-
sition, and to await the arrival of fresh troops.

Meanwhile the allied army was reinforced by the arrival of the forces under the duke
of York, and by the first division of the Russian troops under general Hermann, which
landed from Yarmouth two days after. The duke of York determined upon an attack
before reinforcements should arrive from the Low Countries and the Rhine, 'i'hc affair

coratnenced along the whole line with great fury on the 19th of September at day-break.
The French were obliged to yield to the impetuosity of the Russians, who took possession of
Bergen, an estate belonging to the prince of Nassau, with a considerable village, around
which Were very fine woods, where the French troops withdrew, after having given
way to the furious attack of general Hermann. The Russians therefore had already pas-

sed the rear of the centre of Brune 's line, while the duke of York attacked him in front.
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The Russian cclumn which had advanced too far, found itself attacked cm a snd»

den on both its flanks, without the power of communicating with the English

,

The village of Bergen was retaken after a conflict which was so much the more obsti-

nate as the Russians were in hopes of being able to maintain their first advantage, till

they were supported by the English they fought like men driven to desperation, and
when broken and dispersed, defended themselves in the church, and in the houses, where
great carnage ensued. In consequence of the defeat of the right wing, the whole allied

army fell back to its entrenchments at the Zyp, Brune also occupied the same posts as

he occupied before the battle.

A general attack was again made on the 2d of October, in which the allied forces

were victorious, and took possession of Alkmaar ^ two days after a very serious engage-

ment took place, which ended in favour of the Dutch, and the English and Russians

were obliged to resume their former position. The failure of this last attack of the al-

lied forces rendered it impossible to procure subsistence for an army, which unable either

to extend itself, or draw its resources from the country it had ii;i its possession, was forced

to receive by the way of the sea every thing necessary for its support. The duke of

York, therefore, assembled a council of war, whose unanimous opinion it was that ihe

army could no longer keep that advanced position, that it should fall back to the Zyp,
and wait the further orders of his majesty. An armistice was sooil after concluded at

Alkmaar, the leading articles of which were, the successive re-embarkation of the allied

army, the re-establishment of the works of the Helder, and the preservalion of the works
constructed by the English and Russian army, and the restitution of 8000 French and
Batavian prisoners. Thus ended this ill fated expedition, the most considerable which
has been undertaken in modern times. Although the chief object for which it was fit-

ted out was not attained, yet the dreadful blow which the Dutch navy received was of

infinite importance to Britain, and v«'as said, with what truth we cannot determine, to

have amply compensated her for the great expence ryecessary for its equipment.

On the 15th of May, just as his majesty was entering his box at Drury Lane Theatre,

and was bowing to the audience, a person who sat in the second row from the orchestra,

but towards the middle of the pit, got upon the seat, and levelling a horse pistol towards

the king's box, fired it. The act was so instantaneous, as to prevent all the persons near him
from seeing his design in time to defeat it, although one gentleman raised his arm, and

directed the contents of the pistol to the roof of the box. The audience remained for a mo«
ment in an agony of suspence j which v/as succeeded by the most violent emotion?.

Terror, dismay, and rage, were marked on every countenance, except that of his majesty,

who sat with the utmost serenity, while the queen, who was just near enough to hear the

report and see the flash, collected confidence from his magnanimity. The culprit was

immediately secured, and was examined in a private room of the theatre. During his

examination he shevv^ed the most manifest symptoms of a disordered mind. He was af-

tervvards taken before his m.ajesty's privy council, where he underwent another exami-

nation, but nothing of consequence transpired. It was determined, as there existed

doubts of his derangement, to bring him to a trial^ where such strong evidence appeared

in his favour, as completely satisfied the jury of the derangement oi his mind.

, I^ our history of France we have taken notice of the unfortunate situation of affairs

on the continent by the loss of the dreadful battle of Marengo, and the disastrous con-

sequences which followed that melancholy event. It will, therefore, be unnecessary to

repeat the history of that periodj and of the subsequent events, which, although they are

connected with the history of Great Britain, are there related.

In the internal history of Britain the grievous scarcity which, by the succession of

two bad harvests, pressed so heavily on almost all ranks, requires some consideration.

By a Jong and almost constant tract of rainy weather, the crop in 1799 was most ma-

terially injured, and the harvest greatly retarded. On an accurate examination of the

quantity of corn in the country, the crop was found to be very deficient, and the prices

of all sorts of grain, and of all the necessaries of life, rose to an unusual height. The
people bore this calamity with exemplary patience, earnestly expeciing that next har-

vest would put a period to their distress. The crop of 1800 was nearly as deficient as
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ihe crop of the preceding year, partly occasioned by tlie bad state of the ground to re-

ceive the seed, and partly by the bad quality of the seed itself. Irritated by calamity,

and persuaded by foolish, inconsiderate, and wicked men, that the scarcity was not

occasioned by the visitation of providence, but by the artful combination of men, it was

to be expected that a general odium would be raised against those who were considered

as the authors of the present distress. The daily prints and pamphlets which issued

from the press, with a few exceptions, were one source of most extensive mischief. Tor-

rents of abuse, the most inflammatory and intemperate, were poured forth against all

those who traded in grain or in any of the necessaries of life j the most false, absurd, and

injurious charges, were brought against them
5
they were held up to popular obloquy

under the invidious naraes of monopolists, regraters, and forestallers \ and were repre-

sented as the sole authors of the miseries of the people, as men for whose crimes it was

impossible to devise an adequate punishment. The people were at last inflamed by
these violent declamations, and became discontented and outrageous. As the parlia-

ment w^as summoned chiefly, it is probable, to take this subject into consideraLion, ex»

pectations were formed that they would take such measures as would reduce the price

of the necessaries of life. Although these hopes, being formed on no rational consider-

ation of the subject, were completely disappointed, yet the judicious measures adopted

by parliament, if they did not convert scarcity into plenty, contributed very materially

to avert the horrors of a famine j a calamity which would undoubtedly have been felt

in all its severity, if parliament, listening to the popular cry, and to the idle and incon-

siderate suggestions of several of its members, had proceeded to impose oppressive laws

on the farmer and corn-factor, thereby cramping the freedom of trade, and confining

the transactions of those on whom the market must depend for a regular and perennial

supply.

It was now eight years since Britain had been compelled to take up arms against the

invidious and hostile designs of France. During that short period she had been exposed

to perils novel in their nature, and menacing in their appearance, partly arising from the

open and determined hostility of external enemies, partly from the insidious machina-

tions of intestine foes. She was now about to be assaulted by a combination of the

northern powers, who, in contradiction to the whole system of maritime jurisprudence,

as acknowledged and practised by the nations of Europe, questioned her right of search-

ing neutral vessels, thereby aiming an indirect blow at the superiority of her naval pow-
ir-r. They aiHrmed that Britain had no right to search vessels escorted by a ship of
war, that being deemed a suflicient security that the convoy contained no contraband
goods : they moreover declared, that it was their determined resolution, if Britain re-

fused to agree to their unreasonable pretensions, to assert their right by force of arms.

It was not to be expected that Britain would be awed by the menaces of this hostile

combination, and relinquish an undoubted right sanctioned by the practice of ail belli-

frerent nations, clearly recognized and inforced in the writings of the most celebrated

civilians, and founded on the plainest and most unalterable principles of the law of na-
ture and nations. But while they determined to resist this change in the system of
maritime jurisprudence, repeated attempts were made to conciliate the dilferent po\vers

whose rashness and imprudence was about to kindle the flames of a new war in Europe.
They appeared, however, determined on hostility, and every pacific overture was treated"

with neglect, and even contempt. In Russia the subjects of Great Britain were rob-
bed of their property, detained in tedious imprisonment, and subjected to the caprices of
a cruel, vindictive and Unreasonable tyrant.

While Britain ^vas threatened with this hostile confederacy abroad, disunion and dis-

sension distracted her councils at home. The subject of catholic emancipation, >vhich

occasioned a schism in her cabinet, was said by the party who resigned, to be necessary

Jo complete and give efi:*ect to the measures of the Irish Union, which, without extend-
ing the benefit of full freedom to the catholics, would be a base and a lifeless measure.
Finding it impossible at present to attain this object, to which they attached so muclv
importance, they did not think it consistent with the duty they owed their country, an>^
longer to maintain responsible situations in his Majjesty's councils, 'i'hey ihtrefoie dc-
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termined to give in tlieir resignation as soon as the state of public business woWd allow*

Their successors were Mr Addington, lord Hawkesbury, lord liobart, lord Eldon,

carl St Vincent, &c.
The new arrangements being retarded by the illness of his Majesty, several of the

ministers were, by that alarming circumstance, obliged to remain in their respective situ-

ations, until all apprehensions with regard to his recovery should be removed. As soon

as tliat desirable event took place, those ministers who had not previously quitted their

offices, now formally gave in their resignation to his Majesty.

The new ministry, as they had always given their most decided and strenuous support

to the measures pursued by Mr Pitt, professed to have the same views, and to act upon

the same principles. They repeatedly affirmed that the dispute with the northern powers

was so important to the prosperity and to the glory of Britain, that it could neither be

lelinquished nor compromised ^ that since the combined powers were determined to persist

in their unwarrantable pretensions, it became necessary for Britain to assert her right by

force of ai-ms. A formidable fleet was assembled at Yarmouth, which was entrusted to

sir Hyde Parker, and under him to lord Nelson, and rear admiral Graves, assisted

by captains inferior to none in the British fleet, for courage, valpur, and experience.

They set sail from Yarmouth on the 12th of March at day break, and having passed the

sound on the 30th of March, about seven o'clock A. M., they anchored before Copeii-

liagen at 12 the same day. The Danes seemed to have made very formidable disposi^

tions. , They had assembled ships of the line, pontoons, galleys, fire ships, and gun-

boats
J
which were flanked and supported by extensive batteries, some of which mounted

from 50 to 70 pieces of cannon. They were attacked by 12 sail of the line and four

frigates, commanded by lord Nelson. The battle commenced at 10 o'clock on the

2d of April, and continued with unabated fury for four hours the fire on both sides

xvas tremendous. The result was the capture or destruction of 18 sail of Danish ships,

including in that number seven gail of the line, together with 4000 men killed and

wounded. This victory, together with the death of the emperor Paul, struck a terror

into the confederates, and was immediately followed by an armistice for fourteen weeks^,

which afterwards ended in a final settlement of this dispute.

While the British arms were thus acquiring additional lustre before Copenhagen, 1.he

valour and courage of hei; land troops under sir Ralph Abercrombie, were crowned with

equal glory in Egypt. No event of importance took place after the departure of Bo-

naparte, till the arrival of the British in that country, who anchored on the 2d of March

in Aboukir bay. A landing was effected on the 8th, and on the 13th a battle took

place, when the enemy were driven to the walls of Alexandria, On the 21st of March

they advanced with their whole force, consisting of 11,000 men, and attacked the Bri-

tish two hours before day-break. A desperate and well contested action took place,

in which the French were completely defeated, with the loss of 3000 men killed and

wounded. The conflict was obstinate and bloody, and the defeat of the enemy was not

effected without considerable loss on the part of the British. "What chiefly damped

the joy arising from tlie victory, was the death of their illustrious comtnander, who was

-mortally wounded early in the action, but continued 'delivering his orders with that cool-

ness and perspicuity which ever distinguished him. His situation wa5 not known till

after the battle, when, ha\ang fainted with loss of blood, he was carried on board lord

Keith's ship, where he died eight days after *he engagement, in which, like Epaminondas

and like Wolfe, he lost his life after having led on his 9oldiers to a glorious victory.

The consequences of this battle appear to have been decisive as to the fate of Egypt^

which the French were, on the 2d of September, compelled to evacuate.

After the ratification of the definitive treaty, the year 1802 produced few events of

importance. Towards the conclusion of it, the public attention was chiefly directed to

the subjugation of Switzerland, by the consular armies of France-, and, while other

nations beheld, in silence, the outrages of a conqueror whose power they had so recently-

felt, the uhbroken spiiit of the British, who had closed the war with the most brilliant

atchievements, ventured loudly to sympathize with the brave Helvetians, and to

execrate their oppressor. It afterwards appeared that government had remonstrated on

the subject^ with the ruler of France^ but, as they neither didj nor perhaps couldj foiloxr
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tsp tUeir remonstrance witK hostile measures, it produced no effect. The general feeling,

however, on this and other parts of the personal and political conduct^of the First Consnl,

•was expressed bv the periodical journals in terms so offensive to his pride, as induced

him to propose that some restraint should be put on the liberty of the British press, a

propesal to which no minister would dare to listen, and which was therefore rejected.

At the commencement of the year 1803, two trials of an unusual nature, excited a

considerable interest in the public. One w^as that of Peltier a French emigrant residing

in London, who conducted a periodical paper in his native language, and who was

accused of publishing a libel against the chief magistrate of France. Notv^athstanding

a most eloquent and masterly defence by his counsel, he was found guilty, but subse-

quent events prevented his punishmeuL The other trial was that of colonel Despard,

who, with several associates not less obscure in situation than profligate in character,

was convicted of a traiterous conspiracy against the person and government of the King,

and underwent the punishment which the laws prescribe. A double interest was excited

by this foolish and infatuated desperado, in consequence of his previous history, by
which the credit of the two great political parties seemed in some degree affected

j

having been imprisoned on suspicion, under the administration of Mr Pitt, and his case

having been made the subject of parliamentary discussion by sir Francis Burdett, who,

on that occasion, spoke highly of his character ^ his present conviction gave a triumph

to the sagacity of those by whom he had been suspected, and made his advocates submit

to the charge of simplicity and want of discernment, to avert the imputation of more
^inw^orthy motives for their patronage.

But events of more awful importance were now at hand. On the 8th of March the

-orders for hostile preparations announced the probability of a renewal of war. Afflicting

as this intelligence was to every friend of humanity, it could be surprising only to in-

correct or ignorant observers of European affairs. Britain, though for the sake of ex-

periment, she had purchased peace by the cession of her conquests, had not, like states

which were discomfited in the contest, made any virtual surrender of her independence.

The independence of a nation is only a name, unless she be equally independent of

others, as others are of her j and unless she possess both the right and the poAver to

resist, on the part of a rival, such measures as she knows no rival would suffer her to

adopt. France, however, during the peace by the violations of the state of Europe, as

it stood when that treaty was concluded *, by the arrogation of a right to interfere in

continental affairs which she denied to Britain
j
by regulations hostile to our trade

j
by

the establishment of accredited spies in the ports of this kingdom
;
by the authorized

publicaUon of defiances and challenges j and by an avowal of fresh projects to subju-

gate Egypt, had followed such a conduct as on the part of Britain she would have

powerfully resisted. The general grounds of w^ar, therefore, for the great object of

national independence, had been long prepared j but a matter of comparative insigni-

ficance drew them to a point. In the treaty of peace, the evacuation of Malta had been
stipulated, on the fulfilment of certain preliminary conditions j these conditions were un-
fulfilled, and their fulfilment, by the subsequent conduct of France and Spain, had
been rendered impossible. Yet, in this situation, we were called upon to per-

form our part of the contract, while that of France was to remain unperformed.

Had Britain submitted to this she might have preserved her peace, but her indepen-
dence was gone ; for the dispute respecting Malta, like the precedency of an ambassa-
dor, or the priority of a title, however trifling it may appear to superficial minds, which
are unable to pass from the sign to what is signified, involved the mighty (juestion of
our existence as a primary or a secondary state, and whether we were in future, to

maintain our national station by our own power or by the permission of others. A
fruitless negociation of two months only served to aggravate the evil j as it drew from
the French Consul an insult to the nation in the person of its representative, and boast-

ful threats of invasion, which rendered it dcsueablc for our future feeling of security,

that the question of its practicability should be put at rest by a fair experiment. Pre-
parations on both sides for this experiment constituted at first tlie only operations of
"war, for the enemy, by keeping his fleets in port, aftbrded us no opportunity of meeting
them at sea. One novelty in warfare however occurred, by the imprisonment of every

T 4
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British subject, witliout regard to sex or description, who was found in France. Hand*
ver was also taken possession of by the enemy .

On the 23d July, an ill-concerted insurrection took place in Dublin, on which lord

chief justice Kilwarden and several others were cruelly assassinated. It was soon sup-

pressed, and the ring-leaders secured. Among these was Robert Emmet, Esq. a well

connected and accomplished, but misguided young man, who was executed for treason

on the 20th of September.

During this year, lord Wellesley, governor general of our settlements in India, found

it necessary to engage in hostilities with three of the native princes. In the central

parts, general Wellesley obtained a signal victory on the 23d September j and in the

north
J
lord Lake was equally successful on the 1st November, This war was termin-

ated in 1805.

With the exception of a short but alarming indisposition, which attacked the king

in February 1804, that year produced no occurrence of any consequence, until Mr Pitt

took a decided part against the minister, who, finding his supporters rapidly decrease,

was induced to resign. Mr Pitt was, on the 11th May, appointed first lord of the

treasury and chancellor of the exchequer. It is understood that he immediately at-

tempted to form an administration, which should embrace Mr Fox and lord Grenville,

with their respective friends ; but the king insisting that the former of these gentlemen

should be excluded, and {he latter refusing to take any share in a ministry where this

was the case, Mr Pitt was obliged to select his colleagues from such of his former party

as^ still adhered to him, with the addition of some who had acted with Mr Addington.

About this period Bonaparte assunied the title of Emperor pf the French. In October

a war with Spain commenced. It appeared, from the diplomatic correspondence which
was laid before parliament, that France had allowed her no alternative, but that of be-

ing our concealed or our open enemy *, and government, with a vigour, the propriety

of which did not pass unquestioned, compelled her to assume the last, as the least for-

midable shape. Towards the end of the year, Paris was wholly occupied in admiring

the pageant of their emperor's coronation : and London in a controversy respecting the

merit of an actor of fourteen. It is difficult to say, which of the capitals was most fri-

volously employed.

Though the nation had now been two years at war, no military occurrence of any mag-
nitude had taken place. Some of the smaller and more indefensible colonies of France and

Holland had been captured. Tobago, St Pierre, and Miquelon, had been taken from

the former; and from the latter Demerary, Essiquibo, Berbica, Curacoa, and Surinam.

Our naval forces had done all which circumstances permitted, by blockading the ports of

the enemy with the most persevering patience and by picking up those straggling ves-

sels that ventured out for offensive or commercial purposes. Some prizes of very great

value, being chiefly large frigates loaded with silver, fell into their hands, at the com-

mencement of the Spanish war.

This scantiness of incident was however amply compensated by the following event-

ful year (1805,) the three last months of which produced more glory to the arms of

Britain, and more disaster and disgrace to those of her continental allies, than any equal

number of ages had ever produced before. Wc shall give the precedence to the most

pleasing subject. In January a French fleet of six ships, which had escaped the block-

ade of Rochefort, made its way to the West Indies, and, after forcing a paultry contri-

bution from some of the islands, returned with a haste which sufficiently testified their

fear of encountering any British force that might have been dispatched in pursuit of

them. Admiral Cochrane had been sent for that purpose, but found no enemy to con-

tend with. During this ridiculous expedition, a larger fleet, consisting of 12 ships of

the line, under admiral Villeneuve, having eluded lord Nelson's fleet in the Mediter-

ranean, passed the Straits of Gibraltar on the 9th April, and was joined by six Spanish

fships of the line from Cadiz. In the end of May, the united squadrons reached the

West Indies, but lord Nelson, with that sagacity of conjecture, and rapidity of decision,

by which all his measures were distinguished, had followed so closely in their track,

that he arrived at Barbadoes on the 4th ©f June. This was the signal for their de-

parturCj and they immediately set sail, exhibiting to mankind the Ehamcfvi spectacle of
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twenty sliips, (for sucK was their force before tTieir arrival in Europe), chaced from cor- -

ner to corner of the globe, by half their number. But though at this time they escaped

lord Nelson, they were not safe. Near the coast of Spain on the 22d July, they were

met by sir Robert Calder, who engaged and defeated them. His fleet consisted of 15

sail of the line, 2 frigates, and a few cutters, carrying 1278 guns and 9896 men : theirs

of 20 ships of the line, 1 frigates, and 6 corvetts, carrying 1868 guns and 20,050 men.

They had therefore a superiority of 5 ships of the line, 590 guns, and 11,169 men j and

the British fleet, in addition to their disparity of force, had to keep Ferrol and Corunna

in check, where there were 10 fresh ships of the line ready to support the enemy. Two
Spanish ships, one of 84, the other of 14 guns, were taken ^ and the number killed and

wounded in one of the captured ships, was greater than the whole number who
suffered in tlie British squadron, which amounted to 41 killed and 158 wounded.

An expression in sir Robert's official letter, intimating an intention to bring the ene-

my to a second engagement, raised the public expectations to such a pitch, that, on their

disappointment, .(though it appeared to have been in his power to execute his intention),

the murmurs became sq loud as to occasion his trial by a court-martial. In former pe-

riods of our history, a commander, who, with 15 ships, had defeated 20, and taken 2,

would have, at least, been thought no proper object of censure. But the splendid

triumphs of our navy during the former war, and that exploit of " surpassing glory"

which we are next to record, and which, unfortunately for sir Robert Calder, took place

just before his trial, had flushed the minds of all, and probably of his judges, with such

ideas of our maritime omnipotence, that, though acquitted of cowardice, he was found

guilty of an error in judgment, for preferring, when both were in his option, the preser-

vation of the advantages he had gained, to the hazard of an attempt at increasing them.

He, of course ceased to be employed. Strictness of discipline, a strictness which may
be varied as occasions require, is no doubt essentially necessary to our naval greatness

j

yet it may still remain a question whether, owing to temporary circumstances, it was

not in the present case somewhat overstrained.

The remainder of the combined fleets together with those of Ferrol and Ccrrunna

took shelter in Cadiz, where they were blockaded by lord Nelson, (who reached Gib-

raltar on the 19th July), till the 21st of October, a day which will long be consecrated

by every British heart to mingled recollections of exultation and sorrow : exultation in

the completion of our naval triumphs j and sorrow for the death of the hero by whom
they had been atchieved. The battle which took place on this memorable day off

Cape Trafalgar, was of such importance as entitles it to be described in the ofikial lan-

guage of the surviving commander,

Euryalus, off Cape Trafalgar^ October 22, 1S05.
" Sir,—The ever to be lamented death of vice-admiral lord viscount Nelson,

who, in the lafe conflict with the enemy, fell in the hour of victory, leaves to me the

duty of informing my lords commissioners of the admiralty, that on the 19th

instant, it was communicated to the commander in chief, from the ships watching the

motions of the enemy in Cadiz, that the combined fleet had put to sea as they sailed

with light vv^inds westerly, his lordship concluded their destination was the Mediterra-

nean, and immediately made all sail for the Streights entrance, with the British squa-

dron, consisting of twenty seven ships, three of them sixty-fours, where his lordship

was informed by captain Blackwood, (whose vigilance in watching, and giving notice

of the enemy's movements, has been highly meritorious,) that they had not yet passed

the Streights.

On Monday the 21st instant, nt day-light, when Cape Trafalgar bore E. by S. about

seven leagues, the enemy was discovered six or seven miles to the eastward, the wind
about vs'est, and very light j the commander in chief immediately made the signal for

the fleet to bear up in two columns, as they are formed in order of sailing •, a mode of

attack his lordship had previously directed, to avoid the inconvenience and delay in

forming a line of battle in the usual manner. The enemy's Hue consisted of thirty-

three ships (of which eighteen were French, and fifteen Spanish), commanded in chief

|[?y admiral Villjeneuvc j t4ie Spaniards, under th^ direction of Gravina, wore, with
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Slieir heads to the northward, and formed their line of battle with great coolness and.

correctness j but as the mode of attack was unusual, so the structure of their line was
new ; it formed a crescent convexing to leeward ; so that, in leading down to their

centre, I had both their van and rear abaft the beam 3 before the fire opened, every
alternate ship was about a cable's length to windward of her second a-head and a-stern,

forming a kind of double line, and appeared, when on their beam, to leave a very little

interval between them, and this witlwut crowding their ships. Admiral Villeneuve was
in the Bucentaure in the centre, and the Prince of Asturias bore Gravina's flag in the

rear 5 but the French and Spanish ships were mixed without any apparent regard to or-

der of national squadron.

As the mode of our attack had been previously determined, and communicated to the

iiag-ofhcers and Captains, few signals were necessary, and none were made, except to

direct close order as the lines bore down.
The commander in chief in the Victory led the weather column, and the Royal So-

vereign, which bore my flag, the lee.

The action began at twelve o'clock, by the leading ships of the columns breaking

through the enemy's line, the commander in chief about the tenth ship of the van, the

second in command about the twelfth from the rear, leaving the van of the enemy un-
occupied J the succeeding ships breaking through, in all parts, a-stern of their leaders,

and engaging the enemy at the muzzles of their guns j the conflict was severe ^ the ene-

my's ships were fought with a gallantry highly honourable to their officers, but the at-

tack on them was irresistible, and it pleased the Almighty disposer of all events, to grant

Jiis Majesty's arms a complete and glorious victory 5 about three P. M. many of the

enemy's ships having struck their colours, their line gave way j admiral Gravina, with

ten ships joining their frigates to leeward, stood towards Cadiz, The five headmost

ships in their van tacked, and standing to the southward, to windward of the British

line, were engaged, and the sternmost of them taken ; the others went off, leaving to

his Majesty's squadron nineteen ships of the line, (of which two are first rates, the San-

tissima Trinidad and the Santa Anna), with three flag-officers, viz. Admiral Ville-

neuve, the commander in chief, don Ignatia Maria D'Aliva, vice-admiral, and the

Spanish rear-adn^iral don Baltazar Hidalgo Cisneros.

After such a victory it may appear unnecessary to enter into encomiums on the par-

ticular parts taken by the several commanders j the conclusion says more on the subject

than I have language to express the spirit which animated all was the same 5 when all

exert themselves zealously in their country's service, all deserve that their high merits

should stand recorded 5 and never was high merit more conspicuous t|ian in the battle I

have described.

The Achille (a French 74), after having surrendered, by some mismanagement of

the Frenchmen, took fire and blew up 5 two hundred of her men were saved by the

tenders.

A circumstance occurred during the action, which so strongly marks the invincible

spirit of British seamen when engaging the enemies of their country, that I cannot resist

, the pleasure I have in making it known to their lordships : the Temeraire was boarded

by accident or design, by a French ship on one side, and a Spaniard on the other j the

contest was vigorqus, but, in the end, the combined ensigns v*^ere torn from the poopj

and the British hoisted jn their places.

Such a battle could not be fought without sustaining a great loss of men. I have

not only to lament, in common with the British navy, and the British nation, in the fall

of the commander in chief, the loss of a hero, whose name will be immortal, and his

memory ever dear to his country j but my heart is rent with the most poignant grief

for the death of a friend, to whom, by many years intimacy, and a perfect knowledge of

the virtues of his mind, which inspired ideas superior to the common race of men, I was

bound by the strongest ties of affection j a grief to which even the glorious occasion in

which he fell, does not bring the consolation which perhaps it ought j his lordship re-

ceived a musket ball in his left breast, about the middle of the action, and sent an officer

immediately to me with his last farewell, and soon a/ter expired.
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I have also to lament the loss of those excellent officers captains Duflf >f the Mars,

^ud Cooke of the Bellerophon : I have yet heard of none others.

" I fear the numbers that have fallen will be found^ very great, when the returns

come to me j but it having blown a gale of wind ever since the action, I have not yet

had it in my power to collect any reports from the ships.

" The Royal Sovereign having lost her masts, except the tottering foremast, I called

the Euryalus to me while the action continued, which ship lying within hail, made my
signals, a service captain Blackwood performed with great attention j after the action,

I shifted my flag to her, that I might more easily communicate my orders to, and col-

lect the ships, and towed the Royal Sovereign out to seaward. The whole fleet were^

now in a very perilous situation, many dismasted, all shattered, in 13 fathom water off

the shoals of Trafalgar *, and, xvhen I made the signal to prepare to anchor, few of the

ships had an anchor to let go, their cables being shot. But the same good Providence

which aided us through such a day, preserved us in the night, by the wind shifting a

few points, and drifting the ships off the land, except four of the captured dismasted

ships, w-hich are now at auchgr oS Trafalgar, and I hope will ride safe until those gales

are over.
" Having thus detailed the proceedings of the fleet on this occasion, I beg to con-

gratulate their lordships on a victory, which, I hope, will add a ray to the glory of his

J^Iajesty's crown, and b^ attended with public benefit to our country.

I am, ^c.
C. COLLINGWOOD."

As a sequel to this glorious event, four French ships of the line, which had escaped

from the battle, were captured by sir Richard Strachan, on the 4th November. The
previous success of lord Nelson, the confidence which was universally reposed in him,

and the circumstances in which his last and most illustrious service to his country was

performed, made his falV be felt with an unusual overflow of tenderness and gratitude.

Being relieved from the alarm of invasion, under which we had so long occasionally

laboured, we could not help being affected, as if we had seen him sacrifice his life in

combating at our own door, for the immediate and individual defence of our property,

our families, and our persons. Under such impressions, innumerable testimonies of pub-

lic honour and regret were paid to his memory. His body w^as removed to Britain in

bis own ship, exhibited in state at Greenwich, and buried in St Paul's, with a most mag-

inificent attendance of all ranks and parties. His brother was created an earl, with a

pension of 50001. per annum attached to the title, and soon after, 120,0001. was voted

by parliament to purchase a domain, and build a house
;
which, (like the national gift

of Blenheim to Marlborough), should serve as a monument of his victories.

In the character of lord Nelson we find a singular combination of qualities, which

seldom co-exist in the same individual. His knowledge of the science of his profession,

was equalled by his skill and dexterity in its.practice Though in the day ofbattle he shewed

an ardour and impetuosity which are rarely seen but in those who fight without thinking,

ijet in the boldness^ ingenuity^ and^mplicity oj hisplans ; in the imperceptible art with which

he made the mind ofothers enthusiastically sei%e them, and in thefacility with which hepro-

"jided against every possible change of circumstances, he surpassed the most renowned the-

oretical tacticians. When in pursuit of an enemy, he seemed actuated by a headlong

eagerness and appetite for combat yet it uniformly appeared that his conjectures re-

specting the design^ and destination of his foe, had been more shrewd and sagacious than

A those of the practised statesman, and had proceeded from a mind capable of penetrating^

the policy of the most subtle cabinet. He enforced the exactest discipline without

seeming to do so, and infused, without any effort, a portion of his own spirit into all

around him. His ruling passions were the love of glory and of his country j and a

short life enabled him to gain the fprraer, and to save the Utter.

A few words more will serve to bring our naval history down to the present day. In

November 1805, a French fleet, of 15 or 1(5 ships of the line, sailed from Brest, and,

soon after, separated into three divisions. One of these was met witli on the C)th of Fe-

bruary by sir John Duckworth off the coast of St Domingo, and entirely defeated, with

the lop of 3 taken and 2 burnt, A second, under Jeropie Bonaparte, arrived in tl«c
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Wc3t Indies about tlie middle of June, and, although discovered by admiral Coclirane,

the inferiority of his force obliged him to decline engaging it. Sir John Warren had
been dispatched with a stronger fleet, but arrived too late to be of any service j a cir-

cumstance which begot some suspicion of want of arrangement and decision in the new
Admiralty, Jerome has since reached Europe in safety j and this, like all the recent

naval expeditions of France, has ended in nothing, but a little mischief to our traders.

Of the third division no account has been yet received.

We now turn Vv^ith less pleasure to the continental war, the details of which will be

found under the head of France.
^

The only active part which England took in this unfortunate contest, was by sending
j

lord Cathcart with a large force to, Hanover, where they were to co-operate with an
'

army of Russians and Swedes. Their operations had not commenced when the Austrian
'

Ennistice of the 4th December put an end to all prospect of success : and, by a conven-

tion between Prussia and France, they re-embarked without annoyance, and returned

with no other loss than what was occasioned by the shipwreck of some transports.

A small anglo-Russian army had also landed at ISJ^ples, with a view to make
a diversion on the side of Italy. This circumstance furnished Bonaparte with a pretence

for dethroning the Neapolitan m.onarch, and placing his brother Joseph in his room.

Ferdinand having retired to Sicily on the approach of the usurper, the British forces re-

moved to that island to protect him. A detachment of this small army, amounting to

4000 "men, landed in Calabria on the 1st of July 1806, under the command of sir John
Stuart 5 and immediately advanced to attack general Regnier, whose force was nearly

double. The latter was totally defeated on the 4th with the loss of 3000 killed, wound-
ed, or taken. The fortress of Cotrone W3.s soon after captured with all its stores and a

garrison of 600 men. 7'hough this victory cannot be expected to produce the desire-

uMe effect of restoring to Ferdinand his Neapolitan territory, while France is free to sup-

port the usurper with all her armies, yet it is of infinite importance from the confidence

ia our soldiers which it gives to every Briton, and from the feeling of security which

we derive from so pou^erful a demonstration that by land and sea we are equally supe-

rior to the foe j for in this battle, (to use the emphatic language of the general) *' the

prowess of the rival nations seemed 'to be fairly at trial before the v/orld, and the supe-

liority was greatly and gloriously decided to be our own."

To conclude the detail of military affairs, the Cape of Good Hope was taken on the

9th of January ] 806 by the forces under general Baird, and sir Home Popeham j and <
j

Buenos Ayres on the 26th June by an expedition sent from the Cape under the last

mentioned commander and general Beresford.

Our attention is now called to the political history of Britain, in v/hich there have re-

cently occurred revolutions as extraordinary and unexpected as those which were at the

jame period taking place on the continent. When Mr Pitt was again placed at the

Iiead of administration, lord viscount Melville became first lord of the Admiralty,

an otece which he filled with much honour to himself and benefit to the country. Mean-
" while a board of commissioners, which had been appointed under the former ministry,

for the purpose of enquiring into the management of the navy, were from time to

time issuing reports of their proceedings. From the tenth of these it appeared, that,

while lord Melville was treasurer of the navy, his paymaster, not without his privity,

had occasionally made use of the public money that lay uncalled 'k.r in his hands, for

purposes of private emolument. As this was conceived lo infringe a statute prohibiting

the treasurer from removing public money from the bank, until it was required for na-

val services, the party in opposition embraced so fair an opportunity of depriving one of

their ablest rivals of his power and popularity. After much clamour without doors,, the

10th report was, on the 8th April 1805, taken into consideration by the house of com-

mons, who, rather precipitately, passed a resolution, by the casting v©te of the speaker,

that " lord Melville had been guilty of a gross violation of the law, and a high breach

of duty." His lordship immediately resigned his office, and his name was expunged

from the list of privy couuLeliors After having thus been condemned by the house of

commons, they admitted hiiu to be heard in his own defence, an indulgence which did,.
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no service to lils cause. A motion w^s afterwards carried for his prosecution before a

court of lav/ ; which was rescinded, in favour of another for his impeachment of high

crimes and imsdemeanours at the bar of the house of lords. His trial began on the 29th

April 1806, and judgement was pronounced on the 12th of June, acquitting him of all

the charges. The vote was taken separately upon each, and the smallest majority of

voices in his favour was 27,

This sentence was received with triumph and delight by the friends of Mr Pitt through-

out the nation, for alas ! that powerful and illustrious statesman was himself beyond th&

reach of earthly pain or pleasure. There apj)ears to be little doubt that the mental UhI

which he had long undergone, and the vexation arising from the misfortunes of lord

Melville, and the sudden failure of that formidable coalition by which he had laboured

to humble the French usurper, must have augmented the force, and accelerated the ef-

fect of a malady to which he was constitutionally subject. From this or other causes,

his health began rapidly to decline in December 1805^ At the meeting of parliament,

in January, he was unable to attend, and on the 23d of that month breathed his last,

leaving the public, which had not yet recovered from its consternation at the issue of

the continental contest, overwhelmed with feelings of sorrow and dismay.

The character of Mr Pitt will probably be best appreciated by a distant age, wHch
can view without prejudice or concern the scene in which he acted : and we have al-

ready sufficient ground to affirm that the longer it is contemplated, the more it will be

admired. In many respects, he closely resembled the two celebrated orators of antiqui-

ty, to whom it is no injustice to compare him *, and the age in which he lived combined

the leading circumstances which had called forth their exertions. Like Cicero he had
to guard his country from a traiterous conspiracy against its constitution y and like-

Demosthenes, he had to rouse it to self-defence against the ambition of a foreign inva-

der. His eloquence, too, embraced many of the characteristic excellencies of both.

It had the copiousness of the former, 'and the vehemence of the latter : and to the dig-

nity and vigour of the Greek, it joined the grace and mellifluence of the Roman,
Nor was he less pure in his private conduct, than great in his political. It was but

a few months before his death, that, on a charge of misapplying the public money, his

renowned parliamentary rival pronounced an eulogium on his personal integrity y and
it will long redound to his praise, that, with the management for twenty years of the

largest national revenues that ever existed, he died at last in debt. When his death

v/as announced in the house of commons, it drew the most animated panegyrics from
men of every party j and a motion was agreed to for the payment of his debt, and the

celebration of his obsequies at the public cost.

By the removal of lord Melville, and the death of Mr Pitt, the remaining members
of'admiriistration were too much weakened to maintain themselves in power. Nor did
they struggle to do so. A new ministry was immediately formed, consisting of lord

(}renville, Mr Fox, and Mr Addington (now lord Sidmouth) with their respective

friends. The most prominent measures of this triple alliance have been a plan for the
amelioration of the army j a declaration of war with Prussia j and a negociation for

peace with France. The first of these was adopted on the repeal of Mr Pitt's bill for

the immediate increase of the land forces ; but seems to have an object altogether dif-

ferent. It is a speculative scheme for improving the character of our army at a distant

})eriod, and not calculated to augment its number for the pressure of present danger,
'J'his being the case, it is to be regretted, that, in the course of debating the subject,

ministry were uaiftjrtuhate enough to damp and disgust the spirit of the volunteers,

The&e, to wliom Liie country can make no pecuniary compensation, arc to be rewarded
only by the language gf gratitude and respect from its representatives. But the war
minister having indulged him.scif in a ludicrous contrast between the regular and volun-
tary forces, excited in the latter emotions so unpleasant, as induced many of them to
resign, and even tliose, who continued their services, betrayed an indignation, the natural
effect of which was prevented only by a sense of duty to their country.
War with Prussia was declared in consequence of her taking permanent possession of

Hanover, which had been ceded to her by France, as an ccjuivalent for her Franconi:iTi

provinces. The gener^ij satisfaclien with this measure cannot be more forcibly cx'-r:.;.-
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ed, than by observing that it wa? resolved upon with that vigour and decision, and in

exact coincidence with that system of policy pursued by Mr Pitt.

The same compliment cannot be paid to the negociation with France, as it seems to

be the general opinion, that at a moment wl?:en no honourable and permanent peace can
be obtained, the propriety of attempting it is somewhat questionable. But the negocia-

tion being still unfinished, it is desireable for the world that its issue should demonstrate

the general opinion to be erroneous.

Mr Fox, who was probably the chief promoter of this measure, was not fated to witness

its result. He' was seized with a dropsical ailment in July 1806, and, after undergoing

repeated operations, died on the 13th September. The splendour of his talents, the

distinguished renown he had so long enjoyed, the warm attachment of his numerous
personal friends, arising from the cordiality and openness of his own affections, and his

high political popularity, which, if less extensive, was more enthusiastic than that of his

departed rival, made his last moments be watched, and the tidings of his death received,

with an anxiety and regret which the public have rarely exhibited.

Lord Thurlow died a few days before Mr Fox j and the death of lord Cornwallls,

v/ho had gone out a second time governor-general of India, was announced to the

public a few days after that of Mr Pitt. Thus, in less than eleven months, was Britain

bereaved of five of her most illustrious characters ; of Nelson and Cornwallis, her most

victorious commanders by sea and land ; and of Pitt, Thurlow, and Fox, her most elo-

quent and able legislators, whom eloquence and ability alone had repeatedly advanced

to the highest offices in the state.

WALES.
THOUGH this principality is politically included in England, yet as it has distinc-

tion in language and manners, I have, in conformity with common custom, as-,

signed it a separate article.

Extent and Situation.

Miles. • Degrees.

Length - - 130l , C 51 and 54 North latitude.

Breadth - - 96 j J_
2,41 and 4,56 West longitude.

Area in square miles 7011.

Name and Language.] The Welch, according to the best antiquaries, are de«

scendants of the Belgic Gauls, who made a settlement in England about fourscore years

before the first descent of Julius Caesar, and thereby obtained the name of Galles or

Wales (the G. and W. being promiscuously used by the ancient Britons,) that is,

Strangers. Their language has a strong affinity with the Celtic or Phoenician, and is

highly commended for its pathetic and descriptive powers by those who understand it.

Boundaries.] Wales was formerly of greater extent than it is at present, being

bounded only by the Severn and the Dee j but after the Saxons had made themselves

masters of all the plain country, the Welch, or ancient Britons, were shut up within

more narrow bounds, and obliged gradually to retreat westward. It does not however

appear that the Saxons ever made any farther conquests in their country than Mon-
mouthshire and Herefordshire, which are now reckoned part of England. This country

is divided into four circuits.

Climate, soil, and water.] The seasons are pretty much the same as in the

northern parts of England, and the air is sharp, but wholesome. The soil of Wales,

especially towards the north, is mountaiiwuSj but contains rich vallies, which produce
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erops ot wlieat, rye, and otlier corn. Wales contains many quarries of free-stone and

slate, several mines of lead, and abundance of coal-pits. This country is well supplied

with wholesome springs j and its chief rivers are the Clywd, the Wheeler, the Dee, the

Severn, the Elwy, and the Alen, which furnish Flintshire with great quantities of fish.

Mountains.] It would be endless to particularize the mountains of this country.

Snowdown, in Caernarvonshire, and Plinlimmon, which lies partly in Montgomery and

partly in Cardiganshire, are the most famous y and their mountainous situation greatly

assisted the natives in making so noble and long a struggle against the Roman, Anglo-

Saxon, and Norman powers.

Vegetable and animal productions by sea and iand.] In these particulars

Wales differs little from England, Their horses are smaller but can endure vast fatigue,

and their black cattle are small likewise, but excellent beef, and their cows are remark-

able for yielding large quantities of milk. Great numbers of goats feed on the moun-«

tains. Some very promising mines of silver, copper, lead, and iron, have been disco-

vered in Wales. The Welch silver may be known by its being stamped with the os-

trich feathers, the badge of the prince of Wales.

Population, inhabitants, manners, and customs.] The inhabitants of Wales

are supposed to amount to about 200,000, and though not in general wealthy, they are

provided ^vith all the necessaries and many of the conveniences of life. The land-tax

of Wales brought in some years ago about forty three thousand seven hundred and fif-

ty two pounds a year. The Welch are, if possible, more jealous of their liberties than

the English, and far more irascible, but their anger soon abates 5 and they are remark-

able for their sincerity and fidelity. They are very fond of carrying back their pedi-

grees to the most remote antiquity ; but we have no criterion for the authenticity of

their manuscripts, some of which they pretend to be coeval with the incarnation. It

is however certain, that great part of their history, especially the ecclesiastical, is more
ancient, and better attested, than that of the Anglo- Saxons. Wales was formerly fa-

mous for its bards and poets, particularly Thaliessin, who lived about the year 450,

and whose works were certainly extant at the time of the Reformation, and clearly

evince, that Geoffrey of Monmouth was not the inventor of the history which makes
the present Welch the descendants of the ancient Trojans. This poetical genius seem-S

to have influenced the ancient Welch with an enthusiasm for independency, for which

reason Edward I. is said to have made a general massacre of the bards j an inhumanity

which was characteristical of that ambitious prince. The Welch may be called an ur4-

mixed people, as may be proved by their keeping up the ancient hospitality, and their

strict adherence to ancient customs and manners. This appears even among gentlemen

of fortune, who in other countries commonly follow the stream of fashion. We are not

however to imagine, that many of the nobility and gentry of Wales do not comply with

the modes and manner of living in England and France. All the better sort of tlic

Welch speak the English language, though numbers of them understand the Welch.
Religion.] I have already mentioned the massacre of the Welch clergy by Augus-

tine, the popifrh apostle of England, because they would not conform to the Romish
ritual. Wales, after that, fell under the dominion of petty princes, who were often

weak and credulous. The Romish clergy insinuated themselves into their favour, by
their pretended power of absolving them from crimes ; and the Welch, when their an-

cient clergy were extinct, conformed themselves to the religion of Rome. The Welch
clergy, in general, are but poorly provided for ; and in many of the country congrega-

tions they preach both in Welch and English. 'J'heir poverty was formerly a vast dis-

couragement to religion and learning, but the measures taken by the society for pro-

pagating christian knowledge has in a great degree removed the reproach of ignorance

from the poorer sort of the Welch. In the year 1749, a hundred and forty-two school-

masters were employed to remove from place to place for the inslmction of the inhabi-

tants
J
and their scholars amounted to T2,2(i4. No people have distinguished th^era-

sclves more, perhaps, in proportion to their abilities, than the Welch have done by acts

of national munificence. They print at a vast expence, Bibles, Common prayers, aitd

other religious books, and distribute them gratis to the poorer sort. Fcu' of their towns
are unprovided with a free school.
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The established religion in Wales is that of the church of England, but the common
people in many places are so tenacious of their ancient customs, that they retain several

of the Romish superstitions, and some ancient families among them are still Roman
Catholics, It is likewise said, that Wales abounds with Romish priests in disguise.

And it is certain, that the principality contains great numbers of protestant dissenters.

In former times, Wales contained more bishopricks than it does now 5 and about the

time of the Norman invasion, the religious foundations there far exceeded the wealth of

all the other parts of the principality.

Learning and learned men.] Wales was a seat of learning, at a very early pe-

riod j but it suffered an eclipse by the repeated massacres of the bards and clergy.

Wickliffism took shelter in Wales, vvhen it was persecuted in England. The Welsh
and Scotch dispute about the nativity of certain learned men, particularly four of the

,name of Gildas. Giraldus Combrensis, whose history was published by Cambden, was
certainly a Welchman j and Leland mentions several learned men of the same country,

who flourished before the Reformation. The discovery of the famous king Arthur's

and his wife's burying place was owing to some lines of Thaliessin, which were repeated

before Henry II. of England, by a Welch bard. Since the Reformation, Wales has

produced several excellent antiquaries and divines. Among the latter were Hugh
Broughton, and Hugh Holland, who was a Roman Catholic, and is mentioned by Ful-

ler in. his Worthies. Among the former was several gentlemen of the name of Llhuyd,

particularly the author of that invaluable work the Archoeologia. Rowland, the learned au-

* thor of the Mona Antiqua, was likewise a Welchman j as was that great statesman and

prelate, the lord-keeper, Williams, archbishop of York in the time of king Charles I.

After all, we must be of opinion, that the great merit of the Welch learning, in former

times, lay in the knowledge of the antiquity, language, and history of their own cou«-

try. Wales, notwithsanding all that Dr Hicks, and other antiquaries, have said, to the

contrary, furnished the Anglo-Saxons with an alphabet. This is clearly demonstrated

by Mr Llhuyd, iai his Welch preface to his Archoeologia, and is confirmed by various

monumental inscriptions of undoubted authority. (See Rowland's Mona Antiqua). I

must not, however, omit the excellent history of Henry VIII. written by Lord
Herbert of Cherbury.

With regard to the present state of literature among the Welch, it is sufficient to say,

that some of them make a considerable figure in the republic of letters, and that many
of their clergy are excellent scholars. The Welsh Pater-noster is as follows :

Em Tad yr hwn wyt yn y nefoedd^ sancteiddier dy enw ; deud by deyrnas ; hydded

dy ewyl/us ar y adaeai\ megis y mae yn nefoed : dyro i ny heddyw ein bara beynyddiol ; a

madden / ni ein dyledion^ fel y maddeuwn nt i'^n dyledwyr ; ac nac arwoin ni i brofedi-

gaeth, eithr gwared ni rhag drwg : canys eiddot ti yw'r deyrnas^ a^r gallu, a'r gogoniant

yn eos oesoedd. Amen.

Cities, towns, forts, and other") Wales contains no cities or towns that are

edifices, public and private. J remarkable either for populousness or magni-

ficence. Beaumaris is the chief town of Anglesey *, and has a harbour for ships.

Brecknock trades in ^clothing. Cardigan is a large populous town, and lies in the

neighbourhood of lead and silver mines. Caermarthen has a large bridge, and is govern-

ed by a mayor, two sheriffs, and aldennen, who wear scarlet gowns, and other ensigns

of state. Pembroke is well inhabited by gentlemen and tradesmen and part of the

country is so fertile and pleasant, that it is called Little England. The other towns of

Wales have nothing particular. I am however to observe, that Wales, in ancient

* The isle of Anglesea, which it the most v/estern county of North Wales, is surrounded on all side?

by the Irish sea, except on the. south- east, where it is divided from Britain by a narrow strait called

Meneu, which in some places may be passed on foot at low water : The island is about 24- miles long

and i8 broad, and ccutains 74 parishes. It was the ancient seat of the British Druids.
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^Im^^ji, v/a? a far move populous and wealthy country tlian It is at present ; and though

it contains no regular fonifications, yet many of its old castles are so strongly built, and

so well situated, that they might be turned into strong forts by a little expence : witness

the vigorous defence which many of them made in the civil wars between Charles I.

and his parliament,

ANTiquiTiKS ANN cuRiosiTlFS, 1 Wales abounds In remains of antiquity. Se-

NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL, S veral of Its castles are stupendously large j and in

some the remains of Roman architectCire are plainly discernible. The architecture o£

others is doubtful , and some appear to be partly British, and partly Roman. In Breck-

nockshire are some rude sculptures,, upon a stone six feet high, called the Maiden-stone ;

but the remains of the Druidical institution^, and places of worship, are chiefly discer-

nible in the island of Anglesey, the ancient Mona, mentioned by Tacitus, who describes

it as being the chief seminary of the Druidical rites and religion. Cherphilly-castle in

Glamorganshire is said to have been the largest in Great Britain, excepting Windsor 5

and the remains of it shew it to have been a most beautiful fabric. One half of a round

tower has fallen quite dov/n, but the other overhangs its basis more than nine feet, and
is as great a curiosity as the leaning tower of Pisa in Italy.

Among the natural curiosities of this country arc the following^ At a small village

called Newton, in Glamorganshire, is a remarkable spring nigh the sea, which ebbs and
flows contrary to the i-ea. In Merionethshire is Kader Idris, a mountain remarkable for!

its height, which affords variety of Alpine plants. In Flintshire is a famous well,

known by the name of St Wenefred's well^ at which, according to the legendary tales

of the common people, miraculous cures hare been performed. The spring boils with,

vast Impetuosity out of a rock, and is formed intd a beautiful polygonal well, covered

with a rich arch, supported by pillars, and the roof most exquisitely carved In stone.

Over the spring is also a chapel, a neat piece of Gothic architecture, but in a very
ruinous state. King James II. paid a visit to the well of St Wenefred in 1686^ and*

was rewarded for his piety by a present which was made him of the very shift in which
his great grandmother, Mary Stuart, lost her head. The spring is supposed to be one
of the finest in the British dominions j and by two different trials andxalculations lately

made, is found to fling out about twenty-one tons of water in a minute. It never free-

zes, or scarcely varies in the quantity of water in droughts, or after the greatest rains.

After a violent fall of wet, it becomes discoloured by a wheyish tinge.* The small
town adjoining to the vv^ell, is known by the name of Holywell. In Caernarvonshire is

the high .mountain of Penmanmawt^ across the edge of which the public road lies, and
occasions no small terror to many travellers *, from one hand the impending rock seems
teady every minute to crush them to pieces 5 and the great precipice below, which hangs
over the sea, is so hideous, and till very lately, when a wall was raised on the side of the
road, so full of danger, that one false step was of dismal consequence. Snowdown hill is

by triangular measurement 1240 yards perpendicular height.

There are a great number of pleasing prospects and picturesque views In Wales j and
this country is highly worthy the attention of the curious traveller.

Commerce and Manufactures.] The Welsh are on a footing as to their com-
merce and manufactures^ with many of the northern counties of England. Their trade:

IS mostly inland, or with England, into which they import numbers of black cattle.

Milfordbav^n, which is reckoned the finest in Europe, Hes in Pembrokeshire •, but the
Welsh have hitherto reaped no great benefit from it, though of late considerable sums
have been granted by parliament for Its fortification. It lies under two capital disad-
vantages, the first is, that, by making it the rendevous of all the English marine, a bold
attempt of an enemy might totally destroy the shipping, however strongly they may be
defended by walls and forts. The same objection, however, lies to every harboiu: that
contains ships of war and merchantmen. The second, and perhaps the chief disadvan-
tage It hes under, is the strong opposition to rendering it the capital harbour of the
kingdom, that it must meet with in parliament from the numerous Cornish and West
country members, the benefit of whose estates must be grcatlv lessened bv the di-^use of
Plymouth and Portsmouth, and other harbours. The town of Pembroke employs near
200 imerchant ships, and its inhabitants carry on an extensive tradv*. In Brecknock •
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shire are several woollen manufactures and Wales in general carries on a great coal
trade with England, and even Ireland.

Constitution and government.] Wales was united, and incorporated, with
England, in the 27th of Henry VIII. when, by act of parliament, the governmeHt of it

was modelled according to the English form : all laws, customs, and termres, contrary
to those of England^ being abrogated, and the inhabitants admitted to a participation

of all the English liberties and privileges, particularly that of sending members to par-

liament, viz. a knight for every shire, and a burgess for every shire-town except Merionctho
-By the 34th and 35th of the same reign, there were ordained four several circuits for

the administration ofjustice in the said shires, each of which was to include three shires
j

so that the chief justice of Chester has under his jurisdiction, the three several shires of
Flintj Denbigh, and Montgomery. The shires of Caernarvon, Merioneth, and Angle-
sey, are under the justices of North Wales. Those of Caermarthen, Pembrokeshire,
and Cardigan, have also their justices j as have likewise those of Radnor, Brecknock,
and Glamorgan. By the 18th of queen Elizabeth, one other assistant was ordained to

the former justices ; so that now every one of the said four circuits has two justices, viz.

one chief justice, and a second justice assistant.

Revenues^] As to the revenues, the crown has a certain, though small property, in

the product of the silver or lead mines j but it is said that the revenue accruing to tthe

prince of Wales from his principality, does not exceed 1 or 8,000 a year.

Arms.} The arms of the prince of Wales differ from those of England, only by
the addition of a label of three points. His cap, or badge of ostrich feathers, was oc-

casioned by a trophy of that kind, which Edward the Black prince took from the king
of Bohemia, when he was killed at the battle of Poic tiers, and the motto is, Ic/i dicn^ I

serve. St David, commonly called St Taffy, is the tutelar saint of the Welch, aiad his

badge is a leek, which is worn on his day, the 1st of March, and for which various rea-

sons have been assigned.

History.] The ancienthistory ofWales is uncertain, onaccountof the number of petty

princes who governed it. That they were sovereign and independent, appears from the

English history. It was formerly inhabited by three different tribes of Britons, the Si-

lures, the Dimet^e, and the Ordovices. These people cut out so much work for the

Romans, that they do not appear to have ever been entirely subdued
^
yet part of their

country, as appears from the ruins of castles, was bridled by garrisons. Though the

Saxons, as hath been already observed, conquered the counties of Monmouth and Here-

ford, yet they never penetrated farther, and the Welch remained an independent people,

governed by their own princes and their own laws. About the year 870, Roderic, king

of Wales, divided his dominions among his three sons ^ and the names of these divisions

were, Demetia, or South Wales *, Povesia, or Powis-land : and Venedotia, or North

Wales. This division gave a mortal blow to the independency of Wales. About the year

1112, Henry \. of England planted a colony of Flemings on the frontiers of Wales, to

serve as a barrier to England, nOne of the Welch princes being powerful enough to op-

pose theih. They made, hov.^ever, many vigorous and brave attempts against the Nor-

man king5 of England, to maintain their liberties and even the English historians ad-

mit the injustice of their claims. In 1237, the crown of England was first supplied

with a handle for the future conquest of Wales \ their old and infirm prhice Llewellin, in

order to be safe from the persecutions of his uridutiful son Griffyn, having put himself

undet subjection and homage to king Henry III.

But no capitulation could satisfy the ambition of Edward I. who r©solved to annex

Wales to the crown of England and Llewellin, prince of Wales, disdaining the sub-

jection to which old Llewellin had submitted, Edward raised an irresistible army at ft

prodigious expence, with which he penetrated as far as Flint, and taking possession of

Anglesey, he drove the Welch to the mountains of Snowdon,, and- obliged them to sub-

mit to pay a tribute. The \¥elch, however, made several efforts under young Llewel-

lin j but at last, in 1285, he was killed in battle. He was succeeded by his brother

David, the last- independent prince of Wales, v.^ho, falling into Edward's hands through

treachery, was by him most barbarously and unjustly hanged 5 and Edward, from that

tiir.e, pretended, that Wales was annexed to his crovm of England. It was about this-
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time, probably, that Edward perpetrated the inhuman massacre of the Welch bards»

Perceiving that his cruelty was not sufficient to complete his conquest, he sent his queen

in 1282, to be delivered in Caernarvon castle, that the Welch, having a prince born a-

mong themselves, might the more readily recognise his authority. This prince was the

uidiappy Edward II. and from him the title of prince of Wales has always since descend-

ed to the eldest sons of the English kings. The history of Wales and England be-

comes now|the same. It is proper, however, to observe, that the kings of England have

always found it their interest to soothe the Welch with particular marks of their regard.

Their eldest sons not only held the titular dignity, but actually kept a court at Ludlow
j

and a regular council, with a president, was named by the crown, for the administration,

of the principality. This was thought so neccessary a piece of policy, that when Henry
\TIL had no son, his daughter Mary was created princess of Wales,

ISLE OF MAN.

THE Mona mentioned by Tacitus was the isle of Anglesea, not this island. Some
think it takes its, name from the Saxon word Mang (or among) because lying

in St George's Channel, it is almost at an equal distance from the kingdoms of England,
Scotland, and Ireland j but Mona seems to have been a generical name with the ancients

for any detached island. Its length from north to south is rather more than thirty miles,

its breadth fromeightto fifteen ; and the latitude of the middle of the island is 54 degrees

sixteen minutes north. It is said that on a clear day the three Britannic kingdoms may
be ssen from this island. The air is wholesome, and the climate, only makmg an al-

lowance for the situation, pretty much the same as that in the north of England, froixs

which it does not differ much in other respects. The hilly parts are barren, and the

champaign fruitful in wheat, barley,' oats, rye, flax, hemp, roots, and pulse. The ridge

,of mountains, which, as it v/ere, divide the island, both protects and fertilizes the values,

where there is good pasturages. The better sort of inhabitants have good sizieable hor-

ses, and a small kind, which is swift and hardy nor are they trout^led v/ith noxious
animals. The coasts abound with sea-fowl \ and the puffins which breed in rabbit

holes, are almost a lump of fat, and esteemed very dchcious. It is said tliat this island

abounds with iron, lead, and copper mines, though imwrought j as are the quarries of
marble^ slate, and stone.

Tne Isle of Man contains seventeen pajishes, and four towns on the sea coasts. Castle-

town is the metropolis of the island, and the seat of its government j
Pe$le of iate years

begins to flourish
^
Douglas lias the best market and best trade in the island, and is tlio

richest and most populous town, on account of its excellent harbour, and its tine mole,
extendi^ig into the sea

;
Ramsey has likewise a considerable commerce, on .account of its

spacious bay, in which ships may ride safe from all winds excepting the north- easU The
reader, by throwing his eyes on the map, may see how conveniently this island is situat-

ed for being the storehouse of smugglers, which it was till within the^e few years, to
the inexpressible prejudice of his majesty's revenue j and this necessarily leads us to

touch upon the history of the island.

During the time of the Scandinavian rovers on the sea, whom I have before mention-
ed, this island was their rendezvous, and their chief force was here collected \ fv'jna

whence they annoyed the Hebridc>', Great Britain, and Ireland- The kijigs of Man
are often mentioned in history j and though ^\re have no regular account ;)f thc:ir succes-
sion, and know but a few of their names, yet they undoubtedly were for some ages mas-
ters of those seas. About the year 1263, Alexander H king of Scotland, a spirh-d
prince, having defeated the Danes, laid claim to the superiority of Man, and oblit-ed

Owen or John, its kino-, to acknowledge him as lord paramount. It seems to have
-ccnlinued, either tributary cr in property of the kings of Scotland, till It was rf^iucc.i
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by Edward I., atid tlie kings of England, from that time, exercised tue siiperionl:^- o^ c
'

the islands
j
though we find it still possessed by the posterity of its Danish princes, in:

the reign of Edward III. who dispossessed the last queen of the island, and bestowed it

on his favourite, Montague, earl of Salisbury. His family honours and estate being

forfeited, Henry IV. bestowed Man, and the patronage of the bishoprick, first upoit

the Northumberland family, and that being forfeited, upon Sir John Stanley,^whose

posterity, the earls of Derby, enjoyed it, till, by failure of heirs-male, it devolved upon
the duke of Athol, who married the sister of the last lord Derby. 'Reasons of state ren-

dered it necessary for the crown of Great Britain to purchase the customs and the island

from the Athol family 3 and the bargain was completed by 10,0001, being, paid to the

duke in 1764. The duke, ho^vever, retains his territorial property in the island, though
the form of its government is altered 3 and the king has now the same rights, powers^

and prerogatives, as the duke formerly enjoyed. The inhabitants, also, retain many of

their ancient constitutions and customs.

The established religion in Man is that of the church of England. The bishop of

Sodor and Man enjoys all the spiritual rights and pre-eminences of the other bishops,

but does not sit in the British house of peers ; his see never having been erected into an

English barony. One of the most excellent prelates who ever adorned the episcopal

character, was Dr Thomas Wilson, bishop of IVTan, who presided over that diocese up-

wards of fifty-seven years, and died in the year 1755, aged ninety-three. He was emi-

nently distinguished for the piety and the exemplariness of his life, his benevolence and
hospitality, and his unremitting attention to the happiness of the people entrusted to his

care. He encouraged agriculture, established schools for the instruction of the children

of the inhabitants of the island, translated some of his devotional pieces into the Manks
language, to render them more generally useful to them, and founded parochial libraries

in every parish of his diocese. Some of his notions respecting government and church

discipline were not of the most liberal kind , but his failings were so few, and his vir-

tues so numerous and conspicuous, that he was a great blessing to the Isle of Man, and

an ornament to human nature. Cardinal Fleury had so much veneration for his cha-

racter, that, out of regard to him, he obtained an order from the court of France, that

no privateer of that nation should ravage the Isle of Man.
The ecclesiastical government is well kept up in this island, and the livings are com-

fortable. The language, which is called the Manks, and is spoken by the common
peopld, is radically Erse, or Irish, but with a mixture of other languages. The New
Testament and the Common Prayer Book have been translated into the Manks lan-

guage* The natives, who amount to above 20,000, are inoffensive, charitable, and hos-

pitable. The better sort live in stone houses, and the poorer in thatched j and their

ordinary bread is made of outmeal. Their products for exportation consist of wool,

iiides, and tallow 5 which they exchange with foreign shipping for commodities they may
have occasion for from other parts. Before the South promontory of Man is a little

island called the Calf of Man : it is about three miles in circuit, and separated from

Man by a channel about tw^o furlongs broad.

This island affords some curiosities v/bich may ^muse an antiquary. They consist

chiefly of Runic sepulchral inscriptions and monuments, of ancient brass daggers, and

other weapons of that metal, and partly of pure gold, which are sometimes dug up, and

seem to indicate the splendor of its ancient possessors.

I SLE OF WI GHT.

THIS island is situated opposite the coast of Hampshire, from which it is separated

by a channel, varying in breadth from two to seven miles it is considered as

part of the county of Southampton, and is within the diocese of Winchester. Its great-

est length, extending from east to west, measures nearly twenty-three miles j its breadth
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fe^om nortli to south above thirteen. The air is in general healthy, particularly the

southern parts : the soil is various, but so great is its fertility, it was many years ago

computed, that more wheat was grown here in one year, than-could be consumed by the

inhabitants in eight j and it is supposed that its present produce, under the great im-

provements of agriculture, and the additional quantity of land lately brought into til-

lage, has more than kept pace with the increase of population. A range of hills, which

alFords fine pasture for sheep, extends from east to west, through the middle of the is-

land. The interior parts of the island, as vv^ell as its extremities, afford a great number
of beautiful and picturesque prospects, not only in the pastoral, but aslo in the great and

romantic style. Of these beauties the gentlemen of the island have availed themselves,

as well in the choice of the situation of their houses, as in their other improvements.

Domestic fowls and poultry are here in great numbers ; the outward-bound ships and

vessels at Spithead, the Motherbank, and Cowes, commonly furnishing themselves from

this island.

Such is the purity of the air, the fertility of the soil, and the beauty and variety of

the landscapes of this island, that it has been called the garden of England : it has some
very fine gentlemen's seats j and it is often visited by parties of pleasure on account of

its delightful scenes.

The island is divided into thirty parishes
j
and, according to a very accurate calcu-

lation made in the year 1777, the inhabitants then amounted to eighteen thousand and
twenty-four, exclusive of the troops quartered there. Most of the farm houses are built

with stone, and even the cottages appear neat and comfortable, having each its little

garden.

The town of Newport staod^ nearly in the centre of the island, of which it may be
considered as the capital. The river Medina empties itself into the channel at Gows
harbour, distant about five miles, and bieing navigable up to the quay, renders it com-
modious for trade. The three principal streets of Newport extend from east to west,

and are crossed at right angles by three others, all of which are spacious, clean, and
well paved.

Carisbrook castle, in the Isle of Wight, has been rendered remarkable by the con-
finement of king Charles I. who, taking refuge here, was detained a prisoner, from.

November 1647, to September 1648. After the execution of the king, this castle was
converted into a place of confinement for his children 5 and his daughter, the princess

Elisabeth, died in it. There are several other forts in this island, which were all erect-

ed about the 36th year of the reign of Henry VIIL, when many other forts and block-

houses were built in different parts of the coast of England.
The SCILLY ISLES, anciently the SILURES, are a cluster of dangerous rocks,

to the number of 140, lying about 30 miles from the Land's End in Cornwall, of
which county they were reckoned a part. By their situation between the English
Channel and St George's Channel, they have been the destruction of many ships and
lives. Some of the islands are well inhabited, and have large and secure harbours.

In the English Channel are four islands subject to England : these are Jersey, Guern-
sey, Alderney, and Sark

^
which, though they lie much nearer to the coast of Nor-

mandy than to that of England, are within ihe diocese of Winchester. They lie in a
cluster in Mount St Michael's bay, between Cape la Hogue in Normandy, and Cape ^
Frebelle in Eritanny. The computed distance between Jersey and Sark is four leagues :

and between that and Guernsey, seven leagues : and between the same and Alderney,
nine leagues.

JERSEY, anciently CyTi.'SAREA, was known to the Romans : and lies farthest

within the bay, in forty-nine degrees seven minutes north latitude, and in the second
degree twenty-six minutes west longitude, IS miles west of Normandy, and S4 miles
south of Portland. The north side is inaccessible through lofty clills, the south is almost
level with the water , the higher land, in its midland part, is well planned, and abounds
with orchards, from Avhich is made an incredible quantity of excellent cyder, 'i'he

yallies are fruitful and well cultivated, and contain plenty of cattle and sheep. The
inhabitants neglect tillage too much, being intent upon the culture of cyder, the im-
provement of commerce, and particularly the manufacture of stockinos. 'T!ic honcv m

U 3
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Jersey is remarkably fine ; and the island is well supplied witli fisli and wild fowl almost

of every kind, some of both being peculiar to the island, and very delicious.

The island is not above twelve miles in length j but the air is so salubrious, that, in

Camden's time^ it was said there was here no business for a physician. The inhabi-

tants in number are about 20,000, and are divided into twelve parishes. The capital

town is St Helier^ or Hilary, which contains above 400 houses, has a good harbour and
castle, and makes a handsome appearance. The property of this island belonged for-

merly to the Carterets, a Norman family, v/ho have been always attached to the royal

interest, and gave protection to Charles IL both when king and prince of Wales, at a

time when no part of the British dominions durst recognise him. The language of the

inhabitants is French, with which most of them intermingle English words. Knit

stockings and caps form, their staple commodity, but they carry on a considerable trade

in fish with Newfoundland, and dispose of their cargoes in the Mediterranean. The
governor is appointed by the crown of England, but the civil administration' rests with

a bailiff, assisted by twelve jurats. As this island is the piincipal remains of the duchy
of Normandy depending on the kings of England, it preserves the old feudal forms^ and
particularly the assembly of states, which is as it were a miniature of the British parlia-

ment, as settled in the time of Edward h
GUERNSEY is thirteen miles and a half from south-west to north-east, and twelve

and a half where broadest, east and west *, has only ten parishes, to which there are but

eight ministers, four of the parishes being united, and Alderney and Sarkj which are

appendages of Guernsey, having one a piece. Though this is a much finer island than

that of Jersey, yet it is far less valuable because it is not so well cultivated, nor is it so

populous, It abounds in cyder j and the inhabitants speak French : but want of firing

is the greatest inconveniency that both islands labour under. The only harbour here is

at St Peter le Port, which is guarded by two forts one called tbe Old-Castle, and the

other Castle-Cornet. Guernsey is likewise part of the ancient Norman patrimony.

ALDERNEY is about eight miles in compass, and is by much the nearest of all

these islands to Normandy, from which it is separated by a narrow strait, palled the Race
of Alderney, which is a d;ingerous passage in stormy weatherj when the two currents

meet otherwise it is safe, and has depth of water for the largest ships. This island h
healthy, and the soil is remarkable for a fine breed of cows.

SARK is a small island depending upon Guernsey ; the inhabitants are long lived,

and enjoy from nature all the conveniencies of life ; their number rs about 300^ The
inhabitants of the three last-mentioned islands together, are thought to be about 20^000.

The religion of the four islands is that of the church of England.

IRELAND.
SITUATION, BOUNDARIES, AND EXTENT.

THE island of Ireland is situated on the west side of England, between 6 and 10

degrees west longitude, and between 51 and 55 degrees 30 minutes north lati-

tude, or between the middle parallel of the eighth clime, where the longest day is 16-J

hours, and the 24th parallel, or the end of the iOth clime, where the longest day is

17 5 hours.

The extent or superficial content of this kingdom
^
is, from the nearest computation

and survey, found to be in length 285 miles from Fairhead north to Missenhead south

and from thd east part of Down, to the west part of Mayo, its greatest breadth 160

miles, and to contain 11,067,712 Irish plantation acres, which makes 17,927,864 acres

of English statute measure, and is held to bear proportion to England and Wales as IS

to 30. Mr Templeman, who makes the length 275, and the breadth 150 miles, gives

W an area of 27,457 square miles, with 127 inhabitants to each. . .From the east part of
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Wexford to St David's in Wales, it is reckoued 45 miles, but the passage between

Donaghadee and Portpatrick in Scotland is little more than 20 miles, and the passage

from Holyhead in North Wales about 52 miles.

Names and divisions, ancient and modern.] Many conjectures have been

formed as to the Latin (Hibernia), the Irish, (Erin) as well as the English name of

fehis island. It probably takes its rise from a Phoenician or Gaelic tsrm, signifying the

farthest habitation westward.

It is pretty extraordinary, that even modern authors are not agreed as to the divisions

of Ireland j some dividing it into five circuits, and some into four provinces, those of

Leinster, Ulster, Connaught, and Munster. I shall follow the last division, as being

the mostcommon, and likewise the most ancient.

Counties.

PDublin
Louth
Wicklow
Wexford
Longford

1 East Meath
"1 West Meath

i

King's County
Queen's County:

Kilkenny

Leinster, 12 cqjinties

Kildare

|_ Carlow

Chief Towns,
Dublin

Drogheda
Wicklo\v

Wexford-

Longford
*rrim

Mullingar

Phillipstown

Maryborough
Kilkenny

Naas and Athy
Carlow

l*!lster, 9 countiea

Connaught, 5 counties

Munster, 6 counties

["Down
Armagh
Monaghan
Cavan
Antrim
Londonderry
Tyrone
Fermanagh
^^Donegall

f
Leitrim

j
Roscommoa

<J.Mayo

I

Sligo

L Galway

(* Clare

I

Cork

j
Kerry

1 Limerick

j

^J'ipperary

LWaterford

Down Patrick

Armagh
Monaghan
Cavan
Carrickfergus

Derry
Omagh
Enniskillen

LifFord

Carrick on Shannon
Roscommon
Ballinrobe and Castlcba:

Sligo

Galway

Ennis

Cork
Tralee

Limerick

Clonmel

Watcrford.

Climate, seasons, and soil.] The climate of Ireland differs not much from
that of England, excepting that it is more moist, the seasons in general being much
wetter. From the reports of various registers it appears, that the number of 'Jays on
which rain had fallen in Ireland was much greater than iu the same years in Fnglanc;-
But without the evidence of registers, it is certain, that moisture (even without rai!:\,

is not only more characteristic of the climate of this island than that of Engb.id, but is

also one of the worst and most inconvenient circumstances. This is accc.rr .tTci for i:i

obserying,^ that " the westerly winds, so favourable to other regions, and so henigi;,

even iu this, by qualifying the rigour of the northern air, arc yet hurtful in J^. r cxUimc*.
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Meeting wit!i no lands on this side of America to break tlieir force, and proving in ihf.

general too powerful for the counteraction of the shifting v.-inds from the eastern and
African continents, they waft hither the vapours of an immense ocean. By this causCy

the sky in Ireland is much obscured
;
and, from the nature of rest and condensation, these

vapours descend in such constant rains, as threaten destruction to the fruits of the earth va

some seasons. This unayoidable evil from natural causes is aggravated by the increase

of it from others, which are either moral or political. The hand of industry hath been

long idle in a country where almost every advantage must be obtained from its labour,

and where discouragements on the labourer must necessarily produce a state of langour.

Ever since the neglect of agriculture in the ninth century, the rains of so many ages

subsiding on the lower grounds, have converted most of the extensive plains into mossy

morasses, and near a tenth part of this beautiful isle is become a repository for stagnat-

ed waters, which, in the course of evaporation, impregnate the air with noxious exhala-

tions But in many respects the climate of Ireland is more agreeable than that of

England j the summers being cooler and the winters less severe. The piercing frosts,

the deep snows, and the dreadful effects of thunder and lightning, -vvhich arc so fre-

«^uently observed in the latter kingdom, are never experienced here.

The dampness above alluded to, being peculiarly favourable to the growth of grass,

has been used as an argument why the inhabitants should confine their attention to thq

rearing of cattle, to the total desertion of tillage, and injurious to the consequent growth

of population 5 but the soil is so infinitely various, as to be capable of almost every spe-

cies of cultivation, suitable to such latitudes, with a fertility equal to its variety. This

is so conspicuous, that it has been observed by a respectable English traveller, that

natural fertility, acre for acre over the two kingdoms, is certainly in favour

of Ireland of this there can scarcely be a doubt entertained, when it is considered that

some of the more beautiful, and even best cultivated counties in England, owe almost

every thing to the capital, art, and industry, of its inhabitants."

We shall conclude this article w^ith the further sentiments of the same author (^vlr

Young), whose knowledge of the subjefl, acquaintanpg j,vith the kingdom, and candour,

are unimpeachable.
" The circumstance yv^^ich strikes me as the greatest singularity of Ireland, is the

rockiness of the soil, which should seem* at first sight against that - degree of fertility *,

but the contrary is the fact. Stone is so general that I have good reason to believe the

whole island is one vast rock of different strata and kinds rising out of the sea. I have

rarely heard of any great depths being sunk without meeting with it. In general it

appears on the surface in every part of the kingdom ; the flattest and m,ost fertile parts,

as Limerick, Tipperary, and Meath, have it at no great depth, almost as much as the

more barren one§. May we not recognize in this the hand of bounteous providenct^

which has given, perhaps,' the most stoney soil in Europe to the moistest climate in it ?

If as much rain fell upon the clays in England, soil very rarely met with in Ireland,

and never without much stone), as falls upon the rocks of her sister island, those lands

could not be cultivated. But the rocks here arc clothed with verdure j those of Hme
stone, with only a thin covering of mould, have the softest and most beautiful turf

imaginable.
,

'

" The rockiness of the soil In Ireland is so universal, that it predominates in ever)r

sort. One cannot use with pippriety the terms clay, loam, sand, &c. it must be a

stoney clay, a stoney Icam, a gravelly sand. Clay, especially the yellow, is much talk-

ed of in Ireland, but it is for want of proper discrimination. I have once or twice seen

^iimost a pure clay upon the surface, but it is extremely rare. The true yellow clay is

usually found in a thin stratum, under the surfac^ mould, and over a rock iiarsh, tena-.

cious, stoney, strong loams, di^kult to >\-qrk, are not uncommon, but they are quite

d liferent from Engli&h clays.

Friable sandy loams, dry, but fertile, are very common, and they form the best

soils in the kingdom for tillage and sheep. Tipperary and Roscommon abound pavti-

* O'Connor's Dissertatlous.
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,G,aiai*lv in tJiem. I'ne most fertile of all are tlie bullock-pastures of Limerick, and

tiie banks of the Shannon in Clare, called the Corcasses. The^e are a mellow, putrid,

friable loam.
" Sand, which is so common in England, and yet more common through France,

Germany, and Poland, quite from Gibraltar to Petersburgh, is no where met with in

Ireland, except in narrow slips of hillocks, upon the sea coast. Nor did I ever meet

with or hear of a chalky soil.

" Besides the great fertility of the soil, there are other circumstances which come

within my sphere to mention. Few countries can be better watered by large and beau-

tiful rivers and it is remarkable that by much the finest parts of the kingdom are on

the banks of these rivers. Witness the Suir, Blackwater, the Liffey, the Boyne, the

Nore, the Barrow, and part of the Shannon *, they wash a scenery that can hardly be

exceeded. From the rockiness of the country, however, there are few of them that

have not obstructions, which are great impediments to inland navigation.

" The mountains of Ireland give to travelling that interesting variety, which a fiat

country can never abound with. And, at the same time, they are not in such number
as to confer the usual character of poverty w^hich usually attends them. I was either

upon or very near the most considerable in the kingdom. Mangerton, and the Reeks

in KeiTy j the Galties in Cork j those of Mourne in Down ; Crow Patrick and Ne-
phin, in Mayo j these are the principal in Ireland, and they are of a character in height

^tnd sublimity which should render them the object of eveiy traveller's attention."

Tlie soil, though rocky, is extremely fertile, perhaps beyond that of England itself,

when properly cultivated. Pasturage, tillage, and meadow ground, abound in tliis

kingdom j but of late tillage was too much discountenanced, though the ground is ex-

cellent for the culture of all grains ; and in some of the northern parts of the kingdom
abundance of hemp and flax are raised, a cultivation of infinite advantage to the linen

manufacture. Ireland rears vast numbers of black cattle and sheep, and the Irish

wool is excellent. The prodigious supplies of butter and salt provisions (fish excepted)

shipped at Cork, and carried to all parts of the world, afford the strongest proofs of the

natural fertility of the Irish soil.

The bogs of Ireland are very extensive : that of Allen extends 80 miles, and is

^.tomputed to contain 300,000 acres. There are others also w^hich arc very extensive,

and smaller ones scattered over the whole kingdom j but it has been observed, that

ihese are not in general more than are wanted for fuel.

HiVEKS, BAYS, HARBOURS, AND LAKES.] The numcrous rivers, enchanting lakes,

spacious bays, commodious havens, harbours, and creeks, with which Ireland abounds,

greatly enrich and beautify this country. The Shannon issues from Lough Allen, in

- the county of Leitrem^, serves as a boundary between Connaught and the three other

provinces, and, after a course of 150 miles, forming in its progress many beautiful

lakes, it falls into the Atlantic ocean, between Kerry-Point and Loop-head, where it

is nine miles broad. The navigation of this river is interrupted by a ridge of rocks

spreading quite across it, south of Kilalloe ; but this might be remedied by a short ca-

r.al, at the expence of 10 or 12,000L, and communication might also be made w^ith

other rivers to the great benefit of the nation. The Ban falls into j^he ocean near Cole-r

laine : the Boyne falls into St George's channel at Droghedii, as does the Liftey at the

bny of Dublin, and is only remarkable for watering that capital, where it forms a spa-

cious harbour. The Barrow, the Nore, and the Suir, water the south part of the

kingdom, and, aftc^r uniting their streams below Ross, they fall into the Channel, at

Waterford haven.

But the bays, havens, harbours, and creeks, which every where indent the coast,

|orm the chief glory of Ireland, and rcnde;- that country beyond any country in Europe
best fitted for foreign commerce. The most considerable arc those of Carrickfergus,
ytrangford, Dundrum, Carlingford, Dundalk, Dubhn, Waterford, Dungar\x^n, Cork,
Kinsale, Baltimore, Glandore, Dunmanus, Banlry, Kenmare, Dingle, Slianuonmouth,
Galway,. SYi^o, Donegall, KDlebegs, Lough-Swilly, and Lough- ioyle.

Ireland contiuns a vast number of kkes, or, as they were formerly called, loughs,

l/J^H'Ucv>larly in the provinces qf Ulster a.id Connaught. Many of them rn'oduce lar^o
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quantities of fine fish : and the great lake Neagh, between tlie counties of Antnrtt,

Down, and Armagh, is remarkable for its petrifying quality. Some of the Irish lakes

slford the most beautiful and romantic prospects, particularly that of Killarney, which
takes its name from a small town in the county of Kerry.- This lake, which may be
divided into three, is entirely surrounded with mountains, rocks, and precipices, the

immense declivities of which are covered with woods, intermixed with evergreens, from
near their tops to the lakes themselves

;
among which arc a number of rivulets trembling

over the precipices, some from heights of little less than 300 feet. On the top of one
of the surrounding mountains is a small round lake of about a quarter of a mile in dia-

meter, called the Devil's Punch Bowl. From the surface of the lake to the top of the

cavity, or brim of the bowl, may be about 300 yards, and when viewed from the cir-

cular top, has a most astonishing appearance. The depth of it is vastly great, but not
imfathomable, as the natives pretend. The discharge of the superfluous waters of this

bovvl, through a chasm into the middle lake, forms one of the finest cascades in the

world, visible for 150 yards. The echoes among the hills surrounding the southern

parts of the lake, which is mostly inclosed, are equally delightful and astonishing. The
proprietor, the earl of Kenmare, has placed some cannon in the most proper places for

the amusement of travellers j and the discharge of these pieces is tremendous, resemb-
ling most the rolling of a violent peal of thunder, which seems to travel the surround-

ing scenery, and die away among the distant mountains. Here also musical instru-

ments, especially the horn and trumpet, afford the most delightful entertainment,

and raise a concert far superior to that of a hundred performers. Among the vast and
craggy heights that surround the lake, is one stupendous and frightful rock, the front

of which towards the water is a most horrid precipice, called the eagle's nesty from the

number of those birds which have their nests in that place.

Inland navigation.^ The inland navigation of Ireland is very improveable, as

appears from the canals that have lately been cut through different parts of the king-

dom • one in particular, reaching an extent of 60 miles, between the Shannon and the

'X.iffey at Dublin, which opens a commimication from the Channel to the Atlantic ocean»

In surveying the grounds for this canal, it was found necessary to carry it through a,

bog 24 miles over, which from the spungy nature of that soil, became a work of incre-

dible labour and expence, in strengthening the sides, and other works, to prevent fal-

ling in.

Mountains.J The Irish language has been more happy in distinguishing the size

of mountains than perhaps any other. A hnock signifies a low hill, unconnected with

any other eminence ; slie've marks a craggy high mountain gradually ascending and
continued in several ridges \ a bienn or binn signifies a pinnacle, or mountain of the first

magnitude, ending in a sharp or abrupt precipice. The two last are often seen and

compounded together in one and the same range. Ireland, however, when compared
with some other countries, is far from being mountainous. The mountains of Mourne
and Iveagh, in the county of Down, are reckoned among some of the highest in the king-

dom
J
of which Slieu Denard has been calculated at a perpendicular height of 1056

yavds. Many other mountains are found in Ireland, but they contain little or nothing

particular, if we except the fabulous histories that are annexed to some of them. Some
of these mountains contain in their bowels, beds of minerals, coals, stone, slate, and

marble, with veins of iron, lead, and copper.

Forests.] The chief forests in Ireland lie in Leinster, the King's and Queen's

counties, and those of Wexford and Carlow. In Ulster there are great forests, and in

the county of Donegal, and in the north part of Tyrone \ also in the county of Fer-

managh, along Lough Eame, and in the north part of the county of Down, wherein

is some good timber j and the oak is esteemed as good as any of the English growth,

and as fit for ship-building.

Metals and minerals.] The mines of Ireland are late discoveries. Several con-

tain silver and lead, and it is said that thirty pounds of their lead ore' produce a pound

of silver \ but the richest silver mine is at Wicklow. A copper and lead min^ have

been discovered at Tipperary j as likewise iron-ore, and excellent fi-ee-stone for build-

ing.. In one part of the kingdom is a stream of water- very much impregnated with
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fcofiper, wKicli yields great quantities of that metal. The metliod taken to obtain it^

is by putting broad plates of iron into a place where the water falls from some lieight,

so that they may receive the whole power of the falling water. The acid, which holds

the copper in solution, lets it fall in order to dissolve the iron, to which it has a strong-

er affinity. On the iron the other metal appears in its proper form, incrusting the

plate, and gradually penetrating it ^ so that at last a plate of copper is left instead of

iron Hence, it is said by the vulgar, that this water has a power of changing iron

into copper j but this is a mistake, for the iron is all dissolved and carried^ down the

stream by the acid, which formerly held the copper in solution j while the latter, de-

prived of its solvent, which then rendered it invisible, only makes its appearance when
the water lets it fall. Some of the Irish marble quarries contain a kind of porphyry^

being red striped with w^hite. Quarries of fine slate are found in most of the counties.

The coals that are dug in Kilkenny emit very little smoke , and it contains a crystal-

line stream which has no sediment. Those peculiarities, with the serenity of the air in

thai place, hare given rise to the well-known proverb, that Kilkenny contains fire

without smoke, water without mud, and air without fog.

Vegetable and animal pPv.oductions by sea and land.] There is little that

falls under this head that is peculiar to Ireland, her productions being much the same
as those of England and Scotland. Ireland affords excellent turf and moss, which are

of vast service for firing where wood and coals are scarce. A few wolves were formerly

found in Ireland *, but they have long since been exterminated by their wolf dogs,

which are much larger than mastiffs, shaped like grey-homids, yet as gentle and go-
vernable as spaniels. What I have already observed about the Irish exportation of salt

provisions, sufficiently evinces the prodigious number of hogs and sheep, as well as black

cattle, bred in that kingdom. Rabbits are said to be more plentiful there than in

England. The fish that are caught upon the coasts of Ireland are like-^vise in greater

plenty than on those of England, and some of them larger and more excellent in their

kind.

Population, inhabitants, manners, 7 Ireland is said to contain two
CUSTOMS, and diversions. 5 millions and ^ half of inhabitants-, but

I suspect that the calculateon is overcharged by near half a million. As it is of great

Consequence to ascertain as near as possible the number of inhabitants of Ireland of both
religions, w^e shall give them according to the best accounts, as they stood in the four

provinces in 1733 :

Protestant Families. Popish Families.

In Ulster ^ 62,620
,
— — 38,459

Leinster — 25,238 — — 92,42-1

Murister — 13,337 — — 106,407
Connauglit — 4,299 — — 44,133

Total 105, 494 Total 281,423 >

which, at five to each family in the country, and ten for Dublin, and seven for Cork
city, makes in all, 2,015,229 souls. I am apt to think, when we consider the waste of
war by sea and land, and the vast emigrations of the Irish to England, the British co-
lonies, and other nations, that tlie above calculation may nearly serve for the present
times, though the balance of number is certainly greatly risen on the side of Protestan-
tism j and in some^ late debates in the Irish parHament, it has been asserted, that the
number of the inhabitants of Ireland, amount to three millions ; at present there is little

doubt but they greatly exceed this number.
As to the manners of the ancient Irish, Dr Leland observes, that if we make our en-

quiries on this subject in Englisli writers, we find their representations odious and dis-
gusting : if from writers of their own race, they frequently break out in the most ani-
mated encomiums of their great ancestors. The one can scarcely allow them any vir-
tue

: the other, in their enthusiastic ardour, can scarcely discover the least imperfection
in their laws, government, or manners. The historian of England sometimes regards
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tliem as tlie most detestable and contemptible of tlie human race. The antiquary of
Ireland raises them to an illustrious eminence, above all other European countries. Yet,
when we examine their records, without regard to legendary tales or poetic fictions, we
find them, even in their most brilliant periods, advanced only to an imperfect civiliza-

tion 5 a state which exhibits the most striking instances both of the virtues and the vices

of humanity.

With respect to the present descendents of the old Irish, or as they are termed by
the Protestants, the mere Irish, they are generally represented as an ignorant, unciviliz-

ed, and blundering sort of people. Impatient of abuse, and injury, they are implaca-

ble and violent in all their affections j but quick of apprehension, courteous to strangers^

and patient of hardships. Though in these respects there is, perhaps, little difference

between them and the more uninformed part of their neighbours, yet their barbarisms

are more easy to be accounted for, from accidental than natural causes. By far the

greater number of them are Papists, and it is the interest of their priests, who goveni them
with the most absolute sway, to keep them in profoimd ignorance. They ha?Ve also labour-

ed under many discouragements, which in their own country have prevented the exer-

tion: both of their mental and bodily faculties j but when employed in the service of fo-

reign princes, they have been distinguished for intrepidity, courage, and fidelity. Many
of their surnames have an 0 or Mac, placed before them, which signify grandson and
son formerly the 0 was used by their chiefs only, or such as piqued themselves on the

antiquity of their families. Their music is the bagpipe, but their tunes are generally of

a melancholy strain
j
though some of their latest airs are lively j and when sung by an

Irishman are ejctremely diverting. The old Irish is generally spoken in the interior

parts of the kingdom, where some of the old uncouth customs still prevail, particularly

their funeral bowlings ; but this custom m.ay be traced in many countries of the conti-

nent. Their custom of placing a dead corpse before their doors, laid upon tables, hav-

ing a plate upon their bodies to excite the charity of passengers, is practised even in.the

skirts of Dublin, though one would wish to see it abolished. Their convivial meetings

on Sunday afternoon, v,ith dancing to the bagpipe, and m.ore often quarrelling among
themselves, is offensive to every stranger. But, as we have already observed, these cus-

toms are chiefly confined to the m.ore unpolished provinces of the kingdom, particularly

Connaught j the comm.on people there having the least sense of law and government of

uny in Ireland, excepting their tyrannical landholders or leaseholders, who squeeze the

poor without mercy. The common Irish, in their manner of living, seem to resemble

the ancient Britons, as described by Roman authors, or the present Indian inhabitants

of America. Mean huts or cabins built of clay and straw, partitioned in the middle by
a wall of the same materials, serve the. double purposes of accommodating the family^

who live and sleep promiscuously, having their fires of turf in the middle of the floorj

vvith an opening through the roof for a chimney ^ the other being occupied by a cow,

or such pieces of furniture as are not in immediate use.

Their wealth consists of a cow, sometimes a horse, some poultry, and a spot for potatoes.

Coarse bread, potatoes, eggs, milk, and sometimes fish, constitute their food
\

for, how-

ever plentifully the field? may be stocked with cattle, these poor natives seldom taste

butchers meat of any kind. Their children, plump, robust, and hearty, scarcely know
the use of cloaths, and are rjqt ashamed to gaze upon strangers, or make their appear-

ance upon the roads, in that primitiye manner.

In this idle and deplorable 'state, many thousands have been lost to the commuiiity

and to themselves, who, if they had but an equal chance Vv^ith their neighbours, of

being instructed in the real principles of Christianity, and been enured and encouraged

to industry and labour, would have added considerable strength to government. The
Spaniards and French, particularly the latter, havp not failed to avail themselves of the

uncomfortable situation in which the Irish were at home, by alluring them to enter their

service, and in this they have hitherto been assisted by priests and Jesuits, whose inter-

est it vras to infuse into the minds of their credulous disciples, an aversion to the British

government : but we have now the pleasing prospect of a happy reformation among these

people„ in consequence of the late laws passed by the parliament of Great Britain in f^-

¥ou; of Irdaiidj as well as from the numerous English Protestant workiiig schoels lately
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established over the kingdom wliicli institution will undoubtedly strike deeper at the

root of popery, than all the endeavours of the British monarchs to reduce them.

The descendants of the English and Scots, since the conquest of Ireland by Henry
II, though not the most numerous, form the wealthiest part of the nation. Of these

are most of the nobility, gentry, and principal traders, who inhabit the eastern and nor-

thern coasts, where most of the trade of Ireland is carried on
3

especially Belfast, Lon-
donderry, and other parts of the province of Ulster, which, though the poorest soil, is

next to Dublin and its neighbourhood, by far the best cultivated and most flourishing

part of the kingdom. Here a colony of Scots in the reign of James I. and other Pres-

byterians, who fled from persecution in that country in the succeeding reigns, planted

themselves and established that great staple of Irish wealth, the linen manufactory,

"vvhich they have since carried on and brought to the utmost perfection. From this

short review, it appears, that the present inhabitants are composed of three different

classes of people j the old Irish, poor, ignorant, and depressed, who inhabit, or rather

exist, upon the interior and western parts j the descendants of the English, who inhabit

Dublin, Waterford, and Cork, and xvho gave a new appearance to the whole coast fac-

ing England, by the introduction of arts, commerce, science, and more liberal and cul-

tivated ideas of the true God, and primitive Christianity : thirdly, emigrants from Scot-

land in the northern provinces, who, like the others, are so zealously attached to their

own religion and manner of living, that it will require some ages before

the inhabitants of Ireland are so thoroughly .consolidated and blended as to become
.pne people. The gentry, and better sort of the Irish nation, in general differ little in

language, dress, manners, and customs, from those of the same rank in Great Britain,

tvhom they imitate. Their hospitality is well known 5 but in this they are sometimes
suspected of more ostentation than real friendship.

Religion:] The established religion and ecclesiastical discipline of Ireland is the

same with that of England. Among the bulk of the people in the most uncultivated

parts, popery, and that too of the m.ost absurd, illiberal kind, is prevalent. The Irish

papists still retain their nominal bishops and dignitaries, who subsist on the voluntary
contributions of their votaries. But even the blind submission of the latter to their

clergy, does not prevent Protestantism from making a very rapid progress in the towns
and communities. How far it may be the interest of England, that some kind of ba-
lance between the two religions should be kept up, I shall not here enquire.

Ireland contains at least as many sectaries as England, particularly Presbyterians,

Baptists, Quakers, and Methodists, who are all of them connived at or tolerated. Great
efforts have been made, ever since the days of James I. in erecting free-schoolss for ci-

vilizing and converting the Irish Papists to Protestantism. The institution of the incorpo-
rated society for promoting English Protestant working schools, though of no older date
than 1717, has been amazingly successful, as have many institutions of the same kind,
in Introducing industry and knowledge among the Irish ; and no country In the world
can sher/ greater public spirited efforts than have been made by the government of Ire-

land, since that time, for these purposes but many of the parliamentary grants of this

kind have been trifled with and perverted.

Archeishopricks and bishopricks.] The archbishoprlcks are four
j
Armagh,

Dublin, Cashel, and Tuam.
The bishopricks are eighteen, viz. Clogher, Clonfert, Cloyne, Cork, Derry, Down,

Dromore, Elphin, Kildare, Killal^, Kilmore, KlUaloe, Leighlln, Limerick, Meath, Os-
sory, Raphoe, and Waterford.

Language.] The language of the Irish is fundamentally the same with the Bri-
tish and Welch, and a dialect of the Celtic, which is made use of by Scotch Highland-
ers, opposite the Irish coasts. It is, however, in a great measure defaced by provincial
alterations, but not so altered as to render the Irish, Welch, and Highlanders, *inlnteU
liglble to each other. The usage of the Irish language, occasions among the common
people, who speak both that andjthe English, a disagreeable tone In speaking, which dif-

fuses itself among the vulgar In general, and even among the better sort, ^vho do not
understand Irish. It is probable, however, that a few ages hence the latter will b<; a<;-r

counted among the dead languages.
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Learning anI) learned men.] Learning seems to have been cultivated in Ire-

land at a very early period. Mr O'Halloran says, that the Irish appear to have

been from the most remote antiquity, a polished people, and that with propriety they

may be called, the Fathers of Letters." We are even told, that Egypt received arts

and letters from Niulus the Phoenician, who is represented as the great ancestor of the

Irish nation. But these accounts are considered by many as fabulous : and it has been

observed that no literary monuments have yet been discovered in Ireland earlier than

the introduction of Christianity into this country j and that the evidence of any transac-

tion previous to this period, rests entirely on the credit of Christian writers, and their

collections from old poets, or their transcripts of records deemed to have been made in

the times of Paganism.

It is said, that when St Patrick * landed in Ireland, he found many holy and learn-

ed Christian preachers there, whose votaries were pious and obedient. Camden observes,

that, ' the Irish scholars of St Patrick profited so notably in Christianity, that, in the suc-

* ceeding age, Ireland was termed Sanctorum Patria, Their monks so greatly excelled
* in learning and piety, that they sent whole flocks of most learned men into all parts

* of Europe, who were the first founders of Lieuxeu abbey, in Burgundy 5 of the ab-

* bay Bobie, in Italy ; of Wirtzburgh, in Franconia j St Gall, in Switzerland : and of
* Malmsbiwy, Lindisfarran, and many other monasteries, in Britain.' We have also

the testimony of venerable Bede, that about the middle of the seventh century, many
nobles, and other orders of the Anglo-Saxons, retired from their own country into Ire^

land, either for instruction, or for an opportunity of living in monasteries of stricter

discipline : and that the Scots (as he styles the Irish) maintained them, taught them,

and furnished them witli books, without fee or reward :
* a most honourable testimony,'

says lord Lyttleton, * not only to the learning^ but likewise to the hospitality and
bounty of that nation.' Dr Leland remarks, that a conflux of foreigners to a retired

island, at a time when Europe was in ignorance and confusion, gave peculiar lustre to

this seat of learning j nor is it improbable or surprising, that seven thousand students

studied at Armagh, agreeable to the accounts of Irish writers, theugh the seminary of

Armagh v/as but one of those numerous colleges erected in Ireland,

In modern times, the Irish have also distinguished themselves in the republic of let-

ters. Archbishop Usher does honour to literature itself. Dean Swift, who was a na-

tive of Ireland, has perhaps never been equalled in the walks of wit, humour, and satire.

The sprightliness of Farquhar's wit is well known to all lo\'ers of the drama. And
among the men of distinguished genius whom Ireland has lately produced, may also be

particularly mentioned, sir Fachard Steele, bi:shop Berkely, Parnel, Sterne, and Gold-

smith.

University.] Ireland contains but one university, which is denominated Trinity

College. It consists of two squares, in the whole of which are thirty-three buildings,

of eight rooms each. Three sides of one of the squares are of brick, and the fourth is

a very superb library, but being built of bad stone, it is unfortunately mouldering away.

The inside is beautiful and commodious, and embellished with the busts of several

ancient and modern worthies. A great part of the books on one side were collected by

archbishop Usher, who was one of the original members of this body, and the mo&t

learned man it ever produced. The new square, three sides of which have been built

within about twenty years, by parliamentary bounty, and from thence called Parliament

Square, is of hewn stone : and the front of it next the city of Dublin, is ornamented

with pilastres, festoons, &c. The provost's house has an elegant little front, entirely of

Portland stone. The chapel is a very mean structure, as is also the old hall, wherein

college exercises are performed j but the new hall in which the members of the college

dine, is a fair and large room. In their museum, is a set of figures in wax, represent-

ing females in every state of pregnancy. They are done upon real skeletons, and

are the labours of almost a whole life of a French artist.

* It has been affirmed that St Patrick was a Scotchman ; but Mr O'Halloran denies thi^, and srffj

that 'it appears from the most authentic record?^ that Patrich "•2«£-on: \^/3h','
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This seminary was founded and endowed by queen Elizabetli j but the original foun-

dation consisted only of a provost^ three fellows, and three scholars, which has from time

±o time been augmented to twenty-two fellows, seventy scholars, and thirty sizers.

However, the whole number of students is at present about four hundred ; who are of

three classes, fellow-commoners, pensioners, and sizers or servitors. Of the fellows,

seven are called seniors j and the annual income of each of these is about seven hundred

pounds. The provostship is supposed to be worth three thousand pounds a year. Trinity-

college has a power of conferring degrees of bachelors, masters, and doctors, in all the

arts and faculties. The visitors are, the chancellor or vice chancellor, and the arch-

bishop of Dublin.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural and artificial.] I have already men*,

tioned the wolf-dogs in Ireland. The Irish goshawks and gerfalcons are celebrated for

their shape and beauty. The moose-deer is thought to have been formerly a native of

this island, their horns being sometimes dug up of so great a size, that one part has been

found near eleven feet from the tip of the right horn to the tip of the leftj but the

greatest natural curiosity in Ireland is the Giant's Causeway in the county of Antrim,
about eight miles from Colerain, which is thus described by Dr Pocoke, late bishop ot

Ossory, a celebrated traveller and antiquary. He says, " that he measured the rnosL

westerly point at high water, to the distance of 360 feet from the clifF j but was told,

that at low water it extended 60 feet farther upon a descent, till it was lost in the sea.

Upon measuring the eastern point, he found it 540 feet from the cliff j and saw as mucli
more of it as of the other, where it v/inds to the east, and is, like that, lost in the water.

" The causeway is composed of pillars all of angular shapes, from tliree sides to eight.

The eastern point, wliere it joins the rock, terminates in a perpendicular cliff, formed
by the upright sides of the pillars, some of which are thirty-three feet four inches high.

Each pillar consists of several joints or stones, lying one upon another, from six inches

to about one foot in thickness ; and v/hat is very surprising, some of these joints are so

convex, that their prominences are nearly quarters of spheres, round each of which is a
ledge, which holds them together with the greatest firmness, every stone being concave
on the other side, and fitting in the exactest manner the convexity of the upper part of
that beneath it. The pillars are from one to two feet in diameter, and generally con-
sist of about forty joints, most of which separate very easily, and one may walk along
upon the tops of the pillars as far as to the edge of the water.

" But this is not the most singular part of this extraordinary curiosity, the cliili:

themselves being still more surprising. From the bottom, which is of black stone, ti#

the height of about sixty feet, they are divided at equal distances by stripes of a reddish

stone, that resembles a cement, about four inches in thickness
j
upon this there is ano-

ther stratum of the same black stane, with a stratum of five inches thick of the red. Over
this is another stratum ten feet thick, divided in the same manner j then a stratum .of

the red stone iwenty-feet deep, and above that a stratum of upright pillars ; above, these
pillars lies another stratum of black stone, twenty feet high

j
and, above this again,

another stratum of upright pillars, rising in some places to the tops of the clills, in otliers

not so high, and in olbt rs cigain above it, wliere they arc called the chimneys. The
face of these cliffs e\i,\ iul iilxnil llirec English miles."

The cavities, tli-j roarantic prospects, cataracts, and other pleasing and uncommon
natural objects to be met with in Ireland, are too numerous to be called rarities, and
several pamphlets have bt;ci\ employed in describing them.
As to the artificial raiilies in Ireland, the chief are the round Pharos, or stone-towTrs,

fbund upon the coasts, and supposed to be built by the Danes and Norwegians in their

piratical incursions, who made use of them as spy-towers or barbicans, light houses or
beacons.

Cities, towns, forts, and o i hiir") Dublin, the capital of Ireland, Is in mag-
EDIFICES, public AND PRiVATK.

J
nitude and the number of inhabitants, the

second city in the Biilisli dominions much about the size of Stockhohn, Copenhagen,
Berlin, and Marseilles, and is supposed to contain near 200,000" inhabitants. It is situ-

ated 270 miles north-west of London, and near skty miles -.ve^t from Holyhead ixi
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North Wales, tlie usual station of the passage vessels between Great Erltam and IrelaiiJ,

Dublin stands about seven miles from the sea, at the bottom of a large and spacious baV,'

to which it gives name, upon the river Liffey, w^hich di\4des it almost into two equal
parts, and is banked in through the whole length of the city, on both sides, which form
spacious and noble quays w'here vessels below the first bridge load aud unload before

the merchants' doors and warehouses. A stranger upon entering the bay of Dublii-),,

which is about seven miles broad, and in stormy weather extremely dangerous, is agree-

ably surprised with the beautiful prospect on each sidcj and the distant view of Wicklow
mosntains j but Dublin, from its low situation, makes no great appearance. The in-

crease of Dublin, within these last twenty years, is incredible, and it is generally sup-

posed that 7000 houses have been added to the city and suburbs since the reign of queen
Anne. - The number of houses in the year 1777, was 17,151, and there have been
many new buildings erected since. This city, in its appearance, bears a near resem-
blance to London. The houses are of brick j the old street? are narrow and mean, but
the new streets are as elegant as those of the metropolis of Great Britain. Sackville

street, which is sometimes called the Mall, is particulary noble. The houses are ele-

gant, lofty, and uniformly built, and a gravel walk runs through the whole, at an equal

distance fvom the sides.

The river Liffey, though navigable for the sea vessels, as far as thfi customhouse, Or

centre of the city, is but small when compared with the Thames of London. ' Over it

are tw^o handsome bridges, lately built of stone, in imitation of that at V/^stminster, an
"

there are three others that have little to recommend them. Formerly the centre

Dublin, towards the customhouse, w^as crowded and inconvenient for commercial pu
poses but of late, a new street has been opened, leading from Essex bridge to the castl

where the lord lieutenant resides. A new Exchange has been lately erected, an ele-

gant structure of white stone, richly embellished w^ith semi-columns of the Corinthian'

order,.a cupola, and other ornaments.

The barracks are pleasantly situated on an eminence near the river. They consist

of four large courts, in which are generally quartered four biattallions of foot, and one

regiment of horse j from hence the castle and city guards are relieved daily. They are

said to be the largest and completest building of the kind in Europe, being capable of

containing 3000 foot and 100 horse.

The hnen hall v;as erected at the public expence, and opened in the year 1728,
for the reception of such linen cloths as were brought to Dublin for sale, for which there

are convenient apartments. It is entirely under the direction of the trustees for the

encouragem^ent of the linen manufactory of Ireland, who are composed of the lord

chancellor, the primate, the archbishop of D^ablin, and the principal part of the nobility

and gentry. This national institution is productive of great advantages, by preventing

-many frauds which otherwise would be committed in a capital branch of trade, by
which many thousands are employed, and the kingdom greatly enriched.

Stephen's Green is a most extensive square, round which is a gravel walk o-f near a

mile. Here genteel company walk in the evenings, and on Sundays after two o'clock,

and in. fine weather make a very gay appearance. Many of the houses round the Green

are very stately, but a v>rant of uniformity is observable throughout the whole. Ample
amends will be made for this defect by another spacious square near Stephen's Green,

now laid out and partly built. The houses being lofty, uniform, and carried on with

stone as far as the first floor, will give the whole an air of magnificence not exceeded

by any thing of the kind in Britain, if we except Bath. The front of Trinity-college,

extending above 3000 feet, is built of Portland stone in the finest taste.

The parliament house was begun in 1729, and finished in 1739, at the expence of

40,0001. This superb pile was in general of the Ionic order, and was justly accounted

cne of the foremost architectural beauties. The portico in particular v^^as, perhaps,

without parallel ; the internal parts had also many beauties, and the manner in which

the building w^as lighted, has been much admired. This superb buildings on the 27th

of February 1792, was observed to be in flames, about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, when

the house of Lords, as. well as the Commons was sitting, and in full debate. When
alarm was given^ one of the members made his way to the roof, and looking dowa
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Into tlie iiouse ftoui one of tlie ventilators, confirmed the apprehensions those within,

by saying the dome was surrounded by fire, and would tumble into the house in five

minutes. The volume of fire by which the dome was surrounded, soon made apertures

on all sides, by melting the copper from the Wood-work, and thus exhibiting the cavity

of the dome filled with flames like a large furnace, vfhich at about half past six tumbled

Into the house with one great crash. The valuable library, and all the papers of im-

portance, were saved.

But one of the greatest and most laudable undertakings that this age can boast of,

!s the building of a stone v/all about the breadth of a moderate street, and of a propor-

tionable height, and three miles iu length, to confine the channel of the bay, and to

shelter vessels in stormy weather.

The civil government of Dublin is by a lord mayor, &c. the same as in London,

Every third year, the lord mayor, and the twenty-four companies, by virtue of an old

charter, are obliged to peram.bulate the city, and its liberties, which they call riding the

franchises. Upon this occasion the citizens vie with each other in shew and ostenta-

tion, which is Sometimes productive of disagreeable consequences to many of their fa-

milies. In Dublin there are two large theatres, that are generally well filled, and

which serve as a kind of nursery to thoSe in London. In this city are IS parish

churches, 8 chapelsj 3 churches for Fre^ich, and 1 for Dutch protestants, 7 presbyteriau

meeting houses, 2 for methodists, 2 for quakers, and 16 Roman catholic chapels. A
royal hospital; like that of Chelsea, for invalids , a lying-in-hospital^ with gardenSy built

and laid ©ut in the finest taste j an hospital for lunatics, founded by the famous Dean
Swift, who himself died a lunatic ; and sundry other hospitals for patients of every

kind. Some of the churches have been lately rebuilt, and others are rebuilding in a

more elegant manner. And, indeed, whatever way a stranger turns himself in this

fcity, he will perceive a spirit of elegance and magnificence 5 and if he extends his view
over the whole kingdom, he will conclude that works of ornament and public utility in

Ireland almost kept pace with those erecting, great as they are, over the difiierent parts,

of Great Britain. For it must be acknowledged that no nation in Europe, compara-
tively speaking, has expended such suras as the grants of the Irish parliament, which
has been, and continues to be, the life and soul of whatever is carried on 5 witness the

many noble erections, churches, hospitals, bridges j the forming of harbours, public

roads, canals, and other public and private undertakings.

It has, however, been a matter of surprise, that with all this spirit of national im-
provement, few or no good inns are to be met with in Ireland. In the capital, which
may be classed among the second order of cities of Europe, there is not one inn which
deserves that name. This may, in some measure, be accounted for, by the Icng and
.Sometimes dangerous passage from Chester and Hollyhead, to Ireland, which prevents

the gentry of England, with their famihes, from visiting that island ; but as it is now
|)ropc>sed t6 make turnpike roads to Portpatrick in Scotland, from whence the passage

* is short and safe, the roads of Ireland may, by this means, become moije frequented,

fespecially when the rural beauties of that kingdom are more generally known. Fot
though in England^ France, and Italy, a traveller meets with views the most luxuriant

and rich, lie is sometimes cloyed with a sameness that runs through the whole : but ia
those countries of North Britahi and Ireland^ the rugged mountains, whose tops look
down upon the Clouds, the extensive lake*;;, enriched with bushy islands, the cavities,

glens, cataracts, the numerous feathered creation, hopping from cliff to cliff, and other
pleasing and uncommon natural objects, tliat frequently present themselves in various

forms and shapes, have a wonderful effect upon the imagination, and are pleasing to
the fimcy of every admirer of nature, however rough and unadorned with artificial

beauticsi

Cork is deservedly reckoned the second city in Ireland, in magnitude, riclies, and
commerce. It lies 1 29 miles south-west of Dublin, and contains above 8500 liouscs.

Its haven is deep, and well sheltered from all winds j but small vesstjs only can come
tip to the city, which stahds about seven miles up the river Lee. This is the chief
port of merchants in the klngdtmi j and there is, jicrhaps, more beef, tallow, and butter
sliipp^.^d off here, than in all the other ports of Ireland put togellicr. Hence there is a
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great resort of sliips to tliis port, particularly of those bound from Great Britaiil to
Jamaica, Barbadoes, and allthe Caribbee- islands, wbicli put in here to victual and com-
plete their lading. It appears, that in the reign of Edward IV' there were 11 churches
in Cork, though there are now only seven, and yet it has ever since that time been
esteemed a thriving city 3 but it must be observed, that besides the churches, there are

at this time six mass houses, two dissenting meeting houses, another for quakers, and a

chapel for French protestants. Kinsale is a populous and strong town, with an excellent

harbour, and considerable commerce and shipping j and it is, moreover, occasionally a

station for the navy royal 3 for which end this fort is furnished with proper naval officers

and storekeepers. Waterford is reckoned next to Cork for riches and shipping, and
contains 2561 houses. It is commanded by Duncannon Fort, and on the west side of

the town is a citadel. Limerick is a handsome, populous, commercial, strong city : it lies

on both sides the Shannon, and contains 5257 houses

Belfast is a large seaport and trading town at the mouth of the Lagen water, where
it falls into Carrickfergus Bay. Downpatrick has a flourishing linen manufacture,

Carrickfergus (or Knockfergus) by some deemed the capital town of the province, has

a good harbour and castle, but little commerce. Derry (or Londonderry, as it is most

usually called) stands on Lough-Foyl, is a strong little city, having linen manufactures^

with some shipping. All this extreme north part of Ireland is situated so near to

Scotland, that they are in sight of each others coasts. Donnegal, the county-town of

the same name (otherwise called the county of Tyrconnel), is a place of some trade 5 as

is likewise Enniskilling. All which last mentioned places, and many more (though

less considerable ones), are chiefly and most industriously employed in the manufacturing

of linen and linen thread, to the benefit of the whole kingdom, which, by its vast an-

nual exportations of linen into England, is enabled to pay for the great annual impor-

tations from England into Ireland j and likewise to render the money constantly drawa
from Ireland into England, by her absentees, less grievous to her.

~ Though Ireland contains no strong places, according to the niedern improvements in

fortification, yet it has several forts and garrisons, that ser-v^ as comfortable sinecures to

military oflncers. Their chief are Londonderry and Culmore Fort, Cork, Limerick,

Kinsale, Duncannon, Ross-Castle, Dublin, Charlemont, Galvvay, Carrickfergus, Mary-

borough, and Athloae. Each of these forts are furnished ^'fiih. deputy-governors^

under various denominations, who have pecuniary provisions from the government.

It cannot be pretended that Ireland is as yet furnished with any public edifices to

compare with those to be found in countries where sovereigns and their courts reside :

but it has some elegant public building?, which do honour to the taste and public spirit

bf the inhabitants. The castle, Essex-bridge, and several edifices about Dublin, already

mentioned, are magnificent j and elegant pieces of architecture, and many noble Gothic

churches and ether buildings, are to be seen in Ireland.

The Irish nobility, and gentry of fortune, now vie v/ith those of England in the

magnificent structure of their houses, and the elegance of their ornaments j but it would

be unjust, where there are so many equal in taste and mxagnificence, to particularize

any. In speaking of the public buildings of this kingdom, I must not forget the nu-

merous barracks where the soldiers are lodged, equally to the ease ^nd conveniency of

the inhabitants.

Commerce and manufactures.] What I have said of England under this head,

is in a great measure applicable to Ireland. Her exports are linen-cloth, yarn, lawns,

and cambrics, horses, and black cattle, beef, pork, green hides, tanned leather, calf

sldns dried, tallow, butter, candles, cheese, ox and cow-horns, ox-hair, horse-hair, lead,

copper-ore, herrings, dried fish, rabbit-skins, and fur, otter-skins, goat shins, salmon,

and some other particulars but it is probable that the exports of Ireland will be great-

ly increased by the late laws passed in favour of the trade of that kingdom. It is cer-

tain that the Irish have carried their inland manufactures, even those of luxury, to a

considerable height, and that their lord lieutenants, and their courts, have of late en-

couraged them by their examples, and, while they are in that governmcntj make use of

1.0 other. . . ..
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Public trading companies.] Of these I know none in Ireland, as the bankers

cannot be admitted as such : neitl?ier can the Dublin Society for the encouragement of

manufactures and commerce, which was incorporated in 1750. The linen hall, how-
ever, that is erected at Dublin, is under as just and nice regulations, as any commercial

house in Europe.

Constitution and government.] • Ireland formerly was only entitled, |he domi-

nion or lordship of Ireland, and the king's style was no other than Dominus Hiberhiae,

lord of Ireland, till the 33d year of king Henry VIII. when he assumed the title of

king, which is recognised by act of parliament in the same reign. But England and
Ireland becoming one and the same kingdom, they in general agree in their laws. For
after the conquest of Ireland by king Henry II. the laws of England were received and
sworn to by the Irish nation, assembled at the council of Lismore. And as Ireland,

thus conquered, planted, and governed, continued in a state of dependence, it v/as

thought necessary that it should conform to, and be obliged by, such laws as the supe-

rior state thought proper to prescribe.

But this state of dependence being almost forgotten, and ready to be disputed by the

Irish nation, it w^as thought necessary, some years ago, to declare how that matter stood
j

and therefore, by statute 6th of George I. it is declared, " that the kingdom of Ireland

ought to be subordinate to, and dependent upon the imperial crov/n of Great Eritaia, as

being inseparably united thereto ; and that the king's majesty, with the consent of the

lords and commons of Great Britain, in parliament, hath power to make laws to bind
the people of Ireland." This determination of the British parliament, was, however,
far iTom giving general satisfaction to the Irish nation, many of vv^hom disputed the de-

pendency of Ireland upon the parliament of Great Britain more than ever. After many
struggles, and after a traitorous attempt to separate the country from Great Britain and
to unite it to France, had plunged it into a desperate rebellion, an incorporated union of
the two kingdoms, as the only measure that could secure mutual tranquillity and hapoi-
ness, was proposed to the parliaments of both countries, in each of which, after long and
minute discussion, it v/as at last agreed to. Ireland, therefore, now no more a separate

kingdom, in common with every other part of the empire enjoys and is protected by the
British constitution.

For the regular distribution of justice, there are in Ireland four terms held annually
for the decision of causes; and four courts of justice, the chancery, king's bench, com-
mon pleas, and exchequer. The high sherifli? of the several counties were formeriv
chosen by the people, but are now nominated by the lord lieutenant. From this general
view it appears, that the civil ai;d ecclesiastical institutions are almost the same in Ire-
land as in England.

Revenues.] In Ireland the public revenue arises from hereditary and temporaiy
duties, of which the king is the trustee, for applying it to particular purposes j but thc-re

is, besides this, a private revenue arising from the ancient demesne lands, from forfeiture
for treason and felony, prisage of wines, light-house duties, and a small part of the casual
revenue, not granted by parliament ; and in this the crown has the same unlimited pro-
perty that a subject has in his own freehold. The extent of that revenue is perhaps a
secret to the public.

The revenue of Ireland Is supposed, at present to exceed half a million sterling-, of
which the Irish complain greatly and justly, that about 70,000l. is granted in pensions,
and a great part to absentees. Very large sums were also granted by their own par-
liament for more valuable purposes, the imprqvcment of their country and civilizino- the
people j sucli as the irdand navigation, bridges, highways, churches, premiums, p cs!-
ant schools, and other particulars, which do honour to the wisdom and patriotism of
that parliament.

Coins.] The coins of Ireland are at present of the same denominations and tlie like
fabric with those of England, only an English shilling passes in Ireland for thir. \:u
pence. What the ancient coins of the Irish were, is at present a matter of mere ca.'o-
sity and great uncertainty.

Military strength.] Ireland now maintains and pays a considerable body of
troops who have been often of singular service to England

J
ajid the mihtaiy force of
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Ireland has been greatly increaj^ed by the many volunteer associated companies of yef^-

manry, which have been lately formed in that kingdom ; these have been highly bene-

ficial in quelling the late rebellion ^vhich was raised there. Those parts of Ireland that

are most uncultivated contain numbers of inhabitants that hare very little, sense either

of divine or human laxvs, and regular forces are absolutely necessary lor keeping them in

order ^ witness the insurrections of the Whiteboys, and other banditti, who were insti-

gated by their priests ; and the late atrocious rebellion, marked with such circumstances

of unprincipled and diabolical cruelty, as are a disgrace to humanity
3
though it must

be confessed that many of the common people in Ireland have laboured under such op-

pressions as afforded them just grounds for discontent. It does not however, appear,

that the bulk of the Irish Catholics are fond of a revolution in government.

OkT>¥.R OF St Patrick.} This order was instituted February 5th, and the installa-

tion of the first knights was performed on the 17th of March, 1783. It consists of the

sovereign and fifteen other knights companions. The lord lieutenants of Ireland for the

time being officiate as grand masters of the order, and the archbishop of Ai-magh is the

prelate, the archbishop of Dublin the chancellor, and the dean of St Patrick the register

of the order. The knights are installed in the cathedral of St Patrick, Dublin.^ Their

robes are splendid, and the badge is three crowns united together on a cross, with the

motto round, ^/ts separahit^ 1783, fastened by an Irish harp to the crown imperial. A
star of eight points encircles it on the coat.

History.] The history ©f Ireland has been carried to a very remote antiquity, and
may,' with greater justice than that of any other country, be distinguished into the le-

gendary and authentic. In the reign of Edward II. an Ulster prince boasted to the

pope of an uninterrupted succession of one hundred and ninety seven kings of Ireland,

to the year 1170. Even the more moderate Irish antiquaries carry their history up to

500 years before the Christian cera, at which time they assert, that a colony of Scy-

thians, immediately from Spain, settled in Ireland, and introduced the Phoenician lan-

guage and letters into this country ^ and that however it might have been peopled still-

earlier from Gaul or Britain, yet Heber, Heremon, and Ith, the sons of Milesius^, g^ve

a race of kings to the Irish, distinguished from their days by the name of Gadelians and

ScuIls, or Scots. But as our limits will not permit us to enlarge on the dark and con-

tested parts of the Irish history, xve shall only observe, that it was about the middle of

the fifth century that the great apostle of Ireland, St Patrick, was employed in the pro-

pagation of Christianity in this country, though there had been Christian missionaries

here long before, by whose means it had made a considerable progress among the inha-

bitants of Ireland. After this period, Ireland was occasionally invaded^ by the Saxort

kings of England but in the year 795 and 798 the Danes and Norwegians, or, as

they were called, Easterlings, invaded the coasts of Ireland, and were the first w^ho

erected stone edifices in that kingdom. The common habitations of the Irish till that

time, were hurdles covered with straw and rushes, and but very few of solid timber.

The natives defended themselves bravely against the Easterlings, wdio built Dublin,

Waterford, Limerick, Wexford, and Cork : but they resided chieiiy at Dublin, or in

its neighbourhood, w^hich, by the old Irish was called Fingal, or the Land of Strangers,

The natives, about the year 962, seem to have called to their assistance the Anglo-

Saxon king Edgar, who had then a considerable maritime pov.'cr j and this might have

giVen occasion for his clergy to call him. king of great part of Ireland. It is certain

that Dublin was about that time a flourishing city, and that the native Irish gave the

Easterlings several defeats, though supported by their countrymen from the continent,

the Isle of Man, and the Hebrides.

In the twelfth century, Henry the Second of England formed a design of annexing

Ireland to his dominions. He is said to have been induced to this by the provocatiort

he had received from some of the Irish chieftains, who had afforded considerable assist-

ance to his enemies. His design was patronized by the pope, and a fair pretext of at-

tacking Ireland offered about the year 1168. Dermont Mae Murrough, king of Lein-

ster, and an oppressive tyrant, quarrelled with all his neighbours^, and carried off the

wife of a petty prince O'Roirk. A confederacy being formed against him,, under Ro-

derick O'Comior (who it seems w^as the paramount king of Ireland) he was diiven
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from his countiy, and took refuge in the court of king Henry II. wlio promised to re-

store him, upon taking an oath of fidelity to the crov.'n of Enpland, for himself, and all

the petty kings depending on him, who were very numerous. Henry, who was theu

in France, recommended Mac Dermot's cause to the English barous, and particularly

to Strongbov;, earl of Pembroke, Robert Fitz Stephen, and iVTaurice Fitzgerald. Those

noblemen undertook the expedition upon much the same principles as the Norman and

Breton lords did the conquest of England under WilHam I., and Strongbow was to marry

Mac Dermot's daughter Eva. In 1169, the adventurers reduced *:he towns of Wex-
ford and Waterford ; and the next year Strongbow arriving with a strong reinforcement,

iiis marriage was celebrated.

The descendants of the Danes continued still possessed of Dublin, which after somt:

ineffectual oppositio)! made by king O'Connor, was taken and plundered by the English

soldiers ; but Mac Tuikil the Dasiish king, escaped to his shipping. Upon the death

of Dermot, Henry II. became jealous of earl Strongbow, seized upon his estate in

England and Wales, and recalled his subjects from Ireland. Tlie Irish about the same

time, to the amount of above- 60,000, besieged Dublin, under king O'Connor but

though all Strongbow's Irish friends and allies had now left him, and the city was re-

duced to great extremity, he forced the Irish to raise the siege with great loss ^ and.

going over to England, he appeased Henry by sv/earing feally to him and his heirs,

and resigning into his hands all the Irisk cities and forts he held. During Strongbow'rf

abseiace, Mac Turkil returned with a great fleet, attempted to retake the city of Dub-
lin, but was killed at the siege ^ and in him ended the race of the Easterling princes in

• Ireland.

In 1172, Henry K., attended by 400 knights, 4000 veteran soldiers, and the flower

of his English nobihty, landed near Waterford j and not only all the petty princes of

Ireland, excepting the king of Ulster, but the great king Roderick O'Connor, submitted

to Henry, who pretended that O'Connor's submission included that of Ulster, and that

consequently he was the paramount sovereign of Ireland. Ee that as it will, he affected

to keep a magnificent court, and held a parliament at Dublin, where he parcelled out

the estates of Ireland, as William the Conqueror had done in England, to his English

nobility. He then settled a civil administration at Dublin, as nearly as possible to that

of England, to which he returned in 1173, having first settled an English colony from
Bristol in Dublin, with all the liberties and free customs, save their charters, which the

«;itizens of Bristol enjoyed. From tliat time Dublm began to flourish.—Thus the con-

quest of Ireland was effected by the English, almost with as much ease as that of
Mexico was by the Spaniards and for much the same reasons, the rude and unarmed
state of the natives, and the differences that prevailed among their princes or leaders.

Henry gave the title of lord of Ireland to his son John, who in 11S5 went ove^- in

person to Ireland ; but John and his giddy Norman courtiers made a very ill use of their

power, and rendered themselves hateful to the Irish, who were otherwise very well dis-

posed towards the English. Richard I. was too much taken up with the crusades to pav
any great regard to the affairs of Ireland but king John, after his accession, made
amcnd[i for his former behaviour towards the Irish. He enlarged his flither's plan of
introducing into Ireland English laws and officers, and he erected that part of the pro-
vinces of Leinster and Munstcr, which vras within the English pale, into twelve coun-
ties. 1 find, however, that the descendants of the anciewt princes in other places paid
him no more than a nominal subjection. They governed by their old Brehon laws, and
exercised all acts of sovereignty within their own states ; and indeed this was pretty
much the case so late as the reign of .laxnes I. The unsettled reign of Henrv HI., hfs

wars and captivity, gave tlie Irish a very mean opinion of the English government during
his reign j but they seem to have continued quiet under his son Edward I. Graveston,

the famous favourite of Edward II. ac(juircd great credit ^vhile he acted as lieutenant ot
Ireland but the successes. of the Scotch king, Robert Bruce, had almost proved fiatal

to the English interest in Ireland, and suggested to the Irish the idea of transferring

ihcir allegiance from the kings of England to Edward BruCc, king Robert's brother.

That prince accordingly invaded Ireland, where he gave rcpc^ated defeats to ttie Eng-
4ish governors and armies j and being supported by his brother in person, he was actually
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crowned king of Dundalk, and narrowly missed being master of Dublin. 'iThe younggi
Bruce seems to have been violent in the exercise of his sovereignty, and he was at last

defeated and killed by Bermingharn, the English general. After this, Edward II.

ruled Ireland with great moderation, and passed several excellent acts with regard to

that country.

But during the minority of Edward III. the commotions were again renewed in Ire-

land, and not suppressed without great loss and disgrace on the side of the English. In

1333 a rebellion broke out, in which the English inhabitants had no inconsiderable

share. A succession of vigorous, brave governors, at last quieted the insurgents ; and

about the year 1361, prince Lionel, son to Edward III. having married the heiress of

Ulster, was sent over to govern Ireland, and if possible, to reduce its inhabitants to an

entire conformity v^ith the laws of England. In this he made a great progress, but did

not entirely accomplish it. It appears, at this time, that the Irish were in a very flou-

rishing condition, and that one of the greatest grievances they complained of, was, that

the Enghsh sent over men of mean birth to govern them. In 1394, Richard II* find-

ing that..the execution of his despotic schemes in England must be abortive without

farther support, passed over to Ireland with an army of 34,000 men, w^ell armed and
appointed. As he made no use of force, the Irish looked upon his presence to be a high

compliment to their nation, and admired the magnificence of his court. Richard, on
the other hand, courted them by all the arts he could employ, and bestowed the honour

of knighthood on their chiefs. In sliort, he behaved, so as entirely to win their affec-

tions. But in 1399, after having acted in a very despotic manner in England, he un-

dertook a fresh expedition to Ireland, to revenge the death of his lord lieutenant, the

carl of March, who had been killed by the wild Irish. His army again struck the na-

tives with consternation, and they threw themselves upon his mercy. It w^as during

this expedition, that the duke of Lancaster landed in England j and Richard, upon his

return, finding himself deserted by his English subjects on account of his tyranny, and

that he could not depend upon the Irish, surrendered his crow^n to his rival.

The Irisii, after Richard's death, still retained a warm aifection for the house ofYork
;

and upon the revival of that family's claim to the crown, embraced its cause. Edward
IV. made the earl of Desmond lord lieutenant of Ireland for his services against the

Ormond party and other adherenls of the house of Lancaster, and he was the first Irish

chieftain that obtained this honour. Even the accession of Henry VII. to the crown of

England did not reconcile the Irish to his title as duke of Lancaster
j
they therefore

readily joined Lambert Simnel, who pretended to be the eldest son of Edward IV. but

for this they paid dear, being defeated in their attempt to invade England. This made
them somewhat cautious at first ofjoining Perkin Warbecl?:, notwithstanding his plausi-

ble pretences to be the duke of York, second son of Edward IV. He was, however,

at last recognized as king by the Irish j and in the preceding pages, under the hisiory

of England, the reader may learn the event of his pretensions. Henry behaved with

.moderation towards his favourers, and* w-as contented wnth requiring the Irish nobility to

take a fresh oath of allegiance to his government. This lenity had the desired effects

" during the administration of the tw^o earls of Kildare, the earl of Surry, and the earl of

Ormond. Henry VIII. governed Ireland by supporting its chiefs against each other,

but they were tampered with by the emperor Charles V. upon which Henry msidc his

natural son, the duke of Richmond, his lord lieutenant. This did not prevent the Irish

from breaking c at into rebellion in the year 1540, under Fitz-Gerald, who had been

lord deputy, and was w^on over by the emperor, but was at last hanged at Tyburn.

After this the house of Austria found their account in their quarrels wdth England, to

form a strong party among the Irish.

About the year 1542, James V. king of Scotland, formed some pretensions to the

crown of Ireland, and was favoured by a strong party among the Irish themselves'. It

is hard to say, had he lived, what the consequence of his claim might have been. Henry

ujiderstcod that the Irish had a mean opinion of his dignity, as the kings of England

had hitherto assumed no higher title than that of lords of Ireland. He therefore took

that of king of Ireland, which had a great effect with the native Irish, wdio thougljt

that allegiance was not due to a lord
j
and, to speak the truth, it was somev/hat surpris-
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ing tbat this expedient was not tliought of before. It produced a more perfect submis-

sion of the native Irish to Henry's government than ever had been known ; and even

O'Neil, who pretended to be successor to the last paramount king of Ireland, swore al-

legiance to Henry, who created him earl of Tyrone.

The^ pope, ^lowever, and the princes of the house of Austria, by remitting money,

and sometimes sending over troops to the Irish, still kept up their interest in that king-

dom, and drew from them vast numbers of men to their armies, v^rhere they proved as

good soldiers as any in Europe. This created inexpressible difficulties to the English

government, even in the reign of Edward VI., but it is remarkable that the Reforma-

tion took place in the English part of Ii'eland with little or no opposition. The Irish

seem to have been very quiet during the reign of queen Maiy j but they proved thorns

in the side of queen Elizabeth. The perpetual disputes she had -^vith the Roman catho-

lics, both at home and abroad, gave her great uneasiness ; and the pope and the house

of Austria always found new resources against her in Ireland. The Spaniards possessed

themselves of Kinsale ; and the rebellions of Tyrone, who bafRed and outwitted her fa-

vourite general the earl of Essex, are well knov^n in English history.

The lord deputy Mountjoy, who succeeded Essex, w^as the first Englishman who
gave a mortal blow to the practices of the Spaniards in Ireland, by defeating them and

the Irish before Kinsale, and bringing Tyrone prisoner to England j v here he was par-

doned by queen Elizabath in 1602. This lenity, shewn to such an offender, is a proof

of the dreadful apprehensions Elizabeth had from the popish interest in Ireland. James

I. confirmed the possessions of the Irish ; but such was the iniiacnce of the pope and

the Spaniards, that the earls of Tyrone and Tyrconnel, and their party,' planned a new
rebellion, and attempted to seize the castle of Dublin ; but their plot being discovered,

their chiefs fled beyond seas. They were not idle abroad 3 for in 1608 they instigated

sir Calim O'Dogliarty to a fresh rebellion, by promising him speedy supplies of men
and money from Spain. Sir Calim was killed in the dispute, and his adherents were
taken and executed. The attainders of the Irish rebels, which passed in the reigns of

James and Elizabeth, vested in the crov/n 511,465 acres, in the several counties of Do-
negal, Tyrone, Coierain, Fermanagh, Cavin, and Armagh : and enabled the king to

make that protestant plantation in the North of Ireland, which now, from the most re-

bellious province of the kingdom, is the most quiet and reformed.

Those prodigious attainders, [however just and necessary they might be, operated fa-

tally for the English in the reign of Charles I. The Irish Roman Catholics in general,

were influenced by their priests to hope not only to repossess the lands of their fore-

fathers, but to restore the popish religion in Ireland. They therefore entered into a

deep and detestable conspiracy for massacring all the English protestants in that king-

dom. In tins they were encouraged by the unhappy dissensions that broke out between
the king and his parliaments in England and Scotland. Their bloody plan being dis-

covered by the English goverjmient at Dublin, prevented that city from falling into

their hands. They, hwwcver, partly executed in 1641 their horrid scheme of massacre
j

but authors have not agreed as to the numbers who were murdered
^
perhaps they have

been exaggerated by warm protestant writers, some of whom have mounted the number
pf the sufferers to 40,000 j other accounts speak of J 0,000, or 12,000 and some have
even diminished that number*. What followed in consequence of this rebellion, and
the reduction of Ireland by Cromweli, \vho retaliated tlie" cruelties 01 the Irish Papists
upon themselves, belongs to the History of England. It is ccrtaio that they smarted
so severely, that they were quiet during the reign of Charles 11. His popish successor
and brother James 11., even after the Revolution took place,, found an asylum in Ireland ^
and was encouraged to hope, that, by the assistance of the natives there, he might re-

* Mr Guthrie's arrosint nf tlir numbers killed in the ^r!^ll massacre much below that generally
given. Mr Hume, after ciuimcratinjr tlic various barbarities practi^cJ by the Piipists upon tbe ProtcJ-
lants, says; " by sonu; computations, these, who perislicd ))y all tho^e cruelties, are m, de to amount lO

ar* hundred and fi ly, or iwn hundred thousand; l^y the most mo lernte, and probablv the most rc.i-
" sonable account, they must have' been near -10,000." Hi.t. of Eae;land, vol. vi. p. -^T T. edit. Svc*
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mount liis tlirone : but he was deceived, and his own pusillanimity co-operated with his

disappointment. He was driven out of Ireland hj his son-in-law, after the battle of thq

Boyne, the only victory that William ever gained in person j a victory, however, on
"which depended the safety of the protestant religion, and the liberties of the British

empire. Had James been victorious, he probably would have been reinstated on the

throne, and nothing else could have been expected than that, being irritated by opposi-

tion, victorious over his enemies, and free from every restraint, he would have trampled

upon all rights, civil and religious, and pursued more arbitrary designs than before.

The army of Williarn consisted of 36,000 men, that of James of 33,000 but advantage-

ously situated. James, it h true, fought at the head of an undisciplined rabble ; but his

French auxiliaries were far from behaving as heroes. It must be acknowledged, how-
ever, that he left both the field and the kingdom too soon for a brave man.
Many political reasons occurred for not driving the Irish to despair. The friends of

the Revolution and the protestant religion were sufficiently gratified out of the forfeited

estates. It was therefore thought prudent to relax the reins of government, and not to

put the forfeitures too rigorously into execution. The experience of half a century has

cdnfirmed the wisdom of the above considerations. The spirit of industry has enabled

the Irish to know their own strength and im.portance to which some accidental cir-

cum^stances have concurred. All her ports were opened for the exportation of wool and

woollen yarn to any part of Great Britain j and of late years, acts of parliament have

been made for permitting the importation of salt beef, pork, butter, cattle, and tallow,

from Ireland to Great Britain. But though some laws and regulations had occasionally

taken place favourable to Ireland, it must be acknowledged that the inhabitants of that

country laboured under considerable grievances, in consequence of sundry unjust and

injudicious restraints of the parliament of England respecting their trade.

The war between Great Britain and her American colonies v^as attended with very

important consequences in Ireland. By this contest, her attention was excited to the

restrictions on her own manufactures and coi^merce. In 1179, therefore, the parlia-

ment of Ireland, in their address to the throne, demanded, in strong language, the

XiCStoratian of their commercial freedom
j
hopes were repeatedly held out to them of

some partial compliance with their requisition but when the people of Ireland saw that

nothing effectual was likely to be done, and that an opposition to any relaxation of the

commercial laws was pretty general in England, resoiutipns were entered into by the

inhabitants of the trading towns to prevent the importation of British manufactures, an4

associations -^vere entered into of a more effective, but mxore dangerous nature. The na-

ture! The dread of an invasion from France, added to the circumstance of the military

force of Ireland being continually drained for the support of iht American war, furnish-

ed a plausible plea for forming military associations, avowedly for the defence of the

country against foreign enemies j this spirit soon became general throughout the kmg~
dom j the numbers thus vi^-soci^ted and armed are said at last to have amounted to up-

wards of 60,000 men.
Government saw these proceedings with astonishment and alarm ; to offer the least

resistance was vain, and a proposal to bring them to act under the authority of the go-*

vernment, was rejected with scorn. Having provided for the defence ot the country,

they soon began to extend their viexvs. A free and unlimited commerce with all the

- "world was the iirst and great object for which no compensation could be admitted. The
state of things, joined to the alarming and perilous situation of Great Britain, left to her

ininisters no alternative
j
they were under the necessity of yielding to that spirit which

they were unable to repress : accordingly on the 13lh of Pecember, the ministers laid

before the house three propositions for granting relief to Ireland
^
they were unanimous-

ly agreed to, and bills founded upon them, immediately brought in and pDSsed. .

These conciliatory measures produced but a momentary quiet among the people

;

they soon began t^ proceed farther, and to declare all authority assumed by the British

parliament over them in any case whatsoever to be a gross usurpation. The parliam.ent

of Ireland not being so forward in acceding to these views, as they had expected, ?i

ineeting of the volunteer corps took place cn. the l5th 9f February 17S2j when t^ifj
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most violent resolutions were adopted, and tliey declared that in every situation, tliey

would maintain with their lives and fortunes the constitutional right of the kingdom to

be governed only by the king and parliament of Ireland. The same sentiments soon

became universally avowed throughout the kingdom ; the plan of concession was again

resorted to. A change having taken place in the British ministry in the spring of

1782, the duke of Portland came over as lieutenant, and in April of that year, the

declaratory act, asserting and securing the sovereignty of the parliament of Great Bri-

tain over Ireland, was repealed 5 and that all doubts and jealousies might be effectually

removed, a bill was passed in the following year by the British legislature, containing,

in the fullest and most express terms, a relinquishment on the part of Great Britain ot

all right to interfere with the judgment' of the Irish courts, or to make laws to bind

Ireland in time to come.

These concessions, great and important as they were to Ireland, dishonourable ami

dangerous to Great Britain, as striking at the root of the connection between the two

countries, did not produce either general or lasting tranquillity. When the government

of a country, either through weakness or imxprudence, is reduced to the necessity of yield-

ing to the demands of popular clamour, its concessions only prove sources of new and

perhaps more unreaaonable demands j such was the case at present in Ireland. Agitat-

ed by the spirit of political innovation, and flushed by the late successes, the minds of

the people were not easily tranquillized
j
during their apparent inaction, they seem only

to have been in search of an object suited to their perturbed and restless im.aginations

;

and such w^as the subject of parliamentary refoim. The volunteers perceiving, on the

part of government, some indications of a design to get rid of them altogether, eagerly

fjixed upon this popular topic as a centre of union. A grand national convention of de-

legates from the whole volunteer army was assembled at Dublin on the lOlh of Novem-
ber 1783 \ the earl of Charlemont was elected president, and on the following day, a

committee was appointed to prepare a specifice plan of parliamentaiy reform
j by them

a number of resolutions were digested, which were submitted to the convention at large,

,un the twenty eighth of November.
Mr Flood, on the following day, in the house of comm.ons, moved for leave to bring-

in a bill for the more equal representation of the people in parliament. The motion
vas received, by a great majority of the house, with the strongest marks of disai'.prooa-

tion. Mr Yelverton the attorney-general insisted, that the house could not, without
yielding to a disgraceful pussillanimity, consent to receive propositions tendered to them
iit the point of the bayonet, by a body of armed men •, the motion v/as rejected by a

great majority. The house then came to a resolution, that they will support the rights

and privileges of parliament against all encroachments. An address w^as also ordered

to be presented to the king, expressing the happiness they enjoyed under the established

government, and assuring him of their determination to support the present constitution

with their lives and fortunes. This address being sent up to the Lords, received their

concurrence.

Thus, by the firmness of the legislature, the farther pursuit of an object, whicli had
yery much agitated the minds of the people, and vv^hich in its farther progress threaten-
ed the most serious mischief to the country, was for the present repressed. The subject
of parliamentary reform made some noise in Great Britain about this period, and for

yometiffie before, but m Ireland the speeches and resolutions of the reformers were dis-

tinguished by the particular indecency of their expressions, and the virulence of their

•Reflections against the laws and constitution of their country. In these violent proceed-
ings the eye may now trace the secret fermentation of that mighty mischief, which hath
lately bui-«t fprth in all the horrors of treason and rebellion, transforming the ignorant
and misguided populace into demons, and rendering the country a dreadful scene of as-

sassination and murder.

About this period the minds of the people in that countrv were in a state of extreme
flgilation

j tjieir passions had been so long siimulated by those objects which are of all

pthcrs most calculated to inllame, that they seem to have acquired a morbid degree of
Jiritubilily j those grievances, whether real or imaginary, which in other nations\vould
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scarcely have mfHed tlie calm of domestic tranquillity, threatened, in that c©unti*y, to

produce all the horrors of the most violent tempest.

During the course of their proceedings, relative to parliamentary reform, interests of

a more pressing nature frequently divided the attention of the people, and were pursued

with a most intemperate degree of zeal and violence. They seem to have expected,

that by the restitution of commercial freedom, they were immediately to arrive at the

possession of that prosperity and opulence, which can only be obtained by slow progress,

•and is the reward of patient and persevering industry. Disappointed in these visionary

hopes, their situation was rendered more calamitous by the idleness of the lower class of

people, and the neglect of their proper occupations by the better sort, both of which

were to be attributed to the general disposition to political speculations. In order to

relieve the distresses of their own manufactures, it was proposed to lay heavy duties on
the manufactures of other countries imported into Ireland j a measure dictated by a nar-

roxv and short sighted policy, but for which the people had become extremely clamor-

ous. The legislature, however, with no less wisdom than firmness, rejected the motion.

In consequence of this disappointment of their hopes, the people were thrown
into the most violent fermentation, and as there was reason to believe that

these com.motions were either excited or continued by the seditious and inflammatory li-

bels, which were daily circulated in the public papers, prosecutions were commenced a-

gainst several of the printers, and a bill was brought into parliament by Mr Foster

for securing the liberty of the press, by preventing the publication of libels, xvhich, after

a - considerable opposition, and receiving several modifications, passed with a general

concurrence.

Soon after this a plan for regulating and finally adjusting the commercial intercourse

between the two nations, excited a very general interest both in Great Britain and Ire-

land^ but, after having exercised the attention of the legislatures of both kingdoms for^

upwards of seven months, was frustrated by the violence of that misguided zeal which

then pervaded the whole nation. Indeed so insolent had the people of that country

now become, in consequence of the concessions extorted from Great Britain j their minds

so agitated with groundless doubts and jealousies ^ so distracted vv'ith political specula-

tions, that a calm and temperate discussion of a subject of such magnitude was not to

be expected. The unfortunate indisposition of his majesty happened soon after their

rejection of the commercial propositions. This event was n6 sooner known in Ireland,

than the rage of theoretical innovation and all the angry passions which had agitated

the minds of parties, were rekindled j as if on the watch for an object of sufficient force

to set them in motion, they eagerly laid hold of the opportunity aiforded them by the

question of the regency to exhibit a practical proof of their newly acquired in-

dependence, and perhaps indirectly to point at other aims, v^hieh at tliat period were not

yipe for developem.ent.

- Our limits do not permit us to enter into a detail of the m.easures adopted on this oc-

casion j but we may shortly observe, that the conduct of the Irish parliament in the

whole of this business is strongly marked by precipitation and violence, and that the ar-

> guments by which the leaders in both houses supported their views, were such as in their

ultimate application evidently tended to break the connection betwixt the two king-

doms ; that this project had been already conceived is by no means improbable. Mr
Fitzgibbon the attorney general firmly and strenuously opposed the measures of the ma-

jority in parliament, contending for the constitutional connection betvv'ixt the two king-

doms, and concluded his speech by this solemn and almost prophetic warning, that if

the two houses of parliament should in a moment of phrenzy, sacrifice their connection''

with the cro-.vniiT pu-suit of paradoxical phantoms, they might perhaps live to see Ireland

once more indeb/ted for the restoration of her civil and religious liberties, to a British

army. But while these matters were drawling to a conclusion, their ftecessity was super-

ceded by the su'5den and unexpected recovery of the King, and thus the immediate

cause of the ahmmerAs and aivisions being removed, a temporary calm was produced.

But the discontented and turbulent spirits of the people of Ireland were now and had

been for some time ^ asi in such a state of continual agitation and ferment, that no tranquil-

lity was lasting 3 the fire of political discord sometimes ceased to blaze, but the s^cnk- r-
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ing embers Were ever ready to burst forth into a flame, upon the smallest communica-

tion with any inflammable matter. Such was the state of the Irish nation at the break-

ing out of the French Revolution. It is nst, therefore, surprising that the dreadful ex-

plosion which nearly set Europe on fire, should have almost destroyed that country.

The principles of those who overturned the old government of France, h^ve been justly

considered as the signal for revolt to the discontented, to the unprincipled, and to the

profligate of all nations. In Britain they spread with rapidity, and their progress at one

time was so considerable, and the evident intentions of the faction so alarming, as to ex-

cite no small degree of apprehension and tetror 5 but the firmness of the executive go .

vernment, supported by the good sense and energy of the British nation, carried us no-

bly through the storm. In Ireland these principles took an immediate and firm hold of

the minds of the people j enflamed by political speculation, and irritated by groundless

jealousies and discontents, they were urged into the very last stage of crime with a pre-

cipitation, which but among that people whose example they designed to copy, has no

parallel.

It appears, that soon after the French revolution a conspiracy was formed in Ireland,

whose aim was to overthrow the constitution and government of the country, to sepa-

rate Ireland from Great Britain, and to establish a republic after the example of France,

on the destruction of all religious establishments, the abolition of ranks, and the confis-

cation of property. The most efficient engine of this treasonable combination w^as the

society of United Irishmen. This society was established in the year 1791 ; for some
time their attention w^as entirely directed to the engaging into their society persons of

activity and talents j and the subject of parliamentary reform, either as a step to the

attainment of their ultimate object, or as a cover to their real designs, was again re-

vived and prosecuted wdth redoubled energy and vigour j affiliated clubs and societies

w^ere spread ovei- the whole country, writings of the most flagitious and treason^.ble ten-

dency, were circulated with indefatigable perseverance, and the lower classes, who in

that country are sunk in the most deplorable ignorance, were in this manner trained to

be instruments of the most diabolical barbarity. No efforts were left untried for

beinging their designs to maturity, and for giving to the societies the strength and con-

sistency of a revolutionary army
j
every mean was employed, w4iich malignant cunning

could devise, for eradicating from the minds of the people all the principles either of

public or private duty
;
they incited the soldier to betray his king

;
they armed the te-

nant against his landlord ^ and they taught the servant to conspire wiih the assassin of

his mastery thus blasting the repose and security of private life in its very sanctuary,

and effacing every law of truth, justice, and gratitude. Nor was any artifice omicted,

which could either v/(.".iken or embarrass the government j the well aifected were inti-

midated from joining the yeomanry corps
j

m.agistrates, witnesses, juroi-s, in a word,

every class and description of people, v/ho ventured to support the laws, were immedi-
ately marked for destruction, and the barbarous assassinations perpetrated by murderers,

who issued from their dens during the darkness of midnight, sparing neither sex nor
age, spread terror and dismay over the whole face of this miserable and distracted

country.

In the summer 1796, great numbers had enrolled themselves j and about this period

a direct communication with the enemy was opened by the heads of the party, and
French assistance was solicited and promised to be speedily sent to aid the disaffected in

that kingdom directions were in consequence issued by the leaders of the societies, to

form themselves into military bodies, and to be provided with arms and ammunition ;

these directions were speedily obeyed ; the societies assumed a military form, and it ap-

pears by the original papers seized at Belfast on April 1797, that their numbers at that

period, in the province of Ulster alone, amounted to nearly J 00,000.
An agent was soon after sent to the French directory, acquainting them with their

preparations ; this agent from various channels of information appears to have been the
late lord Fitzgerald, who, accompanied by Mr O'Coimor, proceeded to Switzerland,
and had an interview near the French frontier ^vIth general Hoche, on which occasion
every thing was settled with a view to the invasion.
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About October 1796, an accredited messenger arrived from tbe French republic,

who came to communicate to the leaders of the Irisli union the intention of the French,
speedily to invade Ireland with fifteen thousand men and a great quantity of arms and
ammunition j this attempt was accordingly made in December following, when 'the

French fleet took advantage of a thick fog and estaped from Brest unobserved by ad-

miral Colpoys, who had been blocking them up for several months
j meeting with vio-

lent storms in their passage, the fleet was dispersed, and, on the 24tb, part of them, con-

sisting of eight two deckers and nine of different classes, anchored in Bantry bay j the

fury of the tempest rendering any attempt to land impossible
j they quitted thfeir station

on the 27th in the evening j an officer and seven men were driven on shore in a boat
belonging to one of the French ships *, this gentleman upon examination, stated that the

ileet upon its leaving Brest consisted of about fifty sail, having on board 25,000 men,
commanded by general Hoche, and that it was destined to attack Ireland. The ap-

pearance of this armament excited a considerable degree of alarm in Ireland, but the

greatest loyalty manifested itself throughout this part of the kingdom, and .every de-

monstration was given of their zeal and ardour to oppose the enemy wherever it could
be supposed a descent would be attempted.

The effects of the union had not so fully extended themselves at that time to this

part of the kingdom, a defect which the leaders afterwards took care to supply. Dur-
"ing the summer of 1797, very extensive preparations were made both at the Texel and
at Brest for a second attempt *, and in the autumn, intelligence was received by the ex-

ecutive of the union, that the troops were actually embarked in the Texel, and only
waited the wind j their designs were again frustrated by the glorious and ever memor-
able victory of lord Duncan over the Dutch fleet on the 11th October 1797. The
communication betwixt the directory of France and the Irish executive was still kept
up, and assurances yjtiQ still given that succours might be expected. In the mean time
the most active and vigorous measures were pursued against the conspirators j a bill was
passed prohibiting seditious meetings

j
another^ commonly called the insurrection act,

by which the lord lieutenant and council were enabled, upon the requisition of seven

^aiagistrates of any counter, to proclaim the whole or any part thereof to be in a state of
disturbance, and within those limits this law was to operate j and by another the habeas

corpus act was suspended, and the yeomanry established.

But such was the boldness of the conspirators, that in defiance of the additional en-

ergy of th^ executive government, the same system of outrage and opposition to the

laws, which had been so successfully made use of the former year in Ulster, was now
very generally extended over all the southern and midland counties, and every exertion

xvas made to give streno-th to the conspiracy, and by an active system of terror to com-
pel the people to look lor protection to the union rather than to the laws. Our limits

do not permit us to enter into a detail of the enormities committed on the peaceable and
' well affected inhabitants, nor could we shock the feelings of the humane reader by a

xecital of barbarities attt . ; ied ^vith such circumstances of unrelenting cruelty as must
^entail everlasting disgrace upon the Irish nation. It will be sufHcient to say, that in

the months of February and IVlarch, m.any parts of the provinces of Leinster and Mun-
ster were actually in possession of a m.urderous banditti, and no night passed without

the commission Oi numerous murders, several districts in thes.e provinces had been proclaim-

ed under martial law, but this measure proved ineffectual, and great numbers of the loyal in-

habitants of the ocunties of Cork, Limerick, Tipperary, Kilkenny, Carlow, King's county,

Queen's county, Ktldare, and Wicklow, were in the course of one night stript of their arms,

and obliged to fly for shelter into the garrison towns. Under those alarming circumstances,

on the 30th March, the lord lieutenant issued a proclamation, stating that the traitor-

ous conspiracy, which had long existed within this kingdom, had broken out into acts

of open rebellion, and giving notice that the most direct and positive orders were given

to the ofRcers commanding his majesty's forces, ^to employ them with the utmost vigour

and decision for its suppression, and for disarming the rebels^ and all persons disaftect-

ed to his majesty's government, by the most summary and effectual methods j the

promptitude and energy with which these orders were executed, were attended with

such effects in dissolving the union ,and disconcerting the views of the conspiracy, that
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it oecams eyident to the generality of the leaders, that they iiad now no other altema^

tive than to rise at once or abandon their designs. The arrest of the Leinster coni«.

laittee on tlie J.2th March, with several other leading members of the union on the

same day, had likewise so much exposed the traitors in all their unhallowed labyrinths

of iniquity, and tended so much to weaken their organization, tiiat they were precipi--

tated into a desperate eflFort before their designs were 'fully ripe for execution, A plai^i

was accordingly digested by the military committee for a general rising, which was to

take place on the 23d of May. Government were perfectly informed o£ the intentions

of the conspirators, and caused several of th^ leaders to be apprehended on the 19th and

2ist y and late in the evening of that day, the approaching insurrection was ajmounced

lo the lord mayor, and on the following day a message to the same eiOfect was sent by
the lord lieutenant to both houses of pariianient.

Notwithstanding the military precautions that were adopted to counteract the insur-

rection, it took place in the neighbourhood of Dublin on the night appointed j the mea-

sures taken in the metropolis prevented any disturbance there. They attacked the

town of Naas in considerable force, but were repulsed by the Armagh militia and an-

cient British light dragoons, with great slaughter y several other engagements took place

. in that part of the country, in all of which the rebels were defeated and put to fligbty

and great numbers killed. On the 28th intelligence was received that the insurrection

was spreading southward, and had broke out in great force in the county of Wexford y
t-heir numbers were then stated to amount to 4000 at least, and a great many of them
mounted. Here their principal strength seemed to be collected, after they were bro-

ken and dispersed in every other quarter ^ their numbers at last amounting by the best

accounts to near 15,C00.

Our limits do not permit us to enter into a detail of the military operations- against

, this formidable force ; it is sufficient for us to say, that the rebels, after having been de-

feated at Enniscorthy by general Lake, and in the neighbourhood of Wexford by bri-

gadier general Moore, evacuated the town, which was immediately entered by the
king's troops without opposition. The rebels who escaped from Wexford, in different

places, attempted to make a stand, and collect the scattered remains of their adherents,

but such was the activity and energy of the officers and soldiers, that all tJieir endeavours;

were frustrated
j
they were attacked, defeated, and dispersed, in all quarters, and tran-

quillity began gradually to be restored.

About the end of August, some frigates and transports from France appeared in Ki2-

ala-bay, and landed about J 000 men, with a considerable quantity of arms and ammu-
nition. As the strength of the rebellion was now broken, the numbers who joined
them were not considerable, and on the eighth of September being attacked by general
Lake,^ they surrendered at discretion j the rebels who had jouied them were dispersed,

and a great proportion of them killed or taken. Another effort was made by the French
to support, or rather to reknidle the flames of rebellion in Leland. On the 17th of
September, a fleet sailed from France, destined for that country, consisting of a ship of
eighty guns, eight heavy frigates, a schooner, and a brig these ships were all entirely

new, full of troops and stoves, with every tlihig necessary for the establishment of their

views 'y on the 11th of October, this fleet was discovered by the squadron under Sir J.

E. Warren, who immediately gave chase •, next morning he came up with them, at-

tacked and defeated them j the whole fleet, except on.e or two frigates, was captured.
This blow, it is to be presumed, has put a period to all the hopes entertained by the
French government, of making themselves masters of Ireland by a co-operation with the
traltofs of that kingdom. Bands of banditti continued for souie time after tliis to in-
fest the country, particularly the county of Wexford

j
property to a great amount was

in a short time destroyed, in the plunder of houses and houghing of cattle •, scarce a
night passed in which groupes of 50 or (SO of these miscreants did not assemble in the
horrible occupation of burning, murdering, and plundering, the industrious and well af-

fected inhabitants
-J

but, by the vigilance and activity of the troops, they were pursued
to their hirkiug holes, and cither dispersed, taken, or destrovcd.

Such has been the termination, as we sincerely hope it will turn out to be, of a con-
spiracy no less atrocious than alarming j whetlicr wc consider the diabolical designs oi
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tlie traitors, the secrecy with which they conducted their infernal operations, or the
t\'ide difFiision of those wicked principles by which they effected the corruption of the
mass of the people, setting them loose from every political and moral restraint, and ren-
dering them the active instruments of an unprincipled and desperate band, in a system
of wickedness without a parallel.

That men of weak understandings, or such as had not properly attended to the prin-

ciples upon which the French revolution was conducted, should at first be led away with
the specious theories of the philosophists, may admit of some excuse *, but when, during
the space of ten years, ruin and destruction have continued to overwhelm and desolate

that unfortunate and devoted country when their mild and gracious sovereign has been
sacrilegiously murdered ; his royal consort and family, the heroic partners of his cruel

and protracted sufferings, put to an ignominious death ; the clergy and nobility, v;ith

almost every gentleman of landed property, either massacred, robbed, or banished j the
citizens ef her most flourishing and prosperous cities fallen victims to the unfeeling and
diabolical barbarity of systematic assassins ; their wives and daughters sacrificed to the
brutal lust of their destroyers ; themselves either perishing by the hand of the execu-
tioner, or collected in the public squares without distinction of sex or age, and slaugh-

tered by thousands, or doomed to languish in hopeless misery, in noisome and pestilential

dungeons 5 in short, after such a long, unbroken, melancholy train of woes following

one upon another in France, we cannot too strongly execrate the designs of those

wretches who had conspired to reduce theif- principles to practice in this happy coun-
try, and to pollute those sacred abodes of peace, and of prosperity, v. ith blood and mas-
sacre. Our warmest gratitude is due to the supreme disposer of all things, whose pro-

tecting care hath defended us from the machinations of our enemies, and averted the

dreadful calamity which impended over Britain , and after him to the vigilance of the

executive government, to the activity of the army, and to the zealous co-operation of
his majesty's loyal and affectionate subjects.

The consolidation of the empire by the union of Ireland with Great Britain, seemed
now to be the only thing still wanting to complete our security. This subject was laid

before the British house of commons by Mr Pitt j his speech on this occasion was elo-

quent, perspicuous, and argumentative j with his usual firmness and accuracy he com-
pletely refuted all the calumnies, the misrepresentations, and false assertions, of its oppo-

nents, both as to the principle of the measure, the terms to be proposed for adoption, and
the means of carrying it into execution

j
by the opposition it was combated with their

usual candour, but, after undergoing an ample discussion, it received the approbation of

a great majority in both houses. When tlie subject came to be considered in the Irish

parliament, its reception was such as was unworthy of a deliberative body
j

adversity, it

appear'^.d, had not yet calmed their furious spirits, and on this occasion they distinguish-

ed themselves by a renev.^al of the same intemperate violence which had characterised

their debates on former occasions ^ dazzled and bewildered by a phantom, they were

Incapable of truly perceiving and appreciating a subject of such magnitude, in all its

•bearings and relations.

Vv'hen two countries exist as separate and independent nations under the same sove-

reign, the question respecting the expediency of a complete legislative union, abstract-

ly considered, seems to be attended with no difficulties, nor to admit of arvy doubt.

Among the important benefits that may naturally be expected to flow from, such a

measure, may be reckoned an encrease of energy and vigour, a consolidation of strength

and resources, a perfect coincidence of views and interests, and the gradual decay of all

national preference and distinction, by which animosities are produced and fomented.

The circum^stances must therefore be very strong w^hich can justify a conclusion against

its expediency, and more so which can vv arrant its total and complete reprobation j but

so far was this measure in its particular application to Great Britain and Ireland from

being attended with any such circumstances, that the situation of both countries had

rendered it absolutely necessary for their mutual preservation and prosperity 5 and clear-

ly pointed it out as the only barrier which could be opposed to the eSbrts of our inve-

terate foes, and the only means by which their ceaseless machinations to effect the sc-

paraUon of both ccuntrieSj could be eifectually ccunteractcd. The rancorous severity^
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therefore, with which it w^as opposed in the Irish parliament, when first submitted to

their consideration, must appear highly reprehensible j far from making use of sober

argument and sound reasoning, or entering into a cool investigation of a subject of such

high importance, their speeches were mere declamatory harangues, much better fitted to

inflame the passions, than to direct or enlighten the understanding.

Though this indecent warmth had during the recess of parliament in some degree

abated, and great part of the country, listening to the voice of sober reason and sound

sense, now viewed the measure with approbation, it nevertheless continued to be con-

demned by the opposite party with that intemperate violence of which in the former

session they had exhibited so disgraceful an example. On the metion for the address

in the Irish parliament, the subject was introduced by sir L. Parsons : his speech was

distinguished by its violent abuse of the measure, which he considered as a plan of the

British minister to enslave Ireland, to deprive her of her constitution, and to subject

that kingdom to the unlimited controul of the British parliament 5 and he concluded

with a motion, whose tendency, had it been carried, was to shut the door against all

future discussion of this subject, and thereby bring upon the legislature the disgrace of

having acted so unworthy of a deliberative body as to refuse even to take under their con-

sideration a measure of the highest importance to the security and happiness of both

countries.

He was answered by lord Castlereagh, who in a forcible and eloquent speech shewed

that the whole of the honourable baronet's declamation, if it proved any thing at all,

tended to prove this absurd position, that it never could be consistent with the liberties

of two independent nations to unite under any form of government w^iatever 5 that his

reasoning tended to shake to the very foundation that connexion betvtixt Great Britain

and Ireland, which he affected so highly to prize, as superseding the necessity of a le-

gislative union 5 that the question had gone abroad among the people j that it had oc-

cupied a portion of every man's thoughts j and involving as it did the liberties and se-

curity of the country, could not now be aliov/ed to rest without the most ample and deli-

berate discussion ; that their own honour and their duty to their constituents imperiously

demanded this of them, as well as respect for the common sovereign of both countries,

who had recommended this important subject to their consideration.

Towards the close of the debate Mr Grattan entered, and soon after rose and addres-

sed the house on the subject it is almost unnecessary to say that his speech was distin-

guished by its rancour and virulence against the British government, and by a complete

reprobation of the measure, and this in such language as had a direct tendency to re-

kindle the fkiiies of discontent and rebellion. The amendment of sir L. Parsons was
rejected by a majority of 42, and a call of the house was moved for by lord Castlereagh

on Wednesday 'jlii February, for the purpose of laying before them a message from his

majesty on that subject. When the iiouse met, he accordingly stated that he had it in

command from \\is majesty to lay before them the resolutions of the British parliament

upon the subject of a more intimate wiion of the two countries, and to express his ma-
jesty's earnest recommendation, that they would take these resolutions Into their serious

consideration : The message concludedwith expressing his majesty's firm reliance on the

wisdom of his parliament and the loyalty of his people for the completion of such a

system as will establish tlie power of the empire on a foundation not to be shaken either

by foreign or domestic enemies. Lord Casllereagh then opened the plan of the union,

consisting of eight articles, in a speech of great length and detail : a very warm de-

bate ensued, which was prolonged to a very late liour, when the house divided, and
there appeared a majority of forty three in favour of the union, the numbers being 15S
and 115.

The house then in a committee entered upon tlie considt'.ratlon of the particular ar-

ticles, to which a considerable opposition continued to be made, but they were ail car-

ried in both houses without any material alteration, and an address presented to his

majesty, stating, that in conformity to the nussagc of his excellency, they had taken in-

to their consideration the subject of a legislative union, and hnd agreed to the resolu-

tions which accompanied the address •, that sensible of the cfibrts of the comm.on cnt>my
to separate the kin ^Joins of Great Britain and Irclaivlj and thi^rcby lo overthrow the
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empire, they cordially embraced the principle of a legsslative union, as the surest pro-
tection against the intrigues of foreign and domestic enemies, and the firmest pledp^e
for the strength and the integrity of the empire. On the 2d of April, lord Grenville
in the bouse of Lords, and Mr Pitt in the house of commons, brought a message froni
the king, informing them, that he felt the most sincere satisfaction in communicatinj^-
to them the joint address of the Lords and Commons of Ireland, layinp- before his ma-
jesty certain resolutions containg the terms proposed by them for an entire union of the
two kingdoms, and earnestly recommending to both houses to take all such future steps
as might tend to the speedy execution of a work so interesting to the security and hap.,

piness of his subjects in both kingdoms. This message was referred to the consideration
of a committee of the whole house. As the principle of the measure had been fully
discussed in the former session, little opposition was made to the house going into a
committee. The several articles, after undergoing a most ample and deliberate discus-
sion, were all agreed to with very little alteration, and then reported to the house.

The resolutions were also carried in the house of lords j a few alterations were sug-
gested which were agreed to by the commons, and an address presented to his majesty
by both houses, expressive of their concurrence in the object recommended by his ma-
jesty's message. The resolutions, as amended by the British parliament, were then laid
before the parliament of Ireland ; and received their approbation, and an address to that
purpose was presented to the lord lieutenant. A bill was then brought in, founded
upon the articles of union, as agreed upon by the parliament of Great Britain and Ire-
land. This bill, after encountering even in this last stage a considerable degree of oppo-
sition, was finally passed in both houses. A similar bill was brought into the British
parham.ent by Mr Pitt and lord Grenville, which passed without much opposition, and
soon after both bills received the royal assent.

Thus lias that great measure of imperial policy been accomplished, which there is;

reason to hope will, in an eminent degree, contribute to the strength and prosperity of
tlie empire, and render it impregnable against all the attempts of enemies either to sub-
vert or divide its power. England, Scotland, and Ireland, will therefore now form a
a triple cord which no man can break, the firm guarantees of each others being and
each others rights

Du7n domus JEnece Capltolt immobile saxufn

j^ccolet ; ef tmperium Patet^ Romamis hahehit.

We shall conclude this short narrative with a brief summary of the principal articles'

of the union as adopted by both kingdoms.

1st, The kingdoms of Great Britain and Ireland shall, on and ever after the 1st day
of January 1801, be united into one kingdom, to be styled the united kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.

2d, The succession to the imperial crown shall remain limited and settled in the same
manner as it now stands in the kingdoms of Great Britaiii and Ireland.

3d, The united kingdom shall be represented in one and the same parliament.

4th, The peerage of Ireland shall be represented in the house of lords of the united

kingdom, by 28 temporal peers, who shall be chosen for life, and by four spiritual lords

by rotation of sessions
j
any peer of Ireland shall be capable of being elected s member

of the house of commons, provided that so long as he shall serve in the house of com-
mons, he shall not be capable of being elected as a peer, or be qualified to vote at the

election of any peer, and that he sliail be liable to be tried as a commoner for every

three Irish peerag-es that may become extinct, the king may create one, till the whole
peerage be reduced to 100, below vs^hich number it is not to be reduced.

One hundred comm^jners shall be the number of representatives for Ireland in the

house of commons of the united kingdom.

For the space of 20 years after the union shall take place, the contribution of Greafi

Britain and Ireland respectively towards the expenditure of the united kingdom in each

year, shall be defrayed in the proportion of 15 parts for Great Britain and 2 for Ire-

land j at the expiraiion of that period, the future expenditure of the united kingdoms^

Other than the interest and charge of the debt incurred before the union, shall be dQ»

frayed in such proportion as the united parliament shsll deem just and reasonable,
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FRANCE,

HAVING gone over the British Isles, we shall now return to the Continent, begir-

ning with the extensive and mighty kingdom of Fxance, being the nearest Lo„ *fc>"v ^ —
»

^ingland, though part of Germany and Poland lies to the northward of France.

Situation and Extent.

Miles.

Length - - 600

1

Breadth - - 500)
between

{

Degrees.

5 West and 8 East longitude,

42 and 51 North latitude.

Containing 160,374 square miles, with 155 inhabitants to each.

Boundaries.] It is bounded by the English Channel and the Netherlands on the

North 'y by Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, East
j

by the Mediterranean and the

Pyrenean mountains, which divide it from Spain, South 5 and by the Bay of Bisc.iv,

Vv^est.

Divisions.] The ancient provinces of this kingdom have been divided by the na-

tional assembly into S3 departments*, as follows.

Departments.

J

f

"Paris.

Seine and Ouse.

Seine and Marne
Oise

Aisne
Sonime, Picardy.

Calais Streights

Arto^s.

North, Flanders,

Lower Seine

Calvados

Orne
Eure
Channel

/-Isle and Villaine

I Lower Loire

J Finibterre

I
North Coast

I Morbihau
rVicnnc
< Vendee
(.Two Srvres

Lower Charente

fGit-onde

/ Upper Vienne
^ Lot and Garonne
Avciron

Dordogne
Lot

Chief Towns- Inland Departments.

1^"^1eL.2'^ 25
Versailles

Melim
Beauvais

Laon
Amiens

Ar;as

Lisle

Rouen
Caen
Ale neon
Evrcux
Coutance
Rennf:s

Nanl.cs

Brest

St Brieuc

Vannes
Poitiers

J'bntejial-Comte

Niurt

S antes

Bourdeaux
Limoges
Ageu
Rodez
PcrigeuK

Cahors

Moselle

J Vosges
•3 ) Meurte

(^Meuse

a3 \ Lower Rhine

^ \ Upper Rhine
. TAube
c ) iMarne

^ Upper Marne
^ Ardennes
f Doubs

1:0; H1^ 3 —
^ C Upper Soanne

^ t:.CCuteD'Or

j= 'c s Hoanne and Loir

bjo ( Yonne

, ^
^Isere

2c) Drome

) Upper Alps

C '^rdcche

Rhone and Loir

CPuy de Dome
JCmtal
Upper Loire, V(.l.

Coreze, Littiosin.

Creiize, Murche
Cliarente, Anii^.

Allici, Bourbon.
rCher

j Am
Clndre

Chiet Towns.

Mentz
Epignal
Nanci
Barleduc

Strasbourg

Colmar
Troyes

Ghai.jns

Cliaumont

Mezieres

Besancoii

Dole
Ve'joul

Dijon

M;iCon

Aiixerre

Grenoble

Romani
Gap
Piivas

Lyons
Clei mont
St Flour

Le Puy
Tulle

Gueret
Angouieme
Moulines

Bourges
Bourg
Chatcauroux

DEPARTMENTS, including Corsica. Every d-part* France, nearly a square, is divideil into S3
mcnt IS subdivided mto districts, in all f^-lT ; and each distiict into c;.\iiTON$. The above arc th;

tiiisi" towps of each dcp:;rtmi-nt, and al;:0 thv district?.
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Cepartriients.

I

Inland Departments. Lhiei ioivns.

I (jreiS Auch Indre and Loire, To.

••
'

"•

Tours
o .•

o J Upper Pyrenees Tarbe
u C Sarte Le Mans

y Lower Pyreu ees Pan s ^ Mayfenne Lavalo C„Landes Marsan
1 Mair and Loire Angers

East Pyrenees Perpignan f Loiret Orleans

f" Upper Garonne Toulouse « } Eure and Loire Chartres

yo
j Gard Nismes o § ^Loir and Cher Blois

1 Herault Moutpelier. ^ Nievrci Nivc^fiois, Nevers

3 ^ Arriege Foix Corsica island Bastia

j Tame Castrees Avignon and Vennis-

j Aude Carcassohe sin are in this de-

\JLozeie Mende partment.
1 Mouths of Rhone Aix
jVar Toulon

> C Lower Alps Digne

Na'ME AND CLIMATE.] France took its name from the Francs, or Fi^mnen, a Ger-
man nation, restless and enterprising^ who conquered the Gauls, the ancient inhabi-

tants 5 and the Roman force not being able to repress them, they were permitted to

Settle in the country by treaty. Ey its situation^ it is the most compact kingdom per>.

haps in the world, and well fitted for every purpose both of power and commerce, and
since the beginning of the 12th century the inhabitants have availed themselves of ma-
ny of their natural advantages. The air, particularly that of the interior parts of the

kingdom, is in general mild and wholesome j but some late authors think it is not near-

ly so salubrious as is pretended- j an-d it must be acknowledged, that the French have
been but too successftil in giving the inhabitants of Great Britain false prepossessions i\\

favour of their ovm country. It must indeed be owned, that their weather is more
clear and settled than in England. In the northern provinces, however, the winters

are niore intensely cold, and the inhabitants not so well supplied with firing, which in

France is chiefly of wood.

Soil and wA'i'ii-s..] France is happy in an excellent soil, which produces corn,

wine, oil, and almost every luxury of life. Some of their fruits have a higher llavour

than those of England ^ but neither the pasturage nor tillage are comparable to ours.

The heats in many parts bum up the ground, so that it ha:3 no vei"dure, cind tlie soil

"barely produces as much rye and chesnuts as serve to subsist the poor inhabitants ^ but

the cinef misfortune attending the French soil is, that the inhabitants, having but a pre-

carious security in th^ir own property, do not apply themselves sufficiently to cultiva-

tion and agriculture. But nature has done wonders for them, and both animal and ve-

getable productions are found there in vast plenty.

Notwithstanding great efforts made in agriculture, much of the land remains uncul-

tivated j and though some provinces, as Alsace and Languedoc, yield an exuberance of

corn, it is frequently imported. Indeed all Europe, one year with another, does not

produce sufRcient corn for its own consumption, and it is necessary to have supplies from

the luxuriant harvest of America.

The French have of late endeavoured to supply the loss arising from their precarious

title to their lands, by instituting academies of agriculture, and proposing premiums for

its improvement, as in England 5 but those expedients, however successful they may be

in particular instances, can never become of national utility in any but a free country,

where the liusbandman is sure of enjoying the fruit of his labour, which is far from beutg

the case in the present distracted state of the country. No "nation is better supplied than

France is with wholesome springs and v^ater j of which the inhabitants make excellent

use by the help of art and engines, for all the conveniencies of life. Of their canals and

mineral waters, distinct notice will be hereafter taken.

Mountains.] The chief mountains in France, or its borders, are the Alps which,

divide France from Italy the Pyrenees, which divide France from Spain
^
Vauge^

which divides Lorrain from Burgundy and Alsace j Mount Jura, which divides Franche

Compte from Switzerland j the Ce\'ennes, in the province of Languedoc ^ and Mount

Dor in the province <5f Auvcrgne»
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Rivers and lakes.] The principal rivers in France are the Loire, the Rhone
tlie Garonne, and the Seine. The Loire takes it course north and north west, being,

with all its windings, from its source to the sea, computed to run about 500 miles.

The Rhone flows on the south-west to Lyons, and then runs on due south till it falls in-

to the Mediterranean. The Garonne rises in the Pyrenean mou^itains, takes its course,

iirst north-east, and has a communication with the Mediterraneaji by means of a canal,

the work of Lewis XIV. The Seine, soon after its rise, runs to the north-west, visit-

ing Troyes, Paris, and Rog^en, in its way, and falls into the English Channel at Havre.

To these we may add the Soane, v/hich falls into the Rhone at Lyons j the Charenfce,

which rises near Havr^ de Grace, and discharges itself into the Bay of Biscay at Roche-

fort. The Rhine, which rises in Switzerland, is the eastern boundary belv/een France

and Germany, and receives the Moselle and the Sarte in its passage. The Somme,
which runs narth-west through Picardy, and fails into the English Channel belovy Ao-
beviile. The Var, which rises in the Alps, and runs south, dividing France from Ita-

ly, and falling into the Mediterranean, west of Nice. The Adour runs from east tQ

west, through Gascoigne, and falls into the Bay of Biscay below the Bayonne.

The vast advantages, both in commerce and conveniency, which arises to France

from those rivers, is wonderfully improved by the artificial rivers and canals which form
the chief glory of the reign of Lewis XIV. That of Languedoc was begun in the

year 16(36, and completed in 1680 j it was intended for a communication between the

ocean and the Mediterranean, for the speedier passage of the French fleet but though
it was carried on at an immense expence for 100 miles, over hills and vallies, and even

through a mountain in one place, it has not answered that purpose. By the canal of
Calais, travellers easily pass by water from thence to St Omer, Gravelines, Dunkirk,
Ypres, and other places. The canal of Orleans is another noble work, and runs 4
course of eighteen leagues, to the immense benefit of the public and the re'/erme,

France abounds v/ith other canals of the like kind, which render her inland navigation

inexpressibly commodious and beneficial.

Few lakes are found in this country. There is one at the top of a hill near
Alegre, which the vulgar repoct to be bottomless. Thejre is another at Issoire,

in Auvergne j and one at La Besse, in which if you throw a stone, it causes a noise

like thunder.

Mineral waters, and REMARKABtE springs.] The waters of Bareges, which
lie near the borders of Spain, under the Pyrenean mountains, have of late been pre^er-

cd to al| the others of France, for the recovery of health. The best judges think, how-
ever, that the cures performed by them are more owing to their accidental success,

with some great persons, and the salubrity of the air and soil, than to the virtues of the

waters. The waters of Sultzbach in Alsace are said to cure the palsy, weak nerves,

and the stone. At Bagueiis, not far from Bareges, are several wholesome minerals and
baths, to which people resort as to the English baths, at spring and autumn. Forges
in Normandy is celebrated for its mineral waters and those of St Amaiid cure the
gravel and obstructions. It would be endless to enumerate all the otlier real or pre-
tended mineral wells in France, as well as many remarkable springs j but there is one
near Aigne, in Auvergne, which boils violently, and makes a noise like water thrown
upon lime •, it has little or no taste, but has a poisonous quality, and the birds that drink,

of it die instantly.

Metals and MiNii;RALS.] France has many unworked mines, which ^vould be ve-
ry productive, if duly attended to, but at present do not yield mir.cra:s sutHcicrit for

consumption j steel alone is imported to the annual value of 125,0001. L-'^?:;ucdv.x is

3aid to contain views of gold and silver. Alsace has mines of silver and copper, bui
they are too expensive to be wrought. Alabaster, black marble, jasper, and Cv.."l, are
found in many parts of the kingdom. Bretagne abounds in mines of iron, copper, tin,

and lead. Saltrpetre is made hi every part of the kingdom, and sea-salt is now procur-
ed free from the oppressive duty, buX not remnvkable for its puiiiy. At LaverJau, in
•Cominges, there is a mine of chalk. At Berry there is a mine of okcr, whijch serves
for melting of metals, and for dying, particularly the best drab cloth j and in .he pio-

ViU(;$ «f Anjou are several c^uarrics vf fine white stone. Jigaie excellent iurquoist? (^thg
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only gem that France produces) m'e found in Languedoc , and great care is taken to

keep the mines of marble and freestone open all over the kingdom.

Vegetable and animal productions, by sea and land.] France abounds in

excellent roots, which are more proper for soups than those of England. As to all

kinds of seasoning and sailads they are more plentiful, and in some places better than in

England
j
they being next to their vines, the chief object of their culture.

France produces excellent fruits of all kinds, particularly, grapes, figs, prunes, ches-

r.uts, cyder in the northern provinces, and capers in the southern. It produces annual-

ly, though not enough for consumption, above twelve million pounds of tobacco, besides

hemp, flax, manna, saffron, and many drugs. Alsace, Burgundy, Lorraine, and espe*

cially the Pyrenean mountains, supply it plentifully with timber and other wood. Silk

is so plentifully produced, besides what is imported, as to afford a considerable trade.

The cattle and horses are neither very numerous nor very good^ but it bas many flocks

oFfine sheet) ; yet so great is the consumption, "that both sheep and wool are imported.

The province of Gastenois produces great quantities of saffron. The wines of Cham-
pagne, Burgundy, Bourdeaux, Gascony, and other provinces of France, are so well

known-, that they need only be mentioned. It is sufficient to observe, that though they

(iifter very sensibly in their taste and properties, yet all of them are excellent, particu-

larly those of Champagne, Burgundy, Bourdeaux, Pontacke, Hermitage, and Fronti-

iiiac-j and there are few constitutions, be they ever so valetudinary, to which sbme one

or other df them is not adapted.

Wine, the staple, is made to the value of 15,000,0001. annually, more than an eighth

part of which, besides brandy and vinegar, is exported. Olive oil is made in large

quantities, particularly in the provinces next to the Mediterranean \ but the consumption

is so great, that much of it is imported from Italy : the inferior sort supplies the soap

ir.nnufactoi'ies, of which there are thirty-six at Marseilles,

Oak, elm, ash, and other timber common in England, is found in ifrance but it is

said that the internal parts of the kingdom begin to feel the want of fuel. A great

deal of salt . is made at Khee, and about Rochefort on the coast 6f Santoign. Langue-

doc produces an berb called kali, Avhich when burnt makes excellent barilla, or pot-

ashes. The French formerly v;ere famous for horticulture, but they are at present far

inferior to the English bot'* in the management and dispositions of their gardens.

Prunes and capers are produced at Eo'urdeatix and near Toulon.

France contains few animals, either wild or tame, that are not to be foimd in Eng-

land, excepting wolves. 'Fhelr horses, black cattle, and slieep, are far inferior to the

English nor is the wool of their sheep so fine. Hre hair and skin of the chamois, or

.nicuntain goat, arc more valuable than those of England. We know of no diilercnce

between the marine productions of France and these of England, but that the former

'is not so vrell served, even on the sea coasts, witli salt water fish. There is a consider-

able herring fishery, and one for anchovies to the amount of 83^0001. besides mere mi-

portant fisheries apon the coasts of America and Ne-wfoundland,

Forests.] The chief forests of France ai-e those of Orleans, Vx^hich contains I4,0C0

acres of wood of various kinds, oak, elm, ash, &c. and the forest of Fontainbleau near

as large j and n&ar P*lorchismoir is a fqrest of tall, straight timber, of 4000 trees. Be-

sides these, large numbers of woods, some of them deserving the name of forests, lie in

different provinces j but too remiOte from sea carriage to be of m.uch national utility.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs, and diversions.] Accordmg to

the most authentic calculations, it is not probable that France before the revolution

contained above 24,000,000 of inhabitants j at present its population must be reduced

^ireatly below that number, by internal murders, and by the long, destructive and

bloody w^ars she has since carried on. It \^^s formerly supposed, by some speculative

men, that the population of France had for many years been upon the decline
j
but,

•fcipon an accurate investigation, the reverse appeared to be fact
j
though this country

certainly lost a great number of valuable inhabitants, by the revocation of the edict of

Nan^.= s*.

* ii) . ; liSo, Heary i V. vs ho was a prorestant, and justly styled the Great, after figlit'ng his

way to the crown of France, passed the fairous ecli.t of Nantes, which secured to the Protestants the free
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The French, in their persons, are rather lower than their neighbours : but they are

well-proportioned and active, and more free than other nations, in general, from bodily-

deformities. The ladies are celebrated more for their sprightly wit than personal

beauty j the peasantry in general, are remarkably ordinary, and are best described by

being contrasted with women of the same rank in England.

The genius and manners of the French are well known, and have been the subject

of many able pens. A national vanity is their predominant character j
and they are

perhaps the only people ever hard of, who have derived great utility from a national

weakness. It supports them under misfortunes, and impels them to actions to vvh:ch

true courage inspires other nations.

The French affect freedom and wit j but fashionable dresses and diversions engross too

much of their conversation. Their diversions are much the same with those of the

English, but their gallantry is of a very different complexion. Their attention to the

fair degenerates into gross foppery in the men, and in the ladies is kept up by admitting'

of indecent freedoms ^ but the seeming levities of both sexes are seldom attended with

that criminality which, to people not used to their manners, they seem to indicate \
nor

are the husbands so indifferent, as we are apt to imagine, about the conduct of their

wives. The French are excessively credulous and litigious ^ but of all the people in

the world they bear adversity and reduction of circumstances with the best grace
^

though in prosperity many of them are apt to be. insolent, vam, arbiirary, and im-

perious.

The French have been much censured for insincerity 5 but this charge has been car-

ried too far, and the imputation is generally owing to their e,xcess of civility, which

throws a suspicious light upon their candour. The French, in private life, have cer-

tainly many amiable characters, and. a great number of instances of generosity and dis-

interestedness may be found amongst them.

It is doing the French, no more than justice to, acknowledge, that, as they are them-

selves polite, so they have given a polish to the- ferocious manners, and even virtues of

'

other nations. 'J'liey long possessed the lead in taste, fashion, and dress j but since

their revolution they have lost that inrluence.

Dress.] The French dress of both sexes is so well known, that it is needless to

expatiate upon them here but indeed,, their dress in cities and towns is so variable, that

it is next to impossible to describe it. They certainly have more invention in tiiat par-

ticular than any of their neighbours, and their constantly changing their fashions is of

infinite service to their manufactures. With regard to the English, they possess one

capital superiority, which is, that the clothes of both sex.es, and their ornaments, are at

least one third cheaper.

Kei.igion.] 'J 'he first national assembly in their new constitution retained the uoman
Catholic religion in France, allowing religious liberty to all other sects. By the laws ot that

constitution, no man was to be molested for his opinions, nor interrupted in the exercise

of his religion. The territorial possessions of the Galilean church were claimed as nation -

al property, and disposed of tlirough the medium of a })aper money called assignats, for

the creditors of the state *, and the clergy made dependent upon pensionary establishments

paid out of the national treasury out of which also were paid the expenccs of worship,

the religious, and the poor. All ^monastic establishments were suppressed j but the

friars and nuns were allowed to observe' their vows, and nuns optio)ially to remain in

their convents, or to retire upon ]-)enslons.

The clergy were elective by the people, and' took an oath to observe the laws of th-^

new constitution *. They notified to the bishop of Home their union in doctrine, but pald-

cxercise of their religion ; but his edict was revoked by Lewis XIV. which, with the sucrcpb'nfr pei>-e-

cutions, drove tlie people CO Englatid, lloUnnd, and other Protestant counirics, where tJie }estr.bl.s!K'vt

the silk manufacture, to the .i^reat prejuiiice of the country that persecuted tlicin.

* Many of the cler;^y, called refractory ])riests, f om a conscientious refusal of this or.lh, h.wo bcciw
ejected froai their benefices, and many of the popular curates made biihop^

Y 3



lilm ho fees^ nor acknovv^ledged any subordination to his authority. They \v6te suppli->

ed with lodgings upon their livings, wheron they were obliged to reside and perform

the duties of their office. They voted as active citizens, and were eligible to some lay

OiTices in the districts, but to no principal ones.

The \y^iole country was divided into nine met^politan circles, had a metropolitan

bishop with a synod in eachj besides one for Paris. The metropolitan bishop was con-

firmed by the eldest bishop in his circle. Appeals were made from the bishops to these

6>ynods.

A bishop tvas ajipdinted to each of the eighty-three depaj-ments^ which formed so

many dioceses. They were appointed by the electoral assembly of the department^ and

confirmed by the metropolitan bishop, but must have held an ecclesiastical office fifteen

3^ears, The salaries "tvere from 5001. to 840l. per annum. Each diocese had also a j^-

minary, with three vicars, and a vicar-general to prepare students for holy orders, arid

these vicars formed a council for the bishop.

Eat this new constitution of the church was of short duration -j it Seems to have been

only a preparatory step to what soon after followed, the absolute proscription of the

Christian religion. There is no doubt but the party w^hich has been ultimately victorious in

France, had this in view from the beginning of the revolution, as well as the destruc-

tion of the monarchy j at present, therefore, there is no established religion in that

country*. In their public $hews and festivals ttie people have been accustomed to wit-

ness the most shocking indignities committed both against natural and revealed religion
5

and if the success of their rulers is proportionate to the ardour of their zeal, all regard

to eitlier will be banished from the minds of that people

France contains more than two millions of non-catholics 3 and the protestanis^ who
are greatly increasing, are in proportion to the catholics, as one to twelve. There are

already many regular congregations ; viz. German Lutherans, French and Swiss Calvi-

nlsts, Bohemian; Anabaptists, and Walloon or Flemish Dissidents, besides many chapels

for the ambassadors. It also contains many Jews.

Language.] One of the wisest measures of Lewis XIV. was his encouragement of

every proposal that tended to the purity and perfection of the French latiguage. He
succeeded go far as to render it the most universal of all the living tongues a circum*

stance that tended equally to his greatness and his glory, for his court and nation there*

by became the school of arts, sciences, and politeness. 'I'he French language, at pre.^

sent, is chiefly composed of words radically derived from the Latin, with many German
derivatives introduced by the Franks. It is noiv rather on the decay ) its corner stone?,

jixed under Lewis XIV.j are as it were loosened j and in the present mode of writir.g and

expressing themselves, the modern Fiench abandon that grammatical standard, which

alone can render a language classical and permanent.

' As to the properties of the language, they are undoubtedly greatly inferior to the

[English ; but they are well adapted to bubjects void of elevation or passion. It is \^ell

accommodated to dalliance, compliments, find common conversation.

The Lord's Prayer in French is as follows : Notre Fere qui es aux cienx^ ten rrcm

soil san.ctifu. Ton regne licnne, "volonte soil faite en la terre comme au ciel. Don-

ne nous Gujaurd'hui notre pain quotidicn. Fardonne nous nos ojfences^ comme nous par^

donnons a ceux qui nous ont offence%, Et ne nous indui point en tentation^ tnais nous

delivre du mal : ccl' a toi est le regne, la puissance lagloire, aux siecles des siecles, Araen,

Learning a^p i^earked men.] The French, like the other nations of Europe,

were for many centuries immersed in barbarity. The first learning they began to ac-

quire, was not of that kind which improves the understanding, corrects the taste, or re-

gulates the affections. It consisted in a subtile and quibbling logic, which was more

adapted to pervert than improve the faculties. Eut the study of the Greek and Ro-

man writers, which first arose in Italy, diffused itself among the French, and gave a new

turn to theif literary pursuits* This, together vv'ith the encouragement which the polite

and learned Francis 1. gave to all men of merj^t, was extremely beneficial to the French

Uterature. During this reign, many learned men appeared in France, who greatly dis-

jnguished themselves by their Writings
j
smong among whcm were JBudeus, Clement

.
* JJenaj.a. te restored the public exercise of the Roman Catholic religion iji 180i,
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Marot^ Peter du Ckatci, Rabelais, and Peter Ramus. The names of Henry and Robert

Stephens are also mentioned by every real scholar with respect. It ^vas not, however,

till the seventeenth centm-y that the French began to write with elegance in their o^vn

kngnage. The Academic Fran^oise was formed for this purpose : and though their la-

hours, considered as a body, were not so successful as might have been expected, some

particular academicians have donq^ great service to letters. In fact, literary copartner-

•jhips are seldom very successful. Of this we have a remarkable example in the present

case. The academy published a dictionary for improving the French language : it was

universally despised. Furetieres, a single academician, publishes another : it meets with.,

universal approbation,.

Lewis XIV.^ was. the Augustus of France. The protection he gave to letters, and
ihe pensions he bestowed on learned men, both at home and abroad, which, by calcu-

lation, did not amount to above 12,0001. per annum, have gained inm more glory than

all the military enlerprixes upon which., he expended so many millions. The learned

men who apper.red in France during this reign are too numercu'^ to be mentioned.

Their tragic poets, Racine and Corneillej have deservedly obtained a very high reputa-

tion j the first was distinguished for skill in moving the passions ; the second for majesty
;

and both, for the strength and justness of their painting, the elegance of their ta'-te, and

their strict adherence to the rules of the dram.a. Moliere would have exhausted the

subjects of comedy,, xvere they, not every where inexhaustible, and particularly in France.

In the works, of satire and criticism, Boileau, who was a close imitator of the ancients,

possessed uncommon m.erit.. But France has not yet produced an epic poem that can

be mentioned, with Milton's^ nor a genius of the same extensive and universal kind,

^vith Shakespeare, equally £ttcd for the gay and the serious, the humorous and the sub-

lime. In the eloquence of the pulpit and of the bar, the French are greatly our sup.Qr

riors : Bossuet, Bourdaloue, Flechier,. and Massillon, have carried pulpit eloquence to a

degree of perfection which we may approach to,^ but can hardly be expected ever to

surpass. '^I'he genius, however, of their religion and government is extremely unfavour-

able to all im.provements in- the mo§t useful branches of philosophy. All the establish-

ments of Lewis XIV., for the advancement of science, were not able to ccunterbaiance

the influence of the clergy, w-hose interest i? to keep mankind ignorant in matters of re-

ligion and m.orality ; and the influence of the court and ministry, ^vhc have an equal in-

terest in concealing the natural rights of mankind, and every sound principle ofgovernment.

The French ha\'e not, therefore, so many good writers,on m.pral, religious, or politicai

subjects, as have appeared in Great Britain., But France has produced some great men
"who do honour to Irunianity

;„ whose career no obstacle could stop, whose freedom, no
f^overnment liowover despotic, no religion however superstitious^ could curb or restrain.

As an historian, Dc Thou, is entitled- to the highest praise j.and who is ignorant of Pas-

cal, or of the Archbishop of Cambray ? Few men have done more service to religion,

either by their writings or tlieir lives. .As for Montesquieu, he is. an honour to human
nature : he is the legislator of nations ; his works a3:e read in every country and languag*?,

and wherever they t;o they enlighten and invigorate the human niiud.. And, indeed,

several writers have lately ajipearedin France, whose writings breathe such sent ii:-;ents of

liberty, as did but ill accord with an aj^l^itrary government; senti;nents. which have
made rapid pvogresii among men of letters, and persons in the higher raiiks.of life, and
which there can be no doubt have been on^ consideral^le cau.ic in producing the late

important revolutic*n.

In the Belles J^cttres and miscellaneous way, no n::tion ever prodpce-J more agrceabli^.

writers : among whom we may place IVIoritaigne, D'Argens, and Voltaire, as the most
considerable.

Before the immortal Newton appeared in England, Descartes wn<; the greatest phi-

losoplier in modern times. He was the first who applied algebra to the solution of geo-

iTietrical problems, which nalur:t]ly pav^ed the ^\^y. to the analytical discoveries of New-,,

Ion. Many emimeiit mathematicians have flourished in the present age, particularly

Clairaut, Bezout, and D' Alembert, the latter c:^\vhom, to the precision of u geometer
li^'i united the talents of a fine writer.

viiiGc the bc^iniung of tly prescn.t century the French have almost vici^villi iLe^
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English 111 natural piiilosopliy. BufFon would deserve to be reckoned among men ot
science, were he not still more remarkable for his eloquence than for his philosophy.

He is to be regarded as a philosophical painter of nature j and under this view, his Na-
tural History is the first ivork of its kind.

Their painters, Poussin, Le Brun, and above all Le Suer, did honour to the age of

Lewis XIV. They have none at present to compare with them in the more noble kinds

of painting j but Mr Greuse, for portraits and conversation pieces, never perhaps was
excelied.

Sculpture is in general better understood in France than in most other countries of

Europe. Their engravings on copper-plates have been universally and justly celebrat'^-

ed ; but such a liberal patronage has been afforded to English artists, that they are now
tliought to excel their ingenious neighbours, and have rivalled them also in the manu-
facture of paper proper for such impressions. Their treatises on ship-building and en-

gineering stand unrivalled ^ but in the practice of both they are outdone by the English,

No genius hss hitherto equalled Vauban in the theory or practice of fortification. The
French were long our superiors in architecture

3
though we now bid fair for surpassing

them in this art.

We shall conclude this head with observing, that the French have now finished the

Encyclopedic, or general dictionary of arts and sciences, which was drawn up by the

most able masters in each branch of literature, in 28 volumes in folio (six of which are

copperplates) under the direction of Messieurs D'Alembert and Diderot, and is perhaps

the most complete collection of human knowledge we are acquainted with.

Universities and public colleges.] These literary institutions received a loss

by the expulsion of the Jesuits,.who made the languages, arts, and sciences, their parti-

cular study, and taught them all over France. Before the revolution there were in France

twenty-eight universities, which are as follow : Aix, Anglers, Aries, Avignon, Besan-

<;on, Bourdeaux, Bourges, Caen, Cahors, Dol, Douay, Fleche, Montauban, Montpelier,

Nantes, Orange, Orleans, Paris, Perpignan, Poitiers, Point Mouson, Richelieu, Rheims,

Soissons, Strasbourg, Toulouse, Tournoise and Valence. Among these, the Sorbonne

at Paris is most celebrated. In consequence, however, of the revolution every thing

was changed, and even the best institutions under the monarchy v/ere subverted or an-

nulled, with the exception of the French college in Paris, which has undergone no

change. In their stead have been substituted Primary Schools, Vv^hich answer to un-

common ones, where reading, writing, and arithmetic, are taught. There are many
private schools erected in Paiis, the object of which is to prepare youth for the higher

classes, so that they may be transplanted from those nurseries to the central seminaries.

These private institutions in Paris, are generally conducted in a very proper manner
j

but so much cannot be said for those in the provincial towns and in the country. For-

merly the clergy claimed the exclusive right of instructing youth. The parish priests

were allowed lands and houses, but being now deprived of these benefices, they are obli-

^red, as their only means of support, to teach small schools, where the country people pay

ibr the education of tlieir children 3 but those schools are so little frequented, that the

rising generation may be said to grow up v^ithout any instruction. Time will prove

whether it would not redound more to the advantage of the French nation, to pay more

attention to the proper instruction of } outh than to the extension of their dominions.

"^/Vithout instruction the rising generation vdll have to lament the fatal consequences of

?g-norance, immorality, and unbridled licentiousness. Another institution was likewise

established to which they gave the nam.e of Normal schools, to which men of clear un-

derstanding only were tc be appointed to prepare youth for the higher schools j the

teachers from among men of the first talents known only by their discoveries, and by

their writings. These schools were raised upon a hasty and unstable foundation, and

hence in less than a year they were dissolved. The schools which exist at present are

the Central Schocls, the Pciytechnic schools, and the schools for the public service.

(EooUs de Service Publique). The regulations for the public Central schools are as fol-

io'v. There shall be a central school in each department. The whple of the instruc-

tions shall be divided into three parts or sections ; drawing, natural history, the ancient

a/id modern languages, shall be taught in the first ^
mathematics, physics^ and chemistry,
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ftt the second ; -and universal grammar, tlie fine arts, history, and legislation, in tlie third.

The pupils to be received into the first at the age of twelve, into the second atfouheen,

and into the third at sixteen. There shall be a public library in each central school,

with a botanic garden, and apparatus of chymical and philosophical instruments. The
professors to be examined and chosen by a jury of instruction, and the choice to be con^

firmed by the departmental administration. A professor cannot be dismissed by the

aforesaid administration, unless there be a complaint preferred against him by the jury

of instruction, which must be well grounded. The salary of the professor is from 240a
to 3600 franks, also to be paid by the departmental administration. They have be-

sides such a yearly gratuity from each pupil, as the department thinks fit, v/hich sel-

dom exceeds twenty-five franl^s. The fourth part of the pupils are in general too poor to

spare any thing. It is easy to remark that the general rules or laws are very well digested,

but the manner in which they arc to be obeyed or maintained should have been laid down
at the same time. It is to be lamented also that morality is passed over

3
especially as

the public exercise of religion is little encouraged. In the secend section the learner

from fourteen to sixteen, is instructed in the abstract sciences, which tend very much
to sharpen the understanding, and to call forth the latent powers of the mind, and from

sixteen to eighteen he is taught to read the best historians. Besides the central schools,

they have likewise what they call the Central School of the Four Nations, in which are

taught, ancient languages, natural history, drawing, mathematics, experimental phi-

losophy, and chemistry, general grammar and logic, history, legislation, and fine arts.

The second central school in Paris is in the Pantheon, formerly the church of Saint

Genivieves. The regulations are entirely the same. Among the teachers in those se-

minaries, some are known by their literary productions, and those who are not may yet

be very well qualified to fill their respective situations. In those departments where

universities, colleges, large cloisters, palaces of emigrants, and libraries, v:ere already

established, it was easy to establish central schools, but where universities, &c. were

wanting, they are not even at this day furnished with central schools. .Besides the

three central schools in Paris, ninety seven are intended for the departments, of which
forty one are established, and forty are not. Different teachers are still wanting in

some of those which are established. Collections of instruments and libraries are want-
ing in many. 1'hsre are no teachers of the foreign languages to be found in any.

One teacher is only appointed for Latin and Greek, to which he devotes two hours eve-

ry day, the age of the pupils being from tw^elve to fourteen. Eut in so short a tim.e,

pupils of tliat age cannot be expected to make any great progress in the acquisition of

those languages. Many of the philologists in Paris complain that ancient literature is

very little attended to, if not quite neglected. Commissioners -were appointed to travel

through the departments in order to examine, and make a report of the state of the

central schools. According to their report, the schools in most places were in a very

indifferent state even some of the teachers knew very little of what they professed,

and in most of the departments, the central schools were little Sought, and attended by
very feiv.

The next scliool, but of a higher order, is the Polytechnic school, in the^former Pa-
lais de Bourbon^ where the assembly of five hundred held their sittings in a large hall.

The pupils are translated from the central school,-*, after a preliminary examination, in

the elements of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, &c. The number of
pupils is settled at 300, who arc divided into brigades, twenty to each hall, under lie
inspection of the teachers, and a visitor or chief inspector, whom they alternately choose
from among themselves. In the first class are taught tlie higher algebra and analytic

geometry, together with that part of geometry applicable to perspective and the con-
struction of maps. In the second class is taught the art of laying out roads, erecting
bridges, &.C., likewise hydrostatics, hydraulics, and mechanics. In the third class is

taught fortification, the chemistry of minerals, metallurgy, and mining. The Poly-
technic school is kept in very proper order it contains a good philosophical apparatus,
in three rooms on the third story. In tlie first room are many coiivenienccs for the
prosecution of physical and chemical researches. In the second room there is a large
i;olleclion of mechanical and hydrostatical, optical, astronomical, electrical, and mag-
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Jietical instrumeisis. Tlie Polyteclmic school has a very neal and good library of zhmt
ten thousand volumes of the chief works on the different subjects taught in this institih.

fion. It is open for the use of pupils some hours every day, and on the decades the
whole day. It has likewise two very large and fine chemical laboratories, besides two
•of inferior extent, and some mechanical work-shops. The director and administrator

jbave lodgings at free cost in the school.

In order to promote agriculture, and extend scientific enquiries, Louis XIV. found-

ed the Academy of Sciences, which comprehended mathematics in all their branches,

physics, natural history, chemistry, and medicine 5 he also established the Academy of

Belles Lettres, the Academy of Inscriptions, the Academy of Surgery, and the Aca-
demy of Architecture. During the revolution, all preceding monarchical institutions

underwent a change, and even the free temples of the sciences were subverted. Updh
their ruin was founded the National Institute, which not only comprehends all the

branches into which the academies of sai^nces, and of the belles lettres, were formerly

SEbdivided, but also includes logic, morals, and politics.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural akd artificial.] Few countries, if

"we except Italy, can boast of more valuable remains of antiquity than France. Some
of the French antiquities belong to the time of the CeltSy and consequently, compared
to them, those of Rome are modern. Father Mabillon has given us a most curious ac-

count of the sepulchres of their kings, which have been discovered so far back as'Phara-

?aond *, and some of them, when broke open, were found to contain ornamenls and
jeiA-els of value. At Rheim?, and other parts of France, are to be seen triumphal

arches j but the most entire is at Orange, erected on account of the victory obtained

over the Cimbri and Teutones, by Calus Marius and Luctatius Catulus. After Gaul
was reduced to a Roman province, the Romans took vast delight in adorning it with

jnagnificent edifices, both civil and sacred j some of which are more entire than any to

be met with in Italy itself. The ruins of an amphitheatre are to be found in Chalons^

and likevv^se at Vienne. Nismes, however, exhibits the most valuable remains of an-

cient architecture of any place in France The famous Pont du Garde was raised in

the Augustan age by the Roman colony of Nismes, to convey a stream of water be-

tween two mountains for the use of that city, and is as fresli to this day as Vve^tminster

bridge : it consists of three bridges, or tiers of arches, one above another ; the height

IS 174 feet, and the length extends to 723. The moderns are indebted for this, and^

jnany other stupendous aqueducts, to the ignorance of the ancients^- that all slreams

will rise as high as their heads. Many other ruins of antiquity are found at Nismes :

but the chief are, the temple of Diana, whose vestiges are still remaining 5 the arnphi-

tlieatre, which is thought to be the finest and most entire of the kind of any in Europe
j

but above all, the hou/;e erected by the emperor Adrian, called the Maison Came,
-The architecture and sculpture of this building are so exquisitely beautiful, that it en-

chants even the most ignorant, and it is still entire, being very little affected either by.

the ravages of time, or the havoc of war. At Pans, in l^a Rue de la Harpe, may be

seen the remains of a palace, or Thermoe, supposed to have been built by the emperor

Julian,, surnamed the Apostate, about the year 356, after the same model as the baths

of Dioclesian. The remains of this ancient edifice are many arches, and vrithin them a

large saloon. It is fabricated of a kirid of mastic, the composition of which is not how
knov;n, intermixed with small square pieces of free-stone and bricks. But the mos£

extraordinary of all artificial curiosities, is the subterraneous cavern at Paris : For the

first building of that city, it was necessary to get the stone in the environs j as Paris

was enlarged, the streets and suburbs extended to and were built on the ancient quar-

ries from which the stone had been taken, and hence proceed the caverns or frightful

cavities which are found under the houses in several quarters of the city. Eight per-

sons lately perished in one of them, a gulf of 150 feet deep, which excited the police

and government to cause the buildings of several quarters to be privately propped up.

All the suburbs of St James's, Harp-street, and even the street of Tournon, stand upon

the ancient quarries, and pillars have been erected to support the weight of the houses *,

but as the lefty buildings, towers, and steeples, now tell the eye wh^t is ss.ea i:i the
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mr, is Wanting under the feet, so it would not require a Very violent sliock to throw

back the stones to the places from whence they had been raised.

At Aries in Provence is to be seen an obelisk of oriental granite, which is 52 feet

high, and seven feet diameter at the base, and all but one stone* Roman temples are

frequent in France. The most particular are in Burgundy and Guienne *, and other

plates, besides the neighbourhood of Nismes, contain magnificent ruins of aqueducts.

The passage cut through the middle of a rock near Brian^on in Dauphiny, is thought

to be a Roman work, if not of greater antiquity. The round buckler of massy silver,

taken out of the Rhone in 1G65, being twenty inches in diameter, and ^velghing twen-

*ty one pounds, containing the story of Scipio's continence, is thought to be coeval with

that great general. It v/ould be endless to recount the diiFerent monuments of ar^ii-

quity to be found in France, particularly in the cabinets of the curious.

I have already mentioned several remarkable springs and mountains, which may be

considered as Ml ural curiosities. Some of the modern works of art, particularly the

canals, have been also before noticed. There are some subterraneous passages and

holes, especially at St Aubin in Britanny, and Niont in Dauphiny, really stupendous.

Cities and towns.] These are numerous in France 5 of which we shall mention

only Paris, Lisle, and their principal sea-ports, Brest and Toulpn.

Lisle, in French Flanders, is thought to be the most regular and strongest fortifica-

tion in Europe, and was the master-piece of the famous Vauban. It is generally garri-

soned with above ten thousand regulars j and for its magnificence and elegance, it is

called Little Paris* ' It5 manufactures of silk, cambric, and camblets, are very consi-

derable
J
and its inhabitants amount to about one hundred thousand. Every reader is

acquainted with the history of Dunkirk, which sthe French were obliged by the treaty

of Utrecht to demolish, but it is still a thorn in the side of the English, by being a

harbour for their smugglers, and may now, by an article in the last treaty of peace,

be put into ^that condition the French ministry may please. The rest of French Flanders,

and its Netherlands, abound with fortified tovv^ns, which carry on very gainful manu-
factures.

Moving southward, we come to the Isle of France ; the capital of which, and of

the whole kingdom, is Paris. This city has been so often described, it may appear

superfluous to mention it more particularly, were it not that the vanity of the French
has given it a preference, which it by no means deserves, to all the capitals in the

world, in every respect, not excepting even population. Many of the English have

been imposed upon in this point : particularly by the computing from the births and bu-

rials within the bills of mortality, which exclude the most populous parishes about

London. Another mistake lies in computing from the biuii;> and marriages. The
number of dissenters of all kinds in and about London, who do not register the births

of their children, is amazing ; the registers of others are not known by the public
;

and many of the poorer sort will not afiibrd the small expence of such registering. An-
other peculiarity existing in London, is, that most of the Lou ionerp, who will afford

the expence, when they find themselves consumptive, or otherwi"^e indisposed, retire

into the country, where they are buried, and thereby excluded from the bills of morta-

Jity. The population of Paris, therefore, where the registers are more exact and ac-

cessible to the poor, and where the religion and the jiolice are more uniform and strict,

is far more easily ascertained than that of London
j
and, by the best accounts, it does

not exceed seven or eiglit hundred thousand, which is fiir short of London and its con-

tiguous parishes.

Paris is divided into three parts the City, the University, and that which was formerly
called the 'i own. The city is old Paris tlie university and the town are the new.
Paris contains more works of public munificence than utility. Its ]«alaces are shewy,
thid some of its streets, squares, hotels, hospitals, and churches, superbly decorated with
a profusion of paintings, tapestry, images, and statues but Paris, notwithstanding its

boasted police, is j;reatly inferior to London in many of the conveniences oflife, and the

solid enjoyments of society. Without entering into more minute disquisition, Paris, it

fiaust be owned, is the paradise of splci\dor and dienpalicu. The tapc^tiy of the Gobc-
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lines* is unequalled for beauty and richness. The Louvre is a building that does htv
Hour to architecture itself j and the institution of the French academy far exceeds any
thing of the kind in England, or elsewhere. The Thuilleries, the palace of Orleans,

cr as it is called Luxembourg, where a valuable collection of paintings are shewn, the

royal palace, the king^s library, the guild hall, and the hospital for the invalids, are superb

to the highest degree. The city of Paris is said to be fifteen miles in circumference.

The hotels of the French noblesse at Paris take up a great deal of room with their court-

yahrds and gardens j and so do their convents and churches* The streets are very nar-

row, and the houses very high, many of them seven stories. The houses are built of

stone, and are generally mean, even to wretchedness, owing partly to their containing a

different family on every floor. The river Seine, which runs through the centre of the

city, is not half so large as the Thames at London ^ it is too far distant from the sea for

the purposes of navigation, and is not furnished, as the Thames, with vessels or boats of

sny sort ; over it are many stone and wooden bridges, which have nothing to recom-
mend them. The streets of Paris are generally crowded, particularly with coaches,

which gives that capital the appearance of wealth and grandeur though in reality

there is more shew than substance. The glittering carriages that dazzle the eyes of

strangers are mostly common hacks, hired by the day or week to the riumerous foreign-

ers who visit that city j and in truth, the greatest part of the trade of Paris arises from
the constant succession of strangers that arrive daily, from every nation and quarter of"

the globe. This ascendency is undoubtedly owing to the reputation of their language,

their public buildings, the Gobelines, or manufacture of tapestry, their libraries, and
collections of paintings, that are open to the public j the cheapness of provisions, excel-

iency of the French wines, and above all, to the purity of the air and climate in France.

With all these advantages, Paris, in general, will not bear a comparison with London,
in the more essentiarcircumstances of a thriving foreign and domestic trade, the cleanness

of their streets, elegance of their houses, especially within j the plenty of water, and that

of a better quality than the Seine, which it is said disagrees with strangers, as do like-

wise their small wines. In the houses of Paris most of the floors are of brick, and have

no other kind of cleaning than that of being sprinkled with water, and swept once a-day.

These brick floors, the stone stairs, the want of wainscotting in the rooms, and the thick

party walls of stone, are however, good preservatives against fire, which seldom does any,

damage in this city. .. Instead of wainscotting, the walls are covered with tapestry or

damask. The beds in general are very good, and well ornamented with tester and cur-

tains ) but bugs are here a most intolerable nuisance, which frequently oblige strangers

•to sleep on the floor during the excessive heat in the summer. Their shops are but

poorly stored with goods j and the shopkeepers and tradesmen, an indolent, loitering

people, seldom make their appearance before dinner in any other than a morning dress,

of velvet cap, silk night gown, and Morocco slippers ) but when they intend a visit, or

going abroad, all the punctilios of a courtier are attended to, and hardly the resemblance

of a man remains. There is a remarkable contrast between this class of people and

those of the same rank in London. In Paris, the women pack up parcels, enter the

orders, and do most of the drudgery business of the shop, while the husband loiters about,

talks of the great, of fashions and diversions, and the invincible force of their armies.

The splendour of the grand Monarque used to be also with th'em a favourite topic of

conversation, previous to the change in their political system. The .Parisians, however,

as well as the natives of France in general, are remarkably tem.perate in their living
;

and to be intoxicated -ivith liquor is considered as infamous. Bread, and all mianner of

butcher's meat and poultry, are extremely good in Pans j the beef is excellent the

wine they generally drink, is a very thin kind of Burgundy. The common people, ia

the summer season, live chiefly on bread, butter, grapes and small wine. The Parisians

* One Goh^e'i, a noted djer at Rheims, was the first who settled in this place, in the reign cS

Francis I. and the house has retained his name ever sine- ; and here the great Colbert, about the y^j;

1667, established that valuable manufactory.
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yiarcely knov/ the use of tea, but they have coffee in plenty. The police of Paris used

to be so well attended to, that quarrels, accidents, or felonies, seldom happened, and

strangers from all quarters of the globe, let their appearance be ever so uncommon, met
with the most polite treatment. The streets are patrolled at night by horse and foot^

so judiciously stationed, ihat no offender can escape their vigilance. They likewise visit

the publicans precisely at the hour of twelve at night, to see that the company are gone j

for in Paris no liquor can be had after that time. The public roads in France are

under the same excellent regulation, which, with the torture of the rack, prevents rob-

beries in that kingdom ; but for the same reason, when robberies do happen, they are

always attended with the death of the unfortunate traveller 5 and indeed this is the ge-

neral practice in every country of Europe, Great Britain excepted.

The environs of Paris are very pleasant, and contain a number of fine seats, small

t-ov/ns, and villages ; some of them, being scattered on the edges of lofty mountains

rising from the Seine, are remarkably delightful.

The observatory stands 150 toises from the Barrier, on an eminence, and, like the

whole of Paris, on a chalky basis. It was built about 1667. The establishment of the

Academy of Sciences, and of the observatory at Paris, owe their origin to the anxiety

which the great Colbert, minister to Louis XIV. felt for the promotion of the sciences.

The observatory was erected by the celebrated French artist Perrault, who has paid more
attention to the beauty of the edifice, and to his own fancy as an architect, than to the

accommodation of astronomers. The building consists of two very large and high

stories j all the floors are in good order, and on the platform or gallery, and under the

building, are caves of remarkable depth. The finest front is least seen, as it faces a

gr.rden belonging to one of the residing astronomers, so that from the common entrance-

in Rue St Jaques, the observatory appears to some disadvantage. This establishment

was falling into decay during the latter years of the monarchy j at least some of the in-

struments were so old, that others, suitable to the present state of astronomy and mech-
anics, had become absolutely necessary. Count Cassini, who was at that time director

of the observatory, represented to the government the deficiencies complained of, and
had actually begun to make them good. But the revolution took place, Cassini ^vas

obliged to quit the observatory, and the building and instruments weie greatly injured

in tlie times of terrorism. It is now undergoing a thorough repair, which is much
wanted and it is to be supplied with instruments corresponding to the present perfec-

tion of science.

Tl).e 'j:)?clace of Versailles, which stands twelve miles from Paris, though magnificent

and expensive ]:>eyond conception, and adorned with all that art can furnish, is properly

a connection of buildings, each of exquisite arcnitecture, but not forming a whole,

agreeable to the grand and sublime of that art. The gardens, and water works, (which
are supplied by means of prodigious engines, across the Seine at Marli, about three miles

distance), arc asLonibhing proofs of the fertile genius of man, and highly worthy of a
stranger's attention. Trianon, Marii, St Germain en Laye, Meudon, and other roval

palaces, are laid out with taste and judgment j each has its peculiar beauties for the en-
tertainment and amusement of that luxurious court which lately occupied them ; but
some of them are in a shameful condition, both as to repairs and cleanliness.

Brest is a small, but very strong town, apon the English channel, with a most spaci-

ous and finely fortified road and harbour, the best and safest in all the kingdom : yet
its entrance is diiHcult by reason of iniiny rocks lying under water. A t Brest is a court
of admiralty, and academy for sea affairs, docks and magazines for all kinds of naval
stores, rope-yards, store- houses, &.c. insomuch that it may now be termed the capital

receptacle for the navy of France, and is admirably well adapted for that end.

Lewis XIV. rendered Toulon, from a pitiful village, a sea-])ort of great importance,
lie fortified both the town and iiarbour for the reception and protection of the naw.
Its old and its new harbour lie contiguous

J
and by means of a canal, ships pass from

the one into the other, both of tliem having an outlet into the spacious outer harbour.
Its arsenal, established also by that king, has a particular store-house for each ship of war,
its guns, cordage, &.c. being separately laid up. Here are spacious workshops, for

blacksiriilhs, joiners, carpenliers, locki.aiilhs, cruvcrs. ^r. lis rope-walK, of stone,
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is 320 toises or fatlioms in length, with three arched walks. Its general magazine sup-
plies whatever may be wanting in the particular store-houses, and contains an immense
quantity of all kinds of stores, disposed in the greatest order.

Commerce and manufactures.] Next to Henry IV. justly styled the Great, the
famous Colbert^ minister to Lewis XIV. may be called the father of the French com-
merce and manufactures. Under him there was a great appearance that France would
make as illustrious a figure as a trading, as she did then as a warlike psople 5 but the

truth is, the French do not naturally possess that undaunted perseverance which is ne-

cessary for comm.erce and colonization, though no people, in theory, understand them
betier. It is to be considered at the same time, that France, by her situation, by the

turn of her inhabitants for certain manufactures, and the happiness of her soil, must be
always possessed of great inland and neighbouring trade.

The silk manufacture was introduced into France so late as the reign of Henry IV,
and in the age of his grandson Lewis XIV. the city of Tours alone employed 8000
looms, and 800 mills. The city of Lyons then employed 18,000 looms but after the

impolitic and unjust revocation of the edict of Nantes, the expulsion of the Protestants,

and the ruinous wars maintained by France, they decreased to 4000 j and their silk

manufacture is now rivalled by that of England, where the French Protectants took re-

fuge, and were happily encouraged. Next to Tours and Lyons, Paris, Chatillon, and
Nismes, are most celebrated for silk manufactures. France contains 1,500 silk mills,

21,000 looms for stuffs, 12,000 for ribbons and lace, 20,000 for silk stockings, all o£

which employ two millions of people. They also manufacture gloves and stockings

from spider-silk. On the other hand, the French woollen cloths and stuffs, more espe^-

cially at Abbeville, Aniiens,. and Paris, are said to be now little inferior to those of

Englami, and have greatly injured them, particularly in the Turkish markets, assisted

by the clandestine importation of English and Irish wool, and workmea from this coun-

In manufactures the French have always been distinguished for their invention, and

the English for their superior improvement. Abbeville is famous for cloth, linen, sail

cloth, and soap
j
Auvergne for fine thread, l^ace, stuffs, and paper j Nismes for fme

serges
5
Cambray for cambrics ^ St ^uintin for lawns j and Picardy for plate glass.

The districts adjoining the British channel, contain many sheep of the English breed,

which are said to degenerate by removal from their native soil.

Besides the infinite advantage arising to her inland commerce, from her rivers, navig-

able csnals, and a connexion with two seas, her foreign trade may be said to extend it-

self all over the globle. It is a doubtful point whether France was a loser by its cession

of Canada and part of Louisiana at the late peace. But the most valuable part of His-

paniola in the West Indies, \Vhich she possesses by the partiality and indolence of Spain,

is a most improveable acquisition, and the most valuable of all her foreign colonies. In

the West Indies, she likewise possesses the most important sugar islands of Martinico,

Guadaloupe, St Lucia, St Bartholomew, Deseada, and Marigalante. Her possessions

in North America are only a small tracii upon the Missisippi.

The French possessions in the East Indies were never very considerable j 'and what

territory th^y had is nov/ in the possession of the English. Before tlje revolution her

trade is thus described by Mr Anderson :) ' Her land trade to Switzerland and Italy is

by way of Lyons—To Germany, through Metz and Strasburg—To the Netherlands

through Lisle—To Spain (a most profitable one), through Bayonne and Perpignan.

As for her naval commerce, her ports in the channel, and on the western, ocean, arc

frequented by all the trading nations in Europe, to the great advantage of France^

more especially respecting what is carried on with England, Holland, and Italy. The

trade from her Mediterranean ports (more particularly from Matseilles) with Turkey

and Africa, has long been very considerable. The negro trade from Guinea supplies

her sugar colonies, besides the gold, ivory, and drugs got from thence.

The commercial treaty between France and England appears to have served both

countries, by opening an extensive market for English woollens, cottons, pottery, and

hardware, and for French wines, linens, and cambrics, besides having nearly destroyed

tb« great smuggling trade on their ccarts, a-d proraot-ed a friendly intercourse between
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two nations y but 't has also been the means of glutting the French market with

English goods, and affording the French an opportunity to rival the English in their

manufactures, as appears from new ones, particularly one in imitation of Wedgewood's

v/are, already established at Paris.

The exports are wine, vinegar, brandy, oil, silks, satins, linens, woollen cloth, tapest-

ries, laces, gold and silver embroideries, toys, trinkets, perfumery, paper, pi-?nts, books,

dritgs, dies, &c. The imports are hardware, earthenware, cottons, metals, hemp, flax,

silk, wool, horses, East and West Indian goods, &:c. It employs one million tons o£

shipping, with near 50,000 seamen •, and before the revolution, the Imports w^ere valued

at 9,58S,333l. the exports at 12,500,0001. and it had a balance of trade of more than

two millions in its favour j but its trade and manufactures have since declined.

One great disadvantage to the commerce of France, is, that the profession of a mer-

chant is not so hoaourabie as in England and some other countries. A great number
of the cities of France have the privilege of coinage, and each of them a particular mark
to distinguish their respective pieces j which must be very embarrassing, especially to

strangers.

Public trading companies.] It has no trading companies (having abolished all

jnonopoly) but a bank or caisse d'escompte, and a bank of cxtraordinaries.

Constitution and government.] France, by the revolution in 1789, founded a
new constitution^ upon the principles that all men are free and equal in their righte, and
that sovereignty resides in the nation. It is quite unnecessary to give any detail X)f this

constitution, as it has been since completely overthrown. After the condemnation and
murder of their sovereign, a new constitution was formed, which was very soon abolish-

ed to make way for the dominioii of the five Directors, who formed the executiv-e go-

verument j there was besides a legislative body, composed of a council gf ancients, of two
hundred and fifty members, and a council of five hundred.

Immediately after the arrival of Bonaparte from Egypt, a scheme was entered into

for the overthrow of this constitution, which was carried into execution at the point of
the bayonet. A new g-overnment was established, consisting of what was called a con-

servative senate of eighty members, a tribunate of 100 members of 25 years of age at
least, a legislative body of three hundred ; and three consuls nominated for ten years,

and indeliuiteiy re eligible, Bonaparte was appointed First Consul, and very soon Con-
trived to unite in his Qwm person the whole executive power. The government is at

present a military despotism, and being supported solely by the influence and authority

of one man, cannpt rest upon a very solid foundation,

Afcer the reader has be^n told of the excellency of the climate, and fertility of the

soil in France
J
her numerous manufactures and extensive commerce j her great cities,

her numerous towns, sea ports, rivers and canals j the cheapness of proviiioui"^, wines and
liquors the formidable armies and fleets: she has sent forth, to the terror of Europe

5

and the o;itural clviracter of her inhabitants, their sprightliness and gaiety ; he will un-
doubtedly conclude that France is the ttjost powerful nation, and her people the most
opulent and happy li\ Europe. The revbi'S^, however, appears to be the state of that
nation at present j and v/e do not find that^ any former period they were mere rich or
more happy.

The most obvious causes of this nfitional poverty took their rise from the ambition
and vanity of their kings and courtiers, which led them into schemes of universal domi-
nion, the aggrandizement of their name, and the enslaving of Christendom. Their
wais, which they sometimes carried on against one half of Europe, and in which they
were generally unfortunate, led them into diiliculties to which the ordinary revenues
were inadequate j and hence proceded the arbitrary demands upon the subject, under
various pretences, in the name of loans, free gifts, &c. When these fiiiled, other me-
thods, more^despotic ur:d unvvar.aulablc, such as ri,.i;igjind reducing the value of money,
as it suited their o^vn purposes, national bankruptcies, and other grievous oppressions,
were adopted, which gave the finishing blow to public credit, an'd shoolv the founda-
tions of trade, commerce, and industry, the fruits of which no man could call his own.

Wiiea we consider the motives of these wars, a desire to enslave and render miserable
•^>/:' jia'-ous around ihem, thai man must be devoid of humanity TNho;-e breast > i\Qi
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iraiscd with mdignation upon the bare mention of the blood that has been spilt, the mi-
series and desolations that have happened, and the numerous places that have fallen a
sacrifice to their ambition. It appears too plain, that while they thus grasp after foreign
conquest, their country exhibits a picture of misery and beggary. Their towns, a very
few excepted, make a most dismal and solitary appearance. The shops are mean be-
yond description ; and the passengers, who saunter through a labyrinth of narrow dirty
streets, appear to be chiefly composed of priests and devotees passing to or from mass
hair-dressers, and beggars. That this is the appearance of their towns, and many of
their cities, we may appeal to the observation of any one who has been in that kingdom.
Were it possible to mention a people more indigent than these citizens, we might des-
cribe the farmers and peasantry. We have, in another place, mentioned the natural ad-
vantages of France, where the hills are covered with grapes, and most extensive plains
produce excellent crops of corn, rye, and barley. Amidst this profusion of plenty, the
farm.er and his family barely exist upon the gleanings 5 and his cattle, which are seldom
numerous, pick a subsistence, in the summer months, from the skirts of his fields. Here
the farmer, meagre, dispirited, and depressed, exhibits a spectacle of indigence hardly
credible 5 and to see him ploughing the ground with a lean cow, ass, and a goat yoked,
excites in an English traveller that pity to which human nature is entitled. He for-

gets the country while he feels for the man.
The Revenues of France have been long in a disorderly state, and they have, during

the present war, chiefly subsisted upon the plunder of the countries they have over-run.
Their army is numerous and v/ell appointed, and having been for a number of years con-
stantly on the field, must be well disciplined. Their navy has been almost totally an-
nihilated by the signal victories obtained by the fleets of Great Britain.

Royal titles, arms, nobility, and orders.] The National Assembly, desirous

of establishing the French constitution on the principles it has declared, abolished

irrevocably those institutions which they imagined injurious to liberty and equality of
rights.

There is no longer any nobility^ nor peerage^ nor hereditary distinctions, nor difference

ef orders, nor feudal government, nor patritnonioljurisdiction, nor any of the titles, de-

nominations, and prerogatives, which are devived from them ; or any of the orders of
chivalry, corporations, or decorations, for which proofs of nobility were required : nor
any kind of superiority, but that of public functionaries in the exercise of their functions.

Royalty, which was one branch of the first constitution, is now abolished, the lyi-

fortunate monarch decapitated, and the constitution has dcgeneratod into a military

despotism..

History.] The history of no country is better authenticated than that of France,

and it is particularly interesting to an English reader. This kingdom, which was by
tJie Romans called Transalpine Gaul, or Gaul beyond the Alps, to distinguish it from

Cisalpine Gaul, on the Italian side of the Alps, was probably peopled from Italy, to

which it lies contiguous. Like other European nations, it soon became a desirable ob-

.
ject to the ambitious Romans

\
and, after a brave resistance, was annexed to their em-

pire by the invincible arms of Julius Csesar, about forty eight years before Christ. Gaul
continued in the possession of the Romans till the dov/nfal of that empire in the fifth

century, when it became a prey to the Goths, the Burgundians, and the Franks, who
subdued but did not extirpate the ancient natives. The Franks, themselves, who gave

it the name of France, or Frankenland, were a collection of several people inhabiting

Germany, and particularly the Salii, who lived on the banks of the river Sale, and wkq
cultivated the principles of jurisprudence better than their neighbours. The Salii had a

rule, which the rest of the Franks are said to have adopted, and has been by the modern

Franks applied to the succession of the throne, excluding all females from the inheritance

of sovereignty, and is well known by the name of the Salic law.

The Franks and Burgundains, after establishing their power, and reducing the ori-

ginal natives to a state of slavery, parcelled out the lands among their principal leaders
;

and succeeding kings found it necessary to confirm -their privileges, allowing them to

exerrcise sovereign authority in their respective governments, until they at length as*

'Mmzi an independencvj only ackng^.vledgin^ the king as their head. This gave rise
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vto {host numerous pri/icipalities that were formerly in France, and to the several par

iiaments j for every provmce became, in its policy and government, an epitome of the

whole kingdom j and no laws were made, or taxes raised, without the concurrence of

the grand council, consisting of the clergy an,d of the nobility.

Thus, as in other European nations, immediately after the dissolution of the Roman
empire, the first government in France seems to have been a kind of mixed monarchy,

#and the power of their kings extremely circumscribed and limited by the feudal barons.

The first Christian monarch of the Franks (according to Daniel, one of the best

French historians) was Clovis, who began his reign anno 4S1, and was baptized, and

introduced Christianity in the year 49o : The mind of Clovis had been affected by the

pathetic tale of the passion and the death of Christ and, insensible of the beneficial

consequences of the mysterious sacrifice, he occlainjed with religious fervour, " Had I

been present with my valiant Franks, I would have revenged his injuries." Butthougk
he publicly professed to acknowledge the truth of the gospel, iis divine precepts were
but little respected. From this period the French history exhibits a series of great

events j aud we find them generally engaged in domestic broils or in foreign wars.

The first race of their kings prior to Charlemagne, found a cruel enemy in the Saracens,

who then over-ran Europe, and retaliated the barbarities of the Goths and Vandals upcn.

their posterity. In the year 800, Charlemagne, king of France, whom we have often

mentioned as the glory of those dark ageS;, became master of Germany, Spain, and
part of Italy, and was crowned king of the Honi^ns by the pope ; he divided his empire
by will, among his sons, which proved fatal to his family and posterity. Soon after this,

the Normans, a fierce warlike .people frojn Norway, Denmark, and other parts of
Scandinavia, ravaged the kingdom of France, and about the year 900 obliged the

French to yield Bretagne to RoUo their leader, who married the king's daughter, and.

was persuaded to profess himself a Christain. This laid the foundation of the Norman,
power in France ; v/hich afterwards gave a king to England, in the person of William
duke of Normandy, who subdued Harold, the last Saxon king, in the year 1066. This
event proved unfortunate and ruinous to France, as it engaged that nation in almost

perpetual wars with England, for whom they were lyjt an equal match, notwithstand-
ing their numbers, and the assistance they received from Scotland.

The rage of crusading, which broke out at this time, was of infinite service to the
French crown in two respects : in the first place, it carried off hundreds of thousands
of its turbulent subjects, and their leaders, who were almost independent of the king :

in the next, the king succeeded to the estates of numbers of the nobility, who died
abroad without heirs.

But passing over the dark ages of the crusades, their expedition to the Holy Land,
and wars with Englaiid, which have been already mentioned, we shall proceed to that
period when the French began to extend their influence over Europe ; and this brings
us to the reign of Francis I. contemporary with Henry VIII. of England, This prince,

though he was brave to excess in his owm person, and had defeated the Swiss, who till

then were deemed invincible, was an unfortunate warrior. He had great abilities and
great defects. He was a candidate for the empire of Germany, but lost the imperial
crown : Charles V, of the house of Austria, and king of Spain, being chosen. In the
year 1520, Francis having invited Henry VIII. of England to an interview^ the two
kings met in an open plain near Calais, where they and their attendants, displayed their

magnificence with such emulation- and profuse expence as produced it the name of the
FieJW of the Cloth of Gold. Feats of chivalry, parties of gallantry, together with such
exercises and pastimes as were in that age reckoned manly or elegant, rather than
serious business, occupied both courts during eighteen days that they continued together*.

* The French and Enc^U.^h historians describe rlie p'lnip of this interview, and tlie variou.*; spectacles,
tvith great minuteness. One circuin-stance, luentioneJ by liie marcs^:liai de Fleur.inges, who wps pre-
sent, and vvliich appears singular in the present age, is commonly t)mitied. " After the tournament,"
«ays he, " the French aud iinglish vvreatleiu inaile their appearance, and wrestled in presence of tl;o

kinixs and the ladie:; ; and a> there were many stont wrestlers there, it attbrded excellent pastime ; but
as the k ng of France had neglected to briu^ any wjciticrs gut oi Bret.ignc, the English gaiatd Uie
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Francis ma,de some dazzling expeditions against Spain, but suffered his motlier, of whom
he was very fond, to abuse his power : by which he disobliged the constable of Bour-
bon, the greatest of his subjects, who joined in a confederacy against him with the
emperor and Henry VIII. of England. In a capital expedition he undertook into Italy,

he was taken prisoner at the battle of Pavia, in the year 1524, and obliged to agree to

dishonourable terms, which he never meant to perform, to regain his liberty. His non-

performance of thdse conditions was afterwards the source of many wars betweeen him
and the emperor j and he died in 1547.

France, at the time of his death, notwithsanding the variety of disagreeable events

during the late reign, was in a flourishing condition. Francis I. was succeeded by his

son Henry II. w^ho upon the whole was an excellent and fortunate prince. He con-

tinued the war with the emperor of Germany to great advantage for his own dominions
j

and was so well served by the duke of Guise, that though he lost the battle of St Quin-
tin, against the Spaniards and the English, he retook Calais from the latter, who never

since had any footing in France. He married his son, the Dauphin, to Mary queen of

Scots, in hopes of uniting that kingdom to his crown ^ but in this scheme, he, or rather

his country, was unfortunate, as may be seen in the history of Scotland. He was killed

in the year 1559, at an unhappy tilting-match, by the count of Montgomeri.
He was succeeded by his son Francis II. a weak, sickly, inactive prince, and only

thirteen years of age, whose power was entirely engrossed by a prince of the house of

Guise, uncle to his wife, the beautiful queen of Scotland. This engrossment of power
encouraged the Bourbon, the Montmorenci, and other great faT.Jlies, to form a strong

opposition against the government. Anthony, king of Navarre, was at the head of the

Bourbon family but the queen-mother, the famous Catharine of Medicis, being obliged

to take part with the Guises, the confederacy, who had adopted the cause of Hugono-
tisra, was broken in pieces, when the sudden death of Francis happened, in the year

1560.

This event took place while the prince of Conde, brother to the king of Navarre,

was under sentence of death for a con^iracy against the court j but the queen-mother

saved him, to balance the interest of the^Guises y so that the sole direction of affairs fell

into her hands, during the minority of her second son, Charles IX. Her regency was a

continued series of dissimulation, treachery, and murder. The duke of Guise, who was

the scourge of the Protestants, was assassinated by one Pollrot, at the siege of Orleans
^

and the murderer was unjustly thought to have been instigated by the famous Coligni,

admiral of France, who was then at the head of the Protestant party. Three civil wars

succeeded each other. At last the court pretended to grant the Hugonols a very ad-

vantageous peace, and a match was concluded between Henry, the young king of Na-

Varre, a Protestant, and the French king's sister. The heads of the Protestants were

-invited to celebrate the nuptials at Paris, with tl>e infernal view of butchering them all

if possible in one night. This project proved but too successful, though it was not com-

pletely executed, on St Bartholomew's day, 1572. The king himself assisted in the

massacre, in which the admiral Coligni fell. The signal for the inhuman slaughter of

so many thousands, was to be made by striking the great bell of the palace. At that

dreadful knell, the work of death was begun, and humanity recoils from the horrors of

the fatal night of St Bartholomew
,
yet the reader may expect amidst the gen.eral carnage

that some few moments should be devoted to the fate of Coligni. He had long retired

to rest, when he was aroused by the noise ©f the- assassins, who had surrounded his house.

A German, named Besme, entered his chamber, and the admiral, apprehending-his in-

lientioiis, prepared to meet death with that fortitude which had ever distinguished him.

Incapable of resistance from the wounds he had received by two balls in a late attempt

prize.—After this, the kings of France and England retired to a tent, where they drank together, ani

the king of England seizing the king of France by the collar, said, " My brother, I must ivrestle luitb

JO//," and endeavoured once or twice to trip up his heels ; but the king oi France, who was a dex-

trous wrestler, twisted him lound, and threw him on the earth with prodigious violence. The king oi

England wanted to renew the combai, but was prevented."

Memoires dc Flueranges, 12mo> PaiiSj 1753, p. 329.
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to assassinate him, with an undismayed countenance, he had ijcarce uttered the words,
" Young man, respect these grey hairs, nor stain them with blood," when Besme plung-

ed his sword into his bosom, and with his barbarous associates threw the body into the

court. The young duke of Guise contemplated it in silence, but Henry count d'An-

goulesme, natural brother to Charles, spurned it with his foot exclaiming, " Courage,

my friends, we have begun well, let us finish in the same manner." It is said that

about 30,000 Protestants were murdered at Paris, and in other parts of France, and this

brought on a fourth civil war. Though a fresh peace was concluded in 1573 with the

Protestants, yet a fifth civil war broke out the next year, when the bloody Charles

IX. died without heirs.

His third brother, the duke of Anjou, had some time before been chosen king of Po-

land y and hearing of his brother's death, he with some difficulty escaped to France,

where he took quiet possession of that crown, by the name of Henry III.

Religion at that time supplied to the reformed nobility of France the feudal powers

they had lost. The heads of the Protestants could raise armies of Hugonots. The go-

vernors of provinces behaved in them as if they had been independent of the crown j

and the parties were so equally balanced, that the name of the king alone turned the

scale. A holy league was formed for the defence of the catholic religion, at the head of

which^was the duke of Guise. The Protestants under the prince of Conde, and the duke
of Alen^on, the king's brother, called the German princes to their assistance, and a

sixth civil war broke Out in 1577, in which the king of Spain took the part of the league,

in revenge of the duke of Alenqon declaring himself lord of the Netherlands. The
civil \var was finishbd within the year, by another sham peace. The king, ever since

his accession to the crown, had plunged himself into a course of infamous debauchery
and religious extravagancies. He was entirely governed by his profligate fav^ourites, hut
he possessed natural good sense. He began to suspect that the proscriptions of the Pro«-

testants, and the setting aside from the succession the king of Navarre, on account of

his religion, which was aimed at by the holy league, was with a view to place the duke
of Guise, the idol of the Roman Catholics, on the throne, to which that duke had some
distant pretensions. To secure himself on the throne, a seventh civil war broke out in

1579, and another in the year 1585, both of them to the disadvantage of the Protes-

tants, through tlie abilities of the duke of Guise. The king thought him now so dan-

gerous, that, after inviting him in a friendly manner to court, both he and his brother

the cardinal, were, by his majesty's orders, and in a manner under his eyes, basely assaj-

sinated in 1593. The leaguers upon this declared tiiat Henry had forfeited his crown,
and was an enemy to religion. This obliged him to throw himself into the arms of the

Protestants
) but while he was besieging Paris, where the leaguers had their greatest

force, he was in his turn assassinated by one Clement, a young enthusiastic monk, in

1589. In Henry III. ended the line of Valois.

The readers of history are well acquainted with the difficulties, on account of his re-

ligion, which Henry IV. king of Navarre head of the house of Bourbon, and the
next heir by the Salic law, had to encounter before he mounted the throne. The lea-

guers were headed by the duke of Main, brother to the late duke of Guise j and they
drew from his cell the decrepit popish cardinal of Bourbon, uncle to the king of Na-
varre, to proclaim lilm king of France. Being strongly supported by the power < of
Spain and Rome, all the glorious actions performed by Henry, his courage and magna-
nimity, seemed only to make him more illustriously unfortunate ; for he and his little

court were sometimes without common necessaries. He ^vas, however, personal!v be-
loved and no objection lay against him but that of religion. The leaguers, on the
other hand, split among themselves 3 and the French nation in general, bei^ig jealous of
the Spaniards, who availed themselves of the public distractions, Henry, after experien-
cing a variety of good and bad fortune, came secretly to a resolution of declaring him-
self a Roman Catholic. This v,-as called a measure of prudence, if not of necessity, as

* A small kingdom lyin^ upon the Pyrrnean moiintnin*, of the c^rr.itcst part of v.-}iich. Up,)er Na-
varre, Henry's predecessors haJ been unj^jslly dispossessed by Fcrdinani, kiiij cf ipain, .•il.ou; :..c v^*r

Z 2
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the king of Spain had offered his daughter Isabella Clara Eugenia to be queen of France-^

and would have married her to the young duke of Guise.

In 1593, Henry v/ent publicly to mass, as a mark of his conversion. This complai-
sance wrought wonders in his favour and having with great difficulty obtained absolu-

tion from the pope, all France submitted to his authority, and he had only the crown of
Spain to contend with, which he did for several years with various fortune. In 1598
he published the famous edict of Nantes, which secured to his old friends the Protes-

tants the free exercise of their religion and n^xt year the treaty of Vervins was con-

cluded with Spain. Henry next chastised the dulsLe of Savoy who had taken advantage
of the late troubles in his kingdom and applied himself with v^^nderful attention and
success (assisted in all his undertakings by his minister, the great Sully), to cultivate

the happiness of his people, by encouraging manufactures, particularly that of silk, the

benefit of which France feels at this day. Having re-established the tranquillity, and in a
great measure secured the happiness of his people, he formed connexions with the

neighbouring powers for reducing the ambition of the house of Austria ^ for which pur-

pose, it is said, he had formed great schemes, and collected a formidable army others

say (for his inteption does not clearly appear), that he designed to have formed Christ-

endom into a great republic, of which France was to be the head, and to drive the

Turks out of Europe while others attribute his preparations to more ignoble motives,

that of a criminal passion for a favourite princess, whose husband had carried her for

protection into the Austrian dominions. Whatever may be in these conjectures, it is

certain that while he was making preparations for the coronation of his queen, Mary
of Medicis, and was ready to enter upon his grand expedition, he was assassinated in

his coach in the streets of Paris,' by one Ravilhac, like Clement, another youirg enthu-

siast, in 1610.

Lewis XIII. son to Henry IV. deservedly named the Great, was but nine years o£

age at the time of his father's death. As he grew up, he discarded-his mother and her

favourites, and chose for his minister the famous cardinal Richelieu, who put a period, by
Iiis resolute and bloody measures, to the remaining liberties of France, and to the religi-

ous establishment of the Protestants there, by taking from them Rochelle, though Charles

I. of England, who had married the French king's sister, made some weak efforts, by
his fleet and arms, to prevent it. This put an end to the civil wars on account of reli-

jnon in France. Historieuis say, that in these wars above a million of men lost their

lives ; that 150,000,000 livres was spent in carrying them on •, and that nine Cities,

four hundred villages, two thousand churches, two thousand monasteries, and ten thou-

sand houses, were burnt, or otherwise destroyed, during their continuance.

Richelieu, by a masterly train of politics, though himself was next to an enthusiast for

popery, supported the protestants of Germany, and Gustavus Adolphus, against the house

of Austria : and after quelling all the rebellions and conspiracies which had been formed

against him in France, he died some months before Lewis XIII. Vvho in 1643, left his

son, afterwards the famoui Lewis XIV. to inherit his kingdom.

During that prince's non-age, the kingdom was torn in pieces under the administra-

lion of his mother Anne of Austria, by the factions of the great, and the divisions be-

tween the court and parliament, for the most trifling causes, and upon the most despi-

cable principles. The prince of Conde flamed like a blazing star sometimes a patriot,

sometimes a courtier, and som.etimes a rebel. He was opposed by the celebrated Tu-
rcnne, who from a protestant had turned a papist. The nation of France was involved

at once in civil and domestic wars j but the queen-mother having made choice of car-

dinal Mazarine for her first minister, he found means to turn the arms even of Cromwell

against the Spaniards, and to divide the domestic enemies of the court so effectually

among themselves, that when Le\^'is assumed the reins of government in his own hands,

he found himself the most absolute monarch that ever sat upon the throne of France^

He had' the good fortune, on the death of Mazarine, to put the domestic administration

of his affairs into the hands of Colbert, whom I have more than once mentioned, who
formed new systems for the glory, commerce, and manufactures of France^ all which be

carried to a surprising height.
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To write tlie history of this reign, would be to write that of all Europe. Ignorance

and ambition were the only enemies of Lewis : through the former, he was blind to

eyery patriotic duty a king, and promoted the interests of his subjects only that they

might the better answer the purposes of his greatness
j
by the latter he embroiled him-

self with all his neighbours, and wantonly rendered Germany a dismal scene of devasta«

tion. By his impolitic and unjust revocation of the edict of Nantes, in the year 1685,

with the dragooning of the protestants that followed it, he obliged them to take shelter

in England, Holland, and different parts o*f Germany, Avhere they established the silk

manu!:actares, to the great prejudice of their own country. He was so blinded by flattery,

that he arrogated to himself the divine honours paid to the pagan emperors of Rome.

He made and broke treaties for his conveniency, and at last raised against himself a con-

i^deracy of almost all the other princes of Europe j at the head of which was king Wil-

liam II I. of England. He was so well served, that he made head for some years agains't

this alliance but hiving provoked the English by his repeated infidelities, their arms,

under the duke of Marlborough, and the Austrians, under the prince Eugene, rendered

the latter part of his life as miserable as the beginning was splendid. His reign, from

the year 1702 to 1711, was one continued series of defeats and calamities j and he had

the mortilication of seeing those places taken from him, which in the former part of his

reign were acquired at the expence of many thousand lives. Just as he was reduced,

old as he was, to the desperate resolution of collecting his people, and dying at their

head, he was saved by the English Tory ministry deserting the cause^ withdrawing from

the;r allies, and concluding the peace of Utrecht, in ni3» He survived his deliver-

ance but two years j and in his last hours displayed a greatness of mind worthy of his

elevated situation : Why do you weep," said he to his domestics, " Did you think
" mc immortal ?" He died on the first of Septeqaber 1715, aiid was succeeded by his

great grandson Levv^is XV.
The partiality of Lewis XIV. to his natural children might have involved France in

a civil war had not the regency been seized upon by the duke of Orleans, a man of

sense and spirit, and the next " legitim^ate prince of the blood, who having embroiled

_ himself with Spain, the king was declared of age in 1722, and the regent, on the fifth

of December 1723, was carried oft' by an apoplexy.

The reader is not to imagine that I am to follow the affairs of France through all the

inconsistent scenes of fighting and treating with the several powers of Europe, which
are to be found in their respective histories. Among the first acts of the late king's go-

vernment, was his nominating his preceptor, afterwards cardinal Fleury, to be his first

minister. Though his system was entirely pacific,- yet the situation of affairs in Europe,
upon the death of the king of Poland, In 1734, more than once embroiled him with
the house of Austi'ia, The intention of the French king was to replace his father-in-

law, Stanislaus, pn the throne of Poland. In this he failed through the interposition of
the Russians and Austrians *, but Stanislaus enjoyed the title of king, and the revei-\ue.s

of Lorrain, during the remainder of his life. The connection between France and
Spain forced the former to become principles in a vvrar with Great Britain j in the ma-
nagement of which the latter was so ill seconded by her allies, that it was finished by the

peace of Aix la Chapelle in 174S.
In the year 1757, Francis Damicn, an tmhappy wretcli, whose sullen mind, naturally-

unsettled, was inflamed by the disputes between the king and his parliament relative to
religion, embraced the desperate resolution of attempting the life of his sovereign. In
the dusk of the evening, as the king prepared to enter his coach, he was suddenly
wounded, though slightly, with a pen-knife, between the fourth and fifth ribs, in the
presence of his son, and in the midst of his guards. Tlio daring assassin had mingled
with the crowd of cgtu'tiers, and was iirstantly betrayed by Iws distracted countenance.
He declared it was never his indention to kill the king, but that he only meant to wound
him that God might touch his heart, and incline him to restore the trancjuillity of his

dominions by re-establishing the parliameut, and banishing the archbishop of Paris

whom he regarded as the source of the j)rcsent commotions. In these frantic and inco-

herent declarations he persisted amidst the most exquisite tortures and after human in-

genuity had been exhausted in devising i^w modes of torment, his judges, tired out will*
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Lis obstinacy, consigned him to a death, the inhumanity of which is increased by the
evident madness that stimulated to the fatal attempt j and which might fill the hearts of
savages with horror. He was conducted to the common place of exccutien, amidst a
vast concourse of the populace

j
stripped naked and fastened to the scaffold by iron

gyves. One of his hands was then burnt in liquid flaming sulphur. His thighs, legs,

and arms, were torn with red hot pincers
j
boiling oil, melted lead, rosin, and sulphur,

were poured into the wounds 5 and to complete the awful catastrophe, tight ligatures

being tied round his limbs, he was torn to pieces by young and vigorous horses.

The Jesuits having rendered themselves universally odious by their share in the con-
spiracy against the late king of Portugal, fell in France under the lash of the civil

power, for certain fraudulent mercantile transactions. They refused to discharge the

debts of one of their body, who had become bankrupt for a large sum, and who was
supposed to act for the benefit of the whole society. As a monk, indeed, he must ne-
cessarily do so. The parliaments eagerly seized an opportunity of humbling their spi-

ritual enemies. The Jesuits were every v>^here cited before those high tribunals in 1761,
and ordered to do justice to their creditors. They seemed to acquiesce in the decision,

but delayed payment under various pretences. New suits were commenced against

them, in 1762, on account of the pernicious tendency of their writings. In the .course

of these proceedings, which the king endeavoured in vain to prevent, they were com-
pelled to produce their INSTITUTE, or the rules of their order, hitherto studiously

concealed. That mysterious volume, which was found to contain maxims subversive of

lill civil government, and even of the fuadamental principles of morals, completed their

ruin. All their colleges were seized, all their effects confiscated, and the king, ashamed
or afraid to protect them, not only resigned them to their fate, but finally expelled

them the kingdoiii, by a solemn edict, and utterly abolished the order of Jesus in France.

Elated with this victory over ecclesiastical tyranny, the French parliaments attempt-

ed to set bounds to the absolute power of the crown, and seemed determined to" confine

it within the limits of law. Not satisfied with refusing, as usual, to register certain op-

pressive edicts, or with remonstrating against them, they ordered criminal prosecutions

to be commenced against the governors of several provinces, acting in the king's name,
who had enforced the registration of those edicts. The magnanimity of these assemblies

had awakened new ideas in the bosoms of the French
j
they were taught by the kte

remonstraiices to consider their inherent rights j and this flame, in the succeeding reign,

burst foith with accumulated force, and overwhelmed the throne.

As to the war with Great Britain, which was ended by the peace of Fontainbleau, in

1763, the chief events attending it, so humiliating to France, have been already men-
tioned in the history of Englandj and therefore need not be recapitulated here.

Corsica, a small island in the Mediterranean, had long resisted with manly firmness

the oppressive councils of the Genoese, who claimed the sovereignty over it by right of

conquest. But, unable to support those pretensions, Genoa transferred them to France,

on condition that Lewis should put her in full possession of the adjacent island of Cap-

xaria, which the Corsicans had lately invaded and reduced. To execute his engage-

ments, powerful armaments were fitted out by Lewis, at Antibes and Toulon
^

twenty

battalions of French Vi^ere landed in Corsica j and the natives, whose free suffrage^ had
summoned Paoli, one of their principal chiefs, to the supreme government of the isl\ind,

determined to defend their liberties to the utmqst.

A sharp and bloody war, such as suited the inferior numbers of the inhabitants knd

•the nature of the country, was carried on in all the fastnesses and mountainous parts of

the island j and it was not till after the French had fatally experienced, in two succes-

sive campaigns, the enthusiastic courage v;hich animates the champions of freedom, that

they overwhelmed by their superior numbers this unfortunate people j nor had Lewis

much reason to triumph in an acquisition, to attain which he had sacrificed several thou-

sands of his bravest troops, and only extended his dominion ovey a rugged and unpro-

ductive island.

The late unfortunate king, Lewis the XVI. succeeded his grandfather, Lev/is the XV.
cn the 10th of May 1774. Several regulations were made after his accession, highly

favourfeble to the general interests of the nation, particularly the suppression of the Mus-
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^uetarles, and some otlier corps, which being adapted more to the parade of guarding

the royal person than any real military service, were supported at a great expence, with-

out an adequate return of benefit to the state. One remarkable circumstance which at-

tended this reign, was the placing of Mr Necker, a protestant, and a native of Swit-

zerland, at the head of the French finances, in 1776. Possessed of distinguished and

acknowledged abilities, his appointment would have excited no surprise, had it not been

contrary to the constant policy of France, which had carefully excluded the aliens of

her country and faith from the controul of her revenue. It now stood forward as anew
instance of enlargement of mind and liberality of sentiment *, and will to posterity mark
the prominent features of the reign of Lewis XVI. Under the direction of this gentle-

man, a general reform took place in France, through every department in the revenue.

When hostilities commenced in 1777, between France and Great Britain, in conse-

quence of the assistance afforded by the former to the revolted British colonies in Ame-
rica, the people of France were not burthened with new taxes for carrying on the war

y

but the public revenue was augmented by his oeconomy, improvements, and reiormatiou

that were introduced into the management of the finances. In consequence of this na-

tional oeconomy, the navy of France was also raised to so great a height, as to become
truly formidable to Great Britain.

Witl^a most laudable zeal to extend the dominion of science, Lewis fitted out seve-

ral vessels on astronemical discoveries. The chevalier de Borda was instructed to as-

certain the exact position of the Canary islands, and Cape de Verd ; and the different

degrees of the coast of Africa from Cape Spartel to the island of Goree. The cheva-

lier Grenier, who had traversed the Indian seas to improve the charts, and correct the

errors of former navigators, was liberally rewarded by a monarch who aspired to immor-
talise the asra of his power by expeditions beneficial to mankind.

The visit of the emperor of Germany to the court of Paris, was another occurrence

that excited the attention of Europe. Averse to pomp, he chose to travel under the

humble title of count Falkenstein j he was received by Lewis with that respect which
was due to the imperial dignity, and the regard that he was impatient to testify to the

brother of his royal consort. During six weeks that the emperor remained at Paris,

his hours were incessantly devoted to examine the various establishments of that capi-

tal, and in viewing the manufactures. With the same spirit of enquiry, he made a tour

through the different provinces of the kingdom, and in his journey endeavoured to glean

whatever might be advantageous to his own dominions.

Amidst the fury of war, Lewis displayed that regard for science which had early

formed a striking characteristic of his reign. Previous to the commencement of hosti-

lities, the English had sent two vessels into the South seas, commanded by captains Cook
and Clerke, to explore the coasts and islands of Japan and California the return of

those vessels was hourly expected in Europe j and Lewis, with a considerate humanity
which reflects the briglitest lustre on liis character, by a circular letter to all his naval
officers, commanded them to abstain from all hostilities against these ships, and to treat

therh as neutral vessels. The letters mentioned also in terms of the highest respect

Captain Cook, who had long distinguished himself in successive voyages of discovery.

But death allowed not t';.at celebrated navigator to enjoy this grateful testimony to his

merit j for in one of the newly discovered islands he had already fallen a victim to the
blind fury of the savage inhabitants.

At the beginning of tlie yeai- 1780, in consequence of the representations of I\Tr

Necker, a variety of unnecessary oHicc.^ in the household of the queen were aboHshed
and sundry other important regulations adopted, for the case of the subject, aiid the
general benefit of the kingdom. Could we impHcitly credit his memorial, he changed
the excess of the disbursements at least one million sterling, of the year 1776, into" an
excess of revenue in the year J 780, to the amount of 445,0001. But the measures of
Mr Necker were not calculated to procure him friends at court ; the vain, the interest-

ed, and the ambitious, naturally became his enemies j and the kintr appears noi. . >

have possessed sutHrient firmness of mind to support an upright and able min .^icr.

He was therefore displaced, and is said to have been particularly opposed by the quec\iV
pRrtv,

z ^
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The independence of America had been the grand object of France, and that hav-?

ing been acknowledged in the fullest and most express terms by Great Britain, the pre-
liininary articles of peace were signed at Paris on the 20th of January 1783 ^ but the
immense expences incurred were found at last to be much more than the revenues of
the kingdom could by any means support ^ and the miserable exigencies to which go-
vernment was reduced, contributed no doubt to bring about the present revolution.

In the various wars of France with England, particularly in the last and present

centuries, no object appears of more consequence to her naval operations than the ob-
taining a port in the Channel. Vv^ith a view of obviating this want, the ablest engin-

eers in that kingdom have proceeded, by the most astonishing and stupendous works,
to render the port of Cherburgh capable of receiving and protecting a royal navy.

Since the last peace, they have prosecuted this work at an annual expence of upwards of

J200,000l. and expectation was so sanguine, that it was thought ayear or two m.ore would
elfect this arduous and important undertaking, but they have been disappointed.

In the year 1786 a treaty of navigation and commerce was concluded between the

two courts of London and Versailles, and this having concluded the transactions be^
tween the two kingdoms, we h^ve ^now only to give an account of the late revolu-

tion.

The ambition of the French government, which made it acquainted with liberty, in

assisting the insurgents in America and Holland, excited a spirit amongst the people,

which could not well admit of the continuance of arbitrary power at home. The dis-

mission of Monsieur Necker from the direction of public affairs, and succeeding mini-

sters being endoxved neither with his integrity or abilities, the finances of the nation

were on the point of being entirely ruined. And when the edict for registering the

loan at the conclusion of 1785, which amounted to the sum of three millions three hun-
dred and thirty thousand pounds, was presented to the parliament of Paris, the mur-
murs of the people, and the remonstrances of that assembly, whose business it was to

record it in the public registers, it encountered the greatest difhculties. On the 20th
of December, the king signified to the select deputation, who were commissioned to

convey to him the repetition of their respectful remonstrances, that he expected to be

obeyed without farther delay. Accordingly the ceremony of registering took place ori

the next day ; but was accompanied with a resolution, importing^ that public economy
was the only genuine source of abundant revenues, the only means of providing for the

, necessities of the state, and of restoring that credit which borrowing had reduced tp

the brink of ruin.

This proceeding being known, the king required on the 23d, the attendance of the

grand deputation of parliament ; on that occasion he erased from their records the re-

solution that had been adopted ^ declared himself satisfied with Monsieur de Calonnej

and determined on no account to suffer groundless ap'prehensions to interfere with the

execution of plans, calculated for the good of the state, and the ease of the nation.

The difficulties that attended this transaction, induced M.. de Calonne to enquire,

. W'ith more anxiety than he had hitherto done, into the yeal state of public finances.

He saw, that the period for investigating the public situation could be deferred no long.^

er. He perceived that the parliament was neither a fit instrument for introducing a

new order into publie affairs, nor would submit to be a passive machine for sanctioning

the plans of a minister, even if those plans were the emanations of perfect wisjdom.

Under these circumstances, the only alternative that seemed tp remain, was to have

recourse to some other assembly, more dignified and solemn in its character, and that

sbcnld consist, in a greater degree, of members from the various orders of the state, and

ilxQ different provinces of the kingdom. Another assembly had occasionally. been sub-

stiiuted in the room of this, either on account of the extraordinary expedition that was

t b^ ^ ht to be necessary, or because the monarch, jealous of his prerogatives, was un«

.:Av\ ^ lO subrtit his ^neasures to the censure of a popular assembly. This was the meet-

cf the notables, a number of persons from all parts of the kingdom, selected chiefly

:Ve i.igl.jj ciders of the state, and nominated by the king himself.
'

' .-sseir'bly of the notables was opened on the 22d of February. M. de Calonne

: un:^oided his long expected plan. He represented the situation of the finuncsf
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in the close of tlie year 1^83, as distressful and alarming he stated, that tne public ex-

penditure had for ijfinturies past exceeded the revenues, and that at his own accession to

office, there was a-deficiency of 3,330,3001.

To remedy this evil, M. de Calonne proposed a reformation of the land-tax, as the

mode of collecting it was subject to inequalities. In one province it was levied at one

rate, and* under one form, and in another province under another. The clergy paid no-

thing. The possessors and farmers of the royal domains paid nothing. A part of the

land-tax had been granted in 1782, and expired in January 1787. The king proposed

to abolish the remainder, and to substitute in its place an equal land-tax from which no

persons and no property should be exempted.

The great basis of M. de Caionne's plan was the existing deficiency of the revenue.

The principal circumstance that stood in opposition to this assertion, was the Comple
Rendu of M. Nccker, in which France was represented as possessing a clear surplus of

425,0001. This performance had been read with eagerness, and had been regarded as

an sera in the history of France. Among other opponents of the minister at that time

the most formidable was the count de Mirabeau. He published a piece entitled, Im-
peachment of the Stock-jobbers, in which he detected, or pretended to have detected,

many of their enormities. Irritated with the neglect to which he imagined he had
been exposed, he involved the minister in the general charge. His eloquence, how^C"

ver, might have successfully vindicated his system against the calculation of Necker,

ajid the invectives of Mirabeau. But it was not to be supposed, that one man, whate-

ver might be his talents and virtues, could resist so many enemies. The notables evi-

dently regarded every proceeding of his with an unfavourable efye, and treated every

measure with indiscriminate harshness and severity. Every thing vras now ripe for his

downfal. On the eighth of April he accordingly received his dismission, aiid soon af-

ter retired to England from the storm of persecution.

The Notables having answered, as far as they could be induced to answer, the pur-

poses of government, were dissolved by the sovereign on the 25th of May. In his

speech upon fehis occasion, he commended their exertions, and particularly thanked them,

for having prepared the measure, which he so ardently desired, of producing a level

between the receipt and expenditure. They had ascertained the existence and
amount of the deficit, given authenticity to the proposed retrenchments and reforms,

and recognised the necessity of imposing such additional taxes as the circumstances

might require.

Meanwhile, the archbishop of Thoulouse had been called to the admiiustration in.

the room of M. de Calonne. The prominent feature of his administration was irresolu-

tion and want of system. The registering of the stamp tax was the first act of his mi-
nistry. In order to establish this tax, a bed of justice was held by the king, on the 5t}i

of August 1787, at which the parliament of Paris was obliged to attend, and the edict

was there regisLered, notwithstanding their protest to the contrary. But the parlia-

ment, though defeated, were far from being subdued. They assembled the next day,

and declared null an^l illegal the transcripts that had been made into the records of the
( . jurt.

The edicts of land-tax and stamp duty, appeared from the press on the 11th of Au-
gust, and the publication being taken into consideration by the parliament, they came
to a resolution still more strongly expressive of their determined opposition to these

measures. 'J1iey declared that the publication was calculated to deceive j that the com-
pulsory presence of the parliament in a scene to which they had brought nothing but
their silent affliclion and regrets, and the empty form of directing the keeper of theseah-

to collect the opinion of an assembly where no man gave his voice, could not give au-

thenticity to the rcgis.ter, or confer upon the king a legal right of taxation. They
therefore declared, what they stilcd the clandestine distribution of these edicts, null and
illegal, and of consequence incapable to deprive the nation of its rights, and authorise

a. subsidy which would be contrary to all the prinqiples, maxims, and practices of the
kingdom.

On the following day letters iDatent and letters de cachet were executed against the

gariif|pent of Paris ai^d its members, translating their sittings to Tro^ in Champagne,
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about one hundred miles from Paris. These orders were sefved at the same instant, and
before the citizens of Paris were acquainted with the transaction, th» parliament were
already on the road to the scene of their banishment.

Eut such vvas the weakness and imbecility of government at the present conjuncture,

and such the discontent excited by this measure, that they found it necessary to recal the

parliament after a month's exile. As they had declared their incapacity to register a

tax, the only expedient that offered itself to the archbishop was that of a loan. In or*

der to gi^e this edict the authority of a law without the voluntary participation of par-

liament he devised the mode of a seance royale, where the edicts were at last registered.

The duke of Orleans in presence of the king protested against the legality of the pro-

ceeding, for which he with four others were banished. The king at the same time sent

for the journals the parliament, and by his direction the resolution of the evening of

the seance royale was erased. Tiie banishment of the duke of Orleans and the other

four members, excited great clamours, and a memorial was presented to the king by the

peers demanding their recal, which was agreed to, and the prohibition of their attend-

ance was in a short time taken oif.

Meanwhile the opposition of the provincial parliaments continued without the- smal-

lest interruption. That of Bourdeaux, which as a punishment for its refractory dispo-

sition had been exiled to Liboorne, discovered no inclination to retract, and one of their

earliest concerns after their translation was to vote a remonstrance, the object of which
was to justify their proceedings. The parliaments of Grenoble and Rennes adopted the

sentiments of their brethren of Bourdeaux. In short, a daring spirit of innovation, rous-

ed and kept alive by writings of every description, which issued in great numbers from

the press, had diffused itself through all ranks, and rendered them impatient of the ne-

cessary restraint of legal government
\
many of the officers in the army who had recent-

ly served in America were deeply tinctured with the theoretical and destructive princi-

ples which afterwards involved their country in anarchy, bloodshed, and ruin.

Under these impressions an arret was issued in August fixing the meeting of the

States-general to the first of May the ensuing year j and every step was taken to secure

the favourable opinion of the public during the interval. New arrangements took place

in the administration j and Mr Necker, who had long been the idol of the people, was
again introduced into the management of the finances : the torture, which by a former

edict had been restricted in part, was now entirely abolished
j
every person accused was

allowed the assistance of counsel, and permitted to avail himself of any point of law
;

and it was decreed, that in future, sentence of death should not be passed on any per-

son, unless the party accused should be pronounced guilty by a majority at least of

three judges.

The eyes of all Europe were now turned on the States-general *, but the moment of

that assembly's meeting was far from auspicious \ the minds of the French had long been

agitated by various rumours j the unanimity that had been expected from the different

orders of the states, was extinguished by tlie jarring pretensions of each j and their mu-
tual jealousies were attributed by the suspicions of the people to -the intrigues of the

court, who were supposed already to repent of the hasty assent that had been extorted

firom them. A dearth that pervaded the kingdom increased the general discontent,

and the people, pressed by hunger and inflamed by resentment, were ripe for a revolt.

The sovereign also, equally impatient of the obstacles he continually encountered, could

not conceal his chagrin j while the influence of the queen in the cabinet was again es-

tablished,, and was attended with the immediate dismissal of Mr Necker, who received

a letter from the king requiring him to quit the kingdom in 24 hours. That minister

took the route of Brussels on the following day^ when his departure was made pubHc.

The city of Paris was thrown into deep consternation by Mr Necker's retreat. ,
His

bust and that of tiie duke of Orleans were dressed in mourning and carried through the

streets. The Royal Allemand, a German regiment, broke in pieces the busts and dis-

persed the populace The mob being joined by the French guards assaulted the mili-

tary on all sides, and compelled the Germans, overpowered by numbers, and unsupport-

ed by the rest of the army, to retire.

All order v^as now at an end,; and as night approached, an universal terror diffused
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itsel£ through the cj ty. Bands of robbers were collecting $ and from them or from the

foreign soldiery a general pillage was expected.

The celebrated fortress of the Bastile was an object of much jealousy to the Parisi-

ans. At 11 o'clock in the morning, M. de la Rosiere at the head of a numerous depu-

tation, waited upon M. de Launay the governor, who promised, along with the officers

of his garrison, that they would not fire upon the city unless they should be attacked. But

a report was spread through Paris, that M. de Launay had in a short time thereafter,

admitted into the fortress a multitude of persons unarmed, and then treacherously mas-

sacred them. This report, propagated for the purpose of inflaming the multitude, was

not only in itself highly improbable, but has been dnce proved utterly false and un-

founded.

Its effect, however, was such as might naturally be expected ; a sudden resolution was

adopted of attacking the Bastile j an immense and furious multitude rushed into its out-

er, and soon forced their way into its inner courts, where they received and returned a

severe fire for the space of an hour. After many proofs of the most daring intrepidity by
thosewho headed the assault, the fortress was carried. Those who had the merit of the ex-

ploit saved M. de Launay from being immediately torn in pieces by the multitude who
poured in from all quarters, and conducted him with danger and diiRculty to the Hotel

de Ville, but were unable to prevent his being massacred by the cowardly rabble which
surrounded it, and who had no part in the taking of the Bastile. M. de Losme, his

major, a person distinguished for his humanity to the prisoners, was at the same time a

victim to the undistinguished fury of those wretches. Their thirst of blood was so

great, that although the marquis de Billeport, who had been confined five years in the

Bastile, rushed among them and proclaimed the humanity of M. de Losme to himself

and other prisoners, he was not listened to, but insulted and wounded, and escaped not.

without difficulty with his life. M. de Fiessclles, the Prevot de Marchands, of a cha-

racter less popular, but who seems to have been guilty of nothing which candour could

have thought a proof of guilt, incurred the same fate, and the heads of all three being
fixed upon pikes, were carried by those savages in triumph through the streets.

Meanwhile the king was kept ignorant of these tumults, until at midnight the duke
de Liancourt forced his way into his apartment, and told him of the revolt of his capi-

tal, of his army, and of the surrender of the Bastile. Early the next morning he went
to the assembly, where he was received with the most profound silence j some of the de-

puties were no doubt affected with sentiments of humanity and compassion at the sight

of fallen majesty, when their king appeared among them in a style so different from that

in which they had been accustomed to view him j when without pomp, almost without
attendants, and in the plainest dress, standing and uncovered, he addressed them in the

most conciliatory terms, professing his sorrow for the disorders in Paris, his regard for

the assembly, and assuring them that the reports of any design on their personal liberty

were calumnious. He ended by declaring that he had ordered the troops, which had
given so much offence to remove from the neighbourhood of the capital.

This discourse was not heard to an end without interruption. The emotion it pro-
duced was too powerful for the stern maxims of the cold philosophy the French politi-

cians had adopted, and the hall resounded with shouts of applause. When the king
withdrew, all the deputies followed, and forming a respectful ring around his person, at*

tended him to the palace, in the balcony of which the queen appeared with the Dauphin
in her arms, while the music played the pathetic air of Ou peut-on etre mieux qii'au sein
de sa famille.

On the following day the king declared his resolulion to visit the city of Paris in per-
son. Accordingly that monarch, who never wanted personal courage, however he
might want that commanding firmness which perilous times require, left Versailles on
the morning of the 17th of July, with only one carriage, besides that in which he was
himself. He was attended by the dukes of Villeroy and Vilquier, the marshal Bcau-
veau, the count d'Lstaing, and one or two other persons of the court. The militia of
Yersailles accompanied the carriages to Sevc, where they were met by M. de la Fay-
tJtte, at the head of a large body of national guards a party of cavalry iieaded the pro-
^^ssion from Seve, followed by the French ^^uards with their cannon ; u deputation of
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the National assembly in their robes also attended, and were followed by the Parisian

National Guards. The procession was slow, and to the king would be more gloomy^
that he no more heard the ancient cry of Vive le Roi I whereas that of Vive la Nation !

was incessantly screamed from all sides. That this did not happen by accident was
evident ; for men were heard admonishing the people not to cry Vive le Roil There
are many reasons for believing that the king's journey to Paris and his reception there

were planned by a few, who had influence in the committee at Paris as well as in the

assembly, with a view to strike him with terror, and bend his spirit to an aquiescence

in their future projects. It is not therefore surprising that he looked pale, melancho-
ly, and with disquietdue. He was met at the barrier by the mayor, who prsented him
tvith the keys of the city, informed him that they were the identical keys which had
been presented to Henry IV. observing, at the same time, in language more quaint than
flattering, that Flenry had re-conquered his people, whereas in the present instance the

people had re-conquered their king. He told the king also, what he might otherwise

not have believed, that this was a very glorious day for the French monarchy, and ad-

ded, what might have occurred to him without being toid, that it was a day, which it

was not likely liis majesty would forget. Whatever the king's thoughts were, he said

nothing. Finding himself equally embarrassd to answer all the fine speeches which were
addressed to him on his arrival at the Hotel de Ville, his majesty observed nearly the same
silence there. M. Eailly, the mayor, having presented the national cockade to him, he
appeared at the window with it attached to his hat \ the populace in the square shouted

the cry of Vive le Roi ! was then heard for the first time that day, and resounded through
the streets as the king returned from the town-house to Versailles, where he was expect-

ed with fearful inquietude by the queen and all his family.

The members of the new administration which had been so suddenly and imprudent-

ly formed, sensible of the quick transitions to which the French populace are liable,

and by no means certain that they would be satisfied with their resignation, resolved to

t^thdraw from the kingdom. The count d' Artois -with his family, the princes of Con-
de and Conti, with many of the nobility, did the same. M. Foulon, who in the forma-

tion of the late ministry had- been placed in the war-department as an assistant to M. de

Broglio, was not so fortunate as to escape out of France. Sensible of the people's pre-

judice against him, he kept himself concealed, and caused the report of his death to be

spread abroad. He was discovered by the peasants, while he was under hiding at a

country-house near Paris. Some of the enemies of this unhappy man had circulated the

incredible story, that he had often declared, that if he should ever be minister, he

would make the people live on hay. , The surest way of gaining the belief of the popu-

lace is to speak to their passions. This absurd expression was repeated by every mouth,

and it ykindied the more resentment in the breasts of the rabble at this period, because

many of them actually experienced hunger at the same time.i

The cruelties which these peasants, and some of the populace at Paris, committed on

M. Foulon and his son-in-law M. Eerthier, in spite of all the elForts of the mayor of

Paris and the commander of the national guards to prevent them, are shock-

ing to humanity, and disgusting to narrate. They were hanged at a lamp iron by
the enraged multitude, and their heads were carried round on poles. The populace

were thus habituated to blood and murder
;
they were even taught by popular songs fo

glory in such actions, and particularly by the well known song of Ca ira.

The vindictive disposition and excesses of the Parisian populace were to be regretted

not only on account of their effects at Paris, but also on account of the example there-

by given to the lower orders, and particularly the tenants of land, and the peasantry,

all over France, among whom great (disorders continued after' some appearance of re-

gularity had taken place in the capital. Accounts came from all quarters, that the

spirit of revolt seemed to increase, instead of diminishing, in the provinces j that to a

refusal of paying taxes and rents, many instances of pillaging, robbery, and house-

breaking, were added y that the nobility in particular were exposed to these depreda-

tions j that many of'their family-seats had been .plundered and demolished, and in some

cases, their wives and children abused and insulted in the grossest manner. The mea-

sures which were taken in consequence of these disorders and tumults were very extra-
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oirdinaiy, and opened a very important scene in the French revolution. On the after-

noon sitting of the 4th of August, the viscount de Noailles, after slating that the true

cause of the commotions which convulsed the kingdom, existed in the misery of the

people, who were driven to those excesses by the accumulation and weight of the bur-

dens under which they laboured j and were become desperate by the exaction of taxes

which they comld not pay j after enlarging on the glory which the nobility would de-

rive from sacrificing private interest and importance to the public good, concluded by

moving, that those sources of tyranny and injustice should be abolished , that all public

charges should be equally supported by the whole community, and all taxes levied in.

proportion to the income of each individual ; that all feudal claims should be redeem-

able at a fair valuation j that corvees, and all rights of the lords to the servants of the

peasantry, should be entirely abolished, and other grievaiices, under w^hich the people

suffered, alleviated.

The viscount de Noailles' motion was seconded by the duke d'Aiguillon, who made
another tending to the sam® purpose, which created more surprise than the former, on

account of the duke's ample estate and extensive royalties. These bright examples,

joined to the thundering applause with which their proposals were heard, excited great

emulation. The virtues of self-denial and patriotism became so precious in the eyes of

some who had never before seemed to put any great value on them, that hardly any sa-

crifice was thought too dear for the purchase or even the reputation of possessing them.

Some of the nobles, however, were provoked at certain sacrifices which affected them-

selves more than the proposers, and in revenge they moved for difierent sacrifices which
alTected the others more than themselves j and it is said, to the heat raised by this col-

lision of emulation, patriotism and revenge, the heat and expansion produced by wine

w^ere added so that on the whole more was obtained for the republicans at this one

sitting after dinner, than the most sanguine of the party could have expected for many
days.

The clergy had hitherto remained astonished and silent spectators of a scene so awful

and unexpected and a motion having been made to put an end to the meeting, the

president was proceeding accordingly, when suddenly he made a pause, and reproached

himself for want of attention in being about " prematurely to close the meeting before

any of the venerable body of the clergy, ever sympathising with the distresses of the

people, had declared their sentiments on so interesting a subject."

There was no evading this apostrophe. The bishops of Nancy and Chartres spoke

in the name of their brethren. The first not only approved of a motion which had
been made, that the feudal rights, and all other jurisdictions of lords of manors, esta-

blished in the same manner, should be abolished ; but he proposed besides, that rhe

price of the ransom of ecclesiastical feudalities should be applied to the relief of the

poorer part of the ecclesiastical body, and not to the profit of the actual incumbent.

The bishop of Chartres, after insisting on the injustice of the game laws, moved the

abolition of them and all the pretended rights of the chace. To close the whole, the

duke dc Liancourt proposed that a solemn Te Dcufn should be performed, that a medal
should be struck in commemoration of the events of that night ; and that the title of

Restorer of Gallic Liberty, should be bestowed upon the reigning monarch.
Thus did the Frendi nobility, with tiie most unexampled levity and folly, without

reflection, without hearing and weighing the arguments which might have been advan-
ced on the opposite sid,e, by acclamation abolish' privileges established by ancient usage,

and handed down to them by a long line of ancestors. That they were not oppressive

we do not mean tp aihrm j but surely the conduct of the national assembly in that im-
portant night, resembled rather a conveiuicle of furious zealots than a legislative as-

sembly of sober and rational men, met together for the purpose of deliberating on the

affairs of a great nation j moreover all these laws, voted in this romantic nianner, were
not so likely to do real good, or to promote lasting concord between the rich and the

poor, as one bill to remove one grievance, voted according to the slow forms of a Bri-
tish parliament, after a lull discussion and a fair hearing of arguments on both sides.

Meanwhile that delicate and important question, " whether the king should possess

an absolute negative or "jcto, a suspensive I'cto^ ox. no veto at all," which was shortly af-
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ter agitated, operated like a touclistone for trying the sentiments of every person, and
the assembly, consisting of 1200, was now seen to arrange itself into two violent con«
tending factions. The one party accused the other of a design to excite insurrections :

and the charge was retorted, by circulating a report that a plot for conveying the king
to Met2;, was already ripe for execution. Upon the circulation of this report, the

French guards began to wish to be restored to their ancient employment of attending-

his person, for the purpose of preventing an attempt of this nature. The popular pg.r.1^

saw the advantages they would derive from placing the assembly and the king in fhe

midst of that turbulent metropolis, upon the attachment of which they could most se-

curely depend. Every encouragement was therefore given by the leaders of the derxio-

cratic party to the project of establishing the court at Paris. An incident soon occur-

red, which served them for a pretence to accomplish their wicked views, and which
others attempted to turn to more heinous purposes.

The count d'Estaing, who had the command of the national guards at Versailles,

having previously consulted the municipality, and represented the necessity of pro-

tecting the national assembly, and the person of the king, from any attempt against

them, required that a thousand troops of the line should be quartered at Versailles for

that purpose. The regiment of Flanders, consisting of a thousand men, were in con-

sequence ordered to Versailles. When they arrived, the officers, together with those

of the: national guards, were invited to an entertainment by the Gardes du Corps. The
entertainment was given in the opera-house beloilging to the palace. The guests a-

mounted to 240, and all the boxes were full of spectators. Towards the end of the en-

tertainment, the queen having seen from a window the gaiety which prevailed among
the military, requested the king, who was just returned from hunting, to visit them
along with herself and the dauphin, and several ladies and gentlemen of the court.

This unexpected visit to a com.pany, whose hearts were already elated with gaiety and
tvarmed mth wine, could not fail to kindle in their minds the most enthusiastic spirit of

loyalty. The health of their beloved and amiable prince, with those of all the royal

family, was drank with acclamations of joy and with drawn s^vords. After walking

through the hall, the royal party bowed with politeness to the company, and retired
5

the music struck up the favourite air of, 0 Richard^ 0 jnon roi, l''univers^ fabandonne,
" O Richard, O my king, the world abandons thee." Surely they v^ho could have

beheld with, indifference this tender and affecting scene, must have been strangely har-

dened by the cold and blood-thirsty philosophy of the French politicians j in the breasts

of the present generous and loyal company, it excited the most lively sensations cf at-

tachment to their sovereign, and of sympathy for his sufferings. They threw open the

gates of the hall for the grenadiers of the two corps, vvho having drank the healths of

the royal family, hurried with jovial enthusiasm to pass the night in dancing beneath

the windows of the palace.

.These events were next day reported at Paris, exaggerated and misrepresented for

the worst of purposes, by the leaders of the democratic party, who resolved to spirit up
the people to an insurrection. By means of these misrepresentations, together with

considerable sums distributed among the agents of insurrection, of whom there were at

this time abundance in Paris, a numerous band of women, and men disguised in wo-
men's cloaths, armed with pikes and other weapons, assembled on the morning of the

5th of October, in the square of the Hotel de Ville-, and were calling aloud for arms

and bread. They resolved to proceed instantly to demand bread from the king and

from the national assembly *. A deputation had just been decreed to wait upon the

king, and to request him to give a pure and simple sanction to the articles of the decla-

ration of rights and the constitution, which, had been already presented to him ^ but be-

fore the members were appointed, the first tumultuous band that had left Paris, con-

La Fayette opposed them in vain ; for his sokuers refused to act against them. Upon this, one

Stanislaus Mailiard, who had distinguished himself at the taking of the bastilc, ofierea himself as a

leader of the insurgents • he sec out for Versailles about noon with as much order as could be expected

from such an asssmbiage. Wl.en he approached Versailies, with his tumultueus troop, he arranged

them in three divisions, and persuaded thein to behuve with some appearance of civkr.
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ted by Maillard, «Adved at Tersailles. A detachment of the most furious of the

ssardes belonging to iTi^arched directly to the national assembly, and were on the

point of forcing the guards at the gate, "when the assembly prudently decreed, that thej

shpuld be admitted.

As they began their reraonstrances altogether, it was a considerable time before it

d be distinguished that the grievance they chiefly insisted on was want of bread,

resident declared, that the assembly was just going to deliberate on the speediest

of procuring it, and added, that the ladies might withdraw. Instead of taking

% the ladies seated themselves without ceremony, on the benches with the de-

Nor did they listen to the debates with silence, but took a degree of interest

in them which must have been embarrassing to all, and peculiarly so to the orators

whose discourse they disapproved. Speak, deputy 1" they called to one j
" hold

your tongue, deputy I" to another. Sometimes, instead of deputy, they addressed

the speakers whom they did not relish, by appellations too vile to be mentioned.

In consequence of the decree which had passed before the arrival of the Poissardes^

M. Mounier and fifteen deputies went out of the hall. They were again to address the

king to give a simple assent to the articles presented to him. As soon as the Poissardes

understood this, a number of them insisted on accompanyiiiig the president to the king,

M. Mounier, with some difficulty, prevailed on them to lii?iit their number to six.

The deputation of the national assembly, with ^their new associates, walked under a
heavy shower of rain between two rows of an intermingled multitude of armed men and
women, from the hall of the assembly to the palace. When ,they arrived at the gate,

a band of Poissardes who follovred, instead of adhering to the treaty, insisted that

twelve of their number should enter the king's apartment with the president. This
new requisition was complied ^vith, as it must have been had they insisted upon a hun-
dred. The president being introduced, with the deputation from the assembly, and
the twelve representatives of the Poissarde army, addressed the king on the deplorable

scarcity of provisions, and the confusion resulting from it in the capital. His majesty
replied in the same style, lamenting the distresses of the poor in such pathetic terms as

charmed the Poissardes, and they withdrew in full confidence that his majesty would
do all in his power to remedy the evil of which they complained.

Meanwhile Fayette arrived with his army about 10 o'clock at night, and found the
assembly in a very unpleasant situation. Their hall and galleries were crowded by the
Parisian poissardes and others of the mob, v/ho at that very instant interrupted their

debates. La Fayetle having waited upon the king, and informed him of the proceed-
ings of the day, planted guards where he judged necessary and after a scanty banquet
had been prepared, he prevailed with the assembly to close their sitting for that night.
In this last part of his conduct Fayette has been much censured, and probably not
without reason ^ for it could scarcely be expected that the night would be spent in
peace by the immense assemblage of turbulent characters, that were now brought to-

gether.

All was quiet till about six In the morning of the 6th of October 17S9 j when dif-

ferent groups of the rabble of both sexes, who had left Paris the preceding day, and
had been spending the night in drinking, met near the palace. It was proposed by-

some of this united band of ruflians to attack the Gardes du Corps, who were few in
number. Tliis was no sooner proposed than executed. Without meeting with any re-
sistance from the national militia of Versailles, those wretches rushed furiously across
the courts, crying, " Tuez Ics Gardes du Corps ! point de quartier * I" Two of those
gallant men were murdered, others wounded, and driven within the palace. One party
oF these demons, with horrid threats and imprecations, attempted to force their way in-
to the apartments of the queen, who had lain do^vn to indulge nature in a few liours of
respite, and troubled melancholy repose. She was startled from lier sleep by the voice
of Mr de Miomandre, the ccntincl at her door, who cried to her to save lierself bv
flight, that this was the last proof of fidelity lie could give. He opposed ho^vcver the

* Kill the bo''y 2^'^^'^^; quiirfrf.
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entrance of tlie assailants with heroic gallantry, until he fell 'covered with honourahld^

wounds. A band of cruel ruffians and assassins, reeking with his blood, rushed into

the chamber of the queen, and pierced with a hundred strokes of bayonets and poinards

the bed, from whence this persecuted woman had but just time to fly almost naked, and
through ways unknown to her murderers had escaped to seek refuge at the feet of a

king and husband net secure of his own life for a moment. He on his part had a|^"

first alarm hastened to the queen's chamber by another passage and some of the att

dants, anxious for the life of the dauphin, had run and fetched him from the children^

apartment ^ and when the king returned to his own chamber, he found the young princil

in the arms of his mother.

As soon as M. Mounier heard of these transactions, he hastened to the National As-
sembly, and made a proposal which w^as supported by other deputies, that the National

Assembly should be immediately transferred to the grand saloon of tlie palace, that

they might at once assist his majesty with their advice, and contribute to his protection

at such an alarming crisis. But Mirabeau opposed it as " unbecoming their dignity,

as even unwise to desert their post, when real or imaginary danger seem to threaten

tile public." M. Mounier asserts that the joy of some members of the National Assem-
bly was indecently appareiU, M. Bailly calling this an " auspicious day."

The king's mind was greatly affected with the death of the guards who had fallen

in his defence, and, notwithstanding all the assurances of M. La Fayette, w^as making
continual enquiries respecting the body-guards j and his anxiety carried him so far

at last, that he appeared at the balcony, assuring the crowd below, that they had been

unjustly accused, and even interceding in their favour. Some of the populace called

out for the queen, she appeared at the balcony \^th the dauphin and the princess royal

at her side.

No tyrant, giddy wath the plenitude of power, ever pushed the wantonness of despo-

tism to a more disgusting length than the wretches who filled the courts below. Instead

of being moved at this mark of condescension, some of the barbarians called out " No
children !" No construction could be put upon such an exclam-atlon, at such a moment,
but that it was thought that the queen had brought the children as a protection to

herself, and that the wretches intended to fire at her, when they were removed. It was

most natural for the queen to tiiink so, because she has been frequently told that their

curses and threats had been particularly directed against her. Unmoved by this reflec-

tion, she made the children withdraw, and instantly turning to the multitude, she stood

alone upright and undaunted. Struck with admiration of her majestic appearance .and

intrepid behaviour, the m.ost barbarous for a moment forgot their rancour, and joined

in the repeated shouts of applause that burst from all quarters, in the midst of which
the queen reti^red. Some time after she had disappeared, those who had directed the

'movements of the multitude, resumed the great object of this expedition. Voices were

heard exclainjing, the " king to Paris." The voices multiplied every moment, and at

last the cries of " To Paris \ To Paris," w^ere universal. After the fatigues and agon-

ies of such a night, the royal family were much in need of an interval of repose \ but

they were destined to undergo some very painful hours before they obtained it. They
had, however, no choice left. It would not have been, perhaps, possible to save their

lives had the king refused.

They left Versailles after one o'clock, which was announced by a volley from the

troops. The company of the hundred Swiss surround-ed the king's coach 5 a troop of

dragoons preceded, and another immediately followed it. The Parisian national guards

had begun their march a short ti?ne before. Various bands of the Poissardes were in-

termingled with all the different corps of this strange army j some seated on waggons

ornamented with green boughs, and white, red, and blue ribbons j some astride upon

tl;ie cannon, many on horseback
\
generally two on the same horse, with the hats of the

body guards on their heads, the belts iacross their shoulders, and armed with sabres y

rending the air every instant Vv'ith their savage shouts, and the choruses of their vile

-songs. In the middle of one band of those sanguinary hags, two men carried long

pijkes, on the points of which were the heads of the murdered Gardes-du-Corps. At
certain distances the whole processioa v/as jnade vo hait^ fop the purpose of firing fresli

t a
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volleys, and that the soldiers might be refreshed with wine and a little resi. On these

occasions the Poissardcs on their carriages and on horseback descended and joined hands

in horrid dances around the bloody heads that were fixed on the pikes. What rendered

the scene completely shocking was the presence of the Gardes du Corps, who had been

saved by the grenadiers, and were now marched in triumph, disarmed, m sight of the

heads of their murdered companions. These scenes were repeated at intervals during

a slow journey of twelve miles, which lasted from a little after one till seven in the

evening, about which time the Royal Family arrived at Paris. The town was illumi-

nated, and the evening spent in triumph by the vile populace of Paris,

Such were the transactions of the Gth of October, 1789, a day which " seemed to

blot the sun out of heaven.'" Such were the horrors which surrounded the Royal Fa-

mily \ such the alarm, terror, and dismay, which they suffered from bands of midnight

ruffians thirsting for their blood j such were the dangers which the execrable Ivlirabeau

could call imaginary ! such was this procession and triumph which some in Eritain

could compare to the entrance into the world of the Prince of Peace !

The national assembly, immediately afier their removal to Paris, proceeded in the

arduous attempt of forming a free constitution for a great empire. The abbe Sieyes pre-

sented a plan for dividing the kingdom into 83 departments, of about 324 square

leagues, and of each department into several districts, and. each district was subdivided

into cantons of four square leagues in extent. Thus the whole of the ancient divi-

sions of the kingdom into governments, generalities, and bailievvicks, was in an instant

obliterated. At the same time another measure was brought forward, for wickedn-:^ss

and barbarity worthy of the instigators of the French Revolution. This was the confis-

cation of the whole of the lands belonging to the church, for supplying the exigencies of

the state. When the terrors of this tremendous proscription hung over tiie clergy, they

made an offer of a contribution through the archbishop of Aix, which for it extrava-

gance ought not to have been accepted. " Why was it not accepted ?" (says an elegant

writer,^ " The reason is plain—There was no desire that the church should be brought
to serve the state. The service of the state was made a pretext to destroy the church.

In their way to the destruction of the church, they w^ould not scruple to destroy their

country : and they have destroyed it." This nefarious and extensive plan of robbery

was proposed by the bishop of Autun (the infamous Talleyrand) vv'ho had been pro-

moted to the bench in a most irregular manner to serve this very purpose. Tlje mode
in which this property was to be expended was by issuing assignments {assiqnati^j upon
it, which assignments vvere to be received by the state for the payment of taxes, or for

the purchase of church-lands, when set up for sale. On the day following that ou
which this plan of robbery was adopted, a decree was passed, suspending the parliaments

from the exercise of their functions. On the 13th of February, monastic establish

-

raents were suppressed, and their lands confiscated. All these decrees .were at once
cruel, unjust, and tyrannical

j
they reduced a great number of men from the height of

opulence to the depths of poverty, and turned out those who had been accustomed lo a

life of retirement and seclusion, naked and destitute to the wide world.

Meanwhile the system of the rights of man had begun to operate in tlie West In-

dia islands. There the whites contended with those called people of colour, 'J'hese

again sometimes stood in opposition to the free negroes, or to the slaves •, rti\d hence it

sometimes happened, that no less than three hostile assemblies were held at the same
lime in the same colony, and raged with inveterate fur\'. Each party found protectors
in the national assembly of the parent state. Those who fa\ cured or opuosed the
existence of distinctions at home, in general followed out the same principle with re-

gard to the colonies.

At tliis time there was some appearance of a rupture between Great Bkitaln and
Spain, and the minister laid before the national assembly the preparations which tho
king thought expedient, and the precautions lie h:ui taken on that occasion. This in-

fonnation gave rise to various discussions, and at last brought on a debate on the im-
portant question, into whose hnnds the nation ought to entrust the po^ver of makiiiL; war
or peace. One parly was for placing it in the hands of the king, and the othei^ in tlj*-

hands of the national assembly, 'i'hey were obliged, however, to -acquiesce iji 1.'
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of middle plan, proposed by Alexander Lametli, which was decreed in the followmg
words :

" The right of declaring war and concluding peace belongs to the nation : war
cannot be decided on but by a decree of the legislative body, in consequence of a form-

al and necessary proposition made to them by the king, which must be afterwards sanc-

tioned by him.''

On the 19th of June a very singvilar farce was acted in the assembly. A Prussian

refugee, who called himself Anacharsis Clootz, on an evening sitting, introduced to the

assembly a number of persons dressed in the habits of all the dilferent countries that

could be thought of. In a formal harangue he told the assembly, that he was come as

the Orator ofthe Human Race^ at the head of the representatives of all nations, to con-

gratulate them upon their new constitution. He was answered by the president with

abundance of solemnity, and retired with this motcly group. This fantastical piece o£

folly, which by rational beings would have been treated as perfectly ridiculous and

absurd, was treated by the assembly in a very serious light. Shortly afterwards Alex-
ander Lameth proposed, that the ngures of the different nations exhibited at the feet

of Louis XIV. should be destroyed as an insult upon mankind. Little good can be

expected from men, who, forgetting the important station which they fill, spend their

time in such empty and futile declamations. Happy had it been for mankind if they

had never been more insulted or injured by the French Revolution than they were by
this harmless monument of tyranny.

With a view to impress the revolution on the minds of the people, a great public

ceremony had been in preparation for some time. On this occasion the king, the na-

tional assembly and the people, were to take an oath to maintain the cause of liberty

and the constitution, of which' the chief articles were already known. The 1 4th of

July 1790, on account of its being the anniversary of the taking of the Bastile, was
fixed upon for the day of this ceremony, and the extensive plain of the Champ de Mars
for the place in vvhich it was to be celebrated. It was thought expedient to shape the

ground into an amphitheatre of such prodigious extent, as should admit the muititude

who were to be spectators of, or, acccording to the French phrase, to assist at the cere*

Biony. The Parisians, however, fearing lest the plan might not be completed, offered

their gratuitous labour to accelerate the work j and all ranks of persons, the nobles,

clergy, and even ladies, with the eagerness for novelty so peculiar to that people, united

their efforts.

The day of such vast expectation at length arrived : the amphitheatre was formed

with the altar in the middle, the throne of the king, a magnificent pavillion and com -

modious seats for the queen and royal family, and the triumphal arches through which

the processions were to pass, were finished only two hours before the processions began.

At day break, the citi-zens began to flock to the amphitheatre, which it was said, was
' of sufficient extent to contain above three hundred thousand.

The great procession consisted of a band of music, a body of the national guai'ds,

led by M. la Fayette, and followed by the electors of the city of Paris, the principal

members of the municipality, the deputies to the national assembly, the deputies from

one half of the departments into which France had been divided, a deputation from the

army and fleet, headed by tvv^o marshals of France, the deputies from the other half of

the departments, and a body of horse and foot belonging to the national giiards, with a

band of music, closed the procession.

Two hundred priests, dressed in garments of white linen bound with the national-co-

loured ribbons, stood on the steps, which had been raised for the purpose of administer-

ing the oath, for which purpose the committee of the commune appointed the bishop of

Autun, a man whose real character w ith that of others, has been developed by the pro-

gress of the French revolution. "When he was about to celebrate the mass, which pre-

ceded the pronunciation of the oath, the sky became obscure with clouds ; a storm of

wind took place and was followed by a deluge of rain. The bishop proceeded to the

celebration of the mass without any regard to the storm j after which he pronounced x

bendiction on the royal standard of France.

M. la Fayette as a repsesentative of the national guards took the oath first. When
he left the bottom of the throne, where he had hitherto stood, and moved towards the
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altar for that purpose, tlie trumpets began to sound j a vast band of martial music con-

tinued to play, wbile he ascended tbe steps of tbe altar. In the view of the multitude

who filled this immense circus around, he laid the point of his sword upon the bible,

which was on the table of the altar, and raising his other hand tdvv^ards the sky, the

music ceased, an universal stillness ensued, while he pronounced the oath. The trum-

pets, beginning to sound as soon as he had finished, were drowried in the acclamation

of fh'va la Nation ! All the members of the National Assembly then standing up, the

president pronounced the oath in his own name and that of his brethren and was in

like manner followed by music and acclamation. When the king himself arose, a great

body of the national guards pressed near the throne, which they surrounded with

raised arrtis, while he repeated the oath. A signal being given that the king had taken

the oath, the air resounded v/ith alternate peals of artillery, and shouts of the people
^

and thus ended a ceremony, which has been justly considered as the grandest and most

extensive act of perjury that heaven and earth was ever witness to,,

Among those who were tiie most dreadful sufferers by this revolution, were the

clergy, who have been persecuted with the most sanguinary fury by the republicans.

It had been enacted that every beneficed clergyman should take a solemn oath to be
faithful to the nation, the law, the king, and to maintain tlie new constitution, particu-

larly those decrees which regarded the ecclesiastics. .This regulation, however, had
not been strongly enforced j but in order to have some pretence for their injustice and

crilelty towards the clergy, they were universally accused of counter revolutionary

practices. It was therefore resolved that this decree should be executed with rigour

all over the kingdom 5 and that those who refused or neglected to take the oath should

be ejected from their benefices, and suffer other penalties.

This persecuting decree is evidently dictated by that spirit of impiety, that furious

and fanatical malignity to the Christian religion, which has been a leading principle

in the French revolution. Their hatred to the clergy is evident by this and by many
other acts of odious tyranny. Not content with despoiling them of what lawfully be-

longed to them, they now prepare to persecute those whom they had already oppressed,

and whom they had reduced from opulence to poverty.

Lewis XVI. had always been of a pious turn of mind 5 the constant apprehension,

the troubles and dangers xvith which he and his family were surrounded, would natur-
ally tend to strengthen those impressions, and make him turn his eyes to that future

life where wretched man is at last freed from woe, to that land of peace where grief and
trouble shall never more annoy. In this disposition of mind the persecution of the
clergy would be very disagreeable to the king. It was even said that those who had
refused to take the oaths decreed by the national assembly were received with greater

signs of cordiality than the others. This conduct was exceedingly natural in the king.

Besides those sentiments of compassion which generous rfiinds feel for the unfortunate,

he would esteem them as men who liad given up all that they possessed rather than
forsake their religion.

^The king had formed the design of passing the Easter holidays at St Cloud. He
wished to be somewhat removed from the noise and tumult of the capital, while he was
engaged in the dnties of religion. The monarch's intentions were no sooner known,
than rumours were spread with great assiduity, that he wished to go to St Cloud that
he might have the sacrament administered by unconstitutional priests, and that he might
arrange matters for withdrawing to a greater distance from the capital, and raising a>

rival war ; or perhaps in the view of leaving the kingdom, and stirring up his brother
kings to make war against France. Particular pains were taken to infuse these notions
into the national guards. Great numbers of the populace crowded to the Carousel and
Tuilleries. The king's carriages, however, were ordered, the national guards on duty
there were under arms, and the king, the queen, and the princess Elizabeth, went into
the coach at II o'clock j which they had no sooner done than the surrounding populace
began to exclaim and make an outcry in the most insulting and threatening' man-
ner

: but as as they were surrounded ^vith numerous detachmcTUs of the national guard?,
disregarding the insolence of the multitude, the king ordered the postillions to drive
«n

^ on whichp iustcad of keeping the crowd, the ^guards closed before the hui-:>e--,

A a
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threatened tlie postillions if they should dare to proceed, and swore they would riot per-

niit the Royal Family to leave Paris. The king's domestics, and those immediately at-

tached to his person, were in the mean time.abused, maltreated, and dragged from the

carriages, about which they had pressed to cover the Royal Family from the insults of
the rabble. The gross abuse offered to the female part of the Royal Family was not

confined to the lowest populace Some citizens of superior rank joined in them. M.
Bailly, the mayor, hastened to the Tuilleries to suppress the disorder ^ but was not lis-

tened to. M. La Fayette ordered the national guards to open to the right and left^

to clear away the multitude, and allow the king's coach to pass 5 he was not obeyed.

After having been more than three hours in the coach, exposed to the insults and deri-

sion of the multitude, and of the mutinous soldiery, the Royal Family were under the

necessity of getting out of the carriage, and walking to the palace amidst the groans,

liootings, and hissings, of the multitude. The king complained with much spirit of this

insult to the assembly; He was answered respectfully by the president, but, instead of

taking measures to punish the seditious, they immediately passed to the order of the day
5

and the king was obliged to give up his journey to St Cloud.

Thus did the national assembly most shamefully sanction the outrage and insult of-

fered by the soldiery and populace to the king 5 and there seems to be good reason to

believe that on this as well as on former occasions the feeble efforts of the popular lead-

ers in his defence were not intended to protect him either from disgrace or danger 5 in

short, the situation of the Royal Family was at this tim^e truly deplorable, surrounded

with avowed enemies and treacherous friends.

Meanw^hile the most violent and treasonable language was spoken in the groups of

the garden of the Palais Royal. Besides the emissaries, who were dispersed to all pla-

ces of public resort, to circulate calumnies against the court, there w^as a society at this

time called Societe Fraternelle, which met in the church of the Jacobins, near the fa-

mous club of Jacobins, of which this " Fraternal Society" was an emanation of the most

violent and inflammable portion ; and from it there daily issued libels and satires with-

out number, all calculated to irritate the people against the king's family, and mini-

sters. The club of Cordeliers was of the same nature, and held their meetings in the

•church of that order. In this Pandemonium of wickedness the fiend Danton bore chief

sway.

Wearied and harrassed with the Insults he received from these wretches, the King and

Koyal Family were at last induced to adopt a plan for their escape. They escaped

from Paris^ and arrived at St Menehould, about 170 miles from that city Here the

king, not seeing the persons whom he expected to find there ready to expedite their de-

parture, looked out of the carriage with the utmost uneasiness, and made many enqui-

ries concerning the road. He was recognized by a postilion, who immediately ran and

informed the postmaster. The king's journey was not however stopped j he v\-enton to

Clern:iont, while the post-master of St Menehould dispatched his son to Varennes to give

notice of his majesty's approach, that measures might be taken to stop him. The son

of the post-master got the start of the king by some hours. His departure from that

town had been observed by one of the quarter-masters of the regiment rorjal, who was ia

the secret, and who, suspecting the young man's intentions, found means to escape the

watchful observations of the populace, and of his own companions, and pursued the fel-

low in order to prevent his fatal design. He followed him for about a league 3 but

being afraid to push his horse which had a great way to go, he did-not overtake him,

and the fellow, perceiving him.self pursued, suddenly quitted the high road, escaped in-

to the woods, and through unbeaten tracks, known to himself, proceeded to Varranes.

He arrived betwixt 10 and 11 o'clock at night, and with as little noise as possible, he

awaked every person he thought necessary for his project, and barricaded with carts

and vvaggons the bridge of Vaj^nnes, w^hich separated the vilie haute from the viiie

basse.

In the midst of these preparations their majesties arrived at the 'uille haute, and stop-

ped at the first house, in hopes of finding fresh horses ready for them. They v.'ere ve-

ry uneasy on being informed, on their arrival, that there were no horses in readinesf,

-and saVv no appearance of troops they expected for their protection. To add to their
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vexation, tlieir posLiUions tlireateried to leave them. The queen alighted, and called at

several houses to obtain information respecting the horses. Nobody knew her. She

walked for some time in the ville haute, with the king, in expectation that some perso i

would appear, who would give them the information they stood so much in need of
;

but all in vain. They were obliged to return to their carriage without the expected

satisfaction
J
and ail they could do, was to intreat the postillions to proceed with- the

same horses. As they passed under an arch-way near the bridge, a band of ruffians, who

lay in wait, stopped the carriages, sei2^ed upon the king, and forced him and his family

to alight, and they were conducted prisoners to the house of the procurer de la com -

7nune. The king expostulated against this violence with equal firm.ness and dignity, but

to no purpose. In a moment the streets were barricaded, the stables of the hussars sur-

rounded, thje national guards drawn up under,arms, and the tocsin sounded to alarm the

country *. The procureur not being as yet absolutely certain that his guests were ac-

tually the Royal Family, went to the house of M, de Lon a judge, v/ho had seen the

king, and begged that he would accompany him back to ascertain the point, which the

judge agreed to The procureur then ascended with M, de Lon into the chambtr

where the Royal Family were 5 the instant de Lon threw his eyes on the king, he sig-

nified, by an expressive look to the magistrate, it was unquestionably he. The unfortu-

nate monarch, having observed this, thought that all farther dissimulation would be vain
^

turning then with great emotion to the procureur, he said, " Yes, I am your king.

*' Surrounded in the capital with the bayonets and poinards of assassins, I come to this

province wishing only in the midst of my faithful subjects for that liberty and quiet

which you all enjoy. In Paris I cannot remain, without being murdered, together

with my family !" He concluded this affecting address by conjuring the magistrate

and those around to assist him in making his escape. The queen, shocked with the idea

of being dragged back to Paris, taking the dauphin in her arms, in the most pathetic

terms, coiijured the magistrate, and all who heard her, to save the lives of theiij king

and his children by assisting them to escape ^ for that misery and ruin a^vaited tirem at

the capital. "

^

They were inflexible', their hearts were hardened against all the intreaties of this

unfortunate princess j and the royal family were obliged to set out, guarded by a nu-'

nierous band of national guards, and accompanied by the municipal officers of Varennes.

As the sad procession moved through Paris to the Tuiileries, the streets were crowded

v.ith the populace 3 some of whom taking off their hats as the royal family approached,

the insultiiig order, that no person should uncover himself, was beard and obeyed. On
th'i seat of the king's carriage, the three gardes du Corps, who had acted as couriers,,

we e seated with tlieir 'arms bound ; and the carriage was followed by an open cabrio-

let, in which Drouet was placed, crowned with laureii When the unfortunate family

of France arrived at the Tuiileries, the gardens were full. Some were present who had
the feelings of men.. Turning with sudden emotion from the sight of the king and
queen, their eyes fell on the duke of Orleans •, who, in a circle of deputies, at a small

distance, seemed to be a gay spectator of the melancholy scene. As tlie faithftd gardes-

du-ccrps were untied from the coach-box, they were threatened with being instantly

torn in pieces by the savage fury of the populace. The royal family were again lodg-

ed in the Tuiileries under the responsibility of M. dfe Fayette. Several tents were
j-itchcd in the garden, and all the avenues, were occupied by national guards under 1ns

com?nand.

Meiinwhlle, the quesilon whether the king wa^s subjcxt to trial or punishment, was
under discussion all over France, but particularly in the capital. The squares and pub-
lic gardens were filled with groupcs of people, to whom certain well knoiN^i orators hn-
i-angued against the conduct of the National Assembly, who had decreed that the king
should not be farther qvicstioned respecting what was passed, and that the conslitutiou
should be accomplished as was first intended. Roberspierre coming out <i)f the hall found
the street filled with those groupcs j who spreading around the patriot as soon as t!;c/

See Private Mcxoirs bv Ant. Fr. Ecrtrand dc Molcville,
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observed liim. ^' Alas ! my friends." he was heard to say, " all is ruined ^ the king
" is to be restored." This was repeated all over Paris, as an unanswerable proof that
the Assembly were traitors, and the country undone. The multitude afterwards resort-

ed to the Champ de Mars, with a seditious declared or petition, of which many copies

were made, and the people invited to sign it on the altar of confederation, which still

stood in that field. When the National Assembly heard of those proceedings, they or-

dcred the municipal officers of Paris to their bar, and directed them to take measures for

dispersing these tumultuous assemblies, and punishing their promoters.

The first measure which the municipality adopted was to issue a proclamation, im-
porting " that as it was discovered that strangers paid by the enemies of France to sow
sedition and to promote insurrection, had drawn numbers to assemble under the pretence

of signing a petition, but xvith the real intention of overawing the legislature, and ruin-

ing the nation, orders had been given to the commander of the national guards to dis-

perse all groups in the streets, or assemblings in the fields, and to seize the disobedient

and carry them to prison." As to strangers paid by the enemies of France in order to

excite disturbances, it was an idle and ridiculous tale. Such accusations are often pro-

claimed by those who know their falsehood, in ordfer to render the measures against

which the proclamation is issued the more unpopular. The proclamation had little ef-

fect. Vast numbers crowded to the Champ de Mars to sign the declaration. Two
persons were murdered upon an unfounded report that they had contrived to blow up all

the patriots male and female who were upon the altar. When the municipality heard

of those murders, they gave orders that M. la Fayette should directly march at the

head of a sufficient number of national guards, and use eifectual means to seize the mur-
derers and disperse the insurgents. Martial law at the same time was formally proclaim-

ed j and a red flag was displayed from a window of the town-house. When these troops

arrived at the Champ de Mars, they found it crowded by a furious multitude, who, in-

stead of dispersing, insulted the troops with repeated exclamations ;
" Down with the

** red flag away with the bayonets," and even by throwing stones. M. Eailly, the

mayor, desired the troops to halt ; and after the formalities which the law required, M,
la Fayette ordered part of them to fire over the heads of the mob. When they perceiv-

ed that none were wounded, it confirmed them in an opinion v/hich their instigators had
inspired them ^vith, that neither the general nor the mayor durst fire with ball. From
this idea they became more outrageous j the soldiers and some of the national guards

were wounded. The troops fired upon their aggressors, of whom befwixt 60 and 70
wer« killed or wounded. The multitude then fled to the city, exclaiming against the

general and the mayor for having ordered innocent persons to be massacred. The open

and avowed exciters of this insurrection immediately disappeared. Daflton, hearing that

an order was issued for arresting him, fled to Marseilles. Camilla Desmoulines follow-

- ed his example. Others of less eminence lurked in Paris. Marat betook himself to a

subterranean habitation which had been prepared for him by Le Gcndre the butcher,

which had served to secret him from justice on various occasions, both before and since

the period we are now treating of. It is much to be regretted that he was not dug out

and execTAted on this occasion. It would have prevented a great deal of mischief of

which he was afterwards the cause and he would have died with more propriety by the

hand of the hangman, than by that of the extraordinary and most interesting woman
who gave him the mortal blow. Her name -was Marie Charlotte Corde. She was a

beautiful young woman of an unblemished character, distinguished for dignity of sen-

timent and benevolence of heart, but who had never given cause of suspicion of a dis-

turbed understanding, nor, until she stuck a poinard in the heart of Marat, any indica-

tion of a violent temper. This insurrection was likewise promoted by Brissot, a man of

the most profxlgate principles and fully equal to any sort of determined viilany.

The committee ivhich had been em-ployed for ^ considerable time in digesting and

arranging the constitutional decrees, had now conclvvded its labour. The whole was

read to the assembly on the .4th of August 1*791. It was then debated article by ar-

ticle, and on the third of September presented to the king, who was at the same tirne

restricted by the assembly to accept or reject the whole without exception or observa-^

lion, Qn. the IS-th of the same monlRj being attended by a deputation of sixty mmv
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bers, tlie king went to Che assembly, and sanctioned tlie assent lie. bad the day before

sent in writing, by an oath to be faithful to the nation, and to employ the powers vest-

ed in him for the maintenance of the constitution j and on the 30th of September the

assembly was terminated by its own spontaneous dissolution.

Thus concluded the labours of the Constituent Assembly, the first and principal ac-

tors in the French Revolution. Their merits hax^e been variously appreciated, as men
were disposed either to praiss or condemn the system upon which they acted : That
there ^vere some men of rank, talents, and integrity among them, cannot be doubted

j

but that they were overborne by a strong and active party v/ho had planned the destruc-

tion of every existing establishment, and' became only the instruments of their absurd

projects, is as certain ^ and whatever praise may be bestowed on this first assembly by
some, who affect to separate the horrors of the revolution from the revolution itself, they

ought to be considered in no other lighl than the destroyers of their country. Acting
upon their visionary and wretched theories, they not only overwhelmed their own coun-

try with ruin, but, by their avowed intention of aiding and promoting insurrection in eve-

ry nation, they spread terror and alarm through all Europe, By one mad decree they

entirely abolished the ancient government, while they had nothing to substitute in its

place, and thus they deprived the lav/s of that reverence and awe w4th wdiich they

ought to be viewed by the people, and at once opened a door for the introduction qf

universal anarchy, and ail the excesses which naturally result from the licentious and
ungovernable fury of the passions, when every restraint is withdrawn. Finally, all the

disasters which have plunged France into an abyss of misery, rendered the country a

iield of blood, converted an elegant, a polished, and a civilized, people, into a horde of

robbers and murderers, and furnished the historian with such a tale of woe, as exceeds

all the power of language or conception adequately to display ; all has sprung from the

powerful energy of these mischievous principles, which gave rise to the revolution, and
have ever since directed all its movements.

The second assembly met on the 1st of October 1791, composed mostly of men with
no pretension to knowledge, atheistical fanatics, who were determined, if possible, to ef-

fect the total abolition of mionarchy, and to eradicate every trace of religion from the

minds of the people of France, The promoters of the late insurrection, instead of being
pursued with vigour, and brought to trial, were allowed to appear again in the capital,

and some of them were chosen members of the assembly
;
particularly Brissot, who in a

short time became the centre of that circle, so well knov/n under the name of Gironds.
By their emissaries rumours of new plots and conspiracies, of an Austrian committee
within the palace, and other tales equally false, V\?ere propagated and insinuated in the

journals supposed to be under the direction of the leading men of the party. The king's

character was grossly misrepresented, and new sources of calumny were opened against

the queen. To that species of slander to which female beauty is most exposed, others

were added of a more important nature, in which the independence and freedom of the
nation were deeply concerned.

The decrees pronounced against the king's brothers had not entirely satisfied the Ja-
cobins, who governed the majority of the assembly by their influence and threats j their

rancour required another violent decree against the emigrants, and the assembly satisfied

them in this point by issuing one, which not only exceeded its powers, but was even
contrary to the spirit of the coi'istitution. This was so evident, that alter a minute dis-

cussion, the king's ministers unanimously advised him to refuse his sanction. But as the
king had never yet employed this prerogative, the ministers were of opinion, that to

prevent its having a Ijad eflcct on the public, and likewitic that it might strike the as-

sembly with some degree of awe, it would be prudent to give to this measure an un-
usual degree of solemnity, by ordering the refusal of the sapction, to be carried to the:

assembly in the form of a royal message, by all the ministers •, whose presence would
mark their unanimous agreement. The 12th of "November being the day fixed for the
message of the king, all the ministers met at the house of the Garde des Sccaux, that
they might go together to the assembly, before they set out. The Gorde des Sceaux
called for and drank two large glasses of water j M. Bertrand minister of the marine
asked him if he was ill. *' No, answered he, it is only a precaution 1 take every tiraer
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I go to i1ie assembly. Tlie blood boils in my vciis when I hear these fellows speak
5

and if 1 did hot take something to cool myself, I should get into a passion, and be apt

to tell them disagreeable truths."

" I hope" replied Bertrand, " all this water will only moderate the passions, with-

out weakening those truths you have to tell them, be they agreeable or not."
" Fear not," replied he.

The appearance of all the ministers with a message from the king, the first the as-

sepibly had ever received, and of which the object was entirely unknown, excited a ge-

neral and profound silence in the hall and in the tribunes. That of the tribunes could

only be imputed to curiosity : but in the silence of the assembly there w^as at least as

nauch uneasiness as surprize. The Garde des Sceaux began by laying upon the table

the different decrees which the king had sanctioned, among which there were two or

three which the assembly had expected with a good deal of impatience. He terminated

the first part of his mission by informing the assembly, that with respect to the decree

against the emigrants the king luotild examine it / which signified, in constitutional lan-

guage, that the decree was refused. He then drew from his pocket the paper which
contained the discourse. Unluckily the water operated at that moment witli so much
violence, that his colour forsook him, his hands trembled, and his voice failed him so

much, that he could hardly rsad. And what was still more unlucky, the first phrase,

instead of relating to the subject of the message, mentioned the refusal of the sanction.

He was not permitted to proceed farther. A general murmur arose. All the de-

puties spoke at once. Every one insisted upon being heard, but no silence was to be

obtained. They all vociferously exclaimed, " M. Le President, we cannot listen to

this m.essage." *' This message is unconstitutional." *^ It is the motives for refusing

the sanction." Call the mhiister of justice to order." M. Le President, the constitu-

tion—" " Le President, allow me to m^ke a motion of order." Thi§ tumult last-

ed seven or eight minutes. The minister waited the issue of it standing. At length

the president put it to the vote, whether they shoidd hear the message, or pass to the

order of the 'day. The Garde des Sceaux^ entirely disconcerted by this tumultuous

.••cene, sat down with the other ministers, giving up all hopes of being heard. To pre-

vent such an unexpected and unfortunate termination to the business, M. Bertrand ask-

ed leave to speak. He rose, and said that he now had nothing to say but had he been

heard before, the last motion was carried, he should have informed the assembly, that

the object of the king's message was to acquaint them with the new ^neasures adopted

by his majesty for stopping the einigration. This renewed the tum.ult j one party in-

sisting; on hearing the message, and recalling the decree just pronounced j the other ex-

rlaiming for its execution. But the ministers remaining passive, and the Garde des

Sceaux^ who ought to have represented to the assembly, that they had no right, by the

-constitution, to refuse to hear any, message from the king, being silent, the order of the

day was adopted.

The legislative r-^embiy manifested so great a disposition to put an unfavourable con-

struction on the ki-i'g's measures, that he \vas constantly on his guard, had the constitu-

tion always before his eyes, and seldom proposed any plan to his ministers, or adopted

any one| proposed by them, without previously examining whether or not it was strictly

conformable to it, and if there were doubts on that head, he generally rejected the m.ea-

sure. This attention rendered it difficult for the king's enemies to find what they lock-

ed for, any matter of accusation founded on his having infringed the constitution. An
attempt w as made to put that construction on his having m.ade use of the veto. It Vv'a.s

peculiarly unfortunate, that at this period there should exist a misunderstanding among
some of the ministry, which terminated in the entire dissolution of this administration.

When this event took place, the king was advised by M. Cahier de Gerville to form

an administration of a popular nature, as the consequence of acquiring the confidence of

the nation. Dumourier was appointed niinister for foreign affairs, Roland w^as named

minister for the interior, and Claviere minister of contribution. This has been generally

called the Jacobin administration.

In the disordered state of the country, it is natural to imagine that war wculd have

been an additional evily and avoided with the utmost care. It was not, however, vieiiv-

(
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ed ill that light by the Jacobins, but rather as forwarding their favourite object ; on the

20th of April, therefore, the king, compelled by this Jacobin administration, went to

the assembly, and proposed that v/ar should be declared against the king of Hungary
and Bohemia, The proposal was heard with universal applause, and decreed by the as-

sembly with unanimity. The popularity which the king acquired by this declaration

of war alarmed the Jacobins so much, that they thought it necessary to revive a tale

which had formerly been circulated, and had afterwards been discredited, name-

ly, that a society of persons chosen by the queen, frequently m-t in the

apartments of madame de Lamballe, on purpose to concert measures to as-

sist the emperor in his invasion of France^ and to send occasional instructions how to

proceed. This was called the Austrian committee } and it was imagined that it would

raise a greater indignation, and on that very account be more eagerly believed, no^v

when the emperor was at war with France, than formerly. The journals, therefore, be-

gan again to be fdled with the accounts of this dreadful committee
j
harangues w^ere

made nightly in the Jacobin club, and it became the chief theme of the orators in the

Palais Royal.

,In the meantime an occurrence happened, which produced an extraordinary fermen-

tation in the minds of the people and even the deputies , of which advantage being ia-

ken by the king's enemies, it had an effect with which it might naturally have been

thought to have no connection. A large edition of the memoirs of madame de la Motte
had been bought long before by the direction of government, and was locked up in a room
of M. la Port's house in the Louvre. He was at that time intendant of the civil list,

and from the hurry of aftairs had neglected to destroy this work until the 30th of May
1792, when he made them be carefully packed up in a couple of w^aggons and carried

to the manufactory of Seves, where tiiey were burned
;
during the execution of this, as

the spectators were prevented from satisfying the curiosity which they expressed to exa-

mine what the piles of paper were, v/hich they beheld in this mysterious manner com-
mitted to the flames, some of them concluded that they could be no other than the re-

gisters of the famous Austrian committee of which they had heard so much, but of

whose existence no trace had ever been discovered before. This sagacious inference was
no sooner made, than the nev/s was spread that the records of the horrid Austrian com-
mittee had been burned at Seves j and within a few hours the street orators of Paris re-

peated to the groupsjassembled in the public places, the contents of some of those bloody re-

cords which they pretended to have learned from persons who had read them, in spite of the

care taken to prevent it. Those who had ever expressed a doubt of the existence of an
Austrian committee were treated as miscreants. The news was brought to the national

assembly, where it excited the most violent agitation and heat j in the midst of Avhicii,

a member who watched an opportunity for obtaining a decree against the constitutional

troops, thought the present rage against the court would an.swer the purpose as well as

any accusation against the troops themselves. He therefore proposed that they should
be immediately reduced, and that the duke de Erissac their commander, who in all probabi-

lity was a member of the Austrian committee, and possibly was privy to the burning of
the records, should be sent prisoner to Orleans. The next day the most convincing
evidence was given, that the papers burned at Seves were the memoirs of madame de
la Motte, and that no other paper or record of any kind had been destroyed on that oc-

casion. But these rumours had produced the effects their fabricators wislied, and the
effects continued after the falsehood and infamy of the authors were made manifest.
The constitutional household troops were not re-established; and new sources of calum-
ny against the king and queen weyc opened with more etlicacy than ever.

The assembly, whose usurpations increased as the king's powers of resistance were
weaketied, passed two most atrocious decrees in the beginning of June 1792. The first

was for the banishment of the priests wiio had refused to take oath ; and the second was
for the formation of a camp of 20,000 men in the en\-ircns of Paris, to consist of vo-
lunteers from every department of the kingdom. It n-as very well known, that those
volunteers would every where be chosen by the Jacobins, whose power was univcrsally
lelt, and had impressed such general terror as gave them complete sway in every elec-

^pn
J
so that this army must of course hav(j hcc^v. mad^ up of iht'n; creatures, the mO<«t
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seditious and desperate villains in tlie kingdom. The king shewed the utmost repug-
nance to sanction either of their decrees, in spite of the threatening intimations he daily-

received from his ministers, Roland, Claviere, and Servan. At that time a quarrel sub-

sisted betwixt these ministers and their colleagues, who, Jacobins as they were, seemed
touched with the king's misfortunes, and always behaved to him with respect. Thej
were shocked with the conduct of Roland, Claviere, and Servan, and determined to

take this opportunity to get them dismissed. Dumourier,. with the approbation of his

colleagues Duranthon and la Coste, undertook to propose three new ministers to the

king. His majesly accepted the proposal with the joy of a person who feels himself

suddenly relieved fiom a heavy load under which he is ready to sink.

On the rejection of their decrees, the Jacobins hastened to bring forward as insur-

rection which they had previously planned. On the 20th of June an immense multi-

tude collected round the palace and garden of the Tuilleries. At four o'clock in the

afternoon, the mob amounted to about 40,000, and the gates of the Tuilleries were
thrown open to them. At the mom.ent of their entrance the royal family were at din-

ner, and on their attempting to break open the door of the appartment where the king
was, he rose to prevent the guards from making resistance, and said calmly, ** I will go
to them, I will prevent them from breaking the door." On the instant that it opened,

a pike which had been thrust against it to force it open, would have killed the king,

but a chasseur turned the weapon aside with his hand. The cry of V-ive la Nation re-

sounded from all sides, and was evidently addressed to the king, upon which he loudly

said that the nation had not a better friend than himself. A fellow of a sanguinary as*

pect, with a pike in his hand and evidently drunk, then forced his way to the king, and
said rudely enough, " If you are telling the truth, prove it by putting on the bonnet

rouge." " I consent," replied the king, and directly the fellow, with one of his

companions, advanced and put the cap on his head. It would be an unpleasing task to

detail the indignities which were olrered to the unfortunate monarch, and which he sub-

mitted patiently to bear. During the whole of the tumult the princess Elizabeth con-

tinued close by the side of her brother, as if she was born to be the victim of her ge-

nerous affection, and to partake in all his unmerited disgraces and misfortunes. On the

first breaking out of the rabble the queen fainted, and was accidentally separated from

his majesty, and conveyed to the apartments of the king's physician. As soon as she

recovered, in her distraction she attempted to penetrate to the king j but was stopped in

her way thither by the mob breaking into the council-chamber. The minister at war
had fortunately retired to the same spot, who formed a kind of rampart of the great

council-table, which he placed against the door, with a double row of national guards

before it. Behind the table stood the queen and her children, the princess de Lam-
ball? and some other ladies. In this situation she remained the whole time, condemned

' to hear the most indecent reproaches, and the foulest imprecations, from the meanest

and most depraved of her sex.

Wnilc the king was in this manner surrounded with braids of ruffians, and not sure

.of his life for a moment, the duke of Brunswick on the 25th of July issued his celebra-

ted manifesto, which was attended with very bad consequences, it irritated the minds

even of the more moderate patriots, and the reproaches cast on the king by the Jacobins

gained universal belief. Regardless of the m.enaces contained in that manifesto, the re-

publican party resolved upon the deposition of the king. The chiefs of this party ivere

Vergniaud, Guadet, and Gensonne. To accomplish their purpose, they resolved upon

^ second insurrection. A letter signed by these three deputies was delivered to the

king, in which it w^as declared that " the discontents of the people were ready to break

out in a very terrible manner j that an insurrection, mu-h more considerable and violent

than the 20th of June v/as already planned and ready to burst forth at the first signal
j

that it would take place in a fortnight, and that the dethroning of his majesty v/as the

mildest consequence it would have j that his only means of avoiding this catastrophe was

to recall Roland, Servan, and Claviere, to the ministry at farthest j that if the king would

consent, and give them his word, they would pledge their heads to prevent the insur-

^fictipn from taking plac,e/'
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To avert the dreadful consequences of this conspiracy, every preparation v/as made

for the defence of the palace. Those battalions of national guards, who were on duty

there were extremely well disposed to the king. Their commanders and officers were

entirely devoted to him. The Swiss guards were also of approved bravery and fidelity.

Those troops were reinforced by gentlemen and royalists of every rank, whom the dan-

ger of the royal family drew in crowds to the palace. On this eventful night no per-

son in the palace went to bed. About six o'clock in the morning of the 10th the king

descended into the gardens to review the troops. He then returned to the palace, and the

multitude continued to collect. Had the king remained in the palace he might have

.repelled the insurrection of that fatal day j but giving way to solicitations, perhaps per-

fidious, unquestionably unfortunate, he sought an asylum in the hall of the na^tional as-

sembly, among those who were preparting a prison, chains, and death, for him and his

family.

The insurgents amounted to about 20,000 men. They were drav/n up in tolerable

order by Westerman a Prussian, and had about 30 pieces of cannon along vvith them.

The gentlemen within the king's palace were now dispirited and knew not what part

to 'act. . The commander of the Swiss M. Affry was absent, and the captains knew not

what to do. About nine o'clock the outer gates were forced open *, and the insurgents

formed their line in front of the palace. A bloody' combat commenced between the

Marseillois and the Swiss, All of them that could be found in the palace were massa-

cred by these brutal ruffians, even while imploring quarter on their knees. Others es-

caped into the city and were protected by individuals. Of this brave regiment only

200 survived but every human being, even the lowest servants in the palace, were put

to death. The Swiss taken prisoners in various quarters xvere conducted to the do«r of

the assembly, and taken by a decree under the protection of the state. The stispensior*

of the royal authority was now decreed, and the nation Vv^as invited to elect a ConventioM

to determine the nature of its future government.

Meanwhile the combined armies of Austria and Prussia had entered France. The
duke of Brunswick's army was above 50,000 strong. General Clairfait had joined him
with 15,000 Austrians, and a considerable body of Hessians, along with 20,000 French
emigrants amounting in all to 90,000 men. At first their progress into France was
very rapid. Longwy surrendered after a siege of fifteen hours, although strongly for-

tified, Verdun was next summoned •, and the governor being compelled by the muni-
cipality to surrender, shot himself dead with a pistol in presence of the council, and on
2d of September the Prussians entered the town.

The news of this second capture, and of the approach of the Prussians spread an in-

stant alarm through Paris. The common council, which was now led by Roberspierre;

Danton, Marat, and other sanguinary monsters, ordered the alarm guns to be fired and
the populace to be summoned to meet in the Champ de Mars to eruoll themselves to

march against the enemy. The people assembled, and a number of the emissaries of the

Jacobins exclaimed, that the domestic foes of the nation ought to be destroyed before

its foreign enemies were attacked.

Parties of those bloody ruffians proceeded immediately to the prisons where the Swist

officers, nonjuring clergy, and those confined since the 10th of August on account of

practices against the state, M^ere detained in custody Tliey took out the prisoner^ ont
by one, gave them a kind of mock trial by a jury of themselves, acquitted some feiv,

and murdered by far the greater number. These massacres lasted for tv.'o days, and
upwards of 1000 persi-ns were put to death. Such scenes of bloodshed took place in

Paris as must for ever render the tyrants of France execrable and odious. In the dun^
geon of la Force was confined the beautiful and accomphshed princess de Laniballe, the
triend and confident of the queen. This unfortunate lady was in bed, -when she was
summoned to appear before a kind of tribunal in the court of the prison. The person
who carried the message, however, told her that it was intended to carry her to the
Abbaye.^ She said, since she must be kept in pri^n, she was as \veU pleased with that
^he was in as another j and being a little indisposed, wished to remain in bed. She \vas

then told that she must get up directly to appear before the tribunal. She begged of
ihosc who brought tins second message, ^vho ^vcrc two men in tlie unif..n-m of national
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guards to retire till she was dressed, and slie would attend them, Tliey did so, and
mthin a fev/ minutes she was conducted before those pretended judges 5 it is said they
tvi&hed to draw from her some matter of accusation against the queen. In this they
were disappointed ^ but as there was no positive charge against herself, s^e was ordered

to be removed. As she was conducted out of the prison, stupified with horror at the

uaangled bodies that lay around her, she received from behind a blow on the head with
a bludgeon xvhich produced instantly a violent effusion of blood j her head was then

severed from from her body by a sabre. The lifeless corpse was dragged, by some of

the wretches who flocked around, into an adjoining court, where, after a series of indig-

nities not to be related, it v/as trailed by the mob through the streets. The head being

fixed on a pike, was carried to the Temple for the express purpose of shocking the

queen. The degree of rancour which those wretches displayed against the queen was as

violent as it was unaccountable. After murdering her friend merely because she was
lier friend, they are not satisfied with letting her know that the afBicting event had ta-

ken place, but must wring her heart with the most cruel of all spectacles.

The advances of the combined armies were in the mean time rapid and formidable
j

it was not till the 20th of September that the French were enabled to stop the progress

of their victorious adversaries. On that day general Kellerman sustained an attack

from the duke of Brunswick for fourteen hours, and retained his post till 10 o'clock at

night, and then took another position to the right of the Prussians, who suffered* him
quietly to make this movement, though it was not completed till the next morning.

The pass of Eiesme, which general Dillon had seized, proved an insurmountable ob-

stacle to the duke of Brunsv/ick's penetrating, by the nearest route, to Paris j and find-

ing it im.possible to dislodge the- French, he determined to m.ake the circuit of the fo-

rest by Varennes and Grand Pre, a circuit of about fifty miies. The length of this

march, with the great inclemency of the season, laid the foundation of that fatal disease

xvhich afterwards proved m.ore destructive than the sword of the French. To complete

this misfortune, the rivers were so swollen, that their supplies were almost entirely stop-

ped, and the combined army was actually without bread for four days, the want of

which the soldiers endeavoured to supply by the unripe grapes of Champaigne. Such were

tlie distresses which induced the duke of Brunswick to propose an armislice to the French

g'encral. Various conjectui*es have been formed as to the motives of this convention.

One thing is certain, that the duke of Brunsvv/ick shortly afterwards began to retreat,

Tiwd gave up every fortress he had taken, Verdun surrendered on the 12th of October,

2nd was followed by Longwy, which capitulated on the 2 2d. The Prussian army im-

mediately evacuated the teia-itories of France, a,nd the country was solen^ily proclaimed

to be no longer in danger.

The republican arms were at present victorious in every quarter. War had been

4eclared against the king of Sardinia on the 16th of September, and about the 2Cth

Blontesquieu entered the territories of Savoy 5 he was received ^vith open arms by the

inhabitants, who had not yet tasted the fruits of French liberty, and in a short time

. he subdued the whole countr}^ They were no less successful in the circle of the Upper

Rlnne, Vv'here their operations were directed by general Custine. Spires, Worms,

Mentz, and Franckfort, successively surrendered to them. By the union of the Prus-

sians with the Hessians and Austrians, however, a check was put upon his career be-

fore the end of the campaign. On the 2d of September the Prussians appeared before

Franckfort, the gates of which were opened to them by some of the populace, and the.

French were expelled. Aft^r the surrender of the city, a smart action took place be-

tween the two armies j the French maintained their ground from one o'clock till three,

when they retired to a wood, v^hence they v/ere able to annoy their adversaries and

keep them in check,
^

'

^

We must now turn to the civil transactions of France, which at this period are pe-

culiarly interesting. One of the last acts of the legislative assembly shows a most abo-

minable profligacy of mind. This act was to legalize adultery, or authorise a com.mu-

njty of women. I'he ordinary tribunals were enabled by a law to pronounce a sentence

of divorce between any married couple, not only on mutual agreement, but on the ap-

|)lication of either party, alleging simply, as a cause, inco?npatibi\ity of humour or ch?,^
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racter. The female children were directed by this decree to be entirely confided to the

care of the mother, as well as the males, to the age of seven years, when they were again

to be recommitted to the superintendence of the father.

On the 20th of September the convention met j it was composed of the refuse of the

conslituent assembly, Roberspierre and Petion, and other blood-thirsty ruffians, being

re-chosen on this occasion. The infamous Paine was invited from England to represent

one department 5 and a Prussian of the name of Clootz, a wretched maniac, whom the

humanity of this country would have charitably provided with a ceil in Bethlehem, was-

chosen to represent another. The department of Paris was first in infamy upon this as on
every other occasion. There the prostituted duke of Orleans was united with the infamous

incendiary and assassin Marat, with the painter David, and with Legendre, the butcher.

Actors, news-writers, and men from almost the lowest ranks and stations, were ming-

led with the degraded remnants of the ci devant noblesse, and with such of the clergy

as had sufficient laxity of principle to disavow their engagements with the head of their

church. On the first day of their meeting Collot d'Herbois, who had formerly been on
the stage, ascended the tribune, and proposed the eternal abolition of royalty in France.

It was in vain that M. Bazire and other members entreated the convention to proceed

with more dignity and deliberation on so important a question. The abolicion of roy-

alty ivas voted by acclamation, and the house adjourned. Messages were sent to all

parts of France intimating the decree, and by the influence of the Jacobins they were
every where received with applause. It was next day decreed that all public acts

should be dated by the year of the French Republic, and all citizens were declared eli-

gible to the vacant offices and places. In the course of the succeeding sittings, the

convention resolved, That the French republic no longer acknowledges princes."

The rage of republicanism was carried at this period to an unexampled excess of- folly.

With a most contem.ptible puerility, the innocent titles of Monsieur and Madame \vcre

abolished, and the aukward phraseology of citizen was substituted in their stead. The
sudden dissolution of the judicial boards was a most atrocious measure, and perfectly

conformable to the principles upon which these anarchists acted. The convention pas-

sed new decrees against the emigrants, more cruel and sanguinary than had been for-

merly passed. On the 9th of October it was decreed, that all emigrants taken in arms
should be put to death twenty-four hours after they had been declared guilty by a mi-
litary committee j and that ail foreigners W'ho had quitted the service of France, and
entered into that of the enemy, should be considered as armed emigrants." Another
decree, still more bloody, v,'as passed on the i37th, by vdiich these unfortunate exiler,

who had returned to their native country, were ordered to depart in 24 hours, and the
penalty of death awarded against those who should fail instantly to obey. .'I'hcre was
a double motive for tliis decree 3 the persecution and oppression of those who by their

misfortunes, are not id a situation to resist, gratified the malignity of their sanguinary
enemies, and the property of the emigrants, murdered or driven into exile, was an ir-

resistible incentive to those needy adventurers of which t'ne convention was composed.
Another decree was passed about this time, called in their vile jargon the decree ot

fralcrmtii^ inviting all those w^ho wished for liberty to rise in rebellion against their
lawful governors, and ordering their generals to assist them it was passed by accia-
malion in the following terms :

" The national convention declare, in the name of the
French nation, tliat they will grant fraternity to all those people who wish to procure
liberty, and they cliarge the executive power to send orders to the generals, to give as-

sistance to such people as have suffered, and are now suficring, in the cause of libertv."
What sort of liberty they meant may be easily conjccLurcd from what had already kip^
pencd in France.

The allied armies, meanwhile, had continued to retire before their viclorious enemies
ever since they had raised the siege of Lisle. Tlie first resistance which Damoiuier ex-
p(^ienced, was at the village of Bossu. Here the Austrians had taken an excellent po-
sition, but were unable to withstand the impetuosity of the enemy. 'JMiev lost abou'.
15f) men, and 200 were taken prisoners. From Bossu Dumourier [uoceedod early ne\ .

morning towards IVions, avul soon came in sight of the Ausliians, slio.sgly po.-.ted 011 ill
-

hv'ighls of Ccmappc. The French pni;3ed iV.Q nVht wilhin >^;i^ht cf '^l.cii ad^vvwls;.*.
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At seven in the mornmg of tlie sixth of November, a very heavy cannonade commen»«
ced on both sides, and continued till ten without muclj effect on the part of the French
at noon, therefore, the general determined on a close attack. The number of the
French who formed for this purpose, amounted to about 30,000, and the Austrians are

computed to have been upwards of 20,000. The redoubts were carried in a very short

time. The cavalry of the Austrians, however, advancing at this crisis, with a view of
flanking the French, the general dispatched a son of the duke of Orleans to repel this

attack, and supparted him with a detachment of chasseurs and hussars. At the same
time some disorder appearing in Bournonville's cavalry, general Dumourier rallied them
himself, and in the mean time the left wing, which consisted chiefly of the Belgian vo-

lunteers, had obtained possession of Gemappe, and the centre carried the second line of

redoubts. After a short resistance on the heights, the Austrians, at about 2 o'clock,

retreated with the utmost precipitation and disorder to Mons. The loss of both parties

in this engagement must have been great. That of the Austrians has been estimated at

nearly 4000 men, while that of the enemy amounted, by the French accounts, to 1000,
but by other accounts to 10,000. The victory of Gemappe was decisive as to the fate

of the Netherlands. Mons immediately surrendered, from whence Dumourier proceed-

ed to Brussels, which he entered on the 14th of November.
While these affairs were transacting, Tournay, Malines, Ghent, and Antwerp, o-

pened their gates to general Labourdonnaye. Louvain and Namur, after a faint resist-

ance by the Austrian general Beaulieu, were taken by general Valence j Ostend was
entered by the French fleet on the l5th of November j the citadels of Antwerp and

Namur resisted for a short time, but the former capitulated on the 28th of November
to general Miranda, and the latter on the 2d of December to general Valence in a

word, the whole of the Austrian Netherlands, Luxembourg only excepted, were sub-

jected to the victorious arms of France before the conclusion of the year.

We now return to consider the state, condition, and transactions of France ^ and the

first event that presents itself to our attention, is among the most atrocious and disgrace-

ful acts that have stained the annals of the world. Before we conduct the reader to

the prison of the Temple, the bar of the Convention, and the fatal scaffold, it may be

necessary to offar some preliminary remarks to his attention.

It was an undoubted principle with the most active party of the convention, thai:

while Louis lived, there would be no permanent security for them *, the object, there-

fore of all their counsels and designs, was to bring the unhappy monarch to the fate

which he so soon suffered. Legendre proposed that all who had consigned their opi-

nions on the king's conduct to writing should lay them on the table of the assembly,

and that after the intervention of one day, they should pronounce sentence on the culprit,

without suffering him to utter a word in his defence. Rftl^rspierre thought the whole

business might be completed in 24 hours, and that the assembly should not separate till

it was concluded. St Andre declared that Louis had been judged and condemned by

the people on the 10th of August, and nothing was left for them to do but to proceed

to execution. Those who desired the death of the king were alarmed at the effects

which might be produced by such an awful and affecting spectacle, as would be pre-

sented on such an occasion, and they employed the most abominable and profligate

means to counteract the influence which these circumstances might produce in favour of

the king. Inflammatory papers were dispersed among the people, inciting them to in-

sist on his immediate execution, or to execute him themselves j and to impress an opi-

nion that the de^h of the royal sufferer was necessary to the existence of the French

nation.

But xvhile they endeavoured to dispose the public mind to co-operate with them, they

contrived that the object of their diabolical enmity and injustice should be placed in a

situation the most disadvantageous to himself, as it might tend in. unsettle and trouble

his mind, at a moment when he required all his powers to support them an^ when his

understanding to do him service must be clear and unclouded. To effect this base and

infamous purpose, the whole of the intended proceedings were carefully concealed from

the king, and it was merely from the zealous euriojitv of Clery, his faithful valet de
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cliambre, that he barely knew tlie intentions of the convention to call hina to their bar,

a few days before it happened.

A commission of twenty-four deputies, selected from various committees, ha^-ing been

for some weeks employed in ransacldng every suspected place for criminating papers, and

in collecting evidence against the deposed monarch, produced on the sixth of Novem-

ber, a report full of vague and unsupported accusations ; and on the following day the

committee of legislation presented a plan for his trial.

But while those execrable ruffians Vv^ere preparing this mock-trial for their degraded

and insulted monarch, the sad and adverse state of his fortune did not deprive him of

every friend. Several of his former adherents offered to stand forth in support of his

innocence at the hazard of their lives- M. Cazalcs, so distinguished in the first assem-

bly for hi^ opposition to the Revolution, and who was then in England, solicited a pass-

port that he might appear as counsel for the king. The same request was made by M.
Narbonne, ex-minister of war, and M. Laliy Tollendal, The marquis de Bouille trans-

mitted aji attestation in his favour, respecting the flight to Montmedi, and an exculpa-

tory letter to M. Choiseul, respecting the money paid by the marquis to the king's

brothers. M. Eertrand also, ex-minister of marine, manifesled the most zealous solici-

tude to appear as an evidence for his' deposed sovereign. But w^hen the proposal made

by Manuel, for assuring to all those who should speak for the impeached Louis, the pro-

tection of the laws, was suppressed by murmurings and hootings, the spirit by which the

assembly Avas actuated was too manifest to expect honour or justice from its conduct or

decisions. They decreed the arraignment of Louis. But though he was reduced to a

simple and accused citizen, he seemed still to inspire the convention with apprehension.

They feared that the sad spectacle of degraded majesty, and the notorious injustice of

the proceedings against him, would, in spite of all their cunning and horrid manoeuvres,

awaken the loyalty that slumbered, or stimulate what was still awake, to unite in

saving the royal object of its former duty, affection, and veneration, from the fate that

appeared to await him.

On the 11th of December, at so early an hour as five in the morning the generale

was beat throughout Paris, and a considerable body of cavalry, with several pieces of

artillery, were introduced into the garden of the Temple. At 11 o'clock/ while the

king was endeavouring to calm his spirits by giving the usual instructions to the dau-

phin, or amusing the young prince by some agreeable recreation, two persons of the

municipality entered to inform him that they must, by order of the convention, conduct

the young Louis to his mother. Of this cruel and unexpected separation, the king in.

vain <lemanded the reason, j and in a short time, one of the commissioners returned to

inform him, that Chambon, the mayor of Paris, was preparing to make him an official

visit. At one the mayor appeared. He was accompanied by Chaumette, solicitor ot

tl^e Commune, and several other muaiiciptil officers, and Santerre, commander of the na-

tional guard, with his aid de camp. The mayor informed the king that he game to

conduct him to the convention, in consequence of a decree, which the secretary should

read to him. When that office was performed, the king concluded some observations

on the cruelty of depriving him of the society of his son, by saying, I am ready to fol-

iow you
J
not indeed because I am disposed to obey the convention j but because my

enemies possess the power to enforce obedience. A large military escort attended him
from the gale of the Temple. At length, accompanied by the mayor, two generals,

one cff whom was Santerre, commander of the Parisian guards, and several municipal
officers, Louis XVL in an ordinary dress, ^vith neglected hair, and a face long un-
shaven, was presented at the bar of tlie national convention. Suth w\as the form and
appearance of the fallen monarch, that he seemed to subdue, for u moment, the horrid
malignity of his enemies, and to awe the uproar of inveterate Jacobinism into something
like a respectful silence. The tumult of those who occupied the scats and galleries

ceased at once, and sunk into a solemn stillness, when the extraordinary spectacle of
their former king was presented to them in such a state of humility and degradation.
Barrere the president immediately addressed him as he stood at the bar. " Louis, the
French nation accuses you. The national convention decreed, on the 3d December,
that vou should be tried by it, On tlie tith of December it was decreed that you t^houUJ
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be brought to the bar ; and while the charges against you are read, you are permitted
to seat yourself." The king who well knew that it would be as vain to disclaim the
authority as to resist the power of the convention, submitted in silence to the proceeding
against him 5 and having availed himself of the permission to sit, heard xvith profound
attention the several papers read, in which he was accused of crimes, which may be ar-

ranged in two distinct classes, such as were prior, and such as were subsequent to the

constitution. The futility and injustice of the charges in the first class, were so manifest,

that some even of the vilest mffians in the convention, demanded that they should be
expunged in law, and nullified by the amnesty implied in the proffer and acceptance of
the constitution. But the convention, with its usual disregard to every thing but its

own will, rejected both these remonstrances with a contemptuous silence. When the

articles of impeachment had been read, a long list of frivolous and insidious questions,

previously revised by the convention, was put to the king by the president but ail their

arts to ensnare this unhappy monarch were unsuccessful ; for though" the questions pro-

posed to him, were prepared by a committee for that purpose, and afterwards reconsi-

dered by the convention and though he was suddenly led away amidst insult and in-

dignity, and without preparation to answer them on the instant
5
yet such was his con-

duct on this trying occasion, such the calm and majestic character of his deportment,

such the readiness and sagacity of his replies, and such the predominating proofs of his

innocence, that several of his most virulent enemies were filled with alarm, lest such a

combination of affecting circumstances, should have at once recalled the spirit of ancient

loyalty into the bosoms of his former subjects who heard and beheld him. After the

examination was closed, the president addressing the king, said, " I have no other ques-

tions to propose—have you any thing more to add in your defence." " I desire to

have a copy of the accusation," replied the king, " and of the papers on which it is

founded.—I also desire to have a counsel of my own nomination." Barrere -informed

him, that his two first questions were already decreed, and that the determination re-

specting the other would be made known to him in due time. The king immediately

Tv-ithdrew.

A very violent debate now ensued in the convention wherein, to use the expression

of their president, the assembly assumed the appearance of gladiators rather than of law-

givers 'y it was however, decreed, after a most tumultuous sitting, that Louis should be

indulged with a counsel for his defence. When he was informed of this decree, the

king nam.ed Turgot arid Tronchet, the former of v/hom declined the office, while several

persons of distinguished talents and character, eagerly pressed forward to be employed in

the service of their degraded sovereign, on the trying and dangerous occasion. Of these

he chose M. de Lamoignon Malesherbes, who at the age of seventy-two had the cour-

age to plead his cause. In the letter to the president of the convention, expressing this

humane and noble desire, he says, " I was once called to the councils of him, who was

then my master, and at a time when such a function was an universal object of ambition -y

I now oxve him the same service, xvhen it is an office that in the opinion of many is at-

tended with risque and peril." Such was the multiplicity of papers to be examined in

order to frame the king's defence, that his counsel.found it impossible to proceed with

that dispatch which the convention expected of them.
5
they accordingly applied for per-

mission to demand the assistance of M. de Seze j and a third counsel was accordingly

granted.

On the 26th of December the king was conducted a second time to the bar of the

convention, where he appeared with the same unembarrassed air as he manifested on his

first examination and when the president informed him that the convention had ap-

pointed this day for hearing his defence, he replied, with a firm voice and undaunted as-

pect. " My counsel (pointing to M. de Seze) is to speak for me."—The king then

sat down. M. Malesherbes and M. Tronchet took their seats on each side of their

august client ; and M. de Seze began a most masterly and argumentative speech, which

had been prepared by the united skill, labour, and talents, of these able advocates. But

eloquence was lost upon those sanguinary wretches, who were determined above all things

to effect the murder of this amiable prince.
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^"rom tlie report of the comTnissioners who were appointed to do duty at the Temple,

We learn the following particulars, which, though minute, serve to illustrate the charac-

ter of the king. The commissioners having according to custom drawn lots for their

different posts, that of the king's apartment fell to a M. Cubieres, who v/ith another

commissioner, was introduced, the king being then asleep. He rose as usual at seven,

and took a book, which they afterwards found was a breviary •, breakfast v/as brought at

nine, but the king refused to eat, because it was the fast of Le Ouatre Terns. He
spent some time in prayer and afterwards asked Cubieres about the health of his queen

and sister. He walked musing through the room, and then raising his eyes to heaven.

This day (said he) my daughter is fourteen years of age." The unhappy prince re-

peated the same expression after a pause, during which the tears flowed from his eyes and

lie was greatly agitated.

The convention, after having adjudged the king guilty, and voted against the appeal

nominal, thereby constituting themselves accusers and judges, met on the 16th to deter-

mine the punishment. The fatal ceremony employed the whole day and ended in a

sentence of death. The sentence, after subtracting those who voted for death with

certain restrictions, does not appear to have been carried by more than five votes. When
the president had declared the state of the scrutiny, and that Louis XVI. was sentenced

to sufier death, his council were admitted to the bar, and M. de Seze immediately spoke

as follows :

" Citizens representatives. The law and your own decree have entrusted to us the

sacred office of defending Louis 5 and we now approach you with sorrow, to perform

the last duty of our function. Louis has expressly charged us to read a letter signed by
his own hand, and these are the contents of it."—" I owe to my honour, I owe to my
family, not to subscribe to a sentence, which declares me guilty of a crime which my
conscience disdains. I therefore appeal to the nation at large, from the sentence of its

representatives, and, by these presents, I empower my counsel, and charge them on their

ildelity, to make this appeal known to the national convention, by all means in their

power, and to demand that mention be made of it in the minutes of their sittings."

" Signed, Louis."

M. de Seze then implored the national convention to consider by what a small ma-
jority the punishment of death was pronounced against Louis. " Do not afflict France,

said he, by a judgment that will appear to her to be terrible, when it was carried by no
more than five votes." By the previous question, however, the convention rejected the

appeal to the people, after a sitting of thirty- six hours j 310 voices were then declared

to be for a respite of the sentence, and 38G against it.

All hopes being now over, and this atrocious murder being determined on, the king
requested that the sentence might be delayed for three days, in order that he might be
better prepared to appear in presence of his God, and that he might be freely visited by
a person, whom he should name, who would be qualified to assist him in that solemn act
of preparation. He then named M. Edgeworth de Fermont, as the ecclesiastic whom
he would vmh to see, if that privilege should be granted to him. At six in the after-

noon, Garet returned to inform the king that the convention had decreed him the per-
mission to receive the person whom he named, and who now accompanied him. Six or
seven of that court, called conseil de la commune seant an Temple^ had accompanied the
minister to the king's chamber. They behaved to M. Edgeworth, not only without
compassion, but they even shewed a ferocious joy. They rudely searched all his pockets

;

opened his snuff-box to see whether it did not contain poison, examined his pencil-case,
on pretence that it might contain a stiletto. They then made him ascend to the kino's
apartment by a like narrow stair, where sentinels were placed at small intervals, some
of them drunk, swearing and singing as if it had been an alehouse. The minister of
justice was still in the king's apartment with those members of the council Avho had ac-
companied him to his majesty j the serene dignity of whose countenance formed a strik-
ing contrast with the haggard and villainous looks of the wretches who surrounded him.
As soon as the king perceived the abbe Edgeworth, he made a movement expressive of
his desire to be left alone Avitli him. The others immediately withdrew. The kin^
shut the door, and turned towaids tlie abbe, who sunk on his knees, kisicd lys majesly's
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hand, and batlied it with his tears. The king, equally affected, raised M. ^Idgewortlj^
saying, " None but the most unrelenting of men have been allowed to approach itie of
late, my eyes are accustomed to them j but the sight of a man of humanity, a faithful

subject, affects my whole soul, and melts me as you see." It is impossibk to do justice

to the devout, sublime, and heroic sentiments Expressed by the king in this interesting

conference, particularly when he spoke o£ his own situation and that of his family j but
above all when he dwelt on the misfortunes of his country. After their conversation

j

he rose, saying, I must now go and see my family for the lait time. This will be
the severest trial of all. When that is over, I shall fix my mind solely on what concerns

my salvation."

Leaving the abbe Edgeworth in his closet, the unhappy prince went to the roonr

where his family w^ere already assembled, and which was separated only by a door, from
that in which were t wo commissaries constantly on duty j this door was formed of panes

of glass from top to bottom Hke a window j so that those two then could see and hear
all that passed. In such horrible circumstances, and in this dismal room, did the king of

France meet his deploring family, now rendered more dear to him than ever by his own
approaching fate, and their unexampled misfortunes. " At half past eight o'clcdi

(says M. Clery, the king's valet-de-chambre) the door was opened } the queen appeared

first, holding her son in her hand j the princess-royal and madame Elizabeth followed
j

they all threw themselves into the arms of the king. A mournful silence reigned tor

sc^ie minutes, which wa's bnly interrupted by loud sobs. The queen made a motion la

draw the king towards her room *, No, said the king, let us go into this hall ; I am
not permitted to see you in any otlier place," They went in, and M. Glery shut the

door, which was made in pnrt of glass. The kii^g sat down, the queen at his left hand,

madame Elizabeth at his right, the princeSs-royal faced him, and the young prince stood

between his legs. All leaned towards him and frequently embraced him. This afflict-

ing scene lasted one hour "and three quarters-, during which time it was impossible to

hear any thing *, we saw, only, that after every expression of the king, the sobs of the

princesses redoubled for some minutes, and then the king began again to speak. It was
easy to know by his motions that he had himself told them of his condemnation. At a

"quarter past ten o'clock, the king rose, and they all followed him. M. Clery opened

ihe door. The queen held the king by hi's right arm. Their majesties gave each a

hand to the dauphin. The princess-royal, at the left, had her arms round the body of

the king. Madame Elizabeth, on the same side, but a little farther back, had seized

the left arm of her brother. They moved a few paces towards ihh door, at which thet

littered the most terrible groans. I assure you, said the king to them, that I shall se'e

yd'j to-morrow morning at eight o'clock. You promise us that you will, replied they

all together. Yes, I promise you it. Why not at seven o'clock, said the queen. Very

good y well at seven o'clock, said the king— adieu ! He pronounced this adieu in a man-

ner so expressive, that the sobs redoubled. The princess-royal swooned awny, and fell

at the king's feet w^hich she embraced : I raised her^ and assisted madame Elizabeth

vo support her. The king, wishing to put an end to this heart-rending scene, tenderly

embraced them and tore hirtiself from their arms. Adieu ! adieu ! he said, and hurried

into his room." He was in a state of emotion that cannot be described. Why,"
said he, addressing himself to the abbe Edgeworth, after he had somewhat recovered

himself, " Why do I love with such tenderness, and w^herefore am I so tenderly beloved ?

but now the painful sacrifice is over. Let me now turn my thoughts to the car^ of my
salvation alone." Nothing now remained. for the consolation of the king but to per-

form the rites and receive the communion of his church and M. Edgeworth, after some

opposition from the commissaries, obtained the solicited indulgence. The king was no

sooner informed of this than he immediately entered upon his confession. When that

solemn duty w^as performed, M. Edgeworth perceiving his royal penitent to be almost

exhausted with the fatigue and anguish he had suffered during the day, entreated him

to go to bed and endeavour to obtain a little rest. The king complied with this request,

and enjoyed a calm undisturbed repose till five the next morning, when he was awak-

ened according to his order.
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All Paris had been under anus since five o'clock, while the sound of dmnis, the

noise of arms, the clatter of horses, the passage of caunon, were distinctly heard in the

tower. At nine the k^stle increased, when the doors were thrown open with violence,

5.nd Santerre appeared, attended by ten gend'armes. On his informing the king, who
came from his closet, that he was come to conduct him to the scaffold, his majesty

asked only a few minutes, when he re-entered, and falling on his knees oefore his con-

fessor, received his last benediction. He then threw open the door, and with a firm

voice said to Santerre, " Let us be gone." M. Edgewonh followed him, and entered with

him into the carriage provided for the occasion. When the carriage stopped at the

gcaffoid, the king immediately descended from it and having thrown off his coat, was

about to ascend the scaffold, when the executioner seized his hands, in order to tie them

behind him. As he was not prepared for this last insult, he appeared disposed to repel

it ; but M. Edgeworth, sensible that resistance would be in vain, said to him, " dire,

this new htimiUation is another circumstance in which your majesty^s sufferings resemole

those of that Saviour who will soon be your reward." This observation instantly re-

moved all repugnance.

it was while he was mounting the scaffold, supported by the abbe Edgeworth, that

this servant of God, as if by inspiration, addressed the king in this sublime expression,

" Offspring of St Louis, ascend to heaven 1". As soon as he came upon the scaffold,

advancing with a firm step to the part which faced the palace, he desired the drums lo

cease, and was immediately obeyed, in spite of the orders they had received. He then

in strong terms asserted his innocence of the crimes laid to his charge, and was continu-

ing, v/hen that most atrocious of villains, Santerre, pushed furiously towards the drum-
mers, and forced them to beat without interruption. The executioners at the same time

laid hold of their victim, and the horrid deed was completed. This cruel, uiiprovoked,

and atrocious murder, excited among foreign nations the strongest emotions of astonish-

ment, horror, and execration. They saw with regret that a band of robbers and ^lur-

derers had usurped the government of France, and had not only overwhelmed their ov\'u

country with bloodshed and anarchy, but with the most unexampled zeal laboured to re-

duce every ovher countiy In the world to the same dreadful situation. This dangerous

disposition, which broke forth upon every occasion, the violent decrees which had been

passed by the convention, holding out encouragement to traitors in every cotmtry, the

ungovernable ambition and spirit of aggrandiz£ment which they manifested, at all times

dangerous, but particularly so, when connected with the propagation of their vile prin-

ciples, determined the British government to remain no longer unconcerned spectators

of wliat was transacting on the continent. M. Chauvelin was commanded to leave Bri-

tain, and another minister, to whom the French executive council gave powers, was not

suffered to land. The French, whatever the intention of Britain might have been, on
the 1st of February 1793, on the motion of Brlssot, declared war against England, A^
the transactions of this war have been related in the history of England, we will not tire

the reader by an imnecessary detail of the confiicts of the hostile armies in the history of
France, as the internal history of that country cannot fail to be more interesting j we
shall only observe that, notwithstanding the partial successes of the allies, the Frencli

were completely successful, and overrun the vvliole of Holland together with the Low
Cotin tries.

The convention of France had now^ become one continued scene of recrimination and
commotion. In the month pf March they established that bloody revolutionary tri-

bunal for trying offences against the state another decree was passed on the 2yth of
March by which it was declared, that ail persons convicted of composing or printing-

writings for the restoration of monarchy in France, or the dis>olution ot tWe i.-i ional

representation, should be punished with death. The proposal of the financier L .luioon,

for a compulsory loan of 1,000,000,000 of livres from all those who were intiiftercnt to

the cause of French liberty, and who were suspecUid of taking an interest in the success

of their enemies, produced a most disgraceful scene of tumult ai\d uproar. Brissct and
his party exclaimed against the tyranny of a forced loan, and rei-rcsenietl, in the i.iost

violent terms, its counter-revolutionary operation. The adherents oi" liu- different jar-

tics, T^^hp occupied tlic galleries, took si paii in the debates j such indeed wss the cla-

ii b i:
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tnour and outrage, tliat tlie president, unable to controul tlie proceedings, resigned lu

;

office « Barrere endeavoured to divert their attention from these contests, to objects ef

public utility. Eut the people were too much inflamed and agitated by political dis-

cussion to be turned aside from these contests by any scheme of internal regulation

„

Though the cotistituted authorities had been invited to assemble and concert measures

far the salvation of their country j and though repeated proclamations had exhorted the

citizens to tranquillity, nevertheless the city of Paris was, on the morning of the Slst^

in such a state of confusion, that the tocsin was sounded, the alarm gun fired, and every

other signal of extreme danger was heard. The convention assembled to inquire into

the extraordinary and alarming situation of the city. The mayor of Paris appeared at the

Lar, and declared that the public uneasiness arose from the conduct of the commission

of twelve, and that the constituted authorities were employed in restoring public

tranquillity.

In the evening of the first of June the tocsin again proclaimed a state of public com-
motion. On the following day the hall of the convention was surrounded by a very

large and tumultuous assembly of people, who vociferated the demand for a decree of

accusation. 1'he hall of the convention itself was in a state of extreme disorder 5 that Its

deliberations were no longer free seemed to be the general sense of the convention but it

was forced to submit. The insurgents maintained their purpose, and the assembly was

compelled to pass a decree, which ordered the following deputies to be put in arrest^

viz. Gensonne, Vergniaud, Brissot, Gaudet, Gorsas, Petion, Sellies, Cambon, Barbar-

oux, Rabaut, Laforce, Lesage, Louvet, Valace, Lanthenas, Dussaux, with several others,

and all the members of the committee of twelve, except Fontsiede and Saint Martin,,

and the ministers Claviere and Le Erun. The assembly, with the president at their

head, had quitted thehall with an intention to separate j but Henriot, the commander of

the Parisian guards, arranged his troops in military array, and threatened them with a

discharge of musquetry, if they did not return. Roberspierre, Marat, and the Jacobin

party, were nov/ triumphant, and the first object of their power was to complete the

constitution. The national convention, therefore, on the 23d of June, issued a decla-

ration of the rights of man, as introductory of their new constitution, a very hasty ill

digested work, but in some respects calculated to seduce the populace. It was imprac-

ticable as a system to guide, correct, and controul the life of man j but whatever it had

been, it would not, we believe, have avoided the fate of being lost in that tremenduous

and sanguinary chaos, in which all the elements of justice, and of mercy, of truth and

of religion, of public honour and private virtue, were dissolved.

The convention now proceeded to frame various decrees, for civil, military, and na-

val regulations, for the dispatch of criminal causes, a branch of the executive govern-

ment with which they appear to have been well acquainted. Among others the fol-

lowing decree was adopted. " Marie Antoinette shall be delivered over to the revo-

lutionary tribunal, and shall be immediately conducted to the prison la Conciergerie :

Louise Elizabeth shall remain in the temple till after the judgment of Marie Antom-

ette." From framing sanguinary decrees these legislators proceeded to settle and ar-

range such public diversions and amusements, as they deemed proper to fill up the inter- '
i

val of cruelty, or rather to incite the people to the .commission of fresh massacres. A
very extraordinary and daring scheme was, about this time, on the proposal of Barrere,

|

adopted by the convention 3 it was proposed that the people of France should declare
;

by the mouth of their representatives, that they Vv-ill rise in one body, in defence of '

their liberty and equality. This proposition being received with loud bursts of ap- '

plause, Barrere presented a plan for carrying his design into effect j and it was shortly
i

introduced in its matured state by the committee of public welfare. That such a de-

cree should be proposed, cannot produce the least astonishment in the minds of those

who are familiar with the history of the convention, which has every hour produced

something strange and monstrous j but that it should, in any degree, be received by the

people, might not be altogether expected, on the avowed principles even of the French

revolution. Jacobins, and the friends of Jacobins, will, without doubt, consider the con-

sent to rise in a mass, as a proof of that ardent love of liberty which is boasted at this
|

time to have inspired every patriot heart in France. It must indeed be confessed, th&t J
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very active enthusiasm prevailed among the French people 5 but . it was not founded

t)n a knowledge or sense of genuine freedom it was violent, cruel, and precipitate ; it

was easily called forth, and set in motion ; but not operating on any principle, however

it might be employed, its course must be licentious, and its tendency was rather to evil

than to good.

To encrease the military force of the country seems to have interested the Jacobins

above every other consideration. The measures that were employed on this occasion,

were at once bold and tyrannical. Revolutionary committees, domiciliary visits, the

seizure of all gold and silver discoverable in the repubhc ; the coinage of all plate, sa-

cred or profane : the fusion of church bells into cannon j the requisition of all property

for the use of the state, and the decree ordering the people to rise in a mass, ivere

adopted, to render their schemes effective. Oppressed by these plundering decrees,

some of the great maritime and commercial cities ivere driven into insurrection. The
inhabitants of Poitou and Britanny had been long in motion, and had frequently de-

feated the republican troops which had been sent against them. The forrnidable union,

likevv^ise, which had taken place between the cities of Marseilles, Lyons, and Toulon,

still continued and alarmed the ruling powers. General Cartaux was accordingly dis-^

patched against them with a considerable force j and having taken the town of Aix,

the populace of Marseilles opened their gates to him, and received the plunder of the

wealthy inhabitants for their reward. At the same time the inhabitants of Toulon,

proposed a negociation to the English admiral lord Hood, who then commanded a fleet

in the Mediterranean, and he was suffered to take possession of the town and shipping

in the name of Louis XV^IL The Lyonnese did not follow the example, of the Mar-
seillois, but sustained with great bravery an active siege of two months. General Kel-

lerman, who commanded the army of the Alps, was ordered to besiege the city, but

not answering the impatience of the convention, he was removed, and general Doppet
appointed to succeed him, to whom the inhabitants, who w^ere not only unused to arms,

bnt very ill provided with the means of defence, as well as the necessaries of life, were
on the 8th of September obliged to surrender. A great part of the city had been re-

duced to ashes by the incessant bombardment ^ and the victors satiated their rage by
barbarities for which language has no name. The miserable victims, who were too

numerous for the individual operations of the guillotine, Avere driven in great numbers,
with the most savage and blasphemous ceremonies, into the Rhine, or hurried in crowds
to the squares, to be massacred by the more painful operation of fire arms and artillery.

By a decree of the convention, it was ordered, that the walls and public buildings of

this city, polluted with massacre, should be demolished, and that it should lose its form-
er name in that of * La Ville Affranchie. What language can furnish expressions of •

abhorrence sufficiently strong to characterise these brutal savages ? After having de-

solated one of the noblest and mose ancient cities of France, after having robbed and
massacred the wretched inhabitants by thousands, f they insult them in their sufferings

by telling them they are restored to liberty. Such indeed is the nature of that liber-

ty, to which the French have erected altars j from her, social order, religion, and all

those virtues which assimilate man to the divinity, fly away affrighted, and in their stead

start up from hell, covered with blood, those grim fiends, Atheism, Anarchy, and
Murder.

The lawless association of thieves, murderers and robbers, who enslaved France, rul -

ing now with despotic sway, proceeded to gratify their malignity by the trial and pub-
He murder of the queen. She had already been separated from her family in the tem-
ple. In the night of the first of August, she was suddenly and in the most cruel man-
ner, removed to the prison of the Conciergerie, a prison destined for the reception of
the vilest malefactors. There she was treated with a degree of savage barbarity, of
which we know not how to conceive the motive unless it was hoped that its severity

*" The city restored to liberty,

I 70,000 of the inhabitants were inurdtTed or driven from their homes.
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inigiit save her persecutors tlie form of a trial. The cell m which she w^s immured
\v3is only eight feet square \ her bed was only an hard mattress of straw, and her food of
the meanest kind while she was never suffered the privilege of being alone^ two sol-

diers being appointed to watch her night and day, without the intermission of a mo-
ment. After a confinement of ten weeks in this loa.thsome dungeon, while preparations

xvere making for her trial, she at length appeared before the revolutionary tribunaL

The act of accusation was of great length, heavily charged with the most calumniating

expressions, and in which the royal object of its horrid criminations, was represented

as having beeu the cause of every real or supposed public calamity which had happen-
ed in France, from the time of her arrival there to that moment. Of the various char-

ges which were brought against her, not one was proved, which mmst appear to be

Somewhat extraordinary, when it is considered how easy it was to procure evidence to

any charge. The trial was conducted wdth some appearance of formality, but the sen-

tence was already prepared and Marie Antoinette may be said to have been condemn-
ed to die, at the moment when she appeared before her judges. On being informed,

by the president of the tribunal, that she must prepare to submit to the same fate which
her august husband had already suffered, she did not discover the least emotion and her

aspect lost nothing of that dignity which it displayed in every circumstance of her mis--

fortunes. Slie had probably anticipated her fate, and therefore met it with calmness

and resignation. It is natural to suppose that she might consider it as the end of her

trouble and what could there be in life for her, which would not make her sigh to

change for that state, where the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest.

During her trial, amidst the most aggravated mortification," and wanton insult, under

accusation for crimes of which she was altogether innocent, or could not commit ; she

submitted with a patience that became her sad condition, and answered with a jpirit

that marked her elevated nature. She retired from the hall, without uttering a word
to the court or the people, and at four o'clock in the morning, was reconducted to her

dungeon. At five the drums beats to arms in every part of the city j its whole mili-

tary force xvas soon in a state of preparation j cannon were planted in the squares, and

at the extremities of the bridges j and at ten, numerous patroles passed through the

streets. At half-past eleven, the queen was brought out of prison, and like an ordinary

malefactor, was conducted in a common cart to the place of execution. Her hair w^is

entirely cut off from the back of her head, which was covered with a small white cap

she wore a white undress *, her hands were tied behind her, and she sat with her back to

the horses. The executioner was seated on her right ; and on the left was a constitu-

tional priest. The cart was escorted by numerous detachments of horse and foot. An
immense mob of people, in which the women appeared to predominate, crowded the

streets, insulted the queen, and vociferated, *' Long live the republic 1" She seldom

cast her eyes upon the populace, and regarded with indiflerence, if she at all regarded,

the great armed force of 30,000 men, which lined the streets in double ranks- They,

who had seen her in the forjiier part of her life, could not but observe the altered state

of her countenance, and what a sad change sorrovv^ had made in that seat of animation

and beauty. Her spirit appeared to be calm, and she conversed with the priest, who

was seated with her, with an air of decent submission, but without the least appearance

of anguish and dejection. She ascended the scaffold with much haste and seeming im-

patience, and then turned her eyes with apparent emotion towards the gardens of the

Tuilleries, one of the many scenes of her former greatness.

At half past twelve the guillotine severed her head from her body, which the execu-

tioner exhibited all streaming with blood,, to an inveterate and insatiable multitude.

Thus perished on the 38th year of her age, Marie Antoinette, queen of France, who

had enjoyed all the good the world could give, and endured all the evil it could inflict.

Of imperial origin, she was destined to share one of the most splendid thrones on the

earth ; there she continued till she attained her meridian height, when she was plunged

to the lowest depth of hurnan misery, to the dungeon and death of the meanest criminal.

On a first vietv it might appear to be a curious and strange circumstance, that amid

such scenes of blood and murder, the government of France should employ itself in suCh

a trifling ang unnecessary measure as iha- alteration of the calendar, But the design
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Vs-^S of a more serious nature than superficial observers miglit imagine. It was intended

lo abolish, and if possible, to eradicate every trace of Christianity from their country.

According to the ne^v calendar the year retains its division into twelve months •, con-

sisting each of thirty days, and distinguished by names expressive of their usual produce,

temperaturei or appearance j while to complete the year, five supplementary days are

added, and denominated sans cuJlotides.

A principal object of this machinery was to introduce a division of each month into,

three decades, and to fi\' the day of rest on the tenth, and not oa the seventh, that all

vevcrence for the institutions cont^ained in the sacred volume might gradually decay.

After thi? prelude the authorities of Paris came in a ferv days to the convention, attend-

ed by the bishop and clsrgy, decorated with caps of liberty, v/ho, to complete the cere-

monial, renounced the office of christian priests, and their appoiiUments as christian pas-

iors, and their character of christian men. They declared, that the necessiiy of com.-

plying Vvith tlie prejudices of the people, in order to teach them the moral virtues and
social duties, had alone caused their acceptance of their sacerdotal functions j that no'iv,

abjuiing the trade of superstition, they were resolved, instead of christians, to become
men, to own no tern. pie but the sanctuary of the law, no divinity but liberty, no object

Qf worship but their country, no gospel ]3ut the constitution. * These and various other

declarations of a similar nature, sent from difierent parts, were dispatched to all the dcr

partments and municipalities, to perfect the work of the revolution j and the day of this

ovent was mentioned in the calendar, as the day of reason. The sans culottes^ v» ho in

consequence of these proceedings, considered themselves as authorised to plunder every

place of worship, public and private, divided with the convention large heaps of shrines,

figur^rs, and vessels, hitherto used in the ciHces of religion, v/hiie commissioners from the

convention aided the sacrilegious pillage. At Abbeville, and other places, the churciies

Tvere shut and many of the priests who still attempted to officiate at their altars, v. ere

arrested and thrown into dungeons. I^Tor can the bishop of Moulines be passed by
^vithout receiving llie execration he merits. This furious and atheistical fanatic, tramp-
ling on the cross and the mitre, assumed the pike and cap of liberty, and preached the
doctrine, big vvith horrqr to retlecting minds, but full of encouragement to diabolical

natures, That death is an etCL-nal sleep.''

Pioberspicrre, however, with rdl his impiety, could not but perceive that, amidst all

their enormities, the people still retained an attachment to their ancient faith : and that, •

while they were infringiug the laws of religion every n^om_ent of - their lives, they sau'

r:ith disgust the violation of its altars.. The various allegorical idols, such as libertYj

cqualiLy, &c. which had been established amid the applauses of the frantic atheists of
the convention \ the horrid act of placing a prostitute on the altar of the cathedral
church of Paris, to receive adoration as a substitute for the saviour of the world, gave,
great olTcnce to the people at large, while the decree of the first of December, ordaiuing
the churches to be shut up, was received vath such public and universal marks of abhor-
rence and dete&tation, that it was imm.ediateiy reversed, and the freedom of religious
wsrship restored.

The death of the queen was soon followed by that of the accused deputies. They
were convicted of having conspired againat the unity and indivisibility of the republic,
loy exciting a rebeUion in the departments of tlie south. On the 30th of October
twenty one of these deputies suffered the stroke of the guillotine. And shortly after**
the duke of Orlcons received the punishment which his conduct deserved. He was i:^
the beginning of November, brought to Paris to appear as a criminal before the revolu-
tionary tribunal, and, what was a necessary consequence, was condemned to die. In the
evening of the ()th of November, he ^vas conveyed in a cart to the i)lace of execution,
wheve the public detestation and abhorrence accompanied the close o£ his infamous,
©areer.

On the .^d of February , three deputies from the island of St Domingo were received
into the convention, as representatives of that place ; one of the deputies was n nc^^-oc
and the other two of lliat description of persons who are called men of colour j on the
succeeding day, the" black deputies having given an account of the teoublcs iu tliut is-

iib-4!
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land, tlie abolition of slavery was proposed, and agreed to, the deputies were tlieri de-

creed French citizens.

Roberspierre having now attained nearly to the summit of his power, exercised it with
despotic sway. On the 25th of March, Herbert, with twenty two others, was arrested,

and ordered before the revolutionary tribunal. The charges brought against them were
many and various:. The principal evidences were Louis Legendre, deputy to the nar

tional convention, and X-ouis Pierre Dufourni, an architect
5
although the charges were

very ill supported, the evidence being none of the best, one of them only was acquitted.

The wretched Anacharsis Clootz was among.the condemned, and was the only man who
attempted to speak ; and he appealed, but in vain, to the humafi race ; whose orator and

ambassador he had declared himself. Herbert and his colleagues, passed their time when
together, like the fallen spirits in Milton, in mutual accusation, till they were reconcil-

ed by Clootz, who fearing, lest any of them should die in religious belief, preached

atheism to them till their last sigh. They were executed amid the applauses of a vile

multitude, who, at ihe falling ot the guillotine, rent the air with their savage shouts.

The success and popularity of Roberspierre encouraged him to bring forward a new group

of traitors, and, to the astonishment of every one, Fabre d'Eglantine, and others of the

deputies, for the reviling of whom Herbert had been condemned, were among the prin-

cipal culprits. Danton took part in the convention against the accused deputies, and
in a few days after, pleaded strongly for confidence in the committees of public and ge-

neral safety ^ unconscious that he was soon to be implicated in the fate of the persons

whom he censured, and to accompany them to the scalFold, there to receive the reward

which his manifold villanies so richly deserved. A secret rivalship and deep-rooted

enmity had subsisted between him and Roberspierre. Of the progress of the quarrel be-

twixt them we are destitute of information but a very short time before the arrest of

Danton, an interview was brought about between them by the influence of a common
friend, in the hope of effecting a reconciliation. Danton, after a long conversation,

finding it impossible to make any impression on his implacable rival, who heard him
with a look of insult and malignity, is said to have burst into tears, and to have left the

room with the prophetic exclamation :
" I see that my fate is decided, but my death

will be your ruin." -

Danton, Lacroix, Philippeaux, and Camllle Desmoulines, were arrested on the 31st

of March ; the real crime of the last was a satirical parallel between the revolutionary

government of France and the tyranny of the Roman emperors, which he published in

a periodical paper, of which he was the editor, termed the " Old Cordelier." Philip-

peaux, it is said, had mortally offended, by exposing the horrors and cruelties he had

witnessed in La Vendee. Together with them, Herault Schelles, Simon, Chaumette

the precureur of the commune of Paris, and Gobet the ex-bishop, who had disgraced

himself and his profession by the public renunciation of his functions, had been arrested

a few days before, all as accomplices with Fabre d'Eglantine. On the morning of the

2d of April, they were brought before the revolutionary tribunal. They all evinced

much firmness, except Fabre d'Eglantine, who was greatly agitated. The prisoners de-

manded to be confronted with Roberspierre and Barrere ^
this being refused, they would

not answer any interrogatories, as they insisted that the proceedings were unfair. The
public accuser immediately dispatched a letter to the convention, informing thern

that the prisoners were in a state of revolt against tl>e tribimal
3
and, on the motion of St

Just, a decree was passed, " that whoever insults the national justice ^hall not be heard,

but tried immediately." This decree Vs^as read to the deputies upon trial on the 5th,

but they still persisted in their refusal to answer interrogatories. The jury, therefore,

without hesitation, found them guilty of corrupt practices. At two o'clock on the samp

day sentence was passe4 upon the prisoners ; and at five in the afternoon, they were

conveyed in three carts jFrom the Conciergerie to the place de 1^ Revolution, where the

state prisoners were executed.

While the scaffold was thus streaming with blood, the convention decreed, on the

motion of Couthon, " that all aliens belonging to the countries at war with the repub-

lie, and all ex-nobles, should be ordered to depart from Paris^ and from all fortresses, an^
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jnantime towns.*'' Several other measures of severity were adopted to prevent counter-

revolutionary conspiracies.

To enter into a particular detail of the multitudes who at this period were murdered

by the revolutionary tribunal, would be to incumber our narrative with a long catalogue

of names only rendered interesting by the malancholy fate of the innocent sufferers.

One illustrious victim it is however necessary to notice, one not less eminent for her

purity and-virtues than for her rank and family. On the 3 0th of May, l^ouquier Tin-

ville, the public accuser, made a formal demand to the commune of Paris, that the sister

of Louis XVI. should be immediately delivered up to the revolutionary tribunal. On
the same day the unfortunate princess was conveyed to the Conciergerie, and on the

12th was brought before her inflexible judges. The trial was conducted in their usual

summary way, and consisted only of a series of interrogatories which were put to the

prisoner. Disdaining any concessicn, which might soften their cruelty, and despising

the wrath which she knew her answer would excite, to the first interrogatory of the

court, "What is your name ? she magnanimously replied, " My name is Elizabeth of

France, sister to the monarch you murdered, and aunt to your present king." When
charged with having encouraged her nephew in the hopes of succeeding to his father's

throne, she replied
—" I have conversed familiarly with that unfortunate child,who was dear

to me on more than one account j and 1 gave him all those consolations which appeared

to me likely to reconcile him to the loss of those who had given him birth." This re-

ply was construed into a concession that she had encouraged the child in these fallacious

hopes, and without further interrogatory she was condemned. The unfortunate princess

was nobly supported in the last ,scene by the consolations of religion. She betrayed

some emotion at the sight of the guillotine, but she presently resumed a look of pious re-

signation, and was executed the last of 26 persons, w^ho were carried to the scaffold the

same day.

On the 30th of May, Barrere, pretending that several attempts at assassination, which

his own unexampled tyranny, and that of his bloody gang had provoked, w^ere set on

ibot by the English, after a great deal of foolish rant and declamation against England,

proposed that all Englishmen and Hanoverians who should fall inlo their hands, should

be put to death. This horrid proposal was, however, never put in execution ; the

French oPticers and soldiers, on the contrary, frequently behaved with singular iiuraanity

to the British soldiers. A decree was afterwards passed, that if the garrisons left by
the allies in Valenciennes, Conde, and Quesnoy, did not surrender within 24? hours after

being summoned, they should not be spared, but this decree was also never put in exe-

cution.

The prisons of Paris at this period were crowded with victims from all parts of the

country, in censequence of a decree which ordered all of a certain class of state prisoners

to be tried only by the revolutionary tribunal of Paris. At one period the prisoners

amounted to between seven and eight thousand. Of the number of those who have been

tried and massacred, we have no precise return, but the number must have been enor-

mous*. To enter into a recital of particular facts would be a most irksome and melan-

choly task. Yet, in perusing this black and dismal catalogue, the eye of humanity \nll

be arrested by the fate of the venerable and intrepid defender of the unfortunate king
of France, Lamoignon Malesherbes, who died a martyr in the cause of virtue. Some
were evidently put to death for their wealth, and others fell victims to private resent-

ment. A correspondence with relations who had emigrated brought many to the scaf-

fold j but where this plea was wanting, an imputed conspiracy in the prisons always serv-

ed as a pretext for the ruin oi those who were obnoxious. The judges and jurors w^ere

hardened beyond example. The viscountess de, Noaillcs, sister to madame La Fayette,

* Tt is computed that in the year ]79f>, 2,000,000 of persons liad been nia-^sacrcd in France during
the r( \ jlution : of those 250,000 were women, 2:^0,000 cliiUircn, and 21,000 ministers of the gospel.

Tliis (. omputation, winch amounts to nearly one tenth of tlu-. whole population of France, does not in-

clude any who were killed in arms. .See a work called " The Cruelties of the Jaccbins," published in

!^aris in 119l\
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?ciamtamed in her defence, tliat slie was not in the prison wliere tlie conspiracy of vMch
sh& was accused took place :

" No matter," exclaimed one of these assassins, " you would
have been concerned had you been there."

At this moment Roberspierre had reached the summit of his popularity j. and the base-

less fabric of his usurped authority began to totter. The debates had been for some
time before the fall of the tyrant most tumultuous and disorderly. On the 27th Eil-

land Varennes, after a violent speech, observed, that " Men who are always speaking of

their own probity and \'irtue, are those who trample those v'irtues under foot. A secre-

taiy of the commitlee of public safety h^d robbed the public of 114,000 livres. I de-

manded his arrest, but Roberspierre screened him." (Murmurs.) *' I could recount to

you, citizens, a thousand other similar facts of this man j and yet it is he who dares to

accuse us j we who spend our nights and days in the committee of public safety^ in orga-

nizing our victories. We must not hesitate either to fall on liim with our bodies, or to

suffer tyrants to triumph. It was his wish to mutilate the convention, and to murder
the representatives of the nation." Roberspierre here darted toward the tribunal, w^hile

a number of voices exclaimed, " Down with the tyrant I down with the tyrant !"

A decree of arrest was now passed against Roberspierre, in which Couthon and le Bas
ivere likewise included, and the president ordered one of the ushers of the hall to take

into custody one of the triumvirs, the elder Roberspierre. In the mean time

Henriot had also been arrested, but had found means to escape. With the alacrity of

desperation he rallied his adherents. The convention were not, however, inactive. N@
sooner were they apprized that Roberspierre and his companions were in a state of insur-

rection, than they proceeded to declare them traitors and outlaws, and a deputation of

their members was appointed to lead the people against their revolters. Between 2 and

3 o'clock in the morning the deputies found themselv^es in sufficient force to attack the

insurgents at the Hotel de Ville. At that time Bourdon L'Oise appeared at the place

de Grave, and read the proclamation of the convention. He then rushed into the hall of the

commune, armed witha sabre and pistols : iheinsurgentswere nowcompletely deserted, and

endeavoured to tuni their arms against themselves, Roberspierre the elder discharged a

pistol in his mouth ; which only wounded him in the jaw, while he received a wound
irom a gens d'arme in the side. The younger Roberspierre threw himself out of a win-

dow, and broke a leg and an arm. Le Bas shot himself upon the spot, and Couthon
stabbed himself twice with a knife. They were all conveyed before the revolutionary

tribmial, and there condemned to suffer death. Couthon was executed first, and then

the younger Roberspierre and Henriot. Roberspierre was executed the last but one. He
stood two minutes on the scaffold, Vvhile the executioner removed the cloth which co-

vered his face ; but he did not utter a word.

Having now^ overturned the tyranny of Roberspierre, the tyrants who succeeded him
began to contend with one another for the chief power. A decree was passed for en-

quiring into the conduct of Barrere, Billaud Varennes, CoUot d'Herbois, and Vadier,

They were formally tried before the convention, and condemned to be transported,

.some to Guiana, and others to be confined to the castle of Ham in Picardy. Two of

them, however, Cambon and Thuriot, had found -means to escape, and concealed them-

selves ip. the fauxbourg of St Antolne, and resolved to ernbrace the opportunity of a

scarcity which existed at that time to excite ^n insurrection. After surrounding the

convention with armed men, they awed them so much by. their threats that they were

obliged to temporise, and sent a deputation of ten of their m.embers lo fraterni'ze v/ith

them. This compliance of the assembly w'ith so much of their demands, led them to

insist on sending a deputation in return, to which the convention assented \ and imme-

diately a troop was introduced with an orator at their head, wdio concluded his speech

with " Vive la convention I" The deputation was invited to the honours of the sitting y

and, to shew the perfect good disposition of the convention, the president was ordered to

give the fraternal fiiss to these representatives ofthe sovereign people. Thesovereign people,

however, notwithstanding the honour of the fraternal kiss, assembled next day, and the

convention were obliged to call in the assistance of military force, by which the insui'^

Taction was at last quelled, and temporary tran<^uillity restored in Paris,



"While these events took place the convention were sedulously employed In discussing

a plan for a rteiv constitutiGn. On the 23d of August these notable constitution-makers

had completed their work, and it was referred to the primary assemblies for their con-

firmation and acceptance. By this coaistitution the legislative body was composed of

what they called, in their ludicrous jargon, a council of (mcients and a council offive hun-

dred* The executive power was entrusted to a Directory of five members, nominated

by ihe legislative body*. The forty-eight sections of Paris, while they accepted their

newly made constitution, as firmly rejected the law for the re-election of two thirds

of the convention into the legislature, and, as usual, had recourse to the " holy right of

insurrection," to enforce their reasons. They assembled at noon on the 5th October,

and a desperate battle took place near the convention j the sectionaries repeatedly pos-

sessed themselves of the cannon, which were as often retaken. There fell in this en-

gagement about 2000 men.
Whatever were the political contests of the French, they proceeded with the most as*,

tonishi.ig rapidity in their career on the continent. They had subjected Holland, the

whole of the Netherlands was in their possession except Mentz, which in a short time

was completely blockaded. But they were now weakened by the vast track of country

they had overrun. Jourdan was obliged to retreat
j
prince Charles hung on his rear,

and the peasants irritated by the extortions and robberies committed by those protectors

of the rights of man, took the present opportunity of revenging themselves upon their

rapacious oppressors. The garrison of Mentz, likewise, being strongly reinforced, two
divisions of the Austrian army crossed the river at different points, and attacked the re-

mains of the French, who had intrenched before that place, and who had during so ma-
ny months wasted their strength in vain. The Austrians, after an obstinate resistance,

drove them from all their posts, destroyed their works, and took posseision of all their

artillery. The campaign was shortly after concluded, by common consent of the hos-

tile generals.

As the French had now completely subdued that party of royalists, who for a lonjr

time had resisted their oppression, they were enabled to begin the succeeding campaign,

with renewed vigour. Such were their successes in Italy that the king of Sardinia was com-
pelled to sue for peace, and to submit to whatever conditions were imposed upon him, and
he was shortly followed by the dukes of Modena and Ferrara. The object of the army in Ger-
many under Jourdan, was to gain possession of Mentz that of the troops under Morer.uwas
to effect a passage across the Rhine, and possess themselves of Kehl. By a well concert-

ed motion of the archduke, they were compelled to retire from before Mentz with great

loss 'y but general Moreau was successful in passing the Rhine and taking the fortress of
Kehl, In Italy the enemy were still more successful j the dispersion of the Austrian
army there, gave the French general leisure to carry on his various enterprises against

the respective states of that country. A detachment took possession of Leghorn on the
28th of June, though belonging to a neutral power, on the pretext of dislodging the
English, who were despoiled of their property by these robbers. The main army en-
tered the territory of the pope, and without resistance took possession of the cities of
Bologna, Ferrara, and Urbino. This expedition, which gave the French the command
of the holy see, alarmed in so great a degree the king of Naples, that he requested an ar-

mistice, which was granted to him as well ;\s the pope, upon such conditions as the
i'Vench were pleased to dictate.

MejyiAvhile the emperor had sent fi-esh troops into Italy under the command of ge-
neral Wurmser to oppose the farther progress of the French. The first operations of this

army were successful, but they soon experienced a sad reverse •, on the 1 5th of August
most obstinate engagement took place, which ended in a total defeat of the Austrians

they were compelled to repass the Adige, leaving the enemy in possession of the v.-holc

country round Mantua the siege of which place they were obliged to turn into a block-
ade from the loss of their heavy artillery. The successes of the French on the Rhine
corresponded with those in Italy, They had possessed themselves of the country lyini^

* Rewbell, La Reveliere Ifpauji, Cijniotj Barxas, an<: i;.c:ouvneiu- dc la Blanche, were chosen u.i»

r?ctoi;s, "
s"
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on eacli side of the Mein and of Franconia, and were advancing towards Ratisbon j du-
ring this period the Austrian army having received reinforcements, attacked them with
^uch vigour that they were compelled to retreat with precipitation j the French general
found ,it impossible to rally them, as they were more anxious to escape the vengeance
of the peasantry whom they had plundered and oppressed, than incur the risk, of losing

their treasure together with their lives. Moreau, meanwhile, conceiving hopes that ei-

ther Jourdan's army would resume the attack, or that the advances of his own army to-

wards Vienna Vv^ould force the archduke to return, had marched along the Danube, and
had taken possession of Ulm, Donawerth, and several other towns on its banks, trium-
phantly entered the circle of Bavaria, and on the 27th August took quiet possession of
its capital. But the defeat of jourdan's army was so complete that all hopes of their

further resistance were relinquished, and Moreau, finding himself in imminent peril, was
finally obliged to effect a retreat, and recross the Rhine at Erisach, leaving a strong gar-
rison in the fortress of Kehl, from whence he had commenced his irruption into Ger-
many. This fortress was soon after ^attacked by prince Charles and obliged to sur-

render.

Meanwhile those who had usurped the government of France found themselves per-
plexed with, those tumults and insurrections v/hichthe tyrants, whom they had displaced,

might naturally be expected to excite. These, however, being quelled by military force,

the directory began to turn their attention to the enacting of such laws as they deemed
necessary in the present situation of the country, or such as gratified the malignity of
their vitiated perverted minds. The non-juring clergymen, whose unmerited and
inconceivable sufferings since the commencement of this ac-cursed revolution might have
softened the bitterest enmity into compassion, were at present the objects of Jacobini-

cal malignity. They decreed that all non-juring priests should be banished from the re-

public, and this persecuting decree was sanctioned by the council of five hundred^ but was
rejected by the council of elders. They likewise shewed about this period their malignity

against England by a law which they enacted, prohibiting the importation of English

manufactures into France, and they obliged Holland and Spain to adopt the same reso-

lution. Genoa was likewise compelled to shut up her ports against the British. This
pitiful effort of malice cannot materially affect the commerce of Great Britain, which,
since the passing of this law, has become more flourishing than ever.

The negotiation, which had been carrying on during the summer between the re-

public and Naples, was brought to a termination on the 25th of October, by a defini-

tive treaty of peace. The conditions were such as the French were pleased to prescribe,

which were not so rigorous as what had been granted to several other powers. A ne-

gociation which the ministry in Britain entered into this season failed of success, and
the English minister was ordered to depart within 24 hours. The conditions of peace

which were ofifered to the pope about this period being incompatible with his dignity

as a sovereign power, that prince determined again to have recourse to arms in defence

of his crown. The army in Italy had received very considerable reinforcements that

they might be able to effectuate the release of general Wurmser, who was shut up in

Mantua. The command of this army was entrusted to general Alvinzi, who was en-

tirely defeated in the dreadful battle of Arcole, after having most gallantly and obsti-

nately disputed the field. He was compelled to retire behind the Brenta with his ar-

my, and leave Mantua to its. fate. This city, though long and obstinately defended by
the gallant and experienced veteran Wurmser, was at last obliged to surrender, as every at-

tempt to relieve it had proved abortive. Discouraged by the successes ofthe enemy, the pope

was obliged to submit to whatever conditions they thought proper to prescribe, which

were sufficiently humiliating. Meanwhile the emperor had levied a fresh army which

he sent to Italy in order to stop the progress of the victorious enemy. This army,

however, was not able to stand before them, and their operations were a series of vic-

tories. In this perilous situation, a correspondence was commenced between the two

generals, which ended at first in an armistice, and finally in adjusting preliminaries of

peace between the court of Vienna and the French republicj and by the Neapolitan mi-

x^ister on the part of the emperor.
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Meamvliile the violence of the different faflions was producing rttw commotions 'm

France. On the 5th of March the two councils drew the important lots, which were

to deprive a third of their members of their seats in the legislature. As the period of

the general election approached, the ardour of party zeal became every where apparent
j

and the whole nation was in some measure agitated by the efforts of contending

factions. The new third had scarcely taken their seats, before they shewed their dis-

approbation of the conduct of the agents of the Directory. They proposed several re-

trenchments of cxpence among the civil and military agents. Their treatment of the

United States was severely reprobated, and a plan of a decree was proposed for ap-

pointing a committee to inquire into the unconstitutional resolutions of the directory on
that subject, which ^tvas adopted. The interference of the French general in the inter-

nal government of Venice w^as severely censured, and the disturbance which was given

by the sanction of the directory to the Genoese and Helvetic republics. The abomi-

nable laws authorising polygamy were likewise ordered to be revised. The cruel laws

against the priests and emigrants were somewhat softened, and all political meetings and.

societies were abolished. The discontent excited by these measures soon reached the

armies. The directors were of necessity connected with them, and there is little doubt

but every step would be taken to fan the rising flame among the military. The army
led the way in addressing the directory in the most violent manner, and their example

was followed by the other armies of the republic. To check this spirit in the army^

Thibadeau presented the plan of two resolutions, the last of which declared every
" assemblage of soldiers for the purpose of deliberating, in other circumstances than these

determined by the law, a crime ^ that any communication under the title of addresses

from one armed body to another, or to the civil authorities, should be punished as a se-

ditious act." Though the opposition party were not without their preparations, their

measures were tardy, and pursued with less energy than those of their opponents. An
address from the Fauxbourg of St Antoine confirmed the directory in the violent mea-
sure it was about to adopt. ,On the morning of the 4th of September, at the early hour

of 3 o'clock, the majority of the directory ordered the alarm guns to be fired, and the

halls of the council to be surrounded by military force. General Augereau, who was
charged with the execution of this bold measure, entered the hall, where he found Ro-
vere, Pichegru, Willot, Bourdon de Loise, and several others. He seized Pichegru

with his own hands, and ordered about 18 others of the most conspicuous characters to

be arrested. They were committed to the temple j the halls were shut up, and tlie

members of both councils summoned to meet the ancients at the school of Surgery, and
the council of 500 at the Odeon, formerly the theatre in the Fauxbourg St Germain.
The minority of the directory, Carnot and Barthelemi, were implicated in the fate of

their friends in the councils Carnot took advantage of the tumult and fled ; Barthele-

mi was put under arrest. The directory announced their victory to the public by a

proclamation, in which they exhorted the citizens to peace and harmony : promised that

life and property should be protected and that every act of plunder and outrage should

meet with exemplary punishment. This change in the French government appears to

have been very unfavourable to a treaty with England j and shortly after they had got
possession of power. Lord Malmesbury, who was then at Lisle, was ordered to depart

from the dominions of France in 48 hours.

Having now humbled all their enemies at home, and ruling with triumphant sway,
the directory began to indulge themselves in new plans of ambition and conquest : Ita-

ly, by its weakness and the degeneracy of its inhabitants, presented a tempting object to

these rapacious oppressors. Having pretended that their ambassador at Kome Avas in-

sulted, they prepared to take vengeance by arms, and, far from l>elng appeased by the

humble apologies of the sovereign Pontiff, their troops were ordered to commence their

march
J
they never met with tlie smallest opposition, and in a short time they placed

their standard with triumph on the capitol. Tlie first use they made of their power was
to overturn the papal government, and to levy oppressive contributions. The fine sta-

tues, and all those monuments of the arts which had long adorned Rome, were tran-

sported to Paris. Many other ads of tyranny and oppression were committed by th^:

commanders of the French armies. Switzerland was nc:ct obliged to submit to the gui-
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ling yoke ojT republican tyranny. After having beyond mdurance insulted them, the
directory at last ordered their troops to invade that country, which, after a desperate re*

sistance, was finally subdued. For an account of which, we must refer our readers to

Switzerland, where we have given a full relation of all the misfortunes which befel that

unhappy country.

Against no country in the world was the malignity of the directory so apparent as

against Great Britain. They demanded the expulsion of the English from Hamburgh,
and seized and confiscated English merchandise, wherever they could find it, in the shops

or warehouses of the French mejrchants, or in the ships of neutral nations. They ap-

peared for many months to connive at a trade with England, and even to encourage
it 5 thus their own merchants were led into a snare j when their warehouses were full,

the directory seized their prey.

A more expensive plan of vengeance, however, w^as in agitation against England,
which was at once to overturn her government, to destroy her commerce, and to reduce

the people to the degrading servitude in which the directory held the people of France.

To execute the proud and empty boasts of an invasion, they were to build immense
rafts, or rathei floating islands of wood, to transport their troops to England. This ri-

jdiculous enterprise was not however attempted, they had been probably intimidated by
the ardour and alacrity of the British nation in defence of their country.

The complicated baseness, meanness, and duplicity, of the Gallic tyrants was likewise

very conspicuous in their transactions with America. For the purpose of terminating

all difference between America and the French republic, three envoys were appointed,

to whom full powers were granted to settle all disputes between France and the United
Provinces. The envoys, on their arrival, sent a letter to Talleyrand, minister for fo-

reign affairs j to which they never received an answer. The apostate bishop did, how-
ever, send his agents to talk with them, and from them they received the following

overtures, which it was proposed to them to accede to, as preliminaries to negotiation,

and even to their reception.

The agents did not assign any other reason for the innumerable injuries which Ame-
rica had suffered, than merely the offence which the directory had taken at the presi-

dent's speech at the opening of the Congress, although by far the greater part of their

depredations on the American trade were committed before that time, and that very

session of the congress was occasioned by nothing else. Yet for this speech some atone-

ment was demanded, worthy the acceptance of the directory. It is astonishing that on
a subject like this the envoys should condescend to talk to them a single moment.
They did however. They justified the conduct of the president, insisted on his right

to deliver to the congress what sentiments he pleased, and declared that they had nei'-

ther authority nor inclination to offer any disavowal of them. This brought on a con-

versation, which led the agents to the point, and they soon found that the wratli of the

directory was only to be appeased with money. They condescended to name the sums

which they wanted.

I. Fifty thousand pounds was to be paid to Talleyrand, to be shared by him and cer-

tain of the directory, as the price of an interview, w^ithout any promise of its producing

a reconciliation.

II. America was to purchase of them for cash and at par 32 millions of Batavian flo-

rins, which were then selling at fifty per cent, below par, and put up with the loss. And
this transaction was to make an article to be kept a secret from Great Britain,

III. America was immediately to advance them a loan, double in amount to what
they had been robbed of by the French already

j
but, in order to avoid all delay with

respect to their touching the cash, and to simplify the amount by adhering to round

numbers, 15 millions of dollars were to be sent over immediately j and that France,

would repay this loan when convenient.

The envoys stated (which is but too true) that the people of America had been

warmly concerned for the liberties of France *, that when all the powers of Europe

united against her, America alone stood her friend j that notwithstanding the spoliations

which had been committed upon their trade, the government of America had the most

ardent disposition to recor.cile all existing differences. To this they replied, that
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Jtotlimg could be done here without money j tliat Hamburgh and other states had been

obliged to purchase a peace-, and that it would be prudent for America to imitate their

example. They said that some of the directory were not so well supplied with cash as

others of them. Merlin, they said, received a part of the prizes from the masters and

owners of privateers *, but others had no such perquisites. When an objection was stat-

ed to the demand, and its unreasonableness insisted on, " What," said they, " you pay

for your treaties with the Indians, and shall you not pay for them with us also ?" Per-

ceiving that good words had no effect, they began to threaten. They desired the en-

voys to look at Genoa, Holland, Geneva, and Venice j to take a timely warning from

their fate, and to avoid it by the only possible mode, that of tribute and submission,

England, they said, was upon the eve of her ruin j that she was just about to fall, and

that, when she was overthrown, the terms to be imposed on America would be ten

times more severe. *' Perhaps," said he, " you believe that, in returning and exposing

the unreasonableness of the demands of this government, you will persuade your fellow

citizens to resist those demands : You are mistaken—you ought to know, that the means

which France possesses in your country are sufficient to enable her, with the French par-

ty in America, to throw the bkro j which will attend the rupture of the negotiation on

the Federalists, as you term yourselves, but on the Brisish party, as France terras you^
and you may assure yourselves this will be dond."

After all this conference with the agents, Mr Gerry obtained an audience of Talley-

rand 5 and ittformed him of the conversation of the persons with whom it was held, and

asked him if these men really possessed bis confidence 5 to which Talleyrand unequivc-

cally replied, " They did."

Such arc the particulars of this infamous transaction, which, along w4th other innu-

merable crimes, fix indelible infamy on the tyrannic faction which oppress France.

As they are not vague reports, but are supported by the clearest evidence, as they are

related officially by the American envoys to the American government, it would be

tain to address any arguments to those who shut their eyes against this instance of Gallic

baseness j their minds must be corrupted by the infectious poison of Jacobinical princi-

ples. We cannot refrain from transcribing the address of an American journalist to

his readers, after a short summary of these dispatches.

" They speak in a language that needs neither preface nor commentary—\\Tioevea*

reads must understand them, and whoever understands, must hate, detest, abhor, and
execrate, the base, insolent, and perfidious nation, whose projects they develope.

" Reader, if you are an American, never lose, nor for a moment mislay, this paper.

Meditate on it through the labours of the day, and let it be the first thing that revisits

your mind wheii you awake from your nightly slumbers. Guard it as you would the

apple of your eye—Preserve it amongst the hallowed gifts of your parents ; and Vhen
you die, leave it as the first, most valuable, and most precious legacy, to your children.

So shall they learn to shun the blindness of their fathers 5 so shall they learn to distin-

guish their friends from their foes j so shall the name of a Frenchman become a bye-

word, a reproach and a curse amongst them, from generation to generation I"

Being disapponited by the magnanimity with which Great Britain beheld their pre-

parations, the French directory relinquished their visionary scheme of invading Eng-
land. The fleet whicli they had equipped, set sail from 'J'oulon on the 19th of May,
undei- the command of admiral Brueys. It consisted of fifteen ships of the line and
eighteen frigates. An immense number of infantry, with artillery, vast quantities of
mortars, howUzers, furnaces, bombs, grape and cannister shot, with ammunition, were
put on board. Men of. letters, geometrician*, and artists- of every sort, accompania!
them. Various conjectiucs were formed throughout all Europe concerning the desll'

nation of this Hect, which was very uncerlain. The first certain account of them was,
that they had taken possession of Malta, which they plundered. After collecting and
sending away the booty which ihey tbund there, they set sail for Egypt, and arrived
safely in Alexandria. Their sabscqucnk transactions in that country, together witU
their memorable defeat by admiral Nelso:^, have been related in the histories of Eng-
land and Egyp'u
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The joy which that defeut diffjsed through all Europe produced the happiest effects f

It infused spirit into the council of Rastadt, and, instead-^ of that timid, irresolute poli-

cy, which the emperor had invariably pursued, he began to shew some faint appearances

of courage and resolution ; and being -assured of the assistance of Russia, he at last de-

termined to take the field, and to make one last attempt to check the inordinate ambi-
tion of France, and to maintain his rank as a sovereign prince among the states of Eu-
rope. The most brilliant victories attended his arms. The French were driven from
most of their conquests, and the Austrians entered Switzerland 3 while Suwarrow in

Italy met with the most complete success, and cleared great part of that country of the

enemy.

To trace, with precision, the military operations of the Russians and Austrians, un-

der the command of Suwarrow, whose conduct in Italy fully answered the high charac-

ter which Europe entertained of his talents, and the full confidence v/hich the two em-
perors reposed in him, would require a much greater portion of room than our narrow
limits will allow. All that military knowledge, personal courage, vigilance, activity,

perseverance, and address, could effect, was atchieved by this celebrated general. Be-
fore his arrival, the Austrian general Kray expelled the French from the Mantuan,
and compelled them, after having sustained considerable losses, to relinquish their strong

holds on the Mincio and the Adige, and to retreat to the Adda. On the banks of this

river, the French general Moreau, prepared for a vigorous defence. Nothing that

could give courage and corjidence to his troops was neglected. Entrenchments were
thrown up wherever the river was considered as passable j and a situation remarkably

strong by nature, was strengthened by every means which art could supply. In this

position, however, Suwarrow, after having driven in all his out- posts, resolved to at-

tack him. Accordingly, on the morning of the 27th of April, he forced the passage

of the river, at different points, attacked the French in their entrenchments, and, af-

ter a most desperate action, obtained a complete victory. The French left six thou-

sand men on the field, and upwards of five thousand prisoners, including four generals,

fell into the hands of the allies, together with eighty pieces of cannon. The conse-

quence of this action was the total expulsion of the French from the Milanese.

A dreadful battle was fought on the 19th of June, which ended in the complete defeat,

and almost total dispersion, of General Macdonald's army. The engagement continued

for three days, when the enemy were at last obliged to tly. They left 3000 men dead

upon the field of battle, and 10,000 prisoners. The enemy v/ere never .able to make
resistance against the Russians, after this memorable defeat, but continued flying before

them. Turin, Alessandria, and Mantua, surrendered, with a number of other fortres=

ses j the enraged peasants rose up every where against the French, and received the

^Austrians as their protectors and friends. In several places, all those symbols of li-

berty which the French had been so careful to erect, were destroyed by the enraged

populace.

In Egypt they seemed to have no better success
j
Bonaparte was repulsed with great

loss in several despei-ate attacks which he made on St John d'Acre, and was obliged to

fall back with great loss.

In the interior of France, nothing appeared friendly to the genuine principles of li-

berty
J
while the directory possessed the same unlimited power over a ruined and dis-

tressed people, they seemed to be at variance with the councils. Matters were in thi&

situation, when the arrival of Bonaparte from Egypt hastened them to a crisis. A
blow had been long meditated by Sieyes, who resolved, whenever an opportunity should

occur, to establish a more effective and apparently less objectionable government. For

this purpose, it is said, he v;as induced to dispatch orders to ^gypt for the return

Bonaparte, to whom he immediately imparted his project. Twenty others were lik

wise entrusted with the plan, who assembled at the house of Lemercier. It v/as agreed

that the councils and directory should assemble, and that their sittings should be trans-

lated to St Cloud j meanwhile proper officers were charged to form plans of jacobin

conspiracy, of which it is always necessary to accuse the party to be overthrov/n. Af-

ter the most tumultuous debates, and mutual reproaches, Bonaparte and his party found

it necessary to have recourse to the assistance of the irJlitary. Being harangued bj
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Bonaparte and his brotlier, lliey entered the hall where the deputies were deliberating,

some of whom Indicating a disposition to resistance, they presented their bayonets and
advanced. The deputies, finding farther resistance ineffectual, withdrew, and left the

military masters of the place. A debate ensued upon the same subject in the council

of elders, where Boulay la Meurthe, in a long speech, detailed the plan of the reform-

ers to clear away the constitution, and to build another on its foundations. Nothing
can place the profligacy of the French government, and their habitual disregard of the

sacred obligation of an oath, in a stronger point of view, than the deliberate ovei-throw

of this constitution, which they had sworn that very day to defend inviolate. After

Boulay de la Meurthe had concluded his' speech, a project was presented by an-

other member of the commission, which Vv^as finally adopted. The project stated,

that the directory existed no longer, that an executive commission should be appointed,

composed of Sieyes, Ducos, and Bonaparte, who should bear the name of Consuls of

the French Republic *, that this commission should be invested with the plenitude of di-

rectorial power, and specially charged to organize every part of administration, to re-

establish internal tranquillity, and procure a solid and honourable peace 3 that each
council should name commissioners, composed each of twenty five members^ who, on
the formal and necessary proposition of the consular commission, should decide on all

urgent matters of police, legislation, and finance j and that the council of five hundred
should have the initiative, and that of the elders the sanction. The three consuls en-

tered upon their public functions the following day, at the palace of the Luxembourg.
A struggle for power soon after commenced between Sieyes and Bonaparte, whom the

latter found means to silence by a bribe \ the other director Ducos, who submitted to

be the passive implement of his colleague, was revvarded in the same manner, and Bo-
naparte took into his own hand the reins of government.

His first measures were evidently intended to give to l;ils administration the character

of moderation. He directed his attention to the situation of the Western Departments,
and issued a proclamation, in which he promised them a perfect freedom of worship, and a
full and entire amnesty. 'The surviving victims of the revolution of ^th of September, who
were condemned to waste away their lives in t^e pestilential plains of Sinamary, were recal-

led, with the exception of Pichegru. Couriers were dispatched to the courts of London
and Vienna, with overtures of peace, and Bonaparte addressed a letter to the king of
Great Britain on the subject. The king replied to the note of the chief consul by lord

Grenville. He informed the French minister, that on entering into the contest, " he
*Miad no other view, than that of maintaining against all afjgression, the rights and

happiness of his subjects j that for these he had contended against an unprovoked at-
" tack y and that for the same objects he was still obliged to contend j thai he looked
*' only to the security of his own dominions and those of his allies, and to the general
" safety of Europe Whenever he shall judge that such security can in any manner be
*' attained, as resulting either from the internal situation of that country, from whose

,

" internal situation the danger has arisen, or from such other circumstances of whatever
" nature, as may produce the same et\d, his majesty will eagerly embrace the opportu-

nity to concert with his allies the means of iuimediate and general pacification."

To this reply an answer was written by Talleyrand, in which he defended the repu-
blic against the charges contained in lord Grenvillc's note, and imputed the war to the
unjust aggression of foreign powers. Lord Grenville in his reply iniormed him, that
his majesty steadily adhered to the declarations he had made in his former note, and
that " his regard for his subjects would not suffer him to renounce that system of vlo-or-
"** ous defence, to which, under the favour of Providence, his kingdoms owe ihc secii-
" rity of those blessings which they now enjoy.'' V\\c 'wertures of Bonaparte were
likewise rejected by the court of Vienna, and the most active pre oarations were made
for the following campaign. Preparations equally active were mailc b) the French re-

public, to strengthen their armies in Switzerland and the Rhine, and to rciniorce their

armies in Italy.

1 he attention of the republic was however distracted by the rebellion in the western
<lep artments, which had now assumed a serious as]>eijt. Four denar mftius were ]'!aced

out af the constitution, and the xnost vig;oiuus measiires were adopted to quell the in-

C c
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surgents. General Brune was appointed to command the army against tlietn, whick
was said to be 30,000 strong. The vigorous measures adopted by general Erune soon
deprived the insurrection of the formidable appearance it had assumed. After the sub-

mission of several of the chiefs, general Brune made every disposition to strike an im-
mediate and decisive blow against Gorges, who possessed the greatest power of the

Chouan leaders, and who was very advantageously posted in the Moibihan and Finisterre*

By the rapidity of his movements, general Brune was enabled to hem in the Chouans,
and to reduce them to the necessity of either hazarding a battle or submitting. G orges

chose the latter, and surrendered 20,000 muskets and 12 pieces of cannon. This event
afforded the French government the means of largely reinforcing the annies of Italy

and the Rhine.

As the overtures of Bonaparte were rejected by the court of Vienna, vigorous pre-

parations were made on their side for the following campaign, which was opened on
the 6th of April. Massena was attacked by general Meias, and forced to retire for

safety to Savona and Vado, from thence he was obliged to fall back to Genoa with the

remainder of his arm.y, which consisted of 18,000 men. Another battle was fought at

Voltri, and maintained by both parties, with the most determined obstinacy. The
French were at last compelled to yield, and were defeated with great slaughter. They
retired into Genoa, where general Massena expressed a determination to defend him
sfelf to the last extremity.

While the campaign in Italy was distinguished by victories so brilliant, and so im-
portant, the commencement of the campaign in Germany was more inauspicious. The
French having crossed the Rhine in three divisions at Kehl, Brisach, and Basle, forced

the Austrian army to fall back to the line of Stockach. A battle took place on the

4th of May, which ended in favour of the French, and which decided the fate of the

campaign* The Austrians were never able after this defeat to oppose the enemy in the

field j but continued retiring before them j in adversity, however, displaying the most
heroic courage, and disputing every inch of ground with the greatest obstinacy

But the attention of all Europe was more particularly drawn to tlie critical situation

of affairs in Italy. On the 6th of May, Bonaparte set ont for the army of reserve,

which was destined to relieve Massena. After entering Italy, he made himself master

of Milan, Parma, Lodi, Cremona, and of all the course of the Po. From the opera-

tions of general Melas, he seems not to have been apprised of the strength, designs, or

advanced progress of the enemy, till it was too late to oppose an effectual barrier to

their progress. Even the surrender of Genoa, which took place on the 5th of June,

seemed to produce no change in the plans of the chief consul, nor to effect any favour-

able reverse in the affairs of the Austrians.

On the 9th General Ott was attacked by the French at Gasteggio, the battle was ob-"

stinate and bloody, and victory long doubtful, but at last deciiired in favour of the

French with a great loss on both sides j this was a prelude to the decisive battle of

Marengo, a battle which was near deciding the fate of Europe, in that way which good
and loyal men had long looked for, rather with earnest desire than confident hope j the

advantage for six hours was greatly in favour of the Austrians, but some of these cir-

cumstances which are seen frequently to happen in all human concerns, and which pru-

dence cannot foresee nor precaution prevent, turned the apparent certainty of a brilHant

and important victory into a melancholy and ruinous defeat. Immediately after the

battle, a convention was entered into by the commanders in chief of both armies, by vv'hick

an armistice vv^as agreed upon, till an answer should be received from tlie court of Vienna

respecting a negociation and peace, and by which Genoa was surrendered immediately to

the French, together with all the strong places of Lombardy and Piedmont. Great as

was the loss sustained by the Austrians by the battle of Marengo, the situation of their

affairs does not seem to justify the extraordinary conduct of General IVielas, in volunta-

rily surrendering into the hands of the enemy nearly all '.he fruits of a glorious and suc-

cessful campaign. To the overtures of the chief consul for negociation, the court of

Vienna pleaded its being bound in honour only to negociate in concert with Great Bri-

tain. To this the chief consul assented, and communicated the intelligence to the Bri-

tish government, demanding at the same time a naval armistice as a preliminary to ne-
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gociation. This demand under certain qualifications the British ministry did not reject.-

Upon this point the two contending powers entered into a discussion, but could not agree

concerning the conditions. France insisted upon being allowed to supply the Brest fleet

with stores, and Egypt with those necessaries of which the French army were in v/anc.

As this condition rendered the superiority of Britain at sea useless and nugatory, the

ministers positively refused to agree to these conditions j the negotiations of course were

broken oif.

Meanwhile the emperor having refused to subscribe to the conditions of the prelimi-

naries of peace signed by his plenipotentiary at Paris, the armistice was broken off, and

a proclamation to that effect was pubHshed by the French general. Upon the rupture

of the negociation fresh preliminaries were sent to Vienna by Bonaparte, which were

at length ratified by the emperor, who' consented to surrender Ulm, Ingolstadt, and

Philipsburgh, in order that a definitive treaLy might be exposed to no further obstacles.

After a considerable delay it v/as at last agreed that a congress should meet at Lune-

ville, and count Cobentzei was appointed plenipotentiary by the coi?rt of Vienna, and

Joseph Bonaparte on the part of France, While affairs on the continent thus began to

wear a pacific appearance, the terms of the armjstice were openly violated by the French

army in Italy invading Tuscany, This violation of the armistice, together with the dif-

ficulty of adjusting several other important points, rendered it very evident that hosti-

lities would be recommenced at no very distant period. This tvent took place on the

24th of November, when,the French took possession of AschafFenburgh, and soon after

defeated the Austrians in the fatal battle of Hohenlinden. An armistice w^as soon after

concluded at Steyer on the 25 th of November. The conditions were very disadvan-

tageous to the Austrians, and rendered the resumption of hostilities both dangerous and

ditficult. This was soon after followed by an armistice in Italy, which was concluded

at Treviso, and finally put an end to the v^^ar on the continent. A treaty of peace was

concluded between the contending powers, by which the French gained every point for

w^hich they had taken up arms.

The evacuation of Egypt, so glorious to the British arms, and so disgraceful to those

of France, and the pacification of Amiens, have already been Hofciced in our history of

Britain.

As soon as the preliminaries of peace were signed, Bonaparte fitted out a great expe-

dition for St Domingo, to restore, as he said, the French West India colonies to tran-

quillity and order. On board the fleet and transports, which accompanied thera, an
army of above 25,000 men, the fiou^er of the French soldiery, and completely equipped,

was embarked, 'j'he celebrated negfo chief, Toussaint, a man truly worthy of our ad-

miration, and animated by sentiments worthy of a christian hero, after making a brave

defence, at length concluded a capitulation with the Frencli generals j who afterwards

treacherously seized him on false pretences, and sent him in chains to Europe, to end
his days in a French prison, not without suspicion of having been assassinated. The
war w^as carried on against the negroes of St Domingo by Le Clerc, (the first

consul's brother-in-law), and after him by Uochambeau, in a manner that would have
disgraced^the most savage nations of antiquity 'y but in every respect worthy of the tyrant

who commissioned them to perpetrate such nefarious deeds. The re-commencement of
the war with Britain having deprived the first consul of the means of sending any rein-

forcements to his troops, the French have been at lenglli entirely driven out of the is-

land, and St Domingo has been formed into an independent negro kingdom, under tlie

title of " T/ie Empire of Hayli.'^''

After the treaty of Amiens, Bonaparte seemed to consider the whole world, and Great
Britain amongst the rest, as so completely humbled, that it was no longer necessary to
co'M crd his views, or retard their execution. Before even this treaty had been signed,
he had caused himself to be declared sovereign of Italy, under the title of PrcsiJcnf of
the Jtaliaji Republic. Afterwards ho took possession of the island of Elba,—he reserved
Piedmont,— kept possession of HoUand,—excite J commotions in Switzerland, rc-cnter-
ed it with his troops, annihilated the liberty of that interesting country, and authorita-
tively disposed of ihe affairs of Germany, as if he had been sovereign of tl;e cm ire.

-These and many other outrages, equally offensive and uniurtitlabler at last rous-d thr
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spirit of the British nation, (which had been repeatedly and most grossly insulted in the

French official prints), and hostilities recommenced betwixt the two nations in the

month of May 1803.
During the whole of the year 1304, preparations for the invasion of England were

continued, but, from being accustomed to these, without seeing any effect produced by
them, the hopes of the French, and apprehensions of the English, were daily abated.

In March, the popular general Moreau was arrested aad imprisoned, on the charge

of having engaged in a conspiracy against the person and government of Bonaparte.

The exiled Pichegru, who, after escaping from Cayenne to England, had landed clan-

destinely in France, and Georges, a royalist emigrant, together with several others of

the same class, were declared to have been his accomplices in this plot. Both of these

Tvere arrested, and the former, having been soon after found dead in prison, attempts

were made, but without success, to persilade the public that he had fallen by his own
hand. Georges and Moreau were brought to trial; The former was condemned and
executed and the latter was sentenced to two years imprisonment, which, being after-

wards commuted for banishment, he withdrew to Spain, and from thence to Americao

Eighteen others were capitally condemned, of whom a few were, with much ostentation,

made objects of the Imperial clemency *. About the same period, the detection of vari-

ous subordinate plots was announced, and, with a view to excite rage and resentment

against England, the British ministers at Stutgard and Munich were charged with at-

tempts to create a conspiracy against the life of Bonaparte and with other practices, in

violation of the law of nations, a charge which has been effectually refuted.

But, while breaches of the law of nations were so liberally imputed to others, Bona-

parte seemed anxious to shew the world that he w^as exempted from its restraints, and

might treat foreign states, as if tbey were part of his own dominions. In conformity

with this principle, the duke de Enghien, grandson to the Prince of Conde, was seized

by a detachment of the usurper's army, upon his own estate in the neutral territory or

Baden, and sent in irons to Paris. On the 21sl March, he Vvas condemned by a mili-

tary commdssion at Vincennes, and shot at midnight in the adjoining wood.

To this outrage against decorum, humanity, and justice-, were added other less atroci-

ous acts of iniquity, but all equally demonstrative of the vassalage to which the continent

vras reduced, and of the unbridled insolence in which its ruler thought himself pritileged

to indulge. A British messenger, bearing dispatches to Petersburgh, was stopt hi the

north of Germany, and robbed of his papers by French soldiers ; and sir George Rum-
bold, the English ambassador to lower Saxony^ was seized near Hamburg, by order ol:

the French minister of police, but released through the interference of Prussia-,

Wearied out at length with these multiplied insults, and ashamed of the humiliating

timidity which had so long permitted them, some of the principal European powers ap-

peared disposed to unite in another effort for recovering their indeptndence. The issue

of this unfortunate coalition form.s the most important topic of history for 1805.

* In conseq-ience of this corspiracy, the atject senate of Bonaparte, at the suggest'o'n of his crea-

tures, solicitea him to take upon himself the iirpenal dignity, and declare it hereditary m his famiiy,

on pretence that the government of the republic will thus become permanently established, and secure^

from the attacks of her enemies. This appacation was made by the senate in a body on the 2Gth of

May (1804), and the first consul was graciously pleased, for good of his rourttry, to compiy with

this request, and accordingly assumed the title of Eviferor of the F> evch, and appointed his imperinl

highness /)/77z«-/- JaTeph Bonapurte, grand elector, and his imperial highness />.' /;^<r«' Lewis BonsDHrte,

conftable, of the empire. His two colleagues^ the second and third consuls, having proved their fi<ieiity

to him, by not interfering in the smaile t degree with the affairs of government, except as dire.cted by

him, have been gratified by tiie high-sounding titles of arch.chancell®r and arch-treasurer of the em-

pire.

Thus has the Frenth nation, after wading through rivers of blood, and suffering the_ greatest calami-

ties for the abolition of royalty, returned to the point from whence it set out, and submitted to the spme,

or rather an infinitely more aib:trary form of government. It has ezchanged the mild sway of a virtue

ous rigtitful monarch, for that of a foreign usurper, who:e life has been a continued series' of the most

atrocious crim-es. Miiv its example r.ct be lost on other nations ; since it forcibly displ.iys how certain-

]y all en^'eavours establish a viwonary and impracticable liberty, lead to the opposite e-^treme of dtsi-

pouoija and si.-ivcry 1
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EUrly in the summer of that year, the emperor of Russia, who had made several spi-

rited but ineffectual remonstrances concerning the murder of the duke d'JLnghien, pro-

posed to negociate a peace between France and England : but, while the person com.-

missioned to this mediatory office was waiting at Berlin for passports to Paris, intelli-

gence \^as received of the seizure of Genoa and of its annexation to the French territory.

Such a repetition, at such a moment, of those outrages to which Europe had so long been

subjected, and which it was the manifest intention of llussia to prevent, seemed to indi-

cate a disposition so ostentatiously offensive, as induced the emperor to recal his agent,

and in conjunction with Austria to have immediate recourse to arms.—In the beginning

of September, the archduke Charles took the command of the Austrian forces in Italy
\

and general Mack (whose character had been unjustly extolled), 'of those in Germany.
All the measures of this commander were marked by precipitation, indecision, and a

total want of resource on any unexpected change of circumstances. Having seized Ba-

varia, whose mon.arch had taken part with France, he advanced into Suabia j but on the

approach of Bonaparte, who with unexampled speed had marched a povv^erful army across

from Boulogne, Mack immediately retreated to Uim. There he remained, while ano-

ther French army, Vv^liich had evacuated Hanover, forced a passage through the Prussian

estates in Franconia, and took its station between Ulm and the Austrian dominions.

This violation of a neutral territory, though consoAant to the practice and principles of

the French, Mack seems never once to have expected \ and it appears to have produced
the effect of paralysing all his faculties, and depriving him of the power to act.. He
raade no effort to disengage himself from the force which was surrounding him, but on
the i 7th of October surrendered his army by capitulation, and when a proposal was
afterwards made, that he should carry the articles into execution, soroe days previous to

that which had been rixed (a proposal which any other oiTicer would have thouoht a

personal insult, requiring him to perish rather than submit to it), so completely Avas he
unmanned, that he tamely consented. The path tp Vienna was now open, as the Rus-
sians, who had reached their ground before the appointed day, finding no allies ts sup-

port them, retired into Moravia. In that province the emperor Francis with a small

army joined them, and Bonaparte took unresisted possession of his capital on the 13th
November. Tiiere however he lost no time, but with that rapidity which distinguished

all his movements, followed the, allies into Moravia, and at Austerlitz, on the ::^d of De-,
cember, gave theui a total defeat, which terminated, in less than two, months from its

commencement, this ill-fated and ill-conducted eifort for the independence of Europe.
Next day an interview topk place between the sovereigns of Austria and France^ at

which an armistice was a;j^reed on, A treaty of peace was soon after dictated by the

latter at Presburg. and Francis, who does not seem desig-ned for times like the present,

by the cession of his Tyrolese and Venetian domunions, and all his possessions in Suabiaj^

ransomed the remainder. Meanwhile,the archduke Charles had, with his usual gene-
ralship, made a masterly retreat before a superior army, to the neighbourhood of" Vienna,
Ttvhich he was ready to h^ive retaken, when the mortifying intelligence of the armistice

prevented him. His brother Ferdinand had likewise defeated the French forces in Bo-
hemia, I'lcss^a, in \vli(j,se timid and temporising policv, the calamities of Jiurope are

justly chargeable, rt length partook of the sufferings she had occasioned. On the vio-

lation of hci' neulrality, she seemed disposed to assume a hostile attitude j but when a
crisis of sliort duration occurred, at which the vigorous impression of her arms might
have restored her own dignity, and the balance of nations, she with her usual hesitation

permitted it to pass, and contented herself with issuing a manifesto, and dispatching an
ambassador. 8lic sidV.rcd lliis negociator to be trilled with, till the btutle of Austerlitz
was gained, and ilu n, .nsirad of obtaining satisfaction, she was obliged to pay for de-

manding it, bhc ^.vas Av-\A of her Franconian possessions by France, who transferr d to
her in return a rii!i<. ulous < lalni by conquest to the electorate of Hanover: a Ixxmi,

which was necessarily accompanied by a war with Britahi, and by the loss of uer siiip^

l)ing and commerce.
Peace having now been compU'sivcly restored round the frontiers of France, and nochan^

j;el of rjinoyanqe remaining to h'ussia, Bonaparte was left at leisiu-e to partition out the ler-

litorits ol Ills discomfited op loncnls. His first object wa$ to aggrandize ihc r;iei,ubcr%

Cc3
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liis own family, and to overbalance tlie disadvantage of their sordid birth, by placing

thera in situations of imposing authority and splendour. A small anglo-Russian army
having landed at Naples during the contest in Germany, with a view to form a diversion

in favour of the allies, he was thus furnished with a pretext for deposing Ferdinand IV.,

and placing his brother Joseph on the Neapolitan throne. Ferdinand immediately with-

drew to Sicily : but his Italian subjects did not submit to the usurper, so passively as

might have been expected. The fortress of Gaeta, under the brave prince of Hesse,

m?.de an obstinate and noble resistance against the army of Massena : and the Calabrians,

wi ll the support of a few British auxiHaries, are still maintaining the cause of their law-

ful sovereign. In this quarter, the English forces obtained a signal victory over the

army of Regnier, on the 4th of July, as has been more particularly mentioned under the

head of England.

Holland was at the same time destined to form an appanage for another of the Cor-

sican princes. Louis Bonap"arte became sovereign of that degenerate republic, where
every spark of its ancient virtues was extinguished j and while the enervated Italians,

who had never tasted political liberty, were valiantly combating the power of France, the

Dutch, whose ancestors had made the world resound with the tale of their exploits in the cause

of freedom, bowed their necks without a struggle to the yoke of a foreign monarch.

The second object of Bonaparte xvas to display to Europe, for its future instruction,

the power of reward and punishment, which he had acquired. He conferred the regal

dignity on the electors of Bavaria and Wirtemburg, augmenting their dominions from

the spoils of Austria and Prussia : and many inferior titles and domains were bestowed

upon others of his creatures or connections. But the most important of his arrangements

was not accomplished till July 1806, when he compelled a large proportion of the south-

ern states of Germany to separate themselves entirely from the empire, and to consti-

tute themselves into a new league, called the Confederation of the Rhine^ under his own
immediate headship and protection. Immediately after this arrangement had been pub-

licly announced, the feeble Francis, .either from despondency, or from the secret com-
pulsion of Bonaparte, declared his resignation of the imperial crown of Germany, and
thus completely dissolved the ancient constitution of the Germanic body.

About the same period, a treaty of peace with Russia was concluded at Paris by M«
d'Oubril whom the czar had employed for this purpose, but the terms to which he acced-

ed being contrary to his instructions, the ratification of his sovereign was refused. Russia,

therefore, remains still at war with France : and Prussia, who has lost so many favour-

able occasions to curb the insolence of the Gallic usurper, seems at length provoked to

xesist it, at a moment when the chances of success appear most unpromising. As a pre-

paration for hostilities with France, she has wisely compromised her quarrel with Bri-

tain. The maritime history of France during the present war, will be found under the

head of Enoland.c

Lewis XVI. the late unfortunate king of the French, was born August 24, 1754
j

married April 9, 1710, to Maria-Antoinetta, arch-duchess of Austria, born November

2, 1755 5 succeeded his grandfather Lewis XV. May 10, 1774 ; crowned at Rheims^

June 11, 1775 j beheaded January 21, 1793.—The issue of Lewis XVI. and Maiia-

Antoinetta is,

1. Madame Maria-Theresa-Charlotta, born December 19, 1778, married June 10-,

1799 to Levvis Antoine, duke d'Angouleme.

Brothers to his late Pvlajesty.

1. Lewis- Stanislaus-Xavier, countde Provence, born November 17 1755 j
married, May

14, 1771, to Maria-Josepha-Louisa, daughter to the king of Sardinia, born Sep. 2, ,
1753.

2. Charles- Philip, count d'Artois, born October 9, 1757 married November 6,

1773, to Maria-Theresa, daughter of the king of Sardinia, born January 21, 1756.

Napolean Bonaparte, v;ho has assumed the title jpi Emperor of t^ie French, was born

Atigust 15, i769.
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NETHERLANDS, or BELGIUM.

THOUGH the provinces of the Netherlands, which were formerly subject to the

house of Austria, are now become part of France, yet, as they have been so re-

cently annexed to that country, and are still distinguished from it by the name of Belgium,

as well as by the natural characteristics of the country and its inhabitants, we shall here

describe them in a separate article.

EXTENT AND SITUATION.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 180 7 , C 49^ 20' and 51° 30' NOTtn latitude.

Ereadth 170 |
^^^^^^^

^ 30' and 6^ 30' East longitude.

Containing 10,572 square miles, with 285 inhabitants to each.

Name.J The country formerly divided into seventeen provinces and known by the

name of the Netherlands, was formerly part of Gallia Belgica, and afterwards of

the circle of Belgium, or Burgundy, in the German empire. They obtained the gene-

ral name of the Netherlands, or Low Countries, from their low situation with respect

to Germany.
Boundaries.] That part of these provinces, which is now usually called the Ne-

therlands or Belgium, is bounded on the north by Holland j on the east by the pari of

Germany lately annexed to France j on the south by the French departments of th&

Moselle, Ardennes, and the North j and on the Vvest by the North or English sea.

Division.] The Netherlands, in the full extent of the term, anciently consisted of

seventeen provinces, of which seven constituted the seven united provinces, usually

known by the name of Holland. The remaining ten, till they Vv'ere ceded by Austria

to France, at the conclusion of the late war, wei-e divided between the Dutch, the

Austrians, and the French, Austria possessed the whole of the provinces of Antwerp,^

Malines, and Namur j and the French the v/iiole of those of ^U'tois and Cambresis.

Brabant and Limburg were possessed partly by Austria, and partly by Holland ; and

Hainault and Luxemburg were in like manner divided between Austria and France.

The province of Flanders was shared between all these three po\ver6, under the names
of Austrian, Dutch, and French Flanders. Tlie whole of these ten provinces, except

the part of Brabant possessed by Holland, is now incorporated with France, and divid-

ed into the nine departments of the Lys, the Scheldt, .Temappe, the two Nethes, the

DyJc, the Lower Pvleuse, Ourthe, Sambre, and I\Ieuse, and Forests—See Table of the

Di'.PARTMENTS OF FrANCE.
FjVCE of the country.] The Netherlands are a flat country, containing no moun-

t2;ns, and but few hills. In Ihe department of .lemappe is the forest of Soignes and in

that of the forests, are ample remains of the ancient forest of Ardencies, which formerly

extended from the Moselle to the sea.

Rivers, canals.] 'I^hc chief rivers are the Maese or Mcuse, Sambre, Demer, Dvie,

Nethe, Geet, Sannc, Kuppcl, Scheldt,_ Lis, Scarpe, Deule, and Dender. The principal

canals are those of Brussels, Ghent, and Ostend.

Metals, minerals.] Mines of iron, copper, lead, and sulphur, are found in Lux-
emburg and Limburg, at present the departments of the forests and of Ourthe, as are

some marble quarries j and in the province of Nam.ur, or the department of the Sambre
and Meuse, there ore coal-pits, and a species ot" bituminous fat earth, proper fuel, with

great plenty of fossill nitre.

Climate, soil, agriculture.] The air of Brabant, and upon the coast of Flan-

ders, is bad ; that in the interior parts is more healthful, and the seasons more scllled^^

during w ir.tcr and sumjiicrj than they arc in Eiiglaiid. The soil and its produce iV-O-
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rkli, especially in corn an fruils. They have abundance of pasture ; and Flanders itself

has been reckoned the granary of France and Germany, and sometimes of England. The
most barren parts for corn rear far more profitable crops of flax, which is here cultivated the

to great perfection. The state of agriculture in the Netherlands has received highest

praise from those well qualified to judge of it ; and has, indeed, been celebrated for these

600 years past. Upon the whole, the late Austrian Netherlands, by the culture com-
merce, and industry, of the inhabitants, was formerly the richest and most beautiful spot

in Europe, whether we regard the variety of its manufactures, the magnificence and ri-

ches of its citiesf, the pleasantness of its roads and villages, or the fertility of its land If

it has fallen olf in latter times, it is owing partly to the neglect of its government, but

chiefly to its vicinity to England and Holland j but it is still a most desirable and agree-

able country.

Vegetables, animals.] Great quantities of corn, flax, and madder, are grown in

the Netherlands, and the pasturage is particularly abundant. The cattle, which are

purchased lean in the more northern countries, soon fatten and grow to a large size.

The animals are in general the same as in the neighbouring countries of France and

Holland.

Natural curiosities.] No precipices, cataracts, nor any grand and romantic na-

tural scenery can be expected in this flat and low country. A stone quarry, under a

iiill near Maestricht, which is worked into a kind of subterranean palace, supported by
pillars twenty feet Hgh, may be mentioned under this head, though it may seem rather

^n artificial than a natural curiosity.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in this country has usually been estimat-

ed at about two millions j but according to the enumeration published by the French

government, the nine departments of Belgium contain 3,018,703 inhabitants.—See Ta-
ble of the Departments of France,

National character, manners.] The Flemings, by which name the natives of

the Low Countries were usually called, though the appellation was strictly applicable

only to those of Flanders, have been generally esteemed a heavy, blunt, honest people,

T3ut their manners are somewhat indelicate. They are ignorant, and fond of religious

ceremonies and exhibitions. Their diversions are the same with those of the peasants

of the neighbouring countries. In the part of the Netherlands which has been long in

possession of the French, the inhabitants are become entirely French in their dress,

language, and manners j but in the other parts the peasants dress like the Dutch boors,

though the upper classes have long since adopted the French fashions.

Cities, chief towns, edifices.] Brussels, the former residence of the governor

or viceroy of the Austrian Netherlands, is an elegant city, adorned with a noble square,

one side of which is occupied b^ a spacious town-house. The late palace of the Aus-

trian governor, is magnificent structui-e. The city stands qn the small river Senne, and

contained in its flourishing state above 100,000 inhabitants : at present the number

is 66,000
The walls oi Ghent, formerly the capital of Flanders, and celebrated for its linen and

woollen manufactures, contain the circuit of ten miles ^ but now unoccupied, and great

part of it in a manner a void : the number of inhabitants, however, is still 56,000.

Bruges formerly so noted for its trade and manufactures, but above all for its fine ca-

nals, is now dwindled to an inconsiderable place, Antwerp, once the emporium of

the European continent, is now reduced to be a tapestry and thread-lace shop, with the

"houses of some bankers, jewellers, and painters, adjoining. On^e of thp first acts of the

Dutch, soon after they threw oiF the Spanish yoke, was to ruin at once the commerce of

Antwerp, by sinking vessels, loaded with stone, in the mouth of the Scheldt , thus shut-

ting up the entrance of that river to ships of large burdei?. This was the more cruel

as the people of Antwerp had been their friends and fellow-suiferers in the cause of

liberty *, but they foresaw that the prosperity of their own commerce w^s at stake. In

1568, when its trade is supposed to have been at its greatest height, it was computed to

contain above 200,000 inhabitants : at present the number is only 61,800.

'I'he ether principal cities of the Netherlands, are Mons, containing I85OOO inhabi-
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Maestricht 17,000 j Malines or Mechlin 16,000 ; Namur 16,000 j
Bruges

15,000 J
and Luxemburg 10,000.

CoAlMEliCE AND MANUFACTURES.] The chief manufactures of the Netherlands,

are their beautiful linens and laces ; in which, notwithstanding the boasted improve-

ments of their neighbours, they are yet unrivalled j
particularly in that species called

cambrics, from Cambray, the chief place of its manufacture. These manufactures form

the principal article of their commerce.

Government.] These provinces being now incorporated with France, are under

the immediate governm.ent and laws of that country.

Religion.] Before the conquest of this country by the French, the established re*

ligion was the Roman-catholic j but protestants, and other sects, were not molested : at

present, as making a part of France, it is subject to the regulations of the Concordat

concluded between that power and the see of Rome.
The archbishopric of Malines or Mechlin was the metropolitan see

j
Cambray was

also an archbishopric. The bishoprics were Ghent, Bruges, Antwerp, Arras, Ypres,

Tournay, St Omers, Namur, and Ruremonde. In the present ecclesiastical division of

France, Malines is an archbishopric, containing seven bishoprics.

Literature and the arts.] Tho societies of Jesuits formerly produced the

most learned men in the Austrian Low Countries, in which they had many eligible

settlements. Works of theology, and the civil and canon law, Latin poems and plays,

were their chief productions. Strada is an elegant historian and poet. The French

historians Froissart and Philip de Comines were natives of Flanders j the learned Lip-

sius was born near Brussels.

The Flemish painters and sculptors have great merit, and form a school by them-

selves. The works of Reubens and Vandyke cannot be sufficiently admired. The
models for heads of Fiamingo, or the Fleming, particularly those of children, have

never yet been equalled j and the Flemings formerly engrossed tapestry-weaving to

themselves

Universities.] These are Louvain, Douay, Tournay, and St Omers. The ^rzt

was founded in 1426, by John IV. duke of Brabant, and enjoys great privileges. By
a grant of pope Sixtus IV. this university had the privilege of presenting to all the liv-

ings in the Netherlands, except in Holland.

Language,.] The vernacular language of this country is the Flemish, a dialect of

the Dutch j but it is nearly superseded, except among the peasantry, by the French.

Antiquities.] Some Roman temples and other buildings, and the remains of Rom-
man roads, are found in the Netherlands. There are also many churches and con-

vents, venerable for their antiquity j and the magnificent old edifices of every kind, in

all the cities, give evidence of their former grandeur.

History.] The seventeen provinces, and that part of Germany which lies west of
tht Rhine, wxre called Gallia Belgica by the Rom.ans. Abbut a century before tho

Christian ii3ra, the Battse removed from Hesse to tlie marshy country bounded by the
Rhine and the Maese. They gave the name of Batavia to their new country. Gene-
rous and brave, the Batavians were treated by the Romans with great respect, being ex-
empted from tribute, governed by their own laws, and obliged only to perform military

services. Upon the decline of that empire, the Goths, and other northern people, pos-
sessed themselves of these provinces first, as they passed through them in their way to
France, and other parts of the Roman empire j and afterwards being crectexl into small
governments, tlie heads of which were despotic within their own dominions, Batavia
and Holland became independent of Germany, to which it had been united under one
of the grandsons of Charlemagne, in the beginning of the lOth century, when the su-
preme authority was lodged iu the three united powers, of a count, the nobles, and
the towns. At last, they were swallowed up by the house of Burgundy, anno 14:^:?.

The emperor Charles V., the heir of that family, transferred them, in the year 1477,
to the house of Austria, and ranked them as part of the empire, unde r the tide of the
Circle of Burgundy. The tyraimy of his son Philip II., who succeeded to the throne
of Spain, made the inhabitants attempt to throw oil his yoke, which occasioned a ge-
neral in5urrecUo», the counls lijorn and Lgmoiit, and the prince of Orange, anpeaiiiig
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at the head of it j and Luther's reformation gaining ground about the same time in the

Netherlands, his disciples were forced by persecution to join the malcontents. Philip

11. in consequence introduced a kind of inquisition, which, from the inhumanity of its

proceedings, wa^s called the " Council of Blood," in order to suppress them j and many
thousands were put to death by that court, besides those that perished by tlie sword.

Count Hoorn and count Egmont ivere taken and beheaded ; but the prince of Orange,

whom they elected to be their stadtholder, retiring into Holland, that and the adjacent

provinces entered into a treaty for their mutual defence, at Utrecht, in the year 1579.

And though these revolters at first w-ere thought so despicable as to be termed Beggars

by their tyrants, their perseverance and courage were such, under the prince of Orange,

and with the assistance afforded them by queen Elizabeth, both in troops and money,

ihat they forced the crown of Spain to declare them a free people, in the year 1609
j

and afterwards they were acknowledged by all Europe to be an independent state, un-

der the title of The United Provinces.
After the independency of the Seven United Provinces was acknowledged, the

Spaniards remained possessed of the other ten provinces, or, as they termed them, the Low
Countries, until the duke of Marlborough, as general of the allies, gained the memor-
able victory of Ramilies, in the year 1706 ; after which, Brussels, the capital, and great

part of these provinces, acknowledged Charles VL, afterwards emperor of Germany,
for their sovereign and his daughter, Maria Theresa, remained possessed of them until

the war of 1741, when the French reduced them, except part of the province of Lux-
emburg 3 and w^ould have retained them from that time, but for the exertions of the

Dutch, and chiefly of the English, in favour of the house of Austria, which continued

in undisturbed possession of the part of the Netherlands secured to it by the peace of

1748, till the disputes which took place between these provinces and the emperor Jo-

seph, in the years 1703 and 17S9.

The quarrel originated, like those in other countries, concerning the prerogatives as-

sumed by the emperor, which were more extensive than his subjects wished to allowj

and the emperor making use of force to assert his claims, the territories of the United

States became a refuge for the discontented Brabanters.

On the part of his imperial majesty, the insurgents were not treated with lenity.

A proclamation w^as issued by count Trautmansdorff, governor of Brussels, intimating,

that no quarter should be given them, and that the villages in which they conceale<i

themselves should be set on fire. General Dalton marched with 700 men to retake the

forts, proclaiming that he meant to become master of them by assault, and would put

every soul he found in them to the sword.

In opposition to this sanguinary proclamation, the patriots issued a manifesto, in

"which they declared the emperor to have forfeited his authority, by his various oppres-

sions and cruelties, his annulling his oath, and infringing the constitution. Banishment

wzs threatened to such as took part with him and all were exhorted to take up arms

in defence of their country, though strict orders were given that no crowds or mobs

^ould be allowed to pillage j and whoever was found .doing so, should be treated as an

fnemy to his country.

This was dated at Hoogstraten, in Brabant, October the 24th 1789. Almost

^vcry towm in Austrian Flanders showed its determination to oppose the emperor, and

the most enthusiastic attachment to military affairs displayed itself in all ranks of men.

Even the ecclesiastics manifested their valour on this occasion j which perhaps v/as na-

turally to be expected, as the emperor had been very active in depriving them of their

revenues. A formidable army was soon raised, which, after some successful skiimishe.%

made themselves masters of Ghent, Bruges, Tournay, Malines, and Ostend j
so that

general Dalton v/as obliged to retire to Brussels. A battle was fought before the city

of Ghent, in which the patriots were victorious, though with the loss of 1000 men, be-

sides w^om.en and children. It reflects indelible disgrace on the emperor, as well as on

the commanders of his troops, that they committed the most dreadful acts of cruelty on

ihe unhappy objects who fell into their hands. Orders were given to plunder and de-

stroy wherever they could obtain any booty while the merciless savages not only de-

stroyed the men, but killed women and sucking infants. Some of them plunged their-
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bayonets into tlie bodies of children in the cradle, or pinned them against the walls of

the houses. By these monstrous cruelties, they insured success to their adversaries ^ for

the whole countries of Brabant, Flanders, and Mailines, almost instantly declared in

their favour. They published a memorial for their justification, in which they gave,

a« reasons for their conduct, the many oppressive edicts with v^^hich they had been har-

rasscd since the death of the empress-queen j the unwarrantable extension of the im^M

perial prerogatives, contrary to the coronation-oath of the emperor, and which could

not be done without perjury on his part ; the violence committed on his subjects, by

forcibly entering their houses at midnight, and sending them prisoners to Vienna, to

perish in a dungeon, or on the banks of the Danube. Not content with this, he had

©penly massacred his subjects j he had consigned towns and villages to the flames, and

enlered into a design of exterminating people who contended only for their rights. These

things, they owned, might be terrible at the time, and easily impose upon weak minds,

bui " the natural courage of a nation, roused by repeated injuries, and animated by de-

spair, would rise superior to those last elForts of vindictive tyranny, and render them as

impotent and abortive, as they were wicked and unexampled." For all v.hich reasons

they declared themselves independent, and for ever released from the house of Austria.

The emperor, now perceiving the bad eifects of his cruelty, published proclamations

of indemnity, &c., but they were treated with the utmost contempt. The patriots

made the most rapid conquests j
insomuch, that, before the end of the year, they were

masters of every place in the Netherlands, except Antwerp and Luxemburg.
Notwithstanding they thus appeared for ever separated from the house of Austria,

yet the death of Joseph, happening soon after, produced such a change in the conduc!:

of government, as gave a very unexpected turn to the situation of affairs ; and the mild

and pacific disposition of Leopold, who succeeded his brother, the conciliatory mieasures

he adopted, together with the mediation of Great Britain, Prussia, and Holland, made
a material alteration in the affairs of these provinces 5 and a convention, which was
signed at Reichenbach, on the 27th of July 3 790, by the above-mentioned high con-

tracting powers, had for its object the re-establishment of peace and good order in the

Belgic provinces of his imperial majesty.

Their majesties of Great Britain and Prussia, and the states-general of Holland, be-

came, in the most solemn manner, guarantees to the emperor and his successors for the

sovereignty of the Belgic provinces, now re-united under his dominion.

The ratification of this convention was exchanged between the contracting parties,

within two months from the date of signing, which was executed at the Hague, on the

iOth of December 1709.

The incursion of the French into these provinces, their complete conquest, the ces-

sion of them to France by the treaty of Campo Formio, and the confirmation of that

cession by the peace of Luneville, have already been related in our history of tl^e latq

transactions of that people.

" —
' n

THE SEVEN UNITED PROVINCES,
OR HOLLAND.

Situation and Extent.
Miles. Degrees.

Length - - 150 •) , J 51" 20 and 33^ 30 North latitude.

Breadth - . 120 j
^^^^^'^^^^

| 30 ^i.j 7" 0 East loivgitude.

Containing 9400 square miles, with 2S0 inhabitants to each.

Name.] This country was 5 part of that inhabited by the ancient Batavl : it its

Usually called Holland, from the name of the cliicf province 3 whicb is forryied from the
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German words hold and land^ and signifies a hollow or low country. Since the revola-

lion occasioned by the incursion of the French in 1795, it has taken the name of the

Batavian Republic.

Boundaries.] It is bounded on the north and west by the German ocean, and the

Zuyder sea j on the east by Germany j and on the south by the Netherlands, or Bel-

gium.

Divisions,] "The United Provinces were, properly speaking, eight, viz. Holland,

Overyssel, 2Lealand, Friesland, Utrecht, Groningen, Guelderland, and Zutphen j but

the two latter forming only one sovereignty, they generally are termed the Seven Unit-

ed Provinces. Besides these, the Dutch republic contained the county of Drenthe, a

kind of separate province in Overyssel, which had no share in the government \ and

what was called the Land of the Generality, or Dutch Brabant, Dutch Flanders, and

the part of Limburg which belonged to the republic. Of these the two latter are now
annexed to France, being included in the new Belgic departments.

The extent and population of these provinces are stated as follows in Boetticher's

tables :

Provinces. Sq. miles. Population, Chief Towns.

Lower Guelderland"|

and 1840 Nimeguen.

county of Zutphen. J
r 22 N lat

Holland 2000 980,000 Amsterdam
-J

*

^ -j^'^^^*

Zealand 480 85,000 Middleburg.

Utrecht 512 75,000 Utrecht.

Friesland 880 140,000 Leuwarden,

Overyssel 1792 Deventer.

Groeningen 640 3 00,000 Groeningen,

County of Drenthe.

Lands of the Generality - . . 2000 435,000

From the latter are now to be deducted about 600 square miles, with 124,000 inha-

lants, for the part taken into the French Belgic departments.

Since the expulsion of the stadtholder, and the introduction of a new form of govern-

ment under the influence of the French, the Batavian republic has been divided inta

eight departments, as follows :

Ancient Provinces. departments. Chief Towns.

Groeningen and Friesland Ems. Leuw^arden,

Overyssel, and part of Guelderland and 7 qj^ Yssel. Zwoll.
Zutphen J

Remainder of Guelderland and Zutphen, \ ^^^^^^ Arnheim.
and part of Utrecht j

'

Part of Holland Amstel. Amsterdam,

North part of Holland, and south part,")
Texel Alkmaar.

to Leyden inclusive j
*

Remainder of south part of Holland, and )
Delft Utrecht

remainder of Utrecht J
*

Eastern part of Dutch Brabant Dommel. Boisle Due.

Western part of Dutch Brabant and Zea- \ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ Middleburg,
land J

Each of these departments is divided into seven circles or districts.

Face of the country.] Holland is situate opposite to England, at the distance

of 90 miles, upon the east side of the English channel j and is only a narrow slip oi

low swampy land, lying between the mouths of several great rivers 3, and what them-

du5try Qf the iuhal^itauts have gained frgm the sea by means of dykes^ which they hav^tj
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taiSed, and still support, with incredible labour and expence. Here are no mountains,

noV rising grounds, no plantations, purling streams, or cataracts. The whole face of

the country, when viewed from a tower or steeple, has the appearance of a continued

marsh or bog, drained, at certain distances, by innumerable ditches and many of the

canals, which in that country serve as high roads, are in the summer months highly of-

fensive to the smell.

Rivers, lakes, canals.j The chief rivers of Holland are the Rhine, (one of the

largest rivets in Europe), the Pvlaese or Meuse, the Dommel, the Waal, the Issel, the

Scheldt, and the Vecht. There are many other small rivers that fall into these.

The principal lake of Holland is the Sea of Haerlem j there are also some small lakes

in the north of the province of Holland, and in Friesland and Groeningen.

The canals of these provinces are almost innumerable. The usual way of passing

from town to town is by covered boats, called treckscuits, which are dragged along the

€ana!s by horses on a slow uniform trot, so that passengers reach the different towns

where they are to stop precisely at the appointed instant of time. This method of tra-

velling, though to strangers rather dull, is extremely convenient to the inhabitants, and

very cheap. By means of these canals an extensive inland commerce is not only carri-

ed on through the wUole country, but, as they communicate with the Rhine and other

large riverS, the producdoi-s of every country are conveyed at a small expence into va-

rious parts of Germany and flanders. A treckscuit is divided into two different apart-

ments, called the roof and the ruim j the first for gentlemen, and the other for common
people. Near Amsterdam and other large cities, a traveller is astonished when he be-

holds the effects of an expensive and flourishing commerce. Here the canals are lined

for miles together with elegant neat country-houses, seated in the midst of garden* and
pleasure-grounds, intermixed v;ith figures, busts, statues, temples,.- &c. to the very wa-
ter's edge.

Metals, minerals.] Holland produces neither metals nor minerals, except a lit-

tle iron nor any mineral walcrs.

Climate, soil, agriculture.] The air of the United Provinces is foggy and
gross, until it is purified by the frost in winter, when the east wind usually sets in for a-

bout four months^ and their harbours are frozen up. The moisture of the air causes m€tal$

to rust, and wood to mould, more than in any other country, which is the reason of their

perpetually rubbing and scouring, and of the brightness and cleanliness in their houses,

so much taken notice of. The soil is unfavourable to vegetation
j

but, by the indus-

try of the inhabitants in making canals, it is rendered fit for pasture, and in many places

for tillage.

Vegetables, animals.] The quantity of grain produced here is not sufficient for

home consumption
j
but, by draining the bogs and marshes, the Dutch have many ex-

cellent meadows, which fatten lean German and Danish cattle to a vast size j and they
make prodigious quantities of the best butter and cheese in Europe. Their country pro-

duces turf, madder, tor^acco, some fruit, and iron but all the pit-coal and timber used
there, and, indeed, most of the comforts, and even the necessaries of life, are imported.

They have a good breed of sheep, whose wool is highly valued : and their horses and
horned cattle are of a larger size thnn in any other nation in Europe. It is said that

there are some wild bears and wolves here. Storks build and hatch on their chimneys ;

but being birds of passage, they leave the country about the middle of August, with
their young, aad return the February following. Their river-fish are much the same as

ours j but their sea-fish ;ue generally largm-, owing perhaps to their fishing in deep water.

No herrings visit their coasts j bui they have many excellent oyster-beds about the is-

lands of the Texel, producing very large and well- tasted oysters. Notwithstanding all

the inconveniences, the iiuiustry of the Hollanders furnishes as great a plenty of the
necessaries and commodities of life, and upon as easy terms (except to travellers and
strangers), as can be met with in any part of Europe.

Curiosities.] Holland, like the Netherlands, presents none of the vast and grand
scenery of nature. Tiic numerous canals with which the country is intersected, may be
considered as interesting to the curiosity of the traveller^ and the prcdi^ious dykes
(some of which are said to be seventeen ells in thickness) mounds, and canaK tor.-
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structed by tlie Dutcli, to preserve their country from those dreadful inundations by
which it formerly suffered so much, are works equally stupendous and singular. The ;

Stadthouse of Amsterdam is perhaps the best building of that kind in the world : it

stands upon 13,659 large piles, driven into the ground j and the inside is equally con-
venient and magnificent. Several museums, containing antiquities and curiosities, arti- !

ficial and natural, are to be found in Holland and the other provinces, particularly in ^

the university of Leyden.

Population.] The Seven United Provinces are perhaps the best peopled of any
spot of the same extent in the world. They contained in 17S5, according to a public
account then given, 113 cities and towns, 1400 villages, and 2,758,632 inhabitants-,

besides the twenty-five-towns, and the people in what is called the Lands of the Gener- •

ality, or conquered countries and towns of other parts of the Netherlands. Later esti-

mates make the population amount at present so 2,633,070.
National character, manners, cusTOMb.] The manners, habits, and even the

minds of the Dutch (for so the inhabitants of the United Provinces are in general cal-

led), seem to be formed by their situation, and to arise from their natural wants.
Their country, which is preserved by mounds and dykes, is a perpetual incentive to

labour 3 and the artificial drains, with which it is every where intersected, must be kept
in perpetual repair. Even what may be called their natural commodities, their butter
and cheese, are produced-by a constant attention to the laborious parts of life. Their
principal food they earn out of the sea, by their herring fisheries j for they dispose of
most of their valuable fish to the English, and other nations, for the sake of gain. The
air and temperature of their climate incline them to phlegmatic, slow dispositions,

both of body and mind *, and yet they are irascible, especially if heated with liquor.

Even their virtues are owing to their coldness with regard to every object that does not
immediately concern their own interests

j
for, in all other respects, they are quiet neigh-

bours and peaceable subjects.

The valour of the Dutch becomes warm and active, when they believe their interests

at stake j witness their sea-wars with England and France. Their boors, though slow

of understanding, are manageable by fair means. Their seamen are plain, blunt, but
rough, surly, and an ill-natured sort of people, and appear to be insensible of public spirit

and affection for each other. Their tradesmen in general are reckoned honest in their

dealings, and very sparing of their words. Smoking tobacco is practised by old and
young, of both sexes ; and as they are generally plodding upon ways and means of get-

ting rfioney, no people are so unsociable. A Dutchman of low rank, when drunk, is

guilty of every species of brutality. The Dutch have also been known to exercise the

most dreadful inhumanities for interest abroad, where they thought themselves free from

discovery j but they are in general quiet and inofiensive in their own countiy, which,

exhibits but few instances of murder, rapine, or violence. As to the habitual tippling

and drinking charged upon both sexes, it is owing, in a great measure, to the nature of

their soil and climate. In general, all appetites and passions seem to run lower and

cooler here than in most other countries, that of avarice excepted. Their tempers are not

airy enough for joy, or any unusual strains of pleasant humour : nor warm enough for

love ; so that the softer passions seem no natives of this country ^ and love itself is little ,

better than a mechanical aifection, arising from interest, convenience, or habit j it is

talked of sometimes among the young men, but as a thing they have heard of, rather

than felt, and as a discourse that becomes them, rather than aifects them.

In whatever relates to the management of pecuniary affairs, the Dutch are certainly

the most expert of any people
^
as, to the knowledge of acquiring wealth, they unite the

no less necessary science of preserving it. It is a kind of general rule for every man to

spend less than his income, be that what it will j nor does it often enter into the heads

of this sagacious people, that the common course of expence should equal the revenue
;

and when this happens, they think, at least, they have lived that year to no purpose *,

and the report of it used to discredit a man among them, as much as any vicious or pro-

digal extravagance does in other countries. But this rigid frugality is not so universal

among the Dutch as it was formerly ^ for a greater degree of luxury and extravagance
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iias been introduced among them, as well as the other nations of Europe. Gaming is

likewise practised by many of their fashionable ladies, and some of them discover more

propensity to gallantry than was known there in former times. No country can vie

with Holland in the number of those inhabitants whose lot, if not riches, is at least a

comfortable sufficiency ^ and no where fewer failures or bankruptcies occur. Hence, ia

the midst of a world of taxes and contributions, they flourish and grow rich. From this

systematic spirit of regularity and moderation, joined to the most obstinate perseverance,

they succeeded in the stupendous works of draining their country of those immense de-

luges of water, that had overflowed so large a part of it during many ages, while, at the

same time, they breught under their subjection and command the rivers and sea that

surrounded them, by dykes of incredible thickness and strength, and made them the

principal bulwarks on which they rely for the protection and safety of their territories

against the danger of an enemy This they have done by covering their frontiers and
cities with innumerable sluices by means of which, at the shortest notice, the most ra-

pid inundations are let in, and they become, in a fev7 hours, inaccessible. From that

frugality and perseverance by which they have been so much characterised, they were
enabled, though labouring under the greatest difficulties, not only to throw off the Spa-
nish yoke, but to attack that powerful nation in the most tender parts, by seizing her
rich galleons, and forming new establishments in Africa, and the East and West Indies,

at the cxpence of Spain, and thereby becoming, from a despicable province, a most
powerful and formidable enemy. Equally wonderful was the rise of their military and
marine establishments

j
mainlaiuing, during their celebrated contention with Lewis XIV.

and Charles II. of England, not less than 1 5 0,000 men, and upwards of eighty ships oz

the line. But a spirit of frugality being now less universal among them, the rich tra-

ders and mechanics begin to approximate to the luxuries of the English and French 5

and their nobility and high magistrates, who have retired from trade, rival those of any
other part of Europe in their table, buildings, furniture, and equipages.

The diversions of the Dutch differ not much from those of the English, who seem to
have borrowed from them the neatness of their drinking booths, skittle, and other
grounds, and small pieces of water, which form the amusements of the middling ranks

;

not to mention their hand- organs, and other musical inventions. They are the best
skaters upon the ice in the world. It is amazing to see the crowds in a hard frost uvon
the ice, and the great dexterity both of men and v/omen in darting along, or rather fly-

ing, with inconceivable velocity.

The dress of the Dutch ibrmerly was noted for the large breeches of the men, and
the jerkins, plain mobs, short i*etticoats, and other oddities of the women ; all which,
added to the natural thickness and clumsiness of their persons, gave them a very grot-
esque appearance. These dresses now prevail only among the lower ranks, and more
particularly among the sea-faring people.

Cities, chief tov/ns, edificks.J Amsterdam, which is built upon piles of wood,
is thought to contain 2.12,000 people, and to be, next to London, the most commercial
city in the v/orld. It siands on the river Amstel. Its conveniences ibr commerce, and
the grandeur of its public works, are almost beyond description. In this and all other
cities of the United Provinces, the beauty of the canals and walks under trees planted
on their borders is admirable ^ but above all, we are struck witli the neatness and clean-
liness that is every where observed within doors. 'Ihis city, however, labours under two
great disadvantages—bad air, and the want of fresh wholesome water, which obliges
the inhabitants to preserve the rain water in reservoirs. Rotterdam is next to Arasier-
dam for commerce and wealth ; its inhabitants are computed at 48,000. The Ha^ue
though but a village, is the seat of government in the United Provinces, and is c^ele-

brated for the magnificence and beauty of its buildings, the resort of foreign ambassa-
dors and strangers of all dislinctions who live in it, the abundance and cheapness of its
provisions, and the politeness of its inhabitants, n-ho are computed to be about forty
thousand it is no place of trade, but it has been for many years noted as an emporium
of pleasure and politics. Middleburg in Zealand has a large town-hall, and was tlie

seat of the provincial states, and of the council of Flanders.' Leyden and Utrecht ait
line Cities, as well as famous foi; their uuiverbitlvii. DeU>, Dort ' uuJ Groeni^^^c!' urc
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. likewise considerable towns, containing eacli about 20,000 inhabitants. Saardafti,

though a w^ealthy trading place, is mentioned here as the workshop where Peter the

Great of Muscovy in person served his apprenticeship to ship-building, and laboured as

a common handicraft. The upper part of Guelderland is subject to Prussia, and the

capital city is Gwelder.

CoivMERCE, MANUFACTURES.] An account of the Dutch commerce, previous to

the late revolution, would have comprehended that of alm.ost all Europe. There is

scarcely a manufacture that they did not carry on, or a state to which they did not

trade. In this they are assisted by the populousness of their country, the cheapness of

their labour, and, above all, by their water-carriage, which^ by means of their canals,

gives them advantages beyond all other nations. The United Provinces were the grand
magazine of Europe : and goods might be purchased here sometimes cheaper than in

the countries where they grow. The East- India Company has had the monopoly ot

the most valuable spices for more than a hundred years, and, till the late and present

wars with England, wzs extremely opulent and pow^erful. Their capital city in India

is Batavia, which is said to exceed in magnificence, opulence, and commerce, all the

cities of Asia. Here the viceroys appear in greater splendor than the stadtholder 5 and
some of the Dutch subjects in Batavia scarcely acknowledge any dependence on the

mother country. They have other settlements in India ; but the island of Ceylon is

how in possession of the English. Not to mention their herring and whale fisheries,

which they have carried off from the native proprietors, they are distinguished for their

pottery, tobacco-pipes. Delft-ware, finely refined salt j their oil-mills, and starch-ma-

nufactures 5 their hemp and fine paper manufactures j their fine linen and table-da-

masks 'y their saw-mills for timber, either for shipping or houses, in immense quantities
5

their great sugar-baking j their vast woollen, cotton, and silk manufactures j wax-
bleaching leather dressing ; the great quantity of coin and specie, assisted by their

banks, especially by that of Amsterdam ^ their East- India trade ^ and their general in-

dustry and frugality. Their commerce, however, must have greatly suffered during the

late and present war, and especially since the French entered the country.

Public trading companies.] Of these, the principal is the East-India Company,
incorporated in 1602, by which formerly the Dutch acquired immense wealth, divided

forty per cent, and sometimes sixty, about the year 1660 at present the dividends are

much reduced j but in a hundred and twenty-four years, the proprietors, on an average,

one year with another, divided somewhat above twenty-four per cent. So late as the

year 1760, they divided fifteen per cent. ^ but the Dutch West-India Company the same

year divided no more than two and a half per cent. 'J'his Company was incorporated

in 1621. The bank of Amsterdam was thought to be inexhaustibly rich, and was under

an excellent direction •, it is said, by sir William Temple, to contain the greatest trea-

sure, either real or imaginary, that is known any where in the world. What may seem

a paradox, is, that this bank was so far from paying any interest, that the money i» it

was worth somewhat more than the current cash is in cpmmcn payments. Mr Anderson

supposes, that the cash, bullion, and pawned jewels in this bank, which were kept in the

vaults of the Stadthouse, amounted to thirty-six (though others say only to thirty) [mil-

lions sterling.

Constitution, government, Lav/s.] Before the French entered Holland, in Ja-

nuary 1795, the United Provinces formed a common confederacy
j
yet each province

had an internal government or constitution independent of the others ; this government

was called the states of that province ; and the delegates from them formed the states-^

general^ in whom the sovereignty of the whole confederacy was vested but though a

province should send two or more delegates, yet such province had no more than one

voice in every resolution j and before that resolution could have the force of a law, it must

be approved of by every province, and by every city and republic in that province. This

jformality in times of great danger and emergency has been set aside. Every resolution

of the states of a particular province must be carried unanimously.

The council of state consisted likewise of deputies from the severkl provinces *, but its

constitution was different fiom that of the states-general j it was composed of twelve

persons, whereof Guelderlard sent two j
Holland, three j Zealand, two : Utrecht, two j
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jfrlesland, one *, Overyssel, one ; and Groeningen, one. These deputies, however, did

not vote provincially, but personally. Their business was to prepare egtimates, and

ways and means for raising the revenue, as well as other matters that were to be lai4

before the states-general. The states of the provinces were styled " Noble and Mighty
Lords j" but those of Holland, Noble and Most Mighty Lords and the state, ge-

neral, " High and Mighty Lords," or " The Lords, the States-general of the United

Netherlands or " Their High Mightinessea." Subordinate to these two bodies, was

the chamber of accounts, which was likewise composed of provincial deputies, who au-

dited rII public accounts. The admiralty formed a separate board, and the executive

part of it was committed to five colleges in the three maritime provinces of Holland,

Zealand, and Friesland. In Holland the people had nothing to do, either in choosing

their representatives or their magistrates. In Amsterdam, which took the lead in aii

public deliberations, the magistracy was lodged in thirty-six senators, who were chosen

for life, and every vacancy among them was filled up by the survivors. The same se-

nate also ejected deputies to represent the cities in the province of Holland.

The above particulars are r^entioned, because, without a knowledge of them, it is

impossible to understand the history of the United Provinces from the death of king

William to the year lt47, when the stadtholdership was made hereditary in the male
and female representative? of the family of Orange. This office in a manner superseded

the constitution already described. The stadtholder was president of the states of every

province j and such was his power and influence, that he could change the deputies, ma-
gistrates, and officers, in every province and city. By this he held the' moulding of the as-

sembly of the states-general, though he had no voice in it : in short, though he had not

the title, he had more real power and authority than some kings for, besides the influ-

ence and revenue he derived from the stadtholdership, he had several principalities and
large estates of his own. The late stadtholder, v^rho was expelled by the French, was
William V. prince of Orange and Nassau, son of the stadtholder William Charles, who
married Anne, princess-royal of Great Britain, and died in 1751.

Though Holland under this constitution was called a republic, yet its government
was far from being of the popular kind : nor did the people enjoy that degree of liberty

Vv'hich might at first view be apprehended. It was indeed rather an oligarchy than a

<;ommonweaUh ; for the bulk of the people were not suffered to have the least share in

any part of the government, nor even in the choice of the deputies. It may also be
observed, that very few persons in this state dared speak their real sentiments freely

^ and
they were generally educated in principles so extremely cautious, that they could not
rclinqalsh them when they entered more into public life.

After the departure of the stadtholder, on the conquest of Holland by the French, in

J 795, a convention was assembled to administer the government, and frame a constitu-

tion for the new Batavlan republic. The first plan they presented was rejected by the

people in the primary assemblies j but another was afterwards drawn up, which was ac-

cepted. This constitution was again changed in several particulars in 179S ; and the
Batavian republic was afterwards governed by a directory of twelve members, the presi^lent

of which was changed every three months, and of which one member went out annually
j

and a legislative body of 35 members, which assembled twice, and if necessary oftener,

in the year, and appointed a committee of twelve members to examine and report on llic

laws and regulations proposed by the directory.

In 1806 Bonaparte waved his magic wand,—this fair fabric instantly disappeared, and
In Its stead arose, before the wondering eyes of the Balavians, a monarcluj^ under the
protection of that august prince Louis Bonaparte !

Willi respect to the administration of justice in this country, every province lias its

tribunal, to which, except in criminal causes, appeal lies from the petty and counlrv
courts

J
and it is said that justice is no where distribuicd with more impartiality.

Kevenue.] The late government of the Uniicd Provinces proportioned their ta\'cs

according to the abilities of each province or city. Those taxes consisied of an almost
j^eneral excise^ a land-tax, poll-tax, ;uid hearth-money •, so that the public revenue
amounted annually to about' three millions and a half sierVing. The l To^ince of Hol-
hnd paid nearly half of this revenue. The followinc: is the rate at ^vhich each 04

y yvt-a y^jj^ed irfovin^'^s 991^1,1:? butod tovv:i;-,ds t; c pubfe cq.cn^c :
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Of every million of ducats, the province of 7 . ^«/^
Holland contributed | 420,000

Zealand 130,000
Friesland , . , 170,000
Uferecht • , • 85,000
Groeningen 75,000
Guelderland

^ 70,000
Overyssel 50,000

Of tlie 420,000 ducats paid by the province of Holland, the city of Amslerdam far-

^nishes upwards of 320,000. The taxes in these provinces are so heavy, and so many,
that it is not without reason a certain author asserts, that the only thing which has es-

caped taxation there is the air they breathe. But for the encouragement of trade, the

duties on goods and merchandise are exceedingly low. The expences occasioned by the

present w^ar, and the contributions required by their new allies the French, cannot but

have considerably increased their taxes. In the year 1797, after the defeat of the

Dutch fleet by admiral Du»can, a tax of eight per cent, on all income was imposed for

the re-establishment of their navy. A forced loan of three per cent, on all capital and
property, and a tax of 7 per cent, besides, on all income, were likewise decreed j and
additional taxes of the same kind have since been imposed.

The public debt of the United Provinces is stated by Boetticher at one hundred snd
thirty millions sterling j but by an estimate lately published, which appears to be from

authority, it amounts only to one thousand millions of florins, or about one hundred
millions sterling.

Army, navy,] The number of land forces in the United Provinces, in time of

peace, commonly amounted to about forty thousand. At present, though they are at war,

they have not more than twenty thousand j but their new allies, the French, oblige

them to keep in their pay a numerous body of French troops, generally to the amount
of twenty five or thirty thousand, who hold the country in subjection to France. The
marine force of the United provinces used to be very great, and they formerly fitted out

very formidable fleets ^ but their navy has for many years been neglected. Their late

war with Great Britain obliged them to increase it ^ and they have great resources for

that purpose. At present it must be in a very feeble and shattered state, in conse-

quence of the surrender of admiral Lucas's squadron at the Cape of Good Hope, the

victory gained by admiral Duncan, and especially the surrender of the fleet in the Texei

to admiral Mitchel. Their naval force may, however, still amount to fifteen ships of

the line, and as many frigates.

Religion.] Since the irruption of the French in Holland, the new government of

the Batavian republic has declared that no religion is established or paid by the state j

but prior to that event the established religion here was the Presbyterian and Calvin-

ism none but Presbyterians were admitted to any office or post in the government, ex-

cepting in th& army
j
yet all religions and sects were tolerated, and had their respective

meetings or assemblies for public worship, among which the Papists and Jews were very

numerous. And, indeed, this country may be considered as a striking instance of the

benefits arising to a nation from universal toleration. As every man is allowed to wor-

ship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, persons of the most opposite

opinions live togetner in the most perfect harmony and peace. No mtrn in this repub-

lic has any reason to complain of beiri^ oppressed on account of his religious principles

nor any hopes, by advancing his religion, to form a party, or to break in upon the go-

vernment j and therefore, in Holland, men live together as citizens of the world j their

differences in opinion make none in affection, and they are associated together by the

common ties of humanity and bonds of peace, under the protection of the laws of the

state, with equal encouragement to arts and industry, and equal freedom of speculation

and inquiry.

Literature.] Erasmus and Grotius, who were both natives of this country, stand

almost at the head of modern learning. Haarlem disputes the invention of printing

with the Germans, and the magistrates keep two copies of a book entitled Speculum

Salvationist printed by Koster in 1440 j and the most elegant editions of the classics
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r^mc from the Dutch presses of Amsterdam^ Rotterdam, Utreclit, LydeD, and other

towns. The Dutch have excelled in controversial divinity, which insinuated itself so

much into the state, that, before principles of universal toleration prevailed, it had al-

most proved fatai to the government ; vatness the violent disputes about Arminianism,

free-will, predestination, and the like. Besides Boerhaave, they have produced excel-

lent writers in all branches of medicine. Grcfevius^ Gronovius, father and son, and

Burman, are ranked among the principal of their numerous commentators upon the

classics. In the other departmeslts of literature, the Dutch publications are mechani-

cal, and arise chiefly from their employments, in universities, church, or state.

Universities,] These are Leyden, Utrecht, Groeningen, Hardervacke, and
Franeker.

The university of Leyden, which was founded in 1575, is the largest and most an-

cient in all the United Netherlands. Its library, besides a number of printed books,

contains above two thousand oriental manuscripts. Here is also a physic-garden, and
an anatomical theatre.

The university of Utrecht was changed from a school into an university in 1636 5

but it has not all the privileges of the other universities, being entirely subject to the

magistrates of the city. The physic-garden here is very curious and, for the recreation

of the students, on the east side of the city, just without the gate, is a beautifal mall,

consisting of seven straight walks, two thousand paces in length, regularly planted with
limes

J but that in the middle is properly the malL
There are abundance of youth, of the principal nobility and gentry ffom most coun-

tries in Europe, at these seminaries of literature j and as every one may live as he
pleases, without being obliged to be profuse in his expences, or so much as quitting his

night-gown for either weeks or months together, foreigners of all ranks and conditions

are to be seen here. ' The force of example is strikingly exhibited at these universities
^

for frugality in expence, order, a composed behaviour, attention to study, and assiduity

in all things, behig the characteristic of the natives, strangers who continue amongst
them soon adopt their manners and form of living. And though the students live as

they please, and study as much or as little as they think fit, yet they are in general re-

markable for their sobriety and good manners, and the assiduity and success with which
they apply themselves to their studies. No oaths are imposed, nor any religious tests ;

so that Roman Catholic parents, and even Jews, send their children here with as little

scruple as Protestants,

Language.] The language of the United Provinces is Low Dutch, which is a
corrupted dialect of the German 5 but the people of fashion speak English and French.
The Lord's Prayer runs thus : Onse Vader, die in de hemelin %yn^ uwen naain worde
gelieylight : uwehoningkryh home : uwe wi/le geschiede gelzjck in den hemel 'Zoo ooh op den
arden^ ons dagelich hroot gccf ons heeden^ ende vergceft onse schulden gclijk ooh ivij

vergeeven onse schuldenaaren : ende enlaut ons nict in versoechinge^ rnaer vertast ons -van

der loosen. Amen.
Antiquities AND Curiosities, natural and artificial.] The prodigious

dikes, some of which are seventeen ells in thickness, mounds, and canals, constructed by
the Dutch to preserve their country from those dreadful inundations by which it for-

merly suffered so much, are stupenduous, and hardly to be equalled. A stone q^aarrv

near Maestricht, under a hill, is worked into a kind of subterraneoTis palace, supported
by pillars twenty feet high. The stadthouse of Amsterdam is perhaps the best build-
ing of that kind in the world : it stands upon 13,659 large piles, driven into the ground,
and the inside is equally convenient and magnificent. Several museums, containing an-
tiquities and curiosities, artificial and natural, arc to be found in Holland, and the other
provinqes, particularly in the university of Leyden j such as, a shirt made of the en-
trails of a man j two Egyptian mummies, being the bodies of two princes of great anti-

quity *j all the muscles and tendons of the human body curiously set up, by professor
iJtalpert Vander Weil.

History.] After the Seven United Provinces had obt.uncd their independence,
they soon became distinguished as a commercial and maritime state, and by their sea-

Wars with England, under the Commonwealth, justly acquired the reputation ol*a for-

23 d 2
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midable naval power. When tlie house of Austria, which for some ages ruled oveJ"

Germany, Spain, and part of Italy, was become no longer formidable, and w^hen the

public jealousy was directed against that of Bourbon, who had dispossessed the Prince of

Orange of the stadtholdership, the spirit of the people was such, that they revived it in

the person of the prince, w^ho was afterwards William III. king of Great Britain j and
during his reign, and that of queen Anne, they were principals in the grand confede-

racy against Lewis XIV. king of France.

Their conduct towards England in the wars of 1742 and 1756 has been mentioned

-in the history of that country, as also the occurrences which led to a rupture between
them and the English in the year 1780. As it was urged that they refused to fulfil

the treaties which subsisted between them and Great Britain, so all the treaties which
bound Great Britain to them were declared null and void, as if none had ever existed.

By this war their trade suffered considerably j but Negapatnam, in the East Indies, wa^.

the only place not restored to them by the peace of 1783.

To their separation from Great Britain may be attributed the differences between the

States-general and the emperor Joseph IL, who, from the exhausted state of several of

the European powers, seemed to have a fav-ourable opportunity of accomplishing his de-

signs. In the year 1781, he had been allowed to demolish the Dutch barrier in his

dominions, for which they had contended so desperately in the time of queen Anne,
and he now seemed inclined to encroach upon their territories. A conference con-

cerning tlie boundaries of their respective nations was proposed to the states ; but before

this could take place, he committed some acts of hostility. Two small forts, St Do-
i!at, and St Paul, were seized upon, as well as some part of the marshes in the neigh-

bourhood of Sluys. As a prelude to negotiations, he demanded that the Dutch guard-

ship should be removed from Lillo, in acknowledgement that one of the prerogatives of

liis imperial majesty was the free navigation of the Scheldt. This being complied with,

rhe negotiations were opened at Brussels, on the 24th of April 1784, when several

other demands v/ere made, the most material requisition behig the town of Maestricht^

and its territory. For some time the conferences were carried on in that dry and te-

dious manner which generally marks the proceedings of the Dutch j but the emperor

urged on his demands with great vigour, and matters seemed fast tending towards an

open rupture. On the 23d of August, he delivered in his ultimatum to the commis-

sioners at Brussels, in which he offered to give up his demand on Maestricht, in consi-

deration of having the free and unlimited navigation of the Scheldt to the sea
j
and, m

token of his confidence of the good intentions of the states, he determined to consider

ihe river as open from the date of that paper. Any insult on his flags, in the execu-

'tion of these purposes, lie would conclude to be a direct act of hostility, and a formal

declaration of war on the part of the republic. To prevent all injuries contrary to the

rights of his imperial majesty, and to leave no doubts of his resolution to adhere to the

propositions contained in the ultimatum, he sent to sea, from Antwerp, a ship under

Ills llag, after having declared in what manner he should consider all violent opposition

that might be m.ade to the free passage of the said ship.

The ship was stopped in its passage, as was another, ordered to sail from Ostend up

the Scheldt to Antwerp. But the Dutch offered to dismiss the vessels, if the captains

would engage to return to their respective places, and not continue their voyage on the

jiver, which they refused to do. This the emperor called insulting his flag, and de-

clared to all foreign courts, he could not look upon this fact but as " an ettective de-

claration of war upon the part of the republic.'' In answer to their conduct, by which

i he emperor declared them to have begun hostilities, the Dutch ministers at Bi^ussels,

in a paper delivered to that court, protested, " that as their sole aim was to support

their incontrovertible right, they could not, with any appearance of justice, be consi-

dered as guilty of a hostile agression."

^
Great preparations were made for immediate hostilities against the Dutch, and seve-

ral hundreds of the Imperialists, with some field-pieces, advancing tow^ards the counter-

scrap of Lillo, the commanding officer of that place ordered the sluices to be opened,

November 7. I7S4, -which effected an inundation that laid under water many miles of

^hc fat country around the fbits of the Scheldt, to preserve them ficqi an attack. BotK
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|)aTtits exerted themselves in case they should be called forth to open a campaign la .he

next spring
J
but France and Prussia interposed as mediators, and succeeded n ocing-

ing about a reconciliation.

During the progress of their contentions with the emperor, this country was greatly

distressed by intestine animosities. The continued series of losses which they had sus-

tained in the war with Great Britain was pecuharly disgraceful to the republic.^ AH
their settlements in the West Indies had fallen into the hands of the British, without

resistance j their ships were captured, and trade ruined, while the disasters of the war

excited the animosity of the two factions against each other to the highest degree. The

aristocratic party attributed these defeats to the stadtholder, who had openly expressed

his predilection for the Enghsh at the beginning of the American quarrel. They ac-

cused him of having advised the aggression of the Enghsh, and of contributing to tneir

success by treachery. The evident inequality of the struggle, the notorious deficiericy

of all warlike articles in the dock-yards and arsenals of the republic, the frequent and

public reclamations made by the prince and by the council of state on the subject of

that deficiency, were forgotten j and the misconduct of the stadtholder was boldly al-

leged by the patriots as the sole cause of that miserable succession of defeat and disgrace

which immediately followed the commencement of hostilities. The monavcliial or

Orange party, on the other hand, accused their antagonists of having involved the coun-

try in a dangerous war, at a time when it was entirely unprepared for it.

In the month of May 1786, the stadtholder gave orders to seize on Vreeswick, a post

©f importance to the city of Utrecht, on account of its situation on the canal between

that city and the territories of South Holland
j

containing also the sluices by which

both these provinces might be overflowed. This brought on a skirmish between the

troops of the stadtholder and the burghers of Utrecht, in which the latter proved vic-

torious. But while the military operations were carried on in this languid manner, a

violent tumult happened at Ariisterdam, in which several persons were killed. This

was followed by a revolt of most of the regular troops of Holland, who -went over to

the stadtholder ; but notwithstanding this apparent advantage, and some others which

afterwards took place, the disputes still continued with extreme violence, insomuch

that the princess of Orange herself was seized, and detained prisoner a night by the

patriots.

These turbulent commotions were settled by the king of Prussia, who for this purpose

marched an army into the territoties of the United Provinces, and took possession of the

city of Rotterdam, and some other places, without resistance. This so much ovcr-

a;ved both parties, that they quickly came to an accommodation^ and a treaty was con-

cluded between that monarch and the states of Holland. By this the t^vo contending

parties were formally reconciled, and the courts of London and Berhn guaranteed the

stadtholdership, as well as the hereditary government of each province, in the House of

Orange, with all the rights and prerogatives settled in the years 174"! and 174S by
which all attempts to disturb the domestic tranquillity of the republic, by means of any
foreign interference, appeared to be clFectually guarded. against by the close union that

subsisted between those two important poweps.

The revolution in Holland, in consequence of the irrupllon of the French, and the

subsequent history of that country, are narrated iu cur hibtory oi France, to which we
refer the reader.

GERMANY.
Extent and Situation'.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 610 1 , C 45 and 50. North Lnt.

Breadth 520 J
^^^^^^^^

| G and 19 East Long.

Containing 180,000 square miles, Avith 12S inhabitants to each.

Name.] Great part of modern Germany lay in ancient Gaul, and the word Ger-
many is of itself but modern. IMany fanciful derivations have beak givea •£ tiic word

j
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the most probable Is, tbat it is compounded of Ger or Gar^ and Man, wliicli, in tbc an-

cient Celtic, signifies a warlike man. The Germans went by various other names^

such as Allemanni, Teutones ^ which last is said to have been their most ancient desig-

nation, and the Germans themselves call their country Teutchland.

Boundaries.] Germany is bounded on the north by the German Ocean, Den-
mark, and the Baltic ; on the east by Prussia, Gallicia, and Hungary on the south by
the Adriatic Sea, Italy, and Sw^itzcrland and on the west by France, from which it is

separated by the. Rhine, Holland, and the North Sea.

Divisions.] Germany formerly w^as divided into the Upper or Southern, and the

Lower or Northern. The emperpr Maximilian, predecessor and grandfather to the

emperor Charles V., divided it into ten great Circles j and the division was confirmed

in the diet of Nuremberg, in 1552 j but the Circle of Burgundy, or the seventeen pro-

vinces of the Low Countries, being afterwards detached from the empire, we are to cop^

fine ourselves to nine of those divisions, as they now subsist.

Of these, three are in the north, three in the mjddle, and three in the sout,h.

r Upper Saxony.

The Northern Circle^ » , . } Lower Saxony.

(.Westphalia,

f Upper Rhine.

. The Circles in the Middle < Lower Rhin6w

tFranconia.

r Swabia,

The Southern Ciicle* , . 4 Bavaria.

(.Austria.

1. Circle of UPPER SAXONY,

Containing 31,200 square milgs,^

Divisions,

Pomerania, subject

to Prussia and-*

Sweden.

Subdivisions,

Electorate of

Brandenburg,

Pruss. Pomerania

^Swed. Pomerania

subject to its i^

elector, the k.

of Prussia,

plectorate oF

Sa:cpny, sub. to

its elector '^^

Old Mark
Middle Mark

Priegnitz

Ucker Mark
New Mark

f Meissen

I

Elec Circle

<{ Thuringia

Leipsic

Erzgebirge

Voigtland

Neustadt

'Blerseburg

Naumburg
Pri»cip. of

Querfurt

Sq. Miles. Populat. Chief Towns.
r Stettin, lat! 53.

'

7,200 540,000 4 32. N. long,

i 14. 55. E.

1,200 110,000 Stralsund

-) Stendal

Berlin, lat.

52. 31. N. Ion,

k 10,670 1,200,000 y 13. 21. E.

IPerleberg
Prentzlow

J Custria

Dresden, lat.

51. O.N. Ion,

13. 50. Eo
Wittenberg

Langensalzci

Leipsic

10jl7p eOOjOOO y Frcyb^rg

Plauen

Neustadt

Mersebur^'

Naumburg
(^i^£rfu;t

The doctorate cf Saxony consprehends I1,7T6 square mjles, with 2,100,00(^ ii-ihabitantSs^



Principality of tKe

house of Saxony,

subject to their Coburg

respective prin-

ces.

Divisions. Subdivisions.

'Saxe Weimar and I

Eisenach 3
Saxe Gothawith ^

part of Alten- y
burg

teM ~
]

Saxe Coburg Mei- {

nungen f
Saxe Coburg

j

Hildburghausen J

Principality ofAn- f" Anhalt Dessau 1
halt, subject to - Anhalt Bernburg >

its princes. L Anhalt Cothen 3
^ . . p r Schwarzburg Son
Pnncipahty of \ ^erhausen

Schwarzburg. [ gch. Rudolstadt

County of Stol- f Stolberg Stolberg

|
^^^S* 1 Stol. WernigerodeJ

County of Hohenstein, subject partly T
to Prussia, and partly to the counts >
of Stolberg. J

TReuss Greifz

J Reuss Gera

"l
Reuss Scheleiz

t-Reuss Lobenstein

County of Mansfeld, subject part to 7

elector of Saxony, part to Prussia. J
Territory of late abbey of Quedlin- }

burg, given as indemnity to Prussia, y

Territory of late abbey of Walkenried,

incorporated with part of Blanken- 1

^
burg, subject to duke of Brunswick

Wolfenbuttle.

Late free Imperial town of Erfurt, gi-

ven as indemnity to Prussia.

The Eichsfeld territory, subject to Prus-l

sia as indemnity late belonging to e- p-

lector of Mentz. J

GERMANY.

Sq

42.^

County of Reuss.

Miles.

480

830

J52

800

721

112

80

192

Populat. Chief Towms.

j- Coburg

70,000 ^ Sonnenburg

i

I Hildburghausen

r Dessau

115,000-} Bernburg

(. Cothen
r Arnstadt

100,000
-J

(.Rudolstadt

20,000 r Stolberg in the

•I Harze

14,000 t Wernigerode

25,000 l^llefeld

'Greifz

384

208

80,000 -

43,000 -

Gera
1 Schlciz

^Lobenstein

1

Eisleben
' Gerbstadt

32 12,000 Quedlinburg

32 5,000

40,000

Walkenried

640 70,000 Heillgenstadjt

D. of Magdeburg
P. of Halberstadt and^

lordship of Deren- >

Territory sub- burg J
ject to king P. late Bk. of Hildes- 7

of Prussia. heim 5
^ ."o rMuhlhauscn

a S Nordhauscu
^ -n LGoslar

2. Circle of LOWER SAXONY.

Containing 17,600 square miles.

1552 290,000 Magdeburg

480

C40

100,000

90,000

©,000

10,000

6,000

Halberstadt

Hildcsheini

Dd4



iElec. of

Hanover,

sub. to its

ivividns.

P. of Calenberg, otl

Hanover. j
P. of Luneburg, or 1

Celle. 5
Elec. tKe^i Duchy of Saxe Lau-

kingofG.
Britain.

]

S. Miles.

1.248

PopUlat. Chid Tow^s.

enburg, with ter

ritory of Hadan

L Duchy of Bremfeh

T. of duke of r P. of Wolfen-1
Brunswick < buttle. j

Wolfenbuttle. ( P. ofBlankenb.

Duchy of f Mecklenburg
"J

Mecklen- < Schwerin C
burg. tMeck. Strelitz J

Lordship of Vv'ismar, sub. to king!
of Sweden. f

Id. of Holstein, with lordship of
Pinneberg and county of Ran-

zau, sub. to king of Denmark. _
T. of d. of Holstein 01-| Part ofBkl
denburg, as indemn. y of Lubec y
The free Imperial "j Hamburg
Hans towns, and ^ Lubec
their territories. J Bremen

512

1,600

960

104

4,800

2,304

160

80
64

200,000 (!?^7r^^
' G oettmgen

70,000 Lauenburg

200,000 Stade

190,000
I ^^j^^^^^^^^^

12,000 Blankcnt>urg

[" Schwerin

400,000 Gustrow

|_New Strelitz

6,000 Wismar

350,000
^

Kiel

Altona

20,000 Eutin

150,000

50,000

50,000

B. Circle of WESTPHALIA,

Containing (after the deduction of 4,000 square miles annexed to France) 16,00©

square miles.

u

o
bJO

. 4)

("Prin. of East Friesland, and")

y Ter. of Hariinger y
Principality of Minden

]
Remainder of D. of Cleves

I County of Mark

5 Counties of < Tecklenburg y
•

,
{^Ravensberg

P. late Bk. of Paderborn

P. late Bk. of Munster

4j rHerforden

53 >^ J Essen

. .
-2^ S I J Werden

,
p-;^ Ulten

?4 ^ f Principality ofVerdcn
P.lateBk.ofOsnabruck

Hoya
r -\ Diepholz

^
I CJBentheim

Sub. to E. of Bavaria. D. of Berg

^ub. to its j" Duchy ofOldenburg \
^t\Tiduke. \ with indemnity ^ J

' Counties

864

496
400
480

208

2*72

1,328

1,360
32

40
4b
32

192
896
6^0
12S
342

1,040

1,440

ioo,ooo f Embden
[^Leer

60,000 Minden
55,000 Wesel

Hamm124,000

30,000

35,000

120,000

200,000

2,000

5,500

5,000

4,oo6

30,000

125,000

50,000

10,000

25,000

230,000

135,000

C Lingen

\ Tecklenburg
Ravensberg

Paderborn

Munster
Herforden

Essen

Werden
Elten

Verdeii

Osnabruck
Hoya
Diepholz

Bentheim
Dusseldorf

r Oldenburg

J^Delmenhorst
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Territory of

house of

Orange-

Nassau,

or '^^ass.

Dictz*

t)ivisions. Subdivisions.

P. of Dillenburg

P. of Nassau Siegen

. P. of Dietz

P of Hadamar
C. of Spielberg

Town of Dortmund
[Abbey of Corvey

C. of LippCj sub. C Lippe Detmold
to its counts. L. Schauenberg

C. of Schauenberg, subject partly to Lippe

Schauenberg, partly to Hesse Cassel
' Wiedrunkel

^Wied Neuwied
{Sayn
Pyrmont

Rietberg, subject to Hesse Cassel

Duke of Aremberg
Duke of Croy

Duke of Lors and Corswaren

Prince of Salm Kyburg
Prince of Salm Salm

f Gehmen
|_Holzapfel

\^ 800

C. of Wied.

Counties

Counties of

}

560

384.

164

32

S, Miles. Populat. Chief Towns.
{"Dillenburg

I
Siegen

I
Dietz

180,000-^ Hadamar
Coppenbrugge
Dortmund
Corvey

^r.' CDetmold

C Rinteln
50.000 ^Stadthagen

* f Altenkirchcn

. 64 10,000 Rietberg

528 36,000 Meppen
88 9,000

48 4,500

304 27,00Q

4. Circle of the UPPER RHINE.

t^ontaining (after the deduction of 2,400 square miles annexed to France) 5,600

square miles.

Electorate

of Hesse,

sub. to its

elect, late

landgr.

Landgrav.

of Hesse

Darmstadt
]

["Lowfer Hesse with part

j
of Upper Hesse on the

I
Lahn

Lower C of Catzen- ^
I

ellenbogen, county of
j

L Hanau Munzenberg J
("Up. C. of Catzenellen-"]

I
bogen

I

-i Part of Upper Hesse ^
|P , of late B. of Worms

(

L l^te free L C. FriedbergJ

rp V r C Nassau Usingeu
Territory of

| N.ssau Wellburg
_

Subi to Orange Nassau as 1 Principal, of

indemn. ^'

J Fulda

County of Waldeck
r'Solms Braunfels

County «f J Solms Hohenselms

Solms , . , y Solms Laukach

Solms Rodelheim

4,224, 500.000 {^-|^

1,120

768

576

336

f Darmstadi

90,000 {{^^;

250,000"^ Giessen

I
Friedbcrg

Usingen

Idstein

90,000 Fuldk

75,000 Corb^h
r^Braunfels.

42,000-) ""''.""^f''"^' 1 Laubach.

Rodelheim.

* The territory of the house of Orange Nassau, contains about 1,600 square miles, with 300,000 in»

liabitants.

i The territory of Hesse Darmstadt contains 22*0 square miles, with 400,000 inhabitants-
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Divisions, Subdivisions.

f"Isenburg Birstein

County of Up-J Isenburg Budingen
per Isenburg*! Isenburg Wachtersdach-

^ Isenburg Meerholz
County of Leiningen Westerburg
County of Wittgenstein - - -

CtHinty of Wetzlar, subject to elect, arch

chancellor - - -

Tht imperial city of Frankfort on the Maine >
and its territory - - ^ - -

_J

Sq. M. Pop,

240 35,000

rBirstein,

\ Budingen,

j Wachtersdacli,

(^Meerholit

Westerburg.
Wittgenstein,

^'^^^ Wetzlar

30,000

5. Circle of the LOWER RHINE,

Containing, (after the deduction of 2368 square miles ceded
square miles.

Divisions.

Subject to the

elect, arch-

chancellor * 1

Subdivisions.

Principality of Asfchaffen-l

burg - - . J

Sq. M.

]

T. of elector of f Part of Palatinate of the

Baden, as in- -? Rhine, and late bishop-

demnity . t of Spire

T. of elector of C Duchy of Westphalia
Hesse, as in- \ Part of elect of Mentz - >
demnity . Part of Palatinate - - -J

"tj^
'^^^^^^ f Part of late electorates ofp

^
indemnhy !'l

M«»t2 and Cologne -
^

"^'•tx^^iu^^^^^^ f Part of late electorate ofl
We.lburg,asj

^^^^^^ . . . . \indemnity . (_ J

fPart of the late electorate"?

wfed^fel S^^'l^J ^^'^ electorates")

of Cologne and Treves
j

electorate ofPart of the

Mentz -

as indemnity f_

T.ofP.ofSalmr
Reiferseheid J
Bedburg, asy
indemnity .

T. of duke of

Aremberg,
as indemnity ^

T. of P. of
j

Nassau f
Orange, as C
indemnity 3

Divided be- "j

tween Nassau
j

Weilburg
J>
County qf Lower Isenburgli

andWied- ,|

runkel - j

County of Recklingshausen,

part of the late elector-

ate of Cologne - -

Lordship of iBielstcin

212

1120
208
56

Pop.

45,000

480 130,000

100,000
37,oGO

10.000

540 100,000

to France,) 4480

Chief Towns,

Aschaffenburg.

{Heidelberg,
Manheim.
Bruchsal.

Philipsburg.

Brilon.

Gernsheim.

Lindenfels.

{Rudesheim.
Linz,

240 36,000 Ehrenbreit^tein

336 40,000

r Amorbach.
< BischolFsheira*

(.Mosbach.

3^ 6.200 Altenwied.

Krautheim

192 18,000 Recklingshauseni

Bielstein

Isenburg

,* T^ie elector arch-cliancejlor's territory contains 480 square miles, and 100,000 inhabitant?.
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Cu Circle of FRANCONIA.

4^

Divisions.

Containing 7880 square miles.

Subdivisions.

Ma

Territory of the (
^"^"•^f

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^-|

king of Prus-j p^in^'of Anspach or bnolz-7

bach . - - 3

P. late bk. of Bamberg
P. late bk. of Wurzburg

j^Rothenburg -

j
Schweinfurt

J Weissenbtirg -

I

Windsheimg - -

I
GQchsheim

i Sennfeld

Territory of e-

iector of Ba- -ij

varia . .

bq. iVl, rop.

1200 220,000

1120 275,000

1056 200,000

1392 240,000

96 24,000

16 6,000

16 6,000

4j500

Prince late bishoprick of"

}> Eichstadt, or Aich-j

stadt « - .

J

"

^
DIst of Mergentlieira - 80 12,000 Mergentheim.

640 100,000 5 ScMeusingcn.
' ^ Meiningen.

Subject partly

to E. of

Salzburg,

^nd part to !

E. of Bava-
ria

T, of Teutonic-

order .

Subject to E."]

and other
j

. branches of ^ County of Plenneber^

the House of
j

Saxony J
Hohenlohc Oeringen Neuen-"]

stein

Holienlohe Langenburg

<j Hohenlohe Ingelfingen

IHohenlohe Kirchberg

Holienlohe Bartenstein

LHohenlohe Schillingsfurst

County of Wertheim
County of Schwarzenberg ....
County of Castell

County of Erbach

County of Limpurg

County of Wiesentheid

County of Rieneck. .

^''ree imperial city of Nuremberg 1

i^id territory. . , . . . . . . J

•352

Chief Tov.'ns.

Bayruth,

Anspacij.

Bamberg,
Wurzburgh.
Rothenberg^

Schweinfiirt,

Weissenburg*

Windsi:'eim,

Gochsheim.

Sennfeld.

Aichstadt.

iri o
cu ^ 416

224

240
113

386

fNeuenstein,

I
Langenburg.

100,000 ^ Ingelfingen.

I
Kirchberg.

j
Bartenstein.

L Schillingsfurst.

Wertheim.

25,000

25,000

16,000

Schwarzenberg o

Castell

.

Erbach,

Gaildorf.

Wiesentheid^

Rieneck.

5(\000 Nuremberg.

7. Circle of SWABIA.

Containing 11,200 squiirc miles.

Divisions.

Elect, of

Wurtem-

{

Subdivisions.

D. of Wurtemberg , , ,

New territory given . . . -v

as indemnity . « , . „ v

Sq. M.
2740

60$

Pop. Cliief Tow-nS*

650,000 Stuttgart.

^ Ellw^ingen.

^40,000 <Heilbron.
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{Margravt. of Baden
Prin. on the lake of

Constance, late .

bk. of Constance

T. of E.of
Eavaria,

with md.

Dillingcn .

Kempten .

P. of Ho-
henzoUcrn

p. of Furs-

tenberg

C. of Oet-

tingen . . I

Territ. of prin

Principality of

T. of Counts.

Fugger

-J
Ulm . . _
Nordlingen.

Dinkelsbuhl

J Bopfingen ,

Hohenzollern He*- ,

chingen

Hohenzollern Sig-

maringen ....

}
r Oettingen Spielberg

-J
Oettingen Wallers-

tein

of Tour and Taxis

Klettgau

rC. Kirchbcrg .

\C, Weissenhorn

C. of late abbey of Weingarten, .

given as identities to P. of . .

Orange Nassau . . . . .

Free imperial city of Augsburg

Sq. M.
960

720

2990

I

208

640

384

144
64

160

96

Populat. Chie^ Town*„
180,000 Baden.

100,000^ Morsburg.

127,000 I^™"f"'
*

|_ Kempten.

15,000

7,000

7,000

iHechingen.

bigmanngen.

80,000 Doneschingen,

60,000 JwauS'n.

20,000 Dischingen.

9,000 Thiengen.

20,000 Kirchberg,

11,000 Weingarten.

This circle likewise contains several other small baronies and secularized abbeys with

their territories, given as indemnities to different princes.

Divisions.

f

.
I
I)uchy of Bavaria

Subdivisions.

PQ

at
«-<

O
>«->

o

5

sersheim -}

Prin. of Ratisbon, indemnity to - - -

elector arch-chancellor ------
County of Ortenburg, subject to -

its own count

County of Sternstein, territory - -

of P. Lobkowitz

Duchy of Upper Palatinate - - - , - 2

Duchy of Neuburg and lordship - )

of Ehrenfels

Duchy of Sulzbach - - -

County of Haag - -- -- -- --
Prin. late bishop, of Freysingen - - -

Part of late bishop, of Passau - - - .

Late imperial abbey of Kai- -

. M.

,320

,080

832

443
128
288
64

16

160

32

Pod. Chief Towns.
rMunich, NL.
A 48 5. E. L.

1,000,000 J, J

Ingolstadt.

200,000 Amberg.

100,000 Neuburg.

50,000 Sulzbach.

18,000

30,000

15,000

6,000

40,000

Plaag

Freysingen,

Passau.

Kaisersheim.

Ratisbon, L. 48.

58. N. L; 12,

5. E.

3,000 Ortenburg.

Neustadt.

* The electorate of Baden contains 2080 square miles, with 420,000 inhabitants,

f The electorate of Bavaria <xjntains 13,912 square miles, with 2,517,000 inhabitants.
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9. Circle of AUSTRIA,

Containing 44,528 square miles.

Divisions. Subdivisions.

a

o

O

"Lower J
Archduchy of Aus-

Austria "[ tria Proper - -

Duchy of Stiria - - - •

Duchy of Carinthia - -

Duchy of Carniola - -

^ ") Friul, or Goritia - -

»S LTerritory of Trieste -

The county of Tyrol, the

Vorarlberg and late bks

of Trent and Brixen -

^ Margraviate of Burgau

J
Landgraviate Nellenburg -

L County of Hohenberg - , -

Tcrrlt. of E. f Princ late bk. of -

ofSahburg, ^ Salzburg - - -

late grand Prin late abbay h}£ -

duke of
I

Berchtolsgaden -

Tuscany |_P. late bk. of Passau

T, e;iven as indem. C-ri. u •

»
, , , , ! ine isreissrau -

to the late auke ^ t-u r\ ^

r i\/r J !
ihe Urtenau

of Moaena - L

--}

:}

}

-I

Sq. M.

4,592

3,344

3,424

1,600

113

6,960

1,600

3,520

160

192

832

Populat. Chief Tovms,
r Vienna, N. L.

2,000,000 48-76. E. L.

L 16-22.

900,000 Gratz.

300,000 Clagenfurt.

450,000 Laybach.

^^5,000 {g--
a.

40,000 Trieste.

flnspruck.

I
Botzen.

650,000 H f'^^"!'^
j
Koveredo.

j Trent.

[_ Brixen.

r Gunsburg,

200,000 Stockach.

[_
Rotenburg,

400,000 Salzburg.

20,000 Berchtolsgaden*

30,000 Hafnerzell.

Face of the country.] The-southem part of Germany is mountainous and hilly ;

tlie northern presents wide sandy plains, with scarcely the appearance of a hill. On
the eastern side are the most extended plains, and the greatest chains of mountains.

Mountains.] The chief mountains of Germany are the Alps, which divide it from

Italy, and those which separate Saxony, Bavaria, and Moravia from Bohemia, called

the Erzebirge and the Sudettes. In the north, are the mountains of the Harz, which
extend about fifty miles through part of Lower and Upper Saxony. Many other

large tracts of mountains are found in different parts of the empire.

Forests.] The great passion which the Germans have for hunting the wild boar i^

the reason why, perhaps, there are more woods and chases yet standing in Germany than

in many otlier countries. The Hercynian forest, which in Caesar's time was nme days

Journey in length, and six in breadth, is now cut down in many places, or parcelled out

into v/oods, which go by particular names. Most of the woods are pine, fir, oak, and
b^ech. There is a vast number of forests of less note in every part of this country j aU
most every count, baron, or gentleman, having a chase or park, adorned with pleasure-

houses, and well-stocked with game, viz, deer, of which there arc seven or eight sorts,

as roebucks, slags, &c. of all sizes and colours, and many of a vast growth *, plenty or

hares, coneys, foxes, and boars. Tliey abound so much also with wild fowl, that in ma-
ny places the peasants have them, as well as venison, for their ordinary food,

Lakks.] The chief lakes of Germany, not to mention many inferior ones, are those

of Constance (called the Boden-sce) and Brcgcnlz. Besides these, are the Chiem-^ee,

or the lake of Bavaria ; and the Zirnltzcr-scc, in the duchy of Cainiola, whose water?

otten run ofi\ and return again, in an extraordinary manner.
RlVE;<s AND LAKES.] No couutiv Can boast a grcr^ter vnriely of noble large rivers

f" At th^'ir h<^wi $l-<Xi\sli ihz Danube ov Ponvm, sv; cAVicd koin a
'' -
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ness of tlie current, and tlie course of wMch, without reckoning its windings, is comput-
ed to be 1620 miles. The other principal rivers are the Rhine, the length of the course
of which is above 600 miles, the Elbe, Oder, Weser, and Necker*
Mineral waters and baths.] Germany is said to contain more of these than all

I'urope besides. The Spa waters, and those of Seltzer and Pyrmont, are well known.
Those of Aix-Ia-Chaptlle are still more noted. They are divided into the Emperor's
Bath, and the Little Bath ^ and the springs of both are so hot, that they let them cool
ten or twelve hours before they use them. The baths and medicinal waters of Embs,-
Wisbaden, Schwaibach, and Wildungen, are reported to be extremely efficacious in al-

most all diseases. The mineral springs at the last-mentioned place are said to intoxi-

cate as soon as wine, and therefore they are inclosed. Carlsbad and Baden baths have
been described and retommended by many great physicians, and used with great success

by many royal personages. It is, however, not im.probable, that great' part of the- salu-

tary virtues asciibed to these Waters is owing to the exercises and amusements of the pa-
tients, and numbers of the company which crowd to them from all parts of the world

j

many of whom do not repair thither for health, but for amusement and conversation.

Metals and minerals.] Germany abounds in both. Many places in the circle

of Austria, and other parts of Germany, contain mines of silver, quicksilver, copper, tin^

iron, lead, sulphur, nitre, and vitriol. Salt-petre, salt mines, and salt-pits, are found in

Austria, Bavaria, Silesia, and the Lower Saxony ^ as arc carbuncles, amethysts, jasper,

sapphire, agate, alabaster, several sorts of pearl, turquois stones, and the finest of rabies,

which adorn the cabinets of the greatest princes and virtuosi. In Bavaria and Tyrol,
are quarries of curious marble, slate, chalk, ochre, red lead, alum, and bitumen ; besides

other fossils. Several of the German circles furnish coal-pits : and the terra sigUlata

of Mentz, with white, yellow, and red veins, has been pretended to be an antidote against

poison.

Climate, soil, agriculttre.] The climate of Germany, as in all extensive coun-

lies, diifers greatly, not only on account of the situation to the north, or south, or east

or west, but according to the improvement of the soil, which has a great eifect on the

climate. The m.ost mild and settled weather is found in fhe middle of the coun-

try, at an equal distance from the sea and the alps. In the north it is sharp ) towards

the south it iS more temperate. The seasons vary as much as the soil : in the south and
western parts they are more regular than in those that lie near the sea, or that abound

intakes and rivers.

• The soil of Germany is not im.proved to the full by culture and therefore in many
places it is bare and sterile

j
though in others it is extremely fertile. A greater attention,

however, is now given to agriculture in this country, and many improvements have been

made of late years.

Vegetables.] Among the vegetable productions of Germany are grain, flax, hemp,
hops, saffron, tobacco, and excellent orchard-fruits. The vine is found to flourish

throughout more than the half of Germany, but the most esteemed wines are produced

in the circles of S^vabia and the Rhine. The wines of these countries are commonly
called Rhenish and Moselle, and differ from those of other countries in a peculiar light-

ness, and detersive qualities, more sovereign in some diseases than any medicine.

Animals.] Germany yields abundance of excellent heavy horses ; but their horses,

oxen, and sheep, are not comparable to those of England, probably owing to want of

skill in feeding and rearing thein.

The German wild boars differ in colour from our common hogs, and are four times

as large. Their flesh, and the hams made of it, are preferred by many even to those

of V/estmoreland, for flavour and grain. The glutton of Germany is said to be the

most voracious of all animals. Its prey is almost every thing that has life, which it can

manage, especially birds, hares, rabbits, goats, and fawns j which it surprises artfully

and devours greedily. On these the glutton feeds so ravenously, that it falls into a

kind of a torpid state, and, not being able to move, he is killed by the huntsmen ; but

though both boars and wolves will kill him in that condition, they will not eat him.

His colour is a beautiful brown, -with a faint tinge of red.

Some parts of Germany are remarkable for £ne -larks and a great variety of singing

birds, which aie sent to all parts of Europe.
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Curiosities, natural and artificial.] Next to the lakes and waters, the caves

and rocks are the chief natural curiosities of Germany. There, is a cave, near Elack-

enburg, in Hartz-forest, of which no person has yet found the end, though many have

advanced into it for twenty miles. But the most remarkable of that kind is near Hame-
len, about thirty miles from Hanover, where, at the mouth of a cave, stands a monu-

ment which commemorates the loss of 130 children, who were there swallowed up in

12S4. This fact, however, though it is very strongly attested, has been disputed by

some critics. Frequent mention is made of two rocks near Blackenburg, exactly repre-

senting two monks in their proper habits j and of many stones vv'hich seem to be petri-

factiops of fishes, frogs, trees, and leaves.

With respect to artificial curiosities, the Germans have always accounted as one of

the principal, the tun of Heidelberg, which holds 800 hogsheads, and though now emp-

ty, was formerly full of the best Rhenish wine, from which strangers were seldom suf-

fered to retire sober. Every court of Germany produces a cabinet of curiosities, arti-

ficial and natural, ancient and modern. The imperial library at Vienna is a great lite-

rary rarity, on account of its manuscripts. It contains upwards of 80,000 volumeSj

among which are many valuable manuscripts in Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, Turkish, Ar-
menian, Coptic, and Chinese ; but the antiquity of some of them is questionable, parti-

cularly a New Testament in Greek, said to have been written 1500 years ago, in gold

letters, upon purple. Here are likewise maay thousand Greek, Roman, and Gothic
coins and medals 5 with a vast collection of other curiosities of art and nature.

Populat ion.] The population of the German empire, before the alienation of the

territory on the left side of the Rhine, was generally estimated at between 26 and 27
millions. By that cesessiou Germany loses about three millions and a half of inliabitants,

transferred to France, and consequently now only contains about 23 millions. The par-

ticular population of most of the different states of the empire has already been given m
the Table of the Circles,

National character, manners, customs.] The Germans in their person are

tall, fair, and strong built. The ladies have generalty fine complexions 5 and some of

them, especially in Saxony, have all the delicacy of features and shape that are so be-

witching* in some other countries.

Both men and women affect rich dresses, which in fashion are the same as in France

and England : but the better sort of m*en are excessively fond of gold and silver lace,

especially if they are in the army. Th^ ladies at the principal courts diner not much
in their dress from the French and EnglisJi, and at Vienna are said to be as fond of

paint as the former. At some courts they appear in rich furs ^ and all of them are load-

ed with jewels, if they can obtain them. The female part of tlie burghers' families in

many of the German towns, dress in a very different manner, and some of them incon-

ceivably fantastic but in this respect they are gradually reforming, and many of them
make quite a different appearance in their dress from what they did thirty or forty years

ago. As to the peasantry and labourers, they dress as in other parts of Europe, accor-

ding to their employments, conveniency, and circumstances. The stoves made use of
in Germany are the same with those already mentioned in our account of other northern
nations, and are sometimes made portable, s© tliat the ladies carry them to church. In-

Westphalia, and in many other parts of Germany, they sleep between two feather-beds,

with sheets stitched tO' them, which by use becomes a very comfortable practice. The
most unhappy part of the Germans arc the tenants of little needy princes, who squeeze
them to keep up their own grandeur

j
but, in general, the circumstances of the common

people are more comfortable than those of their neighbours.

The Germans are naturally a frank, honest, hospllable people, free from artifice and
disguise. The higher orders are ridiculously fond of titles, ancestry, and show. The
Germans in general are thought to want animation, as their persons projnise more vi-

gour and activity than they commonly exert, even in the field of battle. But ^vhcn com-
manded by able generals, they have achieved great things both against the Turks and ihc
Irench • and in the late war the Austriansexhibited prodigies of military valour and genius.

Industry, application, and perseverance, are the great ctiaracteristics of the German
nation, especially the mechanical part of it. Their works of art would be incredible,

u eie they nut well known
j
especially in watch and clock-midving, jewelleiy, tumcrji
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s:ulpture, drawing, palnUng, and certain kinds of architecture. The Germans have
been charged with intemperance in eating and drinking, and perhaps not unjustly, in

consequence of the vast plenty of their country in wine and provisions of every kind
5

but such excesses are now less common. At the greatest tables, though the guests

drink pretty freely at dinner, the repast is commonly finished by coffee, after three or

four public toasts have been given. But no people have more feasting at marriages, fu-

nerals, and on birth-days.

The German nobility arc generally men of so much honour, that a sharper, in other

eountries, especially in England, meets with more credit if he pretends to be a German,
rather than of any other nation. All the sons of noblemen inherit their fathers' titles

}

which greatly perplexes the heralds and genealogists of that country. The German
husbands are not quite so complaisant as those of ^ome other countries to their ladies,

who are not entitled to any pre-eminence at the table j nor indeed do they seem to af-

fect it, being far from either ambition or loquacity, though they are said to be too fond
of gaming. Many of the German nobility, having no other hereditary estate than a

high sounding title, easily enter into their armies, and those of other sovereigns.

Their fondness for title is attended with many other inconveniences,—their gen-
tlenien of property think the cultivation of their lands, though it might treble their

Revenue, below their attention, and that they should degrade themselves by being con-

cerned in the improvement of their grounds.

The domestic diversions of the Germans are the same as in England
j
billiards, cards,

dice, fencing, dancing, and the like. In summer, people of fashion repair to places of

public resort, and drink the vraters. As to their field diversions, besides their favourite

one of hunting, they have bull and bear-baiting, and the like. The Inhabitants of Vi-

enna live luxuriously, a great part of their time being spent in feasting and carousing
;

and in winter, when the several branches of the Danube are frozen over, and the ground
covered with snow, the ladies take their recreations in sledges of different shapes, such

as griffins, tigers, swans, scallop-shells, &e. Here the lady sits, dressed in velvet lined

with rich furs, and adorned with laces and jewels, having on her head a velvet cap ; and

the sledge is drawn by one horse, stag, or other creature, set off w^ith plumes of feathers,

ribbands, and bells. As this diversion is taken chiefly in the night-time, servants ride

before the sledges with torches j and a gentleman, standing on the sledge behind, guides

the horse.

Cities, chief towns, forts, and edifices.] This is a copious head in all coun-

tries, but more particularly so in Germany, on account of the numerous independent

states it contains.

VIENNA is the capital of the circle of Austria, and, being the residence of the empe-

ror, is generally considered as the capital of Germany. It is a noble and a strong city,

and the princes of the house of Austria have omitted nothing that could contribute to

its grandeur and riches. Vienna contains an excellent university, a bank which is in

the management of its own magistrates, and a court of commerce, immediately subject

to the aulic council. Its religious buildings, with the walks and gardens, occupy a

sixth part of the town j but the suburbs are larger than the cityc It would be endless tq

enumerate the many palaces of this capital, two of which are imperial j its squares, aca-

demies, libraries j and the imperial cabinets of curiosities. Among its rich convents, is

one of the Scotch nation, built in honour of their countryman St Colman, the patron of

Austria 5 and one of the six gates of this city is called the Scots' gate, in remembrance

of some notable exploits performed there by the troops of that nation. The inhabitant*

of Vienna, including the suburbs, amounted in the year 1795 to 231,105 5 and the en-

couragement given by the sovereign has rendered this city a rendezvous of foreigners.

The streets, except those in the suburbs, are narrow and dirty. The houses of this

city are generally of stone, five or six stories high, and flat-roofed. They have three

or four cellars under one roof, with an open space in the middle of each arched roof,

for the communication of air ^ and from the low^ermost of all there is a tube to the top

to let in air from the streets. The winds often blow so strong, that it is troublesome to

walk the streets. A remarkable prerogative of the sovereign here is, that the second

floor of every house belonos to him, and assigned to whomsoever he thinks proper : ar.d

muQ,^, cohere k no d" Gen^apy v:hr^c lodging h (innr -it Ybv.iiz, J'-T: oa^
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custom prevails here of putting iron bars to all the windows, up to the very tops of the

houses, which makes them all look like so many prisons. The houses and furniture o£

the citizens are greatly disproportioned to the magiiificence of the palaces, squares, and
other public buildings j but the excessive imposts laid by the bouse of Austria upou
every commodity in its dominions, must keep the manufacturing part of its subjects poor.

Berlin, the capital of the electorate of Brandenburg, and of the dominions of the

king of Prussia, is situate on the river Spree, and, besides the royal palace, has many
other superb edifices j it contains fourteen Lutheran and eleven Calvinist churches, besides

f2L Catholic one. Its streets and squares are spacious, and built in a very regular manner ;

but the houses, though neat without, are ill finished, and ill furnished within, and very

indifferently provided with inhabitants. The king's palace here, and that of prince Hen-
ry, are very magnificent buildings. The opera-house is also a beautiHil structure : and

'

the arsenal, which is handsomely built, in the form of a square, contains arms for

200,000 men. There are sundry manufactures in Berlin, and several schools, libraries, and

charitable foundations. The number of its inhabitants, according to Busching, in 1755,
was 126,661, including the garrison. In the same year, and according to the same au-

thor, there were no fewer than 443 silk looms, 149 of half silks, 2858 for woollen stuffs,

45^ for cotton, 248 for linen, 454 for iace-worfe, 39 frames for silk stockings, and 310
for worsted ones. In the year 1803, the number of inhabitants was 153,128, exclusive

of the soldiers of the garrison, and their wives and children. They have here manu-
factures of tapestry, gold and silver lace, and mirrors.

The city of Hanover, the capital of that electorate, stands on the river Leine, and ;

a neat, thriving, and agreeable city. It contains about twelve hundred houses, amon;;-

which there is an electoral palace. It carries on some manufactures j and in its neigh-
bourhood are the palace and elegant gardens of Herenhausen. The dominions of the
electorate of Hanover contain about seven hundred and fifty thousand people, who live

in fifty-eight cities, and sixty market-towns, besides villages. The city and suburbs of
Bremen, which duchy belongs, by purchase, to the said elector, contain about fift\^

thousand inhabitants, who have a considerable trade by the Weser. The other town?
belonging to this electorate have trade and manufactures : but, in general, it must be
remarked, that the electorate has suifered greatly by the accession of the Hanover fa-

mily to the crown of Great Britain. It may be proper to mention, on account of its

relation to our royal family, the secularised bishopric of Osnaburg, lying between th'i

rivers Weser and Ems. The chief city, Osnaburg, has been long famous al! over Eu-
rope for the manufacture known by the name of the duchy, and for the manufacture of
the best Westphalia hams. The w^iole revenueof the bishopric amounted to about 30,0001.

Dresden, the capital of the elector of Saxony, is remarkable for its fortifications, pi.

laces, public building, churches, and charitable foundations ; it is beautifully situated ou
both sides the Elbe, and is the school of Germany for statuary, painting, enamelling,
and carving not to mention its mirrors, and founderies for bells and cannon, and iu
foreign commerce carried on by means of the Elbe. The inhabitants of Dresden, by
the latest accounts, are computed to amount to about 60,000.
The electorate of Saxony is by nature the richest country in Germany, if not in Eu-

rope
j it'contains 210 walled towns, 61 market-towns, and about 3000 villages, accord-

ing to the latest accounts of the Germans themselves (to which, however, we are nor
to give an implicit beHef) •, and the revenue, estimating each rix-dollar at four shilliuv ^

and six-pence, amounts to l,350,000l.
.
This sum is so moderate, when compared to tfl-

richness of the soil (which, if we are to believe Dr Busching, produces even diamonds,
and almost all the precious stones to be found in the East-Indies and tlsewheve) and
the variety of splendid manufactures, that the Saxon princes appear to have been th^
most moderate and patriotic of any in Germany.
The city of Leipsic in Upper Saxony, 46 miles distant from Dresden, is situated i:i

a pleasant and fertile plain on the Pleisse, and the inhabitants arc said to amount tc)

about 30,000. There are also large and we 1-built suburbs, with handsome g.iider.s.
Bet ween these suburbs and the town is a fine walk of lime-trees, which was laid oui iji

the year 1702, and encompasses the city. Mulberrv-trees are also planted in the towu-
ditchcs

; but the fortifications seem rather calculated for the use of the inha'jitant^ to

Ec
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walk on, t"han for defence. The streets are clean, commodious, and agreeable, and arii

jighted in the night with seven hundred lamps. They reckon 436 merchant houses^

and 192 manufactories of different articles, as brocades, paper, cards, &c. Leipsie has
long been distinguished for the liberty of conscience allowed here to persons of different

sentiments in religion. Here is an university, which is still very considerable, with six

churches for the Lutherans (theirs being the established religion), one for the Calvin-

ists, and a chapel in the castle for those of the Romish church. The university-library

consists of about 26,000 volumes, 6000 of which are folios. Here is also a library for

the magistrates, which consists of about 36,000 volumes and near 2000 manuscripts,

and contains cabinets of urns, antiqueSj and medals, with many curiosities of art and na-

ture. The exchange is an elegant building.

Ratisbon, or Regensburg, where the diet of the empire assembles, is of considerable

size, but of a dark and dull appearance, and contains 22,000 inhabitants. It is remark-*

able for an ancient bridge of fifteen arches over the Danube, in length 350 yards It

was lately a free imperial city, but is now the capital of the principality of R.?.i:isbon,

part of the territory of the new elector arch-chancellor.

Munich, the capital of the electorate of Bavaria, is a very populous and beautiful ci-

ty, situate on the Iser, The houses are high, and the streets spacious, with canals irt

several of them. It is esteemed the most elegant city in Germany, and contains about

2,3000 houses and 40,000 inhabitants. The electoral palace is a very sumptuous edi-

fice j besides which there are two other electoral palaces at a little distance from the

city y that of Nymphenburg, admired for its gardens, and that of Schleshcim.

Augsburg is still a free imperial city, and the largest and most ancient in Swabia*

It is situate between the rivers Lech and Wertach, which unite in its environs, and flow

to the Danube. It was once a place of considerable trade, and is said to be nine miles

in circuit . at present it contains only about 36,000 inhabitants.

Frankfort on the Maine, so called to distinguish it from another of the same name oh

the Oder, is situated in a healthful, fertile, and delightful country, on the river just men-

tioned, by which it is divided into two parts, distinguished by the names of Frankfort

and Saxenhausen. The former of these, being the largest, is divided into tvvelve wards^

and the latter into two j and both are computed to contain about three thousand hous-

es. The fortifications, which are both regular and solid, form a decagon, or figure con-

sisting of ten bastions, faced vv'ith hewn stone the ditches are deep, and filled with fresk

v/ater j and all the out-works are placed before the gates. Frankfort is the usual place

oi the election and coronation of the kings of the Romans, and is also a free and impe-

lial city. It is of a circular form without any suburbs , but the streets are generally

;-!;;rrow, and the houses are mostly built of timber and plaster, and covere d with slate
5

liiough there are some handsome private structures, of a kind of a red marl le, thai de-

serve the name of palaces ) as the buildings called the Compestel and Fronhof, the

Triershof, the Cullenhof, the German-house, an august edifice, situated near the bridge

over the Maine, the Hesse Darmstadthof, the palace of the prince de la Tour, and the

houses of the counts of Solms, Schauenburg, and Schonborn. There are likewise tHred

principal squares.

The imperial city of Hamburg is situate on the Elbe at the conflux of the rivers A.L

s'er and Eille, The houses are in general high j the streets irregular and narrow.

There are many canals v.7hich run through the city, and there are 84 bridges over ihem*

Xhe fortifications are strong, in the old Du-tch style, with great ditches, and walls of

such thickness, that several carriages can drive abreast on the ramparts, vvhich are plant-

ed with rows of trees. Though the city is nearly 70 miles from the sea, the Elbe is

here between four and five miles broad. Hamburg contains above 3 20,000 inhabitants.

It has long been the most commercial city in Germ^any, and its trade has greatly increas-

ed during the late and present wars betvv^een England, and France and Holland,

Commerce and MAXLrFACTUP.ES-] Germany has vast advantages in point of com-

merce, fromits situation in the heart of Europe, and being intersected, as it were, great

rivers. Its native materials for commerccj besides mines and minerals, are hemp, hops,

ilax,, anise, cumin, tobacco, saSroii, madder, truffles, a variety of excellent roots and pot- 1

herbs, ar.d fine fruits, equ'.ii to tiu.se of France and 1 aiy. Germary exports to oiher

'ouriivie^, cornj tobacco, horse^j lean cattle, butter, cheese honey, ^vax, ^vines, hnen and
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w.(Jollen yarn, ribbands, silk and cotton stuffs, toys, turnery-wares in wood, metals, and
ivory, goat-skins, wool, timber both for ship-building and houses, cannon and bullets,

bomb« and bomb-shells, iron plates and stoves, tinned plates, steel-work, copper, brass-

wire, porcelain, the finest upon earth, earthen-ware, glasses, mirrors, hogs' bristles, mum,
beer, tartar, smalt, zatFer Prussian blue, printers' ink, and many other articles.

The revocation of the edict of Nantes by Lewis XIV., which obliged the Frencli

protestants to settle in diiferent parts of Europe, was of infinite service to the German
manufactures. They now make velvets, silks, stuffs of all kinds, fine and coarse linen

and tliread, and every thing necessary for v/ear, in great perfection. The porcelain of

Meissen, in the electorate of Saxony, and its paintings, have been long in great repute.

Constitution^, government, xIND laws.] Almost every prince in Germany (and

there are nearly 300 of them) is arbitrary with regard to the government of his own
estates j butthe whole of them form a great confederacy*, governed by political laws, at,

the head of which is the emperor, whose power in the collective body, or diet, is not di-

rectorial, but executive : but even that gives himi vast influence. The supreme power
in Germany is the diet, which is composed of the emperor, or, in his absence, of his com-
missary, and of the three colleges of the empire, The first of these is the electoral col-

lege j the second is the college of princes ^ and the third, the college of imperial tov/ns.

The empire was li^reditary under the race of Charlemagne, but, after that, became
elective ; and in the beginning, all the princes, nobility, and deputies of cities, enjoyei

the privilege of voting. In the reign o/ Henry V. the chief officers of the empire al-

tered the mode of election in their own favour. In the year 1239, the number of el';. ^

tors was reduced to seven. One elector was added in 1649, and another in 169;"^.

In consequence of the late secularizations, and other alterations made in the constitu-

tion of the empire, under the influence of France and Russia, they are now ten in num-
ber, viz. one ecclesiastical and nine secular electors.

The dignity of the empire, though elecdve, has for some centuries belonged to the

house of Austria, as being the- most powerful of the German princes
j

but, by Frencl*.

management, upon the death of Charles Vi, grandfather, by the mother's side, to th-j

emperor Joseph II, the elector of Bavaria was chosen to that dignity, and died, as it is

supposed, heart-broken, after a short uncomforLable reign. The power of the emperor is

regulated by the capitulation he signs at his election y and the person who in his lifc-

tii^e is chosen king pf the Romans succeeds, without a new election, to the empire.

He can conff^r titles and enfranchisements upon cities and towns
;

but, as emperor, he
can levy no taxes, nor make war or peace, without the consent of the diet. When that

consent is obtained, every prince must contribute his quota of men and money, as va -

lued in the matriculation roll, though, perhaps, as an elector or prince, he may espouse
a different side from that of the diet- This forms the intricacy of the Gennan con-
stitution

J
for George II. of England, as elector of Hanover, was obliged to lurr.ish his

r/j/ot'a against the house of Austria, and also against the king of Prussia, -while he was
fighting for them both. The emperor claims a precedency for his ambassadors in ail

Christian courts.

The ten electors of the empire, who have the sole election of the emperor, are ir. or-

der as follow

:

The elector of Ratisbon (or Aschaflenburg), arch-chancellor of the empire.
The elector and king of Bohemia (the present emperor), who is grand cup-bearer.
The elector of Bavaria, v.'ho is grand sewer, or officer who serves out the feasts.

The elector of Saxony, who is great marshal of the empire.
The elector of Brandenburg (king of Prussia), who is arch-chamberlain.
The elector of Brunswick Lunenburg CHanover—the king of Great Biitain), wl^p

U arch-treasurer.

Tlie elector of Salzburg (late grand duke of Tuscany).
The elector of Wurtcmberg, wiio is avch-pantler.
The elector of B'^en and\hc elector of Hesse.

* In 1806, this celebrated ConfedciMcy was dissolved, by the fait of Bon.^p.irte,— tlic constitution of
the empire completely chaiif,ed—nnd th^i ciuperor of Germany obliged to divest himself oi" the lU! •

a Hi powers he enjoyed, .-.s hciii ul ih^ O. ;-..a^c body,-., letduiiu- orjv l^is. Jairly R5ivim=d dUnlcv c r
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It is necessary for tlie emperor, before he calls a diet, to have the advice of those

snembers
j
and, during the vacancy of the imperial throne, the electors of Saxony and

Bavaria have jurisdic;tion, the former over the nothern, and the latter over the southern

circles.

The diet is composed of the electoral collegCj the college of princes^ and the college

cf imperial towns.

The electoral college consists of the ten electors above cnumeratedj each of whom
has a personal vote, termed by the German lawyers voturh virile. The college of princes

is divided into two classes - -the proper princes of the empire, as dukes, margravines,

landgraves, princes and princely counts, who have each a personal vote and the counts

3nd lords of the empire, who are arranged in four colleges or benches, viz. the Wetter-

avian, Swabian, Franconian, and Westphalian, each of which has but one vote, styled

i)otum curiatum. In this college Austria and Salzburg have the directory by turns*

The college of imperial cities consists of deputies from the Hans towns, Hamburg, Bre-

rnen, and Lubeck, and the imperial cities, Frankfort on the Main, Nuremberg, and

Augsburg. The imperial cities are free republics under no particular sovereign, but

imr/iediately under the emperor and the empire.

The imperial chamber, and that of Vienna, which is better known by the name of

the Aulic council, are the two supreme courts for determining the great causes of the

erripire, arising between its respective members. The imperial council consists of fifty

judges Qj- assessors The president, and four of them, are appointed by the emperor,

and each of the electors chooses one, and the other princes and states the rest. This

court is at present held at Wetzlar, but formerly resided at Spire : and causes may be

brought before it by appeal. The Aulic council was originally only a revenue court

of the dominions of the house of Austria. As that family's power increased, the juris-

diction of the Aulic council was extended upon the powers of the imperial chamberj

imd even of the diet. It consists of a president, a vice-chancellor, a vice-president, and

s number of Aulic councillors, of Vv^hom six are protestants, besides other officers \ but

the emperor, in fact, is master of the court. These courts follow the ancient laws of

the empire for their guides, the golden bull, the pacification of Passau, and the civil

iaw.

Besides these courts of justice, each of the nine circles has a director to take care of

the peace and order of the circle. This director is in general one of the most power-

ful princes of the circle.

In case of great public offences, after the votes of the diet are collected, and sentence

pronounced, the emperor, by his prerogative, commits the execution of it to a particular

prince or princes, whose troops live at free quarter upon the estates of the delinquent,

and he is obliged to make good all expences.

Every state which acts directly or indirectly against the fundamental laws of the

empire, is subject to the punishment of the ban, or proscription of the empire.
^
The

ban is of two kinds : the one is privatory, the other provisionary. The first consists lil

depriving a prince or state of the empire of all their rights, privileges, dignities, &c. :

the second consists in taking away the actual government of the states, and committmg

them to the care of some other, until it be otherwise ordered. But this sentence .of

proscription is difficult to obtain, because it is difficult to unite all the orders of the em-

pire in the same measure. The execution of it belongs to the director of the circle

'vvhere the prince resides, and every feudal state of the empire is sul:gect to it.

Th.- constitution of the Germanic body is a study of no small difficulty. However

plausibly invented the several checks upon the imperial power may be> it is certain that

the house of Austria has more than once endangered the liberties of theenapire, and lhat

they have been saved by France. The house of Austria, indeed, met with a po^terful

op osition from the house of Brandenburg, in consequence of the activity and abilities

oi Jie king of Prussia. It may here be proper to inform the reader of the nieanir g of

n term which frequently appears in the German history—that of the Pragmatic Sanc-

tion. This is no other than a provision made by the emperor Charles VI. for p?^^ :erv-

iiig the indivisibility of the Austrian dominions in the person of the n^xt descenda^u ot

be last possessor, vvielher mfile or female. ,
This provision has been often disputed by
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other branches of the house of Austria, who have been occasionally supported by

France from political views, though the pragmatic sanction is strongly guaranteed by

most all the powers of Europe. The emperor Charles VII., elector of Bavaria, and'

Augustus, king of Poland, attempted to overthrow it, as being descended from ihe

daughters of the emperor Joseph, elder brother to Charles VI. It has likewise been re-

peatedly opposed by the court of Spain.

Few of the territories of the German princes are so large as to be assigned to vice-

roys, to be oppressed and fleeced at pleasure j nor are they entirely without redress

when they sulfer any grievance , as they may appeal to the general diet, or great council

of the empire, for relief. The subjects of the petty princes in Germany are generally

the most unhappy *, for these princes, affecting the grandeur and splendour of the more

powerful, in the number and appearance of their officers and domestics, in their palaces,

gardens, pictures, curiosities, guarda, bands of music, tables, dress, and furniture, are-

obliged to support all this vain pomp and parade at the expcnce of their vassals and de-

pendants. With respect to the burgers and peasants of Germany, the former in many-

places enjoy great privileges j the latter also, in some parts, as in Franconia, Swabia,

and on the Rhine, are generally a free people, or perform only certain services to their

superiors, and pay the taxes j
whereas, in the m^rquisate of Brandenburg, Pomerania,

Lusatia, Moravia, Bohemia, Austria, &c. their condition ia various, indeed, but uni-

versally very servile.

The judicial courts throughout Germany follow in their decisions the Roman or civli

law, txccpt where that law is altered or superseded by the statutes of the several states ^

which are very various, as the states themselves are extremely numerous.

Revenues and military force.] Both the military force and revenue of thd

emperor, merely as the head of the Germanic league or Roman empire, are very incon-

siderable. He has only an annual iHCome of about 50001 or 60001. sterling, arising frora

some inconsiderable fiefs in the Black Forest, and some trifling contributions from ch©

imperial cities, of which, it is said, scarcely 20001. come into the imperial treasury.

The extraordinary revenues levied on the different states are called Roman month.''^

because they were formerly raised by monthly assessments, for the maintenance of the

troops who escorted the emperor to Rome, when that was the place of his coronation*

A Roman month is about 50001. j and a certain number of these sums is paid by eacli

state, according to the proportions for the different princes and states, registered in what
is called the matriculation-book, kept by the arch-chancellor of the empire.

In the same book arc registered the contingents, or number of troops to be raised by
each state, v^'hen war is decreed by the diet. These together would compose an army
of about 30,000 men 5 but the whole force of the empire, were it exerted in one effort,

would amount, exclusive of those countries which, though subject to, German princes,

are not a part of Germany, to 400,000 men : and the revenues of the differerxt princes

and states of the empire, with the sam.c limitation, have been estimated at above 1.;

millions sterling.

The revenues of the electorates and principal states ©f the empire, and the mllitaiy

force usually maintained by them, according to the latest and most authentic account..^

are as follow :

Princes.

Elector of Saxony
lilector of Bavaria:

Elector of Hanover
Elector of Wurtemberg
Elector of Baden
Elector of Hesse
Elector of Salzburg
Elector arch-chancellor

Duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttlc
Dukes of the house of Saxony
Dukes of Mecklenburg
Princes, of Holienlohe

Ec 3

Revenue. Military Force.

1,230,000 32,000

1,200,000 28,000

960,000 18,000

60<\000 7,000

400,000 4,000

500,000 1J,000

3»0,0()0 2,500

300,000

280,000 3,500

277,000 1,300

230,000. i,$Q^
J 505oaa
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The electors of Brandenburg and Bohemia (the king of Prussia and head of the
house of Austria) are not included in this list, as their revenues and armies are raised

from the whole of the Prussian and Austrian dominions.

Imperial, Royal, and other titles, arms^ anb orders.] The emperor of
Germany pretends to be successor to the emperors of Rome, and has long, on that ac-

count, been admitted to a tacit precedency on all public occasions among the powers
of Europe. Austria is but an archdukedom j nor has he, as the head of that house, a

vote in the election of emperor, which is limited to Bohemia. Innumerable are the

titles of principalities, dukedoms, baronies, and the like, w^ith which he is vested as

archduke and he has lately, by a patent bearing date the 10th of August 18G4, as-

sumed the title of hereditary emperor of Austria. The arms of the empire are a black

eagle with two heads hovering with expanded wings In a field of gold \ and over the

h<?ads of the eagle is seen the imperial crown. On the breast of the eagle is an escut-

cheon quarterly of eight, for Hungary, Naples, Jerusalem, Arragon, Anjou, Guelders,

Brabant, and Earr. It would be as useless as difficult to enumerate all the different

quart erings and armorial bearings of the archducal family. Every elector, and indeed

every independent prince of any importance in Germany, claims a right of instituting

orders, but the emperors pretend that they are not admissible unless confirmed by them.

The em.perors of Germany, as well as the kings of Spain, confer the order of the Gol-
den Eleece, as descended from the house of Burgundy. The empress-dowager Eleon-

ora, in 1662 and 1666, created two orders of ladies, or female knights j and the late

empress-queen instituted the order of St Theresa.

'I he " Order cf the Golden Fleece^'* w^as instituted at Bruges, in Elanders, on the

30th cf January 1429, by Philip duke of Burgundy, on the day of his marriage with

his third xvife. It is suppf5sed that he chose the badge, as being the chief of the staple

manufactures of his country. It at first consisted of thirty knights, including the

sovereign, who were of the first families in the Low Countries ; and it still continues to

be classed with the most illustrious orders of knighthood in Europe. At present there

ore two branches of it j of the one the emperor is sovereign, and the king of Spain of

the other j all must prove their noble descent from the twelfth century. The motto of

the order is " Pretium non vile lahorumP The " Teutonic Order"" owed its origin to

seme religious Germans in Jerusalem during the crusades, w^ho assumed the title of
" Teutonic knights, or brethren of the hospital of our Lady of the Germans at Jerusalem."

Conrade, duke cf Swabia, invited them into Prussia, about the year 3 230 5 soon after

lhey conquered Prussia for themselves, and became one of the most pow-erful orders in

Europe. By their internal quarrels, they afterwards lost their power and possessions :

<ind Albert, marquis of Brandenburg, grand-master of the order, on his abjuring popery,

-fihdicated the grand-m.astership, subdued Prussia, and expelled all the papists w^ho would

not lolioxv his example. The order is now divided into tw^o branches: the protestant

•branch, which had a house at Utrecht ; and that for papists, which has a house at

Ivlergcntheim, in Germany, sr,d of which the mcm.bers must take the oath of celibacy.

The ensign distinguishing this branch is worn round the neck, pendant to a gold

choin.

The time of the institution of the " Order of the Red Eagh'''' is uncertain. The
margrave of Eareith is sovereign of it, and it is generally bestowed on military ofhcers.

-In the year 1630, John-George, elector of Saxony, and Frederic III. elector of Bran-

denburg, on terminating their disputes, established the " Qirler of Sincerity as a con-

iirm.aticn and security hereafter of their amily. The knights of this order wear a brace-

Jet of gold ; on cue side ate the names of the two princes, with this device, Amitie

jincCre on 'the other side are two armed hands, joined together, and placed on tw^o swords,

with two paJm-branches crossed, with this motto, " Vnis pour jamais,'''*

John-George, duke of £axe "VVeissenfels, instituted the " Order of the Nolle Passion,'^''

in the year 1704, of which' the duke is the sovereign. Each knight of the order is to

contribute to the maintenance of the maimed or decayed soldiers in the service of the

povereif-n. In the year 1709, Louisa-Elizabeth, widow of Philip duke of'Saxe Merse-

burg, revived ihe
''^Order cf the Death's Plead;' first instituted in 1652 by her father,

the "duke cf ¥7urtemberg. A princess of that house ?lone can be sovereign^of itj and
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jjQne but wonQ£n of virtue and merit (birth and fortune not regarded) be received into

it. They are to avoid gaming, theatrical amusements, and kixuries of all kinds. The
badge of the order is a death'-s head enamelled white, surmounted with a cross patte j,

black j above the cross pattee, another cross, composed of five jewels, by which it hang:*

to a black ribbon edged with white, and on the ribbon these w^ords, " Memento mori^'"

Vorn at the breast.

The g»:eat order of Wurtemberg is that " of the Chase^'^ instituted in the year

1102 by the then duke, and improved in the year 1719. On the left side of the coat

is a silver star embroidered, of the same figure as the badge, in the middle of a green

circle, with the motto " Amicitix Virtutisque Fcedus^ The festival of this order is on

3t Hubert's day, he being the patron of sportsmen.

In the ye^r 1709, the -elector Palatine revived the Order of St Hubert^'''' first in*

stituted by a duke of Juliers and Cleves. in memory of a victory gained by him on St

Hubert's day, in 1447. All the knights hav-e either military employments or pensions.

The archbishop of Salzburg, in 1701, instituted the " Order of St Rupert^''"' in honour

of the founder and patron of the see he held, and as the apostle of his country. As the

archbishop was the richest and most powerful prince of Bavaria, next to the elector, his

order is in good esteem. In the year 1729, Albert, elector of Bavaria, instituted the
*' Order Qf St George^ the Defender of the hmnaculate Conception^'* tlie knights of vrhich

are obliged to prove their nobility by father and mother for five generations.

The " Order of the Golden Lion^"* instituted by the lale landgrave of Hesse- Cassel, is

equally a mlHtary and civil order, but mostly conferred on general officers. The land-

grave also instituted the military Order of Merit^"^ the badge of which is a gold cross,

of eight points, enamelled white, and in the centre this motto, " Pro Virtute et Fideli-

tate it is worn at the coat or button-hole, pendent to a blue ribbon edged with

silver.

Rkligion,] Before the reformation introduced by Luther, the German bishops

were possessed (as indeed many of them continued to be till the late secularisations) of

prodigious power and revenues, and were the tyrants of the emperors as well as of the

people. Their ignorance was only equalled by their superstition. The Eohemiaijft

were the first who had an idea of reformation, and made so glorious a stand, for many
years, against the errors of Rome, that they were indulged in the liberty of taking the

sacrament in both kinds, and other freedoms not tolerated in the Romish church. This
w^as in a great measure owing to the celebrated Englishman John WicklilTe, who went
much further in reform.ing the real errors of popery than Luther himself, though he

lived about a century and a half before him. Wickliife was seconded by John Huss
and Jerome of Prague, who, notwithstanding the emperor's safe-conduct, were infamou::-

ly burnt at the council of Constance.

The reformation introduced afterwards by Luther*, of which v;e have spoken in the

Introduction, though it struck at the chief abuses in the church of Rome, was thought
in some points (particularly that of consubstantiation, by which tlie real body of ChrisL,

as well as the elements of bread and wip.e, is supposed to be taken in the sacrament) to

be imperfect. Calvinismf
,
therefore, or the religion of Geneva (as now practised in the

church of ocotland), was introduced into Germany, and is the reli^^Ion professed in llie

territories of the king of Prussia, and landgrave of Hesse, and some other princes, ^vho

maintain a parity of orders in the church. Some even assert, that the numbers of pro-

^estants and papists in the empire are' now almost equal. Germany, particularly Mora-
via and the Palatinate, as also Bohemia, is over-run with sectaries of all kinds j and Jew;»

abound in the em.pire. At present, the modes of worship and forms of churcli go\-ern-

Born in Saxony, in the year 1183; began to dispute the doctrines of tiie Romish chiiuch IMT ;
TkxA died IS I G, in the (i3d ye^r of his age.

f John Cilvin was bom i^n the province of Picardy, in tlic north of France, anno 1^06. Being- obh'^-
ed to fly fro n that l:Ing tom, he seitU-.l at Gcnev.^, in ir->:^>, where he established a new form of chunV
iiscipline, which was S)on after embraced by several nations and states, who are now denoniiiiatt^^
"reshyterians, and fronn their doctiuial aruck?, Calvinists. He djvd iU GcncVii i;i the veav ! >o ' •

i ..4"

!:\5 \/i-itin|^s make nint Yolun\ej \v. folic,
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ment are, by tlie protestant German princeSj considered In a civil rather than a religious

light.

The elector archchancellor (the late elector and archbishop of Mentz) is primate and
metropolitan of all Germany ; and the see of Mentz has been transferred to Ratisbon.

Germany formerly contained six archbishoprics and thirty-eight bishoprics. At pre-

sent the hierarchy appears to be thrown into some confusion by the late secularisations
j

and a concordat is expected to be shortly concluded between the pope and the empire,

to reslore it to order.

Literature.] No country has produced a greater variety of authors than Ger-
many, and there is no where a more general taste for reading, especially in the protes-

tant countries. Printing is encouraged to a fault •, almcist every man of letters is an au-

thor ; they multiply books without number in every department of literature j and thou-

sands of theses and disputations are annually published j for no man can be a graduate

in their universities who has not published one disputation at least.

Many of the Germans have greatly distinguished themselves in various branches of

learning and science. They have written largely upon the Roman and canon laws.

Stahl, Van Swieten, Stork, Hoffman, and Haller, have contributed greatly to the im-

provement of physic j Ruvinus and Dillenius, of botany
j

Heister, of anatomy and sur-

gery ; and Neumann, Zimmermann, Pott, and Margraff, of chemistry. In astronomy,

Kepler deservedly obtained a great reputation j and Puffendorf is one of the ^rst writers

on the law of nature and nations, and has also merit as an historian. But at the end of

the last century, and the beginning of the present, Germany, by her divines, and by her

religious sects, v/as so much involved in disputes about systematic theology, that few

comparatively paid any attention t© other parts of learning, or to polite literature. The
language also, and the style of writing in German books, which at the time of the Re-

formation was pure and original, became ridiculous, by a continual intermixture of Latin

and French words
j
which, though they w^ere not understood by the people in general,

xvere thought to give an air of superiority to the writers, and therefore much affected :

for an opinion prevailed among the learned in Germany, and many have not yet divest-

^ed themselves of it, that compiling huge volumes, and larding them with numberless

quotations from all sorts of authors, and from all languages, was the true test of great

eraditicn. Their productions, therefore, became heavy and pedantic, and were in con-

sequence disregarded by other nations.

It was about the year 1730 that the prospects of literature in Germany began to

brighten. Leibniz and Wolff opened the way to a better philosophy than had hitherto

prevailed. Gottsched, an author and professor at Leipsic, who was greatly honoured

by Frederic IL king of Prussia, introduced a better taste of writing, by publishing a

German grammar^ and by instituting a literary society for polishing and restoring to its

puritv the German language, and by promoting the study of the belles-lettres. We
may consider this as the epccha from which the Germans began to write with elegance

in their own language upon learned subjects, and to free themselves, in a considerable

-degree, from that verboseness and pedantry hy which they had been characterised.

About this time, several young men in the university of Leipsic, and other parts of

Lower Germany, united in publishing some perioc^^ical works, calculated for the general

entertainment of persons ofliterary taste. Some of these gentlemen f^fterwards became

eminent authors j and their works are held in Germany in high estimation.

The style of preaching among the German divines also now underwent a considerable

change. They began to translate the best English and French sermons, particularly

those of Tillolson, Sherlock, Saurin, Eourdaloue, and otliers. They improved by these

inqdels ^ and Mosheim, Spalding, Zollikofer, and others, have published sermons which

v/ould do credit to any country
j
although they still retain too much of that prolixity for

-which German divines and commentators have been so much censured. Nor can it be

denied, that great numbers of the German preachers, even in large and opulent towns,

are still too much distinguished by vulgar language, absurd opinions, and an inattention

to the dictates of reason and good sense.

Some of the English periodical writings, such as the Spectator, Tatler, and Guardian,

being translated into the Geiaian language, excited great emulation among the writess
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of that countr}', and a number of periodical papers appeared, of various merit. One o£

the first and best was published at Hamburg, under the title of " The Patriot in

which Dr Thomas, the late bishop of Salisbury, was concerned j he being at that time

chaplain to the British factory at Hamburg, and a considerable master of the German
language. The late professor Gillert, who is one of the most elegant of the German
authors, and one of the most esteemed, has greatly contributed to the improvement of

their taste. His way of writing is particularly adapted to touch the heart, and to in-

spire sentiments of morality and piety. His fables and narrations, written in German
verse, his letters, and his moral romances, are so much read in Germany, that even many
of the ladies have them all by heart. His comedies are also very popular

j
though they

are rather too sentimental, and better adapted for the closet than for the stage.

Holier the famous physician, Hagedorn, Uz, Croneigh, Lessing, Gleim, Gerstenber-

ger, Kleisi, Xlopstock, Raraler, Zacarie, Weiland, and others, have excelled in poetry,

Schlegel, Cronegh, Lessing, Wieland, Wiese, Schiller, and Kotzebue, have acquired

fame by their dramatic writings. Rabener has, by his satirical works, immortalised his

name among the Germans
j
though some of his pieces are of too local a nature, and too

much confined to German customs, manners, and characters, to be read with any high

degree of pleasure by persons of other nations. Gesner, whose Idylls and death of

Abel have been translated into the English language, and favourably received, is better

known to an English reader.

In chemistry and in mecicine, the merit of the Germans is very conspicuous 5 and

Reimarus, Zimmermann, Abt, Kaestner, Segner, Lambert, Mayer, Kruger, and Sulger,

have acquired fame by their philosophical writings. Busching is an excellent geogra-

phical writer ; and Masco, Bunau, Putter, Gatter^r, Gebaur, and Schmidtj have excel-

led in historical works. But it cannot be denied that the Germans, in their romances,

are a century behind us. Most of their publications of this kind are imitations of ours,

or else very dry and uninteresting j which perhaps is owing to education, to false deli-

cacy, or to a certain taste of knight-errantry which is still predominant among some of

their novel-writers.

In works relating to antiquity, and the arts knov/n among the ancients, the names of

Winckelnian, Klog, and Lessing, are familiar with those who are skilled in this branch
of literature. In ecclesiastical, philosophical, and literary history, the names of Alber-

tus Fabricius, Mosheim, Semler, and Brucker, are well known among us, Raphelius,

Michaelis, and Walch, are famous in sacred literature. Cellarius, Burman, Taubman,
Reiske, Ernesti, Reimarus, Havercamp, and Heyne, have published some of the best

editions of Greek and Latin classics.

With respect to the fine arts, the Germans have acquitted themselves very w^ell.

Germany has produced some good painters, architects, sculptors, and engravers. They
even pretend to have been the first inventors of engraving, etching, and mczzo-
tino. Printing, if first invented in Holland, was soon after greatly improved in Ger-
many. The Germans are generally allowed to have been the first inventors of great

guns, as also of gunpowder, in Europe, about the year 1320. Germany has likewise

produced some excellent musicians,—Handel, Bach, Hasse, and Haydn, of whom Han-
del stands at the head, having arrived at the sublime of music.

It is an unfavourable circumstance for German literature, that the French language
should be so fashionable in the German courts instead of the German, and that so many
of.their princes should give it so decided a preference. Frederic II., king of Prussia,

had ordered the Philosophical Transactions of his royal society at Berlin, from the be-

ginning of its institution, to be published in the French tongue -y by which, some of the

Germans think his majesty cast a very undeserved reproach upon his native language.

Universities.] There are at present in Germany thirty-one universities, of which
fourteen, vi-^. those of Leipsic, Rostock, Greifswalde, Wittenberg, Tubingen, lena,

Helmstadt, Giessen, Hinteln, Altorf, Kiel, Halle, Goettingen, and Erlangen, are Lu-
theran

j
three, viz. Frankfort on the Oder, Marburg, and Dulsburg, of the reformed or

Calvinibtic religion
j twelve, Prague, Vienna, Wurzburg. Freyburg, Landshut,

Dillingen, Oilmutz, Gratz, Paderborn, Salzburg, Fulda, and Bamberg, catholic ; and
two, Heidelberg and .^rfurt, mixed, or both catholic ^n(^ protestant, Tluie are also a
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number of colleges, gymnasia, pedagogies, and Latin schools. Tbere are also many
academies and societies for promoting the study of natural philosophy, the belles-lettres,

antiquities, painting, sculpture, architecture, &:c., as the Imperial Leopoldine Academy
of the 'Natures Curiosi: the Academy of Sciences at Vienna, at Berlin, at Goettingen,

St Erfurt, at Leipsic, at Duisburg, at Giesen, arid at Hamburg. At Dresden and
Nuremberg are academies for , painting : at Berlin a royal military academy \ and at

Augsburg is the Imperial Franciscan Academy of Fine Arts j to which we may add
the Latin Society at lena. Of the public libraries the most celebrated are those of

Vienna, Berlin, Halle, Wolfenbuttle, Hanover, Goettingen, Weimar, and Leipsic.

Laxguage.} The German language is derived from the old Teutonic and Gothic,

It varies considerably in its dialects as spoken in different parts of the country, and is

purest in Saxony and Hanover, and in the southern and eastern provinces most corrupt-

ed and uncouth. Latin and French are the most useful languages in Germany, when
a traveller is ignorant of High Dutch. -

The German Paternoster is as follows :

—

Unser Voter^der du hist im Jiimmel^geheiliget

'nuerde dein \name. "Zuhornme dein reich, Dein wilie gescheke^ wie im himmel also auch

Gvferden, Unser t.vglich hrodt gib ims heute. Und vergib uns unsere schulden^ ais wir
iwrgiben unsern schuldigern, Undfuehre uns nicht in versuchung. Sondern erlcese uns

von dem beesen. Den dein ist das reich^ und die krafft^ und die herrlichkeit, in ewigkeit.

Amen.
Antiotjities.] a few remains of Roman edifices and other antiquities are found i^

Germany. The vast Gothic palaces, cathedrals, castles, and, above all, town-houses, in

Germany, are very curious, and impress the beholder with their rude magnificence :

many castles have the same appearance, probably, as they had 400 years ago j and their

ibrtifications generally consist of a brick wall, trenches filled with water, and bastions.

History. J The manners of the ancient Germans are well described by the elegant

?ind manly pencil of Tacitus, the Roman historian. They were a brave and indepen-

dent race of men, and peculiarly distinguished by their love of liberty and arms. They
«?pposed the force of the Roman empire, not in its origin or in its decline, but after it

l;ad arrived at maturity, and still continued in its full vigeur. The country was divided

into a number of principalities, independent of eaCh other, though occasionally connect-

ed by a military union for defer-<ling themselves against such enemies as threatened the

'libd-ties of them al]. At length, the Roman power, supported by art and policy, pre-

vailed over a great part of Germany, and it was reduced to the condition of a province.

When the Roman empire was shattered by the northern barbarians, Germany was over-

3ran by the Franks, about the year 480, and a considerable part of it long remained in

subjection to earls and marquises of that nation. In this situation Germany continued,

notwithstanding the efforts of particular chieftains or princes to reduce the rest into sub-

jection, until the beginning of the ninth century then it was that Charlemagne, one of

those eccentric and superior geniuses who sometimes start up in a barbarous age, first ex-

tended his military power, and afterwards his civil authority, over the whole of this em-
pire. The posterity of Charlemagne inherited the empire of Germany until the death

of Lewis III., in the year 911 ^ at which time the different princes, assuming their ori-

ginal independence, rejected the Carlovlngian line, and placed Conrade, duke of Fran-

conia, on the throne. Since this tim^e, Germany has ever been considered as an elective

monarchy. Princes of different families, according to the prevalence of their interest

and arms, have mounted the throne. Of these, the most considerable, until the Austrian

line acquired the imperial power, were the houses of Saxony, Franconia, and Swabia»

The reigns of these emperors contain nothing more remarkable than the contests be-

tween them and the popes, From these, in the beginning of the thirteenth century,,

arose the factions of the Guelphs and Ghibelines, of which the former was attached' to

the pope, and the latter to the emperor y and both, by their violence and inveteracy,

tended to disquiet the empire for several ages. The empergrs too were often at was;

with the Turks j and sometim.es the German princes, as happens in all elective king^,

doms, with one another about the succession. But vvhat m.ore deserves the attention oF

a judicious reader than all those noisy but uninteresting disputes, is the progress of gor

vernment in Germany^ which was^ in some measure, opposite to that of the other king-
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doms of Europe. When the empire raised by Charlemagne fell asunder, all the diffe-

rent independent princes assumed the right of election j and those now distinguished hy

the name of electors had no peculiar or legal influence in appointing a successor to the

imperial throne j
they were only the officers of the king's household, his secretary, his

steward, chaplain, marshal, or master of his horse, &.c By degrees, as they lived nesr

the king's person, and, like all other princes, had independent territories belonging to

them, they increased their inSuence and authority j and in the reign of Otlio III,, of

the house of Saxony, in the year 984, acquired the sole right of electing the emperor*.

Thus, while, in other kingdoms of Europe, the dignity of the great lords, who were all

originally allodial or independent barons, wa* diminished by the power of the king, cs

in France, and by the influence of the people, as in Great T>ritain—in Germany, on tlie

other hand, the power of the electors was raised upon the ruins of the emperor's supre-

macy, and of the jurisdiction of the people. Otho I, having, in the year 962, united

Italy to the empire of Germiany, procured a decree from the clergy, that he and liis suc-

cessors should have the power of nominating the pope, and of granting investitures to

bishops. Henry V., a weak and wicked prince, in the year 1122 surrendered up th?

right of investiture and other powers, to the disgrace of the imperial dignity j 'but pope

Benedict XII. refusing absolution to Louis V. of Bavaria, in 1338, it was declared, is

the diet of the empire, that the majority of suffrages of the electoral college should

confer the empire without the consent of the pope, and that he had no superiority over

the emperor, nor any right to reject or to approve of elections. In 1438, Albert 11^^
archduke of Austria, was elected emperor, and the imperial dignity continued in the

male line of that family for three hundred years. One of his successors, MaximiHan,

married the heiress of Charles duke of Burgundy, whereby Burgundy, and the seven-

teen provinces of the Netherlands, were annexed to the house of Austria. Charlee V,,

grandson of Maximilian, and heir to the kingdom of Spain in right of his mother, was

elected emperor in the year 1519. Under him Mexico and Peru were conquered by

the Spaniards : and in his reign happened the Reformation of religion in several parts of

Germany ;
v/hich, hovv^ever, was not confirmed by public authority till the year 1648,

by the treaty of Westphalia, and in the reign of Ferdinand III. The reign of Charles

V. was continually disturbed by his wars with the German princes, and the French

king, Francis I. Though successful in the beginning of his reign, his good fortune

toward the conclusion of it began to forsake him
y
which, with other reasons, occasioned

his abdication of the crown.

His brother, Ferdinand L, who in 1558 succeeded to the throne, proved a moderate

prince with regard to religion. He had the address to procure his son, Maximilian, to

be declared k^mg of the Romans, in his own life-time, and died in 1564. By his last

will he ordered, that, if either his own male-issue or that of his brother Charles, should

fail, his Austrian estates should revert to. his second daughter Anne, wife to the elector

of Bavaria, and her issue.

This destination is noticed, as it gave rise to the opposition made by the house of Ba-
varia to the pragmatic sanction in favour of the late empress-queen of Hungary, on the

death of her father, Charles VI. The reign oF Pvlaximilian II. was disturbed with in-

ternal commotions, and an invasion from the Turks j but he died in peace in 1576. He
was succeeded by his son l-»odolph, who was involved in wars with the Hungarians, and
in difFcrenccs with his brother Matthias, to vvhom he ceded Hungary and Austria in his

life-time. To him succeeded in the empire, Matthias, under whom the reformers, who
went by the names of Lutherans and Calvinists, were so much divided among themselves

us to threaten the empire with a civil war. The ambition of Matthias at last reconciled

them • but the Bohcniiiins revolted, and threw the imperial commissaries out of a window
at Pra^^iie. This gave rise to a ruinous war, which lasted thirty years. Matthias

* Wiquefort says, that nothinc; was settled rs to tbe number of electors, or the electoral di,?nitj, till

rj.iiirlcs IV,, who was chosen empcior in 1:31,7, and made that fairyiis constitution for the election t:\.

^niperois cailcU the (Johkn Bull, '

'
.

i
.

.
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thought to have exterminated both parties j but they formed a confederacy, called the
Evangelic League^ which was counterbalanced by a Catholic League.

Matthias dying in 1618 was succeeded by his cousin, Ferdinand II. j but the Bohe-
mians offered their crown to Frederic, the elector-palatine, the most powerful protestant

prince in Germany, and so»-in-lav^^ to his Britannic majesty, James I. That prince was
incautious enough to accept of the crown *, but he lost it, being entirely defeated by the

liukc of Bavaria and the imperial generals, at the battle of Prague : and he Was also

deprived of his own electorate, the best part of which was given to the duke of Bavaris.

The protestant princes of Germany, however, had among them at this time many able

commanders, who were at the head of armies, and continued the war with great firmness

and intrepidity : among them were the margrave of Baden Dourlach, Christian duke of

Jrmiswic, and count Mansfield y the last was one of the ablest generals of the age.

Christian IV., king of Denmark, declared for them j and Richelieu, the French minister,

^d not wish to see the house of Austria aggrandised. The emperor, on the other hand,

liad excellent generals j and Christian, having put himself at the head of the evangelie

feague, was defeated by Tilly, an imperialist of great reputation in war Ferdinand so

grossly abused the advantages obtained over the protestants, that they formed a fresh

confederacy at Leipsic, of which the celebrated Gustavus Adolphus, king of Swedea,

was the head. His victories and progress, till he was killed at the battle of Lutzen in

1632, have already been related. But the protestant cause did not die with him. He
had brought up a set of heroes, such as the duke of Saxe Weimar, Torstenson, Banier,

fend others, who shook tlie Austrian power, till, under the mediation of Sweden, a ge-

r»eral peace was concluded among all the powers at war, at Munster, in the year 1648 ^
TFhich forms the basis of the present political system of Europe.

Ferdinand II. died in 1637, and w^as succeeded by his son Ferdinand III., who died

in 1657, and was succeeded by the emperor Leopold, a severe, unamiable, and n«t very

fortunate prince. He had two great powers to contend with j France on the one side,

and thc-^urks on the other ; and w^as a loser in his war with both. France took from
liim Alsace, and many other frontier places of the empire j and the Turks would have

taken Vienna,- had not the siege been raised by John Sobieski, king of Poland. Prince

Eugene, of Savoy, was a young adventurer in arms, about the ?ear 1697
j
and, being

one of the imperial generals, gave the- Turks the first checks they received in Hungary
^

and by the peace of Carlowitz,4n 1699, Transylvania was ceded to the emperer. ' The
empire, however, could not have withstood the power of France, had not the prince o£

Orange, afterwards king William III. of England, laid the foundation of the grand

confederacy against the French power, the consequences of w^hich have been already

described. The Hungarians, secretly encouraged by the French, and exasperated by
the unfeeling tyranny of Leopold, were still in arms, under the protection of the Porte,

when that prince died, in 1705.

He was succeeded by his son Joseph, who put the electors of Cologne and Bavaria

to the ban of the empire : but being very ill served by prince Lewis of Baden, the ge-

neral of the empire, the French partly recovered their affairs, notwithstanding their re-

peated defeats. The duke of Marlborough, though he obtained very splendid victories,

had not all the succes? he expected or deserved, Joseph himself v/as suspected of a de-

sign to subvert the Germanic liberties ^ and it was evident, by his conduct, that he ex-

pected England should take the principal part in the war, which was chiefly carried on

for his benefit. The English were disgusted at his slowness and selfishness j but he died

in 1711, before he had reduced the Hungarians
;
and, leaving no male issue, was suc-

ceeded in the empire by his brother, Charles VI., whom the allies were endeavouring to

place on the throne of Spain, in ooposition to Philip, duke of Anjou, grandson to Lewij

XIV.
When the peace of Utrecht took place, in 1713, Charles at first made a show as if

he would continue the war j but found himself unable, now that he was forsaken by the

English. He therefore was obliged to cpnclude a peace with France, at Baden, in

1714, that he might oppose the progress of the Turks in Hungary, where they received

a total defeat from prince E-ugene,"at the battle of Peterwaradin. They received an-

other, of equal importance, froHi the same general, in 1717^ before Belgradcj which fell
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into tlie hands of tlie imperialists 5 and the following year the peace of Passarowitz, be-

tween them and the Turks, was concluded. Charles was continually employed ia

making arrangements for increasing and preserving his hereditary dominions in Italy

and the Mediterranean. Happily for him, the crown of Britain devolved to the house

of Hanover ; an event which gave him a very decisive weight in Europe, by the con-

nexions of George I. and II. with the empire. Charles was sensible of this, and carried

matters with so high a hand, that, about the years 1724 and 1725, a breach ensued be-

tween him and George I. j and so unsteady was the system of affairs all over Europe at

that time, that the principal powers often changed their old alliances, and concluded

new ones, contrary to their interest. Without entering into particulars, it is sufficient

to observe, that the safety of Hanover, and its aggrandisement, was the main object o£

the British court j as that of the emperor was the establishment of the pragmatic sanc-

tion, in favour of his daughter, the late empress-queen, he having no male issue. Mutual

concessions upon those great points restored a good understanding between George II,

and the emperor Charles ; and the elector of Saxony, being prevailed upon by the pros-

pect of gaining the throne of Poland, relinquished the claims he had upon the Austrian

succession.

The emperor, after this, had very ill success in a war he entered into with the Turks,

which he had undertaken chiefly to indemnify himself for the great sacrifices he had
made in Italy to the princes of the house of Bourbon. Prince Eugene was then dead,

and he had no general to supply his place. The system of France, under cardinal

Fleury, happened at that time to be pacific j and she obtained for him, from the Turks,
- a better peace than he had reason to expect. Charles, to pacify the German and other

^
European powers, had, before hts death, given his eldest daughter, Maria Theresa, in

marriage to tha duke of Lorraine, a prince who could bring no accession of power to

the Austrian family. Charles died in 1740.

He was no sooner in the grave than all he had so long laboured for must have been
overthrown, had it not been for the firmness of George II. The pragmatic sanction

was attacked on all sides. The young king of Prussia, with a powerful army, entered

and conquered Silesia, which he said had been wrongfully dismembered from his family.

The king of Spain and the elector of Bavaria set up claims directly incompatible with
the pragmatic sanction j and in this they were joined by France, though all those powers
had solemnly guaranteed it. The imperial throne, after a considerable vacancy, ivas

filled by the elector of Bavaria, who took the title of Charles VII. in January 1742.
The French poured their armies into Bohemia, where they took Prague ^ and the queen
of Hungary, to take off the weight of Prussia, was forced to cede to that prince the

most valuable part of the duchy of Silesia, by a formal treaty.

Her youth, her beauty, and sufferings, and the noble fortitude with which she bore
them, touched the heart of the Hungarians, under whose protection she threw herself

I

» and her infant son j and though they had always been remarkable for their disaffection

to the house of Austria, they declared unanimously in her favour. Her generals drove

I

the Frei7.ch out of Bohemia, and George II., at the head of an English and Hanove-
rian army, gained the battle of Dettingen in 1743. Charles VII. was at this time dis-

tressed on the imperial throne, and driven out of his electoral dominions (as,had been

I

his ancestor in queen Anne's reign, for siding Avith France) and would have given the
queen of Hungary almpst her own terms j but she haughtily and impohticly rejected
all accommodation, though advised to it by his Britannic majesty, her oest and indeed

1
only friend. This obstinacy gave a colour for the king of Prussia to invade Bohemi;i,
under pretence of supporting the imperial dignity ; but though he took Prague, and
subdued the greatest ])art of the kingdom, he was not supported by the French

j
upon

which he abandoned all his conquests, and retired to Silesia. This event confirmed the

I

obstinacy of the queen of Hungary, who came to an accommodation with the emperor,
that she might recover Silesia. Soon after, his imperial majesty, in the beginning of

j

the year 1745, died j and the duke of Lorraine, then grand duke of Tuscany, consort

I

to her Hungarian majesty, after surmounting some dilhculties, n'as chosan cmj:ei-or, by
the title of Francis 1.
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The bad success of tlie allies against the French and Bavarians in the Low Countries^

and the loss of the battle of Fontenoy, retarded the operations of the empress-queen

against his Prussian majesty. The latter defeated the emperor's brother, prince Charles

of Lorraine, who had before driven the Prussians out of Bohemia j and the conduct of

the empress-queen was such, that his Britannic majesty thought proper to guarantee to

him the possession of Silesia, as ceded by treaty. Soon after, his Prussian majesty pre-

tended that he had discovered a secret convention which had been entered into between
the empress-queen, the empress of Russia, and the king of Poland, as elector of Saxony,

to sixip him of his dominions, and to divide them among themselves. Upon this he

suddenly attacked the king of Poland, drove him out of Saxony, defeated his troops,

and took possession of Dresden, which he held till a treaty was made under the media-

tion of his Britannic majesty, by which the king of Prussia acknowledged the duke of

Lorraine, now become great duke of Tuscany, for emperor. The war continued in the

Low Countries, not only to the disadvantage, but to the discredit of the Austrians and
Dutch, till it was finished by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in April 174S. By that

treaty, Silesia was once more guaranteed to the king of Prussia. It was not long be'-

fore that monarch's jealousies vvcre reneived and verified j and the empress of Russia't?

views falling in with those of the empress-queen, and the king of Poland, who were
unnaturally supported by France in tkeir new schemes, a fresh war was kindled in the

empire intheyeat 1756. The king of Prussia declared against the admis'sion ©f the Rus-

sians into Germany, and his Britannic majesty against that of the French. Upon those

two principles, all former differences between these monarchs were forgotten, and the

British parliament agreed to pay an annual subsidy of 670,C00l. to his Prussian majesty

during the continuance of the war, the flames of which were now re-kindled with

more fury than ever.

His Prussian majesty once more broke into Saxony, defeated the imperial general

Brov/n at the battle of Lowosiiz, forced the Saxons to lay down their arms, though al-

most impregnably fortified at Pima 3 and the elector of Saxony again fled to his regal

dominions in Poland. After this his Prussian majesty was put to the ban of the em-
pire, and the French poured by one quarter their armies, as the iiussians did by an-

other, into Germany. The conduct of his Prussian majesty on this occasion is scarce-

ly to he paralleled in history. Ke broke once more into Bohemia with inconceivable

rapidity, and defeated an army of 100,000 Austrians, under general Brown, who was
killed, as the brave marshal Schwerin was on the side of the Prussians. He then be-

sieged Prague, and plied it with a most tremendous artillery
;

but, just as he Vv^as be-

ginning to imagine that his troops y;ere invincible, they were defeated at Colin, by the

Austrian general Daun, obliged to raise the siege, and to fall back upon Eisenach.

The operations of the war nov*' multiplied every day. The imperialists, under count

Daun, were formed into excellent ttoops j but they were beaten at the battle of Lissa,

snd the Prussians took Breslau, and obtained many other great advantages. The Rus-

sians,, after entering Germ^any, gave a new turn to the aspect of the war, and the cau-

tious, yet enterprising genius of count Daun, laid his. Prussian majesty under infinite

difficulties, notwithstanding all his great victories. At first he defeated the Russians at

Zorndorf; but an attack made upon his army in the night-time, by count Daun, at

Hochkirchen, had nearly proved fatal to his affairs, though hje retrieved them with ad-

mirable presence of mind. He was obliged, however, to sacrifice Saxony, for the safe-

ly of Silesia j and it has been observed, that few periods of history afibrd such room for

reflection as this campaign did : six sieges were raised almost at the same time ; that of

Colberg, by the Russians j that of Leipsic, by the duke of Deux Ponts, who command-
ed the army of the empire j that of Dresden, by count Daun 5 and those of Neiss, Co-

.sei, and Torgan, also by the Austrians.

Many important events which passed at the same time in Germany, between the

French, -^vho were driven out of Hanover, and the English, or their allies, must be

omitted, on account of the brevity necessary to be observed in this compendium. The
operations on both sides are of little importance to history, because nothing was done

that was decisive, thcu h the war was extremely bloody and rurdensome to Great En-

tain. Great was the ingratitude of the empress-queen to his Britannic majesty and his
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allies, who were now daily threatened with the ban of the empire. The Russians had
taken possession of the kingdom of Prussia, and laid siege to Colberg, the only port of

his Prussian majesty in the Baltic. Till then he had entertained too mean an opinion

of the Russians, but he soon found them by far the most formidable enemies he had to

encounter. They advanced, under count SoltikofF, in a body of 100,000 men, to Sile-

sia. In this distress he acted with a courage and resolution that bordered upon despair,

but was at last totally defeated by the Russians, with the loss of 20,000 of his best

troops, in a battle near Frankfort on the Oder. He became now the tennis-ball of for-

tune. Succeeding defeats seemed to announce his ruin, and all avenues towards peace

were shut up. He had lost, since the first of October 1756, the brave marshal Keith,

and forty brave generals, besides those who were wounded and made prisoners. At
Landschut the imperial general Laudohn.defeated his army under Fouquet, on which he
had great dependence, and thereby opened to the Austrians an easy passage into Sile-

sia. None but Frederic II. would have thought of continuing the Avar under such re-

peated losses -y but every defeat he received seemed to give him fresh spirits. It is not,

perhaps, very easy to account for the inaQtivity of his enemies after his defeat near

Frankfort, but by the jealousy which the imperial generals entertained of their Russian

allies. They had taken Berlin, and laid the inhabitants under pecuniary contributions,

but towards the end of the campaign he defeated the imperialists in the battle of Tor-
gau, in which count Daun was wounded. This was the best fought action the king of
Prussia had ever been engaged in, but it cost him 10,000 of his best troops, and was
attended with no great consequences in his favour New reinforcements, which arrived

every day from Russia, the taking of Colberg by the Russians, and of Schweidnitz by
the Austrians, seerned almost to have completed his ruin, when his most formidable ene-

my, the empress of Russia, died, January 5. 1162, George II, had died on the 25th of
October 1160.

The deaths of those illustrious personages were followed by great consequences. Th^
British ministry of George III. were solicitous to put an end to the war, and the new
emperor of Russia recalled his armies. His Prussian majesty was, notwithstanding, so
very much i-educed by his losses, that the empress-queen probably vvould have com-
pleted his destruction, had it not been for the prudent reluctance of the other German
princes to annihilate the house of Brandenburg. At first the empress-queen rejected
all terms proposed to her, and ordered 30,000 men to be added to her armies. The
visible unwillingness of her generals to execute her orders, and the successes obtained
by his Prussian majesty, at last prevailed on her to agree to an armistice, Avhich \vz^.

Soon followed by the treaty of Hubertsberg, February 15, 1763, which again secured
to his Prussian majesty the possession of Silesia.

Upon the death of the emperor, the husband of Maria Theresa, in 1763, her sor.

Joseph, who had been crowned king of the Romans in 1764, succeeded liim in the em-
pire. Soon after his acceeslon he discovered great activity and ambition. He joined
in the dismemberment of Poland with Russia and Prussia. He paid a visit incognito,
and with moderate attendants, to Rome, and the principal courts of Italy, and had a

' personal interview with his Prussian majesty, though this did not prevejit hostilities

irom being commenced between Austria and Prussia, on accounf of the succession to
the electorate of Bavaria. The Austrian claims on this occasion were very unjust

j
but,

in the support of them, whilst the contest continued, the emperor displayed great mili-
tary skill. Though vast armies were brought into the field on both sides, no action
happened of mucli importance, and an accommodation at length took pbce. The em-
eror afterwards demanded of the Dutch the free navigation of the Scheldt, but in thij
e likewise failed He endeavoured, however, to promote the happiness of his subjects

;

granted a most liberal religious toleration, and suppressed most of the religious orders
©f both sexes, as being utterly useless, and even pernicious to society ; and m 17S3, by
an edict, abolished the remains of servitude and villaiiage, and fixed also the fees of the
lawyers at a moderate amount, granting them a pension in lieu. He also abolished thr
.use^of torture in his hereditary dominions, and removed many of the grievances undcv
which the peasants and common people laboured. He was a pdiice\vho mixed witli
nis siilijects with an e^^jc and aiiabijliy which ure vccv \iucommo!i in venous of liib
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rank. He loved the conveirsafion of ingenious men, and appeared solicitous to cultivate

knowledge.

Peter-Leopold, grand duke of Tuscany, succeeded his brother Joseph II., and en-

gaged the public praise by repeated instances of moderation and solid principles. His
former management of his Italian sovereignty, which was prudent and beneficent, show-
ed that he aspised to more just reputation than can be acquired by the mere splendors

of royalty. One of the bishops of Hungary having refused his license to a catholic

subject to marry a protestant woman, the emperor dismissed him from his see 5 but par«

doned him afterwards, upon concession, and desired the bishop to exhort his brethren

to comply with the imperial ordonnances, else no favour should be shown.

The French revolution now attracted the attention of the powers of Europe. A
conference was held at Pilnitz, between the emperor, the king of Prussia, and the elec-

tor of Saxony, at which the plan of attacking France was proposed and discussed. Leo-
pold for some time was very irresolute, but at last seemed to be resolved on war, when
he died of a pleuritic fever, on the 1st of March 1792, after an illness of four days.

His son Francis was raised to the imperial throne in the middle of July following.

He embarked with zeal in the confederacy formed against France. For the disastrous

consequences of this war to the house of Austria, till its termination by the peace of

Liineville, and the subsequent history of the empire, we refer our readers to our history

of France.

Francis II., emperor of Germany, was born February 3. 1768
j
married, Janua-

ry 6, 1788, Elizabeth, princess of Wurtcmberg, Vv-ho died in 1790. He married, 2diy,

September 1790, Maria-Theresa of Naples, his cousin.

On the death of his father Peter- Leopold, late emperor, March 1. 1792, he succeed-

ed to the crown of Hungary and Bohemia j and July 15. 1792, was elected emperor of

Germany.
He had no issue by his first marriage. By the latter he has

Maria Louisa, born December 12. 1791.

Ferdinand- Charles, born April 19. 1793.

Leopoldina-Carolina-Josepha, born January 22. 1797.

Maria-Clementina-Frances-Josepha, born March 1. 1798.

Joseph-Francis-Leopold, born April 9. 1799.

Caroline-Ferdinaada-Josepha-Demetria, born April 8. ISOl.

Brothers and Sisters of the Emperor,

Ferdinand-Joseph, elector of Salzburg, (late grand duke of Tuscany), born May 6th

1769 J
married, September 19. 1790, Louisa-Amelia-Theresa, daughter of Ferdinand IV.

king of Naples.

Charles-Lexvis, born September 5. 1771.

Joseph-Antony, born March 9. 1776, palatine of Hungary.

Antony-Victor-Joseph, born August 31. 1779.

John-Baptist-Joseph, born January 20. 1782.

Regnier-Joseph, born September 30 1783.

Louis-Joseph, born December 14- 1784.

Rodolph-John-Joseph-Regnier, born January 8. 1788.

Maria-Theresa-Josepha-Charlotta, born January 14 1767 5 married October 18th

1787, to Antony, brother to the elector of Saxony.

Maria-Anna-Ferdinanda, born April 21. 1770, elected princess abbess of the chap-

ter of Prague 1791.

Electors of the Empire.

Charles-Theodore, elector of Ratisbon, archchancellor of the holy Roman empire,

primate and metropolitan of Germany, born February 8. 1744, elected coadjutor of

the archbishopric of Mentz June 5. 1787, succeeded to the archbishopric July 26th

1802, elector of Ratisbon 1802.
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. Fi-ancis-Joseph-Charles, emperor of Germany, and king of Hungary, eleclor of Eo-
liemia, born February 12. 1768.

Frederic-Augustus IV. elector and duke of Saxony, born December 23. 1750, suc-

ceeded his father December 1763
,
married, January 29. 1769, to the princess Amelia-

Augusta of Deux-Ponts.

Frederic-William III., king of Prussia, elector of Brajide^iburg, born August 3d
1770.

George III., king of Great Britain, elector of Brunswick-Luneburg, born June 4th

1738.

Ferdinand- Joseph, (late grand duke of Tuscany), elector of Sal?:burg, born Pvlay 6th.

n69.
Frederic II., duke and elector of Wurtemberg, born November 6. 1754

^
married,

in second marriage, to the princess-royal of England, Charlotte-Augusta- Matilda,

May IS. 1797, succeeded his father, duke Frederic-Eugene, December 23. 1797, elec-

tor 1802.

Charles-Frederic, elector of Baden, born November 22. 1728, succeeded the mar-
grave, his grandfather. May 12. 1738, and to the. estates of the branch of Baden-Ba-
den, October 21. 1771

j
married, in second marriage, November 24. 1787, to Louisa-

Caroline, countess of Hochberg, elector 1802.

William IX., elector of Hesse, born June 3. 1743, married, September 1. 1764, to

Wilhelmina-Caroline, daughter of Frederic V., king of Denmark, succeeded his father

as landgrave of Hesse-Cassel October 31. 1785, elector 1802.

AUSTRIA.
The monarchy of Austria is composed of the following provinces, which form the

hereditary dominions of the present emperor of Germany, ^vho has assumed the hsredi-

f^ry title of Emperor of Austria.

Provinces and Countries,

Archduchy of Austria Proper , ,

.

r Stiria

Principality of Swabia

Kingdom of Gallicia and Lcdomeria 37,000 3,900,000
Kingdom of Hungary 59,500 6,300,000
Transylvania 16,400 1,500,000
The Buckowine . 2,900 1 30,000
Illyria, or Sclavonia and Croatia 12,800 900,000
Hungarian and Venetian Dalmatia 4,640 300.000
The Venetian Territory 8,000 2,000,000

Total... 195,212 23,SJ0,000

These are situate between 45 and 52 degrees of north latitude, and between 12 and
27 degrees of east longitude. Their length, from the frontiers of Switzerland to the
utmost limits of Transylvania, may be estimated about 760 miles j and their breadth
.from the river Bug, wliich forms a boundary between Austria and Prussian Pola-id to

F i
'

{. Miles. Population.

10,080 1,820,000

6,592 800,000
3,100 300,000
3,424 400,000
120 40,000

6,960 610,000
1,600 200,000

14,400 2,810,000

6,400 1,260,000

1,296 250,000
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the Save, wliicli divides Austria from Turkey, at about 520. The number of iiihabl-

tants to the square mile is, as appears from the preceding table of the extent and pDpu-»

lation of the countries of which they are composed, neaiiy 110.

Austria Proper exceeds all the other provinces of G ermany in the fertility of its soil,

the abundance of its pastures, and the salubrity of the air. It is divided by the river

Ens into Upper and Lower ; the capital of the former is Vienna, already described :

besides which it contains 35 cities and 256 market-towns. The capital of the latter is

Liniz, a strong town, containing about 15,000 inhabitants j besides which, it has 13

other cities, and 83 market- towns.

The name of Austiia is formed by the Italian and French pronunciation of the Ger-
man words Osier Reich, the eastern liiigaorn, which name this teriitory received on ac-

count of its situation with respect to the xvestern empire of Charlemagne.

Stiria, situate to the south of the archduchy of Austria, with Hungary on the east,

and Carniola to the south, is about 125 miles long, and 17 broad. Though a moun-
tainous country, it is well cultivated, and produces every kind of grain. It contains

mines of silver, lead, copper, and particularly iron. The latter have been worked
above 1000 years, yet still continue extremely productive ^ and the Stirian steel is in

great estimation. In the whole duchy there are nearly 120 towns, and 500 citadels,

many of the latter built on the summits of rocks. The capital is Gratz, situate on the

Muehr, a regularly fortified city, with a strong citadel. It has an university, and con-

tains about 30,000 inhabitants.

Carinthia, situate to the south-west of Stiria, is likewise a mojuntainous and woody
country, and contains minjss cf iron and lead. It contains 31 towns, the principal of

which is Clagenfurt, on the river Glan, and 10,000 inhabitants.

Carniola, to the south of Stiria, is 120 miles long and 100 broad. It is in general

mountainous *, but many parts yield not only good pasturage, but excellent corn, hemp,
£ax, and millet. In the mountains are mines of iron, lead, and copper. The quick-

silver mines of Idria, in this duchy, may be considered as a natural curiosity. They
"were discovered in 1499, and yield annually 300,000 pounds weight of mercury. The
descent into them is by stone stairs and ladders, and the length qf the galleries is com-
puted at 1580 feet. "The principal rivers are the Sare, the Laybach, the Gurk, and

the Culpa. Various kinds of fruits, as chesnuts, walnuts, olives, oranges, citrons, le-

--mons, pomegranates, almonds, and figs, abcund here *, and black cattle and horses are

bred in great numbers. This duchy is estimated to contain 56 towns, 200 citadels,

and 4000 villages. The capital is Laybach, containing about 20,000 inhabitants.

Austrian Friuli is situate between Carinthia, Carniola, the duchy of Venice, and the

territory of Triest. It is divided into the two counties of Gorz, or Goritz, and Gra-

disca. It is mountainous, but has large yalieys, which produce corn, fruits, wine, and

silk. The chief town is Gorz, or Goritz, containing 10,000 inhabitants.

Triest, situate betv;een Carniol^i, Friuli, and the Adriatic Sea, produces wine, excel-

lent fruits, and sea salt. The capital, Triest, stand? on the Adriatic : it is a free port,

with a considerable and increasing trade-- from six to eight thousand ships annually ar-

riving there from the different countries of Europe. It is likewise a bishop's see 3 con-

tains a cathedral and 30,000 inhabitants.

The duchies of Stiria, Carinthiaj and Carniola, and the territories of Friuli and Triest,

are comprehended under the denomination of Inner Austria, and, together v^ilh Xkvz

county of Tyrol, are included as a part of Germany, in the circle of Austria.

Tyrol, situate to the cast of Carinthia, is 150 miles long and 120 broad. It is ex-

tremely mountainous, the chain of the Noiic or Rhsetian Alps running through its whole

length, and rivalling the Alps of Switzerland in numerous glaciers. It contains mines

of silver, copper and lead, and produces corn and wine, very fine flax and silk. The
wild animals are bears, wolves, and foxes and the dorhestic, horses, black cattle, an4

sheep. Great numbers of canary-birds are bred here, a]rid carried, for sale, to alriiost

every part of Europe. The manufactures are those of silk, velvet, and leather, as also

of iron and steel. The principal town is Inspruck, containing 12,0^0 inhabitants.

Tyrol likewise comprehends the bishonrics of Trent and Brixen, formerly subject to

their respective bishcpSj byt lately given inderr^nities to the hoirse of Austriao Tin.s
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former of these cities, celebrated by tbe great council of Trent, held here from 1545 to

1563, contains about 8000 inhabitants, and the latteir about 400.

The religion of all thei;;; provinces is the Roman-Catholic.

The language, in general, is the German, but in some parts the Wendish is spoken

by the common people j and in the southern provinces, the Italian, at least a dialect of

that language, prevails.

Revenue.] The revenues of the Austrian monarchy are estimated at about 10 mil-

lions sterling, of which Austria contributes one third. The revenue formerly exceed-

ed the expences j but the different wars in which the house of Austria has engaged ia

modern times, especially in the late arduous struggle with France, have accumulated a

.
debt, which is now estimated at above 70 millions sterling.

Army.] The army of Austria, on the peace-establishment, in the year 1801, was
stated, from official returns, at 328,600 men ; and though all these might not be effec-

tive troops, in case of war, this monarchy, notwithstanding what it may have suiFered in

the late contests with France, may still be able tp bring into the field an army even ex-

ceeding that number.

Title.] The title of the sovereign of Austria, is as follows :—Francis II., by th$

grace of God, elected Emperor of the Romans, always august, hereditary emperor of

Austria, king of Germany, Hungary, Bohemia, &C.5 arehduke of Austria, duke of Lor-
raine, Venice, Salzburg, &c.

BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA.
SITUATION AND EXTENT OF BOHEMIA.

Miles Degrees.

Length 210 7 1 . [ 12. and 16. 30. east long.

^
Breadth 175 5

'^^^^'^^^
"} 48. 30. and 51. north latitude.

Containing 14,400 square miles, with 195 inhabitants to each.

SITUATION AND EXTENT OF MOR.VVIA.

Miles Degrees.

Length 140') , C 15. 30. and 18. 30. east longitude.

Breadth 90 J
between

43. 40. and 50. nar^atitude.
Containing 6400 square miles, with 196 inhabitants to each.

Names.] Bohemia, or^ Bojenheim, signifies the residence of the Boii, a Celtic na-

tion, who removed into that country from Gaul, before the expedition of Juhus Ccesar,

The inhabitants call themselves C%echy, or, as the Germans generally write the name,
fscliechs. Tschech is the name of one of their ancient chiels,

. Moravia derives its name from the river Morawa.
Boundaries.] Bohemia is bounded on the north by Misnia and Lusatia, in upper

Saxony j on the east by Silesia and Moravia 3 on the sou{.h by Austria and on the west
by Franconia, and Bavaria.

Moravia is bounded on the north by Silesia j on the cast by Hungary ; on the south
by Austria : and on the west by Bohemia.

Divisions.] Bohemia is divided into the sixteen circles of Bunzlau, Konigingratz,

Chrudim, Kaurzim, Beraun, Rakonitz, Saas, Leutmeritz, Biczow, Czaslau, 'J'abor, Bud-
weis, Prachin, Klattau, Pilsen, and Elbogen. Prague is not included in either oi tlicse

circles, but forms a kind of district of ilsclf.

' Moravia is divided into the six circles of Olmutz, " Brun, Znaim, Iglau, Hradisch,
and Prerau 3 which are the names of their chief towns.

Forests a^d mountains;] Bohemia is surrounded v\ith mountains and woods.

Ff:^
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On the nortli-west it is bounded by the Erzgebirge, and on the east by the Sudeticj

chain and the giant mountain j on the south-east and south by the Moravian mountains
j

and on the west it has for its boundary the Fitchtel mountains and thfe Bohemian
forest.

Lakes and rivers.] The chief rivers of Bohemia are the Elbe, the Muldau, and

the Egra ; those of Moravia are the Morawa, and the Oder, v.^hich rises in the circle of

Olmutz, and falls into the Baltic at Stettin. In Bohemia are a few lakes, but which

have nothing to merit notice.

Minerals anp metals.] Bohemia contains rich mines of silver, quicksilver, iron,

copper, lead, and especially tin j as also sulphur and saltpetre. Above a hundred towns

and places might be named w^here mine works are established. Various species of mar-

ble and almost every kind of precious stones are found here but, in general, deficient

in hardness. In Moravia, in the circle of Brunn, are iron-min'es, and quarries of mar-

ble ; and in the circle of Znaim there are mines of iron, vitriol, sulphur ^nd saltpetre.

Climate, soil, and produce.] The climate of both countries is warm, pleasant, and

wholesome j the soil is in general rich, but in some places sandy. Bohemia is most cul-

tivated. It is fertile in corn, considerable quantities of which are exported, as also in

pasturage, garden and orchard-fruits, and excellent hops.

Population, national character, and manners.] The population of Bohemia
is estimated by Hoeck at 2,806,560 ; and' that of Moravia at 1,256,240. The Boh(i-

iXiians, in their persons, habits, manners, and amusements, re^mble the Germans. There

is among them no middle state of people j for every lord is a sovereign, and every tenant

a slave. But the emperor Joseph II. generously discharged the Bohemian peasants, on

the imperial demesnes, from the state of villanage in which they have been so long audi

so unjustlv retained 3 and it will be happy if his example, should be followed by the Bo-

hemian nobility, and they be thereby induced no longer to deprive their vassals of the

rights of human nature. Although the Bohemians, at present, are not remarkable ei-

ther for arts or arpis, yet they formerly distinguished themselves as the most intrepid as-

sertors of religious and civil liberty in Europe j witness the early introduction of the re-

formed religion into their country ; the many glorious defeats they gave to the Austriaa

power and their generous struggles*for independency. Their virtues may be consider-

ed as the causes of their decay, as no means were left unemployed by their despotic

masters for breaking their spirit : though it is certain their internal jealousies and dissen-

sions contributed to their subjectiop.

Animals.] The wild animals of Bohemia are bears, lynxes, xvolves, foxes, martens,

badgers, beavers ^ the tame, black cattle, sheep, and an excellent breed of horses. The
woods abound in game and wild fowl. In Moravia is found a species of leopard?, of

the size of dogs, but thicker, called, by the inhabitants, rysowe.

Chief towns.] The capital of Bohemia is Prague, situate almost in the centre of

the kingdom, on both sides of the river Muldau, It is three German, or more than

twelve English miles in circumference j contains 80,000 inhabitants, of whom about

10,000 are Jews. There is a noble bridge of eighteen arches over the Muldau, which
,

separates the old-town from the new. It is a place of alfnost no trade, and, therefore,

the middling inhabitants are not wealthy j but the Jews carry on a large commerce in

jewels.
'

Reichenberg, in Bunzlau, is the next city to Prague for importance and population,

containing about 10,000 inhabitants, and having considerable linen manufactures.

Olmutz, an aficient and strongly fortified city, was formerly the capital of Moravia ; but

Brunn is now considered as such, being the seat of the administration of the Austrian

government. Brunn is likewise a strong city, containing about 16,000 inhabitants, and

.
having manufactures of cloth and velvets.

Commerce, manufactures.] The manufactures of Bohemia are numerous and

flourishing. The linen manufacture it is computed employs above; 300,000 persons, the

woollen 60,000, and the cotton 30,000. Bohenxia is likewise celebrated for beautiful

glass and paper. The manufactures of Moravia are nearly the same. The exports of

these are considerable from both countries.

Hevenue.] Bohemia contributes to the revenue of Austria about 8j900y000l.
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ilollai-s (or nearly 1,400,0001. sterling), and Moravia about 2,6G0,000l. or 440,0001,

sterling,

UELlGIpN.] The established religion of both countries is the Roman-catholic, yet

there are iViany prdtestants among the inhabitants^ who are now tolerated in the free

exercise of their religion. Some of the Moravians have embraced a visionary protes-

tantism, which they have propagated by their missionaries in several parts of the globe.

They have a meeting-house in London, an establishment at Bedford, and are found in

various of the American states.

Prague is an archbisliopric, and Konigingratz and Olmutz are bishoprics.

Constitution and GOVEf^N.JENT.] Tlie forms only of the old Bohemian consti-

tution still subsist. The government under the emperor is despotic. The states arc

composed of the clergy, nobility, gentry, and representatives of towns. Their sovereigns

of late have not been fond of provoking them by ill usage, as they have a general aver-

sion towards the Austrians. The king of Bohemia is the first secular elector of the

empire, and their kings have been for many years elected emperors of Germany.

The government of Moravia, which
,

since the year 1326 hhi been subject to the

house of Austria, is administered by a council and president appointed by the emperor.

The states, however, which are similar to those of Bohemia, meet annually as a matter

of form.

UNivERSiTiES.] The only universities in Bohemia is that of Prague, founded in

1347 ; it once could boast of 30,000 students, but now has not more than 200. In Mo-
ravia is the university of Qlmutz, founded in 1567*

Language.] The language, is a dialect of the Slavonic j but German is very com-
monly spoken iu both countries.

Ar.ms.] The arms of Bohemia are, argent, a lion gules, the tail moved, and passed

in saltier, crowned, langued, and armed, Or. The arms of Moravia are a crowned ea-

gle in a field azure.

PIiSTORY.] The Boli were driven out of Bohemia by the Marcomanni. It became
afterv/ards a province of the Ostrogoths, Lombards, Thuringians, and Franks, till in 534
it was overrun by the Slavi. Charlemagne and some of his successors made these new
inhabitants tributary j but they soon regained their independence, though they preserved

a certain connexion with the German empire. The Bohemian nobility, however^ elect-

ed their own princes, though the emperors of Germany sometimes imposed a king upon
ihem, and at length usurped that throne themselves. In the year 1438, Albert II. of

Austria received three crowns : Hungary, the Empire, and Bohemia.
In 1414, John PIuss, and Jerome of Prague, two of the first reformers, and Bohe-

mians, were burnt at the council of Constance, though the emperor of Germany had
given them his protection. This occasioned an insurrection in Bohemia : the people of

Prague threw the emperor's officers out of the windows of the council-chamber j and the

famous Zisca, assembling an army of 40,000 Bohemians, defeated tlie emperor's forces

in several engagements, and drove t?ie imperialists out of the kingdom. The divisions

of the Hussites among themselves enabled the emperor to regain and keep possession of
Bohemia, though an attempt was made to thrcr./ off the imperial yoke, by electing in

1618 a protestant king in the person of the prince-palatine, son-in-law to James I. of
England. The misfortunes of this prince are well known. He was driven from Bo-
hemia by the emperor's generals, and, being stripped of his other dominions, was forced

to depend on tlie court of England for a subsistence. Since the war of thirty years,

which desolated the empire, the Bohemian's have remained subject to the house of
Austria.

Moravia was anciently inhabited by the Quadi, who ^vere driven out by the Slavi.

From the beginning of the eighth to the end of the ninth century, it was a powerful
independent kingdom ; in the eleventh it \vas subdued by the German emperors; and in

the tn'elfth made a margravate in the fifteenth century it came into the possession of
the house of Austria, to wlxich it has ever since remained subject.
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GALLICIA AND LODOMERIA.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees,

Lengtli 3201 f 48 and 52 North latitude.

Breadth £90 j ^^^^^^^ "[ 18 and 26 East longitude.

Gontaining 31,000 square miles, with 105 inhabitants to each.

Boundaries,] GALLICIA is bounded on the north and east by Prussian and^

Russian Poland j on the south byHungary, Transylvania, and Silesia j and on the west

by Silesia.

Divisions.] This country, which is composed entirely of the provinces of dismem-

bered Poland, is divided into East and West, the former consisting of the territory' as-

signed to Austria, in the first division of Poland in 1772 j and the latter of the part ad-

ded on the final division and extinction of that kingdom in 1795. .

East Gallicia is divided into eighteen circles viz. those of Mislowitz, Ducla, Rses-

-zow, Sanok, Sambor, Lemberg, Tomaschow, Zamosk, Belz, Erody, Zloczow, Mariam-
pol, Stanislovv, Zaleszik, Lublin, Chelmy Bial, and Siedlitz.

West Gallicia is divided inio the follow^ing twelve circles: Bochnia, Sandez, Prze-

mislaw, Tornow, Cracoiv, Kielz, Konsk, 01kusc*h, Radomir, Ingul, Radom, and

Lanow.
Face of the country, mountains, forests,] Gallicia is a level country, ex-

cept towards the south, on which side it is separated from Hungary by the Carpathian

mountains. In some parts there are wide sandy plains, and extensive forests and

morasses.

Climate, SOIL, produce.] Gallicia is that part of the , late kingdom of Poland^

which is situate in tlie mildest climate, and of which the soil is most productive. Ex-
cept a few sandy tracts, it is extremely fertile both in corn and pasturage. It produces^

plentifully, grain of every kind, as also hemp, flax, and tobacco, and would be better

cultivated, were there sufficient means of disposing of its produce. Honey and wax
are obtained here in great abundance. The manna of this and the other parts of Po-

land is produced by a herb that grows in the meadow^s and marshy grounds : in the

months of June and July the inhabitants gather it by o^veeping it into sieves, with the

dew. It is esteemed a great delicacy by the Poles, who dress it in a variety of ways^

The woods abound in oak, beech, pine, and fir trees.

Minerals, metals.] This country contains' mines of iron, lead, and copper, and

quarries of marble. Near Olkusch are mines of silver* and lead. The salt-mines of

Wielickza near Cracow are the richest and most productive in Europe, affording an an-

nual revenue of 100,0001. sterling ; though their produce has considerably declined

since they became subject to Austria, Out of some mines at Itza, about 70 miles north-

cast of Cracow, are dug several kinds of earth, which are excellently adapted to the

potter's use, and supply all the country v;ith earthen-ware.

Rivers.] The principal rivers are the Vistula, which rising in the Carpathian

mountains traverses the country, and falls into the Baltic sea near Danzick after a

course ofJ450 miles j the Bug, which divides Gallicia from Russian and Prussian Po-

land y the Dniester, and the Pruth.

Animals.] The forests in the northern parts of Gallicia, and those of Warsovia

in Prussian Poland, contain great numbers of uri, or buffaloes, whose fiesh the Poles

powder, -and esteem it an excellent dish. Wolves, boars, lynx, and deer, all of them
wild, are common in the Pohsh forests *, there are also wild horses and asses, and oxen,

A kind of wolf, resembling a hart, with spots on "his belly and legs, is found here, and

affords the best fur in the country* ^he flesh of the Polish elk forms the most delici-
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dus part of their greatest feasts. His body is of the deer make, but thicker and longer
^

the legs high, and the feet broad, like a wild goat's. Naturalists have observed, that,

i.ipoii dissecting an elk, there are frequently found in his head some large iiies, and the

fjrain almost eaten away j and it is an observation sufficiently attested, that, in the large

woods and wildernesses of the north, this poor animal is attacked, towards the winter,

by a larger sort of flies, that^ through its ears, attempt to take up their winter-quarters

in its head. This persecution affects the elk wilh. the falling sickness, by which means

it is frequently taken more easily than it would be otherwise.

Poland produces a creature called bobac, which seems to be of the beaver kind.

'Jliey dig holes in the ground, v/nich they enter in October, and do not Come out, ex-

cept occasionally for food, till April : and have separate apartments for their provisions,

lodgings, and their dead ; and live together by ten or twelve in a herd. In the north-

ern parts of this country, and in Lithuania, are found vultures and eagles. 'J'he quails

have green legs, and their flesh is reckoned unwholesome. The remiz, a species of tit-

mouse, is frequently found in these parts ; it is remarkable for the wondrous structure

of its pendent nest.

The doMestic animals are numerous j bkck cattle, horses of a good breed, and sheep,

the w^ocl of which is Yiry fine.

NatuPvAL curiosities.] ^ The salt-mines of Wieliczka, consist of w^onderful caverns,

several hundred yards deep, at the bottom of which are many intricate windiiigs. Out
of these are dug four different kinds of salts 5 one extremely hard, like crystal j another

softer, but clearer ; a third white, but brittle ^ these are all brackish, but the fourth is

somewhat fresher. These: four kinds are dug in different mines, near the city of Cra-

cow
J
on one side of them is a stream of saltwater, and on the other one of fresh. The

descent into these mines is by pits of great depth j and the chambers are of immense
size, commonly supported by timber, or by pillars of salt, out of which material even

subterraneous chapels are formed : but the splendour and extent of these saline apartments

h ave been exaggerated by travellers.

The virtues of a spring in the vicinity of Cracow, which increases and decreases with

the mooUj are said to be w^onderful for the preservation of life j and it is reported that

the neighbouring inhabitants commonly live to 100, and some of them to 150 years of

age. This spring is inflammable, and, by applying a torch to it, it flame? like the

subtlest spirit of wine. The flame, however, dances on the surface without heating the

water : and if neglected to be extinguished, w^hich it may easily be, it communicates it-

self, by subterraneous conduits, to the roots of trees in a neighbouring wood, which it

consumes and about seventy years ago the flames lasted for three years before they

could be entirely extinguished.

PoruLATiON, NATIONAL cHaPvACTER, AND CUSTOMS.] The number of inhabitants

in Eastern Gallicia is estimated by Hoec at 2,797,119, and in Western Gallicia at

1,10G,178, amounting together to 3,903, 297. The population of the whole of Po-
land, before its fn-st dismemberment in 1772, waS estimated at 13,404,000.
The Poles, in their persons, make a noble appearance j their complexion is fair, and

their shapes well proportioned. They are brave, and hospitable ; and their womea
sprightly, modest, and submissive. Their mode of salute is to incline their heads, and
to strike their breasts with one of their hands, while they stretch the other towards the

ground but when a common person meets a superior, he bo^vs his head near to the
earth, and wrth his head touches the leg near to the heel of the person lo ^vhom hcf

pays obeisance. Theii' diversioiis are vaulting, dancing, and riding the great horse^

hunting, skaiting, bull and bear-beating. A Polish gentleman will not travel a stonc's-

throw without his horse ^ and they are so hardy, that they will sleep upon the ground,
without any coverings in frost and snow. The Poles never live above stairs, and their

apartments are not united : the kitchen is on one side, the stable on another, the d^veli-

ing-house on the third, and the gate in the front. They content themselves with a
few small beds j and if any lodge at their houses, they must carry their bedding with
tliem. When they sit down to dinner or supper, tliey have trumpets and other music
playii\g, and a number of gentlemen to wait on them at table, all serving with the

most profound respect ; for the nobles who are poor, frequently find themselves under

I'f-i
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the necessity of serving tliose that are rich : but their patron usually treats them ivith

civility, and permits the eldest to eat with him at table, with his cap cfF j and ever^
one of them has his peasant-boy to wait on him, maintained by the master of the family.

At an entertainment, the Poles lay neither knives, forks, nor spoons, but every guest

brings them with him 5 and they no sooner sit down to table, than all the doors are

shut, and not opened till the company return home. It is usual for a nobleman to

give his servant part of his meat, which he eats as he stands behind him, and to let

him drink out of the same cup with himself j but this is the less extraordinary, if it be
considered that these servants are esteemed his equals. Bumpers are much in fashion,

both here and in Russia ; nor will they easily excuse any person from pledging them.

It would exceed the bounds -of this work to describe the grandeur and equipages of the

Polish nobility 5 and the reader must figure to himself an idea of all that is fastidious, cere--

monicus, expensive, and showy in life, to have any conception of their way of living.

They carry the pomp of their attendance, when they appear abroad, even to ridicule
5,

for it is not unusual to see the lady of a Polish grandee, besides a coach and six, ivith a

great number of servants, attended by an old gentleman-usher, an old gentlewoman for

her gouvernante, and a dwarf of each sex to hold up her train j and if it be night, her

coach is surrounded by a great number of flambeaux.

The Poles are divided into nobles, clergy, citizens or burghers, and peasants : the

peasants are of two sorts—those of the crown, and those belonging to individuals^

Though Poland had its princes, counts, and barons, yet the M'hole body of the nobility

were naturally on a level, except the difierence that arose from the public posts they

enjoyed. Hence all who were of noble birth called one another brothers^ They did not

value titles of honour, but thought "a. gentleman of Poland the highest appellation they

could enjoy. They had many considerable privileges
5
and, indeed, the boasted Polish

liberty was properly limited to them alone, partly by the indulgence of former kings,

but more generally from ancient custom and prescription. Under their ancient consti^

tution, before the last partition of the country, they had a power of life and death over

iheir tenants and vassals *, paid no taxes j were subject to none but the king
j
might

choose whom they would for their king \ and none but they, and tlie burghers of some

particular towns, could purchase lands. In short, they were almost entirely indepen-

dent, enjoying many other privileges entirely incompatible with a well regulated state
5

but if they engaged in trdde, they forfeited their nobility. These great privileges

made the Polish gentry poAverful many of them had large territories, with a despotic

power over their tenants, %vhom they called their subjects, and transferred or assigned

over with the lands, cattle, and furniture. Until Casimir the Great, the lord could

put his peasant to death with impunity and, when the latter had no children, consi-

dered himself as the heir, and seized all his effects^ In 1347, Casimir prescribed a

-iine for the murder of a peasant and enacted that, in case of his decease without issue,-

his next heir should inherit. But these and other regulations proved ineifectual against

the power and tyranny of the nobles, and were either abrogated or eluded. Some of

fhem had estates from five to thirty leagues in extent, and were also hereditary sove-

reigns of cities, wuth which the king had no concern. One of their nobles sometimes

possessed above 4000 towns and villages. Some of them could raise 8 or 10,000

jaaen. The house of a nobleman w^as a secure asylum for persons who had committed

any crime j for none might presume to take them from thence by force. They had

their horse and foot guards, which were upon duty day and night before their palaces

and in their anti-chambers, and marched before them when they went abroad. They

made an extraordiuary figure when they came to the diet, some of them having 5000

guards and attendants ^ and their debates in, the senate were often determined by the

sword. When great men had suits at law, the diet or other tribunal decided them
j

yet the execution of the sentence must be left to the longest sword j for the justice of

the kingdom was commonly too weak for the grandees. Sometimes they would raise

6000 men of a side, plunder and burn one another's cities, and besiege castles and

forts ) for they thought it below them to submit to the sentence of judges, without a

field-battle. As to the peasants,' they were born slaves^ and had ng idea of liberty. I*
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bnt lord killed the peasant of another, he was not capitally convicted, but only obliged

lo make reparation by another peasant equal in value.

The peasants were at the absolute disposal of their master, and all their acquisitions

serve^ only to enrich him. They were indispensably obhged to cultivate the earth
^

incapable of entering upon any condition of life that might procure them freedom,

without the permission of their lords : and they were exposed to the dismal and fre-

quently fatal effects of the caprice and barbarity of their masters. In modem times,

indeed, a few nobles of enlightened understandings ventured to give liberty to their

vassals. The first who granted this freedom was Zemoiski, formerly great chancellor,

who in 1760 enfranchised six villages in the palatinate of Masovia, and afterwards on

all bis estates. The event showed the project to be no less judicious than humane,

equally conducive to the interests of the nobles and the happiness of the peasants for

it appeared that, in the districts in which the new arrangements had been introduced,

the population of the villages considerably increased, and the revenues of their estates

Tvere augmented in a triple proportion. Prince Stanislaus, nephew of the late king of

Poland, likewise enfranchised four villages near Warsaw ^ and not only emancipated

his peasants from slavery, but condescended to direct their affairs.

Whether the same liberal policy will be adopted by the governments which have

seized and divided Poland, time must show j but in their dominions, especially in Rus-

sia, many of the peasants do not appear to be in a much better condition.

Torture was abolished in Poland in 1776 by an edict of the diet, under the influence

of the king. Atrocious crimes, such as murder, &:c. are punished by beheading or

hanging j lesser delinquencies by whipping, imprisonment, and hard labour : the

nobles never suffer any corporal punishment, but are liable only to imprisonment and

death.

The inns in this country are long stables, built with boards, and covered with straw,

without furniture or windows j there are chambers at one end j but none can lodge

there, because of flies and other vermin so that strangers generally choose rather to

lodge among the horses. Travellers are obliged to carry provisions with them j and
when foreigners want a supply, they apply to the. lord of the village^ who forthwith

provides them with necessaries.

Dress.] The dress of the Poles is rather singular. They shave their heads, leaving

only a circle of hair upon the crown, and men of all ranks generally wear large whis-

kers. They wear a vest which reaches down to the middle of the leg, and a kind of

gown over it lined with fur, and girded with a sash but the sleeves fit as close to their

arms as a waistcoat. Their breeches are wide, and make but one piece with their

stockings. They wear a fur cap or bonnet *, their shirts are without collar or wristbands,

and they wear neither stock nor neckcloth. Instead of shoes, they wear Turkey
leather boots, with thin soles, and deep iron heels bent like a half moon. They carry

a pole-axe, and a sabre, or cutlass, by their sides. When they appear on horseback,

they wear over all a short cloak, which is commonly covered with furs lioth ^vithin and
without. The people of the best quality wear sables, and others the skins of tigers,

leopards, &c. Some of them have fifty suits of clothes, all as rich as possible, and
which descend from father to son. Were it not for our own partiality to short dresses,

we must acknowledge that of the Poles to be picturesque and majestic. Charles II.

of England thought of introducing the PoHsh dress into his court, and, after his re-

storation, word it for two years, chiefly for the encouragement of the English broad-
cloth

J
but discoT\tInucd it through his connections with the French.

The habit of tbc women very much resembles that of the men • a simple Polonaise,

or long robe edged with fur j but some people of fashion, of both sexes, affect the
French or English modes. As to the peasants, in winter they wear a sheep's-skin

with the wool inwards, and in summer a thick coarse cloth j but as to linen, they
wear none. Their boots are the rinds of trees wrapped about their legs, with the
thicker parts to guard the soles of their feet.

Government.—Ancient constitution of Poland.] Gallicia, as making a
part of the Austrian dominions, is now necessarily under an absolute monarchial govern-
ment. The old constitution of Poland differed little from aristocracy j hence it has beer.
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called a kingdom and commonwealth. The king was head of the republic, and was
elected on Iwrseback by the nobility and clergy in the plains of Warsaw. In case

there should be a refractory minority, the majority had no contfoul OY^r them but to

cut them in pieces with their sabres.4 but if the minority were sufficiently strong, a ci-

vil war ensued. Immediately after his election, he signed pacta conventa of the

kingdom, by which he engaged that the crown should b^ elective—that his successor

should be appointed during his lite—that the dieis should be assembled every two
years—that every noble or gentleman in the .realm should have a vote in the diet of

election—and that, in case the kin^ should infringe the laws and privileges of the na-

tion, his subjects should be absolved from their aliegiancc—In fact, the king vras no

more than president of the senate, which was composed of the primate, the archbishop

of Lemberg, fifteen bishops, and 130 laymen, consisting of the great officers of stale,

the palatines, and castellans. The palatines were the governors of the provinces, who
held th^ir offices for life.—The offices of the castellans in time of peace were almost no-

minal j but when the military or feudal services were required, they were the lieuten"

anLs of the palatines, and commanded the troops of their several districts.

The diets of Poland were ordinary and extraordinary ; the former met once in two,

and sometimes three years j the latter w^as suinmoned'by the kino-, upon critical emer-

gencie?;, and continued no longer than a fortnight but one dissenting voice rendered

all their deliberations ineffectual. Previous to a general diet, either ordinary or extra-

ordinary, which could sit but six v/eeks, there were dietines, or provincial diet';,

held in different districts. The king, with the advice of the permanent council, sen;:

ehem letters, containing the heads of the business that was to be treated of in the ge-

neral diet. The gentry of each palatinate might sit in the dietine, and choose nuncios

or deputies to carry their resolutions to the grand diet. The great diet consisted ot

the king, senators, and deputies from provinces and towns, viz. 178 for Poland and

Lithuania, and 70 for Prussia : it met twice at Warsaw, and once at Grodno, by tm-n.%

for the convenience of the Lithuanians, who made it one of the articles of their union

with Poland ; but in the late reign they were ahvays summoned to Warsaw. ^

Manufactures, com:\.terce.] The manufactures of Gallicia are confined to articles

of immediate necessity. They are however greatly favoured by the Austrian govern-

ment, and are increasing and improving. The commerce of this country is principally

carried on by the Jews. Salt is the most important article of the exports, v/hich con*

sist besides of corn, tobacco, cattle, wool, tallow, bristles, honey, and wax.

Cities, chief tovv^ns.] Lemberg, or Leopol, is tiie capital of Gallicia, and the

seat of the Austrian government of East Gallicia. It is a large and opulent city,

situate on the Peltev/, which soon after falls into the Bug. It is the see of a Roman-
catholic archbishop, and also of a Greek bishop, and an Armenian bishop. It is de-

fended by two castles, has a cathedral, and contains about 40,000 inhabi-tants. Brody
is a commercial town, with a fortified castle, and nearly 20,000 inhabitants, one third

of v/hom are Jews. Lublin carries on a considerable trade in cloth, corn, and Hunga-
rian wines. Three annual fairs are held here, which are frequented by Russian, Turk-
ish, Greek, and Armenian merchants.

Cracow is the seat of the Austrian governm.ent of West Gallicia and was anciently

the capital of the kingdom of Poland. The city and suburbs are of great extent, but

do not now contain more than 24),O00 inhabitants. It is the see of a bishop, and a

university. Here is a magnificent cathedral, in which the kings of Poland were crown-

ed, and an ancient and strongly fortified castle, which v*^as the residence of those sove-

reigns beffore they removed their court to Warsaw. Sendomir, situate on an eminence

near the Vistula, is another considerable town of West Gallicia. It is well fortified

both by nature and art, and its delightful situation rendered it the favourite residence

of Casimir tha Great, and other kings of Poland.

Warsaw, the late capital of Poland, will be desciibed in our account of Prussia, to

which m.Onarchy it now appertains.

Religion,] The established religion of this country is the Roman-catholic : but

Lutherans, Calvlnists, and Greeks, are tolerated ; and the Jev\^s, who are very n^^mercuSy

enjoy considerable privileges, as they do iia the rest of the Au?=tT;?.n states;

.
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The principles of Socinlanism made a very early and considerable progress in Poland,

A translation of the bible into the Polish lang^uage was published in 1372 and two

years after, under the direction of the same persons, the catechism, or confession of the

Unitarians, was published at Cracow. The abilities and writings of Socinus greatly con-

tributed to the extensive propagation of his opinions j but though the Socinians m Po-

land have been very numerous, they have at dilferent times been greatly persecuted. At
present a more liberal toleration prevails.

Lemberg, as mentioned above, is an archbishopric ^ the bishoprics are Cracow, Chelm,

and Luckow.
In the late kingdom of Poland were two archbishoprics, Gnesna and Lemberg. The

archbishop of the former v/as primate, and always a cardinal. During an interregnum

he acted as regent of the kingdom. Gnesna is now in the territory of Prussia.

Revenue.-} Austria derives from Gallicia a revenue of from ten to twelve rrrillrons^

of florins, or about 1,200,0001. sterling. The whole revenue of the late kingdom oi

Poland vras estimated at only 440,0001. sterling. »

Polish orders of knighthood.] The " Order of the White Eagie'^^ was first

instituted by Uladislaus, in the year 1325, but revived by Augustus I. in the year 1705,

to attach to him some of the Polish nobles, who,' he feared, were inclined to Stanisluas,

his competitor : it was conferred also on the czar, Peter the Great, of Russia. Its en-

sign is a cross of gold enamelled with red, and appendant to a blue ribband : the motto.

Pro Jide, rege,et lege. The late king instUuted the " Order of St Stanislaus^'' soon after

his election to the crown in 1765. The badge is a gold cross enamelled red, and

on the centre of it is a medallion, with the image of St Stanislaus, enamelled in proper

colours. It is worn pendent to a red ribband edged with white. The star of the order

is silver, and in the centre is a cypher of S. A. K. (Stanislaus Augustus Rex), encircled

with the motto " Frceniiando incitat.''^

Language.] The native language of this country is the Polish : the German, hoxv-

ever, is understood in many parts of it ; and, as above observed, an impure and incorrect

Latin is also in use. The Polish language is a dialect of the Slavonic j it is harsh and

unharmonious, from the great number of consonants it employs.

The Lord's prayer in Polish is as foliovv^s :

Oyeze nass ktory na niehiesiech iestes : niecli sie swieciimie tivoie ; niech pr%yid%ie ono

krolestivo twoie^ niech sie stanie ona wola twoia iaho u fiiebie tak y na %iemi. Chleba

nassego onego powss^dniego day ?iam d%isia^ y odpuse nam nasse winij, iako y ?ny od
pusse%amy wmowayco?n nassym ; y nie u wod% nas u pohussenie ; ale wyrivi nas od
onego slego : Zi3 tzvoie test krolestwo^ y moc^ y chivala na wieki, Amen,

Universities.] The university of Cracow was founded in 1364. It consists of

eleven colleges, and had the superintendance of 14 grammar schools dispersed through

the city. The number of students in 1778 amounted to 600. Of the other two uni-

versities of Poland, Wilna, and Posna or Posen, the former has become subject to Rus-

sia, and the latter to Prussia.

Literature.] Though Copernicus, the great restorer of the true astronomical

system, Vorstius, and some other learned men, were natives of Poland, yet many cir-

cumstances in this country are far from being favourable to learning. Latin is spoken,

though incorrectly, by the common people in some parts. But the contempt which the

nobihly, who place their chief importance in the privileges of their rank, have ever

shown for learning • thp servitude of the lower people j and the universal superstition

among all ranks of them, have wonderfully retarded, and, notwithstanding the liberal

efforts of his late majesty, still continue to retard, the progress of letters in this kingdom.
However, of late, a taste for science has spread itself anion r the nobles, and begins to

be regarded as an accomplishment.

History.] As this country was a part of the late kingdom of Poland, its history

will necessarily be included in the history of that country, a summnry of which we shall

here give.

Poland, in ancient times, was possessed by the Vandah^, who were afterwards partly
expelled by the Russ and Tartars. It was divided into many small states or principali-

ties, each almost independent of th« other, ihoujjli ihey generally had some nrincc who
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Was paramount over the rest. In tlie year 700, tlie people, through the oppressioLi of
their petty chiefs, gave the supreme command, under the title of duke, to Cracus, the

founder of the city of Cracow. His posterity failing, in the year 830, a peasant, named
Piastus, was elected to the ducal dignity. He lived to the age of 120 years j and his

reign was so long and auspicious, that every native Pole who has since been elected

king is called a Piast. From this period till the accession of Micislaus II. in 964^, we
have no very certain records of the history of Poland. The title of duke was retained

.
till the year 999, when Boleslaus assumed the title of king, and conquered Moravia,
Prussia, and Bohemia, making them tributary to Poland. Boleslaus H. added Red
Russia to Poland, by marrying the heiress of that duchy, anno 1059. Jagello, vv'ho in

3 384 mounted the throne, was grand duke of Lithuania, and a pagan ^ but on his being

elected king of Poland, he not only became a Christain, but used every endeavour to

bring over his subjects to that religion. He united his hereditary dominions to those

of Poland j which gave such influence to his posterity over the hearts of the Poles, that

the crown was preserved in his family, until the male line became extinct in Sigismund

Augustus, in 1572, vAvo admitted the reformed, with Greeks and all other sects, to a

seat in the diet, and to all the honours and privileges before confined to the catholics.,

He gave such evident marks of favour to the protestant confession, that he was suspect-

ed of being inclined to change his religion. At this time tvvo powerful competitors ap-

peared for the crov.m of Poland : these were, Henry duke of Anjou, brother to Charles

IX. king of France, and Maximilian of Austria. The French interest prevailed, by
private bribes to the nobles, and a stipulation to pay an annual pension to the republic

from the revenues of France ; but Henry had not been four months on the throne of

Poland when his brother died, and he returned privately to France, which kingdom he

governed by the name of Henry III. The party who had espoused the interest of

Maximilian, endeavoured once more to revive his pretensions j but the majority, of the

Poles being desirous to choose a prince who might reside among them, made choice of

Stephen Batori, prince of Transylvania, who, in the beginning of his reign, meeting

with some opposition from the Austrian faction, took the wisest method to establish

himself on the throne, by marrying Anne, the sister of Sigismund Augustus, and of the

royal house of the Jagellons. Stephen produced a great change in the military affairs

of the Poles, by establishing a new militia, composed of Cossacs, a rough and barbarous

race of men, on whom he bestowed the Ukraine, or frontiers of his kingdom. Upon
his death, in 1586, the Poles chose Sigismund, son of John, king of Sweden, by Catha-

rine, sister of Sigismund II., for their king.

Sigismund was crowned king of Swe.den after his father's death j but being expelled,

as we have seen in the history of Sweden, by the Swedes, a long war Gnsucd between

them and the Poles, but terminated in favour of the latter. Sigismund being secured

in the throne of Poland, aspired to that of Russia as well as Sv/eden but after long wars

he was defeated in both views. He was afterwards engaged in a variety ©f unsuccess-

ful wars with the Turks and Swedes. At last a truce was concluded under the media-

tion of France and England : but the Poles ^vere forced to agree that the Swedes

should keep Elbing, Memel, Braunsberg, and Pillau, together with all they had taken

in Livonia. In 1623, Sigismund died, and Uladislaus, his son, succeeded. This prince

was successful b©th against the Turks and the Russians, and obliged the Swedes to re-

store all the Polish dominions they had taken in Prussia. His reign, however, was un-

fortunate, by his being instigated, through the avarice of his nobles and generals, to en-

croach upon the privileges of the Cossacs in the Ukraine. As the war which followed

was carried on against the Cossacs upon ambitious and perfidious principles, the Cossacs,

naturally a brave people, became desperate
;
and, on the succession of John II., brother

to Uladislaus, the Cossac general Schmielinski defeated the Poles in two great battles,

and forced them to a dishonourable peace. It appears that, during the course of this

war, the Polish nobility behaved as the worst of ruffians, and their conduct was highly

condemned by John j while his nobility disapproved of the peace he had concluded with

them. As the jealousy hereby occasioned continued, the Russians came to a rupture

. with the Poles j and being joined by many of the Cossacs, they in 1654 took Smoka-
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sko. This was followed by tlie taking of Wllna, and other places ; and they committed

jTiost horrid ravages in Lithuania. Next year Charles X. of Sweden, after over-run-

ning Great and Little Poland, entered into Polish Prussia, all the towns of which re-

ceivedhim, except Dantzic. The resistance made by that city gave the Poles time to

re-assemble ; and their king, John Casimir, who had fled into Silesia, was joined by tht

Tartars as well as the Poles : so that the Swedes, who were dispersed through the country,

were every where cut in pieces. The Lithuanians, at the same time, disowned the al-

legiance they h'ld been forced to yield to Charles, who returned to Sweden with no

more than a handful of his army. It was during this expedition that the Dutch and

English protected Dantzic, and the elector of Brandenburg acquired the sovereignty of

Ducal Prussia, which had submitted to Charles. Thus the latter lost Poland, of which

he had made an almost complete conquest. The treaty of Oliva was begun after the

Swedes had been driven out of Cracow and Thorn, by which Royal Prussia was restored

to the Poles. They were, however, forced to quit all pretensions to Livonia, and to

cede Smolensko, Kiow, and the duchy of Siveria, to the Russians.

During these transactions, the Polish nobility grew dissatisfied with the concessions

their king had made to the Cossacs, many of whom had thrown off the Polish yoke
j

others charged him with xvant of capacity ; and some, with an intention to rule by a

mercenary army of Germans. Casimir, who very possibly had no such intentions, and
was fond of retirement and study, finding that cabals and factions increased every day,

and that he himself might fall a sacprifice to the public discontent, abdicated his throne,

and died, abbot of St Germain in France, employing the remainder of his days in Latin

poetical compositions, w4iich arc far from being despicable.

The most remote descendants of the ancient kings ending in John Casimir, many
foreign candidates presented themselves for the crown of Poland ) but the Poles chose

for tl.'pir king a private gentleman, of little interest and less capacity, one Michael
Wiesnowiski, because he was descended from a Piast. His reign was disgraceful to

Poland. Large bodies of Cossacs had put themselves under the protection of the Turks,
who conquered all the provinces of Podolia, and took Kaminieck, till then thought im-
pregnable. The greatest part of Poland was then ravaged, and the Poles were oblif?-cd

to pay an annual tribute to the Sultan. Notwithstanding those disgraceful events, the

credit of the Polish arms was in some measure maintained by John Sobieski, the

crown-general, a brave and active commander, who had given the Turks seVeral de-

feats. Michael dying in 1673j Sobieski was chosen king ; and in 1676 he was s :- s .\c-

cesaful against the infidels, that he forced them to remit the tribute they had imposed
npon Poland j but they kept possession of Kaminieck. In 1683, Sobieski, though he
had not been well treated by the house of Austria, was so public-spirited as to enter

iiUo the league that was formed for the defence of Christendom against the infidels,

and acquired immortal honour, by obliging the Turks to raise the siege of Vienna, and
making a terrible slaughter of the enemy ^ for all which glorious services, and driving

the Turks out of Hungary, he was ungratefully requited by the emperor Leopold.
Sobieski returning to Poland continued the war against the Turks, but unfortunate-

ly quarrelled with thti senate, who suspected that he wanted to make the crou-n here-
ditary in his family. He died, after a glorious reign, in 1696.

After the death of Sobieski, Poland fell into great distractions. jNIany confedera-
cies were formed, but, all parties seemed incHned to exclude the Sobieski' family. In
the mean time Poland was insulted by the Tartars, and the crown in a manner put up
to sale. The Prince of Conti, of the blood royal of France, was the most liberal bidder;
but while he thought the electiqn almost sure, he was disappointed by the intrigues of
the queen-dowager, in favour of her younger son, prince Alexander Sobieski, for which
sl]e was driven from Warsaw to Dantzic. Suddenly Augustus, elector of Saxonv,
started up as a candidate and afte^- a sham election, being proclaimed by the bishop of
Cujavia, he took possession of Cracow with ;i tjfaxou army, and actually was crowned in"

tl]at city in 1697. The prince of Conti made several unsuccessful efforts to re-establish

his interest, and pretended that he had been actually chosen ; but he was afterwards
obliged to return to Frani;ej and the olher powers ov Europe seejued to acquiesce in thr
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election of Augustus, The manner in whicli the latter was driven from the throne", by
Charles XII. of Sweden (who procured the advancement of Stanislaus), and afterwards

restored by the czar, Peter the Great, has been already related in the history of Sweden.
It was not till the year 1712 that Augustus was fully confirmed on the throne, which
he held upon precarious and disagreeable terms. The Poles were naturally attached

to Stanislaus, and were perpetually forming conspiracies and plots against Augustus,

who was obliged to maintain his authority by m.eans of his Saxon guards and regiments.

In 1725, his natural son, prince Maurice, afterwards the famous count Saxe, was chosen

duke of Courland j but Augustus was not able to maintain him in that dignity against

the power of Russia and the jealousy of the Poles. Augustus died, after an unquiet

reign, in 1733, having done all he could to insure the succession of Poland to his son

Augustus II. (or, as he is called by some. III.) This occasioned a war, in which the

French king maintained the interest of his father-in-law, Stanislaus, who was actually

re-elected to the throne by a Considerable party, of which the prince-primate was the

head. But Augustus, entering Poland with a powerful army of Saxons and Russians,

compelled his rival to retreat to Dantzic, whence he escaped with great difficulty into

France. In the history of Germany, the war between Augustus II. as elector of Saxony,

or rather as the ally of Russia and Austria, and Frederic II. king of Prussia, has been

already noticed. It is sufficient to say, that though Augustus was a mild and moderate

prince, and did every thing to satisfy the Poles, he never could gain their hearts j and
all he obtained from them was merely shelter, when the king of Prussia drove him from

his capital and electorate. Augustus died at Dresden in 1763, upon which count Sta-

nislaus Poniatowski was chosen king, by the name of Stanislaus Augustus
5
though it is

said that the election was conducted irregularly, and that he obtained the crown chiefly

through the influence of the empress of Russia. He was a man of abilities and address
j

but, from various concurring causes, he had the unhappiness to see Poland, during his

reign, a scene of desolation and calamity. In 1766 a petition was presented to the king,

in the name of all the protestant nobility, and in behalf also of the members of the Greek
church, conjointly called the dissidents, in which they demanded to be re-instated in

their ancient rights and privileges, and to be placed upon the same footing in every re-

spect as the Romanicatholic subjects of the kingdom. The king gave no answer to the

petition of the dissidents \ but the matter was referred to the diet, which was held the

following year, when the ministers of the courts of Russia, Londpn, Berlin, and Copen-

hagen, supported their pretensions. The diet appeared to receive the complaints of the

dissidents with great moderation, as to the free exercise of their worship j which gave

some flattering expectations that the affair ivould be happily terminated. But the in-

trigues of the king of Prussia appear to have prevented this : for, though he openly pro-

fessed to be a zealous defender of the cause of the dissidents, it was manifest, from the

event, that his great aim was to promote the views of his own ambition. The interven-

tion of the Russians in the affairs of Poland also gave great disgust to all parties in the

Idngdom. The whole nation ran into confederacies formed in distinct provinces j the

popish clergy were active in opposing the cause of the dissidents ; and this unfortunate

country became the theatre of the most cruel and complicated of all wars, partly civil,

partly religious, and partly foreign. The confusion, devastation, and civil war, conti-

nued in Poland during the years 1769, 1770, and 1771, whereby the whole" face of the

country was almost destroyed many of the principal popish families retired into foreign

states with their effects ^ and had it not been for a body of Russian troops, which acted

as guards to the king at V/arsaw, that city had likewise exhibited a scene of plunder

and massacre. To those complicated evils were added, in the year 1770, that most

dreadful scourge the pestilence, which spread from the frontiers of Turkey to the adjoin-

ing provinces of Podolia, Volhynia, and the Ukraine j and in these provinces, it is said,

?wept off 250,000 people. Meanwhile some of the Polish confederates interceded with

the Turks to assist them against their po^verful oppressors *, and a war ensured between

the Russians and the Turks on account of Poland. The conduct of the grand seignior^
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and of tiie Ottoman Porte, towards the distressed Poles, was just and honourable, and

the very reverse of that of their Christian, Catholic, and Apostolic neighbours *.

In the year 1772, it appeared that the king of Prussia, the emperor and empress-

queen, and empress of Russia, had entered into an alliance to divide and dismember the

kingdom of Poland
j
though Prussia was formerly in a state of vassalage to Poland, and

the title of king of Prussia was never acknowledged by the Poles till 1764. Russia

also, in the beginning of the nth century, saw its capital and throne possessed by the

Poles ; while Austria, in 1683, was indebted to a king of Poland for the preservatiorL

of its metropolis, and almost for its very existence. These three allied powers, acting

in concert, set up their formal pretensions to the respective districts which they had

;^llotted for and guaranteed to each other j—Polish or Western Prussia, and some districts

bordering upon Brandenburg, for the king of Prussia •, almost all the south-east parts

of the kingdom bordering upon Hungary, together with the rich salt-works of the

<;rGwnj for the empress-queen of Plungary and Bohemia j and a large district of country-

about Mohilow, upon the banks of the Dnieper, for the empress of Russia. But though,

each of these powers pretended to have a legal title to the territories which were allotted

them respectively^ and published manifestoes in justification of the measures wdiich they

had taken, yet as they were conscious that the fallacies by which they supported their

pretensions were too gross to impose upon mankind, they forced the Poles to call a nev/

diet, and threatened them, that if they did not consent unanimously to sign a treaty for

the ceding of those provinces to them respectively, the whole kingdom should be laid

under a military execution, and treated as a conquered state. In this extremity of dis-

tress, several of the Polish nobility protested against this violent act of tyranny, and re-

tired into foreign states, choosing rather to live in exile, and to have all their landed

property confiscated, than to be instruments of bringing their country to utter ruin : but
the king, under the threatening of deposition and imprisonment, .was prevailed upon to

sign this act, and his example vras followed by many of his subjects.

The conduct of the king of Prussia in Poland was the most tyrannical that can be
conceived. In the year 1771, his troops entered into Great Poland, and carried off from
that province and its neighbourhood, at a moderate computation, 12,000 families. On
the 29th of October, in the same year, he published an edict, commanding every person,

under the severest penalties, and even corporeal punishment, to take in payment, for

forage, provisions, corn, horses, &:c. the mxoney offered by his troops and commissaries.

I'his money was either silver, bearing the impression of Poland, and exactly worth one-
third of its nominal value, or ducats struck in imitation of Dutch ducats, seventeen per
cent, inierior to the real ducats of Holland, With this base money he bought up corn
and forage enough, not oply to supply his arm.y for two whole years, but to slock maga-
zines in the country itself^ where t|ie inhabitants were forced to come and re-piu:chasc

* In 1TC4, the empress of Russia transmitted to the court of Warsaw an act of renunciation, signed
with her own hand, and sealed with the seal of the empire

; in which she declares, " That she did by
jno means arrogate either to herself, her heirs and successors, or to her empire, any right or claim to the
districts or territories which are actually in possession, or subject to the authority, of the kingdom of
Poland, or great duchy of Lithuania

; but that, on the contrary, her said maiesty, would guarantee to
;hesaid kingdom of Poland and duchy of Lithuania all the immunities, la«ds, territories, and districts,
which the said kingdoms and duchy ought by right to possess, or did new actually possess j and would
at all times, and for ever, miiintain them in the full and free enjoyment theieof, against the attempts of
•all and every one who should, at any time, or on any pretext, endeavour to disoossess them of the same."
—In the same year did the king of Prussia sign, with his own hand, an act, wherein he declared,
" That he had no claims, formed no ])retensions on Poland, or any part thereof: that he re»iounced ail
claims on that kingdom, either as king of Prussia, elector of Brandenburg, (,r duke of Pomeraniu." In
the same instrument he guarantees, in the myst solemn manner, the territories and rif'hts of Poland
again.st every power whatever.—The empress queen of Hungary, ,*o late as the month of January 1771,
wrote a letter with her own hand to the king of Poland, in which she gave him the strongest assuran.
cci, " That her friendsliip for him and the republic was fnm and unalterable

; that the mctic>ns of i\CK
troops ought not to alarm hnn

; that she had never entertained a thought of seizin^ any part of his domi-
nions, nor would even siillcr any other power to do it." From which, according to the political creed
oi princes, ^^r m;iy micx, that to guarantee the rights, liberties, and revenues of a state, means to ani.ihi-
Jate those hhc;tu-s, sa::c upua thoic rights, auJ rinpuv,; i;-: -hose revenues to theii: own use.-. Sa.h is

fpe laith oi |}i-:nccs I-

•
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corn for their daily subsistence, at an advanced price, and with good rfioney, his commis-
saries refusing to take the same coin they had paid. At the lowest calculation, he*

gained by this honest manoeuvre seven millions of dollars. Having stripped the country
of money and provisions, his next attempt was to thin it still more of its inhabitants. To
people his own dominions at the expence of Poland had been his great aim : for this pur-
pose, he devised a new contribution

j
every town and village was obliged to furnish a

certain number of marriageable girls j the parents to give, as a portion, a feather-bed
four pillows, a cov/, two hogs, and three ducats in gold. Some were bound hand and
foot, and carried off as criminals. His exactions from the abbeys, convents, cathedrals
and nobles, wxre so heavy, and exceeded at last their abiKties so much, that the priests

abandoned their churches, and the nobles their lands. These exactions continued with
unabated rigour, from the year 1771 to the time the treaty of partition was declared,
•and possession taken of the provinces usurped. From these proceedings, it would appear
that his Prussian majesty knew of no rights but his own ; no pretensions but those of the
house of Brandenburg j no other rule of justice but his own pride and ambition.

The violent dismemberment and partition of Poland has justly been considered as the
first great breach in the modern political system of Europe. The surprise of a town,
the invasion of an insignificant province, or the election of a prince, who had neither
abilities to be feared, nor virtues to be loved, would some years ago have armed one
half of Europe, and called forth all the attention of the other. But the destruction of
a great kingdom, with the consequent disarrangement of power, dominion, and commerce,
has been beheld by the other nations of Europe with the mos* astonishing indifference

and unconcern. The courts of London, Paris, Stockholm, and Copenhagen, remon-
strated against the usurpations, but that was all. Poland w^as forced to submit, and the
partition was ratified by their diet, held under the bribes and threats of the three powers.
In the senate there was a majority of six, but in the lower house, or assembly of nuncios,

there was but one in favour of the measure, 54 against 53. This is a very alarming cir-

cumstance, and shews that a most important, though not happy change, has taken place

In that general system of policy, and arrangement of power and dominion, which had
been for some ages an object of unremitting attention with most of the states of Europe.
Our ancestors might, perhaps, on some occasions, discover rather more anxiety about
preserving the balance of power in Europe than was necessary j but it has been well re-

marked, that the idea of considering Europe as a vast commonwealth, of the several parts

being distinct and separate, though politically and commercially united, of keeping theni

independent, though unequal in power, and of preventing any one, by any means, from
becoming too powerful for the rest, was great and liberal, and, though the result of bar-

barism, was founded upon the most enlarged principles of the wisest policy. It appears

io be owing to this system, that this small part of the western world has acquired so as-

tonishing a superiority over the rest of the globe. The fortune and glory of Greece

proceeded from a similar system of policy, though formed upon a smaller scale. Both
her fortune and glory expired with that system.

The revolution, which happened in this country on the 3d of May 1751, deservedly

engaged much of the public J^ttention, as it established a frefe and apparently well ba-

lanced constitution in Poland, founded upon the genuine principles of liberty. The
evils of elective monarchy were indeed the chief cause that Poland had almost ceased ta

be considered as a nation. The dynasty of future kings of Poland w^as to commence in

Frederic Augustus elector of Saxony, with the right of inheritance to his male descend-

ants : in case the present elector shoqld have no male issue, a husband chosen by him
for his daughter, Vvith the consent of the Polish representatives, shall begin the dynasty.

But after this boasted change, Poland would only have advanced to that degree of civi-

lization which other European countries enjoyed in the 13th century. Plere hundreds

<ql citizens would have been free, here millions of peasants slaves 5 at the utmost, not

-tbave five hundred thousand out of fifteen millions v/ould have been free.

After a short and unequal struggle with Russia, this unhappy country has been forced

to abandon the new constitution^ Although the king had joined most cordially in its

support as it seemed calculated to promote the happiness of his people, he had neglected

.

^Verj means of defer.ding the ney.'ly settled government. Neither the standing force-
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<jf Poland was properly organized, nor the militia embodied. Not a magazine was

erected, not an entrenchment thrown lip to oppose the entrance of the enemy. It was

all a dead calm, and the Austrians appeared upon their frontiers before the diet had re-

covered from its surprize £tt the first hostile declaration of the empress. It was on the

Slst of April that they received the first notification from the king, of the inimical and

unjust intentions of Russia. The diet and nation rose as one man to maintain their in-

dependence. All private animosities were obliterated, all private interests were sacri-

ficed. On the 18th of May, th^ Russian ambassador delivered his declaration, which

was immediately followed by the appearance of the Russian troops on the frontiers.

Many obstinate engagements were fought, and the Poles bravdly resisted the progress

of the enemy. Notwithstanding their exertions, however, they were obliged gradual-

ly to retire before a more numerous and better disciplined army. Niesuz, Wilna^

Minsk, and several other places of less consequence, fell into their hands one after an-

other.

The unequal contest was, however, prematurely terminated. Th« king, instead o£

putting himself, according to his first resolve, at the head of his army, surrendered at

discretion. On the 2d of August a confederation was formed at Warsaw, whose acts

were evidently the despotic dictates of Russia, and wer6 calculated to restore ancient

abuses, and to place the country under the aggravated oppression of a foreign yoke.

Meanwhile the king of Prussia, observing with how much facility the empress had
seized part of the dominions of Poland, determined to join in the robbery. On the 6tli

of January he published a declaration, which was in a short time followed up by a body
of troops. Thorn and Dantzick were in a very short time completely subjected to the

Prussians, and a garrison of 1700 men was quartered upon the inhabitants. The fur-

ther partition of this unfortunate country was now rapidly approaching. It was pre-

ceded by manifestoes from the combined potentates, all attempting to justify their pro-^

Ceedings. The Poles were now, however, driven almost to desperation by oppression.

The peasants were compelled to lodge and board the Russian soldiers, and transport

them from place to place, without receiving the least remuneration. Roused into ac-

tion by these excesses, general Kosciusko, early in February, appeared at the head of a;

considerable body of insurgents, attacked the Prussians, who had taken possession of

their country, forced them to retreat, and pursued them to a conisderable distance.

During the summer a number of battles were fought with various success. Early in,

September the Russian grand army arrived in Poland, and on the 10th of October a
dreadful engagement took place between the Russians under general Ferfen, and the

troops under Kosciusko. The Russians advanced twice to the attack, but were repuls-

ed by the Poles, who, not contented with the advantages they had gained, abandoned
their favourable position on the heights, and pressed on to the attack in their turn. This
movement threw the troops into confusion, and the Russians forming thcn^elves anewj
the rout soon became general. The battle, which began at seven in the morning, did

not end till noon. Ko'sciusko flew from rank to rank, and was continually in the hot-

test part of the engagement, in the course of which he had three horses killed under
him. At length he fell j and a Cossack, who did not know him in the peasant's dress,

which he constantly wore, wounded him from behind with a laaice. He recovered, and
advanced a few steps, but was again knocked down by anotlier Cossack, who was pre*
paring to give him a mortal blow, when his arm was stopped by a Russian otliccr, who
is said to have been general Chrnozazow, to whose wife Kosciusko had a short time be-
fore politely given leave of departure from Warsaw to join her Iiusband. The unfor-

tunate Kosciuskb implored the othcer, if he wished to render him a service, lo allow
the soldier to put an end to his existence j but the latter chose rather to make him a
prisoner. The Polish infantry defended themselves \vith bravery proi^ortioned to that
of their general, and fought with a degree of valour almost approaching to fury.

The Russians soon afterwards summoned Warsaw to surrender, and, on being refused,

they proceeded on the 4th of November to attack tlie subuib of Praijue. Suwnrro^v
commanded his soldiers to mount to the assault in the same manner they had done at
Isi/nael, over the dead bodies of their comrades and enemies. I^is further orders were,

vthat thpy should fight only with the sabre and lire bayonet. The Russians sprung to
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tte charge with almost inconceivable impetuosity. They eagerly began to climb tlift

works, and the six Russian columriS presented themselves at the same moment before

the lines at Prague, Thus surrounded, the Polish generals found themselves unable to

oppose with 10,000 soldiers, whi-ch was the whole of their force, the united attack of

50,000 men
;

atid, to add to their distress, the fire which they iramediately commen-
ced, from the darkness of the night, was so ill directed as to pass over the heads of the

assailants.

The cry raised by the succi:ssful columns penetrated to the entrenchments on the

other side of the Vistula, and added to the consternation of the Poles engaged with the

other part of the Russian force 3 and they endeavoured to find safety by retiring into

Warsaw, 6ver a bridge. In their tetreat they were met by another body of Russians,

and a dreadful carnage ensued, in which a great part of the garrison of Prague was mi-

serably slaughtered. After a severe contlicl of eight hours, the resistance on the part

of the Poles ceased. Five thousand Poles w^ere computed to have been slain in the as-

sault, the remainder were either imprisoned or dispersed. The citizens were compelled

to lay down their arms, and their houses were plundered by the mciciless Russians^

who, after the battle had ceased nearly ten hours, about nine o'clock at night set fire

to the town, and again began to massacre the inhabitants. In this exigence count Po-

tocki, the chief of tlie insurrection, proposed to treat with the Rus^ian^^ and repaired

to their head-quarters with propositions of peace, in the name of the republic. He was

received with extreme haughtiness by Suwarrow, who intimated, that he should not

treat with any insurgent, but only ^vith such as, invested with legitimate authority,

should come to speak in the name, and on the part of, his Polish majesty. Deputies

were then dispatched from the magistracy of Warsaw to the Russian commander, who
returned, Titer having been constrained to surrender the city at discretion, under the

single condition cf securing to the inhabitants their lives and property. The general

insolently observed, that there was another article which without doubt they had for-

gotten to a-sk, but which he would accede to them, which w^as pardon for the past.

In consequence of this arrangement j the firing which had been kept up in the su-

burb cf Prague ceased, and all the inhabitants of Warsaw were requested to surrender

their arms. This was refuSed by the soldiers in the city, and their chief Wawrzecki^

with many othei-s of the supreme council, refused to lake part in the capitulation,

'ihis impeded the close of the negotiation j but the miiitary, who refused to lay down
their arms, were allowed to leave Warsau-j not however w'ithout a declaration from

Suwarrow that they might be sure of not escaping, and that, when taken, no quarter

ivould be granted. On the morning of the 7ih the supreme council, with the gene-

ralissimo Wawrecki, remitted into the hands of the king the authority they had exer-

' ciscd. On the 9th the Russian general made his triumphal entry into Warsaw, ift

•v.'hich the streets were lined with his troops, and the inhabitants, shut up in their houses^

observed a melancholy silence. The chief magistrate delivered him the keys at the

bridge of Prague, after which he received the cainpiiments of the king, and on the 10th

went with much pomp to the castle, to pay his respects to his majesty.

In the mean time thie utmost attention was paid to the recovery of Kesciusko. He
tv^s afterwards sent to Petersburg, under a very powerful military escort, and was con-

fmed there till the death of Catharine IL,, when the late emperor, who on several oc-

casions showed great liberality towards the persecuted Poles, set him at liberty^ assign-

ed him a pension, and allowed him his choice, either to return to his ow"n country, or

go to America. Kosciusko preferred the latter,^ and arrived safely in the asylum which

ire had chosen. On his way thither he passed through England, and was received with

the warmest welcome and congratulation by all the friends of freedom

On the 20th of December 1794, a courier arrived from the empress, demanding the -

arrestation of count Ignatius Potocki, and several of the other patriots, whom she order-

ed to be sent to Petersburg. The same messenger brought a command from the em-

press to the unhappy monarch of Poland to repair to Grodno, who, in obedience to the

suipjnons, set off from his capital on the 7th of January 1795.
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The king was afterwards removed to Petersburg, where he had a palace and a suit-

able pension assigned aim, and where he died February 11. 1793, With him ended

the kingdom of Poland.

HUNGARY.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. .

Length 320\ , C 16" and 35° East longitude.

Breadth 210 1
^^^^^^^

| 46" and 49° 30 North latitude.

Containing 59,500 square miles, with 105 inhabitants to each.

Name.] The name of Hungary has been usually derived from the Huns, who an-

ciently possessed this country ; but Mr Gibbon finds its origin in that of the Ugri, or

Ugurs, a Tartarian tribe, who migrated from the confines of China, and, after over-

running almost the whole of Germany, established themselves in this country in the

tenth century.

Boundaries.] Hungary Proper (for it. formerly included Transylvania, Sclavoiua,

Croatia, Morlachia, Servia, Walachia, and other countries) is bounded on the north b /

Gallicia ; on the east by the Buckowine and Transylvania ; on the south by Sclavo-

nia ; and on the west by the circle of Austria and Moravia.

Divisions.] Hungary is divided into Upper and Lower Hungary, situate on op-

posite sides of the Danube. These are again each divided into two circles, which are

svib-divided into 52 counties. Presburg is the metropolis of Lower, and Caschau or'

Upper Hungary.
The province of Temeswar has been considered as distinct from Hungary, because ic

' was formerly governed by an independent king ; and it has several times been in pos-

session of the Turks ; but the Austrians gaining possession of it, it was incorporated in-

to the kingdom of Hungary in 1778, The province ot Temeswar is 94 miles long, and
67 broad, containing about 3830 square miles. It has been divided into four districts,

Csanad, Temeswar, Werschcz, and Lugos. Temeswar, the principal town, is situaici,

in E. Ion. 22« 15', N. lat. 45° 54'.

Mountains.] The Carpathian mountains, which divide Hungary from Poland oix

the north, are the principal, though many detached mountains are found in the coun-

try. Their tops are generally covered with wood, and on their sides groiv the richest

grapes in the world.

Rivers.] These are the Danube, the Drave, the Sau, or Save, the Thelsse, the

Raab, and the Waag.
Lakes, and mineral waters.] Hungary contains several lakes, particulai-|y

the Platten, or the Platten Sea, about forty-six miles long and eight broad, and
abounding with fish. The Hungarian baths and mineral waters are esteemed the most
sovcre-gn of any in Europe; but their magnificent buildings, raised by the Turks,
when in possession of the country, particularly those of Buda, are suffered to go to

decay.

Metals and minerals.] Hungary contains mines of gold, silver, copper, very
rich antimon y, coal, salt, and alum. The gold mints arc at Cremnliz, abuut 40 milts

to the south I'l the Carpathian mountains, and the silver at Shemnilz, about 20 miles

lurj.ier iu ihe south Several kinds of precious stones arc found in Hungary, particu-
larly that beautiful gem the opal, which has hitherto been discovered in no other coiui-

try ia the world.

Air, soil, and produce.] The cHmate of the southern pnrts of Hungary, j>!

found to be ui^es^lthful, owin^- to its numerous lake>, stagnated >Yaters, ~and maisbf« .
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But the northern parts being mountainous and barren, the air is sweet and wholesome.
No country in the world can boast a richer soil, than that plain which extends 300
miles from Presburg to Belgrade, and produces corn, grass, esculent plants, tobacco,

salFron, asparagus, melons, hops, pulse, millet, buck-wheat, delicious wine, fruits of va-

rious kinds, peaches, mulberry-trees, chesnuts, and wood : corn is in such plenty, that it

sells for one sixth part of its price in England.

Vegetable anb animal productions,] Plungary is remarkable for a fine breed

of horses, generally motise-coloured, and highly esteemed by military officers, so that

great numbers of them are exported. There is a remarkable breed of large rams, in

the neighbourhood of Presburg. Its other vegetable and animal productions are in ge-

neral the same with those of Germany, and the neighbouring countries. The Hunga-
rian wines, however, particularly Tokay, are preferable to those of any other country

in Europe,

Population, inhabitants, man- 7 It wzs late before the northern barbarians

NERS, customs, AND DIVERSIONS. J drove the Romans out of Hungary j and some
of the descendants of their legionary forces are still to be distinguished in the inland

parts, by their speaking Latin. Be that as it will, before the Turks got possession of

Constantinople, we have reason to think that Hungary was one of the most populous

and powerful kingdoms in Europe : and if the house of Austria should give the proper

encouragement in the inhabitants to repair their workSj and clear their fens, it might be-

come so again in about a centuiy hence. Both Hungaries, at present, exclusive of Tran»

sylvania and Croatia, are thought to contain about two millions and a half of inhabi-

tants. The Hungarians have manners peculiar to themselves. They pique themselves

on being descended from those heroes^ who formed the bulkwark of Christendom against

the infidels. In their persons they are well made. Their fur caps, their close-bodied

coats, girded by a sash, and their cloak or mantle, which is so contrived as to buckle

under the arm, so that the right hand may be always at liberty, give them an air of mi-

litary dignity. The men shave their beards, but preserve their whiskers on their up-

per lips. Their usual arms are a broad sword, and a kind of pole-ax, besides their fire-

arms. The ladies are reckoned handsomer than those of Austria,, and their sable dress

with sleeves straight to their arms, and their s.tays fastened before with gold, pearl, or

diamond little buttons, are well known to the French and English ladies. Both men
and-woraeUy in what they call the mine towns, wear fur, and even sheep skin dresses.

The inns upon the roads are most miserable hovels, and even those seldom to be met

•with. The hogs, which yield the chief animal food for their peasants and their poultry,

live in the same apartment with their owners. 1 he gout and the fever,, owing to the

unvvholesomeness of the air, are the predominant diseases in Plungary. The natives in

general are indolent, and kave trade and manufactures to the Greeks and other strangers

settled in their country, the flatness of which renders travelling commodious, either by

land or water. The diversions of the inhabitants are of the warlike and athletic kind.

They are in general a brave and magnanimous people. Their ancestors, even since the

beginning of the present century, were so jealous of their liberties, that rather than be

tyrannised over by the house of Austria, they often put themselves under the protection

of the Ottoman court ^ but their fidelity to the late empress-queen, notwithstanding the

provocations they received from her house, will be always remembered to their honour.

The inhabitants of 'I'emesxvar, a province lately incorporated into the kingdom of

Hungary, are computed at 450,000. There are in this country many faraons, or gyp-

sies, supposed to be real descendants of the ancient Egyptians. They arc said to re-

semble the ancient Egyptians in their features, in their propensity to melancholy, and

in m.sny of their manners and customs j and it is asserted, that the lascivious dances of

Isis, the worship of onions, many famous Egyptian superstitions and specifics, and the

Egyptian method of hatching eggs by means of dung, are still in use among the female

gypsies of Temeswar.

Religion.] The established religion of the Hungarians is the Roman catholiCj, '

though the major part of the inhabitants are protestants, or Greeks 3 and they now en-

joy the ftiU exercise of their religious liberties.
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Archbishoprics and bishoprics.] The archbishoprics are Presburg, Gran, and

Colocza. The bishoprics are, Great Waradin, Agria, Vesprin, Raab, and five churches.

Language.] As the Hungarians are mixed with Germans, Sclavonians, and VvV
lachians, they have a variety of dialects, and one of them is said to approach near the

Hebrew. The better and the middlemost rank speak German, and almost all even of

the common people speak Latin, either pure or barbarous, so that the Latin may be

said to be here still a living language.

Universities.] In the universities, (if they can be properly so called) of Firnan,

Buda, Raab, and Caschaw^ are professors of the several arts and sciences, who used ge-

nerally to be Jesuits j so that the Lutherans, and Calvinists, who are more numerous

than the Roman Catholics in Hungary, go to the German and other universities.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural and artificial.] The artificial curi- .

osities of this country consist of its bridges, baths, and mines. The bridge of Essick

built over the Danube, and Drave, is, properly speaking, a continuation of bridges, five

miles in length, fortified with towers at certain distances. It was an important pass

during the wars between the Turks and Hungarians. A bridge of boats runs over the

Danube, half a mile long, between Buda and Pest ; and about twenty Hungarian miles

distant from Belgrade, are the remains of a bridge erected by the Romans, judged to be

the most magnificent of any in the world. The baths and mines here huve noching ta

distinguish them from the like works in other countri-es.

One of the most remarkable natural curiosities of Hungary, is a cavern, in a moun^-

tain near Szelitze j the aperture of this cavern, which fronts the south, is eighteen fa-

thoms high, and eight broad j its subterraneous passages consist entirely of solid rock,

stretching away farther south than has yet been discovered *, as far as it is practicable to

go, the height is found to be fifty fathoms, and the breadth twenty-six. Many other

wonderful particulars are related of this cavern, which is an article of great curiosity.

Astonishing rocks are common in Hungary, and some of its churches are of admirable

architecture.

Cities, towns, forts, and other 1 These are greatly decayed from their an-

edifices public and private. 3 cient magnificence : but many of the fortifi-

cations are still very strong, and kept in good order. Presburg is fortiried. In it the

Hungarian regalia were kept, but were lately removed to Vienna, the crown was sent in

the year 1000 by pope Sylvester II. to Stephen, king of Hungary, and was made after

that of the Greek emperors ^ it is of solid gold, weighing nine marks and three ounces,

ornamented with 53 saphires, 50 rubies, one large emerald, and 338 pearls. Besides

these stones, are the images of the apostles and the patriarchs. The pope added to this

crown a silver patriarchal cross, which was afterwards inserted in the arms of Hungary,
At the ceremony of the coronation a bishop carries it before the king. From the cross

is derived the title of apostolic king ^ the use of which xvas renewed under the reign of
the empress Maria Theresa. The sceptre and the globe of the kingdpm are Arabian
gold ; the mantle, which is of fine linen, is said to be the work of Gisele, spouse to St
Stephen, who, they say, embroidered in gold the image of Jesus Christ crucified, and
many other images of the patriarchs and apostles, with a number of inscriptions. The
sword is two edged, and rounded at the point. Buda, formerly the capital of Hungary,
retains little of its ancient magnificence, but its strength and fortifications ; and the same
may be said of Pest, which lies on the opposite side of the Danube. Raab is likewise

a strong city, as are Gran and Comorra. Tokay has been already mentioned for the
excellency of its wines.

Commerce and manufactures.] After having mentioned the natural produce
of the country, it is sufficient to say, that the chief manufactures and exports of the
natives consist of metals, drugs, and salt.

Constitution and government.] The Hungarians dislike the term of queen,
and even called their late sovereign king Theresa. Their government preserves the re-
mains of many checks upon the regal power. They liave a diet or parliament, a Hun-
gary-office, which resembles our cliancery, and which resides at Vienna ; the slao-
thold.T'i council, which ^omes pretty near the British privy-council, but has a munici-
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pal jurisdiction, does at Presburg. Every royal town has its senate and tile Gespan
chafts Tesemble our justices of the peace. Besides this, they have an excheqiier ar;d

nine chambers, and other subordinate courts.

Military strength.] The emperor can bring to the field at any time 80,000
Hungarians in their own country, but seldom draws out of it above 10,000 j these are

generally light-horse, and well known to modern times by the name of Hussars. They
are not so large as the German horse ^ and therefore the Hussars stand upon their short

stirrups when they strike. Their expedition and alertness have been found so service-.

able in war, that the greatest powers in Europe, have troops that go by the same name.

Their foot are called Heydukes, and wear feathers in their caps, accoi-ding to the ene-

mies tliey pretend to have killed : both horse and foot are an excellent militia, very

good at a pursuit, or ravaging and plundering a country, but not equal to regular troops,

In a pitched battle.

Coins.] Hungary was formerly remarkable for its coinage, and there are still ex-

tant, in the cabinets of the curious, a complete series of coins of their former kings,

IVIore Greek and Roman medals have been discovered ni this country, than perhaps in

any other in Europe,

Arms.] The emperor, as king of Hungary, for armorial ensigns, bears quarterly,

"barwise argent, and gules of eight pieces.

History.] The Huns, after subduing this country in the middle of the third cen-

tury, communicated their name to it, being then part of the ancient Pannonia. They
were succeeded by the furious Goths j the Goths xvere expelled by the Lombards *, they

hy the Avari ; and the SclavL were planted in their stead in the beginning of the 9th

century. At the close of it, the Anigours emigrated from the banks of the Volga, and

took possession of the country. Hungary was formerly an assemblage of different

states, and the first who assumed the title of king, was Stephen, in the year 297, when
3ie embraced Christianity. In his reign, the form of government was established, and

the crov^'n rendered elective. About the year 1310, king Charles Robert ascended the

throne, and subdued Bulgaria, Servia, Croatia, Dalmatia, Sclavonia, and many other

provinces : but many of those conquests were afterwards reduced by the Venetians, Turks,

and other powers. In the I5th century, Huniades, who was guardian to the infant

king Ladislaus, bravely repulsed the Turks, when they hivaded Hungary
j
and, upon the

death of Ladislaus, the Hungarians, in 1438 raised Matthias Corvinus, son of Huniades, to

their throne. Lewis, king of Hungary, in 1526, was killed in a battle, fighting against So-

iyman, emperor of the Turks. This battle almost proved fatal to Hungary j but the

archduke Ferdinand, brother to the emperor Charles V.;. having married the sister of

Lewis, he claimed the title of Hungary, in which he succeeded, with some difficulty,

and that kingdom has ever since belonged to the house of Austria, though by its con-

stitution its crown ought to be elective. For the rest of the Hungarian history, see

Germany,

TRANSYLVANIA, SCLAVONIA, CROATIA, and

HUNGARIAN DALMATIA,

THESE countries "appear wnder one division, for several reasons, and particularly

because we have no account sufficiently exact of their extent and boundaries.

The best account of them is a» follows : Transyi^vania belongs to the house of .Aus-

tria, and is bounded on the north by the Carpathian mountains, which divide it from

Poland : on the east by Pvloldavia and Wallachia j on the south by Wallachia ;
and on

the west by Upper ;ind Lower Hungary. It lies between 22 and 26 degrees of east

longitude, and 45 and 48 of north latitude. Its length is extended about 180, and its

breadth 1^0 muts} and contains nearly 14,40Q st^uare wiles, but is surrounded on all
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«idcs by high mountains. Its produce, vegetables, and animals, are almost the same

with those of Hungary. The air is wholesome and temperate ^ but their wine, though

good, is not equal to the Hungarian. Its chief city is Hermanstadt, and its interior

,^overnment still partakes greatly of the ancient feudal system, being composed of many
ittidependent states and princes. They owe not much m-cre than a nominal subjection to the

Austrians, who leave them in possession of most of their privileges. Papists, Lutherans,

Calvinists, Socinians, Arians, Greeks, Mahometans, and other sectaries, here enjoy their

several religions. Transylvania is thought to add but little to the Austrian revenue,

though, k exports some metals and salt to Plungary. The other large places are Sa-

geswar, Millenback, and Newmark. All sorts of provisiQns are very cheap, and ex-

cellent in their kinds. Hermanstadt is a large, strong, and well built city, as are Clau-

seiiburg and Wei ssenburg. The seat of government is at Hermanstadt, and the governor

is assisted by a council made up of Roman Catholics, Calvinists, and Lutherans. The
diet, or parliament, meets by summons, and receives the commands of the sovereign, to

whom of late they have been more devoted than formerly. They have a liberty vif

soaking remonstrance^ and representations in case of grievances.

Transylvania is part of ancient Dacia, the inh^ibilants of which long employed tha

Homan arms, before they could be subdued. It was o\^rruQ by ihe Goihs on the de-

cline of the Roman empire, and then by the-Huns. Their descendants retain the samvj.

military character. The population of the country is not ascertained j but if the Tran-
sylvanians can bring to the field, as has been asserted, 30,^000 troops, the whole number-
of inhabitants must be considerable. At present ita military force is reduced to six re-

gimen,ts of 1566 m.en each ; but it i^ ivell known that during the last two w^ars, iA

Avhich ttie house of Austria w^as engaged, the Transylvanians did great services. Her-
manstadt is its. only bishopric j and the Trans^/lvanians at present seem to. trouble them-
selves little either aboi,xt learning or religion, though the Roman^catholic is the establish-

ed church. Stephen I. king of Hungary, introduced Christianity there about the year

JOOO, and it was afterwards governed by an Hungarian vaviod, or viceroy^ The va-.

nous revolutions in tiieir government prove their impatience under slavery ^ and thougli.

the treaty of Carlou'itz. in 169'), gave the sovereignty of Transylvania^ as. also of S^la-

vonia, ta the house of Austria, yet the natives enjoy what we may call a loyal aristocra-

cy, which their sovereigns do not tliink proper to invade. In October 1784, on ac-

count of the real or feigned oppressions oe the nobility, near 10.000 assembled, and"-

Gommitted great depredations on those whose conduct had been resented. Several had.,

their palaces burnt, and were glad to escape, with their lives. The revolters were dis-

, :ippointed in their attempt on ClauSenburgh, and afterwards ofiered,to separate, and go .

liome in peace, on the terms, of a general pardon, better treatment from the nobilitv, and
. a, freedom from vass?*] age.. In the present siiuation or the Austrians,. lenient terms
have been granted to them., and with the punishment of a fcu', the. insurrection was.
suppressed.

SCLAYONIA lies.between the 17th and 2:.st degrees of ea>t longitude, and the 55th and-
'

4St]i of north latitude. It is, thought to be about 200 miles in length, and 60 ia
bre^idth, and contahis about 10,000 scjuare miles. It is bounded by the Drave on the
i^orth, by the -Danube on the east, by the Save on the south, and by Kiria in Austria
on the west. The reason w^hy Hungary, Transylvania, Sciuvcnia, and the other na-
tions, subject to the house of Austria in those parts, contain a snrpvising variety of peo-
})le, diilering in name, language, and manners, is because liberty here made its last

*'tand against the Ivoman arms, which by degrees forced the remains of the different ra-
tions they had conquered into those quarters. 'J'hc thickness of the woods, rapidilv

of the rivers, and the stre.ngth of the country, favoured tbf;ir resistance *, cmd their de-
scendants, notwithstanding tlie power of the 'J'urks, the Austrians, the Hungariaus, and.
the Poles, si ill relaln the same spirit of Independency. Without minding llie arrange-
ments made by the sovereigns of Europe, they arc quiet under llie govcrumcnt tliafc.

leaves them most at liberty. That they arc gencrous,^ as well as brave, appears from,

their attachment to the house of Austria, which, till the last two wars, never was sen -

roble of their value and valour v insomuch that it is well known, that they preserved tlicjj

^n-agmatic sanction, r.nd kept tl^c imperial crown in that famiiv. Tlie Sclavoui'^.s tcx.

Gg4
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metly gave so much work to the Roman arms, that it is thought the word slave \oo\

Its original from them on account of the great numbers of them who were carried into

bondage, so late as the reign of Charlemagne. Though Sclavonia yields neither in

beauty nor fertility to Hungary and Transylvania, yet the ravages of war are still visi-

ble in the face of the country, which lies in a great measure unimproved. The Scla-

vonians, from their ignorance, perhaps, are zealous Roman Catholics, though Greeks and
Jews are tolerated. Here we meet with two bishoprics

j
that^ of Posega, which is the

capital cf the couhtry, and Zagrab, which lies on the Drave 5 but we know ofno universi-

ties. Esseck is a large and strong town, remarkable, as before noticed, foi* a wood-
en bridge over the I>rave, and adjoining marshes, five miles long, and fifteen paces

broad, built by the Turks. Waradin and Pcterwaradin are places noted in the wars

betv^^een the Austrians and Turks, and the inhabitants are composed of Servi-

ans, Radzians, Croats, Wallachians, Germans, Hungarians, aijd a vast number of other

people, whose names were never known even to the Austrians themselves, but from the

military musler- rolls, when they poured their troops into the field during the last two
Tvars. In 1746, Sclavonia was united to Hungary, and the states send representatives

to the diet of Hungary.

Croatia lies between the l5th and 17th degrees of east longitude, and the 45th
and 47th of north latitude. It is SO miles in length and 70 in breadth, and about 2,500
square miles. The manners, government, religion, language, and customs of the Croats,

are similar to those of the Sclavonians and Transylvanians, who are their neighbours.

They are excellent irregular troops, and as such are famed in modern history, under the

name of Pandours, and various other designations. The truth is, the house of Austria

finds its interest in suffering them and the neighbouring nations to live in their own
manner. The towns are blended with each other, 'there scarcely being any distinction

of boundaries. Carolstadt is a place of some note, but Zagrab (already mentioned), i$

the capital of Croatia All the sovereignty exercised over them by the Austrians seems

to consist in the military arrangements for bringing them occasionally into the field,

A viceroy presides over Croatia, jointly with Sclavonia, and

Hungarian dalmatia : This lies in the upper part of the Adriatic sea, and consists of
five districts, in which the most remarkable places are the two following: Segna, which

is a royal free town, fortified both by nature and art, and is situated near the sea, in 2^

bleak, mountainous, and barren soil. The bishop of this place is a suffragan to the;

archbishop of Spalatro. Here are twelve churches, and two convents. The govern©^

resides in the old palace, called the Royal Castle. 2. Ottoschatz, a ^-ontier fortification

on the river Gatzka. That part of the fortress where the governor, and the greate^

part of the garrison reside, is surrounded with a wall, and some towers : but the rest o^

'the buildings, which are mean, are erected on piles in the water j so that one neighbour

'cannot visit another without a boat.

Near Segna dwell the Uscocs, a people, who, being galled by opprfssion, espaped out

of Dalmatia, from v^hence they obtained the name of Uscocs, from the word Scoco,

•which signifies a deserter. They are also called springers, or leapers, from the agility

with which they leap, rather than walk, along this rugged and mountainous country.

Some of them live in scattered houses, and ethers in large villages. They are a rough,

savage people, large bodied, courageous, and given to rapine, but their visible employ^

ment is grazing. They use the Wallachian language, and in their religious sentiments

and mode of wcrship approach nearest to the Greek church ^ but some of them are Ro^

man Catholics.

A part of Wallachia belongs"also to the emperor, as; well as to the Turks, which lies

to the east cf Transylvania, and it>s principal towns are Tregosiitz, Buccharest^ and

Severen. ' ^
...

/
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PRUSSIAN DOMINIONS.
THE KINGDOM OF PRUSSIA PROPER.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles, Degrees-.

Length 280 7 ,
("16" and 24^ East longitude.

Breadth 240 J 151° and 55^ North latitude.

Name.] THE name of Prussia is derived from the Sclavonic word po^ near, and

Russi ; signifying the people who lived adjacent to or near the Russians.

Boundaries.] The kingdom of Prussia is bounded on the north by the Baltic Sea,

and Samogitia on the east, by Lithuania on the south, by Galiicia and Silesia, and on the

west by Brandenburg and Pomerania.

Divisions.] The general divisions of the kingdom of Prussia, with their extent and

population, are as follow :

Sq. Miles. Population.

East Prussia, or Old East Prussia, the ancient Ducal Prussia 12,050 940,000

West Prussia, with the district of Netz 10,100 521,630
South Prussia 15,000 1,100,000

New East Prussia. ------- 11,000 "700,000

Total - - 48,150 3,261,630

West Prussia consists principally of the territory wrested from Poland in the year

J772 J
and South Prussia and New East Prussia, of the portion of the same country

allotted to Prussia at its final division in 1795. The extent and population of South
Prussia and New East Prussia, are not very accurately known.

MetaLs, minerals.] Prussia yields no metals, except a little iron ore : its pecu-

liar and valuable mineral is amber, which is usually found at about the depth of 100
feet, and is often washed on shore by tempests. It is now generally supposed to be a

vegetable production, mineralised by some unknown operation of nature.

Rivers, canals.] The chief rivers are the Vistula, the Pregel, the Memel, the

Netze, the Bro, and the Warte. The two canals called Frederic's canal, and the

Bromberg cana,!, unite the Netze with the Vistula,

At the mouths of the rivers Vistula and Memcl, singular havens, called by the Ger-
mans haffs^ are formed by long narrow tracts of land. This tongue of land in the

Frisch-half, at the mouth of the Vistula, is 70 miles in length, and from three to ten

broad. It is said to have been thrown up by tempests about the year 1190.

Face of the country, forests, lakes.] The kingdom of Prussia is in general

a level country : there are no mountains 5 but extensive forests, especially in the partSi

acquired from Poland.

Prussia abounds in lakes j the principal of which are the Sperling Sec, the Mauer Sec,

and the Gneserich Lake. The firat of these is 20 miles long and as many broad. In
East Prussia, it is reckoned, there are 300 small lakes and 160 in West Prussia.

Animals.] The uri or bison, a kind of wild ox, and a species of beaver, are found
here, as are dlse lynxes, bears, and foxes, The horses, cattle, and sheep, resemble
those of th^ northern parts of Germany.

Climate, soil, produce.] The climate of Prussia is more damp and raw, and the

qold more lasting, than in Germany ; but the air is saUibrious, and the natives frequently

attain to a considerable age. The soil is tolerable j and produces corn, tlax, hemp, hops,

tobacco, various kinds of fruits, and timber in abundance.

Cities, chief towns.] Konigsberg, the capital of the kingdom of Prussia, is situate

pn fp isls^nd fwmci^ bv the jiver ^^regel, over ^s^%'^ it l^ag seven bridges. This city is
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seven miles in circumference, and contains 4,480 houses and above 50,000 inhabitants;

It carries on an extensive trade, the river being navigable for ships of considerable

burden. Besides its college or university, which contains 38 professors, it has magnifi-

cent palaces, a town-house, and exchange j as also a good harbour, and a citadel, whicb
is called Fredericsburg, and is a regular square.

Warsaw, the late capital of Poland, now a Prussian city, is situate on the Vistula,

partly in a plain and partly on a gentle ascent rising from the river. It contains many
magnificent palaces and other buildings, besides churches and convents. The Streets

^i-e spacious, but ill paved 5 and the greatest part of the houses, particularly in the su-

burbs, are mean wooden hovels. The city exhibits a strong contrast of wealth and
pox'erty, and has little or no commerce.

The number of inhabitants in 1787 was nearly 90,000, including the suburb of
Fraga. At present, after Tvhat the city, and especially that suburb, suffered from- the

iiegc and massagre by the Russian army in 1794, they are estimated at about 66,000.
Dantzic, formerly the capital of Polish Prussia, is famous in, history on many accounts,

particularly for being at the head of the Hanseatic association, commonly called the

xlanse-towns. It is situate on the Vistula, near five miles from the Baltic, and is a large,

beautiful, populous city its houses generally are five stories high j and many of the

s^^reets are planted with chesnut-trees. It has a fine harbour, and is still a very commeiv-

cial • city, although it is now on the decline in that respect. It formerly contained

80,000 inhabitants, but in the year 17S3 they were diminishell. to 30,000. Dr Bus-
ching affirms, that it appears, from ancient records, that as. early as the year 997 Dant-
zic was a large commercial city, and not a village or inconsiderable town, as some pre-

tend.

r.Iarienwerder, the seat of the government of West Prussia, stands on the Vistula.

The cathedral is the largest church in the kingdom of Prussia, being 320 feet long. It

seems by its strong breastAvorks to have formerly served as 2. fortress. Here is also a

castle and a spacious palace, built in the old Gothic style.

Elbing and Thorn are cities of considerable trade, and contain, the former about

16,000, and the latter 9,000 inhabitants. Posen, late a Polish city, the seat of the go-

vernment of South Prussia, is the see of a catholic bishop, has a university, and contains

13 convents and 15,000 inhabitants.
!

Religion'.] The religion of Prussia is very tolerant. The established religions are

those of the Lutherans and Calvinists, but chietly the former but papists, antipaedo-

baptists, and almost all other sects, are here tolerated.

Commerce and manufactures.] The Prussian manufactures are not inconsider-

able : they consist of glass, iron-work
;
paper, gunpowder, copper, and brass mills

;

manufactures of cloth, camlet, linen, silk stockings, and other articles. The inhabi-

tants export a variety of naval stores, amber, linseed, and hemp-seed, oatmeal, fish, mead,

iallow, and caviare and it is said that 500 ships arc loaded every year with those com-
modities, chietly from Konigsberg.

Universities, literature, language.] The university of Konigsberg was
founded' in 1544 that of Frankfort on the Oder in 1516, by Joachim., elector of Bran-

jdenburg. To these arc to be added the Polish university of Pasen, which has now be-

-come subject to Prussia. There are many schools and seminaries of education in the

kingdom of Prussia, but it has produced fev/ men of eminent literary abiliti_es.

The language of Prussia is the German y but in the territory lately acquired from-

Poland, the Polish, as may be expected, prevails.

National character, manners, customs.] The character, ma-mers, and cus-

toms, of the inhabitants of the old kingdom of Prussia, are nearly the same xvith those of

their neighbours in the north of Germany. Those of the Poles have been already de-.

scribed in our account of Galiicia,

Constitution and government.]" Before we proceed to speak of the govern^

ment, army, revenue, &:c. of Prussia, which have a reference to the whole of the, Prus-

sian dominions, it will be proper to present the reader with a statement of the countries;

and provinces of \Vhich those dominions are composed, with their extent and population

respectively, as they now ^re., af^er the chan^e§ npde.by the cession to i rancc of
,

tlx-
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Prussian territOTy on the left bank of the Rhine, and the appropriation of the indemni-

ties assigned in compensation for such cession. These, according to the latest and rao^

authentic accounts, are as follow :

Sq. miles. Population.

Kingdom of Prussia, including the late acquisitions from Po-l

land, according to the divisions above given . - - - J

CO

5,261,630

f Prussian Pomerania - - T,200 540,000
0

I
Electorate of Brandenburg . . - 10,672 1,200,000

^ J Part of counties of Mannsfeld and Hohenstein . - - - 180 35,000

Abbey of Quedlinburg 32 12,000

^ [* Town and territory of Erfurt, and the Eichsfeld - . - 810 110,000

c fDuchy of Magdeburg - - - 3,152 290,000

1 j

Principality of Halberstadt - - 480 100,000
CO

1
* Principality, late bishopric, of Hildesheim - - - - 640 90,000

^* i * Late imperial cities of Muhlhausen, Nordhausen, Gos-")
OOO

r Principality of East Frlesland - - . - - - - .- 864 120,000
~ Principality of Minden 496 60,000

Part of duchy of Cleve . - - 400 55,000

County of Mark r - 816 124,000

Counties of Lingen and Tecklenburg ------ 208 45,000

County of Ravensberg - -. - - - - - - - - 272 85,000
* Principality, late bishopric, of Paderborn 868 120,000
* Principality of Munster, containing the city and greater!

^
• part of the late bishopric - -- -- -- -- J"'

'

Towns and territory late belonging to the abbeys of Herfor-

den ^---32 2,000

Essen

40

5,500

Werden - 40 5,000

Elten

32

4,000

^ . r Principality of Bayreuth or Culmbach - - 1,200 220,000

I Principality of Anspach or Onolzbach - - - 3,120 275,000

Prussian Silesia and the county of Glatz - - 11,616 1,890,000

Switzerland.—Principality of Neufchatel or Neuenburg, and 7
45 qoo

the county of Valengin ---------^ '

Total - 88,980 9,015,130

N. B. The territories marked with an asterisk, are those given to Prussia by the pian of indemritles

carried int© eil'ect in 18U3o

Constitution and government.] His Prussian majesty is absolute through all

Lis dominions. The government of this kingdom is by a regency of four chancellors

of state : viz. 3. The great master 3 2. The great burgrave j 3. The great chancel-

lor*, and, 4. The great marshal. There arc also some other councils, and 37 baili-

wick_s. The states consist, 1. Of counsellors of state j 2. Of deputies from the nobi-

lity
j
and, 3. From the commons. Besides these inslitulions, Frederic IL erected -x

board for commerce and navigation.

Army.] 'J 'he Prussian army, cv?n in time of peace, consists of about 220,000,
including 40,000 cavalry, of the best disciplined troops in the world ; and dining the

§even )'ears war, that furce was augmented to 300,000 men. But this great military

force, however it may aggrandise the power and importance of the king, is utterly in-

consistent with the interests of the people. 1'he army is chietly composed of provincial

regiments---the whole Prussian dominions being divided into circles or cantons \ in

each of which, one or more regiments, in proportion to the size and populousness of the,

division, have been originally raised, and from it the recruits continue to be taken :

Rud each particular r^'ghnent is iilwavs (quartered, in time of peace, near th-c canton irc ni
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which its recruits are drawn. Whatever number of sons a peasant may have, they are
all liable to be taken into the service, except one, who is left to assist in the manage-
ment of the farm. The rest wear badges from their childhood, to mark that they are

destined to be soldiers, and obliged to enter into the service whenever they are called
upon. The maintaining so large an army, in a country naturally so little equal to it,

occasioned, however, such a drain from population, and such a withdrawing of strength
from the labours of the earth, that Frederic II. endeavoured in some degree to save
his own peasantry, by drawing as many recruits as he could from other countries.

Thescsforeign recruits remain continually with the regiments in which they are placed ^
but the native Prussians have every year some months of furlough, during which they
areturn to the houses of their fathers or brothers, and work at the business of the farm,
or in any other- way they please.

Revenue.) The revenue of the Prussian monarchy, before the additions made to

it by the last division of Poland, and the changes occasioned by carrying into effect

the late plaii of indemnities, was estimated at 3,879,0001. sterling, of which

Prussia contributed ... . L. 816,600
Brandenburg 1,050,000
Silesia . ^. 937,500
Pomerania , 350,000
Madgeburg and Halberstadt 241,600
Westphalia 483,300

Total....3,879,000

It is probable that it now amounts to considerably above four millions ; for " though
the entire rev^enue of Poland was not computed to exceed 439,5461. sterling, it would
not be surprizing if the Prussian government were to find means to raise a still greater

sum from its share of that kingdom only, since Austria obtains from Gallicia nearly to

the amount of one million sterling.

This revenue arises from the contributions, domains, salt-works, excise, posts, tolls,

and various taxes and duties. The duty on amber alone is said to produce above

26,000 dollars annually.

There is no state debt, and the exchequer is very rich, in consequence of the econo-

mical regulations of Frederic II.
j
who, notwithstanding, in the last years of his reign,

expended annually, in the improvement of his dominions, to the amount of 525,0001.

sterling 5 and between the years 1763 and 1788, S,50O,C0Ol,

- Orders of knighthood.] There are six orders of knighthood : the " Or//er of
Concord!^'' instituted by Christian Ernest, margrave of Brandenburg, in the year 1660,
to distinguish the part he had acted in restoring peace to many of the princes of

Europe. Frederic III. elector of Brandenburg, and afterwards king of Prussia, insti-

tuted, in 1635, the " Order of Generosity.'''* The knights wear a cross of eight points,

enamelled blue, having in the centre this motto, " La Generos'ite^'* pendent to a blue

ribbon. The same prince instituted the " Order of -the Black Eagle on the day of

his coronatic^n at Konigsberg, in the year 1700 : the sovereign is always grand-master 5

and the number of knights, exclusive of the royal family, is limited to thirty, who must

also be admitted into the " Order of Generosity^'* previous to their receiving this, un-

less they be sovereign princes. The badge is an eight-cornered golden blue enamelled

cross, in the middle of which is the name of the sovereign, and on the edges are four

black spread-eagles. It is worn suspended from a broad orange coloured ribbon which

passes from the left to the right. The knights wear on the left side of their coats a

silver star, ki the middle of which is a black eagle, with the motto Suum Cuique, The
" Order of Merit'*'' was instituted by Frederic II. in the year 1740, to rev/ard the

^erit of persons either in arms or arts, without distinc.tion of birth, religion, or country.

The king is sovereign, and the number of knights unlimited. Frederic II. ijkev/ise

instituted the orders of " St Steplen''* and " St John f the former in 1754, the latter

in 1756.
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Arms.J The royal arms of Prussia are, argent, an eagle displayed sable, crowned
Or, for Prussia. Azure, the imperial sceptre or, for Courland. Argent, an eagle dis-

played gules, with semicircular wreaths, for the marquisate of Brandenburg, To
these are added the respective arms of the several provinces subject to the Prussiaa
crown.

History.] The ancient history of Prussia, like that of other kingdoms, is lost in
the clouds of fiction and romance. The early inhabitants, a brave and warlike people,

descended from the Sclavonians, refused to submit to the neighbouring princes, who, on
pretence of converting them to Christianity, endeavoured to subject them to slavery.

They made a noble stand against the kings of Poland ^ one of whom, Boleslaus IV,
was by them defeated and killed in 1163. They continued independent, and pagans,
till the time of the crusades, when the German knights of the Teutonic order, about
the year 1227, undertook their conversion by the edge af the swordy but upon
condition of having, as a reward, the property of the country when conquered. A
long series of wars followed, in which the inhabitants of Prussia were almost extirpated
by the religious knights, who, in the thirteenth century, after committing the most in-

credible barbarities, peopled the country with Germans. After a vast ^vaste of bloody
m 1466, a peace was concluded between the knights of the Teutonic order and Casi-
mir IV. king of Poland, who had undertaken the cause of the oppressed people

j
by

which it was agreed, that the part now called Polish Prussia should continue a free pro-
vince, under the king's protection ^ and that the knights and the grand-master should
possess the other part, acknowledging themselves vassals of Poland. This gave rise to
fresh wars, in which the knights endeavoured, but unsuccessfully, to throw off their

vassalage to Poland. In 1525, Albert, margrave of Brandenburg, and the last grand-
master of the Teutonic order,_^laid aside the habit of his order, embraced Lutheranism,,
and concluded a peace at Cracow, by which the margrave was acknowledged duke of
the east part of Prussia (formerly called, for that reason. Ducal Prussia,) but to be
held as a fief of Poland, and to descend to his male heirs ;

and, upon failure of
his male issue, to his brother and his male-heirs. Thus ended the sovereignty of
the Teutonic order in Prussia, after it had subsisted nearly 300 years. In 1657,
fehe elector Frederic-William of Brandenburg, deservedly called the Great, had Ducal
Prussia confirmed to him ^ and, by the conventions of Welau and Bromberg, it wzs
freed, by John Casimir king of Poland, from vassalage j and he and his descendants
were declared independent and sovereign lords of this part of Prussia.

As the protestant religion had been introduced into this country by the margrave
Albert, and the electors of Brandenburg were now of that persuasion, the protesLant

interest favoured them so much, that Frederic, the son of Frederic-William the Great,
was raised to the dignity of king of Prussia, in a solemn assembly of the states, pro-
claimed January ISth 1701, and soon after acknowledged as such by all the powers of
Christendom. His grandson, Frederic II., in the memoirs c>f his family, gives us no
high idea of this first king's talents for government, but expatiates on those of his own
father, Frederic-William, who succeeded in 1713. He certainly was a prince of strong

natural abilities, and considerably increased the revenues of his country, but too ofien
at the expence of humanity. At his death, which happened in 1740, he is said to

have left seven millions sterling in his treasury, which enabled his son, by his wonder-

ful victories, and the more wonderful resources by which he repaired his defeats, to be-

come the admiration of the age. He improved the arts of peace as well as of war,

and distinguished himself as a jwel, philosopher, and legislator. Some of tlie principal

transactions of liis reign have ah-cady been related in our account of the history of Ger-

many. In the year 1783 he published a rescript signifying his pleasure that no kneel-

ing should in future be practised in honour of his person, assigning for his reason, that

this act of humiliation was not due but to the Divinity y and near 2,000,000 of crowns-

were expended by him, in 1782, in draining marshes, establishing factories, settling co^

Ionics, relieving distress, and in other purposes of philanthropy and policy.

The late king of Prussia, who succeeded his uncle, August 17, 1786, made many
salutary regulations for his subjects, and established a court of honow to prevent thr.

diabolical practice of duelling in lu's dominion?.
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The exertions of Prussia against France, till the treaty of peace concluded between
those two powers ou the 5th of April J 795^ have been already related in our account
of France,

Frederic-William II.* died at Berlin, of a dropsy, November 16, 1797, and was
succeeded by his son, Frederic-William III., the present sdvereign. His reign ha«
hitherto been pacific, and he has maintained an amicable connexion with France, amid
all the changes of government in that country.

Frederic-William III., born August 3. 1770, mairied, December 24. 1793, to

Louisa-Augusta-Wilhelmina-Amelia, daughter of Charles-Louis-Frederic, duke of
Mecklenburg Strelitz, by whom he has issue—

'

Frederic-William, bom October 15. 1795.
Frederlc-William-Louis, born ?«larch 22. 1797.
Frederica-Louisa-Charlotte-Wilhelmina, born July 13. 1798,
Charies-Frederic-Alexander, born June 29. 1801.
Q^ueen Dowager—Frederica-Louisa, daughter of the landgrave Louis IX. of Hesse

Darmstadt, born October 16. 1751,

SILESIA.
Silesia is situate between 49^ 30' and 52® 20' of north latitude, and 15 and 19

degrees of east Wgitude. It is bounded on the north by the Mark of Brandenburg
>and Lusatia, on the east by Gallicia and South Prussia, on the south by Hungary and
Moravia, and on the west by Moravia, Boliemia, and Lusatia. It belongs to Prussia,

except a small part of Uppe? or Southern Silesia. The Prussian part contains 10,960
square miles, and 1,816,000 inhabitants. Since the division of Poland in 1795, a part

©f that country, in extent about 656 square miles, has been incorporated with it, and
placed under the same government. The Austrian part contains 1296 square miles,

and 280,000 inhabitants.

Silesia is divided into Lower and Upper Silesia, The former is again sub-divided

into the seven principalities of Breslau, Brieg, Schwiednitz, Jauer, Liegnitz, Wholau,
and Glogau, immediately subject to the Prussian monarch, besides some other prin-

cipalities and lordships not immediately subject j and the latter into the three imme-
diate principalities of Munsterberg, Oppeln, and Ratibor, besides some mediate princi-

palities and inferior lordships. 1 he Austrian part of Silesia, at the extremity of Up-
per Silesia, is divided into the two circles of Jagerndorf amd Teschen.

The Sudetic chain of mountains divide this country from Bohemia. The Elbe and

the Oder have their sources among these mountains , the latter of which flows through
• the country, dividing it nearly into two equal parts. Besides these, the principal ri-

vers are the Vistula, the Niesse, the Bober, the Oppa, the guies, and the Elsa. The
mountainous parts contain m.ines of gold and silver, but they are not worked

j
they al-

so produce copper, lead, iron, sulphur, salt-petre, alum, and vitriol. The soil in the

vicinity of South Prussia and Lusatia is not very productive \ but this deficiency is

compensated by the fertility of the other and larger parts of Silesia, which produces

wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, buck-wheat, linseed, peas, beans, hops, and madder In

the mountains of Upper Silesia, tar, pitch, and resia, are made from the pine and fir
j

and the larch-trees yield turpentine. The breed of sheep here is said to be very pro-

-iitable, on account of the excellency of their w^ool. The wild animals of this country

are lynxes, which frequent only the mountainous parts j a few bears and wolves 3 and

* In enumerating the kings of Prassia, we have thought it most proper to follow the method used

in Prussia, and throughout Germany, where the Frederics zxt distinguished from the
.
Frederu'WiU

Hams : thus tlie uncle of the late king, and the late king, frequently here styied Freaeric HI. and Fre-

deric IV., are alw-ys called, on the continent, Frederic II., and Frederic-Wiiii^m II ; fAtherof the

former not beino- st^Ir-d Fiederlf XL but Frederic^Wiilmra L
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fbxes, weasels, otters, and beavers but the latter In no great number. In the Odet*

ire caught salmon and sturgeon, the latter of which are sometimes extremely large
5

also skate and lampreys. The other rivers, but especially the lakes and ponds, abound
in various kinds of fish.

Silesia is said to contain 180 cities ar^d towns, and 4000 villages. The capital i*

JBreslau, situate at the confluence of the Oder and the small river Ohlau, which last

runs through several of the streets. It is a large well-built fortified city, containing

3200 houses, and upwards of 60,000 inhabitants, one-third of whom are catholics, and
nine-tenths of the other two-thirds Lutherans

5
yet the protestants have only niiK:

churches, while the catholics have twenty-six, many of which are, however, cloisters,

Breslau is the see of a catholic bishop, whose ecclesiastical jurisdiction extends over the

whole of Silesia. The cathedral was founded about the year 1150, and contains seve-

ral magnificent chapels, which have been added to the body of the church by different

former bishops. The principal of the protestant churches
,
is the Lutheran church of

St Elizabeth. In the library belonging to this church is what may be considered as a

curious manuscript : to the naked eye it appears to be a drawing with a pen of the

Venus de Medicis, upon a half-sheet of folio paper j but on examining it with a mag-
nifying glass, it is found to be a copy of Ovid's Art of Love, perfectly legible, and the

whole five books within a compass of ten inches in length, and three in width. Eres-

lau has an university, which was founded in 1702, by the emperor Leopold.

Troppau, considered as the capital of Austrian or Bohemian Silesia, because it is the
s'eat of the Austrian administration of that province, is situate on the Oppa : it has a
castle, and contains about 3000 inhabitants. Teschen, the other principal town in tha
Austrian part, situate on the Elsa, contains about 5000 inhabitants.

Schweidnitz is a large and handsomely built town, which, since it has become subject

to Prussia, has been rendered a very strong place. It contains upwards ef 6000 inhp*

liitants, about one fourth of whom are catholics, and claims the intolerant and disgrace-

iul privilege of suffering 00 Jev/s within its walls. Brieg it likewise a large well-built

touai, and nearly as populous as Schweidnitz.

,
The principal manufactures of Silesia are those of thread, twine, linen, fiax, and da-

mask : the chief exports are madder, mill-stones, thread, yarn, linen and woollen cloth.

Since Silesia has fallen under the dominion of the kings of Prussia, commerce has been
considerably improved, and many excellent regulations have been made for th?.t pur-
pose.

Silesia was anciently inhabited by the Suevi, a Teutonic nation. In the seventh cetv-

lury the Sclavonians made themselves masters of the country. They embraced Christi-

anity in the ninth century. Silesia was afterwards united with Poland, and acknow-
ledged the Polish dukes and kings as its sovereigns. In the fourteenth centuiy the Si-

lesian princes rendered themselves independent of Poland, and the whole of the duchy-
became subject to the kings of Bohemia. On the death of the emperor Charles VL,
in the year 1740, Frederic JI. king of Prussia laid claim to certain principalities of Si-

lesia, and supported his claim so powerfully by his arms, that Lower, and the greater
part of Upper Silesia, with the county of Glatz, were ceded to him by the ti-eaty of
Breslau, and have ever since remained subject to Prussia.

The German language is generally spoken in Silesia, and the speaking of Prench
Cttnsideml as an aflcctation.

The county of Glatz is situate between Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, and is about
40 miles in^ length, and 25 in breadth. It is surrounded on all sides by mountains,
which contain mines of coal, copper, and iron, and quarries of stone and marble. It
has excellent pastures, which feed great numbers of cattle. Olatz, the principal town,
is a strongly fortified place, containing within the walb about 400 houjcs, and as many
more in four suburbs. The number of inhabitants is about SOOO. Xhc to^vn caiilvjB

on a considerable trade.
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SWITZERLAND,
SItUATION AND EXTENT.

I

Mile's. ,

> Degrees.

Length 230 7 , t 6 and 11 East longitude^

Breadth 1203
^^^^^^^ ^ 46 and 48 North latitude.

Containing 13,260 square miles, with 130 inhabitants to each *.

Name.^ SWITZERLAND was considered by the Romans as a part of Gaul, and
inhabited by the Helvetii on the west, and thc^ Rhseti on the east. The modern name
of Switzerland, or Swisserland, seems to be derived from that of the canton of Schweitz,

one of the earliest in forming the league by which the liberty of the country was as-

serted against the dukes of Austria. After the late revolution in its government, ef-

fected by the influence and arnr-c of France, it took the name of the Helvetic Re-
public.

. Boundaries.] It is bounded bn the north by the circle of Swabia in Germany,
on the east by Tyrol, on the south by the Italian republic, and by France, and on the

west by France, from which it is separated by Mount Jura.

Divisions.] Switzerland, before the year 1798, was divided into thirteen cantons,

which stood, in point of precedency, as follows : 1. Zurich j 2. Bern j 3. Lucern
j

4. Uri ; 5. Schweitz ; 6. Unterwalden j 7. Zug ; 8. Glaris ^ 9. Basil ; 10. Freyburg ;

11. Soleure, or Solotharn j 15. Schalfhausen 5 13. Appenzel,

Besides these there were certain districts and towns which were the subjects of the

cantons, and some small states v/ho were their allies. The extent and population of the

cantons, and of their subjects and allies were as follows :

Cantons. Chief Towns.
Bern Bern
Zurich Zurich

Lucern * Lucern

. Uri Altorf

Freyburg Freyburg. ......

j Claris Glaris.

Schweitz Schweitz .......
Soleure or SoJothurn. . Soleure

Appenzel Appenzel
Unterwalden Stanz

Basil Basil

Sqhaffhausen ....... Schaffhausen ....
2^ug Zug
The subjects of the Swiss, consisting of the baili-

wicks, free districts, towns of Bremgarten, Mel- >
lingen, &c. , J

Sq. Miles. Population.

3840 35,0,000

752 175,000

496 100,000
480 25,000

464 73,000

336 20,000

320 28,000

288 45,000

256 54,000

176 18,000
160 38,000

128 30,000
80 12,000

1888 348,000

* Switzerland, before the late revolution, was computed to contain 14,960 square miles, and about

two millions of inhabitants ; but the French having seized and annexed to France the city and territo-

ry of Geneva, the bishopric of Basil, (or, as the French write it, Basle), and the towns and districts of

Biel or Bienne, and Muhlhausen ; and also made the Valtelin, and the lordships of Worms, and Cla-

fen or Cleve, a part of the new Italian republic, the extent of Switzerland is reduced as above. As
likewise the republic of the Valais, and the principality of Neufchatel., are now rendered entirely in-

<lependent cf the Swiss government, these, perhaps, ought also to be deducted ; in v;hich case we,

shall have for the extsn^ of Switzeiland only ii,<>00 scj^uare miles, witih l!,582j0Q0 ifrfiabitants.
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Cantons. Chief Towns.

Brought forward

The allies, viz. the republic of Geneva, the Gri-

sons, the Valais, town of Muhlhausen, prin

cipality of Neufchatel, &c
Total

..J

Square

Miles.

9,664

5,296

Population.

551,000

14,960 1,8.66,000

Under the present constitution and government of Switzerland, the country, excla-

slve of the republic of Valais, and the territory of Neufchatel, is divided into 19 can-

tons, the extent and population of which are estimrted as follows :

Cantons.

1 Aargau
2 Appenzel "...
3 Basil

4 Bern

5 Freyburg ....
6 Claris

7 Grisons

8 Lcman, or Pays-1

de-Vaud . •

9 Lucern

10 St Gall

11 Schaffhausen . .

12 Schweitz ....
13 Soleure

14 Tessin

15 Thurgau ....
16 UntervN^alden . .

17 Uri

18 Zug
19 Zurich

Chief Towns. Square Population,

Miles.

Aargau 448
Appenzel. 256
Basil 160
Bern 1,920

Freyburg , . 576

Glaris/ 336

Chur or Coire 2,240

Lausanne 1,280

Lucern 496

St Gall. ........ 704
Schaffhausen 128

Schweitz 384
Soleure 240
Bellinzona 720
Frauenfeld ....... 260
Stanz 192

Altorf 464
Zug 88

Zurich 763^

100,000

60,000

40,000

200,000

70,000

24,000

100,000

100,00.0

150,000

30,000

32,000

50,000

16G,0G0

75,000

20,000

20,000

15,000

200,000

The republic of Valais Sitten or Sion . ..... 1,360 100,000

Pri.ncipality of Neuf-

chatel, or Neuen-
burg, and the county

of Valengin . . , ,

Total. . . . 13,260 1,727,000

Air, CLiMyVTF., SOIL, i^ND FACE OF THE COUNTRY.] This lj<rlng a mountiiinous

country, lying upon tlie Alps (which form an amphitheatre of more than 100 miles),

the frosts are consequently bitter in winter, the hills being covered with snow some-

times all the year long. In summer the inequality of the soil render^ tlie same province

very unequal in its seasons on one side of those mountains the inhabitants arc often

reaping, wliile they are sowing on another. The valiics, however, are T^-arm and fruit-

fid, and well cultivated, and nothing can be more delightful than the summer months
in this charming country. It is subject to rahis and tempests ; for which repson public

granaries are every where erected to supply the failure of their crops. The water of

Switzerland is generally excellent, and often descends from the mountains in large or

small cataracts, which have a delightful effect.

'.Iliere is perhaps, no country in the world wherein' the advantageous effects of un-

\vearied and persevering industry are more remiu-kably conspicuous than in Switzerland.

In p:tssuig over the mountainous parts thereof, the traveller is struck with admiration,

io cus-jrve rocks that were formerly barren, no.v pluntCvl with vines, or abouudin<:^ ^vit^l^

H h
' ^ '

Neufchatel 240 45,000
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rich pasture ^ and to mark the traces of the plough along the sides of precipices so

steep, that a horse could not even mount them without great difficulty. In short,

the inhabitants seem to have surmounted every obstruction which soil, situation, and
climate had thrown in their way, and to have spread fertility over various spots of the

country, which nature seemed to have consigned to everlasting barrenness. The feet

of the mountains, and sometimes also the very summits, are covered with vineyards, corn

fields, meadows, and pasture grounds. Other parts of this country are more dreary,

consisting almost entirely of barren and inaccessible rocks, some of which are continually

covered with snow or ice. The valiies between these icy and snowy mountains appear

like so many smooth frozen lakes, and from them vast fragments of ice frequently fall

down into the more fruitful spots beneath. In some parts, there is no regular gi-adation

from extreme wildness to high cultivation in others the transitions are very abrupt, and
very striking. Sometimes a continued chain of cultivated m.ounlains, richly clothed

tvith wood, and studded all over with hamlets, cottages above the clouds, pastures

which appear suspended in the air, exhibit the most delightful landscape that can be

conceived and in other places appear rugged rocks, cataracts, and mountains of a pro-

digious height, covered with ice and snow. " Behold our walls and bulwarks !" ex-

claimed a Swiss peasant, pointing to the mountains j
" Constantinople is not so strong-

ly fortined." In short, Switzerland abounds with the most picturesque scenes j. and
here are to be found some of the most sublime exhibitions of nature, in her most awful

and tremendous forms, and in ihose stupendous Alps, " wkose heads touch heaven."

Glaciers.] No subject in natural history is more curious than the origin of these

glaciers, v.hich are immense fields of ice, and usually rest on an inclined plain
j
being

pushed forwards by the pressure of their own weight, and but weakly supported by the

rugged recks beneath, they are intersected by large transverse crevices j and present the

appearance of v/alls, pyramids, and other fantastic shapes, observed at. all heights and in

all situations, wherever the declivity is beyond thirty or forty degrees.

Ivir Coxe describes the method of travelling over these glaciers. " We had each of

us a long role spiked with iron, and in order to secure us as much as possible from slip-

ping, the guides fastened to our shoes crampons or small bars of iron
;
provided with

four small spikes of the same metal. At other times, instead of crampons^ we had
' large nails in our shoes, which mere effeciually answered our purpose. The difficulty

«f crossing these valliy s of ice, arises from the imimense chasm-s. Vv e rolled down large

stones into several ci liiem ar.d the great length of time before they reached the bot-

tcm, gave us some conceptiori of their depth • our guides assured us, that in some places

they are not less than five hundred feet deep. I can no otherwise convey to you an

image of this body of ice, broiven into irregular ridges and deep chasms, than by com-
' paring it to a lake instantaneously frozen in the midst of a violent storm." In speak-

ing of an unsuccessful attempt of som^e gentlemen to reach the summit of Mont Blanc,

he presents to his readers a most horrid image of the danger of these chasms. " As
they were relurnirg in gyeat haste, (owing to the day being far advanced) one of the

party slipped in attempting to leap over a charm of ice. He held in his hand a long pole,

£pikcd wih iron, v;hich he strnck into the ice ; and upon this he hung dreadfully sus-

,'pended for a few moments, until he was released by his companions."

Vegetable akd a-KIPvTal productions.] Switzerland produces sheep and cattle,

wine, v;heat, barley, \ oats, rye, flax, and hem.p : plenty of apples, pears, nuts, cherries,

plums, and chesnuts, the parts tovvards Italy abound in peaches, almonds, figs, citrons,

and pomegranates : and most of the cantons abound in timber. Besides game, fish and

fowl, are also found in some of the higher and more inaccessible parts of the Alps,

the-bouquetin, and the chamois, whose activity in scouring along the steep and craggy

rocks, and in leaping over the precipices, is hardly conceivable. The blood of both

these animals is of so hot a nature, that the inhabitants of some of these mountains, who
are subject to pleurisies, take a fev»' drops of it, mJxed with water, as a remedy for that

disorder. The f.esh of the cham.ois is esteem.ed very delicious. Among the Alps is

likewise found a species of hares, which in summer is said perfectly to resemble other

hares, but in winter becomes all over white, so that they are scarcely distinguishable

ar;.cng ihe snov(r. Buc this idea hath be^n lately exploded, nor is it certain whether the
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two species ever couple together. The white hare seldom quits his rocky residence.

—

Here are also yellow and white foxes^ which in winter sometimes come down into the

vallies.

Rivers and lakes.] The chief rivers are the Rhine, which rises in the chain of

mountains bordering on St Gothard, the Aar, the Reuss, the Tesin, the Oglio, and the

Rhone.—The lakes are those of Geneva, Constance, Thun, Lucerne, Zuriche, £iei,

and Brien.

Metals and minerals.] The mountains contain mines of iron, crystal, virgiu

tulphur, and springs of mineral waters.

Mountains.] In this mountainous country, where nature is all upon a grand scale,

Mont Blanc is particularly distinguished from other mountains, by having its summits

and sides clothed to a considerable depth with a mantle of snow, almost without the inter-

vention of the least rpck to break the glare of the white appearance. According to the

calculation of Mr De Luc, (by whose improvement of the barometer elevations are taken

with a degree of accuracy before unattainable), the height of this mountain above the

level of the sea is 2,391 f-
French toises, or 153304 English feet, or, according to sir

George Shuckborough, 15,6()2 feet, which gives a difference of only 35S feet.

The Peak of Teneriff and ^Etna have been frequently supposed to be the highest

points of the globe, but, from the most accurate observations, it will be found

that Mont Blanc is of much more feohsiderable elevation, and that there are no moun-
tains (except those in America, particularly Chimboraco, the highest point of the Cor-

dilleras, the elevation of which according to Condamine, surpasses 3,000 toises, or

19,200 feet, but according to others, 20,608 feet), which are equal to the altitude of

Mont Blanc.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs, and diversions.] According
to the best accounts, the canton* of Swit7,erland contain about 2,000,000 of inhabitants,

who are a brave, hardy, industrious people, remarkable for their fidelity, and tbeir zea-
'

lous attachment to the liberties of their country. Like the old Romans, they are equal-

ly inured to arms and agriculture, A general simplicity of manners, an open and un-

affected frankness, together with an invincible spirit of freedom, are the most distin-

guishing characteristics of the inhabitants of Switzerland. A very striking proof of

the simplicity and openness of manners of this people, and of astonishing confidence, is

mentioned by Mr Coxe, who says, upon the authority of general PsifFer,^ths.t, on each

Side of the road, that runs through the valley of Muotta, in the canton of Schweitz,

there are several ranges of small shops uninhabited, yet filled, with various goods, of

which the prices are marked
;
any passengers wl^o vvish to become purchasers, enter tlie

shops, take away the merchandize, and deposit the price^, which the owners call for in

the evening. They are in general a very enlightened nation their common people are

far more intelligent than the same rank of men in most other countries *, a taste for liter-

ature is very prevalent among those who are in better circumstances, and even among
many of the lowest rank j and a genuine and unartful good breeding is extremely con-
spicuous in the Swiss gentry. On the first entrance into this country, the traveller can-

no^t but observe the air of content and satisfaction which appears in the countenances of
the iiihabitants. The cleanliness of the houses, and of the people, is peculiarly striking

^

and in all their manners, behaviour, and dress, some strong outlines may be traced,

which distinguish thi^ happy people from the neighbouring nations, who labour under
the oppressions of despotic government. Even the Swiss cottages convey the liveliest

image of cleanliness, ease, and simplicity, and cannot but strongly impress upon tlie ob-

server a most pleasing conviction of the peasant's happiness. In some of the cantons,
each cottage has its little territory, consisting generally of a field or two of fine pasture-

ground, and frequently skirted with trees, and well supplied ^vith water. Sumptuary
laws arc in force in most parts of Switzerland ^ and no dancing is allowed, except upon
particular occasions. Silk, lace, and several other articles of luxury, are totally prohi-

bited in some of the cantons ; and even th* head-dresses of the ladies are regulated.

All games of hazard are also strictly prohibited and in other games, the parly which
loses above six florins, which is about nine shillings of our money, incurs a cQu.sidorablo

fine. 1'heir diversions, therefore, are chiefly ot the active ana waidike kind ; aiid

\,\mi- lime is not washed in games of cliance, many of thc»i cmplov part of their Ici5uv<%
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hours in reading, to tlie great improvement of tlieir understandings-. The yauth ars

diligently trained to all the martial exercises, such as running, wrestling, throwing the

h'amrrier, and shooting both with the cross bow and the musket.*

Goiters and idiots.] The inhabitants in one part of this country, particularly

in the republic of Vallais, are very much subject to goiters, or large excrescences of flesh

that grow from the throat, and often increase to a most enormous size j but what is more

extraordinary, idiotism also remarkably abounds among them. " I saw," says Mr Coxe,

many instances of both kinds, as I passed through Sion : some idiots were basking in

the sun with their tongues out, and their heads hanging down, exhibiting the most af-

fecting Fpect.icle of intellectual imbecillity that can possibly be conceived. The causes

whicli produce a frequency of these phoenoniena in this country form a very curious question.

The notion that sno'^v water occasions these excrescences is totally void of foundation.

Tor on that supposition, why are the natives of those places that lie most contiguous

to the glaciers, and who drink no other water than what descends from those immense
reservoirs of ice and snow, free from this malady ? And why are the inhabitants of those

countries in which there is snow, afflicted -with it ? For these guttural tumours are to

be found in the environs of Naples, in the island of Sumatra, and at Patna and Purnea

in the east Indies, where snow is unknown.
The springs, that supply drink to the natives, are impregnated with a calcareous

matter, called in Su'izerland tuf, nearly similar to the incrustations of matlock, in Der-

byshire, so minutely dissolved as not in the least to affect the transparency of the water.

It is not improbable, that the impalpable particles of this substance, thus dissolved,

.should introduce themselves into the glands of the throat, and produce goiters, for the

Ibllowing reasons : because tuf, or tljis calcareous deposition, abounds in all those dis-

tricts where goiters are common. There are goitrous persons and much tuf in,Derby-

shire, in different parts of the Vallais, in the Valteline, at Lucerne, Fribourgh, and

Berne, near Aigle and Bex, in several places of the Pays de Vaud, near Dresden, in

the valleys of Savoy and Piedmont, near Turin and Milan. But the strongest proof

in favour of this opinion, says our author, is derived from the following facts* A sur-

f<^eon wh«m I met at the baths of Leuk, informed me that he had not unfrequently ex-

tr^icied concretions of tuff-stone from several goiters^ and that from one in particular,

^'• luch suppurated, he had taken several flat pieces, each about half an inch long. He
sddtd that the same jubstance is found in the stomach of cows, and in the goitrous tu-

,mors to which even the doge of the country are subject. He had diminished and cured

the goiters of miany youn;::; persoi^s by emollient liquors, and external applications j and

prevcn-ed tliem in fuu^re, ?y ren-'Oving his patients from the place ^vhere the springs are

iiTpregnated with if that could not be contrived, by forbidding the use of

wafer which wsis no' p-.:'':::ed.

Children rae occrir'cnally born with guttural swelling^:, but this may arise from the

ailment of a;e rr;olher. It is. to be presumed, that a people accustomed to these ex-

crescences, will not be shocked at their deformity j but it does not appear, as some

>.witers assert, that they consider them as beauties. To judge from the account of many
travellers, ' it miglit be supposed that the natives, without exception, were either idiots

or goitrous-, whereas, in fact, the Vallaisans in general are a robust race j and all that

Tvith truth can be au.nned is, that goitrous persons and idiots are more abundant in

some districts of the Vallais, than perhaps in any oiher part of the globe. It has been

:i?serted \\i?x the people very much respect these idiots, and even consider them as

rlessc gs j:-0'n heaven. The common people, it is certain, esteem them so, for they

call them sonIs of God without sin and many parents prefer these idiot children to

t'lose Wiiose understandings are perfect, because, as they are incapable of intentional

criminality, th.ey consider them as certain of happiness in a future state. Nor is this

opinion entirely without its good effect, as it disposes the parents to pay greater atten-

tion to such helpless beings. Thes? idiots are suifercd to maiTy, as well among them-

selves as with others.

Religion.] Though ail the Swiss cantons form but one political republic, yet they

are not united in religion, as the reader, in the table prefixed, may perceive. Those

* This interesting desrripl ion applies to Switzcria u'i, previous to the late conquest of it _by the

French : The scene is now miserably changed.
'
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diiferences in religion fonnerly created many public commotions, which seem now to

have subsided. Zuinglius was the apostle of protestantism in Switzerland. He was a

moderate reformer, and differed from Luther and Calvin only in a few speculative

points ; so that Calvenism may be said to be the religian of the protestant Svvls6. Eat
this must be understood chiefly with respect to the mode of the church governm.eiit

y

for in some doctrinal points they are far from being universally Calvinistical. There
is, however, too much religious bigotry prevalent among -them and though they are

ardently attached to the interests of civil liberty, their seuLiments on the subject of re-

ligious toleration are in general much less liberal.

Universities.] The university of Basil, which was founded in 1459, has a very

curious physic-garden, which contains the choicest exotics j and adjoining to the libra-

ry, whicli contains some valuable manuscripts, is a museum well furnished with natural

and artificial curiosiLies, and with a great number of medals and paintings. In the ca-

binets of Erasmus and Amberbach, wdiicb also belong to this university, there are no le^.s

than tv/enty original pieces of Holbein j for one of which, representing a dead Chrisl, a

thousand ducats have been oift;red. The other universities, v.'hich indeed arc comirioa-

ly only styled colleges, are tliose of Bern, Lausanne, and Zurich.

Language.] Several languages prevail in Switzerland ^ but the most common u
German. The Sv>riss who border upon France speak a basiard French, as those near
Italy do a corrupted Latin or Italian..

Learning and Learned men.] Calvinj whose name is so well known in all pro-

testant countries, instituted laws for the city of Geneva, Vvfhicli are held in high esteeiu

by the most learned of that country. The ingenious and eloquent Rousseau, too, ^vho^a

works the present age have received with so much approbaticn, was a citizen of Gene-
va. Rousseau gave a force to the French language which it was thought incapable of

receiving. In England he is generally known as a prose writer only, but the Frencii

admire him as a poet. His opera of the Devin dfi Vil/a:^s^ in particular, is much
esteemed. M. Bonnet, and Messrs de Saussure and De Luc, also deserve to be incn-

tioned with applause, and will be remembered till the Alps shall be no more.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural and artificial ] Every district of .i

canton in this mountainous country presents the traveller with a natural curiosity, some-
times in the shape of wild but beautiful prospects, interspersed witli lofty buildliigs, and
wonderful herraltages, especially one, two leagues from Frlbourg, This was formed
by the hands of a single hermit, who laboured on it for 25 years, and was living iii

1707. It is the greatest curiosity of the kind perhaps in the world, as it contains ;i

chapel, a parlour 23 paces in length, 12 in breadth, and 20 feet hi heiglit, a cabinet,

a kitchen, a cellar, and other anartments, with the altar, bencheSi lloorin$>-, ceiUnc, all

cut out or the rocK.

At ShaufFliausen is a very extraordinary bridge over the Rliine, justly admired for

the singularity of its archltectmre. The river is extremely rapid, and had already de-
stroyed several stone bridges of the strongest construction, v/hen a carpenter of Appen-
zcl offered to throw a wooden bridge, of a single arch, across the riv^er, \vhich is near
four hundred feet wide. The magistrates, however, required that it should consist of
two arches, and that he should for that purpose employ the middle pier of the old
bridge. Accordingly the architect was obliged to obey ; but he has contrived to leav e
it a matter of doubt, whether the bridge is supported by the middle pier, and whethor
it would not have been equally as safe as if formed solely of one arch. The sides autl

top are covered, and it is what the Germans call a liccngciverb^ or hanging bridge j tl:c

road, which is
,
almost level. Is not carried, as usual, over the top of the arcii

;
but, if

the expression may be allowed, is let into the middle of it, and there suspended. A
man of the slightest weight feels It almost tremble under hun, yet waggons heavily hi-

den pass over without danger. It has btcn compared to a tight rope. Which trembk-s
when struck, but still preserves its firm and equal tension. On considering the 'great-

ness of the plan, and the boldness of the construction, it is a matter of astoniMnrc.u
that the architect was origitially a carpenter, without the least tincture of litcr.ituie, io

tally ignorant of mathematics, and not versed in the theorv of uicchaniuj>. His muuo
Hh3
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was Ulric Grubcnman. The bridge ivas finished in less than three years, ^nd co&l

about 80001. sterling.

At the famous pass of Pierre Pertuis^ the road is carried through a solid rock, near

50 feet thick, the height of the arch is 26, and its breadth 25. The marchasites, false

diamonds, and other stones, found in those mountains, are justly ranked amon.'^- the na-

tural curiosities of the country. The ruins of Caesar's wall, which extended 18 miles

in length, from Mount Jura to the banks of Lake Leman, are still discernible. Many
monuments of antiquity have been discovered near the baths of Baden, which were >

known to the Romans in the time of Tacitus. Switzerland boasts of mavij noble reli-

gious buildings, particularly a college of Jesuits, and many cabinets of valuable manu-

scripts, antiques, and curiosities of all kinds. At Lucerne (says Mr Coxe) is to be

seen a topographical representation of the most mountainous parts of Switzerland, by

general Psiffer, a native of this town, and an officer in the French service. It is a mo-

del in relief, and well deserves the attention of the curious traveller. What w?s fi-^

nlshed in 1776 comprised about 60 square leagues, in the cantons of Lucerne, Zug,

Berne, Uri, Schweiiz, and Underwalden. The model was twelve feet long, and nu.s

iand a half broad. The composition is principally a mastic of charcoal, lime, clv y, a

little pitch, with a thin coat of wax j and is so hard as to be trod upon without receiv-

ing the least damage. The whole is painted with different colours, representing iie

objects as they exist in nature. It is worthy of particular observation, that not only

the woods of oak, beech, pine, and other trees, are distinguished, but also that strata o£

the several rocks are marked, each being shaped upon the sp§t, and formed with gran-

itCj gravel, calcareous stone, or such other natural substances as compose the original

mountains. The plan is indeed so minutely exact, that it comprises not only all" the

mountains, lakes, towns, villages, and forests, but every cottage, every torrent, every

road, and every path, is distinctly and accurately represented. The general takes his

elevations from the level of the lake of Lucerne, which, according to Mr de Saussure,

is about fourteen hundred and eight feet above the Mediterranean. This model, exhi-

biting the most mountainous parts of Switzerland, conveys a sublime picture of Immense

Alps piled one upon another, as if the story of the Titans were realised, and they had

succeeded (at least in one spot of the globe) in heaping Ossa upon Pelion, and Olym-

pus upon Ossa. From the account of this officer, it appears that there are continued

chains of mountains of the same elevation, rising in progression to the highf-'-t range,

and from thence gradually descending in the same proportion to Italy. Near hiy •^^'^re^

is a famous spring which rises in the midst of a natural bason of twelve square ief t~—

the force that acts upon it must be prodigious. After a great shower of rain, It car-

ries up a column of water as thick as a man's thigh, nearly a foot above i.o s' .fare,

-Its temperature never varies, its surfi^ce is clear as crystal, and in depth un'.uJiG.'

-

able, probably it is the end of seme subterraneous lake, that hath here found an issue

ior its waters.

CoriMERCE AND MANUFACTURES.] The productions of the loom, linen, din.'ly,

lace, stockings, handkerchiefs, ribbands, silk, and painted cottons, and gloves, are com-

mon in Switzerland, and the inhabitants are now beginning, notwithstanding their

sumptuary laws, to fabricate silks, velvets, and woollen manufactures. I'heir great

progress in these manufactures, and in agriculturcj gives them a prospect of being able

soon to make considerable exports.

Cities.] Of the roost considerable is the city of Bern, standing on the river Aar.

This city and canton, it is said, forms almost a third of the Helvetic confederacy, ard

can, upon occasion, fit out 100,000 armed men. All the other cities in Switzerlani

are excellently well provided with arsenals, bridges, and public edifices. Basil is ac-

counted by some the capital of all Switzerland. It is situated in a fertile and c'diaht-

ful country, on the bank of the Pihine, and the confines of Alsace and the empi 'e. It

contains two hundred and twenty streets, and six market places. The town-house,

which stands on the river Birsec, is supported by very large pillars, and its great hall

h finely painted by the celebrated Hans Holbein, who was a native of this city. Tr.e:

situation of Basil is pleasing : the Rhine divides it into the upper and lower town, aud

it is ccnsideicd as one of the keys of owitzeiiand. . Baden is famous for its antiquity
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and baths. Zurich is f?.r less considerable than Berne, but in the arsenal is shewn the

bow of the famous William Tell, and in the library is a manuscript of excellent letters,

v^rritten by the unfortunate lady Jane Grey, to the judicious reformer BuUinger, in ele-

gant Latin and German.

To prevent a repetition, I shall here mention the city of Geneva, which is an asso-

ciate of Switzerland, and is under the protection of the Helvetic body, but within it-

self an independent state and republic. This city is well built and V7ell fortified, and

contains 24,000 inhabitants, most of whom are Calvinists. It is situated upon the af-

flux of the Khone, from the large fme lake of Geneva. It is celebrated for the learn-

ing of the professors of its university, and the good government of its colleges, the pu-

rity of its air, and the politeness of its inhabitants. By its situation, it is a thorough-

fare from Germany, France and Italy. It contains a number of fine majiufactures and
artists ; so that the protestants, especially such as are of a liberal turn, esteem it a most

delightful place.—But the fermentation of their politics, and particularly the usurpa-

tion of the senate, hath divided the citizens into parties j and the late struggle of the

patricians and plebeians had nearly ruined all. Many of its valuable citizens have ac-

cordingly left the place, and sought refuge and protection in Ireland, and elsewhere.

Constitution and governyxent.] These are very complicated heads, though be-

longing to the same body, being partly aristocratical, and partly democratical. Eveiy
canton is absolute in its own jurisdiction, but those of Berne, Zurich, and Lucerne, with

other dependencies, are aristocratical, witli a certain mixture of democracy, Berne ex-

cepted. Those of Uri, Schweitz, Underwald, Zug, Glaris, and Appenzel, are demo-
cratical. Basil, though' it has the appearance of an aristocracy, rather inclines to a de-

mocracy. But even these aristocracies and democracies diiFer in their particular modi.s

of government. However, in all of them, the real interests of the people appear to be
much attended to, and they enjoy a degree of happiness not to be expected in despotic

governments. Each canton hath prudently reconciled itself to the errors of its neigii-

bour, and cemented on the basis of alFectlon a system of mutual defence.

The confederacy, considered as a republic, comprehends three divisions. The first
'

are the Swisses, properly so called. The second are the Grisons, or the states confede-

rated with the Swisses, for their common protection. The third are those prefectures,

which, though subject to the other two, by purchase or otherwise, preserve each its

own particular magistrates. Every canton forms within itself a little rapublic j but

when any controversy arises that may affect the whole confederacy, it is referred to tho

general diet, which sits at Baden, where each canton having a vote, every question is

decided by the majority. The general diet consists of two deputies fi'cm each canton,

besides a deputy from the abbot of St Gall, and the cities of St Gall and Bicn. It is

observed by Mr Coxe, to whom the public have been indebted for the best account of

Switzerland that has appeared, that there is no country in which happiness and contend

more universally prevail among the people. For whether the.government be aristocratical,

deaancratical, or mixed, a general spirit of liberty pervades and actuates the several consti-

tutions j so that even the oligarchical states (which of all others are usually the most ty-

rannical) are here peculiarly mild *, and the property of the subject is securely guarded
against every kind of violation. A harmony is maintained by the concurrence of their

mutual felicity j and their sumptuary laws, and equal divisions of their fortunes among
the children, seem to ensure its continuance. There is no part of Europe which con-

tains, within the samp extent of region, so many independent commonwealths, and such •

a variety of different governments, as are all collected together in this remarkable ami
delightful country j and yet, with such wisdom was the Helvetic union composed, and
so little have the Swiss of late years been actuated by the spirit of conquest, that since

the firm and complete establishment of their general confe Icracy, they have scarcely

ever had occasion to employ arms against a foreign enemy, and have had no hostile

commotions among themselves, that were not very soon happily terminated.

Military STRENGTH.] The internal strength of the Swiss' cantons, independent

of the militia, consists of 13,400 men, raised according to the population and abilitic>

of each, Tlie oeconomy and wisdom with which this force is raised and employed, air

truly admirable, as are tho arrangements which are made by the gencrd diet, lov ksc--

H h 4
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ing up tKat great body of mililia, from which foreign princes and states are supplied^

so as to benefit the state, without any prejudice to its population. Every burgher, pea-=

sant, and subject, is obliged to exercise himself in the use of arms appear on the stat-^

ed days for shooting at the mark j furnish himself with proper clothing, accoutrements^

powder, and ball, and to be always ready for the defence of his country. The Swiss

engage in the service of foreign princes and states, either merely as guards^ or as march-

ing regiments. In the latter cases the government permits the enlisting volunteers^

though only for such states are they are in alliance with, or with whom they have en-

tered into a previous agreement on that article. But no subject is to be forced into fo-

reign service, or even to be enlisted, without the concurrence of the magistracy.

Revenues and taxes.] The variety of cantons that constitute the Swiss confede-

racy, renders it difficult to give a precise account of their revenues. Those of the can-

ton of Berne are said to amount annually to 300,000 crowns^ and those of Zurich to

3 00,000 j the other cantons in proportion to the produce and manufactures. Whatever
is saved, after defraying the necessary expences of government, is laid up as a comm.on
stock j and it has been said, that the Swisses are possessed of 500,0001. sterling in the

English funds, besides their property in other banks.

The revenues arise, 1. From the profits of the demesne lands j 2. The tenth of the

produce of all the lands in the country 3. Customs and duties on merchandise j 4, The
revenues arising from the sale of salt, and some casual taxes.

History.] The present Swisses and Grisons, as has been already mentioned, are

the descendants of the ancient Heivetii, subdued by Julius Caesar. Their mountainous,

uninviting situatiouj formed a better secuiity for their liberties than their forts or ar-

mies 5 and the same is the case at present. They continued long under little better

than a nominal subjection to the Burgundians and Germans, till about the year 1300,

when the emperor Albert I. treated them with so much rigour, that they petitioned

him against the cruelty of his governors. This served only to double the hardships of

his people ^ and one of Albert's Austrian governors, Gresler, in the wantonness of ty-

ranny, set up a hat upon a pole, to which he ordered the natives to pay as much re-

spect as to himself. The famous William Tell, being observed to pass frequently

without taking notice of the hat, and being an excellent marksman, the tyrant con-

demned him to be hanged, unless he cleft an apple upon his son's head, at a certain dis-

"stance, with an arrow. Tell cleft the apple j and Gresler asking him the meaning of

another arrow he saw stuck in his belt, he bluntly answered, that it was intended to

his (Gresler's) heart if he had killed his son. Tell was condemned to prison upon
this ; but making his escape, he vratchedithe opportunity, shot the tyrant, and thcrC'*

by laid the foundations of the Helvetic liberty.

It appears, however, that before this event, the revolt of the Swisses from the Austri-

"an tyranny had been planned by some noble patriots among them. Their measures

were so just, and their course so intrepid, that they soon effected a union of several

cantons.

Zurich, driven by oppression, sought first an alliance with Lucerne, Uri, Suisse,

j\r,d Underwald, on the principles of mutual defence j and the frequent successes of

their arms against Albert, duke of Austria, insensibly formed the grand Helvetic

Union. Tiiey first conquered Claris and Zug, and admitted them to an equal partici-

pation of their rights. Berne united itself in 1353
5
Fribourg and Soleure 130 years

after
J
Basil and Schaffhausen in 1501 5 and Appenzel in 1513 completed the con-

federacy, which repeatedly defeated the united powers of France and Germany : till,

by the treaty of Westphalia in 1648, their confederacy was declared to be a free and

independent state.

Neufchatel, since the year 1707, had been under the dominion of the king of Prus-

sia, but the inhabitants are free to serve any prince whatever, and by no means bound

to take an active part in his wars. The king hath the power of recruiting among
them, and of naming a governor, but the revenue he derives is not above 50()0l yearly,

great part of v. hich is laid out on the roads and other public works of the country. Vv' itli

regp.rd to the miliiary character, and great actions of the Sv/isscs, I must refer the reader

\£j the. hiitoiies of Europe.
.

~
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Before the French revolution Switzerland exhibited a picture of industry, of compe-

tence, and of happiness. A general content that pervaded the lowest classes and a

love for the constitution, manners, and laws of their ancestors, checked the spirit of in-

novation. No allurements of public shews relaxed their virtue j no incitements of lux-

ury inflamed their desires. The absence of commerce destroyed the means of corrup-

tion and the advancement of knowledge extinguished the flames of tljat religious zeal

which sullied with barbarism the manners of the ancient Swiss.

In the years 1793 and 1794, which in France v/as justly termed the reign of terror,

Switzerland wore all the appearance of splendor, afliuence and gaiety. The principal

towns were crowded w^th strangers from all nations \ as this country was then the only

one upon the continent left open for the transactions of commerce, the negotiations of

peace, and the asylum of fugitives. But it was only an apparent state of prosperity

and happiness, the usual forerunner of misery and distress. Revolutionary principles

were daily gaining ground j and the views of the democrats were considerably favoured

by the thinking part of the inhabitants being entirely absorbed in the hurry of com-

merce, and the means oi increasing their wealth.

When the directory thought that the plans which they carried on by means of their

emissaries in Switzerland were ripe for execution, they made several demands upoa

the Swiss, which, they knew, would not be complied with. Those demands, the just

refusal of which occasioned the hostilities that took place between the two nations

may be comprised in the four following

:

1st, A free navigation of the lake Lugano,

2d, A passage for 25,000 men under the command of two French generals, through

the Vallais, from Buonaparte's army.

. 3d, The dismission of Mr Wickham, the English envoy in Switzerland.

4th, The redress of several injuries which they pretended to have received from the

Swiss. /

With regard to the two first articles, it was resolved in a diet at Framefieid, both to

preserve the exclusive navigation of the lake Luganc, ax. .^ to resist, by force, any at-

tempts that should be made by the French to force a passage through the Vallais. A.

message was at the same time sent from the Directory to the Helvetic confederacy,

requiring them to recal all the Swiss officers, who had been banished for their political"

opinions, and the removal of all French emigrants from Svatzerland.

The British cabinet, being informed of the.demand that was made by the French
Republic for the dismissal of Mr Wickham, recalled their ambassador. The directory,

deprived of all cause of quarrel on this head, made other demands still more insulting

to the honour and feelings of a free people. These were, requiring the Helvetic con-

federacy to deprive the Swiss officers of the orders of St Louis and of Merit, wliich

had been conferred upon them by Louis XVI. Althqugh the demand of suppressiu^f;

this order was the most degrading v/hich could have been required, those men who were

invested with that honour, fearful of being thought hostile to the tranquillity of their

country, immediately resigned it.

Such were the demands made upon the Helvetic confederacy by the rulers of France,

in order to bring about an open rupture between the two nations j and although these

may appear to have been dictated by Freivch ambition and French avarice, they were
more the formation of the revolutionary clubs in Switzerland, who never ceased to

harass the French government, and insinuate the grossest calumnies against the rulers

of their own country, until they carried their cursed views into execution.

Anxious to prevent hostilities, the Swiss mude another attempt to bring the French
to reasonable terms. They sent deputies to treat with Mengaud, the French ambassa-
dor. Being tired, however, with repeated insults, they sent orders to their depudes lo

break off all further negotiations. The directory, alarmed at these warlike appear-

ances, sent general Brune to c(M\unand their army in the Pays de Vaud, with orders to

conclude an armistice until lie should receive a sufficient reinforcement. Immediately
iipon his arrival he announced to the senate of Berne that he was come with pacili.:

intentions
3 and entreated that commissaries might be sent to him in oidcr to settle
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tlieir differences. T'ersons properly authorised did come^ and at the request of Brune
an armistice was concluded for eight days.

The plan which the Jacobins had laid, was now Completed. The moment of disor-

der and confusion was not to be lost by the deceitful Brune. One Friday morning, the

2d of March, two days before the termination of the armistice, he attacked the town
of Fribourg ;

and, after a bloody engagement, carried it by assault. The Bernese now
took the field to the number of 18,000 men, and, notwithstanding the superiority of the

enemy in point of numbers, by the junction of Schawenbourg and Brune, they resolved

to shed the last droop of their blood in defence of their country and their liberty : the

women also, imitating the example of the ancient Helvetians, attended in the field,

and shared with their husbands the danger of the day. The village of Froubrun was
the spot where the action began. There the armies on both sides remained under

arms in anxious expectation during the night of the 3d of March. On the morning of

the 4th, the Bernese army was attacked in various points : whole ranks of men were

cut down by the overwhelming cavalry and irresistible artillery of the French. Then
a most moving spectable was to be seen : a number of women, in anguish and despair,

threw themselves in heaps before these dreaful engines, in hopes of stopping their des-

tructive progress by clinging to the wheels of the cannon as they advanced. But
their patriotic zeal was of no avail j the great guns made their way : and the Swiss,

after sustaining nine successive attacks of the enemy, were obliged to give way, and to

have recourse to a precipitate retreat. They left, however, upon the field, sufficient

proofs of their valour and courage : The dead bodies of 4000 of the enemy displayed

the astonishing deeds of the Bernese soldiers j and the mangled limbs of 150 ,women,

crushed by the cannon, the heroism of their wives.

General Schawenbom'g proceeded directly towards Berne. The confusion and dis-

Hiay that prevailed in that city, when the French halted under its walls, exceed all des-

cription. Traitors within, the enemy at the gates, irresolution was in every step and

in every action : a number, however, with a determination to hold out, hastened to the

ramparts j but to their utter ast^)nishment they found that balls of an improper calibre

had been provided for the cannon. Deprived in this manner of their principal means of

defence, they retreated towards the bridge, which they defended with the greatest ob-

stinacy : but their strength and ammunition were at length exhausted 5 the artillery of

the enemy forced their way ; the ditch was filled with the bodies of the Swiss j the

town was given up , three leagues round Berne were devoted for plunder and rapine
j

and not an article was suffered to escape.

Thus, in the short space of four days, this brave and warlike nation, which had

maintained its independence for 500 years, v/as entirely crushed, by the perfidious machin-

ations of artful and designing men.

SPAIN.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 700")
i. . S ^ ^^^^ longitude.

Breadth 500 J
^^^^^^^ | 36 and 44 North latitude-

Containing 150,763 square miles, with 69 inhabitants to each.

Boundaries.] It is bounded on the West by Portugal and the Atlantic Ocean j

by the Mediterranean on the East
j
by the Bay of Biscay and the Pyrenean Moun-

tains, which separate it from. France, on the North 3 and by the strait cf the sea at Gib-

raltar oa tjhe South.
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It is now divided into fourteen districts, besides islands in the Mediterranean.

Countries Names
Spain.

Castile, New

Andalusia

Castile, Old
Arragon
Estremadura

Gallicia

**{ Leon
Catalonia

Granada
Valencia

Biscay and Ipuscoa

Asturia

Murcia

. Upper Navarre

Majorca I.

Yvica I.

Minorca I.

Square

Miles.

16,500

14,400

13,818

12,600

12,000

11,200

9000
8100
6800
4760
4600
3600
3000

1400
625
520

Total— 150,763

tJ3

220

273
193
190
180
165
167
172

200
180
140
124
87
92

58

37

41

180

135
140
105
123

120
96

110
45
75

55
55
65
45

40
25
20

Chief Cities.

Madrid

Seville

Burgos

Saragossa

Bajados

Compostella

Leon
Barcelona

Granada
Valencia

Bilboa

Oviedo

Murcia
Pampeluna

Majorca
Yvica
Citadella

f N. Lat. 40. 25.

l\Y. Lon. 3.20,

The town and fortress of Gibraltar, subject to Great Britain.

Ancient names and divisions.] Spain formerly included Portugal, and was
known to the ancients by the name of Iberia, and Hesperia, as well as Hispania. It

was about the time of the Punic wars divided into Citerior and Ulterior j the Citerlor

contained the provinces lying north of the river Ebro j and the Ulterior, which was the

largest part, comprehended all that lay beyond that river. Innumerable are the chan-

ges that it afterwards underwent , but there is no country of whose ancient history, at

least the interior part of it, we know less than that cf Spain.

Climate, soil, and water.] Excepting during the equinoctial rains, the air of

Spain is dry and serene, but excessively hot in the southern provinces in June, July, and
August. The v^st mountains that run through Spain are, however, very beneficial to

the inhabitants, by the refreshing breezes that come from them in the southexmost parts
j

though those towards the north and north-east are in the winter very cold, and in the

night make a traveller shiver.

Such is the moisture of the hills, bounded on the north by the Bay of Biscay, and to

the south by snowy mountains, that no care is sufficient to preserve their fruits, their

grain, their instruments of iron, from mould, from rot, and from rust. Both the acetous,

and the putrid fermentation here make a rapid progress. Besides the relaxing humidity
of the climate, the common food of the inhabitants contributes much to the prevalence

of most diseases which affect the principality of Asturia. Yet, although subject to such

a variety of endemlcal diseases, few countries can produce more instances of longevity
;

many live to the age of a hundred, some to a hundred and ten, and others much longer.

The same observation may be extended to Gallicia, where in the Parish of St Juan de
Poyc, A. D. 1724, the curate administered the sacrament to thirteen persons, whose
ages together made one thousiuid four hundred and ninety nine, the youngest of these*

being one hundred and tcr., and the oldest one hundred and twenty-seven. But in Villa
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de Foiinanes, one Juan de Outeyro, a poor labourer, died in the year 172 6^ aged more
than one hundred and forty six years.

The soil of Spain M^as formerly very fruitful in corn, but the natives have lately found
some scarcity of it, by their disuse of tillage, through their indolence j the causes of
%vhich I shall explain afterwards. It produces, in many places, almost spontaneously,

the richest and most delicious fruits that are to be found in France and Italy, oranges,

lemons, prunes, citrons, almonds, raisins and figs. Here'Vanes, especially sack and sher-

ry, are in high request among foreigners. There are, in the district of Malaga, (ac-

cording to Mr Townsend, the latest traveller) fourteen thousand vine presses, chiefly

employed in making the rich wines, which, if white, from the nature of the country, is

called mountain j if red, from the colour, vino tinto^ known in England by the name of

tent. Good mountain is sold from thirteen to sixteen pounds the butt, of one hundred
and thirty five gallons, according to quality and age. It is reckoned that from eight

hundred to a thousand vessels enter this port every year, of which, about one tenth arc

Spanish, and the exports in wine, fruit, oil and fish, are computed at about 315,0001.
per annum ; but there have been times when it has been considerably more.

Spain indeed offers to the traveller large tracts of unpromising, because uncullivaled

ground j but no country perhaps maintains such a number of inhabitants, who neliher

toil nor work for their food, such are the generous qualities of its soil. Even sugar

.canes thrive in Spain j and it yields saffron, honey, and silk, in great abundance. A
late writer, Ustariz, a Spaniard, computes the number of shepherds in Spain to be

40,000 j and has given us a most curious detail of their oeconomy, their changes of pas-

ture at certain times of the year, and many other particulars unknovv^n till lately, to the

public. Those sheep-walks aiiord tiie finest of wool, and are a treasure in themselves.

Some of the mountains in Spain are clcathed -with rich trees, fruits, and herbage, to the

tops ; and Seville oranges are noted all over the world. No country produces a greater

variety of aromatic herbs, which renders the taste of their kids and sheep so exquisitely

delicious. The kingdom of Murcia abounds so much with mulberry trees, that the

product of its silk amounts to 200,0001. a year. Upon the v;hole, few countries in the

world ovv^e more .than Spain does to nature, and less to industry.

The waters (especially those that are medicinal) of Spain are little known j but ma-
ny salutiferous springs are found in Granada, Seville, and Cordova. All over Spain,

the waters are found to have such healing qualities, that they are outdone by those of no

country in Europe j and the inclosing, and encouraging a resoyt to them, gron^ every

day more and more in vogue, especially at Alhamar in Granada.

Mountains.] It is next to impossible to specify these, they are so numerous j the

chief, and the highest, are the Pyrenees, near 200 miles in length, which extend from •

the Bay of Biscay to the Mediterranean,, and divide Spain from France. Over these

mountains there are only five nafrow passages to France, and the road over the pass

that separates Rousillon from Catalonia, retiects great honour on the engineer who plan-

ned it. It formerly required the strength of 30 men to support, and nearly as many
oxen, to drag up, a carriage, which four horses now do with ease. The Cantabrian

mountains (as they are called) are a kind of continuation of the Pyrennees, and reach

to the Atlantic Ocean, south of Cape Finisterre. No Englishman ought to be unac-

quainted with Mount Calp€, now called the Hill of Gibralter, and, in former times,

one of the pillars of Hercules j the other Mount Abyla, lying opposite to it in Alrica.

Among the mountains of Spain, Montserrat is particularly worthy the attention of

*he curious traveller ^ one of the most singular in the world, for situation, shape, and

com.position. It stands in a vast plain, about thirty miles from Barcelona, and nearly

in the centre of the principality of Catalonia. It is called by the Catalonians Monte-

serrado, or Mount Scie, words which signify a cut, or sawed mountain j and is so called

from its singular and extraordinary form j for it is so broken and divided, and so crown-

ed w^th an infinite number of spiring cones, orpineheads, thatithasthe appearance, atadis-

tant view, to be the work of man
j
but, upon a nearer approach, to be evidently the pro-

duction of the God of nature. It is a spot so admirably adapted for retirement and

contemplation, that it has, for many ages, been inhabited only by monks and hermits,

whose first vow is, never to forsake it. When the mountain is first seen ac a distance
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it lias tlie apperirance of an infinite number of rocks ciil mto conical forms, and built

one upon another to a prodigious height, or like a pile of grotto work, or Gothic spires.

Upon a nearer view, each cone appears of itself a ro.ountain *, and the whole composes an

enormous mass about 14 miles in circumference, an.d the Spaniards compute it to be-

two leagues in height*. As it is like no other mountain, so it stands quite unconnect-

ed with any, though not far distant from some that are very lofty. A convent is erect-

ed on the mountain, dedicated to our Lady of Montserrat, to which pilgrims resort

from the farthest parts of Europe. All the poor who come here are fed gratis for three

days, and all the sick received into the hospital. Sometimes, on particular festivals, se-

ven thousand persons arrive in one day but people of condition pay a reasonable price

for what they eat. On different parts of the mountain are a number of hermitages, all

of which have their little chapels, ornaments for saying mass, water cisterns, and inost

of them little gardens. The inhabitants of one of these hermitages, which is dedicated

to St Eenito, has the privilege of making an annual entertainment on a certain day, on
which day all the other hermits are invited, when they receive the sacrament from the

hands of the mountain vicar ; and after divine service dine together. They meet also at this

hermitage on the days of the saints to which their several hermitages are dedicated, to

say mass and commune Vvath each other. Eut at other times they live in a very solita-

ry and recluse manner, perform various xpenances, and adhere to very rigid rules of ab-

stinence, nor do they ever eat flesh. Nor are they allowed to keep within their walls

either dog, cat, bird, or any living thing, lest their attention should be withdrawn
from heavenly to earthly affections. The number of professed monks there is 76, of

lay brothers 28, and of singing boys 25, besides physician, surgeon, and servants. Mr
Thicknesse, vAio has published a very particular description of this extraordinary moun-
tain, was informed by one of the hermits, that he often saw from his habitation the

islands of Minorca, Majorca and Yvica, and the kingdoms of Valencia and Murcia.
Bays.] The chief bays are those of Biscay, Ferrol, Corunna Ccommonly called the

Groyne,) Vigo, Cadiz, Gibraltar, Carthagena, Alicant, Altea, Valencia, Roses, Major-
ca in that island, and the harbour of Port-Pvlahon, in the island of Minorca. The strait

of Gibraltar divides Europe from Africa.

Ri vers and lakes.] These are the puerio, formerly Duiius, vAiich falls into the
Atlantic Ocean below Oporto in Portugal the Tajo or Tagus, which falls into the At-
lantic below Lisbon, the Guadiana falls into the same ocean near Cape Finisterre as

does the Guadalquiver, now Turio, at St Lucar j and the Ebro, the ancient Iberus, falls

into the Mediterranean sea below Tortosa.

The river Tinto, the qualities of which are very extraordinary, riies in Sierra More-
na, and empties itself into the Mediterranean near Huelva, having the name of Tinto
given it from the tinge of its waters, which are as yellow as a topaz, hardening the sand,
and petrifying it in a most surprising manner. If a stone happens to fall in, and rest

upon another, they both become in a year's time perfectly conglutinated.—This river

withers all the plants on its banks, as well as the roots of trees, -^vhich it dies of the
same hue as its waters. No kind of verdure will come up where it reaches, nor any
fish live in its stream. It kills worms in cattle when given them to drink j but in ge-
neral no animals will drink out of this river, excepting goats, whose flesh nevertheless
has an excellent ilavour. These singular propertie>s continue till other rivulets run into
it, and alter its nature j for when it passes by Niebla, it is not different from other ri-

vers, and falls into the Mediterranean sea six Teagues lower down.
Several lakes in Spain, particularly that of Eeneventa, abound with fishes, particu-

larly excellent trout. 'Xhe water of a lake near Antiquera is made into salt by ihe
heat of the sun.

Metals and minerals.] Spain abounds in both, and in as great varietv, and of
the same kiucls, as the other countries of Europe. CorncHan, ag^te, loadstone,' jacinths
tuniuuls stones, quicksilver, copper, lead, sulphur, ahnnn, calamine, crystal, marbles of

* Mr S^AlnoMiPo estimates its height to be only 3300 feet, and obse»ves that the arm? of ibc co::.
•vent arc ;hc Vivgin Uv.ry sirring at rhc foot of a rock half cut through by a saw.
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several kinds, pofpByry, t"he finest jasper, and even diamonds, emeralds, and ametliyst%
are found here. The Spanish iron, next to that of Damascus, furnishes the best arms in

the world, and, in former times, brought in a vast revenue to the crown j the art of
working it being here in great perfection.—Even to this day, Spanish gun barrels, and
Swords of Toledo, are highly valued. Amongst the incients, Spain was celebrated for

gold and silver mines j and silver was in such plenty, that Strabo, who was contempo-
rary with Augustus Caesar, informs us, that when the Carthaginians took possession of
Spain, their domestic and agricultural utensils were of that metal. These mines have
now disappeared j but whether by their being exhausted, or through the indolence of
the inhabitants in not working them, we cannot say

j
though the latter cause seems to

be the most probable.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs, diversions, and dress.] Spain,

formerly the most populous kingdom in Europe, is now but'thinly inhabited. This is

owing partly to the great drains of people sent to America, and partly to the indolence
of the natives, who are at no pains to raise food for their families. Another cause may
be assigned, and that is, the vast number of ecclesiastics, of both sexes, who lead a life

of celibacy. Some writers have given several other causes, such as their wars with the

Moors, and the final expulsion of that people. The present inhabitants of this kingdom,
are computed by Feyjoo, a Spanish writer, to amount to 9,250,000, so that England is

three times as populous as Spain, considering its extent.

The persons of the Spaniards are generally tall, especially the Castilians \ their hair

and complexions swarthy, but their countenances are very expressive. The court of

Madrid has of late been at great pains to clear their upper lips of mustachoes, and to

introduce among them the French dress, instead of their black cloaks, their short jerkin,

strait breeches, and long Toledo swords, which dress is now chiefly confined to the lovv-

€r ranks . The Spaniards, before the accession of the house of Bourbon to their throne,

aiTected that antiquated dress, in hatred and contem.pt of the French j and the govern-

ment, probably, will find some difficulty in abolishing it quire, as the same spirit is far

from being extinguished. An old Castilian, or Spaniard, who sees none above him,

thinks himself the most important being in nature 3 fmd the same pride is commonly
communicated to his descendants. This is the true reason why many of them are so fond

of removing to America, where they can retain all their native importance, without the

danger of seeing a superior.

Ridiculous, however, as this pride is, it is productive of the most exalted qualities.

It inspires the nation with generous, humane, and virtuous sentiments j it being seldom

found that a Spanish nobleman, gentleman, or even trader, is guilty of a mean ac-

tion. During the most embittered w^ars they have had with England for near 70 years

past, we know of bo instance of their taking advantage (as they might easily have

done) of confiscating the British properly on board their galleons and Plate fleet, which

was equally secure in time of war as peace. This is the more surpcising, as Philip V.
was often needy, and his ministers were far from being scrupulous of breaking their

good faith with Great Britain.

By the best and miost credible accounts of the late wars, it appears that the Spaniards

in America gave the most humane and noble relief to all British subjects who were in

distress, and fell into their hands, not only by supplying them v/ith necessaries, but mo-
ney

J
and treating thesa in the most hospitable manner w'hile they remained amiong

them..

Having said thus much, we are carefully to distinguish between the Spanish nobility,

gentry, and traders, and their government, which is to be put on the same footing with

the lower ranks of Spaniards, who are as mean and rapacious as those of any otlier coun-

try. The kings of Spain of the house of Bourbon^ have seldom ventured to employ

native Spaniards of great families as their ministers. These are generally French or Ita-

lians, but most commonly the latter, who rise into power by the most infamous arts, and

of late times from the most abject stations. Hence it is that the French kings of

Spain since their first accession to that monarchy have been but very indifferently served*

in the cabinet. Alberoni, who had the greatest genius among them, embroiled his

master with all Europe, till he was driven mto exile and disgrace j and Grimaldi.^ the
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lust of their Italian ministers, hazarded a rebellion in the capital, by Kis oppressive and

unpopular measures.

The common people who live on the coasts, partake of all the bad qualities that are

to be found in other nations. They arc an assemblage of Jews, French, Russians, Irisk

adventurers, and English smugglers j who being unable to live in their own country,

mingle with the Spaniards.—In time of war, they follow privateering with great success
j

and Avhen peace returns, they engage in all illicit practices, and often enter into the Irish

and Walloon guards in the Spanish service. There are about 40,000 gypsies, and Vv'ho,

besides their fortune telling, are inn-keepeis in the small towns and villages, Tlie cha-

racter of the Spaniards, is thus drawn by Mr Swinburne after his late travels through

the country ;
" The Catalians appear to be: the most active stirring set of men, the best

calculated for business, travelling and manufactures. The Valencians, a more sidlen

sedate race, better adapted to the occupations of husbandmen, less eager to change place,

and of a much more timid, suspicious cast of mind, than the former. The Andalusians

seem to be the greatest talkers and rhodomontadors of Spain. The Cajiilians have a

manly frankness, and less appearance of cunning and deceit. The new Castilians are

perhaps the least industrious of the w^hole nation j the Old Cas!:ili9.n3 are laborious, and

retain more of ancient simplicity of manner j both are of a firm, determined spirit. The
Arragonese are a mixture of the Castilian and Catalan, rather' inclining tg the former.

The Biscayners are acute and diligent, fiery and impatient of control, more resembling

a colony of republicans than a province of an absolute monarchy ^ and the Gallicians are

a plodding pains-taking race of mortals, that roam over Spain in search of an hardly-

earned -subsisvence."

The beauty of the Spanish ladies reigns mostly in their novels and romances j for

though it must be acknowledged that Spain produces as fine women as any country in

the world, yet beauty is far from forming their general character. In their persons,

they are commonly small and slender j but they are said to employ vast art in supplying

the defects of nature.—If we are to hazard a conjecture, we might reasonably suppose

that those artifices rather diminish than increase their beauty, especially when they are

turned of 25. Their indiscriminate use of paint, not only upon their faces, but their

necks, arms, and hands, undoubtedly disfigures their complexions and shrivels their skin.

Jt is at the same time universally allowed, that they liavs great wit and vivacity.

After all I have said, it is m,ore than probable that the vast pains taken by tjie go-

vernment of Spain, may at last eradicate those customs and habits among the Spaniards

that seem so ridiculous to foreigners. They are universally kr.own to have refii-ugd no-

tions and excellent sense j and this, if improved by study and travelling, which they

now stand in great need of, would render them superior to the French themselves. Their
slow, deliberate manner of proceeding, either in couucil or war, has of late years worn
off to such a degree, that during the two last wars, they were found to be as quick both
in resolving and executing, if not more so, than their enemies. Their secrecy, constancy,

and patience, have always been deemed exemplary j" and in several of their provinces,

particularly Gallicia, Granada, and Andalusia, the common people have, for some time,

assiduously applied them.selves to agriculture and labour.

Among the many good qualities possessed by the Spaniards, their sobriety in eating
and drinking is remarkable. They frequently breakfast as avcU as sup, in bed ; their

breakfast is usually chocolate, tea being very seldom drunk, 'i'heir dinner is generally
beef, mutton, veal, pork, and bacon, greens, &.c. all boiled together. They live mucl'i

upon garlic, chive?, sallad, and radishes
;
which, according to one of their proverbs, are

lood for a gentleman. The men drink very little tvine : and the women use water or
chocolate* Both sexes usually sleep after dinner, and take the air in the cool of the
evening. This is the common practice in warm countries, such as Ualy, Spain, and Por-
tugal, where, <;eaerally speaking, the weather is clear, and the Inhabitants are mostly hi

the habit of rising much earlier than in England. The Innnan body cannot furnish
spirits sufficient to resist the effects of the violent heat, through the whole day, without
some such refreshment j it is therefore the universal practice Lo go to sleep for some hours
after dinner, which in those countries is over early, and this lime of repose, whicli lasts

for two or three hours, is in Spain called the ^icstOy and in Portugal th iksta, i'Jancing
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is so mucli tlieir favourite entertainment, that you may see a grandmotlier, mother, and
daughter, all in the same country dance. Many of their theatrical exhibitions are in-

sipid and ridiculous bombast. The prompter's head sometimes appears through a trap

door above the level of the stage, and he reads the play loud enough to be heard by the

audience. . Gallantry is a ruling passion in Spain. Jealousy, since the accession of the

house of Bourbon, has slept in peace. The nightly musical serenades of mistresses by
their lovers are still in use. The fights of the cavaliers, or bull feasts, are almost pecu-

liar to this country, and make a capital figure in painting the genius and manners of the

Spaniards. On these occasions, young gentlemen have an opportunity of shewing their

courage and activity before their mistresses ; and the valour of the cavalier is proclaim-

ed, honoured, and rewarded, according to the number and fierceness of the bulls he has-

lulled in these encounters. Great pains are used in settling the forms and weapons of

the combat, so as to give a relief to the gallantry of the cavalier. The diversion itself,

which is attended with circumstances of great barbarity, is undoubtedly of Moorish
original, and was adopted by the Spaniards when upon good terms with that nation,

partly through complaisance, and partly through rivalship.

There is not a town in Spain but what has a large square for the purpose of exhibit-

ing bull-fights ; and it is said that eveli the poorest inhabitants of the smallest villages

vnll often club together in order to procure a eow or an ox, and fight them, riding upon
asses for want of horses.

Anij.ial productions by sea and land.] The Spanish horses, especially those

of Andalusia, are thought to be the handsomest of any in Europe, and at the same
time very fleet and serviceable. The king does all that he can to monopolise the finest

breed for his own stables and service. Spain furnishes likewise mules and black cattle
y

rnd their wild bulls have so much ferocity, that their bull-feasts were the most magni-

ficent spectacle the court of Spain could exhibit, nor are they now disused. Wolves are

the chief beasts of prey that disturb Spain, which is well stored with all the game and

wild fowl that are to be found in the neighbouring countries already described. The
Spanish seas afford excellent fish of all kinds, especially anchovies, which are here cured

in great perfection. This country is mucli infested with locusts j and Mr Dillon ob-

serves, that in 3 754 La Mancha \vas covered with them, and the horrors of famine as-

sailed the fruitful provinces of Andalucia, Murcia, and Valencia. They have some-

times appeared in the air in such numbers as to darken the sky ; the clear atmosphere

of Spain has become gloomy j and the finest summer day in Estremadura, been render-

ed more dismal than the winter of Holland. Their sense of smelling is so delicate,

that they can discover a corn field, or a garden, at a considerable distance, and which

they will ravage almost in an instant. Mr Dillon is of opinion, that the country people,,

by timely attention and observation, might destroy the eggs of these formidable insects,,

and thereby totally extirpate them.

Religion.] The horrors of the Romish religion, the only one tolerated in Spain,

are now greatly lessened there, by moderating the penalties of the inquisition, a tribunal

disgraceful to human nature ; but though disused, it is not abrogated
j
only the eccle-

siastics and their officers can carry no sentence into execution without the royal autho-

rity : it is still in force against the Moorish and Jewish pretended converts. The
Spaniards embrace and practise the Roman catholic religion with all its absurdities j and

in this they have been so steady, that their king is distinguished by the epithet ef Mosf

Catholic, It appears, however, that the burning zeal which distinguished their ancestors

above the rest of the Catholic world hath lost much of its activity, and seems nearly

extinguished, and the power of the clergy has been much reduced of late years. A
royal edict has also been issued to prevent the admission of noviciates into the' different

convents, without special permission, which has a great tendency to reduce the monastic

orders. It is computed that there are now, in the kingdom of Spain, 54,000 friars,

34,000 nuns, and 20,000 secular clergy, but as little true moral religion as in any coun-

try under heaven.

In Catalonia, the confidence of the people on the intercession of saints has at aU
periods been a source of consolation to them, but upon some occasions has betrayed,

them into mischief. Every company of artisans, and every shin that sails, is under- Uia
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iniinecilate p'rolection qf some patron. Besides folio volumes, ^vliicn t©3-tiiy tlie innu-

merable miracles performed by our lady in Montserrat, every subordinate shrine is

foadcd with votive tablets. This has been the parent of presumption, and among the

merclvints has brou^^ht many families to want. The companies of insurance in the last

war, having each of them its favourite saint, such as San Roman de Penaforte, la Virgen
de la Merced, and others, associated in form by the articles of partnership, and named
in every policy of insurance, and having with the most scrupulous exactness allotted to

them their correspondent dividend, the same as to any other partner, they concluded

lhat with such powerful associates it was not possible far them to sutfer loss. Under
this persuasion they ventured about the year 1779 to insure the French West Indiameii

at fifty per cent, when the English and Dutch had refused to do it at any premium, and
indeed when most of the ships were already in the English ports. By this fatal stroke,

all the insuring Companies, except two, were ruined
j
yet notwithstanding this misfor-

tune, this superstition remains in force.

Archbishoprics and bishoprics.] In Spain there are eight archbishoprics, and
forty-six bishoprics. The archbishop of Toledo is styled the Primate of Spain j he is

great chancellor of Castile, and hath a revenue of 1 00,0001. sterling per annum \ but
the Spanish court hath now many ways of lessening the revenues of the church, as by
pensions, donations to hospitals, &c. and premiums to the societies of agriculture. The
archbishopric pays annually 15,000 ducats to the monks of the Escurial, besides other

pensions, and it is asserted, that there is not a bishopric in Spain but hath somebody or

other quartered upon it, and the second rate henehces are believed to be in the same pre-

dicament. Out of the rich carionries and prebends are taken the pensions of the nev/

order of knights of Carlos Tercero. The riches of the Spanish churches and convents

aFe the unvarying objects of admiration to all travellers as well as natives : but there is

a sameness in them all, excepting that they diiTer in the degrees of treasure and jewels

they contain.

• Language.] The ground-work of the Spanish language, like that of th& Italian, is

Latin 5 and it might be called a bastard Latin, were it not for the terminations, and
the exotic w^ords introduced into it by the Moors and Goths, especially the former. It

IS at present a most majestic and expressive language : and it is remarkable that the fo-

reigners who understand it the best, prize it the most. It makes but a poor figure even
in the best translators aiid Cervantes speaks almost as awkward English, as Shakespeare
does French. It may, however, be considered as a standard tongue, having neaidy re-

tained its purity for upwards of 200 years Their Paternoster runs thus :

—

Fadre
nuestro^ qui estas en le cielo^ sanctificado se ul tu nomhre ; venga a nos el tu reyno ; hagase
ta voluntad^ assi en la tierra como en el cielo ; elpan nuestro de cada dia da nos le oy ; y
perdona nos nuestras deudos assi como nos otros perdona7nos a fiuestros deiidores ; no nos

dexes cair en la tcntacion^ mas libi^a nos de malo, porque tao es le reyno
j y la gloria per

Ids siglos. Amen.
Learning and learned men.] Spain has not produced learned men in propor-

tion to the excellent capacities of its natives. This defect may, in sonic measure, be
owing to their indolence and bigotry, which prevents them from making that progress-

in the polite arts which they otherwise would j but the greatest impediment to literature

in Spain, is the despotic nature of its government. Several okl fathers of the churcli

were Spaniards j and learning owes a gre^t deal to Isidore, bishop of Seville, and car-

dinal Ximenes. Spain has lijvewise produced some excellent pliysicians. Such was the

gloom of the Austrian government, that took place with the emperor Charles V. that
the inimitable Cervantes, tl\e author of Don Quixote, born at Madrid, in lij49, listed in

a station little superior to that of a commoii soldier, and died neglected, after fighting

bravely for hjis country at the b?ttle oP Lepanto, in which he lost his left hand.' His
satire upon knight-errantry, in *nis adventures of Don (Quixote, did as much service to

his country, by curing them of that ridiculous spirit, as it now does honour to his own
memory. He "vVas in prison for debt, ^vhen he composed the first part of his history, and
IS perhaps to be placed at the head of moral and humourous satirists.

The visions of (^uevedo, and some other of his humourous and satirical pieces, havli\g

been traiisi^tcid i^\\o t^he ilngUsh language, lave rei\derevl ihtit author n cU known i.i

'
I i
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this country. He was born at Madrid in the year 1570, and wSs one of the best xyrlte-rS

of his age, excelling equally in verse and in prose. Besides his merit as a poet, he was
well -versed in the oriental languages, and possessed great erudition. His works are

comprised in three volumes, 4to, two of which consist of poetry, and the third of pieces

in prose. As a poet he excelled both in the serious and burlesque style, and was happy
in a turn of humour similar to that which we admire in Butler and Swift.

Poetry was cultivated in Spain at an early period. After the Saracens had settled

themselves in this kingdom, they introduced into it their ovm language^ religion, and

literature ; and the oriental style of poetry very generally prevailed. Before this period^

the Spaniards had addicted themselves much to Roman literature ; but Alvara of Cor-

dova complains, that, in his time, the Spaniards had so totally forgotten the Latin

tongue, and given the preference to Arabic, that it was difficult, even amongst a thou-

sand people, to find one who could write a Latin letter The attachment of many of

the inhabitants of Spain to oriental literature was then so great, that they could write

Arabic with remarkable purity, and compose verses with as much fluency and elegance

as the Arabians themselves. About this time the Spanish Jews made a considerable

figure in literature, which was promoted by masters from Babylon, where they had aca-

demies supported by themselves. In the year 967 Rabbi Moses, and his sou Rabbi

'Enoch, having been taken by pirates, were sold as slaves at Cordova, and redeemed by
their brethren, who established a school in that city, of which Rabbi Moses was appoint-

ed the head ; that learned Jew was, however, desirous of returning back to his own
country ; but the Moorish king of Cordova would not give his consent, rejoicin;- that

his Hebrew subjects had masters of their own religion at home, without being under the

necessity of recei\dng them from a foreign university, and every indulgence was granted

them with respect to their worship. Li 1039, Rabbi Ezechias was put to death at Ea-

-l^ylon, and the college over w-hich he had presided was transferred to Cordova, from

whence a number of Hebrew poets issued forth, who have been noticed by various learn-

ied writers. The Spanish Jews had also flourishing schools at Seville, Granada, and

^'olcdo, and from hence arose the numerous Hebrew proverbs, and modes of speech,

that have crept into the Castilian language, and form a conspicuous part of its phraseo-

logy. To these Jews the Spanish language is indebted for a curious version of the He-
brew books of the Old Testament, which was afterwards printed at Ferrara, 1553, in a

Gothic Spanish leKer.

The Spanish writers also boast of their Troubadours as high as the twelfth or thir-

teenth centuries, the Provencal and GalHcian dialects being then very prevalent. The
marquis of Villena, v.ho died in 1434, was the author of that famous work the y^rte de

ia Gays Sciencia, which comprehends a system of poetry, rhetoric, and oratory, besides

<iescribing all the ceremonies of the Troubadours at their public exhibitions.—That no-

bleman xvas also the author of a translation of the TEneid of Virgil into Spanish verse,

Juan de Mena, of Cordova, was also much celebrated as a poet in his own time \ his

poems have passed through a variety of editions, the first of which was printed at Sara-

gossa in 1515. Juan de la Encina was also a poet of considerable merit : he translated

some of the Latin poems into Spanish, and published a piece on the art of poetry, and

other works which were printed at Saragossa in 1516. Boscan, Ercilla, Villeg-as, and

other Spanish poets also obtained great reputation in their own country. But the most

distinguished dramatic poet of this nation was Lopez de Vega, who was contemporary

with our Shakespeare. He possessed an imagination astonishingly fertile, ar.d wrote

^vith great facility j but in his dramatic works he disregarded the unities, and adapted

his xvorks more t-o the taste of the age, than to the rules of criticism. His lyric com-

positions, and fugitive pieces, with his prose essays, form a collection of fifty volumes, be-

s.ides his dramatic works, which make twenty-sis: volumes more j exclusive of four hun-

dred scri|)tural dramatic pieces, called in Spain Auto Sncramentales, Calderon was also

a dramatic writer of considerable note, but many of his plays are very licentious in their

tendency.

Tostatus, a dirine, the most voluminous perhaps that ever wrote, was a Spaniard j but

his works have been long distinguished only by their bulk. Herrera, and some other

}«Iblor>9g;iSj, particularly De Solis, have shewn great abilities in history/, by invesligatnig
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the antiquities of America, and writing the history of Its conquest by their countrymen.

-—Among the writers who have lately appeared in Spain, Father Feyjo© has been one

of the most distinguished. His performances display great ingenuity, very extensive

reading, and uncommon liberality of sentiment, especially when his situation and coun-

try are considered. Many of his pieces have been translated intb English, and publish-

ed in four volumes, 8vo. Don Francisco Perez Bayer, archdeacon of Valencia, and

author of a dissertation on the Fhenician language, may be placed in the first line oi

Spanish literati. Spain has likewise produced many travellers and voyagers to both the

Indies, who are equally amusing and instructive. If it should happen the Spaniards

could disengage themselves from their abstracted metaphysical turn of thinking, and

from their present tyrannical form of government, they certainly would make a capital

figure in literature. At present, it seems, that the common education of an English

gentleman would constitute a man of learning in Spain, and should he understand Greek,

he would be quite u phasnomcnon.
Some of the Spaniards have distinguished themselves In the polite arts, and not only

the cities, but the palaces, especially the Escurial, discover many striking specimens of

their abilities as sculptors and architects
j
Palomino, in an elaborate treatise on the art of

painting, in two volumes, folio, has inserted the lives ot two hundred and thirty-three

painters and sculptors, who flourished in Spain from the Urne of Ferdinand the Catholic

to the conclusion of the reign of Philip IV. Among the most eminent Spanish pain-

ters, w^ere Velasques, Murillo, who is commonly called the Spanish Vandyke, Pabeira,

Claudio, and Coello whose style of painting was very similar to that of Paul V eronef.e.

Universities.] In Spain are reckoned 24 universities, the chief of which is Sala-

manca, founded by Alphonsus, ninth king of Leon, in the year 1200. It contain^; 2L
colleges, some of which are very magnificent. Most of the nobility of Spain send their

sons to be educated here. The rest are, Seville, Granada, Compostella, Toledo, Valla-
dolid, Alcala, Siguenza, Valencia, Lerida, Huesca, Saragossa, Tortosa, f')ssuna, Cnata,
Candia, Barcelona, Miircia, Taragona, Baeza, Avila, Oriuela, Oviedo, and Palencia.

Antiquities and curiosities, artificial and natural.] The former of these

consist chiedy of Roman and Moorish antiquities. Near Segovia, a grand aqueduct,
erected by I'rajan, extends over a deep valley between two hills, and is supported by a
double row of 159 arches. Other Roman aqueducts, theatres, and circl, are to be found
at Perrago, and diiTerent parts of Spain. A ruinous watch-tower near Cadiz is vuig".rly,

but erroneously thought, to be one of the pillars of Hercules. Near the city of Sala-
manca are the remains of a Roman way, paved with large flat stones ; it was conlinucd
to Merida, and from thence to Seville. At Toledo nre the remains of an old Homaii
theatre, wdiich is now converted into axhurch, said to be one of the greatest curiosities;

of antiquity. It is 600 feet in length, 500 in breadth, and of a proportionable height
;

the roof, which is amazingly bold and lofty, is supported by 350 pillars of fine marble,
in ten rows, forming eleven ailes, in which ars 3 btJ altars, and 24 gates*, every part
being enriched and adorned with the most noble ^nd costly ornaments! At Martor'eT»
a large town, where mucli black-lace is manufactured, is a very high bridge, built in
176S out of the ruins of a decayed one that had existed 1983 years from its erection by
Hannibal. At the north end is a triumphal arch or gateway, said to have been riiisect

by that general in honour of his father Hamilcar. It is almost entire, well proportioned
and simple, without any kind of ornament except a rim or tAvo of hewn slone. N&ir
Murvledro (once the faithful Saguntum) destroyed by Hannibnl, arc some Roman re-
mains—as the ruins of the theatre, an exact semicircle'about 82 yards diameter, some of
the galleries are cut out of the rock, and 9000 persons might attend the cxhibition>'
without inconvenience.

The Moorish antiquities are rich and magnificent. Amonrr the most distinguished
of these is the royal palace of the Alhambra at Gmnada, which is one of the most eh-
tire, as well as the most stately, of any of the edifices whish the Moors erected in Spain;
It was built hi 1280, by the second Moorish king of Granada, and, in 1492, in thr
reign of their cighteentli king, was taken by the Spaniards. It is situated on a hill,
which IS ascended by a road bordered with hedges of double or impcri;il mvrtles, and
rows of elms. On this hilj, ^viihln tlic walls of'the Alhambra, tlie emperor Ch;ir:-> Y

li2
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began a new palace in 1568, -wlncli was never finished, lliough ihe shell of it remains.

It is built of yellow stone : the outside forms a square of one hundred and ninety feet.

The inside is a grand circular court, with a portico of the Tuscan, and a gallery of the-

Doric order, each supported by thirty-two columns, made of as many single pieces of
marble. The grand entrance is ornamented with columns of jasper, on the pedestals of
which are representations of battles, in marble basso relievo. The Alhambra Itself is a

mass of ttiany houses and tow^ers, walled round, and built of large stones of different di-

mensions. Almost all the rooms have stucco walls and cielings, some carved, some
painted, and some gilt, and covered with various Arabic sentences,-—the most curious

place within, that perhaps exists in Europe. Here are several baths, the walls, floor^.

and cielings of wdiich are of white marble. The gardens abound with orange and le-

mon trees, pomegranates, and myrtles. At the end of the gardens is another palace

called Ginaraliph, situated on a more elevated station than the Alhambra. From the

balconies of this palace is one of the finest prospects in Europe over the whole fertile

plain of Granada, bounded by the snowy mountains. The Moors to this day regret

the loss 01 Granada, and still cn:er up prayers to God for the recovery of the city. Many
other noble monuments, erected in ihe Moorish times, remain in Spain j some of them?

in tolerable preservation, and others exhibiting superb ruins.

Among the natural curiosities, the medicinal springs, and some noisy lakes, formed
principal part 5 but we must not forget the river Guadiana, which like the Mole in

England, runs under ground, and then is said to emerge. The royal cabinet of natural

liistory at Madrid was opened to the public by his majesty's orders in 1775. Every
thing in this collection is ranged with neatness and elegance, and the apartm.ents are

opened twice a wxek for the public, besides being shewn privately to strangert of rank»

The mineral part of the cabinet, containing precious stones, marbles, ores, &c. is very

perfect j but the collection of birds and beasts at present is not large, though it may be

expected to improve apace, if care be taken to get the productions of the Spanish Ame-
rican colonies. Here is also a curious collection of vases, basons, ewers, cups, plates,

and ornamental pieces of the finest agates, amethysts, rock crystals, &c. mounted iu

gold, and enamel, set with cam.eos, entaglios, &c. in elegant taste, and of very fine

workmanship, said to have been brought from France by Philip V. The cabinet also

contains specimens of Mexican and Peruvian vases and utensils.

In bloiving up the rock of Gibraltar, many pieces of bones and teeth have been found

incorporated with the stone, some of v.'hich have been brought to England, and depo-

sited in the British Museum. On the west side of the mountain is the cave called St

MichaePs, eleven hundred and ten feet above the horizon. Many pillars of various

sizes, some of them two feet in diameter, have been formed in it by the dropping of

xvater, which have petrified in falling. The water perpetually drips from the roof, and

forms an infinite number of stake titae, of a whitish colour, composed of several coats or

cruits, and which, as well as the pillars, continually increase in bulk, and may probably

In time fill the v/hole cavern. From the summit of the rock, in clear weather, not only

the town of Gibraltar may be seen, but the bay, the straits, the town of St Roque and

Algesiras, and the x\lpuxara mountains, mount Abyla on the African shore, with its

snowy top, the cities of Ceuta, Tangier, and great part of the Earbary coast.

Chief cities, &c.] Madrid^ though unfortified, it being only surrounded by a

mud wall, is the capital of Spain, and contains about 300,000 inhabitants. It is sur-

rounded with very lofty mountains, whose summits are frequently covered with snow.

It is well paved and lighted, and some of the streets are spacious and handsome. The
houses of Madrid are of brick, and are laid out chiefly for shew, conveniency being

little considered 5 thus you will pass through usually two or three large apartments of

no use, in order to come at a spiall room at the end where the family sit. The houses

in general look more like prisons than the habitations of people at their liberty j the

windows besides having a balcony, being grated with iron bars, particularly the lower

range, and sometimes all the rest. Separate families generally inhabit the same house,

as in Paris and Edinburgh. Foreigners are very much distressed for lodgings at Mad-

rid, as the Spaniards are not fond of taking strangers into their houses, especially if

they are not catholics. Its greatest excellency is the cheapness of its provisions- j but
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neither tavern, coffee-iiouse, nor newspaper, excepilng the Madrid Gazette, are to be

found in the whole city. The royal palace stands on an eminence, on the weit side of

the city j it is a spacious magnificent structure, consisting of three courts, and com-
mands a very fine prospect. Each of the fronts is 470 feet in length, and 100 high,

and there is no palace in Europe fitted up with greater magnificence : the great au-

dience-chamber especially, which is 120 feet long, and hung with crimson velvet richly

embroidered with gold. Ornamented also with 12 looking-glasses at St Ildefonso, each

10 feet high, with 12 tables of the finest Spanish marbles. The other royal palace?

round it are designed for hunting seals, or houses of retirement for their kings. Some
of them contain fine paintings and good statues. The chief of those palaces are the

Buen Retiro (now stripped of all its best pictures and furniture), Casa del Campo,

Aranjuez, and St Ildefonso.

A late traveller has represented the palace of Aranjuez, and it^ gardens, as extremely

delightful. Here is also a park many leagues round, cut across in different parts, by
alleys of two, three, and even four miles extent. Each of these alleys is formed by two

double rows of elm trees ^ one double row on the right, and one on the left, w-hicb.

renders the shade thicker. The alleys are wide enough to admit of four coaches abreast,

and betwixt each double row there is a narrow channel, through which runs a stream of

water. Between those alleys there are'thick groves of smaller trees of various kinds,

and thousands of deer and wild boars ivander there at large, besides numberless hares,

rabbits, pheasants, partridges, and several other kinds of birds. The river Tagus runs

through this place, and divides it into tv/o unequal parts. The central point of this

great park is the king's palace, which is partly surrounded by the garden, and is exceed-

ingly pleasant, adorned with fountains and statues, and it also contains a vast variety of

the most beautiful flowers, both American and European. As to the palace of Aran-
juez itself, it is rather an elegant than a magnificent building.

The palace of St Ildefonso is built of brick, plaistered and painted, but ik) part of the

architecture is agreeable. It is two stories high, and the garden-front has thirty-one

windows, and twelve rooms in a suite. 7_'he gardens are on a slope, on the top of which
is a great reservoir of water, called here El Mar, the sea, which supplies the fountains

y

this reservoir is furnished from the torrents which pour down the mountains. The w^ater

works are excellent, and far surpass those at Versailles. The great entry of the palace

is somewhat similar to that of Versailles, and with a large iron pallisade. In the gar-

dens are twenty- seven fountains 5 the basons are of white marble, and the statues, many
of which are excellent, are of lead, bronzed and gilt. These gardens are in the formal

French style, but ornamented w4th sixty-one very fine marble statues, as large as the

life, with twenty-eight marble vases, and twenty leaded vases gilt. The upper part of

the palace contains many valuable paintings, and the lower part antique statues, busts,

and basso relievos.

The pride of Spain, however, is the Escurial, and the natives say, perhaps with jus-

lice, that the building of it cost more than that of any other palace in Europe. The
description of this palace forms a sizeable quarto-volume, and it is said that Philip 11.

who was its founder, expended upon it six millions of ducats. It contains a prodii^ious

number of windows, 200 in the west front, and in the east 390, and the apartments are

decorated with an astonishing variety of jiaintings, sculpture, tapestry, ornaments of gold
and silver, marble, jasper, gems, and other curious stones. 'I'his building, besides its

palace, contains a church large and richly ornamented, a mausoleum, cloisters, a con-
vent, a college, and a library, containing about thirty thousand volumes ; but it is more
particularly valuable for the Arabic and Greek manuscripts, with which it is enriched.

Above the shelves are paintings in fresco by Bartheleml Carducho, the subjects of which
are taken from sacred or profane history, or liave relation to the sciences, of ^vhich the
shelves below present to us the elements. Thus the council of Nice is represented above
the books which treat of theology ; the dcutii of Archimedes at the siege of Syracuse,
indicates those whicli relate to tlie mathematics and Cicero pronouncing his oration in

favour of Kabirius, tlie works relative to eloquence and the bar. A very singular cir-

cumstance in this library may be agreeai)lc to the curious reader to kno\v, \rhich is, that,

on viewing the books, he will find llicm placed tlie contrary way, so tliat the edii^es of
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the leaves are outwards, and contain their titles written on them. The reason for this

custom is, that Arias Montanus, a learned Spaniard of the sixteenth century, whose lib-

rary had served as a foundation for that of the Escurial, had all his books placed and in-

scribed in that manner, w^hich no doubt appeared to him to be the most ' commodious
method of arranging them j that he had introduced his own method into the Escurial

^

and since his time, and for the sake of uniformity, it had been followed with respect to

the books afterwards added. Here are also large apartments for all kinds of artists and

mechanics, noble waiks, with extensive parks and gardens, beautified with fountains and
costly ornaments. The fathers that live in the convent are 200, and they have an an-

nual revenue of 12,000l. The mausoleum, or burying place of the kings and queens of

Spain, is called the Pantheon, because it is built upon the plan of that temple at Rome,
as the church to which it belongs is upon the model of St Peter's-. It is 36 feet diame-

ter, incinsted with fine marbles.

Allowing to the Spaniards their full estimate of the incredible sums bestowed on this

palace, and on its furniture, statues, paintings, columns, vases, and the like decorations,

which are most amazingly rich and beautiful, yet we hazard nothing in saying, that

the fabric itself discovers a bad taste upon the whole. The conceit of building it in

the form of a gridiron, because St Laurence, to whom it is dedicated, was broiled on
such an utensil, and multiplying the same figure through its principal ornaments, upon
the doors, windows, altars, rituals, and sacerdotal habits, could have been formed only

in the brain of a tasteless bigot, such as Philip IL, who erected it to commemorate
the victory he obtained over the French (but by the assistance of the English forces) at

St Quintin, on St Laurence's day, in the year 1557. The apartment where the king

resides, forms the handle of the gridiron. The building is a long square of 640 feet by
580. The height of the roof is 60 feet. It has been enriched and adorned by his

successors j but its outside has a gloomy appearance, and the inside is composed of dif-

ferent structures, some of which are master-pieces of architecture, but forming a dis-

agreeable whole. It must, however, be confessed, that the pictures and statues thai

have found admission here, are excellent in their kind, and some of them not to be

equalled in Italy itself.

Cadiz is the great em.porium of Spanish commerce. It stands on an island separated

from the continent of Andalusia, without the straits of Gibraltar, by a very narrow arm
of the sea, over which a fortified bridge is thrown, and joins it to the main land. The
entrance into the bay is about 500 fathoms wide, and guarded by two forts called the

Puntals. The entrance has never been of late years attempted by the English, in their

wars vath Spain, because of the vast interest cur merchants have in tl^e treasures there,

which they could not reclaim fiom the captors. The streets are narrow, ill paved,

and filthy, and full of rats in the night. The houses lofty, with flat roofs, and few

are without a turret, for a view of the sea. The population is reckoned at 140,000

inhabitants, of which 12,000 are French, and as many Italians, 'i'he cathedral hath

heen clreadj 50 years building, av.d the rcof is not half finished. The environs are

beaatifully rural.

Cordova is now an inconsiderable place streets crocked ar.d dirty, and but few of

the public or private buildings conspicuous for their architecture, 'ihe palaces of the

inquisition a:nd of the bishops are extensive and well situated. The cathedral was for-

merly a mosque, divided into seventeen ailes by roMs of colum.ns of various marbles, and

is very rich in plate- ^ four of the silver candlesticks cost 8501. a- piece. The revenue

©f the see amounts to 35C0l. per annum j but as the bishcps cannot devise by will, all

ihey die possessed of escheats to the king.

Seville, the Julia of the Romans, is next to Madrid, the largest city in Spain, but is

greatly decayed both in riches and population. The shape is circular, and the walls

seem of Moorish ccnstructicn j its circumference is five miles and a half. The suburb

ofTriana, is as large as many tcwn^^, and rem.arkable for its glccmy Gothic castle

•W'here, in 1481, the inquisition was first established in Spain. Its manufacturers in wool

and silk, which formerly f.mzounted to 16,000, are now reduced to 4C0 j and its great

office of commerce to Spanish America is removed to Cadiz. The cathedral of Seville^

is a fine Ccllic building^ with a curious steeple cr tower, having a moveable fioyie
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a woman at the top, called La Giralda, which turns round with the wind, and which

is referred to in Doi^ Quixote. This steeple is reckoned one of the greatest curiosities

in Spam, and is higher than St Paul's in London j but the cathedral, in Mr Swinburne's

opinion, is by no means equal to Yorkminster for Ughtness,, elegance, or Gothic delica-

cy. The first clock made in the kifigdom was set up in this cathedral in the year 1400,

in the presence of king Henry IlL The prospect of the country round this city, be-

held from the steeple of the cathedral, is extremely delightful.

Barcelona, formerly Barcino, said to be founded by Hamilcar Barcas, is a large cir-

cular trading city, containing 13,000 'houses, is situated on the Mediterranean, facing-

Minorca, and is said to be the handsomest place in Spain j the houses are lofty and

plain, and the streets well lighted and paved. The citadel is strong, and the place and

inhabitants famous for the siege they sustained in 1114 against a formidable army,

when deserted both by England and the emperor, for whom they had taken up arm^..

The number of inhabitants is supposed to be nearly 150,000, and tliey supply Spain

with most of the clothing and arms for the troops. A singular custom prevails among

them on the first of November, the eve of All Souls
\
they run about from house to

house to eat chesnuts, believing that for every chesnut they swallow, with proper faith

and unction, they shall deliver a soul out of purgatory.

Valencia is a large and almost circular city, with lofty walls. The streets are crook-

ed and narrow, and not paved, the houses ill built and filthy, and most of the churches

tawdry. Priests, nuns, and friars, of every dress, swarm in this city, whose inhabitants

are computed at 80,000. Its archbishopric is. one of the best in Spain, to the amount
of 40,000l. sterling a-year.

Carthagena is a large city, but has very few good streets, and. fewer remarkable build-

ings. The port is very complete, formed by nature in the figure of a heart, and tbe

arsenal is a specious square, southwest of the town, with 40 pieces of cannon to defend

it towards the sea. When Mr Swinburne visited it in 1775, there were 800 Spanish

criminals, and (500 Barbary slaves, working at the pumps, to keep the docks dry,,&c.

.

and treated with gseat inhumanity. The crimes for which the Spaniaids were sent there

deserved indeed exemplary punisliments.

Granada stands on two hills, and tile ancient palace of the Alhambra crowns the

double summit of two rivers,, the Douro, and the Xenil. The former gloiies of this

city are passed away v^ith its old inhabitants, the streets, are now filthy, and the aque-

ducts crumbled to dust,, and its trade lost. Of 50,000 inhabitants, only 18,000 are

feckoned useful, the surplus is made up o£ clergy, lawyers, children, and beggars, 'i'he

amphitheatre for bull feasts, is built of stone, and one of the best in Spain,, and. the c:v-

virons of the city are still pleasing and healthful.

Bilboa is situated on the banks of the river Ybaizabal, and is about two leagues from
the sea. It contains about eight hunxlred houses, with a large square by the water side,

well shaded with pleasant walks,, which extend to tbe outlets, on the banks of the river,

where there are great numbers of houses andv gardens, which form a most pleasing pro-

spect, particularly in sailing up the^iver for, besides the beautiful verdure,, numerous
objects open gradually to the eye, and the town appears as an amphitheatre, which en-

livens the landscape, and completes t}ie scenery. The houses are solid and lofty,

and the streets well paved and level j; and the water is. so conveyed into the street's,

that they may be washed at pleasure, which renders Bilboa one of the neatest towi^.s iii

Jiurope.

Malaga is an ancient city, and not less remark-cdile for its opulence and extensive

commerce, than for the luxuriance of its soil, yickUng in great al)undance the most de-
licious fruits,

j,
whilst its rugged mountains allbrd those luscious grapes which give such

reputation to the Malaga wine, known in Knglaud by the name of Mountain. The
city is large and populous, and of a circular form, surrounded with a double wall,

,

strengthened by stately towers, and has nine gates. A Moorish castle on the point of
a, rock commands every part of it. /Ihe streets arc narrow, and the most rcmarkabJ,^-
buikhng in it is a stupendous cathedral, begun by Pliilip IL, said to be as lar^c as thiik

<?f, Si PhuI's in Loudon. The bishop's income is IckOOUI. sterlinpr.

iii
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The city of Salamanca is of a circular form, built on three hills and tivo vaiiies, ana
on every side surrounded with prospects of fine houses, noble seats, gardens, orchards,

fields, and distant villages, and is ancient, large, rich, and populous. There are ten

gates to this city, and it contains twenty-five churches, twenty-five convents of friars,

and the same number of nunnenes. The most beautiful part of this city is the great

square, built about forty years ago. The houses are of three stories, and all of equal

iieight and exact symmetry, with iron balconies, and a. stone balustrade on the top

of them : the lower part is arched, which forms a piazza all round the square^ one of

two hundred and ninety-three feet on each side. Over some of the arches are medal-

lions, with busts of the kings of Spain, and of several eminent men, in stone basso re-

lievo, among which are those of Terdinando Cortez, Francis Pizarro, Davila, and Cid

Ruy. In this square the bull fights are exhibited for threp days only, in the month of

June. The river Tormes runs by this city, and has a bridge over it of twenty-five

iirches, built by the Romans, and yet entire.

Toledo is one of the most ancient cities in Spain, and during several centuries it held

the rank of its metropolis. But the neighbourhood of Madrid has by degrees stripped

5t of its numerous inhabitants, and it would have been almost entirely deserted but for

its cathedral, the income of which being in great part spent here, contributes chiefly to

the maintenance of the few thousands that are left, and assists, in some degree, those

small manufactures of swprd-bladcs and silk-stulfs that are established in this city. It is

now exceedingly ill-built, poor, and mean, and the streets very steep.

Burgos was the ancient capital of tlie kingdom of Castile, but now in obscurity^

The cathedral is one pf the most magnificent structures of the Gothic kind, now in

.Europe : its form is exactly the same as that of York-minster, and on the east end i^

an octagon building exactly like the chapter-house at York.
Gibraltar, once a celebrated town and fortress of Andalusia, is at present In possession

of Great Britain. Till the arrival of the Saracens in Spain, which took place in the

year 711 or 712, the rock of Gibraltar went by the name of Mons Calpe. On their

"arrival a fortress was built upon it, and it obtained the name of Gihel-Tdrif^ from the

T>ame of their general, and thence Gibraltar. It was in the possession of the Spaniard^^

and Moors by turns, till it was taken from the former by a combined fleet of English

and Dutch ships, under the command of sir George Rooke, in 1704 j and this rathea:

through accident than any thijig else. The prince of Hesse, with 18G0 men, landed on the

isthmus, hut an attack on that side was found to be impracticable, on account of the

steepness of the rock. The fleet fired 15,000 shot without making any impression on
the works, so that the fortress seemed to be equally impregnable both to the British

nnd Spaniards, except by famine. At last, a party of sailors, having got merry w^ith

grog, rowed close under the New Mole in their boats, and as they saw that the garrison,

"^vho consisted only of 100 men, did not mind them, they were encouraged to attempt a

landing j and having mounted the Mole, hoisted a red jacket as a signal of possession.

This being immediately observed from the fleet, more boats and sailors were sent out,

ivho, in like manner, having ascended the w^orks, got possession of a battery, and soon

obliged the town to surrender. After many fruitless attempts to recover it, it was confirmed

to the English by the treaty of Utrecht, in 1713. Repeated attempts have been since

made to wrest it from England, but without success : the last war hath made it more

famous than ever, when it underwent a, long siege against the united forces of Spain

n.nd France by land and sea, and was gallantly defended by general Elliot and his gar-

rison, to the loss and disgrace of the assailants ; though it must be granted, the place is

by nature almost impregnable. Near 300 pieces of cannon of different bores, and

chiefly brass, which were sunk before the port in the floating batteries, have been raised^

find sold, to be distributed among the garrison. It is a commodiQUS port, and formed

naturally for cpmmancling the passage of the Straits, or, in other words, the entrance

into the Mediterranean and Levant seas. But the roa,d is neither safe against an enemy

nor storms : the bay is abopt twenty leagues in circumference. The straits are 24

Guiles long, and 15 broad
^
through which sets a current from the Atlantic ocean into

f'-he Mediterranean, and for the stemming of it a brisk gale is required. The town wa:^

neither lar ^cncr b^atitiiul,, and in the la§t siege was totally destroyed by theenemipS
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bombs, but on account of its fortifications, is esteemed tlie key of Spain, and is always

furnished with a garrison well provided for its defence. The harbour is formed by a

mole, w^hich is well fortified and planted with guns. Gibraltar is accessible on the land

side only by a narrow passage hetv^reen the rock and the sea, but that is walled and for-

tified both by art and nature, and so inclosed by high steep hills, as to be almost inac-

cessible'that way. It has but two gates on that side, and as many tow^ards the sea.

Across this isthmus the Spaniards have drawn a fortified line, chiefly with a view to

hinder the garrison of Gioraltar from havin.g any intercourse with the country behind

them : notwithstanding which they carry on a clandestine trade, particularly in tobacco,

of which the Spaniards are exceedingly fond. The garrison is however confined within

very narrow limits
j
and, as the ground produces scarcely any thing, all their provisions

are brought tliem either from England or from Ceuta, cm the opposite coast of Barbary.

Formerly Gibraltar was entirely under military government but that power producing-

those abuses ^vhich are naturally attendant on it, the parliament thought proper to erect

it into a body corporate, and the civil power is now lodged in its magistrates.

The chief islands belonging to Spain in Europe, are those of Majorca and Yvica, of

which we ha^ nothing particular to say. Minorca, w^hich was taken by the English

in 1708, under general Stanhope, and confirmed to Great Britain by the treaty of

Utrecht 1713, was retaken by the Spaniards the last war, February 15. 1782, but has

lately fallen again into the possession of Great Britain. It contains abc^t 27,000 in^

habitants.

Commerce and manufactures.] The, Spaniards, unhappily for themselves, make
gold and silver the chief branches both of their exports and imports. They import it'

from America, from w^hence they export it to other countries of Europe. Cadiz is the

chief emporium of this commerce. Hither (says Mr Anderson, in his History of Com-
merce) other European nations send their mercbaisdise, to be shipped off in Spanish

bottoms for America, sheltered (or, as our old English phrase has it, coloured) under

the names tof the Spanish factors. Those foreign nations have here their agents and
correspondents : and the consuls of those nations make a considerable figure. Cadiz

has been said to have the finest storehouses and magazines for commerce of any city in

Europe j and to it the flota and galleons regularly import the treasures of Spanish

America. The proper Spanish merchandises exported from Cadiz to America are of

no great value j but the duty on the foreign* merchandise sent thitl>er vvould yield a

great reverAie, (and consequently the profits of merchants and their agents would
sink), were it not for the many fraudulent practices for eluding those duties."

At St Ildefonso the glass manufacture is carried on to a degree of perfection unkncvMi
in England. The largest mirrors arc made in a brass frame, 162 inches long, 93 wide,

and six deep, -iveighing near 9 tons. These are designed wholly for the royal palaces,

and for presents from the king. Yet even for such purposes it is ill placed, and proves

a devouring monster in a country where provisions are dear, fuel scarce, and carriage

exceedingly expensive. Here is also a royal manufacture of linen, employing about 15
looms ; by which it is said the king is a considerable loser.

In the city of Valencia there is a very respectable silk manufacture, in -which five

thousand Iqoms, and three hundred stocking frames, give employment to up^vards of

20,000 of the .inhabitants, without enumerating those who exercise professions relative

to the manufacture, such as persons who prepare the wood aiid iron work of so great a

number of machines, or spin, wind, or dye the silk. At Alcora, in the neighbourhood
of Valencia, a manutacture of porcelain has been successfully eslablished 3 and they ve-

ry much excel in painted tiles. In Valencia, their best apartments are floored with

these, and are rcmarka]:)le for nealnpss, for coolness, and for elegance. They are stroiTgcr

and much more beautiful than those of Holland.

At Carthagcna they make great quantities of the esparto ropes and cables, some of

them spun like hemp, and others platted. Both operations are performed ^vith singular ra-

pidity. These cables arc excellent, because they float on the suvl'ace of the water, and
are not therefore liable to be cut by the rocks on a foul coast, 'i'he esparto ru?h makes
good mats for houFes, alpargaics or short trowscrs and buskins for peasants, and latterly

?.Uvas been spun ifilo finetlafea4 for the purpose of making cloth. If properly encouraged,
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there is no doubt that the manufacture may be brought to sfuch perfection, as to make
this once useless msh a source of abundant wealth to the southern provinces of Spain^
for it is the peculiar and natural production of all the high and uncultivated mocixtains
of the south.

As to the hempen cordage which is made in Spain, for the use of the royal navy, M.
^e Bourgoanne observes, that it is better and more durable than that of the principal

dock-yards and magazines in Europe because, in combining the hemp, all the towy part
we leave in it was taken out, and made use of in caulking, whence results the double
advantage of more solid cordage, and the better caulking of vessels. Another custom
in our rope-yards, which the Spaniards have avoided adopting, is the tarring the cordage
and keeping it a long time piled up. In this state the tar ferments, and eats the hemp,
and the cordage is extremely apt to break after being used but a short space of time.

The Spaniards formerly obtained their hemp from the north ; at present they are able

to do without the assistance, in this article, of any other nation. The kingdom of
Granada already furnishes them with the greatest part of the hemp they use, and, in

case of need, they may have recourse to Arragon and Navarre. All the sail-cloth and
cordage in the magazines at Cadiz are made with Spanish hemp j the texture of which
is even, close, and solid.

The most important production of this country, and the most valuable article of com-
3»€rce, is barilla, a species of pot-ash, procured by burning a great variety of plants al-

most peculiar to the kingdom of Valencia and Murcia, such as soza, a/gazu/, suoion,

seiyennes^ saiicorma^ with barilla. It is used for making soap, for bleaching, and for

glass. All the nations in Europe, by the combustion of various vegetable substances,

make some kind of pot-ash ; but the superior excellence of the barilla has hitherto se-

cured the preference. The country producing it is about sixty leagues in length, and
eight in breadth, on the borders of the Mediterranean. The quantity exported annu-
ally from Spain, (according to the testimonies of both Mr Townsend, and M. de
Eurgoanne) is about a hundred and fifty quintals, most of which is sent to France and-

England, and a small quantity to Genoa, and Venice.

Spain is one of the richest countries in Europe in salt-petre, a most important article

of commerce. The account of this surprizing manufacture we shall abridge from Mr
lownsend. " I observed," says he, " a large enclosure, with a number of mounts of

a-bout twenty icet high, at regular distances from each other. These were collected

from the rubbish of the city of Madrid, and the scrapings of the highways. They had
remained all the winter piled up in the manner in which I found them. At this tim.©

men were employed in wheeling them away, and spreading abroad the earth to the

thickness of about one foot, whilst others were turning what bad been previously expo
cd to the influence of the sun and air. 1'he preceding summers these heaps had been

washed, and being thus exposed, vrould yield the same qiiiintity of salt again, and as far as.

appears the produce would never fail but, after having been washed, no. salt-petre can-

be obtained without a subsequent exposure. Some of this earth they can lixiviate onco
•9. year, some they have washed twenty times in the last seven years, and some they have

subjected to this operation fifteen times in one year, judgiiig always by their eye when
they may wash it to advantage, and by their taste if it has yielded a lixivium of a pro-

per strength j from which, by evaporating the water in boiling, they obtain the salt-

petre."

The other manufactures of Spain are chiefly of wool, coppep, and hard-ware. Great

efforts have been made by the government to prevent the other European nations from

reaping the chief advantage of the American commerce 3 but these never can be sue-

cessflil, till a spirit of industry is awakened among the natives, so as to enable them to

supply their American possessions with their own commodities and merchandis-3.

Meanwhile, the good faith and facility with which the English, French, Dutch, and
other nations, carry on this contraband trade, render them greater gainers by it than

the Spaniards themselves are, the clear profits seldom amounting to less than 20 per cent.

This evidently makes it an important concern, that those immense riches should belong t.a

the Spaniards, rather than to any active Europeaa nation ; but 1 shall have occasion

toych on this subject in the account of America,
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Constitution and government.] Spain from being tli£ most free, is now the

most despotic kingdom in Europe ; and the poverty which is so visible in most parts

af the country, is in a great degree the result of its government, in the administration

of which no proper attention is paid to theinterests and welfare of the people. The
monarchy is hereditary, and females are capable of succession. It has even been ques-

tioned, whether his catholic majesty may not bequeath his crown, upon his demise, to

any branch of the royal family he pleases. It is at least certain, that the house of Bour-

bon mounted tlie throne of Spain in virtue of the last vvill of Charles II.

The cortes or parliaments of the kingdom, which formerly, especially in Castile, had

greater power and privil£o:es than those of England, are now abolished but some faint

remains of their constitution are still discernible in the government, though all of them

are ineifectual, and under j:he control of the king.

The privy council, which is composed of a number of noblemen or grandees, nominat-

ed by the king, sits only tx) prepare matters, and to digest papers for the cabinet coun-

cil or junto, which consists of the first secretary of state, and three or four more named
by the king, and in them resides the direction of all the executive part of government.

The council of war takes cognisance of military aifairs only. The council of Castile

is the highest law tribunal of the kingdom. The several courts of the royal audiences,

are those of Gallicia, Seville, Ptiajorca, the Canaries, Saragossa, Valencia, and Barcelo-

na. These judge primarily in all causes within fifteeen miles of their respective cities

or capitals, and receive appeals from inferior jurisdictions. Besides these there are

many subordinate tribunals, for the police, the finances, and other branches of business.

The government of Spanish America forms a system of itself, and is delegated to vice-,

roys, and other magistrates, who are in their respective districts almost absolute. A.

council for the Indies is established in Old Spain, and consists of a governor, four secre-

taries, and twenty two counsellors, besides officers. Their decision is final in matters re-

lating to America, The members are generally chosen from the viceroys and magis-

trates v/ho have served in that country. The two great viceroyaltie^ of Peru and Mex-
ico are so considerable, that they are seldom trusted to one person for more than three

years j but they are thought sufficient to make his fortune ijn that time.

' The foreign possessions of the crown of Spain, besides those in America, are ,the

towns of Ceuta, Oran, and Masulquiver, on the coast of Barbary, in Africa 3 and the

islands of St Lazaro, the Phillplnes, and Ladfones, in Asia.

Military and marine strength.] The land forces of the crown of Spain, m
time of peace are never fewer than 70,000 j but in case of war, they amount, without

prejudice to the kingdom, to 110,0QQ, The great dependence of the king, however,

is upon his Walloon or foreign guards. His present catholic majesty has been at great

care and expenpe to raise a powerful marine j which has been considerably diminished

iiince the war with Great Britain. They had, however, (July 29. 1799,) in the Medi-
terranean 25 ships of the line. All along the coast of Spain are watch towers from
mile to mile, with lights and guards at night, so that from Cadiz to Barcelona, and
from. Bilboa to Fcrrol, the whole kingdoui may be soon alarmed in case of a,n iijva-

bion.

JiEVENUES.] The revenues arising to the king from Old Spain, yearly amount to

5,000,0001. sterling, though some say eight, and they form the sarest support to his go-

vernment. His American income, it is true, is immense, but it is generally in a man-
ner embezzled or anticipated before it arrives in Old Spain. Tlie king has a fifth or

all the silver mines that arc worked j but little of it comes into his coffers. He falls

upon means, however, in case ot a war, or any public emergency, to sequester into hi>

own hands great part of the American treasures belonging to his subjects, who never
complain, because they are always punctually repaid with interest. The finances of liis

present catholic majesty before the French revolution, were in excellent oider, and on
a better footing, both for himself and his people, tlian those of any of his predecessors.

As to the taxes from whence the internal revenues arise, they are various, arbitrary,

and so much suited to conveniency, that we cannot fix them with any certainty. Tliey
fall upon all kiiids of goods, houses, l^nds, timber, and provisions 3 the clergy and niili*i

tary orders arc likewise taxed.
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Royal arms, titles, nobility, and orders.] Spain formerly compreliended
twelve kingdoms j all of which, with,several others, were by name entered into the royai

titles, so that they amounted in all to about 32. This absurd custjjim is still occasion-

ally continued, but the king is now generally contented xvith the title of his Catho-
lic Majesty. The kings of Spain are inaugurated by the delivery of a sword, without
being crowned. Their signature never mentions their name, but, I THE KING. Their
eldest son is called prince of Asturias, and their younger children, of both sexes, are by
way. of distinction called infants or infantas, that is, children.

The armorial bearings of the kings of Spain, like their title, is loaded with the arms

of all their kingdoms. It is now a shield, divided into four quarters, of which, the up*

permost on the right hand, and the lowest on the left, contain a castle, or with three

towers, for Castile : and in the uppermost on the left, and the lowest on the right, are

three lion gules, for Leon wdth three lilies in the centre for Anjou.
The general name for those Spanish nobility and gentry, Vv-ho are unmixed with the

Moorish blood, is Hidalgo. They are divided into princes, dukes, marquisses, counts,

viscounts, and other inferior titles. Such as are created grandees, may stand covered

before the king, and are treated vAth princely distinctions. A grandee cannot be ap-

prehended without the king^s order ; and cardinals, archbishops, ambassadors, knights

of the Golden Fleece, and certain other great dignitaries, both in church and state,

have the privilege, as well as the grandees, to appear covered before the king.

The " Order of the Golden Vleece^'' particularly described before in the orders of

Germany, is generally conferred on princes and sovereign dukes j but the Spanish branch

of it hath many French and Italian nobility \ there are no commanderies or revenues

annexed to it.

The " Order of St James^'* or St Jago d« Compostelia^ is the richest of all the orders

of Spain. It was divided into two branches, each under a grand master, but the office

of both was given by pope Alexander VI. to the kings of Spain and Portugal, as grand-

master, in their respective dominions. The order is highly esteemed in Spain, and on-

ly conferred on persons of noble families. The same may be said of the " Order of

Calatrmm^'' first instituted by Sanchio, king of Toledo : it took its name from the cas-

tle of Calatrava, which was taken from the Moors, and here began the order, which

became \'ery powerful. Their number, influence, and possessions, were so considerable

as to excite the jealousy of the crown, to which, at length, their revenues and the office

of grand master tvere annexed by pope Innocent VIII. The celebrated " Order of

Alcantara*"* derived its origin from the order of St Julian, or of the Pear-tree : but af-

ter Alcantara was taken from the Moors, and made the chief seat of the order, they

assumed the name of Knights of the order of Alcantara, and laid aside the old device of

a pear-tree. This order is highly esteemed, and conferred only on persons of ancient

and illustrious families. The " Order of the Lady of Mercy'*'' is said to have been in-

stituted by James I. king of Arragon, about the year 1218, on account of a vow made
by him to the Virgin Mary, during his captivity in France, and was designed for the

redemption of captives from the Moors, in which they expended large sums of money.

It v/as at first confined to men, but a lady of Barcelona afterwards got women included

in it. This order possesses considerable revenues in Spain. The " Oridatx oi Montesa'*'^

was instituted at Valencia, at the close of the thirteenth century, in the place of the.

Templars, and enjoyed their possessions. Their chief seat being the town of Montesa,

the order from thcucG-derived its name, and cliose St George for their patron. In the year

1761, the' late king instituted, after his own name, the " Order of Charles IW* in

commemoration of the birth of the infant. The badge is, a star of eight points ena-

melled white, and edged with gold : in the centre of the cross is the image of the Vir-

gin Mary, vestments white and blue. On the reverse the letters C. C. with tlje num-

feer III. in the centre, and this motto, Virtuti 6' Merito. None but persons of noble

descent can belong to this order.

History of Spain.] Spain was probably first peopled by the Celtse from Gaul, to

tvhich it lies contiguous ^ or from. Africa, from Avhich it is only separated by the narrow

strait of Gibraltar. The Phoenicians sent colonies thither, and built Cadiz and Malaga.

Afterwards, upon the rise of Rome and Carthage, the possession of this kingdom be-
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eame an object of contention between those powerful republics j but at length the 'Ro-

man arms prevailed, and Spain remained in their possession until the fall of that empire,

when it became a prey to the Goths. In the beginning of the fifth century the Suevi,

the Vandals, and the Alani, divided this kingdom among them, but in the year 5S4,

the Goths again became the masters.

These, in their turn, were invaded by the Saracens, who about the end of the seventh

century, had possessed themselves of the finest kingdoms of Asia and Africa ^ and not

content with the immense regions that formerly composed great part of the Assyrian,

Greek, and Roman empires, they cross the Mediterranean, ravage Spain, and establish

themselves m the southerly provinces of that kingdom.

Don Pelago is mentioned as the first Old Spanish prince who distinguished himself

against these infidels (who were afterwards known by the nam.e of Moors, the greater

part of them having come from Mauritania), and he took the title of kin^ of Asturia,

about the year 720. His successes animated other Christian princes to take arms like-

wise, and the two kingdoms of Spain and Portugal for many ages were perpetually em-
broiled in bloody wars.

The Moors in Spain were superior to all their contemporaies in arts and arms, and

the Abdoulraham line kept possession of the throne near 300 years. Learning flourish-

ed in Spain, while the rest of Europe was buried in ignorance and barbarity. But the

Moorish princes by degrees became weak and effeminate, and their chief ministers

proud and insolent, A series of civil wars ensued, which at last overturned tlie

throne of Cordova, and the race of Abdoulraham. Several petty principalities were

formed on the ruing of this empire, and many cities of Spain had each an independent

sovereign. Now, every adventurer was entitled to the conquests he made upon the

Moors, till Spain at last was divided into 12 or 13 kingdoms j and about the year 1095,
Henry of Burgundy was declared by the king of Leon, count of Portugal j but his son,

Alphonso, threw oiT his dependence on Leon, and declared himself king. A series of

brave princes gave the Moors repeated overthrows in Spain, till about the year 1492,
when all the kingdoms in Spain, Portugal excepted, were united by the marriage of

Ferdinand, king of Arragon, and Isabella the heiress, and afterwards queen of Castile,

who took Granada, and expelled out of Spain the Moors and Jews, who would not be
converts to the Christian faith, to the number of 170,000 families. I shall in their pro-

per places, mention the vast acquisitions made at this time to Spain by the discovery of

America, and the first expeditions of the Portuguese to the East Indies, by the disco*

very of the Cape of Good Hope : but the successes of both nations were attended with

disagreeable consequences.

The expulsion of the Moors and Jews in a manner depopulated Spain of artists, la-

bourers, and manufacturers \ and the discovery of America not only added to that ca-

lamity, but rendered the remaining Spaniards most deplorably indolent. To com-
plete their misfortunes, Ferdinand and Isabella introduced the popish inquisition, with
all its horrors, into their dominions, as a safeguard against the. return of the Moors and
Jews.

Charles V. of the house of Austria, and emperor of Germany, succeeded to the

throne of Spain, in right of his mother, v.'ho v/as the daughter of Ferdinand and Isabel-

la, in the year 1516. The extensive possessions of the house of Austria in Europe,
Africa, and, above all, America, from wlience he drew immense treasures, began to

alarm the jealousy of neighbouring princes, but could not satisfy the ambition of
Charles j and we lind him constantly engaged in foreign wars, or with his outi protes-

tant subjects, whom he in vain attcm^Jtcd to bring back to the catholic church. He
also reduced the power of the nobles m Spain, abridged the privileges of the commons,
and greatly extendotl the regal prerogative. At lust, after a long and turbulent reign,

he came to a resolution that filled all Europe with astonislnncnt, the withdrawing him-
self entirely from any concern in the alhiirs of this world, in order that he might spend
the remainder of his days in retirement and solitude *.

* Charles, of all his vast jwsscssions, reserved tiothinjr for himself liut an annual pension of loo.ooi
crownii, chose for the place of his retreat, a valV in .Spain, of no gixMt cMcnr, v.-jiiered by]*
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. Agreeably to tliis resoluiion, lie resigned Spain and the Netherlands, with great £or-«

mality, in the presence of his principal nobility, to his Son Philip II. but could not pre-

vail on the princes of Germany to elect him emperor, which they conferred on Ferdin-

•and Charles's brother, thereby dividing the dangerous power of the house of Austria

into tvw) branches Spain, with all its possessions in Africa and the Nevv^ World, also

the Netherlaitds, and some Italian states, remained -with the elder branch, whilst the

empire, Hungary, and Bohemia, fell to the lot of the younger, which they still pos-

sess.

Philip II. inherited all his father's vices, with few of his good qualities. He was

austere, haughty, immoderately ambitious, and through his whole life a cruel bigot in

the cause of popery. His marriage with queen Mary of England, an unfeeling bigot

like himself, his unsuccessful addresses to her sister Elizabeth, his resentment and un-

successful wars with that princess, his tyranny and persecutions in the Low Countries,

the revolt and loss of the United Provinces, with other particulars of his reign, hare

been already mentioned in the history of those countries.

In Portugal he was more successful. That kingdom, after being governed by a race

of wise and brave princes, fell to Sebastian, about the year 1557. Sebastian lost his life

and a fine army, in a headstrong, unjust, and ill-concerted expedition against the Moors

in Africa ; and in the year 1580, Philip united Portugal to his own dominions, though,

the Braganza family of Portugal asserted a prior right. ^By this acquisition Spain be-

came possessed of the Portuguese settlements in India, some of which she still holds.

-small brook, and surrounded by rising arounrls, covered witb lofty trees He gave strict orders, that

the style of the building which he erected there should be such as suited his present situatiort, rather

than bis former dignity. It consisted only of six rooms : four of them in the form of friars cells, witW

naked walls ; and the other two, each twenty feet square, were hung with brown cloth, and fur-

nished in the roost simple manner
;
they were all level with the ground, with a door on one side in-

to a garden, of which Charles himself had given the plan, and had filled it with various plants, which
he proposed to cultivate with his own hands. After spending some time in the city of Ghent m
Flanders, the place of his nativity, he set cut for Zealand in Holland., where he prepared to embark
for Spain, accompanied by his son, and a numerous retinue of princes and nobility ; after taking an
affectionate and last farewell of Philip and his attendants, he set out on the 17th of September, 1556,

under convoy of a Targe fleet of Spanish. Flemish, and English ships. As soon as he landed in Spain, he

fell prostrate on the ground ; awd considering himself now as dead to the world, he kissed the earth, and

said, " Naked came I out of my mother's womb, and naked I now return to thee, thou common
mother of mankind." Some of the Spanish nobility paid their court to him as he passed along to

the place of his retreat ; but they were so few in number, and their attendance was so negligent,

that Charles observed it, and felt for the first time that he was no longer a monarch. But he vvas

THore deeply affected with his son's ingratitude, who, forgetting already how much he owed to his

father's bounty, obliged him to remain some weeks on the road, before he paid him the first moiety

of that small portion, which was all that he had reserved of so many kingdoms. At iast the money
was paid ; and Charles, having dismissed a great number of his domestics, whose attendance he

thought would be superfluous, he entered into his humble retreat with twelve domestics only. Here
he buried, in solitude and silence, his grandeur, his ambition, together with all those vast piojects

which, during half a century, had alarmed and agitated Europe, filling every kingdom in it, by turns,

with the terror of his arms, and the dread of being subjected to his power. Here he enjoyed, per-

haps, more cx)mplete satisfaction than all his grandeur had ever yielded him. Far from taking any
part in the political transactions of the princes of Europe, he restrained his curiosity even trom any
enquiry concerning them ; and he seemed to view the busy scene which he had a.bandoned, wifii

all the contempt and indifference arising from his thorough knowledge of its vanity, as well as from
the pleasing reflection of having disengaged himself from its cares.

_
New amusements and new objects now occupied his mind ; sometimes he cultivated the plants in

his garden with his own hands; sometimes he rode out to the neighbouring wood on a little horse ;

the only one that he kept, attended by a single servant on foot. When his infirmities confined himi

to his apartment, he either admitted a few gentlemen who resided in the neighbourhood, and enter-

tained them familiarly at his table ; or he employed himself in studying the principles, and in form-
ing curious works of mechanism, of which he had always been remarkably fond. He was particu-

larly curious with regard to the oonstruction of clocks and watches ; and having found, after repeat-

ed trials, that he could not briiig any two of them to go exactly alike, he reflected, it is said, with a
mixture of surprise and regret, on his own folly, in having bestowed so much time and labour on
the more vain attempt of bringing mankind to a precise uniformity of sentiment concerning the in-

tricate and mysterious doctrines of religion. And here, after two years rettrementj he was seized

with a fever, which carried him off in the bnh year of his age.
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i?hfc dcsccnjiants of Philip proved to be very weak [princes j but Philip and his fa-

ther had so totally ruined the ancient liberties of Spain, that they reigned almost un-

molested in their own dominions. Their viceroys, however, were at once so tyrannical

and insolent over the Portuguese, that in the reign of Philip IV. in the year 1640, thot

nobility of that nation, by a well-conducted conspiracy, expelled their tyrants, and pla-

ced the duke of Braganza, by the title of John IV. upon their throne, and ever since,

Portugal has been a distinct kingdom from Spain.

The kings of Spain, of the Austrian line, failing in the person of Charles 11. who
left no issue, Philip duke of Anjoti, second son to the Dauphin of France, and grand-

son to Lewis XIV. mounted that throne, in virtue of his predecessor's xviil, by the

name of Philip V. anno 1701. After a long and bloody struggle with the German
branch of the house of Austria, supported by England, he was confirmed in his digni-

ty, at the conclusion of the war, by the shameful peace of Utrecht, 1713. And thus

Lewis XIV. through a masterly train of politics (for In his wars to support his grand-

son, as we have already observed, he was almost ruined), accomplished his favourite pro-

ject of transferring the kingdom of Spain, with all its rich possessions in America and

the Indies, from the house of Austria, to that of his own family of Bourbon. In 1734,

Philip mvaded Naples, and got that kingdom for his son Don Carlos, the Sicilians

readily acknowledging him for their sovereign, through the oppression of the Imperia-

lists.

After a long and turbulent reign, which was disturbed by the ambition of his wife

Elizabeth of Parma, Philip died in 1746, and was succeeded by his son Ferdinand VL
a mild and peaceable prince, who reformed many abuses, and wanted to prornote the

commerce and prosperity of his kingdom. In 1759, he died \vithout issue, througli

melancholy for the loss of his vvife. Ferdinand was succeeded by his brothfr, Charles

III. then king of Naples, and the Two Sicilies, son so Philip V. by his wife the prin-

cess of Parma.

He was so warmly attached to the family-compact of the house of Bourbon, that

two years after his accession, he even hazarded his American dominions to support it-

War being declared between him and England, the latter took from him the famous

port and city of Havannah, in the island of Cuba, and thereby rendered herself entirely

mistress of the navigation of the Spanish Plate fleets. Notwithstanding the success of

the English, their ministry thought proper hastily to conclude a peace, in consequence

of v/hich Havannah was restored to Spain. In 1775, an expedition was concerted

against Algiers by the Spanish ministry, which had a most unsuccessful termination.

The troops, which amounted to upwards of 24,000, and who were commanded by-

lieutenant general Conde de O'Reilly, landed about a league and a half to the eastward

of the city of Algiers j but were disgracefully beaten back, aud obliged to take shelter

on board their ships, having 27 officers killed, and 191 wounded ) and 501 rank and.

file killed, ajid 20S8 wounded. In the years 1783, an,d 1784, they also renewed their

attacks by sea to destroy it, but, after spending much ammunition, and losing many
lives, were forced to retire without doing it much injury.

When the war between Great Britain and her American colonies had subsisted for

some lime, and France had taken part with the latter, the court of Spain -was also p;-e-

vailed upon to commcjice hostilities against Great Britain, la particular, the Spani^rd-i

closely besieged Gil)raltar, both by sea and land : it having been alwavs a great moi-
tificalion to them, that this fortress should be possessed by the English. The grand attar'.v.

was made on the 13th of September 17SJ, under the command of the duke de Criilon,

by ten battering ships, from 600 to 1400 tons burden, carrying in all 212 brass gtms
entirely new, and discharging shot of 26 pounds weight. The showers of shot and
shells which were directed from them, from their hnid-batteries, and on the other hatid

from the various works of the garrison, exhibited a scene, of which perhaps neither the

pen nor the pencil can furnish a competent idea. It is sufficient to say, that four hun-
dredpieces of the heaviest artillery were playing at the same moment : an instance ^\V\^^^

has scarcely occurred in any iiege since the inventioJi of tlio;se wonderful cnc";:v -

destruction. ^
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The irresitihle impression of the red hot balls, which were sent from tlie garrison in

such numbers and in such directions, was soon conspicuous ^ for in the afternoon smoke
v/as perceived to issue from the admiral's ship and another, and by one in the morning
several were in flames, and numbers of rockets v/ere thrown up from each of their ships

as signals of distress. To rescue from the flames those who v/ere now incapable of

acting as enemies, could not be done without the greatest hazard, by reason of the

blowing up of the ships j and the previous discharge of the guns as the fire reached

them
J

yet in defiance of every danger, brigadier Curtis, distinguished himself in an

eminent manner in this humane undertaking, and with twelve gun-boats saved nine

officers, two priests, and 33-imen, all Spaniards besides one officer, and eleven French-

men, Vv'ho had fioated in the preceding evening.

Thus ended all the hopes of the Spaniards ofreducing the fortress of Gibraltar. But
great as was the bravery of the British garrison, which deserves every encomium, the

small numbers of the killed and wounded are alone sufficient to shew that they must
have been assisted by very strong fortifications, or it was impossible that any skill

whatever could have resisted such tremendous power. Some trifling operations con-

tinued on the side of the Spaniards till the restoration of peace in 1783.

In other enterprises, however, the Spaniards proved more successful. The island of

Minorca was surrendered to them on the 6th of February 1782, after having been be-

sieged for 171 days. The garrison consisted of no more than 2692 men, while the

forces of the enemy amounted to 16,000, under the command of the duke de Crillon.

The Spanish commander at first attempted to corrupt the governor (general Murray)
j

but this being rejected with indignation, the siege was commenced in form : and the

garrison would have shewed themselves equally invincible with those of Gibraltar, had.

it been possible to relieve them in the same manner. The scurvy soon made its appear-

ance, and rd'duced them to such a deplorable situation, that they were at last obliged tQ

surrender, in spite of every efibrt of human fortitude or skill j and so sensible were both

parties that this was the true cause, that the Spanish general allowed them to march
out v.dth their arms shouldered, drums beating, and colours flying, while the disconso-

late British soldiers protested that they surrendered their arms to God, and not to the

Spaniards.

His late catholic majesty did all he could to oblige his subjects to desist from their

ancient dress and manners, and carried his endeavours so far, that it occasioned so dan-

gerous an insurrection at Madrid, as obliged him to part with his minister, the marquis

cf Squillace thereby affording an instance of the necessity that even despotic princes

are under, of paying some attention to the inclinations of their subjects.

The government of Spain testified much uneasiness at the French revolution, and

watched narrowly those whg spoke in favour of its principles. The circulation of all

public papers and political pamphlets from France was severely prohibited. They pub-

lished a proclamatio^i against tinkers and knife grinders, introducing seditious papers

into the kingdom, and a rescript concerning strangers.

A short war arose between the Spaniards and the emperor of Morocco. The em-

peror besieged Ceuta, but peace is since restored. It was unjustly surmised that this

war v;as entered into^, in order to divert the attention of the people, who might be im-

pressed with the affairs of France.

The sudden dismission of count Florida Blanca from the office of prime minister, ori-

ginated in causes not disclosed. It is imagined that the court found this step necessary,

to appease the public murmurs at some late measures, particularly the edict concerning

strangers, which contributed to impose further fetters upon commerce, and which has

since been repealed. On the 28th of February 1792, the minister was removed j he

has since been imprisoned in the castle of Pampeluna, and is to be tried for various of-

fences j and count d'Aranda, an old statesman, a warm friend of the queen and nobi-

lity of France, succeeded to his employments, till some other arrangem.ent could be

formed. It is said, he abolished the superintendant tribunal of police, a kind of civil

inquisition 5 and in other liberal measures appeared to see the real interests of monarclis,

which is certJiinly tQ concede with ^racf; in cider to prevent tiie despair of the peopk
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from recurring to force. His influence, however, was but sLort 5 and has been suc-

c?eeded by that of the duke d'Alcudia.

After the trial of the king of France, previous to the passing of his senten,ce, the

Spanish court made an application in his favour, which was rejected with insolence aud

contempt, and shortly afterwards war was declared against Spain by the National Conven-

tion. The army appointed to this war was entrusted to general Doppet, whose opera-

tions were all successful, almost without the smallest interruption. On the ,21st of June

he seized upon a manufactory of arms, which belonged to the Spaniards, great part of

which he added to his miUtary stores. Shortly afterwards he defeated the Count de

rUnion, who had made a bold attempt for the relief of Bellegarde, which was at this

time closely pressed. The Spanish general had been reinforced by several foreign bat-

talions lately arrived from Africa, whose impetuosity obliged the republicaris at first

to give way. They soon rallied, however, regained the heights from which they had

at first been dislodged ; and the Spaniards were completely defeated, leaving two thou-

sand five hundred dead on the field of battle^ Edlegarde, being thus deprived of ^very

chance of relief, submitted to general Dugommier on the 20th of the following month.

The garrison consisted of 6000 men. x On the day after its surrender, the Count de

I'Union made another spirited attempt to dislodge the French, but was completely re-

pulsed with the loss of 600 men and four pieces of canons. The French general D
gommier was soon after killed by a shell as h,e ascended the Black Mountain, the bet-

ter to direct the military operations. On the 20th of the same month his great oppo-

nent t]?e Count de P Union was killed, with three other Spanish generals, near St Fer-

ijjando de Figueres. For the defence of this post, the Spaniards had spent upwards of

six months in erecting from eighty to one hundred batteries mounted with heavy can-

non. Their force amounted to forty thousand men strongly entrenched j and yet they

were put to flight, and the batteries carried by the republicans in three hours.

The Spaniards were equally unsuccessful in the actions which were fought at the

Western Pyrenees. Several redoubts were stormed and carried by the republican ge-

neral Delaforde. Great num.bers of the Spaniards were killed, and three hundred and
twenty prisoners were taken, with twenty pieces of cannon, two hundred tents, and
great quantities of ammunition and small arms. . On the 1st of August fifteen thousand

Spaniards fled before a body of six thousand French. By this retreat^ immense maga-
zines, two thousand muskets, six stand of colours, two hundred c-annon and howitzers,

tents for twenty five thousand men, and tv,'o thousand prisoners, among whom were t^vo

entire regiments, who grounded their arms, fell into the hands of the conquerors. On
the same evening Fontarabia, which guards the entrance into Spain, was taken almost:

instantaneously by a detachment of the French army. The Spanish troops were so dis-

h^rtened by these repeated defeats, that they fled at the first approach of the enemy.
A line of posts had been established upwards of forty leagues in extent ; all these eii-

tren^ments were carried with the bayonet, and the works destroyed. The French ge -

neral endeavoured to surround the Spaniards, but, behig favoured by a thick log, tht

v

wer« enabled to retreat to San gonella,. with the loss of two thousand five hundred men,
and an equal number of prisoners. During the rest of this war, defeat succeeded de-
feat, and one calamity was quickly followed by another still more disastrous j not oju-

gleam of success ever dawned upon the Spanish arms, and the march of the nrmv to

Madrid was prevented by the disgraceful submission of the Spanish monarch. A treat

v

was speedily concluded in which the Spaniards ceded to France their part 01 St Do-
mingo, and the French agreed to relinquish all their conquests on the Spanish territorv.

Spain being now entirely under the dominion of France, ^vas driven, by the mischie-
vous influence of her ally, into a vvar with England, which it is probable was as much
against her incHnation as her interest. War, however, was proclaitncd at IMadrid in
the usual form, and a fleet was shortly after equipped, which was defeated off Cape St
Vincent by Sir J. Jervis.

At present Spain is ripe for a revolution : independently of the successful efforts of
the Directorial Emissaries to propagate Jacobinical principles throughout the country,
there are circumstances in the domestic policy of that government, which have scrvcsd

to mature the seeds of disaftcctioUj and to alienate the minds of the ucoDle ficm the ua-



ijects of tlieii' attacliment. A monarcli incapable of holding the reins oi go%

nt 5 and a queen, rioting in excesses, that sink her beneath the lowest of her subjects.,

pstart succeeds to upstart, and minion to minion, in monopolizing the good graces,

and in engrossing the misplaced bounty, of this profligate princess. The successor to

the Prince ofPeace is one Mallo a low miscreant, devoted to the French interest j in

whose behalf the queen has had recourse to an act, of which it is difficult to say, whether
its extreme folly or its flagrant injustice are most conspicuous. The multiplicity of

small notes in circulation, of a particular description, has long been a subject of general

eompiaint in the Spanish dominions, and various means for paying them off have at dif-

ferent times been suggested. At length it was determined to devote to this purpose

some rich territorial possessions belonging to the University of Salamanca. The estates

were accordingly taken 5; but instead of employing them as proposed, the queen gave

the most extensive and valuable of them, the M'arquisate of Saint Bartholomew^, to her

new favourite, who actually enjoys the title and the territory.

Equal attention has been paid to the wishes of the French in the appointment of

Ministers and Officers of State, and Bonaparte continues to possess the same in-

fluence in the councils of this subjugated country, as had been formerly obtained by the

Directory. Their late declaration of war against Portugal may be regarded as a proof

of their being entirely devoted to France
j
though it is probable this decisive measure

may have been adopted by Spain rather as a matter of policy, to avoid, by this act of

submission, the danger and expence of a French army marching through their countrVj

than with any serious intention of carrying on effectual hostilities.

Charles IV. king of Spain, born-November 11, 1748 ascended the throne Decem-
ber 13, 1788, (upon the death of his father Charles III.) and was married to Lousia-

Maria-Theresa, princess of Parma, September 4, 1765, by whom he has issue.

1. Charlotte, born April 25, 1775.

2. Mary Louisa, born July 9, 1777.

3. Philip, born August 10, 1783.

4. Ferdinand, born October 14, 1781^.

5. Maria Isabella, born July 6, 1789.

6. A Prince, March 10, 1794.

Brothers to the king :

1. Ferdinand, the present king of the tw^o Sicilies, born in 1751, married in 176S

to the arch-duchess Mary Cardire-Louisa, sister to Joseph II. late emperor of Germany.

2. Anthony Pascal, born December 31, 1755.

PORTUGAL.

SITUATION AND EXTENT-

Miles. Degrees.

Length 300) , . C 37° and 42® North latitude^

Breadth 100 ]"
^^^^^'^^'^

\ 7 « and 10° West longitude.

Containing 32,000 square miles, with 72 inhabitants to each.

Boundaries.] ^[T T is bounded by Spain on the'north and East, and on the South and

JL West by the Atlantic Ocean,, being the most westerly kingdom 011

•the continent of Europe.
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Ancient names and divisions.] This kingdom was, in tLe time of the Romans,

railed Lusltania, the etymology of the modern name is uncertain. It m.ost probably is

derived from some noted harbour or port, to which the Gauls (for so strangers are cal-

led ill the Celtic) resorted. By the form of the country, it is naturally divided into

three parts 3 the northern, middle, and southern provincesi

"1 Entre Tajo

The Southern Divi- { Guadiana .

sion contains | Aientejo

J Algarva

Provinces. Chief towms. Sq. M.
f Entre Minho

^
^Braga 1

i Douro, and C -< Oporto and Viana
J.

6814

i Tralos Montes ) (. Miranda and Villa Real J
^Biera ^ ^Coimbra 1
% / i Guarda Castel Rodrigo / ,

,

J W . 7 38- 42 N. lat.r

/
n Lisbon

j q^^qWAou^
^ Estrejnadura ^^St Ubes and Leira

~Ebora, or E\

The Northern Divi-

sion contains

The Middle Dhi \ i i^""^"'^ r;r:r;r\T>- 12640

sion contains

"1 rEbora, or Evora
"J

I J Portalegre, Elvc^, Beja (

\ 1 Lagos^
^

f

J (^Faro, Tavora, and SilvesJ

8397

Soil, air, and productions.] The soil of Portugal is not in general equal to

that of Spain for ferlility, especially in corn, which ^hey import from other countries.

Tbeir fruits are the same as in Spain, but not so highly flavoured. The Portuguese

wines, when old and genuine, are esteemed to be very friendly to the human constitu-

tion, and safe to drink *. Portugal contains mines, but they are not worked variety

of gems, marble, and mill stones, and a fine mme of salt-petre near Lisbon, Their cat-

tle and poultry are but indifferent eating. The air, especially about Lisbon, is reckon-

ed soft and beneficial to consumptive patients j it is not so searching as that of Spain,

being refreshed from the sea-breezes.

Mountains.] The face of Portugal is mountainous, or rather rocky, for their

mountains are generally barren : the chief are those which divide Algarva from Aien-
tejo ; those of Tralos Molites, and the rock of Lisbon at the mouth of the Tajo.

Water and rivers.] Though every brook in Portugal is reckoned a river, yet'

the chief Portuguese rivers are mentioned in Spain, all of them falling into the Atlantic

ocean. The Tagus or Tap was celebrated for its golden sand. Portugal contains se-

veral roaring lakes and springs ; some of them are absorbent even of the lightest sub-

stances, such as wood, cork, and feathers
;
some, particularly one about 45 miles from

Lisbon, are medicinal and sanative •, and some hot baths are found in the little king-

dom, or rather province, of Algarva.

Promontories and bays.] The promontories or capes of Portugal are, CajDc

Mondego, near the mouth of the river Mondago : Cape Roca, at the north entrance o£
the river Tajo

j
Cape Espithel, at the south entrance of the river Tajo j and Cape St-

Vincent, on the south-west point of Algarva. The bays are those of Cadoan, or St
Ubes, south of Lisbon, and Lagos bay in Algarva.

Animals.] The sea-fish, on the coast of Portugal, arc reckoned excellent on the
land, the hogs and kids are tolerable eating. Their mules arc sure, and serviceable

both for drauglit and carriage j and their horses, though slight, are lively.

Population, inhabitants, manners, and cusioms.J According to the best
calculation, Portugal contains near two millions of inhabitants. By a survey made in.

the year 1732, there were in that kingdom 3,344 parishes, and 1,742,230 lay persons

* The port-wincs arc n.ade in the ciisliicts round (Oporto, which docs not jirodiice one half the
quantity that is consiuncfl, muler that name, in the British dominions only. The merchants in this
vity have spacious wine v.tults, capable of hokliii^f 0 or TOOU i):pc-;, and it is said that u'0,C0i3 ar? v.^ar^v
•'>.portci from Oporto. *

,
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(which is but 522 laity to each parish on a medium), besides ^bove 300,000, ecclesi-

astics of both sexes.

The modern Portuguese retain nothing of that adventurous enterprising spirit that

rendered their forefathers so illustrious 300 years ago. They have, ever since the

house of Braganza mounted the throne, degenerated in all their virtues
j
though some

noble exceptions are still remaining among them, and no people are so little obliged as

the Portuguese are to the reports of historiahis and travellers. Their degeneracy is evi-

dently owing to the weakness of their monarchy, which renders them inactive, for fear

of disobliging their powerful neighbours j and that inactivity has proved the source of"

pride, and other unmanly vices. Treachery has been laid to their charge, as well as

ingratitude, and above all, an intemperate passion for revenge. They are, if possible,

more superstitious, and, both in high and common life, affect more state than the Spa-
aiiards themselves. Among the lower p^eople, thieving is commonly practised j and all

ranks are accused of being unfair in their dealings, especially with strangers. It is hardj

however, to say what alteration may be made in the character of the Portuguese, by the

expulsion of the Jesuits, and diminution of the papal influence among them
j
but, above

all, by that spirit of independency, with regard to commercial affairs, upon Great Bri-

tain, which, not much to the honour of their gratitude, though to the iiiterest of their

own country, is now so much encouraged by their court and ministry.

The Portuguese are neither so tall nor so well made as the Spaniards, whose habits

and customs they imitate, only the quality affect to be more gaily and richly dressed.

The Portuguese ladies are thin and small of stature. Their complexion is olive, theif

eyes black and expressive, and their features generally regular. They are esteemed to

be generous, modest and witty. They dress like the Spanish ladies, with much awk-
wardness and affected gravity, but in general more magnificently j and they are taught

by their hasbands to exact from their servants an homage, that in other countries is paid

only to royal personages. The furniture of the houses, especially of their grandees, is

Tich and superb to excess j and they maintain an Incredible number of domestics, as they

nffver discharge auy who survive, after serving their ancestors. The poorer sort have

scarcely "any furniture at all, for they, in Imitation of the MoorSj sit always cross-legged

on the ground. The Portuguese peasant has never reaped any advantage from the

t:'enefits of foreign trade, and of the fine and vast countries the kings of Portugal pos-

sessed in Africa or In the East j or of those still remaining to them In South America.

The only foreign luxury he is yet acquainted with is tobacco j and when his feeble purse

can reach It, he purchases a dried New^foundland cod-fish 5 but this is a regale he dares

-seldom aspire to. A piece of bread made of Indian corn, and a salte<4 pilchard, or

a head of a garlick, to give that bread a flavour, compose his standing dish j and If

he can get a bit of the hog, the ox, or the calf, he himself fattens, to regale his wretch-

ed family at Christmas or Easter, he has reached the pinnacle of happiness in this

world 3. and indeed, whatever he possessed beyond this habitual penury, according to the

present state and exertions of his intellects, would quickly .be taken from him, or rather

lie would willingly part with it, being taught by his numberless ghostly comforters with

which his country sv^?arms, to look for ease and happiness to another state of existence,

to which they are themselves infallible guides and conductors.

Curiosities.] The lakes and fountains which have been already mehtioned, form

the chief of these. The remains of some castles in the Moorish taste are still standing*

The Roman bridge and aqueduct at Coimbra are almost entire, and deservedly admired*

The walls of Santareen are said to be of Roman work likewise. The church and mo-

nastery near Lisbon, where the kings of Portugal are buried, are inexpressibly magnifi-

cent 5 and several monasteries in Portugal are dug out of the hard rock. The chapel of

St Roch is probably one of the finest and richest in the world j the paintings^ are mo-

saic work, so curiously wrought with stories of all colours, as to astonish the beholders.

To these curiosities we may add, that the king is possessed of the largest diamond

(which w^as found in Brasll), that ever was perhaps seen in the world.

Universities.] These are Coimbra, founded in 1291 by king Dennis, and which

had fifty professors j but it has been lately put under some new regulations. Evora, founded

itx 15S9 *, and the colL-ge of the noble: at Lisbonj where tlie young nobility^ are edutat-
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ed In every bra^ich of polite learning and the sciences. All the books that belonged

to the banished Jesuits are kept here, which compose a.very large library. The Eng-

lish language is likewise taught in this college. Here is also a college where young

gentlemen are educated in the science of engineering, and when quaUfied get commis-

sions in that corps.

Learning and learned menJ These are so few, that they are mentioned with

indignation, even by those of the Portuguese themselves who have the smallest tincture

of hterature. Some efforts, though very v/eak, have of late been made by a few, to

draw their countrymen from this deplorable state of ignorance. It is universally allow.-

ed that the defect is not owing to the want of genius, but of a proper education.—The
ancestors of the present Portuguese wete certainly possessed of more true knowledge, wii h

regard to astronomy, geography, and navigation, than all the world besides, about the

middle of the 16th century, and for some time after Camoens, who himself was. a great

adventurer and voyager, was possessed of a true, but neglected poetica^ genius.

Language.] The Portuguese language differs but little from that of Spain, aml^

that provincially. Their Paternoster runs thus : Pat/re nosso que estas nos Ceos, sancli-

Jicado seio o tu no?fie, venhu a nos tua reyno, seia feita a tua votade^ assi nos CeoSy commo
na terra. 0 paonessa de cadadia^ dano lo oei nestro dia, E perdoa nos senhor^ as nos-

sas dividas, assi como 7ios perdoamos a nos nossos devedores, E nao nos dexes cahir orij,

tentatio, mas libra nos do tnal. Amen.
Religion.] The established religion of Portugal is popery in the strictest sens^.

The Portuguese have a patriarch, but formerly he depended entirely upon the pope, un-

less when a quarrel subsisted between the courts of Rome and Lisbon. The power of

his holiness in Portugal has been of late so much curtailed, that it is difficult to describe

the religious state of that country : all we know is, that the royal revenues are greatly

increased, at the expence of the religious institutions in that kingdom. The power of

the infjuisition is now taken out of the hands of the ecclesiastics, and converted to %
state-trap for the benefit of the crown.

Archbishoprics and bishoprics.] The archbishoprics are those of Braga, E\wa,
and Lisbon. The first of these has ten suffragan bishops j the second two j and the last

ten, including those of the Portuguese settlements abroad. The patriarch of Lisbon is

generally a cardinal, and a person of the highest birth.

Chief cities.] Lisbon is the capital of Portugal, and is thought to contain

200,000 inhabitants. Great part of it was ruined by an earthquake, which also set the

remainder on fire, upon All Saints day, 1755. It still contains many magnincent
palaces, churches, and public buildings. Its situation (rising from the Tagus in tlie

form of a crescent) renders its appearance at once delightful and superb, and it is de-

servedly accounted the greatest port in Europe, next to Londt)n and Amsterdam. Tlie

harbour is spacious and secure, and the city itself is guarded from any sudden attack

towards the sea by forts, though they would make but a poor defence against ships of
M'ar. All that part of the city that was demolished by the earthquake, is planned out
in tlie most regular and commodious form. Some large squares and many streets arc

already built. The streets form right angles, and are broad and spacious. The hoii>^t'*,

are lofty, ^legant, and uniform j and being built of white stone, make a beautiful ap-

pearance. The second city in this kingdom is Oporto, which is computed to contain

thirty-thousand inhabitants. 'J'he chief article of commerce in this city is ^vinc : and
the inhabitants of half the shops in the city are cocpers. The merchants assemble dn^^y

the chiet' street, to transact business j and are protected from the sun by sail-cloths

hung across from the opposite houses. About thirty English familics^rcside here, who
are chleHy con(jemed in tlie wine\trade.

Commerce and manufactures.] These, within these seven or eight years, have
taken a surprising turn in Portugal. The ministry have projected many new com-
]^anlcs and rcgrhitions, which have been again and again complained of as unjust aiui"

o)ii)vcssi\ and inconsistent with the privileges which the British merchants foi-mcily

enjoyed by the most solemn treaties.

The Portuguese exchange their winQj, salt, and fruits, and most of their O'ati niAte-

^lals, for foreign manufactures. They make a little linen^ and some coarse silk, and
woollen, with ^ variety of straw wok, and are cvccllent iii pre eivin-; ;ind candviuor

K h ;^
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fmit. The commerce of Portugal, thougli seemingly extensive, proves of little solid

benefit to her, as the European nations, trading with her, engross all the productions of

her colonies, as well as her own native commodities, as her gold, diamonds, pearls, su-

gars, cocoa-nuts, fine red wood, tobacco, hides, and the drugs of Bjrasil j her ivory, ebpny,

spices, and drugs of Africa and East India, in exchange for the almost numberless ma-
nufactures, and the vast quantity of corn and salt-fish, supplied by those European na-

tions, and by the English North American colonies.

The Portuguese foreign settlements are, however, not only of immense value, but
vastly improveable ;

Brasil, the isles of Cape Verd, Madeira, and the Azores. They
bring gold from their plantations on the east and west coast of Africa, and likewise

slaves for manufacturing their sugars and tobacco,, in Brasil, and their South American
settlements.

What the value of these may be, is unknown perhaps to themselves ; but they certain-

ly abound in all the precious stones, and rich mines of gold and silver, and other com-
modities that are produced in the Spanish dominions there. It is computed that the

king's fifth of gold sent from Brasil amounts annually to three hundred thousand pounds

sterling, notwithstanding the vast contraband trade. The little shipping the PcrtUr

guese have, is chiefly employed in carrying on the slave trade, and a correspondence

with Gca, their chief settlement in the East Indies, and their other possessions there,

J)iu, Daman, Macao, &.c.

Revenue and taxes.] The revenues of the crown amount to above three millions

and a half sterling, annually. The customs and duties on goods exported and imported

are excessive, and farmed out *, but if the Portuguese ministry should succeed in all their

projects, and in establishing exclusive companies, to the prejudice of the British trade,

the inhabitants will be able to bear those taxes without murmuring. Foreign -merch-

andise pays 23 per cent, on importation, and fish from Newfoundland 25 per cent. Fish

taken in the neighbouring seas and rivers pay 27 per cent, and the tax upon lands and

cattle that are sold is 10 per cent. The king draws a considerable revenue from the

several orders of knighthood, of which he is grand-master. The pope, in consideration

of the large sums he draws out of Portugal, gives the king the money arising from in-

dulgences and licences to eat flesh at times prohibited, &c. The king's revenue is now
greatly increased by the suppression of the Jesuits, and other religious orders and institutions.

Constitution and government.] The crown of Portugal is absolute but the

nation still preserves . an appearance of its ancient free constitution, in the meeting of the

cortees or states, consisting, like our parliaments, of clergy, nobility, and commons. They
pretend to a right of being consulted upon the imposition of new taxes j but the. only

;real power they have, is, that their assent is necessary in every new regulation, with re-

gard to the succession. In this they are indulged, to prevent all future disputes on that

account.

The natuxe of this government may be fairly pronounced the most despotic of any

kingdom in Europe. The established law is generally a ^ead letter, excepting where

its decrees are carried into execution by the supplementary mandates of the sovereign,

which are generally employed in defeating the purposes oi: safety and protection, w^iich

law is calculated to extend equally over all the subjects.

Here the people have no more share in the direction of government, in enacting of

laws, and in the regulating of agriculture and commerce, tlian they have in that of Rus-

sia, or China. The far greater pa it know nothing of v/hat is done in that respect.

Every man has no alternative but to yield a blind and ready obedience, in whatever con-

cerns himself, to the decrees and lav/s of the despot, as promulgated from time to time

by his secretaries of state, Hoiv w^ould an Englishman, alive to all the feelings 'ot ciy]l

liberty, tremble at reading the preamble of every new law published here 5 and which

runs thus :
" /, t/ie ling^ in virtue of w.y ow?i certain knowledge, of iny royal will and

pleasure, and ofmy full supreine and arbitrary power, which I hold only of God, andfor

which I am accountable to no man on earth, 1 do in co?isequence order and connnand, ilfCa

Ail great preferments, both spiritual and temporal, are disposed of in the council oi

state, which is composed of an equal number of the clergy and nobility, vath the secret-

ary of state. A council of war regulates all mnlitary affairs, as the treasury courts d^

aie finances. The coui;cil of the palace is the Inghe'^t tribunal that ran receive appai?

.
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but the Casa da Sappllcacao is a tribunal from which no appeal can be brought. The
laws of Portugal are contained in three duodecimo volumes, and have the civil law for

their foundation.

Royal titles and arms.] The king's titles are, King of Portugal and the Al^

•garves, Lord of Guinea, and of the navigation, conquest, and commerce of Ethiopia,

Arabia, Persia, and Brasil. The last king v/as complimented by the pope, with the

title of His Most Faithful Majesty. That of his eldest son is Prince of Brasii.

The arms of Portugal are, argent, five escutcheons, azure, placed crosswise, each

charged with as many besants as the first, placed salterw^ise, and pointed, sable, for Por-

tugal. The shield bordered, gules, charged with seven towers, or three in chief, and

two in each flanch.—The supporters are two winged dragons, and the crest a dragon,

or, under the two flanches, and the base of th^ shield appears at the end of it j two

crosses, the two first flower de-luce, vert, wjlich is for the order of Aviez, and the

second patee, gules for the order of Christ j the motto is changeable, each king assum-

ing a new one j but it is frequently these words, pro Rege et Grege, " For the King and

the People."

Military and marine strength,] The Portuguese government used to depend

chiefly for protection on England j and therefore, for many jears, they greatly neglect-

ed their army and fleet j but the same friendly connexion betv/een Great Britain and

Portugal does not at present subsist. In the late reign, though they received the most

effectual assistance from England, w^hen invaded by the French and Spaniards, his Most
Faithful Majesty judged it expedient to raise a considerable body of troops, who were

chiefly disciplined by foreign oflicers : but since that period the army has been again

neglected, no proper encouragement being given to foreign cflicers, and little attention

paid to the discipline of the troops, so that the military force of Portugal is now again

inconsiderable, amounting it is said to twenty-five thousand men. The naval force of

this kingdom is about seventeen ships of war, including six frigates.

Nobility and orders.] The title and distinctions of their nobility are much the

•same as those of Spain. Their orders of knighthood are three j 1. That of ^i;/f, or

Avie%^ first instituted by Alphonsus Henriquez, king of Portugal, in the year 1147,
as a military and religious order, on account of his taking Evora from the Moors. In

1213, it was subject to the order of Calatrava in Spain, but when Don John of Portugal

seized the crown, he made it again independent. 2. The " Order of St Jcmies''' insti-

tuted by Dennis I. king of Portugal, in the year 1310, supposing that under that saint's

protection he became victorious over the Moors j and he endowed it with great privi-

leges. The knights profess chastity, hospitality, and obedience, and none are admitted
till they prove the gentility of their blood. Their ensign is a red sword, the habit white,

and their principal convent is at Dalmela. 3. The " Order of Christ^'' was instituted

in the year 1317, by Dennis I. of Portugal, to engage the nobility to assist him more
powerfully against the Moors. The knights obtained great possessions and elected ihejr

grand master, till 1522, when pope Adrian VL conferred that oflicc on John III. and
his successors to the crown of Portugal. These orders have small commauderies and
revenues annexed to them, but are in small esteem. The " Order of JW/^" hath like-

wise 22 commanderies in Portugal.

^
History of Por.tugal.] This kingdom comprehends the greatest part of the an-

cient Lusitania, and shared the same fate with the other Spanish provinces in the contests

between the Carthaginians and Romans, and in the decline and fall of the Roman cm.-

pire, and was successively in subjection to the Sucvi, Alans, Visigoths, and Moors. In
the eleventh century, Alphonsus VI. king of Castile and Leon, rewarded Henry, grand-
sou of Robert king of France, for his bravery and assistance against the Moors, ^vitll his

daughter, and that part of Portugal then in the hands of tlie Christians. Henry was
succeeded by his son Alphonsus Henry, in tlic year 1095, who gained a decisive victf)ry

over five Moorish kings, in July 1139. This victory proved the origin of the monarchy
of Portugal, for Alphonsus was then proclaimed king by ills soUiiers. He reigned 4(i

years, and was esteemed for his courage and love of learning.—His descendants mnin-
tained themselves on tlie throne for some centuries j indeed Sancho II. was expelled
4oni his dominions for cownrdice in the year 1240-

Kk4
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Dennis I, or Dionysius, was called the Father of his Cotintrij ; he built and rebuilt 4^
ci'fses and towns in Portugal, founded the military order of Christ, and was a very for-

tunate prince. He reigned 46 years.—Under his successor Alphonsus IV. happened
several earthquakes at Lisbon, which threw down part of the city and destroyed many
li\'es—John I. was illustrious for his courage, prudence, and conquests in Africa j under
him Madeira was first discovered in 1420, and the Canaries \ he t©ok Ceuta, and, after

a reign of 49 years, died in the year 1433. In the reign of Alphonso V. about 1480,
the Portuguese discovered the coast of Guinea \ and in the reign of his successor John
II. they discovered the Cape of Good Hope, and the kingdom of Moni-Ctmgo, and
settled colonies, and built forts in Africa, Guinea, and the East Indies^ Emanuel, sur-

named the Great, succeeded him in 1495, and adopted the plan of his predecessors,

fitting out fleets for new discoveries. Vasco de Gama, under him, cruised along the

coast of Africa and Ethiopia, and landed in Indostan j and in the year 1500 Alvarez,

di^scovered Brasil.

John III. succeeded in 1521, and while he lost some of his African settlements, made
new acquisitions in the Indies. He sent the famous Xavier as a missionary to Japan,
and, in the height of his zeal, established that infernal tribunal the inquisition, in Portu-
gal, anno 1526, against the entreaties and remonstrances of his people. Sebastian his

grandson succeeded him in 1557, and undertook a crusade against the Moors in Africa,

In 1518, in a battle with the king of Fez and Morocco, on the banks of the river Lucco,
he was defeated, and either slain or drowned. Henry, a cardinal, and uncle t« the un-
fortunate Sebastian, being the son of Emanuel, succeeded, but died without issue in the

year 1580 5 on which, Anthony, Prior of Crato, was chosen king by the states of the

kingdom but Philip II. of Spain, as hath been observed in our history of that country,

pretendefl that the crown belonged to him, because his mother was the eldest daughter
of Emanuel, and sent the duke of Alva Vvith a powerful force, who subdued the country

and proclaimed his master king of Portugal, on the 12th Sept. 1580.

The viceroys under Philip and his two successors, Philip III. and Philip IV., behaved

towards the Portuguese with great rapacity and violence. The Spanish ministers treated

them as vassals of Spain, and, by their repeated acts of oppression and tyranny, they so

kindled the hatred and courage of the Portuguese, as to produce a revolt at Lisbon, the

first of December 1640. The people obliged John duke of Braganza, the legitimate

heir to the crown, to accept it, and he succeeded to the throne by the title of John IV.
almost without bloodshed, and the foreign settlements also acknowledged him as their

sovereign. A fierce war subdsted for many years between the two kingdoms, and all

the elforts of the Spaniards to reunite them, proved vain, so that a treaty was concluded

in February, 1668, by which Portugal was declared free and independent.

The Portuguese could not have supported themselves under their revolt from Spain,

had not the latter power been engaged in wars with England and Holland
\
and, upon

€he restoration of Charles II. of England, that prince having married a princess of Por-

tugal, prevailed "with the crown of Spain to give up all pretensions to that kingdom.

Alphonso, son to John IV. was then king of Portugal. He had the misfortune to dis-

agree at once with his wife and his brother Peter \ and they uniting their interests, not

only forced Alphonso to resign his crown, but obtained a dispensation from the pope for

their marriage, which was actually consummated. They had a daughter j but Peter by
a second marriage had sons, the eldest of whom was John, his successor, and father to

the late king of Portugal. John, like his father, joined the grand confederacy formed

by king Willipaii ; but neither of them were of much service in humbling the power of

France. On the contrary, he almost ruined the allies, by occasioning the loss of the

battle of Almanza in 1707.—John died in 1750, and was succeeded by his son Joseph,

whose reign was neither happy to himself nor fortunate for his people. The fatal earth-

quake,' in 1755, overwhelmed his capital and shook his kingdom to the centre. His

succeeding administration was not distinguished by the affection that it acquired at home,

or the reputation whicl;i it sustained abroad. It was deeply stained with domestic blood
j

and rendered odious by excessive and horrible cruelty. In September, 1758, the king

was attacked by assassins, and narrowly escaped with his life in a solitary place near his

country palace of Belem. Some ef the first families of the kingdom were hereupon

ruined, tortured, and nearly cut off from the face of the earth, in consequence of an
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accusation being exhibited against them of having conspired against the king's life. But
they were condemned without any proper evidence, and their innocence has siHce been

authenticaliy declared. From this supposed conspiracy is dated the expulsion of the

Jesuits (who were conjectured to have- been at the botton of the plot) from all parts of

the Portuguese dominions The marquis de Pombal, who was at this time the prime

minister of Portugal, governed the kingdom for many years with a most unbounded au-

thority, and which appears to have been sometimes directed to the most cruel and arbi-

trary purposes.

In 1762, when a war broke out between Spain and England, the Spaniards and

their allies the French, attempted to force his faithful Majesty into their alliance, and

'offered to garrison his sea towns against the English with their troops. The king of

Portugal rejected this proposal, and declared war against the Spaniards, who, without

resistance, entered Portugal with a considerable army, while a body of French threaten^

ed it from another quarter. Some have doubted whether any of these court§ were in

earnest upon this occasion, and whether the whole of the pretended war was not con-

certed to force England into a peace with France and Spain, in consideration pf Por-

tugal's apparent danger. It is certain, that both the French and Spaniards carried on
the war in a very dilatory manner, and that, had they been in earnest, they might have-

been masters of Lisbon long before the arrival of the English troops to the assistance

of the Portuguese. However, a few English battalions put an effectual stop, by their

courage and manoeuvres, to the progress of the invasion. Portugal was saved, and a

peace was concluded at Fontainbieau in 1763. Notwithstanding this eminent service

performed by the English to the Portuguese, who often had been saved before in the

like manner, the latter, ever since that period, cannot be said to have beheld their de-

liverers with a friendly eye. The most captious distinctions and frivolous pretence?;

have been invented by the Portuguese ministers for cramping the English trade, and
depriving them of their privileges.

His Portuguese majesty having no son, his eldest daughter was married, by dispensa-

tion from the pope, to Don Pedro, her own uncle, to prevent the crown from falling

into a foreign family. The late king died on the 24th of February, 1777, and was
succeeded by his daughter the present queen. One of the first acts of her majesty'^

reign was the removal from power of the marquis de Pombal j an event which excited

general joy throughout the kingdom, as might naturally be expected from the arbitrary

and oppressive nature of his administration
j
though it has been alledged in his favour,

that he adopted sundry public measu^res which were calculated to promote the real in-

terests of Portugal,

On the 10th of March, 1792, the prince of Brasil, as presumptive to the croun,
published an edict, declaring, that as his mother, from her unhappy situation, was incap-

able of managing the aftairs of government, he would place his signature to public pa-

pers till the return of her health •, and that no other change should be made In the forms.
The queen is disordered by religious melancholy ; and Dr Willis has been called to

qure her j but her recovery remaining hopeless, the government of the country rests

with the prince of Brasil.

The government of Portugal joined the coalition against France, but was never
able to afford any effectual assistance. At present, with a disaffected army and an in-

ert people, she is ill calculated for a vigorous resistance, if attacked, and it is probable
she will be forced to submit to such terms as are dictated by France.

Maria Frances Isabella, queen of Portugal, born Dec. 17, 17-43 y married June 6,
1760, to her uncle Don Pedro Clement, F. R. S, born July 5, 1717, who died I\Ia>;

25, 1786. Began to reign Feb. 24, 1777.

Their Issue,

John Maria Joseph Lewis, born May 13, 1767 3 married March 2p, 17S5, MarL>.
Louisa of Spain, born July 9. 1777.

The Issue by the late King,
1. Her present majesty.

2. Anna-Frances Antoinctta, born Oct. 8, 1736.
3. Maria-Francisca Benedicta, born July 24, 1746 3 mar;ied in 1^76, io her nephew

Uie prmce of Brasil, who died Sept. 11, 178S,
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ITALY.
Situation AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees.

Length 600 ">
, f 38 and 47 north latitude.

Breadth 400 5
^^'^^^^^^

| 7 and 19 east longitude.

Containing 116,967 square miles, with 170 inhabitants in each.

The form of Italy renders it very difficult to ascertain its extent and dimensions j for

according to some accounts, it is, from the frontiers of Switzerland to the extremity of

the kingdom of Naples, about 750 miles in length ; and from the frontiers of the

duchy of Savoy, to those of the dominions of the states of Venice, which is its greatest

breadth, about 400 miles, though in some parts it is scarcely 100.

B0UNDAR.IES.] Nature has fixed the boundaries of Italy ; for toivards the East it

is bounded by the Gulf of Venice, or Adriatic Sea 5 on the South and West by the

Mediterranean Sea 5 and on the North by the lofty mountains of the Alps, which di-

vide it from France and Switzerland.

The whole of the Italian dominions, comprehending Corsica, Sardinia, the Venetian

and other islands, are divided and exhibited in the following table :

Italy. Countries Names.

£0 the king of

Sardinia.,

rPiedmont
1 Montserrat

< Alessrindrine

j
Oneglia

To the king of

Naples.

To the Emperor.

To their respective

Princes.

Republics.

To the Emperor.

To France.

Sardinia I.

5 Niiples

.Sicily I.

rMilan
< Mantua
CMirandoIa

Pope's dontiinions

fTuscany
I Massa
1 Parma

^ Modena

J
Piombino

(.Monaco
CLucca
< St Marina

C Genoa
Venice

] Istria

(LDalmatia

f'Savoy

j Corsica I.

I
Isles of Dalmatia

)
Cephaloni-a

Corfu, or Corcyra

iZant, or Zacyn
St Maura

! Little Cephalonia

Ithaca olira

Square

Miles

6619
446
20-1

132
6600

22,000
9400'

5431
700

mo
14,34

C640
82

1225
25e"0

100
24

236
8

2400
8434

1245
1-100

3572
1520
1364
428
194
120
56

14

140
40

27

24

135

275
180

155
47

19

235

115

1

48

65

22
12
28

160
175

6

135
87

90

40
31

23
12
7

Chief Towns.

98 Turin
22|Casal

20iAlexandria

7lOneg]ia

57Cagliari

100|Naples

92;PaIermo

70:Milan

27;Mantua
10 Mirandola

J„ CN. L. 41-54K3ROME
Je.L. 12.45

94Florence

11 Massa
37;Parma
39.!Modena

18Piombino
• 4|Monaca
15|Lucca

ISt Marino
SSlCenoa
95)Venice

32Capo d'Istris

20:Zara

eoiChamberry
SSIBastia

18|f!ephalonia

lOjCorfu

12iZant

7 St Maura
3

27,672
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4 Soil and air. J The happy soil of Italy produces the comiorts and luxuries of life

in great abundance j each district has its peculiar cxcellencj and commodity ; wines,

the most delicious fruits, and oil, are the most general productions. As much com
grows here as serves the inhabitants *, and were the ground properly cultivated, the Ita-

lians might export it to their neighbours. The Italian cheeses, particularly those called

Parmesans, and their native silk, form a principal part of their commerce. There is

here a great variety of air j aVid some parts of Italy bear melancholy proofs of the alter-

ations that accidental causes make on the face of nature j for the Campagna di Roma,
where the ancient Romans enjoyed the most salubrious air of any place perhaps on the

globe, is now almost pestilential, through the decrease of inhabitants, which has occa-

sioned a stagnation of waters, and putrid exhalations. The air of the northern parts,

xvhich iie aineng the Alps, or in their neighbourhood, is keen and piercing, the ground
being in many places covered with snow in winter. The Appenines, v/hich are a

ridge of mountains that longitudinally almost divide Italy, have great effects on its cli -

mate 3 the countries on the south being warm, those on the north mild and temperate.

The sea-breezes refresh the kingdom of Naples so much, that no remarkable inconve-

niency of air is found there, notwithstanding its southern situation. In general the air

of Italy may be said to be dry and pure.

The lakes of Italy are, the Maggiore, L\igano, Como, Isco, and Garda in the North
5

the Perugia or Thrasimene, Bracciana, Terni, and Celano, in the middle.

Seas, gulphs, or bays, capes, promontories, and straits.] Without a know-
ledge of these, neither the ancient Roman authors, nor the history nar geography of
Italy, can be understood. The seas of Italy are, the gulf of Venice, or the Adriatic

sea 5 the seas of Naples, Tuscany, and Genoa*, the bays or harbours of Nice, Villa Fran-
ca, Oneglia, Final, Savona, Vado, Spezzia, Lucca, Pisa, Leghorn, Piombino, Civita

Vecchia, Gaeta, Naples, Salerno, Policastro, Rhegio, Q^uilace, Tarento, Manfredonia,
Ravenna, Venice, Trieste, Istria, and Fiume

j
Cape Spartavento del Alice, Otranto, and

Ancona j the strait of Messina, between Italy and Sicily.

The gulfs and bays in the Italian islands are those of Fiorenzo, Eastia, Talada, Por-
to Novo, Cape Corso, Bonifacio, and Ferro, in Corsica ^ and the strait of Bonifacio,

between Corsica and Sardinia. The bays of Cagliara and Oristagni
j
Cape de Sardis,

Cavello, Monte Santo, and Polo, in Sardinia. The gulfs of Messina, Melazzo, Paler-
mo, Mazara, Syracuse, and Catania

j
cape Faro, Melazzo, Orlando, Gallo, Trapano,

Passaro, and Alessia, in Sicily 5 and the bays of Porto Ferajo, ajid Porto Longone, iu
the island of Elba.

^
Rivers and lakes.] The rivers of Italy are the Po, the Var, the Adige, the Tre-

bia, the Arno, and the Tiber, which runs through the city of Rome. The famous Ru-
bicon forms the southern boundary between Italy and the ancient Cisalpine Gaul.

P/[0UNTATNS.] We have already mentioned the Alps and the Appenines, whicli

form the chief mountains of Italy. The famous volcana of Mount Vesuvius lies in the
neighbourhood of Naples.

Metals and minerals.] Many places of Italy abound in mineral springs ; some
hot, some warm, and many of sulphureous, chalybeate and medicinal (]ualitics. "Many of
its mountains abound in mines that produce great quantities of emeralds, jasper, agate,
porphyry, lapis lazuli, and otlier valuable stones. Iron and copper-mines arc fountl iir

a few places j and a mUl for Ibrgiiig and fabricating these metals is erected near Tivo-
li, in Naples. Sardinia is said to contain mines of gold, silver, lead, iron, sulphur, and
aluran, though they are now neglected j and curious crystals and coral are found on tr..-

coast of Corsica. Beautiful marble of all kinds is one of the ciiief productions of Ital\

.

Vegetable and animal productions, by sea and land.] Besides the rich
vegetable productions mentioned under the article of soil, Italy produces citrons, and
such quantities of chcsnuts, cherries, plums, v.nd other ffuits, that they arc of liltlc va-
lue to the propl-ietorf;.

^

There is little dlllercnce between the animal productions of Italy, either by land or
sea, and those of France and Germany already mentioned.

Population, inhaiutants, manners, .custoals, and diversions.] Authors arc
greatly divided on the head of Italian population. This may be owIng,''in a great mc.i-
fjre, to life partiality which every Italian ha^ for the honour iif his o.vn province. The
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number of tlie king of Sardinia's subjects in Italy about 2,300,000. The city of ]VC'-

Ian itself, by the last accounts, contains 300,000, and the duchy is proportionably popu-
Jous, As to the other provinces of Italy, geographers aud travellers have paid very lit-

tle attention to the number of natives that live in the country, and inform us by conjec-

ture only of those who inhabit the great cities. Some doubts have arisen whether Italy

is as populous now as it was in the time of Pliny, when it contained 14,000,000 of in-

habitants. I am apt to believe that the present inhabitants exceed that number. The
Campagna di Roma, and some other of the most beautiful parts of Italy, are at present

in a manner desolate but we are to consider that the modern Italians are in a great

measure free from the unintcrmitting wars, not to mention the transmigration of colonies,

which formerly, even down to the 16th century, depopulated their country. Add to

this, that the princes and states of Italy now encourage agriculture and manufactures of
all kinds, which undoubtedly promotes population 5 so that it may not perhaps be extrava-

gant, ifwe assign to Italy 20,000,000 of inhabitants ; but some calculations greatly exceed
that number*. The Italians are generally well proportioned, and have such meaning
in their looks, that they have greatly assisted the ideas of their painters. The women
are well shaped, and very amorous. The marriage ties,^ especially those of the

better sort, are said to be of very little value in Italy. Every Mafe has been re-

presented to have her gallant or cicisbeo, with whom she keeps compajiy, and sometimes
cohabits,' with very little ceremony, and no offence on either side, Eut this practice

is chiefly remarkable at Venice and indeed the representations which have been mad.e

of this kind by travellers, appear tci have been much exaggerated. With regard to the

modes of life, the best quality of a modern Italian is sobriety, and they submit very

patiently to the public government. With gieat taciturnity they discover but little re-

ilection. They are rather vindictive than brave, and more superstitious than devout.

The middling ranks are attached to their native customs, and seem to have no ideas of

improvement. Their fondness for greens, fruits, and vegetables of all kinds, contributes

to their contentment and satisfaction ^ and an Italian gentleman or peasant can be lux-

urious at a very small expence. Though perhaps all Italy does not contain many de-

scendants of the ancient Romans, yet the present inhabitants speak of themselves as suc-

cessors of the conquerors of the \vorld, and look upon the rest of mankind with con-,

tempt.

The dress of the Italians is little different from that of the neighbouring countries,

snd they affect a medium from the French volatility and the solemnity of the Spaniards

The Neapolitans are commonly drest in black, in compliment to the Spaniards. It can-

not be denied that the Italians excel in the fine arts
j
though they make but a very in-

considerable figure in the sciences. They cultivate and enjoy vocal music at a very

dear rate, by emasculating their males when young 5 to which their mercenary parents

agree without remorse.

The Italians, the Venetians especially, have very little or no notion of the impropri-

ety of many customs that are considered as criminal in other countries. Parents, rather

than' their sons should throw themselves away by unsuitable marriages, or contract di-

seases by promiscuous ai^ours, hire mistresses for them for a month, or year, or some de-

termined time
J
and concubinage, in many places of Italy, is an avowed and licensed

trade. The Italian courtezans, or bona robas, as they are called, make a kind of pro-

fession in all their cities. Masquerading and gaming, korse races without riders, and

conversations or assemblies, are the chief diversions of the Italians, excepting religious;

exhibitions, in which they are pompous beyond all other nations.

A modern writer, describing his journey through Italy, gives us a very unfavourable

picture of the Italians, and their manner of li\ ing. Give what scope you please to your

fancy, says he, you will never imagine half the disagreeableness that Italian beds, Ita-

lian cooks, and Italian nastiness, offer to an Englishman,. At Turin, Milan, Venice,

Rome, and perhaps two or three other towns, you meet with good accommodation ; but

no words can express the wretchedness of the other inns. No other beils than those of

* Mt Swinburne saith, that in 1779, the number of inhabitants in the.kingdofti of Nap'es, aniounted

to 4.24P,430 exclusive of^the army and aavai. estabiisbcxHits.
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straw, with a mattress of straw, and next to thata dirty sheet, sprinkled with tvater, and con-

sequently damp for a covering, you have another sheet as Goarse as the first, like any

of our kitchen jack-towels, with a dirty coverlet. The bedstead consists of four wooden

forms or benches : an English peer or peeress must lie in this manner unless they carry

an upholsterer's shop with them. There are, by the bye, no such things as curtains
^

and in all their inns the walls are bare, and the floor has never once been washed since

it was first laid. One of the most indelicate customs here is, that men, and not women,

make the ladies beds, and would do every ofhce of a maid-servant, if suffered. They

never scour their pewter ^ their knives are of the same colour. In these inns they make

you pay largely, and send up ten times as much as you can eat. The soup, like wash,

with pieces of liver swimming in it 5 a plate full of brains fried in the shape of fritters
;

a dish of livers and gizzards 5 a couple of fowls (always killed after your arrival) boiled

to rags, without any of the least kind ofsauce or herbage j another fowl, just killed, stew-

ed, a« they call it ; then two more fowls, or a turkey roasted to rags. All over Italy, on

the roads, the chickens and fowls are so stringy, you may divide the breast into as many-

filaments a» you can a halfpenny worth of thread. Now and then we get a little piece

of mutton or veal and generally speaking,, it is the only eatable morsel that falls in our

way. The bread all the way is exceedingly bad ; and the butter so rancid, that it can-

not be touched or even borne within the reach of your smell. But what is a greater

evil to travellers than any of the above recited, is the infinite number of gnats, bugs,

fleas, and lice, which infest us by day and night.

Religion.] The religion of the Italians is Roman Catholic. The inquisition here

is little more than a sound ; and persons of all religions live unmolested in Italy, pro-

vided no gross insult is offered to their worship. In the Introduction, we have given

an account of the rise and establishment of Popery in Italy, from whence it spread all

over Europe
J
likewise of the causes and symptoms of its decline. The ecclesiastical

government of the papacy has employed many volumes in describing it. The cardinal*^

who are next in dignity to his holiness, are seventy ; but that number is seldom or never

complete
5
they are appointed by the pope, who takes care to have a majority of Italian

cardinals, that the chair may not be removed from Rome, as it was once to Avignon iu

France, the then pope being a Frenchman. In promoting foreign prelates to the car-

dinalship, the pope regulates himself according to the nomination of princes who profess

that religion. His chief minister is the cardinal-patron, generally his. nephew, or near

relation, who improves the time of the pope's reign by amassing what he can. When
met in a consistory, the cardinals pretend to control the pope in matters both spiritual

and temporal, and have been sometimes known to prevail. The reign of a pope is sel-

dom of long duration, being generally old men at the time of their election. The con-

clave is a scene where the cardinals principally endeavour to display their parts, and
where many transactions pass which hardly shew their inspiration to be from the Holy
Ghost. During the election of a pope in 1721, the animosities ran so high that they

came to blows with both their hands and feet, and threw their ink standishes at each
other. We shall here give an extract from the creed of pope Pius IV. 1560, before his

elevation to the chair, which contains the principal points wherein the church of Rome
differs from the protesLaut churches. After declaring his belief in one God, and olh^r

heads wherein Christians in general are agreed, he proceeds as follows.

" I most firmly admit and embrace the apostolical and ecclesiastical traditions, and
all other constitutions of the church of Rome.

" I do admit the holy scriptures in tlic same sense that the holy mother church dotli,

whose business it is to judge of the true sense and interpretation of them ; and I will in-

terpret them according to the unanimous consent of the fathers.

" I do profess and believe that there are seven sacraments of the law, truly and pro-
perly so called, instituted by Jesus Christ our Lord, and necessary to the salvation of
mankind, though not all of them to e^cry one namely baptism, confirmation, eucharist,

penance, extreme unction, orders, and maniage ; and that they do confer grace and
that of these, baptism, confirmation, andU)rdcrs, may not be repeated without sacrilege.

I do also receive and admit the received and approved rites of the catholic church iu

hei soltnm aduvinslr.aion of the aboviisa^l sacraments^
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" I do enibr?.ce and receive all and every tiling tliat Ilatli been defined and declared

y tlie holy councii of Trent* concerning original sin and justification.

" I do also profess that in the mass there is offered unto God a true, proper, and
propitiatory sacrifice for the quick and the dead ; and that in the most holy sacrameni-

of the eucharlst, there is truly, really, and substantially, the body and blood, to-

gether with the soul and divinity, of our Lord Jesus Christ j and that there is a conver -

sion made of the whole substance of the bread into the body, and of the whole substance

of the wine into blood ; which conversion the catholic church calls Transubstantiation.

I confess that, under one kind only, whole and entire, Christ and a true sacrament is

taken and i-eceived.

" I do firmly believe that there is a purgatory ; and that the souls kept prisoners

there do receive help by the suffrages of the faithful.

" I do likewise believe that the saints reigning together with Christ are to be wor-

shipped and prayed unto : and that they do offer prayers unto God for us, and that their

relics are to be had in veneration.

" I do most firmly assert, that the images of Christ, of the ble?sed Virgin the mo-
ther of God, and of other saints, ought to be had and retained, and that due honour

and veneration ought to be given unto themf

.

" I do likewise affirm, that the power of indulgences was left by Christ to the church,

and that the use of them is very beneficial to Christian peoplej.

* A convocation ofRoman catholic cardinals, archbishops, bishops, and divines, who assembled at Trent,

by virtue of a bull from the pope, anno 154o, and devoted to him, to determine upon certain points of faith,,

and to suppress what they were pleas d to term the Rising Heresies in the church.

f An English traveller, speaking of a religious procession some years ago at Florence,. in Italy, de-

scribes it as follows. I had occasion, says he, to see a procession, where all the noblesse of the city

attended in their coaches. It was the anniversary of a charitable institution in favour of poor nuii-

dens, a certain nun:iber of whom are portioned every year. About two hundred of these virgins walked in.

procession, two and two together. They wero preceded and followed by anirregular mob of penitents,

in sackcloth, with lighted tapers, and monks carrying crucifixes, bawling and bellowing the litanies;

but the greatest object was the fi'^rure of the Virgin Mary, as big as the life, standing within a gilt

frame, dressed in a gold stuff, with a large hoop, a great quantity of false jewels, her face painted

and patched, and her hair frizzled and curled in the very extremity of the fashion. Very little re-

gard had been paid to the image of our Saviour on the cross, but when the Lady Mother appeared

on the shoulders of three or four lusty friars, the w'lole populace fell upon their knees in the dirt.

\ A long list of indulgences, or fees of the pope's chancery, may be seen in a book printed 150

years ago, by the authority of the then pope. It has been translated into English under the title of

Rome^ a great Custotn-Housefor Sin from which we shall give a few extracts.

ABSOLUTIONS.
For him that stole holy or consecrated things out of a holy place, los. 6d.

For him who lies with a woman in the church, ps.

For a layman for murdering a laymen, 7s. 6d.

For him that killeth his father, mother, wife, or sister, tos 6d.

For laying violent hands on a rler^y/nan, so it be without effusion of blood, sos. 6d.

For a priest that keeps a concubine ; as also his dispensation for ' f^i.ig irregular, los, 6di

For him that lyeth with his onvn mother, sister, or godmother ^ 7s. 6d.

For him that burns his neighbour's house, I2s.

For him that forgeth the pope's hand, il. 7s.

For him that forgeth letters apostolical, il. 7s.

For him that takes two holy orders in one day, 6s.

For a king for going to the holy sepulchre without licence, 7^- los*

DISPENSATIONS.
For a bastard to enter all holy orders, iSs.

Tor a man or woman that is found hanged, that they may have Christian burial, il. 7s.

LICENCES
For a layman to- change his vow of going to Rome to v.sit the apostolic churches, iSs.

To eat flesh and white meats in Lent and other fasting days, os fid.
"

That a king or queen shall enjoy such indulgencies, as it they went to Rome, I5I.

For a queen to adopt .a child 300L
To marry in times prohibited, 2I. 5s.

,

To eat flesh in tiqnes prohibited, II. 4s,

For a town to rake out of a church them Cmnrderers) that have taken SRnctuaiy therein, 4L

F A C U L T I R S.

To absolve all delinquents, 3I.

To dispense with irregularities, 3I,
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I do acknowledge tlie lioly catholic, and apostolical Roman church to be the

mother and mistress of all churches : and I do promise and swear true obedience to the

bishop of Rome, the successor of St Peter, the prince of the apostles, and vicar of Jesus

Pirist.
" I do undoubtedly receive and profess all other things which have been delivered,

defined, and declared, by the sacred canons and oecumenical councils, and especially by

the holy synod of Trent. And all other things contrary thereto, and all heresies con-

demned, rejected, and anathematised by the church, I do likewise condemn, reject, and

anathematise "

Learning and learijed men, painters, 1 In the Introduction we have parti-

STATUARIES, AR.CHITECTS, AND ARTISTS. j cularised some of the gfeat men vrhich

ancient Italy has produced. In modem times, that is, since the rewval of learning, some

Italians have shone in controversial learning, but they are chiefly celebrated by bigots

of their own persuasion. The mathematics and natural philosophy owe much to Gali-

leo, Toricelli, Malpighi, BorelH, and several other Italians. Strada is an excellent

historian 3 and the history of the council of Trent, by the celebrated father Paul, is a

standard work. Guicciardini, Eentivoglio, and Davila, have been much com.mended

as historians by their several admirers. Machiavel is equally famous as an historian,

and as a political writer. His comedies have much merit j and the liberality of his^a-

timents, for the age in which he lived, is amazing. Among the prose writers in the

Italian, language, Boccace has been thought one of the most pure and correct in point,

of style
J
he was a veiy natural painter of life and manners, but his productions are too

licentious. Petrarch, who wrote both in Latin and Italian, revived among the moderns

the spirit and genius of ancient literature j but among the Italian poets. Dilute, Ariosto,

and Tasso, are the most distinguished. There are said to be upwards of a thousand

comedies in the Italian language, though, not many that are excellent : but Metastasio

has acquired a great, reputation by writing dramatic pieces set to music. Sannazarius, Fra-

castorius, Eembo, Vida, and other natives of Italy, have distinguished themselves by
the elegance, correctness, and spirit of their Latin poetry, many of their compositions

not yielding to the classics themselves. Soclnus, who was so much distinguished by his

opposition to the doctrine of the Trinity, v/as a native of Italy.

The Italian painters, sculptors, architects, and musicians, are unrivalled, net only In

their numbers, but their excellencies. The revival of learning, after the sack of Con-
stantinople by the Turks, revived taste likewise, and gave mankind a relish for truth

and beauty in design and colouring. Raphael, from liis own ideas, assisted by the an-

cients, struck out a new creation with his pencil, and still stands at the head of the

painting art. Michael Angelo Buonaroti united in his own person, painting, sculpture,

and architecture. The colouring of Titian has perhaps never yet been equalled. Bra-
mante, Bernini, and many other Italians, carried sculpture aud architectiure to an amaz-
ing height, Julio Romano, Correggio, Caraccio, Veronese, and others, are, as painters,

unequalled in their several manners. The same may be said of Corelli, and other Ita-

lian^, in music. At present Italy cannot justly boast of any paramount genius in the

fine arts.

Universities.] Those of Italy are, Rome, Venice, Florence, Mantua, Padua,
Parma^ Verona, Milan, Pavia, Bologna, Ferrara, Pisa *, Naples, Salerno, and Pcrusia,

Language.] 'i'he Italian language is remarkable for its smoothness, and the faci-

lity which it enters into musical compositions. The groundwork of it is Latin,

and it is easily mastered by a good classical scholar. Almost every slate in Italy has
a difterent dialect , and the prodigious pains taken by the literary societies there, may

• at last fix the Italian into a standard language. At present the Tuscan style and
writings are most in request.

; The Lord's prayor runs Ihus : Pndrf vostro, clw sci ml ciclo^ sid siuictificato il tus
nome ; il tuo regno 'vetiga ; la tiia volunta sia fatta^ sic come in ciclo cosi anclie in terra :

'daccL oggi il nostro pane cotidiano : e rimettici i nostri dehita, sic come noi aneara rimtt-

risa hath 46 proft\s^or5.
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tiamo a* iiostri debitori ; e non mducici in tentatione^ ma lihetaci dal maiigno ; percioclie

tuo e U regno^ e la poten%a^ e la gloria in sempiterno. A^^^*
Archbishoprics.] There are thirty eight archbishoprics in Italy, bitt the suffk-

gans annexed to them are too indefinite and arbitrary for the reader to depend upon,
the pope creating or suppressing them as he pleases.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural and artificial.] Italy is the native

country of all that is stupendous, great or beautiful, either in ancient or modern times.

A library may be filled by descriptions and delineations of all that is rare and curious

in the arts \ nor do the bounds of this work admit of enlarging upon this subject. We
can give but a very brief account of those objects that are most distinguished either for

antiquity or excellence.

The amphitheatres claim the first rank, as a species of the most striking magnifi-

cence : there are at Rome considerable remains of that which w^as erected by Vespasian,
and finished by Domitian, called the Colisseo. Twelve thousand Jewish captives were
employed by Vespasian in this buiUing j and it is said to have been capable of con-
taining eighty seven thousand spectators seated, and twenty thousand standing. The
architecture of this amphilheatre is perfectly light, and its proportions are so just, tW
it does not appear near so large as it really is. But it has been stripped of all its mag-
nificent pillars and ornaments, at various times, and by various enemies. The Goths,
and other barbarians, began its destruction, and the popes and cardinals have endea-
voured to complete its ruin.. Cardinal Famese, in particular, robbed it of some fine

remains of its marble cornices, friezes, &c. and, with infinite pains and labour, got
away what was practicable of the outside casing of marble, w^iich he employed im

building the palace of Farnese. The amphitheatre of Verona, erected by the consul

riaminius, is thought to be the most entire of any in Italy. There are forty- five rows
of steps carried all round, formed of fine blocks of marble about a foot and a half higk
each, and about two feet broad. - Twenty two thousand persons may be seated here at

their ease, allowing one foot and a half for each person. This amphitheatre is quite per-

fect, and has Been lately repaired w^ith the greatest care at the expence of the inhabi-

tants. They frequently give public spectacles in it, such as horse-races, combats of

wild beasts, &c. The ruins of theatres and amphitheatres are also visible in other

places. T he triumphal arches of Vespasian, Septimius Severus, and Constantine the

Great, are still standing though decayed. I'he ruins of the baths, palaces, and temples,

answer all the ideas we can form of the Roman grandeur. The Pantheon, which is at

present converted into a modern church, and w^hich from its circular figure is commonly
called the Rotunda, is more entire than any other Roman temple which is now remain-

ing. There are still left several of the niches which anciently contained the statues of

the Heathen deities. The outside of the building is of Tivoli free-stone, and within i't

is incrusted with marble. The roof of the Pantheon is a round dome, v.ithout pillars,

the diameter of which is a hundred and forty-four feet and though ife has no windows,

but only a round aperture in the centre of this dome, it is very light in evei-y part. The
pavement consists of large square stones and porphyry, sloping round towarcfs the centre,

where the rain-water, falling down through the aperture on the top of the dorne is con-

veyed away by a proper drain covered with a stone full of holes. The colonade in the

front, v^^hich consists of sixteen columns of granite, thirty seven feet high, exclusive of

the pedestals and capitals, each cut out of a single block, and which are of tiie Corin-

thian order, can hardly be viewed without astonishment. . Tlie entrance of the church

is adorned with columns f®rty-eight feet high, and the architrave is formed of a single

piece of granite. On the left hand, on entering the portico, is a large antique vase of

Numidian marble j and in the area before the church is a fountain with an antique basoa

of porphyry. The pillars of Trajan and Antonine, the former 175 feet high, and the

latter covered with instructive sculptures, are still remaining. A traveller forge: s. the

dfivastations of the northern barbarians, when he sees the rostrated column erected by

Duillius in commemoration of the first naval victory the Romans gained over the Cartha-

ginians \ the statue of the wolf giving suck to Romulus and Remus, with visible maiks

of the stroke of lightriing, mentioned by Cicero 5 the very original brass plates contain-

ing the laws of the twelve tables 3 and a thousand other identical antiquities, seme of
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tliem transmitted unhurt to the present times not to mention rnedals, and the infinite

variety of seals and engraved stones which abound in the cabinets of the curious. Many
palaces, all over Italy, are furnished with busts and statues fabricated in the times of the

republic and the higher empire.

The Appian, Flaminian, and i^^milian roads, the first 200 miles, the second 130,

and the third 50 miles in length, are in many places still entire j and magnificent ruins

of villas, reservoirs, bridges, and the like, present themselves all over the country of Italy.

The subterraneous constructions of Italy arc as stupendous as those above ground j wit-

ness the cloacae, and the catacombs, or repositories for dead bodies, in the neighbourhood

of Rome and Naples. It is not '^ove 30 years since a painter's apprentice discovered

the ancient city of Psestum or Posidonia, in the kingdom of Naples, still standing for

so indifferent are the country people of Italy about objects of antiquity, that it was a

new discovery to the learned. An inexhaustible mine of curiosities are daily dug out

of the ruins of Herculaneum, a city lying between Naples and Vesuvius, which in the reign

of Nero was almost destroyed by an earthquake, and afterwards, in the first year of the

reign of Titus, overwhelmed by a stream of the lava of Vesuvius. The melted lava in

its course filled up the streets and houses in some places to the height of sixty-eight

feet above the tops of the latter, and in others one hundred and ten feet. This

lava is now of a consistency which renders it extremely difficult to be reraoved or clear-

ed away ; it is composed of bituminous particles mixed with cinders, minerals, metallics,

and vitrified sandy substances,^ which all together form a close and heavy mass. In the

revolution of so many ages, the spot it stood upon was entirely forgotten j but in the

year 1713, upon digging into these parts, somewhat of this unfortunate city was disco-

vered, and many antiquities wtve dug out j but the search was afterwards discontinued,

till the year 1736, when the king of Naples employed men to dig perpendicularly eigh-

ty feet deep, whereupon not only the city made its appearance, but also the bed of the

river which ran through it. The temple of Jupiter was then brought to light, and the

whole of the theatre. In the temple was found a statue of gold, and the inscription

.

that decorated the great doors of entrance. In the theatre the fragments of a gilt cha-

riot of bronze with horses of the .same metal, likewise gilt : this had been placed over

the principal door of entrance. They likewise found among the ruins of this city

multitudes of statues, bustos, pillars, paintings, manuscripts, iurnituie, and various uten-

sils, and the search is still continued. The streets of the town appear to have been

quite straight and regular, and the houses well built, and much alike some of the

rooms paved with mosaic, others with fine marble, others again wIlIi bricks, three

feet long and six inches thick. It appears that the town w^as not filled up so unexpect-

edly with the melted lava, as to prevent the greatest part of the inhabitants from escaping

with many of their richest effects ; for when the excavations were made, there was not

more than a dozen skeletons found, and but little gold, silver, or precious stones.

The town of Pompeia was destroyed by the same eruption of Mount Vesuvius which
occasioned the destruction of Herculaneum, but it was not discovered, till near forty

years after the discovery of Herculaneum. One street, and a i'ew detached buildings

of this town, have been cleared j the street is well paved with the same kind of stone o:

which the ancient roads arc made, and narrow causeways arc raised to a foot and a half

on each side, for conveniency of foot-passengers. Dr Moore observes, that the street

itself is not so broad as the narrowest part of the Strand, and is supposed to have been

inhabited by traces-people. The traces of wheels of carriages are to be seen on the

pavement. The houses arc small, but give an idea of neatness and conveniency. The
stucco on the walls is smooth and beautiful, and as hard as marble. Some of the rooms
are ornamented with paintings, mostly single figures, repress..iting some animal. Tliey
arc tolerably well executed, and a little water being thrown on them the colour*

appear surprizingly fresh. Must of the houses are built on the same plan,

and have one small room from the passage, which is conjectured to have been
the shop, with a window to the street, and a place which seems to have been
contrived for shewing the goods to the greatest advantage. In another part of the

town is a rectangular building, with a colonnade, towards the court, something in the

style of th<; Royal Exchange at London, but smaller. Al a considerable distance from

L I
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this, is a temple of the goddess Isis, the pillars of which are of brick, stuccoed like thos^i

of the guard-room 5 but there is nothing very magnificent in the appearance of this edi-

fice. The best paintings, hitherto found at Pompeia, are those of this temple
j
they

have been cut out of the walls, and removed to Portici. Few skeletons were found in

the streets of this town, but a considerable number in the houses. In one apartment

(says Mr Sutherland) we saw the skeletons of 17 poor wretches, who were canfined by
the ancles in an iron machine. Many other bodies were found, some of them in cir-

cumstances which plainly shew that they were endeavouring to escape, when the irrup-

tion overtook them.

With regard to modern curiosities in Italy, they a?e as bewildering as the remains of

antiquity. Rome itself contains 300 churches, filled with all that is rare in architec-

ture, painting, and sculpture. Each city and town of Italy contains a proportionable

number. The church of St Peter, at Rome, is the most astonishing, bold, and regular

fabric, that ever perhaps existed
j
and, when examined by the rules of art, it may be

termed faultless. The house and chapel of .Loretto is rich beyond imagination, not-

withstanding the ridiculous romance that composes its history.

The natural curiosities of Italy, though remarkable, are not so numerous as its arti-

ficial. Mount Vesuvius, which is five Italian miles distant from the city of Naples, and
Mount i^ltna, in Sicily, are remarkable for emitting fire from their tops. The decli-

vity of Mount Vesuvius towards the sea, is every where planted with vines and fruit-

trees, and it is equally fertile towards the bottom. The circumjacent plain affords a

delightful prospect, and the air is clear and wholesome. The south and west sides of the

mountain form very different views, being, like the top, covered with black cinders and

stenes. The height of Mount Vesuvius has been computed to be 3900 feet above the

surface of the sea. It has been a volcano, beyond the reach of history or tradition.

An animated description of its ravages, in the year 97, is given by the younger Pliny,

who was a witness to what he wrote. From that time to the year 1631, its irruptions

were but small and moderate, however, then it broke out with accumulated fury and

desolated miles around. In 1694, was a great eruption, which continued near a month,

when burning matter was thrown out with so much force, that some of it fell at thirty

miles distance, and a vast quantity of melted minerals, mixed with other matter, ran

down like a river for three miles, carrying every thing before it v/hich lay in its way.

In 1707, when there v;as another eruption, such quantities of cinders and ashes were

thrown out, that it was dark at Naples at noon day. In 1767, a violent eruption hap-

pened, which is reckoned to be the 27th from that which destroyed Herculaneum in the

time of Titus. In this last eruption, the ashes, or rather small cinders, showered down
so fast at Naples, that the people in the streets were obliged to use umbrellas, or adopt

some other expedient, to guard themselves against them. Ti:ie tops of the houses and the

balconies were covered with these cinders; and ships at sea, twenty leagues from Naples,

were covered with them, to the great astoniishraent of the sailors. An eruption happened

also in 1766, and another in 1779, which has been particularly described by Sir William

Hamilton in the Philosophical Transactions. It has been observed by a modern tra-

veller, that though Mount Vesuvius often fills the neighbouring country with terror,

yet as few things in nature are so absolutely noxious as not to produce some good, even

this raging volcano, by its sulphureous and nitrous manure, and the heat of its subterra-

neous fires, contributes not a little to the uncommon fertility of the country about it,

and to the profusion of fruits and herbage with which it is every where covered. Be-

sides, it is supposed, that, open and active, the mount is less hostile to Naples, than it

would be, if its eruptions were to cease, and its struggles confined to its own bowels, for

then might ensue the most fatal shocks to the unstable foundation of the whole district

of Terra del Lavora.

Sir William Hamilton, in his account ©f the earthquakes in Calabria Ultra, and Si-

tiily, from February 5th, to May, 1783, gives several reasons for believing that they

were occasioned by the operation of a volcano, the seat of which lay deeper either un-

der the bottoto of the sea, between Stromboli, and the coast of Calabria, or under the

parts of the plain towards Oppido and Terra Nuova, IJe plainly observed a gradatiori in the
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damage done, to the buildings, as also in the degree of mortality, in proportion as the

countries were nK)re or less distant from this supposed centre of the evil. One circum-

stance he particula^rly remarked : if two towns were situated at an equal distance from

this centre, the one on a hill, the other on the plain, or in a bottom, the latter had

always suffered greatly more by the shocks of the earthquakes than the former j a suf-

ficient proof to iiim, of the cause coming from beneath, as this must naturally have been

productive of such an aifect.

Mount ^Etna is 10,954 feet in height, and has been computed to be 60 miles in cir-

cumference. It stands separate from all other mountains, its figure is circular,

and it terminates in a cone. The lower parts of it are very fraitful in corn

and sugar canes ; the middle abounds with woods, olive-trees, and vines ^ and the

upper part is almost the whole year covered with snow. Its fiery eruptions have always

rendered it famous : in one of these which happened in 1669, fourteen towns and villa-

ges were destroyed, and there have been several terrible eruptions since that time.

There is generally an earthquake before any great eruption. In 1693, the port toxvn

of Catania was overturned, and 18,000 people perished.

Between the lakes Agnano and Puzzelii, there is a valley called Soltafara, because

vast quantities of sulphur are continually forced out of the clifts by subterranean fires.

The grotto del Cani is remarkable for its poisonous streams, and is so called from theii-

killing dogs that enter it, if forced to remain there. Scorpions, vipers, and serpents, arc-

said to be commen in Apulia.

AmoHg the natural curiosities; of Italy, those vast bodies of snow and ice, which are

called the Glaciers of Savoy, deserve to be particularly mentioned. There are fi^ve gla-

ciers, which extend almost to the plain of the vale of Chom.ouny, and are separated by w-ld

forests, corn-fields, and rich meadows *, so that immense tracts of ice are blended with the

highest cultivation, and perpetually succeed to each other, in the most singular and strik-

ing vicissitude. All these several vallies of ice, which lie chiefly in the hollows of the

mouHtains, and are some leagues in length, unite together at the foot of Mont Blanc ;

the highest mountain in Europe, and probably of the ancient world. According to the

calculations of Mr de Luc, the height of this mountain above the level of the sea, is 23
French toises, or 15,203 English feet. " I am convinced," says Mr Coxe, " fi-omi

the situation of Mont Blanc, from the height of the mountains around it, from its su~

perior elevation above them, -end its being seen at a great distance from ail sides, that it

is higher than any mountain in Switzerland
j
which, beyond a doubt is, next to Monc

Blanc, the highest ground in Europe.

States of Italy, constitution, and chief cities.] Thus far, of Italy in ge-

neral j but as the Italian states are not like the republics of Holland or Switzerland, or

the empire of Germany, cemented by a political confederacy, to whic^i every member
is accountable^ for every Itahan state has a distinct form of government, trade and i^-^

terest, I shall be obliged to take a separate view of each, to assist the reader hi formujg
an idea of the whole.

The duke of Savoy, or, as he is now styled, king of Sardinia, taking his royal titlo.

from that island, was formerly a powerful prince in Italy, of which he was formerlv cal-

led the Janus, or keeper, against the French. His capital, Turin, is strongly fortified,

and is one of the finest cities in Europe but the country of Savoy is mountainous mui
barren, and" its natives are forced to seek their bread all over the world. They are e^;-

teemed a simple but very honest people.

The MiLANf:sE, which formerly belonged to the house of Austria, was a most for-

midable state, and formerly gave law to all Italy, when under the govcmm.cnt cl itj?

own dukes. The fertility and beauty of the country are almost incredible. Mihin, the
capital, and its citadel, is very strong, and furnished with a macrniiicent cathedral in the
Gothic taste, which contains a very rich titxisury, consisting cbi(>ilyx)f ecclesiastical fuv-

ni'are, composed of gold, silver, and precious stones. I he Milanese have been fie-

quenily made the theatre of war by the contending powers during the late contest, and.

have been repeatedly overrun at present that achy is in possession of the Vren.:'\

entered its capital in June 1800, and appointed a provisional povernmevt.

LI2
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Genoa has suffered various vicissitudes of fortune during the late war between France

and Germany. It has been at different times conquered by the French, and reconquer-

ed by the allies. It surrendered to the Austrians in June 1800, but was retaken by the

French/nortiy after the battle of Marengo. It is a most superb city, and contains some ve-

ry magnificent palaces, praticularly those of Doria, and Durazzo. The inhabitants of

distinction dress in black, in a plain, if not an uncouth manner, perhaps to save expen-

ces. Their chief manufactures were velvets, damasks, gold and silver tissues, and pa-

per, but they have been ruined by its being so often blockaded and taken. The city of

Genoa contains about 150,000 inhabitants (but some writers greatly diminish that num-
ber), among whom are many rich trading individuals. The common people are wretch-

ed beyond expression, as is the soil of its territory. Near the sea some parts are toler-

ably well cultivated. The government of Genoa was aristocratical, being vested in

the nobility ; the chief person was called the Doge, or Duke 5 to which dignity no per-

Sjn was promoted till he was fifty years of age. Every two years a new doge w^as cho-

sen, and the former was incapable during five years of holding the same post again

«

The doge gave audience to ambassadors, all orders of government were issued in his

name, and he was allowed a bady guard of two hundred Germans.

Venice is one of the most celebrated republics in the world, on account both of its

constitution and former power. It is composed of several fine provinces on the conti-

hent of Italy, some islands in the Adriatic, and part of Dalmatia. The city of Venice

is seated on 72 islands at the bottom of the north end of the Adriatic sea, and is sepa-

rated from the continent by a marshy lake of five Italian miles in breadth, too shallow for

large ships to navigate, which forms its principal strength. Venice preserves the vestiges of

its ancient magnificence, but is in every respect degenerated, except in the passion

which its inhabitants still retain for music and mummery during their carnivals. They
seem to have lost their ancient taste for painting and architecture, and to be returning

to Gothicism. They have had, however, lately, some spirited differences with the

court of Ronle, and seem to be disposed to throw off their obedience to its head. As
to the constitution of the republic, it was originally democratical, the magistrates being

chosen by a general assembly of the people, and so continued for one hundred and fifty

year? *, but various changes afterwards took place
^
doges, or dukes, were appointed, who

were invested with great power , which they often grossly abused, and some of them were

assassinated by the people. By degrees a body of hereditary legislative nobility w^as

formed ; continued and oppressive encroachments were made on the rights of the peo-

ple, a complete aristocracy was at length established upon the ruins of the ancient po-

pular government. The nobility are divided into six classes, amounting in the whole

to 2,500, each of whom when twenty five years of age, has a right to be a member of

the grand council. These elect a doge or chief magistrate, in a peculiar manner by

ballot, which is managed by gold and silver balls. The doge is invested with great

istate, and with emblems of supreme authority, but has very little power, and is not per-

mitted to stir from the city, without the permission of the grand council. The govern-

ment and laws are managed by different councils of the nobles.

The college, otherwise called the seigniory, is the supreme cabinet council of the

itate, and also the representative of the. republic. This court gives audience, and deli-

vers answers, in the name of the republic, to foreign ambassadors, to the deputies of

towns and provinces, and to the generals of the army. It also receives all requests and

memorials on state affairs, summons the senate at pleasure, and arranges the business to

be discussed in that assembly* The council of ten takes cognisance of state crimes,

and has the power of seizing accused persons, examining them in prison, and taking

their answers in writing, with the evidence against them. But the tribunal of state in-

quisitors, which consists only of threa members, and which is in the highest degree de-

spotic in its manner of proceeding, has the power of deciding, without appeal, on the

lives of every citizen belonging to the Venetian state j the highest of the nobility, even

the doge himself, not being excepted* To these three inquisitors is given the right of

employing spies, considering secret intelligejice, issuing orders to seize all persoiis whose

words or actions they think reprehensible, and afterwards trying them, and ordering them

to be executed when they think proper. They have keys to every apartment of the, du-
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cal palace, and can, whenever they please, penetrate Into the very bed-chamber of the

doge, open his cabinet, and examine his papers : and of course, they may command ac-

cess to the house of every individual in the state. They continue in otRce but for^ne

year, but are not responsible afterwards for their conduct whilst they were in authority.

So much distrust and jealousy are displayed by this government, that the noble Vene-

tians are afraid of having any intercourse with foreign amba=!sadors, or with foreigners

of any kind, and are even cautious of visiting at each other's houses.

All the orders of Venetian nobility are dressed in black gowns, large wigs, and caps

which they hold in their hands. The ceremony of the doge's marrying the Adriadc

once a-year, by dropping into it a ring from his bucentaur or state-barge, attend-

ed by those of all the nobility, is the most superb exhibition In Venice^ buc not com-

parable for magnificence to a lord mayor's shew. The inhabitants of Venice are said

to amount to 200,000. The grandeur and convenience of the city, particularly the

public palaces, the treasury, and the arsenal, are beyond expression. Over the several

canals of Venice are laid near 500 bridges, the greatest part of which are stone. The
Venetians still have some manufactures in scarlet cloth, gold and silver stuffs, and above

all, fine looking glasses, all which bring in a considerable revenue to the owners ; that

of the state annually is said to amount to 8,000,000 of Italian ducats, each valued at

twenty pence of- our money. Out of this are defrayed the expences of the state, and

the pay of the army, which in the time of peace consists of 16,000 regular troops, (al-

ways commanded by a foreign general), and 10,000 militia. They keep up a small

fleet for curbing the insolencies of the piratical states of Barbary, and they have among
them some orders of knighthood, the chief of which are those of the Slo/a d''oro^ so call-

ed from the robe they w^ear, which is conferred only on the first quality, and the mili-

tary order of St Mark \ of which in the proper place.

In ecclesiastical matters the Venetians have two patriarchs j the authority of one

reaches over all the provinces, but neither of them have much power j and both of them
are chosen by the senate 5 and all religious sects, even the Mahometan acid Pagan, ex-

cepting protestants, are here tolerated in the free exercise of their religion.

The Venetians are a lively, ingenious people, extravagantly fond of public amuse-

ments, with an uncommon relish for humour. They are in general tall and well made,

and many fine manly countenances are met with in the streets of Venice, resembling

those transmitted to us by the pencils of Paul Veronese and Titian. The women are

of a fine style of countenance, with expressive features, and are of an easy address.

The common people are remarkably sober, obliging to strangers, and gentle in their

intercourse with each other. As it is very much the custom to go about in masks at

Venice, and great liberties are taken during the time of the carnival, an idea has pre-

vailed, that there is much more licentiousness of manners here than in othev places

;

but this opinion seems to have been carried too far. Great numbers of strano^v^s visit

Venice during the time of the carnival, and there are eight or nine theatres here, in-

cluding the opera houses.

The dominions of Venice consist of a considerable part of Dalmatia, of four to^vns in

Greece, and of the islands of Corfu, Pachfa, Antipachfu, Santa Maura, Curzolari,

Val di Compare, Cephalonia, and Zante. The Venetian territories in Italy contain

the duchy of Venice, the Paduanese, the peninsula of Rovigo, the Veronese, the terri-

tories of Vicensa and Brescia, the districts of Bergamo, Cremasco, and the Marca Tre-
vigiana, with part of the country of Friuli. Tlie subjects of the Venetian republic are

not oppressed j the senate has found that mild treatment, and good usage, arc the best,

policy, and more effectual than armies, in preventing rcvohs.

The principal city of Tuscany is Florence, vN'4iicli is now possessed by a younger
branch of the house of Austria, after being long held by the illustrious house of Medi-
ris, who made their capital the cabinet of all that is vahiable, rich, and masterly, in

architecture, literature, and the arts, especially ihose of painting and sculpture. It is

thought to contain above 70,000 inhabitants. The beauties and riches of the grand
duke's palaces have been often described j but all description falls short of their con*
tents, so that in every respect it is rcc koned, after Home, the second city in Italy.

The celebrated Venus de Medici, which, tjikc it all in all, is thought to be the standa^ii.
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of taste in female beauty and proportion, stands in a room called the Tribunal. The
ii?scription on its base mentions its being made by Cleomenes an Athenian, the son of

Apallodorus. It is of white marble, and surrounded by other master-pieces of sculp-

ture, some of which are said to be the works of Praxiteles, and other Greek masters.

Every corner of this beautiful city, which stands between mountains covered with olive

trees, vineyards, and delightful villas, and divided by the Arno, is full of wonders in

the arts of painting, statuary, and architecture. It is a place of some strength, and
contains an archbishop's see, and an university. The inhabitants boast of the improve-

ments they have made in the Italian tongue, by means of their Academia del la Crue-

ca^ and several other academies are now established at Florence. Though the Flo-

rentines affect great st?te, yet their nobility and gentry drive a retail trade in wine,

which they sell from their cellar-windows, and sometimes they even hang out a broken
flask^ as a sign w^here it may be bought. They deal, besides wine and fruits, in gold

and silver stuffs.—Upon the accession of the archduke Peter Leopold, afterwards the

emperor of Germany, to this duchy, a great reformation was introduced both into the

government and manufactures, to the great benefit of the finances. It is thought that

the great duchy of Tuscany could bring to the field, upon occasion, 30,000 fighting

men, and that its present revenues are above 500,000l. a-year. The other principal

tcpwns of Tuscany are Pisa, Leghorn, and Sienna ; the first and last are much decay-

ed ; but Leghorn is a very handsome city, built in the modern taste, and with such re-

gularity, that both gates are seen from the market-place It is well fortified, having

two forts towards the sea, besides the citadel. The ramparts afford a very agreeable

prospect of the sea, and of many villas on the land side. Here all nations, and even

the Mahometans, have free access, and may settle. The number of inhabitants is com-
puted at 40,000, among w^hom are said to be 20,000 Jews, w^ho live in a particular

quarter of the city, have a handsome synagogue, and though subject to very heavy im-

posts, are in a thriving condition, the greatest part of the commerce of this city going

through their hands.

'['he inhabitants of Lucca, which is a small free commonwealth, lying on the Tus-

can sea, in a most delightful plain, are the most industrious of all the ItaHans. They
have improved their country into a beautiful garden, so that though they do not exceed

3.20,000, their annual revenue amounts to 80,000l. sterling. Their capital is Lucca,

Vv^hich contains about 40,000 inhabitants, who deal in mercery goods, wines, and fruits,

especially olives. This republic is under the protection of the emperor. The vicinity

cf the grand duchy of Tuscany keeps the people of Lucca constantly on their guard, in

order to preserve their freedom j for in such a situation, an universal concord and har-

-mony can alone enable them to transmit to posterity the blessings of their darling Li-

l)erty, whose name they bear on their arms, and whose image is not only impressed on

their c£jin, but also on the city gates, and all their public buildings.—It is also observ-

able, that the inhabitants of this little republic, being in possession of freedom, appear

"vith an air of cheerfulness and plenty, seldom to be found among those of the neigh-

bouring countries.

The republic of St Marino is here mentioned as ^ geographical curiosity. Its ter-

ritories consist of a high, craggy mo'.mtain, with a few eminences at the bottom, and

the inhabitants boast of having preserved their liberties, as a repubhc, for 1300 years.

It is' under -the protection of the pope, and the inoffensive manners of the inhabitants,

who are not above 5000 in all, with the small value of their territory, have preserved

its constitution.

The duchy and city of pARMA, together with the 'duchies of Plgcentia and Guastalla,

now form one of the most flourishing states in Italy of its extent. The soils of Parma

and Placentia are fertile, and produce the richest fruits and pasturages, and contain

considerable manufactures of silk. It is the seat of a bishop's see, and an university
j

and some of its magnificent churches are painted by the famous Correggio. The pre-

sent duke * of Parma is a prince of the house of Bourbon, and son to the late Don

* Ferdina:^d duke of Parma, born January 20. 1751, irai-ried to the aididuchess IS/L&ria. Am^h'a Jc»
sspha June 2T. 17G9. X^ieir issue are a priniCe and two princesses,'
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Philip, the king of Spain's younger brother. This country was, some years past, the

seat of a bloody war between the Austrians, Spaniards, and Neopoiitans. The cities

of Parma and Placentia are enriched with magnificent buildings j but his catholic ma-

jesty, on his accession to the throne of Naples, is said to have carried with him thither

the most remarkable pictures and moveable curiosities. The duke's court is thought to

be the politest of any in Italy, and it is said that his revenues exceed 100,0001. sterling-

a-year, a sum rather exaggerated.—The city of Parma is supposed to contain 50,00U

inhabitants.

Mantua, formerly a rich duchy, bringing to its own dukes 500,000 crowns a-year,

is now much decayed. The government of it was annexed to that of the Milanese,

which are now in the possession of the French. The capital is one of the strongest

fortresses in Europe, and contains about 16,000 inhabitants, who boast that Virgil Vv-as

a native of their countiy. . It has been frequently taken and retaken during the late

war (1801), and was ceded to the French after the battle of Marengo, in -t'/hose pos-

session it still remains.

The duchy of MoDENA (formerly Mutina) is still governed by its own dvike *, ths

head of the house of Este, from whom the family of Brunswic descended. The duke
is absolute within his own dominions, which are fruitful. The duke is under the pro-

tection of the house of Austria, and is a vassal of the empire. His dominions are far

from being flourishing, though very improveable, they having been alternately wasted

by the late belligerent powers in Italy. *

The Ecclesiastical State, which contains Ptome, formerly the. capital of the world,

lies about the middle of Italy. The bad effects of popish tyranny, superstition, and op-

|)ressTon, are here seen in the 'highest perfection. Those spots, which under the mas-
ters of the world were formed into so many terrestrial paradises, surrounding their mag-
nificent villas, and enriched with all the luxuries that art arid nature could produce,

are now converted into noxious pestilential marshes and quagmires j and the Campagna
di Roma, that formerly contained a million of inhabitants,, would afford at present, of
itself, but a miserable subsistence to about five hundred.

The Italian princes affected to be the patrons of all the curious and costly arts, and
each vied with the other to make his court the repository of taste and magnificence.

This passion disabled them from laying out money upon works of public utility, or from
encouraging the industry, or relieving the wants of their subjects : and its miserable ef-

fects are seen in many parts of Italy. The splendour and furniture of churches in the

papal dominions were inexpressible ; but they have been completely pillaged since Italy

was subdued by the French. But this censure admits of exceptions, even in a manner
at the gates of Rome.
Modern RoME contains, within its cirtuit, a vast number of gardens and vincvards,

I have already touched upon its curiosities and antiquities. It stands upon the 'iyber,

an inconsiderable river when compared to the Thames, and navigated by small boats,

barges, and lighters. The castle of St Angela, though its chief fortress, would be found
to be a place of sniall strength, were it regularly besieged. The city, standing upon
the ruins of ancient Rome, lies much higher, so that it is ditllcult to disttlnguish the
seven hills on which it was originally built. When we consider Rome as it now stands,

there is the strongest reason to believe that it exceeds ancient Rome itself in the mag-
nificence of its structures : nothing in the old city, when mistress of the world, could
come in competition with St Peter's church and perhajis many other churches in Rome
exceed in beauty of architecture, and value of materials, utensils, and furnitui^;, lier an-
cient temples

j
though it must be acknowledged that the Pantheon must have been an

amazing structure. The inhabitants of Rome, in 1714, amounted to 143,000. if we
consider that the spirit of travelling is much increased since that time, we cannot rea*.

sonably suppose thprn to be diminished at present.

* H:?rcules Renaud, duke of Modcna, born Novcmhci- '2± 1727; married. Anri Jlt>. tVU m t\
piinress of IVIassa Carrnta. Their issue, Mary Beatrix^ born April

;

'9. 1750; married to FcrUmtaii;
*i clid like of Austria, 1771,

LI 4.
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Next to Roine, Bologna, the capital q£ the Bc^lognese, is the most considerable city

in the ecclesiastical state, and an exception to the indolence of its other inhabitants. The
government was formerly under a legate a latere^ who is always a cardinal, and chang-

ed every three years. The people here live more sociably and comfortably than the

other subjects of the pope j and perhaps their distance from Rome, which is 195 miles

north-west, has contributed to their ease. The rest of the ecclesiastical state contains

many towns celebrated in ancient history, and even now exhibiting the most striking

vestiges of their fiourishing state about the beginning of the 16th century.

The grandeur of Fsrrara, Ravenna, Rimini, Qrbino (the native city of the ce-

lebrated painter Raphael), Ancona, and many other states and cities, illustrious in for-

mer times, are now to be seen only in their ruins and ancient history. LoRETTA, on
the other hand, an obscure spot never thought or heard of in times of antiquity, is now
the admiration of the world, for the riches it contains, and the prodigious resort to it of

pilgrims, and other devotees, from a notion industriously propagated by the Romish
clergy, that tlie house in which the Virgin Mary is said to have dwelt at Nazareth,

was carried thither through the air by angels, attended with many other miraculous

circumstances, such as that all the trees, on the arrival of the sacred mansion, bowed
with the profoundest reverence : and great care is taken to prevent any bits of the ma-
terials of this house from being carried to other places, and exposed as relics, to the pre-

judice of Loretto. The image of the Virgin Mary, and of the divine infant, are of ce-

dar, placed in a small apartment, separated from the others by a silver ballustrade,

which has a gate of the same metal.—It is impossible to describe the gold chains, the

rings, and jewels, emeralds, pearls, and rubies, wherewith this image is or was loaded \

and the angels of solid gold, who are here placed on every side, are equally enriched

w^ith the most precious diamonds. To the superstition of Roman Catholic princes, Lo-
retto is indebted for this mass of treasture. It has been a matter of surprise, that no
attempt has yet been made by the Turks or Barbary states upon Loretto, especially as

it is badly fortified, and stands near the sea but it is now generally supposed that the

real treasure is withdrawn, and metals and stones of less value substituted in its place.

The king of Naples and Sicily, or, as he is more properly called, the King of the

Two Sicilies (the name of Sicily being common to both), is possessed of the largest do-

minions of any prince in Italy, as they comprehend the ancient countries of Samnium,
Gampania, Apulia, Magna Grecia, and the island of Sicily, containing in all about

32,000 square miles. They are bounded on all sides by the Mediterranean and the

Adriatic, except on the north-east, where Naples terminates on the ecclesiastical state.

The Apennine runs through it from north to south, and its surface is estimated at 3,500

square leagues. The air is hot, and its soil fruitful of every thing produced in Italy:

The wines called Vino Greco, and Lachrymse Christi, are excellent. The city of Na-
ples, its capital, which is extremely superb, and adorned with all the profusion of art

and riches, and its neighbourhood, would be one of the most delightful places in Eu-
rope to live in, were it not for their vicinity to the volcano of Vesuvius, which some-

times threatens the city with destruction, and the soil being pestered with insects and

reptiles, seme of which are venomous. The houses of Naples are inadequate to the po-

pulation, but in general, are £ve or six stories in height, and fiat at the top j on which

are placed numbers of flower vases, or fruit-trees, in boxes of earth, producing a very

gay and agreeable effect. Some of the streets are very handsome : no street in Rome
equals in beauty the Stradi di Toledo at Naples^ and still less can any of them be compar-

ed with those beautiful streets that lie open to the bay. The richest and most commodious
convents in Europe, both for male and female votaries, are in this city j the m.ost fertile

and beautiful hills of the environs are covered with them : and a small part of their re-

venue is spent in feeding the poor, the monks distributing bread and soup to a certain

number every day before the doors of the convents.

Though above two thirds of the property of the kingdom are in the hands of the ec-

clesiastics, the protestants live here with great freedom \ and though his Neapolitan ma-

jesty presents to his holiness every year a palfrey, as an acknowledgment that his king-

dom is a fief of the pontificate, yet no inquisition is established in Naples. The reve-

nues of that king amounted, before Naples was taken by the French, to more than a
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million sterling. The exports of tht kingdom are legumes, hemp, annlseeds, wool, oil,

wine, cheese, fish, honey, wax, manna, saffron, gums, capers, macaroni, salt, pot-ash,

flax, cotton, silk, and divers manufactures. The king has a numerous but generally-

poor nobility, consisting of princes, dukes, marquisses, and other high sounding titles
j

and his capital, by far the most populous in Italy, contains at least 350,000 inhabitants.

Among these are about. 30,000 lazaroni, or black-guards, the greater part of which

have no dwelling houses, but sleep every night in summer under porticos, piazzas, or

any kind of shelter they can find, and in winter or rainy time of the year, wliich lasts

several weeks, the rain falling by pailfulls, they resort to the caves under Capo di

Monte, where they sleep in crowds like, sheep in a pinfold. Those of them wiio have

wives and children, live in the suburbs of Naples, near Pausillippo, in huts, or in caverns,

or chambers dug out of that mountain. Some gain a livelihood by fishing, others by carrying

burdens to and from the shipping many v^alk about the streets ready to run on errands,

or to perform any labour in their power for a very small recompence. As they do not

meet with constant employment, their wages are not sufficient for their maintenance
j

but the deficiency is in some degree supplied by the soup and bread wliich ai-e distri-

buted at the doors of the convents.

But though there is so much poverty among the lower people, there is a great ap-

pearance of wealth among some of the great. The Neapolitan nobility are excessively

fond of shew and splendour. This appears in the brilliancy of their equipages, the num-
ber of their attendants, the richness of their dress, and the grandeur of their titles. Ac-
cording to a late traveller (Mr Swinburne), luxury of late hath advanced with gigantic

strides in Naples. Forty years ago, the Neapolitan ladies wore nets and ribbands on
their heads, as the Spanish women do to this day, and not twenty of them Vv^erc possessed

of a cap : but hair plainly drest is a mode now confined to the lowest order of inhabi-

tants ; and all distinction of dress between the wife of a nobleman, and that of a citizen,

is entirely laid aside. Expence and extravagance are here in the extreme.

Through every spot of the kingdom of Naples, the traveller may be said to tread on
classic ground, and no country presents the eye with more beautiful prospects. There
are still traces of the memorable town of Cannae, as fragments of altars, cornices, gates,

walls, vaults, and under ground granaries y and the scene of action between
Hannibal and the Romans, is still marked out to posterity by the name of Fe%%o
(li sangue^ " field of blood." Tarento, a city that was once the rival of Romc^
is now remarkable for little else than its fisheries. Sorenlo is a city placed on the

brink of steep rocks, that overhang the bay, and of all the places in the kingdom, had
the most delightful climate. Nola, once famous for its amphitheatres, and as the place

where Augustus Caesar died, is now hardly worth observation.

Brundusium, now Brindisi, w^as the great supplier of oysters for the Roman tables.

It hath a fine port, but the buildings arc poor and ruinous j and the fall of the Grecian
empire under the Turks reduced it lo a state of inactivity and poverty, from which it

hath not yet emerged. E-xcept Rome, no city can boast of so nwny remains of ancient

sculpture as Benevento : here the arch of Trajan, one cf tlie most magnificent remains
of Roman grandeur out of Rome, erected in the year 114, is still in tolerable preserva-

tion. Reggio had nothing remarkable but a Gothic cathedral. It was destroyed by
an earthquake before the Marsian war, and rebuilt by Julius Caesar part of the wall

still remains, and was very roughly handled by the earthquake in 11 S 2, but not destroy-

ed
j
only 126 lost their lives out of 16,000 inhabitants. The ant lent city of Oppido

was entirely ruined by the earthquake of the 5th of February, and the greatest force

thereof seems to have been exerted near that spot, and at Casal Nuova, and Terra Nu-
ova. From Trupe^ to Squilace, most of the towns and villages were either totally, or
in part cverthrcwn, and many of the inhabitants buried in the ruin;. To ascertain the

extent of the ravages, sir Wililam Hamilton, who surveyed it, gives tlic following
description :

** If on a map of Il;Uy, and with your compasses on the scale of lialian

inilcs, you were to measure oft' 22, and then fixing your central point in the city of Op-
pido (which appeared to me to be the spot on which the earthquake had exerted its

greatest force), form a circle (the radii of which will be as I just said, 22 miles) you
Will then include all the to^vns and villages that have bpcn utterly ruined, end the spots
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where the greatest mortality has happened, and where thete have been the most visible

alterations on the face of the earth. Then extend your compasses on the same scale to

72 miles,, preserving the same centfe, and form another circle, you will include the

whole of the country that has any mark of having been affected by the earthquake.^

The island of Sicily, once the granary of the world for corn, still continues to sup-

ply Naples, and other parts, with that commodity j but its cultivation, and consequently

fertility, is greatly diminished. Its vegetable, mineral, and animal productions, are

pretty much the same with those of Italy.

Both the ancients and moderns have maintained, that Sicily was originally joined to-

the Continent of Italy, but gradually separated from it by the encroachments of the s^a,

and the shocks of earthquakes, so as to become a perfect island. The climate of Sicily

IS so hot, that even in the beginning of January the shade is refreshing j and chilling

v/inds are only felt a few days in March, and then a small fire is sufficient to banish the

cold. The only appearance of winter is found towards the summit of Mount iEtna,
where snow falls, which the inhabitants have a contrivance for preserving. Churches,

convents, and religious foundations, are extremely numerous here : the buildings are

handsome, and the revenues considerable. If this island were better cultivated, and its

government more equitable, it would in many respects be a delightful place of residence,

-There are a great number of fine remains of antiquity here. Some parts of this island

sre remarkable for the beauty of the female inhabitants. Palermo, the capital of Sici-

ly is computed to contain 120,000 inhabitants. The two principal streets, and which cross

each other, are very fine. This is said to be the only town'in all Italy which is lighted at

night at the public expence. It carries on a considerable trade j as also did Messina, which,,

before the earthquake in 1783, was a large and well built city, containing many chur-

ches and convents, generally elegant structures. By that earthquake a great part of

the. lower district of the city and of the port was destroyed, and considerable damage
done to the lofty uniform buildings called the Fala%%ata^ in the shape of a crescent 'y

but the force of the earthquake, though violent, was nothing at Messina or Reggio, ta

what it vras in the plain, for of 30,000, the supposed population of the city, only 700 is;

xsaid to have perished. " The greatest mortality fell upon those towns and countries

situated in the plain of Calabria Ultra, on the western side of the mountains Dejo, Sa-

cro, and Caulone. At Casal Nuovo, the princj^ss Gerace, and upwards of 4000 of the

inhabitants, lost their lives j at Bagnara, the number of dead amounts to 3017 j Radi-

cina and Palmi count their loss at about 3000 eaeh j Terra Nuova about 1400 \ Semi-

nari still more. The sum total of the mortality in both Calabrias and in Sicily, by the

earthquakes alone, according to the returns in the secretary of state's office at Naples,

, is. 32,367 5 but Sir William Hamilton saith, " he has good reason to believe, that,

including strangers, the number of lives lost must have been considerably greater

40,000 at least may be allowed, he believes, without exaggeration.

The island ©f Sardinia, which gives a royal title to the duke of Savoy, lies about

J50 miles west of Leghorn, and hath seven cities or tov.'ns. Its capital, Cagliari, is an

miiversity, an archbishopric, ai-.d the seat of the viceroy, containing about 15,000 i-p-

habitants. It is thought that his Sardinian majesty's revenues, from this island, do not

exceed 50001. sterling a-year, though it yields plenty of corn and v;ine, and has a co-

ral fishery. Its air is bad, from its m.arshes and high mountains on the north, and

therefore was a place of exile for the Romans. It w^as formerly annexed to the crown,

of Spain, bat at the peace of Utrecht it was given to the emperor, and in 1719, to the

house of Savoy.

On the 16th September 1792, war was declared by the national assembly of France

against the king of Sardinia, and about the 20th general Montesquieu entered the ter-

ritories of Savoy. His Sardinian majesty continued to resist this unprovoked invasion,

and to struggle for his independence till the year 1796, when, to avert impending de-

struction, a treaty was concluded in
.
May, in all respects moat humiliatiiig and dis-

gracefiil.

The unfortunate king was afterwards obliged to have recourse to arms, when, being

forced to yield to t;he superiority of the French armiesj be was dethroned by Bonopartq*
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The island of Corsica lies opposite to the Genoese continent, between the gulf

of Genoa and island of Sardinia, and is better known by the noble stand which the in-

habitants made for their liberty, against their Genoese tyrants, and afterwards against

the base and ungenerous efforts of the French to enslave them, than from any advan-

tages they enjoy, from nature or situation. Though mountainous and woody, it pro-

duces corn, wine, figs, almonds, chesnuts, olives, and other fruits. It has also some

cattle and horses, and is plentifully supplied, both by sea and rivers, with fish. The
inhabitants are said to amount to 120,000. Bastia, the capital, is a place of some

strength
j
though other towns of the island that were in possession of the malcontents,

appear to have beeu but poorly fortified.

In 1794, Corsica was reduced by lord Hood, who, after leaving Toulon cruized some

time off Hieres bay j and early in the month of May proceeded for Corsica, which

was in a state of revolt against the authority of the Convention. The tower amd gar-

rison of Mortello surrendered on the 10th of that month ; the tower of Tornelli was
abandoned by the republicans on the 17th j and in two days after, they evacuated St

Fiorenzo, and retreated to Bastia j whither they were followed as soon as possible by.

lord Hood. The number of persons bearing arms in Bastia originally amounted to no
more than 3000 men. The fortifications Were not in the best state, and the garrison but

indilferently provided
;
yet they made an obstinate defence, and resisted till the 19th of

May, when Lord Hood, " in consideration of the very gallant defence made by the

garrison of Bastia, and from principles of humanity," cifered honourable terms to the

commandant Gentili, which, in the situation of the garrison, it would have been despe-

rate to reject. In consequence of this negociation, the garrison, on the 24th, marched
out with the honours of war, and Bastia was taken possession of by tlie English.

In consequence of this success the whole island submitted to the British arms, except

the town of Calvi, which resisted till the 10th of August, when it surrendered on terms

of capitulation. The garrison marched out with the honours of war, and were trans-

ported at the expence of Great Britain to Toulon.

Corsica did not, however, long remain in possession of the English. In 1796 the

directory planned its reduction j nor could the vigilance of the viceroy hinder such com*
munications, or his authority suppress such tendencies to insurrection, as were sufficient

to mark the disposition of his newly acquired subjects. While the French were form-
ing plans, the execution of which was checked by the superiority of the Eiiglish navaJ.

force, the Corsicans were employed in finding means how to co-operate with their for-

mer countrymen, and shake off their new allegiance. The viceroy, who knew how to

estimate the alternately subtle and stubborn politics of these islanders, did not wait the

explosion, but gave notice that he was going to withdraw his troops, and along with
them the kindly government he was going to establish. The Corsicans scarcely waited
the withdrawing of the English troops, before they formed themselves into primary as-

semblies to send deputies to the commissioners in Italy to divest themselves of their title

of subjects to the king of England.
Capri, the ancient Caprea, is an island to which Augustus Ccesar often came for his

health and recreation, and which Tiberius made a scene of the most infamous pleasures.

It lies three Italian miles from that part of the main land which projects farthest into

the sea. It extends four miles in length from east to west, and about one in breadth.
The western part is, for above two miles, a continued rock, vastly high, and inaccessible

next the sea
;
yet Ano Capri, the largest town of the island, is situated here j and in

this part are several places covered with a very fruitful soil, The eastern end of the
island also rises up in precipices that are nearly as high, though not quite so long as tlie

western. Between the rocky mo\mtains, at each cud, is a slip of lower ground that
runs across the island, and is one of the pleasantest spots that can easily be conceived.
It is covered with myrtles, olives, ahnonds, oranges, figs, vineyards, and corn fields, which
Ipok extremely fresh and beautiful, and aftbrd a most delightful little landscape, when
viewed from the tops of the neighbouring mountains. Here is situated the town o£
Caprea, two or three convents, and the bishop's palace. In the midst of this fertile

t-ract rises a hill, which in the reign of Tiberius >viis probably covered ^vitb buildings,
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some remains of which are still to be seen.—But the most consiberable ruins are at the

ATry extremity of the eastern promontory.

From this place there is a very noble prospect ; on one side of it, the sea extends far-

ther than the eye can reach
;
just opposite is the green promontory of Sarentum, and on

the other side the bay of Naples.

IscHiA, and some other islands on the coasts of Naples and Italy, have nothing to

di'^tinguish them but the ruins of their antiquities, and their being now beautiful sum-
mer retreats for their owners. Elba hath been renowned for its mines from a period

beyond the reach of history, Virgil and Aristotle mention it. Its situation is about

ten miles south-west from Tuscany, and 80 miles in circumfermice, containing near 7000
inhabitants. It is divided between the king of Naples, terwhom Porto Longone be-

longs, and the great duke of Tuscany, who is master of Porto Ferraio, and the prince

of Piombino. The fruits and wine of the island are very good, and the tunncry, fishe-

ries, and salt, produce a good revenue.

1 shall here mention the isle of Malta, though it is not properly ranked with Ita*

lian islands. It was formerly called Mileta, and is situated in 15 degrees E. Ion. and
Z6 degrees N. lat. 60 miles south of Cape Passaro in Sicily, and is of an oval figure,

20, miles long, and 12 broad. Its air is clear, but excessively hot ^ the whole island

seems to be a white rock covered with a thin surface of earth, w^hich is however amaz-
ingly productive of excellent fruits and vegetables, and garden stuff of all kinds. This
island *, or rather lock, was given to the knights of St John of Jerusalem in 1530, by
the emperor Charles V., when the Turks drove them out of Rhodes, under the tender

of one falcon yearly to the viceroy of Sicily, and to acknowledge the kings of Spain

and Sicily for their protectors : they are now known by the distinction . of the

knights of Malta. They are under vows of celibacy and chastity j but they keep the

former much better than the latter. They have considerable possessions in the Roman
Catholic countries on the continent, and are under the government of a grand master

Tvho is elected for life. The lord prior of the order was formerly accounted the prime

baron in England. The knights are in number 1000 ; 500 are to reside on the island,

the remainder are in their seminaries in other countries, but at any summons are to make
their personal appearance. They had a seminary in England till it was suppressed by
Henry VIII. but they now give to one the title of Grand Prior of England. They
were considered as the bulwark of Christendom against the Turks on that side. They
wear the badge of the order, a gold cross of eight points enamelled white, pendant to a

black Vvatercd ribband at the breast, and the badge is decorated so as to distinguish the

country of the knight. They are generally of noble families, or such as ca^prove their

gentility for six descents, and are ranked according to their nations. There are six-

teen calted the Great Crosses, out of whom the officers of the order, as the marshal, ad-

miral, chancellor, Sec. are chosen. When the great master dies, they suffer no vessel

to go out of the island till another is chosen, to prevent the pope from interfering in the

election. Out of the sixteen great crosses, the grand master is elected, whose title is,

" The most illustrious, and most reverend prince, the lord friar A. B. great master of

the hospital of St John of Jerusalem, prince of Malta and Gaza." All the knights arc

sworn to defend the church, to obey their superiors, and to live on the revenues of their

order only. Not only their chief town Valletta or Malta, and its harbour, But the

whole island, w^as so well fortified, as to be deemed impregnable. On the 18th of Sep-

tember there is an annual procession at Malta in memory of the Turks raising the siege

on that day, 1563, after four months assault, leaving their artillery, &c. behind.

No event of any importance has happened at Malta till the year 1798, when the

whole island was conquered by the French. Their fleet commanded by Bonaparte ar-

rived there on the 9th at day break, within sight of the island of Gose. On the same

evening, an aid-de-camp was sent by Bonaparte, to ask liberty of the grand master to

water in the different anchorages in the island j this request being refused, admiral Bruys

was ordered to prepare for making a descent. He sent i-eay-admiral Blanquet with Hs,

* The island of Malta was governed by a Grand Master,
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squadron, and the c<>nvoy from Civita Vecchia, to effect a descent In the bay of Marsa

Sirocco. On the' 10th at day dreak the French troops were landed at all points, not-

withstanding the opposition of a heavy cannonade. In the evening the fortress was in-

vested on all sides, and the rest of the island submitted. The unfortunate inhabitants, being

alarmed beyond any thing that can be imagined, took refuge in the town of Malta j

which was by these means filled with people. During all the evening a brisk canon-

nade was kept up by the town. The besieged made a sortie : but the chief of brigade,

Marraont, at the head of the 12th, took from them the standard of their order. The
grand master sent on the morning of the 11th to ,f€^uest a suspension of arms. The
chief of the brigade, Junot was immediately sent to him with authority to sign a sus-

pension of arms, if he consented as a preliminary to negotiate for the surrender of the

place. The suspension of arms was then concluded for 24 hours j and the whole island

surrendered to the French. After the victory of Aboukir, it was closely blockaded,

and ^as obliged to surrender to the British, in whose possession it still remains.

Arms and orders.] The chief armorial bearings in Italy are as follow : The pope,

as sovereign prince over the land of the church, bears for his escutcheon, gules, consist-

ing of a long headcape, or, surmounted with a cross, pearled and garnished ^vith three

royal crowns, together with the two keys of St Peter, placed in saltier. The arms of

Tuscany, or, five roundlcs, gules, two, two, and one, and one in chief, azure, charged

with three flower-de-Luces, or. Those of Venice, azure, a lion winged, sejant, or hold-

ing under one of his paws a book covered, argent. Those of Genoa, argent, a cross,

gules, with a crown closed for the island of Corsica j and for supporters, two griffins, or.

The arms of Naples, are, azure, semee of flower-de-Luces, or, with a label of five

points, gules. The French, after the conquest of Italy, had for their arms the figure of

Brutus rising cut of the tomb, and its standard tri-coloured, with v/hite, and red, and
black.

The " order of St lanuariusy'''* was instituted by the present king of Spain, when
king of Naples, in July 1738. The number of knights is limited to 30, and after the

present sovereign, that office of the order is to be possessed by the kings of Naples, All
the knights must prove the nobility of their descent for four centuries, and are to be ad-

dressed by the title of excellency. St Januarius, the celebrated patron of Naples, is the

patron of this order. The " order of yfnnunciation*'* was instituted in the year 1355,
by Amadeus V. count of Savoy, in memory of Amadeus I. who bravely defended

Rhodes against the Turks, and won those arms which are now borne by the dukes of

Savoy, " Gules, a cross argent." It is counted among the most respectable orders in

Europe : the knight? must be of a noble family, and also a papist. In the year

1572, Emanuel Philibert, duke of Savoy, instituted the " order of St L.i'zarus^'' and
revived and united the obsolete order of <S'; Maurice to it j which was confirmed by the

pope, on the condition of maintaining two gallies against the Turks. *

In the year 828, it is pretended that the body of St Mark was removed from Alex-
andria in Egypt to Venice, Accordingly this saint hath been taken for their tutelar

saint and guardian, and his picture was formerly painted on their ensigns and banner?.

When the *' order of St Mark'''' was first instituted is uncertain, but it is an honour
conferred by the doge or duke of Venice and the senate, on persons of eminent quality,

•or who have done some signal service to the republic. The knights, when made, if

present, are dubbed with a sword on tlieir shoulders, the duke saying " Esto miles fiJc-

les^"^ (be a faithful soldier.) Absent persons are invested by letters patent, but their

title, " Knights of St Markj"*"* is merely honorary : they have no revenue, nor are they
under any obligation by vows, as other orders. About the year 1460, Frederick 111.

emperor of Gennany, instituted the *' order of St George^'' and dedicated it to St Geor;^'^e,

tutelar saint and patron of Genoa. The doge is perpetual grand master. The badejf,

a piahi cross enamelled, gules, pendant to a gold chain and worn about their necici.

'The cross is also embroidered on their cloaks. In tlie year 15G1, Casimir of Mcdicis,
first grand duke of Tuscany, instituted the " order of Si Siepheriy'* in memory of a \'ic-

tory which secured to him the sovereignty of that province. He and his successors

were to be the grand-masters. The knights are allowed to marry, and their two prin-

cipal conventuaf houses arc ut Pisii. It is a religious as well c? military order, bwt the
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knights ofJustice and the Ecclesiastics are obliged to make proof-of hobility of foul-

scents. They wear a red cross with right angles, orled, or, on the left side of their ha-

bit, and on their mantle.

The " order of the Ho/y Ghost,'''' was founded with their chief seat, the hospital of

that name in Rome, by pope Innocent III. about the year 1198. They have a grand-

master, and profess obedience, chastity, and poverty. Their revenue is estimated at

24,000 ducats daily, with which they entertain strangers, relieve the poor, train up de-

serted children, &.c. Their ensign is a white patriarchal cross with 12 points, sewed

on their breast on the left side of a black mantle. The " order of Jesus Christ,^'' in-

stituted by pope John XXII, was reformed and improved by pope. Paul V. The reign-

ing pope was to be always sovereign of it, and was designed as a mark of distinction for

the pope's Italian nobility j but on account of its frequent prostitution, it hath fallen into

discredit. The " order of the Golden Spur'"' is said to have been instituted by pope

Pius IV. 1559, and to have been connected with the " order of Pius," instituted a

year afterwards *, but the badges were different. The knights of Pius are suppressed,

and all that the knights of the Golden Spur have preserved to themselves, is the title of

counts of the sacred palace of the Lateran. The badge is a star of eight points, white,

and between the two bottom points, a spur, gold.

tliSTORY.J Italy was probably first peopled from Greece, as we have mentioned in

the Introduction, to which we refer the reader for the ancient history of this country,

which, for many ages, gave law to the then known worid under the Romans.

The empire of Charlemagne, who died in 814, soon experienced that of Alexander.

Under his successors it was in' a short time entirely dismembered. His son, Lewis the

Debonair, succeeded to his dominions in France and Germany, while Bernard, the

grandson of Charlemagne, reigned over Italy and the adjacent islands. But Bernard

having lost his life by the cruelty of his uncle, against whom he levied war, and

Lewis himself dying in 840, his dominions were divided among his sons Lothario, Levv'^-

is, and Charles. Lothario, wdth the title of emperor, retained Italy, Provence, and the

fertile countries situated between the Saone and the Rhine j Lewis had Germany j and

France fell to the share of Charles, the youngest of the three brothers. Shortly after

this, Italy was ravaged by different contending tyrants j but in 964, Otho the Great,

re-united Italy to the Imperial dominions. Italy afterwards suffered much by the con-

tests between the popes and the emperors j it was harassed by wars and internal divi-

sions \ and at length various principalities and states were erected under different heads.

Savoy and Piedmont, in time, fell to the lot of the counts of Maurienne, the ances-

tors of his present Sardinian majesty, whose father became king of Sardinia, in virtue of

the quadruple alliance concluded in 1713 *. In 1794 Savoy and Piedmont were sub-

dued by the French, and were ceded to them by their late treaty with the king of

Sardinia.

The great duchy of Tuscany belqngeji to the emperors of Germ.any, who governed it

by deputies to the year 1240, when the famous distinctions of the Guelphs, who were

the partizans of the pope, and the GibelHnes, who were in the emperor's interest, took

place. The popes then persuaded the imperial governors in Tuscany to put themselves

under the protection of the church j but the Florentines, in a short time, formed them^

selves into a free commonwealth, and bravely defended their liberties against both par-

* Charles-Emanuel-Ferdinand-Maria, king of Sardinia, and duke of Savoy, born May 24, i751

;

married in 17T5 to Maria Adelheid, sister to Louis XVI. the late unfortunate king of the French.

Brothers and Sisters of the King.
1. Maria-Josepha-Louisa, born September 2, 1753 ; married to the count de Provence, vid. France.

2. Maria-Theresa, born January 31 1756 ; naarried to the count d'Artois, vid. France.

3. Anna-Maria-Carolin«, born December 17. 1757.

4. Victor Emanuel Cajetan due d'Apste, born June 24. 159
;

married, April 25, 1789, Maria
Theresa, niece to the present emperor.

5. Maurice-Joseph-Maria, due de Montserrat, born September 12. 1762.

6. Maria- Chariotta, born January 17. 1764. ^

7. Charles-Joseph, due de Genevois, born April 6, 1765.

6. Joseph-Benedict, count de Maarieune, born October 5, 1766,
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ties hy turn. Factioxi at last ihook their freedom ; and the family of Medici, long be-

fore Lbey w^re either declared princes or dukes, in fact governed Florence, though the

rights and privileges of the people seemed still to exist. The Medici, particularly Cos-

mo, who was deservedly called the Father of his Country, being in the secret, shared

with the Venetians in ihe immense profits of the East India trade, before the discove-

ries made by the Portuguese. His revenue, in ready money, which exceeded that of
any sovereign prince m Europe, enabled his successors to rise to sovereign pov.er j and
pope Pius V. gave one of his descendants, Cosmo (the great patron of the arts), the ti-

tle of Great Duke of Tuscany in 1570, which continued in his family to the death of
Gaston de Medicis in 1737, without issue. The great duchy was then claimed by the

emperor Charles VI. as a fief of the empire, and given to his son-in-law, the duke o£

Lorrain, (afterwards emperor, and father of Joseph II.) in lieu of the duchy of Lorrain,

which was ceded to France by treaty. Leopold, his second son, (brother and succes-

sor to the emperor Joseph II.) upon the death of his father, became Grand Duke.
When he succeeded to the imperial crown, his son Ferdinand entered upon the sove-

reignty of the great duchy of Tuscany, who has now succeeded his father in the empire
of Geraiany. Leghorn, which belongs to him^ carries on a great trade : and several

ships of very considerable force are now stationed on the Tuscan coast, to prevent the

depredations of the infidels.

No country has undergone greater vicissitudes of government than Naples or Sicily,
chiefly owing to the inconstancy of the natives, which seems to be incorporated with
the air. Christiajis and Saracens by turns conquered it. The Normans under Tancred
drove out the Saracens, and by their connections vrith the Greelis, established there,

while the rest of Europe was plunged in monkish ignorance, a most respectable moiiarchy

flourishing in arts and arms. About the year 1166, the popes being then all powerfiil

in Europe, their intrigues broke into the succession of Tancred's line, and Naples and
Sicily at last came into the possessipa of the French ; and the house of Anjou^ vnth
some interraplions and tragical revolutions, held it till the Spaniards drove them out in

1504, and it was then annexed to the crown of Spain,

The government of the Spaniards under the Austrian line, was so oppressive, that it

gave rise to the famous revolt, headed by Massaniello, a young fisherman, vrithout shoes
or stockings, in the year 1G47. His success was so surprising, that he obliged tfac

Haughty Spaniards to abolish the oppressive taxes, and to confirm the liberlies of the
peoplej Before these could be re-esiablished perfectly, he turned delirious, through his

continual agitations of body and mind, and he was put to death at the head of his owu
mob. Naples and Sicily continued with the Spaniards till the year 1700, when the ex-
tinction of the Austrian line opened a new scene of litigation. In 170u the archduke
Charley afterwards 'emperor, took possession of the kingdom. By \'irtue of variou:* trea-

ties, which had introduced Don Carlos, the king of Spain's son, to the possession of
Parma and Placentia, a new war broke out in 1733, betv.een the houses ol Austria, and
Bourbon, about the possession of Naples j and Don Carlos was received into the capital,

where he was proclaim.ed king of both Sicilies : this was followed by a very bloody
campaign, but the farther effusion of blood was stopt by a peace between France and
the emperor, to which the courts of Madrid and Naples at first demurred, but after-

wards acceded in ]73G, and Don Carlos remained king of Naples. Upon his accession

to the crown of Spain in 1759, it being found, by the inspection of physicians, and other
trials, that his eldest son was by nature incapacitated for reigning, and his second bcin^
heir-apparent to the Spanish monarchy, he resigned the crown of Naples to liis thiri
son, Ferdinand IV. v>ho married an archduchess of Austria*.

Ferdinand IV. king of the two Sicilies, third son of his late Catholic Majesty, the king of Spain,
born Jan. 12, 1751 ;

ascenJed the throne October 5, ll'j'j ; and irarried April 7. 1768, to the arch-
duchess Maria-Caroli la-Lo'iisd, si-ter to the late emperor, by wl.om he has had issue 13 children, of
whoaj 9 are living : One died lately on board admiral Nelson's sbip on his p*;sagc toP.lermj, oiirj^ht
and sickness. The rest are,

I Mar a Theresa, present empress of Germany, born June 6, 1TT2.

2. Thcresa-CIeraentir.e. born Nov. 23, 17T.T
; married Sept. 17, 17yo, the archduke Ferdinand.

3. F.'ancis Januarius, Hiince Royal, btrn August 17, 1777
j married Mu.ria Clcme-fLa, the Aick-

duc-beK September ITL'O. Has issue, Ncv. i, 1. ytf, a sen.
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The king of Naples joined the coalition which was formed by the princes of Europe
against the French Republic : but, terrified by the rapid and unparalleled successes of
his enemies, he was forced to request an armistice, which was granted to him, together
with the pope : and on the 25th of October 1797 a definitive treaty was concluded upon
such conditions as the French were pleased to dictate.

It was impossible, however, that a peace concluded on such disgraceful conditions

could be of long continuance being insulted beyond indurance, they began, particular -

ly after admiral Nelson's victory, to give evident proofs of enmity towards the French,

and clearly shewed an inclination to join any confederacy, which might be formed against

them. The king of Naples, however, either not being sufficiently informed of the de-

signs and views of the other powers, or misunderstanding them, commenced his military

operations before they were ready to co-operate with him. His troops were not able to

withstand those of the enemy, but were defeated in almost every engagement. Finally,

the unfortunate monarch was at last forced to abandon his capital to the eaiemy. He
embarked together with his queen and family on board lord Nelson's ship, and arrived

after a most tempestuous passage, in which one of the young princes Albert died, through
excessive sickness and fatigue. The enemy were, however, by the successes of Suwar-
row, and by the exertions of the British forces under Captain Troubridgc, expelled from
Naples, and the rightful sovereign restored to the throne.

' The Milanese, the fairest portion in Italy, went through several hands j the Viscontis

wer€ succeeded by the Galcazzos and the Sforzas, but fell at last into the hands of the

emperor Charles V. about the year 1525, who gave it to his son Philip II. king of Spain.

It remained with that crown till the French were driven out of Italy, in 1706, by t\ib

imperialists. They were dispossessed of it in 1743 but by the emperor's cession of

Naples and Sicily to the present king of Spain, it returned to the house of Austria who
governs it by a viceroy. It has been since overrun by the French, and lately recon-

quered from them by the allies, who in their turn have been obliged to evacuate it in

favour of the French.

The duchy of Mantua xvas formerly governed by the family of Gonzaga, who, ad-

hering to France, the territorv was forfeited, as a fief of the empire, to the house of Aus-
tria, which now possesses it, the last duke dying v/ithout male issue j but Guastaila was
separated from it in 1740, and made part of the duchy of Parma.

The first duke of Parma was natural son to pope Paul III. the duchy having been

annexed to the holy see, in 1545, by pope Julius II. The descendants of the house of

Farnese terminated in the late queen-dowager of Spain, whose son, his present catholic

majesty, obtained that duchy, and his nephew now holds it with the duchy of Placentia.

The Venetians were formerly the most formidable maritime power in Europe. In

1194, they conquered Constantinople itself, and held it for some time, together with

great part of the continent of Europe and Asia. They were more than once brought

to the brink of destruction, by the confederacies formed against them among the other

powers of Emrope, especially by the league of Cambray, in 1509, but were as often saved

by the disunion of the confederates. The discovery of a passage to India, by the Cape
of Good Hope, gave the first blow to their greatness, as it lost them the Indian trade.

By degrees the Turky took from them their most valuable possessions on the continent
j

and so late as the yeir 1715 they lost the Morea. Venice was made a free port in 1736,
governed by a doge who was elected in 1733. In 1798, when the French had over-

run Italy, having contrived several accusations against the inhabitants of Venice, they

addressed a manifesto to the doge, complaining of the hostile disposition that govern-

ment had always manifested towards them, and demanding instant satisfaction for the

recent injuries. Commissaries were appointed to wait on Buonaparte, and a treaty was

concluded, the terms of which were the cession of the whole of the Terra Firma to the

French j the port of Venice to be occupied by French troops and to pay 80 millions

of livrcs
J
and lastly, the government to be changed. The last article was almost imme-

diately put in execution. The senate and council of ten were also abolished : and the three

state inquisitors put under arrest. A provisional administration was appointed, and a

municipality of 50 members was chosen, under the presidency of six commissaries ap-

pointed by the commander of the French army. The Venetian territory was filled with
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their troops, and the only article of the treaty they took eare to fulfil was the levying

of the contributions. This republic, by a treaty between France and the emperor ot'

Germany, was ceded to the latter power j but was in 1805 given up to France

The Genoese for some time disputed the empire of the Mediterranean sea with the

Venetians, but were seldom or never able to maintain their own independency by land,

bein^- generally protected, and sometimes subjected, by the French and Imperialists

Their doge, or first magistrate, used to be crowned king of Corsica, though it does not

clearly appear by what title that island is now ceded to the French by the Geneose.

The successful elFort they made in driving the victorious Austrians out of their capital,

during the war which was terminated by the peace of Aix la Chapelle in 1734, has few

parallels in history, and serves to shew the effegt of despair under oppression. At pre-

sent their revenue is barely sufficient to preserve the appearance of a sovereign state«

At the same time that the government of Venice was overturned, the republic of

Genoa felt the predominant intluence of the French j and its government, which was
one of those mild aristocracies, where the great are content with having all the political

power without oppressing their fellow citizens, was destroyed in order to make way for

a government formed upon their principles. It now belongs to France.

The history of the Papacy is connected with that of Christendom itself. The most
solid foundations for its temporal power were laid by the famous Matilda, countess of

Tuscany, and heiress to the greatest part of Italy, who bequeathed a large portion of her

dominions to the famous pope Gregory VIL (who, before his accession in 1073, was sor

well known by the name of Hildebrand.) It is not to be expected that I am here to

enter into a detail of the ignorance of the laity, and the other causes that operated to

the aggrandizement of the papacy, previous to the Reformation. Even since that ccra,

the state of Europe has been such, that the popes have had more than o;iice great weight
in its public alTaits, chiefly through the weakness and bigotry of temporal princes.

The Papal power, even before the French revolution, was reduced very low, bnt that

dreadful event struck the finishing blow j the Order of Jesus had been exterminated out

of France, Spain, Naples aud Portugal. On the resumption of Avignon., and the

Comtat Vcnaissin, by the national assembly, the pontiif sent a memorial to most Euro-
pean courts, in which he vehemently and justly remonstrated against this nefarious act

of robbery. In consequence of this unprovoked injury, the Pope joined the confederacy

which was formed against France but was compelled by the misfortunes of war to seek
a temporary enjoyment of his kingdom in a humiliating and disgraceFiil peace. Kis
holiness agreed, without reserve, to the annexation of Avignon, and the county of Ve-
naissin to Fcance, and also transferred to the republic the legations of Bologna, Ferrara,

and Romagna. In conclusion, he consented to pay the conquerors the sum of 30 mil-

lions of livres, 20 of them in specie, and the rest in diamonds and other valuables, with
1G,000 horses as the ransom of that remnant of his dominions of which he was still per-

mitted to enjoy the precarious possession. This treaty, however, so dearly purchased,

was not of long continuance. Pretending that the brother of Buonaparte, the French
envoy at Rome, had been insulted by the populace, they declared war against the Pope,
and immediately commenced their operations As the sovereign Pontiif ^vas in no situa -

tion to resist, they were not interrupted in their march by hostile troops, and in a shorl:

time they entered Rome in triumph, and placed their trees of liberty on the rapitol.

Immediately ou their arrival, they laid a contribution on the city of four niillions in

ready money, two millions of provisions, and three thousand in horses. They disband,,

fid the militia and di^sarmed the Papal troops : Tliey plundered the city, likewise, of all

tkose monuments of the arts by which it was adorned, and removed them to Paris. Tlv.
Pope himself, after being confined and treated with the utmost indignity, w.is draggeJ
into France, where he died at Valence same year Dec. 1799, of a broken heart.

The present pope Pius VII. was bum ia 1742, and elected to the popedom in 1S0(

.

* The foregoing account ot the Italian States applies in general to their condition previovis to

their annexation to the French empire. Italy now belongs to Napoleon, who has completely cianie I

its political condition. It is but justice to add, tli.it the £fVf of Indulgfnct^, inserted in p. ?Jo, .111,1

which has appeared in every Edition of this work, is, by the best informed writers, deemed spurious, a-iii

that practices so disgraceful to Christianity, now nowUeie exist in CalhoUc couutri^.s.
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T U R K E Y.

The Grand SiGNiOR'sDommions are divided mto^

1. TURKEY IN EUROPE. S
2. TURKEY IN ASIA. t 960,0€O
3. TURKEY IN AFRICA. }

TURKEY IN EUROPE.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees.

f 17 and 40 East long.

I 36 and 49 North lat.

Containing 181,400 square miles, with 44 inhabitants to each

Length 1000 7 u .

Ereadth 900 T^^'''

Boundaries 1
"13 FUNDED by Russia, Poland, and Sclavonia, on the North hy
JD Circassia; the Black Sea, the Propontis, Hellespont, and the

Archipelago, on the East
j
by the Mediterranean, on the South j by the same sea, and

the Venetian and Austrian territories, on the West.

Divisions. Subdivisions.

On the north coast of the
^""^

Black Sea are the pro-

vinces of

1 ry and the ancient f j ^

I
Taurica Chersonesus *

\ | ^
(_Budziac Tartary, J 1,0

Chief Towns*
Tarta-"! f Precop

f I Brachiseria

affa

Oczacow

f Bessarabia

Torth of the Danube are <{ Moldavia,

the provinces of

p Bender

j

Belgorod

dim Da- } ••j Jazy

Choczim
Falczin

Walachia, another part of

the ancient Dacia

Bulgaria, the east part'

of the ancient My-
sia —

South of the Danube are Servia, the west part of

Mysia

Bosnia, part of the ancient

Illyricum

Tergovisc

Widin
Nicopoli

Silistria .

Scopia

Belgrade

Scmendria

Nissa

Seraio ,

Sq. M,

26,200

12,000

io,5oa

11,00(5

8,640

* The Russians ii^ 1785 seized on the Crimea, the principal part of this division, and by a treaty

signed January9, 178 j., the Turks ceded it to them, with the isle of i aman and that part of Cuban

which is bounded by the river of that name. The Tuarks have HOW onij the Tartar aatiens bcyoni

^he river Cuban, and froca the JSIack Sea*
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Subdivisions.

54*?

^
HeuLpm.?^''"'

^^^|Romama, dim Thi

f Macedonia

ISouth of Mount Rhodofie

or Argentum, the north -*! Thessaly^ now Janua

part of the ancient
j

Greece
j

I
Achaia and] Boeotia, now

L Livadia

Epirus —

On tlie Adriatic Sea or
|

Gulf of Venice, the an-<^

cient lllyricum.

Albania —

Dalihatia —

LRagusan Republic *

Corinthia —

In the Morea, the an

cient Peloponnesus, be-^

ing the south division
"

of Greece, are

Argos

Spatta

Chief Towns, Sq. M»
r Constantinople,

\ N. L. 41 E. L. 29, 21,200
1 t I * 1

(. Adrianople

r Strymon • • 18,980

1 Contessa

1

^ Salonichi • • 4,650

Lariisa

Athens ">

Thebes >• * . 3,420

Lepanto3
~ Chimaera . .

Burtinto

Scodra

Durazzo « • C,375

Duleigno

Zara . • 4,560

Narenza

Ragusa • 430
"Corinth

Argos
Napoli de Roma-

^ nia

now Misitra,

on the river

Eurotus

* The Republic of Ragusa, though reckoned by geographers part of Turkey in Europe, is not un-

der the Turkish government. It is an aristocratical state, formed nearly after the model ©f that of

Venice. The government is in the hands of the nobility ; and the chief of the republic, who is stiled

rector, is changed every month, and elected by scrutiny or lot. During his short administration, he
lives in the palace, and wears a diical habit. As the Ragusans are unable to protect themselves,

they make use of their wealth to procure them protectors, the chief of whom, for many years, wan
the grand signior. They endeavour also to keep them upon good teimswith the Venetians, and
wther neighbouring states. But in the year '^83 a dispute arose between them and the king oi

Naples, respecting a claim of right to his appointing a commander of the Ragusan troops. It was
terminated by the republic's putting itself under that king's protection. The city of Ragusa is not

above two miles in circumference, but it is well built, and contains some handsome edifices. The
ancient Epidaums was situated not far from this city. The Ragusans profess the Romish religion,

but Greeks, Armenians, and Turks, are tolerated. Almost all the citizens are traders, and they keep
so watchful an eye over their freedom, that the gates of the city of Ragusa are allowed to be open
only a few hours in the day. The language chiefly in use among the Kagusan, is the Sclavonian,

but the greatest part of them speak the Italian. They have many trading vessels, arid arc carriers

in the Mediterranean like the Dutch, being constantly at peace with the piratical states of Baib.iry.

The city of Gravosa, and Stagno, 30 uiiL s NijI. of Rapusa, are within the territoiies of this republic,

4nd there arc al?o five wnaU islands beWnijing to it, the principal gf which is Mehda^
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Divlsious

In the Morea, the an-

cient Peloponnesus, be-

ing the south division •<

of Greece are

Subdivisions.

Glymphia, where
Games were held

the

A'rcadia

-EHs

Chief Towffs. Sq. M,

iOlymphia, or

Longinica, on

I

the river Al-
pheus

^ <{ Modon } 7,22i

Coron
Partas

Elis, or Beivi-

dere on the riv-

er Peneus.

Soil, air, seasons, and Water.] Nature has lavished upon upon the inhabitants

of Turkey all her blessings in those four particulars. The soil, though unimproved, is

luxuriant beyond description. The air is salubrious, and friendly to the imagination,

unless when it is corrupted from the neighbouring countries, or through the indolence

and uncleanness of the Turkish manner of living. The seasons are here regular and

pleasant, and have been celebrated from the remotest times of antiquity. The Turks
are invited to frequent bathings, by the purity and wholsoraeriess of tht watfer all over

their dominions.

Animals.] The Thessalian or Turkish horses are excellent both for their beauty

and service. The black cattle are large, especially in Greece. The goats are a most

valuable part of the animal creation to the inhabitants, for the nutrition they afford^

both of milk and Hesh. The large eagles which abound in the neighbourhood of Ba-

dadagi, furnish the best feathers for arrows for the Turkish archer's, and they sell at an

uncommon price. Partridges are very plentiful in Greece •, as are all other kinds of

fowls and quadrupeds all over Turkey in Europe ^ but the Turks and Mahometans in

general arc not veiy fond of animal food.

Vegetable productionSc] These are excellent all over European Turkey, espe-

cially when assissted by the smallest degree of industry. Besides pot and garden herbs

of almost every kind, this country produces in great abundance and perfection, oranges,

lemons, citrons, pomegranates, grapes of an uncommon sweetness, excellent figs, al-

monds, olives, and cotton. Besides these, many drugs, not common in other parts el-

Europe, are produced here.

Metals and minerals.] Turkey in Europe icontains a variety of all s(M:ts of

mines, and its marbles are esteemed the finest in the world.

Lakes.] These are not extremely remarkable, nor as they imention'ed with any

great applause, cither by the ancients or moderns. The Lago di Sentari Iks in Alba-

nia. It communicates wi^h the Lago di Plave and the Lago di Holti. The Stym-

phalus, so famous for its harpies and ravent)us birds, lies in the Morea and Peneus,

from its qualities, is thought to be the lake from which the Styx issues, conceived by

the ancients to be the passage i^fito hell.

Seas.] The Euxine or Black sea ; the Palus Maeotis, or sea of Asoph 5 tli^ sea qf

Marmoro, which separates Europe from Asia j the Archipelago the Ionian sea, and

the Levant, are so many evidences that Turkey in Europe, particularly that part of it

where Constantinople stands, of all other Countries, had the beat claim to be the mistress

of the world.
,

•

Straits.] Those of the Hellespont and Bosphorus are joined to the sea of Mar-
Tnora, and are remarkable in the modern as well as ancient history. The former, viz.

the Hellespont, or Dardanelles, is only two miles and a half in breadth, and is famous

for the passage of Xerxes over it, when about to invade Greece, and ©f Alexander in

his expedition against Asia. The former, for the more easy transportation of his nu-

merous forces, laid a bridge of boats over it. It is also celebrated by the poets in the

story of two lovers. Hero and Leander, of whom the latter swam across it to his mis-

tress
J
but one night-was unhappily drowned. The Bosphorus is <ibout the same breadth,

hut jptas n^t been so mrnoh celebrated by historians and poets*
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E1VER3.3 The Danube, the Save, the Neister, the Neiper, and the Don, are the

Ibcst known rivers in this country
5
though many others have been celebrated by poet«

and historians.

Mountains.] These are the most celebrated of any in the world, and at the same

time often the most fruitful. Mount Athos lies on a peninsula, running into the Egean

sea *, the mounts Pindus and Olympus, celebrated in Grecian fables, separate Thessaly

from Epirus. Parnassus, in Achaia, so famous for being consecrated to the muses, is

well known. Mount Haemus is likewise often mentioned by the poets : but most of

the other mountains have changed their names j witness the mountains Suha, Witoska,

Staras, Piamina, and many others. Even the most celebrated mountains above men-

tioned, have modern names imposed upon them by the Turks, their new masters, and

others in their neighbourhood.

Cities.] Constantinople, the capital of this great empire, is situated on the Euro-

pean side of the Bosphorus. It was built upon the ruins of the ancient Byzantium, by

the Roman emperor Constantine the Great, as a m.Qre inviting situation than Rome for

the seat of empire. It became afterwards the capital of the Greek empire, and having

escaped the destructive rage of the barbarous nations, it was the greatest as w^ell as the

most beautiful city in Europe, and the only one, during the Gothic ages, in which there

remained any image of the ancient elegance in manners and arts.\ While it remained

in the possession of the Greek emperors, it was the only mart in Europe for the com-

modities of the East Indies, It derived great advantages from its being the rendezvous

of the crusaders j and' being then in the meridian of its glory, the European writers, in

the ages of the crusades, speak of it with astonishment, " O what a vast city is Con-f

stantinopie (exclaims one, w^hen he first beheld it), and how beautiful I How many mo-
nasteries are there in it, and how many palaces built with wonderful art ! How many
manufactures are there in the city, amazing to behold ! It would be astonishing to re-

late how it abounds with all good things, with gold, silver, and stofS? cf various kinds

for every hour ships arrive at this port with all things necessary, for the use of ixj^n,"

Constantinople is at this day one of the finest cities in the world by its situation and i-.^

port. The prospect from it is noble. The most regular part is the Besestin, inclosed

vvitkwalls, and gates, where the merchants have their shops excellently ranged. Irx

another part of the city is the Hippodrome, an oblong square of 400 paces by 100,
where they exercise on horseback. The Meidan, or parade, is a large spacious square

the general resort of all ranks. On the opposite side of the port, are four towns, but
considered as part of the suburbs, their distance being so small, a person may easiiy b^
heard on the other side. They are named Pera, Galata, Pacha, and Tophana. lii

,

Pera the foreign ambassadors and all the Franks or strangers reside, not being permit-
ted to liv€ in the city : Galata also is mostly inhabited by Franks or Jews, and is a

place, of great trade. The city abounds with antiquities. Tiie tomb of Constantine
the Great is still "preserved. The mosque of St Sophia, once a Christian church, is

thought in some respects to exceed in grandeur and architecture St Peter's at Koroe.
'J lie city is built in a triangular form, with the Seraglio standing on a point of one of
the angles, from whence there is a prospect of the delightful coast of the Lesser Asia,
which is not to be ecjualled. When we speak of the seraglio, we do not mean the
apartments in which the grand signior*s women are confined, as is connnonly imagined,
but the whple enclosure of the Ottoman palace, which might Avell suthce for a moderate
town. The wall which surrounds the seraglio, is thirty feet li'gh, having battlements,
embrasures, and towers, in the style of ancient fortifications, 'inhere arc in it nine gates,
but only two of them inagtiificent *, and from one of these the Ottoman court takes the
name of the Porte, or t\\Q Sublime Forte, in alb public transactions and records. Both
the magnitude- an(;i population of Constantinople have been greatly exaggerated by cre-
dulous travellers. It is surrounded by a high and thick wall, with battlements after
the Oriental manner, and towers, defended by a lined but shallow ditch, the works q^"

which are double on the land side. The site forms an unequal triangle resemblinF a
harp, and the total circumference may be twelve or fourteen English miles, mcludni^
a. surface of about 2000 acres, surrounded by walls, and defended on two sides by thf>;

sea, and the harbour called " the Gulden Horn." Not less than 400,000 inhabitai;l^

IM ni 3
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are numbcried in tlie ^Kolc capital j but in this estimation must be included th^c suburbs

of Galata, Pera, Tophana, and Scutari. Two hundred thousand are Turks, one hun-

dred thousand Greek^, and the remainder Jews, Armenians, and Franks, of all the

European nations. Among the former, it is asserted that population is much on the

decline j for there are few cities in which can be found so many young men unmarried.

The inhabitants are fre(|uently changed, and the ravages of the plague are resupplied

by settlers from other parts of the empire. With np people is longevity more common
or extended, nor health more constant, than with the Turks. The city hath been fre-

quently assailed by fires, either owing to the narrowness of the streets and the structure

of the houses, or the arts of the Janizaries. In August 1784, a fire broke out in the

quarter situated towards the harbour, and spread into other quarters^ and about 10,000

houses, (most of which had been rebuilt since the fire in 1782) were consumed.

Opposite the seraglio, on the i^sian side, and about a mile and a half distant across

the water, is Scutari, adorned with a royal mosque, and pleasant house of the grand

siegnior. On the brow of an adjacent hill is a grand prospect. In one view are the

cities of Constantinople, Galata, and Pera, the small seas of the Bpsphorus and Pror

pontis, with the adjacent countries on each shore.

As to the population, manners, religion, government, revenues, learning, military

strength, commerce, and manufactures of the Turks, these several heads, dependmg on

the same principles all over the empire, shall be mentioned under Turkey in Asia.

Crim-Tartary, or the Crimea, is the ancient Tauripa Chersonesus, and a penin-

sula, lying on the Euxine, or Black sea, by which it is bounded on the west and souths

and on the east and north east, by that of Asoph. It is between 44 and 46 degrees of

north latitude and 34 and 37 degrees of east longitude.

This peninsula was esteemed a part of Turkey in Europe, until it was ceded to Rpssia,

in consequence of the peace in 17B4. Many cities were built on it by the Greeks,

particularly those of Kherson, Theodosia, Panticapeum, and some others, which carried

on a great trade with the Scythians, as well as with the Greek cities on the continent.

The most considerable rivers in the Crimea are those of Karasu and Salagir, both of

which take an easterly course.

Of the towns in this part of the world we have bpt very slight descriptions j
and in-

deed where the country has been so often the seat of war, and the inhabitants are still

so rude, very little can be expected from their buildings. Lady Craven, now the mar-

gravine of Anspach, who, without doubt, had access to the best lodgings in the country,

informs us, that " a Tartar's house is a very slight building of only one storey, without

any chair, table, or piece of wooden furniture. Large cushions -^re ranged round the

room for seats
^
and, what is extremely convenient, there i& more than double the space

of the room, behind the wainscot, which draws back in most places \ so that in a place

where the room appears exceedingly small and confined, there is yet every conveniency

to be met witli.

Among the curiosities of this country, w^e may reckon the source pf the river Karasu,

which is situated among the rocks, in a very romantic manner, and rises in a consider-

able stream. It was visited by lady Craven in 1786, No less wonderful are those

lakes which receive the rivulets without any visible outlet. This celebrated female

traveller mentions a house near Sebastopool, sityated in a very romantic manner at the

foot of some rocks, from which issue many clear springs that amply supply the houses

and baths with water. On the summit of these rocks, there are places where immense

cables have certainly passed and been tied. The Tartars insist that the sea was once

close to the foot of them, and ships were fastened there. Near Bagziseria there is a

mine of earth, exactly like so^p, w^hich is reckoned very good for the skin, and vast

quantities of it are consumed by the xvomen of Constantinople, Lady Craven bestow^

the greatest encomiums on the sheep, which in this peninsula are innumerable, and af-

^ ford the most beautiful and costly fleeces.
' The sheep are all spotted \ the lambkins

very beautifiil, and they kijl the ewes to have them before birth, when their skins have

small spots, and are smooth like the finest and lightest satins. Coats lined with these

skins are called Pelisses ^ and as a ^reat number of these small animals must be killed
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make tlie lining of one coat, this is one of the finest presents the empress can make to an

^ambassador.

The peninsula of the Crimea has a considerable trade in Morocco leather, of various

colours, which is to be had very cheap, and like sattin. At Bacziseria there is

a great trade of sword-blades, knives, and hangers, many of which are not to be dis-

tinguished from such as are made at Damascus.

Antiquities and curiosities, natural and artificial.] Alnaost every spot

of ground, every river, and every fountain in Greece, presents the traveller with the

ruins of celebrated antiquity. On the Isthmus of Corinth, the ruins of Neptune's

temple, and the theatre where the Istbmean games were celebrated, are still visible.

Athens^ which contains at present above 10,000 inhabitants, is a fruitful source of the

most magnificent and celebrated antiquities in the world j a minute account of which
would exceed the limits of this work ; but it would be proper to mention some of the

most considerable. Among the antiquities of this once superb city, ar€ the remains of

the temple of Minerva, built of white marble, and encompassed with forty-six fluted

columns of the Doric order, forty.two feet high, and seven feet and a half in circum-

ference y the architrave is adorned with basso relievos, admirably executed, representing

the wars of the Athenians. To the south-east of the Acropolis, a citadel which defends

the town, are seventeen beautiful columns of the Corinthian order, thought to be the

remains of the emperor Adrian's palace. They are of fine white marble, about fifty

feet high, including the capitals and bases. Just without the city stands the temple of

Theseus, surrounded with fluted columns of the Doric order ; the portico at the west

end is adorned with the battle of the Centaurs, in basso-relievo j that at the east end ap-

pears to be a continuation of the same history j and on the outside of the porticos, in

the spaces between the trigliphs, are represented the exploits of Theseus. On the south-

west of Athens is a beautiful structure^ commonly called the Lantern of Demosthenes
^

this is a small round edifice of white marble, the roof of which is supported by six fluted

columns of the Corinthian order, nine feet and a half Iwgh : in the space between the

columns are pannels of marble j and the whole is covered with a cupola, carved with
the resemblance of scales j and on the frieze are beautifully represented in relievo the

labours of Hercules. Here are also to be seen the temple of the Winds j the re-

mains of the theatre of Bacchus 5 of the magnificent aqueduct of the emperor Adrian
^

and of the temple of Jupiter Olympus, and Augustus. The remains of the temple of
the oracle of Apollo are still visible at Castri, on the south side of mount Parnassus,

and the marble steps that descend to a pleasant running water, supposed to be the re-

nowned Castalian spring, with the niches for statues in the rock, are still discernible,

Xhe famous cave of Trophonius is still a natural curiosity in Livadige, the old Eocotia.

Mount Athos, which has been already mentioned, and which is commonly called

Monto Santo, lies on a peninsula, which extends into the ^gean sea, and is indeed a
chain of Mountains, reaching the whole length of the peninsula, seven Turkish miles in

lengtli, and three in breadth : but it is only a single mountain that is properly c^led
Athos. This is so lofty, that on the top, as the ancients relate, the sun-risiag ^vas be-

held four hours sooner than by the inhabitants of the coast and, at the solstice, its shade
reached into the Agora or market-place of Myrina, a town in Lemnos, which island

was distant eighty-sevei> miles eastward. There arc twenty-two convents on mount
Athos, besides a great number of cells and grottos, with the habitations of no less than
six thousand monks and hermits

j
though the proper hermits -vvho live in grottos are not

above twenty : the other monks are anchorites, or such as live in cells. These Greek
monks, who call themselves the inhabitants of the holy mountain, are so far from beinsr

a set of slothful people, that, besides their daily offices of religion, they cultivate the
olive and vineyards, are carpenters, masons, stone-cutters, clolh-workcrs, taylors, &c.
They also live a very austere life ; their usual food, instead of flesh, being vet;clablcs,

dried olives, figs, and other fruit
j

onions, clieesc, and on certain days, Lent excepted,
fish. Their fasts are many and severe which, with the healthfulness of the air, renders

longevity so common there, that many of them live above an 'Inuidred years. It ap*
pears from ^Elian, that anciently the mountain in general, and ]nirticularV Oie summit,
v/as accounted very healthy, and conducive to long life ; whcnCv the inhabila Us were

M m 4
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called Macrobii, or long lived. We are farther informed by Philostratus, in the life of

Apollonius, that numbers of philosophers used to retire to this mountain, for the better

contemplation of the heavens, and of nature j and after their example the monks doubt-

less built their cells.

The history of the Turks will be given at the end of our account of Turkey in

Asia, irom which country they derive their orgin, and extended their conquests int«

Europe.

.
, ^

: . I

ISLANDS belonging to TUBKEY in Europe, being part of

Ancient Greece.

The principal of these islands, so celebrated in the Grecian history, is CiiNt)iA, the;

ancient Crete, famous in remote antiquity for being the birth-place of Jupiter, the

kingdom of Minos the legislator, and for its hundred cities. This island is situate be-

tween 35 and 36 degrees of north latitude, being 180 miles long, and 40 broad, aU
most equally distant from Europe, Asia, and Africa, and contains 5,220 square miles.

The famous Mount Ida stands in the middle of the island, and is no better than a bar-*

ten rock j and Lethe, the river of oblivion, is a torpid si ream. Some of the valleys o£

this island produce wincj fruits, and corn j all of them remarkably excellent in their

kind. The siege of Candia, the capital of the island, in modern times, was of much
longer dmatiqn and more bloody than that of Troy. The Turks invested it in the

beginning of the year ]645 , and its Venetian garrison, after bravely defending itself

against fifty-six assaults, till the latter end of September 1669, made at last an honour-

able capitulation. The siege coast the Turks 180,000 men, and the Venetians

80,000.

Saktorin is one of the southernmost islands in the Archipelago, and "was formerly

called Calista, and afterwards Thera. Though seemingly covered with pumice-stones,

yet, through the industry of the inhabitants, who are about 10,000, it produces barley

and wine, with some wheat. One-third of the people are of the Latin church, and sub-

ject to a popisli bishop. Near this island another arose of the same name, from the

bottcm of the sea, in 1707. At the tim.e of its birth there was an earthquake, attend*

ed with most dreadful lightnings and thunders, and boilings of the sea for several days,

so that, when it arose out of the sea, it was a mere volcano j but the burning soon

ceased. It is about 2€0 feet above the sea ; and at the time of its first emerging, it

was about a mile broad, and five miles in circumference, but it has since increased.

Several other islands of the Archipelago appear to have had the like original j but the

sea in their neighbourhood is so deep as not to be fathomed.

The islands in the Ionian Sea, on the other side of Greece, belonged to Venice till

the late revolution, and the cession by the French of the greater part of the Venetian

dominions to Austria. They were first occupied by the French, but were taken from

them by the Russians and Turks, who, in 1800, formed them into an aristoeratical re-

public, by the name of the Republic of the Seven Islands, which was recognised by

the treaty of Amiens. This republic is under the protection of Russia and Turkey, to the

the latter of which it pays a certain tribute every three years. But Russia appears to

take the greatest interest in these islands j and seems to treat them as a distant posses-

sion appertaining to its empire. There are now nearly 10,000 Russian troops in Corfu

and some others of these islands j which are nominally governed by a legislative body

and a president, but in reality by the Russian general and troops. The seven islands

which compose this republic, are Corfu, Paxo, Santa Maura, Cefalonia, Theaki, Zante,

^nd Cerigo, ,
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Paros lies between the islands of Luxia and Melosv Like all the other Greek

islands, it contains the most striking and magnificent ruins of antiquity 5 but it is chief-

ly renowned ior the beauty and whiteness of its marble.

The Cyclases islands lie like a circle round Deles, now called Dilli, the chief of

them, which is south of the islands Mycone and Tirse, and alnxost mid-way between

the continents of Asia and Europe. Though Delos is not above six miles in circum-

ference, it is one of the most celebrated of all the Grecian islands, as being the birth-

place of Apollo and Diana, the magnificent ruins of whose temples are still risible.

This island is almost destitute of inhabitants.

Lemnos, or Stalimene, lies on the north part of the ^gean Sea or Archipelago,

and is almost a square of twenty-five miles in length and breadth. Though it produces

corn and wine, yet its principal riches arise from its mineral earth, much used in medi-

cine, sometimes called terra Lemnia^ or terra sigillata^ because it is sealed up by the

Turks, who derive from it a considerable revenue.

Negropont, the ancient EuBoeA, stretches from the south east to the north-west,

and on the eastern coast of Achaia of Livadia. It is ninety miles long and twenty-five

broadj and contains about 1300 square miles- Here the Turkish galleys lie. The
tides on its coasts are irregular \ and the island itself is very fertile, producing corn,

wine, fruit, and cattle, in such abundance, that all kinds of provisions are extremely
cheap. The chief towns in the island are, Negropont, called by the Greeks Egripo,
situated on the south-west coast of the island, on the narrowest part of the strait j and
Castel Rosso, the ancient Carystus

ScY^ios is about sixty miles in circumference, and is remarkable chiefly for the
seinains of antiquity which it contains : about three hundred Greek families inhabit it.

Cefalonia, the ancient Cephallenia, is situate opposite the Gulf of Lepanto,
anciently the Sea of Crissa, and is about 40 miles in length, and from 10 to 20 in
breadth. The climate is extremely mild ; flowers bloom in the season which corre-
sponds to winter, and the trees bear ripe fruits twice in the year, in April and Novem-
ber, but those of the latter month are smaller than the others. The number of inhabi-
tants in this island is between 60 and 70,000. The chief articles of commerce are
oil, muscadine wine, and the species of grapes called currants *. The principal town
is of the same name.

Paxo, or Paxu, situate at a little distance to the south of Corfu, is about 15 miles
in circumference : it produces wine, oil, and almonds j but has but few inhabitants.

The tqwn isj called Saq I^icolp, ?ind has a gQod harbour. Opposite to it is a small
island called Antipaxq.

Corfu, the ancient CoRCYRA, and the Phjeacia of Homer, who places here his
gardens of Alcinous, is about 45 miles long and 20 broad. It is situate opposite Al-
bania, near the continent, between 39 and 40 degrees of north latitude, and 19 and 20
»f east longitude, The air is healthy, the soil fertile, particularly in the northern part

\
and the fr^ts of every l^ind excellent, especially a delicious species of figs, there called
iVacazzoni, Its other principal produce is salt, oil, and honey. The number of inha-
bitants is abqut 70,000. The tpwn of Corfu, the capital, has an excellent harbour, is

a place of considerable strength, and the seat of government for this republic.

^
Theaki, or Little Cefalonja, a small island opposite Cefalonia, claims par-

ticular notice, because it was the ancient Ithaca, the birth-place and kingdom of Ulys-
ses. It contains only about 3,000 inhabitants, The name of the principal town is

Valthi, which has a spacious harbour.

Santa Maura, the ancient Leucadia, is about fifty miles in circumference ; it
was anciently joined to the continent, but llie isthumus was cut through by the Car-
thaginians, or, as others say, the Corinthians : the channel between the ^island and the
continent is at present, it is said, not more than 50 paces broad. It produces com,
wine, oil, citrons, pomegranates, almonds, aud other fruits, and has fine pastures. Tho

rt! " "
' . . I-

, .

So called from ^ corruption of Corinth, whqice \Ue vines were originally bro.igh;.
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principal article of its trade is salt. The town of St Maura contains about 6000 in-

habitants, and is well fortified. Port Drcpano in this island is an excellent harbour.
Zante, the ancient Zacynthus, is situate opposite the western coast of the Morea,

and is aboij^t 14 miles long and 8 broad. The climate and produce is similar to those
of the other islands. Its principal riches consist in currants, which are cultivated in a

large plain under the shelter of mountains, which gives the sun greater power to bring
them to maturity. Here are also the finest peaches in the world, each weighing eight

or ten ounces. The number of inhabitants in this island is about 30,000. The prin-

cipal town is Zante, which is fortified, and has a good harbour.

Cerigo, the ancient Cytmerea, according to the mythologists the favourite resi-

dence of Venus, is situate to the south-east of the Morea, and is about 50 miles in cir-

cumference. The greater part of it is mountainous and rocky, but the rest produces

corn, and excellent grapes. The town of San Nicolo is this island has a fort and a good
road for ships.

ASIA.

As Asia exceeds Europe and Africa in the extent of its territories, it is also supc«

rior to them in the serenity of its air, the fertility of its soil, the deliciousness of its

fruits, the fragrancy and balsamic qualities of its plants, spices, and gums j the salubri-

ty of its drugs j the quantity, variety, beauty, and value of its gems ; the richness of

hs metals, and the fineness of its silks and cottons. It was in Asia, according to the

sacred records, that the all-wise Creator planted the garden of Eden, in which he form-

ed the first man and first woman, from whom the race of mankind was to spring, Asia
became again the nursery of the world after the deluge, whence the descendants of

Noah dispersed their various colonies into all the other parts of the globe. It w^as in

Asia that God placed his once favoured people, the Hebrews, whom he enlightened

by revelations delivered by the prophets, and to whom he gave the Oracles of Truth.

It was here that the great and merciful work of our Redemption was accomplished by
his divine Son ^ and it ivas from hence that the light of his glorious (fospel was carri-

ed, Avith amazing rapidity, into all the known nations, by his disciples and followers.

Here the first Christian churches were founded, and the Christian faith miraculously

propagated and cherished, even with the blood of innumerable martyrs. It was in

Asia that the first edifices were reared, and the first empires founded, while the other

parts of the globe were inhabited only by wild animals. On all these accounts,

this quarter claims a superiority over the rest. But it must be owned that a great

change has happened in that part of it called Turkey, which has lost much of its an-

cient splendour
j
and, from the most populous and best cultivated spot in Asia, is al-

most become a wild and uncultivated desert. The other parts of Asia continue much
in their former condition, the soil being as remarkable for its fertility as most of the in-

habitants for their indolence, effeminacy, and luxury. This elfeminacy is chiefly ow-
ing to the w^armth of the climate, though in some measure heightened by custom and

education and the symptoms of it are more or less visible, as the several nations are

seated nearer or further from the north. Hence the Tartars, who live in nearly the

saine latitude with us, are as brave, hardy, strong, and vigorous, as any European ra-

tion. What is wanting in the robust frame of their bodies, among the Chinese, Hin»-

doos, and all the inhabitants of the most southern regions, is in a great measure made

ap to them by the vivacity of their minds, and ingenuity in various kinds of workman-

ship, which our most skilfiai mechanics have in vain endeavoured to imitate.

This vast extent of territory was successively governed, in early times, by the Assyrians,

the Medes, the Persians, and the Greeks'^ but the immense regions of India and China were

little known to Alexander^ or the conquerors of the ancient world. Upon the decline
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of those empii'es, great part of Asia submitted to the Roman arms *, and afterwards, in

the middle ages, the successors of Mohammed, or, as they were usually called, Saracens,

founded in Asia, in Africa, and in Europe, a more extensive empire than that of CyruSj

Alexander, or even the Roman, when in its height of power. The Saracen greatness

ended with the death of Tamerlane 5 and the Turks, conquerors on every side, took,

possession of the middle regions of Asia, which they still enjoy. Besides the countries

possessed by the Turks and Russians, Asia contains, at present, three large empires, the

Chinese, the Mogul, and the Persian, upon which the lesser kingdoms and sovereign-

ties of Asia generally depend. The prevailing form of government, in this division of

the globe, is absolute monarchy. If any of its inhabitants can be said to enjoy some share

of liberty, it is the wandering tribes, as the Tartars and Arabs. Many of the Asiatic

nations, when the Dutch first came among them, could not conceive how it was possible

for any people to live under any other form of government than that of a despotic mo-
narchy. Turkey, Arabia, Persia, part of Tartary, and part of India, profess Moham-
medanism. The Persian and Indian Mohammedans are the sect of Ali, and the others

of that of Omar 3 but both owi\ Mohammed for their lawgiver, and the Koran for their

rule of faith and life. In the other parts of Tartary, India, China, Japan, and thfe

Asiatic islands, they are generally heathens and idolaters. Jews are to be found every

where in Asia. Christianity, though planted here with wonderful rapidity by the

apostles and primitive fathers, suffered an almost total eclipse by the conquests of the

Saracens, and afterwards of the Turks. Incredible indeed have been the hazard, perils,

and sufferings, of thi^ Catholic missionaries, to propagate their doctrines in the most dis-

tant regions, and among the grossest idolaters ; but their labours have hitherto failed of

3uccess, owing in a great measure to the avarice, cruelty, and injustice, of the Euro-

peans who resort thither in search of wealth and dominion.

The principal languages spoken in Asia are, the modern Greek, the Turkish, the

Russian, the Tartarian, the Persian, the Arabic, the Malayan 5 the Chinese, and the

Japanese. The European languages are also spoken upon the coasts of India and
China.

The continent of Asia is situated between 25 and 180 degrees of east longitude, and

l^etween the equator and 80 degrees of north latitude. It is, about 6050 miles in

Jength, from the Dardanelles on the west, to the eastern shore of Tartary *, and about

5460 miles in breadth, from the most southern part of Malacca to the most northern

cape of Nova Zembla. It is bounded by the Frozen Ocean on the north on the west

it is separated from Africa by the Red Sea, and from Europe by the Levant or Medi-
terranean, the Archipelago, the Hellespont, the sea of Marmora, the Bosphorus, the

Black Sea, the river Don, and a line drawn from it to the river Tobo, and from
thence to the river Oby, which falls into the Frozen Ocean. On the east, it is bound-

ed by the Pacific Ocean, or South Sea, which separates it from America j and on the

south, by the Indian Ocean j so that it is almost surrounded by the sea. The princi^

Ipal regions which divide this country are are as follows :
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Nations. Length. \Breadth.
Square

Miles.
Chief
Cities.

Dist. and
bearingfm
London.

Differ, of
. timefrom
London.

Religions.

« )

H c

Russian

Chinese

Tibet

Independ.

5300
3000
1500

1500

1900
1080
500

3,050,000

944,000

385,000

$OjO,000

Tobolsk

Chynian
Lsssa

Samer-7
cand 5

21,60 N. E.

4480 N. E,.

3780 %.

DOAA "PZOUU IS.

1
4 10 before

1
8 4 before

5 40 before

4 30 Deiore

Ch. & Pag.
Pagans
Pagans

Pagans

China 1350 1060 1,298,000^ Pekin 4320 S. E. 7 24 before Pagans

Hindostan 1890 1550 870,910 Delhi 3720 S. E. 5 16 before Mah. &P.

India beyond

the Ganges
2000 1 nno 741,500

Siam
Pegu

CA.< f\ C "BTr)U4U Ji. 1 4* Detore 1 ag, oi. M,

Persia 1300 1050 800,000 Ispahan 2460 S. E. 3 20 before Mahom.

Part of Arabia 1400. 1260 700,000 Mecca 2640 S. E. 2 52 before Mahom.

r Syria 270 160 29,000 Aleppo 1860 S. E. 2 30 before Ch. &Ma.

Holy Land 210 90 7,600 Jerusalemj 1920 S. E. 2 24 before Ch. & Ma.

Natalia 750 390 195,000
Bursa or

Smyrna
1440 S. E. 14 8 before Mahom.

Turkey

in

Asi

Diarbeck or

Mesepotam.
240 210 27,000 Diarbeck 2060 S. E. 2 56 before 1

1

Irac or Chal-

dea
240 240 50,400 Bagdad 2240 S, E. 3 04 before Mahome-

' tans, with

rsome few
Christians

Turcomania or

Armenia
360 300 55,000 Erzerum 1860 S. E. 2 44 before

Georgia * 240 180 25,600 Teflis 1920 E. 3 10 before

Curdistan or

Assyria
210 205 23,900 Mousul 2220 E. 3 — before Mahom.

All the Islands of Asia (except Cyprus, in the Levant,) lie in the Pacific or Eastern Ocean,
andthe Indian Seas; of which the principal, where the Europeans trade or have settlements, are,

ISLANPS.

The Japanese isles • - -

The Ladrones, - - - -

rormosa - - - - ,

i^niah - - - - -

The Philippines - - - -

The Molucca, or Clove isles

The Banda, or Nutmeg isles

AmboyRa "j surrounding (

Celebes i the Molucca -

Gilolo,&c. 3 & Banda isles (

f Borneo
The Sunda isles \ Sumatra

tJava, &.C.

The Andaman & Nicobar isles

Ceylon - - - - -

The Maldives - - -

Bombay - - - - -

The Kurile isles, and those in.

1?ered by the Russians

Towns.
Jeddo, Meaco - -

Guam - - - - .

Tai-ouan-fou - -

Kiontcheow
Manilla . . - .

Victoria Fort, Ternate

Lantor

Amboyna - -

Macassa - - -

Gilolo - - -

Borneo, Caytongee
Achen, Bencoolen

Batavia, Bantam
Andaman, Nicobar
Candy « - -

Caridon - - -

Bombay - - -

the sea of Kamtschatka, lately disco-

S. Miles.

11,900

133,700
- - m

400
68,400

10,400

228,000

129,000

33,250

27,730

Tradewilhoroelengto

Dutch
Spain

^ China

Spain

Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
All Nations

English& Dutch
Dutch
All Nations

Dutch
AH Nations.

English

Russia,

*
.
Georgia hath lately put itseU under the protection of Russia.
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vinces are

TURKEY IN ASIA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Milts. Degrees.

Length 1120] , ^
("28^ and 44' North lat.

Breadth 1010 j
^^^ween

^^^^ ^^^^

Containing 470,400 square Miles.

Boundaries.] Bounded by the Black Sea and Circassia on the North ; by Pei»4

«n the East by Arabia and the Levant Sea on the South and by the Archioelagc^

the Hellespont, and Propontis, which separate it from Europe, on the West.

Divisions. Subdivisions. Chief Towns*

. irac Arabia, or Chaldea » s, . Bassorah and Bagdad.

. Diarbeck, or Mesopbtamia . I)iarbeck, Orsa, &c.

The east rn ro
^* Assyria . . .» , Mousul and Betlis.

" Turcomania, or Armenia . . Erzerum and Van.

. Georgia, including Mingre-1 Teflis, Armarchia, and Gonie
5^

lia and Imaretta, and part of
^

- Bursa, Nici, Smyrna, and Ephc-

Circassia j sus.

Natolia, or the^ ^' ^^^g|^
Proper

^ Amasia, Trapezond, and Sinope.

^^^''^^ ^^'J^^Os! Aladuliall^ Ajazzo and Marat,
on e wes

. Caramania Satalia and Terasso.

East of the Le- C Syria, with Palestine, or the f ^^^PP®» ScandercK)n, Antloch, Da-

-5 TT ^ T -1
mascus, lyre, oidon, inpolj, Je-

vant Sea. |_ Holy Land
J rusalem

» r »

Mountain^.] These are famous in sacred as well as profane writings. The most

xemarkabis are, Olympus, Taurus, and Anti-taurus j Caucasus and Ararat j Lebanon
and Hermon.

Provinces, 'CITIES, chief towns, edifices.] The cities and towns of Turkey ia

Asia arc very numerous, and at the san^e time very insignificant, because they have lit-

tle or no trade, and are greatly decayed frozn their ancient grandeur. Aleppo, how-

ever, preserves a respectable rank among the cities of the Asiatic Turkey. It is still

the capital of Syria, and is superior in its buildings and conveniences to most of the

Turkish cities. The houses, as usual in the East, consist of a large court, with a dead

wall to the street an arcada or piazza running round it, paved with marble 5 and a^

felegant fountain of the same in the middle. Aleppo, and its suburbs, are seven miles

in compass, standing^n eififht small hills, on the highest of which the citadel, or castle,

is erected, but of no great strength. An old wall, and a broad ditQh, now in many pla-

ces turned into gardens, surround the city, wliich was estimated by the late Dr Kussd
to contain 230,000 inhabitants, of whom 30,000 were Christians and 5,000 Jews ^ but

.at present, according to Mr Eton, it does not contain more than 30,000, which depo-

Jjulation has chietly taken place since 1710. Whole streets are uninhabited, and ba-

zars abandoned. ^ is furnished with most of the conveniences of life, excepting good
water, within the walls, and even tliat is supplied by an aqueduct, distant about four

miles, said to have been erected by the enii)ress Helena. The streets arc narrow, but

>vell paved with large square stones, .ind are kept very clean. The gardens are plea-

sant, being laid out in vineyards, olive, fig, and pistachio trees : but the country round
is rough and barren. Foreign merchants are numerous here, and transact their business

in caravanseras, or large squaie buildings, containing tlieir warehouse^!!, lodging-rooms,

and compting houses. This d.ty abounds in neat, and some of them magnifiotnt

woa't^j^uej)
) public ba^uios,

^
\Yhich arc very refreshing j and baxars, or market-plact*.
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wliich are formed into long, narrow, arched, or covered streets, witli little shops, as in

other parts of the East. Their coffee is excellent, and considered by the Turks as a
high luxury 5 and their sweetmeats and fruits are delicious. European merchants live

here in greater splendor and safety than in any other city of the Turkish empire, in

consequence of particular capitulations with the Porte. Coaches or carriages are not

used here, but persons of quality ride on horseback, with a number of servants before

them, according to their rank. The English, French, and Dutch, have consuls, who
are much respected, and appear abroad, the English especially, wit^ marks of distinc»

tion. Scanderoon, or Alexandretta, about 70 miles to the west of Aleppo, and the port

of that city, is now almost depopulated. Superb remains of antiquity are found in its

neighbourhood.

As the mosques and bagnios, or baths, mentioned above, are built in nearly the same
manner in all the Mohammedan countries, we shall here give a general description of

them.

Mosques are religious buildings, square, and generally of stone : before the chief gate

there is a square court, paved \\4th white marble, and low galleries round it, the roof of

which is supported by marble pillars. Those galleries serve for places of ablution be-

fore the Mohammedans go into the mosque. About every mosque there are six high

towers, called minarets, each of which has three little open galleries, one above another.

These towers, as well as the mosques, are covered with lead, and adorned with gilding

and other ornaments 5 and from thence, instead of a bell, the people are called to prayer

by certain ^jfficers appointed for that purpose. No woman is allowed to enter the

mosque ; nor can a man with his shoes or stockings on. Near most mosques is a place

of entertainment for strangers during three days j and the tomb of the founder, with

conveniences for reading the Koran and praying.

The bagnios in the Mohammedan countries are admirably well constructed for the

purpose of bathing. Sometimes they ar.e square, but oftener circular, built of white

well-polished stone, or marble. Each bagnio contains three rooms 5 the first for dressing

and undressing
J
the second contains the water, and the third the bath ; all of them pav-

ed with black and white marble. The
.
operation of the bath is very curious, but

wholesome
j
though to those not accustomed to it, it is painful. The waiter rubs the

patient with great vigour, then handles and stretches his limbs as if he were dislocating

every bone in his body all which exercises are, in those inert warm countries, very

conducive to health. In public bagnios, the men bathe from morning to four in the

afternoon ; when all male attendants being removed, the ladies succeed, and when com-

ing out of the bath, display their finest clothes.**

Bagdad, built upon the Tigris, not far, it is supposed, from the site of ancient Baby-

lon, is the capital of the ancient Chaldea, and was the metropolis of tbe caliphate, un-

der the Saracens, in the twelfth century. This city retains but few marks of its an-

cient grandeur. It is in the form of an irregular square, and rudely fortified but the

conveniency of its situation renders it one of the seats of the Turkish government, and

it has still a considerable trade, being annually visited by the Smyrna, Aleppo, and wes-

tern caravans. The houses of Bagdad are generally large, built of brick and cement,

and arched over to admit the free circulation of the air
j
many of the windows are

made of elegant Venetian glass, and the ceilings ornamented with chequered work.

Most of the houses have also a court-yard before them, in the middle of which is a small

plantation of orange- treess. The number of houses is computed at 80,000, each of

which pays an annual tribute to the pasha, which is calculated to produce 300,0001,

Sterhng. The bazars, in which the tradesmen have their shops, are tolerably handsome,

large, and extensive, filled with shops of all kinds of merchandise, to the number of

12,000. These were erected by the Persians, when they were in possession of the

place, as were also their bagnios, and almost every thing here worthy the notice of a

traveller. The population of Bagdad haSj however, greatly declined within these few

^rears. The plague of 1773 carried oif two-thirds of the inhabitants, who now scarcely

amount to 20,000 j for here, as at Aleppo, whole streets and bazars are desolate. In

tJ^s cit/ are five roosques, two of which are weU bujjlt, and have handsome domes, co»
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vered with varnisKed tiles of several colours. Two chapels are permitted for those of

the Romish and Greek persuasions. On the ndrth-west corner of the city stands the

castle, which is of white stone, and commands the river, consisting of curtains and bas-

tions, on which some large cannon are mounted, with two mortars in each

b'astion but in the year 1779 they were so honey-combed and bad, as to

be supposed not to be able to support one firing. Below the castle, by the water- side,

is the palace of the Turkish governor j and there are several summer-houses in the ri-

ver, which make a fine appearance. The Arabians who inhabited this city under the

caliphs were remarkable for the purity and elegance of their dialect.

Animals.] The breed of the Turkish and Arabian horses, the latter especially^

are valuable beyond any in the world, and have considerably improved that of the Eng-

lish. We know of no quadrupeds that are peculiar to these countries, but they contain

all that are necessary for the use of mankind. Camels are here in much request j from

their strength^ their agility, and, above all, their moderation in eating and drinking,

which is greater than that of any other known animal. Their manufacture, known by

the name of camlets, was originally made by a mixture of camels hair and silk, though

it is now often made with wool and silk. Their kids and sheep are exquisite eating,

and are said to surpass, in flavour and taste, those of Europe j but their butchers meat

in general, beef particularly, is not so fine.

As to birds, here are wild fowl in great perfection : the ostriches are well known by

their tallness, swiftness in running, and stupidity. The Roman epicures prized no fish,

except lampreys, mullets, and oysters, but those that were found in Asia.

Natural curiosities.] The natural curiosities of Asiatic Turkey, though no

doubt they must be numerous, seem to have been little explored or described by travel-

lers, who have in general been more attentive to the remains of antiquity with, which

almost all the provinces of this empire abound.

IVTetals and minerals.] The mountainous provinces of Turkey in Aaa no doubt

abound in a variety of valuable minerals and metals ; but the ignorance and indolenc6

of those who possess the country are so great that nature has lavished her gifts in varti.

Rivers, lakes, mineral waters.] The same may be observed of the rivers,

which are, the Euphrates, which rises in the mountains of Armenia and falls into the

Persian Gulf, after a course of about 1400 English miles j the Tigris, which falls into

the Euphrates about 60 miles to the north of Bassora, after a course of nearly 800 miles
^

the Maeander, the Sarabat, or ancient Hermus, the Orontes in Syria, and the Jordan.

The lake of Van, in Curdistan, is about 80 miles long and 40 broad. The lake o£

Rackama, to the south of Hilla and the ancient Babylon, is about 30 miles in length,

and has a communication with the Euphrates. The lake of Asphaltites, usually called

the Dead Sea, in Palestine, into which the Jordan flows, is about 50 miles in length and
12 in breadth.

The mineral waters of Prusa or Byrsa, at the foot of Mount Olympus, are in great

estimation. The water smokes, and is so hot as to scald the hand. There are several

other hot and mineral springs in different parts of Asiatic Turkey.

Climate.] Though the climate of this country is delightful in the utmost degree,

,
and naturally salubrious to the human constitution, yet such is the equality with which
the Author of Nature has dispensed his benefits, that Turkey, botli in Europe and Asia^

is often visited by the plague'j a fearful scourge to m-mkind wherever it takes place, but

here doubly destructive, from the native indolence of the Turks, and their superstitious

belief in predestination, which prevents them from using the proper precautions to de-

fend themselves against this calamity.

Soil and produce.] As this country contains the most fertile provinces of Asia,

it is scarcely necessary to inform the reader that it produces all the luxuries of life in

the utmost abundance, notwithstanding the indolence of its owners. Raw silk, corn,

wine, oil, honey, fruit of every species, coftce, mynh, frankincense, and odoriferous

plants and drugs, arc natives here almost without culture, which is practised chietly by
Greek and Armenian Christians. The olives, citrons, lemons, oranges, figs, and datcb,

produced in these provinces, are highly delicious, and in such plenty, that they cost the

inhabitants a mere trifle, and it is said, in some places nothing. Theix asparagus is of*
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ten as large as a man's leg, and their grapes far exceed those of other countriesm Wge«
ness. In short nature has brought all her productions here to the highest perfection.
The ancient cities of Damascus, Tyre, and Sidon, still retain part of their former

trade. Damascus is called Sham, and the approach to it by the river is inexpressibly
beautiful It contains a fine mosque, which was formerly a Christian church. It still

is famous for its steel works, such as sword-blades, knives, and the like, the excellent
temper of which is said to be owing to a quality in the water. The inhabitants manu-
facture also those beautiful silks, called damasks from their city, and carry on a consi-

derale traffic in raw and worked silk, rose-water extracted from the famous damask roses,

fruits, and wine.^ The neighbourhood of this city is still beautiful, especially to the
Turks, who delight in verdure and gardens. Sidon, now Said, which likewise iie§

within the ancient Phcenicia, has still some trade, and a tolerable harbour.
Ancient Assyria is now called the Turkish Curdistan, though part of it i? subject

ix) the Persians. The capital is Curdistan, the ancient Nineveh being now a heap of
ruins. Curdistan is said to be for the most part cut out of a mountain, and is the resi-

dence of a viceroy, or beglerbeg. Orfar, fonnerly Edessa, is the capital of the fine pro-
vince of Mesopotamia. It is now a mean place, and chietly supported by a manufacture
of Turkey leather. Mousul is also in the same province, a large place, situated on the

- west shore of the Tigris, opposite where Nineveh formerly stood.

Bassorah or Basrah, situate on the Euphrates, about 40 miles frpm the Persian

Gulf, is a place of considerable trade, containing about 50,000 inhabitants j but it is

scarcely to be included in the Turkish dominions, since it belongs to an independent
Arab prince, who pays very little respect to the Ottoman court.

Georgia or Gurgistan, now no longer subject to the Turks, is chiefly inhabited

by Christians. The natives of this country are a brave warlike race of men. Their
capital, Teflis, is a handsome city, and makes a fine appearance j all the houses are of
stone, neat and clean, with flat-roofs, which serve as walks for the women j but the

streets are dirty and narrow. The number of inhabitants is about 30,000. It is situ-

ated at the foot of a mountain, by the side of the river Kur, and is surrounded by strong

walls, except on the side of the river. It has a large fortress on the declivity of a moun-
tain, which is a place of refuge for ciiminals and debtors, and the gariison consists of

native Persians. There are thirteen Greek churches in Teflis, seven Armenian, and
one Roman Catholic church ; the Mohammedans who are here have no mosques. In
the neighbourhood of the city are many pleasant houses, and fine gardens. The Geor-
gians, in general, are, by some travellers, said to be the handsomest people in the world,

which is attributed to thei? having early received the practice of inoculation for the

small-pox. They make no scruple of selling and drinking wines in their capital, and

other towns ; and thjeir valour has procured them many distinguishing liberties and pri-

vileges. Lately they have formed an alliance with Russia, under the brave prince He-
raclius j as has the czar or prince Solomon, sovereign of Immeretta, a district betwecR

the Caspian an,d Black Seas, who is distinguished from his subjects (all of the Greek re-

ligion) by riding on an ass, and v»rearing boots.

In Natolia, or Asia Minor, is Smyrna, which may be considered as the third ci-

ty in Asiatic Turkey. It contains about 120,000 inhabitants. The excellence ©f

its harbour renders it the centre of all the traffic carried on between Europe and the

Levant, and preserves it in a flourishing state'; but the rest of this country, compreher^d-

ing the ancient provinces of Lydia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, Cilicia, Cappadocia,

and Pontus, or Amasia, all of them territories celebrated in the Greek and Roman his-

tory, are now, through the Turkish indolence and tyranny, either forsaken, or a. theatre

of ruins. The sites of ancient cities are still discerniblfe j and so luxurious is nature in

those countries, that in many places she triumphs over her forlorn condition. The
selfish Turks cultivate no more land than maintains themselves, and their gardens and

summer-houses fill up the circuit of their most flourishing cities. The most judicious

trareUers, upon an attentive survey of those countries, fully vindicate all that has beea

said by sacred and profane writers of their beauty, strength, fertility, and population.

Even Palestine and Judea, the most despicable at present of all those countries, lie bu*

nti within the luxuries of their own sail. Th& Turks seem particularly fond of repre»
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Renting tte latter in the most gloomy colours, and have formed a thousand falsehoods

concermng it, which, being artfully propagated by some among ourselves, have imposed

upon weak Christians*.

Tyre, now called Sur, about twenty miles distant from Sidon, so famous formerly for

its rich dye, is now inhabited by Scarcely any but a few miserable fishermen, who live

among the ruins of its ancient grandeur. There are strong walls on the land side, of

stone, eighteen feet high, and seven broad. The circumferencie of the place is not-

more than a mile and a half, and Christians and Mohammedans make up the number
of about five hundred. Some of the ruins of ancient Tyre are still \nsible. The pave-

ments of the old city, Mr Bruce tells us, he saw, and observes that they were seven

feet and a half lower than the ground upon which the present city stands. Passing by
Tyre (says our author, who deserves much praise for some happy elucidations of Scrip-

ture), I came to be a mournful witness of the truth of that prophecy—
" That Tyre, Queen of Nations, should be a rock for fishers to dry their netg on.f"

Two wretched fishermen, with miserable nets, having just given over their occupation,

with very little succe'ss, I engaged them, at the expense of their nets, to drag in those

places where the said shell fish might be caught, .in hopes to have brought

out one of the famous purple fish. I did not succeed 5 but in this I was, I believe, as

lucky as the old fishers had ever been. The purple fish at Tyre seems to' have been
only a concealment of their knowledge of cochineal, as, had they depended upon the

fish for their dye, if the ^.vhole city of Tyre applied to nothing else but fishing, they would
not have coloured twenty yards of oloth in a year:|:.

Antiquities.] The remains of ancient edifices and monuments in Turkey in Asia
are so numerous that they have furnished matter for many voluminous publications.

The provinces which compose this country contained all that was rich and magnificent^

in architecture and sculpture j and neither the barbarity of the Turks, nor the depreda-

tions they have suffered from the Europeans, seem to have diminished the number of
these valuable antiquities. They are more or less perfect, according to the air, soil,

or climate, in which they stand, and asll of them bear deplorable marks of neglect.

Many of the finest temples are converted into Turkish mosques, or Greek churches, and
are more disfigured than those which remain in ruins. Amidst such a vast variety of
curiosities, we shall select some of the most striking.

The neighbourhood of Smyrna (now called Ismir), contains many noble and beauti-

ful antiquities. The same may be said of Aleppo, and a number of other places cele-

brated in ancient times. The site of old Troy cannot be distinguished by the smallest

vestige, and is known only by its being opposite to the isle of Tenedos, and the name
of a brook which the poets magnified into a wonderful river. A temple of marble,

built in honour of Augustus Caesar, at Milasso, in Caria, and a few structures of the

same kind in the neighbourhood, are among the antiquities that are still entire. Three
theatres of white marble, and a noble circus near Laodicea, now Latakia, have suflfered

very little from time or barbarism j and some travellers think they discern the ruins of
the celebrated temple of Diana, near Ephesus.

Balbec is situated on a rising plain, between Tripoli, in Syria, and Damascus, at the

* The late reverend Dr Shaw, professor of Greek at Oxford, who feems to have exiunined that
country with an uncommon degree of accuracy, and was qualified by the soundest philosojihy to
make the most just observations, says, that were the Holy Land as well cultivated as in former times.
It would be more fertile than the very best parts of Syria and Phoenicia because the soil is s^enerally

richer,^nd, every thing considered, yields larger crops. Therefore the barrenness (says he)ofwliich
some authors complain, does not proceed from the natural unfruitfulncss of the country, but from the
Want of the inhabitants, the indolence which prevails .unouir the few who possess it, and the perpe-
tual discords and depredations of tlie petty princes who sh;?re tiiis fine country. Indeed, the in-
Vbitants can have but little inclination to cultivate the earth. * (n Palestine," says Mr Wood,
*' We have often seen the husbandman sowing, aecompanictl by an armeil friend, to prevent his be-
ing robbed of the seed." And, after all, whoever syvrs is uncertaiiii wh«th«r he ^hall ever reap tl\e

hurvest.

f Ezek. chap. xxvi. 5.

. II Bruce's Travels, vol, i. Inttoducticn, p. lix.
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foot of mount Libanus, and is tlic Heliopolis of Ccslo-Syrla. Ils remains of antiqiuiy

displsiy, according to the best judges, the boldest plan that ever was attempted in archi-

tecture.—The portico of the temple of Heliopolis is inexpressibly superb, though dis-

figured by two Turkish towers. The hexagonal court behind is now known only by
the magnificence of its ruins. The walls were adorned with Corinthian pilasters and
statues, and it opens into a quadrangular court of the same taste and grandeur. The
great temple to ivhich this leads is now so ruined, that it is known only by an entabla-

ture, supported by nine lofty columns, each consisting of three pieces, joined together

by iron pins, without cement. Some of those pins are a foot long, and a foot in diame^

ter 'y and the sordid Turks are daily at work to destroy the columns for the sake of the

iron. A small temple is still standing, with a pedestal of eight columns in front, and
fifteen in flank, and every-where richly ornamented with figures in alto-relievo, and
ihe heads of gods, heroes, and emperors. To the west of this temple is another, of a

(Circular form, of the Corinthian and Ionic order, but disfigured with Turkish mosques
and houses.—The other parts of this ancient city are proportionably beautiful and stu-

pendous.

Various have been the conjectures concerning the founders of these immense build-

ings. The inhabitants of Asia ascribe them to Solomon, but some make them so mo-
dern as the time of Antoninus Pius. Perhaps they are of different seras j and though

that prince and his successors may have rebuilt some part of them, yet the boldness of

their architecture, the beauty of their ornaments, and the stupendous execution of the

w^hole, seem to fix their foundation to a period before the Christian sera, though we can-

not refer them to the ancient times of the Jews, or Phoenicians, who probably knew
little of the Greek style in building and ornamenting. Balbec is at present a little city

encompassed with a wall. The inhabitants, who are about 5000 in number, chiefly

Greeks, live in or near the circular temple, in houses built out of the ancient ruins. A
free-stone quarry in the neighbourhood furnished the stones for the body of ;he temple

5

and one of the stones, not quite detached fVom the bottom of the quarry, is 70 feet long,

14 broad, and 14 feet 5 inches deep : its weight must be 1135 tons. A coarse white

marble quarry, at a greater distance, furnished the ornamental parts.

Palmyra, or, as it was called by the ancients, Tadmor in the desert, is situate in the

wilds of Arabia Petraea, in about 33 degrees of north latitude, and 200 miles to the

south-east of Aleppo. It is approached through a narrow plain, lined as it were with

the remains of antiquity j and opening all at once, the eye is presented with tiie most

striking objects that are to be found in the tvorld. The temple of the Sun lies in ruins
5

but the access to it is through a vast number of beautiful Corinthian columns of white

marble, the grandeur and beauty of which can only be known by the plates of it which

have been drawn and published by Mr Wood, who, with his friends, visited it about

fifty years ago, purposely to preserve some remembrance of such a curiosity. As those

drawings, or copies from them, are now common, we must refer the reader to them, es-

pecially as he can form no very adequate ideas of the ruins from a printed relation.

Superb arches, amazing columns, a colonnade extending 4000 feet in length, terminated

by a noble mausoleum, temples, fine porticoes, peristyles, intercolumniations, and entab*

latures, all of them in the highest style, and finished with the most beautiful materials,

appear on all hands, but so separated and disjointed, that it is impossible from them to

form an idea of the whole w^hen perfect. These striking ruins are contrasted by the

iriiserable huts of the wild Arabs, who reside in or near them.

Nothing but ocular proof could convince any man that so superb a city, formerly

ten miles in circumference, could exist in the midst of what now are tracts of barren

uninhabited sands. Nothing however is more certain than that Palmyra was formerly

the capital of a great kingdom, that it was the pride as well as the emporium of the eastern

world, and that its merchants dealt with the Romans and the western nations, for the

nierchandises and luxuries of India and Arabia. Its present altered situation, therefore,

can be accounted for only by natural causes, which have turned the most fertile tracts

into barren desarts. The Asiatics think that Palmyra, as well as Balbec, owes its ori-

ginal to Solomon j and in this they receive some countenance from sacred history. In

profane history it is not mentioned before the time of Marc Antony j and its most su-
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perb buildings are thought to be of die lower empire, about the time of Gallienus,

Oclenatbus, the last king of Palmyra, was highly caressed by that Emperor, and even

declared Augustus. His widow, Zenobia, reigned in great glory for some time *, and

Longinus, the celebrated critic, was her secretary. Unwilling to submit to the Roman
tyranny, she declared war against the emperor Aurelian, who took her prisoner, led her

in triumph to Rome, and butchered her principal nobility, and, among others, the ex-

cellent Longinus. He afterwards destroyed her city, and massacred its inhabitants, but

expended large sums out of Zenobia's treasures in repairing the temple of the Sun, the

majestic ruins of which have been mentioned. None of the Palmyrene inscriptions

reach above the Christian sera, though there can be no doubt that the city itself is of

much higher antiquity. The emperor Justinian made some efforts to restore it to it:i

ancient splendor, but without eilect, for it dwindled, by degrees, to its present wretched

state. It has been observed, very justly, that its architecture, and the proportions of

its colurans, are by no m;;ans equal in purity to those of Balbec.

.Between the rivers Euphrates and Tigris, where some superstitious and visionary

people have sought the situation of Paradise, there are some tracts which undoubtedly

deserve that name. The different ruins, some of them inexpressibly magnificent, that

arc to be found in these immense regions, cannot be appropriated with any certainty to

their original founders j so great is the ignorance in which they have been buried for

these thousand years past. It is, indeed, easy to pronounce whether the style of their

buildings be Greek; Roman, or Saracen : but all other information must come froru

their inscriptions.

Nothing can be more futile than the boasted antiquities shown by the Greek and
Armenian priests ia and near Jerusalem, which is well known to have been so often

razed to the ground, and rebuilt anew, that no scene of our Saviour's life and sufferings

can be ascertained j and yet those ecclesiasrics subsist by their forgeries, and pretending
to guide travellers to every spot mentioned in the Old and New Testament. They
are, it is true, under severe contributions to the Turks, but the trade still goes on,

though much diminished in its profits. The church of the Holy Sepulchre, as it is cal-

led, said to be built by Helena, mother to Constantine the great, is still standing, ^ and
of tolerable good architecture \ but its different divisions, and the dispositions mads
round it, are chiefly calculated to support the forgeries of its keepers. Other churches
built by the same lady are found in Palestine j but the country is so altered in its ap-

pearance and qualities, that it is one of the most despicable of any in Asia, and it is in

vain for a modern traveller to attempt to trace in it any vestiges of the kingdom of
David and Solomora. But the most fertile country, abandoned to tyranny and wild.

Arabs, must in time become a desart. Thus oppression soon thinned the deliciou?

plains of Italy j and the noted countries of Greece, and Asia the Less, once the glory
of the world, are now nearly destitute of learning, arts, and people.

Origin xVND history of thk TLriiKb.] It has been the fate of the more south-

ern and fertile parts of Asia, at diff"erent periods, to be conquered by that warlike and
hardy race of men who inhabit the vast country known to the ancients by the name
of Scythia, and among the moderns by that of Tartary. One tribe of these people,

called Turks or Turcomans, extended its conquests under various leaders, and during
several centuries, from ihc shore of the Caspian to the Strciils of tlie Dardanelles. Be-
ing long resident, in the capacity of body guards, about the courts of the Saracens,

they embraced the doctrine of Mohammed, and acted lor a long time as mercenaries in

the armies of contending princes. Their chief residence was in the neighbourhood of
Mount Caucasus, from whence they removed to Armenia Major j and after being cm-
ployed as mercanaries by the sultans of Persia, they seized that kingdom about the year

1037, and spread their ravages all over the neighbouring countries. Bound by tlieir

religion to make converts to Mohammedanism, they never were without a pretence for

invading and ravaging the dominions of the Greek emperors, and were sometimes
commanded by very able generals. Upon the declension of the caliphate or empire of
the Saracens, they made themselves masters of Palestine \ and the visiting of the lioly

cUy of Jerusalem bcins^ then part of the Chrlstiau cx.ciciscs, in wl^ch thcv had been
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tolerated by tlie Saracens, the Turks laid the European piigrlms under such hea\'y con-
tributions, and exercised such cruelties upon the Christian inhabitants of the country^

as gave rise to the famous Crusades, Tvhich we have mentioned more fully in the in-

troduction*

It unfortunately happened, that the Greek emperors were generally more jealous of

the progress of the Christians than the Turks 3 and though, after oceans of blood were
spilt, a Christian kingdom was erected at Jerusalem, under Godfrey of Boulogne, nei*

ther he nor his successors were possessed of any real power of maintaining it. The
Turks, about the year 12^9, had extended their dominions on every side, and possessed

themselves, under Othman, of some of the finest provinces in Asia, of Nice, and Prusa

in Bithynia, which Othman made his capital, and, as it were, first embodied them into

a nation : hence they took the name of Othmans, from that leader the appellation of

Turks, signifying wanderers or banished men, being considered by them as a term of re-

proach Othman is to be styled the founder of the Turkish or Ottoman empire, and
was succeeded by a race of the most warlike princes recorded in history. About the

year 1357 they passed the Hellespont, and got a footing in Europe, and Amurath set-

tled the seat of his empire at Adrianople, which he took in the year 1360 : under him
the order of janizaries was established. Such were their conquests, that Bajazet I. af-

ter conquering Bulgaria, and defeating the Greek emperor Sigismund, laid siege to

Constantinople, in hopes of subjecting all the Greek empire. His greatness and inso-

lence provoked Timur, or Tamerlane, a Tartarian prince, who was just then returned

from his eastern conquests, to declare war against him. A decisive battle was fought

between those rival conquerors, in Natolia, in the plain where Pompey defeated Mithri-

dates \ when Bajazet's army was cut to pieces, and he himself taken prisoner, and shut

up in an iron cage, where he ended his life.

The successors of Tamerlane, by declaring war against each other, left the Turks
tnore powerful than ever j and though their career was checked by the valour of the

Venetians, Hungarians, and the famous Scanderbeg, a prince of Epirus, they gradually'

reduced the dominions of the Greek emperors
;

and, after a long siege, Mahomet II,

took Constantinople, in 1453. Thus, after an existence of ten centuries, from its first

commencement under Constantine the Great, ended the Greek empire : an event which
had been long foreseen, and was owing to many causes j the chief was the total dege-

neracy of the* Greek emperors themselves, their courts and families, and the dislike their

subjects had to the popes and the western church,— one of the patriarchs declaring pub*

licly to a Romish legate, " that he would rather see a turban than the pope's tiara up-

on the great altar of Constantinople." But as the Turks, when they extended their

conquests, did not exterminate, but reduced the nations to subjection, the remains of the

'ancient Greeks still exist, as we have already observed, particularly in Constantinople

and the neighbouring island^!, where, though under grievous oppressions, they profess

Christianity under their own patriarchs of Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and

Jerusalem and the Armenians have three patriarchs, who are richer than those of the

Greek church, on account of their people being more wealthy and more conversant in

trade. It is said that the modern Greeks, though pining under the tyrannical yoke of

the Turkish government, still retain somewhat of the exterior appearance, though no-

thing of the internal principles, which distinguished their ancestors.

The conquest of Constantinople v^^as followed by the submission of all Greece : and

from this time the Turks have been considered as an European power.

Mahomet died in 1481, and-was succeeded by Bajazet il., who carried on war
against the Hungarians ani:"v enetians, as well as Persia, and Egypt. Bajazet, falling

ill of the gout, becan c indolent, was harassed by family diiferences, and at last, by or-

der of his second son Selim, was poisoned by a Jew physician. Selim afterwards order-

ed ihis eldest brother, Achmet, to be strangled, with many other prmces of the Othman
rece He defeated the Persians and the prince of mount T aurus j but being unable to

penetrate into Persia, he turned his arms against Egypt, which, after many bloody bat-

tles, he annexed to his own dominions, in the year 1517, as he did AieppOj Antiocli^

Tripoli, JDamascus, Gaxa, and many other towna*
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He was succeeded, in 1520 by Kis son Solomon tlie Magnificent, who, taking ad-

vantage of the differences which prevailed among the Christian powers, took Rhodes,

and drove the knights from that island to Malta, which was given them by the em-

peror Charles V. The reign of Soliman, after this, was a ccntinual war with the

Christian powers, and generally successful, both by sea and land. He took Buda, the

metropolis of Hungary at that time, and Belgrade, and carried off near 200,000 cap-
"

tives, A. D. 1526, and two years afterwards advanced into Austria, and besieged

Vienna, but retired on the approach of Charles V. He miscarried also in an attempt

he made to take the isle of Malta. i his Soliman is looked upon as the greatest prince

that ever filled the throne of Othman.
He was succeeded, in 1566, by his son Selim II. In his reign the Turkish marine

received an irrecoverable blow from the Christians, in the battle of Lepanto. his

defeat might have proved fatal to the Turkish po^ver, had the blow been pursued by the

Christians, especially the Spaniards. Selim, however, took Cyprus from the Venetians,

and Tunis in Africa from the Moors. He was succeeded in 1575 by his son, Amurath
in., who forced the Persians to cede Tauris, Teflis, and many other cities, to the

Turks. He likewise took the important fortress of Raab, in Hungary j and in 1593
he was succeeded by Mahomet HI. The memory of this prince is distinguished by his

ordering nineteen of his brothes to be strangled, and ten of his father's concubines, who
were supposed to be pregnant, to be thrown into the sea. He was often unsuccessful

in his wars with the Christians, and died of the plague in 1604. I hough his succes-

sor Achmet was beaten by the Persians, yet he forced the Austrians to a treaty in

1606, and to consent that he should keep what he was possessed of in Hungary : Os-
man, a prince of great spirit, but no more than sixteen years of age, being unsuccessful

against the Poles, was put to death by the janizaries, whose power he intended to have

reduced. Morad IV. succeeded in 1623, and took Bagdad from the Persians. His
brother, Ibrahim, succeeded him in 1640 j a worthless inactive prince, and strangled by
the janizaries in 1648. His successor, Mahomet IV., was excellently well served by
his grand visier, Cuperli. He took Candia from the Venetians, after it had been be-

sieged for thirty years This conquest cost the Venetians, and their allies, 80,000 men,
and the Turks, it is said, 180,000. A bloody war succeeded between the Imperialists

and the Turks, in which the latter were so successful, that they laid siege to Vienna,

but were forced (as has been already mentioned) to raise it with great loss, by John
Sobieski, king of Poland, and other Christian generals. Mahomet was, in 1687, shut

up in prison by his subjects, and succeeded by his brother, Soliman II.

The Turks continued unsuccessful in their wars during his reign, and that of his

brother and successor, Achmet I.-—but Mustapha II , who ascended the throne in 1694,
headed his armies in person. After some active campaigns, he was defeated by prince

Kugene j and the peace of Carlovv'itz, between the Imperialists and 'l\u ks, was conclud-

ed in 1699. Soon after, Mustapha was deposed, his mufti Avas beheaded, and his bro-

ther Achmet III. mounted the throne. He was the prince who gave shelter, at Ben-
der, to Charles XII. of Sweden ; and ended a war with the Russians, by a peace con-

cluded at Pruth When the Russian army was surrounded Avithout hopes of escape, the

czarina inclined the grand visier to the peace, by a present of all the money, plate, and
jewels, that were in the army ; but the Russians delivered up to the Turks Asoph, Kii-

minieck, and 1 aiganrog, and agreed to evacuate Poland He had afterwards a Avar

with the Venetians, which alarmed all the Christian powers. The scene of action Av?ts

transferred to Hungary, where the Imperial general, prince Eugene, gave so many re-

peated defeats to the iuHdels, that they were forced to conclude a disgraceful peace at

Passarowitz, in 171S. An unsuccessful war with the Persians, under Kouli Khan, suc-

ceeding, the populajce demanded the heads of the visier, the chief admiral, and secre-

tary, which were accordingly struck off ^ but the sultan also was deposed, and Malio-
met V. advanced to the throne. He likewise was unsuccessful in his wars with Kouli
Khan, and at last obliged to recognise that usiu-per as kin<» of Persia. He uas after-

wards engaged in a war with the imperialists and liussians; against the former he was
victorious 3 but the successes cf the httcr, which threatened Coiistautinople itself, forced

N n 3
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him to- agree to a hasty treaty with the emperor, and, after that, another with the Rus^
sians, which was greatly to his advantage. Mahomet died in 1754.

Jie w^as succeeded by his brother, Osman IIL, who died in 1757, and was succeeded

by his brother Mustapha III., who died on the 21st of Janua^, 1774, whilst engaged
in an unsuccessful w:ar with the Russians, of which some account has been already given

in the history of tliat country. In the course of this war, a considerable Russian fleet

was fitted out, which set sail from the Baltic, with a view of attacking the remote parts

of the Archipelago. This fleet having arrived at Minorca, departed from thence in the

beginning of February, 1770, and shaped its course for the Morea. Count Orlow ha-

ving debarked such land forces as he had with him at Maina, a little to the westward
of Cape Metapan, and about fifty miles to the south-west of Misitra, the ancient Sparta,

the Mainoles, the descendants of the Lacedaemonians, and who still possessed the coun-

try of their ancestors, under subjection to the grand-signor, immediately flew to arms in

every quarter, and joined the Russians by thousands, from their aversion to the tyranny

of the Tijrks. The other Greeks immediately followed their example, or rather only

waited to hear of the arrival of the Russians, to do v.'hat they had long intended j and

the v/hoie Morea seemed every where in motion. The open country was quickly over-

run, and the ancient Laconia, Arcadia, and several other countries, as speedily taken
j

while the Russian ships, that had been separated, or tliat put into Italy, arrived succes-

sively, and landed their men in difterent places, Vv'here every small detachment soon

swelled into a little army, and the Turks were every where attacked or intercepted In

the mean time, the Greeks gave the utmost loose to tbeir revenge, and every where

slaughlered the Turks without mercy and the rage and fury with which the inhabi-

tants of the continent were seized extended itself to the islands, where also the Turks
were massacred in great numbers. They were, indeed, imable to make head against

the Russians and Greeks in the field ^ their only protection was found within the for-

tresses. The malcontents had so much increased since the first debarkation of the Rus-

sians, that they invested Napoli di Romania, Corinth, and the castle of Patras, with se-

veral other places of less note. But whilst they were employed in these enterprises, an

army of thirty thousand men, composed chiefly of Albanians and Epirotes, entered the

Morea, comrnanded by the seraskier, pacha of Bosnia. This Turkish general recover-

ed all the northern part of the peninsula as soon as he appeared in it *, and all the Greeks

that were found in arms, or out of their villages, were instantly put to death. The
Russians w^ere now^ driven back to their ships j but about the same time, another Russian

squadron, commanded by admiral Elphinstone, arrived from England to re-inforce count

Orlow's armament. The Turkish fleet also appeared, and an obstinate engagement was

fought in the channel of Scio, vrhich divides that island from Natolia, or the Lesser Asia.

The Turkish fleet v;as considerably superior in force, consisting of fifteen ships of the

line, from si^ty to ninety guns, beside? a number of chebeques and galleys, apaounting in

the whole to near thirty sail ^ the Russians had only ten ships of the line, and five fri-

gates. Some of the ships engaged with great resolution, while others on both sides found

various causes for not approaching sufliciently near. But SpijitolF, a Russian admiral,

encountered the captain-pacha, in the Sultana, of ninety guns., yard arm and yard-arm

they fcught Vs-ith the greatest fury, and at length ran so close, that they locked them.-

selves together, with gj-appling irons, and other tackling. In this situation, the Rus-

sians, by throwing hand-grenades from the tops, set the Turkish ship on fire j
and as

they couid not r^ow be disentangled, both ships were in a little time equally in flames.

Thus dreadfully circumstanced, without a possibility of succour, they both at length

blew^ up wiih a most terrible explpsipn. The commanders and principal officers on both

sides >\ ere mostly saved y but the crews >vere almost totally lost^ The dreadful fate of

those soij^s, as well as the danger to those that were near them, produced a kind of pause

on both sides ; after -Ahich the action was rsnewed, and continued till night without any

material advantage on cither side. When it became dark, the Turkish fleet cut their

cable?, snd ran into a bay on the coast of Natolia y the Russians surrounded them thus

closely pent up, and iii the night some fire-ships were successfully conveyed among the

Turkish ^fleet, by the intrepid beliaviour of lieutenant Dugdale, an Englishman^m th^

Kus.^.ian service, who^ though abandoned by hi? crew, himself directed the opcratiras of
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the fire sliips. The fire took place so effectually, that in five hours the whole fleet, ex-

cept one man of war and a few galleys, that were towed off by the Russians, was totally

destroyed j after which they entered the harbour, and bombarded and cannonaded the

town, and a castle that protected it, with such success, that a shot having blown up the

powder-magazine in the latter, both were reduced to a heap of rubbish. Thus was there

scarcely a vestige left, at nine o'clock, of a town, a castle, and a fine fleet, which had

been all in existence at one the same morning.

Son^e of the principal military transactions by land, in the war between Russia and

Turkey, having been already noticed in our account of the former empire, we shall here,

only add, that, after a most unfortunate war on the side of the Turks, peace was at

length concluded between them and the Russians, on the 21st of July 1774, a few-

months after the accession of Achmet IV, The emperor Mustapha III. left a son, thert

only in his 13th year \ but as he was too young to manage the reins of government in

the then critical situation of the Turkish affairs, Mustapha appointed his brother, the

late emperor, to succeed him in the throne j and to this prince, under the strongest terms

of recommendation, he confided the care of his infant son.

The perseverance of the Turks, supplied by their numerous Asiatic armies, and theic

implicit submission to their officers, rather than an excellency in military discipline or

courage in war, have been the great springs of those successes which have rendered their

empire so formidable. The extension, as well as duration, of their empire, may indeed

be in spme measure owing to the military institution of the janizaries, a corps originally

composed of children of such Christian parents as could not pay their taxes. \ hese,

being collected together, were formed to the exercise of arms under the eyes of their

officers in the seraglio. Fhey were generally in number about 40,000 ; and so excel-

lent was their discipline, that they were deemed to be invincible j and they still conti-

nue the flower of the I'urkish armies j but the Ottoman poxver is in a declining state.,

The political state of Europe, and the jealousies that subsist among its princes, is now.
the surest basis of this empire, and the principal reason why the finest provinces in the

world are suffered to remain any longer in the possession of those haughty infidels.

Notwithstanding the peace which was established in 1774, between Russia and the

Porte, various sources of discord having been left open, very little tranquillity couldt

subsist between them For an account of these we refer our readers to our historical

narrative of the former empire. Towards the latter end of the year 1785, the l urks
seem to have adopted a regular system of indirect hostility against Russia, which was,

continually making such encroachments as made the Turks resolve to try again the for-

tune of war. Scarcely had the empress returned from the splendid journey which she

made to Cherson, before a declaration of urkish hostilities was announced at St Peters-

burgh. What part the emperor of Germany would take in this war was not at first

known. The capriciousness of his character kept the spirit of curiosity in suspense for

some little time ; but he soon declared himself determined to support all the claims

which Russia had upon the Porte.

Instead of being disheartened at the formidable appearance of the confederacy formed
against them, the Turks applied themselves with redoubled ardour to prepare for resist-

ance. But an event that seems greatly to have contributed to the ill success experien-

ced by the crescent in the year 1789, was the death of Achmet the Fourth, on the 7tli

of April.

1 his prince, if we make suitable allowances for the disadvantages under v.hich he la-

boured as a despotic monarch, and the prejudices of his country, may be allowed to have
possessed some claim to our esteem. He lillcd the throne of Constantinople without re-

flecting disgrace upon human nature. His temper appears to have been mild and hu-
mane. He not only permitted Selim, his nephciv, son of the late emperor, to live, but
even publicly acknowledged him for his successor. His reign was not stained with so

many arbitrary murders as those of his pretlecessors j nor did lie think it necessary that a
disgraced minister should part at once with his office and his life. He suffered his coun-
trymen to improve by the arts and military discipline of Europe. Yssouf, liis prime
i)iinister, during the last three years of his life, though by no means consistently great,

liiust be allowed to deserve our applause, and will be belter known to posterilv as the

N n 4
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patron of the Turkish translation of the Encyclopedic, th?.n as the vi<:tprious and ^kilfu|

rival of the Austrian arms in the Bannat of Transylvania.

Achmet died at the unenterprising age of sixty-four, and Selim the Third succeeded,

at twenty-eight. In the vigour of youth, he thought it necessary to distinguish himself

by something extraordinary, and at first purposed to put himself at the head of his forces.

was easily, as might be expected from his effeminate education, dissuaded fronf this

rash and ridiculous project. But he conceived that at least it became him to discoun-

tenance the ministers of his predecessor, and reverse all their proceedings. These mi-

nisters had acquired in some degree the confidence of those who acted under their com-
mand j and it appeared in the sequel, that the fantastic splendor of a new and juvenile

sovereign could not compensate fpr the capricious and arbitrary changes with which his

accession was accompanied.

In the year 1788 Choczim and Oczakow surrendered to the arms of Russia, as will

be found in the hist ory of that country j and on the 12th of September, 1789, the Aus-
trian forces sat down before Belgrade, and with that good fortune which seemed almost

constantly to attend their commander, marshal Lidudohn. The place, together with it§

numerous garrison, surrendered, after a vigorous resistance, on the 8th of October. The
rest of the campaign was little else than a succession of the most important successes

^

and a circumstance that did not a little contribute to this, was the system adopted hf
the i^ustrians and Russians, of sufi'ering the Turkish troops to march out of the several

places they garrisoned without molestation. Bucharest, the capital of Walachia, fell

without opposition into the hands of prince Cobourg j while Akerman, on the Black

Sea, was reduced by the Russians and Bender surrendered to prince Potemkin, not

without suspicion of sinister practices, on the I5th of November. One only check pre-

sented itself to the allied arms, T he garrison of Orsova displayed the most inflexible

constancy, and marshal Loudohn was obliged to raise the siege of this place in the mid-

dle of December, after having sat down before it for a period of six weeks. In a short

time after the siege was renewed, and Orsova w^as reduced the 16th of April, 1790.

After the reduction of Orsova, the war was carried on with languor, on the part of

Austria*, and in the month of June a conference was agreed upon at Reichenbach, at

which the ministers of Prussia, Austria, England, and the United Provinces, assisted,

and at which also an envoy from Poland was occasionally present. After a negotiation,

which continued till the 17th of August, it was agreed that a peace should be conclud-

ed between the king of Hungary and the Ottoman Porte j that the basis of this treaty

should be a general surrender of all the conquests made by the former, retaining only

Choczim as a security till the Porte should accede to the terms of the agreement j when
it was also to be restored. On the other hand, the king of Prussia gave up the Belgic

provinces, and even promised his assistance in reducing them again to submit to the do-

minion of Austria.

The king' of Prussia was less successful in }ih mediation with Russia. Catharine had

not, like Leopold, an imperial crown at stake, which, unsubstantial as it is, has always

its charms with those who are educated in the habitual adoration of rank and dignities.

Her conquests also, on the side of Turkey, v;ere too important to be easily relinquished
;

and she considered her dignity attacked by the insolent style of Prussian meditation.

The substance of her answer to the Prussian memorial was, therefore, " That the em-

press of Russia would make peace and war v. ith yrhom she pleased, without the inter-

ference of any foreign power."

The campaign of 1791 opened, on the part cf Russia, with the taking of IMaczin, on

the 4th of April, by prince Gallitzin j and in a subsequent victory, on the 12th, by the

same general, in the neighbourhood of Brailow, the Turks lost not less than 4000 men,

and upwards of lOO officers, l:)esides many pieces of cannon. On the 14th the Rus-

sian arms experienced a check, by which they lost about 700 men, and were obliged to

relinquish their intention of besieging Brailow. After re-inforcing this place, the vi-

sier proceeded to the banks of the Danube, near Silistria j and by piean^ of a bridge

which he threw across the river, his advanced posts were enabled to make incursions on

the opposite side. The ability of the visier, and the valour of the Turks, were how-

ever exerted in vain against the discipline and experience of European arnjieSo In the
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month of June, 15,000 Turks were defeated by a party of cavalry under general Kutu-

.sow. On the 3d of July the fortress of Anape was taken by general Gudowitsch 5 and

the garrison, to the amoiuit of 6000 men, made prisoners This event was followed, on
the 9th of the same month, by a signal victory which prince Repnin obtained near

Maczin over a body of 70,000 men, the flower of the Turkish army. The Ottomans

left upwards of 4000 dead upon the field of battle, and lost their entire camp-equipage^

colours, and 30 pieces of cannon. The Russians are said to have lost only 150 men.

killed, and between 200 and 300 wounded.

While the war was thus vigorously carried on, the mediating powers were not inac-

tive. Great Britain and Prussia, in particular, declared themselves determined to sup-

port the balance of Europe, and to force the empress to peace upon the basis of a status

quo. Of the interferenca of Britain, in this dispute, we have treated more largely in.

another place. To the first applications of the English minister, the empress answered

in nearly the same terms in which she had before replied to the memorial of Prussia

—

That the British court would not be permitted to dictate the terms of peace.'' In

the course of the negociation, however, her demands became more moderate : and as the

northern powers, and particularly Denmark, began to exert themselves for the preven-

tion of hostilities, she confined her views t6 the possession of Oczakow, with the district

extending from the Bog to the Dneister, and even then providing for the free naviga-

tion of the latter river. The negociation was protracted to the 11th of August, wher^

at length peace was concluded between the Czarina and the Porte, nearly upon these

terms—terms which, considering the ill success of the war, cannot be accounted very

disadvantageous to the Turks, who lost a fortress more useful for the purpose of annoy-

ing Russia than for defending their own territories \ but certainly of considerable im-

portance to Russia, which, by this cession, secured the peaceable possession qf the

Crimea.
,

It is computed that in this war Turkey lost 200,000 soldiers Russia 100,000 ^ the

Austrians, who fell in the battle, or in the unhealthy marshes, are supposed to exceed

130,000.

The treacherous and wanton invasion of Egypt by the French, in 1798, -tvithout cvea
the pretence that the Porte had given them any cause of offence, justly provoked the

Turks to declare war against France ; but of the hostilities which took place between

these powers, and which have been almost entirely confined to the attack on Egypt,

and some towns in Syria, an account is given elsewhere : it is therefore imnecessary to

repeat it here.

Selim HI., born in 1761, succeeded to the throne of Turkey on the death of his

uncle, the late sultan, April 7. 1789.

ISLANDS belonging to TURKEY in ASIA.

The greater part of the Grecian islands in the Archipelago are considered by gco-
graphers as situate in Europe j but those which are very near to tlic Asiatic coast, %vitli

the island of Cyprus in that part of the Mediterranean called the I^cvant, or Eastern
sea, must be referred to Asia.

Scio, anciently Chios, lies about eighty miles west of Smyrna, and is about one
hundred miles in circumference. This island, though rocky and mountainous, produces

excellent wine, but no corn. It is inhabited by 100,000 Greeks, 10,000 Tur'is, and
^bout 3,000 Latins. It has 300 churches, besides chapels and monasteries j and si

Turkish garrison of 1400 men. The inhabitants have manufactures of silk, velvet, gold

and silver stulls. The island likewise produces oil and silk, and the Icntisk-trec, oij

mastic, from which the government draws its chief revenue. The ^vomen of this, and
alijiost ail the other Greek inlands, have in all^a^es been celebrated for (heir beai^tVi an^
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their persons liaVe been tlie most perfect models of symmetry to painters and statuaries.

A late learned traveller, Dr Richard Chandler, says, " The beautifid Greek girls arq

the most striking ornaments of Scio. Many of these were sitting at the doors and win-

dows, twisting cotton or silk, or employed in spinning and needle-work, and accosted

us with familiarity, bidding us welcome as we passed. The streets on Sundays and holi-

days are filled with them in groups. They wear short petticoats, reaching only to their

knees, with white silk or cotton hose. Their head-dress, which is peculiar to the

island, is a kind of turban, the linen so white and thin, it seemed snow. Their slippers

are chiefly yellow, with a knot of red fringe at the heel. Some wore them fastened

with a thong. Their garments were silk of various colours j and, their whole appear-

ance so fantastic and lively as to afford us much entertainment. The Turks inhabit a

separate quartet, and their women are concealed." Among the poets and historians

said to be born here, the inhabitants reckon Homer, and show a little square house,

which they call Homer's school.

Tenedos is remarkable only for its lying opposite to old Troy, and being mentioned

by Virgil as the place to which the Greeks retired, and left the Trojans in a fatal se-

curity. It has a town of the same name.

Metelin, the ancient LESBOb, the principal city of which was Mytilene, whence
the modern name, is situate to the north of the Gulf of Smyrna, about ten miles from
the coast of Africa. Il is about forty miles long and twenty- four broad. It produces

excellent oil and wine, the latter of which was anciently in high esteem, and still sells

at a great price. It is famous for having been the native place of Sappho. The an«

cient Lesbians were accused of dissolute manners, and the modern inhabitants, it is said,

too much resemble them in this respect.

Cyprus lies in the Levant Sea, about thirty miles distant from the coasts of Syria

and Palestine It is 150 miles long, and 70 broad, and lies at almost an equal dis-

tance from Europe and Africa. It was formerly famous for the worship of Venus, the

Cyprian goddess and during the tim« of the crusades, was a rich flourishing kingdom,
inhabited by Christians. Its wine, especially that which grows at the bottom of the

celebrated Mount Olympus, is the most palatable and the richest of all produ-

ced in the Greek islands. Nicosia is the capital, in the midst of the country, and the

see of a Greek archoishop
j
Indeed, most part of the inhabitants of the island are Greeks.

Famagusta, its ancient capital, has a good harbour *, and the natural produce of the

island is so rich, that many Europeans nations find their account in keeping consuls re-

siding upon it j but the oppressions of the Turks have depopulated and impoverished it

to an extreme degree, so that the revenue they get from i^ does not not exceed 12501.

a year. The island produces great quantities of grapes, from which excellent w^ne is

made ; and also cotton of a very fine quality is here cultivated, and oil, silk, and tur-

pentine. Its female inhabitants do not degenerate from their ancestors as devotees to

Venus ; and Paphos, that ancient seat of pleasure and corruption, is one of the divisions

of the island Richard I., king of England, subdued Cyprus, on account of its king's

treachery ; and its royal title was transferred to Guy Lusignan king of Jerusalem, from

whence it passed to the Venetians, who long held that empty honour.

Stanchio, the ancient Cos, on the coast of Lesser Asia, nearly twelve miles from

the continent, is'about tvventy-five miles long and ten broad. It abounds with cypress

and turpentine trees, and a variety of medicinal plants. This island has a town of the

same name, situated in a bay, with a harbour defended by a castle. Cos is famous for

having been the birth-place of the great father of medicine, Hippocrates, and the cele-

brated painter Apelles.

Samcs lies opposite to Ephesus, on the coast of Lesser Asia, about seven miles from

the continent. It is thirty miles long, and fifteen broad. This island gave birth to

Pythagoras, and is inhabited by Greek Christians, who are well treated by the Turks,

their masters. The muscadine Samian wine is in high request j and the island also pro-

duces wool, which they sell to the French oil, pomegranates, and silk. This island

is supposed to have been the native country of Juno : and some travellers t nink that the

ruins of her temple, and of the ancient city Samos, are the finest remains of antiquity ii>

the Levant,
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To tlie south o£ Samos lies Patmos, about twenty miles In circumference, but so

barren and dreary, that it may be called a rock rather than an island. It has, however,

a convenient haven : and the few Greek monks -who are upon the island show a cave

where St John is supposed to have written the Apocalypse.

The island of Rhodes is situated in 28^- 45'' of east longitude, and 35^ 30' north lati-

tude about 20 miles south-west of the continent of Lesser Asia, being about thirty-six

miles long, and fifteen broad. This island is healthful and pleasant, and abounds in

w^ine, and many of the necessaries of life j but the inhabitants import their com from
the neighbouring country. The chief town, which also bear5 the name of Rhodes, is

situated on the side of a hill fronting the sea, and is three miles in circumference, inter-

spersed with gardens, minarets, churches, and towers. The harbour of Rhodes is the

grand signer's principal arsenal for shipping, and the place is esteemed among the

strongest fortresses belonging to the Turks. The Colossus of brass, which anciently

stood at the mouth of the harbour, and was fifty fathomS' wide, was deservedly account-

ed one of the wonders of the world : one foot being placed on each side of the harbour,

ships jiassed between its legs ; and it held in one hand a light-house for the direction of
mariners. The face of the Colossus represented the Sun, to whom this image was de-

dicated 5 and its height was about 135 feet. The inhabitants of this island were form-

erly masters of the sea ; and the Rhodian law was the directory of the Romans in mari-

time affairs. The knights of St John of Jerusalem, after losing Palestine, took' this

island from the Turks in 1308, but lost it to them in 1522, after a brave defence, and
afterwards retired to Malta.

ARABIA.

SITUATIDN AND EXTENT.

MJles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Leneth MOOl , ^ C 36 and 60 East longitude. 7 nnn r^n^

Brcllthiaeo} tl2 and 32 North lafitude. i

Name.] It is remarkable that this country has always preserved it ancient name.

The word Arcih^ it is generally said, signifies a robber, or freebooter, 'i he woi'fl Sa-

racen, by which one tribe is called, is said to signify both a thief and an inhabitant of

thie desert. These names justly belong to the Arabians \ for they, seldom let any mer-

chandise pass through the country without extorting something from the owners, if

they do not rob them.

Boundaries.] Bounded by Turkey, on the north
;
by the gulfs of Persia or Bas-

sorah, and Ormus, which separate it from Persia, on the east
^
by the Indian ; pcean,

south j and the Red Sea, which divides it from Africa, on the wcstt.

Divisiion^. Subdivipon?. Chief Town?

A.rabia Petrica,
"^^

^w.
iDe

ii> l]i^'mi^.dle

Arabia Descrta,

| p^^^^^^
^
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Divisions.

Arabia Felix,

S. W. and S. £.

Hcdjaz

Hadramaut

^ Yemen

Oman

Subdivisions. Chief Towns,

Neged Proper
J
\ Mecca, E. Ion. 41°' 0 N. UL 2l9 4t
I Medina
( Hadramaut
^Dofar

^ Saana, E. Ion. 46^ 35' N. lat. 17° 2g

I Mocha, E. Ion. 44^ 25 N. lat. 14^ 0
r Rostak

( Muscat
Lachsa Hadjar]

j^^^^^^
or Jsahrem 3

Mountains ] The mountains of Sinai and Horeb, lying in Arabiii Petrcea^ east of

the Red Sea, and those called Gibel el Ared, in Arabia Felix, are the most noted.

Rivers, seas, gulfs, and capes.] There are few springs, or rivers in this coun-

try,, except the Euphrates, which washes the north-east limits of it. It is almost sur-

rounded with seas j as the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea, the gulfs of Persia and Ormus.
The cliief capes or promontories are those of Rosalgate and Musledon.

Climate, soil, and produce.] As a considerable part of this country lies under

the torrid zone, and the tropic of Cancer passes over Arabia Felix, the air is excessively

dry and hot, and the country is subject to hot poisonous winds, like those on the oppo-

site shores of Persia, which often prove fatal, especially to strangers. The soil,.in some
parts, is nothing more than immense sands, which, when agitated by the winds, roll

like the troubled ocean, and sometimes form mountains by which w^hole caravans have

been buried or lost. In these desarts, the caravans, having no tracks, are guided, as at

sea, by a compass, or by the stars, for they travel chiefly by night. Here (says Dr
Shaw) are no pastures clothed with flocks, nor valleys standing thick with corn ; here

are no vine-yards or olive yards •, but the xvhole is a lonesome, desolate v^ilderness, no
otherways diversified than by plains covered with sand, and mountains that are made up
of naked rocks and precipices. Neither is this country ever, unless sometimes at the

equinoxes, refreshed with rain j and the intenseness of the cold in the night is almost

equal to that of the heat in the day-time. But the southern part of Arabia, deservedly

called the Happy, is blessed with an excellent soil, and, in general, is very fertile.

There the cultivated lands, which are chiefly about the towns near the sea coast, pro-

'duce balm of Gilead, manna, myrrh, cassia, aloes, frankincense, spikenard, and other va-

luable gums
j
cinnamon, pepper, cardamom, oranges, lemons, pomegranates, figs, and

other fruits honey and wax in plenty, with a small quantity of corn and wine. This

country is famous for its coffee and its dates, which last are found scarcely any where
in such perfection as here and in Persia. There are few trees fit for timber in Arabia,

and little wood of any kind. '

iNHABiTAiiTS, MANNERS, CUSTOMS, AND DRESS.] The Arabians, like most of the

nations of Asiz, are of a middle stature, thin, and of a swarthy complexion, with black

hair and black eyes. They are svv^ift of foot, excellent horsemen, and are said to be,

in general, a martial, brave people, expert at the bow and lance, and, since they be-

came' acquainted with fire-arms, good, marksmen. The inhabitants of the inland coun-

try live in tents, and remove from place to place with their flocks and herds.

The Arabians, in general, are such thieves, that travellers and pilgrims are struct

with terror on approaching the deserts. These robbers, headed by a captain, traverse

the country in considerable troops' on horseback, and assault and plunder the caravans
j

and we are told that, so late as the year 1750, a body of 50,000 Arabians attacked a

caravan of merchants and pilgriaas returning from Mecca, killed about 60,000 persons,

and plundered it of every thing valuable, though escorted by a Turkish army . On
the sea-coast they are mere pirates^ and make prisie of every vessel the^ can make mas-

teij of whatever nation.
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The dress of the roving Arabs is a kind of blue sliirt, tied about them with

white sash or girdle j and somi of them have a vest of furs or sheep-kins, over it j

they also wear drawers, and sometimes slippers, but no stockings ;
and have a cap or

turban on their head. Many of them go almost naked ;
but, as in the eastern countries,

the women are so wrapped up that nothing can be discerned but their eyes. Like other

Mahommedans, the Arabs eat all manner of flesh, except that of hogs ^ and prefer the

flesh of camels, as we prefer venison to other meat. They take care to drain the blood

from the flesh, as the Jews do, and like them refuse such fish as have no scales. Coffee

and tea, ^vater and sherbet made of oranges, water, and sugar, is their usual drink i

they have no strong liquors.

Natural curiosities.] The desarts, mountains, and places mentioned in Scrip-

ture may be considered as the principal of these. What is called the Desert of Sinai

is a beautiful plain nearly nine miles long, and above three in breadth ^ it lies open to the

north-east, but to the southward is closed by some of the lower eminences of Mount
Sinai and other parts of that monntain make such encroachments upon the plain as to

divide it into two parts, each so capacious as to be sufficient to receive the whole camp

of the Israelites.

From Mount Sinai may be seen Mounts Horeb, where Moses kept the flocks of

Jethro, his father-in-law, when he saw the burning bush. On those mountains arc

many chapels and cells, possessed by the Greek and Latin monks, who, like the religi-

ous at Jerusalem, pretend to show the very spot where every miracle or transaction re-

corded in Scripture happened.

Animals.] The most useful animals in Arabia are camels and dromedaries j
they

are amazingly fitted by Providence for traversing the dry and parched deserts of this

country j for they are so formed that they can throw up the liquor from their stomach

into their throats, by which means they can travel six or eight days without water.

The camels usually carry SOOlbs. weight upon their backs, which is not taken off dur-

ing the whole journey, for they naturally kneel down to rest, and in due time rise with

their load. The dromedary is a small camel, with two bunches on its back, and re-

markably swift. It is an observation among the Arabs, that wherever there are trees

the water is not far off ; and when they draw near a pool, their camels will smell at a

distance, and set up their great trot till they come to it. The Arabian horses- are well

known in Europe, and have contributed to improve the breed of those in England.

They are only fit for the saddle, and are admired for their make as much as for their

swiftness and high mettle. The finest breed is in the kingdom of Yemen, iu which
Mocha is situated.

Cities, chief towns, edifices.] Among the cities of Arabia Felix, Mecca and
Medina deserve particular notice. At Mecca, the birth-place of Mahommed, is a
•mosque, the most magnificent of any in the Turkish dominions 5 its lofty roof being
raised in fashion of a dome, and covered ^vith gold, with two beautifiU towers at the

end, of extraordinary height and architecture, which make a delightful appearance, and
are conspicuous at a great distance. The mosque has a lumdred gates, with a window

^
over each and the whole building within is decorated with the finest gildings and ta-

pestry. The number of pilgrims who yearly visit this place is almost incredible, every
Mussulman being required, by his religion, to come hither once in his lifetime, or send
a deputy. At Medina, about fifty miles from the Ixcd Sea, the city to which Mahom-
pied fled when he was driven out of Mecca, and where he was hurried, Is a stately

* mosque supported by 400 pillars, and furnished with 300 silver lamps, which are con-
tinually burning. It is called the " Most Hohj^'' by the Turks, because in it is placed
the cotFm of their prophet Mahommed, covered with cloth of gold, under a canopy of

^
silver tissue, which the pasha of Egypt, by order of the grand-signor, renews every
year. The camel which carries it derives a sort of sanctity fi-om it, and is never to be
used in any drudgery afterwards. Over the foot of the coilin is a rich golden crescent,
curiously wrought, and adorned \vith precious stones. Thither the pilgrims resort, as

to Mecca, but not in such numbers.
The other principal cities of Arabia are Saana, Mocha, Jcdda, or Juddah, Muscat^

•and Lachsa. Saana is considered as the capital of -tVabia FelLx, it lias a castle, and
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contains a number of mosques and otKer elegant buildings. It is about four 'niiles in

circumference, and surrounded hj a brick Vv'all with seven gates. The environs pro-
duce abundance of fine grapes, of above twenty different species, and great quantities of
dried raisins are exported from this city.

Mocha is well built : the houses are very lofty, and are, with the walls and forts,

covered with a chlnmn or stucco, that gives a dazzling whiteness to them, j.'he harbour
is semicircular, the circuit of the wall is two miles, and there are several handsome
mosques in the city. Judah is the place of the greatest trade in the Red Sea j for there

the commerce between Arabia and Europe meets, and is interchanged, the former
sending her gums, drugs, coffee, &c. and from Europe come cloths, iron, furs, and
i3ther articles, by the way of Cairo. The revenues of these, with the profits of the

port, are shared by the grand- signer and the sheriff of Mecca, to whom jointly this

place belongs. . , ,

Muscat is a considerable town, with an excellent harbour, and has been, from early

times, a staple of trade between Arabia, Persia, and the Indie;.;. It was taken by the

Portuguese in 1508, aud held by them during a century and a half. English ships

from Hindoostan carry on a trade with this town.

Lachsa is a large and weil-buiit town, situate on a rapid stream, which falls into a

large bay opposite to' the isle of Bahrein, celebrated for the pearl fishery.

LearniisG and language ] Though the Arabians in former ages were famous
for their learning and skill in all the liberal arts, there is scarcely a country at present

where the people are so universally ignorant. The vulgar language used in the three

Arabias is the Arabesk, or corrupt Arabian, which is likewise spoken, with some vari-

ation of dialect, over great part of the East, from Egypt to the court of the Great Mo-
gul. The pure old grammatical Arabic, Vvhich is said to be a dialect of the" Hebrew,
and by the people of the East accounted the richest, most energetic, and copious lan-

guage in the vvorld, is taught in their schools, as Greek and Latin are among Europe-

ans, and used by Mahom'tfiedans in their worship ; for, as the Koran was written in this

language, they will not suffer it to be read in any other; they look upon it to have been

the language of. Paradise, and think no man can be a master of it without a miracle, as

consisting of several millions of words. The books which treat of it say they have no

fewer than a thousand terms to express the word came/, and five hundred for that of a

/ion, Eut among these are reckoned the metaphorical expressions and images of their

poets. The Lord's prayer in Arabic is as follows :

Ahuna eltadliifi-ssamwat ; jethaddas esmdc ; tati malacutac : taoiiri masebiatic, cama
fi-ssama ; kedhalec ala lardh aat'ing cJioh%ena hefatna iaum beiaum ; wagsor le?ia domihc-

na wachaiaina, cama nogfor nachna lemen aca doina ; wala tadalchalna Jihajarib ; lahen

meijina me 7inesclisrir, Amen.
Government, laws.] Arabia is under the government of many petty princes who

are styled xerifFs and imans, both of them including the ofRces of king and priest, in the

same manner as the caliphs of the Saracens, the successors of Mohammed. These mo-
narchs appear to be absolute both in spirituals and temporals ; the succession is heredi-

tary, and they have no other laws than those found in the Koran, and the comments

upon it. The northern Arabs owe subjection ta the Turks, and are governed by pa-

chas residing among them j but receive large gratuities from the grand-signor, for pro-

tecting the pilgrims that pass through their country, from tlie robberies of their coun-

trymen. The Arabians have no standing regular militia, but their emirs command
both the persons and the purses of their subjects, as the necessity of afi^irs requires.

Religion.] Of this the reader will find an account in the following history of Mo-
hammed their countryman. Many of the wandering Arabs are still little different from

Pagans j but in general they profess Mohammedanism.
History.] The history of this country in some measure differs from that of all

others
\
for, as the slavery and subjection of other nations make a great part of their his-

tory, that of the Arabs is entirely composed of their Conquests or independence. The
Arabs are descended from Ishmael, of whose posterity it was foretold, that they shoitld

be invincible, " have their hands against every man, and every man's hands against

theirs/' They are at pre^entj and have remained from the remotest ages, during the va-
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tious conquests of the Greeks, Romans, and Tartars, a convincing proof of the divinity

of this prediction. Towards the north, and the sea-coasts of Arabia, ihe inhabitants are,

indeed, kept in awe by the Turks j but the wandering tribes in the southern and inland

parts acknowledge themselves the subjects of no foreign power, and do not fail to harass

and annoy all strangers who come into their country. 1 h^ conquests of the Arabs

make as wonderful a part of their history, as the independence and freedom which they

have ever continued to enjoy. These, as well as their religion, began with one man,

whose character forms a very singular phenomenon in the history of mankind. • his

was the famous Mohammed, a native of Mecca, a city of that division of Arabia, which,

from the luxuriancy of its soil and happy temperature of its climate, has ever been es-

teemed the loveliest and most delightful region of the world, and distinguished by th«

epithet of the Happy
Mohammed was born in the year 569, in the reign of Justinian II. emperor of Constan.

tinople. Though descended of mean parentage, illiterate and poor, he was endued wit i

a subtile genius, like those of the same country, and possessed a degree of enterprise and

ambition peculiar to himself and much beyond his condition. He had been employed

in the early part of his Hfe, by his uncle, Abuteleb, as a factor, and had occasion, in

this capacity, to travel into Syria, Palestine, and Egypt. He was afterwards taken in-

to the service of a rich merchant, upon whose death he married his widow, Khadija,

and by her means came to be possessed of great wealth and of a numerous family. Du-
ring his peregrinations into Egypt and the East, he had observed the vast variety of

sects in religion, whose hatred against each other was strong and inveterate, w^hile, at

the same time, there were many particulars in which the greater part of them were agreed,

He carefully took advantage of these
^
by means of which, and by addressing himself to

the love of power, riches, and pleasure, passions universal among men, he expected to

raise a new system of religion, more general than any which had hitherto been esta-

blished. In this design he was assisted by Sergius, a monk, whose libertine disposition

had made him forsake his cloister and profession, and engage in the service of Khadija,

with whom he remained as a domestic when Mohammed was taken to her bed. This

monk was perfectly well qualified, by his great learning, for supplying the defects which
his master, for want of a liberal education, laboured under, and which, in all probabi-

bility, must have obstructed the execution of his design. It was necessary, however,

that the religion they proposed to establish should have a divine sanction j and for this

purpose Mohammed turned a calamity, with which he was afHicted, to his advantage. He
was often subject to fits of the epilepsy, a disease which those whom it afflicts are de-

sirous to conceal. Mohammed gave out, therefore, that these fits were trances into which
he was miraculously thrown by God Almighty, during which he was instrticted in his

will, which he was commanded to publish to the world. By this strange story, and by
leading a retired, abstemious, and austere life, he easily acquired a character for supe*

rior sanctity among his ac(j;uaintance and neighbours. When he thought himself suf-

ficiently fortified by the number and enthusiasm of his followers, he boldly declared

himself a prophet sent by God into the world not only to teach his will, but to compel
mankind to obey it.

' As we have already mentioned, he did not lay the foundation of his system so narrow
as only to comprehed the natives of iiis own country His mind, though rude and en-

thusiastic, was enlarged by travelling into distant lands, whose manners and religion he
he had made a pecuUar study. He proposed that the system he estat)Ushed should ex-

tend over all the neighbouring nations, to whose doctrines and prejudices he had taken
care to adapt it. Many of the inhabitants of the eastern countries were at this time
much addicted to Arius, who denied that Jesus Christ was co-equal with God the Fa-
ther, as is declared in the Athanasiaij creed. Egypt and Arabia were filled with .lews,

who had tied into these corners of the world from the perseculions of the emperor
Adrian, who threatened the total extinction of that people. The other inhabitanis of
these countries were pagans. These, however, had litllr attachment to iheir decayed
and derided idolatry, and, like men whose relijnotis nrinrii.ilc is weak, ban . iven them-
selves over to pleasure and sensualit^r, gr Iq the acquisiuon gf nches, to dc the belter
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ble to indulge in the gratification of sen se, which, together with the doctrine of predes-
tination, composed the sole principles of their religion and philosophy. The system of
Mohammed was exactly suited to these three kinds of men. I'o gratify the two former,
he declared that there was one God, who created the world and governed all things in
it ; that he had sent various prophets into the world to teach his will to mankind, amono-
whom Moses and Jesus Christ were the most eminent : but the endeavours of these had
proved ineffectual, and God had therefore now sent his last and greatest prophet, with
a commission more ample than what Moses or Christ had been intrusted with. He had
commanded him not only to publish his laws, but to subdue those who were unwilling

to believe or obey them j and for this end, to establish a kingdom upon earth, which
should propagate the divine law throughout the world ; that God had designed utter

luin and destruction to those who should refuse to submit to him j but to his faithful fol-

lowers he had given the spoils and possessions of all the earth, as a reward in this life,

and had provided for them hereafter a paradise of all sensual enjoyments, especially

those of love j that the pleasures of such as died in propagating the faith would be pe-

culiarly intense, and vastly transcend those of the rest. These, together with the pro-

hibition of drinking strong liquors (a restraint not very severe in warm climates), and
the doctrine of predestination, were the capital articles of Mohammed's creed. They
were no sooner published, then a great number of his countrymen embraced them with
implicit faith. They were written by the priest before mentioned, and compose a book
called the Koran, or Alkoran, by way of emhience, as we say the Bible, which means
the Book. The person of Mohammed, however, was familiar to the inhabitants of Mec-
ca 5 so that the greater part of them were sufficiently convinced of the deceit. The
more enlightened and leading men entered into a design to cut him ofi'; but Mo cammed,
getting notice of their intention, fled from his native city to Medina 1 ahmachi, or the

City of the Prophet. The fame of his miracles and doctrine was, according to custom,

greater at a distance, and the inhabitants of Medina received him with open arms.

Fi-om this flight, which happened in the 622d year of Christ, the fifty fourth year of

Mahommed's age, and the tenth of his ministry, his followers, the Mahommedans, com-
pute their time ^ and the aera is called in Arabic, Hegira, or Hejra, i. e. the Flight.

Mohammed, by the assistance of the inhabitants of Medina, and of others whom his

insinuation and address daily attached to him, brought over all his countrymen to a be-

lief, or at least to an acquiescence, in his doctrines. The speedy propagation of his sys-

tem among the Arabians was a new argument in its behalf among the inhabitants of

Egypt and the East, who were previously disposed to it. Arians, .Jews, and Gentiles,

all forsook their ancient faith, and became Mmohamedans. In a word, the contagion

spread over Arabia, Syria, Egypt, and Persia 5 and Molammed, from a deceitful hypo-

crite, became a powerful monarch. He was proclaimed king at Medina, in the year

627
5 and, after subduing part of Arabia and Syria, died in 632, leaving two branches

of his race, both esteemed divine among their subjects. These were the caliphs of Perr

sk and of Egpyt, under the last of which Arabia was included. The former of these

turned their arms to the East, and made conquest of many countries. The caliphs of

Egypt and Arabia directed their ravages towards Europe, and, under the name of Sa-

racens or Moors, (which they obtained because they entered Europe from Mauritania,

in Africa, the country of the Moors,) reduced the greater part of Spain, France, Italy^

and the islands in the Mediterranean.
In this manner did the successors of that impostor spread their religion and conquests

over the greatest part of Asia, Africa,^and Europe j and they stijil give law to a very

considerable portion of mankind.
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T/iefollowing articles were omitted in their proper place : but as^ in a work ofthis
hind^ information so af?iusing and interesting could not with propriety be dispensed

with^ the reader^ it is hoped^ will not be displeased vjith their insertion in this place.^

Population.] The population of this great empire is by no means equal either

to its extent or fertility, nor have the best geographers been able to ascertain it, because

of the uncertainty of its limits. It certainly is not so great as it was before the Chris-

tian sera, or even under the Roman emperors
j
owing to yarious causes, and, above all,

to the tyranny under which the natives live, and their polygamy, which is undoubtedly

an enemy to population, as may be evinced from many reasons and particularly, be-

cause the Greeks and Armenians, among whom it is not practised, are incomparably

more prolific than the Turks, notwithstanding the rigid subjection in which they are

kept by the latter. The plague is another cause of depopulation. According, how-
ever, to the latest and most probable estimates, European Turkey contains about

8,000,000 of inhabitants : Turkey in Asia 10,000,000 ; and Egypt, if it may, witl:|

propriety, be deemed a part of the Turkish empire, about 2,500,000 ; so that the whole
population of the Turkish en^pire may be estimated at above 20,000,000,

Inhabitants manners, customs, and diversions,] As to the inhabitants, they

are generally well made and robust men : when young, their complexions are fair, and
their faces handsome j their hair and eyes are black or dark bromi. The women,
when young, are commonly handsome, but they generally lock old at thirty. In their

demeanour, the Turks are rather hypocondriac, grave, sedate, and passive ; but when
agitated by passion, furious, raging, ungovernable

j
big ^vith dissimulation, jealous, sus-

picious, and vindictive beyond conception : in matters of religion, tenacious, superstiti-

ous, and morose. Though the generality seem hardly capable of much benevolence, or

even humanity, with regard to Jews, Christians, or any who diifer from them in religi-

ous matters, yet they are far from being devoid of social aifeclions for those of their own
religion. But interest is their supreme good j and when that comes in competition, all

ties of religion, consanguinity, or friendship, are with the generality speedily dissolved,

'I'he morals of the Asiatic Turks are far preferable to those of the European. They
are hospitable to strangers j and the vices of avarice and inhumanity reign chictly among-

thclr great men. They are likewise said to be charitable to one another, and punctual

in their dealings. Their charity and public spirit is most conspicuous in their buildiui;

caravanserais, or places of entertainment, on roads that are destitute of accommodations,

for the refreshment of poor pilgrims or travellers. With the same laudable view they

search out the best springs, and dig wells, which in those countries are a luxury to neiwy
travellers. The Turks sit cross-legged upon mats, not only at th^ir meab but in com-
pany. Their ideas, except what they acquire from opium, are simple and confined,

seldom reaching without the walls of their own houses where they sit ccniversing with
their women, drinking coffee, smoking tobacco^ or chewing opium. They have little

curiosity to be informed of the state of their own, or any other country. If a risicr,

bashaw, or other oflicer, is turned out, ov strangled, they say no more on the occasion,

than that there will be a new visier or governor, seldom enquiring into the reason of the

disgrace of the former minister. They are perfect strangers to \vit and agreeable con-

versation, They have few printed books, and seldom read any other than the Koran,
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and the comments upon it. Nothing is negotiated in Turkey without presents j and
here justice may commonly be bought aad sold.

The Turks dine about eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and they sup at five in the

winter and six in the summer, and this is their principal meal. Among the great people,

their dishes are served up one by one j but they have neither knife nor fork, and they

are not permitted by their religion to use gold or silver spoons. Their victuals are

always high seasoned. Rice is the common food of the lower sort, and sometimes it is

boiled up with gravy j but their chief dish is pilan, which is mutton and fowl boiled to

rags j and the rice being boiled quite dry, the soup is high-seasoned, and poured upon

it. They drink water, sherbet, and coffee and the only debauch they know is in

opium, which gives them sensations resembling those of intoxication. Guests of high

rank sometimes have their beards perfumed by a female slave of the family. They are

temperate and sober from a principle of their religion, which forbids them the use of

wine
3
though in private many of them indulge themselves in the use of strong liquors.

Their com.mon salutation is by an inclination of the head, and laying their right hand
on their breast. They sleep in linen waistcoats and drawers, upon mattresses, and coveE;

themselves with a quilt. Few or none of tlie considerable inhabitants of this vast em-
pire have any notion of walking or riding either for health or diversion. The most re-

ligious among them find, how-ever, .sufficient exercise when they conform themselves to

the frequent ablutions, prayers, and rites, prescribed them by Mahomet.
Their active diversions consist in shooting at a mark, or tilting it w^ith darts, at which

they are very expert. Some of their great men are fond of hunting, and take the field

with numerous equipages, which are joined by their inferiors *, but this is often done for

political purposes, that they may know the strength of their dependents. Within doors,

the chess or draught-board are their usual amusements
j
and, if they play at chance

games they never bet money, that being prohibited by the Koran.

Dress.] The men shave their heads, leaving a lock on the crown, and wear their

beards long. They cover their heads with a turban, and never put it oil" but w hen they

sleep. Their shirts are without collar or wristband, and over them they throw a long

vest,, which they tie with a sash, and over the vest they wear a loose ^ovm somewhat

shorter. Their breeches, or drawers, are of a piece with their stockmgs j and instead

of shoes they wear slippers, which they put oflF when they enter a temple or house. They
suffer no Christians, or other people, to w^ear while turbans, i he dress of tlie women
difiers little frcm that of the men, only they wear stiffened caps upon their heads with

horns something like a mitre, and wear their hair down. "When they appear abroad,

they are so muflied up as not to be known by their nearest relations. Such of the w o-

-men as are virtuous maks no use of paint to heighten their beauty, or to disguise their

ccmplex:oii ; but they often tinge their hands and feet with henna^ which gives them a.

deep yellow. The men make use ol the same expedient to colour tlieir beards.

IvIarPvIACZS.] Marriages in this country are chiefly negotiated by the ladies.

V/hen the terms are agreed upon, the bridegroom pays down a sum of money, a licence

is taken out from the cadi, or proper magistrate, and the parties are married. The
bargain is celebrated, as in other nations, with mirth and jollity and the money is

generally employed in furnishing the house of the young couple. They are not allovv/ed

by their law^ more than four wives, but they may have as m^hy concubines as they can

maintain. Accordingly, besides their wives, the v^^ealthy Turks keep a kind of seraglio

of women
J
but all these indulgences are sometimes insufhcient to gratify their unnatu-

ral desires.

Funerals.] The burials of the Turks are decent. The corpse is attended ,by the

relations, chanting passages from the Koran
j
and, after being deposited iu a mosque

(lor so they call their temples) they are buried in a field by the iman or priest, who
pronounces a funeral sermcn at the time of the interment. The male relations express

their sorrow by alms and prayers \ the women, by decking the tom.b on certain d^ys

witli flowers and green leaves , and in mourning for a husband they w^ear a particular

licad-dress, and leave off all finery for twelve months.

Religion.] The established leiiaion is the Mohammxcdan, so called from Moham-
njedj the author of it, scnie accQUnt whom the reader will fijjd i;^ the ^pregojng his^
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tory of Arabia, the native country of that impostor. The Turks profess to be of the

s&ct of Omar j but these are split into as many sectaries as their neighbours the Chris-

tians. The mufti or sheib islam is the supreme chief of the religion of Mohammed in.

Turkey, the oracle who is coasulted, and who solves all the questions that are put to him ;

his decisions are c2X\tdL fetfas. The sultan has recourse to him in all difficult and intri-

cate cases, and he promulgates no law, makes no declaration of war, establishes no im-

post, without having obtained a felfa. It is the mufti who girds on the sultan's fword

on his accession to the throne, at the same time reminding him of the obligation of de-

fending the religion of the prophet, and of propagating its creed. The ulemas, or doc-

tors of the religion and the laws, constitute a powerful body sometimes formidable to

the throne itself. They possess the most lucrative employments, are secure from the

extortions of pashas and great men, and cannot legally be put to death v^ithout the

consent of their chief the mufti. Their property, after their decease, passes

as a right to their heirs, and cannot be appropriated by the imperial treasury, unless

they have accepted some office under government. The imans^ who serve the mosques,

and the mue%in?, whose employment is to ascend the minaret five times a day to call

the people to prayers, do not belong to this body : they may be dismissed from their cf-

j[ice, or voluntarily resign it, asid return into the class of simple private persons.

The toleration of the Turks has been much extolled, but they make this toleration

a source of revenue. The Christians are tolerated where they are most profitable j but
the hardships imposed upon the Greek church are such as must always dispose that peo-

ple to favour any revolution of government- Constantinople, Jerusalem, Alexandria,

and Antioch, are patriarchates j and their heads are indulged, according as they pay for

their privileges, with a civil as well as an ecclesiastical authority over their votaries.

The same may be said of the Nestorian and Armenian patriarchs j and every great city

that can pay for their privilege, has its archbishop or bishops All male Christians

pay also a capitation tax from seventeen years old to sixty, according to their stations.

The insulting distinction of Christian and Mohammedan (says Mr Eton) is carried

to so great a lengthj that even the minutiae of dress are rendered subjects of restriction.

A Christian must wear only clothes and head-dresses of dark colours, and such as Turks
never wear, with slippers of black leather, and must paint his house black, or dark brown.
The least violation of these fiivolous and digusting regulations is punished with death.

Nor is it at all uncommon for a Christian to have his head struck olF in the street, for

induJging in a little more foppery of dress than the sultan or vizier, whom he may meet
incognito, approves. If a Christian strikes a Mohammedan, he is most commonly put
to death on the spot, or at least ruined by fines aod severely bastinadoed and if he
strikes, though by accident, a sheriff, or descendant of iMohammed, Avho wears the

green turban, of whom there are thousands in some cities, it is death withoiit remission.

Court and seraglio.] Great care is taken in the education of the youths who
are designed for tlie state, the army, or the navy j but they are seldom preferred till

about 4() years of age, and they rise by their merit. They are generally tlje children

of Christian parents, either taken in war, purchased, or presents from the viceroys and.

governors of distant provinces, the most beautiful, well-made, and sprightly ciiildren

that can be met with, and are always reviewed and appro • jd of by the grand-signor,

before they are sent to^ the college of seminaries, where they arc educated for employ-
ments according to their genius or abilities.

The ladies of the seraglio, arc a collection of beautiful young women, chiefly sent

as presents from the provinces and the Greek islands, most of them the children of
Christian parents. The brave prince Hcraclius hath, for some years past, abolished

the infamous tribute of children of both sexes, which Georgia formerly paid every year
to the Porte. The number of women in the harem depends on the taste of the reign-
ing monarch. Sultan Selim had 2000. Achmct had but 300, and the present sultan

hath nearly 1600. On their admission, they are committed to the care of old ladie ;,

taught to sew and embroider, music, dancing, and other accomplishments, and furnl^h-

cd with the richest clothes and ornaments. They all sleep in sc-paiate beds, and be-

tween every fifth there is a prcccntrcss. Their chief governess is called Kaf^ii Kinj^f
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or governess of the noble young ladies. There is not one servant among them, foi'

they are obliged to wait upon one another by rotation : the last that is entered serves her

who preceded her, and herself. These ladies are scarcely ever suffered to go abroad,

Except w^hen the grand-signor removes from one place to another, when a troop of

black eunuchs conveys them to the boats which are enclosed with lattices and linen

curtains j and when they go by laiid, they are put into close chariots, and signals arc

made at certain distances, to give notice that none approach the roads through v/hick

they march. Among the emperor's attendants are a number of n^utes, who act and

and converse by signs with great quickness j and some dwarfs, who are exhibited for the

diversion of his majesty.

Commerce and manufactures.] These objects are little attended to in the Turkish

dominions. The nature of their government destroys that happy security which is the

mother of arts, industry, and commerce ; and such is the debasement of the human
mind, when borne down by tyranny and oppression, that all the great advantages of

commerce, which nature has as it were thrown under the feet of the inhabitants by their*

situation, are here totally neglected. The advantages of Tyre, Sidon, Alexandria, and

all those countries which carried oit the commerce of the ancient world, are overlooked.

They command the navigation of the Red Sea, which opens a communication to the

southern ocean, and presents them with all the riches of the Indies. Whoever looks on
a map of Turkey, must admire the situation of their capital, upon a narrow strait that

separates Europe from Asia, and communicates on the south with the Mediterranean

sea, thereby opening a passage to all the European nations as well as the coast of Africa,

The same strait, communicating northwards with the Black Sea, opens a passage, by
means of the Danube and other great rivers, into the interior parts of Germany, Po-
land, and Russia.

In this extensive enipire, where all the commodities nccessai7 for the largest plan of

industry and commerce are produced, the Turks content themselves with manufactur-

ing cottons, carpets, leather, and soap. The most valuable of their commodities, such as

silk, a variety of drugs, and dying stuffs, they generally export without giving them
much additional value from their own labour. The internal commerce of the empire

is extremely small, and managed entirely by the Jews and Armenians. In their traffic

with Europe, the Turks are altogether passive. The English, French, Dutch, and

other Europeans, resort hither with their commodities, and bring back those of Turkey,

in the same bottoms. They seldom attempt any distant voyages, and are possessed of only

a few Coasting vessels in the Asiatic Turkey, their chief royal navy lying on the side of

Europe. The inattention of the Turks to objects of commerce is perhaps the best se-

-curity to their government. The balance of power established among the princes of

Europe, and their jealousies of one another, secure to the Turks the possession of coun-

tries which in the hands of the Russians, or any active state, anight endanger the com-
merce of their neighbours, especially their trade with India.

Constitution and government.] The Turkish government is commonly ex-

hibited asa picture of all that is shocking and unnatural in arbitrary power. Eut from

the last accounts of Sir James Porter, who resided at the Porte, in quality of ambassa-

dor from his Britannic majesty, it appears, that the rigours of that despotic governmiCnt

are considerably moderated 'by the power of religion. For though in this empire there

is no hereditary succession to property, the rights of individuals may be rendered fixed

and secure, by being annexed to the church, which is done at an inconsiderable ex-

pence. Even the Jev.s and Christians may in this manner secure the enjoyment of

their lands to the latest posterity ; and so sacred and inviolable has this law been, held,

that there is no instance of an attempt on the side of the prince to trespass or reverse it.

Neither does thf observance of this institution altogether depend on the supcrrt.t-on

of the Sultan j he knows that any attempt to violate it would shake the foundations of

his throne, Vv'hich is solely supported by the laws of religion. Were he to trespass these

laws, he becomes an infidel, and ceases to be the lawful sovereign. The same obser-

vation extends to all the rules laid down in the Koran, which was designed by Moham-
med both as a political code, and as a religious system. The laws there enacted, hav-

ing all the force of religious prejudices to support them, are inviolable j and by them
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the.civil rights of tile Mohammedans are regulated. Even the comments on this book,

which explains the law where it is obscure, or extend and complete what Mohammed
had left imperfect, are conceived to he equally valid with the first institutions of the

prophet 'y and no member of society, however powerful, can transgress them without

•ensure, or violate them without punishment.

The Asiatic Turks, or rather subjects to the Turkish empire, who hold their posses-

sions by a kind of military tenure, on condition of their serving in the field with a par-

ticular number of men, think themselves, while they perform that agreement, almost in-

dependent of his majesty, who seldom calls for the head or the estate of a subject, who
is not an immediate servant of the court. The most unhappy subjects of the Turkisn

government, are those who approach the highest dignities of state, and whose fortunes

are constantly exposed to sudden alterations, and depend on the breath of their master.

There is a gradation of great officers in Turkey, of v/hom the vizier, or prime minister ;

the chiaya, second in power to the vizier j the reis effendi, or secretary of state, and the

agaof the janizaries, are the most considerable, These, as well as the mufti, or high

priest, the bashaws or governors of provinces, the civil judges, and many others, are

commonly raised, by their application and assiduity, from the meanest stations of life,

and are often the children of Tartar or Christian slaves taken in war. Tutored in the

school of adversity, and arriving at pre-eminence through a thousand difficulties and

dangers, theie men are generally as distinguished for abilities, as deficient in virtue.

They possess all the dissimulation, intrigue, and corruption, which often accompanies

ambition in an humble rank, and they have a farther reason for plundering the people,

because they are uncertain how long they may possess, the dignities to 'i^-hich they are

arrived. The iidministration of justice, therefore, is extremely corrupt over the whole

empire j but this proceeds from the manners of the judges, and not from the laws of the

kingdom, which are founded upon very equitable principles.

Revenues.] The riches drawn from the various provinces of this empire must be

immense. The revenues arise from the customs, and a variety of taxes which fall

chiefly on the Christians and other subjects, n^t of the Mohammedan religion. The
rich pay a capitation tax of 30 shillings a year j tradesmen 15 shillings, and com.raon

labourers 6 shillings and ten-pence halfpenny. Another branch of the revenue arises from
the annual tribute paid by the Tartars, and other nations bordering upon Turkey, but

governed by their own princes and laws. All these, ho^vever, are trifling, when com-
pared with the vast sums extorted from the governors of provinces, and officers of state,

under the names of presents. These harpies, to indemnify themselves, as we have al-

ready observed, exercise every species of oppression that their avarice can suggest, till,

becoming wealthy from the vitals of the countries and people they are sent to govern,

their riches frequently give rise to a pretended suspicion of disloyalty or misconduct,

and the whole fortune of the offender devolves to the crown, The devoted victim is

seldom acquainted witli the nature of the offence, or the names of his accusers
j

but,

without giving him the least opportunity of making a defence, an officer is dispatched,

with an imperial decree, to take off his head. The unhappy bashsa receives it with the

highest respect, putting it on his head, and after he has read it, says, " T/:e "xvll of God
and the ejnperor he done^'' or some such expression, testifying his ttntire resignalit^n to the

will of his prince. Then he takes the silken cord, which tlie officer has ready in his

bosom, and h;iving tied it about his own neck, and said a sliort prayer, the officer's

servants ihrovr liim on the floor, and, drawing the cord straight, souu dispatch him
\

after which his head is cut off, and c;trried to the court. 'I1ic re^•CIfJQ of the whole
Turkish empire is estimated at about 7,000,0001. sterling • wb.ile the expcuces do not
usually exceed 5,000,000. This revenue litis lately been considerablv augmented by
improvements in the administration of the diflerrnt branches, and particularly the farms.

Army, navy,] The militia of the Turkish empire is of two sorts-, the first liave

certain lands appointed for their maintenance, and the other is paid out of the trca«:u-

ry. Those that have certain laixls amount to about 268,000 effective men. Besvdra
these, there are also certain auxiliary forces raised by the tributary ciumtrics of thlj^

empire \ as the Tartars, Wallachiansy Moldavians, and, till of late, the Georgians^ ^vhc^..
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are commanded by tlieir i'fespectlve princes. Tbe klian of tlie Crim Tartars, before

his country 'w^as subjected to llussia, was obliged to furnish 100,000 men, and to serve

in person, when the grand-signor took the field In every war, besides tbc above for-

ces, there are great numbers of volunteers, who live at their own charge, in expectation

of succeeding the officers. These adventurers do not only promise themselves an estate

if they survive, but are taught, that if they die in war against the Christians^ they shall

go immediately to Paradise. The forces which receive their pay from the treasury arc

called the spahis, or horse guards, and are in number about 12,000 and the janizaries^

or foot- guards, who are esteemed the best soldiers in the Turkish armies, and on whom
they principally depend in an engagement. These amount to about 25,000 men, who
are quartered in and near Constantinople. They frequently grow mutinous, and have

proceeded so far sometimes as to depose the sultan. They are educated in the seraglio,

and trained up to the exercise of arms from their infancy j and there are not less than

100,000 foot soldiers scattered over every province of the empire, who procure them-

selves to be registered in this bodyj to enjoy the privilege of janizaries, which are very

great, being subject to no jurisdiction but that of their aga, or chief commander. Mr
£ton states the number of janizaries at 113,400 j the whole of the Turkish infantry at

507,400, and the cavalry at 181,000 ^
making a total of ^88,400. But, deducting

from these the leventis, who belong to the fleet, and can only be employed near thd

coast where the fleet is ^ the garrisons of Constantinople, and the fortresses and frontiers

in Europe and Asia j the bostangees, who only march when the grand-signor tkkes the

field j the m.iklagis, and such as serve the visier, the beglerbegs, and pashas, and nevfer

go into the battle j the remainder of effective men will amount only to 186,400. Yet
the Porte (adds he) has often found it difhcult to assemble 100,000 men*, and in 1774^

"with its utmost eftbrts, could only bring into the field 142,000,

The naval force of the lurks is very inconsiderable. In their last war with Piussia,

their grand fleet consisted of not more than seventeen or eighteen sail of the line, and

those not in very good condition : at present their number is lessened. Their galleys

iiow are of no use as ships of war but there are about twenty large vessels called ca~

ravellas, Vv-hich belong to merchants, and in tim-e of war are frequently taken into the;

service of the Porte, and carry 40 guns.

Titles and arms.1 The emperor's titles are svy-clled with all the pomp of eastern

magnificence. He' is styled by his subjects, i/ie Shaduiv of a God^ a God on earthy

Brother to the Son avd Moon, Disposer of ai! earthly Crovjus, dye, The grand-signor's

arms are, vert, a crescent, argent, crested with a turban, charged Vv'ith three black

plumes of heron's quills, with this motto. Donee totiini impieat orbem.

Literature.] Ihe Turks till of late professed a sovereign contempt for our learn-

ing. Greece, which vv^as the native country of genius, arts, and sciences, produces at

present, besides Turks, numerous bands of Christian bishops, priests, and monks, who
in general are as ignorant as the Turks themselves, and are divided into various absurd

sects of what they call Christianity. The education of the Turks seldom extends far-

ther than reading the Turkish language and the Koran,, and Writing a common letter.

Their jurisprudence and theology consist only of commentaries on the Koran \ their as-

tronorry is astrology, and their chemistry alchemy j of the history and geography of

other countries they are perfectly ignorant. Some of them understand astronomy, so

fir as to calculate the time of an eclipse ; but the number of these being very small,

they are looked upon as extraordinary persons.
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PERSIA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles Degrees Sq. Miles.

Length 1300 1 5" 45 and 70 East longitude. )

Breadth 1050 § between 25 and 40 North latitude. J
'

Na^je.] PERSIA, according to the poets, derived its name from Perseu5, the son

of Jupiter and Danae. Less fabulous authors suppose it derived from Paras, Pars, or Fars,

which signify a horseman,—the Persians, and Parthians, being always celebrated for

their skill in horsemanship.

Boundaries ] Modern Persia is bounded by the mountains of Arrarat, or Dag-
kistan, v^-hich divide it from Circassia and Georgia, on tiie north west by the Caspian

Sea, which divides it from Russia, on the north
;
by the river Oxus, which divides it

from Usbec Tartary, on the north-east by India, on the east
j
by the Indian Ocean,

and the gulfs of Persia and Ormus, on the south j and by Aratiia and Turkey, on the

w^est.

Divisions.] This kingdom contains the following provinces :
—

Provinces. Ancient Names, Chief Tozvns.

Farsistan Persis, or Persia propria. . Shiraua .... ..........
Irac Agemi Media Ispahan

Aderbeitzaii Media Atropatena ..... Taurus

Khusistan Suslana Suster

Mazanderaa Margiana Ferabad

Khorasan Margiana and Aria .... Herat
Ghilan Gela Keshd
Sablestan Eactriana . ,

Bost

Schhirvan Albania Schamakie
Segestan . Arachosia ............ Zareng,

Mekran Gedrosia Kids

Laristan Lar .

Kerman Cararmania Rerman
,

Rivers.] It has been observed, that no country, of so great an extent, has so few
navigable rivers as Persia. The most considerable are the Kur, anqiently Cyrus ; and
Aras, anciently Araxes, which rise in or near the mountains of Ararat, and, joining

their streams, fall into the Caspian Sea. Some small rivulets fjiUing from the moun-
tains water the country j but their streams are so inconsiderable, tha'. few or none of

them can be navigated even by boats^ The 0.xus can scarcely be called a Persian ri-

ver, thougli it divides Persia iTom Usbec Tartary. Peji-sia has the river Indus on the

east, and the Euphrates and 'J'igris on tb.e west.

The want of rivers in Persia, occasions a scarcity of water ; but the djfect, "ivlierc it

prevails, Is admirably Avell supplied by means of reservoirs, aqueducts and canals.

Mountains.^ These are Caucasus and Arrarat, which arc called the mountains of
Daghibtan ; and the vast chain of mounlaius called Taurus, and their divisions, which
rim through the middle of the country from Natolia to India.

Met.\ls and miner ai.s.] Pei sla contains mines of iron, copper, lead, and, above all

turquoise-stones, which are found in Khorasan. Sulphur, salt-jiclre, and antimony, arc

found in the mountains. (.Kiarries of red, white, and black marble, have also been dis-

covered near Tauris.

Climate.] Those parts of Persia which border upon Caucasus and Daghlstan, and
the mountains near the Caspian Sea, are cold, as lyiog in the neighbourhood of thcs^

mountains, which are commonly covered with snow. The air in the midland provincri^.

of Persia is serene, purc,^ and c.\hiliratH\g but in the southern provinces it is hot, ansi^

sometimes communicates noxious blasts to the midland j-u-ts, which are sj often i;iorta!^

that the inhabitants fortify their heads vvith very thick turbans.

Oo4
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Animals. J The breed of horses in the province of Fars is at present very indiffe-

rent, owing to the ruinous state of the country j but in the district of Dushtistaan* lying
to the south-west, it is remarkably good. The sheep are of a superior flavourJoWing to

the excellence of the pasturage in the neighbourhood of Shirauz, and are also celebrated

for the fineness of their fleece :
" They have tails of ati extraordinary size, some of^,which

I have seeh weigh," says Mr Franklin, " upwards of thirty pounds', but those which
are sold in the markets do not weigh above six or seven. Their oxen are l^ftge and
strong, but their flesh is seldom eaten by the nativies, who confine themselves chiefly to

that of sheep'and fowls." ^
Soil, vegetable productions.] The soil is far from being luxuriant towards

Tartary and the mountains near the Caspian Sea^ but with cultivation it might pro-

duce abundance of corn and fruits. South of Mount Taurus, the country abounds in

corn, fruits, wine, and the other luxuries of life. It produces oil in plenty, senna, rhu-*

burb, and the finest drugs. The fruits are delicious, especially the dates, oranges, pis-

tachio nutSj melons, cucumbers, and garden-stuff. Great quantities of excellent silk are

likewise produced in this country, and the Gulf of Bassorah formerly furnished great

part of Europe and Asia with very fine pearls. Some parts, near Ispahan ^especially^

produce almost all the flowers thstt are valued in Europe j and from 8ome of.4hem par-

ticularly roses, they extract waters of a salubrious and odorific kind, w^hich form a gain-

ful commodity in trade. In short, the fruits, vegetables, and flowers, of Persia are of a

inost exalted flavoUr \ and had the natives the art of horticulture to as much perfectioit

as some nations of Europe, by transplantingj engrafting, and other meliorations, they

would add greatly to the natural riches of the country. The Persian assafoetida flows

from a plant called hiltot, and turns into a gum. Some of it is white, and some black
j

but the former is so much valued^ that the natives make very rich sauces of it, and
sometimes eat it as a rarity.

No place in the world produces the necessaries of life in greater abundance and per-

fection than Shirauz*, nor is there a more delightful spot in Mature to be conceived, than

the vale in which it is situate, either for the salubrity of the air, or for the profusion of

every thing necessary to render life comfortable and agreeable. The field^j yield plenty

of rice, wheat, and barley, which they generally begin to reap in the month of May^
and by the middle of July the harvest is completed. Most of the European fruits are

produced h'ere, and many of them are superior in size and flavour to what can be raised

in Europe, particularly the apricot and grape. Of the grape of Shirauz there are seve-

ral sorts, all o£ them very good-, but two or three more particularly so than the rest : one

is the large white grape, which is extremely lusciouS, and agreeable to the taste ^ the small

white grape, as sweet as sugar *, and the black grape, ofwhich the celebrated wine of Shirauz

is made, which is really delicious, and well deserving of praise. It is pressed by the Arme-
nians and Jews, in the months of October and November, and a great quantity is export-

ed annually to Abu Shehr, and other parts in the Perr.ian Gulf, for supplying the Indian

market. The pomegranate is good to a proverb \ the Persians call it the fruit of Paradisci

-Natural curiosities.] The baths near Gombyoon are medicinal^ and esteemed

among the natural curiosities of Persia. The springs of the famous Naptha, near BakUj^

are mentioned often in natural history for their surprizing qualities \ but the chief of the;

natural curiosities in this country is the burning phenomenon, and its inflamm^atory

iieighbourhood, mentioned under the article of Religion.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs. J It is impossible to speak with an'

certainty concerning the population of a country so little known as that of Persia. Ifwe ar

tojudge by the vast armieSj in niodern, as well as in ancient times, raised there, the number

it contains must be very great. The Persians of both sexes are generally handsome 5 th

men being fond of marry ing Georgian and Circassian women. Their complexions toward

the south are somewhat swarthy. The men shave their heads, but the young men suffer

jock of hair to grow on each side, and the beard of th^ir chin to reach up to their temples \ and

yeligicus people wear long beards. Men of rank and quality wear very magnificent turbans
j

"In^^y them cost twenty-five pounds, and few linder nine or ten. They have a maxim to

l^^ep their heads v^cry warm, so that they never pull off their caps or their turbans out

respect even t6 the king. T heir dress is very simple. Next to their skin they wear

^.^jjco shirts, over them a vestj which reaches below their knee, girt with a sash, smd
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«ver tliat a loose garment somewhat shorter. The materials of their clothes, however,

are very expensive, consisting of the richest furs, silks, muslins, cottons, and the like

valuable stuifs, richly embroidered with gold and silver. They wear a kind of loose

boots on their legs, and slippers on their feet. " They are fond of riding, and very ex-

pensive in their equipages. They wear at all times a dagger in their sash, and linen

trowsers. The colkrs of their shirts and clothes are open j so that their dress upon the

whole is far better adapted for the purpose both of health and activity than thelong flowing

robes of the Turks. The dress of the women, as well as that of the men, is very costly

and they are at great pains to heighten their beauty by art, colours, and washes.

The Persians accustom themselves to frequent ablutions, which are the more neces-

sary as they seldom change their linen. In the morning early they drink coffee, about

eleven go to dinner upon fruits^ svs^eetmeats, and milk. Their chief meal is at night.

They eat at their repasts cakes of rice, and others of wheat flower \ and a« they esteem

it an abomination to cut either bread, or any kind of m£at after it is dressed, these

cakes are made thin, that they may be easily broken with the hand*, and theirjmeat, which

is generally mutton or fowls, is so prepared that they divide it with their fingers. When
every thing is se; in order before them, they eat fast, and without any ceremony. But
it is observed by a late traveller, that w^^hen the oldest man in the company speaks,

though he be poor and sit at the lower 'end of the room, they all give a strict atten-

tion to his words. They are temperate^ but use opium, though not in such abundance

as the Turks j nor are they very delicate in their entertainments of eating and drinking.

They use great ceremony towards their superiors, and politely accommodate Europeans

who visit themj with stools, that they may not be forced to sit cross-legged. They are

so immoderat^y.f^nd of tobacco, which they smoke through a tube fixed in w^ater, go

as to be cool in the m'outh^ that, when it hjts been prohibited by their princes, they have

been known to leave their country rather than be debarred from that enjoyment. The
Persians are natufally fond of poetry, moral sentences, and hyperbole. i heir long

wars, and the national revolutions, have mingled the native Persians with barbarous na-

tions, and are sfUd 'to have taught them dissimulation 5 but they are still pleasing and

plausible in their behaviour, and in all ages have been remarkable for their hospitality.

The great-foible of the 'Persians seems to be ostentation in their equipages and dresses
j

nor are they less jeslous of their woman than the Turks and other eastern nations.

They are fond of music, and take a pleasure in conversing in large companies 3 but

their chief diversions are those of the field, hunting, hawking, horsemanship, and the

exercise of arms \ in all which they are very dexterous. They excel, as their ancestors

the Parthfans did, in archery. They are fond of rope-dancers, jugglers, and fighting

of wild beasts 3 and privately play at games of chance.

There are places of Shirauz (Mr Franklin observes) distinguished by the name of

Zoor Khana, the house of strength, or exercise, to v/hich the Persians resort for the

purpose of exercising themselves. These houses* consist of one room, ^vith the floor

sunk about two feet below the surface of the earth, and the light and air are admitted

to the apartments by means of several ^mall perforated apertui^es made in the dome. In

the centre is a large square terrace of earth, well beaten down, smooth and even j and

on each side are small alcoves, raised about two f&et above the terrace, Avhere the mu-
•sicians and spectators are seated. When all the compctitois are assembled, which is on
every Friday morning by day-break, they immediately strip themselves to the waist

3

on which each man puts on a thick pair of woollen drawers, and takes in his hands two
wooden clubs of about a foot and a half in length, and cut in the shape of a pear; these

they rest upon their shoulders 3 and the music striking up, they move them back\vards

and forwards with great agility
3
stamping with their feet at the same time, and straining

«very nerve, till they produce a very profuse perspiration. After continuing this ex-

ercise about half an hour, upon a signal given they all leave olf, quit their clubs, and,

joining hands in a circle, begin to move their feet very briskly in unison with the mu-
sic, which is all the while playing a lively tune. Having continued this exercise for

?ome time^ they commence wrestling 3 in which the master of the house is always the

challenger, and, being accustomed to the exercise, generally proves the conqueror.

The spectators pay each a shahee in money, equal to threepence English, for which

U^ey are refreshed vvith a ^alcan to smoke, and cofi'ee. This mode of exercise mu?:
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eoBtribute to liealtli, as well as add strength, vigour, and a rnanlj appearance to tlie

frame. It seems to bear some resemblance to the gymnasLic exercises of the ancients.

The Persians, with respect to outward behaviour, are certainly the most polished

petjple of the East. While a rude and insolent 'demeanour peculiarly marks the cha-

racter of the Turkish nation towards foreigners and Christians, the behaviour of the

Persians V70uld, on the contraryv do honour to the most civilized nations. They are

kind, courteous, civil, and obliging to all strangers, without being guided by those re-

ligious prejudices so v-ery prevalent in every other Mohammedan nation • ihey are foH'd

of inquiring after the manners and customs of Europe
j
and, in return, very readily af-

ford any information in respect to their own country. The practice of hospitality is

with them so grand a point, that a man thinks himself highly honoured if you will en-

ter his house and partal^e of what the family affords j whereas going out of a house

without smoking a calean, or taking any other refreshment, is deemed, in Persia, a

iiigh affront
5

tliey say that every meal a stranger partakes with them brings a bles-

sing upon the house.

The Persians, in their conversation, use extravagant and hyperbolical compliments

on the most trifling occasions. This mode of address (which in fact means nothing)

is observed not only by those of a higher ^ank, but even amongst the meanest artifi-

cers, the lowest of whom w^ill make no scruple, on your arrival, to oiler you the city

of Shirauz and all its appurtenances, as- a peishkush or present. This behaviour ap-

pears at iirst very remarkable to Europeans, but after a short tijne becomes equally fa-

miliar. Freedom of conversation is a thing totally unknown in Persia, as, that ivails

have ears, is proverbially in the mouth of every one. The fear of chains which bind

their bodies has also enslaved their minds j and their conversation to m.en of superior
;

rank to tnemselves is marked with signs of the m.ost abject and slavish submission y

Tvhile, on the contrary, they are as haughty and overbearing to their inferiors.

In their conversation the Persians aim much at elegance, and are perpetually repeat-

ing verses and passages from the works of their most favourite poets, Hafez, Sadi, jfnd

Jami y a practice universally prevalent from the highest to the lowest ) becauge tliose

who have not the advantage of reading and writing, or tlie other benefits arising from

education, by the help of their memories, which are very retentive of whatever they

Sidivt heard, are always ready to bear their part in conversation. They also delight

much in jokes and quaint expressions, and are fond of playing upon each other j which
they sometimes do with great elegance and irony. There is one thing m*uch to be ad-

mired in their conversations, which is the strict attention they alway pay to the person

speaking, whom they never interrupt on any account. They are in gener?! a person-

able, and in many respects a handsome people j their complexions, except those who
^re exposed to the inclemencies of the weather, are as fair as Europeans.

The brightness and sparkling in the eyes of the women, a very striking beauty, are

m' a great measure owing to art, as they rub their eye- brows and eye-lids Vvith the

black powder of antimony (called surma) wliich adds an incom.parable brilliancy to

their natural lustre.

FoNERALS.] The funerals of the Persians are conducted in a manner similar to

those in other Pvlohammedan countries. On the death of a Mussulman, the relations

and friends of the deceased, being assembled, raaii/e loud lamentations over the corpse ;

after which it is washed, laid out on a bier, and carried to the place of interment with-

out the city-walls, attended by a Mullah, or priest, who ckants passages from, the Ko-
ran all the way to the grave. If any Mussulm.an should chance to meet the corpse

during the procession, he is obliged, by the precepts of his religion, to run up to the

bier, and offer his assistance in carrying it to the grave, crying out, at the sam^e time,

Ltih Illah, III Lillah ! There is no God, but God. After interment, the relations of

the deceased return home, and the women of the family make a' mixture of wheat, ho-

ney, and spices, which they eat in memory of the deceased
j
sending a part of it to

their friends and acquaintance, that they may also pay him a like honour. This cus-

tom seems to be derived from very great antiquity, as we read in Hqmer of sacrifices

and libations being frequently made to the memory of departed souls.

Marriages.] When the parents of a young man have determined upon marrying

him they look out among their kindred and acquaintance for a suitable match
j
the^
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tlien go to tlie house where the female they intend to demand lives. If the fath<»r of

the woman approves, he immediately orders sv/eetmeats to be brought in j which is ta-

ken as a direct sign of compliance. After this the usual presents on the part of the

bridegroom are made, which, if the person be in middling circumstances, generally con-

sist of two complete suits of apparel, of the best sort, a ring, a looking-glass, and a

Small sum in ready money, of about ten or twelve tomans, which is to provide for the

wife in case of a divorce. There is also provided a quantity of household stuff of all

sorts, such as carpets, mats, bedding, utensils for dressing victuals, &:c. The con-

tract is witnessed by the cadi, or magistrate. The wedding-night being come, the

bride is brought forth, covered from head to foot in a veil of red silk, or painted mus-

lin y a horse is then presented for her to mount, which is sent expressly by the bride-

groom ; and when she is mounted, a large looking-glass is held before her by one oi

the bride-maids, ail the way to the house of her husband, as an admonition to her,

that it is the last time she will look into the glass as a virgin, being now about to enter

into the cares of the married state. The procession then sets forward in the following

•rdsr :—First the music and dancing- girls, after Avhich the presents in trays borne upou
men's shoulders j next come the friends and relations of the bridegroom, all shouting,

and making a great noise ^ who are followed by the bride herself, surrounded by all

her female friends and relations, one of whom leads the horse by the bridle, and- several

others on horseback close the procession. Rejoicings on this occasion generally conti-

nue eight or ten days. Men may marry for life, or for any determined time, in Per-

sia, as w«ll as through all Tartary 5 and all travellers or merchants, who intend to

stay sometime in any city, commonly apply to the cadi, or judge, for a wife during the

time he proposes to stay. The cadi, for a stated gratuity, produces a number of girls,

whom he declares to be honest, and free from diseases ^ and he becomes surety for

them. A gentleman, who lately attended the Russian embassy to Persia, declares,

that amongst thousands, there has not been one instance of dishonesty during the time

agreed upon.

Cities, chief Towns, edifices.] Ispahan or Spahawn, the capital of Persia, U
seated on a fine plain, within a mile of the river Zenderhend, which supplies it with
water. It is said to be tv-elve miles in circumference. The streets are narrow and
crooked, and the chief amusement of the inhabitants is on the flat roofs of their houses,

where they spend their summer evenings j and diiferent families associate together.

The royal square is a third of a mile in length, and about half as much in breadth :

and we are told, that the royal palace, with the buildings and gardens belonging to it,

is three miJes in circumference. There are in Ispahan 160 mosques, ISOO carr.vanserais,

260 public baths, a prodigious number of fine squares, streets, and palaces, in which
are canals, and trees planted to shade and better accommodate the people. This capi-

tal is said formerly to have contained 650,000 inhabitants j but was often depopulated
by Kouli IChan during his wars j so that we may easily suppose that it has lost great
part of its ancient magnifkence. In 1744, wh.en Mr. Hanway was there, it was
thought that not above 5000 of its houses were inhabited.

Sliirauz lies about 225 miles to the south-east of Ispahan. It is an open town, but
its neighbourhood is inexjn-essibly rich and beautiful, being laid out for many miles in

gardens, the flowers and fruits of which are incomparable. The wines of Shiran?, arc
reckoned the best of any in Persia The town is the capital of Farsistan, or Persia
Proper, and has a college for the study of eastern learning. It contains an uncommon
number of mosques, and is adorned l)y many noble buildings but its streets are narroAV
and inconvenient, and not above 4000 of its houses are inhabited. Shirauz has many
good bazars and caravanserais j that distinguished by the appellation of the Vakeel's
bazar (so called from its being built by Kherim Khan) is by far the handsomest. It is

a long street, extending about a quarter of a mile, built entirely of brick, and roofed
something in the style of the piazzas in Covent-giirden j it is lofty and well made ; on
each side are the shops of the tradesmen, merchants, and others, in ivhich arc exposed
ior sale a variety of goods of all kinds j these shops arc the property of the Klian, and
are rented to the merchants at a very easy monthly rate. Leading' out of this bazp.r \i

a spacious caravanserai, of an octaj^on form, built of brick, the entrance through a hivnd-
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some arched gateway ^ in tlie centre is a place for tlic baggage and merchandise, and
on the sides, above and below, commodious apartments for the merchants and travellers

j

these are also rented at a moderate monthly sum. About the centre of the above-men-
tioned bazar, is another spacious caravanserai of a square form, the front of which is

ornamented with a blue and white enamelled work, in order to represent China-ware, and
has a pleasing effect to the eye.

The city of Shirauz is adorned (according to Mr Francklin) with many fine mosques,

particularly that built by the late Kherim Khan, which is a noble one. Being very-

well disguised, says our traveller, in my Persian dress, I had an opportunity of enter-

ing the building unobserved. It is of a square form j in the centre is a stone reservoir

of water, made for performing tlie necessary ablutions, previous to prayer j on the four

sides of the building are arched apartments allotted for devotion, some of the fronts of

which are covered with china tiles j but Kerim Khan dying before the work was com-
pleted, the remainder has been made up with a blue and white enamelled work. With-
in the apartments, on the walls on each side, are engraven various sentences from the

Koran in the Nushki character j and at the upper end of the square is a large dome,
with a cupola at top, which is the particular place appropriated for the devotion of the

vakeel, or for the sovereign : this is lined throughout with white marble, ornamented with

the curious blue and gold artificial lapis lazuli, and three large silvei: lamps suspended

from the roof of the dome. In the centre of the city is another mosque, which the

Persians call the Musjidi No6, or the New Mosque, but its date is nearly coeval ivith

the city itself j at least, since it has been inhabited by Pilohammedans j it is a square

building, of a noble size, and has apartments for prayer on each side j in them are many
inscriptions in the old Cufic character, which of themselves denote the antiquity of the

place.

T*ravisions of all kinds are very cheap in this city ^ and the neighbouring mountains

afi:bi-ding an ample supply of snow throughout the year, the meanest artificer of Shirauz

may have his water and fruits cooled without any expence worthy consideration. This

snow being gathered on the tops of the mountains, and brought in carts to the city, is

sold in the markets. The price of provisions is regulated in Shirauz, with the greatest

exactness, by the daroga, or judge of the police, who sets a fixed price upon every

article ; and no shop-keeper dares to demand more, under the severe penalty of losing

his nose and ears.

The police in Shirauz, as well as all over Persia, is very strict. At sun-set, the gates

ef the city are shut ^ no person whatever is permitted either to come in or go out during

the night *, the keys of the different gates being always sent to the hakim or governor,

and remaining with him until morning. During the night, three tablas, or drums, are

beaten at three different times 5 the first at eight o'clock, the second at nine, and the

third at half past ten. After the the third tabla has sounded, all persons whatsoever

found in the streets by the daroga, or judge of the police, or by any of his people, are

instantly taken up, and conveyed to a place of confinement, whfere they are detained

until next morning, when they are carried before the hakim j and if they cannot give

a very good account of themselves, are punished, either by the bastinado or a fine.

The houses of men of quality in Persia are in the same taste with those of the Asiatic

Turks already described. They are seldom above one storey high, built of bricks, with

flat roofs for walking on, and thick walls. The hall is apched, the doors are clumsy

and narrow, and the rooms have no communication but with the hall ^ the kitchens and

Oifice-houses being built apart. Few of them have chimneys, but a round hole in the

middle of the room. Their furniture chiefly consists of carpets, and their beds are two

thick cotton quilts, which serve them likewise as coverlets, with carpets under them.

Tauris, or Tebriz, the chief city of Aderbeitzan, was formerly the capital of Persia,

and is said to contain 300 caravanserais, or inns, and 250 mosques. The number of

inhabitants Vv'as estimated by Chardin at 5,50,000, besides a m.ultitude of strangers who
resorted thither from all parts of Asia. The bazars, or market-places, are particulary

grand and spacious and it is said that the great square has held 30,000 men drawn up

in the order of battle. The finest Persian turbans are made in this city 5 and its trade,

which is very grekt in cloth, cotton, silks, gold and silver bropades, and sh'^igreen.leather
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extends not only all over Persia, but into Turkey, Russia, Tartary, and the East

Indies.

The cities of Ormus and Gombrooji, on tlie narrow part ef the Persian Gulf, were

formerly places of great commence and importance. The English, and other Euro-

peans, have factories at Gombroon, where they trade with the Persians, Arabians, Ban*

yans, Armenians, Turks, and Tartars, who come liither with the caravans, which set

out from various inland cities of Asia, uuder the convoy of guards.

Manufactures and commerce.] The Persians equal, if they do not exceed, all the

manufacturers in the world in silk, v/oollen, mohair, carpets, and leather. Their works

in these join fancy, taste, and elegance, to richness, neatness, and show 5 and yet they

are ignorant of painting, and their drawings are very rude. Their dyeing excels that

of Europe. Their silver and gold laces, ai^d threads, are admirable for preserving their

lustre. Their embroideries and horse-furniture are not tob- equalled j nor are they ig-

norant of the pottery and window-glass manufactures. On the other hand, their car^

pen'ters are very indifferent artists j which is said to be owing to the scarcity of timber

all over Persia. Their jewellers and goldsmiths are clumsey workmen j and they are

ignorant of lock-making, and the manufacture of looking-glasses. Upon the whole,

they lie under inexpressible disadvantages ,from the form ot their government, vvhich

renders them slaves to their kings, who often engross either their labour or the profits.

The trade of tlie Persians, who have little or no shipping of their own, is carried on

in foreign bottoms. That with the English and other nations, by the Gulf of Ormus
at Gombroon, was the most gainful they had j but the perpetual wars they have been

engaged in have ruined their commerce. The great-scheme of the English in trading

with the Persians through Russia promised great advantages to both nations, but it an-

swered the expectations of neither. The court of Petersburg probably is not fond of

suffering the English to establish themselves upon the Caspian-Sea, the navigation ot

which is now possessed by the Russians. The Caspian Sea is about 680 miles long, and

260 broad in the widest part j it has no tide, but is navigable by vessels drawing from
iiine to ten feet of water, with several good ports. The Russian ports are Kislar and
Gurief. Derbent and Niezabad belong to Persia, as also Einzellee and Asurabed, with

Baku, the most commodious haven in this sea, and which has a fortress surrounded with

high walls. As the manufactures and silk of Ghiian are esteemed the best in Persia,

Rcsched on the Caspian is one of the first commercial towns in this part of Asia, and
supplies the bordering provinces with European merchandise.

Religion.] The Persians are Mohanyiiedans of the sect of Ali j for which reason

the Turks, who foUov/ the succession of Omar and Abu Bekr, call them heretics.

Their religion is. if possible, in some things more fantastical and sensual than tliat of the

Turks j but in many points it is mingled with some Brahmin superstitions. A compa-
rison may be made between the Brahmins and the persian Guchres or GaurSy who pre-

tend to be the disciples and successors of the ancient Magi, the folloAvers of Zoroaster.

1 hat both of them held originally pure and simple ideas of a Supreme Being, may be
easily proved : but the' Indian Brahmins and Perses accuse the Gaurs, \\\\o still worship
the fire, of having sensuallsed those ideas, and of introducing an evil principle into the

government of the world. A combustible groimd, about len miles distant from Baku,
a city in the north of Persia, is the scene of the devotions of the Guebres. This ground
is impregnaled with inflammtoiy substances, and contains several old little temples ; in

one of which the Guebres pretend to preserve the sacred flame of the universal fiir,

which rises from the end of a large hollow cane struck into I he ground, resembling a
lamp burning with very pure spirits. The Mohammedans are the declared enemies of
the Gaurs, who were banished out of Persia by Shah Abbas. Their sect, however, is

said to be numerous, though tolerated in very fe^v places.

The long wars between the Persians and the Hoinans seem early to have driven tlie

ancient Christians into P. rsia and the neighbouring countries. Even to this day, many
sects are found that evidently have Christianity lor the ground-woik of their religion*

Some of them, called Soussccs, w)io are a kind of quictists, sacrifice their passions to

God, and pvofciHi (lie moral du'vle:?, The Sabean Christians have, in ihzif religio:-!,
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mixture of Judaism and Moliammedanism and are numerous towards the Persian Gulf.
The Armenian and Georgian Christians are very numerous in Persia.

The Persians observe the fast during the month of Ramazan (the 9th month of the

Mahomedan year) with, great strictness and severity. About an hour before day-light,

they eat a meal which is called Schre, and from that time until the next evening at

sun-set they neither eat nor drink of any thing whatever. If, in the course of the div^

the smoke of a calean, or the smallest drop of water, should reach their lips, the fast is

in consequence deemed broken, and of no avaiL From sun-set until the next morning.

they are allowed to refresh themselves. This fast, when -the month Ramazan falls ill

the middle of summer, as it sometimes must do (the Mohammedan year being lunar), is

extremely severe, especially to those who are obliged by their occupations to go about

during the day-time and is still rendered more so, as there are also several nights du-

ring its continuance, which they are enjoined to spend in prayer. The Persians parti-

cularly observe two j the one being that in which their prophet Ali died, from a wcfund

which he received from the hands of an assassin, three days before 5 which night is the

21st of Ramazan, the day of which is called by the natives the Day of Murder. The
other is the night of the 23d, in which they afhrm that the Koran was brought dowtt

from Heaven by the hands of the Angel Gabriel, and delivered to their prophet Mo-
.hammed : wherefore it is denominated the ' Night of Power.'

Military force.] I'his consisted formerly of cavalry, and it is now thought tQ

exceed that of the Turks. Since the beginning of this century, however, their kings

have raised bodies of infantry. The regular troops of both brought into the field, even

under Kouii Khan, did not exceed G0,000 : but, according to the modern histories of

Persia, they are easily recruited in case of a defeat. The Persians have few. fortified

towns j nor had they any ships of Vv ar, until Kouli Khan built some armed vessels j but
since his death we hear no more of their fleet.

Revenues.] The king clains one third of the cattle, corn, and fruits, of his sub-

jects, and likewise a tliird of silk and cotton. No rank or condition of Persians is ex-

empted from severe taxations and services. The governors of provinces have particular

lands assigned to them for maintaining their retinues and troops j and the crown lands

defray the expences of the court, is.ing's household, and great officers of state. Thq
water that is let into fields and gardens is subject to a tax and foreigners, who are not

jyTohammedans, pay each a ducat a head.

Arms and titles.] The arms of the Persian monarch are a lion couchant, look-

ing at the rising sun. His title is Shah, or Sovemign
j
Khan, and Sultan, which he

assumes likewise, are Tartar titles. To acts of state tlie Persian m.onarch dees not sub-

scribe his name but the grant runs in this m^anner ;
" This act is given by him whoam

the universe obeys."

Constitution, government, and laws ] These are extremely precarious, as

resting in the breast of a despotic and oFten capricious m.onarch. The Persians, how-

ever, had some fundamental rules of government. They excluded from their throne

females, but not their male progeny. Blindness likewise was a disqualification for the

royal succession. In -other respects the king's will was a law for the people. The in-

stances that have been given of the cruelties and inhumanities practised by the Mahora^

niedan kings of Persia are almost incredible, especially during the last two centuries.

71ie reason given to the Christian ambassadors, by Shah Abbas, one of their most cele-

brated princes, was, that the Persians were such brutes, and so insensible by nature, that

the3r could not be governed without the exercise of exemiplary cruelties. But this was

only a wretched and ill-grounded apology for his own barbarity. The favourites of the

prince, female as well as male, are his only counsellors, and the smallest disobedience to

their will is attended with immediate death The Persians have no degrees of ncbility,

so that the respect due to every man on account of his high station expires with him-

iself, 1 he king has been known to prefer a younger son to his throne, by putting out

the eyes of the elder brother.

The laws of Persia, w here the will of the sovereign does not interfere, are, like these

of ol\tt Mohammedan countries, founded on the Koran. Civil mat^ters are all deter,

jBj;ic4 by tlie cadi^ and ecclesiastical ones (particularly divorces) by the sheik 'd sellsuii:^-'
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C'f head of tlae faii?h, an ofdce ans^wering to that of .Mufu in Turkey. Justice is admi-

nistered in Persia in a very summary manner ^ the sentence, whatever it may be, being

always put into execution on the spot. Theft is generally punished with the loss of the

aose and ears
^
robbing on the road, by ripping up the belly of the criminal, in whick

situation he is exposed upon a gibbet in one of the most public parts of the city, and

there left until he expires in torment : a dreadful punishment, but it renders robberies

in Persia very uncommon. The punishmejits in this country are so varied and cruel,

that humanity shudders at them.

Language. The common people, especially towards the southern coasts of the

Caspian sea, speak the Turkish *, and the Arabic, probably introduced into Persia un-

der the Caliphate, when learning dourished in those countries. Many of the learned

Persians have VvTitten in the Arabic, and people of quality have adopted it as a modish

language, as we do the French, The pure Persic is said to be spoken in the southern

parts, on the coast of the Persian Gulf, and in Ispahan j but many of the provinces
' speak a barbarous mixture of the Turkish, Russian, and other languages.

The Persians write like the Hebrews, from the right to the left ^ are neat in their

seals and materials for writing, and wonderfully expeditious in the art. The number

df people employed on their manuscripts (for no printing is allowed there) is incre-

dible.

The Lord's prayer in Persian is as follows : Ei Padere ma hib der osmoni ; pac bas-

vhed mam tu ; bay ayedpadeschabi tu ; schwad chwaaste tu ben%junaauhib dsr osmon m^s

der%emin ; heh mara jmrou% nan h-ef af row% mara ; wadarguasar mara konahon ma
%junauklhna ui^ mi^ sarim o'nnan mara ; wador o^majisch mineda%%mara ; I'lkin chalas

hm mara e% efckerir. Amen. .

LiTERATUP-E.] The Persians, in ancient times, Vv'^ere famous for polite literature,

and their poets renowned all over the East. There is a manuscript at Oxford, con-

taining the lives of a hundred and thirty-Hve of the finest Persian poets, Ferdusi and

Sadi were among the most celebrated. The former comprised the history of Persia in a

series of epic poems, which employed him for near thirty years, ^nd which are said by
Mr Jones to be " a glorious monument of eastern genius and learning.'" Sadi was a

native of Shirauz, and flourished in the thirteenth century, and wrote many elegant

pieces both in prose and in verse. Sbemseddin was one of the most eminent lyric poett»

that Asia has produced j and Nakhsheb wrote i« Persian a book called the " Tales of a

Parrot," not unlike the Decameron of Boccace. Jami was a most animated and ele-

gant poet, who flourished in tlie middle of the fifteenth century, and whose beautiful

compositions, on a great variety of subjefts, are preserved at Oxford in twenty-two vo-

lumes. Hariri composed, in a rich, elegant, and flowery style, a moral work, in fifty

dissertations, on the changes of fortune, and the various conditions of human life, in-

terspersed with a number of agreeable adventures, and several fine pieces of poetry.

Of the sprightly and voluptuous bard of Shirauz, the name and charadler are suffi-

ciently known to Orientalists. It may, however, excite the curiosity of the English

reader, that the poet Hafez, here introduced to his notice, conciliated the favour of an
oiTended Emperor, by the delicacy of his wit, and elegance of his verses ; that the most
powerful monarchs of the East sought in vain to draw him from the enjoyment of lite-

rary retiremen,t, and to purchase the praises of liis Muse by all the honours and splen-

dor of a court
J
and that' his works were not only tlic adiniralion of the jovial and the

gay, but the mat\ual of mystic piety to the superstitious Mohammedan the oracle which,

,
like the Sorlci Virgihanu\ dcteruiined the councils of the wise, and prognosticated the

fate of armies and of states. Seventeen odes have already been translated into English
by Mr Not, with which ho. has published the originals, for the purpose of promoting
the study of the Persian language. The 21st ode has also appeared in an English dress,

by the elegant pen of Sir William .lones.

The tomb of this celebrated and deservedly admired poet slands about two miles di-

stant from t!ic walls of the city of Shirauz 6u the north-east side. It is placed in a large

garden, and under the shade of some cypress trecs^ of extraordinary size and beauty ; it

h compo.seil of Hue while marble from Tauris, eight feet in length and four in breadth.

This, wuij built by Eci'iiu Khan^ and covers the original one. On the ton and sides
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the tomb are selcdl pieces from tlie poet's own works, most beautifully cut in the Pcr-r

sian Nustaleek cbarader. During the spring and summer season, the inhabitants visit;

here, and amuse themselves with smoking, playing at chess and other games, reading
also the works of Hafez, who is in greater esteem with them than any otiier of their

poets
J
and they venerate him almost tp adoration, never speaking of him but in the

highest terms of rapture and enthusiasm. A niost elegant copy of his works is kept
upon the tomb, on purpose, for the inspection of all who go there. The princi-

pal youth of the city assemble here ; and show every possible mark of respect for their

favourite poet, making plentiful libations of the delicious wine of. Shirauz to his me-
mory. Close by the garden runs the stream of Rocnabad, so celebrated in the workjf

of Hafez, and within a small distance is the sweet bower of Mosellay.

At present learning is at a very low ebb amoug the Persians. Their boasted skill

in astronomy is now reduced to a mere smattering in that science, and terminates in ju-

dicial astrology ) so that no people in the world are more superstitious than the Persians,

The learned profession in greatest esteem among them is that of medicin? y which is

at perpetual variance with astrology, because every dose must be in the lucky hour fix-

ed by the astrologer j which often defeats the ends of the prescriptions. It is said,

however, that the Persian physicians are acute and sagacious. Their drugs are ex-

cellent, and they arc no strangers to the pra<51:ices of Galen and Avicenna. The
plague is but little known in this country j and almost equally rare are many other

diseases xthat are fatal in other places j such as the gout, the stone, the small-pox, con-

sumptions, and apoplexies. The Persian practice of physic is therefore pretty much cir-

cumscribed, and they are very ignorant in surgery, which is exercised by barbers, Avhose

chiel knowledge of it is in letting blood j for they trust the healing of green wounds
to the excellency of the air, and the good habit of the patient's body.

Antiquities.] The monuments,of antiquity,in Persia are more celebrated for their

magnificence and expence, than their beauty or taste. No more than nineteen columns,

which formerly belonged to the famous palace of Persepolis, are now remaining. Each
is about fifteen feet high, and composed of excellent Parian marble, The ruins of other

ancient buildings are found in many parts of Persia but they are void of that elegance

and beauty displayed in the Greek architecture. The tombs of the kings of Persia are

stupendous works
j
being cut out of a rock, and highly ornamented with sculptures..

The chief of the moclern monuments is a pillar to be seen at Ispahan, sixty feet high,

consisting of the skulls of beasts, erected by Shah-Abbas, after the suppression of a re-

bellion. Abbas had vowed to erect such a column of human skulls
)
but, upon the

submission of the rebels, he performed his vow by substituting those of brutes, each of

the rebels furnishing one.

History.] The Persian empire succeeded the Assyrian or Babylonian. Cyrus laid

it? foundation about 556 years before Christ, and restored the Israelites, who had been

captive at Babylon, to liberty. It ended in the person of Darius, who was conquered

by Alexander 329 years before Christ. Alexander's empire was divided among his

great general officers, whose descendants, in less than three centuries, were conquered

by the Romans. The latter, however, never fully subdued Persia j and the natives had

princes of their own, from Arsaces, called Arsacides, who mqre than once defeated the

Roman legions. The successors of those princes survived the Roman empire itself, but

were subdued by the famous Timur-Leng, or Tamerlane, whose posterity were supplant-

ed by a doctor of law, the ancestor of the Sefi or Sophi family, and who pretended to

be descended from Mohammed himself. Plis successors, from him som.etimes called So^

phis, though some of them were valiant and politic, proved in general to be a disgrace

to humanity, by their cruelty, ignorance, and indolence, which brought them iato such

a disrepute with their subjects, barbarous as they were, that Hussein, a prince of the

Sefi race, who succeeded in 1694, was murdered by Mahmud, son and successor to the

famous IMiriweis j as Mahmud himself was by Esref, one of his general officers, who
usurped the throne. Prince Thamas, the representative of the Sefi family, had escape4

from the rebels, and, assembling an army, took into his service Nadir Shah, v^"ho de-

feated and killed Esref, and re- annexed to the Persian monarchy all the places dismem-

bered from it by the T^rks and Tartars during their late rebellions. At last thf segvs|
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ambition of Nadir broke out
j
and, after assuming the name of Tbamas Kouli Khan, pre-

tending that his services were not sdfficieritly rewarded, he rebelled against his sovereign,

feiade him u prisoner, and, it is supposed, put him to death.

This usurper afterwards mounted the throne, under the title of Shah Nadir. He
made an expedition into Hindoostan, from which country he carried off an amazing
booty in money, precious stones, and other valuables j but it has been remarked, that

he brought back an inconsiderable part of his plunder from India, losing great part of

it upon his return by the Mahrattas and accidents. He next conquered Usbec Tarlary 5.

but was not so successlul against the Daghistan Tartars, whose country he found to be

inaccessible. He vanquished the Turks in several engagements, but was unable to take

Bagdad. The great principle of his government was to strike terror into all his sub-

jects by the most cruel executions. His conduct became so intolerable, and particularly

his attempt to change the.religion of Persia to that of Omar, and strangling the chief

priests who resisted, that it was thought his brain was disordered ; and he was assassinat-

ed in his own tent, partly in self-defence, by his, chief officers and his relations, in the

year 1747. Many pretenders, upon his death, started up ; and it may naturally be sup-

posed, that a chronological and accurate account of these various and rapid revolutions

is very difficult to be obtained. The cojifusion which prevailed through the whole
country, from the death of Nadir, until the settlement of Kerim Khan, prevented all

attempts of literature, arts, and sciences. During this interval, the whole empire of
Persia was in arms, and rent by commotions j different parties in different provinces of
the kingdom struggling for power, and each endeavouring to render himself indepen-

dent of the other, torrents of blood were shed, and the most shocking crimes were com-
mitted with impunity. The whole face of the country, from Gombroon to Russia, pre-

sents to the view thousands of instances of the misery and devastation which has been
cccasioned by these commotions.

From the accounts we have been able to collect, the number of pretenders to the
throne of Persia, from the death of Nadir Shah until the final establishment of K'erina

Khan's government, was no less than nine, including himself. Kerim Khan Zund was
a most favourite officer of Nadir Shah, and at the time of his death was in the southern
provinces ^ Shirauz and other places had declared for him. He found means, at last,

after various encounters with doubtful success, completely to subdue all his rivals j and
finally to establish himself as ruler of all Persia. He was in power about 30 years, the
latter part of which he governed Persia under the appellation of Vakeel or regent, for

lie never would receive the title of Shah he made Shirauz the chief city of his resi-

dence in gratitude for the assistance he had received from its inhabitants, and those of
the southern provinces. Pie died in the year 1779, in the eightieth year of his age,

regretted by all his subjects, who esteemed and honoured him as the glory of Persia,

His character is most deservedly celebrated for the public buildings which he erected,

and the excellent police which he maintained, so that, during his whole reign, there \vas

not m Shirauz a single riot productive of bloodshed : besides these merits, his aversion t»
Severe punishtncnts, his liberality and kindness to the poor, his toleration of people of
different persuasions, his pariality for Europeans, and his encouragement of trade, toge-
ther with his great military abilities and personal courage, rendered him not only be-
loved by his own subjects, but greatly respected by foreign powers.

After the death of Kerim Khan his kinsman Zikea, or Saki, seized the government,
but on account of his cruelties was soon murdered by the soldiers, who raised Abul
Futtah, the son of Kerim, to the throne, lie was soon after deposed by his uncle Sa-
dick, who was besieged in Shirauz, taken and put to death by Ali J\Turad, another re-

lation of Kerim's Khan's. A eunuch, however, of the name of iVga Mahmet, or Akaa
Mohammed Khan, refused to acknowledge the conqueror as sovereign. Ali I\lurad

marched against him, but on his Avay died by a fall from his horse, jafiffar Khan, who
had been made governor of Kom by Ali Murad, then assumed the regal authority,

but being defeated by Akau, the latter retained possession of the provinces of Mazan-
deran andGhilan, as well as the cities of Ispalian, Hamadan, and Tauris, where he wat
acknowledged as sovereign. Jaaffar Khan held possession of the city of Shirauz, and
ihc provinces ©r districU of Bcaboon and Shustcr : he also received an annual present
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from tlie province of Carmania, and another from the city of Vezd : Abushelir and
Lar also send him tribute. The southern provinces are in general more fruitful than
those to the northward, they not having been so frequently the scenes of action during
the late revolutions.

In 1792^ however, Akau Mahommed Khan assembled an army, and advanced
against Jaaffar Khan, xvho was slain at Shirauz, in an insurrection j after which Akau
became sole sovereign of Persia, except that part in the west included in the dominioi^
of the Affghan sovereign of Cabul and Candahar.'.

Akau Mohammed Khan, in i 800 was about sixty years of age, tall in stature, but
of a disagreeable countenance. He is said to possess great art and dissimulation, and
equal avarice and ambition. Being a eunuch, he had nominated for his successor his

nephew Baba Serdar.

INDIA.

Situation AND BOUNDARIES. i This vast country is "situated between the 66th
and 109th degrees of East longitude, and between 1 and 40 of North latitude.. It is

bounded on the North, by the countries of Usbcc Tartary and Thibet on the South,

by the Indian Ocean j on the East by China and the Chinese sea j and on the West, by
Persia and the Indian sea.

Name.] The name of India, is derived from the river Indus, and is extended to all

countries to the south of Tartary, between that river and China. This region has

been divided into India within, and India beyond the Ganges, the former comp:ehend-
ing the northern part of Hindoostan, and the southern, improperly called the Penimula
or the Hither Peninsula 3 the latter all the countries from the Ganges to the frontiers of
China, with the Peninsula of Malacca, or the farther Peninsula. Ejnt it is necessary^

in order to save many repetitions, to "premise an account of sc.me particulars that are in

comnion to those numerous nations, which shall be extracted from the most enlightened

of our modern WTiters who have visited the country in the service of the East India

'Company.

Population, inhabitants, religion, and government.] Mr'Ormc, an excel-

lent and authentic historian, comprehends the two latter divisions under the title of Hin-

doostan. The Mahometans (says he) who are called Moors of Kindoostan, are comput-

ed to be about ten millions, and the Indians about a hundred millions. Above half the

erupire is subject to rajahs, or kings, who derive their descent from the old princes of

India, snd exercise all rights of sovereignty, only paying a tribute to the great mogul,

and observing the treaties by which their ancestors recognised his superiority. In

other respects, the government of Hindoostan is full of wise checks upon the overgrowing

greatness of any subject *, but (as all precautions of that kind depend upon the admini-

stration) the indolence and barbarity of the moguls or emperors, and their great vice-

roys, have rendered them fruitless.

The original inhabitants of India are called Gentoos or, as others call them, Hin-
doos, and the country Hindoostan. They pretend that Brumma, who was their legis-

lator both in politics and religion, was inferior only to God, and that he existed many
thousand years before our account of the creation. This Brumma, probably, was some

great and good genius, whose beneficence, like that of the- pagan legislators, led his

people and their, posterity to pay him divine honours. The Brahmins (for so the Gen-

toQ priests are called) pretend that he bequeathed to them a book called the Vidaip^
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egntaining his doctrines and institutions j and that thougli tlie original is lost, they are

•till possessed of a commentary upon it, called the Shahsta, which is wrote in the

§hanscrite, now a dead language, and known only to the Brahmins, who study it.

The foundation of Brumma's doctrine consisted in the belief of a Supreme Being,

who has created a regular gradation of beings, sorqe superior, and some inferior to

man j and in the immortality of the soul, and a future state of rewards and punish-

ments, which is to consist of a transmigration into different bodies, according to the

lives they have led in their pre-existent state. From this it appears more than pro-

bable, that the Pythagorean raeteropsychosis took its rise in India. The necessity of

inculcating this sublime, but otherwise complicated doctrine, into the lower ranks, in-

duced the Brahmins, who are by no means unanimous in their doctrines, to have re-

course to sensiole representations of the Deity and hig attributes j so that the original

doctrines of Brurama have degenerated to rank ridiculous idolatry, in the worship of

different anirnals, and various images, and of the most hideous figures, either delineated

,©r carved.

The Hindoos have, from time immemorial, been divided into four great tribes. The
first and most noble tribe are the Brahmins, v^ho alone can orhciate in the priesthood,

like the Levites among the Jews. They are not, however, excluded from government,

trade, or agriculture, though they are strictly prohibited from all menial offices by their

laws. The second in order is the Sittri tribe, who, according to their original institu-

tion, ought to be all military mei) , but they frequently follow other professions. The
third is the tribe of Beisc, who are chietly merchants, bankers, and bania^. or shop^

keepers. The fourth tribe is that of Sudder, who ought to be menial servants ^ and
they are incapable of raising their^selves to any superior rank> If any one of them
should be excommunicated from any of the four tribes, he an4 his posterity are for ever

shut out from the society of every bpdy in the nation, excepting that of the Harri cast,

who are held in utter detestation by all the other tribes, and are employed only in the

meanest and vilest oifices. This circumstance renders excommunication so dreadful,

that any Hindoo will suffer the torture, and even death itself, rather than deviate from
one article pf his faith.

Besides this division into tribes, the Gpntops are also subdivided into casts of small

classes and tribes ; and it has been computed that there are eighty -four of these casts,

though some have supposed there was a greater number. The order of pre-eminence of

all the casts, in a particular city or province, is generally indisputably decided. Tiie

Indian of an inferior vyould think himself honoured by adopting the customs of a supe-

rior cast but this would give battle sopnev than not vindicate its prerogatives j the in-

ferior receives the victuals prepared by a superior cast with respect, but the superior v:i\l

not parta|ce of a meal which has been prepared by the hands of an inferior cast. Their
marriages are circumscribed by the same barriers as the nest of their intercourses : and
hence, besides the national physiognomy, the members of each cast preserve an air of
still greater resemblance to one another. There are some casts remarkable for their

beauty, and others as remarkable for their ugliness.

The members of each cast, says Dr Robertson, adljere invariably to the profession qf
their forefathers. From generation to generation, the same families have followed, and
will always continue to follow, one uniform line of life. Vo this may be ascribed that
high degree of perfection conspicuous in many of the Indian manufaciures ; and
though veneration for the practices of their ancestors may check the spirit of invcnticn,

yet, by adhering to these, tl)ey acquire such an experlncss and dtUcacy of hanJ, that
Europeans, with all the advantages of superior science, and the aid of more complete
instruments, have never been able to equal the exquisite execution of their workman-
ship. While this high improvement of lluir more curious manufactures excite.: ..le

admiration, and attracted the commerce, of other nations, the separation of proft -.o.ii

in India, and the early di;,iribui*iOiis of the peo] le into classes, attached to pailirular

kinds of labour, sscuroil such a'DUndauce qf the ino.e common i..vl useful co.n.no-
4ities, as not only supplied their own wants, but mluiste;cd to those of ihc comitiies

f^5:9>ui4 th?in.

Pp.-
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To tliis early division of the people into casts, we must likewise ascrlte a striking

peculiarity in the state of India, the permanence of its institutions, and the immutabi-
lity in the manners of its inhabitants. What now is in India, always was there, and is

still likely to continue : neither the ferocious violence and illiberal fanaticism of its

Mohammedan conquerors, nor the power of its European masters, have effected any
Considerable alteration. The same distinctions of condition take place, the same ar-

rangements in civil and domestic society remain, the same maxims of religion are held

in veneration^ and the same sciences and arts arc cultivated. Hence, in all ages, the

trade w^ith India has been the same ; gold and silver have uniformly been carried thi-

ther, in order to purchase the same commodities with which it now supplies all nations
y

and from the age of Pliny to the present times, it has always been considered and exe-

crated as a gulf which sw^allows up the w^ealth of every other country that flows inces-

santly towards it, and from which it never returns *.

All these casts acknowledge the Brahmins for their priests, and from them derive

theii* belief of transmigration, which leads many of them to afflict themselves even at

the death of a fly, although occasioned by inadvertence.—But the greater number
of casts are less scrupulous, and eat, although very sparingly, both of fish and flesh

but, like the Jew^s, not of all kinds indifferently. Their diet is chiefly rice and vege-

tables, dressed with ginger, turmeric, and other hotter spices, which grow almost spon-

taneously in their gardens. They esteem milk the purest' of foods, because they think

it partakes of some of the properties of the nectar of their gods, and because they esteem

the cow itself almost like a divinity.

Their manners are gentle j their happiness consists in the solaces of a domestic life
5

and they are taught by their religion that matrimony is an indispensable duty in every

man who does not entirely separate himself from the world, from a principle of devo-

tion. Their religion also permits them to have several wives ; but they seldom have

more than one j and it has been observed, that their wives are distinguished by a decen-

cy of demeanour, a solicitude in their families, and fidelity to their vows, which might

do honour to human nature in the most civilized countries. The amusements of the

Hindoos consist in going to their pagodas, in assisting at religious shews, and in fulfil-

ling a variety of ceremonies prescribed to them by the Bramins. Their religion for-

bids them to quit their own shores f j nor do they want any thing from abroad^ They
might therefore have lived in great tranquillity and happiness, if others had looked on

them with the same indifference with which they regard the rest of the world.

The soldiers are commonly called Rajah-poots, or persons descended from rajahs,

and reside chiefly in the northern provinces, and are generally more fair-complexioned

than the people of the southern provinces, who are quite black. These rajah-poots are

a robust, brave, faithful people, and enter into the service of those who will pay them
j

but when their leader falls in battle, they think that their engagements to him are fi-

nished, and they run ofif the field without any stain upon their reputation.

The custom of women burning themselves upon the death of their husbands still con-

tinues to be practised, though much less frequently than formerly. The Gentoos are

as careful of the cultivation of their lands, and their public works and conveniences, as

the Chinese ^ and there scarcely is an instance of a robbery in all Indostan, though the

diamond-merchants travel without defensive weapons.

* Dr Robertson's historical disquisition concerning India, Appendix, p, 261. 252.
'

f The Gentoos are persuaded, that the waters of the three great rivers, Ganges, Kistna, and Indus,,

4iave the sacred virtue of purifying those who bathe in them, from all pollutions and sins. This ireli-

gious idea seems to be founded on a principle of policy, and intended to restrain the natives from emi-

grating into distant countries : for it -is remarkable, that the sacred rivers are so situated, that there is

not any part of India where the inhabitants may not have an opportunity of washing away their sins.

The Ganges, which rises in the mountains of Thibet, with its different branches, runs through the

|:ingdoms of Bengal, Bahar, and Orixa, and the upper provinces of Oude, Rohilcund, Agra, Delhi, and
Lahore The Kistna divides the Carnatic from Gokondo, and runs through the Visiapore into the in-

terior parts of the Deccan. And the Indus bounding the Guaurat provinces, separates^Hindoostan from

the ^ominitn* of Persia,
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Keligion.] The institutions of religion, publicly establislied in all ttie extensive

countries stretching from the banks of the Indus to Cape C®morin, present to view an

aspect nearly similar. They form a regular and complete system of superstition,

strengthened and upheld by eveiy thing v^diich can excite the reverence and secure the

attachment of the people. The temples, consecrated to their deities, are magnificent,

and adorned not only with rich offerings, but with the most exquisite works in paint-

ing and sculpture, which the artists, highest in estimation among them, were capable

of executing. Hie rites and ceremonies of their worship are pompous and splendid,

and the performance of them not only mingles in all the transactions of common life,

but constitutes an essential part of them The Brahmins, who, as ministers of religion,

preside in all its functions, are elevated above every other order of men, by an origin

deemed not only more noble, but acknowledged to be sacred. They have established

among themselves a regular hierarchy and gradation of ranks, which, by securing sub-

ordination in their own order, adds weight to their authority, and gives them a more

absolute dominion in the minds of the people. This dominion they support by the

command of the immense revenues with which the liberality of the princes, and the

2eal of pilgrims and devotees, have enriched their pagodas.

It is far from my intention to enter into any minute detail with respect to this vast

and complicated system of superstition, iin attempt to enumerate the multitude of

deities which are the objects of adoration in India to describe the splendour of wor-
ship in their pagodas, and the immense varieties of their rites and ceremonies*, to re-

count the various attributes and functions which the craft of priests, or the credulity of

the people, have ascribed to their divinities
j

especially if I were to accompany all this

with a review of the numerous and often fanciful speculations and theories of learned

jnen on this subject, would too much swell this part of our work.

The temples or pagodas of the Gentoos are stupendous but disgustful stone buildings,

erected in every capital, and under the direction of the Brahmins. To this, however,

there are some exceptions j for in proportion, (says Dr Robertson, the philosophical his-

torian of India), to the progress of the diiferent countries of India in opulence and re-

finement, the structure of their temples gradually improved. From plain buildings

they became highly ornamented fabrics, and, both by their extent and magnificence^

are monuments of the power and taste of the people by whom they were erected. In

this highly finished style there are pagodas gf great antiquity in diiTerent parts of Hin-
doostan, particularly in the southern provinces, which ^vere not exposed to the destruc-

tive violence of Mohammedan zeal. In order to assist my readers in forming a proper

idea of these buildings, I shall briefly describe two, of which we have the most accu-

rate accounts. The entry to the pagodas of Chillambrum, near Ponto Nova, on the

Coromandei coast, held in high veneration on account of its antiquity, is, by a stately

gate under a pyramid an hundred and twenty-two feet in height, built with large stone*

above forty feet long, and more than five feet square, and all covered with plates of

copper, adorned with an Immense variety of figures nearly executed. The whole
structure extends one thousand three hundred and thirty-two feet in one direction, and
nine hundred and thirty-six in another. Some of the ornamental parts are finished with
an elegance entitled to the admiration of the most ingenious artists.

The pagoda of Seringham, superior in sanctity to that of Chillambrum, surpasses it

as much in grandeur and fortunately I can convey a more perfect idea of it, by adopt-

ing the words of an elegant and accurate historian. This pagoda is situated about a mile

from the western extremity of the island of oeringhani, formed by the division of the

great river Caveri into two channels. " It is composed of seven square inclosurcs, one
within the other, the walls of which are twenty-ilve feet liigh, and four thick. These
enclosures are three hundred and fifty feet distant from one another, and each has four

large gates witli a square tower, which are placed, or.c in the middle of each side of
the enclosure, and opposite to the four cardinal points. The outward wall is near four

miles in circumference, and its gateway to the south is ornamented with pillars, several

cf which arc single stones thirty-three feet long, and nearly five in diameter \ and those

which form the roof are still larger : in the inmost inclosurcs arc the chapels. Kffrc,
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as in all tlie other great pagodas of India, tlie Eralimms live in tL Subordination Whlcll

knows no resistance, and slumber in a voluptuousness which knows no wants
If the Brahmins are masters of any uncommon art or science, they frequently turn it

to the purposes of profit from their ignorant votaries. Mr Scraftoh says, that they

know how to calculate eclipses ^ and that judicial astrology is so prevalent among ihem,

that half the year is taken up with unlucky days, the head astrologer being always con*

suited in their councils. The Mohammedans likewise encourage these superstitions,

and look upon all the fruits of the Gentoo industry as belonging to themselves. Thougk
the Gentoos are entirely passive under all their oppressions, and, by their state of exist-

«nce, the practice of their religion, and the scantiness of their food, ^ave nothing of

that resentment in their nature that animates the rest of mankind
j
yet they are suscep-

tible of avarice, and sometimes bury their money j and rather than discover it, put

themselves to death by poison or otherwise This practice, which it seems is not un-

common, accounts for the vast scarcity of silver that of late prevailed in Hindoostan.

The reasons above mentioned account likewise for their being less under the influ-

ence of their passions than the inhabitants ot ether countries. The perpetual use of

rice, their chief food, gives them but little nourishment and their marrying early, the

males before fourteen, and their women at ten or eleven years of age, keeps them low
and feeble in their persons. A man is in the dechne O' life at thirty, and the beauty

of the women is on decay at eighteen ; ai twenty-five they have all the marks of old

Tige. We are not therefore to wonder at their being soon strangers to all. personal ex-

ertion and vigour of mind ; and - it is with them a frequent sayhig, that it is better to

sit than to walk, to lie down than to sit, to sleep than to wake, and aeath is the best

of all.

The Mohammedans, v;ho in Hindoostan are called Moors, are of Persian, Turkish^

Arabic, and other extractions. They early began, in the reigns of the califs of Bag-
dad, to invade Indostan. They penetrated as far as Delhi, which they made their ca-

pital. They settled colonies in several places, whose descendants are called Pytans

bat their empire was overthrown by 'I'amerlane, who founded the Mogul government,

"which still subsists, lliose princes being strict Mohammedans, received under their

protection all that plofessed the same religion, and who being a brave, active people,

counterbalanced the numbers of the natives. They are said to have introduced the di-

vision of provinces, over which they appointed soubahs 5 and those provinces, each of

"which might be styled tin ei^fipii-e, were subdivided into nabobships, each nabob being

immediately accountable to his soubah, who in process of ^ime became almost inde-

pendent of the emperor, or, as he is called, th^ Great Mogul, upon their paying him
an annual tribute. The vast resort of Persian and Tartar tribes has likewise strength-

cned the Mohammedan government ; but it is observable, that in two or three genera-

tions, the progeny of all those adventurers, who brought nothing with them but their

horses and their swords, degenerated into all eastern indolence and sensuality.

Of all those tribes the Mahrattas at present make the greatest figure. They are a

kind -of mercenaries, who live on the mountains between Hindoostan and Persia, They
commonly serve on horseback, and, when well commanded, they have been known to

give law even to the court of Delhi. Though they are originaliyGentoos, yet they arc

of bold, active spirits, and pay no great respect to the principles of their religion. Mr
Scrafton says, that the Mohammedans or Moors are of so detestable a character, that

he never knev/ above two 6r three exceptions, and those were among the Tartar and

Persian officers of the army. They are void, we are told, of every principle even ot

their own religion j and if they have a virtue, it is an appearance of hospitality, but it

is an appearance only ',^ for while they are drinking with, and embracing a friend, they

will stab him to the heart. But it h probable that these representations of their moral

depravity are carried beyond the bound's of truth.

The people of Hindoostan are governed by no written laws ) nor is there a lawyer in

their whole empire 3 and their courts of justice are directed by precedents. The Mo-

* OrjKc's Hislk of Milit. Tr,inEact. of In<Jo3tjinj vol. I. p. ITS.
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liamraedan institutes prevail only in their great towns, and tkeir neighbourhood. The
empire is hereditary, and the emperor is heir only to his own officers. AH lands go in

the hereditary line, and continue in that state even down to the subtenants, while the

lord can pay his taxes, and the latter their rent, both w^hich are immutably fixed in

the public books of each district. The imperial demesne lands are those of the great

jrajah families, which fell to Tamerlane and his successors. Certain portions of them
are called jaghire lands, and are bestowed by the crown on the great lords or omrahs,

and upon their death revert to the emperor but the rights of the subtenants, even of

those lands, are indefeasible.

Such are the outlines of the government by which this great empire long subsisted,

without altnost the semblance of virtue among its great ofdcers, either civil or milit^iry.

It was shaken, however, after the invasion of Mohammed Shah, by Kouli Khan,

which was attended by so great a diminution of the imperial authority, that the sou-

bahs and nabobs became absolute in their oivn governments. Though they could not

alter the fundamental laws of property, yet they invented new taxes, which beggared

the people, to pay their armies and support their power \ so that many of the people, a

few years ago, after being upmercifully plundered by collectors and tax-masters, were

left to perish through want. To sum up the misery of the inhabitants, those soubahs

and nabobs, aud other Mohammedan governors, employ the Gentoos themselves, and,,

some even of the Brahmins, as the ministers of their rapaciousness and cruelties. Upon
the whole, ever since the invasion of Kouli Khan, Hindoostan, from being a -well regu-

lated government, is, become a scene of mere anarchy or stratocracy
j
every great man

protectii himself in his tyranny by his soldiers, whose pay far exceeds the natural riches

of his government. As private assassinations and other murders are here committed
with impunity, the people, who know they can be in no worse estate, concern them-
selves very little in the revolutions of government. To the above causes are o'wing the

late successes of the English In Plindoostan. The reader, from this representation, may
perceive, all that the English have acquired in point of territory has been gained fro;n

usurpers and robbers \ and their possession of it being guarantied by the present law-

ful emperor, is said to be founded upon the laws and constitutions of that country. We
aie, however, sorry to be obliged to remark, that the conduct of many of the servants

of the East India Company towards the natives, and not properly punished or checked
by the directors, or the British legislature, has in too many instances been highly dis-

honourable to the English name, and totally inconsistent wllIi that humanity which
was formerly our national characteristic*

It may be here proper just to observe, that the complexion of the Gentoos is black,

their hair long, ai\d the features of both sexes regular. At court, however, the great

families are ai^ibitious of intermarrying with Persians and Tartars, on account of the •

fairness of their complexion, resembling that of their conqueror Tamerlane, and his

great generals.

INDIA BEYOND THE GANGES.

SITUATION AND EXTKNT.

' Miles Degrees. Sq. IMilcc

Length 2000 7 i , C 1 and :iO North latitude. 7 - , . -

Breadth 1000 1 1 93 and 10>. lia.t lougUude. J
'^"'^^'O

JBoUNDARirs 1 TT*^^^ peninsula is bounded by Tliil)ct and China, on the Marf?! ;
' X by Cliina and the Chinese sea, on the East : by the same sea and

the straits of Malacca, on the South j and by the Bay of liengal and the Hither India

on the West. The space between Bengal and China, is no^v called the fi'oyiiicco^

Mccklus, and other districts subjc(;t to the kin^^ of Ava or B^irmah,
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Grand Divisions. Subdivisions. Chief Towns.

On the

north-

west,

On the

gouth-

wesl,

On the

north-

east,

On the

south-

east,

t Acham "1 r Chamdara . . . ^
< Ava t < Ava ... . C . . . o

C Aracan J (.Aracan ... j
^Pegu n fPegu, E. Imi. 97, N. lat. 30 .

Martaban ( J Martaban

Siam
I
i Siam, E. Ion 100-55. N. lat. 14. IS.

^Malacca J ^Malacca, E. Ion. 101. N. lat. 2-12.

TTonquin Ij i Cacliao, or Keccio, £. Ion. 105. N.
< W lat. 21-30.

(_ Laos 3 C.
Lanchang

f C. China • 1 C Thoanoa , «

< Cambodia > 4 Chambodia . , . , ...
(.Chiampa j {_Padram }

. 180,00Q

, 5o,ooa

. 170,000

. . 48,000

112,000

, 59,400

. 61,900

. 60,200

Name.] The name of India is taken from the river Indus, which of all others was

the best known to the Persians. The whole of this peninsula was unknown to the

ancients, and is partly so to the moderns.

AjR Ai^D CLIMATE.] Authors differ concerning the air of this country, some pre-

ferring that of the southern, and some that of the northern parts. It is generally

«gieed, that the air of the former is hot and dry, but in some places moist, and conse-

quently unhealthy. The climate is subject to hurricanes, lightnings, and inundations,

lo that the people build their houses upon high pillars to defend them from floods, and

they have no other idea of seasons, but wet and dry. Easterly and westerly monsoons

(which is an Indian word) prevail in this country.

Mountains.] These run from North to South almost the whole length of the

country j but the iands near the sea are low, and annually overflowed in the rainy

seasons.

Rivers.] The chief arc Sanpoo or Burrampooter, Domea, Mecon, Menan and Ava,

or the great river Nou Kion.

Of these the Burrampooter, called Sanpoo, in the upper part of its course, is by far

the most considerable. This rival sister of the Ganges issues from the same mountains

that give birth to that river ; but taking a contrary, i. e. an easterly direction, through

Thibet, winds to the south-west through Assam, and entering Hindoostan^ flows to tlie

south, assumes the name of Megna, and joins the western branch of the Ganges witk

an immense body of water, equal if not superior to the Ganges itself.

These tvco noble rivers, when they approach the sea, divide into such ^ multitude of

' channels, and receive such a number of navigable streams, that a tract of country^ near-

ly equal to G. Britain, in extent, enjoys by their means the finest inland navigation that;

can be conceived, and which gives constant employment to 30,000 boatmen. These

channels are so numerous that very few places in this tract are even in the dry season

25 miles from a navigable stream j and in the season of the periodical rain«, they over-

:flow their banks to the depth of 30 feet, and form an inundation that fertilizes the soil

to the extent of more than 100 miles *.

Bays and straits.] The bays of Bengal, Siam, and Cochin-China, the straits

pf Malacca, and Sincapara. The promontories of Siam, Romana, and the Bansac.

Soil and product of the different nations.] The soil of this peninsul*

is fruitful in general, and produces all thc-'delightful fruits that are found iu othex coun-

tries contiguous to the Ganges, as well as roots and vegetables : also salt-petrre, and the

best teck timber or Indian oak^ which for ship building in warm climates is superior t®

5iny European oak. It abounds likewise in silks, elephants, and quadrupeds, both do-

mestic and wild, that are common in the southern kingdoms of Asia. The natives

drive a great trade in gold, diamonds, rubies, topazes, amethysts, and other precious

* Major Rennel's Memoir, p. a§5.
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rtouc?. Tonquin produces little or no corn or wine, but is the most liealtliy country

©f all the peninsula. In some places, espcciaiiy towards the north, the inhabitants hare

swellings in their throats, said to be owing to the badness of their water.

Inhabitants, customs, and diversions.] The Tonquinese are excellent me-

chanics and fair traders j but greatly oppressed by their king and great lords. His

majesty engrosses the trade, and his factors sell by retail to the Dutch and other na-

tions. The Tonquinese are fond of lacker-houses, which are unwholesome and poison-

ous. The people in the south are a savage race, and go almost naked, w^th large sil-

A'er and gold ear-rings, and coral, amber, or shell bracelets. In Tonquin and Cochia

China, the two sexes are scarcely distinguishable by their dress, which resembles that

of the Persians. The people of quality are fond of English broad-cloth, red or green :

3nd others wear a dark coloured cotton cloth. In Azem, which is thought one of the

best countries in Asia, the inhabitants prefer dog's flesh to ail other animal food. The
people of that kingdom pay no taxes, because the king is sole proprietor of all the gold

and silver and other metals found in his kingdom. They live, however, easily and

comfortably. Almost every housekeeper has an elephant for the conveniency of his

wives and women
;
polygamy being practised all over India.

It is unquestionable, that those Indians, as well as the Chinese, had the use of gun-

powder before it was known in Europe j and the invention is generally ascribed to the

Azemese. The inhabitants of the southern division of this peninsula go under the

name of Malayans, from the neighbouring country of Malacca.

Though the religious superstitions that prevail in this peninsula are extremely gross,

yet the people believe in a future state j and when their kings are interred, a number
©f animals are buried with them, and such vessels of gold and silver as they think can

be of use to them in their future life. The people in the peninsula are commonly verr

fond of show, and often make an appearance beyond their circumstances. They are

delicate in no part of their dress but in their hair, which they buckle up in a very a*

greeable manner. In their food they are loathsome j for besides dogs, they eat rats,

mice, serpents, and stinking fish. The people of Arracan are equally indelicate in their

amours, for they hire Dutch and other foreigners to consummate the nuptials witk
iheir virgins, and value their women most when in a state of pregnancy. Their treat-

ment of their sick is ridiculous beyond belief, and in many places, when a patient is

judged to be incurable, he is exposed on the bank of some river, where he is either

drowned or devoured by birds or beasts of prey.

The diversions common in this country are fishing and hunting, the celebraLing o£

festivals, and acting comedies, by torch-light, from evening to morning.

Language.] The language of the court of Delhi is Persian, but in this penin-

sula it is chiefly Malayan, as we have already observed, interspersed with other

dialects.

Learning and learned men.] The Brahmins, who are the tribe of the priest-

hood, descend from those Brachmans, who are mentioned to us with so much reverence

by antiquity : and although much inferior, either as philosophers or men of learning, t«

the reputation of their ancestors, as priests, their religious doctrines are still implicitlj

followed by the whole nation j and as preceptors, they are the source of all the know-
ledge which exists in Indostan. But the utmost stretch of their mathematical know-
ledge seems to be the calculation of eclipses. They have a good idea of logic j but it

does not appear that they have any Irealises on rhetoric j their ideas of music, if we maj
judge from their practice, are barbarous ; and in medicine, ihcy derive no assistance

from the linowiejdge of anatomy, since dissections are repugnant to their religion

The poetry of the Asiatics is too turgid, and full of conceits, and the diction of their

historians very diffuse and verbose : but though the manner of Eastern compositions

differs from the correct taste of Europe, there are many things in the writings of A:;ia-

tic authors worthy the attention of literary men. Mr Dow observes, that in the Shau-
icrita or learned language of the Brahmins, which is the grand repository of the religion,

philosophy, and history of the Hindoos, there arc in particular many hundred volumes
in prose, which treat of the ancient Indians and their history. The same writer ak»
prearks; that, die Shanscritji record* contain accounts «f thr jiiairs of ncitcria Aui. vc-
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ty dl&rent from what any tribe of the Arabians have transmitted to posterity ; anct^

*hat it is more j than probable, that, upon examination, the former will appear to beas;

the marks of more authenticity, and of greater antiquity, than the latter The .r^.ra-

bian writers have been generally so much prejudiced against the Hindoos, thai their

accounts of t-hem are by no m.eans to be implicitly relied on.

Mr Dow observes, that the small progress which correctness and elegance of senti-

ment and diction have made in the E^t did not proceed from a want of encouragement
to literature. On the contrary, it appears, that no princes in the world patronized men
of letters with m.ore generosit} and respect than the Mohammedan emperors of Hindoos*
^n. A literary genius was not only the certain means to acquire a degree of wealth which
must astonish Europeans, but an infallible road for rising to the first offices of the state.

I'he character of the learned was at the same time so sacred, that tyrants, who made a
pastime of embruing their hands in the blood of their other subjects, not only abstained

from offering violence to men of genius, but stood in fear of their pens.

Manufactures and commerce.] These vary in the different countries of this

peninsula j but the chief branches have been already mentioned 1 he inhabitants, in

some parts, are obliged to manufacture their salt out of ashes. In all handicraft trades

that they understand, the people arc more industrious, and better workmen, than most
.of the Europeans j and in weaving, sewing, embroidering, and some other manufactures,^

it is said that the Indians do as much work with iheir feet as their hands. Their pain-

ling^ though they are ignorant of drawing, is amazingly vivid in its colours. The fine*

ness of their linen, and their fillagree works in gold and silver, are beyond any thing-

of those kinds to be found in other parts of the world. The commerce of India, in

short, is courted by all the trading nations of the world, and probably has been so from
the earliest ages : it was not unknown even in Solomon's time , and the Greeks" and Ro-
mans drew from thence their highest materials of luxury. The greatest share of it^

through events foreigii to this part of our work, is now centered in England j the Dutch^
together with the French, having lost their possessions ill that part of the world 5 nor i^.

tjiiat of the Swedes and Danes of much importance.

Coj^STiTUTlON, GOVERNMENT, RARITIES, AND CITIES.] The Europeans seem to

liave been totally ignorant of India beyond the Ganges, until the enterprizing genius,

of Emanuel at the close of the 15th century, opened a new world j from the testimony

of the Portuguese historians, it appears, that in the middle of the 16th century, four

jx)W€rful states divided amongst them the regions that lie between the south east pro-

vince of British India, Yunan in China, and the Eastern Sea their territories e-xtended

to Cassay and Assam, on the N. W. as far S. E. as the island of Junkseylon. These
Bstions were known to Europeans by the names of Arracan, Ava, Pegne, and Siam.

Arracan borders on the S. E. province of British India, and includes the sea coast, with

what is called the Broken Islands, As far south as cape Negrais. Ava, the name of
the ancient capital of the Birmans, has been usually accepted as the name of the coun-

try at large. This empire is situated eastxvard of Arracan, from which it is divided by
a ridge of lofty mountains, called by the natives Anou-pect-tou-miou, or the great wes-

tern hilly country. On the N. W. it is separated "from the kingdom of Cassay by the

river Keen-duem, on the north it is bounded by mountains and petty principalities,^ that

lie contiguous to Assam j on the north-east and east, it touches on China, and north

Siam j on the south its limits have so often varied that it is diificult to ascertain them,

with any precision. The city of Prome seems to be the original and natural boundary

of the Birman empire
}
although conquest has stretched their dominions several degrees

farther south. Pegue is the country southward of Ava, which occupies the sea coast as

far as Martaban. Prome was its northern frontier, and Siam adjoined on the east.

The kingdom of Siam or Shaan, comprehended as far south as Junkseylon, east to Cam-
bodia and Laos, and north to Dzemec and Yunan in China. These boundaries, how-

ever may be considered rather as the claim of each state than its actual possession j vi~

cissitudes of victory and defeat alternately extended and contracted their dominions. It

is generally agreed, that the Birmans, though formerly subject to the king of Pegue^.

became afte.rv;ards masters of Ava, and caused a revolution in Pegye, about the mid-.

c^t <A the i Gili cenlury. The Biimans were assisted in their wars against the Peguer§,
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\)y the Portuguese, who continued to exercise an influence in the Birman and Peguc

counuies, and a still greater in Arracan,'so long as they maintained an ascendancy over

other European nations in the east but on the seizure of their settlemenis by the Dutch

they sunk into insignificance. In the beginning of the nth century, both the English

and Dutch had obtained settlements in various quarters of the Birman dominions, which

were afterwards forfeited by the misconduct of the latter, and Europeans of ail nations

were banished from Ava
The supremacy of the Birmans over the Peguers continued throughout the 17th, and

fliuring the first forty years of the 18th century, when the Peguers in the provinces oi*

Dalla, Martaban, Tongo and Prome, revolted j a civil war ensued, which was prose-

cuted on both sides with savage ferocily In the year 1744, the British factory at Sy-

riam was destroyed by the contending parties, and the views of commerce were suspend-

«d by the precautions of personal security. Success long continued doubtful at length

\he Peguers, by the aid of Europeans trading to their ports, gained several victories

over the Birmans, in the year 1750 and 1751. These advantages they pursued with so.

fnuch rigour, that early in the year 1752, the capital of Ava was invested. The Bir-

mans, disheartened by repeated defeats, after a short siege, surrendered at discretion.

The king of Pegue, having completed the conquest of Ava, returned to his own coun-

try, leaving his brother to govern the late capital of the Birman king, whom he carried

with him a prisoner to Pegue. Matters at first bore the appearance of tranquillity and

submission : the landholders and principal inhabitants of the country round Ava, ac-

knowledged themselves vassals of the conqueror, and accepted the prescribed oath.

But this appearance was deceitful. Under the conduct of Alompra, a Birman of low
extraction, but possessed of a spirit of enterprize and boldness equal to the most ardu-

ous undertakings, the Birmans having made themselves masters of Monchaboo, flew to

arms, and, after having defeated the Peguers in several bloody battles, they invested

Pegue the capital of their empire. In tliis desperate situation of their aifairs, the Pe-

guers were obliged to conclude a treaty, by which their king agreed to do homage for

; his dominions to the Birman monarch. The Peguers, however, being incensed at the

discovery of a treacherous scheme which was to have been put in execution by Alom-
pra, flew to arms, and hostilities were recommenced wiih greater fury than ever. The
•city was treacherously delivered into the hands of Alompra, and given up to indiscri-

minate plunder. A treaty was concluded between Alompra and the East India Com-
pany, by which the former agreed to cede to them the possession of the island of Negrais,

together with a piece of ground opposite to the old town of Persaim, for the purpose of

erecting a factory, and on the 22d of August 1757, the allotted portion of ground was
measured out, on which British colours were hoisted, and three voliies of small arms

4ired, to solemnize the act of occupancy. Having subjected the Peguers, Alompra turn-

ed his arms against the Cassayers and the Siamese, whose subjection was pro-

bably only prevented by his death The same schemes of ambition and aggrandisement

were carried on by the successors of Alompra against the Cassayers, the Siamese, and
the inhabitants of Arracan. The Birmans were obliged, however, to relinquish their

'ambitious views, and to employ their forces in defence of their own country, which wa4
in the year 1767 menaced by a Chinese army of 50,000 men, which approached by un-
remitting marches. They defeated the Birmans in a partial action, and, encouraged by
their first success, they continued their march with confidence ii\to the heart of their ter-

ritories, when, being hemmed in on all sides by the judicixjus mandnivres of the Birmans,
they found a retreat impracticable. Tliey were vigorously attacked and made a reso-

lute defence *, the conflict lasted for three days, when the harassed Chinese sinking un-
^er superior numbers, were all massacred, except 2500, who were detained in rigorous
imprisonment. Being left at liberty by this success to prosecute their schemes of fo--

arcign conquest, long and bloody wars were undertaken against the Siamese, which were
Jirosecuted with various success the Cassayers were subjected, and in 1783 the invasion
X)f Arracan was finally determined on. The trade of Arracan was never very conside-
rable.-, it is confined to salt, bce*swa\,elephant's teeth, and rice. Thislatter articleisproduc-

^ in such'abunndance, that it might be improved, by proper policy, into a lucrative branch
«f <;oiiimcrcc,3 the soil is luxuriant und weil-watcrcd| and the contiguous islands are uo-
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commonly frultfiil. The Arracaners were in no condition to cope with the Eirmans, anfi

the reduction of their kingdom was cempleted in a few short months. Since that time
the Birmans were engaged in wars with the Siamese till the year 3 793, when a treaty-

was concluded, by which they ceded the western, maritime towns as far as Mcrgui ; thus

^^ielding to them the entire possession of Tenasserem, and the two important ports of
Mergui and Tavoy. Since that time they have been involved in a dispute with the

East India Company, which has, how^ever, been amicably settled, and, to prevent the

recurrence of a like misunderstanding, a formal deputation was sent by Lord Teign-
mouth to the Birman court. From the account of this embassy we shall extract the

following particulars.

The Birmans, under their present monarch, are rising fast in the scale of oriental na-

tions
5
and, it is to be hoped, that a long respite from foreign w-ars will give them lei-

sure to enjoy their natural advantages. Knowledge increases with commerce, and as

they are not shackled by any prejudices of casts, restricted to hereditary occupations, or

forbidden from participating with strangers in every social bond, their advancement will
;

in all probability be rapid. At present, so far from being in a state of intellectual :

darkness, although they have not explored the depths of science, or reached to excellence

in the finer arts, yet they have an undeniable claim to the character of a civilized and
well instructed people. Their laws are wise, and pregnant with sound morality 5 their i

police is better regulated than in most European countries 5 their natural disposition is ^

friendly, and hospitable to strangers ^ and their manners rather expressive of manly can-

dour, than courteous dissimulation ; the gradations of rank, and the respect due to sta-

tion, are maintained with a scrupulosity which never relaxes. A knowledge of letters

is so widely diffused, that there are no mechanics, few of the peasantry, or even the 'i

.common watermen, w^ho cannot read and write in the vulgar tongue.

The peninsula of Malacca is a large country, and contains several kingdoms or pro-

vinces. The Dutch, howeyer, are said to be the real masters and sovereigns of the

iwhole peninsula, being in possession of the capital (Malacca). The inhabitants differ but

little from brutes in their manner of living : and yet the Malayan language is reckoned

the purest of any spoken in all the Indies. We are told by the latest travellers, that

its chief produce is tin, pepper, elephants' teeth, canes, and gums. Some missionaries I

pretend that it is the Golden Chersoncsus or Peninsula of the ancients, and the inhabi-
,

tants used to measure their riches by bars of gold. The truth is, that the excellent si-

tuation of this country admits of a trade with India j so that when it was first discover- i

cd by the Portuguese, who were afterwards expelled by the Dutch, Malacca was the '?

richest city in the East, next to Goa and Ormus, being the key of the China, the Ja-

pan, the Moluccas, and the Sunda trade. The country, however, at present, is chief-

ly valuable for its trade vath the Chinese. This degeneracy of the Malayans, w^ho >

T^ere formerly an industrious, ingenious people, is easily accounted for, by the tyranny

cf the Dutch, whose interest it is they that should never recover from their present

state of ignorance and slavery. H
The English carry on a smuggling kind of trade in their country ships, from the

4ioast of Coromandcl and the bay of Bengal to Malacca. This commerce is connived

at by the Dutch governor and council among them, who little regard the orders of

their superiors, provided they can enrich themselves.

Cambodia, or CoMEojA,is a country little known to the Europeans : but, according

to the best information, its greatest length, from north to south, is about 520 English

Miiles : and its greatest breadth, from west to east, about 398 miles. This kingdom

iias a spacious river running through it, the banks of which are the only habitable parts

©f the nation, on account of its sultry air and the pestiferous gnats, serpents, and other

animals bred in the w^oods. Its soil, commodities, trade, animals, and its products by

sea and land, are much the same with the other kingdoms of this vast peninsula. The

betel, a creeping plant 01 a particular flavour, and, as they say, an excellent remedy for

Jill those diseases that are common to the inhabitants of the East Indies, is the highest

Juxury of the Combodians, from the king to the peasant j but is ^very unpalatable and

fijgagreeable to the Europeans, The same barbarous magnificence, the despotism ®f

\
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ikeir king, and the ignorance of tlie people, prevail here as througliout the rest of the

peninsula. Between Cambodia, and Cochin-China, lies the little kingdom of Chiara-

pa, the inhabitants of which trade with the Chinese, and seem therefore to be somewhat

more civilized than their neighbours.

Cochin-China, or the Western China, is situated under the torrid zone^ and extends,

according to some authors, about 500 miles in length j but it is much less extensive in

its breadth from east to west. Laos, Cambodia, and Chiampa, as well as some other

smaller kingdoms, are said to be tributary to Cochin-China. The manners and religion

of the people seem to be originally Chinese j and they are much given to trade. Their

king is said to be immensely rich, and his kingdom enjoys all the advantages of com-

merce that are found in the other parts of the East Indies j but at tb^ same

time we are told that this mighty prince, as well as the king of Tonquin, are subject to

the Chinese emperor. It is reasonable to suppose that all those rich countries were

peopled from China, or at least that they had, sometime or other, been governed by one

head, till the mother empire became so large, that it might be convenient to parcel it

out, reserving to itself a kind of feudal superiority over them all.

ToNQiJiN has been already mentioned, and little can be added to what has been said,

tmlesss we adopt the fictions of the popish missionaries. The government of this king-

dom, however, is particular. The Tonquinese had revolted from the Chinese, whick

was attended by a civil war. A compromise at last took place between the chief of

the revolt and the representative of the ancient kings, by which the former was to

have all the executive powers of the government, under the name of Chouah j but that

the Bua, or real king, should retain the royal titles, and be permitted some inconsider-

able civil prerogatives within his palace, from which neither he nor any of his family

can stir without the permission of the chouah.

The chouah resides generally in the capital Cachao, which is situated near the centre

•f the kingdom. The Bua's palace is a vast structure, and has a fine arsenal. The
English have a very flourishing house on the north side of the city, conveniently fitted

up with store-houses and office-houses, a noble dining-room, and handsome apartments

for the merchants, factors, and officers of the company.

The possession of rubbles, and other precious stones of an extraordinary size, and
even of white and party-coloured elephants, convey among those credulous people a

pre-eminence of rank and royalty, and has sometimes occasioned bloody wars. After

all, it must be acknowledged, that however dark the accounts we have of those king-

doms may be, yet there is sufficient evidence to prove, that they are immensely rich in

all the treasures of nature j but that those advantages are attended with many natural

calamities, such as floods, volcanos, earthquakes, tempests, and above all, rapacious and
poisonous animals, which render the possession of life, even for an hour, precarious ani
uncertain.

INDIA WITHIN THE GANGES,
OR

niNDQOSTAN,
LATE THE EMPIRE OF THE GREAT MOGUL.

Situation and Extent, including the Peninsula West of the Ganges.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 2000l , ^ f 8 and 40 North latitude. 7
Breadth 1500 \ and 9i East longituJ.. ^ « '"'"^'^

BoundAR Its.] This empire is bounded by Usbcc Tartar/ and Tliibcl on ihr

North •, by Thibet and the Bay of Bengal, on the East by the Indian Ocean on tWc
South

J
by the same and Persia on the vvc«t. I'hc iBLaiu land being the Mogul CBipirc,

•r Hindoostan properly so called.
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Name.] The name of Hindoostan is not a native term, the Hindoos calling t|ie?|»

country Bharata. It is supposed to have a reference to the river Indus, or Sinde, wit^
the Persian termination Stan, signifpng country. Mr Frascr says Hindoo signifies

^^warthy or black j and Hindoostan the country of the swarthy people.

Gr^n4 Divisions, Provinces.

"Bengal proper

The north-east divi-

sion of India, contain-

ing the provinces of

Bengal on the mouths <

qf the Ganges, and

those of the mountains

of Naugracut.

I
English

The north-west divi

sion on the frontiers of

Persia, and on the river

Indus.

The laiddle division.

Naugracut .

Jesuar

Patna

Necbal

Gore
Rotas

{" Soret

Jesselmere

Tata, or Sinda

Buoknor
Moultsn
Haican

Cabul

Candish »

Berar

Chitor

Ratipor

Navar
Gu^leor

<J
Agra
Delhi

Labor or Pencah

Hendowns
Cassimere

Jengapour

LAsmer or Bando

Chief Town^.
~ Calcuttta

Fort William
Hugley
Dacca
Malda, English and Dutc]^

Chatigan

y Cassumbazar

Naugracut

Rajapour

Patna

Necbal

Gore
Rotas

Jaganal

Jesselmere

Tata

y ^ Bucknor
Moultan

Haican
Cabul

Medipour

Berar

Chitor

Ratipor

Navar
Gualeor

S> i Agra
Delhi, E,
Labor
Hendowns
Cassimere

Jengapour

Asmer

Ion, •77. 40. lat.

The British nation possess in full sovereignty, the whole soubah of Bengal, and the

greatest part of Bahar. In Orissa or Orixa, only the districts of Midnapour. The
whole of the British possessions in this part of Hindoostan, contain about 150,000 square

British miles of land ; to which if we add the district of Benares, the whole will be

162,000, that is, 30,000 more than are contained in Great Britain and Ireland j and
near eleven millions of inhabitants. The total net revenue, including Benares, is about

287 lacks of Sicca rupees, which may be reckoned equal to 3,050,0001. *. Rennel,

With their allies and tributaries, they now occupy the \yhole .navigable course of the

Ganges from its entry on the plains to the se^, which* by its winding coujrse is more
than 1350 miles.

Air and seasons.] The winds in this climate generally blow for ^ix months from
the south, and six from the north. April, May, and the beginning of June, are exces-

sively hot, but refreshed by sea breezes ) and in some drj seasons, the hurricanes which^

* A considerable addition both to the territory and revenue of the East India Company was obtain-

ed by the cessions in the iate treaty of peace with Tippoo Suitan,, to the amount of 15,734 square r?iiles,

^*|^-ding a. rsYc^nue of J 6,170^76 5 Kooiiteary pagados.,.
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tear up tlie sands, and let them fall in drf showers, are excessively disagreeable. The
English, and consecjueatly the Europeans in general, who arrive at Hindoostan, are com-

Mnoiily seized with some illness, such as flux or fever in their different appearances but,

when properly treated, especially if the patients are abstemious, they recover, and after-

wards prove healthy.

Mountains.] The most remarkable mountains are those of Caucasus and Naa-

"gracut, which divide India from Pesia, Usbec Tartary, and Thibet \ and arc inhabited

by Mahrattas, Afghans, or Patans, and other people more warlike than the Gentoos.

As to the mountains of Balegaut, which run almost the whole length of India, from

norih to south, they are so high as to stop the western monsoon the rains beginning

sooner on the Malabar, than they do on the Coromandel coast.

Rivers. J These are the Indus, called by the natives Sinda and Sindeh, and the

Ganges, both of them knowm to the ancittits, and, as observed in p. 596, held in the

highest esteem, and even veneration, by the modern inhabitants. Besides those rivers^

many others water this country.

Sea-S, bays, aNd CAPES.j These are the Indian Ocean j the Bay of Bengal j the

Gulf of Cambaya j the Straits of Ramanakoel
^
Cape Comorin, and Diu.

Inhabitants.] I have already made a general review of this great empire, and

have only to add, to what I have said of their religion and sects, that the fakirs are a

kind of Mohammedan mendicants or beggars, who travel about, practising the greatest

austerities j but many of them are impostors. Their number is said to be- 800,000,

Another set of mendicants are the Joghis, who are idolaters, and much more numerous,

but most of them are vagabonds and impostors, who live by amusing the credulous Gen-
toos with foolish fictions. I'he Banians, who are so called from their affected inno-

cence of life, serve as brokers, and profess the Gentoo religion, or som.ewhat like it.

The Persees, or Parses, of Hindoostan, are originally the Gaurs, described in Persia, but
are a most industrious people, particularly in weaving, and architecture of every kind.

Tliey pretend to be possessed of the works of Zoroaster, whom they call by various

names, and which some Europeans think contain many particulars that would throw
light upon ancient history, both sacred and profane. This opinion is countenanced by
the few parcels of those books that have been published j but some are of opinion that

the whole i^; a modern imposture, founded upon sacred, traditional, and profane histories,

'i hey are known as my'mg ciiyiiie adoration to fire, but it is said only as an emblem of

the divinity.

The nobijity and people of rank delight in hunting with the bow as well as ths gun,
?md often train the leopards to the sports of the field. They affect shady walks and
cool fountains, like other people in hot countries. They are fond of tumblers, mounte-
banks, and jiig^lers j of barbarous music, both in wind and string instruments, and plav

at cards in their private parlies. Their houses make no appearance, and tliose of the

commonality are poor and mean, and generally thatched, which renders them subject to

fire *, but the manufacturers choose to work in the open air •, and the insides of liouses

belonging to principal persons are commonly neat, commodious, and pleasant, and many
of them magnificent.

Commerce of Hindoostan.] I have already mentioned this article, as well as the
the manufactures of India but the Mohamniedan merchants here carry on a trade that
has not been desiulbed, I mean that with Mecca, in Arabia, from the western parts of
this empire, up the Red Sea. 'J his trade is carried on in a particular species of vessels

called junks, the Lu-gest of Avliich, we are told, besides the cargoes, will carry 1700
Mohammedan pilgrims to visit the tombs of >heir prophet. At Mecca they meet with
A^.>vssinian, Egyptian, and other traders, to whom they dispose of thtjir cargoes for
gold nid silver ; so that a Mohammedan junk returning frrm tiiis voyage is often u orth
200,0001.

Provinces, cities, and other Bun.niNGS, puni-if: and private.] The pro-

^
vince of vVcra, is the largest in vAl Hindoostan, containing 4() large towns and 340 xiU
lagcs. Agra is the fvrealest city, and its ca-iile the largest forlilicalion in all the Jndie$.

The Dutch have a factory ihcic, but ihc Enj^l'sh h^ivc nojcc.
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The city of DELHI, whlcTi is the capital of that province, is likeiyise the capital of
Hindoostan. It is described as being a fine city, and containing the imperial palace,
Tvhich is adorned with the usual magnificence of the East. Its stables formerly con-
tained 12,000 horses, brought Arabia, Persia, and Tartary j and 500 elephants. When
the forage is burnt up by the heats of the season, as is often the case, these horses are

said to be fed in the morning with bread, butter, and sugar, and in the evening witk
tice-milk properly prepared.

Tatta, the capital of Sindia, is a large city ; and it is said that a plague which hap-
pened there in 1699 carried off above 80,000 of its manufacturers in silk and cotton.

It is still famous for the manufacture of palanquins, which are a kind of canopied
touches, on which the great men all over India, Europeans as well as natives, repose
when they appear abroad. They are carried by four men, who will trot along, morning
and evening, 40 miles a-day • 10 being usually hired, v/ho carry the palanquin by turns,

four at a time. Though a palanquin is dear at first cost, yet the porters may be hired
for nine or ten shillings a month each, out of which they maintain themselves. The
Indus, at Tatta, is about a mile broad, and famous for its fine carp.

Though the province of Moustan is not very fruitful, yet it yields excellent iron and
€anes j and the inhabitants, by their situation, arc enabled to deal with the Persians and
-Tartars yearly for above 60,000 horses.

The province of Cassimere being surrounded with mountains, is difficult of access^

but when entered, it appears to be the paradise of the Indies. It is said to contain

100,000 villages, to be stored- with cattle and game, without any beasts of prey. The
capital (Cassimere) stands by a large lake j and both sexes, the women especially, arc-

almost as fair as the Europeans, and are said to be witty, dexterous, and ingenious.

The province and city of Lahor formerly made a great figure in the Indian histofy,

and is still one of the largest and finest provinces in the Indies, producing the best su-

gars of any in Hindoostan. Its capital was once about nine miles long, but is now much
decayed. We know little of the provinces of Ayud, Varad, Bekar, and Hallabas, that i$

not in common with the other provinces of Hindoostan, excepting that they are inhabited

fey a hardy race of men, who seem never to have been conquered, and though they sub-

mit to the Moguls, live in an easy, independent state. In some of these province*

many of the European fruits, plants, and flowers, thrive as in their native soil.

Bengal, of all the Indian provinces, is perhaps the most interesting to an Englisk

reader. It is esteemed to be the storehouse of the East Indies. Its fertility exceeds

that of Egypt ai^ter being overflowed by the Nile, and the produce of its soil consists of

rice, sugar-canes, corn, sesamom, small mulberry, and other trees. Its calicoes, silks,

salt-petre, lakka, opium, wax, and civet, go all over the world : and provisions here ard

in vast plenty, and incredibly cheap, especially pullets, ducks, and geese. The country

is intersected by canals cut out of the Ganges for the benefit of commerce, and extends

Hear 100 leagues on both sides of the Ganges, full of cities, towns, castles, and vil-

lages.

In Bengal, the worship of the Gentoos is practised in its greatest purity, and their

sacred river (Ganges) is in a manner lined with their magnificent pagodas to temples.

The women, notwithstanding their religion, are said by some to be lascivious and

enticing.

The principal English factory in Bengal is at Calcutta, and is called Fort William :

it is situated on the river Hugley, the most westerly branch of the Ganges. It is about

100 miles from the sea and the river is navigable up to the town for the largest ships

that visit India. The fort itself is said to be irregular, and untenable against disciplin-

ed troops j but the servants of the company have pro\dded themselves with an excellent

house, and most convenient appartments for their ©wn accommodation. As the town
itself has been in fact for some time in possession of the Company, an English civil go-

Ternment, by a mayor and alderman, was introduced into it. This was immediately

under the authority of the Company. But in 1773, an act of parliament was passed to

regulate the affairs of the East India Company, as well in India as in Europe. By this

act, a governor-general and four counsellors v^ere appointed, and chosen ^by the parlia-

ment, wthivhoni was vested the whole civil and giilitary government of the presidency
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or walL After embracing them, he led them, one in each hand, into the tent, where

chairs were placed for his lordship, themselves, and his suite. The eldest'boy, now seat-

ed on his lordship's right hand, appeared less serious than on the former day, and when he

spoke was not only graceful in his manner, but had a most affable, animated appear-

ance. Each of the princes presented his lordship with a fine Persian sword, and in re-

turn he gave the oldest a fuzee, and the youngest a pair of pistols, of very fine and curi-

ous workmanship.

Thus ended the Indian war j the justice and policy of which has been very much
doubted by those who must be allowed to be competent judges of Indian politics : Others

however are of a different opinion, and defend this war, which, says Major DIrom, " has

vindicated the honour of the nation, has given the additional possessions and security to

the settlements in India which they required j has effected the rvished for balance among
the native powers on the peninsula

;
has, beyond all former example, raised the charac-

ter of the British arms in India j and has afforded an instance of good faith in alliance

and moderation in conquest, so eminent, as ought to constitute the English arbiters of

power
J
worthy of holding the sword and scales of justice in the east."

However different our opinions may be with regard to the justice of the war, none
can withhoW their approbation from lord' Cornwallis in every thing that respects the

conduct of the military operations j and his moderation and sound policy in tbe conclud-
ing scenes cannot be too highly extolled.

By the ambition of Tippoo, a war has been since kindled in India, which by the abi-

lities and valour of those entrusted with its conduct, has been terminated in a manner
highly advantageous to the commercial and political interests of Britain. By the takinc^

of Seringapatam, and death of Tippoo, the British power in India rests on a more solid

foundation, and only requires to be exercised with justice and moderation to be rendered

permanent.

PENINSULA WITHIN THE GANGES,

Grand Divisions. Provinces,

Madura - - -
'

Tanjour - - -

East side of Bisna-

gar, or Can^atic

The south - east

qoast of India, situate

on the bay of Bengal, -^^

usually called the

Qoast of Coromandel.

Golconda

Q.1

Chief Towns.
Madura - - »

'J'anjour

Tranquebr.r, Danes
Negapatam, English

Bisnagar

Porta-nova Dutch
Fort St David,

Pondicherry,

Conymere,

Coblon -

Sadraspatan, Dutcli

St 'J'homas, Portuguese

Fort St Gkorg h oVMadras
E. Ion. 80. 25. N. lat.

i 13-5. English.

^ PcllicatG, Dui-cii.

(7ulconda - _ »

Gani or Coulor, diamond
mines -

MasuHp4tan, English and
Dutqh

Sq. M.

83,550

52,50C
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Grand Divisions.

The south - east

coast p£ India, &c.

Provinces.

I^Orissa - - -

West side of Eisna-

gar, or Carnatic

The south - west

Chief Towns.
Vizigapatan, English

Eimlipatan, Dutch
Cattack -

Eallasore, Englisli

Tegapatan, Dutch
Anjengo, English

Cochin, Dutch

TilHchery' } ^"S^'*

Canannore, Dutch
Monguelore, 1 Dutch and
Bassilore, j Portuguese

Kaolconda, diamond mines
Cawar, Englisli

poast ofIndia, usually^ Deccan" or Visiapour )> ^ Goa, Portuguese
called the coast of

Malabar.

Cambaya^ or Guz^-
rat.

1
English

Rajapore,

Dabal,

Dundee,! t> ,

Shoule, J
^^^^^g"^'^

Bombay, isle and town, Eng-
lish, 18-58. N.lat. 72.49.
E. Ion, - -

Eassaim, Portuguese

Salsette, English

^ Damon, Portuguese
" SuRAT, E, Ion. 72. 50. N. lat."!

21. 10.

Swalley

Barak, English

I

Amedabad

j
Cambaya

{_Dieu, Portuguese.

i>
83,040

Rivers. j The Cattack or Mahanada, the Soane and Nerbudda, the Pudder, md
the famous Kistna.

Climate, seasons, and produce.] The chain of mountains already mentioned,

running from north to south.^ renders it whiter on one side of this peninsula, while it is

summer on the otlier. About the end of June, a south-west wind begins to blow from

the sea, on the coast of Malabar, which, with continual rains, lasts four months, during

which time all is serene upon the coast of Coromandel (the western and eastern coasts

being so denominated). Towards the end of October, the rainy season and the change

of the monsoons begins on the Corornandel coast, v,'hich being destitute of good har-

bours, renders it extremely dangerous for ships to remai^ there, during that tim.e ; and
to this is owing the periodical returns of the English shipping to Bombay, upon the

Malabar coast. The air is naturally hot ir\ this peninsula, but it is refreshed by breezes,

the wind altering every twelve hours j that is, from midnight to noon it blows off the

land, when it is tolerably hot, and during the other twelve hours from the sea, which

last proves a great refreshment to the inhabitants of the coast. The produce of the soil

is the same with that of the othei: parts of the East Indies. The like inay be said of

their quadr,upcds, fish, fowl, and noxious creatures and insects.

Inpiabitants.] The inhabitants of this part are more black in complexion than

t.ho'^e of the other peninsula of India, though lying nearer to the equator, which makes

some suspect them to be the descendants of an ancient colony from Ethiopia. The
greatest part of them have but a faint notion of any allegiance they owe to the emperor

of Hindoostan, whose tribute from hence has been, ever since the invasion of Shah Nadir,

intercepted by their soubahs and nabobs, who now exercise an independent power in the

government
3

but, besides those soubahs, and other imperial viceroys, many estates
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sequence of which was that the Rohilla country was next year (1774) invaded and con-

quered by the British, as well as several other large tracts of territory
;
by which

means the boundary of Oude was advanced to the westward, within 25 miles of Agra :

north westward to the upper part of the navigable course of the Ganges j and south-

westward to the Jumna river.

In 1778, a new war commenced with the Pvlahrattas j on which occasion a brigade,

consisting of 7000 Indian troops, commanded by British officers, traversed the ^vhole

empire of the Mahraitas, from the river Jumna to the western ocean. About this

time the war with France broke out, and Hyder Ally, probably expecting assistance

from the French, made a dreadful irruption into the Carnatic, at the head of 100,000

men. For some time he carried every thing before him
j
and, having the good fortune

to defeat or rather destroy a detachm^ent of the British army under colonel Baillie, it

was generally imagined that the power of Britain in that part of the world would have

soon been annihilated. By the happy exertions of Sir Eyre Coote, however, to xvhom

the management of affairs was now committed the progress of this formidable adversary

was stopped, and he isoon became weary of a war, which v/as attended with incrcdiole

expence to himself, ^vithout any reasonable prospect of success. By the year 1782,

therefore, Hyder Ally was sincerely desirous of peace, but died before it was brought to

a conclusion j and his rival Sir Eyre Coote did not survive him above five months j a

very remarkable circumstance, that the commanders in chief of two armies opposed

to each other, should both die natural deaths, vathin so short a space of time.

To Hyder Ally succeeded his son Tippoo Sultan, whose military prowess is well

known. Of all the native princes of India, Tippoo was the most formidable to the Bri-

tish government, and the most hostile to its authority. The peace of Mangaiore in

1784 had, it was supposed, secured his fidelity by very feeble ties 5 and the splendid em-
bassy which, not long after that event, he dispatched to France, afforded much reason

to apprehend that some plan was concerted between the old government of that coun-

try and the tyrant of Mysore, for the annoyance of Great Britain in its Indian posses-

sioHS, but the good sense of the unfortunate Louis XVI. induced him to refuse enter-

ing into these visionary schemes.

Disappointed in the hopes of assistance from this quarter, Tippoo, either impelled by
real or imagined injuries, commenced a hostile attack upon one of the allies of Great
T3ritain. An engagement took place, and the British conceived themselves bound to

take an active part, and to unite with two of the most powerful states of India, the

Nizam and the Mahrattas, to crush the rising power ot Mysore. The transaction ^ of

the British army have been as fully detailed as is necessary for the entertainment of the

reader in the History of England : They were almost invariably crowned with success :

Tippoo was at last reduced to the greatest distress, and on the 2'ith of February, ^vhen the

preparations for a general assault oi his capital were in great forwardness, it ivas announced
(that preliminaries of peace were settled. Nothing could equal the disappointment of

the soldiers at this news, who expected to make fortunes by the plunder of this ^vealthy

capital. After the cessation of arms, which then took place, the conduct of Tippoo
Sultan was so equivocal and suspicious, as to make it necessary on our part, to renew the

preparations for the siege. Overawed, at length, by the firmness and decision of lord

Cornwallls, and probably alarmed by the discontent of his own people the reluctant

Sultan submitted to all the lerms proposed j and on the iLUh of March, tlie copies of
the definitive treaty were delivered in form by his sons to lord Cornwallis, and the

agents of the allied princes. Thv Nizam's son, prince Sccunder Jah, and ihc Mahratta
plenipotentiary Hurry Punt, thought it bcncatli their dignity to be present on this occa-
sion in person, and wore represented by their vakeels.

^
The substance of the treaty was, Jst, That 'I'ippoo was to cede one half of his domi-

nions to the allied powers. 2d, That he was to pay three crore^', and thirty hickf of
rupees. 3d, That all prisoners were to be restored. 4th, That two of the Sultan^
three eldest sons were to become hostages for the due performance of tlfc treaty.

Tippoo is said to have been prevailed upon with infinite dilliculty to submit to tbv
terms of peace ; and now that all was settled, the uneasiness in the seraglio became ex-
treme in parting with the boys, avIio were to be sent out as hostages. The suUan wac

1^42
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kgain intreated to request they miglit be allowed to stay another day, in order to mak^
suitable preparations for tlieir departure ; and lord Cornwallis, who had dispensed with

their coming at the time the treaty was sentj had again the goodness to grant his request.

When the princes left the fort, which appeared to be manned as they went otit, and
every where crowded with people, who, from curiosity or affection, had come to see

them depart, the sultan himself was on the rampart above the gateway. They were
saluted by the fort, when leaving it, and with twenty-one guns from the; park as they

approached oiir camp, where the part of the line they passed was turned out to meet

them. The vakeels conducted them to the tents, which had h&tn sent from the fort for

their accommodation, where they were met by Sir John Kennaway, the Mahratta and

Nizam's vakeels, and from thence accompanied by them to head quarters.

The princes were each mounted on an elephant richly Caparisoned, and seated in a

gilver canopied seat, and were attended by their father's vakeels, and the persons already

mentioned, alsd on elephants. The procession was led by seve^ral camel harcarras,

fmessengersj and seven standard-bearers, carrying small green flags suspended from

rockets*, followed by one hundred pikemen, with spears inlaid with silver. Theif

guard of two hundred sepoys, and a party of horse, brought up the rear. In this order

they approached head-quarters, where the battalion of Befigal sepoys, comttiatided by
captain Welch, appointed for their guard, formed a street to receive them,
^ Lord Cornwallis, attended by his staff, aixl some of the principal officers of the army,

met the princes at the door of his large tent, as they dismounted from the elephants
j

and, afler embracing them, led them, in, one in each hand, to the tent ; the eldest,

Abdul Kalick, was about ten, the youngest Mooza-ud-Deen, about eight years of age.

When they were seated on each side of lord Cornwallis, GuUam Ally, the head vakeel,

addressed his lordship as follows : These children were this morning the sons of tht

sultan my master their situation is now changed, and they must now look up to your

Joi-dship as their father.

Lord Cornwallis, who had received the boys as if they had been his own sons, anxi-

ously assured the vakeel and the young princes themselves, that every attention possible

"vvould be shewn to them, and the greatest care taken of their person^. Their little faceS

brightened up the scene became highly interesting
5,
and not only their attendants, but

all the spectators, Vvcre delighted to see that aiiy fears they might have harbotircd werfe

jem.oved, and that they ^vould soon be reconciled to their change of situation, iand tO

their nev7 friends.

The princes wtie dressed in long wVute muslin gowns, and red turbaiis. They had

several rows of large pearls round their necks, from which was suspended an ornament

consisting of a ruby and an emerald of considerable size, surrounded by large brilliants
j

and in tlieir turbans, each had a sprig of rich pearls. Bred up from their infancy with

infinite care, and instructed in their manners to imitate the reserve and politeness of age,

it astonished all present to see the correctness and propriety of tlieir conduct. The
eldest boy, rather dark in his colour, with thick lips, a small flaltish nose, and a long

thoughtful countenance, was less admired than the youiigest, who is remarkably fair,

xvith regular features, a small rouiad face, large full eyes, and a more animated appear-

ance. Placed, too, on the right hand of lord Cornwallis, the youngest was said to be

the favourite son, and the sultan's intended heir. His mother (a sister of Eurham-ud-

Been's, who was killed at Sattiniungulura), a beautiful delicate woman, had died of

fright and apprehension, a few days after the attack of the lines. This melancholy

event made the situation of the youngest boy doubiy interesting, and, with the other

circumstar.ces, occasioned his attracting by much the most notice. After some conver-

sation, his lordship presented a handspme gold watch to each of the princes, with whieh

they seemed much pleased.

Next day, the 2"7th, lord Cornwallis, attended as the day before, weht to pay the

iprinces a visis^'at their tents, pitched near the mosque redoubt, within the green canaut

* Racket is missile weapon, consistim;? cf an iron tale cf about a fsot long, and an incliin diarrjt-

t^r; fiisd .-i fea.T.bcc rod ef tea or twelve feel icn^^
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omralii conspired against liim, and raised to the throne one of his nepnews, wno struck

off his uncle's head. The Hew emperor, whose name was Furrukhsir, was governed and

at last enslaved by two brothers of the name of Seyd, who abused his power so grossly,

that being afraid to punish them publicly, he ordered them both to be privately assassi-

nated. They discovered his intention, and dethroned the emperor, in whose place they

raised a grandson of Aurengzebe, by his daughter, a youth of seventeen years of age,

after imprisoning and strangling Furrukhsir. The young emperor proved disagreeable

to the two brothers, and being soon poisoned, they raised to the throne his elder brother,

who took the title of Shah Jehan. The rajahs of Hindoostan, w^hose ancestors had en-

tered into stipulations, or wh^t mzj he cdlled pacla corruenla, when they admitted the-

Mogul family, took the field against the tvvo brothers j but the latter were victorious,

and Shah J«han was put in tranquil posse«b\on of the empire, but died in 1719. He
was succeeded by another prince of the Mogul race, who took the name of Mohammed.
Shah, and entered into private measures with his great rajahs for destroying the Seyds,

who were declared enemies to Nisam al Muiuck, one of Aurengzcbe's fp.vourite gene-

rals. Nizam, it is said, was privately encouraged by the emperor to declare himself

a^^gainst the brothers, and to proclaini himself soubah of Decan, which belonged to one ql

the Seyds, who was assassinated by the emperor's order, and who immediately advanced

to Delhi to destroy the other brother 5 but he no sooner understood what had happened,

than he proclaimed the sultan Ibrahim, another of the Mogul princes, emperor. A bat-

tie ensued in 1720, in which the emperor was viccorious, and is said to have used his

conquest with great moderation, for he remitted Ibrahim to the prison from whence he

had been taken j and Seyd, being likewise a prisoner, was condemned to perpetual con-

finement, but the emperor took possession of his vast riches. Seyd did noc long survive

his confinement j and upon his death, ttio. emperor abandoned himself to the same course

of pleasures that had been so fatal to predecessors. As to Nizam, he became now
the great imperial general, and was often eraploved against the Mahrattas, whom he
defeated, when they had almost made themselves .rtia^sters of Agra and De^hi. He was
confirmed in his soubahshi;^, and was considered as 'the first subject In the empire. Au-
thors, however, are divided as to his motives for inviting Nadir Shah, otherwise Kouli

Khan, the Persian monarch, to invade Hindoostan. It is thought, that he had intelli-

gence of a strong party formed against him at court but the truth perhaps is, that Ni-
zam did not think that Nadir Shah could have success, and at first wanted to make
hinoself useful by opposing him. The success of Nadir .Shah is well known, and the

immense treasures which he carried from Hindoostan in 1739. Besides those treasures

he obliged the Mogul to surrender to him all the lands to the west of the rivers Attock
and Synd, comprehending the provinces of Peyshor, Kabul, and Gagna, with many
other rich and populous principalities, tlie whole of them almost equal in value to the

crown of Persia itself.

This invasion cost tlie Gentocs 200,000 lives. As to the plunder made by Nadir
Shah, some accounts, and those too sbrongly authenticated, make it amount to tlie in-

credible sum of two hundred and thirty-one millions sterling, as mentioned by the Lon-
don Gazette of' those times. The most h^oderate say that Nadir's own share amojiTiJ:-

ed to considerably above seventy millions. Be that as it will, the invasion of l^adir

Shah may be considered as putting a period to the greatness of the Mogul cmpirMnthe
house of Taraeilane. However, when Nadir had raised all ih.; money he could in Del-
hi, he re- instated the Mogul, Mohammed Shah, in the sovcroienty, and rctuii.ed into

his own country A general defcctioi\ of the ]n-ovinces soon atter ensued j none bein^^

willing to yield obedience to a prince deprived of the power to enforce it. The provin'-

ces CO the north-west of the Indus had been ceded to Nadir Shall, who being as^assiTut-

cd in 1747, Achmet Abdallah, his treasurer, an unprincipled man, but possesf; d of
great intrepidity, iound means in the gencr,al confusion occasioned by the tyrant's death,
to carry oil three hundred camels loader! with wraith, whereby he wa;> enabled to puc
^imselt at the head of an army, and to march against Delhi with fifty thousand horse.
Tiius was the w':alth diawu Irom Dei:^. juaJc the means of continuing tho.-^c miseriesW which it had at first brought upon :hem. Prince Ahir^ci Shah, the Mogul's
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eldest son. and tlie vizkr, with other leading men, took tl-ie field, witli eiglity tliou?;and

horse, to oppose the invader. The war was carried on with various success, and Mo-
hammed Shah, died before its termination. His son, Ahmed Shah, then mounted the
imperial throne at Delhi j but the empire fell every day more into decay. Abdallah
erected an independent kingdom, of which the Indus is the general boundary.

The Mahrattas, a w^arlike nation, possessing the south-western peninsula of India,

had, before the invasion of Nadir Shah, exacted a chout or tribute from the empire,
arising out of the revenues of the province of Bengal, which being withheld in conse-

quence of the enfeebled state of the empire, the Mahrattas became clamorous. The
empire began to totter to its foundation

;
every petty chief, by counterfeiting grants

from Delhi, laying claim to jaghires* and to districts. The country was torn to pieces

by civil wars, and groaned under every species of domestic confusion. Ahmed Shah
reigned only seven years, after which much disorder and confusion prevailed in Hindoos-
tan, and the people suite red great calamities. At present, the imperial dignity is vest-

ed in Shah Zadah, who is universally acknowledged to be the true heir of the Tamcr-
lar. -^ race ; D\\f his power is feeble : the city of Delhi, and a small territory round it, is

all ^hat is left remaining to the house and heir of Tamerlane, who depends upon the

protection of the English, and who^e interest it is to support him, as his authority is the

best legal guarantee.

We shall now conclude the history of Hindoostan with some account of the British

transactions in that part of the world, since 1765, w^hen they were quietly settled in the

possession of the provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and Orixa j not indeed as absolute sove-

reigns, but as tributaries to the emperor. This state of tranquillity, hovv^ever, did not

not long continue for in 1767 they found themselves engaged in a very dangerous war
with. Hyder Ally the sovereign of Mysore. This man had originally been a military

adventurer, who learned the rudiments of the art of war in the French camp j and in

the year 1753, had distinguished himself in their service. In 1763, having been ad-

vanced to the command of the army of Mysore, he deposed his sovereign, and usurped

the supreme authority under the title of regent. In a short time he extended his domi-

nions on all sides, except the Carnatic, until at last his dominions equalled the island of

Great Britain in extent, with a revenue of not less than four millions sterling annually.

The discords which took place in various parts of Hindoostan, particularly among the

M' hratras, enabled him to aggrandize himself hi such a manner, that his power soon

became formidable to his neighbours j and in 1767 he found himself in danger of being

r.tiarived on one side by the Mahrattas, and on the other by the British. The former

W'^ -c oought oft with a sum of money, and the latter were in consequence obliged to re-

tn-:. Having soon, however, assembled all their forces, several obstinate engagements

took ^)lace j and the British now, for the first time, found a steady opposition from an

Indian prince. The w^ar continued with various success during the years 1767, 1768,

and part of 1769, ivhen Hyder, with a strong detachment of his army, passing by that

of the British, advanced within a little distance of Madras, when he intimidated the go-

ve-. nm.ent into a peace upon his own terms. The advantages gained by this peace, how-

ever, xvere quickly lost by an unfortunate ^var with the Mahrattas, from whom, in the

ye?r 1771, he received a most dreadful defeat, almost his whole army killed or taken.

Hyder was now reduced to the necessity of allowing his enemies to desolate the country,

till they retired of their own accord *, after which he retrieved his affairs with incredible

perseverance and diligence, so that in a few years he became more formidable than ever.

In 1772, the Mahrattas made some attempts to get possession of the provinces of Co-

fah and some others, but v/ere opposed by the British
j
who, next year, defeated and

drove Jiem across the river Ganges, when they had invaded the country of the Rohillas.

On this occasion the latter had acted only as the allies of Sujah Dowlaw, to whom the

Bohilla chiefs had promised to pay 40 lacks of rupees for the protection offered them ^

but when the money cam.e to be paid, it was under various pretences refused , the con-

*J,ighire means a grant of land from a sovereign t? a subject, revokab!?- at pleasurt ; but gene-

rally, or almost always, for a life- rent.
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of Fort William ; and the ordering, management, and government, of all the territorial

acquisitions and revenues in the kingdom of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, so long as the

Company should remain possessed of them. The governor-general and council so ap-

pointed, are invested with the power of superintending and controlling the government
and management of the pi-esidencies of M:idras, Bombay^ and Eencoolen. The gover-

nor-general and council to pay obedience to the orders of the court of directors, and to

correspond with, tliem. The governor-general and counsellors are likewise empov/ered

to establish a court of judicature at Fokt William to consist of a chief justice and three

other judges, to be named from time to time by his majesty : these are to exercise all

criminal, admirality, and ecclesiastical jurisdiction : to be a court of recoixi, and a court of

oyer and terminer for the town of Calcutta, and factory of Fort-William, and its limits
y

and the factories subordinate thereto. But the establishment of this supreme court does

not appear to have promoted either the interests of the East India Compftny, or the felicity

of the people of the country. No proper attention has been paid to the manners and cus-

toms of the natives 5 acts of great oppression and injustice have been committed j and the

supreme court has been a source of great dissatisfaction, disorder, and confusion. For
the subsequent regulations of the East India territories and company, we refer to our

account in the History of England.
In 1756, an unhappy event took place at Calcutta, which is too remarkable to be

omitted. The India nabob, or viceroy, quarrelled with the Company, and invested

Calcutta with a large body of black troops The governor, and some of the principal

persons of the place, threw themselves, with their chief effects, on board the ships in the

river
;
they who remained for some hoars, bravely defended the place , but their am-

munition being expended, they surrendered upon terms. The soubah, a capricious, un-
feeling tyrant, instead of observing the capitulation, forced Mr Holwel, the governor's

chief servant, and 145 British subjects, into a little but secure prison called Biack-hok,
a place about eighteen feet square, and shut up from almost from all communication of
free air. Their miseries during the night were inexpressible, and before morning no
more than twenty three were found alive, the rest dying of suffocation, which was ge-
nerally attended with a horrible phrenzy. Among those saved was Mr Holwel him-
self, who has written a most affecting account of the catastrophe. The insensible nabob
returned to his capital, after plundering the place, imagining he h;ad routed the English
out of his dominions ; but the seasonable arrival of admiral Watson and colonel (after-

wards lord) Clive, put them once more, with some difficulty, in possession of Calcutta
y

and the war was concluded by the battle of Plasey, gained by the colonel, and the
death of the tyrant Suraja Dowla, in whose place Mhir Jaffcir, oiie of his generals, wlio
had previously signed a spcret treaty witli Clive, to desert his master, and amply re-

ward the English, was advanced of course to the soubahship.

The capital of Bengal, where the nabob keeps his court, is Patna or Moorshcdabad
;

and Benares, lying in the same province, is the Gentoo university, and celebrated for its

sanctity.

Chandernagore was the principal place possessed by the French in Bengal 5 it lies

higher up the river than Calcutta. But though strongly fortified, furnished with a gar-
rison of 500 Europeans, and 1200 Indians, and defended by 120 pieces of cannon and
three mortars, it was taken by the English admirals Watson and Pococke, and Colonel
Clive, and also was taken the last war, but restored at the peace. Since the beginning
of the present v/arit has been taken possession of by the English. Hoogley, which lies

fifty miles to the north of Calcutta upon the Ganges, is a place of prodigious trade for

the richest of all Indian commodities. The Dutch had here a well fortified factory.

The search for diamonds is carried on by about 10,000 people from Saumelpour, which
lies thirty leagues to the north of Hoogley, for about fifty miles farther. Dacca is said

to be the largest city of Ik^igal, and the tide comes up to its walls. The other chitf
towns art Cassumbar.ar, Chinchura, Barnagua, and Maldo besides a numijcr of other
places of less note, but all of them rich in the Indian manufactures.
We know little concerning the province or soubah of Mai.va, which lies to the ^vcst

of Bengal, but that it is as fertile as the other provinces, and that its chief cities are

Katispor, Ougin, and Indoor. The province of CanxisH- includes that of Berar an4
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part of Orixa, and its capital is Brampur, or Burliampoor, a flourishing city, whicli carries

cn a vast trade in chintzes, callicoes, and embroidered stuffs. Cattac is the capital of
Orixa.

The above are the provinces belonging to the Mogul's empire to the north of what
is properly called the Peninsula within the Ganges. Those that lie to the southward
iall into the description of the Peninsula itself. ^

History.] The first invader of this country, worthy to be noticed, was the famous
Alexander of Macedon. Zinghis Khan also directed his force there in the year 1221,
•and made the emperor forsake his capital j he is said to have given the name of Mogul
to India. Long before Tamerlane descended in the female line from that conquerer,

Mohammedan princes had entered, made conquests, and established themselves in India.

Valid, the sixth of the caliphs, named Ommiades, who ascended the throne in the

708th year of the Christian aera, and in the 90th of the hegira, made conquests in In-

dia so that the Koran was introduced very early into this country. Mahmoud, son

of Sebegtechin, prince of Gazna, the capital of a province separated by mountains from
the north-west parts of India, and situated near Kandahar, carried the Koran with the

sword into Hindoostan, in the year 1000 or 1200 of the Christian aera. He treated the

Indians with all the rigour of a conqueror, and all the fury of a zealot, plundering

treasures, demolishing temples, and murdering idolators throughout his route. The
wealth found by him in Hindoostan is represented to be immense. , The successors of

this Mahmoud are called the dynasty of the Gaznavides, and maintained themselves in

a great part of the countries which he had conquered in India until the year 1155, or

1157, when Kosrou Schah, the lSth and last prince of the Gaznavide race, was depos-

ed by Kussain Gauri, who founded the dynasty of the Gaurides, which furnished five

princes, who possessed nearly the sam-e dominions as their predecessors the Gaznavidc;s.

Scheabbedin, the fourth of the Gauride emperors, during the life of his brother and
predecessor Gaiatheddin, conquered the kingdoms of Moultan and Delhi, and drew
Irom thence prodigious treasures. But an Indian, who had been rendered desperate by
the pollutions and insults to which be saw his gods and temple's exposed, made a vow
lo assassinate Sheabbedin, and executed it. The race of Gaurides finished in the year

1212, in tTk person of Mahmoud, successor and nephew to Sheabbedin, who was also

cut off by the swords of assassins. Several revolutions followed till the time of Tamer-
lane, who entered India at the end of the year 1398, descending more ter-

j lble than all its former inundations, from the centre of the northern part of the In-

dian Caucasus, This invincible barbarian met with no resistance sufficient to justify,

even by the military maxims of Tartars, the cruelties v;ith which he marked his way.

But, after an immense slaughter of human creatures, he at length rendered himself lord

'of an empire which extended from Smyrna to the banks of the Ganges. The history

of the successors of Tamerlane, who reigned over Hindoostan with little interruption

more than 350 years, has been variously represented, but all agree in the main, that

they were magnificent and despotic princes ; that they committed their provinces, as

has been already observed, to rapacious governors, or to their own sons, by which their

empire was often miserably torn in pieces. At length, the famous Aurengzebe, in the

year 1667, though the youngest among many sons of the reigning emperor, after de-

feating or murdering all his brethren, mounted the throve of Hindoostan, and may be

considered as the real founder and legislator of the empire. He was a great and politic

prince, ^and the first who extended his dominion, though it was little better than nomi-

nal, over the Peninsula within the Ganges, which is at present so well known to the

English. He lived £o late as the yeaj 1707, and it is said that some of his great officers of

state were alive in the year 1750. From what has been already said of this empire,

Aurengzebe ^seems to have left too much power to the governors of his distant provin-

• es, and to 'have been at no pains in preventing the effects of that dreadful despotism,

vvhich, while in his hands, preserved the tranquillity of his empire j but when it descend-

ed to his weak indolent successors, occasioned its overthrow.

In 1713, four of his grandsons disputed the empire, which, after a bloody struggle,

fell to the eldest, Mauzoldin, who took the name of Jehander Shah. This prince was

^ slave to his pleasures, and was governed by his mistress so absolutely, that" his great
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Jaghire, .called also Fort St George. It Is 111 situated, without a harbour, and badly

fortified, yet contains upwards of 200,000 inhabitants.—Fort St David, in the territory

of Cuddalore, is rich, flourishing, and contains 60,000 inhabitants.

—

Masulipatam,

in the northern Circars, at one of the mouths of the Kistaa, was formerly the most

flourishing and commercial city on this coast, and, though much declined, is still consi-

derable.

The Northern Circars, which are denominated from the towns of Cicacole, Raja-

mundry, Elore, and Condapily, are defended inland by a strong barrier of moun-

tains and extensive forests, beyond which the country is totally unknown for a consi-

derable space.

Government of Bombay.] This government Is watered by the Tapee and Ner-

budda. Its capital and seat of government is Bombay, in a small island, and an un-

healthy situation, but it is well fortified, and has a fine harbour. Surat on the Tapee,

which ^rms an indiflerent port, is one of the most rich and commercial cities in Hii»^

doostan..

—

Tellicherjiy, on the Malabar coast, is dependent on Bombay,

ALLIES OF THE BRITISH.

Dominions of the nabob off Fyzabad.
Oude. \ Lucknow, the present capital o|" Oude.

[ Arcot on the Paliar in the capital, through the

nabob usually resides at Madras.
Gingee, the strongest Indian fortress In the

Carnatic.

Tritichlnapoly near the Caveri, well fortified

In the Indian manner, was rich and populous,

containing near 400,000 inhabitants, now almost

ruined by the numerous sieges it has sustained.

Seringham Pagoda, in an island of the Ca-
veri, is famous throughout Hindoostan for its

Arcot, comprehending the ^ sanctity, and has no less than 40,000 priests who
-r .v-

constantly reside here in voluptuous indolence.

Chandegeri, the ancient capital of the empire
of Narzzingua, formerly rich, powerful, and po-

pulous 5 near it is tl^e famous pagoda of Trlpetti,

the Loretto of Hindoostan. The ofrerings of the

numerous pilgrims who resort hither,

Dominions of the nabob of

eastern part only of the

ancient Carnatic.

brin' m an
immense revenue.

Tanjore, Madura, and Tinivelly, are the capi-

tals of small states of the same name, which, with
^Marawar, are dependent on the nabob of Arcot.

Territory of Putty Smfr C
, , ,

'
\ • *u \ \ c) Amedabad.

Guicker m the soubah ot < ^ ,

Guzerat. | Cmbay

Tcn-ritory of the rajah of

Ghod. {
Gwallor, a celebrated fortress.

MAHRATTA STATES,
In alliance with the British, and their Tributaries.

This extensive country is divided among a number of chiefs \vhose obedience to their
palswah or head h merely nominal ; as they often go to war ag.unst ea^rh other, and are
seldom confederated, but on occaiions that would tmite the most discording states, that
is, for their mutual defence.

'
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Southern Poonah Mahrat- f
tas, or the territories of

|
Satara tlie nominal capital of the Mahratta states : tlit

Paiswah, are naturally i Paisv^^ah at present resides at Poonah.

strong, being intersect-
j

Aurungaba<l, Amednagur, and Visiapour, are in hh
cd by the various branch- ;

territories.

es of the Gauts. L
The Concan or tract between the Gauts and the sea, is sometimes called the Pirate

coast, as it was subject to the celebrated pirate Angria, and his successors, whose capi-

tal was the strong fortress of Gheria, taken by the English and Mahrattas, in 1755 : hj
the ac(|uisition of this coast the Mahrattas have become a maritime power.

By the treaty of peace, Tippoo Sultan cedfd to the Mahrattas :

Koonteary PagodaSi

» In the Dooab, being the circar of Bancapour, with parti ^

of Moodgul, &:c. affording a revenue of - - j" " " ^'''^^'^^^

In Gooty, the district of Sundoor - - - - _ 10,000

13,16,666

TERRITORIES OF THE NIZAM, an ally to the BRITISH.

The possessions of the Nizam or Soubah of the Deccan, (a younger son of the fa-

mous Nizam-al-Mulack), comprise the province of Golconda,.that is, the ani:ient pro-

vince of Tellingana, or Tilling, situated bet^veen the lower parts of the Kistna and Go-
davery rivers, and the principal part of Dowlatabad together with the western part

of Berar, subject to a tribute of a chout, or fourth part of its net revenue, to the Berar

Mahratta. The Nizam has the Paiswah, or Poonah Mahratta on the west and north-

west ; the Berar Mahratta on the north j the northern circars on the east j and the

Carnatic, and Tippoo Sultan, on the south. I am not perfectly clear, says Major Rcn-
nel, in my idea of his western boundary, which, during his wars with the Mahrattas,

xvas subject to continual fluctuation j but I understand generally, that it extends more than

40 miles beyond the city of Aurungabad, w^estwards j and comes wnthin 80 miles of the

city of Poonah, and that on the S, W» it goes considei-ably beyond the river Beemah,
and to the borders of Sanore Bancapour. His capital is Hydrabad, or Bagnagur, si-

tuated on the Moussi river near the famous fortress of Golconda.

The districts of Adoni and Rachore, which were in the hands of Bazalet Jung, (bro-

ther to the Nizam) during his lifetime, arc now in the hands of the Nizam. The Sou-

rapour or Soilapoor rajah, on the W. of the Eirmah river, together with some other

rajahs are his tributaries. The Nizam's dominions are supposed to be no less than 430 miles

in length from N. W. to S. E. by 300 v\ide. Till he took possession of the Guntoor

Circar, his dominions no where touched the Sea.

To the above we have now to add those wliich Tippoo Sultan ceded to him in the

treaty of peace, signed March 18, 1792, viz.

Koonteary pagodas.

Keprah (or Cuddapah) Cummum, Ganjecotta, and,

Canoul, affording a revenue of

In Gooty 51,782

,
In Adoni (Mooka) ^ 12,162

111 the Dcoab, being parts of Rachore, and Mogul ...... 2,81,332

13,16,666

BERAR MAHRATTAS,

971,390

f Nagpour is the capital.

I
Balasore has considerable trade.

This country is very little Cuttack, on the Mahan*^a, an important post which

known to Europeans^
j
renders this nation a formidable enemy to the British, as it

j
cuts off the Gomraunicaticn betvr?en t^-e '^ f-i^vD^nt^ of

[.Bengal and Madtasi,
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Before we close our account of Hindoostan, it may be proper to describe its present

division, according to the different powers among whom it is shared ; and this is the

more necessary, as it may serve to give the reader a clearer idea of these extensive re-

gions, and at the same time shew him how very considerable a portion beiongs to the

British, and their allies.

The celebrated Persian usurper Thamas Kouli Khan having, in the year 1738, de-

feated the emperor Mohammed Shaw, plundered Delhi, and pillaged the enipire of trea-

sure to the amount of more than 70 millions sterling, restored the unhappy prince his

dominions, but annexed to Persia all the countries westward of the Indus.

This dreadful incursion so weakened the authority of the emperor, that the viceroys

of the different provinces either threw off their allegiance, or acknowledged a very pre-

carious dependence 5 and engaging in wars with each other, called in as allies the East

India Companies of France and England, who had been originally permitted, as trad-

ers, to form establishments on the coasts : These, from the great superiority of Euro-

pean discipline, from allies becajne in a short time principal in an obstinate contest,

that at length terminated in the expulsion of the French from Kindoostan j and thus a

company of British merchants have acquired, partly by cessions from the country

powers, and partly by injustice and usur'palion, territories equal in extent, and superior

in wealth and' population, to most of the kingdoms in Europe.

The Mahrattas originally possessed several provinces of Hindoostan, from whence

they were driven by the arms of the Mogul conquerors : they were never wholly sub-

jected, but retiring to the northern parts of the Gauts, made frequent incursions from

these inaccessible mountains : taking advantage of the anarchy of the empire, they have

extended their frontiers, and are at present possessed of a tract of country 1000 British

miles long, by 700 wide.

Hyder Ally*, a soldier of fortune, who had learned the art of war among the Euro-

peans, having possessed himself of that part of the ancient Carnatic, called the kingdom

of Mysore, had within a few years acquired, by continual conquests, a considerable

portion of the southern part of the Peninsula. This able and active prince, the most

formidable enemy that the English ever experienced in Hindoostan, dying in 1731,

left to his son Tippoo Saib the peaceful possession of his dominions, superior in extent

to the kingdom of England.

These extraordinary revolutions, with others of less importance, render the follow.-

ing account of the present division of property, in this unhappy empire, absolutely ne-

cessary, in order to understand its modern history.

PRESENT DIVISION OF HINDOOSTAN.

Such is the instability of human greatness, that the present Mogul, Shall AHum,
the descendant of the Great Tamerlane, is merely a nominal prince, of no importance

in the politics of Hindoostan : he is permitted to reside at Delhi, Avhicli, with a small

* Tlvi character of the late Hyder Ally appearing to me (says Major Rennell) to be but little ua-
derstood in this part of the world, I have ventured to attempt an outline of it. His military success,

founded on the iaiproveinent of disci|)line ; attention to merit of every kind ; conv:ilialion of tlie diiVorcnt

tribes that served under his banners; contempt of stutc and ceremony, except what naturally arose from

the dignity^ of his character, and his consequent ceconomy in prrsonal expcnces (the different habits of

which fofm the chief distinction of whnt is called character among ordinary princes), together with
his minute attention to matters of fmance, and the rec;ular payment «f his army : Al these to,:^cther

raised Hyder as far above the prmccs of Hindoostan as the ^rc it (Qualities of the late Prussiiin monarch
raised him above the (generality of European princc«i ; and Iilmicc I have ever considered Hvder as the

FREDERIC of the EuSl. CnieUy was the vice of Hyder: but wc are to consider thai Hy ier's idea?

of mercy were regulated by an Asiatic standaiJ ; and il is not itnprobablc that hc'might rate his owa
character for moderation and clfmercy, as far above those oi" Tatnerlanc, N^dix Shah, ?.nd Abdallach,
as he laied his discipline above thrus.
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adjacent territory, is all tliat remains to him of that vast empire, which his ancestors

governed for more than 350 years.

The principal divisions of this country, as they stood at the peace with Tippoo m
1792, are as follow : viz. The British possessions ; States in alliance with Britain

Tippoo Saib's territories; Mahratta states and their tributaries ^ and the territories of

the Soubah of the Deccan,

BRITISH POSSESSIONS.
The British possessions contain about 177,374 square British miles f . Tkey consist

of three distinct governments, viz.

r Bengal ^ - -\

Government of Calcutta or Bengal, i Bahar and part of Orissa >on the Ganges.

^Benares - J

Northern Circars. - - on the coast of Orissa

«

GrThe Jaghlre - - -

^ c TK/r ) Territorv of Cuddalore / ,^ ^ r r> i iovernment ot Madras.< 1-of Devicotta i
coast oi Lorcmandel,

—of NegipatamJ
Government of Bopribay, - - on the Gulf of Cambay.

,

To these we have now to add the districts ceded by Tippoo Sultan in his treaty,

signed at Seringapatam on the 18th of March 179^, viz.

Koonteary pagodas.

Calicut and Palgaut- cherry, yielding a revenue of ^ - 9,36,765
Dindigul, Pyalny, and Verapachry, _ - - - , ^ 90,000
Saiim, Kooh, Namcool, and Sunkagherry - - - - _ 88,000
Ahtoor, Permuttee, Shadmungul, and Vamloor - - - - 68,000
Barra Mohul, Raycottah, Darampoury, &.c. » - - - - 1,34,000

13,16,765

At the rate of 3 rupees to each pagoda, and the rupees reckoned at 2s. Id. each, the

annual value of the late British acquisitions will be 411,4501., accor^Jing to Major }{en-

nell, in his Memoir of a Map of the Peninsula of India, p. 33. For the revenue of the

other !^ritish possessions, see this Grammar, p. 606.

Government of Bengal.] This government was rich, flourishing, and popul-

ous, before the late usurpations in Hindoostan. It is finely watered by the Ganges
and Burrampooter, with their numerous navigable channels, and the several navigable

rivers they receive : it is fertilized by their periodical inundations, and by its natural

situation is well secured against foreign enemies. But for a more particular description

of this province, we refer our readers to the account we have already given of .it.

Government of Madras.] The great defects of this government are not only

the want of connection between its parts, which are scattered along an extensive coast,

and separated from each other by states frequently hostile, but being totally devoid of

good harbours. Hopes, however, have been entertained of removing this last defect,

by removing the bar at the mouth of that branch of the Caveri called Coleroon, which
falls into the sea at Davicotta. The capital and seat of government is Madras in the

I See pn^e C0§,
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the English and Dutch have factories. The English have also factories ^t Ganjanl

and Vizigapatan, on this coast ; and the Dutch at Narsipore. The province of Oiixa,

from whence the English company draw some part of their revenues, lies to the north

of Golconda, extending in length from east to west about 550 miles, and in breadth

about 240. It is governed chiefly by Moodajee Booslah, and his brother, allies to the

Mahrattas. In this province stands the temple of Jagaryunt, which they say is attended

by -00 priests. The idol is an irregular pyramidal black stone, of about 4 or 500lb.

weight, with two rich diamonds near the top, to represent the eyes, and the nose and

mouth painted with vermillion.

The country of Degcan * comprehends several large provinces, and some king-

doms particularly those of Baglana, Baiagate^ Telenga, and the kingdom of Visiapour.

The truth is, the names, dependencica, and government of those provinces, arc extreme-

ly unsettled *, they having been reduced by Aurengzebe, or his father, and subject to

almost annual revolutions and alterations. Modefn geographers are not agreed upon
their situation and extent, but we are told, that the principal towns are Aurengabad,

and Doltabod, or Dowlet-abad • and the latter is the strongest place in all Hindoostan*

Near it lies the famous pagod of Elora, in a plain about two leagues square. The
tombs, chapels, temples, pillars, and the m^any thousand figures that surround it, are

said to be cut out of the natural rock, and to surpass all other efforts of human art,

Telenga lies on the east of Golconda , and its capital, Eeder, contains a garrison cf

3000 men. The inhabitants of this province speak a language peculiar to themselves.

Baglani lies to the west of Telenga, and forms the smallest province of the empire
)

its capital is Mouler. The Portuguese territory begins here at the Port of Daman,
twenty one leagues south of Surat, and extends almost twenty leagues to the north of

Goa, Visiapour is a large province, the western part is called Concan, which is inter-

mingled with the Portuguese possessions. The rajah of Visiapour is said to have had
a yearly revenue of six millions sterling, and to bring to the field 150,000 soldiers.

The capital is of the same name, and the country very fruitful. The principal places

on this coast are, Daman, Bassaim, Trapar, or Tarapor, Chawl, Dandi, Kajahhour,

Dabul Kajupur, Ghiria, and Vingurla. The Portuguese have lost several valuable pos^

sessions on this coast, and those which remain ase on the decline.

GuzERAT is a maritime province on the gulf of Cambaya, and one of the finest in

India, but inhabited by a fierce rapacious people. It is said to contain 35 cities.

Amed-Abad is the capital of iiie province, where there is an English factory, and is

said, in wealth, to vie with the richest towns in Europe. About 43 French leagues

distant lies Surat, where the English have a flourishing factory.

Among the islands lying upon the same coast is that of Bombay, belonging to the

English East India Company, Its harbour can conveniently hold 1000 ships at anchor.

The island itself is about seven miles in length, and twenty in circumference j but its

situation and harbour are its chief recommendations, being destitute of almost all the
conveniencics of life. The town is about a mile long, and poorly built ; and the

climate was fatal to the Plnglish constitutions, till experience, caution, and temperance,
taught them preservatives against its unvvholesomeness. The best water there is pre-

served in tanks, which receive it in the rainy seasons. The fort is a regular quad-
rangle, and well built of stone. Many black merchants reside here. This island was
part of the portion paid with the infanta of Portugal to Charles II. who gave it to the
East India Company j and the island is still divided hito three Roman Catholic iiarlshes,

inhabited by Portuguese, and what are called popish Mcstizf^ and Canarins ; the for-

mer being a mixed breed of the natives and Portuguese, and the other the Aborigines
of the country. The English have fallen upon methods to render tliis island and town,

r

—

' ' —f

* This name Df.cca>T sis^nifics the South, and in itsjiiost extensive significntion, inchulcs the whole.
l*eninsula s^.uth of Hindoostan Propei. However, in its ordinary signiticiilion, it means only the coun-
jrries situated between limdoostau i'loper, the Caiuatic, ayu Qiibsa ; that is, the provinces ol Cdudei^b,
A-f^icdnagur, Visiapour, and Orissa.

Jienficfs Intt QuUftian to the Memoirs of i ts X,la^ of HindOQStan, p. cxii.
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under all tliese disadvantages, a safe, if not an agreeable residence. The reader scarce^

iy needs to be informed, that the governor and council of Bombay have lucrative posts,

as well as the officers under them. The troops on the island are commanded by Eng-
lish officers ; and the natives, when formed into regular companies, and disciplined, are

here, and all over the East Indies, called Sepoys. The inhabitants of the island amount
to near 60,000, of different nations j each of v;hom enjoys the practice of his religion

unmolested.

Near Bombay are several other islands, one of which, called Elephanta, contains the

most inexplicable antiquity perhaps in the world. A figure of an elephant, of the na-

tural size, cut coarsely in stone, presents itself on the landing place, near the bottom of

a mountain. An easy slope then leads to a stupendous temple, hewn out of the solid

rock, eighty or ninety feet long, and forty broad. The roof, which is cut fiat, is sup-

ported by regular rows of pillars, about ten feet high, with capitals, resembling round

cushions, as if pressed by the weight of the incumbent mountain. At the farther end

are three gigantic figures, which have been multiplied by the blind zeal of the Portu-

guese. Besides the temple, are various images, and groupes on each hand cut in stone
j

one of the latter bearing a rude resemblance of the judgment of Solomon j besides a

colonnade, with a door of regular architecture j but the whole bears no manner of re-

semblance to any of the Gentoo works.

The island and city of GoA, the capital of the Portuguese settlements in the East

Indies, lies about thirty miles south of Vingurla. The island is about twenty-seven

miles in compass. It has one of the finest and best fortified ports in the Indies. This

was formerly a most superb settlement, and was surpassed, either in bulk or beauty, by
few of the European cities. It is said that the revenues of the Jesuits upon this island,

equalled those of the crown of Portugal. Goa, as well as the rest of the Portuguese

possessions of this coast, is under a viceroy, who still keeps up the remains of the an-

cient splendour of the government. The rich Peninsula of Salsett is dependent on

Goa. Sunda lies south of the Portuguese territories, and is governed by a rajah, tri-

butary to the Mogul. The English factory of Corwar is one of the most pleasant and

healthy of any upon the Malabar coast, Kanoro lies about forty miles to the south of

Goa, and reaches to Calicut. Its soil is famous for producing rice, that supplies many
.parts of Europe, and some of the Indies. The Kanorines are said generally to be go-

verned by a ;lady, whose son has the title of Rajah j and her subjects are accounted

the bravest and most civilised of any in that Peninsula, and remarkably given to com-
merce.

Though Malabar gives name to the whole south-w^est coast of thh Peninsula, yet it

is confined at present to the country so called, lying on the west of Cape Comorin, and

called the Dominions of the Samorin. The Malabar language, however, is common in

the Carnatic j and the country itself is rich and fertile, but pestered with green adders,

whose poison is incurable. It was formerly a large kingdom of itself. The most re-

markable places in Malabar are Kannamore, containing a Dutch factory and fort
}

Tellicherry, where the English have a small settlement, keeping a constant garrison of

thirty or forty soldiers. Calicut, where the French and Portuguese have small facto-

ries, besides various other distinct territories and cities. Cape Comorin, which is the

southermost part of this Peninsula, though not above three leagues in extent, is famous

for uniting in the same garden the two seasons of the year j the trees being loaded with

blossoms and fruit on the one side, while on the other side they are stripped of all their

leaves. This surprising t)henomenon is ovvfing to the ridge of mountains so often men-
tioned, which traverse the %vhole Peninsula from south to north. On the opposite

sides of the Cape, the winds are constantly at variance
j
blowing from the west on the

•west side, and from the east on the eastern side.

It may be proper to observe, that in the district of Cochin, within iMalabar, are to

be found some thousands of Jev.^s, who pretend to be of the tribe of Manasseh, and to

have records engraven on copper-plates in Hebrew characters. They are said to be so

poor, that many of them embrace the Gentco religion. The like discoveries of the

Jews and their records have been made in China, and other places of Asia, which have

occasioned various speculations among the learned.
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this peninsula belong to rajalis, or lords, xvho are descendants of their old princes, and

look upon themselves as being independent on the Mogul, and his authority. On the

subject of eastern manners, we cannot pass over the dreadful austerities practised by the

Hindoo-devotees that they may obtain a certain and spfedy admission into the delights

of paradise. Animated by the desire of obtaining that glorious reward, the patient

Hindoo smiles amidst unutterable misery, and exults in every variety of voluntary tor-

ture : He equally braves the raging flood and the devouring fire : His courage is not to be

shaken by the sharpest pangs of torture, or by the approach of death in its most ghastly

and appalling form. In the hope of expiating former crimes by adequate penance, and

of regaining speedily that fancied elysiuni, lie binds Iiimself to the performance of vows

which make human nature shudder and human reason stagger. He passes whole weeks

without the sraaVlest nourishment, and whole years in painful vigils. He wanders about

naked as he came from the womb of his parent, and suffers, without repining, every vi-

cissitude of heat and cold, of driving storm and beating rain. He stands with his arms

crossed above his h-ead, till the einews shrink and the desh withers away. He fixes his

eye upon the burning orb of the sun, till its light be extinguished and its moisture enr

tirely dried up *.

PrOVII^CES, cities, an© OTrtER BUILDINGS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE.] From
what has been said above, this Peninsula is rather to be divided into great governments,

or soubahships, than into provinces. One soubah often engrosses several provinces, and

fixes the seat of his government, according to his own conveniency. I slirJl speak of

those provinces, as belonging to the Malabar, or Coromandel coast, the two great ob*

jects of English commerce in that country
j

and, first, of the Eastern, ®r Coromandel

coast. *

Madura begins at Cape Comorin, the southermost point of the Peninsula. It is about

the bigness of the kingdom of Portugal, and is said to have been governed by a sove-

reign king, who had under him seventy tributary princes, each of them independent in

his own dominions, but paying him a tax 5 now the case is much altered, the prince

being scarcely able to protect himself and his people from the depredations of his neigh-

bours, but by a tribute to buy them off j the capital is Tritchinopoli. The chief value

of this kingdom seems to consist of a pearl-fishery upon its coast. Tanjour is a little

kidgdom, lying to the east of Madura. The soil is fertile, and its prince rich, till plun-

dered by the nabob of Arcot, and seme British subjects connected with him. Within
it lies the Danish East India settlement of Tranquebar, and the fortress of Negapatam,
which was taken from the Dutch last war, aud confirmed to the English by the late

treaty of peace the capital city is Tanjour.

The Carnatic, as it is now called, is well known to the English. It is bounded on tl»e

east by the bay of Bengal : on the north by the river Kistna, which divides it from
Golconda, on the v/est by Vijjiapour j and on the south by the kingdoms of Messaur and
Tanjour

j
being in length, from south to north, about 34f5 miles, and 27(3 in breadt"h

from east to west. The capital of the the Carnatic i^ Bisnagar, and of our ally the

nabob Arcot. The country in general is esteemed healthful, fertile, and populous.

Within this country, upon the Coromandel coast, lies Fort St David^s, or Cuddalorc,

belonging to the English, with a district round it. The foit is strong, and of great

importance to our trade., Five leagues to the north lies Pondlchcrry, once the empo-
rium of the French in the East Indies, but which hath been repeatedly taken by tlic

English, and as often restored by the treaties of peace. Since the beginning of the

present war it was again taken by the English, and has i^nce remained in their pos-

session.

Fort St George, better known by the name of Madras, is the capital of the English
lllast India Company's dominions in that part of the East Indies, and is distant east-

ivard from London, about 4,S00 m^les. Great complaints have been made of the situa-

lion of this fort ^ but no pauis have been spared by the Company, in rcndiuing it im-
pregnjiJjle to any force that can be brought againjit it by the natives. It protects two

IMaurirc, lu.liiin AntiqUllics.



towns, called, from tlie complexions of their several inhabitants, the White and Bfack^
The White town is fortified, and contains an English corporation of a mayor and alder-

man. Nothing has been omitted to mend the natural badness of its situation, which
seems originally to be owing to the neighbourhood of the diamond mines, which are but
a week's journey distant. These mines are under the direction of a Mogul officer, /vho

lets them out by admeasurement, enclosing the contents by pallisadoes ; all diamonds
above a certain weight originally belonged to the emperor. The district belonging to

Madras, extending about 40 miles round, is of little value for its pioduct
j 80,000 inha-

bitants of various nations are said to depend updn Madras ; but its safety consists in the

superiority of the English by sea. It carries on a considerable trade with China, Persia,

and Mocha.
The reader needs not be informed of the immense fortunes acquired by the English,

upon this coast, within these thirty years ; but some of these fortunes appear to have
been obtained by the most iniquitous practices. There se«ms to have been some funda-

mental errors in thfe constitution of the East India Company. The directors consider-

ed the riches acquired by their governors and other servants as being plundered from
the Company, and accordingly sent out superintendants to controul their governors and
overgrown servants j and have from tim'e to time changed their governors, and members
of the council there. As this is a subject of the greatest importance that ever perhaps

occurred in the history of a commercial country, the reader will indulge us in one of

two reflections.

The English East India Company, through the distractions of the Mogul empire, the

sufjport of our government, and the undaunted, but fortunate successes of their military

officers, have acquired so amazing a property in this Peninsult, and in Hindoostan, that

it is superior to the revenues of many crowned heads j and some of their servants pre-

tend, that when all their expences are paid, their clear revenue amounts to near two
millions sterling • out of which they were to pay 400,0001. annually to the government,

%rhile suffered to enjoy their revenues. How that revenue is collected, or from whence
it arises, is best known to the Company

j
part of it, however, has been granted in pro-^

perty, and part of it is secured on mortgages, for discharging their expences in support-

ing the interests of their friends, the emperor, and the respective soubahs and nabobs
they ha\-e assisted.

Be this as it may, this Company has exercised many rights appropriated to sovereign-

ty ^ such as those of holding forts, coining money, and the like. Those powers were
thought incompatible with the principles of a commercial limited company, and there-

fore the English ministry and parliament have repeatedly interfered, in order to regu-

late the affairs of the Company, and a Board of Controul at home is at length establish

.

cd. By the success which attended the British arms in the late war, and by the extent

of territory which was ceded to the Company, their possessions being more safe from
the inroads of Tippoo Sultan, are now rendered permanent and secure. It is much to

be dreaded, however, that the natives are not suihciently protected from the oppression,

injustice, and cruelty, of which the servants of the East India Company have been too

often guilty.

The celebrated Hyder Ally, with whom the servants of the Company often embroil-

ed them, shared the Carnatic with the nabob or Arcot. In the last war he took many
of its chief places, obtained great advantages over the Company's troops, and brought

his forces to the gates of Madras, but died before the conclusion of the war. He is said

to have been a native of the province of Messar, or Mysore, which lies to the south-west

of the Carnatic and the Christians of the apostle St Thomas live at the foot of the moun-
tains Getti, that separate Messar from Malabar. Pellicate, lying to the north of Madras,

belongs to the Dutch. I have already mentioned the kingdom of Golconda, which,

besides its diamonds, is famous for the cheapness of its provisions, and for making white

"wine of grapes that are ripe in January. Golconda is subject to a prince, called the

Nizam, or Soubah of the Deccan, Vv'ho is rich, and can raise 100,000 men. The
capital of his dominions is called Bagnagur, or Hydrabad, but the kingdom takes its

name from the city of Golconda. ~ East- south-east of Golconda lies Masulipatal, where
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NORTHERN POONAH MAHARATTAS.

Tney are governed at present C Ougein, Sindia's capital,

by Sindia Holkar, and j Indoor, Holkar's capital,

some other less consider- 1 Calpy, Gungdar Punt's capital,

able princes. (^Sagur, Ballagee's capital

TIPPOO SULTAN'S TERRITORIES

Were dimlnisbed one half in consequence of the treaty of peace in 1792. The do^

spinions left him at that time were,

Provinces. Chief towns.

Kino-dom of Mysore » - » Seringapatam on the Caverx.

JBednore - - - - - Bednore, or Ryder Nagger.

Canara - - - ' - - Mangalore.

Chitteldroog, Harponelly, Roydroog, &c. are the capitals of territories of the same

name.

Country of the Abdalli : This government, which includes th<s soubah of Cabul, and

the neighbouring parts of Persia, was formed by Abdalla, one of the generals of Tho-

mas Kouli Khan, when, on the death of that usurper, his empire was dismembered j
its

capital is Candahar in Persia,

Country of the Selks : They are said to consist of a number of small states indepen^

dent of each other, but united by a federal union.

Country of the Jats or Gets, very little known to Europeans.

Country of Zabeda Cawn, an Afghan Kohilla.

Territory of the Agra on the Jumna.

Ferrukabad, or country of the PatJ^ Rohillas, on the Ganges, surroim(i?d by the dq-

minions of Oude.
Bundelcund,

Travancore, near Cape Comorin.

Since the conquest of Mysore, and the defeat and death of Tippoo, his tcfrltciTes

have been partitioned between the British, the Nizam, and the Mahrattas. To the

Company naturally fell the province of Canara, and the district of Coimbatoor and De-

ramporam, with all the territory lying between the possessions of the Company in the

Carnatic, and those in the Malabar province, together with the fortress, city, and island

of Seringapatam. To the Ni?am v;ere allotted the district of Gov)ty and Gurrumcon^

dab, together with a tract of country, the frontier of which should be drawn nearly

along the line of Chitteldroog^ Sera, Nundidroog, and Kolar. To the INIahrattas a

portion was ceded which contained Harponelly, Soonda above the ghauts, and other dis-

tricts. A new government was erected in Mysore, From which the family of Tippoo

were altogether excluded, and the lineal descendants of the Rajah of Mysore were re-

stored to the throne of their ancestors.

THE EMPIRE Of CHINA.

THIS Empire includes Chi'.ia Proper, Chinese Tartar^, and Tibet, We shall treat

Ipf $^q]i of these divisions separately.

Br
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CHINA PROPER.

Miles.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.
Degrees.

Length 14501 , C 20 and 42 North latitude.

Breadth 1260 5"
^^^^^^^

|98 and 123 East longtude.

Sq. Miles.

1,298,000

Name.] The Chinese call their country TcJiong ^ua^ which signifies the kingdom
of the centre, as their vanity leads them to consider China as the most distinguished re-

gion of the world, and situate in the middle of it.

Boundaries.] China is bounded by Chinese Tartary and an amazing stone wall of

five hundred leagues in length, on the north
;
by the Pacific Ocean, which divides it

from North America, on the east
j
by the Chinesian Sea, south j and by Tonquin, and

the Tartarian countries and mountains of Tibet and Asiatic Russia, on the west.

Division and population.] The empire of China is divided into fifteen provin-

ces, e:ich of which might, for its extent, fertility, populousness, and opulence, rank as a

disdnct kingdom. The followijig statement of the division, population, and extent of

China Proper, was delivered to lord Macartney, at his request, by Chow-ta.Zhin, a Chi-

nese mandarin, and is founded on authentic documents, taken from one of the public of-

fices in Pekin.

Population Sq. Maes. Acres.

,

38,000,000 58,949 37,727,360

32,000,000 92,901 59,495,040

19,000,000

21,000,000

15,000,000

72,176

39,150

53,480

46,192,640

25,056,000

34,227,200

11,000,000?

I 3,000,000 5
25,000,000

24,000,000

27,000,000

144,770

65,104
65,104

55,26 8

92,652,800

41,666,500

41,665,560

35,371,520

18,000,000?

1:2,000,000 5
27,000,000

21,000,000

10,000,000

8,000,000

9,000,000

154,003

166,800

79,4 56

78,250

107. 9G9

64,554

98,565,120

106,752,000

50,851,840
50.080,000

69,100,1 6'J

41,314,560

333,000,000 1,297,999 830.719.360

Provinces.

2 pT-ovinces

Kiang see

Tchckiaiig
Eo-cht'a

Hou-pc

Po nan

Siian-sce

.Shen see

K Jin -sore

S>chueeu
Canton
(|uang--see

Yii-r.?ji

Ilv-eLcheoa

^
Hoa-qunT

^

With respect to this statement, Sir George Stauntoi,, who compiled Ine judicious and

.-hentic account of the late English embatsy to China, observes, that " the extent of

the provinces is ascertained by astronomical observations as well as by admeasurement.

'I he nnmber of individuals is regularly taken in each division of a district by a .ytlnng-

inan, or every tenth master of a'family. Those returns are collected by officers resident

n^ar as to be capable of correcting any gross mistake ; and a 1 the returns a'-e lt>dge'i

the register at Pekin. Though the general statement is strictly the r.-ult of those

r-tu'ns Sd to each other, which seem Uttle liable to error, or taken separately to

.^'..ubt vet the amount of the whole is so prodigious as to stagger beliei. It must, novv-

brrecoUeeted, that population in China is not subject to be materially diminished

bv w« No private soldiers, and a few officers only, natives of the
J-"-"

, J^Chi^ a were engaged in the conquest of Western Tartary, or m the libetwar. Le-

vL,v evef in the military professions, among the Chinese. The number of m.-

^.: ^iui;rs whrse occupations are not always favourable to health, whose constant con.

ir n ut .0 .a-ticiaar spots, and sometiiues ia a close or tamted atmosphere, must be m-
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jurious, and wliose residertce in towns exposes them to irregularities, bears but a ver/

small proportion to that of husbandmen in China. In general there seem to be no other

bounds to Chinese populousness than those which the necessity of subsistence may puc

to it. These boundaries are certainly more enlarged than in other countries. The
whole surface of the empire is, vs^ith trifling exceptions, dedicated to the production

of food for man alone. i here is no meadow, and very little pasturCy^ nor are helds

cultivated in oats, beans, or turnips, for the support of cattle of any kind. Few parks oc

pleasure-grounds are seen, excepting thoss belonging to the emperor. Little land is

taken up for roads, the chief communication being by water. There are no commons

or lands suffered to lie waste by the neglect or caprice, or for the sport, or great pro-

prietors. No arable land lies fallow. The soil, under a hot and fertilizing sun, yields

double crops, in consequence of adapting the culture to the soil, and supplying its de-

fects by mixture with other earths, by m.anure, watering, and careful and useful indus-

try of every kind. The labour of man is little diverted from that industry, to minister

to the luxuries of the opulent and powerful, or in employments of no real use. Everi

the soldiers of the Chinese army, except during the short intervals of the guards which
they are called to m.ount, or the exercises or other occasional services which they per-

form, are mostly employed in agriculture. The quantity of subsistence is increased also

by converting more species of animals and vegetables to that purpose than is usual iii

other countries. From a consideration of the influence of all these causes, the great po •

pulation of China, asserted in' this statement, will not, perhaps appear surprisijig, though
it appears from it that every square mile in that vast empire contains, upon an average,

about one third more inhabitants, being upwards of three hundred, than are found upo:i

an equal quantity of land, also upon an average,, in the most populous country in

Europe."

Forests.] Such is the industry of the Chinese, that they are not encumbered
forests or woods, though no country is better fitted for producing timber of all kinds.

They suffer, hovv^ever, none to grow but for ornam.ent and use, or on the sides of moun-
tains, from whence the trees, when cut down, can be conveyed to any place by water.

Face of the country, mountains.] The appearance of the country in Chiivi

is very diversified, though in general it is level and most assiduously cultivated, yet, ac-

cording to Du Ilalde, the provinces of Yunan, Koeichcou, Sechueen, aiul Fochen, are

so mountainous as greatly to obstruct cultivation ; and that of Tchekiang h;is Ipfty pre-
cipitous mountains on the west. These mountains do not appear to be ];nown to Euro-
peans by any appropriate names.

L.MCKS.] China contains several extensive lakes, as that of Tong-tii.i-hoo, in the
province of Hou-quang, more than eighty leagues in circumference, and lluu t)f Poyang-
hoo, in the province of Kiang see, thirty leagues in .circuit. The lakes of V\'ce-chaung-
hoo and Tai-hoo are also remarkable for their picturesque scenery. On some of these lakes
a singular method of fishing is practised. Thousands of small boats are sometimes s,ttn o:\

them, and in each boat about ten or a dozen of birds, which, at a signal from the o\vne\ ,

plunge into the water, and bring out in their bills fish of an enormous size. They an-
so well trained that it does not require either ring or cord round their tliroats to
prevent them from swallowing any portion of their prey, except what the master is pleas.,

ed to return^theni' for encouragement and food. The boat used by these fishermen i^

ot a remarkable light make, iand is often carried to the lake, together with the fishuig-
birds, by the men who are there to be supported by it.

Metals, MiNi RALS.] China (if we are to believe some naturalists) produces all
metals and mhicrals t,hat arc known in the world. White copper, called b^ the Chinese
petotig^ is peculiar to itself, but we know of no extraordinary quality it possesses. Tutenag
is another pecuHar metal, a mine of which, in the province of Hou-quang, yielded \\\^-

ny hundred weight in the course of a few days. One of the fundamental maxims of the
Chmese government is that of not introduchig a superabundance of gold and silver, for
tear of dimuushing industry. Their gold mines, therefore, are but slightly worked, and
the currency of that metal is supplied by the grains the people pick up in the sand cf
rivers and mountains. The silver specie is furnished ^rom the minr> of Honan.

Iron, lead, and tin, arc sold at a l^w rale diroughout the empii--. Coals arc fo.inu i.:
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great plenty m tlie provinces of Shen-see, Shan-see, and Pe-che-lee
j
they are Ufsed hy

workmen in their furnaces, in all kitchens, and in the stores with which the Chinese

%varm their apartments during the winter.

Rivers.] The two principal rivers of China are the Iloan-ho and the Kian-kuj the

former has its sources among the mountains of Tibet, and falls into the yellow Sea af-

ter a course of two thousand one hundred and fifty miles. The Kian-ku rises near the

^ )arce of the Hoan-ho, and, after passing the city of Nanking, falls into the sea about

one hundred miles to the south of the mouth of the Hoan-ho, having traversed a course

of two thousand two hundred miles. These two rivers are considered as the longest in

the world. There are many other rivers of inferior note in China j but the water of

this country is in general very indifferent, and, in some places must be boiled to make
it fit for us-c.

Climate, soil, agriculture. The climate of China varies according to the si-

tuation of the places. Towards the northit is cold, in the middle mild, and in the south hot.

The soil is, either by nature or art, fruitful of every thing that can minister to the ne-

cessities, conveniences, or luxuries of life. Agriculture, in this country, according to

ilie testimony of all travellers, is carried to the utmost degree of perfection. The cul-

ture of the cotton, and the rice fields, from which the bulk of the inhabitants are cloth-

ed and fed, is ingenious almost beyond description.

Canals.] These are sufficient to entitle the ancient Chinese to the character of a

most wise and industrious people. The commodiousness and length of their canals are

incredible. The chief of them are lined with hevm stone on the sides j and they are so

deep, that they carry large vessels, and sometimes extend above one thousand miles in

length. Those vessels are fitted up for all the conveniences of life 5 and it has been

thought by some, that in China the water contains as many inhabitants as the land.

They are furnished with stone quays, and sometimes with bridges of an amazing construc-

tion. The navigation is slow, and the vessels sometimes drawn by men. No precau-

tions are wanting, that could be formed by art or perseverance, for the safety of the

passengers, in case a canal is crossed by a rapid river, or exposed to torrents from the

mountains. These canals, and the variety that is seen upon their borders, render Chi-

na delightful in a YQry high degree, as well as fertile, in places that axe not so by nature.

Vegetables.] Many of the rare trees and aromatic productions, either ornamen-

tal or medicinal, that abound in other parts of the world, are to be found in China, and

some are peculiar to itself.

The tallow-tree has a smooth bark, red leaves, shaped like a heart, and is about the

iielght of a common cherry-tree. The fruit it produces has all the qualities of our tal-

low, and when manufactured with oil, serves the natives as candles j but they smell

strong, nor is their light clear. Of the other trees peculiar to China, are some which

yield a kind of flour ^ some partake of the nature of pepper. The gum of some is poi-

sonous, but aftoixls the finest varnish in the world. After all that can be said of these,

and many other beautiful and useful trees, the Chinese, notwithstanding their industry,

are so wedded to their ancient customs, that they are very little, if at all meliorated by

cultivation. The same may be said of their richest fruits, which, in general, are far

from being so delicious as those of Europe, and indeed of America.

It vvould be unpardonable here not to mention the raw silk, which so much abounds

in China
j
and, above all, the tea-plant^ or shrub. It is planted in rows, and pruned to

prevent luxuriancy. " Vast tracts of hilly land (says Sir George Staunton) are planted

with it, particularly in the province of Fochen. Jts perpendicular growth is impeded

for the convenience of collecting its leaves, which is done first in spring, ^and twice

afterwards in the course of the summer. Its long and tender branches spring up al-

most from the root without any intervening naked truAk. It is bushy like a rose-tree,

and the expanded petals of the flower bear some resemblance to that of the rose. Every

information received concerning the tea-plant concurred in affirming that its qualities

depended both upon the soil in which it grew, and the age at which the leavss were

plucked off the tree, as well as upon the management of them afterwards. The largest

and oldest leaves, Avhich are the least esteemed, and destined for the use of the lowest

;,:?ass^s of the people, are often exposed to sale with little previous manipulation, and
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silll retaining that kind of vegetable taste which is cammon tamost fresh plants, but

which vanishes in a little time, while the more essential flavour, characteristic of each

particular vegetable, remains long without diminution. The young leaves undergo no

inconsiderable preparation before they are delivered to the purchaser. Every leaf passes

through the fingers of a female, who rolls it up almost to the form it bad assumed be-

£ore it became expanded in the progress of its growth. It is afterw^ards placed upon

thin plates of earthen-ware or iron, made much thinner than can be executed by artists

out of China. It is confidently said, in the country, that no plates of copper are ever

employed for that purpose. Indeed, scarcely any utensil used in China is of that metal,

the chief application of which is for coin. The earthen or iron plates are placed over

a charcoal fire, which draws all remaining moisture from the leaves, rendering them dry

and crisp. The colour and astringency of green tea is thought to be derived from the

fearly period at which the leaves are plucked, and which, like unripe fruit, are general-

ly green and acrid."

The Portuguese had the use of tea long before the English j but it was introduced

among the latter before the Restoration, as mention is made of it in the first act of par-

liament that settled the excise on tlie king for life, in 1660. Catharine of Lisbon,

wife to Charles II , rendered the use of it common at his court. The ginsengs so famous

among the Chinese as the universal remedy, and monopolised even by their emperors,

is now found to be but a common root, and is plentiful in North America. When
brought to Europe, it is little distinguished for its healing qualities ; and this instance

alone ought to teach us with what caution the former accounts of China are to be read.

The ginseng, however, is a native of the Chinese Tartary.

Curiosities, natural and artificial.] Some volcanoes, and rivers and lakes

of particular qualities, are to be found in different parts of the empire. The volcano

of Linesung sometimes makes so furious a discharge of fire and
.
ashes, as to occasion a

tem.pest in the air ; and some of their lakes petrify fishes when put into them.

The artificial mountains present, on their tops, temples, and other edifices. The Chinese

bridges are built sometimes upon barges strongly chained together, yet so as to be

parted, and to let the vessels pass that sail up and down th.e river. Some of them run

from mountain to mountain, and consist oniy of one arch that over the river SeftVany

is four hundred cubits long and five hundred high, though a single arch, and joins two
mountains *, and some in the interior parts of the empire are still more stupendous. The
triumphal arches of this country are superb and beauliful, and erected to the memory
of their great men, with vast labour and expence. I'hey are said in the ^vhole to be

eleven hundred, two hundred of which are particularly magnificent. 'J'heir sepul-

chral monuments make likewise a great figure. 'I'heir towers, the models of which arc

now so common in Europe, under the name of pagodus, are vast embellishments to the

face of their country. They seem to be constructed by a regular order, and all of them
are furnished with exquisite carvings and other ornaments. 'J'hat at Nanking,"" which
'S' two hundred feet high, and forty in diameter, is the most admired. It is called the

Porcelain Tower, because it is lined with Chinese tiles. Their temples are chiefly re-

markable for the fanciful taste in which they are built, for their capacitnisncss, and the

ugliness of the idols they contain. The Chinese are remarkatjly fond oF bells, which
give name to one ot their principal festivals. A bell at Peking weighs one hundred
and twenty thousand pounds, but its sound is disagreeable. Their buildings, except the

pagodas, being confined to no order, and susceptll)le of all kinds of ornaments, have a

wild variety, and a pleasing elegance, not void of magnificenci*, agreeable to the eye

and the imagination, and present a diversity of objects not to be found in European
architecture.

Animals.] The lion, according to l)u HalJe,is not found in China, but there

tigers, rhinoceroses, bears, buflaloes, and wild boars. A very small breed of camcli,

some of which are not higher than horses, is found here. There arc also several species of

deer, among which the musk deer is a singular aTiimal, which is likewise a native of Tibet

.

National charactkr, mannkrs, citsto.ms.J The Chinese, in their persons, are

middle-sized, their faces broad, their eyes black and small, their noses blunt, and turned

upwards
J
they have high cheek-bones, and large lips. The Chinese have paitic»i-.ti

idsas of beauty
j
they pluck up the hairs of the lower part of their faces by the root*

K r J .
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Vvitli tvve^zers, leaving a few straggling ones by way of beard. Their Tartar priiices

compel them to cut off the hair of their heads, and like Mohammedans, to wear only
a lock on the crown. Their complexion, towards the north, is fair, but towards the
south swarthy

j corpulence is esteemed a beauty in a man, but considered as a palpable
l^lemish in the fair sex, who aim at preserving a slimness and delicacy of shape. Men
«)t quality and learning, who are not much exposed to the sun, are delicately com-
plexioned 3 and they who are bred to letters let the nails of their fingers grow to an
enormous length, to show that they are not employed in manual labour.

1 he women have little eyes, plump rosy lips, black hair, regular featureSj and a de-

licate, though florid complexion. The smallness of their feet is reckoned a principal

])art of their beauty, and no swathing is omitted, when they are young, to give them
that accomplishment j so that, when they grow up, they may be said to totter rather

than walk.

Of most of the women we saw (says Sir George Staunton), even in the middle
find inferior classes, the feet were unnaturally small, or rather truncated^ They appear

s;s if the fore-part of the foot had been accidentally cut off, leaving the remainder of

1 he usual size, and bandaged like the stump of an amputated limb. They undergo,

indeed, much torment, and cripple themselves in a great measure, in imitation of iaci. ss

of higher rank, among whom it is the custom to stop by pressure 4:he growth of the

i.ncle as well as foot from the earliest infancy ; and, leaving the great toe in its natural

Y^osition, forcibly to bend the others^ and retain them under the foot, till at length they

sidhere to, as if buried in the sole, and can no more be separated. It is said, indeed,

lhat this practice is now IciS frequent than formerly, at least among the lower sort in

the northern provinces.^'

" The exterior dem.eanour of the Chinese (observes the same vmter) is very cere-

iTionious. It consists of various evolutions of the body, and inclinations ot the head, in

bending or stiffening the knee, and in joining or disengaging the hand j all which are

•ronsidered as the perfection of good-breeding and deportment j while the nations who
vre not expert in such discipline are thought to be little better than barbarians. When,
ixwever, those Chinese ceremonies are once shown off, the performers of them relapse

rnto ease and familiarity.— In their address to strangers, they are not restrained by any

l:2shfulness, but present themselves vrith an easy, confident air, as if they considered

themselves as the superiors, and as if nothing in their manners or appearance could be

deficient or inaccurate."

The Chinese, in general, have been represented as- the most dishonest, low, thieving

set ill the vrorld
,
employing their natural quickness only to improve the arts of cheating

the nations they deal with, especially the Europeans, whom they cheat with great ease,

r arUcularly the English : but they observe that none but a Chinese can cheat a Chinese.

'I'hey are fond of law disputes, beyond any people in the v.'orid. 1'heir hypocrisy is

xvithout bounds ^ and the men cf property among them practice the most avowed bri-

bery, and. the lowest meanness, to obtain preferment, it should, however, be remem-

bered, that seme of the late accounts of China have been drawn up by those who were

little acquainted with any parts of that empire but the sea-port towns, in which they

rrobablT met with many knavish and designing people. But it seems not just to at-

tempt to characterise a great nation by a few instances of this kind, though well attest-

ed 'y and v.e appear not to be sufficiently acquained with the interior parts of Chma, to

form, an accurate judgment of the manners and chai-acter of the inhabitants. By some

of the Jesuit missionaries, the Crinese seein tp have b^en too much extolled, and by

later writers too much degraded.

Marriages.] The parties never sec each other in China till the bargain is con-

cluded by the parents, and that is generally when they are perfect children. When the

nuptials are celebrated, the lady is carried (as yet unseen by the bridegroom) in a gilt

-and gaudy chair, hung round with festoons of artificial flowers 3 and followed by rela-

tions, attendants, and servants, bearing the paraphernalia, being the only portion given

with a daughter in marriage by her parents. Next to being barren, the greatest scan-

dal is to bring females into the world j and if a woman of poor family happens to have

three or four cirls successively^ it not uufrequently happens that^he will expose them en
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trie higK roads, or throw them into a river : for, in China, parents who cannot support

their female children are allowed to cast them into the river j but they fasten a gourd

to the' child, that it may float on the water and there are often compassionate people

of fortune, who are moved by the cries of the children to save them from deam.

Dress.] This varies according to the distinction of ranks j and is entlvely^ under

the regulation of the law, whicli has even fixed the colours that distinguish the different

conditions. The emperor, and princes of the blood, have alone a right to wear Yeliow
3

certain mandarins are entitled to wear satin of a red ground, but only upon days of ce-

remony 'y in general they are clothed in black, blue, or violet.—While is only worn icr

mourning j and cannot be too iijuch soiled tor the occasion, to avoid every appearance

of personal care and ornament. The colour to which the common people are confined,

is blue or black 3 and their dress is always composed of plain cotton cloth. The men
wear caps on their heads, of the fashion of a bell ; those of quality are ornamented wuh
jewels. i he rest of their dress is easy and loose, consisting of a vest and sash, a coa:

or gown thrown over them, silk boots quilted with cotton, and a paix of drawers. Dress

is seldom altered in China from fancy or fashion. Even among the ladies there

little variety in their dresses
j

except, perhaps, in the disposition of the flowers or othcr

ornaments of the head. They generally wear over a silk netting, which is m lieu o:

linen, a waistcoat and drawers of silk, trimmed or lined in cold weather with iurs.

Above thii is worn a long satin robe, which is gracefully gathered round the waist, and

confined with a sash. These different parts of their apparel are usually each of a di:-

ferent colour, in the selection and contrast of which the wearers chietiy display then-

taste. They suffer their nails to grow, but reduce their eye-brows to an arched line.

FoNERALS ] The Chinese, among other superstitions, are particularly scrupukuis

about the time and place of burying their dead. The delay occasioned before the^e

diflicult points are ascertained, has often long detained the cotiins of the rich trom their

last repository
j
many are seen in houses and gardens under temporary roots, 10 pre

serve them in the mean tim.e from the weather : but necessity forces the poor to over-

come many of their scruples in this respect ^ and to deposit at once, and vaih little ce -

remony, the remains of their relations in their final abode.

The following is the description of a Chinese funeral procession, observed by Sir

George Staunton, passing out at one of the gates of Peking:-" The procession wr.s

preceded by several performers on solemn music , then followed a varie'.y of insigni.i,

some of silken colours, and painted boards with devices and characters, displaying the

rank and oflice of him who Avas no more. Immediately before the corpse the male
velations walked, each supported by friends, occupied in preventing them from gi\ :n;;"

\\'?y to the excesses and extravagance of grief, to v^hich the appearance of their coun-
tenance implied that they were prone. Over the mourners were carried umbrellas wiili

deep curtains hanging from the edges. Several persons were employed to burn circu-

lar pieces of paper, covered chiefly with tin foil, as they passed by burying-grounds and
temples. These pieces, in the popular opinion, like the coin to Charon for being con-
veyed to the Elysian fields, are understood to be convertible, in the next stage of ex-
istence, into the means of providing the necessaries of life."

Every Chinese keeps in his house a table, upon which arc written the names of his

father, grandtather, and great grandfather j
' before which they fre<pieutly burn incense,

and prostrate tliems'elves : and, when the father of a family dies, the name of the great
grandfather is taken away, and that of the deceased is added.
The public burying-grounds arc extremely extensive, owing to the respect paid Ut

ihcdead by the Chinese, which prevents them from opening a new grave upo.i .-.rr

spot where the traces of a former one rem.iined upon the surface.

Chief cities, edifices.] The empire is said to contain 4-iOO walled citio ; >:.e

chief of which are Poking, Nanking, and Canton. Pckii\g, the capital of the. whole
»?mpire of China, and the ordinary residence of the emperors, is situated in a very fertile
phun, twenty leagues distant from the great wall. It is an oblong square, and is di*
vidod nito two cities : that which contains the emperor's palace is called the Tart.-.

r

<;ity, because the houses were given to the Tartars when the present family came to the
throne

3 and they, refusing to suller the Cliinese to inhabit il, forced them' to liv--

R r 1
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out tlie walls, where they in a short time built a city
5
which, by being joined to the

other, renders the whole of an irregular fortn, six leagues in compass. The walls and
gates of Peking are of the surprising height of fifty cubits, so tliat they hide the whole
city : and are so broad, that centinels are placed upon them on horseback for there are

slopes within the city of considerable length, by whidh horsemen may ascend the walls,

and in several places there are houses built for the guardsw The gates, which are

riine in number, are neither enibellished with statues, nor other Carving, all their beauty
consisting in their prodigious height^ which at a distance gives them a noble appearance,

T'he arches of the gates are built of marble and the rest with large bricks, cemented
with excellent mortar. Most of the streets are built in a difect line the largest are

flbout 120 feet broad, and a league in length. The shops where they sell silks and
China-ware generally take up th-^ whole street, and afford a very agreeable prospect,

Jiach shopkeeper places before his shop, on a small kind of pedestal, a board about

t wenty feet high, painted, varnished, and often gilt, on which are written, in large

characters, the names of the several commodities he sells. These, being plsiced on each

side of the street, at nearly an equal distance from each other, have a very pretty ap-

pearance : but the houses are poorly built in front, and very low *, most of them having

clily a ground-floor, and none exceeding one story above it Of all the buildings in

this great city, the most remarkable is the imperial palace ; the grandeur of which does

not consist so much in the nobleness and elegance of the architecture, as the multitude

of its buildings, courts, and gardens, all regularly disposed : for within the walls are

not only the emperor's house, but a little town, inhabited by the oincers of the court,

and a multitude of artificers employed and kept by the emperor ^ bUL the houses of the

courtiers and artificers are low and ill conuived. F. Artier, a French Jesuit, who v/as

aridulgcd with a sight of the palace and gardens, says that the palace is more than three

miles in circumference j and that the Jront of the buildhig shines with gilding, paint,

and varnish, while the inside is set off and furnished with every thing that is most beau-

liful and precious in China, the Indies, and Europe. I'he gardens of this palace are

3arge tracts of ground, in which are raised, at proper distances, aitiiicial mountains,

from twenty to sixty feet hi^h : which form a number of small valleys, plentifully

-^vatered by canals
j
which, uniting, form lakes and meres. Beautiful and magnificent

'!)arks sail on these pieces of water *, and the banks are ornamented with ranges of build-

ings, not any two of which are said to have any resemblance to each other : which di-

versity produces a vci-y pleasing effect. Every valley has its house of pleasure, large

c>noug]i to ledge one of our greatest lords in Europe, with all his retinue : many of

these houses are built ^vith cedar, brought, at a vast expence, the distance of 500

leagues. Of these palaces, or houses of pleasure, there are more than 200 in this vast

inclosure. In the middle of a lake, which is nearly half a league in diameter every way,

is a rocky island, on which is built a palace, containing more than a hundred apart-

inents. It has four fronts, and is a very elegant and magnificent structure. The
mountains, and hills are covered with trees, particularly such as produce beautiful and

'aromatic flowers j and the canals -are edged with rustic pieces of rock, disposed with

Such art as exactly to resemble the wildness of nature.

The estimated population of Peking was carried in the last century, by the Jesuit

Crimaldi, as quoted by Gimelli Carreri, to sixteen millions. Another missionary re-

duces at least that of the Tartar city to one tnillion and a quarter. According to the

best information given to the late English embassy, the whole was about three millions.

The low houses of Peking seem scarcely sufficient for v) vast a population ; but very

lUtle room is occupied by a Chinese family, at least in the middling and lower classes of

life. A Chinese dwelling is generally surrounded by a wall of six feet high.
^
Withhi

this inclosure a whole family of three generations, with all their respective wives and

children, will frequently be found One small room is made to serve for the indivi-^

duals of each branch of the family sleeping in different beds^ divided only by mats

hanging from the ceiiing* One common room is used for eating.

Canton is the largest port in China, and the only port that has been much frequented

by Europeans, The city wall is above five miles in circumference, with very pleasant

u'alks around it. From' the top of some adjacent hills, on which f^rts are built, y?U
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li&ve a fine prospect of tlie country. It is beautifully interspersed witK moualairis, liltle

kills, and valleys, all green j and these again pleasantly diversified with small towns, vil-

lages, high towers, temples, the seats of mandarins and other great men, which are vva-

tered with delightful lakes, canals, and small branches from the river Ta : on whicb

are numberless boats and junks, sailing different ways through the most fertile parts of

the country The city is entered by several iron gates, and withinside of each is ^
guard-house. The streets of Canton are very straight, but generally narrow, paved

with flag stones. There are many pretty buildings in this city, "great numbers of tri-

umphal arches, and temples well stocked with itnages. The street'C^of CanLoii ai-e s«

Crowded, that it is difficult to walk in them
;
yet a woman of any fashion is seldana to

be seen, yinless by chance when coming out of her chair. There are great numbers of

market places for fish, flesh, poultry, and vegetables, and all kinds of provisions, which

are sold very cheap. There are many private walks about the skirts of the town, where

those of the better sort have their houses ; which are very little frequented by Europeans,

whose business lies chiefly in the trading part of the city, where there are only sliops

and warehouses* Few of the Chinese traders of any substance keep their families in

houses where they do business j but either in the city, in the more remote suburbs, or

farther up in the country. They have all such a regard to privacy, that no windows

are made towards the streets, but in shops and places of public business, nor do any of

their windows look towards those of their neighbours. The shops of those that deal in

silk are very neat, make a fine show, and are all in one place j for tradesmen oidealers ia

one kind of goods herd together in the same street* It is computed that there are in

this city, and its suburbs, 1,200,000 people j and there are often 5000 trading vessels

lying before the city,

Nanking, which was the royal residence till the fifteenth century, (its name signify-

ing the soutJiei-n court^ as Peking does the northern^ is said to be a considerably more
extensive city than Peking, the walls being about seventeen miles in circuit j but its popu-

lation does not correspond to its extent. The niost remarkable of its edifices is the famous

porcelain tower already mentioned. The well-known stuff called ?iankeen derives its

name from this city.

Public ROADS,j The security of travellers, and an easy mode of conveyance for

passengers and merchandise of every kind, are objects to which particular attention

seems to have been paid by administration in China. The manner in which the public

roads are managed, greatly contributes to the former.

These roads are paved in all the southern provinces, and some of the northern. Val-

leys have been filled up, and passages have been cut through rocks and mountains, in

order to make commodious highways, and to preserve them as nearly aj< possible on a le-

vel. They are generally bordered with very lofty trees j and sometimes with walk
eight or ten feet in height, to prevent travellers from entering into the fields. Open-
ings are left in them at certain intervals, which give a passage into cross-roads that con-

duct to different villages. On all the great roads, covered seats are erected at proper

distances, where the traveller may shelter himself from the inclemency of the winter, or

the excessive heats of the summer.

There is no want of inns on the principal highways, and even on the cross roads.

The former arc very spacious, but they arc badly supplied with provisions. People are

even obliged to caiTy beds with them, or to sleep on a plain mat. Government re-

quires of those who inhabit them, to give lodging only to those who ask and pay for it.

We meet with many turrets (says Mr Bell ) called post houses, erected at certain

distances one from another, with a flag-staff, on which is hpisted the imperial pendant.

These places are guarded by soldiers, who run from one post to another with great speed,

carrying letters which concern the emperor. 'V\\c turrets are in sight of one another,

and by signals they tan couvey intelligence of any remarkable event. Ey these means
the court is informed in the speediest manner of whatever disturbance may happen in

the most remote parts of the empire.

Constitution and governmlnt.J The original plan of the Chinese government
•was patriarchal, almost in the strictest sense of the word. Duty and obedience to the

the father of each family was recommended and ciiibrgcd in the most rigorous manner >
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but, at the same time,' the emperor was considered as the father of the whole. His
mandarins, or great officers of state, were looked upon as his substitutes, and the degrees

of submission w^hich were due from the inferiour ranks to the superior were settled and
observed with the most scrupulous precision, and in a manner that to us seems highly ri-

diculous. This simple claim of obedience required great address and knowledge ofhuman
siature to render it effectual; and the Chinese legislators, Confucius particularly, ap-

pear to have been men of wonderful abilities. They enveloped their dictates in a num-
ber of mystical appearances, so as to strike the people with awe and veneration. The
mandarins had pa<;uliar modes of speaking and writing, and the people were taughi to

believe that the princes partook of divinity j so that they were seldom seen, and more
seldom approached, " In the great palace of Pekin (says Sir George Staunton) all

the mandarins resident in the capital assembled about noon, on his imperial maiesty's

birth-day, and, dressed in their robes of ceremony, made the usual prostrations before

thelthrone; incense of sandal and rose woods burning upon it at the same time, and
olferings being made of viands and liquors, as if, though absent, he were capable of en-

joying them. Mr Barrow (a gentleman of the embassy) was present while the :,ame

ceremonies were observed at Yuen-min-yuen j and he was informed that they likewise

took place on that day in every part of the empire, the prostrators being every where
attentive to turn their faces towards the capital. On all the days of new and full moon^
similar incense is burnt, and offerings are made before the throne by the officers of the

household in the several palaces of the emperor.

Though this system preserved the public tranquillity for an incredible number of

years, yet it had a fundamental defect, that often convulsed and at last proved fatal to

the state, because the same attention was not paid to the military as the civil duties.

The Chinese had passions like other men j and sometimes a weak or wicked administra-

tion drove them to arms, and a revolution easily succeeded, which they justified by say-

ing that their sovereign had ceased to be their father. During these commotions, one

of the parties naturally in\'ited their neighbours, the Tartars, to their assistance
j
who,

possesing great sagacity, became acquainted with the weak side of their constitution,

and availed themselves of ife accordingly, by invading and conquering the empire, and
conforming to the Chinese institutions.

Besides the great doctrine of patriarchal obedience, the Chinese had sumptuary laws

and regulations for the expences of all degrees of subjects, which were very useful ia

preserving the public tranquillity, and preventing the effects of ambition. By their insti-

tutions, likewise, the mandarins might remonstrate to the emperor, but in the most sub-

missive manner, upon the errors of his government and, when he was a virtuous prince,

this freedom was often attended with the most salutary effects. No country in the world

is so well provided with magistratas for the discharge of justice, both in civil and crl-mi-

nal matters, as China, but they are often ineffectual, through want of public virtue in

the execution.

Ma^n-ufactures and commerce.] China is so happily situated, and produces such a

variety of materials for manufactures, that it may be said to be the native land of in-

dustry ^ but it is an industry without taste or elegance, though carried on with great art

and neatness. They make paper ofthe bark of bamboo and other trees, as well as of cotton,

but not comparable, for records or printing, to, the European. Tbeir ink for the use

of drawing is well known in England, and is said to be made of oil and lamp-black.

The manufacture of that earthen-ware generally known by the name of China, was long

a secret in Europe, and brought immense sums to that country. Though the Chinese"

affect to keep that mxanufacture still a secret, yet it is well known that the principal ma-
terial is a prepared pulverised earth, and that several European countries far exceed the

Chinese in manufacturing this commodity. The Chinese silks are generally plain and

flowered gauzes ; and they are said to have been originally fabricated in that country,

where the art of rearing silk-worms was first discovered. They manufacture silks like-

wise of a more durable kind j and their cotton and other cloths are famous for furnish-

ing a light warm xvear.

Their trade, it is well known, is open to all European nations, with whom they deal

for ready money ) for such is the pride and avarice of the Chinese, that they think no
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^lanufactures equal to tlieir own.
.
But it is certain that^ since the discovery of the

porcelain manufacture, and the vast improv'ements the Europeans have made in the wea-

ving branches, the Chinese commerce has been on the decline.

Revenues.] The public revenues of China Proper (says Staunton^ are said to be

little less than two hundred millions of ounces of silver, which may be equal to about

sixty-six millions of pounds sterling, or about four times those of Great Britain,

and three times those of France before the late revolution. From the produce of the

taxes, all the civil and military expences, and the incidental and extraordinary charges^

are first paid upon the spot, out of the treasuries of the respective provinces where such

expences are incurred j ^nd the remainder is remitted to tiie imperial treasury at Pekin.

This surplus amounted in the year 1792, according to an account taken from a state-

ment furnished by Chow~ta-Zbin, to the sum of 36,614,328 ounces of silver, or 12,204?

T76/. A land-tax was substituted in the last reign to the poll-tax, as better proportion-

ed to the faculties of individuals. Most imports, and all luxuries, are likewise taxed ^

but the duty, being added to the original price of the article, is seldom distinguished

from it by the consumer. A transit duty is laid likewise on goods passing from one pro-

vince to another. Each province in China, i which may be compared to an European king-

dom, is noted chiefly for the production of some particular article j the conveyance of which,

to supply the demand for it in the others, raises this duty to a considerable sum, and
forms the great internal commerce of the empire. Presents from the tributaries and
subjects of the emperor, and the confiscations of opulent criminals, are not overlooked

in enumerating the revenues of the public treasury. Taxes, such as upon rice, are re-

ceived in kind. The several species of grain, on which many of the poorer clases of

the people principally subsist, are exempted from taxation j so is wheat, to which rice

is always preferred by the Chinese.

Royal title.] The Emperor is styled, Holy Son of Heaven^ sole Gc-ucrnor of the

Earthy Great Father of his people^

Military and marine strength.] China is at this time a far m.ore poxverful

empire than it was before its conquest by the Eastern Tartars, in 1644. This is owing
to the consummate policy of Chuntchi, the first Tartarian emperor of China j who obliged

his hereditary subjects to conform themselves to the Chinese manners and policy, and the

Chinese to wear the Tarter dress and arms. The two nations were thereby incorporat-

ed* The Chinese were appointed to all the civil oihces of the empire. The emperor
made Peking the scat of his government; and the Tartars quietly submitted to a change
of their country and condition, which was so much in their favour.

According to the informatipn given to the gentlemen of the English embassy by Van-t?.-

Zhin, who was himself a distinguished officer, and appeared to give his account with
candour, though not always, perhaps, with sufficient care and accuracy, the total of
the army in the pay of Chnia, including Tartars, amounted.to one million infantry, and
eight hundred thousand cavalry. From the observation made by the embassy, in the
course of their travels through the empire, of the garrisons in the cities of the several

orders, and of the military posts at small distances from each other, there appeared no-
thing improbable in the calculation of the infantry j but they met few cavalry, ifthe number
mentioned really do exist, a great proportion of them must be in Tartary, or on some
SGi vice distant from the route of the embassy. As to the marine force, it is compo-
sed chieily of the junks wc have already mentioned •, and other small ships that trade

coast-ways, or to the neighbouring countries, or to prevent sudden desccntii.

A treatise on the military art, translated from the Chinese into the French language,
tvas pubHshed at Paris, in 1772, from which it appears that the Ciiinese are well Versed
ia the theory of the art of war : but caution, and care, and circumspection, are much
recommended to their generals j and one of ihcir maxims is, never to fight with ene-
mies either more numerous or better armed than themselves

Religion.] There is in China no state religion. None is paid, preferred, or en-
couraged, by it. The Chinese have no Sunday, nor even such a division as a week j the
temples are, however, open every day for the visits of devotees. 'I'hough the ancient
Chinese worshipped idols, yet their philosophers and legislators had juster sentiments of
the DietVj and indulged the people in the wojship oi' iicnsiblc objects, only to make
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them iiiore submissive to government. The Jesuits made litttle ©pposition to tln3

when they attempted to convert the Chinese, and suffered their proselytes to wor-
ship Tein, pretending that it was no other than the name of God. The truth is, Con-
fucius, and the Chinese legislators, introduced a most excellent system of morals
among the people, and endeavoured to supply the want of jast ideas of a future state, by
prescribiiig to them the worship of inferior deities. Their morality approximates to that

of Christianity ; but as we know little of their religion but through the Jesuits, we can-

not adopt for truth the numerous instances which they tell us of the conformity of the

Chinese with the Christian religion. Those fathers, it must be owned, were men of
great abilities, and made a wonderful progress above a century ago in their conver*-

sions 'y but they mistook the true character of the emperor, who was their patron j for

he no sooner found that they were in fact aspiring to the civil direction of the govern-

ment than he expelled them, levelled their churches with the ground, and prohibited

the exercise of their religion j since which time Christianity has made no figure in China,

Genius, learning, and arts.] The genius of the Chinese is peculiar to them-
°

selves : they have no conception of what is beautiful in writing, regular in architecture,

or natural in painting } and yet, in their gardening and planning their grounds, they ex-

hibit the true sublime and beautiful. They perform all the operations of arithmetic

with prodigious quickness, but differently from the Jturopeans. Till the later came a-

mong them, they were ignorant of mathematical learning and all its depending arts
^

they had no proper apparatus for astronomical observations ; and the metaphysical lear- '

Sling which existed among them was only known to their philosophers. But even the

arts introduced by the Jesuits were of veiy short duration among them ; and lasted very

little longer than the reign of Hang-hi who was contemporary with our Charles II.

—

nor is it very probable they will ever be revived. It has been generally said, that they

understood printing before the Europeans : but that can only be applied to their method
of block-printing, by cutting their characters on blocks of M^ood j for the fusile and
moveable types were undoubtedly Dutch or German inventions. The Chinese, ho^v-

ever, had almanacks \vhich were stamped from plates or blocks, many hundred years

before printing was discovered in Europe.

The difficulty of mastering and retailing such a number of arbitrary marks and cha-

racters as there are in what may be called the Chinese written language, greatly re-

tards the progress of their erudition. But there is no part of the globe where learning

is attended with such honours aiad rewards, and where there are more powerful induce-

ments to cultivate and pursue i^ The literati are reverenced as another species, and
are the only nobility known in China. If their birth be ever so mean and low, they

become mandarins of the highest rank, in proportion to the extent of their learning.

On the other hand, however exalted their birth may be, they quickly sink into poverty

and obscurity, if they neglect those studies which raised their fathers. It has been ob-

served, that there is no nation in the world where the first honours of the state lie so

open to the lowest of the people, and where there is less hereditary greatness. The
Chinese range all their works of literature into four classes. The first is the class of

Kingy or the sacred books, which contain the principles of the Chinese religion, morality,

and government, and several curious and obscure records relative to these subjects. Plis-

tory forms a separate class : yet, in this first class, there are placed some historical mo-
numents, on account of their relation to religion and government j and among others,

the Tehun-tjicou, a work of Confucius, which contains the annals of twelve kings of Low,
the native country of that illustrious sage. The second class is that of the Su or Che ; i

that is, of history and the historians. The third class, called Tsu^ or Tse^ comprehends

philosophy and the philosophers : and contains all the works of the Chinese literati *, the

productions also of foreign sects and religions, which the Chinese consider only in the

light of philosophical opinions and all books relative to mathematics, astronomy, phy-

sic, military science, the art of divination, agriculture, and the arts and sciences in ge- !

neral. The fourth is called Tcie or Miscellanies ; and contains all the poetical books of
I

the Chinese, their pieces of eloquence, their songs, romances, tragedies, and comedies.

The Chinese literati, in all the periods of their monarchy, have applied themselves less

to the Jludy of nature, and to the researches of natural philosophy, than to moral inqui-
,

j
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xles, the practical science of life, and internal polity and manners. It is said that it was

not before the dynasty of the Song, in the tenth and eleventh centuries after Christ, that

the Chinese philosopliers formed hypotheses concerning the system of the universe, and

entered into discussions of a scholastic kind \ in consequence, perhaps, of the intercourse

^cy had long maintained with the Arabians, who studied wath ardour the works of

Aristotle. And since the Chinese have begun to pay some attention to natural philo-

sophy, their progress in it has been much inferior to Europeans.

The invention of gunpowder appears to be justly claimed by the Chinese, who made

use of it against Zinghis Khan and Tamerlane, They seem to have known nothing of

small-fire arms, and to have been acquainted only with cannon, which they call the fire-

pan. Their industry in their manufactures of stuffs, porcelain, and japanning, and the

like sedentary trades, is amazing j and can be equalled only by their labours in the field

in making canals, levelling mountains, raising gardens, and navigating their jwnks and

boats.

Language.] The Chinese language contains only three hundred and thirty words,

all of one syllable •, but then each word is pronounced with such various modulations,

and each with a different meaning, that it becomes more copious than could be easily

imagined. The missionaires, who adapt the European characters as well as they can

to the expression of Chinese w^ords, have devised eleven different, and some of them ve-

ry compounded marks and aspirations, to signify the various modulations, elevations, and

depressions of the voice, which distinguish the several meanings of the same monosylla-

ble. The Chinese oral language, being thus barren and contracted, is unfit for litera-

ature ; and therefore their learning is all comprised in arbitrary characters, which are

iimazingly complicated and numerous, amounting to about eighty thousand. This lan-

guage being wholly addressed to the eye, and having scarcely any oral affinity with the

latter, ha5 still continued in its original rude uncultivated state, while the former has

received all possible improvement.

The Chinese characters, Mr Astle observes, w^hich are by length of time become
symbolic, were originally imitative

j
they still retain so much of their original hiero-

glyphic nature, that they do not combine into words, like letters or marks for sounds,

but we find one mark for a man, another for a horse, a third for a dog, and, in short,

a separate and distinct mark for each thing which has a corporeal form. The Chinese

use a great number of marks entirely of a symbolic nature, to impress on the eye the

conceptions of the mind which have no corporeal forms : though they do not combine
these last marks into words, like mp^ks for sounds or letters j but a separate mark is

made to represent or stand for each idea, and they use them as they do their abridged

picture characters, which were originally im.itative or hieroglyphic.

The Chinese books begin from the right hand j their characters are placed in perpen-

dicular columns, of which there are generally ten in a page. They are read downwards
beginning from the right hand side of the paper ; sometimes a title is placed horizontal-

ly, and this likewise reads from the right hand.

Ant1(^uttif.s.] The most remarkable of the remains of antiquity In the Chiiiese

empire, tlie great wall separating China from Tartary, to prevent the incursions of the
Tartars, is supposed to extend from twelve hundred to fifteen hundred miles. It is car-

ried over mountains arid valleys j and reaches from the province of Shensec to the
Whang-Hay, or yellow Sea. It is in most places built of brick and mortar, v.hich is

Avcll ten>ipered, that though it has stood more than two thousand years, it is but little

decayed. The beginning of this wall is a large bulwark of stone raised in the sea, in
the province of Petchelee, to ihe cast of Peking, and almost in the same latitude : it is

built like the vcalls of the capital city of the empire, but much uider, being tcrrassed

and cased witli bricks ; and is from twenty to twenty-five feet high, it is fianked with
towers at the distance of almost every hundred yards, which add to its ^treni^th,

render it much easier to be defended. One third of the men capable of labour in Ci.i-

na, were, it is said, employed in constructing this wall, which was begun anj complete-
ly finished in the short space of five years \ and it is further reported, that the u-ork-
xnen stood so close for many miles, that they could hand the materials from one to ano»
Uier« P. Regi-^, aiul the other gentlemen wlio took a man of these provinces, ofidn
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stretched a line on the top, to measure the bases of triangles, and to take distant points

with an instrument. They always found it paved wide enough for five or six horsemeii

to travel abreast with ease.

History.] The Chinese pretend, as a nation, to an antiquity beyond all measure of
credibility and their annals have been carried beyond the period to Tvhich the scrip-

ture chronology assigns the creation of the world. Poan Kou is said by them to have
been the first man j and the interval of time betwixt him and the death of their celebrated

Confucius, which was in the year before Christ 479, has been reckoned from ^^76,000 to

96,961,740 years. But, upon an accurate investigation of this subject, it appears that

all the Chinese historical relations of events prior to the reign of the emperor Yao, who
lived 2057 years before Christ, are entirely fabulous, composed in modern times, un-
supported by authentic records, and full of contradictions. It appears also, that the

origin of the Chinese empire cannot be placed higher than two or three generations be-

fore Yao. Even this is carrying the empire of China to a very high antiquity, but it

is certain that the materials for the Chinese history are extremely ample. The grand
annals of the empire of China are comprehended in six hundred and sixty-eight volumes

j

and consist of the pieces that have been composed by the tribunal or department of his-

tory, established in China for transmitting to posterity the public event?^ of the empire,

and the lives, characters and transactions of its sovereigns. It is said, that

all the facts which concern the monarchy, since its foundation, have been deposit-

ed in this department, and from age to age have been arranged according to the

order of time, under the inspection of government, and with all the precautions against

illusion or partiality that could be suggested. These precautions have been carried so

far, that the history of the reign of each imperial family has only been published after

the extinction of that family, and was kept a profound secret during the dynasty, that

neither fear nor flattery might adulterate the truth. It is asserted, that many of the

Chinese historians exposed themselves to exile, and even to death, rather than disguise

the defects and vices of their sovereign. But the emperor Chi-hoang-ti, at whose
command the great wall was built, in the year 213 before the Christian gera, ordered all

the historical books and records which contained the fundamental laws and principles of

the ancient government to be burnt, that they might not be employed by the learned to

oppose his authority, and the changes he proposed to introduce into the monarchy.
FouF hundred literati were burnt, with their books : yet thi§ barbarous edict had not its

full effect *, several books were concealed, and escaped the general ruin. After this pe-

riod, strict search ^-as made for the ancient bc-oks and records that yet remained
3

but,

though much industry ^vas employed for this purpose, it appears that the authentic his-

torical sources of the Chinese, for the times anterior to the year 200 before Christ, are

very few, and that they are still in smaller numbers for more remote periods. But,

notwithstanding the depredations that have been made upon the Chinese history, it is

still immensely voluminous, and has been judged by some writers superior to that of all

other nations. Of the grand annals before mentioned, which amount to six hundred
and sixty-eight volumes, a copy is preserved in the library of the French nation, A
chronological abridgment of this great work, in one hundred volumes, was published in

the forty-second year of the reign of Kang-hi ; that is, in the year 1703, This work
is generally called Kam-mo, or the abridgment. From these materials the abbe Gro-
sier proposed to publish at Paris, in the French language, a General History^of China, in

twelve volumes quarto, some of which have been printed j and a smaller work, in

twelve volumes octavo, by the late Father de Mailla, missionary at Peking, has been

published.

But the limits to which our work is confined will not permit us to enlarge upon so

copious a subject as that of the Chinese history j and which, indeed, would be very un-

interesting to the generality of European readers. A succession of excellent princes,

and a duration of domestic tranquillity, united legislation with philosophy, and produced

their Fo-hi, whose history is enveloped in mysteries , their Li-Laokum
;

and, above all,

their Kong-foo-tse, or Confucius, at once the Solon and the Socrates of China. After

all, the internal revolutions of the empire, though rare, produced the most dreadful ef-

fects^ in proportion as its constitution was pacific ^ and they were attended with the most
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bloody exterminations in some provinces : so that, though the Chinese empire is here-

ditary, the imperial succession has been more than once broken into, and altered. Up-
wards of twenty dynasties, or different tribes and families of succession, are enumerated

in their annuls. .

Neither the great Zingis Khan, nor Tijnur, though they often defeated the Chinese,

could subdue their empire j and neither of them could keep the conquests they made
there. Their celebrated wall proved but a feeble barrier against the arms of those fa-

mous Tartars. After their invasions were over, the Chinese went to war with the

Manchew Tartars ; while an indolent worthless emperor, Tsbngtching, was upon the

throne. In the mean while, a bold rebel, named Li cong-tse, in the province of Se-

tchuen, dethroned the emperor ; who hanged himself, as did most of his courtiers and
women. Ou-san-qucy, the Chinese general, oA the frontier of Tartary, refused to re-

cognise the usurper ; and made a peace with Tsongate, or Chun-tchi, the Manchevv
prince, who drove the usurper from the throne, and took possession of it himself, about

the year 1644. The Tartar maintained himself in his authority
;
and, as has been

already mentioned, wisely incorporated his hereditary subjects with the Chinese, so that

in effect Tartary became an acquisition to China. He was succeeded by a prince of

great natural and acquired abilities 5 who was the patron of the Jesuits, but knew how
to check them when he found them intermeddling with the affairs of his government;

About the year 1661, the Chinese, under this Tartar family, drove the Dutch out of

the island of Formosa, which the latter had taken from the Portuguese.

In the year 1171, all the Tartars v/no composed the nation of the Tourgouths, left

the settlements which they had under the Russian government on the banks of the Volga,

and the laick, at a small distance from the Caspian Sea, and, in a vast body of fifty

thousand families, passed through the country of the Hasacks. After a march of eight

months, in which they surmounted innumerable difficulties and dangers, they arrived in'

the plains that lie on the frontiers of Carapen, not far from the banks of the river Ily
y

and offered themselves as subjects to Kien-Long, emperor of China, who was then in the

thirty sixth year of his reign. He received them graciously ; furnished them with pro-

visions, clothes, and money, and allotted to each family a portion of land for agriculture

and pasturage. The year following, there was a second emigration of about thirty

thousand other Tartar families j who also quitted the settlements which they enjoyed

under the Russian government, and submitted to the Chinese sceptre. • The emperor

caused the history of these emigrations to be engraven upon stone in four different lan-

guages.

The hopes which were lately indulged of the great and manifold advantages to be

derived from the embassy of lord Macartney to the court of Peking, ended in di^ap-

polntmeut. Never, perhaps, was there a character better qualified for the management
of an embassy of such delicacy and importance than lord Macartney : but, notwith-

standing his lordship's adroitness, he found it utterly impossible to obtain permission for

the residence of an Englishman at the capital of China, as ambassador, consul, or in any

other character or any exclusive settlement for the English within the Chinese domi-

nions, even on a temporary grant, and solely for the purposes of trade. According to a

fundamental principle in Cliinese politics, innovation, of whate\'er kind, is held to be

inevitably pregnant with ruin and, on this principle, the emperor declined to admit a

foreign resident at the court of Peking, or to expand the principles on which our com,-

jnercial Intercourse with this country are at present regulated and confined.

-CHINESE TARTARY.

SITUATION AND T.KTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. MIle5.

Length nOOOl , ,
("72 and 145 East longitude. 7 m 1 noa

Breadth 1080j {sH and 53 North Utitude. j
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Boundaries.} Chinese Tartary is bounded on the nortli by Siberia, or Asiatic

Russia
J
on the east by the sea of Japan, and the channel of Tartary j on the south by

China Proper, and Tibet j and on the west by Independent Tartary.

The name of Tartary "ivas formerly given vaguely to all the countries to the north of

Persia, Hindoostan, and China, quite to the Northern Ocean j and from the Black
Sea and the limits of European Russia to the Eastern Ocean.

Name.] The origin of the nanae of Tartary or Tj^tary has been conjectured to be.

derived from the Chinese, ^vho call all their neighbours, without distinction, Tata or

Ta-dre,

Division.] The only division of this country in general, arises from the difFerent

tribes by which it is inhabited^ of these the principal are the Manchews, or Mand-
shurs in the east ; the Tronguls, or Moguls, in the middle \ and the Fluts, or Calmucs,

in the west. The country of the Manchew Tartars, who are more immediately under

the authority of China (having given to the latter country the present imperial family),

has been divided by the Chinese into three great governments, Chinyang, Kirim, and
Tsitchicar \ which take their names from those of their chief towns. The Russians

call- the latter Paouria *, frorn the tribe Tajouri, who inhabit a great part of this district..

To these may be added the province or peninsula of Corea, which has been for several

centuries under the dominion of the Chinese.

Face of the country.] A great part of this extensive country is a vast elevated

plain, supported like a table by the mountains of Tibet on the south, and the Alatian

OH the north. This most elevated level on the face of the globe, is intersected by
several chains of mountains : and by the vact desarts of Cobi and Chamo, which have

been supposed to be the same, the former being the Tartarian, and the latter the

Chinese name. To the west of this great country are the mountains of Eelur Tag,
the Imaus of the ancients, which separate the Chinese empire from Balk and greafc

Bucharia, and the Calmucs subject to China from the Kirguses of Independent Tartary,

Animals.] Among the various animals of this country, the most remarkable are

the wild horses, and wild asses, which are very numerous. The horses and cattle are

in great plenty, and sold at low prices. The hos gruniens of Linnaeus, or grunting ox,

which inhabits Tartary aud llbet, has a tail of uncommon beauty, full and flowing, of

a glossy and silky texture. These tails are a considerable article of exportation fron^

Tibet : the Indians fasten small bundels of the hair to a handle, which they use for fiy

flaps ; the Chinese dye tufts of it with a beautiful scarlet, to decorate their caps ) and
the Turks employ it as ornaments to their standards.

Rivers.] The principal of these is the Amur ; called by tLe Tartars, Sagalian Quia,

or River Sagalian, because it falls into the Eastern Ocean opposite the island Sagalian
j

the length of its course is above one thousand eight hundred miles. The other rivei;s

are the Songari, the Nonni, the Yarkand, and the Hi, which latter falls into the lake

of Balkash,

Climate, soil, produce.] The great elevation of this country renders the cli^

mate much colder than in others under the same parallel ; even in summer it freezes 30

hard as to produce ice in considerable thickness, which is caused as much by the north-

east wind blowing continually over this vast plain, but little sheltered with trees, as by the

prodigious quantities of salt-petre which impregnate the earth at the depth ©f four or

five feet ) and it is not uncommon to dig up clods of frozen turf and heaps of icicles.

The trees are neither numerous nor well grown, but there are some forests. Here are

immense tracts of pasturage j and the soil, were it cultivated, would be found sufficient-

-ly productive of most kinds of grain ; agriculture, however, is not entirely neglected

by the Southern Manchaws, who raise some wheat.

Lakes.] There are several lakes in this country ; among which are those of Balk-

ash or Tengis, and Zaizan, each about one hundred and fifty miles in length 5 as also

Koko-nor, or the Blue Lake, which ha,s given its name to a tribe of Mogul Tartars,

Inhabitants, manners, customs.] The Mogul Tartars are in their persons ge-

nerally short and stout j with broad faces, flat noses, small oblique eyes, thick lips, and

a scanty beard, as they continually thin it by plucking out the hairs by the joots.

Xheir ?ire very large and prosiinent, their hair black, and their complexion of ^ -
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feddish or yellowlsli brown but that of the vvomen is fair, and of a healthy ruddiness
^

they are extremely quick of sight and apprehension, are naturally easy and cheerful,

and scarcely ever experience either care or melancholy. They are very hospitable to

each other, and likewise to strangers v,dia put themselves Under their proLection. Their

dress consists of a dat yellow bonnet, the v/hole head being shaven except one lock of hair
;

wide trowscrs ) a vest of light stuff, with narrow sleeves 5 and the girdle which supports

the sabre, knife, and implements for smoking tobacco : the oUter garment is of clotli^

with wide sleeves, and linen is wound about the feet, over which are drawn buskins of

leather, generally black or yellow : shirts are unknown. The dress of the women is

the same with that of the men, only that, inistead of the outer garment, they wear a

a gown without sleeves. They have generally long hair, Tvhich they plait in tresses.

The various tribes of these Tartars in general form wandering hordes, and live in

tents, which they remove from one place to another, according as the temperature of

the seasons, or the wants of their flocks require. They are naturally enemies of labour,

and will not take the trouble of cultivating the earth it even appears that they neglect

agriculture from pride. When the missionaries asked them why they did not cultivate

at least some gardens, they answered, that " the grass was for beasts, and beasts for

man." JDuring the summer, they live only on milk, which they obtain from their

tlocks, using indiscriminately that of the cow, mare, ewe, goat, and camel.

The Moguls are extremely dextrous in handling the bow and arrow, managing their

horses, and hunting wild beasts. Polygamy is permitted among thern, but they gene-

rally have only one wife. They burn the bodies of their princes and chief prieists, \wiih.

many solemnities, and bury the ashes on eminences, whers the tombs are sometimes

walled round, and ornamented with a great number of small standards.

The whole nation of the Moguls, under the Chinese government, may be divided

into four principal tribes j the Moguls, properly so called, the Kalkas, the Ortous, and
the Eluts, of which branch are the Tartars of Kokonor j all of whom have a great re-

semblance in their character and manners.

The Manchews are not very different in their habits and manners from the Moguls*
They have, however, towns and villages, and appear to be much more civilized, espe-

cially since their conquest of China though the Chinese retaiil a great antipathy

against their conquerors, whom they despise as a filthy race of Savages.

Cities, chief towns.] The capital of the whole country of the Manchew Tar-
tars is Chin-yang, or as it is called by the Tartars, Mugden. It stands on an eminence,
and is nearly three leagues in circumference. It contains a palace for the emperor,
magazines of arms, and storehouses. Kirin, the chief town of the department of that
name, is the residence of a Manchew general, who is invested with all the powers of a
viceroy : he has the inspection of the troops, and authority over all the mandarins.
Ningouto, which is considered as the cradle of the present imperial family, is surrounded
by a wooden wall, composed of plain stakes driven into the earth, tvhich touch each
other, and are twenty feet high. Without this pallsado there is another of the same
kind, which is a league in circumference, and has four gates corresponding to the four
cardinal points.

Tht Moguls, properly so called, as has been observed, have no towns j but in the
country of Little Bucharia, possessed by the Eluts, or Kahnucs, ^vho were subjected by
the Chinese in 1759, is the city of Cashgar, formerly the capital of a kingdom nearly
corresponding in its limits with Little l-iucharia, and ^vhich still retains "some trade";
Yarkand, situate on a river of the same name j and Tnrfan, the capital of a detachevl
principality, once much frequented by merchants in their way from Persia to China.
Government, laws.] I'he departments of the country of the Manchew Tart irs

are governed by viceroys appointed by the emperor of China. The wandering tribes
of Moguls are governed by khans, or particular piinccs, who are iutlcpendcnt of each
other, but all subject to the authority of the Chinese emperor. When the Manchews
subdued China, tl^ey conferred certain titles on the most powerful of the Mogul princes,
and assigned them revenues, but far inferior to those of tlic Manchew lords at PcLInn-.
The emperor settled the limits of their respective territories, and gave them laws ac-
cording to which they are at present governed. These tributary khans liave not the
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power of condemning their subjects to death, nor of depriving them of their possessions

:

the cases of death and connscation are reserved for the supreme tribunal established at

Peking, for the affairs of the I\loguis, to which every individual may appeal from the

Gentence of his prince, who is obliged to appear in person whenever he is cited.

Trade.] The principal trade of the IVlanchews consist in ginseng, and pearls found
in several rivers which fall into the Amur. This pearl fishery belongs to the emperor,

but the greater part of the pearls are small, and not of a fine water : a kind much more
beautiful are found in other rivers of Tartary, which flow into the Eastern sea. The
companies and merchants who engage in this fishery must every year give to the em-
iperor, for permission to fish, 1140 pearls; this is the fixed tribute, and they must be

pure and without blemish, or they are returned, and others required in their stead.

The sable skins of this country arc highly valued, because they are reckoned to be
very strong and durable. The most beautiful skins are set apart for the emperor, who
buys a certain number of them at a stated price : the rest are sold at a high rate even
irk the country, where they are eagerly bought up by the mandarins and merchants.

The wandering tribes of Moguls know little of trade : they, however, exchange their

cattle for cloth, silk, stuffs, and other apparel, and ornaments for themselves and their

women.
Religion] Many of the Tartar tribes profess the religion of the lamas, or that of

Tibet, of which we shall give a further account in the description of that country.

They frequently make pilgrimages in great numbers, from the distance sometimes of a

thousand miles, to Putola and Teeshoo Loomboo, to pay devout homage and bring of-

ferings to the lama.

Another religion, which is very prevalent among the Tartars, is that of Schamanism^

the professors of this religious sect believe in one Supreme God, the Creator of all things.

They believe that he loves his creation, and all his creatures j that he knows every

thing, and is all-powerful j but that he pays no attention to the particular actions of

men, being too great for them to be able to ofi:end him, or to do any thing that can

be meritorious in his sight. But they also maintain, that the Supreme Being has di-

vided the government of the world, and the destiny of men, among a great number of

subaltern divinities, under his command and control, but who, nevertheless, generally

act according to their own fancies j and therefore mankind cannot dispense with using

all the means in their power for obtaining their favour. They likewise suppose^ that,

for the most part, these inferior deities abomhiate and punish premeditated villany,

fraud, and cruelty. They are all firmly persuaded of a future existence. Among all

the Schamanes, women are considered as being vastly inferior to men, and are thought

to have been created only for their sensual pleasure, to people the world, and to look,

after household affairs
j

and, in consequence of these principles, they are treated with

much severity and contempt.

Language.] The language of the Manchews is very copious, these Tartars being

particularly nice with respect to the too frequent recurrence of. the same sounds. It is

said, likewise, to be very expressive, and it has names not only for the different species

of dogs, but such as signify the age, colour, good or bad qualities of a dog, whether he

has long hair or short hair, large ears or hanging lips, in all which, and many other

cases, he has a distinct and very different name. .In like manner a horse has a variety

of names, signifying, in a single word, Vv hether he be a restive horse, a run-away horse,

a horse easily frightened, with what pace he goes, &c. This language is written in

characters which represent sounds and not things, like those of the Chinese. M. Lan-

gles, a member of the French Institute, has compiled a dictionary of the Manchew
language, vvrhich he pronounces to be the most learned and perfect of the Tartar tongues,

though not written till the seventeenth century, when the emperor appointed some

literati to design letters after those of the Moguls. ^ ^ •

History.] The different tribes which at present inhabit this extensive region,

xvere formerly comprehended under the general name of Monguls, or Moguls, a war-

like and formidable nation, whose sovereign, Zingls, or Jenghis Khan, about the thir-

teenth century, conquered the greater part of the north of Asia, seized on China on the

one hand, and invaded Kindoostan on the other. The Tartars held possession of China.
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about a bundred years, but were expelled in 1368. The fugitives took diiFerefit routes ;

some went towards tbe Eastern sea, and establisned themselves between China and the

river Sagalian : the rest returned to their former country, where, intermixing with the

Moguls that remained, they soon resumed their' ancient manner of living. Those who
settled towards the east, having found the country almost a desart, and without inha-

bitants, retained the customs which they had brought from China, and became known

by the name of Manchew or Eastern Tartars.

T I B E T.

EXTENT AND SITUATIONo

Miles. ' Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Lencrth 15007 i ^ ^ and 101 East longitude, f _

500 J
^^'^^^^ 1 27 and 35 North latitude. 1

"'^^'^^^to

Breadth

Boundaries.] Tibet is bounded on the north and north-west by the great desart

of Cobi in Tartary j on the east by China ^ on the south by Assam and Birmah j and

on the south-v/est and west by Hindoostan-

DrvisioNS.] This country is divided into Upper, Middle, and Lower Tibet. Up-
per Tibet is also called Nagari, and divided into the three provinces of Sangkar, Pou-

rang. and Tamo. The proxances of Middle Tibet are Shang, Ou, and Kiang 5 those

of Lower Tibet, Congbo, Kohang, and Takbo, or Bootan. The latter is an extensive

country, usually considered as distinct from Tibet Proper.

Name,] " The country of Tibet," says captain Turner, " is called by the inha-

bitants Pue, or Puckoachim, which isderived, as they told me, from Pue^ signifying north-

ern, and Koachim, snow j that is, the snowy region of the north." The Chinese call it

I'sang. The origin of the name of Tibet (which in Bengal and the country itself is

pronounced Tibhet or Tihi) is not known.
Face of the country.] Tibet at first view appears one of the least favoured

countries under heaven, and in a great measure incapable of culture. It exhibits only

rocky hills without any visible vegetation, or extensive arid plains, promising full as

little as they produce. Bootan, however, or the most southern part, has its mountains

covered with verdure, and rich with abundant forests of large and lofty trees.

The mountains in which the Ganges has its source, are called those of Kentaisse :

on the south are the mountains of Himmala.
Lakes.] The most considerable lake, with respect to dimensions, is that of Ter-

kiri, which is about SO miles in length, and 25 broad j but the most remarkable is that

of jamdro or Palte, which is a wide trench of about two leagues broad, surrounding an is-

land of twelve leagues in diameter.

Rivers.] The principal river of Tibet is the Burrampooter, which has already

been described as a river of Kindoostau. The Ganges likewise has its source among
the mountains of Tibet, as have also the Chinese rivers Hoanho and Kianku, the great

river Mayhaung 'of Laos and Cambodin, and the Sardjoo or Gnj^ra, which after a
course of about 600 miles falls into the Ganges, near Chupra.

Animals.] The variety and quantity of beasts of prey, flocks, droves, and herds

of wild-fowl and gariie in Tibet, according to Mr Turner, are astonishing : in Jiootan,

he tells us, he met with no wild animals, except monkies. 'I'he horses, cattle, and
sheep of Tibet are of a diminutive size, as are most of the beasts of prey. The grunt-
ing ox, called by the Tibetians the yah^ has been already described. The musk deer
is a native of this country. This animal is about the height of a moderately sized hog ;

he has in the upper jaw two long tusks directed downwui-ds, wliich i-ccm intended to
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serve him to dig roots, liis usual food the musk, which is only found in the male, is^

of a black colour, and formed in a little bag or tumor near the navel. These deer are

deemed the property of the states and hunted only by the permission of government.

In Tibet there is also a beautiful species of goats, with straight horns, which have, next
the skin, and under the exterior coarse coat, a very fine hair, from which the valuable

shawls of India are manufactured.

Climate, soil, produce.] The clim.ate of Tibet is cold in the extreme, from the

severe effects of which the inhabitants are obliged to seek refuge in sheltered vailies, or

amidst the warmest aspects of the rocks. In the temperature of the seasons, however,

a remarkable uniformity prevails, as w^ell as in their periodical duration and return. lu

Bootan almost every part of the mountains and hills which is coated with the smallest

quantity of soil, is cleared and adapted to cultivation ^ but in Tibet Proper, the nature

of the soil prevents the progress of agriculture. Wheat, barley, and rice, are raised in

Bootan.

Metals, t^iinerals.] Eootan contains iron, and a little copper j and in Tibet

Proper gold is found in quantities, and very pure ^ sometimes in the form of gold dust

in the beds of rivers, and sometimes in large masses and irregular veins. There is a

lead-mine about two days' journey from Teesho Loomboo, which contains silver. Cin-

nabar abounding in quick-silver, rock-salt, and tincal, or crude-borax, are likewise among
the mineral productions of this country : the latter is found in inexhaustible quantities.

Natural curiosities.] To the north of Tassisudon, Mr Sanders, who accom-
panied Captain Turner on his embassy, observed a singular rock projecting over a con-

siderable fall of water, and forming in front six or seven hundred angular-semi-pillars

of a great circumference, and some hundred feet high. Among the mountains of

Eootan is a waterfall called Minzapeezo, which issues in a collected body, but descends

from so great a perpendicular height, that before it is received in the thick shade below,

it is nearly dissipated, and appears like the steam raising from boiling water.

Inhabitants, customs,] The people of Bootan and Tibet are much more robust

and less swarthy than their southern neighbours of Bengkl. Humanity, and an unar-

tificial gentleness of disposition, says Mr Turner, are the constant inheritance of a Ti-

betian. Without being servilely ofRcious, they are always obliging j the higher ranks

are unassuming, the inferior respectful in their behaviour , nor are they at all deficient

in attention to the female sex
j
but, as w^e find them moderate in all their passions, in

this respect also, their conduct is equally remote from rudeness and adulation. A re-

markable custom prevails in this country, directly contrary to the usual customs of the

east, by w^hich a woman is permitted to marry ail the brothers of a family, without any

restriction of age or numbers. The choice of the wife is the privilege of the eldebt

brother. The ceremonies of marriage are neither tedious nor intiicate. The elder

brother of a family, to whom, as has been observed, the choice belongs, when' ena-

moured of a damsel, makes his proposal to her parents. If his suit be approved, and

the olfer accepted, the parents with their daughter repair to the suitor's house, where the

male and female acquaintance of both parties meet and carouse for the space of three

days, with music, dancing, and every kind of festivity. At the expiration of this time

the marriage is complete. The priests of Tibet, who shun the society of women, have

no share in these ceremonies, or in ratifying the obligation between the parties. Mutual

consent is their only bond of union, and the parties present are witnesses to the contract..

The Tibetians expose their dead bodies within walled areas, which are left open at

the top, and have passages at the bottom to admit birds, dogs, and beasts of prey : no

other funeral rites are performed but such as tend to facilitate the destruction of the

body by the voracious animals, who are, as it were, invited to devour it. Some bodies

are conveyed by the friends of the deceased to the summit of some neighbourmg hill,

where they are disjointed and mangled that they may become a more easy prey to car-

nivorous birds. The bodies of the sovereign lamas are, however, deposited in shrines

prepared for their remains, which are ever after considered as sacred : those of the in-

ferior priests are burnt, and their ashes preserved in little hollow images of metal. An
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annual festival is obseiveJ in Tibet, as in Bengal, in Iioncur of the dead, which is cele-

brated by a general illumination.

Cities, chief towns, edifices.] Lahassa, is considered as the capital of Tibet,

and is situate in a spacious plain ; the houses are not numerous, but they are built of

stone, and are large and lofty.—The celebrated mountain of Putala, on which stands,

the palace of the Dalai Lama, the high priest and sovereign of Tibet, is about seven

miles to the east of the city,

Teeshoo Loomboo, or Lubrong, the seat of Teeshoo Lama, and the capital of

that part ef Tibet immediately subject to his authority, is, in fact, a large m.onastery,

consisting of three or four hundred houses, inhabited by gylongb, a kind of priests, be-

sides temples, mausoleums, and the palace of the sovereign pontiff, with the residence*

of the various subordinate officers, both ecclesiastical and civil, belonging to the court.

It is included within the hollow face of a high rock, and has a southern aspect. Its

buildings are all of stone, none less than two stories high, fiat roofed, and crowned witli

a parapet, rising considerably above the rest.

" A Tibet village," says Mr l urner, " by no means makes a handsome figure.

The peasant's house is of a mean construction, and resembles a brick-kiln in shape ?nd

size more exactly than any thing to which I can compare it. It is built of rough stones,

heaped upon each ether without cement, and on account of the strong winds tliat perpe-

tually prevail here, it has never more than three or four small apertures to admit light.

The roof is a flat terrace, surrounded wath a parapet wall two or three feet high :

on this are c6ro.monly placed piles of loose stones, intended to support a small flag, or

the branch of a tree ^ or ebe as a fastening for a long line with scraps of paper, or white

rags strung upon it, like the tail of a kite : this being stretched from one house to ano-

ther, is a charm against evil genii, as infallible in its efficacy as horse-shoes nailed upon
a threshold, or as straws thrown across the path of a reputed witch."

Government, religion,] The government of this country is intimately connect-

ed with its religion, the civil authority, as well as the spiritual, being in the hands of

the lamas, of whom the chief, called the Dalai Lama, or Grand Lama, is not only

submitted to and adored by the Tibetians, but is also the great object of veneration a-

mong the various tribes of Tartars who roam through the vast irack of continent which
stretches from the banks of the Volga, to Corea, on the Sea of Japan. He is not only
the sovereign pontiff, the vicegerent of the Deity on earth

j
but, as superstition is ever

the strongest where it is most removed from its object, the most remote Tartars abso-

lutely regard him as the Deity himself. They believe him to be immortal, and en-

dowed with all knowledge and virtue. Every year they come up from different parts,

to worship and make rich offerings at his shrine : even the Emperor of China, who is a

Manchevv Tartar, does not fail in acknowledgments to him in his religious capacity,

though the lama is tributary to him, and actually entertains, at a great cxpence, in tlie

palace of Peking, an inferior lama, deputed as his nuncio, from Tibet. 'I'he opinion
of those who are reputed the most orthodox among the Tibetians is, that »vhen the
grand lama seems to die either of old age or infirmity, his soul in fact only quits a cra-

y.y habitation to look for another younger, or better, and it is discovered again inthe body
of some child, by certain tokens known only to'thc lamas or priests, in which order he al-

ways appears. In 1714, the grand lama was an infant, Avhich had been discovered some
time before by the Teeshoo lama, who, in authority and sanctity of character, is next
to the grand lama, and, during his minority, acts as chief. In the year I'JSS, ^vhcn
Mr. Tumor went on liis embassy into Tibet, tlie Tecslioo lama was in like n;nmer an
infant, under the guardianship of a regent and Mr. Turner, in his account of his em-
bassy, has given a curious and interesting relation of a visit which he Avas permitted Ui

make to him. " Teeshoo lama," he tells us, ** was at that time eighteen months old.

He was placed, in great form upon his musnud. On the left side stood his father and
mother, and on the other the otficer particularly appointed to wait upon his person.

The musnud is a fabric of silk cusljions, piled one upon the other, until the seat is ele-

vated to the height of four feet from the floor j a piece of embroidered silk covered
the top, atid the sides also were decorated with pieces of silk of various colourj;, suspen-

de/i from the upper edge and hanging down. Though the little creature," says our au-

S s 3
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ihoi; " was unable to speak a word, he made the most expressive signs, and conduGted,

himself with astonishing dignity and decorum. His complexion was of that hue which
in England we should term rather brown, but not without colour,. His features were good,

he had small black eyes, and an animated expression o^ countenance y altogether, I

thought him. one of the handsomest children 1 had ever seen."

There are in this country numerous monasteries containing a great number of gylongs

or monks, who are enjoined sobriety, to forego the society of women, and confine them-

selves to the austere practices of the cloister. On the establishment of the monastery of

Teeshoo Loombo, were reckoned no less than three thousand seven hundred of these gy-
longs.^ There are also a number of nunneries, containing annees or nuns 5 and the strict-

est laws exist to prevent any wom.an from even accidentally passing a night within the

limits of a monastery, or a man within those of a nunnery.
" The religion of Tibet," says Mr. Turner, " seems to be the schismatical ojftspring

of that of the Hindoos, deriving its origin from one of the followers of that faith, a dis-

ciple of Boodh, who first broached the doctrine which now prevails over the wide extent

of Tartary. It is reported to have received its earliest admission into that part of Tibet

bordering upon India (which from hence became the seat of the sovereign lamas), to

have traversed over Manchew Tartary, and to have been ultimately disseminated over

China and Japan. Though it differs from the Hindoo in many of its outward forms,

yet it still bears a very close affinity to the religion of Brahma in many important par-

ticulars. The principal idol in the temples of Tibet is Mahamoonie ( a name which in

Sanscrit literally signifies great saint), the Eudha or Boodh of Bengal,, ivho is worship-

ed under these, and various other epithets, throughout the great extent of Tartary, and

among all the nations to the eastward of the Eurhampooter, In the wide extended

space over which this faith prevails, the same object of veneration is acknowledged un-

der numerous titles ; among others he is styled Godama or Gowtama in Assam and Ava
Samana in Siam j Amida Buth in Japan j Fohi in China Budha or Boodh in Bengal
and Hindoostan : Dherma Raja and Mahamoonie in Bootaii and 'J'ibet. Durga and

Kali : Ganeish, the emblem of wisdom ^ and C^rtikeah with his numerous heads and

arms, as well as many other deities of the Hindoo mythology, have also a place in their

assemblajje of gods.

" The same places of popular esteem, or religious resort, as I have already hinted,

are equally respected in Tibet and in Bengal : Praag, Cashi, Durgeedin, Sangor, and

Jagarnaut, are objects of devout pilgrimage j and I have seen loads of the sacred water

taken from the Ganges, travelling over those mountains (which, by the bye, contribute

largely to its increase), upon the shoulders of men, whom enthusiasts have deemed it

worth their while to hire at a considerable expence for so pious a purpose.

" As far as I am able to iudge respecting their ritual or ceremonial, it differs mate-

jlally frorp the Hindoo. The Tibetians assemble in chapels, and unite together in pro-

digious numbers to perform their religious service, which they chant in alternate recita-

tive and chorus, accompanied by an extensive band of loud and powerful instruments
j

go that whenever I heard these congregations, they forcibly recalled to jny recollection

both the solemnity and sound of a Roman Catholic mass.

Manufactures and commerce.] The manufactures of Tibet are principally shawls

and woollen cloths. The exports from Tibet, which go chiefly to China and Bengal,

consist of gold dust, diamonds, pearls, coral, musk, rock-salt, tincal, woollen cloths,

jmd lamb-skins ^ in return for which are imported from China, silks, satins, gold and

silver brocades, tea, tobacco, and furs of various kinds 5 and from Bengal the produc-

iions of that country and a variety of English commodities and manufactures.

" A very small quantity of specie, and that of a base standard," Mr Turner informs

us, " is current in Tibet. It is the silver coin of Nipaul, here termed indermillee
j

each is in value about one-third of a sicca rupee, and they are cut into halves, third

parts, and quarters. This, which is the only money, serves to obtain the exigencies of

life, but never enters into important contracts in the larger concerns of trade j in all

suck transactions, the equivalent is made in bullion, that is, tarecma^ talents, or masses

of gold and silver, vvhich bear a value in proportion to the purity and specific gravity

"\C the metal.-' '

"
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LaKGUAGE. Tlie language of Tibet is said to be radically dilierent botK from that

of the Manchews and that of the Moguls. According to Mr Turner, it consists al-

most entirely of nasal and guttural sounds. The alphabetic characters are of two kinds,

the uchem and the umin ; the former of which is the character in which the sacred wri-

tincrs are preserved, and considerably resembles the Sanscrit \ the other is the alphabet

used for business and common correspondence. The vowels are indicated by marks or

points, and the order of writing, contrary to the usual practice in the east, is from the

left to the right. Printing v/ith blocks of wood, in the manner of the Chinese, was

known in Tibet from a very remote age.

History.] The temporal government of Tibet, Mr Turner informs, us, has not

been always in the possession of the lamas. According to the letters of father Andra-

da, who was in Tibet in the year 1624, that country was then governed by a secular so-

vereign, named Tsang-pa-han, who was a zealous protector of the Christian religion,

and seemed greatly inclined to embrace it. The Tartar history of the same period cor-

roborates this circumstance, for it relates that this prince despised the lamas, abandoned

the law of the god Fo, and sought every opportunity to destroy it. The dalailama be-

ing highly incensed at not receiving the homage of Tsang-pa-han, formed a league with

the Tartars of Kokonor, who under their prince or khan, named Kouchi, entered Tibet

at the head of a povv'erful army, attacked Tsang-pa-han, defeated him, and took him
prisoner, and some time after caused him to be put to death. To this Tartar prince

the dalai lama was indebted for his sovereignty over ail Tibet
\

for, far from appropri-

ating to himself the fruits of his victory, Kouchi declared himself a vassal of the supreme

chief of his religion, and satisfied with receiving from him the title of khan, which he
had never before enjoyed. This prince, to continue his protection to the dalai lama,

and secure to him the undisturbed possession of his new acquisitions, fixed his residence,

accompanied by his troops, in the neighbourhood of Lassa. His sons had no great incli-

nation to return to a country which their father had abandoned, but followed his exam-
ple and remained in Tibet.

In 1642, the dalai lama sent ambassadors to Tsongte, father to the first emperor of

the present dynasty of the Manchew Tartars, threw himself under his protection, and
paid him tribute. Ten years after, the Dalai Lama himself went to Peking, and did ho-
mage to the emperor. He was loaded with honours, received a golden seal and magni-
ficent presents from the emperoi, and was confirmed in his liile of Dalai Lama.

In 1693, the emperor Kanghi, being desirous of honouring the tijpa or minister of the

dalai lama, declared him a prince, and granted him a golden seal. This minister, how-
ever, was far from being faithful to ihe interests of the emperor

\
he, on the contrary,

secretly betrayed them to the ambitious views of Kaldan, the chief of the Eluts, who
was the declared enemy of the Manchew Tartars. He even endeavoured to persuade
the grand lama not to go to Peking when called thither by the emperor,
and when the dalai lama died, he concealed his death. At length, however,
all these intrigues were discovered in 1705, and Lats-khan, the chief of the
Tartars of Kokonor, caused this perfidious minister to be put to death. Kanghi
informed of the crimes which he had committed, approved of the punishment intucted
on him, and sent some of the grandees of his court to Tibet, to govern that-country in

conjunction with the Tartar prince, on whom he lavished many rich presents. He af-

terwards appointed a new dalai lama, who was the sixth who had borne that title.

In 1714, Tcliongkar, the princijial chief of the Eluts, made an irruption into Ti-
bet, and carried away a great quantity of rich plunder in gold, silver, precious stones,

silks, and other valuable tilings. The Tartar pilncc, who endeavoured to resist the in-

vaders, was killed in battle, many of the lamas were put to the s^vord, and the monas-
tery at Pootala was reduced to ashes. The dalai lama made application to the court of
China for succours, and the emperor immediately sent a powerful amiy lo his assistance,

which drove the Eluts out of the country, re-established the dalai lama in his authority,
and restored to the other lamas possession of their pagodao or monasteries.

Since 17r)9, when the Eluts were finally subjugated by the late emperor of ChiHa,
Kien Long, the Tibetians have had nothing to fear from the incursions of those Tar-
tars. J^ut in 1702, the iiiountaineers of Nipaul invaded and ravaged the counlrv, pluu-

Ss-i
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dcring the monasteries of their treasures, and robbing the mausolea of tlieir lamas. Thn
emperor of China, however, as soon as he had received information of this attack, sent

an army to protect and avenge the lama. The Nipalese were defeated, and could only

obtain peace on condition of becoming tributary to China, and making a full restitution

of all the plunder they had carried off. The Chinese at the same tim.e established mi-

litary posts on the frontiers of Tibet, which prevent all communication between that

country and Bengal, as the Chinese guard them with their accustomed jealousy and
caution, and the approach of strangers, even of the natives of Bengal and HindoostaUj

is utterly prohibited.

INDEPENDENT TARTARY.

SITUATION AND EXTENT*

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 1500 7 ,
, f31 and 52 North latitude.l ^.^^

. Breadth 85ol
^^'^^"^^^ 1 55 and 70 East longitude.}

^^^'^^^

Divisions,] Independent Tartaiy consists of extensive tracts inhabited by the Kir^

guisian Tartars ; the country of Kharism, and Great Bucharia, inhabited by the Usbec

Tartar^-.—Great Bucharia is divided into the provinces of Fergana, Sogd, Vash, Kot-

tar, Balk, Gaur, and Kilan.

EoOndaries.] These are, on the east, the mountains of Beluv, which separate this

pj.rl of Tartary from Little Bucharia, now subjected by the Chinese j on the south,

the mountains of Gaur, which divide it from Persia j and the provinces of Candahar and

Cabul, in Hindoostan on the west, the Caspian sea, the river Ural and the Uralian

mountains ; and on the north the Russian dominions in Asi^.

Mountains, lakes, rivers. The principal mountains of thi;> country are the Be-

lur Tag, the ancient Imaus, and the mountains of Argjun and of Gaur. The most con-

siderable lakes are that of Aral, about 200 miles in length and 70 in breadth j and that

of Balcash,' 140 miles long and 70 broad. The chief rivers are the Amu or Gi-

hoon, the ancient Oxus ; and the Sir or Sihoon, the ancient laxartes : both take their

rise m the mountains of Belur, and fall into the lake of Aral.

Inhabitants, customs, manners,] The Kirguses or Kirguisian Tartars, who in-

habit the northern part of this country, liye in tents, and lead a w^andering life. They
consist of three hordes, called the great, lesser, and pxiddle horde, each of which has

its particular khan. They dwell also in portable huts, which they remove from time

to time to difierent places in search of pasturage for their flocks and herds, which con-

stitute their principal occupation. They have horses, camels, cattle, sheep, and goats

;

and it is asserted that some individuals in the middle horde have 10,000 horses, 300 camels

3 or 4000 cattle, 20,000 sheep, and more than 2000 goats. They have flat noses, small

eyes, a sharp, but not a fierce look, and a frank and prepossessing air, The decoration

of their hcises employs them almost as much as that' of their persons^ they have gene-

rally elegant saddles, handsome housings, and ornamented bridles. They are great ea-

ters, and they also smoke tobacco to excess. Men, women, and.children, all smoke

and take snuff, the latter of which they keep in little \i6xns fastened to their gir-

dles. The great andWeaithy live perfejctiy in the same manner as the rest of the peo^

pie, and are distinguished only by the numerous train that accompanies them in their

cavalcades, and the number of huts which surround their (Quarters, inhabited by their

v/ives, children, and slaves.

The Usbec Tartars, who inhabit t]:!c southern parts of this country, resemble the

other Tartarian tribes^ except that they are in general more spirited ^nd industrious.
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They are addicted to predatory warfare, and frequently make sudden incursions into the

Persian provinces ^ on ivhich occasions, the women likewise bear arms, and accompany

their husbands to the field. Many of these Tartars reside in tents in the summer, but take

vip their abode in the towns and villages in winter. Those of Balk are the most civiliz-

ed, and carry on a considerable trade with Persia and Hindocstan. The native Eucha-

rians are of a fairer complexion than the Usbecs, and of a more peaceable disposition.

Climate, produce, soil.] The climate appears to be extremely temperate and

salubrious j and the soil, in the southern parts at least, very productive, the grass some-

times growing there to above the height of a man. Rice and other kinds of grain, as

*iso exquisite melons, pears, and apples, are among the productions of Great Eucharia,

Metals, minerals.] Several parts of this country contain gold, silver, iron, cop»

per, vitriol, and sal ammoniac. Rick quarries of lapis lazuli abound in Great Eucha-

ria, and several kinds of valuable stones, particularly rubies, are found here but the

natives have neither skill nor industry to derive much advantage from the mineral rich-

es of this country.

Animals.] The animals here are nearly the same as in Tibet and other surround-

ing countries. The chamois goats, and wild asses, are found among the mountains on

the south and north.

Cities, chief towns.] Samarcand, situate on the southern bank of tbe river Sogd,

was anciently the seat of empire of the celebrated Timur, or Tamerlane. It is fortified

with strong bulvv^arks of earth. : the houses are principally of hardened clay, thouoli

some are built with stone procured from quarries in the vicinity. There is a citadel or

castle which is now almost in ruins. Bokhara, situate likewise on the Sogd, in the

middle of the last century ^^vas a large and flourishing city, with a wall of earth, and

several mosques built with brick. Balk, on the river Dehash, is also large and popu-

lous, with houses of brick and stone, awd a palace or castle built almost entirely of mar-

ble, brought from the neighbouring mountains. Badakshan, on the river Amu, is a

small town, but well built, and containing a considerable number of inh.abitants.

Antiquities.] These consist of the ruins of edifices erected by Zingis Khan, Ti-

tnur, and their successors. Remains of ditches and ramparts are frequently met with,

which heretofore either surrounded small towns, now quite demolished, or were design-

ed for the defence of camps, forts, or castles, the vestiges of which are often to be dis-

covered. Many pf them are still in tolerable preservation. In the uncultivated tracts,

occupied by the Kirguisians, are many relics of opulent cities. Some gold and silver

coins have likewise been found, with several manuscripts neatly written, v;hicli have

been carried to Petersburg. In 1720, jthere was found in Calmuc Tartary a subter-

raneous house of stone, some urns, lamps, and ear-rings, an equestrian statue, an image
of an oriental prince, with a diadem on his head, two women seated on thrones, and a

roll of manuscripts, which was sent by Peter the Great to the Academy of Inscriptions

at Paris, and proved to be in the language of Tibet,

Religion.] 'J'he religion of almost all the Tartars of these countries is the Mo-
hammedan, according to the tenets of the sect of the Suimis.

Leaj^ninG.J The re»der may be surprised to find this article in an account of the
Tartars

;
yet nothing is more certain, than that under Zingis Klian and Tamerlane,

and their early descendants, Astracan and the neighbouring countries ^verc tlie scats of
learning an.d politeness, as Avell as of empire and niagnillccm-e. iVK)dern luxury, be it

ever so splendid, falls short of that of those princes j and some remains of tlieir taste in

architecture are still extant, but in spots so desohite, that they arc almost inaccessible.

The encouragement of learning was the first care of the prince, and it was generally
cultivated by his own relations or principal grandees. They wrote in the Persian and
Arabic tongues. The name of Ulug Beig, the grandson of the great Tinuir, is well
known to astronomers*, and Abulgazi, the khan of Kharism, wrote the history of his

country. Samarcand was a celebrated university for eastern science j and even in the
last century was still a flourishing school for Mohannnedan literature.

Trade.] Tlie Kirguisians trade with the Hussians, and exchange their horses, cat-

tie, and sheep, for manufactures, princijially clothing and furniture. Arms of every
kind are refused them by the I^ussians, and they procure them, by the same kind o*'

barter, from Great Bucharia, and the southern parts of the countrv.
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The Tartars of Great BucKaria are a very commercial people their caravans travel

tlirough a great part of Asia, and traffic with Persia, Tibet, China, and Russia. Their
principal marts in the latter country are Tomsk and Orenburg.

Government. ] The Kirguses and Usbecs are subject to princes called khans,
whose power is despotic over their several hordes and tribes. In Great Bucharia, the
khan of Samarcand in the north, and the khan of Balk in the south, are the principal

sovereigns of the country.

- History.] Usbec Tartary was once the seat of a more powerful empire than that

of Rome or Greece. It was not only the native country, but the favourite residence, of
Zingis Khan and Tamerlane, who enriched it with the spoils of India, and the eastern

world.

The former, about the year 1200, made himself master of those regions which form
at this day the Asiatic part of the Russian empire ; and his son, Batou Sagin, conquer-
ed Southern Russia, and peopled it with Tartar colonies, -which are now confounded or

blended with the Russians. It was not until the time of Ivan III., who ascended the

Russian throne in 1462, that the Russians were able to throw off the galling yoke of
the Tartars. Ivan repeatedly defeated them* subdued the kingdom of Kasan, and
other provinces, and made his name respected through all the neighbouring countries.

When the vast dominions of Zingis Khan fell into pieces, under his successors in the

sixteenth century, the Mogul and Tartar hordes, who had formed one empire, again
separated, and have since continued distinct.

The fame of Tamerlane has been more permanent than that of Zingis Khan : his

defeat of the Turkish emperor Bajazet has been noticed in the history of that nation.

The honour of being descended from him is claimed not only by all the khans an4 petty

princes of Tartary, but by the emperor of Hindoostan himself.

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE IN ASIA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 53001 , ^ ^37 and 190 East longitude. I . ^.^
Breadth 1800 j

^^^^^^^
j 50 and 78 North latitude. T'^^^'^^^

Boundaries.] The Russian dominions in Asia are bounded on the north by the

Arctic Ocean ^ on the east by the seas of Kamtschatka and Ochotsk on the south by
Chinese and Independent Tartary, Persia, and Turkey j and on the west by Russia in.

Europe*

Divisions.] The governments of the Russian empire in general have already been

enumerated : those which are in Asia, are Caucasia, Saratof, Simbirsk, Orenburg, Ufa,

Kazan, Perm, Tobolsk, Kolhyvan, Irkutsk, to which is to be added the peninsula of

Kamtschatka.

The three great governments of Tobolsk, Kolhyvan, and Irkutsk, are called by the

general name of Siberia, from an ancient city named Sibir, which is said to have stood

on the banks of the Irtish, near the present city of Tobolsk, and to have been the re-

sidence of the sovereigns of this part of Asia. The government of Tobolsk is divided

into the two provinces of Tobolsk and Tomsk ; and that of Irkutsk into the four pro-

vinces of Irkutsk, Nershinsk, Yakutsk, and Okotsk.

CliPvIATE, soi.L, PRODUCE.] The government of Caucasia, and in general the

southern parts of this extensive region are extremely fertile, owing more to nature than

industry. The parts that are cultivated produce excellent fruits of almost all the kinds

known in Europe, especially grapes, which are reckoned the largest and finest in the

world. The summers are very dry, and from the end of July to the beginning of Oc-
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iober tlie air is pestered, and tlie soil sometimes ruined, by incred*ib''e quantities of lo-

custs. Mr Bftll, v;ho travelled vath the Russian ambassador to China, represents some

parts of Tariary as desirable and fertile countries, the grass growing spontaneously to

an amazing heightA The climate of Siberia is cold, but the air is pure and wholesome
}

and Mr Tooke observes, that its inhabitants, in all probability, would live to an ex-

treme old age, if they w^ere not so much addicted to an immoderate use of intoxicating

liqiiors. Siberia produces rye, oats, and barley, almost to the 60th degree of northern

latitude. Cabbages, radishes, turnips, and cucumbers, thrive here tolerably well ; but

scarcely any other greens. All experiments to bring fruit-trees to bear have hitherto

been in vain j but there is reason to believe that industry and patience may at length

overcome the rudeness of the climate. Currants and strawberries of several sorts are

said to grow here in as great perfection as in the English gardens. Herbs, as well me-

dicinal as common, together with various edible roots, are found very generally here ;

but there are no bees in all Siberia.

]^IVERS,] The chief rivers of this country are the Ob or Oby, the largest in the

Kussiaji empire, the length of its course being 1900 miles *, and the Yenissei, which

lias a course of about 1150. Both terminate in the Frozen Ocean. The other prin-

cipal rivers are the Irtish, which falls into the Ob ; the Lena j the Angora, w^hich falls

into -the Yenissei the Argun or Argoon, the boundary of the Russian and Chinese

territory ; the Sclinga, and the Yaik.

In the southern parts oF Siberia, near the confines of Chinese Tartary, is the lake

or sea of Baikal, 350 miles long, and about 50 broad. There are also other lakes of

less note.

Animals.] These are camels, dromedaries, rein deers, bears, bisons, xvolves, and

all the other land and amphibious animals that are common in the northern parts of

Europe. Their horses are of a good size for the saddle, and very hardy j as they run

wild till they arc five or six years old, they are generally headstrong. Near Astracan

there is a bird called by the Russians, baba, of a grey colour, and something larger

than a swan : he has a broad tail, under which hangs a bag that may contain a quart,

or more j he wades near the edge of a river, and on seeing a shoal or fry of small fishes,

spreads his wings, and drives them to a shallow, where he gobbles r:s many of them as

he can into his bag, and then going ashore, he eats them, or carries them to his young.
Tliis bird is probably a species of the pelican.

The forests of Siberia are Vvell stocked with a variety of animals, some of which are

not to be found in other countries. These supply the inhabitants with food and clothes
^

and, at the same time, furnish them with commodities for an advantageous trade. Si-

bena may be considered as the native country of black foxes, sables, and ermines, tlie

skins of which are here superior to those of any part of the world. Horses and cattle

are in great plenty.

Mountains.] The mountains of Asiatic Russia are the Urallan chain, which di-

vides it from Russia in Europe j the mountains of Caucasus, those of Altai, called by
the Chinese the Golden Ridge-, and those of Nershinsk, or Russian Daouria.

Metals, minerals.] Siberia contains mines of gold, silver, copper, iron, lead,

jasper, and lapis lazuli. Asiatic Russia also produces sulphur, alumn, sal ammoniac, vi-

triol, nitre, and natron, in abundance.

Natural curiosities.] Among these may be enumerated the extensive desert le-

vels called Stepps, which extend several hundred miles, with no apjieurance of a moun-
tain, and scarcely of a hill. They contain in many places salt lakes, and in others,

productive tracts, capable of cultivation. The jieninsula of Kamtschatka abounds iu

volcanos, of which, however, only three have, fgr several years past, produced erup-
tions.

Inpl\bitants, manners, customs.] The population of Asiatic Russia, notwitjir-

standing its vast extent, is not estimated at ;norc than three millions and a half, or four

millions.

The inhabitants of this part of the Hussian empire are composed of many different na-

tions, principally Tartar tribes, some of Avhom now live in fixed houses and villages,

aud pa^ tribute like other subjects. Till lately ihey wcic not adn\ittcd into the Uus.
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sian armies, but now they make excellent soldiers. Otlier Russian Tartars retain their

ancient habits, and live a wandering life. Both sides of the Volga are inhabited by
Tchermiscs and Morduars, a peaceable industrious people, 'l be Bashkirs are likewise

fixed inhabitants of the tract that reackes from Kazan to the frontiers of Siberia. The
wandering Kalmucs occupy the rest of the tract to Astracan and the frontiers of the

Usbecs 'y and, in consideration of certain presents which they received from the sove-

reigns of Russia, they serve in their armies without psy, but are apt to plunder equally

friends and foes.

The character of the Tartars of Kazan may serve for that of all the Mohammedan
Tartars. Very few of them are tall, but they are generally straight and well made,
have small faces, with fresh complexions, and a sprightly and agreeable air. They are

haughty and jealous of their honour, but of very moderate ca|)acity. They are sober

and frugal, dexterous at mechanical trades, and fond of neatness. The Tartarian wo-
men are of a vvholesome complexion, rather than handsome, and of a good constitu-

tion : from their earliest infancy they are accustomed to labour, retirement, modesty,

and submission. The Tartars of Kazan take great care of the education of their chil-

dren. They habituate their youth to labour, to sobriety, and to a strict observance of

the manners of their ancestors. They are taught to read and write, and are instructed

in the Arabic tongue, and the principles of their religion. Even the smallest village

h«s its chapel, school, priest, and schoolmaster, though some of these priests and school-

masters are not much skilled in the Arabic language. The best Tartarian academies in

the Russian empire are those of Kazan, Tobolsk, and Astracan, which are under the

direction of the gagouns, or high-priests. It is not uncommon to find small collections

of historical anecdotes in manuscript in the huts of the boors j and their merchants, be-

sides what those little libraries contain, are pretty extensively acquainted with the his-

tory of their own people, and that of the circumjacent states, and with the antiquities

of each. Such as choose to make a progress in theology, enter themselves into the

schools of Bucharia, which are more complete than the others.

The Tartar citizens of Kazan, Orenberg, and other governments, carry on com--

merce, exercise several trades, and have some manufactories. Their manner of deal-

ing is chiefly by way of barter j coin Is very rarely seen among them, and bills of ex-

change never. They are not in general very enterprising j but as they extend their

connections by partners and clerks, many of them carry on a great deal of business,

which their parsimonious way of life renders very lucrative. At Kazan they make a

trade of preparing what is called in England Morocco leather. The villages of these

people comprehend frem ten to one hundred farms. Most of th^m also contain tanners,

sljoemakers, tailors, dyers, smiths, and carpenters.

la the city of Astracan they have a large magazine for goods, built of bricks, and

?;everal shops upon arches. They carry on an important commerce with the Armenians,

Persians, Indians, Bucharians ; and their manufactories of Morroco leather, cotton,

camelots, and silks, are in a very thriving state.

The Votiaks, who are a Finnish race, chiefly inhabit the government of Kazan.

Some of the Totiaks are Christians, but great part of them are heathens and idola-

ters
;
though even these believe the doctrine of a future state of rewards and punish-

ments.

The Ostiaks^ who are likewise a Finnish race, are one of the most numerous nations

of Siberia. Before they were in subjection to Russia, they were governed by princes

of their own nation, and their descendents are still reputed noble. These people di-

vide themselves into diiferent stocks or tribes, and they choose their chiefs from the

progeny of their ancient rulers. These maintain peace and good order, and superin-

tend the payment -cf the taxes. They are entirely unacquainted with the use of letters,

and are extremely ignorant.

The TcJiouwashes dwell along the two sides of the Volga, in the governments of

Kazan and Orenberg. They never live in towns, but assemble in smsill villages of

huts, and choose the forests for their habitations. They are very fond of hunting, and

procure fcr that purpose screw-barrel muskets, which they prefer to the bow. One of

their marriage-ceremonies is, that on the wedding night the bride is obliged to pull off
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Ker husband's boots. The husband exercises a lordly authority over the wife, and she

is obliged to obey all his commands without reply.

The Kahnucs are a courageous tribe, and numerous 3 for the most part raw-boned

and stout. Their visage is so flat, that the skull of a Kalmuc may be easily known

from others. They have thick lips, a small nose, and a short chin, the complexion a

reddish and yellowish brown. Their clothing is oriental, and their heads are exactly

Chinese. Some of their women wear a large golden ring in their nostrils. Their prin-

cipal food is animals, tame and wild ; and even their chiefs WiW feed upon cattle that

have died of distemper or age, and though the flesh be putrid 3 so that in every horde

the flesh-market has the appearance of a lay-stall of carrion : they eat likev;ise the roots

and plants of their deserts. They are great eaters, but can endure want for a long

time without complaint. Both sexes smoke continually : during the summer they re-

main in the northern, and in the winter in the southern deserts. They sleep upon felt

or carpeting, and cover themselves with the same.

The Voguls are rather below the middle stature. Their principal occupation is the

chace, in which they discover much eagerness and address, using indiscriminately fire-

arms, the bow, and the spear. They are also skilful in contriving traps, snares, and

gins, for various kinds of game.
The Kamtschadales have a lively imagination, a strong memory, and a great genius

for imitation. Their chief employments are hunting and fishing. The chace furnishes

them with sables, foxes, and other game. They are very expert at fishing, and are well

acquainliid. with the proper seasons for it. They eat and drink great quantities 3 but

as what they eat is alway cold, their teeth are very fine. Dogs are their only domestic

animals, and they put a high value upon them. Some of them travel in small carriages

drawn by dogs j and a complete Kamtschadalian equipage, dogs, harness, and all, costs

in that country near twenty rubies, or 41. 10s. The Kamtschadales believed the im-

mortality of the soul, before they were prevailed upon to embrace the Christian religion.

They are superstitious to extravagance, and extremely singular and capricious in the dif-

ferent enjoyments of life, particularly their convivial entertainments.

The manners of the Siberians w^ere formerly so barbarous, that Peter the Great thought

he could not inflict a greater punishment upon his capital enemies, the Swedes, than by
banishing them to Siberia. The effect w'as^, tlwt the Swedish officers and soldiers in-

troduced European usages- and manufactures into the country, and thereby acquired a

comfortable living. Kamtschatka is now considered as the most horrid place of exile

in the vast empire of Russia j and hither some of the greatest criminals are sent.

The Tangusiaiis^ who are the race of the Manchews, form one of the most numerous
nations of Siberia. They are of a middle stature, w^ll made, and of a good mien.

Their sight and hearing are of a degree of acuteness and delicacy that is almost incre-

dible
J
but their organs of smelling and feeling are considerably more blunt than ours.

They are acquainted with almost every tree and stone within the circuit of their usual

perambulation : and they can even describe a course of some hundred miles by the con-

figurations of the trees and stones they meet with, and can enable others to take the

same route by such descriptions. They also discover the tracks of the game by the com-
pression of the grass or moss. 'J'hey learn foreign languages with ease, are alert on
horseback, good lumters, and dexterous at the bow.

Cities, chief towns.] Astracan, situate on an island fonned by the river Volga,
near its entrance into the Caspian sea, is a large and populous city, containing about 70,000
inhabitants. It is about a league in circumference, and surrounded by a wall. It con-
tains twenty-five Hussian churches and two convents, and is tlie seat of a Greek bishop.

The Armenians, Lutherans, and Roman Catholics, have also their places of worship, and
even the Hindoos a temple.

Orenburg, the capital of the government of Ufa, was built in 1738, by order of the

empress Anne, at the conflux of the Or and Ural : but that situation being found in-

convenient, the inhabitants were removed, and the town buik lower down on the Ural-
in 1740. It is now a place of considrrable trade.

Tomsk, the chief town of the province of that name, in the government of Tobolsk,
is it place of considerable trade, and cpntains about iJOOO houses a^id SOOQ inhabitants
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Yakutsk, which gives name to a province in the government of Irkutsk, stands on thr-

river Lena \ it contains about five or six hundred wooden houses, and is defended by a

wooden fort. Ochotsk, which gives name to another province of the same government,
is a small town or rather station, situate at the mouth of the river Ochota, on a gulph
of the Eastern ocean, called the sea of Ochotsk.

7'obolsk, the chief town of the government of the same name, and considered as the

capital of all Siberia, is situate at the confluence of the Irtish and the Tobol. It con-

sists of two towns, called the upper and the lower town, and contains about 15,000 in-

habitants. It has a tolerably strong fortress. To this city are sent the Russian state-

prisoners who are banished into Siberia.

Bolchetskciostrog, which has the title of capital of Kamtschatka, and is the residence

of the governor, contains about 500 houses pretty regularly built.

Irkutsk, the capital of the government of that name, situate on the Angara, near the

lake Baikal, contains several churches and other edifices of stone, and about 12,000 in-

habitants. It is a place of considerable commerce, the caravans which trade between
Russia and China passing through it.

Manufactures, commerce.] There are manufactures of leather, and isinglass at

Astra'can j and a considerable trade is carried on there in salt, produced in great quan-

tities from the salt lakes and marshes in the vicinity of the Caspian sea as also in fish

procured from the same sea. The principal trade of Siberia is in sables and other furs,

which are purchased with avidity by the Chinese, who in return bring tea, silk, and
other commodities. The trade of the Kirgusses and Bucharians with Orenberg and
Omsk has been mentioned in the account of Independent Tartary.

Religion.] Some of the Tartars since the Russians have been settled in their coun-

try have become converts to Christianity j but the greater part of them still remain at-

tached to their old superstitions.

Tobolsk is a Greek archbishopric ; Irkutsk and Nershink are bishops' sees.

Antiqtjities.] In the environs of Astracaii the ruins of ancient Astracan are very

visible \ and the rubbish and ramparts of another respectable town still exist near Tzarit-

zin, on the left shore of the Volga. A little below the mouth of the Kama, which

empties itself into the above-mentioned river, are many superb monuments of the ancient

city Bulgari, consisting of towers, mosques, houses, and sepulchres, all built of stone or

brick. The oldest epitaphs have been there more than eleven centuries, and the most

modern at least four hundred years. Not far from hence, on the Tschcremtscham, a

little river that runs into the Volga, are found ruins somewhat more injured by the de-

predations of time : they are those of Boulmer, an ancient and very considerable city of

the Bulgarians. The Tartars have erected upon its ruins the small town of Bilyairsk.

In the fortress of Kazan is a monument of the ancient Tartarian kingdom of that name.

Its lofty walls are so broad, that they serve at present for ramparts j the turrets of which,

as well as the old palace of the khan, are built of hewn stone. Ascending the river

Kazanha, we meet with epitaphs, and the strong ramparts of the old city of Kazan,

Near the Ufa are cemeteiies full of innumerable inscriptions, and several sepulchral

vaults. The ramparts of Sibir, the ancient capital of Tartary, are still seen near To-
bolsk, upon the Irtish. The lofty walls of Tontoura appear yet in the Baraba, a little

gulph in the river Om \ and near the mouth of the Ural are the ditches of the city

Saratschik.

In many parts of Siberia, particularly near the river Jenissei, are stone tombs with

rude sculptures of human faces, camels, horsemen with lances, &c. In these tombs are

found human bones, as also the bones of horses and oxen, fragments of earthen ware, and

various ornaments and trinkets.

History.] The Russians, though they had made some incursions into the interior

parts of Asia as early as the middle of the fifteenth century, under the reign of John

Easilides, or Ivan Vassilievitch, had no fixed establishments there till nearly the middle

of the sixteenth j when Trogoncff or Strogonoff, a Russian merchant of Archangel,

having found means to open a trade for furs with Siberia, the czar then on the throne,

Ivan Vassilievitch II. to whom he disclose^' the nature of his connexions, promised him

protection, and in 1558 assumed the title of lord of Sibir or Siberia. Soon after.
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Yermac, a cliief of the Don Cossacs, being compelled by tlie progress of tbe Russian

conquests to submit, or seek some distant place of refuge, retired with a number of his

followers into Siberia, where, having defeated the Tartar khan of Sibir, he seized his

capital, and made it his residence ) but finding himself too weak to preserve his con-

quests, he applied to Russia for succours and protection, and sent a deputation to do

homage to the czar as his sovereign. In the course of two or three years after, almost

all the Cossacs were killed in repeated battles, and Yermac himself was drowned in at-

tempting to leap into a boat. The Russians, however, after many conflicts, secured to

themselves the possession of this extensive country ; and by the middle of the seventeenth

century had advanced to the river Amur, where they built some forts, which occasioned

hostilities between them aiid the Chinese, who destroyed the Russian forts. These dis-

putes were terminated by the treaty of Nershinsk, concluded in 1689, by which the

Argoon was made the boundary of the Russian and Chinese territories. The limits of

the former were somewhat enlarged in 1727. Kamtschatka was reduced under the

power of the Russians about the year 1711.

ISLANDS BELONGING TO RUSSIA, IN ASIA.

THE sea which separates the southern point of the peninsula of Kamtschatka from

Japan, contains a number of islands in k position from north-north-east to south-south-

west, which are called the KURILE ISLANDS. They are upw^ards of twenty in

number, are all mountainous, and in several of them are volcanoes and hot springs. The
principal of these islands are inhabited : but some of the little ones are entirely desert

and unpeopled. They differ much from each other, in respect both to their situation

and natural constitution. The forests in the more northern ones are composed of laryx

and pines j those in the southern produce canes, bamboos, vines, &c. In some of them
are bears and foxes. The sea-otter appears on the coasts of all these islands, as well as

whales, sea-horses, seals, and other amphibious animals. Some of the inhabitants of

these islands have a great likeness to the Japanese, in their manners, lITnguage, and per-

sonal appearance others very much resemble the Kamtschadales. The northern islands

acknowledge the sovereignty of the empire of Russia j but those of the south pay ho-

mage to Japan. The Kurilians discover much humanity and probity in their conduct,

and are courteous and hospitable j but adversity renders them timid, and prompts them
to suicide. They have a particular veneration for old age. They reverence an old

man whoever he be, but have an especial affection for those of their respective fainilies.

Their language is agreeable to the ear, and they speak and pronounce it slowly. Th<s
men are employed in hunting, fishing for sea animals and whales, and catching fowl.

Their canoes are made of the wood that their forests produce, or that the sea casts upon
their shores. The women have charge of the kitchen, and make clothes. In the north-

ern isles they sew, and make different cloths of the thread of nettles. The southern
islanders are more refined and polished than the northern, and carry on a sort of com-
merce with Japan, whither they export whale-oil, furs, and eagles' feathers to fledt^e ar-

rows v;ith. In return, they bring Japanese utensils of metal and varnislied wood, skillers,

sabres, different stulls, ornaments of luxury and parade, tobacco, all sorts of trinkets, nnd
small wares.

Between the eastern coast of Kamtschatka, and the \veslcrn coast of America, are

several groups of islands, divided by Mr iVluller into four principal groups *, the first two
of which are called the ALEUTIAN ISLANDS. * The first group, which is called

* Mr Coxc observes, that " the first project for makincr (Uscoverics in th:it toinpostuous sea which
lies between Kamtsc hatka and Anicric-.i was coiiceivct and planned by Pctcv I." ^'oya"es with that
view were accordingly undertaken at tlic exjjc nee of the crown

; but, when it was discovered that the
islands of that se;i abouudecl with vaUiaWc furs, private merchents immediately encased with ardour m
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by some of the islandevs Sasign^tm, comprehends, 1. Beering's Island j 2. Copper Island
^

3. Otma *, 4. Samyra, or Shemyia 3 5. Anakta. The second group is called Khao,
and comprises eight islands, viz. 1. Immak ; 2. Kiska j 3. Tchetchia j 4. Ava 5 5.

Kavia j 6. Tschangulek j 7. Ulagama j 8,. Amtschidga. The third general name is

Negho, and comprehends the islands known to the Russians under the name of An-
dreanoffski Ostrova ; sixteen of which are mentioned under the following names : 1.

Amatkinak 5 2. Ulak j 3. Unalga j 4. Navotsha 5. Uliga j 6. Anagin 5 7. Kagulak v

8. Illask, or Illak , 9. Takavanga, upon which is a volcano 5 10. Kanaga, which- has

also a volcano j 11. Leg ^ 12. Sketshuna ; 13. Tagaloon j 14. Gorleoi j 15. Otchu j 16.

Amla. The fourth group is called Kavalang, and comprehends sixteen islands j which
are called by the Russians Lyssic Ostrova, or the Fox Islands ; and which are named,
1. Amuchta ^ 2. Tschigama ^ 3. Tschegula j 4. Unistra j 5. Ulaga ; 6. Tauagulana ^ 7.

Kagamin 5 8. Kigalga 5 9. Skclmaga j 10. Umnak j 11. Agun-Aiashska , 12. Unimina
^

33. Uligan j 14. Anturo Leissume j 15. Semiditj 16. Senagak. 1

Some of these islands are only inhabited occasionally, and for some months in the
year, and others are very thinly peopled j but others have a great number of inhabitants,

who constantly reside in them. Copper Island receives its name from the copper which
the sea' throws upon its coasts. The nihabitants of these islands are in general of a
short stature, with strong robust limbs, but free and supple. They have lank black
Iiair and little beard, flattish faces, and fair skins. They are for the most part well

made, and of strong constitutions, suitable to the boisterous climate of their isles. The
inhabitants of the Aleutian isles live upon the roots which grow wild, and sea-animals.

They do not employ themselves in catching fish, though the rivers abound with all

kinds of salmon, and the sea with turbot. Their clothes are made of the skins of birds,

and of sea-otters.

The Fox inlands are so called from the great numbers of black, grey, and red foxes

with which they abound. The dress of the inhabitants consists of a cap, and a fur coat

which reaches down to the knee. Some of them wear common caps of a party-colour-

ed bird-skin, upon which they leave part of the wings and tail. On the fore part of

their hunting and fishing caps they place a small board like a skreen, adorned Vvitb the

jaw-bones of sea-bears, and ornamented with glass beads which they receive in bartet

from the Russians. At their festivals and dancing parties they use a much more showy
srort of caps. They feed upon the flesh of all sorts of sea animals, and generally eat it

raw. But if at any time they choose to dress their victuals, they make use of a hollow

stone ; having placed their fish or flesh therein, they cover it with another, and close

the interstices with lime or clay. They then lay it horizontally upon two stones, and
light a fire under it. The provision intended for keeping is dried without salt in the

open air. Their weapons consist of bows, arrows, and darts, and for defence they use

wooden shields.

The most perfect equality reigns among these islanders. They have neither chiefs

nor superiors, neither laws nor punisliments. They live together in families, and socie-

ties of several families united, v/hlch form what they call a race, who in case of an at-

tack, or defence, mutually aid and support each other. The inhabitants of the same

island always pretend to be of the same race j and every person looks upon his island as

a possession, the property of vv'hich is common to all the individuals of the same society.

Feasts are very common among them, and more particularly Vv^hen the inhabitants of

one island are visited by those of the others. The men of the village meet their guestfs

beating drums, and preceded by the women, who sing and dance. At the conclusion

of , tlie dance, the hosts serve up their best provisions, and invite their guests to partake

similar expeditions ; and within a period of ten years, more important discoveries were made by thost

Mdividuals, at their own private cost, than had hitherto been effected by all the efforts of the Crown.
The investigation of useful knowledge has also been greatly encouraged by the late empress of Russia ;

and the most distant parts of her vast dominions, and other countries and islands, have been explored,

at her expence, by persons of abilities and learning
j in consequence of which, considerable discoveriefs

have been made.
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bf the feast. They feed their children when very young with the coarsest flesh, and

for the most part raw. If an infant cries, the mother immediately carries it to the sea

side, and, whether it be summer or winter, holds it naked in the water until it is quiet.

This custom is so far from doing the children any harm, that it hardens them against

the cold, and they accordingly go barefooted through the winter without the least in-

convenience. They seldom heat their dwellings but, when they are desirous of warm-

ing themselves, they light a bundle of hay, and stand over it j or else they set fire to

train oil, w^iich they pour into a hollow stone. They have a good share of plain na-

tural sense, but are rather slow of understanding. They seem cold and indifierent in

most of their actions 5 but let iin injury, or even a suspicion only, rouse them from this

phlegmatic state, and they become inflexible and furious, taking the most violent re-

venge, without any regard to the consequences. The least affliction prompts them to

suicide 5 the apprehension of even an uncertain evil often leads them to despair, and

they put an end to their days with great apparent insensibility.

THE INDIAN AND ORIENTAL ISLANDS.

TH£ JAPAN ISLANDS consist of three large and 3. great number of small is-

lands, which constitute together what has been called the Empire of Japan. They are

situate about 150 miles east of China, between the 30th and 41st degree, of north lati-

tude, and between the 130th and i42d of east longitude. The largest of these islands

is called by th^ Japanese Niphon or Nipon j but by the Chinese, Sippon and Jepuen,

whence the European name of Japan. It is about 750 miles in length and 80 in

breadth. The islands of which this kingdom consists are divided into seven depart-

ments, which again are subdivided into sixty-eight provinces, and these into six hundred

and four districts.

The whole country consists almost entirely of mountains, hills, and valleys, and a

plain of any extent is scarcely to be seen. One of the highest mountains is named
Fusi : its summit reaches above the clouds, and it may be seen at the distance of many
leagues. There are several volcanoes in these islands, one of which is constantly in a

state of eruption. Gold is found in several parts *, but it is prohibited to dig more than

a certain stated quantity \ nor can any mine of any metal whatever be opened and
wrought, without the emperor's express permission. Tke heat in summer is very great,

and would be insupportable, were not the air cooled by the sea breezes. The cold in

winter is equally severe : the weather is in general changeable, and a great deal of rain

falls in the rainy season, rendering the soil, which is most industriously cultivated, exu-

berantly fertile. There seems to be no peculiar animals in these islands. There arc

buffaloes, wolves, foxes, and dogs. The horses, cattle, and sheep, are very few for a
country so populous. Its population, however, is not known with any degree of cer-

tainty j but if, as some accounts have stated, it maintains nearly half a million of men in

arms, the nimiber of inhabitants may be conjectured to be between twenty and thirty

iiiillions.

The complexions of the Japanesq are in general yellowish, althougli some few, chiefly

women, are almost white. 'Jlieir narrow eyes :\nd cyc-bro\vs arc like those of the

Chinese and Tartars, and their noses are short and thick. Their hair is universally

black.

The dress of the Japanese may with more propriety be termed national, than that of
any other part of the world j as it not only differs from that of every other nation, but
is uniform from the monarch down to tlic most inferior subject, similar in both sexes,

nnd (which almost surpasses belief) has been unchanged for the space of i2500 years.

It consists of one or more loose go\sns, tied about the middle with a sash. People of
rank have them made of silk, but the lower class of cotton sLufts, Women generally

Tt
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wear a greater number of tliem than men, and much longer, and liave them more orna-

mented, often with gold or silver flowers wovefi into the stulf. Their houses are built

with upright posts, crossed and wattled with bamboo, plastered both without and with-

in, and white-washed. They generally have two stories j but the uppermost is low, and
seldom inhabited. The roofs are covered with pantiles, large and heavy, but neatly

made. The floors are elevated two feet from the ground, and covered with planks, on
which mats are laid. The public buildings, such as temples and palaces, are larger, it

is true, and more conspicuous, but in the same style of architecture j and the roofs,

which are decorated with several towers of a singular appearance, are their greatest

ornament.

The towns are sometimes of a considerable size, always secured with gates, and fre-

quently surrounded with walls and fossees, and adorned with towers, especially if a

prince or governor of a province keeps his court there. The town of Jeddo, the capi-

tal of the island of Nipon, and of the whole country, is said to be twenty-one hours'

walk in circumference, or about twenty-one French leagues, and may vie in size with

Peking. The streets are straight and wide, and at certain distances divided by gates
5

and at each gate there is a very high ladder, from the top of which any fire that breaks

out. may be discovered, an accident that not unfrequentliy happens there several times in

the week.

The furniture of Japan is as simple as the style of building. Neither cupboards,

bureaus, sophas, beds, tables, chairs, watches, looking-glasses, nor any thing else of the

kind, are to be found in the apartments. To the greater part of these the Japanese

are utter strangers. Their soft floor mats serve them for chairs and tables. A small

board, about twelve inches square, and four in height, is set down before each person

in company at every meal, which is served up in one dish only at a time. Mirrors they

have, but never fix them up in their houses as ornamental furniture • they are made of

a compound metal, and used only at their toilets. Notwithstanding the severity of their

ivinters, which obliges them to warm their houses from November to March, they have

neither fire-places nor stoves j instead of these they use large copper pots standing upon
legs. These are lined on the inside with loam, on which ashes are laid to some depth,

and charcoal lighted upon them, w^hich seems to be prepared in some manner which
renders the fumes of it not at all dangerous. The first compliment offered to a stranger,

in their houses, is a dish of tea, and a pipe of tobacco. Fans are used by both sexes

equally ; and are, within or without doors, their inseparable companions. The whole
nation are naturally cleanly every house, whether public or private, has a bath, of

which constant and daily use is made by the whole family. Obedience to parents, and

respect to superiors, arc the characteristics of this nation. Their salutations and con-

versations between equals abound also with civility and politeness *, to this children are

early accustomed by the example of their parents. Their penal laws are very severe 5.

but punishments are seldom inflicted. Perhaps there is no country where fewer crimes

against society are committed. Commerce and manufactures flourish here
j
though as

these people have few wants, they are not carried to the extent which we see in Europe.

The islands of Japan are governed by a despotic sovereign called the Kubo ; besides

whom there is a spiritual or ecclesiastical emperor called the Dairi. The veneration

entertained for the latter is little short of the honours paid to their gods. He seldom

goes out of his palace, his person being considered as too sacred to be exposed to the

air, the rays of the sun, or the view of the common people. He is brought into the

world, lives, and dies, within the precincts of his court j the boundaries of which he

never once exceeds during his whole life. His hair, nails, and beard, are accounted so

sacred that they ?-re never suffered to be cleansed or cut by day-light j but this must
be done by stealth, during the night, whilst he is asleep His holiness never eats twice

olF the same plate, nor uses any vessel for his meals a second time : they are immediate-

ly broken to pieces after they are used, to prevent their fallmg into unhallowed hands.

He has twelve wives, only one of whom, is styled empress. Pie confers all titles of

honour *, but the real power of government is exercised by the kubo.

The Japanese are j^io\i^ idolaters, and so irreconcilable to Christianity, that it is com-

monly said the Dutch, v;ho are the only Euicpean nation vath whom they now trade.
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pretend themselves to be no Christians, and humour the .Tapane§.e in the most absurd

superstitions. Eut notwithstanding all this compliance, the natives are very shy and

rigorous, in all their dealings with the Dutch ; and Nagasaki, in the island of Dczima,

is the only port they are suffered to enter. The Japanese trade with no foreign nation

but the Dutch and Chinese j and in both casks with companies of privileged merchants.

According to Thunberg, however, a late traveller to Japan, the trade of the Dutch to

that country, even in time of peace, was become so inconsiderable in 1717, that the

Company only employed in it two ships. Formerly, as they paid there no duty either

on their exports or imports, they were accustomed to send an annual present to the

emperor, consisting of cloth, chintzes, cottons, stuffs, and trinkets. The Japanese are

excellent workmen in iron and copper j their manufactures of silk and cotton yield to

those of no eastern country j tlie excellence of their lacquered or jappaned ware is well

known 5 and their porcelain is deemed supeiior to that of China.

The island of FORMOSA is situate to the east of China, near the province of Fo-

kien, and is divided into two parts by a chain of mountains, which runs through the

middle, from south-east to north-west. This is a very fine island and abounds in all

the necessaries of life. That part of the island which lies to the west of the mountains be-

longs to the Chinese, who consider the inhabitants of the eastern parts as savages. The
inhabitants of the cultivated parts are Chinese, or at least have adopted their manners

and habits.

The Chinese have likewise made themselves masters of several other islands in these

seas, among which, that of AlN"AN is between sixty and seventy leagues long, and be-

tween fifty and sixty in breadth. It is distant only twelve miles from the main land of

the province of Canton. The original inhabitants are a shy and timid people, and live

in the most unhealthy part of the island the coast and cultivated parts, which are very*

valuable, being possessed by the Chinese.

The LADRONE islands, of which the chief is Guam (in north latitude 14, east

longitude 140^ are about twelve in number. Their name signifies the island of rob-

bers, the natives, when they were first discovered by Magellan, or Magalhaens, being,

like most other savages, much addicted to pilfering. These islands were then, it is

said, very populous
j
Guam, which is about forty leagues in circuit, having thirty thou-

sand inhabitants. Lord Anson, in his voyage round the world, landed at one of them
(Tinian) where he found great refreshment for himself and his crew.

The PHILIPPINES are said to be 1100 in number, lying-in the Chinese Sea (part

of the Pacific Ocean) 300 miles south-east of China, of which Manilla, or Luconia, the
chief, is 400 miles long and 200 broad. The inhabitants consist of Chinese, Ethio-
pians, Malays, Spaniards, Portuguese, Pintadoes, or painted people, and Mcstes, a mix-
ture of all these. The property of the islands belongs to the king of Spain, they hav-
ing been discovered by Magellan, and afterwards conquered by the Spaniards, in the

reign of Philip II. from whom they take their name. Their situation is such, between
the eastern and western continents, that the inhabitants trade with Mexico and Peru,
as well as with all the islands and ports of the East Indies. Two ships from Acapulco,
in Mexico, carry on this commerce for the Spaniards, who make 400 per cent, profit.

The country is fruitful in all tiie necessaries of life, and beautiful to the eye. Venison
of all kinds, buffiilocs, ho^s, she-ep, goals, and a particular large species of monkevs, are
found here in great plenty. The nest of the bird salignn atfords that dissolving jolly

which is so voluptuous a rarity at European tables. Many European fruits and fio\vcrV

thrive surprisingly in these islands. If a sprig of an orange or lemon tree is planted
here, it becomes wilhiu the year a fruit-bearing tree j so that the verdure and luxurian-
cy of the soil are almost incredible. The tree amct supplies the natives with water

j

find there is also a kind of cane, whicli, if cut, yields clear water enough for a draught
5

this abounds in the mountains, where water is most wanted.
The city of Manilla contains about 3U00 inhabitants ; its port Is Cavite, lying at tlie

distance of three leagues, and deft ndcd by the castle of St Philip. In the year 17oi:,
Manilla was reduced by the English under general Draper and admiral Ciunisii, who
took it by storm, and humanely suHered the aichbiihop, who was the Spaaiish viceroy

T ta-
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at the same time, to ransom the place for about a million sterling. The bargain, hoir-

ever, was ungenerously disowned by him and the court of Spain, so that great part of
the ransom never was paid. The Spanish government is settled there, but the Indian
inhabitants pay a capitation tax. The other islands, particularly Mindanao, the largest

next to Manilla, are governed by petty princes of their own, whom they call sultans.

The sultan of Mindanao is a Mohammedan.
Though these islands are enriched with all the profusion of nature, yet they are sub-

ject to most dreadful earthquakes, thunder, rains, and lightning 5 and the soil is pester-

ed with many noxious and venomous creatures, and even herbs and flowers, whose poi-

sons kill almost instantaneously. Some of their mountains are volcanoes.

The MOLUCCAS, commonly called the Spice or Clove Islands, are not out of

sight of each other, and lie all within the compass of twenty-five leagues to the south

<3f the Philippines, in 125 degrees of east longitude, and between one degree south, and
two north latitude. They are in number five, viz. Bachian, Machian, Motyr, Ternate,

and Tydore. These islands produce neither corn nor rice, so that the inhabitants live

upon bread made of sago. Their chief produce consists of cloves, mace, and nutmegs,
in vast quantities ) which are monopolised by the Dutch with so much jealousy, that

they destroy the plants, lest the natives should sell the supernumerary spices to other

nations. These islands, after being subject to various powers, are now governed by
three kings, subordinate to the Dutch. Ternate is the largest of them, though not
more than thirty miles in circumference. The Dutch have here a fort called Victoria ^

and another called Fort Orange, in Machian.

The BANDA, or Nutmeg Islands, are situate between 127 and 128 degrees of

east longitude, and between four and five south latitude. Banda, or Lantor, is not more
than eight miles in length, and five in breadth. The names of the other islands of this

group are Rossigen, Nera, Gonong, Way, and Rohn. These islands were all subject to

the Dutch, but were taken by the English in 1796, at which time their annual produce

was about 163,000 pounds of nutmegs, and 46,000 pounds of mace. The nutmeg-tree

grows to the size of a pear-tree, the leaves resembling those of the laurel, and bears fruit

from the age of ten to one hundred years. The great nutmeg harvest is in July and

August.

AMBOYNA. This island is, in some respects, the most considerable of the Mo-
luccas, which, in fact, it commands. It is situate in the Archipelago of St LazaruSy

between the third and fourth degrees of south latitude, 120 leagues to the east-

•ivard of Batavia. It is about 70 miles in circumference. When the Portuguese were

driven off this island, the trade of it was carried on by the English and Dutch and the

barbarities of the lattter, in first torturing and then murdering the English, and thereby

engrossing the whole trade, and that of Banda, can never be forgotten. This tragical

event happened in 1622. Amboyna w^as taken by the English, with the other spice is-

lands, in 1796 y but they were all restored by the treaty of Amiens in 1802..

The island of CELEBES, or MACASSAR, is situated under the equator, between

the island of Borneo and the Spice Islands, at the distance of 160 leagues from Batavia,

^nd is 500 miles long and 200 broad. This island, notwithstanding its heat,, is render-

ed habitable by breezes from the north, and periodical rains. Its chief productions are

pepper, and opium and the natives are expert in the study of poisons, with a variety of

which nature has furnished them. The Dutch have a fortification on this island j but

the internal part of it is governed by three kings, the chief of whom resides in the town

of Macassar. In this, and indeed in almost all the Oriental islands, the inhabitants live

in houses built on large posts, which are accessible only by ladders,, which they pull up

in the night-time, for their security against venomous animals. They are said to be

hospitable and faithful, if not provoked. They carry on a large trade with the Chinese.

Their port of Jampoden is the most capacious of any in that part of the world.

GILOLO, situate likewise under the equator, is about 230 miles long and 40 broad,

produces rice and sago, but no spices, though it lies so near the spice islands. It is in-

habited by a fierce and savage race of people.

CERAM is about 190 miles long and 40 broad. The Dutch have a fort here; and
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have destroyed almost all the clove-trees on the island, to enhance the value of those of

the other isiands.

The SUNDA ISLANDS are situate in the Indian Ocean, between 93 and 120

degrees of east longitude, and between eight degrees north, and eight degrees south la-

titude, comprehending the islands of Borneo, Sumatra, Java, Bailay, Lamboe, Banca,

&LC. The three fir-st, from their great extent and importance, require to be sepa-

rately described.

BORNEO is 800 miles long, and 700 broad, and, till New-Holland was discovered

to be an island, was considered as the largest in the world The inland part of the

country is marshy and unhealthy j and the inhabitants live in towns built upon floats in

the middle of the rivers. The soil produces rice, cotton, canes, pepper, camphor, the

tropical fruits, gold, and excellent diamonds. The famous ouran-outang is a native of

this country, and is thought of all irrational beings to resemble a man the most. The
original inhabitants live in the mountains, and make use of poisoned darts j but the sea

coast is governed by Mohammedan princes. The chief port of this island is Benjar-

Masseen, and carries on a commerce with all trading nations.

SUMATRA has Malacca on the north, Borneo on the east, and Java on the south-

east, from which it is separated by the straits of Sunda -y it is divided into two equal

parts by the equator, extending five degrees and upwards north-west of it, and five on

the south-east j and is 1000 miles long, and 100 broad. This isUv;d produces so much
gold that it has been thought to be the Ophir* mentioned in the scriptuies j but Mr
Marsden, in his late history of the island, thinks it was unknown to the ancients.—Its

chief trade with the Europeans is in pepper. The English East-India Company have

two settlements here, Bencoolen and Fort Marlborough, from whence they bring their

chief cargoes of pepper. The king of Achen is the chief of the Mohammedan princes

who possess the sea-coasts. The interior parts are governed by pagan princes j and the

natural products of Sumatra are pretty much the same with those of the adjacent

islands.

Rain is very frequent here j sometimes very heavy, and ahnost always attended with

thunder and lightning. Earthquakes are not uncommon, and there are several volca-

noes on the island. The people who inhabit the coast are Malays, who came hither

from the peninsula of Malacca j but the interior parts are inhabited by a very different

people, and who have hitherto had no connection with the Europeans. Their language

and character difl^r much from those of the Malays ; the latter using the Arabic cha-

racter. The people between the districts of the English company and those of the

Dutch at Palimbau, on the Qther side of the island, write on long narrow slips of the

bark of a tree, v;ith a piece of bamboo. They begin at the bottom, and write from the

left hand to the right, contrary to the custom of other eastern nations. These inhabi-

tants of the interior parts of Sumatra are a free people, and live in small villages called

Doosans, independent of each other, and governed each by its own chief. All of them
have laws, some written ones, by which they punish offenders, and terminate disputes.

They have almost all of them, and particularly the women, large swellings In the throat,

some nearly as large as a man's head, but in general as big as an ostrich's egg, like the

goitres of the Alps. That part of this island which is called the Cassia country, is well
inhabited by a people called Battas, who differ from all the other inhabitants of Suma-
tra in language, manners, and customs. They have no king, but live in villages inde-

pendently of each other, and generally at variance witli one another. Thcv fortifv

theif villages very strongly with double fences of camphor-plank, pointed, and placed
with their points projecting outwards j and between these fences they place pieces of
bamboo, hardened by fire, and likewise jwlnted, which are concealed bv the i^rass, but
which will run quite through a man's foot. Such of their enemies whom thev take
prisoners, they put to death and eat; and their skulls they hang up as trophies in the
houses where the unmarried men and boys cat and sleep. They allow of polygamv : ;i

* There is a mountain in the island which is called Ophir by the Europeans, vvhrse snnnnit, above
f.he level of the sea, is iect, exccedini^ in hci;;ht the Teak oiTcnciilVo by :->";7 leet.
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man may purchase as many ^vives as he pleases but their number seldom exceeds eight.

All their wives live in the same house with the husband, and the houses have no par-

tition ; but each Vv^ife has her separate fire-place. It is in this country that most of
the cassia sent to £urope is produced. The cassia tree grows to fifty or sixty feet in

height, with a stem of about two feet in diameter, and a beautiful and regular spreading

head. Within about ninety miles of Sumatra is the island of ENGANHO, which i§

yery little known, on account of the terrible rocks and breakers which entirely sur-

round it. It is inhabited by naked savages, w^ho are tall and well made, and who ge-

nerally appear armed wath lances and clubs, and speak a different language from the in-

habitants of any of the neighbouring islands.

The greatest part of JAVA belongs to the Dutch j who have here erected a kind of

commercial monarchy, the capital of which is Batavia, a noble and populous city, lying

in the latitude of six degrees south, at the mouth of the river Jucata, and furnished with

one of the finest harbours in the world. The town itself is built in the manner of those

in Holland, and is about a league and a half in circumference, with five gates, and sur-

rounded with regular fortifications j but^its suburbs are said to be ten times more popu-
lous than itself. The government here is a mixture of eastern magnificence and Euro-
pean police, and held by the Dutch governor-general of the Indies. When he appears

abroad, he is attended by his guards and officers, and wnth a splendour superior to that

of any European potentate, except upon some solemn occasions. This city is as beau-

tiful as it is strong 5 and its fine canals, bridges, and avenue, render it a most agreeable

residence. The description of it, its government, and public edifices, have employed
whole volumes. The citadel, w^iere the governor has his palace, commands the town
and the suburbs, which are inhabited by natives of almost every nation in the world :

the Chinese residing in this island were computed at 100,000 but about 30,000 of

that nation were barbarously massacred, without the smallest offence ever proved upon
them, in 1740. This massacre was too unprovoked and detestable to be defended even

by the Dutch, who, when the governor arrived in Europe, sent him back to be tried at

^Batavia j but he never has been heard of since. A Dutch garrison of 3000 men con-

stantly resides at Batavia j and about 15,000 troops are quartered in the island, and the

neighbourhood cf the city.

The ANDAMAN and NICOBAR islands. These islands lie at the entrance of

the bay of Bengal, and furnish provisions, consisting of tropical fruits and other neces-

saries, for the ships that touch there. They are otherwise too inconsiderable to be men-

tioned. They are inhabited by a harmless inoffensive people.

CEYLON. This island, though not the largest, is thought to be, by nature, thp

richest and finest island in the world. It is situated in the Indian Ocean, near cape Co-

morin, the southern extremity of the Hither Peninsula of India, being separated from

the coast of Coroniandcl by a narrow strait, and is 250 miles long, and 200 broad. The
natives call itj with some show of reason, the terrestrial paradise ; and it produces, be-

sides excellent fruits of all kinds, long pepper, fine cotton, ivory, silk, tobacco, ebony,

musk, crystsil, salt-petre, sulplmr, lead, iton, steel, copper , besides cinnamon, gold and

silver, and all kinds of precious stones, except diamonds. All kinds of fowl and fish

abound here. Kvery part of the island is well wooded and w^atered ; and besides some

curious animals peculiar to itself, it has plenty of cows, buffaloes, goats, hogs, deer, hares,

dogs, and other quadrupeds The Ceylon elephant is preferred to all others, especially

if spotted ; but several noxious animals, such as serpents and ants, are likewise found

here. The chief comm.odity of the island is its cinnamon, which is by far the .best in

all Asia. Th r igh its trees grow in great profusion, yet the best is found in the neigh-^

bourhood of Columbo, late the chief settlement of the Dutch, and Negambo. The mid=.

die part of the country is mountainous and woody, so that the rich and beautiful valleys

Tvere left in.the posessipn of the Dutch, who had in a manner shut up the king in his ca-

pital city. Candy, which stands on a mountain in the middle of the island,^ so that he

had scarcely any communication with other nations, or any property in the riches of his

own dominions. The descendants of the ancient inhabitants are called Cinglasses
;
who,

though idplatersj value themselves upon maintaining their ancient law^ and customs.
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Tliey are, in general, a saber inoffensive people : and are mingled with Moors, Mala-

bars, Portuguese, and Dutch.

It may be here proper to observe, that the cinnamon-tree, which is a native of this

island, has two (if not three) barks, which form the true cinnamon j the trees of a mid-

dling growth and age afford the best ^ and the body of the tree, which, when stripped,

is white, serves for building, and other uses. In 1656, the Dutch were invited by the

natives of this delicious island to defend them against the Portuguese, whom they expel-

led and afterwards monopolised it to themselves. In January 178 2, Trincomale, the

chief sea-port of the island, was taken by the English, but soon afterwards retaken by

the French, and restored to the Dutch by the following treaty of peace. In August

1795, it was again taken by the English, to whom it was confirmed by the treaty of

Amiens, and in whose possession it still remains.

The MALDIVES. These are a vast cluster of small islands or little rocks just

above the water, lying between the equator and eight degrees north latitude, near Cape
Comorin. They are chiefly resorted to by the Dutch, who carry on a profitable trade

with the natives for couries, a kind of small shells, which go, or rather formerly went
for money, upon the coasts of Guiaea and other parts of Africa, The cocoa of the'

Maldives is an excellent commodity in a medical capacity. " Of this tree (says a wel^

informed author) they build vessels of twenty or thirty tons ^ their hulls, masts, sails,

rigging, anchors, cables, provisions, and firing, are all from this useful tree."

We have already mentioned BOMBAY, on the Malabar coast, in speaking of Hin-
doostan. With regard to the language of all the Oriental islands, nothing certain can
be said. Each island has a particular tongue ; but the Malayan, Chinese, Portuguese,

Dutch, and Indian words, are so frequent among them, that it is difjicult for an Euro-
pean, who is not very expert in those matters, to know the radical language. The
same may be almost said of their religion j for though its original is certainly pagan, yet

it is intermixed with many Mohammedan, Jewish, Christian, and other foreign super-

stititions.

AFRICA.

AFRICA, the tliird Grand Division of the Globe, in shape bears some resemblance
to the form of a pyramid, the base being the northern part of it, which runs

along the shores of the Mediterranean j and the point or top of the pyramid, the Cape
of Good Hope. Africa i^ a peninsula of a prodigious extent, joined to Asia only by a
neck of land, about sixty miles over, between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean, usu-
ally called the Isthmus of Suez : and its utmost length from north to south, from Cape
Bona in the Mediterranean, in 37 degrees north, to the Cape of Good Hope in 34-7
south latitude, is 4,900 miles; and the broadest part, from Cape Verd, in 17-20 degrees
west longitude, to Cape Guardasui, near the straits of Babel-Mandcl, in 51-20 east lon-
gitude, is 4,500 miles from east to west. It is bounded on the north by the Mediter-
ranean Sea, which separates it from Europe ; on the east by the Isthmus of Suez, the
Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean, which divides it from Asiaj on the south by the South-
ern Ocean

3 and on the west by the great Atlantic Ocean, which separates it f.om
America. As the equator divides this extensive country almost in the middle, and the
far greater part of it is within the tropics, the heat is in many places almost insupport-
able to an European; it being there increased by the rays of the sun, from vast dcscrls
of burning sands. The coasts, however, and banks of rivers, such as the Nile, are ge-
nerally fertile

; and most parts of this region are inhabited, though it is far from being
?o popolous as Europe avid Asia. From wkat has been said, the reader cannot expecV.
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to find nere a variety of climates. In many parts of Africa, snow seldom falls in th«

plains 'y and it is generally never found but on the tops of the highest mountains. The
natives in these scorching regions would as soon expect that marble should melt, and
flow in liquid streams, as that water, by freezing, should ipse its fluidity, be arrested by
the cold, and, ce,asing to flow, become like the solid rock.

The most considerable rivers in Africa are the Gambia, which falls into the Atlantic

or Western Ocean at Cape St Mary, and is navigable for ships of 150 tons burden, five

Imndred miles from its source j the Senegal, which rises about a hundred miles east of

thp Gambia, and falls, likewise, into the Atlantic Ocean, about eighty mile» north of

Cape Verd, after running a much longer course. The Niger, which rises about ninety

miles to the east of the head of the Senegal, and runs eastw,ard by Tombuctoo, Hous-

sa, and Cashno, terminating, as is supposed, in some lakes farther to the eastward ; and

the Nile, which, dividing Egypt into two parts, discharges itself into the Mediterranean,

after a prodigious course frora its source in Abyssinia. The most considerable moun-
tains in Africa are the Atlas, a ridge extending from the Western Ocean, to which it

gives the name of Atlantic Ocean, as far as Egypt —it had its name from a king of

Mauritania, a great lover of astronomy, -^vho used to observe the stars from its summit
j

cn which account the poets represent him as bearing the heavens on his shoulders \—the

mountains of the Moon, extending themselves between Abyssinia and Monomotapa or

Mocoranga, and which are still higher than those of Atlas; those of Sierra Leone, orjthe

Mountain of the Lions, which divide Nigritia from Guinea, and extend as far as Ethiopia.

These latter were styled by the ancients the Mountains of the God, on account of their

being subject to thunder and lightmng. The Peak of Teneriffe, which the Dutch make
their first meridian, is about two miles high, in the form of a si.tgar loaf, and is situated

on an island of the same name near the coast. The most noted capes or promontories

in this country are Cape Verd, so called because the land is always covered xvith green

trees and mossy ground
\
— it is the most westerly point of the contincHt of Africa

—

and the Cape of Good Hope, so denominated by the Portuguese, when they first went

round it in 14S9, and discovered the passage to Asia. This is the southern extremity

of Africa, in the country of the Hottentots j and the general rendezvous of ships of

everj nation who trade to India, being about half way from Europe. There is but one

strait in Africa, which is called Eabel-Mandel, and joins the ked Sea with the Indian

Ocean.

,
The situation of Africa for commerce is extremely favourable, standing as it were ii^

the centre of the globe, and having thereby a much nearer communication with Europe,

Asia, and America, than any of the other quarters has with the rest. That it abounds

with gold, we have not only the testimony of the Portuguese, the Dutch, the English,

^ Thi^ river has l©ng been an object of research and disfiute with respect to its origin and course. Ac.

cording to Mr Lucas's communications to the African ABSOciatiori, ** the rise and the termination of

the Niger are unknown', but the course is from east to nvestJ' He adds, so great is its rapidity,

that no vessel can ascend its stream ;^ and such is the want of skill, oT Such the absehce of commer-

cial inducements, among the nations which inhabit its bordep, that, eyen with the fi^rrent, neither

vessels nor boats are seen to navigate. ' That the people who livo in the neighbourhood of the Niger

should refuse to profit by its navigation, may justly surprise the traveller ; but much greater is his

fistonishment, when he finds that even the food'vi^hich the bounty of the stream would give, is use-

lessly offered to their acceptance; for such is the want of skill, orWh the settled dislike of the peo-

ple, to this soi-t of provision, that the fish, with which the river abounds, are left in undisturbed pos-

session of the waters." (Proceedings of the African Association, p. 188-189. } It was also generally be-

lieved, that the Garabia and Senegal were branches of the Niger. All these reports are, however,

fully disproved by the late discoveries of Mr Park, who reached the banks of the Niger, or as itis cal»

ed by the natives, the Jbliba, at Sego, the capital of Bardbatra, where he saw it " flowing slonxjly t(»

he eastmjcird:' Oh the river were numerous canoes ; and, proceeding farther, he tells us that he

*' passed a great many villages, inhabited chiefly by fishfirrnen, who caught great plenty of hsh, by

means of long cotton nets, which they make themselves, and use nearly in the same manner as nets

are used in Europe." Those who would sec more concerning this celebrated river, and the ditterent

opinions and notices of ancient and modern giebgrapbers and travellers, relative to its rise, course, anft

termination, may consult the ample and ingenious disquisition on that subject, in Major Reftnel

Ueograi^hical Illuitration ofAfriccfi subjoined to Mr Park's Travelfo •
>

*
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and llie French, who liave settlements on the coast of Africa, but that of the most au-

thentic ancient historians. It is, however, the misfortune of Africa, that, though it has

10,000 miles of sea-coast, with noble, large, deep rivers^ it should have no navigation,

nor receive any ben^efit from them *, and that it should be inhabited by an innumerable

people, ignorant of commerce, and of each other. At the mouths of these rivers are

the most excellent harbours, deep, safe, calm, sheltered from the wind, and capable of

being made perfectly secure by fortifications j but quite destitute of shipping, trade, and

merchants, even where there is plenty of merchandise. In short, Africa, though a full

quarter of the globe, stored with an inexhaustible treasure, and capable, under proper

improvements, of producing so many things, delightful as well as convenient, within it-=

self, seems to be almost entirely neglected, not only by the natives, who are quite unsoli-

citous of reaping the benefits which nature has provided for them, but also by the more ci=.

vilised Europeans who are settled in it, particularly the Portuguese.

Africa once contained several kingdoms and states eminent for the liberal arts, for

•wealth and power, and the most extensive commerce. The kingdoms of Egypt, and
Ethiopia, in particular, were much celebrated j and the rich and powerful state of Car-

thage, that once formidable rival to Rome itself, extended her commerce to every part

of the known world 3 even the British shores were visited by her fleets, till Juba, who
was king of Mauritania, but tributary to the republic of Carthage, unhappily called in the

Romans, who, with the assistance of the Mauritanians, subdued Carthage, and, by de-

grees, all the neighbouring kingdoms and states. After this, the natives, constantly

plundered, and consequently impoverished, by the governors sent from Rome, neglected

their trade, and cultivated no more of their lands than might serve for their subsistence.

Upon the decline of the Roman empire, in the fifth century, the north of Africa was
over-run by the Vandals, w^ho contributed still more to the destruction of arts and
sciences

^
and, to add to this country's calamity, the Saracens made a sudden conquest

of all the coasts of Egypt and Barbary, in the seventh century. These were succeeded

by the Turks j and both being of the Mohammedan religion, whose professors carried

desolation with them wherever they came, the ruin of that once flourishing part of the

world was thereby completed.

The inhabitants of this continent, with respect to religion, may be divided into three

sorts
J
namely. Pagans, Mohammedans, and Christians. The first are the more numer-

ous, possessing the greatest part of the country, from the tropic of Cancer ta the Cape
of Good Hope j and these are generally black. The Mohammedans, who are of a
tawny complexion, possess Egypt, and almost all the northern shores of Africa, or what
is called the Barbary coast. The people of Abyssinia, or the Upper Ethiopia, are de-

nominated Christians, but retain many Pagan and Jewish rites. There are also some
Jews in the north of Africa, who manage all the little trade that part of the country i;

possessed of.
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Though we are little acquainted with the boundaries, and even with the names, of
many of the inland countries of Africa, that Continent may be divided according to the

following Table.

Nations.
Length.

Breadth.

Square

Miles.

Chief

Cities.

iDist. and
bearing from

London.

um. 01

time from

London.
Religion.

' Morocco, 7
1 asiiet, o*-c. 3
Algiers

Tunis

Tripoli

Barca

500

480

220
700

400

480

100

170
240
300

219,400

143,600

75,000
R linn0 0,'*vU

Fez

Algiers

Tunis

Tripoli

Polemeta

, 1080 S.

920 S.

y.yu oil-.

1260 SE.
14.4,0 *IF

0 24 aft.

0 13 bef. \

u 39 Der.

0 56 bef.

1 .^o Dei.

Moham.

Moham.
Moham.
Moham.
ivionam.

Egypt 600

2500

250 l^'U, < UU Grand Cairo 1 QQn "sTT ^ Ai Dei. Moham.

Bileaulgerid 350 A o c r\i'\r\4oD,UUU Dara JOOtJ O. 0 32 aft. Pagans.

Zaara 3400 660 739,200 Tegessa 1800 S. 0 24 aft. Pagans.

Negroland 2200 840 1,026,000 Madinga 2500 S. 0 38 aft. Pagans.

Guinea

Nubia

1800 360 510,000 Benin 2700 S: 0 20 bef. Pagans.

940 600 264,000 Nubia 2418 SE. 2 12 bef. M. 6c Pag.

Abyssinia 900 800 378,000 Gondar 2880 SE. 2 30 bef. Christians

Abex 540 130 160,000 Doncala 3580 SE. 2 36 bef. Ch. & Pag.

The middle parts, called Lower Ethiopia, are very little known to the Europeans, but are com-
puted at 1,200,000 square miles.

Loango. 410 300 49,400
j
Loango 8300 S. 0 44 bef. Ch. & Pag.

Congo. 540 420 172,800 St Salvador 3480 S. 1 0 bef
Ch. & Pag.

Angola 360 250 3 ,400 Loan do 3750 S. 0 58 bef.
Ch. & Pag.

Pagans.Benguela. 430 180 64,000 Benguela 3900 S. 0 58 bef.

Mataman

Ajan

450 240 144,000 No Towns * * Pagans.

900 300 234,000 Brava 3702 SE 2 40 bef. Pagans.

Zanguebar 1400 350 275,000
Melinda or

Mozambiq.
444« SE. 2 38 bef. Pagans.

Monomotapa 960 6S0 222,500 Monomotapa 4500 S. 1 18 bef. Pagans.

Monemugi 900 660 310,000 Chicova 4260 SE. 1 44 bef.

'

Pagans.

Sofola 480 300 97,000 Sofola 4600 SE. 1 18 bef. Pagans;

Texra de Nat. 600 350 184,000 No Towns * * * * * Pagans.

Caffraria or 7

j

Hottentot 5
708 660 200,340

Cape of Good
Hope.

5200 S, 1 14 bei.
Most stupid

Pagans.
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The principal Islands of Africa lie in tlie Indian Seas and Atlantic Oceans of which

ihe following belong to, or trade with, the Europeans, and serve to refresh their ship-

ping to and from India.

Islands. Sq. Miles,

Babel-IVIandel, at the entrance of the 7
Red Sea .... 5

Zocotra, in the Indian Ocean . . .

The Comoia Isles, ditto ....
Madagascar, ditto

Mauritius, ditto

Bourbon, ditto

St Helena, in the Atlantic Ocean
Ascension, ditto

St Matthew, ditto

St Thomas, Anaboa,
Prince Island, Fer-

nandopo
Cape Verd Islands, ditto . . . .

Goree, ditto ........
Canaries, ditto

Madeiras, ditto

The Azores, or Western Isles,

lie nearly at an equal dis- /
^.^^

tance from Europe, Africa, l"
^

ditto

and America

3,600

1,000

168,000

1,840

2.100

2,000

1,500

2,000

Towns.

Babel-Mandel

Caulasia . .

Joanna
St Austin
Mauritius

Bourbon . ,

St Helena .

St Thomas, Anaboa

St Domingo . . .

Fort St Michael
Palma, St Chistopher

Santa Cruz, Funchal

Angra, St. Michael

Trade with or

belong to.

All Nations

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

French
Ditto

English

Uninhabited

Ditto

Portuguese

Ditto

French
Spanish

Portuguese

Ditto

We shall now proceed to describe particularly the more considerable countries of
Africa, as far as they are known to Europeans, from the accounts of the latest travellers

5
beginning, as usual, from the west and north, with the States of Barbary.

THE STATES OF BARBARY.

UNDER this head are included the countries of, 1. Morocco and Fez 2. Algiers
j

3. Tunis 4. Tripoli and Barca.

The empire of Morocco, including Fez, is bounded on the north by the Mediterra-
nean Sea

;
on the south b^ Tafilet j and on the east, by Segelmessa and the kingdom

of Algiers being 500 miles in length, and 480 in breadth.

Fez, which is now united to Morocco, is about 123 miles in length, and much the
same in breadth. It lies between the kingdom of Algiers tp the east, and Morocco
on the south, and is surrounded on other parts by the sea.

AlglERS, formerly a kingdom, is bounded on the east by the kingdom of Tunis on
the north by the Mediterranean, on the south by Mount Atlas, and on the west by th^
kingdoms of Morocco and Tafilet. According to Dr Shaw, this country extends in
length 4S0 miles along the coast of the Mediterranean, and k between 40 and 100 miles
in breadth.

Tunis is bounded by the Mediterranean on the north and east by the kingdom of
Algiers on the west and by Tripoli, with part of Eilcdulgerid, on tlie south

j
being

220 miles in length iVom north to south, and 170 in breadth from east to west.
Tripoli, including Barca, is bounded on the north bv the Mediterranean Sea ; on the

south, by the country of the Beribercs^ on the west, by the kingdom of Tunis, BileduU
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geridj and the territory of the Gadamis j and on the east by Egypt ; extending about
1100 miles along the sea-coast j and the breadth is from 1 to 300 miles.

Each capital bears the name of the staftc or kingdom to which it belongs.

The Barbary states form a great political confederacy, however independent each
may be as to the exercise of its internal polity j nor is there a greater difference than

happens in different provinces pf the same kingdom, in the customs and manners of the

inhabitants,

Animals.J Neither the elephant nor the rhinoceros are to be found in the states of

barbary ; but their deserts abound with lions, tigers, leopards, hyaenas, and monstrpus

serpents. The Barbary horses were formerly very valuable, and thought equal to the

Arabian. Though their breed is now said to be decayed, yet son>e very fine ones are

occasionally imported into England. Dromedaries, asses, mules, and kumrahs, a most
serviceable creature, begot by an ass upon a cow, are their beasts of burden.

But from the services of the camel they derive the greatest advantages. This useful

quadruped enables the African to perform his long and toilsome journies across the con-

tinent. The camel is, therefore, (says Mr Bruce) emphatically called the S/ii/j of the

Deseri, He seems to have been created for this very trade, endued with parts and qua-
lities adapted to the office he is employed to discharge. The driest thistle, and the

barest thorn, is all the food this useful animal requires j and even these, to save time, he
cats while advancing on his journey, without stopping, or occasioning a moment of delay.

As it is his lot to cross immense deserts, where no water is found, and countries not even

moistened by the dew of heaven, he is endued with the power, at one watering-place, to

lay in a store with which he supplies himself for thirty days to come. To contain this

enormous quantity of fluid, nature has formed large cisterns within him, from which,

once filled, he draws at pleasure the quantity he wants, and pours it into his stomach
with the same effect as if he then drew it from a spring j and with this he travels, pa-

tiently and vigorously, all day long, carrying a prodigious load upon him, through coun-

tties infected with poisonous winds, and glowing with parching and never-cooling sands.

Their cows are but small and barren of milk. Their sheep yield indifferent fleeces,

but are very large, as are their goats. Bears, porcupines, foxes, apes, hares, rabbits,

ferrets, weasels, moles, camelecns, and all kinds of reptiles, are found here. Besides

vermin, says Dr Shaw (speaking of his travels through Barbary), the apprehensions we
are under, in some parts at least of this country, of being bitten or stung by the scorpion,

the viper, or the venomous spider, rarely failed to interrupt our repose \ a refreshment so

very grateful, and so highly necessary to a weary traveller. Partridges, quails, eagles,

hawks, and all kinds of wild-fowl, are found on this coast j and of the smaller birds, the

capsa-sparrow is remarkable for its beauty, and the sweetness of its note, which is thought

to exceed that of any other bird but it cannot live out of its own climate. The seas

and bays of Barbary abound with the finest and most delicious fish of every kind, and

were preferred by the ancients to thpse of Europe.

Climate, soil; produce.] The air of Morocco is mild, as is that of Algiers, and

indeed all the other state?, except in the months of July and August. These states,

under the Roman eijipire, were justly denominated the garden of the world 5 and to have

a residence there was considered as the highest state of luxury. The produce of their

soil formed those magazines which furnished all Italy, and great part of the Roman em-

pire, with corn, wine, and oil. Though the lands are now uncultivated, through the

oppression and barbarity of their government, yet they are still fertile j not only in the

above-pientioned coinmodides, but in dates, figs, raisins, almond?, apples, pears, cherries,

plums, citrons, lemons, oranges, pomegranates, with plepty of roots and herbs in their

Kitchen gardens. Excellent hemp and flax grow on their plains j
and, by the report of

the Europeans who have liy^d there for some time, the country abounds with all that

can add to the pleasures of life j for the great people find means to evade the sobriety

prescribed by the JVIohammedan law, and make free with excellent wines and spirits of

dieir own growth and manufacture. Algiers profiuces salt-petre, and great quantities o£

excellent salt and lead and iron haye been found in several places of Barbary.

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs.] Morocco was certainly for-

.'ri'^rly far more populous thaa it is now, if, as travellers say, its capital contained 100,000
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houses, whereas at present it is thought not to contain above 25,000 inhabitants ; nor

can we think that the other parts of the country are more populous, if it be true, that

their king or emperor has 80,000 horse and foot, of foreign negroes, in his armies.

The city of Algiers is said to contain 100,000 Mohammedans, 15,000 Jews, and 200O

Christiap slaves ; but no estimate can be formed as to the popul^sness of its territory.

Some travellers report that it is inhabited by a friendly hospitable people, who are very

different in their manners and character from those of the metropolis.

Tunis is the most polished republic of all the Barbary states. The capital contains

10,000 families, and above 3000 tradesmen's shops j and its suburbs consist of lOOO

houses The Tunisians are indeed exceptions to the other states of Earbary j for even

the most civilised of the European governments might improve from their manners^

Their distinctions are well kept up, and proper respect is paid to the military, mercantile,

and learned professions. They cultivate friendship with the European states 5 arts and

manufactures have been lately introduced among them j and the inhabitants are said at

present to be well acquainted with the various labours of the loom. The women are

hardsome in their persons j and though the men are sun-burnt, the complexion of the

ladies is very delicate nor are they less neat and elegant in their diess j but they im«

prove the beauty of their eyes by art, particularly the powder of lead- ore, the same pig-,

ment, according to the opinion of the learned Dr Shaw, that Jezebel made use of when
she is said (2 Kings, chap. ix. verse 30) to have painted her face : the words of the ori-

ginal being, that she set off her eyes with the pov:der of lead-ore. The gentlemen in

general are sober, orderly, and clean in their persons, their behaviour complaisant, and
a wonderful regularity reigns through all the city.

Tripoli was once the richest, most populous, and opulent of all the states on the

coast 'y but it is now much reduced, and the inhabitants, who are said to amount to be-

tween 400,000 and 500,000, have all the vices of the Algerines.

Their manners are much the same with those of the Egyptians described, p. 67§
The subjects of the Barbary states, in general subsisting by piracy, are allowed to be

bold intrepid mariners, and will fight desperately when they meet with a prize at sea ;

they are, notwithstanding, far inferior to the English, and other European states, both

in the construction and management of their vessels. They are, if we except the Tuni-
sians, void of all arts and literature. The misery and poverty of the inhabitants o£

Morocco, who are not immediately in the emperor's service, are beyond all description
j

but those who inhabit the inland parts of the country are an hospitable inoffensive peo-

ple
J
and indeed it is a general observation, that the more distant the inhabitants of

those states are from the seats of their government, their manners are the more pure.

Notwithstanding their poverty, they have a liveliness about them, especially those who
are of Arabic descent, that gives them an air of contentment-, and having nothing to

lose, they are peaceable among themselves. The Moors are supposed to be the original

inhabitants, but are now blended with the Arabs, and both are cruelly oppressed by a.

handful of insolent domineering Turks, the refuse of the streets of Constantinople.

The dress of these people is a linen shirt, over which they tie a siLk or cloth vest-

ment with a sash, and over that a loose coat. Their drawers are made of linen. The
arms and legs of the wearer are bare, but they have slippers on their feet j and persons

of condition sometimes wear buskins. They never move their turbans, but pull off

their slippers when they attend religious duties, or the person of their sovereign. They
are fond of striped and fancy silks. 1'hc dress of the women is not very different

from that of the men, but their drawers arc longer, aiid they wear a sort of ca^vl on
their heads histead of a turban. The chief furniture of their houses consists of carpets

and mattresses, on whicli they sit and lie. In eating, their slovenliness is disgustii\g.

They are prohibited gold and silver vessels ; and their meat, which they swallow by
handfuls, is boiled or roasted to rags.

Natural cukiositiks.] We know of few or no natural curiosities in thcsc coun-
tries, excepting the salt-pits, whicli in some places take up an area of six miles. Dr
Shaw mentions springs found here, that are so ^ot as to boil a large piece of niul-t.on very-

tender in a quarter of an hour.
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Cities, chief towns, edifices.] Mention has already been made of Morocco/
the capital of that kingdom- j but now almost in ruins, the court having removed to

Mequinez, a city of Fez. Incredible things are recorded of the magnificent palaces

in both cities j but by the best accounts the common people live in a very slovenly

manner.

The city of Algiers is not above a mile and a half in circuit, though it is computed
to contain near 12O,O0O inhabitants, 15,000 houses, and 107 mosques. The public

baths are large, and handsomely paved with marble. The prospect of the country and sea

from Algiers is very beautiful, the city being built on the declivity of a mountain
j
but,

though for several ages it has braved some of the greatest powers in Christendom, it

could make but a faint defence against a regular siege and it is said that three Enghsh
fifty-gun ships might batter it about the ears,of the inhabitants from the harbour. The
Spaniards, however, attacked it in 1775, by land and by sea, but w^ere repulsed with
great loss, though they had nearly 20,000 foot and 2000 horse, and 47 king's ships, of

diiFerent rates, and 34?6 transports. In the years 178 3 and 1784, they also renewed
their attacks by sea to destrey the city and galleys

^
but, after spending a quantity of

ammunition, bombs, &c. were forced to retire without either its capture or destruction.

The mole of the harbour is 500 paces in length, extending from the continent to a small

island where there is a castle and large battery.

The kingdom of Tunis, which is naturally the finest of all these states, contains the

remains of many noble cities, some of them still in good condition. Tunis, built near

the original site of Carthage, has a wall and fortifications, and is about three miles in

circumference. The houses are not magnificent, but neat and commodious j as is the

public exchange for merchants and their goods : but, like Algiers, it is distressed for

want of fresh water *, that of rain, preserved in cisterns, is chiefly used by the inhabitants.

The city of Tripoli consists of an old and new town, the latter being the most
flourishing j but great inconveniences attend its situation, particularly the want of sweet

water. The city of Oran, lying upon this coast, is about a mile in circumference, and
is fortified both by art and nature. It was a place of considerable trade, and the object

«f many bloody disputes between the Spaniards and the Moors. Constantina was the

ancient Cirta, and one of the strongest cities of Numidia, being inaccessible on all sides

excepting the south-west.

Besides the above towns and cities, many others, formerly of great renown, lie scat-

tered up and down this immense tract of country. The city of Fez, at present the ca-

pital of the kingdom so called, is said to contain near 300,000 inhabitants, besides

merchants and foreigners. Its mosques amount to 500 ; one of them is magnificent be-

yond description, and about a mile and a half in circumference. Mequinez is esteemed

the great emporium of all Barbary. Sallce was formerly famous for the piracies of its

inhabitants. Tangier, situated about two miles within the straits of Gibraltar, was

given by the crown of Portugal as part of the dowry of queen Catharine, consort to

Charles II. of England. It was intended to be to the English what Gibraltar is now
j

and it must have been a most noble acquisition, had not the misunderstanding between

the king and his parliament occasioned him to blow up its fortifications and demolish its

harbour ; so that, from being one of the finest cities in Africa, it is now little better than a

fishing-town. Ceuta, upon the same strait, almost opposite to Gibraltar, is still in the

hands of the Spaniards, iDut often, if not always, besieged or blocked up by the Moors.

Tetuan, which lies within twenty miles of Ceuta, is now but an ordinary town, con-

taining about 800 houses : but the inhabitants are said to be rich, and tolerably civi-

lised in their manners.

The provinces of Suz, Tafilet, and Gesula, form no part of the state? of Barbary,

though the king of Morocco pretends to be their sovereign j nor do they contain any

thing that is particularly curious. Zaara is a desert country, thinly peopled, and al-

most destitute both of water and provisions.

MANUFACTURES AND COMMERCE.] The lower subjects of these states know very

few imaginary wants, and depend partly upon their piracies to be supplied with neces-

sary utensils and manufactures j so that their exports consist chiefly of leather, fine mats^

embroidered handkerchiefs, sword-knots, and carpets, which are cheaper and softer thaxa
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those of Turkey, lliough not so good in other respects. As they leave almost all their

commercial affairs to the Jews and Christians settled among them, the latter have esta-

blished silk and linen works, which supply the higher ranks of their own subjects. They
have no ships that, properly speaking, are employed in commerce ) so that the French

and English carry on the greatest part of their trade. Their exports, besides those al-

ready mentioned, consist in elephants' teeth, ostrich feathers, copper, tin, wool, hides,

honey, wax, dates, raisins, olives, almonds, gum arabic, and sandarach. The inhabitants

of Morocco are likewise said to carry on a considerable trade by caravans to Mecca and

Medina, and to the inland parts of Africa, whence they bring back great numbers of

negroes, who serve in their armies, and are slaves in their houses and fields.

In return for their exports, the Europeans furnish them with timber, artillery of all

kinds, gunpowder, and w^hatever they want, either in their public or private capacities.

The duties paid by the English in the ports of Morocco, are but half of those paid by

«ther Europeans. It is a general observation, that no nation is fond of trading with

these states, not only on account of their capricious despotism, but the villany of their

individuals, both natives and Jews, many of whom take all opportunities of cheating,

iiXidj when detected, are seldom punished.

'

Military and marine force.] The king of Morocco, it is said, can bring in-

to the field 100,000 men j but the strength of his army consists of cavalry mounted by
his negro slaves. Those wretches are brought young to Morocco, know no other state

but servitude, and no other master but that king, and prove the firmest support of his

tyranny. About the year 1 727, all the naval force of Morocco consisted only of three

small ships, which lay at Sallee, and, being full of men, sometimes brought in prizes.

The Algerines maintain about 6500 foot, consisting of Turks and cologlies, or the sons

of soldiers. ' Part of them serve as marines on board their vessels. About 1000 o?

them do garrison duty, and part are employed in fomenting differences among the neigh-

bouring Arab princes. Besides these, the dey can bring 5000 Moorish horse into the

field
;

but, as they are enemies to the Turks, they are little trusted. Those troops arc

under excellent discipline, and the deys of all the other Barbary states maintain a force

in proportion to their abilities j so that a few years ago they refused to send any tribute

to the Turkish emperor, who seems to be satisfied with the shadow of obedience which
they pay him.

It is very remarkable, that though the Carthaginians, who inhabited this very coun-
try of Barbary, had greater flieets and more extensive commerce than any otJier nation,

or than all the people upon the face of the earth, when that state flourished, the pre-

sent inhabitants have scarcely any merchant ships belonging Lo them, nor indeed any
other than what Sallee, Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, fit out for piracy

;
which, though

increased since the last attack of the Spai\iards, are now but few and small, and some
years ago did not exceed six ships, from thirty-six to fifty guns. The admiral's ship be-
longs to the government *, the other captains are appointed by private owners, but sub-
ject to military law. With such a contemptible fieet, these infidels not only harass

the nations of Europe, but oblige them to pay a kind of tribute by way of presents.

It has been thought surprising, that the Christian powers should suffer their marine
to be insulted by these barbarians, who take the ships of all nations with ^viiom they are

at peace, or rather, who do not pay them a subsidy either in money or commodities.
We cannot account for this forbearance otherwise than by supposing, first, that a breach
with them might provoke the Porte, who pretci^ds to be their lord paramount: secondly,
that no Christian power would be fond of seeing Algiers, and the rest of that coast, in

possession of another
j
and, thirdly, that nothing could be got by a bombardment of any

of their towns, as the inhabitants would instantly carry llicir effects into the deserts and
mountains, so that the benefit resulting from the conquest must be tedious and precari-

ous.—Indeed, expeditions against Algiers have been undertaken by the Spaniard* j but
they were ill-conducted and unsuccessiful, as before noticed.

Constitution and government.] hi Morocco, government cannot be said to
exist. The emperors have for some ages been parties, judges, and even executioners
with their own hands, in all criminal matters : nor is their brutality moru incredible
than the submission with which their subjects bear it. In the absence of the emperci
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every military ofEcef lias tli6 power of life and death m his hand, and it is seldoitr

that they regard the form of a judicial proceeding. Some vestiges, however, of the
caliphate government still continue

j
for, in places where no military officer resides,

the mufti, or high-priest, is the fountain of all justice, and under him the cadis, or
civil officers, who act as our justices of the peace. Though the emperor of Mo-
rocco is not immediately subject to the Porte, yet he acknowledges the grand-sig-

nor to be his superior, and he pays him a distant allegiance as the chief representa-

tive of Mohammed. What has been said of Morocco is applicable to Fez, both
kingdoms being now under one emperor.

Though Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, have each of them a Turkish pasha or dey,

who governs in the name of the grand-signor, yet very little regard is paid by his

ferocious subjects to his authority. He cannot even be said to be nominated by the

Porte. When a vacancy of the government happens, which it commonly does by
murder, every soldier in the army has a vote in choosing the succeeding dey ; and
though the election is often attended withblodshed, yet it is no sooner fixed than he is cheer-

fully recognised and obeyed. It is true, he must be confirmed by the Porte *, but that

is seldom refused, as the divan is no stranger to the dispositions of the people. The
power of the dey is despotic 5 and the income of the dey of Algiers amounts to

about 150,0001. a year, w^ithout greatly oppressing his subjects, who arc very tenjl-

cious of their property. These deys pay slight annual tributes to the Porte. When
the grand-signor is at war with a Christian power, he requires their assistance, as he
dioes that of the king of Morocco j but he is obeyed only as they think proper.

Subordinate to the deys are officers, both military and civil j and in all matters of im-

portance the dey is expected to take the advice a common council, which consists of

thirty pashas. These pashas seldom fail of forming parties amongst the soldiers, against

the reigning dey, whom they make no scruple of assassinating, even in council •, and
the strongest candidate then fills the place. Sometimes he is deposed

5
sometimes, though

but very seldom, he resigns his authority to save his life, and it is seldom he dies a

natural death upon the throne. The authority of the dey is unlimited j but an unsuc-

cessful expedition, or too pacific a conduct, seldom fails to put an end to his hfe and go-

vernment.
''

Revenues.] Those of Algiers have been already mentioned, but they are now said

to be exceeded by those of Tunis. They consist of a certain proportion of the prizes taken

from Christians, a small capitation tax, and the customs paid by the English, French,

and other nations who are suflFered to trade with those states. As to the king of Mo*
rocco, we can form no idea of his revenues, because none of his subjects can be said to

possess any property. From the manner of his living, his attendants, and appearance,

we may conclude he does not abound in riches. The ransoms of Christian slaves are

his perquisites. He sometimes shares in the vessels of the other states, which entitles

him to part of their prizes. He claims a tenth of the goods of his Mohammedan sub^

jects, and six crowns a year from every Jew merchant. He derives likewise consider-

able profits from the Negroland and other caravans, especially the slave-trade towards

the south. It is thought that the w^hole of his ordinary revenue, in money, does not

exceed 165,0001. a year. A detachment of the army of these states is annually sent

into each province to collect the tribute from the Moors and Arabs j and the prizes

they take at sea sometimes equal the taxes laid upon the natives.

Antiquities.] The reader can scarcely doubt that the countries which contained

Carthage, and the pride of the Phoenician, Greek, and Roman works, are replete with

the most curious remains of antiquity : but they lie scattered amidst ignorant, barbarous

inhabitants. Some memorials of the Mauritanian and Numidian greatness are still to

be met with, and many ruins which bear evidence of their ancient grandeur and popul-

cqsness. These point out the old Julia Coesarea of the Romans, which was little interior

in mag5ificence to Carthage itself. A few of the aqueducts of Carthage are still re-

niaining, particularly at Manuba, a country-house of the bey, four miles from Tunis ;

but no vestige of its walls. The same is the fate of Utica, famous for the retreat and

death of Cato j and many other renowned cities of antiquity but so over-run is the

CQuntry with barbarism, that their very sites are not known, even by their ruins, amphi-

theatres^ and other public buiJdings, which remain in tolerable preservation. Besides
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those of clasfacal antiquity, many Saraceii monuments, of the most stupetidous magnifi-

cence, are likewise found in this vast tract : these were erected under the cahphs of Bag-

dad, and the ancient kings of the country, before it was subdued by the Turks, or re-

duced to its present form of goternmento Tlieir walls form the principal fortifications

in the country, both inland and maritime.

Religion.] The inhabitants of these states areMohammedans but many subjecte of

Morocco follow the t^inets of one Hamed, a modern sectarist, and an enemy to the an-

cient doctrine of the caliphs. All of them have much respect for idiots
5

and, in some

cases, their protection screens off*endcrs from punishment for the most notorious crimes.

The Moors of Barbary; as the inhabitants of these states are now promiscuously called

(because the Saracens first entered Europe from Mauritania, the country of the Moors),

have in general adopted the very worst parts of the Mohammedan religion, and seem to

have retained only as much as countenances their vices. Adultery in the wonren is pu-

nished with death j but though the men are indulged with a plurality of wives and con-

cubines, they commit the most unnatural crimes with impunity. All foreigners are al-

lowed the open profession of their religion.

Language.] As the states of Ba^bary possess those countries that formerly went
by the name of Mauritania and Numidia, the ancient African language is still spoken
in some of the inland countries, and even by some inhabitants of the city of Morocco,
In the sea-port towns, and maritime countries, a bastard kind of Arabic is spoken and
seafaring people are no strangers to that medley of living and dead languages, Iialian,

French, Spanish, &:c. that is so well known, in all the ports of the Mediterranean^ by
the name of Lingua Franca,

History.] Undet the Roman emperors, the states of Barbary formed the fairesl:

jewels in the imperial diadem. It was not till the seventh century that, after these

states had been by turns in possession of the Vandals and the Greek emperors, the caliphs

or Saracens of Bagdad conquered them, and from thence became rtlasters of almost alls

Spain, from whence their posterity was totally driven j?bcut the year 1492, when the
exiles settled among their friends and countrymen on the Barbary coast. This naturally
begot a perpetual war between them and the Spaniards, who pressed them so hard, that
they called to their assistance the two famous brothers^ Barbarossa, who were admirals
of the Turkish fleet, and who, after breaking th/^ Spanish yoke, imposed upon the inha,-

bitants of all those states (excepting Morocco) their own. Some attempts were made
by the emperor Charles V. to reduce Algiers and Tunis, but were unsuccessful ; and as

observed, the inhabitants have in fact shaken oif the Turkish yoke likewise.
The emperors or kings of Morocco are the successors of those sovereigns of that

country who were called shejifts, and whose powers resembled that of the c^aliphate of
the Saracens. They have been, in general, a set of bloody tyrants

5
though they have

had among them some able princes, particularly Muley Moluc, who defeated and killed
Bon Sebastian, king of Portugal. They have lived in alnlost a continual state of war-
fare with the kings of Spain and other Christian princes ever since : nor does the crown
of Great Bi-itain sometimes disdain, as in the year to purchase their friendship
1-vith presents.

EGYPT.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

T ^'i''- . .
Degrees. Sq. MIUs.

Length 560 7 ^^.^ p4 and 32 North latitude. 7 , ,^ .
Breadth 250 5

^"'^^'^^
U>9 and East longitude. |

Boundaries.] IT is bounded by the Mediterranean Sea on the north : bv llie Red
bea, east by Abyssmia, or the Upper Ethiopia, on the south ; and by the bcscrt of
Aarca, and the unknoiNU farts yf AfriC^, on the ^yest.
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Northern division contains <

Divisions. Subdivisions. Chief Towns.

f 1 Grand Cairo, E. long. 32. N. lat. 30,

I j
Bulac

Lower Egypt }>• Alexandria

I
Rosetta, or Rashid

J Damietta

Southern division contains - Upper Egypt 1 i ^

The part of Lower Egypt, between the branches of the Nile and the Mediterraheatf^

was anciently called the Delta, from the resemblance of its triangular shape to the

Greek letter of that name. It is now cailed by the Arabs, Bahira and Rif.

Climate, air.] It is observed by M. Volney, that during eight months in the

year (from March to November) the heat is almost insupportable by an EafOpeair.

" During the w^hole of this season, the air is , inflamed, the sky sparkling, and the heat

oppressive to all unaccustomed to it."—The other months are more temperate. The
southerly winds which sometimes blow in Egypt, are by the natives called poisonous

ivinds, or the hot winds of the desert. They are of such extreme heat and aridity, that

no animated body exposed to them can withstand their fatal influence. During the

three days which it generally lasts, the streets are deserted j and woe to the traveller

whom this wind surprises remote from shelter : when it exceeds three days, it is insup-

portable. Very frequently the inhabitants are almost blinded with drifts of sand. These
evils are remedied by the rising and overflowing of the Nile.

Mountains, deserts, oases.] Egypt, to the south of Cairo, is a narrow valley

through v^^hich the Nile flows, and shut in by mountains, beyond which, on both sides^

but especially on the west, are vast sandy deserts. In sonie parts of these deserts, at the

distance of one hundred rrtiles or more to the west of the Nile, are small fertile spots of
cultivated land, situated like islands in the midst of an ocean of sand ; they are called

Oases, the name by which they were known to the ancient Greeks j and by the Arabs
Elwah^ Those wdth which we arc now acquainted are in number three j the Great

Oasis, in lat. 26 deg. 30 min. N. j the Lesser Oasis, about 40' miles to the north of the

former j and the Oasis Si^vah, in lat. 29 deg. 12 min. N, Ion. 44 deg. 54 min. East.

The Great Oasis is said to be twenty-five leagues in length, and four or five in breadth.

That of Siwah was visited by Mr Browne in 1792 : it is about six miles long, and four

and a half or five v/ide. A large proportion of this space is filled w^ith date trees j but

there are also pomegranates, figs, olives, apricots, and plantains, and the gardens are re-

markably flourishing. A considerable quantity of rice is cultivated here. This has

been supposed to be the Oasis where the famous temple of Jupiter Ammon anciently

stood. Mr Browne found here the ruins of an edifice w^hich appeared to be the work o£

the ancient Egyptians, as the figures of Isis and Anubis were conspicuous among the

sculptures. Here are also catacombs, or ancient places of sepulture. This Oasis has

since been visited by Mr Horneman, who travelled ander the patronage of the African

Society. He observed the ruins which had been discovered by Mr Browne j and from

a comparison of the observations of both these travellers with the accounts of ancient

authors, major Rennell seems to entertain no doubt that this is the true situation of that

celebrated temple

Soil and produce.] Whoever is rn the least acquainted with literature, knows-

tJiat the vast fertility of Egypt is not owing to rain (little falling in that country), but

to the annual overflowing of the Nile. It begins to rise when the sun is vertical in

Ethiopia y and the annual rains fall there, viz. from the latter end of May to September^

and sometimes October. At the height of its flood in the Lower Egypt, nothing is to

be seen in the plains but the tops of forests and fruit-trees, their towns and villages being

built upon eminences either natural or artificial. When the river is at its proper height^

the inhabitants celebrate a kind of jubilee, with all sorts of festivities. The banks, or

mounds, which '-on'-.ne it, are cut by the Turkish pasha, attended by his grandees j but

according to Norden, who was present on the occasion, the specfacle is not very magni-

ficent. When the banks atfe cut, the water is led into what they call the khalige, or
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grand canal, which runs through Cairo, from whence it is distributed into cuts, for sup-

plying their fields and gardens. This being doite, and the waters beginning to retire,

such is the fertility of the soil, that the labour of the husbandman is next to nothing.

He throws his wheat and barley into the ground in October and Ma^/- He turns his

cattle out to graze in November, and, in about six weeks, nothing can be more charm-

ing than the ptdspect which the face of the country presents, in rising corn, vegetables-

and verdure of every sort. Oranges, lemons, and fruits, perfume the air. The culture

of pulse, melons, sugar-canes, and other plants which require moisture, is supplied by
small but regular cuts from cisterns and reservoirs. Dates, plantains, grapes, figs, and
palm-trees, from which wine is made, are here plentiful. March and April are the

harvest-months, and they produce three crops j one of lettuces and of cucumbers (the

latter being the chief food of the inhabitants), one of corn, and one of melons. The
Egyptian ppturage is equally prolific, most of the quadrupeds producing two at a time,

and the sheep four lambs a year.

Among the plants of Egypt, shquld also be mentioned the papyrus, of which the an-

, cients made their paper, though their mode of preparing it is now unknown j and the

lotus, a kind of water-lily, abounding in the Nile. The pith of the papyrus is said to

be a nourishing food.

The. Egyptian mode of hatchiing chickeQ,s in ovens is very curious, and has been prac-

tised in Europe with success. Not less extraordinary and ingenious is the manner o£

raising and managing bees in that country. When the verdure and flowers fail in one
part of Egypt, the proprietors of bees put their hives on board of large boats, each
marking his own hive. The boatman then proceeds with them gently up the river, and
stops with them wherever he perceives flowery meadows. The bees swarm from their

cells at break of day, and collect honey, returning several times loaded with what they
have obtained, and in the evening re-enter their hives, without ever mistaking their

abode.

Metals, minerals.] Egypt appears not to be productive of any metals. The
mountains contain various kinds of marbles, as porphyry, the celebrated ver^e antico^ or

green marble, with white and dark spots j and many valuable gems, as the emerald, to-

paz, chalcedony, onyx,

Rivers.] The only river of this country Is the celebrated Nile, which is formed by
the junction (in the country of Sennaar, between Egypt and Abyssinia) of two great
rivers, one of which, called the bahr el azrek, or the blue river, rises in Abyssinia, where
its source is honoured as the head of the Nile, and will be described in our account of
that country. The other river, which, as being the longest and largest stream, is rather

to be considered as the true Nile, is called the bahr el ahiad, or the white river, and
rises at a place named Donga^ about ten days journey south of Darfur, or the country of
Fur, and twenty days journey from the confines of Bornou, among the gchei elcumri^ or
mountains of the moon. iDonga, according to Mr Browne, lies in about 7 degrees of
north latitude, and 25 of east longitude.—The whole length of the course of the Nile
may be estimated at about 2,000 miles.

Lakes.] In the northern part of Egypt, or Lower Egypt, are several lakes, the
largest of which is the lake of Menzala, which is separated from the Mediterranean only
by an extremely narrow ridge of land, and communicates with that sea bv one or two
outlets. It is sixty miles long, and from two to twelve broad. The lake of Berelos,

which adjoins in like manner to the Mediterranean, between Daniictta and Hosetta, Is

thirty miles long, and about ten broad. The lake of Kcruii, or Birkct cl Rerun, fortv
miles to the south-west of Alexandria, is thirty miles in length, and about six in breadth'.

The ancient lake of Marcotis is now dry.

Cities, chief towns, edifces.] Among the cities of Egypt, Alexandria, as one
of the most ancient, commercial, and best known to Europeans, may justly claim to be
first mentioned. It is situate on the Mediterranean, in the most westerly part of Kgypt,
and was once the emporium of the world

^
and, by means of the Red Sea, furnished

Europe, and great part of Asia, with the riches of India. U owo; Its name to its foun-
der, Alexander the Great. It s'^nds forty miles west from the Nile, and a hundred
and twenty north-west of Cairo. It rose upon the ruins oi Tv:c und Cartluige, and is

Uu2
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famous for the Hght-liouse erected on the opposite island of Pharos, for the direction 6f
mariners, deservedly esteemed one of the wonders of the world. All the other parts

of the city were magnificent in proportion, as appears from their ruins, particularly

the cisterns and aqueducts Many of the materials of the old city, however, have •

been employed in building New Alexandria, which at present is a very ordinary sea-

port, known by the name of Scanderoepi. Notwithstanding the poverty, ignorance,

and indolence of the inhabitants, their mosques, bagnios, a«d the like buildings, erected

within their ruins, preserve an inexpressible air of majesty. Some think that. Old
Alexandria was built from the materials of the ancient Memphis.

Cairo, Kahira, or, as it is called by the Arabs, Masr, the present capital of Egypt, m
a large and populous, but a disagreeable residence, on account of its pestilential air and

narrow streets. It cannot, according to Mr Browne, be estimated to contain less than

300,000 inhabitants. It is divided into two towns, the Old and the New, and defended

by an old castle, the works of which are said to be three miles in circumference. This

Castle is said to have been built by Saladin : at the west end are the re«nains of very

noble apartments, some of which are covered with domes, and adorned with pictures ii\

mosaic work j but these apartments are now only used for w-eaving embroidery, and pre-

paring the hangings and coverings annually sent to Mecca. The well, called Joseph's

ivell, is a curious piece of mechanism, about 300 feet deep. The memory of that pa-

triarch is still revered in Egypt, where they show graniaries, and many other works of

public utility, that go under his name. They are certainly of vast antiquity ; but it is

fery questionable whether they were erected by him. One of his granaries is shown in

Old Cairo j but Norden suspects it to be a Saracen work ^ nor does he give us an high

idea of the buildings of the city-itself. On the banks of the Nile, facing Cairo, lies the

village of Giza, which is thought to be the ancient Memphis. Two miles west, is Bulac,

called the port of Cairo. The Christians of Cairo practice a holy cheat, during the

Easter holidays, by pretending that the limbs and bodies of the dead arise from their

graves, to which they return peaceably. The streets of Cairo are pestered with the

jugglers and fortune-tellers mentioned, p. 677. One of their favourite exhibitions is their

dancing-camels, which, when young, they place upon^a large heated floor the intense

heat makes the poor creatures caper, and, being plied all the time with the sound o£

drums, the noise of that instrument sets them a dancing whenever they hear it.

The other towns of note in Egypt are, Damietta, supposed to be the ancient Pelusi-

um
5
Seyd, on the west bank of the Nile, 200 miles south of Cairo, said to be the ancient

Egyptian Thebes
5 by the few who have visited it, it is reported to be the most capital

antique curiosity that is now extant j and Cossire, on the west coast of the Red Sea. The
general practice of strangers who visit those places, is to hire a janissary, who^^e autho-

rity commonly protects them from the insults of the other natives, Suez, formerly a

place of great trade, is now a small town, and gives name to the isthmus that joins

Africa with Asia.

Rosetta, or Raschid, stands twenty-five miles to the north-west of Alexandria, and is

recommended for its beautiful situation, and delightful prospects, which command the

fine country, or island 3f Delta, formed by the Nile, near its mouth. It is likewise a

place of great trade.

Animals.] Egypt abounds in black cattle 5 and it is said that the inhabitants

employ every day 200,000 oxen in raising water for their grounds. They have a fine

large breed of asses, upon which the Christians ride, those people not being suffered by
the Turks to ride on any other beast. The Egyptian horses are very fine j

they never

trot, but walk well, and gallop v.ith great speed, turn short, stop in a moment, and are

extremely tractable. The hippopotamus, or river-horse, an amphibious animal, resem-

bling an ox in its hinder parts, with the head like a horse, is found in Upper Egpyt.

Tigers, hygenas, camels, antelopes, apes, with the head like a dog, and the rat called

ichneumon, are natives of Egypt. The cameleon, a little animal something resembling

a lizard, which occasionally changes colour, especially wheii irritated, is found here, as

well as in other countries. The crocodile was formerly thought peculiar to this coun-

try j but there does not seem to be any material difference between it and the alliga-

tors of India and America, They are both amphibious atilmals, in the form of a iijardj
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and grow till tliey are about twenty feet in length, and have four short legs, with large

feet armed with claws, and their backs are covered with a kind of impenetrable scales,

like, armour. The crocodile waits for his prey in the sedges, and other covers, on the

sides of rivers j
and, pretty much resembling the trunk of an old tree, sometimes sur-

prises the unwary traveller with his fore paws, or beats him down with his tail.

This country produces, likewise, great numbers of eagles, hawks, pelicans, and water-

fowls of all kinds. The ibis, a creature (according to Mr Norden) somewhat resem-

bling a duck, was deified by the ancient Egyptians for its destroying serpents and pes-

tifercMis insects. They were thought to be peculiar to Egypt, but a species of them is

said to have been lately discovered in other parts of Africa. Ostriches are common
here, and are so strong, that the Arabs sometimes ride upon their bacics.

The cerastes, or horned viper, inhabits the greater part of the eastern continent, espe-

cially the desart sandy parts of it It abounds in Syria, in the three Arabias, and in

Africa: this is supposed to be the aspic which Cleopatra employed to procure her death.

Alexandria, plentifully suplied by water, must then have had iruit of all kinds in its

gardens. The baskets o^ ngs must have come from thence, and the aspic, or cerastes,

that ^vas hid in them, from the adjoining .desart, where there are plenty to this day,

Population, inhabitants, manners, customs." As the population of Egypt is

almost confined to the banks of the Nile, and the rest of the country nihabii.ed by Arabs

and other nations, we can say little upon this head with precision. Ivlr Browne, who
was in Egypt in 1792, estimates its whole population at two millions and a half. It

seems, hov^ever, to be certain, that Egypt is at present not near so populous as formerly,

and that its depopulation is owing to the inhabitants being slaves to the Turks They
are, however, still very numerous j but what has been said of the populousness of Cairo,

as if it contained two millions, is a mere fiction.

The descendents of the original Egyptians are an ill-looking, slovenly people, im-

mersed in indolence, and are distinguished by the name of Copts : in their complexions

they are rather sun-burnt than swarthy or black. Their ancestors were once Christians,

and, in general, they still pretend to be of that religion j but Mohammedanism is the pre-

vailing worship among the natives. Those who inhabit the villages and fields, at any
considerable distance from the Nile, consist of Arabs, or their descendents, who are of

a deep swarthy complexion : they in general live in tents, tend their flocks, and iiavc

no fixed place of abode. The Turks who reside in Egypt, retain all their Ottoman
pride and indolence, and the Turkish habit, to distinguish themselves from the Arabs
and Copts, who dress very plain, their chief finery being an upper garment of white

linen, and blue drawers j but their ordinary dress is of blue linen, with a long cloth

coat, either over or under it. The Christians and Arabs of the meaner kind content

themselves with a linen or woollen wrapper, which they fold, blanket-like, round their

body. The Jews wear blue leathe» slippers j the other natives of the country wear red,

and the foreign Christians yellow. The dress of the vvomen is tawdry and unbecoming •

but their clothes are silk, when they can afford it , and such of them as are not exposed
to the sun, have delicate complexions and features. The women are not admitted into

the society of men, even at table. When the rich are desirou.; of dining with one ot"

their wives, they give her previous notice, when she accordingly prepares the most de-
licate dishes, and receives her lord with the greatest attention and respect. The wo-
men of the lower class usually remain standing, or seated in a corner of the room, while
their husband is at dinner, and present him with ^vater to wash, and help him at the

table. The Copts are an acute and ingenious people) they are generally excellent ac-

countants, and many of them live by teaching the other natives to re;id and write.

Their exercises and diversions are much the sauie as those uMial in Persia und other
Asiatic countries. All Egypt is over-run with jugglers, fortune-tellers, mountebanks,
and travelling slelght-of-hand men.

Military force.] This consists in the Mamalukes, some bodies of whom are can-
toned in the villages, to exact tribute, and support authority. 'I'he greater part are as-

sembled at Cairo. 'I'hey amount to about 8,000 men, attached to the ditlcrent beys,

whom they enable to contend witli each other, and to set the Turks at defiance

Uu3
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Manufactures and commerce.] The Egyptians export great quantities of m^^
nufactured as well as prepared flax, thread, cotton, and leather of all sorts, calicoes, yel-

low wax, sal aiiamoniac, saffron, sugar, sena, and cassia. They trade with the Arabs

for coffee, drugs, spices, calicoes, and other merchandises, which are landed at Suez,

from whence they send them to Europe, Several European states have consuls resi-

dent in Egypt, but the customs of the Turkish gove^rnment are managed by Jews. A
number of English vessels arrive yearly at Alexandria ; some of which are laden on ac-

count of the owners, but most of them are hired and employed as carriers to the Jews,

Armenians, and Mohammedan traders.

Revenues.] These are very inconsiderable, when compared to the natural riches of

the country, and the despotism of the government. Some say that they amount to a

million sterling, but that two-thirds of the whole is spent in the country.

Literature.] Though it cannot be doubted that the Greeks derived all their know-

ledge from the ancient Egyptians, yet, scarcely a vestige of it remains among their des-

cendents. This is owing to the bigotry and ignorance of their Mohammedan masters
y

but here it is proper to make one observation, vvhic]:i is of general use. The caliphs, or

Saracens, who subdued Egypt, were of three kinds. The first, who were the immediate

successors of Mohammed, made war, from conscience and principle, upon all kinds of

literature, excepting the Koran j and hence it vv^as, that when they topk possession of

Alexandria, which contained the most magnificent library the world ever beheld, its

I'aluable manuscripts were applied for some months in cooking their victuals, and warm-
ing their baths. The same fate attended the other magnificent Egyptian libraries.

The caliphs of the second race were men of taste and learning, but of a peculiar cha*

Tacter. They bought up all the manuscripts that survived the general conflagration,

relating to aslronoruy, medicine, and some useless parts of philosophy , but they had no

taste for the Greek arts of architecture, sculpture, painting, or poetry j and learning was

confined to their own courts and colleges, without ever finding its way back to Egypt,

The lower race of caliphs, espepially those who called themselves caliphs of Egypt, dis-

graced human nature ; and the Turks haye rivetted the chains of barbarous ignorance

which they imposed.

All the learning, therefore, possessed by the modern Egyptians, consists in arithmeti-

cal calculation for the dispatch of business, the jargon of astrologVj a few nostrums in

jnedicine, and some kno^vledge of the Mohammedan religion.

Language,] The Coptic is the language of Egypt. This was succeeded by the

Greek, about the time of Alexander the Great j and that by the Arabic, upon the com-

-mencement of the caliphate, when the Arabs dispossessed the Greeks of Egypt. The
Arabic, or Arabesque, as it is called, is the current language >,

" the Coptic (says Mr
!Browne) may be considered as extinct : numerous and minute researches h^ye enabled

me to ascertain this fact. In Upper Egypt, however, they unknowingly retain some

Coptic, words."

Religion.] To what has been already said concerning the religion of Egypt, it is

proper to add, that the bulk pf the Mohammedans are enthusiasts, and have ajnong them

their sardos, or fellows who pretend to a superior degree of holiness, and, without any

ceremony, intrude into the best houses, where it would be dangerous to turn them out.

The Egyptian Turks mind religious affair? very little. The Copts profess themselves

to be Christians of the Greek church, but they embrace transubstantiation j in which,

and other points, the catholics of Cairo think they approach their faith jiearer than the

Greeks. They have, however, adopted, from the Mohammedans, the custom of fre-

quent prostrations daring divine service, ablutions, and other ceremonies. In religious,

and indeed many civil matters, they are under the jurisdiction of the patriarch of Alex-

andria, who, by the dint of money, generally purchases a protection at the Ottoman court.

Constitution and government.] The government of Egypt, before the late

invasion by the French^ was both monarchical ^nd republican. The monarchical was

executed by the pasha, and the republican by the Mamalukes, or sangiacs. The pasha

•was appointed by the grand-signor, as his viceroy. The republican, or rather the aris-

tocratical part of the government of Egypt, consisted of a divan, composed of twenty-

,
j?ur jangiacs, beys, or lords, The head of them was called the sheik-bcUet, who wa?
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..hoseii by tlie divan, and confirmed by the pasba. Every one of these sangiacs was ar-

bitrary in his own territory, and exercised sovereign power : the major part of them re-

sided at Cairo. If the grand-signor's pasha acted in opposition to the sense of the divan,

or attempted to violate their privileges, they would not suffer him to continue in his

post ; and they had an authentic grant of privileges, dated in the year 1517, in which

year Sultan Selim conquered Egypt from the Mamelukes. At present, though the

French have been driven out of Egypt by the British arms, and the country restored to

the Turks, it is 'in a state of the greatest confusion, and can scarcely be said to have any
settled form of government.

Antiquities.] Egypt abounds more with these than perhaps any other part of the

world. Its pyramids have been described. Their antiquity is beyond the researches of

history itself, and their original uses are still unknown. The bases of the largest co-

"vers eleven acres of ground, and its perpendicular height is 500 feet, but, if measured ob-

liquely to the teminating point, 700 feet. It contains a room thirty-four feet long, and
seventeen broad, in which is a marble chest, but without either cover or contents, sup-

posed to have been designed for the tomb of the founder. In short, the pyramids of

Egypt are the most stupendous, and, t6 appearance, the most useless structures that

ever were raised by the hands of meii.

I'he catacombs, or mummy-jwits, so called from their containing the mummies, or em-
balmed bodies of the ancient Egyptians, are subterraneous vaults of a prodigious extent

j

but the art of preparing the mummies is now lost. It is said, that some cf the bodies

thus embalmed are perfect and distinct at this day, though buried 3000 years ago. The
labyrinth in Upper Egypt is a curiosity, thought to be more wonderful than the pyra-

mids themselves. It is partly under ground, and cut out of a marble rock, consisting,

it is said, anciently, of twelve palaces or halls, and 3000 chambers, the intricacies of
which occasion its name. The lake Moeris was dug by the order of an Egyptian king,

to correct the irregularities of the Nile, and to communicate with that river, by canals

and ditches, which still subsist, and are evidences of the utility as well as grandeur of

the work. Wonderful grottos and excavations, mostly artificial, abound in Egypt. The
vvhole country towards Grand Cairo is a continued scene of antiquities, of which the

oldest are the most stupendous, but the more modern the most beautiful. Cleopatra's

needle, and its sculptures, are admirable. Pompey's pillar is a fine regular column of
the Corinthian order, the shaft of which is one stone, being eighty-eight feet nine inches

in height, or ten diameters of the column j the whole height is 114 feet, including the

capital and the pedestal. The Sphinx; as it is called, is no more than the head and part

of the shoulders of a woman, hewn out of the rock, and about thirty feet high, near one
of the pyramids. In many places, not only temples, but the walls of cities, byilt before

the time of Alexander tlie Great, are still entire, and many of their ornaments, parti-

cularly the colours of their paintings, are as fresh and vivid as when first laid on..

History.] It is generally agreed, that the princes of the line of the Pharaohs sat

on the throne qi Egypt, in an uninterrupted succession, till Cambyses, king of Persia,

conquered the Egyptians, 520 years before Christ j and that in the reign of these princes,

those wonderous structures, the pyramids, were raised, which cannot be viewed without
astonishment. Egypt continued a part of the Persian empire, till Alexander the Great
vanquished Darius, when it fell under the dominions of lh;it prince, who soon after built

the celebrated city of Alexandria, 'i'he conquests of Alexander, who died in the

prime of life, being seized by his generals, the provhicc of Egypt fell into the share of
Ptolemy, by some sui)posLcl to have been a half-brother of Alexander, when it again
became an independent kingdom, about 300 years before Christ. His successors, who
sometimes extended their dominion over great part of Syria, ever after retained the

name of Ptolemies, and in that line Egypt continued between two and three hundred
years, till the famous Cleopatra, the wife and sister of Ptolemy Dionysius, the late king,

ascended the throne. After the death of Cleopatra, who had been mistress successively

to Julius Ciesar and Mark Aatony, Egypt became a Roman province, and thus remain-
ed till the reign of Omar, tlie second caliph of the successors of Mohammed, who ex-

pelled the Romans after it had been in their hands 700 years. The famous library of

.Alexandria, said to consit;t of 700,000 volumes, was collected bv Ptolemv Phlladclphus,

Uu'i,
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son of the first Ptolemy : and the same prince caused the Old Testament to be irmdaU-
ed into Greek ^ which translation is known by the name of the Septuagint. About the

time of the crusades, between the year 1150 and 1100, Egypt was governed by Nou-
reddin^ whose son, the famous Saladin, proved $o formidable to the Christian adventurers,

and retook from them Jerusalem. He instituted the military corps of Mamalukes,
who, about the year 1242, advanced one of their officers to the throne, and ever after

chose their prince out of their own body. Egypt some time flourished under these il-

lustrious usurpers, and made a noble stand against the prevailing power of the Turks,
till the time of Selim, who, about the year 1517, after giving the Mamalukes several

bloody defeats, reduced Egypt to its present state of subjection.

While Selim was settling the government of Egypt, great numbers of the ancient

inhabitants withdrew into the desarts and plains, under one Ztnganeus, from whence
they attacked the cities and villages of the Nile, and plundered whatever fell in their

way. Selim and his othcers, perceiving that it would be very difficult to extripate those

marauders, left them at liberty to quit the country, which they did in great numbers, and
their posterity is known all over Europe and Asia by the name of Gypsies.

An attempt was made a few years since, to deprive the Ottoman Porte of its autho-

xity over Egypt, by Ali Eey, whose father was a priest of the Greek church. Ali
having turned Mohammedan, and being a man of abilities and address, rendered him-
self extremely popular in Egypt. A false accusation having been made against him to

the grand-signor, his head was ordered to be sent to Constantinople
j,
but, being appris-

ed of the design, he seized and put to death the messengers who brought this order, and

soon found means to put himself at the head of an army. Being also assisted by the

dangerous situation to which the Turkish empire was reduced, inconsequence of the

war with Russia, he boldly mounted the throne of the ancient sultans of Egypt. But,

not content with the kingdom of Egypt, he also laid claim to Syria, Palestine, and
that part of x^rabia which had belonged to the ancient sultans. He marched at the

head of his troops to support these pretensions, and actually subdued some of the neigh-

bouring provinces, both of Arabia and Syria. ' At the same time that he was engaged
m these great enterprises, he was not less attentive to the establishing of a regular form

of government, and the introducing of order into a country that had been long the seat

of anarchy and confusion. His views were equally extended to commerce j for which

purpose he gave great encouragement to the Christian traders, and took off some shame-

flil restraints and indignities to which they were subjected in that barbarous country.

He also "^vrote a letter to the republic of Venice, with the greatest assurances of his

ffiendship, and that their nierchants should meet with the utmost protection and safety.

His great design was said to be, to make himself master cf the Ked Sea j to open the

port of Suez to all nations, but particularly to the Europeans, and to make Egypt once

more the great centre of commerce. The conduct and views of AU Bey sho^ved an

extent of thought and ability that indicated nothing of the barbarian, and bespoke a

mind equal to the founding of an empire. He assumed the titles and state of the an-

cient sultans of Egypt, and was ably supported by Sheik X>alier, and some other Arabi-

an princes, who warmly espoused his interests. He also succeeded in almost all his en-

terprises against the neighbouring Asiatic governors and PaslVas, whom he repeatedly

defeated
J
but he was afterwards deprived of the kingdom of Egypt, by the base and

ungrateful conduct of his brother-in-l^w, Mohammed Bey Abudahab j his troops being

totally defeated on the *7th of March, 1773. He was also himself wounded and taken

prisoner
;
and, dying of his \vounds, was buried honourably at Grand pairo. Abuda-

hab afterwards governed Egypt, as Sheik Eellet, and marched into Palestine so subdue

Sheik Daher. After behaving with great cruelty to the inhabitants of the places he

took, he was found dead in his bed one morning at Acre, supposed to be strangled.

Sheik Daher accepted the Porte's full amnesty
^

and, trusting to their assurances, em-

braced the ca^ptain pacha's invitation to dine on board his ship j v/hen the captain pro-

duced his orders, and the brave Daher, Ali Bey?s ally, had his head cut off in the 85th

year of his age.

A civil war how commenced between the adherents of Ali, and other beys or princes

^'vho rose on his ruins, Ofthese' the principal were Murad and Ibrahim, '^vho haying
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driven tlieir enemies into banisliment, began to'quarrel among themselves y till at lengthy

after having alternately expelled each other from Cairo, they agreed to a kind of com-

promise in March, 1785.

From this time nothing of importance occurred till the invasion of Egypt by the

French, of which some account has already been given in our summary of the affairs of

France. The French made themselves masters of Cairo, and the whole of the Delta,

forcing Murad Bey and the Mamalukes to take refuge in Upper Egypt but, after the

departure of Bonaparte, general Kleber, who was left at the head of the army, conclud-

ed a treaty with the grand vizier, who had been sent against him with a powerful army ^

by which the French troops were to be permitted to evacuate Egypt without molesta-

tion. But the British government having, at the same time, sent orders to the English

admirals in the Mediterranean to prevent the return of the French to Europe, general

Kleber, having received notice of these orders, immediately attacked the Turks, and

defeated them with gxeat slaughter. Kleber was, some time after, assassinated, and

Menou took the command of the French.

In the latter end of the year 1800, a strong force was sent out by the British go-

vernment, to expel the French from E^ypt. Admiral Keith commanded the fleet, and

that gallant and experienced officer. Sir Ralph Abercrombie, the land forces. Afttr

many unexpected delays the fleet arrived off Alexandria on the 1st of March, 1801.

The troops made good their landing on the 7th and 8th of that month, and on the 13th

gained a victory over the French, though with the loss of above 2000 men in killed,

wounded, and missing. On the 21st, a more decisive battle was fought, which ended

in a complete victory on the part of the English, who, however, suffered a loss much
to be lamented, in the death of the brave general Abercrombie, who was mortally,

wounded in this action, and died on the 28th. General Moore was also dangerously-

wounded. On the part of the enemy, the French general Roize was left dead on the

field, and generals Lanusse and Rodet afterwards died of their wounds.

After the death of general Abercrombie, general (now lord) Hutchison took the

chief command of the British forces. I'he town and castle of Rosetta was taken by a

division of the English army, under colonel Spencer, aided by a body of the Turks
and early in May a foi.'ce was detached to reduce Cairo. The French were defeated at

Rhamanieh by the Turks, assisted by the British j and about the middle of June, the

city of Cairo ^vas invested on every side by the English forces, and those of the grand
vizlor. On the 2,2d of that month, f.he garrison of Cairo sent a flag of truce to the

English general, and, after a nego<>jiation of several days, a convention was agreed to,

by which the French army at Cairo, and its dependencies, were to be conveyed in ships of

the allied powers, and at tlieir expence, together with their baggage, arms, ammunition,
and effects, to the nearest French ports in the Mediterranean. 'Fhe complete conquest of

Egypt soon followed, by general Menou accepting the conditions of the convention of

Cairo, for himself and the rest of the army under his command.
After tlie evacuation of Egypt by the French, the English endeavoured to effect a

reconcilation between the Mamalukes and the Turks, to restore the former government
of the country j but the 1 urks treacherously assassinating a number oi the beys, the re-

mainder fled into Upper Egypt, and the Porte being unable to subdue them, at length
concluded a treaty with them, by which they yielded to them possession' of that imri of
the country. In consequence, however, of mulinics and intestine conteiitions among
the Turkish troops, the Mamalukes have again returned into Lower Egypt, and the
country is at present a scene of confusion and anarchy, alternfttely ravaged by the dii";

ferent contending parties.
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ABYSSINIA-

SITUATION AND EXTENl*.

Milee. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 800 ^>
, , f 6 and 18 North latitude. 7 ^

Breadth 68ol 1 33 and 43 East longitude,j
^^^'^^^

Boundaries, divisions.] It is bounded on the north by the kingdom of Sennaar,

or Nubia j on the east by the Red Sea and the country of Adel j on the south by the

kingdom of Gingiro and Alaba j and on the west by Kordosan and Gorham.
It contains (according to Mr Bruce, from whoni the following account is chiefly

taken) the following provinces, viz.

4. Masuah^ 2. Tigre j 3 Samen 4. Begemder j 5. Amhara ; 6. Walaka ^ 7,

Gojam *, 8. Damot 9. Maitsha j 10. Dembea j II. Kuara j 12. Nara.

Face of the country, mountains.] The surface of this country is generally rug-

ged and mountainous j it abounds with forests and morasses, and it is also interspersed

with many fertile vallies and plains that are adapted both to pasture and tillage. About
the centre of the kingdom are the mountains of Lamalmon, and those of Amhara and
Sameno, which latter are said to be the loftiest in the country, and in them numerous
rivers arise and flow in all directions.

Rivers.] The chief river is the Nile, or that branch of it named the Ba/ir el Azreh^
or the Blue River, called by the Abyssinians Abawi. Besides this there are the Tacaze,

the Klbbee, or, as the Portuguese call it, the Zibbee, the Mareb, and the Hawash,
which falls into the 1 acaze j and a great number of other smaller rivers.

Lakes.] The lake of Tzana or Dembea (not to mention those of Gooderoo and
Court Ohha) is by much the largest expanse of water known in this country. Its ex-

tent, however, has been greatly exaggerated. Its greatest breadth is thirty-five miles,

and its extent in length is forty-nine. The Nile, by a current ahvays visible, crosses

the end of it. In the dry months, from October to March, the lake shrinks greatly

in size 5 but after that all those rivers a*rc full which are on every side of it, and fall

into the lake, like radii drawn to a centre, it then swells, and extends itself into the

plain country, and has of course a much larger surface.

There are about eleven inhabited islands in the lake. All these islands were former-

ly used as prisons for the great people, or for a voluntary retreat on account of some

disgust or great misfortune,. or as places of security to deposit their valuable effects dur-

ing troublesome tirne^;'

Animals.] There is no country in the world which produces a greater number or

variety of quadrupeds, whether tame or wild, than Abyssinia. Of the tame or cow-

kind, great abundance present themselves every where, difFering in size, some having

horns of various dimensions, some without horns at all
j

difFering also in the colour and

length of their hair.

Among the wild animals are prodigious numbers of the gazel ojr antelope kind j the

bohur, sassa, feeho, and madequa, and many others. The hyaena is still more numerous.

There are few varieties of the dog or fox kind. Of these the most nuinerous is the

deep, or, as he is called, the jackal j this is precisely the same in all respects as the deep

of Earbary and Syria, who are heard hunting in great numbers, and howling in the

evening and morning. The wild boar, smaller and smoother in the hair than that of

Earbary or Europe, but differing in nothing else, is met frequently in sw£^mp$ banks

of livers covered with woodi
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The elephant, rhinoceros, girafia, or camelopardalis, are hihablt^nts of the low hot

country 5 nor is the lion, leopard, or saadh, which is" the panther, seen in the high and

cultivated country. The hippopotamus and crocodile abound in all the rivers, not on-

ly of Abyssinia, but as low down as Nubia and Egypt. There are many of the ass

kind in the low country towards the frontiers of Atbara, but no zebras j these are the

inhabitants of Fazuelo and Narea.

But of all the other quadrupeds, 'there is none exceeds the hyaena for its merciless fe-

rocity. They were a plague, says our author, speaking of these animals, in Abyssinia,

in every situation, both in the city and the field, and I think surpassed the sheep in num-
ber. Gondar was full of them from the time it turned dark to the dawn of day, seek-

ing the different pieces of slaughtered carcases which this ciaiel and unclean people ex-

pose in the streets without burial.

It is a constant observation in Numidia, that the lion avoids and flies from the face of

man, till by some accident they have been brought to engage, and the beast has pre-

vailed against him j then that feeling of superiority imprinted by the Creator in the

heart of all animals for man's preservation, seems to forsake him. The lion having once

tasted human blood, relinquishes the pursuit after the flock. He repairs to some high-

way or frequented path, and has been known, in the kingdom of Tunis, to interrupt

the road to a market for several weeks j and in this he persists till hunters or soldiers are

sent out to destroy hirn.

The number of birds in Abyssinia exceeds that of other animals beyond proportlion.

The high and low countries are equally stored with them : the first kind are the carni-

vorous birds. Many species of the eagle and hawk, many more still of the vulture kind,

as it were, over-stock all parts of the country. That species of glede called hadgdaya,
so frequent in Egypt, comes very punctually into Ethiopia, at the return of the sun,

after the tropical rains. The nissar, or golden eagle, is not only the largest of the ea-

gle kind, but one of the largest birds that Hies. From Tving to wing he is eight feet

four inches. The black eagle, rachamah, erkoom, moroc, shregrig, and waalia, are

partipularly described by the historian of Abyssinia, to whose celebrated work we refer

the reader who is desirous of information concerning them.

^
There is no great plenty of water-fowl in Abyssinia, especially of the web-footed

kind. Vast variety of storks cover the plains in May, when the rains become constant.

AH the deep and grassy bogs have snipes in them y and there are swallcv.s of many
kinds unknown in Europe j those that are common hi Europe appear in passage at the

very season when they take their flight from thence. There are few owls in Abjssinia,

but those are of an immense size and beauty. The^e are no geese, wild or tame, except-
ing what is called the Golden Goose, Goose of the Nile, or Goose of the Cape, com-
mon in all the south of Africa: these build their nests upo;:i trees, and, when not in wa-
ter, generally sit upon them.

From the class of insects, we shall select the most remarkable, viz. the tsallsalaya,

or fly, which is an insect that furnishes a striking proof how fallacious it is to judge by
appearances. If we consider its" small size, its weakness, want of variety or beauty,
nothing in the creation is more contemptible or insignificant

5
yet passing from these tc

its history, and to the account of its powers, we must confess the very great injustice*

we do it from want of consideration. ^Ve are obHgcd, with the greatest surprise, to

acknowledge, that those huge animals, the elephant^ the rlilnoccros, the lion, and tiger,

inhabiting the same woods, are still vastly its inferiors, and that the appearance of thii

small insect, nay, Us very sound, though it is not ?ecn, occasions more trepidation,
movement, and disorder, both in the human and brute creation, than would Nvhole herd-
of these monstrous animals collected together, though their number was m a Lcn-foI(i

proportion greater than it really is.

This insect has not been de.scribed by any naturalist. U is in size very little larger
than a bee, of a thicker proportion. As soon as this plav;ue appears, and their buzzing
is heard, all the cattle forsake their food, and run ^vildly about the plain, till they dit,
worn out with fatigue, fright, and hunger. No remedy lemains l)ut to leave the black
farth, and hasten down to the sands of Atbara 3 and there the^ remain while the :ali;*
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last, this cruel enemy never, daring to pursue them farther. Though the $Izc of the
camel is immense, his strengtli vast, and his body covered with a thick skin, defended
with strong hair, yet still he is not capable to sustain the violent punctures the fly makes
with its pointed proboscis. He must lose no time in removing to the sands of Atbara

j

for, when once attacked by this fly, his body, head, and legs, break out into large bos-

ses, w^hich swell, break, and putrefy, to the certain destruction of the creature.

Climate, seasons, soil, produce.] The rainy season continues for six months of
the year, from April to September, which is succeeded, without interval, by a cloudless

sky and vertical sun; and cold nights, which as immediately follow these scorching

days. The earth, notwithstanding the heat of these days, is yet perpetually cold, so as

to feel disagreeable to the soles of the feet partly owing to the six months' rain, when
no sun appears, and partly to the perpetual equality of nights and days.

The soil, though in many places thinly spread, is rendered fertile and productive by
the rains and rivers. Wherever it can be tilled and well watered, it yields very large

crops of wheat, barley, millet, and other grain. The inhabitants have two, and often

three harvests in the year : and, where they have a supply of water, they may sow in

all seasons many of their trees and plants retain their verdure, and yield fruit and flow-

ers throughout the year : the w^st side of a tree blossoms first, and bears fruit j then the

south side j next the north side ; and last of all the cast side goes through the same pro-

•cess, towards the beginning of the rainy season.

Metals and minerals.] Some gold is found among the sands of the rivers, and
there are mines of fossile salt. The Abyssinians, in lieu of small money, frequently

make use of pieces of rock salt, which are as white as snow and hard as stone. Accord-
ing to some accounts this country produces emeralds estimated. at a high value.

Vegetables.] The Pa/>yrusj which is a plant well known in Egypt, appears to

have been early brought thither from Ethiopia. It is also found in Abyssinia. Ba/es-

sar. Balm, or Balsam, is also a native of Abyssinia. The great value set upon this

drug in tlie East, remounts tp very early ages. We know from scripture, the oldest

history extant, as well as the mo^t infallible, that the Ishmaelites, or Arabian carriers

and merchants trafficking with the India commodities into Egypt, brought with them
balm as a part of the cargo.—The Easete is an herbaceous plant, which grows and

comes^to great perfection at Gondar ^ but it mostly abounds in that part of Maitsha and

Goutto west of the Nile, where there are large plantations of it, and is there, almost

exclusive of every thing else, the food of the Galla inhabiting that province. When
soft, like the turnip well boiled, if eaten with milk or butter, it is the best of food,

wholesome, nourishing, and easily digested,—-The Teff is a grain cpmmonly sown all

over Abyssinia, where it scenes to thrive equally on all sorts of ground j from it is made
the bread vrhich is commonly used throughout this country. The Abyssinians indeed

have plenty of wheat, and some of it of an excelieut quality. They likewise make as

fine wheaten bread as any in the world, both for colour and taste j but the use of wheat-

bread is chiefly confined to people of the first rank. The acacia-tree is very common in

Abyssinia, as are several other curious productions of the vegetable world.

Natural curiosities.] Of these the principal are the spring which the Abyssi-

nians consider as the source of the Nile, and the cataracts of that river.

The Agows (a people of a certain district) of Damot, pay divine honours to the

Nile
y
they worship the river, and thousands of cattle have been oflered, and still are

offered, to the spirit supposed to reside at the sources. The village of Geesh, though

not farther distant than 600 yards, is not in sight of the sources of the Nile. In the

middle of a marsh near the bottom of the mountain of Geesh, arises a hillock of a cir-

cular form, about three feet from the surface of the marsh itself, though apparently

founded much deeper in it. The diameter of this is something short of twelve feet j it

is surrounded by a shallow trench, which collects the water, and voids it eastward 5 it

IS firmly built with sod or earthen turf, brought from the sides, and constantly kept in

fepair, and this is the. altar upon which all their religious ceremonies are performed. In

the middle of this altar, is a hole obviously made, or at least enlarged, by the hand of

mill. !t is kept clear of grass or other ar|uatic plant?, and the water )n it is perfectly
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clear and limpid, but lias no ebullition or motion of any kind discernible upon its sur-

face. This mouth or opening of the source is some parts of an inch less than three feet

in diameter, and the water stood about two inches from the lip or him. The spring is

about six feet six inches deep.

Ten feet distant from the first of these springs, is the sacred fountain, about eleven

inches in diameter j but this is eight feet three inches deep : and about twenty

feet distant from the first, is the third source, its mouth being something more than two

feet large, and it is Hve feet eight inches deep. With a brass quadrant of three feet

radius, Mr Bruce folmd the exact latitude of the principal fountain of the Nile to be

10? 59'" 25", though th'b Jesuits have supposed it 12° N. by a random guess. The lon-

gitude he ascertained to be 36° 55'' 30'' east of tbe meridian of Greenwich.

The great cataract of Alata (for we shall omit describing those of inferior note) Mr
Bruce tells us was the most magnificent sight he had ever beheld. The height has

been rather exaggerated. The missionaries say the fall is about sixteen ells, or fifty

feet. The measuring is, indeed, very difficult
j
but, by the position of long sticks,

and poles of different lengths, at different heights of the rock from the water's edge,

Mr Bruce thinks he may venture to say that it is nearer forty feet than any other mea-

sure. The river had been considerably increased by rains, and fell in one sheet of wa-

ter, without any interval, above half an English mile in breadth, with a force and a

noise that was truly terrible, and which stunned, and made him for a time perfectly

dizzy. A thick fume or haze covered the fall all round, and hung over the course of

the stream, both above and below, marking its track, though the water is not seen.

The river, though swelled with rain, preserved its natural clearness, and fell, as far as he

could discern, into a deep pool or bason in the solid rock, which was full, and in twenty

different eddies to the very foot of the precipice the stream, -when it fell, seeming

part of it to run back with great fury upon the rock, as well as forward in the line of

its course, raising a wave, or violent ebullition, by chafing against each other.

shall here subjoin a summary of the account our author gives of the causes of the

inundation of the Nile.

The sun being nearly stationary for some days in the tropic of Capricorn, the air

there becomes so much rarefied, that the heavier winds, charged with watery particles,

rush in upon it from the Atlantic on the west, and from the Indian Ocean on the east.

Having thus gathered such a (Quantity of vapours as it were to a focus, the sun now puts

them in motion, and drawing them after it in its rapid progress northward, on the 7tli

of January, for two years together, seemed to have extended its power to tHe atmos-

phere of Gondar,, when, for the first time^ there appeared in the sky white, dappled,

thin clouds, the sun being then distant S^'^ from the zenith, without any one cloudy or

dark speck having been seen for several months before. Advancing to the line with

increased velocity, and describing larger spirals, the sun brings on a few drops of rain

at Gondar on the 1st of March, being then distant 5° from the zenith j these are

greedily absorbed by the thirsty soil j and this seems to be the farthest extent of the

sun's influence capable of causing rain, which then only falls in laige drops, and lasts

but a few minutes : the rainy season, however, begins most seriously upon its arrival at

the zenith of every place, and these rains continue constant and increasing after he has

passed it, in his propress northward.

In April, all the rivers in Amhara, Begcmdcr, .ind Lasta, arc first discoloured, and
then beginning to swell, join the Nile in tlie several parts of its course nearest them j the

river then, from the height of its angle of incHnation, forces itself through the stiignaiit

lake without mixing with it. In the beginning of May, hundreds of streams ^x)ur

themselves from Gojam, Damot, Maitsha, and Dcnibea, into the lake Tzana, which
had become low by intense evaporation, but now begins to fill insensibly, and contri

:butes a large quantity of watt^r to the Nile, bt-fore it falls down the cataract of Alata.

In the beginning of June, the sun iiaving now passed all Abyssinia, the rivers there arc uU
full y and then is the Lime of the greatest rains in Abyssinia, while it is for some days,

as it were, stationary in the tropic of Cancer.

Immediately after the sun lias passed the line, he begins the rainy season to the

southward, still as he approaches ihc zenith of each place ; but tlie situation and nc^c"^
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sities of this country being variec^, the manner of promoting the inundation is changed.
A high chain of mountains runs from above 6° south all along the middle of the continent

towards the Cape of Good Hope, and intersects the southern parts of the peninsula,

nearly in the same manner that the river Nile does the northern. A strong wind from
the south, stopping the progress of the condensed vapours, dashes them against the cold

Summits of this ridge of mountains, and forms many rivers, which escape in the direc-

tion either east or west as the level presents itself. If this is towards the west, they

fall down the sides of the mountains into the Atlantic, and if on the east, into the In-

dian Ocean.

Inhabitants, manners, customs.] The Abyssinians are in general tall and well

made. They are of a dark olive complexion ) their features are proportionate j their

eyes large, black, and sparkling ^ their noses rather high than flat j their lips small,

and their teeth extremely white and handsome. • With respect to their disposition,

they are mild and docile, and in their general conduct sober and temperate.

The dress of persons of quality is a long fine vest, either of silk or cotton, tied about

the middle with a rich scarf. The common people have only a pair of cotton drawers,

and a kind of scarf, or piece of the same linen with which they cover the rest of the body.

The habit of women of the superior class consists of the richest silks, ornamented, ac-

cording to their rank, with trinkets and jewels, images, and relics of various kinds.

Women in general are allowed to appear in public, and to converse freely with the

men, without any of those restrictions to which the Turkish women are commonly sub-

ject. The women of superior condition are not very guarded in their conduct, but

those of inferior rank are more faithful to their husbands j and they also willingly sub-

mit to tlie meaner and more laborious offices of domestic life. It is their business to

grind corn for the family, ^vhich they perform daily by means of hand-mills.

Although we read in the accounts of the Jesuits, says Mr Bruce, a great deal about

marriage and polygamy, yet there is nothing wliich may be averred more truly, than

that there is no such a thing as marriage in Abyssinia, unless it be that which is con-

tracted by mutual consent, without other form, subsisting only till it is dissolved by
dissent of one or the other, and to be renewed or repeated as often as it is agreeable to

both parties. There is no such distinction as legitimate and illegitimate children, from

the king to the beggar. Their funerals are attended with many superstitious ceremo-

nies : the relations, friends, and a number of hired mourners, bewail the dead for many
days together, with loud shrieks and lamentations') and the women make wounds in-

their faces with their nails.

The Abyssinians neither eat nor drink with strangers and they break or purify eve-

ry vessel which has been used by them. They eat raw flesh, and even cut it from the

living animal, according to Mr Bruce, who tells us that, in the neighbourhood of

Axum, he met with some travellers who were driving a cow before them. He after-

wards found that they cut stakes from the higher part of the buttock : they then closed

the wound by drawing the skin over it, and applied to it a cataplasm of clay. They
then drove the animal before them, in order to supply them and their companions with

another meal. At their feasts, according to the same traveller, they have a bull or a

cow, one or more, according to the number of guests, which are tied at the door of

the house in which they are assembled. From these animals square pieces of flesh are

cut and served up on round cakes of unleavened bread, made of teff. As no person of

any fashion feeds himself, or touches his own meat, the women take the steak, while

the motion of the fibres is distinctly seen, cut it into small pieces, well pepper them,

and wrap them up in tht teff-bread like so many cartridges. In this form^ they are put

Into the mouths of the guests, w^ho, like birds fed by their dam, are opening their

mouths to receive the morsels that are ready, as fast as they can be prepared for them.

The females, after having thus supplied the male guests, eat till they are satisfied, and

then all drink together. The victim is still bleeding, writhing, and roaring at the

door. When the animal has bled to death, the cannibals tear the remaining flesh from

the thighs with thelc teeth, like dogs.—Such is Mr Bruce's description of an Abyssi-

nian feast.
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I'lie offering of meat and drink in Abyssinia is an assurance of safety to tKe person

to whom it is oftered. Many of the customs of this country resemble those of the an-

cient Persians and Egyptians.

Government.] The government of Abyssinia has always been monarchical and

despotic, the sovereign exercising absolute dominion oVer the live?, liberties, and for-

tunes, of his subjects, and possessing uncontroulable authority in ail matters, ecclesiastic

cal as well a§ civil. His will is the universal law, there neither being, nor ever having

been, any written laws to restrain the royal pDwer, or to secure the property or privi^-

leges of the subject. The monarchs of Abyssinia claim descent from Menilek, the son

©f Solomon, as they pretend, by the queen of Sheba. The crown is hereditary in this

family, but elective as to the person. A peculiar custom formerly prevailed of confin-

ing all the princes of the blood royal in a palace on a high mountain, during their

lives, or till they were called to the throne j but this practice, it appears, has now fal-

len into disuse.

Cities, chief towns.] Gondar, the metropolis of Abyssinia, is situated upon a

hill of considerable height, the top of it nearly plain, on which the town is placed.

It consists of about ten thousand families in time of peace y the houses are chiefly oE

clay, the roofs thatched in the form of cones, which is always the construction within

the tropical rains. On the west of the town is the king's house, formerly a structure

of considerable consequence. It was a square building flanked with square towers. It

was formerly four stories high., and from the top of it had a magnificent view of ail ihe

country southward to }uke Tzana. Great part of this house is now in ruins, having

been burnt at different times j but there is still ample lodging in the two lowest floors

of it, the audience-chamber being above one hundred and twenty feet long.

The palace and all its contiguous buildings are surrounded by a substantial stone

wall thirty feet high, with battlements upon the outer wall, and a parapet roof between

the outer and inner, by which you can go along the whole, and look into the street.

There appear to have been never any embrasures for cannon, and the four sides of the

walls are above an English mile and a half in length. Gondar, by a number of ob-

servations of the sun and stars, is in N. lat. 12° 34?' 30" ; its longitude is 37^ 33' east

from Greenwich.

Dixan is the first town in Abyssinia, on the side of Taranta. It is built on the top

of a hill perfectly in form of a sugar-loaf j a deep valley surrounds it every where like

a trench, and the road winds spirally up the hill till it ends among the houses. It is

true of Dixan, as of most frontier towns, that the bad people of both contiguous coun-
tries resort thither. The town consists of Moors and Christians, and is very well peo-

pled 'y yet the only trade of either of these sects is a very extraordinary one, that of
selling children. The Christians bring such as they have stolen in Abyssinia to Dixan
as a sure deposit 3 and the Moors receive them there, and carry them to a certain mar-
ket at Masuah, whence they are sent over to Arabia or India. The priests of the pro-

vince of Tigre, especially those near the rock Damo, are openly concerned in this in-

famous practice. Dixan is in lat. 14>" 57^ 55'' north, and long. 40° T 30'' cast of the

meridian of Greenwich.

Axum is supposed to have been once the capital of Abyssinia, and its ruins are now
very extensive

j
but, like tlx: cities of ancient times, consist altogether of public build-

ings. In one square, which seems to have been the centre of the town, there arc forty

obelisks, none of which have any hieroglyphics upon them. They are all of one piece,

of granite, and, on the top of that which is standing, there is a patera
^
exceedingly

well carved, in the Greek taste. Axum is watered by a small stream, which tlo\vs all

the year from a fountain In the narrow valley where stand the rows of obelisks. The
spring is received into a magnificent bason 150 feet square, and thence is carried at.

pleasure, to water the neighbouring gardens, %vhcre there is little fruit excepting
pomegranates, neither are these very excellent. The latitude of this town is 14* o'
36 ' north.

Masuah. Tlie houses of this town, which is situated upon an island bearing the
same name, on the Abyssiir!;in ^horc of the Hcd Sea, arc in general built of poles and
bent grass, as in the towns of Arabia ) but h^<w\(ti thesf , \hctc are about twenty of
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stone, Six or eight of which are two stories each. North lat. 15^ 35^ 5^ east loiig.

39^ 36^30''.

Trade.] There is a considerable deal of trade carried on at Masuah, narrow and
confined as the island is, and violent and unjust as *is the government. But it is all

done in a slovenly manner, and for articles in which a small capital is invested. Pro-

perty here- is too precious to risk a venture in valuable commodities, where the hand of

power enters into every transaction.

Gondar, and all the neighbouring country, depend for the necessaries of life, cattle,

honey, butter, wheat, hides, wax, and a number of such articles, upon the Agows,
who inhabit a province in which the sources of the Nile are found, and which province-

is no where sixty .miles in length, nor half that in breadth. These Agows come con-

stantly in succession, a thousand or fifteen hundred at a time, loaded with these com-
modities, to the capital.

It may naturally occur that, in a long carriage, such as that of a hundred miles in

such a climate, butter must melt, and be in a state of fusion, consequently very near

putrefaction : this is prevented by the root of an herb, called Moc-moco, yellow in co-

lour, and in shape resembling nearly a carrot : this they bruise and mix with their but-

ter, and a very small quantity preserves it fresh for a considerable time.

Language.] A variety of languages are spoken in this country. The Jews speak

a dialect of the Hebrew : the Moors an impure Arabic j the Gallas have likewise a

language of their own. The dialect of the court is that of Amhara j that of Tigre,

however, approaches nearest to the old Ethiopic, which has - considerable affinity to

the Arabic, and is called leshone gee%^ or the learned language and is still used not

only in all their literary and religious books, but also in their public instruments and

records.

Religion.] The inhabitants of Abyssinia consist of Christians, .Tews, Mohamme-
dans, and Pagans : about one-third part are Mohammedans, who . are every where in-

termixed with the Christians. The pagans are chiefly the Gallas, besides some others

W'ho are dispersed through several of the provinces of the Abyssinian empire.

Mr Bruce informs us, from the annals of Abyssinia, that in the time of Solomon all

this country was couverted to Judaism, and the government of the church and state mo-
delled according to what was then in use at Jerusalem.

Some ecclesiastical writers, rather from attachment to particular systems, than from^

any conviction that the opinien they espouse is truth, would persuade us, that the con-

version of Abyssinia to Christianity happened in the days of the apostles j but it appears

that this was effected by the labours of Frumentlus (the apostle of the Abyssinians) in'

the year of Christ 333, according to our account.

Their first bishop, Frumentlus, being ordained about the year 333, and instructed' in^

the religion of the Greeks of the church of Alexandria, by St Athanasius, then sitting

in the chair of St Mark, it follows, that the true religion of the Abyssinians^ whicH.^

they received on their conversion to Christianity, is that of the Greek church; They
receive the holy sacrament in both kinds, in unleavened bread, and in the grape bruis-

ed with the husk together as it grows, so that it is a kind of marmalade, and is giv^en

in a flat spoon. They observe also circumcision.

The Abyssinian church is governed by a bishop or metropolitan, styled Alhuna (bur

father), and sometimes, though improperly, patriarch, sent them by the Coptic patri-

arch of Alexandria, residing at Cairo, who is the only person that ojdains priests.

Army.] The military force of this country, according to Mr Bruce, has been

greatly exaggerated : that traveller does not suppose that any king of Abyssinia fever

commanded 40,000 effective men, at any time, or on any occasion, exclusive of his

own household troops, w^hich are about 8000 infantry.

Revenue.] This arises from different imposts on the trade of the country 5 the ^ale

of the great places of the kingdom and a tenth, levied every third year, on all' the

cattle in the empire. The whole amount of these is not easily estimated, bitt it ap-

pears that it falls very short of what might be expected from a country of which the

noyereign Is the sole proprietor and disposer.
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lioYAL TITLE, ARMS.] The Abyssinian monarchs assukie the title of Nagush dr

^egu%y and are always addressed either by that or Nagusha Nagasht, king of kings j or

by that of Nat^e/te^ which is equivalent to the French ^zr^". Those who appioach;

them prostrate themselves before them , and when^ they are seated in council^ they are

concealed from view.

The device of these sovereigns is a lion passant proper in a field of gules^ with this

motto, Mo y:/nbata am Nizi/et Solomon am Negade Jude— The lion of the race of So-

lomon and tribe: of Judah, hath overcome."

Literature } With respect to arts and sciences, the Abyssinians are very unin^

formed, and will probably long continue so, both from the form of their government^

and their natural indolence, and from the little intercourse they have with any nation*

in which knowledge is cultivated.

History, J As the accounts of kings and princes of remote ages are hot always en-

tertaining, and as the history of so barbarous and uncivilized a people will, we presumcj

afford but small amusement to our readers, whatever satisfaction they may have receiv-^

ed from surveying the manners and customs of the people, and the natural history o£

the country, we shall therefore make no farther apology for orhitting the ftccount o£

the annals of Abyssinia, but refer those who have any desire of information upon this

subject, to the second volume of the Travels of our adventurous author, where they will

find a very ample detail through more than 700 pages of a ponderous quarto.

INTERIOR COUNTRIES OF AFFRICA;

FEZZAN, BOKNOU, CASHNA, TOMBUCTOO, HOUSSA, BAR-FUK, &c»

^ It having been long a subject of complairit that Europeans know very little,, if any
thing, of the interior districts of Africa, a number of learned and opulent individuals

formed themselves into a society for the purpose of exploring thism^ The association

'A'as formed on the 9th of June, in the year 1788 and on the same day a committee of
its members, viz. Loj'd Rawdon, the Bishop of Landaff^ Sir Joseph Baiihs.^ Mr Beau^^

"foy^ and Mr Stuart^ were invested with the direction of its funds, the managera:' t of

the correspondence, and the choice of the persons to whom the geographical mission

Was to be assigned. Persuaded of the importance of the object which the association

had in view, their committee lost no time in executing the plan which it had formed

4

Two gentlemen were recommended to them, and appearing to be eminently qualified

for making the projected researches, they were chosen. One was Mr Ledyord ; the

other a Mr Lucas.
* Mr Lcdyard undertook, at his own desire, the difficult and perilous task of traverse

ing from east to west, iu the latitude attributed to the Niger, the widest part of the

continent of Africa. On this bold adventure he left London June 30. 17SS, and ar-

rived at Cairo on the IDth of August.
* Hence he transmitted such accounts to his employers as manifest him to have been

a traveller who observed, refiected, and compared , and such was the information

which he collected here from the travelling slave-merchants, and from others, respect-

ing the interior districts of Africa, that he was impatient to explore them, He wrote
to the committee, that his next communication \vv)uld be from Scnaar (six hundred
miles to the south of Cairo) : but death, attributed to various causes, arrested him at

the commencement of his re searches, and disappointed the hopes which were entertain-

ed of his projected journey.
* Mr Lucas embarked for Tripoli, October 18. J 788, with instructions to proceed

over the desert of Zahara to Fezzan, to collect, and to trnnsmit, by way of Tripoli,

whatever intelligence the people of JrVi.ian or the tiudt-iv thither, ml^ht be able to af»

X X
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ford respecting the Interior of the continent 5 and to return by tKe way of Gambia, or

the coast of Guinea.
* Instructions to undertake great enterprises are more easily given tlian executed. So

Mr Lucas found
j
only a part of the plan was this geographical missionary able to car-

ry into execution. He set out, indeed, mounted on a handsome mule, presented to hiia

by the bey, the pasha's eldest son, in company with shereefs, for the kingdom of Fez-

tan, intending to penetrate from Tripoli even to Gambia : but his peregrinations, which
began February 1. 1798, terminated at Mesurata on February 7tli.

* Deprived of visiting Fezzan, and the other inland districts of Africa, Mr Lucas
solicited the information of his fellow travellers, and transmitted to the society the re-

sult of his conferences with a shereef Imhammcd, who described the kingdom of Fezzan
to be a small circular domain, placed in a vast wilderness, as an island in the midst of

the ocean, containing near a hundred towns and villages, of which Mourzook is the

capital, distant south from Mesurata about three hundred and ninety miles. In this

kingdom are to be seen some venerable remains of ancient magnificence, some districts

of remarkable fertility, and numerous smoking lakes, producing a species of fossil al-

kali called frona '—We -shall presently give a more circumstantial and authentic ac-

count of this countr}', from the description of it by Mr Horneman, a later traveller,^

under the patronage of the African society, who was at Mourzook, and resided there

several months in the years 1798 and 1799.
*• The narrative proceeds to state, that south-east of Mourzook, at the distance of

jone hundred and fifty miles, is a sandy desert, two hundred miles wide, beyond which
are the mountains of Tibesti, inhabited by ferocious savages, tributary to Fezzan. The
valleys between the mountains are ^aid to be fertilized by innumerable springs, to abound
with corn, and to be celebrated for their breed of camels. The tribute of the Tibes-

tins to the king of Fezzan is twenty camel-loads of senna.

* This kingdom is inconsiderable, when compared with the two great empires of

Bornou and Cashna, or Kassina, which lie south of Fezzan, occupying that vast region

which spreads itself from the river of the Antelopes for twelve hundred miles westward,

and includes a great part of the Niger's course. Cashna, or Kassina, we are informed,

contains a thousand towns and villages ; and in Eornou, which is still more consider-^

able, thirty languages are said to be spoken. The latter is represented as a fertile and
beautiful country, its capital being situated within a day's journey of the river Wod-ei-

Ga'zel^ which is lost in the sandy wastes of the vast desart of Bilma, and is inhabited

by herdsmen, dwelling, like the old patriarchs, in tents, and whose wealth consists in

their cattle *. (Bornou, or Eernoa, is a word signifying the land of Noah j for the

Arabs conceive, that, on the retiring of the deluge, its mountains received the ark.)

Though they cultivate various sorts of grain, the use of the plough is unknown \ and
the hoe is the only instrument of husbandry. Here grapes, apricots, and pomegranates,

together with limes and lemons, and two species of melons, the water and the musk, are

produced in large abundance ; but one of the most valuable of its vegetables is a tree

called kedeyna, which in form and height resembles the olive, is like the lemon in its

leaf, and bears a nut, of which the kernel and the shell are both in great estimation;,

the first as a fruit, the last on account of the oil which it furnishes when bruised, and
which supplies the lamps of the people of Bornou with a substitute for the oil of olives,,

p. 139. Bees, it is added, are so numerous, that the wax is often thrown away as an ar-

tide of no value in the market. Many other particulars are added, for which we must
refer to the work. The population is described by the expression a countless multitude^

We shall pass over the nature of their religion, which is Mohammedan \ of their go-

vernm-ent, which is an elective monarchy j and the singular mode of their electing a
new king from among the children of the deceased sovereign : but the account of the

present sultan, his wives and his children (p. 227), is too curious not to be exhibited.

' The present sultan, whose name is Ali, is a man of an unostentatious, plain appear*

ance j for be seldom wears any other dress than the common blue ishirt of cotton or silk^

* Horses and horned cattle, goats, sheep, and camels, are the coninion animals ofthe country.
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£.nd the silk or muslin turban, which form the usual dress of the country. Such, how-

ever, is the magnificence of his seraglio, that the ladies who inhabit it are said to be

five hundred in number, and he himself is described as the reputed father of three hun-

dred auJ fifty chi'iiien, of whom three hundred are males j a disproportion which natu-

rally suggests the idea that the mother, preferring to the gratification of natural affection

the joy of seeing herself the igupposed parent of a future candidate fbr the empire, some-

times exchanges her female child for the male offspring of a stranger,

* We are told that fire-arms, though not unknown tp the people of ^^ornou, are not

possessed by them.
* South east from Bornou lies the extensive kingdgm of Begarmeej and beyond this

kingdom are said to be several tribes of negroes, idolaters, and feeders on humai^ flesh.

These, we are told, are annually invaded by the Begairrneese 5 and when they have ta-

ken as many prisoners as their purpose may require, they drive the captives, like cattle^,

to Begarmee. It is farther said, that if any of them, exhausted by fatigue, happen to lin-

ger in their pace, one of the horsemen seizes on the oldest, and, cutting oif his arm, uses

it as a club to drive on the rest.

* We are not much disposed to give credit to this relation. That the negroes, who
are sold for slaves, are different from the other Africans, is nqt probable j and that they

ishould be driven along with the i?;iangled limbs of their associates, utterly exceeds be-

lief. >

* The empire of Cashna bears a great resemblance tp'that of Bornou.
* After perusing what is here related of the extent, population, ferdlity, manufactures,

and commerce of these regions, we may be permitted to wonder at their haying remain-

ed altogether unknown to Europeans, We cannot but suspect considerable exaggera-

tions. That the interior parts of Africa are peopled, the caravans which go from Cairo

and Tripoli, and v;hich are often absent three years, sufficiently evince ; but hat they

, are divided into regular and civilized states, may be a question. ^ thomand towns
and milages in one empire, and thirty different !a?iguag^t spoken in the other^ manifest a

disposition in the shereef Imhamnied to enlargement, or, at least, tp retail loose reports.

That they should be acquainted with, yet not possess fi,re-arms, nor make any attempt

to navigate the Niger, nor even to take the fish that abound in its waters, but little ac-

cords with the history qf their commerce, and of their progress in manufactures.'

Under the patronage of the same society for making discoveries in the ii)teriQr coun-
tries of Africa, Mr Mungo Park has since perforrfied a journey eastward, from the

from the mouth of the Ganibia to Silia, on the river Niger, above a thousand miles

from the Atlantic
j
and, to use the words of major Renneli, brought to our knowledge

more important facts respecting the geography of western Africa, both moral and phy-
sical, than have been collected by any former traveller.

Mr Park set out from Pisania (a British factory on the banks of the Gambia) on the

2d of December 1793, and took his route thrc^ygh the kingdoms of Woolli, Bondviu,

Kayaaga, Kasson, Kaarta, and Ludamar, to Bambarra. i'hc country of vVoolli, he tells

us, every where rise^ into gentle acctiyities, which are generally covered with cxiensive

woods, and the towns are situate in the intermediate valleys 3 the chief productions are

jcotton, tobacco, and diiferent kimi? of corn. Medina, the capital of this kingdom, is a
place of considerable extent, and may contain from eight hundred lo a ihoiisand houses.

The country of Bondou, like that of Woolli, is very generally covered witli woods ; out
in native fertility, in the opliiion of our traveller, is not siirpasscil by any part of Africa.
The name of the capital of this country is Fatteconda. T!;e inhabiianls are of the tribe

jof the Foulahs, who are in general of a tawny complexion, with small features, and soft

silky hair. The Foulah.s of Bondou are naturally of a mild and gentle disoosition : but
they evidently consider all the negro natives as their inferiors-, and, when talk;.i of
different nations, always rank themselves among ihc white people In Kayaaga, the
jnext kingdom, the air and cfimate arc more pure and salubrious than ai any of the set-

tlements towards the coast j the face of the country is every wheie interspersed with a
pleasing variety of hills and valleys j and the windings of the Senegal river, which -ie-

scends from the rocky hills of the interior, m ke the scenery on its banks very pic u-

yesqi^e an4 beautifuL The inhabitants are called 3eiawogIliei, or^ as the frcndi write
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it, Seraccslets. Their complexion is a jet black ; tlieir government is a des|)6tic Ma-?

narcliy and they are habitually a trading people. In the kingdom of Kasson, ofwhich
Kooniakarry is the capital, from the top of a high hill Mr Park had an enchanting pros-

pect of thfe country. The number of towns and villages, and the extensive cultivation

around them, surpassed every thing he had yet seen in Africa. A gross calculation

may be formed of the number of inhabitants in this delightful plain, fro'm the fact, that

the king of Kasson can raise four thousand fighting men by the sound of his war-drum^

At Kemmoo, the capital of Kaarta, Mr Park had an audience of the king, who advised

him to return to Kasson
;

telling him it was not in his power at present to afford him
much assistance, for that all kind of communication between Kaarta and Bambarra had

been interrupted for some time past, in consequence of a war between the two king-

doms- Our traveller, however, resolved to continue his journey, and proceed to Jarra,

a tow^n in the kingdom of Ludamar, whence he sent presents to Ali, the sovereign, then

encamped at Benowm, requesting perniission to pass through his territories. Several

days afterwards, one of Ali's slaves arrived with instructions, as he' pretended to conduct

him as far as Goomba, on the farther frontier but, before he arrived there, he was seiz-

ed by a party of Moors, who conveyed him to Ali at Benowm, who detained him a pri-

soner more than three months. He, however, at length found means to make his escape,

in the confusion which ensued in consequence of the success of the army of the king of

Kaarta, who had invaded the country. His joy at hU escape, he tells us, it is impossi-

ble to describe j but he soon found that his real situation was distfessfitl in the ex-

treme : he was in the midst of a barren wilderness
j
and, after travelling a long time,

exposed to the burning heat of the sun, reflected with double violence from the

hot sand, his suffering from thirst became so intolerable, that he fainted on the sand,

and expected the immediate approach of death. Nature, however, at length resumed its

functions
j
and, on recovering his senses, he found the sun just sinking behind the trees,

and the evening become somew^hat cool. It soon after rained plentifully for

more than an hour, and he quenched his thirst by wringing and sucking his clothes,

hy which he was sufficiently relieved to enable him to pursue his journey j
and, after

travelling several days more, he at leng-h came in sight ot one of the principal objects

pointed out for his reach—the river Niger. " I saw," says he, " with infinite pleasure,

the great object of my mission— the long- sought for, majestic Niger, glittering to the

morning sun, as broad as the Thames at Westminster, and flowing slowly to the east-

'ward. I hastened to the brink, and, having drunk of the water, lifted up my fervent

thanks in prayer to the Great Ruler of all things, for having thus far crowned my en-

ileavours with success."

He had now reached Sego, the capital of Bambarra, which he thus describes :
—" Sego,

properly speaking, consists of four distinct towns *, two on the northern bank of the

Niger, and two on the southern. They are all surrounded with high mud walls 5 the

houses are built of clay, of a square form, with flat roofs j some of them have two stories,

many of them are w^hite- washed. Besides these buildings, Moorish mosques are seen in

every quarter \ and the streets, though narrow, are broad enough for every useful pur-

pose, in a country v;here wheel-carriages are entirely unknown. From the best inquiries

J could make, I have reason to believe that Sego contains, altogether, about thirty thou-

sand inhabitants. The viev; of this extensiYe city, the numerous canoes upon the river,

the crowded population, and the cultivated state of the surrounding country, foimed al-

together a prospect of civilization and magnificence which I little expected to find iri

the bosom of Africa.—Sego is situate, as nearly as can be ascertained, in north lat. 14?

deg. 10 min. : west long. 2 deg. 26 min."

From Sego, Mr Park continued his journey along the banks of the Niger to Silla, a

large town about eighty miles to the east of Sego j and here, the tropical rains beiug set

in, his finances expended, and various other difficulties concurring to render his farther

progress extremely dangerous, if not impracticable, he terminated his travels to the eas-

ward " at a point (says Major Rennell) somewhat more than sixteen degrees east of Cape

Verd, and precisely in the sane parallel. The line of distance arising from this differ-

ence of longitude, is about 941 geographical miles, or 1090 British, within the western

q^tremity of Africa ^ a poirxt which, although short by two hundred miles of the desired
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station, Tombuctoo, tlie attainment of which would unquestionably have been attended

with great ec/at, v/as yet far beyond what any other European, whose travels have been

communicated to the European world, had ever reached."

Mr Park gives the following account of Tombuctoo and Housa, from the informa-

tion he was able -to collect concerning those cllies, at Sego, and in the course of his

journey :
f

,

" To the north-east of Masina (a kingdom on the northern bank of the Niger, at a

short distance from Silla) is situate the kingdom of Tombuctoo, the great object of Eu-

ropean research the capital of this kingdom being one of the principal marts for that

extensive commerce which the Moors carry on with the Negroes. The hopes of ac-

quiring wealth in this pursuit, and zeal for propagating their religion, have nlled this

extensive city with Moors and Mohammedan converts ; the king himself, and all the

chief officers of state, are Moors : and they are said to be more severe and intolerant in

their principles than any other of the Moorish tribes in this part of Africa, I was in-

formed by a venerable old negro, that when he first visited Tombuctoo, he took up his

lodging at a sort of public inn, the landlord of which, when he conducted him into his

hut, spread a mat on the floor, and laid ^ rope upon it, saying, ' If you are a Mussulman,

you are my friend •, sit down : but if you are a Kafir (infidel), you are my slave, and

with 'his rope I will lead you to market.' The present king of Tombuctoo is named
Abu Abrahiraa. He is reported to possess immense riches. His wives and concubines

are said to be clothed in silk, and the chief officers of state live in considerable splen-

dour. The whole expence of his government is defrayed, as I was told, by a tax upon,

merchandise, which is collected at the gates of the city.

" The city of Houssa (the capital of a large kingdom to the eastward of Tombuc-
too) is another great mart for Moorish commerce. I conversed with many merchants

who had visited that city, and they all agreed that it is larger and more populous than

Tombuctoo. The trade, police, and government, are nearly the sarpe in both
j

but, in

Houssa, the Negroes are in greater proportion to the Moors, and have some share in the

government.'*

Mr Park was likewise told by a shercef who resided at Walet, the capital of the

kisgdom of Beeroo, to the northward of Sego, and who had visited Houssa, and lived

some years at Tombuctoo, " that Houssa was the largest town he had ever seen : that

Walet was larger than Tombuctoo : but being remote from the Niger, and its trade

consisting chiefly of salt, it was not so much resorted to by strangers : that between
Benowm and Walet was ten days' journey, but the road did not lead through any re-

markable towns, and travellers supported themselves by purchasing milk from the Arabs,
who keep their herds by the watering-places : two of the days' journey was over a sandy
country without water. From Walet to Tombuctoo was eleven days more : but w^ter
was more plentiful, and the journey was usually performed upon bullocks. He said

there were many Jews at Tombuctoo but they all spoke Arabic, and used the same
prayers as the Moors."

The city of Tombuctoo is placed by Major Rennell, from a comparison of all the ac-

counts received of it, in north latitude 16° 30''; east longitude l'^ 33 '.

According to the report of Mr Park, the interior parts of Africa arc inhabited by
three distinct races of men-,— the Maadlngocs, or proper negroes j the Foulahs, or

white Ethiopians of !Ptolemy and Pliny, who have neither the crisped Ivair, nor jetty

blackness of the Mandingocs j and tlic Moors, natives of Arabia, wlio in their per-

sons and complexions exactly resemble tlie i\'lulattocs of the Weft Indies, and who are

bigotted Mohammedans, and of a disposition most perfidious and sanguinary. Of these

three nalions, though they are frequently intermixed, the negroes, whether Mandin-
gocs or Foulahs, arc gcncrrdly found to the south of the Moors. The negroes, for the

^rnosb part, cultivate tno grouiuls-, the Moc;s like the Arabians, from \vVom they are

descended, are roving shepherds, or travvHi-.g merchants, who seem, from the earliest

times, to have overspread the great African desert and the Oases, or fertile Islands, thin-

ly scattered through that sandy ocean. Hence they extended their arms southwards,

iind iTiade themselv es masters of several of the negro kingdoms of the Niger j so thai
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tbeir doiDimons ^orin a narrow belt rursnitig from ivest to ?!ast, on the skirts of the de=
«art, from the coasts of the Atlantic to the mountains of Abyssinia.

We shall now give some account of the travels of Mr Horneman, whom we hav6
mentioned above, and who in like inanner travelled under the directions and patronage
vi the African society.

On the 6th of September, 1198, Mi* Hofneman set out frcro Cairo with the Fezzafi

icaiavan, for the purpose of making discoveries in the interior of Africa. Q he caravan
prcceeded by Ummfesogier, a small village containing hut few inhabitants^ to the Oasii
<f)f Siwah, which is only twenty hours journey from Ummesogier. At Siwah, Mr Horne-
inan saw the rtiins which had before been discovered by Mr Browne, whose observa-

tions he Confirms. From Siwah the caravan prbceeded by Augila, a town known to

.
to Herodotus, who places it at ten days journey from the city of the Ammonians^ to

Temissa^ in the territory of Fezzan j thence to Zuila, in the same territory j and thence
to Mourzook, the capital, where it arrived on the I7th of November.

The cultivated part of the kingdom of Fezzan, according to Mi Hbrneman, is about
5^00 English miles in length from north to south, and 200 miles from east to west j but
the mountainous region of Harutsch, to the east, and other districts to the south and
"West, are reckoned within its territory. The borderers on the north aire Arabs, depend-
'«nt, though rather nominally than really, Oh Tripoli. To the east the country is bounds
icd by the mountains called the black and the white Harutch, and by desarts. To the

South and south-east is the country of the Tibboes j to the south-west that of the wan»
Bering Tuaricks ; and to the west are Arabs. The climate is at ho season temperate
fer agreeable. Durihg the summer the heat is intense y and when the wind blows from,

the south, is scarcely supportable even by the natives. The winter would be moderate,

were it not that a bleak and penetrating north wind "frequently prevails. It rains but

seldom, and then but little in quantity j but violent winds are frequent. Dates may be

considered as the natural and staple produce of the country j some senna is likewise

grown in the western parts', and the climate and soil suit wheat and barley j but from
the indolence of the people^ their unacqiiaintance with the arts of agricuhure, and the

oppressions of the government, there is not sufficient corn grown for the consuinption of

the inhabitants, who rely for subsistence on importations from the Arab coimtries to the

iiorth. There are but few horses or cattle in Fezzan j the principal domestic animal is

the goat. Camels are extremely dear, and only kept by the principal persons, and more
ii\'eaithy merchants.

The population of the country is estimated by Mr Horneman at 70 or 15,000 souls.

He says it contains a hundred and one towns and villages, the names of the principal oi

which, next in order tb Mourzook, the capital, and imperial residence, are Sockna, Sib=

ba, Flun, and Wadcn, to the north j Gatrcn to the south ^ Yerma to the west j and

Zuila to the east.

1 he complexion of the Fezzaners is a deep broWn *, their hair is blafck and short 5

their form of face such as may be termed regular, and their nose less flattened than that

bf the negro. They are but of an ordinary stature, and their limbs are by no means mus-

'cular. Their mien, walk, and tvery motion and gesture, denote a waht of energy (either

bf mind or body. Their dress Consists of a shirt Or frock, made of a coarse linen or cot-

ton cloth brought from Cairo, and coarse woollen cloth of their own manufacture, called

abie. The middling classes wCar frocks made at Souda of dyed blue cloth. The richer

people and the Mamelukes of the sultan are clothed in the Tripoiitan habitj over which

they wear a Soudan shirt of variegated pattern and colours, and likewise the abbe. The'

ornamental distinctions of dress are chiefly confined to the head-dress, and to rings on

the arms and legs. The wohien of distinction divide their hair into curls or tresses, to

which the;^ fix pieces of coral and amber, and little silver bells. They also fasten to

the top of the head silver cords oh which are strung a number of silver rings, which

hang on each side pendent to the shoulder. The nieaner women wear merely a string

of glass beads, and cUrl their hair above the forehead intb large ringlets, into which

ceverally is stuffed a p^ste hiade of lavender, caraway seeds, clbves, pepper, mastich, and

laurel leaves, mixed up with oil. The women of Fezzan generally have a great fond=

i/ess for dancing, and the TTantcn manners and public freedoms whichj although Mo»
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liammcdans, they are permitted, astonishes the Mohammedan traveller. The men are

much addicted to drunkeRtiess, Their beverage is the fresh juice of the date-tree called

iugibi^ or a drink called' bu^dy which is prepared from dates, and is very inioxicati:ig.

The commerce of Fexan is considerable, but consists merely of foreign merchandise.

From October to February, iViourzook is the great market and place of resort for va-

rious caravans from Cairo, Tripoli, Soudan, and companies of Tibboe and Arab traders.

The caravans from the south and west bring to Mourzook slaves of both sexes, ostrich

feathers, tiger skins, and gold, partly in dust and partly in native grains, to be manu-

factured into rings and other ornaments, for the people of Interior Africa. From Bor-

riou copper is imported in great quantities j from Cairo silks and woollen cloths j and

from Tripoli, fire-arms, sabres, knives, &C.
Fezzan is governed by a su'tan descended' from the family of the shereefs. His power

over his own dominions is unlimited, but he holds them tributary to the pasha of Tri-

poli. The tribute was formerly 6000 dollars, but it is now reduced to 4000 j and an

officer from Tripoli comes annually to Mourzook, to receive this sum, or its value in

gold, senna, or slaves. Tne throne is hereditary j but the crown does not, in all cases,

descend directly from father to son 5 the eldest prince of the royal family succeeds, per-

haps a nephevk", in preference to a son -U-ho is younger This custom frequently occa-

sions contest and bloodshed The sultan's palace or house is situate within the castle or

fortress of Mourzook, where he lives retired with no other inmate but the eunuchs who
wait on him. His harem, consisting of a sultana and about forty slaves, is contiguous :

he never enters it ^ but ihe female whom he at any time wishes to see, is conducted to

his apartment. The apparel of the saltaa, on days of state and ceremony, consists of a

large white frock or shirt, made in the Soudan manner, of stuff, and brocaded with sil-

I'er and gold, or of sattin interwoven with silver. Under this frock he wears the ordi-

nary dress of the Tripolitans j but the most remarkable appearance is that of his tur-

ban, which from the fore to the hinder part extends a full yard, and is not less than

two-thirds of a yard in breadth. The revenues of he sultan are produced from a tax on
cultivated lands, duties on foreign trade paid by the caravans, from royal domains, and
predatory expeditions.

The religion of the Fezzaners is the Mohammedan. Jiistice is administered, as in

other Mohammedan countries, by an officer called a Cadi, who is here, at the same time,

the head of the clergy, and possesses great influence and authority with the people.

The name or title of the present sultan of P'ezzan is, " Sultan Muhammed ben Sultan

Mansur j" but v;hen he writes to the pasha of Tripoli, he only stiles himself shereef.

Mr Horneman has since renewed his travels in the same track, and a letter, dated

Mour-icook, April ()th, 1800, has been received from him by the society. He was then

preparing to set out with the caravan for Bornou, whence he proposed to proceed to

Cashna, and penetrate, if possible, to Tumbuctoo From the abihtlcs and diligence of

this enterprising traveller, should no adverse accident occur to him, much curious- and
useful information may be expected.

We shall here add a short account of the country of Dar-Fur, another kingdom of

the interior of Africa lately visited by Mr Browne. " Dar-Fur, or the country of Fur,

is situated to the south of Egypt and Nubia, and to the west of Abyssinia. Cobbe, its

capital, stands, according to Mr Browne, in north latitude 14^ 1 1 j cast longitude
28° 8'. In Dar-Fur Wood is found in great quantity, except where the rocky nature of

the soil absolutely impedes vegetation ^ nor are the natives assiduous completely to clear

the ground, even where it is designed for the cultivation of grain, Tlie perennial rains

which fall here from the middle of June till the middle of September in greater or lc.<s

quantity, but generally both frequent and violent, suddenly invest the face of the coun-

try, till then dry and sterile, with a delightful verdure. The tame animals in Dir-Fur
are camels, horses, sheep, oxen, and dogs ; the wild ones, lions, leopards, hyxnas, wolves,

jackals, and elephants, which, in the places they freipient, go, according to re^^ort, in

large herds of four or five iuindred it is even said that two thousand are sometimes

found together. The antelope and ostrich are also extremely common The popuU-
tion of the country Mr Browne estimates at i200,000 souls : CobUc, the capital, he think*

does not contain more than (jOOO inhabitants. This town is mose than two lullc* i »

length, but very narrow j and the houses, each of v/hich occupies within iu intiosurc .1
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IzvgQ portion of ground, are divided by considerable waste. The tvatis of the houses

are of clay, and the people of higher rank cover them with a kind of plaster, and colour

them white, red, and black. The disposition of the people of Dar-Fur is more cheerful

than that of the Egyptians. Dancing is practised by the men as well as the women,
and they often dance promiscuously. But the vices of thieving, lying, and cheating in

-bargains^ ?»re here almost universal. No property, whether considerable or trifling, is

safe out of the sight of the o^vner. Their religion is the Mohammedan, but they allow

ipoiygamy without limitation 5,
and they are little addicted to jealousy. To the women

are assigned the most laborious employments : they till the ground, gather in the corn,

Jnake the bread, and even build the houses. The government is despotic though the

monarch can do nothing contrary to the koran. He speaks of the soil and productions

as his persoiial property, and of the people as his slaves. His revenues arise from the

tenth of all merchandise imported 5 the tribute of the Arabs who breed oxen, horses,

camels, and sheep 3 and some other duties ; the sultan is besides the chief merchant in

the country, and dispatc^ies with every caravan to Egypt a great quantity of his own
xnerchandise. The name of the present sultan is Abd-el-rachman. When Mr Browne
was in the country, h« was admitted to a great public audience given by the sultan. H-e

found him seated an his throne^ undei a lofty canopy, attended by his guards. The
space m front was filled with suitors and spectators to the number of more than fifteen

hundred. A kind of hired encomiast stood on the monarch's left hand, crying out, with

all his strength, during the whole ceremfony— * See the buffaloe, the offspring of a buf-

faloe, a bull of bulls, the elephant of superior strength, the powerful sultan, Abd-el-

rachman-el- rashid !—May God prolong thy life !—O Master ! may God assist thee and

render thee victorious !' Abd-el-rachman usurped the thyoue from his nephew,, whoKi

he CGtttjuered in battle in the year 17 87."

WESTERN COAST OF AFRICA.

'ON th« western coast of Africa, proceeding southwards from the empire of Morocc^.,

ive pass the country of Zahara, inhabited by Moorish and Arab tribes, called the Mon-
^elemin^s, Mongearts, Wadelims, and Trasarts, who extend nearly to the mouth of th«

liver Senegal, where the French had a fort and factory, and were entire masters of the

gum-trade. It is called Fort Louis, \vas taken by the English in 1758, and confirmed

to them by the peace of 1763 j but in 1783 it was restored to France. Near Cape
Verd is the island of Goree, considered as one of the safest, pleasantest, and most im-

portant settlements in aU Africa. It was subject to France, but has been lately taken

by the English. To the southvv'ard of Cape Verd, in latitude 8 deg. 12 min. north, an^

^bout 12 deg. long, west, is the settlement of Sierra Leone, formed from the purest

motives of humanity, under tlie patronage of a very respectable society of gentlemen in.,

liOndon, in tlie year 1791. The benevolent purposes for which it was intended are, to

Introduce the light of knowledge and the comforts of civilization into Africa, and to ce-

rnent and perpetuate the most oonfidentiai union between the European colony and the

natives of that country.

A settlement of a similar nature was formed upon the island of Bulam, on the same
coast, to the eastward of the island of Bisgos. But this is now entirely relinquished,

A great part of the colonists were massacr-ed by the natives of the shore at the mouth of

the river Gambia, who were accustomed to make annual plantations of rice in Bulam.
The surviving colonists took refuge among their countrymen at Sierra Leonfe.

In the latter end of September 1794, La French squadron attacked this settlement,

(Carried olF ar destroyed all the stores and whatever they could find belonging to the

Company, and burned aU the public buildings and houses of the Europeans^ and several
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likewise (as they said, by mistake) of those of the negro colonists. The colony, how-

ever, has not been abandoned, but the directors have taken such measures as have re-

paired their losses, and will no doubt tend still more to increase the trade and cultivation

of the settlement. The colonists are on the happiest terms of friendship with the na-

tives, and make great progress in clearing and improving the lands allotted them.

The. country or coast of Guinea (or Upper Guinea) extends from 12 deg, uest log.

to 8 deg. east, nearly in the parallel of 6 deg. north lat. It comprehends the grain

coast, the tooth coast, the gold coast, the slave coast, (which includes VVhidah and

Ardrah, now subject to Dahomy) and Benin. The principal kingdom on these coasts

is Dahomy, the monarch of which subdued and annexed to his dominions Whidah and

Ardrah between the years I724f and 1727. The country of Dahomy, as known at

present (according to' the history of it by Mr Dalzel, governor of Cape Coast Castle),

is supposed to reach from the sea-coast about 150 or 200 miles inland, though no Eu-

ropean has penetrated above half that distance the capital, Abomey, lies in about 8 deg.

north lat. and 3 deg. 20 min. east Ion. The soil is a deep rich clay of a reddish colour,

with a little sand on the stirface. In some places it is a little light and gravelly j but

there is not a stone so big as an egg in the whole country, so far as it has been visited

by the Europeans. It plentifully prodiices, according to the quantity of culture, maize

and millet, or Guinea-corn of different sorts, a kind of beans, or rather kidney-beans,

called calavances, and also a species of beans, called ground beans. The Dahomans

likewise cultivate yanis, potatoes of two sorts, the cassada or manioka : the plaintain and

the banana, pine-apples, melons, oranges, limes, guavas, and other tropical fruits, also

abound in this fertile country. Nor is it destitute of productions adapted for commerce

and manufactures j such as indigo, cotton, the sugar-cane, tobacco, palm-oil, together

with a variety of spices, particularly a species of pepper very similar in flavour, and in-

deed scarcely distinguishable from the black pepper of the East Indies. Dahomy
abounds with, baffaloes, deer, sheep, goats, hogs both wild and domestic, poultiy of va-

rious kinds, particularly pintadas, or Guinea hens, and Muscovy ducks. The elephant,

though its flesh be coarse, is made use of as food by the natives ; and dogs are reared for

the same purpose. The dress of the men in Dahomy consists of a pair of striped or

white cotton drawers of the manufacture of the country, over which they wear a large

square cloth of the same, or of European manufacture. This cloth is about the size of

a common counterpane for the middling class, but much larger for the grandees. It is

wrapped about the loins, and tied on the left side by two of the corners, the other hang-

ing down and sometime-3 trailing on the ground. A piece of silk or velvet of sixteen or

eighteen yards makes a cloth for a grandee. The head is usually covered with a beaver

or felt hat, according to the quality of the wearer. The king, as well as some of his

ministers, or.en wears a gold aud silver laced hat and feather. The arms and upper part

of the body are usually naked ; and the feet are always bare, none but the sovereign

being permitted to wear sandals. The dress of the women, though simple, consists ot a

greater number of articles than that of the men. They use several cloths and handker-

chiefs
J
some to wrap round the loins, and others to cover occasionally the breasts and

upper part of the body. They adorn the neck, arms, and ancles, with beads and cowries,

and wear rings of silver or baser metals on their fingers : girls, before the age of puberty,

wear nothing but a string of beads or shells round their loins, and young women usually

expose the breaf;ts tO' view. The general character of the Dahomans is marked by a

mixture of ferocity and politeness. The former appears in tlie treatment of their ene-

mies : the latter they possess far above the African nations with whom we have hitherto

had any intercourse j this being the country where strangers arc least exposed to insults,

and where it is easy lo reside in security and tranquillity. The language is that which
the Portuguese call Lingua Gerai, or General 'I'ongue, and is spoken not only in Da-
homy Proper, but iji VVhidah, and the other dependent states-, and likewise in Mahee,
and several neighbouring places. With rcsptx-t to the Dahoman religion, it consists of
a jumble of superstitious ceremonies, of whicii it is impossible to convey any satisfactory

idea. The government is, perhaps, the most perfect despotism on the earth ; the policy

of the country admits of no intermediate degree of subordination bet^veen king and slave,

at least in tlie royal presence, whcie the |'rimc minister obliged to prostrate lujnseif
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with a-^. mucli abject submission as tbe meanest subject. A minister of state, on his en^
trance, orawls towards the apartment of audience on his hands and knees, till he arrives
in the royal presience, where he lays himself flat on his belly, rubbing his head in the
dust, and uttering tiie most humiliating expressionsi Being desired to advance, he re-

ceives the king's commands, or communicates any particular business, still continuing
prostrate ; for no person is permitted to sit, even on the floor, in the royal presence, ex-
cept the xvomen, and even they must kiss the ground when they receive or deliver the
king's message. The king of Dahomy maintains a considerable standing army, com-
manded by an agaow or general^ with several other subordinate military officers, who
mml hold themselves in readiness to take the field upon all occasions, at the command
©£ the sovereign. The payment of these troops chiefly depends on the success of the ex*
peditions in which they are engaged. On extraordinary occasions, all the males able to

bear arms are obliged to repair to the general^s standard
j every caboceer, or grandee,

marching at the head of his own people* Sometimes the king takes the field at the
head of his troops •, and, on very great emergencies, at the head of his women. Withiri
ihe walls of the different royal palaces in Dahomy are immured not less than three

thousand women, several liundreds of whom are trained to arms under a female general^

and subordinate officers appointed by the king, in the same manner as those under the
agaow. I'hese warriors are regularly exercised, and go through their evolutions with
as much expertness as the male soldiers. They have their large umbrellas, their flags^

their drums, trumpets, flutes, and other musical instruments^ The singularity of this

institution never fails to attract particularly the attention of Europeans, when among
ether uncommon exhibitions they are presented with the unusual spectacle of a iCeview

of female troops.

Benin is a country to tW east of Dahomy, and extending from about 9 deg. nortli

latitude to 1 deg. south. The climate is said to be extremely unwholesome and noxious.

The animals are elephants, tigers, leopards, apes, and ostriches, and in the rivers are a
great number of crocodiles. The dress of the natives is neat and ornaraental. The
rich wear w^hite calico or cotton petticoats^ but the upper part of the body is commonly
naked. The women use great art in dressing their hair, which they adjust in a variety

of forms. Polygamy is common, and the king is said to have six hundred wives.

Though jealous of each oth^r, they are not so of Europeans, as they think it impossible

tliat the taste of the v/omen can be so depraved as to grant any liberties to a white man.
Their religion is paganism. The king exercises an absolute authority : three great

officers, distinguished by a string of coral, continually attend upon him to consult, in-

struct, and decide in his name. He can bring into the field an army of 100,000 men.
Benin, the capital, situated on the river Benin or Formosa, was formerly a very closely

5uiit and populous city In the streets, which are long and broad, are m..^ly shops filled

Vvilh European merchandise, as well as with the commodities of the country. A prin-

cipal part of the town is occupied by the royal palace, which is of vast extent, but nei"
" ther elegant nor commodious.

To the south of Benin is the country of Loango, which is about 250 miles in length,

and 180 in breadth. The climate of this kingdom is nearly as hot as any under the

torrid zone, and much hotter than those of Congo and Angola. Loango was formerly

suWect to, and made a part of, the kingdom of Congo
Congo (or i-ower Guinea), is the name frequently given to the whole tract ofcountry

on the coast from the equator to 18 degrees of south latitude, including the kingdoms

of Loango, Congo, Angola, and Benguela ; but Congo Proper is only 150 miles broad

along the coast, though it extends, it is said, 370 !!iland» It is bounded on the north

by Loango, on the south by Angola, and on the east by an unknown country, the name
of which is said to be Metamba. The climate is extremely hot in summer j but the

winters are as mild as the finest springs of Italy. The aninpals it produces are elephants

of a monstrous size, lions, leopards, tigers, wolves, zebras, buffaloes, &c. The country

is likewise infested with a vast variety of serpents, some of them of a monstrous length

and thickness
;

rattle-snakes, vipers, scorpions, and venemous insects of various kinds,

both flying and reptile *, the most pernicious and dangerous of which is the ant or pis-

iTiire, which will not only destroy the fruits of the earth, but in the night surround cvea
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fecasts and men In prodigious swarms, and devour tliem in a few hours, leaving only the

bones. The character, manners, religion, and government of the natives of Congo,

nearly resemble those of the negro kingdom:, on this coast. The Portuguese have several

settlements in this country.

To the south of Congo is the country of Angola, which is said to be divided among

a number of petty princes. The Portuguese have several settlements on the coast

;

but the English and Dutch traffic with the natives, and purchase a great number of

slaves.

Between Angola and the country of the Hottentots are the countries of Benguela

and Mataman 5 but these arc very little known to Europeans, and the latter is almost

(entirely desart.

COLONY OF THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

THIS territory is the Dutch settlement at the most southern extremity of Africa,

fextending aboui 550 miles in length, from west to east, and 315 in breadth, from south

to north. It lies between 30 and 34 an,d a half degrees of south latitude, and IS and

28 of east longitude^ and is divided into fonr districts : the Gape district j that of Stel-

lenbosch and Drakensteen j that of Zwellendam, and ihat of Graaf Reynet.

" Of this extensive territory," says Mr Barrow,* " a very great portion may be

considered as an unprofitable waste^ unfit for any sort of culture, or even to be employ-

ed as pasture for the support of cattle. Level plains, consisting of a hard impenetrable

surface of clay, thinly sprinkled over with crystallized sand, condemned to perpetual

drought, and producing only a few straggHng tufts of acrid, saline, and succulent plants,

and chains of vast mountains that are either totally naked, or clothed in parts with sour

grasses only, or such plants as are noxious to animal life, compose at least one halfof the

colony of the Cape. Two of these chains of mountains, called the TLwarte Berg, or

Black Mountain, and the NeuveUt Gebergte, inclose together the great Karroo, or dry de-

sart, extending nearly 300 miles in length, and 80 in breadth, and uninhabited by any hu-

man creature. Behind the town called Cape town, are the mountains called the Table
Mountain, the Devil's Mountain, the Lion's Head, and ihe Lion's Back. The Table
Mountain is a stupendous mass of naked rock, the north front of which, directly facing

the town, is a horizontal line, or very nearly so, about two miles in length. The bold

face that rises almost at right angles to meet this line has the appearance of rlie ruined

walls of some gigantic fortress j and these walls rise above the level of 'J'able Bay to

the height of 3582 feet. The Devil's Mountain on the one side, and the Lion's Head
on the other, make^ in fact, with the Table, but one mountain : the height of the for-

mer is 3315, and that of the latter 2160 feet. The Devil's Mountain is broken into

irregular points, but the upper part of the Lion's Head is a solid mass of stone, round-
ed and fashioned hke a work of art, and resembling very much> from some points of
view, the dome of St Paul's placed upon a high cone-shaped-hill. From these moun-
tains descend several rivulets which fall into I'ablc Bay, and False Bay ^ but the prin-

cipal rivers of the colony are the Berg or Mountain river, the Ihecde or Broad river,

calHid also the Orange river, which has its periodical inundations like the Nile, and its

cataracts ^ the Sunday river, and the Great Fish river, which is the boundary of the co-
lony to the east.

The cHmate of the Cape appears to be In general free from the extremes of cither

heat or cold, and not in reality unhealthy. It has been usual with the Dutch to con-
sider the year as consisting of two pe^iod^, called the good and the bad monsoon j but

* Travel* into the Interior of Southern Africa, in 1797 and 1798*
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" as tliese,'' Mr Barrow observes, " are neither regular in their returns, nor certain in

their continuance, the division into four seasons, as in Europe, appears to be more pro-
per. The spring, reckoned from the beginning of September to that of December, is

the most agreeable season j the summer, from December to March, is the hottest ; the
autumn, from March to June, is variable weather, generally fine, and the latter part ve-

ry pleasant j the winter, from June to September, though in general pleasant, is frequent-

ly very stormy, rainy, and cold. The two most powerful winds are the north-east, and
SGuth-west j the first generally commences towards the end of May, and blows occa-

sionally to the end of August, and sometimes through the month of September. The
south-east predominates the rest of the year, and when the cloud shews itself on the

mountain, sometimes blows in squalls with great violence." The kind of corn generally

cultivated in this country is wheat, which richly repays the labour of the husbandman.
Barley and rye are likewise grown, the former of which is preferred to oats for feeding

horses, The natural productions of the Cape," says Mr Barrow, " are perhaps more
numerous, varied, and elegant, than on any other spot of equal extent in the whole
world. Few countries can boast of so great a variety of bulbous rooted plants as South-

em Africa. Most of the European, and several of the tropical fruits Irave been intro-

duced into the colony, and cultivated with success. In every month of the year the

table may be furnished with at least ten different sorts of fruit, green and dry. The
market is likewise tolerably well supplied with most of the European vegetables for the

table, from the farms that lie scattered about the eastern side of the colony, in number
about forty or fifty. On some of these farms are vineyards also of considerable extent,

producing, besides the supply of the market with green and ripe grapes, and prepared

raisins, about seven hundred leaguers or pipes of wine a-year, each containing 1^4 gal-

lons. Of these, from fifty to a hundred consist of a sweet luscious wine, well known in

England by the name of Constantia, the produce of two farms lying close under the

mountains, about mid-way between the two bays. The grape is the muscatel, and the

rich quality of the wine is in part owing to the situation and soil, and partly to the care ta-

ken in the manufacture. No fruit but such as is full ripe, no stalks are suffered to go
under the press : precautions seldom taken by th-e other farmers of the Cape."

The principal wild animals to be met with near the Cape, are wolves, hyaenas, and
various kinds of antelopes, among which are those called by the Dutch the spring, bok,

the gemsboke, and the griesboke, the former of which is remarkable for its agility,

ivhence it derives its name : according to the accounts of the peasants they sometimes

go in herds to the amount of ten thousand in number. More inland are lions, tygers,

buffaloes, elephants, and in the rivers, hippopotami, called by the Dutch, sea-cows. The
ijorses of the Cape are not indigenous, but were first introduced from Java, and since

that, at different times, from various parts of the world. The heavy draught work of

the colony is chiefly performed by oxen. The cape ox is distinguished by his long legs,

high shoulders, and large horns. The larger kinds of birds which hover round the

summit of the Table-mountain, are eagles, vultures, kites, and crows. Mr Barrow
wounded a condor, whose wings extended ten feet and an inch.

The general character of the Dutch at the Cape is a phlegmatic dullnes, and an eager de-

sire of gain. The minds of every class seem to be wholly bent ont rade, yet none are opu-

lent, though many are in easy circumstances. There are no beggars in the whole colo-

i]y, and but a few who are the objects of public charity. The ladies of the Cape, it

has been remarked by most travellers, are pretty, lively, and good-humoured
j
possessing

little of that phlegmatic temper which so distinguishes the other sex. They are expert

at the needle, at all kinds of lace knotting and tambour work ; and in general make up

their own dresses, following the prevailing fashions of England, brought from time to

time by the female passengers bound to India. The Dutch planters or farmers farther

up the country, are remarkable for their indolence and sensuality, and too many of them

for their moroseness, and the severity and cruelty with which they treat the Hottentot^,

their slaves. They, however, possess one virtue, that of hospitality to strangers, in an

eminent degree, and in general are, or affect to be, very religious.

Cape-town, the capital of this colony, and indeed the only aseermblagfe of houses which

deseryes the name of a towOj is pleasantly situate at the head of Table-bay, on a sloping
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plain tliat rises with an easy ascent to the foot of the DcviPs-liill, the Table-mountain,

and the Lion's head before-mentioned. The town, consisting of about 1100 houses, built

with regularity, and kept in neat order, is disposed into straight and parallel streets, in-

tersecting each other at right angles. Many of the streets are open and airy, with ca-

nals of wat€r running through them, walled in, and planted on each side with oaks j others

are narrow and ill-paved. Three or four squares give an openness to the town. In one

is held the public market j another is the common resort of the peasantry with their

waggons 5 and a third, near the shore of the bay, and between the town and the castle,

serves as a parade for exercising the troops. The barracks, originally intended for an

hospital, for corn magazines, and wine cellars, is a large, well designed, regular building,

which, xvith its two wings, occupies part of one of the sides of the great square. The
upper part of this building is sufficiently spacious to contain 4000 men. The castle af-

fords'"barracks for 1000 men, and lodgings for all the officers of one regiment
j
maga-

zines for artillery, stores and ammunition ; and most of the public officers of government

aire within its walls. The other public buildings are a Calvinist and a Lutheran church,

a guard-house, in which the burgher-senate, or the council of burghers, meet for trans-

acting business relative to the interior police of the town j a large building, in Avhich the

government slaves, to the number of 330, are lodged and the court of justice, where

civil and criminal causes are heard and determined. The population of the to^vn is es-

timated at about 6000 whites, inclusive of the military, and 12,000 slaves :—that of

the whole colony, exchasive of the town, is estimated at only 15,COO whites. Betxveen

the town and Table-mountain arfe scattered over the plain a number of neat houses sur-

rounded by plantations and gardens. Of these the largest and nearest to the town is

that in which the government-house is erected. It is in length near 1000 yards, and

contains about 40 acres of rich land, divided Into almost as many squares by oak

hfedges.*

The government of the Cape is administered by a Dutch governor and lleutenant-

g^overnor, assisted by a council. Over each of the four districts there is a civil magis-

trate, called the landrost^ who with six hemraaden^ or a council of country burghers, is

Vested with, powers to regulate the police of his district, superintend the affairs of govern =•

ment, adjust litigations, and determine petty causes. Their decisions, however, are

subject to an appeal to the court of justice in Cape-tov/n, in which the basis of the pro-'

ceedings is the Koman or civil law.

The southern extreniity of Africa was discovered by the Portuguese navigator

Bartholomew Diaz, in 1493, who gave It the name of Cabo Tormentoso, or the cape of

storms, from the boisterous Weather which he met with near it j but Emanuel, king of

Portugal, on the return of Diaz, changed its name to that of the Cape of Good Hope,
from the hope he entertained of finding beyond it a passage to India. This hope was
fulfilled by Vasco de Gama, who, having doubled this cape on the 20th ?N0vembcr

1497, preceded to India, and landed at Caiicut on the 22d of May 149S. The Por-
tuguese, however, made no settlemcntin thispartofAfrica, nearer to the Cape than the bank*
of the Hio Infante, now the Great Fisli River, which is 600 miles distant from it. la
1600 the Dutch first visited it, but for many years only touched at it in their voyages to

and from the iLast Indies, to supply themselves with water and frcsli pro\ isions. At
length in 1650, a surgeon of one of their India ships, iKiincd Van Uiebeck, pointed out
to the directors of the Dulcli East India company the great advantages that would be
derived from establishing a settlement on this place. The company adopted his plu;,

iind sent out four ships under his command to commence the settlement he had advised.

With some presents of brass, toys, beads, tobacco, and brandy, lie purchased of the na-
tives permission to build a fort and form a settlement in thrlr country and from that

time the Cape remained in the undisturbed possession of the Dutch, during the space of
nearly 150 years, till it surrendered by capitulation to the British arms under general
Alured Clark, and admiral Sir George Keith Elphinstone, on the IcUh of September
1795. It was, however, restored by the treaty of Amiens ; but again taken possession

«f by the British imder general Baud and Sir Hume Popham, iu IbOo.

Carrow.
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COUNTRY OF THE HOTTENTOTS-

THE country of the Hottentots is a large region in the southern extremity of Af*
rica, extending north by west from the Cape of Good I^ope beyond the mouth of Orange^
river, and from the Cape in an east-north-east direction to the mouth of the Great Fish-

river.

The Hottentots of the colony of the Cape, formerly the possessors of the country, are

now almost to a man the slaves of the Dutch. " This weak people," says Mr Barrow,
** the most helpless, and in their present condition, perhaps the most wretched of the

human race, duped out of their possessions, their country, and finally out of their liberty,

have entailed upon their miserable offspring a state of existence to which that of slavery

might bear the comparison of happiness. It is a condition, however, not likely to con-

tinue tQ a very remote posterity. The name of Hottentot will be forgotten, or remem-
bered only as that of a deceased person of little note. Their numbers of late years

have rapidly declined." There are still, however, several tribes to which the general

name of Hottentot * is given, as the Namaquas, the Bosjesmans, and the Gonaquas,

who still preserve their independence. The former vary but little in their persons and
dress from the Hottentots of the Cape and the Gonaquas, though their language is

widely diiferent. The Bosjesmen, or men of the bushe^^ so called from their lying in

ambush in their predatory expeditions against the fi^rmers of the colony, " are," says

Mr Barrow, " an extraordinary race of people. In their persons they are extremely

diminutive : the tallest of the men measured only four feet nine inches, and the tallest

^voman only four feet four inches. One of these, who had several children, measured

only three feet nine inches. Their colour, their hair, and the general turn of their

features, evidently denote a cornmon origin with the other tribes of Ifottentots, though

the latter, in point of personal appearance, have greatly the advantage The Bosjes-

men indeed are amongst the ugliest of all human beings. The fl^t nose, high cheek-

bones, prominent chin, and concave visage, partake much of the apeish character, which

their keen eye, always in motion, tends not to diminish. Their bellies are uncommon*,

ly protuberant, and their backs holloxv j but' their limbs seem to be in general well turn-

ed and well proportioned. Their activity is incredibly great. The klip-springing

antelope c^n scarcely excel them in leaping from rock to rock, and they are said to be

so swift, that on rough ground, or up the sides of mountains, horsemen have no chance

with them. The Bosjesman, however, though in every respect a Hottentot, yet in his

turn of mind differs very widely from those who live in the colony. In his disposition

he is lively and cheerful, and in his person active. His talents are far above mediocri-

ty ; and averse to idleness, he is seldom without enjployment. Confined generally to

their hovels by day, for fear of being surprised and taken by the farmers, they some-

times dance on moon-light nights from the setting to the rising of the sun. This cheer-

fulness is the more extraordinary, as the morsel they procure to support existence is

earned with danger and fatigue. The Bosjesmen neither cultivate the ground nor

breed cattle, and their country yields few natural productions that serve for food. The
bulbs of the iris, a few roots of a bitter and pungent taste, and the larvae of ants and

locusts are all it furnishes 5 and when these fail they are driven to the necessity of haz-

arding a toilsome and dangerous expedition into the colony.

Of the Qonaquas, and the Hottentots in general, we shall give an account from M.
Vaillant, a late French traveller :—^' During the thirty-six hours which I spent (says

M. Vaillant) with the Gonaqua Hottentots, I had time to make several observations

concerning them. I remarked that they made a clapping noise with their tongue, like

the rest of the Hottentots. When they accost any one, they stretch forth the hand,

^ ,
: - • -

* This name, according to Mr Barrow, is unknown to the Kotfentots, except as they have received

it from tiie Dutch, and has no place or meaning in their language. The general name which they

^mong tjiemselves, in eve;; pa^rt of Jhe country, is ^.aiov^.
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saying T^^^ / I salute you. This word and ceremony, which are ereployed by the

Caffres, or Kaflfers, are not used by the Hottentots properly so called.

" This affinity of customs, manners, and even conformation *, their being so near

Great Caffraria, and the accounts I afterwards received, convinced me that these hordes

of Gonaquas, who equally resemble the Calfres and the Hottentots, must be a mixed

breed produced by these two nations. The dress of the men, arranged with more sym-

metry, has the same shape as that of the Hottentots but as the Gonaquas are a little

taller, thev make their mantles of calves' instead of sheeps' skins
;
they are both called

kross. Several of them wear, hanging from their necks, a bit of ivory, or very

white sheep bone j and this contrast of the two colours produces a good effect, and is

very becoming
" When the weather is excessively hot, the men lay aside every part of their dress

that is superfluous, and retain only what they name their jackals. This is a piece of

skin of the animal so called, with which they covej what nature bids them conceal,

sand which is fastened to their girdle This veil, however, negligently arranged, may
be considered as an useless appendage, and is of very little service to their modesty.

The women, much fonder of dress than the men, employ more care in adorning their

persons. They wear a kross like the latter, but the apron which conceals their sex is

larger than that of the Hottentots. During the great heats they retain only this apron,

with a skin which descends behind from their girdle to the calf of the leg : young girls

below the age of nine years go perfectly naked j when they attain to that age, they wear
nothing but a small apron,

" Whateyer may be the extent of the desarts of Africa, we must not form any cal-

culation respecting its population from those innumerable swarms of blacks which arc

found on the west, and which border all the coast of the ocean from the Canary isles

to the environs of the Cape of Good Hope. There is certainly no proportion to enable

tis to hazard ev n a conjecture *, since by a trade approved by a few, and held in detesta-

tion by the greater number, the barbarous navigators of Europe have induced these

negroes, by the most villanous attractions, to give up their prisoners, or those who are

infei-ior to them in strength. As their wants increased, they have become inhuman and
perfidious beings : the prince has sold his subjects j the mother has sold her son 5 and
nature, as an accomplice, has rendered her prolific.

*' This disgusting and execrable tragic is, however, still unkno\^^l in the interior

parts of the continent. The deisart is really a depart j and it is only at certain distances

that we meet Vv^ith a few hordes, that are not rmmerous, aud who live on the fruits of

the earth, and the produce of their cattle. After finding one horde, we must travel st

great way to find another. The heat of the climate, the dryness of the sands, the bar-

renness of the earth, a scarcity of water, rugged and rocky mountains, ferocious ani-

mals
j
and, besides these, the humour of the Hottentots, a little phlegmatic, and their

cold temperament -are all obstaclei: to propagation. When a father has six children, it

is accounted a phgenomenon

.

" The country of the Gonaquas, into which I penetrated, did not therefore contaia

three thousand people in an extent of thirty or forly leagues. These people did not re-

semble those degenerated and miserable Hottentots, who pine in the heart of the Dutch
colonies, contemptible and despised inhabitants, who bear no marks of their ancient ori-

gin but an empty name and who enjoy, at the expence of their liberty, only a little

peace, purchased at a dear rate, by the excessive labour to which they ai-e subjected on
the plantations, and by the despotism of their chiefs, who arc always sold to government.
I had here an opportunity of admiring a free and brave people, valuing nothing but in-

dependence, and never obeying any impulse foreign to nature.

" Their huts, constructed like those of the Hottentots in the colonies, were eight or

.nine feet in diameter, and were covered with or ox sheep skins, but more commonly with

mats. They had only one opening, very narro^v and low j and it was in the middle of

their hut that the family kindled their fire. The thick smoke with which these kennels

were filled, and which had no other vent but the door, added to the stench whicli they

always retain, would have stilled any European -who miglu have had tl:c courage to re-
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tnain m them tWQ minutes : custom, however, renders all this supportable to tliise s^S^

vages.

The two colours for which they show the greatest fondness are red and black.»

The first is composed of a kind of ochrey earth, which is found in several places of the

country, and which they mix and dilute with grease 3 this earth has a great resemblance

to brick-dust, or tiles reduced to powder* Their black is nothing else than soot, or the

charcoal of tender wood. Some women, indeed, are contented with painting only the

prominence of the cheeks ; but in general they daub over their whole body, in com-
partments, varied with a certain degree of symmetry ; and this part of their dress re-

quires no small length of time. These two colours, so much admired by the Hotten-
tots, are always perfumed with the powder of the boughou, which is not very agreeable,

to the smell of an European. A Hottentot would, perhaps, find our odours and es-

sences no less insupportable j but the boughou has over our rouge and pastes the advan-

tage of not being pernicious to the skin, of not attacking and injuring the lungs 5 and
the female Hottentot, who is acquainted with neither amber, musk, nor benzoin, never

knows what it is to be oppressed by vapours, spasms, and the head-ache. The meu
never paint their faces, but they use a preparation made of both colours mixed to paint

the upper lip as far as the nostrils
5
by which they enjoy the advantage of continually-

inhaling the odour of the substance employed for this purpose. Young girls some->

times favour their lovers so far as to apply this paint for them under the nose and on
this point they show a kind of coquetry, which hms a very powerful influence over the

heart of a Hottentot novice. The reader, however, must not infer that the Hottentot

women pay so much attention to dress as to neglect those daily and useful occupations

to which nature and their usages call them. Separated from Europe by an immensity

of sea, and from the Dutch colonies by desert mountains and impassable rocks, too

much communication with these people has not yet led them to the excesses of our de-

pravation. On the contrary, when they have the happiness of becoming mothers.

Nature addresses them in a different language
j

they assume, more than in any other

country, a spirit saitablef to their estate, and readily give themselves up to those cares

which she imperiously requires of them.
" They are remarkably fond of hunting, and in this exercise they display great dex-

terity. Besides gins and snares, which they place at •convenient spots to catch large

animals, they lie in wait for them also, attack them as soon as they appear, and kiU

them with their poisoned arrows, or their assagays, which are a kind of lances. On
the first view of their arrows, one would not suspect how destructive weapons they are :.

their smallness renders them so much the more dangerous, as it is^ impossible to per-

ceive and follow them with the eye, and consequently to avoid them. The slightest

wound which they make always proves mortal, if the poison reaches the blood, and if

the flesh be torn. The surest remedy is to amputate the wounded part, if it be a limb
^

but if the wound be in the body, death is unavoidable. The assigay is generally a very

feeble weapon in the hands of a Hottentot
j

but, besides this, its length renders it not

dangerous, for as it may be seen cleaving the air, it is not difficult to avoid it,

" The Hottentots have not the least notion of the elements of agriculture
j
they

neither sow nor plant, nor do they even reap any crop. When they choose to give

themselves the trouble, they make an intoxicating liquor, composed of honey and a cer-

tain root, which they suflTer to ferment in a sufficient quantity of water. This liquor,

which is a kind of hydromel, is not their usual beverage, nor do they ever keep a stock

ofitbythem. Whatever they have, they drink all at once, and frequently regale

themselves in this manner at certain periods. They smoke the leaves of a plant which

they name dagha^ and not daha, as some authors have written. This plant is not indi-

genous : it is the hemp of Europe. There are some of the savages who prefer these

leaves to tobacco ; but the greatest part of them are fond of mixing both together.

They set less value on the pipes brought from Europe, than on those which they fabri-

cate themselves ^ the former appear to them, to be too small.

" Though they rear abundance of sheep and oxen, they seldom kill the latter, un-

less some accident happens to them, or old age has rendered them unfit for service.

I'heir principal nourlshmer.t^ thc:?fcr", is the' milk of their ewes and cows, besides
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wliich tKey have the produce of their hunting excursions, and from time to time they

kill a sheep. To fatten their animals, they employ a process, which, though not prac-

tised in Europe, is no less efficacious, arid has this peculiar advantage, that it requires no

care. They bruize, between two flat stones, those parts which they deprive them of by

the knife j and when thus compressed, they acquire in time a prodigious bulk, and be-

come a most delicate morsel, when they have resolved to sacrifice the animal.

" Those oxen which they intend for carrying burdens, must be broke and trained

very early to the service, otherwise they would become absolutely untractable. On this

account, when the animal is still youngs they pierce the cartilage which separates

the nostrils, and thrust through the hoh a piece of stick about eight or ten inches in

length, and almost an inch in diameter. The task of milking the cows and the ewes

belongs to the women : and, as they never beat or torment them, they are surprisingly

tractable.

" Of their sheep and kine each village has one common herd
j
every inhabitant tak-

ing it in his turn to be herdsman. This charge requires many precautions very differ-

ent from those which are taken by our herdsmen, beasts of prey being much more nu-

merous and fierce in the southern parts of Africa than in Europe. Lions, indeed, are

not very common j but there are elephants, rhirioceroses, leopards, tigers, hyaenas, and

several kinds of.ujvolves more destructive than oiirs, together with many other furious

animals that abound in the forests, and occasionally make excursions towards the Cape,

and destroy the tame cattle. To prevent these misfortunes, it is the business of the

herdsman to go or send every day round his district, in order to discover if any beast of

prey be lurking in that quarter. In which case he assembles the whole village toge-

ther, and makes his report j when a party of the stoutest among them arm themselves

with javelins and poisoned arrows, and follow the person who may have discovered the

beast, to the cave or covert where he is lodged. Here they arrange themselves in tw^o

lines ; the herdsman entering the cave, and endeavouring to provoke^the beast to follow

him out, when he is inevitably destroyed.
" These savages measure the year by the seasons of drought and rainy weather.

This division is common to all the inhabitants of the tropical regions, and it is subdivid-

ed into moons j but they never count the days if they exceed ten j that is to say, the

number of their figures. Beyond that, they mark the day or the time by some remark-
able occurrence : for example, an extraordinary storm, an elephant killed, an infectious

disorder among the cattle, an emigration, &c. The different parts of the day they
distinguish by the course 6f the sun j and they will tell you, pointing with their finger^

He was l/ier'e when I departed, and /lere w4ien I arrived.

" A sense of delicacy induces the Hottentots to keep themselves separate from others

when they are sick. They are then seldom seen, and it would appear that they arc
ashamed of having lost their health.

" When a Hottentot dies, he is buried in his vrorst kfos's, and the limb§ are disposed
in such a manner that the whole body is covered. The relations then carry it to a cer-
tain distance from the horde, and disposing it in a pit dug for this purpose, and ^vh^ch
is never deep, cover it with earth, and then with stones, if any are to be found in the
rieighbourhood. Such a mausoleum proves but a very weak defence agair.st the attacks
of the jackal and the hycena ; the body indeed is soon dug up and devoured. How-
ever badly this last duty may be discharged, the Hottentots are not much blamed, when
we call to mind the funeral ceremonies of the ancient and celebrated Parsis, still attaclud
to the custom of exposing their dead on the tops of high towers, in open cemeteries, in
order that the crows and the vultures may feed upon them and carry them away in
morsels. The children, and, failing them, the nearest relations of the deceased, taktr

possession of whatever is left j but the quality of a chief is not hereditary. He is al-
ways appointed by the horde, and his power is limited. In their councils his advice
prevails, if it be judged good ^ if not, no regard is paid to It. When they are about to
go to war, they know neither rank nor divisions j each attack, or defends after his o^\ ti

manner
; the most intrepid march in the Van : and when victory declares itself, th.ey

do not bestow upon one man the honour of an action which hai proved iucccsifal by
the courage of all j it is the >vhole nation tliat triumphs.
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~ " Of all the people whom I ever saw, (observes our author,) tlie Gonaquas are the

only nation that can be considered as free j but they will perhaps be soon obliged. to

remove to a greater distance, or receive laws from the Dutch government. All the

land to the east being in general good, the planters endeavour to extend their posses-

sions in that quarter as much as they can, and their avarice doubtless will some day suc-

ceed. Misery must then be the portion of these happy and peaceable people 5 and
every trace of their liberty will be destroyed by massacres and invasions. Thus have
all those hordes mentioned by old authors been treated

j
and, by being often dismem-

bered and weakened, they are now reduced to a state of absolute dependence on the

Dutch. The existence of the Hottentots, their names, and tkeir history, will therefore

in time be accounted fabulous j unless some traveller, who may possess curiosity enough
to induce him to discover their remains, should have the courage to penetrate into the

remote desarts inhabited by the great Nimiquas, where rocks more and more hardened

by time, and old and barren mountains, do not produce a single plant worthy to engage

the attention of the speculative botanist.

" A physiognomist, or, if the reader pleases, a modern wit, would entertain his com-
pany by assigning to the Hottentot, in the scale of beings, a place between a man and

the orang-outang. I cannot, hoivever, consent to this systematic arrangement j the

qualities which I esteem in him will never suffer him to be degraded so far ; and I have

found his figure sufficiently beautiful, because I experienced the goodness of his heart.

It must indeed be allowed, that there is something peculiar in his features, which in a
certain degree separates him from the generality of mankind. His cheek-bones are ex-

ceedingly prominent 5 so that his face being very broad in that part, and the jaw-bones^

on the contrary, extremely narrow, his visage continues still decreasing even to the point

of the chin. This configuration gives him^ an air of lankness, which makes his head ap-

pear very much disproportioned, and too small for his full and plump body. His flaf

nose rises scarcely half an inch at its greatest elevation 5 and his nostrils, which are ex-

cessively wide, often exceed in height the ridge of his nose. His mouth is large, and'

furnished with small teeth well enamelled and perfectly white : his eyes, very beautiful

and open, incline a little towards the nose, like those of the Chinese 3 and to the sight

and touch his hair has the resem.blance of wool j it is very short, curls naturally, and

in colour is as black as ebony. He has very little hair, yet he employs no small care to

pull out by the roots part of what he has j but the natural thinness o£ his eye-brows

saves him from this trouble in that part. Though he has no beard but upon the upper

lip, below the nose, and at the extremity of the chin, he never fails to pluck it out as

soon as it appears. This gives him an effeminate look 5 which, joined to the natural mild-

ness of his character, destroys that commanding fierceness usual among savages. The
Women, with more delicacy of features, exhibit the same characteristic marks in their

figure : they, are equally w-ell made. Their breasts, admirably placed, have a most beau-

tiful form while in the bloom of youth : and their hands are small, and their feet cx«

ceedingly well shaped, though they never wear sandals. The sound of their voice is

soft j and their idiom, passing through the throat, is not deftitute of harmony. When
they speak, they employ a great many gestures, which give power and gracefulness to

their arms."

The Hottentots are naturally timid their phlegmatic coolness, and their serious looks^

give them an air of reserve, which they never lay aside, even at the most joyful moments i

whHe, on the contrary, all other black or tawny nations give themselves up to pleasure

\Vith the liveliest joy, and without any restraint.

A profonnd indifference to the affairs of life inclines them very much to inactivity"

and indolence •. the keeping of their flocks, and the care of procuring a subsistence, arc

the only objects that occupy their thoughts. They never follow hunting as sportsmen^

but like people oppressed and tormented by hunger. In short, forgetting the past, and

being under no uneasiness for the future, they are struck only with the present :
and it

is that which alone engages their attention.

They are, however, (observes M. Vaillant) the best, the kindest, and the most hos-

pitable of people. Whoever travels among them may be assured of finding food and

lodging 5 and though they will r^eive presents, yet they never ask for any thing. If
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ihe traveller has a long journey to accomplish, and if they learn from the information

he requires that there are no hopes of liis soon meeting with other hordes, that which he

is going to quit supply him with provisions as far as their circumstances will allow, and

with every thing else necessary for his continuing his journey, and reaching the place of

his destination. Such are these pieople, or at least such did they appear to me, in all the

innocence of manners and of a pastoral life. They excite the idea of mankind in a state

of infancy.

This favourable character of the Hottentots in general is confirmed by Mr Barrow,

who says of them :
" Low as they are sunk in the scale of humanity, their character

seems to have been much traduced and misrepresented. It is true there is nothing pre-

possessing in the appearance of a Hottentot, but infinitely less so iu the many ridiculous

and false relations by which the public have been abused. They are a mild, quiet, and

timid people
^

perfectly harmless, honest, faithful ^ and though extremely phlegmatic,

they are kind and affectionate to each other, and not incapable of strong attachments.

A Hottentot would share his last morsel with his companions. They have little of that

kind of art or cunning that savages generally possess. If accused of crimes of which
they have beerl guilty, they generally divulge the truth. They seldom quarrel among
themselves, or make use of provoking language. Though naturally of a fearful and
cowardly disposition, they will run into the face of danger, if led on by their superiors

j

and they suffer pain with great patience. They are by no means deficient in talent,

but they possess little exertion to call into action j the want of which has been the prin-

cipal cause of their ruin."

CAFFRARIA.

CAFFRARIA is a very extensive region, bounded On the north by Negroland and
Abyssinia j on the west by part of Guinea, Congo, and the sea ; on the south by the
Cape of Good Hope \ and on the east by the sea. It is divided into several territories

and kingdoms, of which little is known, and is computed to be 700 miles long, and 660
broad.

The rrien among the Caffres (or Kaffers,) says Lieutenant Paterson, are from five feet

ten inches to six feet high, and w^ell proportioned, and in general evince great courage
in attacking lions or any beasts of prey.

The colour of the Caffres is a jet black, their teeth white as ivory, and their eyes
large. The clothing of both sexes is nearly the same, consisting entirely of the hides of
oxen, which are as pliant as cloth. The men wear tails of different animals tied round
th^ir thighs pieces of brass in their hair, and large ivory rings on their arms : they are

also adorned with the hair of lions, and feathei^s fastened on their heads, with many other
fantastical ornaments.

The soil of this country is a blackish loamy ground, and so extremely fertile, that
every vegetable substance, whether sown or planted, gro^vs here ^vlth great luxunance.
There are grc^it variations in the climate j but I had no thermometer to observe the de-
grees of heat. It seldom rains except in the summer-season, when it is accompanied with
thunder and lightning. The country, however, is extremely well supplied with water,
not only from the liigh land touards the north, whicli furnishes abundance throughout
the year, but from many fountains of excellent water, which are found in the woods..
From what I observed in this country, I am induced to believe, that it is greatly supe-
rior to any other known part of Africa. The woods produce a variety of arboreous
plants, and some of a great size they are inhabited by elephants, buffaloes, &:c. There
were also varieties of beautiful birds and butterflies ; but they were so shy, that 1 was
able only to preserve two birds of that country.

They are extremely fond of dogs, which they exchange for cattle \ and to such a
height do they carry tliis passion, tUat, if one particulatly pleases thexn, they will giv*

Yy 2
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two bullocks in excliange for it. Their whole exercise through the day is hunting-,/

fighting, or dancing. They are expert 'm throwing their lances y and in time of war
use shields made of the hide* of oxen.

To judge of the Caffres by those I had seen, says M. Vaillaint, they are taller than
the Hottentots of the colonies, or even than the Gonaqua-s, though they greatly resem-
!5le the latter, but are more robust, and possess a greater degi-ee of pride and courage.
The features of the Caffres are likewise more agreeable, none of their faces contracting
towards, the bottom 5 nor do the cheek bones of these people project in the uncouth
manner of the Hottentots 5 neither have they large flat faces and thick lips like theii^

neighbours, the negroes of Mosambique^ but a well formed contour, an agreeable nose^
with eyes sparkling and expressive ; so that, setting aside our prejudice with regard to
colour, there are many xvomen among them who might be thought handsome by the
side of an European lady. They do not disfigure themselvss by daubing their eye-
brows, like the Hottentots, but are very much tattoed, particularly about the face.

The ha-r of the CafFres, which is strong and curling, is never greased, but they anoint
the rest of their bodies, with a view of making themselves active and strong. The men
are more particular in decorations than the v/omen, being very fond of beads and brass
rings." They are seldom seen without bracelets on their legs and arms, made of the
tusk of an elephant, which they saw to a convenient thickness, and then polish and
round. As these rings cannot be opened, it is necessary to make them big enough to

pass the hand through, so that they fall or rise according to the motion of the arm
5

sometimes they place small rings on the arms of their children, whose growth soon fills

up the space, and fixes the ornament ; a circumstance which is particularly pleasing tot

them.

They likewise make necklaces of the bones of animals, which they polish and whiten
in the most perfect manner. Some content themselves with the leg-bone of a sheep
hanging on the breast. In the warm season the Caffres only wear their ornaments ^
^vhen the weather is cold they make use of krosses made of the skins of calves or oxen,
which reach to thje feet. One particularity ivhich deserves attention, and does not. exist

elsewhere, is, that the Caffre women care little for ornaments. Indeed, they are well

made, and pretty, when compared to other savages j and never use the uncouth profu-

sion of Hottentot coquetry, not even wearing copper bracelets. Their aprons, like those

of the Gonaquas, are bordered with small rows of beads 3 which is the only vanity they

exhibit.

The Vv^omen are employed In the cultivation of their gardens and corn. They culti"

yate several vegetables, which are not indigenous to their" country 5 such as tobacco,

water-melons, a sort of kidney-beans, and hemp. The women also make baskets, and
the mats which they sleep on. The men have great pride in their cattle

; they cut

their horns in such a way as to be able to turn them into any shape they please *, and

they teach them to answer a whistle. When they wish their cattle to return home,

they go a little way from the house, and blow this small instrument, which is made of

ivory or bone, and so constructed as to b»; heard at a great distance, and in this manner
bring all their cattle home without any difBculty.

The lands of Caffraria, either from their situation, or the number of small rivers that

refresh them, are mort fertile than that of the Hottentots. The Caffres practise agri-

culture 5 which proves they are not naturally wanderers.

I have remarked, continues M. Vaillant, that, notwithstanding the beautiful fo-

rests that adorn GafFraria, and delightful pastures which spring up and almost cover

the animals which feed on them
j
notwithstanding those rivers and streams which cross

each other in a thousand different directions^ to render them rich and fertile 5 their oxen,

their Cows, and almost all their animals, are much smaller than those of the Hottentots
j

a difference which undoubtedly arises from the nature of the sap, and a certain flavour

predominant in every kind of grass. I have made the observation both on domestic and

wiiu animals, which never acquire the size of those bred in the dry barren countries I

have passed through

The huts of the Caffres are higher and more commodious than those of the Hotten-

tots : they form perfect hemispheres, and are composed of wooden work^ very strong and
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compact, covered both within and without of a mixture of earth, clay, and co^v-dung.

The opening, or door-way, is so lew, that to enter the dweUmg you must erawl onyour

hands and knees y which 'makes it easier t^ defend themselves against animals, or the

sudden attacks of an enemy. The hearth, or fire-place, is in the centre, surrounded by

a circular rim which rises tvro or three inches.

The skin that the female Hottentot ties about the loins, the Caffre woman v.^ears us

high as her shoulders, tying it over the bosom, which it covers. They have, like the

^iien, a kross, or cloak, of calf or ox skin, divested o^f the hair but it is -only in the cold

-or rainy season that either sex wear it. These skins are soft and pliant as the fines:

stuffs. Let the w-eather or season prove ever so bad, neither mefi nor women cover their

heads. Sometimes, indeed, I have seen the head of a Caffre adorned with a feather stuck

in the hair 5 but this sight is by no means common.

One part ef the daily occupation of the v^omen, is making earthen-ware, which they

fashion as dexterously as their husbands
j
they likewise make a curious kind of baskets,

of a texture so compact as to contain milk j and they also prepare the fields for seed,

scratching the earth, rather than digging it, with wooden pick-axes^

Industry is a leading trait in the character of the Caffres. Some arts, taught indeed

by necessity, a love of agriculture, with a few religious dogmas, distinguish them as a

more civilized people than those towards the south.

Circumcision, which is generally practised among them, prove ^. thst they either oive

their origin to an ancient people, or have simply imitated the inhabitants cf som« neigh-

bouring country, of whom they have no longer any remembrance
3
they do not use ii

(as they say) in any religious or mystical sense.

They acknowledge a Supreme Being, and believe in a future state, where the good
will be rewarded, and the wicked piinished 5 but hav.e no idea of the creation, thinking

the world had no beginning, and will ever continue in its present state. They have no
sacred ceremonies. They instruct their own children, having no priests ; but, instead

of them, a kind of sorcerers or coiyurorSj whom they greatly distinguish and revere.

The Caffres are governed by a chief or 'king, whose power is very limited, receiving

no tax, having no trcops at his command, but being the father of a free people j neither

attended nor feared, but respected and beloved, and frequently poorer than many of his

subjects. Being permitted to take as many wives as he pleases, whp think it an honour
to belong to him, it is necessary that he should have a larger portion of land to cultivate,

and a greater number of cattle to tend and feed : these being his only resources for

the maintenance of his numerous family, he is frequently in danger of being ruined.

His cabin is neither higher nor better decorated than the rest j his whole family

and seraglio live round him, composing a groiip of a dozen or fifteen huts : the adjoin-

ing lands are generally of his own cultivalipn.

It is a custom among the Caffres, for each to gather his own grain, which is their fa-

vourite nourishment, and which they grind or crush between two stones ; for which rea-

son, the families living separately, each surrounded by his own plantation of corn, occa-
sions a small horde sometimes to occupy a league square of ground a circumstance ne-
ver seen among the Hottentots.

The distance of the different hordes makes it necessary that they should have chiefs,

who are appointed by the king. When there Is any thing to conmiunicate, he sends

for and gives them orders, or rather information, which the chiefs bear to tlie different

hordes.

The principal weapon of the Caffre is the lance, or assaygay whicli sho\rs his dispo-

sition to be at once intrepid and noble, despl^^ing, as below his courage, the envenomed
dart, so much in use among his neighbours, seeking his enemy face to fa^c, and never
throwing his lance but openly. In war he carries a shield, of about three feet in lieight,

made of the thickest part of the hide of a bufl'doe ; this defends him from (he arrow,
or assaygay, but is not proof against a musket-ball. Tlie Caffre also manages with great
skill a club of about two feet and a half long, made of a solid piece of wood, three or
four inches thick in the largest part, and gradually diminishing towards one of the ends.
When in a close engagement, they strike with this weapon, or frequently throw it to the
distance of fifteen or twenty pace^; ; in wliich case it seldom tails of the intended eff.-.-t.
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The sovereignty "here is' hereditary, the eldest son always succeeding. In default of

male heirs, it is not the king's brother that succeeds, but the eldest nephew j and iri

case the king'^hould have neither children nor^nephews, the chiefs of the different hordes

elect a king. Upon these occasions the spirit of party sometimes prevails, which
gives rise to factions and intrigues that generally end in bloodshed.

Polygamy is customary among the Caffres j their marriages are even more simple than

those of the Hottentots, the parents ofthe bridegroom being always content with his choice
^

the friends of the bride are rather more difticult, but seldom refuse their consent *, after

which they rejoice, drink, and dance, for weeks together, according to the wealth of

the families j but these feasts are never held but on the first espousals. They have no

musical instruments, but such as are u^d by the Hottentots. As for their dances, tht;

step is not unlike the English.

At the death of the father, the sons and the mother divide the property he has left

between them. The daughters, claiiping nothing, remain at home with their mother

pr brother, unless it pleases some mijn to take them \ and if this circumstance takes

place during the life of the parents, they receive cattle in proportion to the wealth of

iheir father. The dead are seldom buried, but carried away from the kraal, by their

family, and deposited in a deep trench common to the whole horde on sifch occasions,

where the wild beasts repair at leisure ; which preserves the air from those noxious va-

pours which otherwise the putrefaction would occasion. The honours of burial are due

only to the king or chief of a horde
j
they cover these bodie? with piles of stones in the

form of a dome.

EASTERN COAST OF AFRICA.

ON the Eastern coast of Africa, proceeding northwards from the Cape of Good
Hope, \\z find the country of SofaLA, where the Portuguese have a settlement of great

importance for their trade to the East-Indies, which is protected by a fort built on a

small island near the mouth of a river. The natives of Sofala are for the most part

black, with short curled hair, there being but very few tawny or brown among them.

Those on the coast speak the Arabic language, for they are not the original natives, but

descendants of Arabs who settled on this coast. Sofala, according to the report of the

Portuguese settlers, contains some gold mines of considerable yalue.

To the northward of Sofala is Mono?^otafa or Mocaranga, a country lying between

the 15th and 20th degrees of south latitude. The climate is temperate, and the soil

fertile in rice and sugar-canes, which last grow without cultivation. There are here

vast herds of elephants, and great numbers of ostriches. This country possesses mines

of gold and silver. The inhabitants are negroes. Like most of the other nations of

Africa, they admit of unlimited polygamy ; and the king is said to have above a thou-

sand wives, most ofthem the daughters of petty chiefs. The army of the king consists

only of foot, for there are no horses in the country. The Portuguese had a settlement

here in 1560, but they were all murdered or forced away.
Beyond Mocaranga, still proceeding northward, stretches the extensive country of

ZanguebaII, containing the kingdoms of Mosambique, Melinda, and several others,

Mosambique consists of three islands, on the west side of a channel of the same name.

The principal, which is not more than three miles in length, and half as much in breadth,

is about two miles from the continent. It was seized by the Portuguese in 1497, and

they have kept possession of it ever since.

The capital of this island, named likewise Mosambique, is large and well fortified,

having a strong citadel to defend the harbour. The Portuguese generally keep a strong

garrison here 5 and trade with th natives, for gold, elephants' ttelh, and slaves..

/
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They have built several churches and monasteries, and a large hospital for sick sailors.

Their sliips always call here in going tx) the East Indies, and the harbour is so commc-
dious, that whole fleets may anchor, and provide themselves with all necessaries. Mo-
sambique is situated in lat. 15 deg. 5 min. south, Ion. 40 deg. 10 min. east.

The kingdom of Melinda produces gold, elephants' teeth, ostrich feathers, wax,

aloes, senna, and other drugs j also plenty of rice, sugar, cocoa-nuts, and other tropical

fruits. The natives are some of them black, and some tawny : the women are mostly

of an olive complexion. Their dress, among the higher classes, is remarkably ele-

gant j for they never appear abroad but in fine silks girt with rich gold or silver girdles,

collars and bracelets of the same, or something more valuable, and their heads covered

with veils. The men wear a kind of turban j in other respects their dress consists of a

piece of cotton wrapped about the middle, and descending a little belov^^ the knees
y

their legs, feet, and the rest of the body, -are quite bare. The meaner sort, and those

who live farther from the coast, wear little else than a piece of cloth round the middle,

if we except their shield and weapons, which are the bow and arrows, the scymetar and
javelin. Their government is monarchical and in such veneration is the king held by
his subjects, that, whenever he stirs out from his palace, he is carried in a sedan on the

shoulders of four or more of the greatest nobles of the kingdom j and incense and other

perfumes are burned before him, as he goes through the streets of any city, by a great

number of ladies, who sing songs in his praise, accompanied by various kinds of musical

instruments. The population of the kingdom is estimated at about 200,000 persons.

With respect to religion, the generality are Pagans, some are Mohammedans, and some
Christians, converted by the Portuguese, who have in the capital (likewise named Me-
linda) seventeen churches, nine convents, and warehouses well provided with European
goods. The city is surrounded by fine gardens, and has a good harbour defended by a

fort y but the entrance is dangerous on account of the great number of shoals and rocks

under water.

The country of AjAN is the boundary of Zanguebar towards the north. It lies be-

tween lat. 2 deg. and 12 deg. north, extending from the river Magadoxo to Cape Gar-
dafui, and contains several states or kingdoms j the principal of which are Adel or Zei-

la, and Magadoxo, the inhabitants of both which are Mohammedans. All the eastern

coast of Ajan is said to be sandy and barren, but to the north the country is more fer-

tile. The kings of Ajan are frequently at war with the emperor of Abyssinia, and sell

the prisoners which they take : they trade likevrise in ivory, gold, and horses of an ex-

cellent breed.

AFRICAN ISLANDS.

OF the African islands, some lie in the Eastern, or Indian Ocean, and some in the

Western, or Atlantic. We shall begin with those in the Indian Ocean 3 the chief of

which are, Zocotra, Babclmande], Madagascar, the Comora islands. Bourbon and Mau-
ritius.

ZOCOTRA. Tliis island is situate in east long. 55^
j north lat. 12"^ thirty leagues

cast of Cape Guardafui, on the continent of Africa : it is eighty miles loner, and fiflv

four broad, and has two good harbours, wlicre the Europcai\ ships used formerly to put
in when they lost their passage to India. It is a populous, plentiful co\intrv, yielding

most of the fruits and plants tliat arc usually found witliin the tropics, together Avith

frankincense, gum-tragacanth, and aloes, 'i'hc inhabitants arc JMoliammcdans of Aran
extraction, and are under the government of a prince, or sheik, v.Iio ii probably tribu-

inry to the Porte.

Y y 4
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BABELMANDEL. The island of Babelmandel gives name to the strait at ths
entrance of the Red Sea, where it is situate, in east long. 44° 30' north lat. 12^ about
four miles both from the Arabian and Abyssinian shores. The Abyssinians, or Ethio-
pians, and the Arabians, formerly contended with great fury for the possession of this

island, as it commands the entrance into the Red Sea, and preserves a communicatioa
with the ocean. This strait was formerly the only passage through which the commo-
dities of India found their way to Europe; but since the discovery of the Cape of Good
Hope, the trade by the Red Sea is of little importance. The island is of little value,

being a barren sandy spot of earth not five miles round.

COMORA. These islands are five Joanna, Mayotta, Mohilla, Angazei, and Co-
mora, situate between 41° and 46^ east long, and between 10° and 14'^ south lat. at an
€qual distance from Madagascar and the continent of Africa. Joanna, or Hinzuan, the

chief, and which exacts tribute from the others, is' about thirty miles long and fifteen

broad, and affords plenty of provisions, and such fruils as are produced between the tro-

pics. East India ships, bound to Bombay, usually touch here for refreshments. The
inhabitants arc negroes, of the Mohammedan religion, and entertain pur seamen with
great humanity.

MADAGASCAR. This is the largest of the African islands, and is situate be-

tween 43° and 51° east long, and between 12^ and 26° south lat 300 miles south-east

of the continent of Africa ; it being nearly 1000 miles in length from nprth to south,

and generally between 200 and 300 miles broad. The sea rolls with great rapidity,

jmd is extremely rough, between this island and the continent of the Cape of Good
Hope, forming a channel or passage, through which all European ships in their voyage

to and from India generally sail, unless prevented by storms.

Madagascar is a pleasant, desirable, and fertile country, abounding in sugar, honey,

vines, fruit-trees, vegetables, valuable gums, corn, cattle, fowls, precious stones, iron,

some silver, copper, steel, and tin. It affords an agreeable variety of hills, valleys,

woods, and champaign watered with numerous rivers, and we}l stored with fish. The
air is generaly temperate, and said to be very healthy, though in a hot climate. The
inhabitants are of different complexions and religions j some white, some negroes *, some
Mohammedans, some Pagans. The whites, and those of a tawny complexion, who in-

habit the coasts, are descended from the Arabs, as is evident from their language and

their religious rites *, but here are no mosques, temples, nor any stated worship, except

that they offer sacrifices of beasts on particular occasions j as when sick, when they

plant yams, or rice, when they hold their assemblies, circumcise their children, de-

clare w^ar, enter into new-built houses, or bury their dead. Some of their ceremonies

and practices resemble the Jewish, whence it is conjectured they are descended from

Jews who formerly settled here, though no one knows how qr when. This island

was discovered by the Portuguese, ^nd the French took possession of it in 1741 but
" the people disliking the government, they were driven out in 1652 since which the na-

tives have had the sole possession of the island, under a number of petty princes, who
make war upon each other for slaves and plunder.

MAURITIUS, or Maurice, was so called by the Dutch, who first touched here in

1598, in honour of prince Maurice their stadtholder. It is situate in past Ipng. 56°,

south lat. 20°, about 400 miles east of Madagascar. It is of an oval form, about 150

miles in circuniference, with a fine harbour, capable of holding fifty large ships, secure

against any wind that blows, and 100 fathoms deep at the entrance. The climate is

extremely healthy and pleasant. The mountains, of wl^ich there are manyj, and some

so high that their tops are covered with snow, produce the best ebony in the world^

besides various other kinds of valuable wood, two of which greatly resemble ebony in

quality ; one red, the other yellow as wax. The island is watered with several pleas-

ing rivers, w;ell slocked with fish, and, though the soil is none of the most fruitful,

yields plenty of tobacco, rice, fruit, and feeds a great number of cattle, deer, goats,

yTid sheep. It v/as formerly subject to the Dutch, but is now in the possession of the

Frcijcb.

BOURBON. The isle of Bourbon is situate in east long. 54, south lat. 21^ about

'00 miles east of Madagascar, and is about &0 miles round. There arc many goo4
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rosds for shipping round Bourlion, particularly on the north and south sides but hard-

ly a single harbour where ships can ride secure against those hurricanes which blow

during the monsoons. Indeed the coast is so surrounded with blind rocks, sunk a few

feet below the water, that coasting along shore is at all times dangerous. On the

southern extremity is a volcano, which continually throws out flames and smoke, with

a hideous roaring noise. The climate here, though extremely hot, is healthy, being

refreshed with cooling gales, that blow morning and evening from the sea and land :

sometimes, however, ^errible hurricanes shake the whole inland almost to its founda-

tion 5 but generally without any other bad consequence than frightening the inhabi-

tants. This island abounds in brooks and springs, and in fruits, grass, and cattle, with

excellent tobacco (which the French have planted there), aloes, white pepper, ebony,

palm, and other kinds of wood and fruit-trees. Many of the trees yield odoriferous

gums and resins, particularly benzoin of an excellent sort, in great plenty. The rivers

are well stocked w^ith lish, the coast with land and sea tortoises, and every part of the

country with horned cattle, as well as hogs and goats. Ambergrise, coral, and the

most beautiful shells, are found upon the shore. The w^oods are full of turtle-doves,

paroquets, pigeons, and a great variety of other birds, beautiful to the eye, and plea-

sant to the palate. The French first settled here in the year 1672, after they were

driven from the island of Madagascar, They have now some considerable towms in

the island, with a governor. Since the revolution^ they have given it the name of

Reunion*

There are a great many more small islands about Madagascar, and on the eastern

coast of Africa, laid down in maps, but no where described.

Leaving therefore the eastern world, and the Indies, we now turn round the Cape of

Good Hope, which opens to our view the Atlantic, an immense ocean, lying between

the two grand divisions of the globe, having Europe, Asia, and Africa, or the old

world, on the east *, and America, or the new world, on the west ^ towards which di-

vision we now steer our course, touching in our way at the following islands upon the

African *'coast, that have not yet been described 5 viz. St Helen^, Ascension, St Mat-
thew, St Tl>omas, &c. Goree, Cape Verd, the Canary and Madeira islands.

St HELENA. The first island on this side the Cape is St Helena, situate in west

long. 5*^ 49' south lat. 15° 55', being 1200 miles west of the continent of Africa, and
1800 east of South America. The island is a rock, about twenty-one miles in circum-

ference, very high and very steep, and only accessible at the landing place, in a small

valley at the east end of it, which is defended by batteries of guns planted level with

the water j and as the waves are perpetually dashing on the shore, it is generally diffi-

cult landing even there. There is no other anchorage about the island but at Chapel

Valley Bay and as the wind always blows from the south-east, if a ship overshoots the

island ever so little, she cannot recover it again. The English plantations here afford

potatoes and yams, with figs, plantains, bananas, grapes, kidney-beans, and Indiaa

corn : of the last, however, most part is devoured by ruts, which harbour in the rocks,

and cannot be destroyed, so that the tlour they use is almost wholly imported from Eng-
land

J
and in times of scarcity they generally eat yams and potatoes instead of bread.

Though the island appears on every side a hard barren rock, yet it is agreeably diversi-

fied with hills and plains, adorned v;ith plantations of fruit-trees and garden vegetables,

't'hey have great plenty of hogs, bullocks, poultry, ducks, geese, and turkeys, with
which they supply the sailors, taking in exchange shiits, drawers, or any light cloths,

pieces of calico, silks, muslin, arrack, sugar, &c,
St Helena is said to have been first discovered by tlie Portuguese in 1502, on the

festival of the empress Helena, mother of the emperor Constantine the Great, uhosc
name it still bears. It does not appear lliat tlie Portuguese ever planted a colonv here j

aud the English East India Company took possession 'of it In liiOO, and held it with-
out interruption till the year 1673, whei\ the Dutch took it by surprise. However,
the English, under the command of captain Mundcn, recovered it again \s\\\\m the
space of a year, and at the same time took three Dutch East India ships that lay in the

joad. There are about 200 families in ihr i«,lanu, mo-t of them descended from Eng-
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lish parents. The East India ships take in water and fresh provisions here in tli^ir way
home j but the island is so small, and the wind so much against them, outward bound,
that they then very seldom see it.

The Company's affairs are here managed by a governor, deputy-governor, and store-

keeper, who have standing salaries allowed by the Company, besides a public table,

well furnished, to which all commanders, masters of ships, and principal passengers,

are welcome.

ASCENSION. This island is situate in 7 deg. 57 min. south lat. and 13 deg.

59 min. west long. 600 miles north-west of St Helena ; it received its name from its be-

ing discovered by the Portuguese on Ascension-day, and is a mountainous barren island,

about twenty miles round, and uninhabited j but it has a safe convenient harbour,

where the East India ships generally touch to furnish themselves with turtle or tortoises,

which are very plentiful here, and vastly large, some of them weighing above 100
pounds each. The sailors going ashore in the night-time frequently turn two or three

hundre4 of them on their backs before morning j and are sometimes so cruel as to turn

many ir-ore than they use, leaving them to die on the shore.

St MATTHEW. This is a small island lying in 6° 1' west long, and 1° 30' south

lat. 300 miles to the north-east of Ascension, and was also discovered by the Portu-

guese, who planted and kept possession of it for some time, but afterwards deserted it.

This island now remains uninhabited, having little to invite other nations to settle there,

except a small lake of fresh water.

The four following islands, viz. St THOMAS, ANxlBOA, PRINCE'S ISLAND,
and FERNANDOPO, are situate in the gulf of Guinea, between Congo and Benin :

all of them were first discovered by the Portuguese, and are still in the possession of

that nation, and furnish shipping with fresh water and provisions as they pass by.

CAPE VERD ISLANDS. These islands are so called from a cape of that name
on the African coast, near the river Gambia, over against which they lie, at the dis-

tance of 300 miles, between 23 and 26 deg. west long, and 14 and 18 deg. north lat.

They were first discovered in the year 1460, by the Portuguese, and are about twenty

in number j but some of them being only barren uninhabited rocks, are not worth no-

tice. St, Jago, Bravo, Fogo, Mayo, Bonavista, Sal, St Nicholas, St Lucia, St Vin-

cent, Santa Cruz, and St Antonia, are the most considerable, and are subject to the

Portuguese. The air, generally speaking, is very hot, and in some of them very un-

wholesome. They are inhabited by Europeans, or the descendants of Europeans and

negroes.

St Jago, where the Portuguese viceroy resides, is the most fruitful, best inhabited,

and largest of them all, being 150 miles in circumference
;
yet it is mountainous, and

has much barren land in it. Its produce is sugar, cotton, some wine, Indian corn, co-

coa-nuts, oranges, and other tropical fruits, plenty of roots, and garden vegetables j but

the plant of most consequence to them is the madder, which grows in abundance among
the cliffs; Here is also plenty of hogs and poultry, and some of the prettiest green

monkeys, with black faces, that are to be met with any where. Baya, or Praya, (fa-

mous for an action between an English and French squadron,) is situate on the east-side,

has a good port, and is seldom without ships ; those outv^-ard-bound to Guinea or the

East Indies, from England, Holland, and France, often touching here for water and

refreshments.

In the island of MAYO, or MAY, iipmense quantities of salt are made by the

heat of the sun from the sea-water, which at spring tides is received into a sort of pan

formed by a sand-bank, which runs along the coast for two or three miles. Here the

English carry on a considerable trade for salt, and have commonly a man of war to

guard the vessels that come to load with it, which in some years amount to a hundred or

more. The salt costs nothing, except for raking it together, wheeling it out of the

pond, and carrying it on asses to the boats, which is done at a very cheap rate. Seve-

ral of our ships come hither for a freight of asses, which they carry to Barbadoes, and

other British plantations. The inhabitants of this island, even the governor and priests,

are all negroes, and speak the Portuguese language. The negro governor expects a

small present from every commander that loads salt, and i§ pleased to be invited aboard
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trieir sliips. The sea water is so clear on this coast, iliat an Englisli sailor who dropped

his watch perceived it at the bottom, though many fathoms deep, and had it brought up

by one of the natives, who are in general expert at diving.

The island of FOGO is remarkable for being a volcano, continually sending up sul-

phureous exhalations 5 and sometimes the flame breaks forth like .^^!.tna, in a terrible

manner, throwing out pumice-stones that annoy all the adjacent parts.

GOREE is situate within cannon-shot of Cape Verd, in N. lat. 14° 42' W. long. 17^

20', and was so called by the Dutch from an island and town of the same name in Hol-

land. It is a small spot not exceeding two miles in circumference but its importance

arises from its situation for trade so near Cape Verd, and it has been therefore an object

of contention between European nations. It was first possessed by the Dutch, from

whom, in 1663, it was taken by the English j but in 1665 it v/as retaken by the Dutch,

and in 1667 subdued by the French, in whose possession it remained till th-e year 1759,

when the British arms, every where triumphant, again reduced it but it was restored

to the French at the treaty of peace in 1763. It was retaken by the English in the

American war, but given up again by the peace of 17S3.

CANARIES. The Canaries, anciently called the Fortunate Islands, are seven in

number, and situate between 12 and 19 deg. west long, and between 27 and 29 deg,

north lat, about 150 miles south-west of Morocco. Their particular names are Palma,

Hiero, Gomera, TenerilFe, Grand Canaria, Fuerteventura, and Langarote. These
islands enjoy a pure temperate air, and abound in the most delicious fruits, especially

grapes, which produce those rich wines that obtain the name of Canary, of which the

greatest part is exported to ^^ngland, to the amount, it is computed, in time of peace, of

i 0,000 hogshead? annually. The Canaries produce those little beautiful birds that bear

their name, and are now so common and so much admired in Europe.

Grand Canary, which communicates its name to the whole, is about 150 miles in cir-

cumference, and so extremely fertile as to produce two harvests in a year. Teneriffe,

the largest of these islands next to that of the Grand Canary, is about 120 miles round ;

a fertile country, aboun4ing in corn, wine, and oil, though it is pretty much encumber-
ed with mountains, particularly the Peak. Captain Glass observes, that in coming in

with this i«land, in clear weather, the Peak may be easily discerned at 120 miles dis-

tance, and in sailing from it at 150. The Peak is an ascent in the form of a sugar-loaf,

about fifteen miles in circumference, and, according to the account of Sprat, bishop of

Rochester, published in the Philosophical Transactions, nearly three miles perpendicular;

but lately ascertained to be only 13,265 feet. This mountain is a volcano, and some-

times throws out such (quantities of sulphur and melted ore, as to convert the richest

lands into barren desarts.

These islands were first discovered and planted by the Carthaginians but the Romans
destroying that state, put a stop to the navigation on the west coast of Africn, and the

Canaries lay concealed from the rest of the world, until they were again discovered by
the Spaniards in the year 1405, to whom they still l^elong. It is remarkable, that

though the natives resenible the Africans in their stature and complexion, Avhen the S]ia-

niards first came among them, their language was diifcrent from that spoken on the con-

tinent 'y they retained none of their customs, were masters of no science, and did not

know there was any country in the world besides their own.
MADEIRAS. The three islands called the Madeiras are situate in a fine climate,

in 32"-27" north lat. and from 18^-30" to lO'^-oO" west long, about 100 miles north of the

Canaries, and as many west of Sallee, in Morocco. The largest, from which the rest

derive the general name of Madeiras, on account of its being formerly almost covered

with wood, k about r-cvcnty-five miles long, sixty broad, and 130 in circumrerencc.
It is composed of one coiitinurd hill of a considerable height, extending from east to

west ; the declivity of which, on the south side, is cultivated, and interspersed with vine-

yards
J and in the midst of tills slope tlie merchimts have fixed their couHtry-seats, wliich

form a very agreeable prospect. Tiierc is but one considerable to^vn in the whole
island, Vvliich i<? named Funchal, seated on the south part of the island, at the bottom

a larq-'* i);iv : tunartis the -"-
i il Is d'Tcndf-d by a hi^h v»alU ^^i•h ;i h.^tt. r • df ri:^.ncm.
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and IS the only place where it is possible for a boat to land j and even here the beach is

covered with large stones, and a violent surf continually beats upon it..

Though this island seems to have been known to the ancients, yet it lay concealed

for many ages, and was at length discovered by the Portuguese in 1519 5 but others

assert that it was first discovered by an Englishman in the year 1344. Be that as it

may, the Portuguese took possession of it, and are still almost the only people who in-

habit it. The Portuguese, at their first landing, finding it little better than a thick

forest, rendered the ground capable of cultivation, by setting fire to this wood j and it

is now very fertile, producing, in great abundance, the richest wine, sugar, the most de-

licious fruits, especially oranges, lemons, and pomegranates
;
together with corn, honey,

and wax : it abounds also with boars and other wild beasts, and with all sorts of fowls,

besides numerous groves of cedar trees, and those that yield dragon's blood, mastic, and
other gums. The inhabitants of this isle make the best sweetmeats in the world, and

succeed wonderfully in preserving citrons and oranges, and in making marmalade and

perfumed pastes, which exceed those of Genoa. The sugar they make is extremely

beautiful, and smells naturally of violets. This indeed is said to be the first place in the

west where that manufacture was set on foot, and from thence was carried to the Brazils

in America. The Portuguese, not finding it so profitable as at first, have rooted up
the greatest part of their sugar-canes, and planted vineyards in their stead, which pro-

duce several sorts of excellent wine, particularly that which bears the name of the island.

Malmsey, and Tent 5 of all which the inhabitants make and sell prodigious quantities.

Not less than 20,000 hogsheads of Madeira, it is said, are yearly exported, the greatest

part to the West Indies, especially to Barbadoes j the Madeira wine not only enduring

a hot climate better than any other, but even being improved when exposed to the suu

in barrels after the bung is taken out. It is said no venomous animal can live hers.

Of the two other islands, one called Porto Santo, which lies at a small distance fromt

Madeira, is about eight miles in compass, and extremely fertile. It has very good har-

bours, where ships may ride with safety against all winds except the south-west, and is

irequented by Indiamen outward and homeward-bound. The other island is an incon-

siderable barren rock.

AZORES. Leaving the Madeiras, with which we close the account of Africa, we
continue our course westward, through this immense ocean, which brings us to the

Azores, or, as they are called, the Western Islands, situate between 25 and 32 deg.

west long, and between 37 and 40 north lat, 900 miles west of Portugal, and as many
east of Newfoundland, lying almost in the mid-way between Europe and America,

They are nine in number, and are named Santa Maria, St Miguel or St Michael,

Tercera, St George, Graciosa, Fayal, Pico, Flores, and Corvo. They were discovered

in the middle of the fifteenth century, by Joshua Vander Berg, a merchant of Bruges
in Flanders, who, in a voyage to Lisbon, was, by stress of weather, driven to these

islands, which he found destitute of inhabitants, and called them the Flemish islands.

On l}is arrival at Lisbon, he boasted of this discovery ; on which the Portuguese set sail

iijimediately and took possession of them, which they still retain. They were called in

general the Azores, from the great number of hawks and falcons found among them.

All these islands enjoy a very clear and serene sky, with a salubrious air, but are expos-

ed to violent earthquakes, from which they have frequently suffered j and also by inun-

dations of the surrounding waves. They are, however, extremely fertile in corn, wine,

and a variety of fruits
^ they also abound in cattle, fowls, &c. It is said that no poi-

sonous or noxious animal breeds on the Azores, and that, if carried thither, they will

expire in a few hours.

St Michael, which is the largest, being near 100 miles in circumference, and contain--

ing 50,000 inhabitants, was twice invaded and plundered by the English in the reign of

queen Elizabeth. Tercera is the most important of these islands, on account of its har*

hour, which is spacious and has good anchorage j but it is exposed to the south-east

winds. Its capital town, Angra, contains a cathedral and five churches, ai;d is the le-^

sidence of the governor of these islands, as well as of the bishoj?.
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AMERICA.
ITS DISCOVERY AND CONQ^UEST.

WE are now to treat of a country of vast extent and fertility, and winch, though

little cultivated by the hand of art, owes in many respects more to that of nature than

^ny other division of the globe. The particular circumstances of this country require

that we should in some measure vary our plan, and, before describing its present state,

afford such information with regard to its discovery as is most necessary for satisfying

3ur readers.

Towards the close of the 15th century, Venice and Genoa were the only powers m
Europe who o^ved their support to commerce. An interference of interests inspired a

mutual rivalship j but in traffic Venice was much superior. She engrossed the whole

commerce of India, then, and indeed always, the most valuable in the world, but hi-

therto entirely carried on through the inland parts of Asia, or by the way of Egypt and

the Red Sea. In this state of affairs, Christoval, or Christopher Colon, more generally

known by his Latinized name Columbus, a native of Genoa, whose knowledge of the

true figure of the earth, however attained, was much superior to the general notions of

the age in which he lived, conceived a project of sailing to the Indies by a bold and
unknown route, and of opening to his country a new source of opulence and power.

But this proposal of sailing westward to the Indies was rejected by the Genoese as chi-

merical, and the principles on which it was founded were condemned as absurd. Stun^^

with disappointment and indignation, Columbus retired from his country, and laid his

scheme before the court of France, where his reception was still more mortifying, and
where, according to the practice of that people, he was laughed at and ridiculed. Henry
VII. of^England was his next resort j but the cautious politics of that prince were the

most opposite imaginable to a great but uncertain design. In Portugal, where the spirit

of adventure and discovery about this time began to operate, he had reason to expect

better success. But the Portuguese contented themselves with creeping along the coast

of Africa, and discovering one cape after another : they had no idea of venturing boldly

into the open sea. Such repeated disappointments would have broken the spirit of any
man but Columbus. The expedition required expence, and he had nothing to defray

it. His mind, however, still remained firm j he became the more intent on his design

the more difficulty he found in accomplishing it, and was inspired with that noble en>

thusiasm which always animates an adventurous and original genius. Spain was now his

only resource 5 and there, after eight years' attendance, he succeeded, and chiefly

through the interest of queen Isabella. Columbus now set sail, anno 1492, with a fleet

of three ships, upon the most adventurous attempt ever undertaken by man, and in the

fate of which the inhabitants of two worlds were interested. In this voyage he had a

thousand difficulties to contend with ^ the most formidable was the variation of the

compass, then first observed, and which seemed to threaten that the laws of nature were
altered in an unknown ocean, and that the only guide he had left was ready to forsake

him. His sailors, always discontented, now broke out into open mutiny, threatening to

throw him overboard, and insisted on their return. But the firmness of the commander,
and much more the discovery of land after a voyage of 33 days, put an end to the com-
motion. Columbus first landed on one of the Bahama islands ; but here, to his surprise

and sorrow, discovered, from the povevty of the inhabitants, that these could not be ihc

Indies he was in quest of. In steering soutlnvard, however, he found the island W'.ich

he called Hispaniola, or St Domingo, abounding in all the necessaries of life, inhabited

by a humane and hospitable people, and, what was of still greater consequence, as it in-

sured his favourable reception at home, promising, from some samples he received, con-
siderable quantities of gold. This island therefore he proposed to make the centre of
his discoveries *, and, having left upon it a few of his companions, as the ground-work
of a colony, relumed to Spain to. procure the necessary reinforcements.
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The court was then at Barcelona : Columbus travelled thither from Seville, amidst
the acclamations of the people, attended by some of the inhabitants, the gold, the';,arms;
the utensils, and ornaments, of the country he had discovered. This entry into Barce-
lona was a species of triumph more glorious than that of conquerors, more uncommon,
and more innocent. In this voyage he had acquired a general knowledge of all the

islands in the great sea which divides North and South America j but he had no idea

that there was an ocean between him and China, The countries v/hich he had disco-

vered were considered as a part of India. Even after the error which gave rise to this opi-

nion was detected, and the true position of the new world v/as ascertained, -.he name has

remained, and the appellation of the Wesi Indies is given by ail the people of Europe tc^

the country, and that of Indians to its inhabitants. Thus were the West Indies discovered

by seeking a passage to the East-, and, even after the discovery, still conceived to be a,

part of the eastern hemisphere. The present success of Columbus, his former disappoint-

ments, and the glory attending so unexpected a discovery, rendered the court of Spain as

eager to forward his designs now, as it had been dilatory before. A fleet of seventeen

sail was immediately prepared y all the necessaries for conquest or discoveries were embark-,

cd ; 1500 m^en, among whom were several of high rank and fortune, prepared to ac-

company Columbus, now appointed governor with the most ample authority. It is im-
possible to determine whether the genius of this great man, in first conceiving the idea

of these discoveries, or his sagacity in the execution of the plan he had conceived, most
deserves our admiration. Instead of hurrying from sea to sea, and from one island to

another, which, considering the ordinary motives to action among mankind, was na-

turally to be expected, Columbus, with such a field before him, unable to turn on either

hand without finding new objects of his curiosity and his pride, determined rather ta

turn to the advantage of the court of Spain the discoveries he had already made, than

to acquire for himself the unavailing applause of visiting a number of unknown coun-

tries, from which he reaped no other benefit but the pleasure of seeing them. Wilh
this view he made for Hispaniola, where he established a colony , and erected, forts in

the situations most advantageous for securing the dependence of the natives. Having
spent a considerable time in this employment, and laboured for establishing this colony,

with as much zeal and assiduity as if his views had extended no further, he next pro-

ceeded to ascertain the importance of his other discoveries, and to examine what ad-

vantages were most likely to be derived from them. He had already touched at Cuba,

which, from some specimens, seemed a rich discovery ^ but whether it was an island, or

a part of some great continent, he was altogether uncertain. To ascertain this point

w^as the present object of his attention. In coasting along the southern shore of Cuba,

Columbus was entangled in a multitude of islands, of which he reckoned 160 in one

day. These islands, which were well inhabited, and abounding in all the necessaries of

life, gave him an opportunity of reflecting on this fertility of nature where the world

expected nothing but the barren ocean : he called them Jardin de la Reina, or the

Oueen's Garden, in gratitude to his royal benefactress, who was always present to his"

memory. In the same voyage, Jamaica was discovered. But to so many difficulties

was Columbus exposed, on an unknown sea, among rocks, shelves, and sands, that he

returned to Hispaniola without learning any thing more certain with regard to Cuba,

the main object of this enterprise.

By the first success of this great man, the public diffidence was turned into admira-

tion
J

but, by a continuance of the same success, admiration degenerated into envy.

His enemies in Spain set every spring in motion against him ; and there is no difficulty

in finding specious grounds of accusation against such as are employed in the execution

of an extensive and complicated plan. An officer was dispatched from Spain, fitted by

his character to act the part of a spy and informer, and whose presence plainly demon-

strated to Columbus the necessity of returning to Europe, in order to obviate the ob-

jections or calumny of his enemies.

It was not without great difficulty that he was enabled to set out on a third expedic

tion, still more famous than any he had hitherto undertaken. He designed to stand to

the southward of the Canaries until he came under the equinoctial linej and then to
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proceed directly westward, that he might discover what opening that might afford to

India, or what new islands, or what continent, might reward his labour. In tliis navi«

gation, after being long buried in a thick fog, and suffering numberless ineonveniencies

from the excessive heats and rains between the tropics, they were at length favoured

with a smart gale, and went before it seventeen days to the westward. At the end of

this time, a seaman saw land, which was an island, on the coast of Guiana, now called

Trinidad. Having passed this island, and two others which lie in the mouth of the

great river Oronoco, the admiral was surprised with an appearance he had never seen

before : this was the frightful tumult of the waves, occasioned by a conflict between

the lide of the sea and the rapid current of the immense river Oronoco. But sailing

for vvard, he plainly discovered that they were in fresh water ; and judging rightly that

it was improbable any island should supply so vast a river, he began to suspect he had

discovered the continent j but when he left the river, and found that the land con-

tinued on the westward for a great way, he was convinced of it. Satisfied with this

discovery, he yielded to the uneasiness and distresses of his crew, and bore away for His-

paniola. in the course of this discovery, Columbus landed at several places, where in

a friendly manner he traded with the inhabitants, and found gold and pearl in tolerable

plenty.

About this time the spirit of discovery spread itself widely, and many adventurers

all over Europe wished to acquire the reputation of Columbus, without possessing his

abilities. The Portuguese discovered Brazil, which makes at present the most valuable

part of their possessions : Cabot, a native of Bristol, discovered the north-east coasts,

which afterwards composed the British empire of North America : and Amerigo Ves-

puccia, a merchant of Florence, sailed to the southern continent of America, and, being

a man of address, had the honour of giving his name to half the globe. But no one

is now" imposed on by the name ; all the world knows that Columbus, or Colon, was

the first discoverer. The being deprived of the honour of giving name to the new
world, was one of the smallest mortifications to which this great man was com-
pelled to submit j for such were the clamours of his enemies, and the ingratitude of the

court of Spain, that, after discovering the continent, and making settlements in the

islands of America, he was treated like a traitor, and carried over to Europe in irons.

He enjoyed, however, the glory of rendering the one half of the world known to the

other "y a glory so much the more precious, as it was untainted by cruelty or plunder, which
disfigured all the exploits of those who came after him, and accomplished the execution

of his plan. He fully vindicated himself at court, was restored to favour, and under-

took another voyage, in which he suflfered great fatigues. He returned to Spain, and
died at Valladolid, in 1506, in the 59th year of his age. The succeeding governors

of Cuba and Hispaniola endeavoured to purchase the same advantages by the blood of

the natives, which Columbus had obtained by his good sense and humanity. These is-

lands contained mines of gold. The Indians only knew where they were situate : and
the extreme avarice of the Spaniards, too furious to work by the gentle means of per-

suasion,, hurried them to acts of the most shocking violence and cruelty against those

unhappy men, who, they believed, concealed from them part of their treasure. The
slaughter once begun, they set no bounds to their fury j in a few years they depopulated

Hispaniola, which contained three millions of inhabitants-, and Cub:i, that had about

^00,000. Bartholomew de las Casas, a witness of those barbarous depopulations, savs

that the Spaniards went out with their dogs to hunt after men. The unhappy savage,--,

almost naked and unarmed, were pursued like deer into ihe forests, devoured by dogs,

killed with gun-shot, or surprised and burnt iu their habilalions.

The Spaniards had hitherto only visited the continent. From what they sau' with
their eyes, or learn- d by report, they conjectured that thii part of the new world would
afford a still more valuable conquest. Fernando Cortez was dispatched from Cuba with
600 men, ]8 horses, and a small number of field pieees, Witli this inconsluerable force,

he proposed to subdue the most powerfid state on the continent of America ; this was
the empire of Mexico, rich, powerful, and inhabited by millions of Indians passionately

fond of war, and then headed by Montezuma, whose fame ii arms stru:k terror into

tlie neighbouring nation?. Never history, that was true, was m«rc improbable and ro-
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mantic than tliat of tins war. The empire of Mexico had subsisted for ages 5 its ih*

habitants, it is said, were not rude and barbarous
;
every thing announced a polished and

intelligent people. They knew, like the Egyptians of old, whose wisdom is still ad-

mired in this particular, that the year consisted nearly of 365 days. Their superiority

in military affairs was the subject of admiration and terror over all the continent j and
their government, founded on the sure basis of laws combined with religion, seemed to

bid defiance to time itself. Mexico, the capital of the empire, situate in the middle of

a spacious lake, was the noblest monument of American industry. It communicated
with the continent by immense causeways, which were carried through the lake. The
city was admired for its buildings, all of stone, its squares and market-places, the shops

which glittered with gold and silver, and the sumptuous palaces of Monteauma, some

erected on columns of jasper, and containing whatever was most rare, curious, or useful.

But all the grandeur of this empire could not defend it against the Spaniards. Cortez,

in his march, met with a feeble opposition from the nations along the coast of Mexico,
who were terrified at their first appearance : the warlike animals on which the Spanish

officers were mounted, the artificial thunder which issued from their hands, the wooden
castles which had wafted them over the ocean, struck a panic into the natives, from
which they did not recover until it was too late. Wherever the Spaniards marched,

they spared neither age nor sex, nothing sacred or profane. At last, the inhabitants of

Tlascala, and some other states upon the coast, despairing of being able to oppose them,

entered into their alliance, and joined arms with those terrible, and, as they believed,

invincible conquerors. Corte2, thus reinforced, marched onward to Mexico
;

and, in

his progress, discovered a volcano of sulphur and salt-petre, whence he could supply him-

self with powder. Montezuma heard of his progress without daring to oppose it*

This sovereign is reported, by the boasting Spaniards, to have commanded thirty vassals,

of whom each could appear at the head of 100,000 combatants armed with bows and

arrows ; and yet he dared not resist a handful of Spaniards, aided by a few Americans

whose allegiance would be shaken by the first reverse of fortune. Such was the diffe-

rence between the inhabitants of the two worlds, and the fame of the Spanish victories^

which always marched before them.

By sending a rich present of gold, which only excited the Spanish avarice, Monte-
zuma hastened the approach of the enemy. No opposition was made to their entry in-

to his captial. A palace was set apart for Cortez and his companions, who were al-

ready treated as the masters of the new world. He had good reason, however, to dis-

tmst the affected politeness of this emperor, under which he suspected some plot for his

destruction to be concealed j but he had no pretence for violence : Montezuma loaded

him with kindness, and with gold in greater quantities than he demanded, and his pa-

lace was surrounded with artilery, the most terrible of all engines to the Americans.

At last, a circumstance took place which afforded Cortez a pretext for beginning hosti-

lities. In order to secure a communication by sea to receive the necessary reinforce-

ments, ht erected a fort, and left behind him a small garrison at Vera Cruz, which has

smce become an emporium of commerce between Europe and America. He under-

stood that the Americans in the neighbourhood had attacked this garrison in his ab-

sence, and that a Spaniard was killed in the action 5 that Montezuma himself was privy

to this violence, and had issued orders that the head of the slain Spaniard should be

carried through his provinces, to destroy a belief, which then prevailed among them,

that the Europeans were immortal. Upon receiving this intelligence, Cortez went iu

person to the emperor, attended by a few of his most experienced officers. Montezuma
pleaded innocence, in which Cortez seemed extremely ready to believe him, though, at

the same tiine, he alleged that the Spaniards in general would never be persuad-

ed of it, unless he returned along with them to their residence, which would remove ali

jealousy between the two nations. The success of this interview showed the superiority

of European address. A powerful nonarch, in his own palace, and surrounded by his

guards, gave himself up a prisoner, to be disposed of according to the inclination of a.

few strangers who came to demand him. Cortez had now got into his hands^an engine

by which every thing night be accomplished. The Ammcucans had the highest re=.
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%pectf ot rather superstitious \reneration, for their emperor. Cortez, therefore, by keep-

ing him- in his power, allowing him to enjoy every mark of royalty but his freedom, and,

at the same time, from a thorough knowledge of his character, being able to uatter all his

tastes and passions, maintained the easy sovereignty of Mexico by governing its prince.

Did the Mexicans, grown familiar with the Sp^iniards, begin to abate of their respect,

Montezuma was the first to teacft them more politeness. Was there a tumul t excited through

the cruelty or avarice of the Spaniards, Montezuina ascended the battlements of his prison,

and harangued his Mexicans into order and submission. This farce continued a long

time 3 but on one of these occasions, when Montezuma w^as shamefully disgracing his

character, by justifying the enemies of his country, a stone, from an unknown hand, struck

him on the temple, which, in a few days, occasioned his death. The Mexicans, now
deUvered from this emperor, who, from timidity and feebleness of character, co-operated

with the Spaniards, elected a new prince, the famous Guatimozin, who, from the be-

ginning, discovered an implacable animosity against the Spanish name. Under his con-

duct, the unhappy Mexicans rushed against those very men, w^hom a little before they

had offered to worship. The Spaniards, however, by the dexterous management of

Cortez, were too firmly established to be expelled from Mexico.

The immense tribute which the grandees of this country had agreed to pay to the

crown of Spain, amounted to 600,000 marks of pure gold, besides an amazing quantity

of precious stones, a fifth part of which, distributed among his soldiers, stim.ulated their

avarice and their courage,- and made them willing to perish rather than part with so

precious a booty. The Mexicans, however, made no small efforLs for independence
y

but all their valour, and despair itself, gave way before what they called the Spanish

thunder. Guatimozin and the empress were taken prisoners. This was the prince

who, when he lay stretched on burning coals, by order of one of the receivers of the

king of Spain's excheq[uer, who inflicted the torture to make him discover into what
part of the lake he had thrown his riches, said to his high-priest, condemned to the same

punishment, and who loudly expressed his sense of the pains that he endured, " Do
*' you imagine 1 lie on a bed of roses The high-priest remained silent, and died iri

an act of obedience to his sovereign. Cortez, by getting a second emperor into his

hands, made a complete conquest of Mexico
j

which, with the golden Castile, Darlen.

and other provinces, fell into the hands of the Spaniards.

While Cortez and his soldiers were employed in reducing Mexico, they obtained in«

telligence of another great empire situated towards the equinoctial line, and (he tropic

of Capricorn, which was said to abound in gold and silver, and precious stones, and to

be governed by a prince more magnificent than Montezuma. This was the empire o:

Peru, which extended in length near 30 degrees, and was the only other country in

America that deserved the name of a civilized kingdom. Whether it happened, that

the Spanish government had not received certain intelligence concerning Peru, or that,

being engaged in a multipficity of other concerns, it did not choose to adventure oi\

new enterprises, certain it is, that this extensive country, more important than Mexico
itself, was reduced by the endeavours and at the expence of three private persons. The
names of these were, Francis Pizarro, Almagro, and Lucques a priest, but a man of
considerable fortune. The two former were natives of Panama, men of doubtful birth,

and of low education. Pizarro, the soul of the enterprize, could neither read nor write.

They sfailed over into Spain, and, without ditficuity, obtained a grant of what thev
should conquer. Pizarro then set out for the conquest of Peru, with 250 foot, 60
horse, and 12 small pieces of cannon, drawn by the slaves from the conquered countries.

If we reflect that the Peruvians naturally entertained the same prejudices %vith the

Mexicans in favour of the Spanish nation, and were, besides, of a character still more
soft and unwarlike, it need not surprise us, after what has been said of the conquest of
Mexico, that, with this incon.siderable force, Pizarro should make a deep impression on
the Peruvian empire There were particular circumstances, likewise, wliich conspired
to assist him, and which, as they discover somewhat of the history and religion of these

tount'-ies, and of the state of the human mind in this immense continent, it may not bf--

irajproper to relate.
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Mango Capac was the founder of the Peruvian empire. He was one of -those un-
common men, who, calm and dispassionate themselves, can observe the passions of their

fellow-creatures, and turn them to their own profit or glory, He observed that the
people of Peru were naturally superstitious, and had a particular veneration for the sun.
He pretended, therefore, to be descended from that luminary, whose worship he was
sent to establish, and whose authority he was entitled to bear. By this story, romantic
as it appears, he easily deceived a credulous people, and brought a large- extent of ter-

ritory under his j Lirisdiction 3 a larger still he subdued by his arms 5 but both the force

and the deceit he employed for the most laudable purposes. He united and civilised

the dispersed barbarous people 5 he subjected them to laws, and trained them to arms

;

he softened them by the institution of a benevolent religion : in short, there was no part

of America v/here agriculture and the arts were so assiduously cultivated, and where the

people w^ere of such mild and ingenuous manners. A race of princes succeeded
Mango, distinguished by the title of Yncas, and revered by the people as descendants

of their great god the Sun. The twelfth of these was now on the throne, and named
Atabalipa. His father, Guiana Capac, had conquered the province of ^uito, which
now makes a part of Spanish Peru. 'J'o secure himself in the possession, he had married
the daughter of the natural prince of that country, and from this marriage sprung Ata-
balipa. His elder brother, named Huescar, of a different mother, had claimed the suc-

cession to the whole of his father's dominions, not excepting Quito, which devolved on
the younger by a double connection. A civil war had been kindled on this account,

ivhich, after various turns of fortune, and greatly weakening the kingdom, ended in fa-

vour of Atabalipa, who detained Huescar, as a prisoner, in the tower of Cusco, the ca-

pital of the Peruvian empire. In this feeble and disjointed state was the kingdom of
Peru when Pizario advanced to attack it. The ominous predictions of religion, too,

as in most other cases, joined their force to human calamities. Prophecies were re-

corded, dreams were recollected, which foretold the subjection of the empire by un.
known persons, whose description exactly corresponded to the appearance of the Spa-

niards. In these circumstances, Atabalipa, instead of opposing the Spaniards, set himself

to procure their favour. Pizarro, however, whose temper partook of the meanness of
his education, had no conception of dealing gently with those he called barbarians, but
who, however, though less acquainted with the cruel art of destroying their fellow-

creatures, were more civilized than himself. While he was engaged in conference,

therefore, with Atabalipa, his men, as they had been previously instructed, furiously at-

tacked the guards of that prince, and, having butchered 5000 of them, as they were
pressing forward, without regard to their particular safety, to defend the sacred person

of their monarch, seized Atabalipa himself, whom they carried off to the Spanish quar-

ters. Pizarro, with the sovereign in his hands, might already be deemed the master

of Peru
J
for the inhabitants of this country were as strongly attached to their emperor

as were the Mexicans. Atabalipa w^as not long in their hands before he began to treat

for his ransom. On this occasion the ancient ornaments, amassed by a long line of

magnificent kings, the hallowed treasures of the most sumptuous temples, w^ere brought

out to save him, who was the support of the kingdom, and of the religion. While Pizarro

was engaged in this negotiation, by which he proposed, without releasing the emperor,

to get into his possession an immense quantity of his beloved gold, the arrival of Al-
magro caused some embarrassment in his affairs. The friendship, or rather the external

show of friendship, between these men, was solely founded on the principle of avarice,

and a bold enterprising spirit, to which nothing appeared too dangerous that might gra-

tify their ruling passion. When their interests, therefore, happened to interfere, it was
not to be thought that any measures could be kept between them. Pizarro expected

to enjoy the most considerable share of the treasure arising from the emperor's ransom,

because he had the chief hand in acquiring it. Almagro insisted on being on an equal

footing ; and at length, lest the common cause shjould suffer by any rupture between

them, this disposition was agreed to. The ransom w^s paid without delay, a sum ex-

ceeding their conception, but not sufficient to gratify their avarice. It amounted to

1,500,0001 sterling, and, considering the value of money in Europe at that time, was

prodigious j on the dividend, after deducting a fifth for the lung of Spain, and the shares
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of the chief commanders and other officer*, each private soldier had above 20001. Eng-
lish money. With such fortunes it was not to be expected that a mercenary army
would incline to he subjected to the rigours of military discipline. They insisted on

being disbanded, that theymi^ht enjoy the fruits of their labour in quiet. Pizarro com-
plied with this demand, sensible that avarice would still detain a number of his army,

and that those who returned with such magnificent fortunes, would induce new adven-

turers to pursue the same plan for acquiring gold. These expectations were abundant-

ly verified : It was impossible to send out better recruiting officers than those who had
themselves so much profited by the field ) now soldiers constantly arrived, and the Ame-
rican armies never wanted reinforcements.

This immense ransom was only a further reason for detaining Atabalipa in confine-

ment, until it was discovered Avhether he had another treasure to gratify their avarice*

But whether the Spaniards believed he had no more to give, and Vv^ere unwilling to em-
ploy their troops in guarding a prince from whom they expected no further advantage ^

or that Pizarro had conceived an aversion against the Peruvian emperor, on account of

some instances of craft and duplicity which he observed in his character, and which he

conceived might prove dangerous to his affairs j it is certain, that, by his command, Ata-
balipa v/as put to death. To justify this cruel proceeding, a pretended charge was ex-

hibited against the unhappy prince, in which he was accused of idolatry, of having maay
concubines, and other circumstances of equal impertinence. The only just ground of

accusation against him was, that his brother, Huescar, had been put to death by his

com.mand •, and even this was considerably palliated, because Huescar had been plotting

his destruction, that he might establish himself on the throne. Upon the death of the

ynca, a number of candidates appeared for the throne. The principal nobility set up
the full brother of Huescar j Pizarro set up a Son of Atabalipa j and two generals of the

Peruvians endeavoured to establish themselves by the assistance of the army. These
distractions, which in another empire Vv^ould have been extremely hurtful, and even here,

at another time, were at present rather advantageous to the Peruvian affairs. The candi-

dates fought against one another: their battles accustomed these harmless people to

blood j and such is the preference of a spirit of any kind raised in a nation to a total

lethargy, that, in the course of these disputes among themselves, the inhabitants of Peru:

assumed some courage against the Spaniards, whom they regarded as the ultimate cause
of all their calamities. The losses which the Spaniards met with in these quarrels,

though inconsiderable in themselves, w^re rendered dangerous, by lessening the opinion
of their invincibihty, Vv^hicli they were careful to preserve among the inhabitants of the
new world. This consideration engaged Pizarro to conclude a truce j and the interval

lie employed in laying the foundations of the famous city of Lima, and in settling the
Spaniards in the country. But as soon as a favourable opportunity offered, he renewed
the war against the Indians, and, after many difficulties, made himself master of Cuscc,
the capital of the empire. While he was engaged iji these conquests, new grants and
supplies arrived from Spain. Pizarro obtained 200 leagues along the sea-coast, to the
southward of what had been before granted, and Almagro 200 leagues to the soutii-

ward of Pizarro's government. This division occasioned a warm dispute between them,
each reckoning Cusco within his own district j but the dexterity of Pizarro broun-ht

about a reconciliation. He persuaded his rival, that the country which really belou'/-

cd to him lay to tlie soutluvard of Cusco, and that it was no way inferior in riclics, aiul

might be as easily conquered as Peru. He offered him his assistance in the expedition,
the success of which he did not even call in question.

Almagro, that he might have the honour ot subduing a kingdom for himself, listened

to his advice 5 and joining as many of Pizarvo"'s troops to his own as he jud^red neces-
sary, he penetrated, with great danger and difficulty, into Chili

^
losing mativ of his men

as he passed over mountains of an immense height, and always covered with snow* He
reduced, however, a very considerable part ot this country. But the Peruvians were"

now become too much acquainted with war not to take advantage of the division

of the Spanish troops. They made an effort for regaining their capital, in which,
JPizarro being indisposed, and Almagro removed at a distance, they were very nearly

juccessful, Tlie latter^ however, no sooner got notice of the siege of Gu;CJ, th.m, ;c.
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linquisiiing all views of distant conquests, he returned to secure the grand object of theif

former labours. He raised the siege, with infinite slaughter of the assailants j but hav-

ing obtained possession of the city, he was unwilling to give it up to Pizarro, who now
approached with an army, and knew of no other enemy but the Peruvians. This dis-

pute occasioned a long and bloody struggle between them, in which the turns of fortune

were various, and the resentment fierce on both sides, because the fate of the vanquished

was certain death. This was the lot of Alnaagro, who, in an advanced age, fell a victim

to the security of a rival, in whose dangers and triumphs he had long shared, and with

whom, from the beginning of the enterprise, he had been intimately connected. During the

course of this civil war, many Peruvians served in the Spanish armies, and learned, from

the practice of Christians, to butcher one another. That blinded nation, however, at

length opened their eyes, and took a very remarkable resolution. They saw the fero-

city of the Europeans, their unextinguishable resentment and avarice, and they conjec-

tured that these passions would never permit their contests to subside. " Let us retire,"

said they, " from among them j let us fly to our mountains
j
they will speedily destroy

one another, and then we may return in peace to our former habitations." This resolu-

tion ^vas instantly put in practice : the Peruvians dispersed, and left the Spaniards in

their capital. Had the force on each side been exactly equal, this singular policy of

the natives of Peru might have been attended with success : but the victory of Pizzarro

put ah end to Almagro's life, and to the hopes of the Peruvians, who have never since

ventured to make head against the Spaniards.

Pizarro, now sole master of the field, and of the richest empire in the world, was still

urged on by his ambition to undertake new enterprises. The southern countries of Ar
merica, into which he had som^e time before dispatched Almagro, offered the richest

conquest. Towards this quarter, the mountains of Potosi, composed of entire silver, had
been discovered, the shell of which only remains at present. He therefore followed the

track of Almagro into Chili, and reduced another part of that country. Orellana, one

of his commanders, passed the Andes, and sailed down to the mouth of the river of the

Amazons : an immense navigation, which discovered a rich and delightful country j but

as it is mostly fiat, and therefore not abounding' in minerals, the Spaniards then, and
ever since, neglected it. Pizarro, meeting with repeated success, and having no superior

to controul, no rival to keep him within bounds, now gave loose reins to the natural fe-

rocity of his temper, and behaved with the basest tyranny and cruelty against all who
had not concurred in his designs. This conduct raised a conspiracy against him, to

v\hich he fell a sacrifice in his own palace, and in the city of Lima, which he himself

had founded. The partizans of old Almagro now declared his son, of the same name,

their viceroy but the greater part of the nation, though extremely well satisfied \dth

the rate of Pizarro, did not concur with this declaration. They waited the orders of

the emperor Charles V. then king of Spain, who sent over Vaca di Castro to be

their governor. This man, by his integrity and wisdom, was admirably well fitted

to heal the wounds of the colony, and to place every thing on the most advan-

tageous footing, both for it and for the mother country. By his prudent manage-

inent, the mines of la Plata and Potosi, which were formerly private plunder, be-

came an object of public utility to the court of Spain. The parties were silenced or

crushed
5 young Almagro, v/ho would hearken to no terms of accommodation, was put

to death j and a tranquillity, since the arrival of the Spaniards unknown, was restored

to Peru. It seems, however, that Castro had not been sufficiently skilled in gaining the

favour of the Spanish ministry, by proper bribes or promises, which a ministry would

always expect from the governor of so rich a country. By their advice a council was

.sent over to controul Castro, and the colony was again unsettled. The party spirit,, but

just extinguished, began to blaze anew j and Gonzalo, the brother of the famous Pizar-

ro, set himself at the head of his brother's partisans, with w^hom many new malecontents

had united. It v^,'as now no longer a dispute between governors about the bounds of

their jurisdiction. Gonzalo Pizarro only paid a nominal submission to the king He
Siren gthened daily, and even went so far as to behead a governor who was sent over ta

curb him. He gained the confidence of the admiral of the Spanish fleet in the South
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Seas, by wliose means lie proposed to hinder the landing of any troops from Spain, and

he had a view of uniting the inhabitants of Mexico in his. revolt.

Such was the situation of affairs, when the court of Spain, sensible of their mistake i»

not sending into America men whose character and virtue only, -and not opportunity

and cabal, pleaded in their behalf, dispatched, with unlimited powers, Peter de la Gas-

ca, a man differing from Castro only, by being of a more mild and insinuating beha-

viour, but with the same love of justice, the same greatness of soul, and the same dis-

interested spirit. All those Vv'ho had not joined in Pizarro's revolt flocked to his stand-

ard
J
many of his friends, charmed with the behaviour of Gasca, forsook their old con-

nections 5 the admiral was gained over by insinuation to return to his duty : and Pizarro

himself offered a full indemnity, provided he would return to the allegiance of the Span-

ish crown. But so intoxicating are the ideas of royalty, that Pizarro was inclined lo

run every hazard, rather than submit to any officer of Spain. With those of his parti-

sans, therefore, who still continued to adhere to his interest, he determined to venture a

battle, in which he was conquered, and taken prisoner. His execution followed soon,

after ; and thus the brother of him who conquered Peru for the crowni of Spain, fell ;i

sacrifice for the security of the Spanish dominion over that country.

The conquest of the great empires of Mexico and Peru is the only part of the A-
merican history which deserves to be treated under the present head. What relates

to the reduction of the other parts of the continent, or of the islands, if it contains

either instruction or entertainment, sliall be recorded' under those particular coun-

tries. We now proceed to treat of the manners, government, religion, and whatever

composes the character of the natives of America j and as these are extremely similar air

over this part of the globe, we shall speak of them in general, in order to save continual;

repetitions, noticing, at the same time, when we enter upon the description of the partir

cular countries, whatever is peculiar or remarkable in the inhabitanls of each.

OF THE ORIGINAL INHABITANTS OF AMERICA.

THE discovery of America has not only opened a new source of v.-ealth to the busy
commercial part of Europe, but an extensive field of speculation to the philosopher who
would trace the character of man under various degrees of refinement, and observe the

movements of the human heart, or the operations of the human understanding, wlieu
untutored by science, or untainted by corruption. So striking seemed the disparity be-
tween the Inhabitants of Europe and the natives of America, that some speculative men
have ventured to affirm, tliat it is imjiossible they should be of the same species, or de-
rived from one common source. This conclubion, however, is extremely ill-founded.

The character;s of mankind may be infinitely varied according to the dificrent degrees
of improvemen^t at which they are arrived, the maimer in wliich they acquire the neces-
saries of life, the force of custom and habit, and a multiplicity of oihcr circumstar.ces

too particular to be mentioned, and too various to be reduced under any general head.
Eut the great outlines of humanity are to be discovered among them all, notwithstaiid-
ing the various shades which characterise nations, aiid distinguish them from eacholher.
When thirst of gold carried the inhabitants of Europe beyond the Atlantic fhc/

found the inhabitanls of the new world inunersed in what they call barbarism, but
which, however, wa'^ a state of boncst independence, and noble simplicity. Except the
inhabitants of the great empires of Peru and Alexico, who, comparatively spca'wi ig,

were' refined nations, the natives of America ^vere unacquainted with almost every Eu-
ropean art ; even agriculture itself, the most useful of them all, was hardly known, oc
cultivated very sparingly. The only mctliod on which they depended for acquiiing tho
uecessaries of life, was by hunting the wild animals, whicii their mountains and : jicst*

Zz 3
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supplied in great abundance. This exercise, whicli among tliem is a most serious occu-

pation, gives a strength and agility to their limbs, unknown among other nations. The
same cause, perhaps, renders their bodies, in general, where the rays of the sun are not

too violent, uncommonly straight and well-proportioned. Their muscles are firm and
strong

J
their bodies and heads flattish, which is the effect of art y their features are re-

gular, but their countenances fierce their hair long, black, lank, and as strong as that of

a horse. The colour of their skin is a reddish brown, admired among them, and height-

ened by the constant use of bear's fat and paint. The character of the Indians is alto-

gether founded upon their circumstances and way of life. A people v<^ho are conslantly

employed in procuring the means of precarious subsistence, who live by hunting the v/ild

animals, and who are generally engaged in war \nth their neighbours, cannot be sup-

posed to enjoy much gaiety of temper, or high flow of spirits. The Indians, therefore,

are, in general, grave even to sadness
^
they have nothing of that giddy vivacity pecu-

liar to some nations in Europe, and they despise it. Their behaviour to those about

them is regular, modest, and respectful. Ignorant of the arts of amusement, of which
that of saying trifles agreeably is one of the most considerable, they never speak but

when they have something important to observe j and all their actions, words, and even

looks, are attended with some meaning. This is extremely natural to men who are almost

continually engaged in pursuits which to them are of the highest importance. Their sub-

sistence depends entirely on what they procure with their hands y and their lives, their

honour, and every thing dear to them, may be lost by the smallest inattention to the de-

signs of their enemies. As they have no particular object to attach them to one place

lather than another, they fly wherever they expect to find the necessaries of life in great-

est abundance. Cities, which are the effects of agriculture and arts, they have none.

The different tribes or nations are, for the same reason, extremely small, v/hen com-
pared with civilized societies, in which industry, arts, agriculture, and commerce, have

united a vast number of individuals, whom a complicated luxury renders usefuVto one

another. These small tribes live at an immense distance
j
they are separated by a de-

sart frontier, and concealed in the bosom of impenetrable and almost boundless forests.

There is established in each society a certain species of government, which over the

whole continent of America prevails with very little variation ; because over the whole
of this continent the manners and way of life are nearly similar and uniform. Without
arts, riches, or luxury, the great instruments of subjection in polished societies, an Ame-
rican has no m_ethod by which he can render himself considerable among his companions,

but by a superiority in personal qualities of body or mind. But as nature has not been

very lavish in her personal distinctions, where all enjoy the same education, all are nearly

equal, and v/ill desire to remain so. Liberty, therefore, is the prevailing passion of the

Americans, and llieir government, under the m.flucnce of this sentiment, is better secur-

ed than by thq -wisest political regulations. Tljey are very far, however, from despising

all sorts of aulliority
j
they are attentive to the voice of wisdom, v^hich experience has

conferred on the aged j and they enlist under the banners of the chief, in whose valour

and military address they have learned to repose their confidence. In every society,

therefore, there is to be considered the power of the chief and of the elders : and accord-

ing as the government inclines more to the one or to the other, it may be regarded as

monarchial, or as a species of aristocracy. Among those tribes which are most engaged

in war, the power of the chief is naturally predominant, because the idea of having a

military leader u'as the first source of his superiority, and the continual exigencies of

the state requiring such a leader, will continue to support and even to enhance it. His

power, however, is rather persuasive than coercive : he is reverenced as a father, rather

than feared as a monarch. He has no guard?, no prisons, no officers of justice j and

one act of ill-judged violence would deprive him of the throne. The elders, in the other

form of government, which may be considered as an aristocracy, have no power. In

some tribes, indeed, there are a kind of hereditary nobility, whose influence being con-

stantly augmented by time, is more considerable. But this source of power, which de-

pends chietly on the imagination, by whicli we annex to the merit of our contempora-

ries that of their forefathers, is too refined to be very common among the natives of A-
-ie' V':a> . In most countries, therefore, age alone is sufncient for acquiring respect. in»
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ilaence, and authority. It is ?.ge which teaches experience,' and experience is the only-

source of knowledge among a barbarous people. Among the Indians, business is con-

ducted with the utmost simplicity, and such as may recall to those who are acquainted

with antiquity a picture of the most early ages. The heads of families meet togedier

in a house or cabin appointed for the purpose. Here the business is discussed, and here

those of the nation distinguished for their eloquence or wisdom have an opportunity of

displaying those talents. Their orators, like those of Homer, express themselves in a

bold figurative style, stronger than refined or rather softened nations can well bear, and

with gestures equally violent, but often extremely natural and expressive. When the

business is over, and tliey happen to be well provided in food, they appoint a feast upon

the occasion, of Vvhich almost the whole nation partakes. The feast is accompanied

with a song, in which the real or fabulous exploits of their forefathers are celebrated.

They have dances, too, though, like those of the Greeks and Romans, chiefly of the mi-

litary kind
J and their music and dancing accompany every feast.

It often happens, that those different tribes or nations scattered as they are at an im-

mense distance from one another, meet in their ejccursions after prey. If there subsists

no animosity between them, which seldom is the case, they behave in the m.ost friendly

"and courteous manner. But if they happen to be in a state of war, or if there has been
no previous intercourse between them, all who are not friends being deemed enemies,

they fight with the most savage fury.

War, if v.'C except hunting, is the only employm_ent of the men j as to every other

concern, and even the little agriculture they use, it is left to the women. Their most
common motive for entering into a war, when it does not arise iVom an accidental ren-

counter or interference, is either to revenge themselves for the death of some lost friend,

or to acquire, prisoners, who may assist them in their hunting, and whom they adopt

into their society. These wars are either undertaken by some private adventurers, or

at the instance of the whole community. In the latter case, all the young men xvho are

disposed to go out to battle, for no one is compelled contrary to his inclination, give a

piece of wood to the chief, as a token of their design to accompany him : for every

thing among these people is transacted Vvith a great deal of ceremony and many forms.

The chief who is to conduct them fasts several days, during which he converses with
no one, and is particularly careful to observe his dreams, which the presumption natural

to savages generally renders as favourable as he could desire. A variety of other su-

perstitions and ceremonies are observed. One of the most hideous is setting the war
kettle on the fire, as an emblem that they are going out to devour their enemies ; which
among some nations must formerly have been the case, since they still continue to ex-

press it in clear terms, and use an emblem significant of the ancient usage. Then they
dispatch a porcelane, or large shell, to their allies, inviting them to come along and
drink the -blood of their enemies : for v.'ith the Americans, as with the Greeks of old,

" A generous friendship no cold medium knows,
" Burns with one love, with one resentment glows."

They think that those in their alliance must not only adopt their enmities, but have
their resentment wound up to the same pilch with themselves. And, indeed, no people
carry their friendships or tlieir resentments so fiir as they do : and this is what should
be expected from their peculiar circumstances \ that principle in liuman nature, wlilch

is the spring of the social affections, acts with so much the greater force the more it is

restrained. The Americans, who live in small societies, who see few objects and few
persons, become wonderfully attached to tliose objects and persons, and cannot be de-
prived of them without feeling themselves miserable. Their ideas are loo confined,
their breasts are too narrow, to entertain the sentiment of gcucrrd benevolence, or even
of ordinary humanity. But this very circumstance, while it makes them cruel to an
incredible degree towards those with whom they are at war, adds a new force to their

particular friendships, and to the common tic which unites the members of the r.amc

tribe, or those different tribes which are in alliance with one another. Without attend-
ing to this reflection, some facts ^vc arc going to relate would rxcilc our woiuh r, \\ \\\\-
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out mformirig our reason, and we should be bewildered in a number of particulars sfeeiii-

ingly opposite to one another, without being sensible of the general cause from which
they proceed.

Having finished all the ceremonies previous to the war, they issue forth, with their

faces blackened with charcoal, intermixed with streaks of vermilion, which give them
a most horrid appearance. Then they exchange their clothes with their friends, and
dispose of all their finery to the w^omen, who accompany them a considerable distance,

to receive those last tokens of eternal friendship.

The great qualities m au Indian v^arrior are vigilance and attention, to- give and to

avoid a surprise j and indeed in these they are superior to all nations in the world.

* Accustomed to continual wandering in the forests, having iheir perceptions sharpened

hy keen necessity, and living in every respect according to nature, their exiernal senses-

liave a degree of acuteness which at first appears incredible. They can trace out their

enemies, at an immense distance, by the smoke of their fires, which they smell, and by
the tracks of their feet on the ground, imperceptible to an European eye, but which
they can count and distinguish vvith the utmost facility. They even distinguish the

<]ifierent nations with whom they are acquainted, and can determine the precise time

"u'hen they passed, where an European could not, with all his glasses, distinguish foot-

steps at all. These circumstances, however, give them no superiority, because their

enemies are equally skilful. When they go out, therefore, they take care to avoid

snaking use of any thing by which they might run the danger of a discovery. They
light no fire to warm themselves, or to prepare their victuals

^
they lie close to the

ground all day, and travel only in the night j and marching along in files, he that clo-

ses the rear diligently covers with leaves the tracks of his own feet, and of theirs who
preceded him. When they halt to refresh themselves, scouts are sent out to reconnoi-

tre the country, and beat up every place where they suspect an enemy may lie concealed.

In this manner they enter unawares the villages of their foes
j
and, while the tloxver of

the nation are engaged in hunting, massacre all the children, wom.en, and helpless old

men, or make prisoners of as many of them as they can manage, or have strength

cncugh to be useful \o their nation. But when the enemy is apprised of their design,

and coming on in arms agaiiist them, they throw themselves flat on the ground among
the withered herbs and leaves, which their faces are painted to resemble. Then they

allow a part to pass unmolested j when all at once, with a tremendous shout, rising up

from their ambush, they pour a storm of musquet- bullets on their fees. The party at-

tacked returns the same cry. Every one shelters himself with a tree, and returns the

Tire of the adverse party, as soon as they raise themselves from the ground to give a se-

cond fire. Thus does the battle continue until the one party is so much weakened as to

be incapable of further resistance. But if the force on each side continues nearly equal,

the fierce spirit of the savages, inflamed by the loss of their friends, can no longer be

restrained. They abandon their distant v.ar, they rush upon one another with clubs

and hatchets in their hands, magnifying their own courage, and insulting their enemies

with the bitterest reproaches. A cruel combat ensues
^.
death appears in a thousand

^ - Iiideous forms, which Vv-ould congeal the blood of civilized nations to behold, but which

Touses the fury of savages. They trample, they insult over, the dead bodies, tearing

the scalp from the head, wallowing in their blood like wild beasts, and sometimes de-

vouring their flesh. T^he flaine rages on till it meets with no resistance j then the pri-

soners are secured, those unhappy men, whose fate is a thousand times more dreadful

than theirs wliO have died in the field. The conquerors set up a hideous howling to la-

ment tlie friends they have lest. They approach, in a melancholy and severe gloom,

to their own village j a messenger is sent to announce their arrival j and the women,

•with frigh.tful shrieks, come out to m.ourn their dead brothers, or their husbands. When
thev are arrived, the chief relates in a low voice, to the elders, a circumstantial account

of every particular of the expedition. The orator proclaims aloud this account to the

people
5

and, as' he mentions the names of those who have fallen, the shrieks of the

wcmen are redoubled. The men too join in these cries, according as each is most con-

Tiected with the deceased by blood or friendship. The last ceremony is the proclama-

tion cf the victory 5 each individual theii forgets his private misfgrtunes, and joins i^
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the triumph of his nation ; all tears are wiped away from their eyes, and, by an unac-

countable transition, they pass in a moment from the bitterness of sorrow to an extrava-

gance of joy. But the treatment of the prisoners, whose fate all this time remains un-

decided, is what chiefly characterises the savages.

We have already mentioned the strength of their affections or resentments. United

as they are in small societies, connected within themselves by the firmest ties, their

friendly affections, which glow with the most intense warmth within the walls of their

own village, seldom extend beyond them. They feel nothing for the enemies of their

nation j and their resentment is easily extended from the individural who has injured

them to all others of the same tribe. The prisoners, who have themselves the same

feelings, know the intentions of their conquerors, and are prepared for them. The per-

son who has taken the captive attends him to tiie cottage, where, according to the dis-

tribution made by the elders, he is to be delivered to supply the loss of a citizen. If

those who receive him have their family weakened by war or other accidents, they adopt

the captive into the family, of which he becomes a member. But if they have no oc-

casion for him, or their resentment for the loss of their friends be to© high to endure

the sight of any connected with those who were concerned in it, they sentence him to

death. Ail those who have met with the same severe sentence being collected, the

whole nation is assembled at the execution, as for some great solemnity. A scaffold is

erected, and the prisoners are tied to the stake, where they commence their death-song^

and prepare for the ensuing scene of ctuelty wUh the most undaunted courage. Their
enemies, on the other side, are determined to put-it to the prooi^, by the most refined

and exquisite tortures. They begin at the extremity of his body, and gradually ap-

proach the more vital parts. One plucks out his nails by the roots, one by one 5 ano-

ther takes a finger into his mouth, and tears off the flesh with his teeth j a third thrusts

the finger, mangled as it is, into the bowl of a pipe, made red hot j which he smok-es

like tobacco j then they pound the toes and fingers to pieces between two stones
j they

pull off the flesh from the teeth, and cut circles about his joints, and gashes in the fleshy

parts of his limbs, which they sear immediately with red-hot irons, cutting, burning,
and pinching them alternately

5,
they pull off this flesh, thus mangled and roasted, bit

by bit, devouring it with greediness, and smearing their faces with the blood, in an
enthusiasm of horror and fury. When they have thus torn off the flesh, they twist the
bare nerves and tendons about an iron, tearing and snapping them, whilst others are

employed in pulling and extending their limbs in every way that can increase the tor-

ment. This continues often five or six hours j and sometimes, such is the
strength of tlnS savages, days together. Then they frequently unbind him, to give
a breathing to their fury, to think what new torments they shall inflict, and to refresh

the strength of the sufierer, who, xvearied out with such a variety of unheard of tor-

ments, often falls into so profound a sleep, that they are obliged to apply the fire to

awake him, and renew his sufferings. He is again fastened to the stake, and again
they renew their cruelty they stick him all over with small matches of wood, that ea-

sily takes fire, but burns slowly
j
they continually run sharp reeds into every part of his

body : they drag out his teeth with pincers, and thrust out his eyes j and lastly, after

having burned his flesh from the bones with slow fires j after having so mangled the bo-
dy that it is all but one wound j after having mutilated his face in such a manner as to

carry nothing human in it j after having peeled the skin from the head, and poured a

heap of red-hot coals or boiling water on the naked skull, they once more unbind the

wretch, who, blind and staggering with pain and weakness, assaulled and pelted upon
every side with clubs and stones, now up, now down, falling into their fires at every
step, runs hither and thither, until one of the chiefs, whether out of" compassion, or

wear^ of cruelty, puts an end to his life with a club or a dagger. Tlie body is then
put into the kettle, and this barbarous employment is succeeded by a feast as bar-

barous.

The women, forgetting the human ns well as the female nature, and transformed in-

to something worse than furies, even outdo the men in this scene of horror j while the

principal persons of the country sit round the stake, smoking, and looking on without
the least emotion. Wliat is most extraoidin.ary, the sufferer himself, in t!;c little inter-
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vals of his torments, smokes too, appears unconcerned, and converses with his tortureis

about indifterent matters. Indeed, during the whole time of his execution, there seems
a contest, which shall exceed, they in inflicting the most horrid pains, or he in enduring
them with a firmness and constancy almost above human : not a groan, not a sigh, not
a distortion of countenance escapes him 5 he possesses his mind entirely in the midst of
his torments j he recounts his own exploits 5 he informs them what cruelties he has in-

flicted upon their countrymen, and threatens them with the revenge that will attend his

death j and though his reproaches exasperate them to a perfect madness of rage and
fury, he continues his insults even of their ignorance of the art of tormenting, pointing

out more exquisite methods, and more sensible parts of the body to be afflicted. The
women have this part of courage as well as the menrr and it is as rare for any Indian to

behave otherwise, as it would be for any European to suffer as an Indian. Such is the

wonderful power of an early institution, and a ferocious thirst of glory. I am brave

and intrepid, exclaims the savage in the faces of his tormentors. I do notfear death,

nor any kind of tortur'^s ; those that fear them are cowards ; they are less than women ;

life is nothing to those who have courage ; may my enemies he confounded with despair

and rage ! Oh ! that I could devour them and drink their blood to the last drop !

Isothing in the history of mankind forms a stronger contrast than this cruelty of the

savagestowardthose with whom they are at war, and thevvrarmth of their affections towards

their friends, w^ho consist of all those who live in the same village, or are in alliance with it.

Among these all things are common j and this, though it may in part arise from their

not possessing very distinct notions of separate property, is chiefly to be attributed to the

strength of their attachment
j because, in every thing else, with their lives as well as

their fortunes, they are ready to serve their friends:. Their houses, their provisions,

even their young women, are not enough to oblige a guest. Has any one of these suc-

ceeded ill in his hunting—has his harvest failed—-or is his house burned,—he feels no
oth^r effect of his misfortune, than that it gives him an opportunity to e.xpe~

rience the benevolence and regard of his fellow-citizens. But to the enemies of

his country, or to those who have privately offended him, the American is implacable.

He conceals his sentiments, he appears reconciled, until, by some treachery or surprise,

he has an opportunity of executing a horrible revenge. No length of time is suf-

ficient to allay his resentment 5 no distance of place great enough to protect the object

:

he crosses the steepest mountains, he pierces the most impenetrable forests, and traverses

the most hideous bogs and desarts for several hundred^ of miles
j
bearing the inclemen-

cy of the seasons, the fatigue of the expedition, the extremes of hunger and thirst, with

patience and cheerfulness, in hopes of surprising his enemy, on whom he exercises the

most shocking barbarities, even to the eating of his flesh. To such extremes do the In-

dians push their friendship or their enmity 3 and such indeed, in general, is the charac*

ter of ail strong and uncultivated minds.

But v/hat vve have said respecting the Indians would be a faint picture, did v/e omit

observing the force of their friendship, which principally appears by the treatment of the

dead. When any one of the society is cut off, he is lamented by the whole j on this

occasion a thousand ceremonies are practised, denoting the most lively sorrow. Of these

the most remarkable, as it discovers both the height and continuance of their grief, is

what they call the feast of the dead, or the feast of souls. The day of this ceremony

is appointed by public order : and nothing is omitted, that it may be celebrated with

tjie utmost pomp and magnificence. The neighbouring tribes are invited to be present

and to join in the solemnity. At this time, all who have died since the last solemn oc-

casion (which is renewed every ten years among some tribes, and every eight amon^
others) are taken out of their graves : those who have been interred at the greatest dis-

tance from the villages are diligently sought for, and brought to this great rendezvous

of carcase^.

It is not difficult to conceive the horror of this general disinterment. I cannot describe

it in a more lively manner than it is done by Lafitau, to whom we are indebted for the

most authentic account cf those nations.

Without question, says he, the opening of these tombs displays one of the most strik-

ing scenes that can be conceived 3 this humbling portrait of human misery, in deathj
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wliicli appears in a thousand various shapes of horror in the several carcases, according

to the degree in which corruption has prevailed over them, or the manner in which it

has attacked them. Some appear dry and withered ; others have a sort of parchment

upon their bones j some look as if they were baked and smoked, without any appearance

of rottenness j some are just turning towards the point of putrefaction j w^hile others

are all swarming with worms, and drowned in corruption. I know not which ought to

strike us most, the horror of so shocking a sight, or the tender piety and affection of

these poor people towards their departed friends ; for nothing deserves our admiration

more, than that eager diligence and attention with which they discharge this melancho-

ly duty of their tenderness, gathering up carefully even the smallest bones : handling

the carcases disgustful as they are with every thing loathsome, cleansing them from the

w^or^ns, and carrying them upon their shoulders through tireful journeys of several days,

without being discouraged by the offensiveness of the smell, and without suffering any

other ^isotions to arise than those of regret for having lost persons wdio were so dear

to them in thehr-3ives_,_ and_so4amented in their death.

They bring them into their cottages, where they prepare a feast in honour of the

dead
5
during which their great actions are celebrated, and all the tender intercourses

w^hich took place between them and their friends are piously called to mind. The stran-

gers, who have come sometimes many hundred miles to be present on the occasion, join

in the tender condolence and the women, by frightful shrieks, demonstrate that they

are pierced with the sharpest sorrow. ' The dead bodies are carried from the cabins for

general re-interment. A great pit is dug in the ground j and thither, at a certain time,

each person, attended by his family and friends, marches in solemn silence, bearing the

dead body of a son, a father, or a brother. When they are all convened, the dead bo-

dies, or dust of those which were quite corrupted, are deposited in the pit ; Avhen the

torrent of grief breaks out anew\ Whatever they possess most valuable is interred with

the dead. The strangers are not wanting in their generosity, and confer those presents

which they have brought along with them for the purpose. Then- all present go
down into the pit, and every one takes a little of the earth, which they afterwards pre-

serve, with the most religious cart . The bodies, ranged in order, are covered with entire

new furs, and, over these, with bark, on which they throw stones, wood, and earth.

Then, taking the last farewell, they return each to his own cabin.

We have mentioned that in this ceremony the savages offer, as presents to the dead,

whatever they value most highly. This custom, which is universal among them, arises

from a rude notion of the immortality of the soul. They believe this doctrine most
firmly, and it is the principal tenet of their religion. When the soul is separated from
the body of their friends, they conceive that it still conti»ues to hover around it, and

to require, and take delight in, the same things with which it formerly ^vas pleased.

After a certain time, however, it forsakes this dreary mansion, and departs far westward
into the land of spirits. They have even gone so far as to make a distinction between
the Inhabitants of the other world

;
some, they imagine, particularly those who in their

life-time had been fortunate in war, possess a high degree of happiness, have a place for

hunting and fishing, which never fails, and enjoy all sensual delights, without labouring-

hard in order to procure them. The souls of those, on the contrary, who happen to be

conquered or slain in v/ar, arc extremely miserable after death.

Their taste for war, which forms the chief ingicdicnt in their character, gives a strong

bias to their religion. Areskoui, or the god of battle, is revered as the great god of

the Indians. Him they invoke before they go into the field and, according as his dis-

position is more or less favourable to them, they conclude they shall be more or less

successful. Some nations worship the suw or moon among others there are a number
of traditions, relative to the creation of the world, and the history of the gods j tradi-

tions which resemble the Grecian fables, but which arc still more absurd and inconsis-

tent. But religion is not the prevailing character of the Indians ; and except, when
they have some immediate occasion for the assistance of their gods, they p:iy them nw
sort of w^orchip. Like all rude nations, however, they arc strongly adtlicted to super-

stition. They believe in the existence of a munber of good and bad gonii, snivlls who
pteiffcic in th^ aflPairs cf mortaus, and prodiirc all our luippiiicss or miscrv. It, is from
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theevii genii, in particular, tliat our diseases proceed; and itistotlie good geniiwe are indebt*
cd for a cure. The ministers of the genii are the jugglers, who are also the only physi-
cians among the savages. These jugglers are supposed to be inspired by the good genii^

most commonly in their dreams, with the knowledge of future events
; they are called

in to the assistance of the sick, and are supposed to be informed by the genii whether
their patients will recover, and in what manner they must be treated. But these spirits

are extremely simple in their system of physic, and in almost every disease direct the

juggler to the same remedy. The patient is enclosed in a narrow cabin, in the midst

of which is a stone red-hot j on this they throw water, until he is well soaked with the

warm vapour and his own sweat. Then they hurry him from the bagnio, and plunge him
suddenly into the next river. This coarse method, which costs many their lives, often

performs very extraordinary cures. The jugglers have likewise the use of some speci-

fics, of wonderful efficacy ;> and all the savages are dextrous in curing wounds by the

application of herbs. But the power of these remedies is always attributed to the ma-
gical ceremonies with which they are administered.

It should be observed by the reader, that the particulars which have just been men-,

tioned concerning the manners of the Americans, chiefly relate to the inhabitants of
North America. The manners and general characteristics of great part of the origi«

nal inhabitants of South America were very different. On the first appearance of the

inhabitants of the New World, their discoverers found them to be in many particulars

very unlike the generality of the people: of the ancient hemisphere. They were «iif^

ferent in their features and complexions
j
they were not only averse to toil, but seemed

incapable of it ; and when roused by force from their native indolencCj and compelled

to work, they sunk under tasks which, the inhabitants of the other continent w^ould have
performed with ease. This feebleness of constitution seemed almost universal among
the inhabitants of South America. The Spaniards were also struck wdth the smallness

of their appetite for food. The constitutional temperance of the natives far exceeded,

m their opinion, the abstinence- of the most mortified hermits
j

while, on the other

hand, the appetite of the Spaniards appeared to the Americans insatiably voracious^-

and they affirmed that one Spaniard devoured more foj*! in a day than was sufficient for.

ten Americans. But though the demands of the native Americans for food were very

sparing, so limited was their agriculture, that they hardly raised what was sufficient for

their own consumption. Many of the inhabitants of South America confined their in-

dustry to rearing a few plants, which, in a rich and warm climate, were easily trained

to maturity 5 but if a few Spaniards- settled in any district, such a small addition of su-

pernumerary mouths soon exhausted their scanty stores, and brought on a famine. The
inhabitants of South i^merica, compared with those of North America, are generally

more feeble in their frame, less vigorous in the efforts of their minds, of a gentle, but
dastardly spirit, more enslaved by pleasure, and sunk in indolence..

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AMERICA.

This great Western Continent, frequently denominated the New World, extends

from the 80th degree north to the 56th degree south latitude
5
and, where its breadth

is known, from the 35th to the 136th degree of west, longitude from London j stretch-

ing between 8000 and 9000 miles in length, and its greatest breadth 4000 miles. It

lies in both hemispheres, has two summers, and a double winter, and enjoys all the

variety of climates which the earth affords. It is washed by the two great oceans. To.

the eastward it has the Atlantic, which divides it from Europe and Africa and to-

the west by the Pacific, or Great South Sea, by which it is separated from Asia. By

these seas it may, and does, carry on a direct commerce with the other three f arts o|
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the world. It is composed of two great continents, one on the north, the other on the

sou.h, which are joined by the kingdom of Mexico, which forms a kind of isthmus

1300 miles long, and in one part, at Darien, so extremely narrow, as to make the

coinmunication between the two oceans by no means difficult, being, only sixty miles

over In the great gulf which is formed between the isthmus and the northern and

southern continents, lie a multitude of islands, many of them large, most of them fer-

tile, and denominated the West Indies, in contradistinction to the countries and islands

of Asia, beyond the Cape of Good Hope, which are called the East Indies.

Before we proceed to treat of separate countries in their order, it will be proper to

take notice of those mountains and rivers which disdain, as it were, to be confined

tvithin the limits of particular provinces, and extend over a great part of the continent.

For though America in general be not a mountainous country, it has the greatest

mountains in the world. In South America, the Andes, or Cordilleras, run .from

north to south along the coast of the Pacific Ocean. They exceed in length any chain

of mountains in the other parts of the globe : extending from the Isthmus of Darien to

the Straits of Magellan, they divide the whole southern parts of America, and run a

length of 4300 miles. Their height is as remarkable as their length ; for, though in

part within the torrid zone, they are constantly covered with snow. Chimborazo, the

highest of the Andes, is 20,608 feet, of this about 2400 feet from the summit are always

covered with snow. Carazon was ascended by the French astronomers, and is said to

be 15,800 teet high. In North America, which is chiefly composed of gentle ascents,

or level plains, we know of no considerable mountains, except those towards the pole,

and that long ridge which lies on the back of the American States, separating them
from Canada and Louisiana, and called the Apalachian or Allegany mountains j if that

may be considered as a mountain, which upon one side is extremely lofty, but upon
the other is nearly on a level with the rest of the country.

America is, without question, that part of the globe which is best watered : and

that not only for the support of life, and all the purposes of fertility, but for the con-

venience of trade, and the intercourse of each part with the others. In North Ame-
rica, those vast tracts of country situated beyond the Apalachian mountains, at an im-

mense and unknown distance from the ocean, are watered by inland seas, called the

Lakes of Canada, which not only communicate with each other, but give rise to seve-

ral great rivers, particularly the Mississippi, running from north to south till it falls in-

to the Gulf of Mexico, after a course, including its turnings, of more than 3000 miles,

and receiving in its progress the vast tribute of the Illinois, the Misouri, the Ohio, and
other great rivers, scarcely inferior to the Rhine or the Danube *, and on the north, the

river St Laurence, running a contrary course from the Mississippi, till it empties itself

into the ocean near Newfoundland ; all of them being almost navigable to their heads,

lay open the inmost recesses of this great continent, and afford such an inlet for com-
merce, as must produce the greatest advantage, whenever the country adjacent shall

come to be fully inhabited by an industrious and civilized people. The eastern side of

North America, besides the noble rivers Hudson, Delaware, Susquehana, and Potow-
mack, supplies several others of great depth, length, and commodious navigation ;

hence many parts of the settlements are so advantageously intersected with navigable

rivers and creeks, that the planters, without exaggeration, may be said to have each a

harbour at his door.

South America is, if possible, in this respect even more fortunate. It supplies much
the two largest rivers in the world, the river of Amazons, and the Rio de la Plata, or
Plate River. The first, rising in Peru, not far from ihe South Sea, passes from west
to east, and falls into the ocean between Brasil and Guiana, after a course of more ihv.n

2500 miles, in which it receives a prodigious number of great and nangablc rivers.

I he Rio de la Plata lises in the heart of the country, and, having its strength grailual-

ly augmented by an accession of many powerful streams, discharges itself with such
vehemence into the sea, as to make its taste fresh for many leagues from land. Be-
sides these, there are other rivers in South America, of which the Oroncko is the most
considerable.
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A country of such vast extent on each side of the equator must necessarily have a

variety of soils as well as climate. It is a treasury of nature, producing most of the

metals, minerals, plants, fruits, trees, and wood, to ±>e met with in the other parts of

the world, and many of them in greater quantities atid higher perfection. The gold

and silver of America have supplied Europe with such immense quantities of those va-

luable metals, that they are become vastly more common j so that the gold and silver

of Europe now bear little proportion to the high price set upon them before the disco-

very of America.

This country also produces diamonds, pearls, emeralds, amethysts, and other valu-

able stones, which, by being brought into Europe, have contributed likewise to lower

their value. To these, which are chiefly the productions of Spanish Am^erica, may be

added a great number of other commodities, w^hich, though of less price, are of much
greater use, and many of them make the ornament and wealth of the British empire in

this part of the world. Of these are the plentiful supplies of cochineal, indigo, analto,

log-wood, brasil, fustic, pimento, lignum vitse, rice, ginger, cocoa, or the chocolate-nut
j

siigar, cotton, tobacco, banillas, red-wood, the balsam of Tolu, Peru, and Chili, that

valuable article in medicine the Jesuits bark, mechoacan, sassafras, sarsaparill'a, cassia,

tamarinds, hides, furs, ambergris, and a great variety of woods, roots, and plants, to

which, before the discovery of America, we were either entire strangers, or forced to

buy at an extravagant rate from Asia and Africa, through the hands of the Venetians

and Genoese, who then engrossed the trade of the eastern vrorld.

This continent has also a variety of excellent fruits, which here grow wild to great

perfection j as pine-apples, pomegranates, citrons, lemons, oranges, malicatons, cher-

ries, pears, apples, figs, grapes gi-eat numbers of culinary, medicinal, and other herbs,

roots, and plants : and so fertile, is the soil, that many exotic productions are nourished

in as great perfection as in their native ground.

With respect to the quadrupeds of this new world, it is proper to observe, in general,

that they are less than those of the old ^ even such as are carried from hence to" breed

there, are often found to degenerate, but are never seen to improve. If, with respect

to size, we should compare the animals of the new and the old wbrld, ' we shall find

the one bear no manner of proportion to the other. The Asiatic elephant, for instance,

often grow^s to above fifteen feet high, w^hile the tapur^tte, w^iich is the largest native

of America, is not bigger than a calf of a year old. The lama, which some call the

American camel, is still less. Their beasts of prey are quite divested of that courage

which is so often fatal to man in Africa or Asia. They have no lions, nor, properly

speaking, either leopard or tiger. Travellers, however, have affixed those names to

such ravenous animals as are there found most to resemble those of the ancient con-

tinent. The congar, the taquar, and the taquaretti among them, are'despicable, in com-
parisoa of the tiger, the leopard, and the panther of Asia. The tiger of Bengal has

been known to measure six feet in length, without including the tail j while the

congar, or American tiger, as some alfect to call it, seldom exceeds three. All the ani-

mals, therefore, in the southern parts of America, are different from those of the south-

ern parts of the ancient continent j nor does there appear to be any common to both,

but those w^hich, being able to bear the colds of the north, have travelled from one

continent to the other. Thus the bear, the wolf, the rein-deer, the stag, and the

beaver, are known as well by the inhabitants of New Britain and Canada, as Russia
^

while the lion, the leopard, and the tiger, which are natives of the south with us, are

utterly unknown in southern America. But if the quadrupeds of America are smaller

than those of the ancient continent, they are in much greater abundance ; for it is a rule

that obtains through nature, and evidently points out the wisdom of the Author of it,

that the smallest animals mulliply in the greatest proportion. The goat, exported

from Europe to southern America, in a few generations becomes much less but then

it also becomes more prolific
; and, instead of one kid at a tim.e, or two at the most, ge-

nerally produces five, six, and sometimes more. The wisdom of Providence in making

formidable animals unprolific is obvious ; had the elephant, the rhinoceros, and the

Hon, the same degree of fecundity with the rabbit, or the rat, all the arts cf man would
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be unequal to the contest, and we should soon perceive them to become the tyrants of

those who call themselves the masters of the creation.

Though the Indians still live in the quiet possession of many large tracts, America,

so far as known, is chiefly claimed, and divided into colonies, by three European na-

tions, the Spanish, English, and Portuguese. The Spaniards, as they first discovered

it, have the largest and richest portions, extending from New Mexico and Louisiana,

in North America, to the straits of Magellan, in the South Sea, excepting the large

province of Brasil,*which belongs to Portugal
j
for, though the French and Dutch have

some forts upon Surinam and Guiana, they scarcely deserve to be considered as pro-

prietors of any part of the southern continent.

Next to Spain, the most considerable proprietor of America was Great Britain, who
derived her claim to North America from the first discovery of that continent by LJe-

bastian Cabot, in the name of Henry Vll. anno 1497, about six years after the disco-

very of South America by Columbus, in the name of the king of Spain. This country

was in general called Newfoundland, a name which is now appropriated solely to an is-

land upon its coast. It was a long time before we made an attempt to settle in this

country. Sir Walter Raleigh, an uncommon genius, and a brave commander, first

showed the way, by planting a colony in the southern parts, which he called Virginia,

in honour of his mistress, queen Elizabeth,

The French, from this period until the conclusion of the war in 1763, laid a claim

to, and actually possessed, Canada and, Louisiana, comprehending all that extensive in-

land country, reaching from Hudson's Bay on the north, to Mexico, and the gulf of

the same name, on the south.

The multitude of islands, which lie between the two continents of North and South

America, are divided among the Spaniards, English, and French, The Dutch indeed

possess three or four small islands, which in any other hands would be of no consequence
^

and the Danes have one or two, but they hardly deserve to be named among the pro-

prietors of America. We ^hall now proceed to the particular provinces, begiiming, ac-

cording to our method, with the north 5 but Labrador, or new Britain, and the country

round Hudson's Bay, with those vast regions towards the pole, are little known.

A SUMMARY VIEW OF THE FIRST SETTLEMENTS OF
NORTH AMERICA.

about

Names of P/aces,

Quebec
Virginia, June lO.

ISFewfoundland, June

New York 1
New Jersey j
Plymouth

New Hampshire

Delaware 1
Pennsylvania J
Massachusetts Bay

Maryland

Connecticut

Rhode Island

M'7ien settled. By whom,
1^08 By the French.

1609 By Lord Delawar.

1610 By Governor John Guy.

By the Dutch

By part of Mr Robinson's congregation.'

{By a small English colony, near the mouth o{

Piscataqua river.

1627 By the Swedes and Finlanders.

1628 By Captain John Endicot & Company.
fBy Lord Baltimore, with a colony of Roman-

1614

1620

1623

1633
\ catholics.

163 ') i"^^
Mr Fcmvick, at Saybrook, near the mouth

7 of Connecticut river.

1634
By Mr Hogcr Williams, and his persecuted

brclhren.
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Names ofPlaces,

New Jersey

South Carolina

Pennsylvania

North Carolina, about

Georgia

Kentucky - - -

Vermont - - -

Territory NW", of Ohio river

W^en By whom,
settled,

r Granted to the Duke of York by Charles II.

1664
-J

and made a distinct govemiflent and settled

some time before this by the English.

1669 By Governor Sale.

1682 By W. Penn, with a colony of Quakers.

1728 \ ^^^^^^^ '^"^^^ ^ separate government, settled be.

\ fore by the English.

3 732 By General Oglethrope.

1773 By Col Daniel Boon.

1777 ^ ^£ New England,

1787 By the Ohio and other Companies.

^
By emigrants from Connecticut, and other parts

THE GRAND DIVISIONS OF NORTH AMERICA.

Colonies. Bread. .Sri M^il**^ Chief Xowns.
Dist. an.i bearing

from Lo iclon.
Belongs to

New Britain S50 750 318,750 Great Britain

Canada 1400 400 150,000 Quebec Ditto

New Scotland 7
New Brunsw.^

850 250 57,0C0
Halifax

Shelburne
Ditto

New England 550 200 87,400 \ Boston 27,60 W. United States

New York 350 300

52

84,000 New York Ditto

New Jersey IGO 8320 Perth-Amboy United States

Pennsylvania 288 156 44,300 Philadelphia Ditto

Maryland 194 110 14,000 Annapolis
1

Ditto

Virginia 446 224 70,000 Williamsburg Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

North Carolina

South Carolina

Georgia

450
200
600

180

125

250

34,000

20,000

60,000

Edenton
Charles-town

Savannah

East Florida 7
West Florid a 5

600 400 60,000
St Augustine
PensacoJa

Spain

Ditto

Louisiana 1200 640 516,000 New Orleans 4080 SW. United States

New Mexico 7
& California J

2000 1400 600,000
Santa Fe
St Juan

4320 SW.
Spain

Ditto

Mexico or 7
New Spaing

2000 600 318,000 Mexico 4900 SW. Ditto
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GRAND DIVISIONS OF SOUTH AMERICA,

Nations. ' Leng. Bread. Sq. Miles. Chief Towns.
Dist. 8c bearing

from London.
Belongs to

|

Spain
Terra Firma 1400 700 700,000 Panama .

4650 SW.

Peru 1800 600 970,000 Lima 5520 SW. Ditto

Amazonia, a very large country, but little known to the Europeans, 1200 length, 960 breadth.

Guiana 780 480

70

250,000

940,000

Surinam
Cayenne

3840 SW.
Dutch
French

Brasil 25G0 St Sebastian iaOOO SW Portuj^al

Parag.oT La Plata 1600 1000 1,000,000 Buenos Ayres 6040 SW. Spain

Chili 1200 500 206,000
St Jago 6600 SW. Ditto

Terra Magel-
lanica, or Pa-

tagonia

1400 460 325,000
The Spaniards took possessio of it, but did not think
' it worth while to settle th re.

The Principal ISLANDS of North America belonging to Europeans, are.

i

^ 2

two 3

Islands. Length. Breadth.
Square
Miles.

Chief Towns. Belongs to

Newfoundland 350 200 35,500 Placentia . . , Great Britain

Cape Breton 110 80 4,000 Louisbourg . , Ditto

St John's 100 30 800 Charlestown . . Ditto

The Bermuda Isles 20,000 acres 40 Si George . . Ditto

The Bahama ditto very numerous Nassau . . . Ditto

Jamaica 150 60 6,000 Kingston . . . Ditto

Barbadoes 21 14 110 Bridgetown . . Ditto

St Christopher 20 7 80 Basse -terrc • . Ditto

Antigua 20 20 100 St John's . . . Ditto

Nevis and 7
Montserrat^

each of these is

IB circumference.

Chalestown . .

Plymouth . . .

Ditto

Ditto

Barbuda 20 12 60 Ditto

Anguilla 30 10 60 Ditto

Dominica 28 16 150 Rousseau . , . . Ditto

St Vincent 17 10 no Kingston . . • Ditto

Granada 28 13 150 St George's . . Ditto

. Tobago 1^2 12 108 Fra!H<'

3 A
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The Principal ISLANDS of North America belonging to Europeans, contmuedo

Square
Miles.

Islands. Length. Breadth. Chief To^Ams. Belongs to

Cuba 700 20 38,400 Harannah . . » Spain

Hispaniola 450 150 56,000 St Domingo . . . Do &Fran

Porto Rico 100 45 3,200 Porto Rico ... Spain

^ a Trinidad 90 ^0 2,897 St Joseph .... Britain^<

slands,

lying

in

th

I

North

and

South

TV/To -r-,j»-i*'iiVid.ig<illi.a 40 24 624 1 Spain

Martinico 60 30 300 St Peter's . . . France >

Guadaloupe 45 38 250 Basse-terre . . . Ditto*

St Lucia 27 12 90 Ditto*

Dittof

Ditto

Ditto

St Bartholomew,
Deseada, and C-

Marigalante J

all of them in-

considerable.

i St Eustatia The Bay ... . Dutch29 circum.

Carassou 30 10 342 Ditto

St Thomas 15 circum. Denmark

.St Croix 30 10 Basse End . . . Ditto

British Islands in North America, and the West Indies, 46,930 square miles.

* In the present war with France, some of these islands have repeatedly changed their masters^

But as the events of war are uncertain, it is impossible to ascertain with any precision lo whom they be-

loli^, until the termination, of hostilities.

f Lately ceded to Sweden by France.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

OF tlic rise, progress, and most remarkable events of that war, between Great Bri-

tain and ber American colonies, which at length terminated in the establishment of the

United States of America, we have already given an account in our view of the princi-

pal transactions in the history of Great Britain. It was on the fourth of July, 1776,

that the Congress published a solemn declaration, in whicli they assigned their reasons

for withdrawing their allegiance from the king cf Great Britain. In the name and by

the authority of the inhabitants of the United Colonies of New Hampshire, Massachu-

setts Bay, Rhode Island, and Providence Plantations, Connecticut, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carclina, South Carolina,

and Georgia, they declared that they then were, and of right oughc to be, free and inde-

pendent states j and that, as such, they had full povv'er to levy war, conclude peace,

contract alliances, establish commerce, and do all other acts and things which indepen-

dent states may of right do. They also published articles of confederation and perpetual

union between the united colonies, in which they assumed the title of The United

States of America •,*' and by which each of the colonies contracted a reciprocal treaty

®f alliance and friendship^ for their common defence, for the maintenance of their li-
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bicrbes, and for tlieir general and mutual advantage
j
obliging themselves to assist eacli

other against all violence that might threaten all or any one of tnem, and to repel in

common all the attacks that might be levelled against all or any one of them, on account

of religion, sovereignty, commerce, or under any other pretext whatsoever. Eacn of

the colonies reserved to themselves alone the exclusive right of regulating their internal

government, and of framing laws in ail matters not included ni the articles of confede-

ration. But, for the more convenient management of the general interest of the U;.! v d

States, it was determined that delegates should be annually appointed, in sue;. . :nuer

as the legislature of each state should direct, to meet in congress on the first iViuiidav in

November of every year, v.-ith a power reserved to each state to recall its delegates, or

any of them, at any time within the year, and to send others in their stead for the re-

mainder of the year. No state was to be represented in congress by less than two, nor

more than seven members •, and no person was capable of being a delegate for more than
' three years, in any term of six years j nor was any person, being a delegate, capable of

holding any office under the United States, for which he, or any other for his benefit,

should receive any salary, fees, or emolument of any kind. In determining questions in

-the United States, in congress assembled, each state was to have one vote, and to abide

by the determination of the United States in congress assembled, on all questions sub-

mitted to them by the confederation. The articles of the confederation were to be in-

x^iolably observed by every state, and the union to be perpetual j nor was any alteration

thenceforth to be made in any of them, unless previously agreed to in a congress of the

United States, and afterwards confirmed by the legislature of that state. It was on the

30th of January, 1778, that the French king concluded a treaty of amity and commerce
with the Thirteen United Colonies of America, as independent states. Holland ac-

knowledged them as such April 19, 1782 and, on the 30th of November, 1782, provi-

sional articles were signed at Paris by the British and American commissioners, in

which his "Britannic majesty acknowledged the Thirteen Colonies to be free, sovereign,

and independent states ^ and these articles were afterwards ratified by a definitive treaty.

Sweden acknowledged them as such February 5, 1783 j* Denmark the 25th of Febru-
ary

5
Spain in March, and Russia in July, 1783.

The following Calculations were made frotn actual Measurc7nent of the best Maps^ by
Thomas Hutchins, Esq, Geographer to the United States,

The territory of the United States contains, by computation, a

million square miles,* in which are - - - - 640,000,000 of acres.

Deduct for water - . - 51,000,000

Acres of land in the United States _ . _ . 589,000,000

That part of the United States comprehended between the west temporary line of
Pennsylvania on the east, the boundary line between Britain and the United States, ex-
tending from the river St. Croix to the north-west cxlremity of the Lake of tlie

Woods, on the north, the river Mississippi to the mouth of the Oliio on the wcsL, and
the river Ohio on the south, to the aforementioned bounds of Pennsylvania, coulaius, by
computation, about four hundred and eleven thousand squart miles •, in which arc

203,040,000 of acres.

Deduct for water 43,040,000

To be disposed of by order of congress - 220,000,000

* The addition of the country of Louisiana, lately purchased of France by the United Statcy, will, it

is estimated, enlarge the territory of the latter by 450,000 square miles.
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The whole: of this immense extent of unappropriated western territory^ contaiiur.g, as

above stated, 220,000,000 of acres, has been, by the cession of some of the original

thirteen states, and by the treaty of peace, transferred to the federal goyernraent, and is

pledged as a fund for sinking the continental debt. It is in contemplatioTi to divide it

Into new states, with republican constitutions, sin^ilar to the old states near the Atlantic

Ocean.

The territory of the United States is in length 1250 miles, and in breadth 1040
lying Ijetween 31 and 46 degrees of north latitude, and between 64 and 96 degrees of

west longitude. They consist at present of sixteen separate independent states, having

governors, constitutions, and laws of their own, united luider a general federal constitu-

tion, administered by an elective head, and by a proportionate number of representatives

of the people from all the states. They are classed in three grand divisions, as follo\v5 :

I. The New Ekglakd, or

Eastern, or Northern States.

Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts, including the District

of Maine
Bhode Island, and

Connecticut

II. The Middle States.

New York
New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Delaware

III. The Southern States.

South Caroling

Georgia

Tennessee.

IMaryland

Virginia

Kentucky
North Carolina

Besides which, there is the extensive north-western territory mentioned above, which
^s gradually settling, and is hereafter, when its population shall be sufficiently increased^

to be divided into new states.

Population of the United States.] According to the census taken by order

of congress, in 1790, the number of the inhabitants of the United States of America was
3,929,326, of whom 697,697 were slaves. By the census taken ir> like manner in

ISCO, they amounted to 5,305,638, hicludlng 893,331 slaves.

Trade.] The trade of the United States has greatly increased, in consequence of

the long war between England and France since the French revplulion. The exporls

of these States, in the year ending in September 30. 1796, amounted to 67,664,097
Aiollars, though six years before their value -^vas only about 13 millions qf dollars j and

1801 they were estimated at above 70 millions.

Reve?<ue.1 The revenue of the United States is derived from duties on merchan-

dise and tonnage, spme internal duties, and the sale of lands. The duties on merchan-

dibe and tonnage amounted in the year ending September 30. 1801, to 10,500,000 dol-

lars, and the whole of the revenue to 10,600,000 dollars. The expenditure for the

same year was 3,500,000 dollars
j
leaving a surplus of 7,1Q0,000 dollars to be applied to

the liquidation of the public debt, which, in the same year, amounted to 77,881,800,

dollars. The civil ll^t is about 300,000 dollars annually.

Military force.] The rnilitary strength of this country consists in a militia, es-

timated by Mr Morse at 900,000 men 3 there is also a regular force pf about three or

four thousand men, to defend the frontiers of the Union, and to man the several fort-

resses in the different parts of the United States. Their marine consists, as yet, only of

^ few frigates, and small armed vessels.

Present and future constitution of congress.] Such are the extensive

dominions dependent on congress, which, together with a president chosen for four

years, consists, since 1789, of a senate and house of representatives. The senate is

composed of two senators from each state, elected for six years j and the house of repre-

cciV-atives of one representative, chosen every second year^ for every thirty-three thoi^^
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sand inliabltants in eacli estate, until the number has exceeded one hundred ; since

which there is not to be less than one representative for everj forty thousand, until the

nainber of representatives amounts to two hundred. When this takes place, the pro-

.porlion between the people and their representatives is to be so regulated by congress,

that there shall not be less than two hundred representatives, nor more than one repre-

sentative for every fifty thousand persons. This is the ultimate limit to which the

Americans as yet look forward, in the constitution of the general government of the

Union.

The scat of congress and government, after the year 1800, was to be and has been

removed to the new City of IVashington^ now biulding on a tract of land ceded by the

States of Virginia and Maryland to the United States, and called the Territory of
Columbia, This city, which has been several years building, stands at the junction o£

the river Patowmack and the Eastern Branch, extending nearly four miles up each, and
including a tract of territory exceeded, in point of convenience, salubrity, and beauty,

by none in America. It is laid out in straight streets from north to south, intersected

by others running due east and west. The principal streets are from 130 to 160, and
the others from 90 to 110 feet wide. The capital or state- house is situated on a most
beautiful eminence, commanding a complete view of every part of the city, and of a

considerable part of the country round. The population of this new city was in 1801,
3210; and that of the whole territory of

,

Columbia, 8144. The city of Washingto2i
IS 42 miles South-west of Baltimore, and 144 in the same direction from Philadelphia

j

in north lat. 28-53 ; west long. 77-43.

NEW ENGLAND.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles'. Degrees. Sq. Miles,

tength 3501 , , t4i and 48 north latitude 1

Brea'dth 14o| ^^^^^^^^
1 65 and 74 wast longitudej

^^'^^^

Boundaries.] BOUNDED on the north by Lower Canada j on the east by New
Brunswick and the Atlantic Ocean j on the south by the Atlantic and Long-Lsland
Sound ; and on the west by New York. It comprehends the States of Vermont, New
Haitipshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

Face of the country, mountains, &.c.] New England, is a high, hilly, and
in some parts, a mountainous country. The mountainji are comparatively small, run-
ning nearly noith and south, in ridges parallel to each other. Between these ridges
dow the great rivers in majestic meanders, receiving the innumerable rivulets and larger
streams which proceed from the mountains on each side. To a spect^itor on tlie top
of a ncighbounng mountain, the vales between the ridges, while in a state of nature,
exhibit a romantic appeafance. They seem an ocean of woods, swelled and depressed
in its surface, like that of the great ocean itself.

There are four principal ranges oi mountains, passing nearly from north-east to south-
n-est, through New England. They consist of a multitude of parallel ridges, each hav-
ing many spurs, deviating from the course of the gci\cral range j \vhich spurs are :iiraia

broken into irregular hilly land. The mam ridges terminate, sometimes in hi<-;h bluff
Jbeads, near the sea-Coast ; and sometimes by a gradual descent in the interior parts of
the country. These ranges of mountaiiis are full of lakc^, pond-^, and springs of water,
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that give rise to numberless streams of various sizes. No country on the globe is better

watered than New England.*

Climate.] New England, though situate almost ten degrees more to the south

than the mother country, has an earlier winter, which continues longer and is more severe

than with us. The summer is extremely hot, and much beyond any thing known in

Europe, in the same latitude. The clear and serene temperature of the sky, however,

makes amends for the extremity of heat and cold, and renders the climate of this coun-

try so healthy, that it is reported to agree better with British constitutions than any

other of the American provinces. The winds are very boisterous in the winter season,

and naturalists ascribe the early approach, and the length and severity of the winter, to

the large fresh-v^-ater lakes lying lo the north-west of New England, which, being

frozen over several months^ occasion those piercing winds w^hich prove so fatal to ma-

riners on this coast.

Bays and capes.] The i4iost remarkable bays and harbours are those formed by

Plymouth, fihode Island, and Province Plantations*, Monument Bayj West Harbour,

formed by the bending of Cape Cod j Boston harbour
;
Piscataway j and Casco Bay.

Tht chief capes are. Cape Cod, Marble Head, Cape Ann, Cape Netic, Cape Por-

pus Cape Elizabeth, and Cape Small Point.

Soil and produce, j It has been already observed, that the lands lying on the

eastern shore of America are low, and in some parts sv\7ampy, but farther back

they rise into hills in New England, towards the north-east, the lands become rocky

and mountainous. The soil here is various, but best as you approach the south-ward

Round Massachusetts Bay the soil is black, and rich as in any part of England j
and

here the first planters found the grass above a yard high. The uplands are less fruitful,

being for the most part a mixture of sand and gravel, inclining to clay. The low

grounds abound in meadow and pasture-land. The European grains have not been

cultivated here with much success j the wheat is subject to be blasted ; the barley is a

hungry grain, and the oats are lean and chalFy. But the Indian corn flourishes in high

perfection, and makes the general food of the lower sort of the people. They have

likewise malt, and brew it into a beer which is not coniemptible However, the com-

mon table drink is cider and spruce^ beer : the latter is made of the tops of the spruce

fir, with the addition of a small quantity of molasses. They likewise raise in New
England a large quantity of hemp and flax. The fruits of Old England come to great

perfection here, particularly peaches and apples. Seven or eight hundred fine peaches

may be found on one tree, and a single apple-tree has produced seven barrels of cider

in one season

But New England is chiefly distinguished for the variety and value of its timber, as

oak, ash, pine, fir, cedar, elm, cypress,, beech, walnut, chesnut, hazel, sassafras, sumach,

and other woods used in dying or tanning leather, carpenter's work, and ship-building.

' The oaks here are said to be inferior to those of England but the firs are of an amaz-
,

ing bulk, and formerly furnished the royal navy of England with masts and yards.

They draw from their trees considerable quantities of pitch, tar, resin, turpentine, gums,

and balm ; and the soil produces hemp and flax. A ship may here be built and rigged

out with the produce of their forests, and indeed ship-building forms a considerable

branch of their trade.

Animals.] The animals of this country furnish many articles of New England

commerce. All kinds of European cattle thrive here, and multiply exceedingly the

horses of New England are hardy, m.ettlesome, and serviceable, but smaller than ours,

though larger than the Welsh. They have few sheep and the wool, though of a

staple sufficiently long, is not nearly so fine as that of England. Here are also elks,

deer, hares, rabbits, squirrels, beavers, otters, monkeys, minxes, martens, racoons, sables,

bear^, wolves, which are only a kind of v/ild dogs, foxes, ounces, and a variety of other

tame and wild quadrupeds. Put one of the most singular animals, of this and the

neighbouring countries, i§ tbe mose, or moose deer, of which there are two sorts the

common light gray moose, which resembles - the ordinary deer j these herd sometimes

Morse's American Geography.
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thirty together ; and the larger black moose, whose body is about the size of a bull j

his neck resembles a stag's, and his flesh is extremely grateful. The honis, when full

gro\vn, are about four or five feet from the head to the tip, and have shoots or branches

to each horn, which generally spread about six feet. When this animal goes through

a thicket, or under the boughs of a tree, he lays his horns back on his neck, to place

them out of his way j and these prodigious horns are shed every year. This animal

docs not spring or rise in going, like a deer ; but a large one, in his common walk, has

been seen to step over a gate five feet high. When unharboured, he v/ill run a course

of twenty or thirty miles before he takes to bay j but when chased, he generally takes

to the water.

There is. hardly any where greater plenty of fowls, turkeys, geese, partridges, ducks,

v/idgeons, dappers, swans, heath-cocks, herons, storks, black-birds, all sorts of bam-door
fowl, vast flights of pigeons, which come and go at certain seasons of the year, cormo-
rants, ravens, crows, &c. The reptiles are, rattle-snakes, frogs, and toads, which swarin

in the uncleared parts of these countries, where, with the owls, they make a most
hideous noise in the summer evenings.

Tlie seas round New England, as well as its rivers, abound with fish, and even whales oi

different kinds, such as the whalebone whale, the spermaceti whale, which yields amber-
grise, the fin-backed whale, the scrag whale, and the bunch whale, of v,^hich they take

great numbers, and send besides some ships every year to fish for whales in Greenland, and.

as far as Falkland islands, A terrible creature, called the whale-killer, from twenty to

thirty feet long, with strong teeth and jaws, persecutes the whale in these seas
j

but,

afraid of his monstrous strength, they seldom attack a full-grown whale, or indeed a.

young one, but in companies of ten or twelve. At the mouth of the river Penobscot,
there is a mackarel fishery t, they likewise fish for cod in the winter, which they dry ia

the frost.

Metals.J Rich mines of iron, of a most excellent kind and temper, have been disco-

vered in New England, which, if improved, may become very beneficial to the inhabitants.

RiVEiis.j The rivers are the Connecticut, Thames, Patuxent, Merimac, Piscata-

way, Saco, Casco. Kennebeque, and the Penobscot, or Pentagonet.

Keltgion.] Calvinism, from the principles of the first settlers, has been very pre-

valent in New England : many of the inhabitants also formerly observed the sabbath
with a kind of Jewish rigour j but this has of late been much diminished. There is at

present no established religion in New England but every sect of Christians is allowed
the free exercise of their religion, and is equally under the protection of the laws.* They
annually celebrate fasts and thanksgivings. In the spring, the several governors issue

their proclamations, appointing a day to be religiously observed in fasting, humiliation,
and prayer, throughout their respective states, in which the predominating vices, that

particularly call for humiliation, are enumerated. In autumn, after harvest, that glad-
some ^ra of the husbandman's life, a day of public thanksgiving is appointed, enumerat-
mg the public blessings received in the course of the year. This pious custom origin-
ated v/ith their venerable ancestors, the first settlers. This custom so rational, and so
well calculated to cherish in the minds of the people a sense of their dependence on the
Great Eenefactor of the world for all their blessings, it is hoped, will ever be sacred^
ly preserved.f The Connecticut province has lately provided a bishop for the episco-
palians among them, by sending one of their number to Scotland to be ordahied by the
nonjuring bishops of the episcopal church in that kingdom.

Population, inhabitants.] New England contained, according to the census of
3790, 1,009,5^:2 souls

j
and, according to that of ISOO, 1,233,011.

^ The New Englandcrs are generally tall, stout, and well-built. They glory, and per-
haps with justice, in possessing that spirit of freedom, which induced their ancestors to
leave their native country, and to brave the dangers of the ocean, and the hardships of

* By a late account there are 400 Independent and Presbyterian churches in this proviuce, £4 E:.p-
-

tist, and 31 of other denominations.

f Morse's American Geography.
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settling m a wilderness. TKelr education, laws, and situation, serve to inspire them
xvith high notions of liberty.—In New England, learning is very generally diffused

among all ranks of people, from tlie excellent establishment of schools in every town-
ship. A person of mature age, who cannot both reed and write, is rarely to be found.

The inhabitants of New England are almost universally of English descent and it

is owing to this circumstance, and to the great and general attention that has been
,

paid to education, that the English language has, been preserved among them so free of

corruption. It is true, that from laziness, inattention, and want of acquaintance with

mankind, many of the people in the country have accustomed' themselves to use some

peculiar phrases, and to pronounce certain words in a flat, duawling manner. Hence
foreigners pretend they know a New Englandman from hh manner of speaking but ther

same may be said with regard to a Pfennsylvanian,. a Virginian, or a Carolinian j for all

have some phrases and modes of pronunciation peculiar to thenKelves, which distinguish

them from their neighbours.

History.] As early as 1606', krng James I. had, by letters patent,, erected two
companies, with a power to send colonies into those parts then comprehend-ed under the

general name of Virginia, as all the north-east coast of America was sometimes called*,.

No settlements, however, were made in New^ England by virtue of this authority. The
companies contented themselves with sending out a ship or two, to trade with the In-

dians for their furs, and to fish upon their coast. This continued to be the only sert of

correspondence between Great Britain and this part of America, till the year 1620^

when the religious dissensions, by which New England was toun to pieces, had become
warm and furious. Archbishop Laud persecuted all sorts of non-conforraists with an

unrelenting severity. Those men, on the other hand, were ready to submit to all th&

rigour of persecution rather than give up their religious opinions, and conform to the

ceremonies of the church of England, which they considered as abuses of the most dan-

gerous tendency. There was no part of the Avorld into which they would not fly in

order to obtain liberty of conscience. America opened an extensive field. Thithet

they might transport themselves, and establish- v^hatever sort of religious polity they

were inclined to. With this view, having purchased the territory which was within

the jurisdiction of the Plymouth company, and having obtained from the king the pri-

vilege of settling it in whatever way they chose, I5u persons embarked for New Eng«
i^Ltid, and built a city, which, because they had sailed from Plymouth, they called by

that name. Notwithstanding the severity of the climate, the unwholesomeness of the

air, and the diseases to which, after a long-sea-voyage, and in a country which was new
to them, they were exposed notwithstanding the want of all sorts of conveniencises, and

even of many of the necessaries of life, those who had constitutions fit to endure such

hardships, not dispirited or broken by the death of their companions, and supported by

the vigour then peculiar to Englishmen, and the satisfaction of finding themselves be-

yond the reach of the spiritual arm, set themselves to cultivate this country, and to take

the best steps for the advancement of their infant colony. New adventurers, en-

couraged by their example, and finding themselves, for the same reasons, uneasy at

home, p.'issed over into this land of religious and civil liberty. By tire close of the

year 1630, they had built four towns, Salam, Dorchester, Charlestown, and Boston-

which last became the capital of New England. But as necessity is the natural source

of that active and frugal industry which produces every thing great among mankind, so

an uninterrupted flow of prosperity and success occasions those dissensions which are the

bane of human affairs, and often subvert the best-founded establishments..

The inhabitants of Nev/ England, who had fled from persecution, became in a short

time strotigly tainted with this illiberal vice, and were eager to introduce an unifor-

mity in religion a.mong all who entered their territories. The imnds of men were not

in that age superior to itiany prejudices
5
they had not that open and generous way of

thinking which at present distinguishes the natives of Great Britain j and the doctrine

of universal toleration, which, to the honour of the first settlers in America, began to

appear among them, had few^ abettors, and many opponents. Many of them were bi-

gotted Calvinists *, and though they had felt the weight of persecution themselves, they

had no charity for those who professed sentiments different from their own. It w^as not

the general idea of the age, that men might live comfortably together in the same so
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clety, without maintammg the same religious opinions ; and wherever tKe?e were at va-

riance, the members of different sects kept at a distance from each other, and establish-

ed separate governments. Hence several slips, torn from the original government of

New England by religious violence, planted themselves in a new soil, and spread over

the country. Such was that of New Hampshire, which continues to this day a separate

jurisdiction •, such was that of Rhode Island, whose inhabitants wer^ driven out from

the Massachusetts colony (for that is the name by which the government first erected

in New England was distinguished) for supporting the freedom of religious sentiments^

and maintaining that the civil magistrate had no right over the speculative opinions of

mankind. Those liberal men founded a city, called Providence, which they governed

by their own principles
;
and, such is the connection between justness of sentiment and

external prosperity, that the government of Rhode island, though small, became ex-

tremely populous and flourishing. Another colony, driven out by the same persecuting

spirit, settled oh the river Connecticut, and received frequent reinforcements from Eng-
land, ofsuch as were dissatisfied either with the religious or civil government of that covmtry.

America, indeed, was now b<%come the main resource of all discontented and Enter-

prising spirits ; and such were the numbers v/hich embarked for it from England, that, in

1637, ^ proclamation was published^ prohibiting any person from sailing thither, without

an express licence from the government. For want of this licence, it is said that

Oliver Cromwell, Mr Hampden, and others of the party ,^ were detained from going in-

to New England, after being on shipboard for that purpose.

These four provinces, though always confederates for their mutual defence, were at

first, and still continue, under separate jurisdictions. They were all of them, by their

charters, originally free, and in a great measure independent of Great Britain. The
inhabitants had the choice of their own magistrates, the governor, the council, the as-

sembly, and the power of making such laws as they thought proper, without sending

them to Great Britain for the approbation of the crown. Their laws, however, were
not to be opposite to those of Great Britain. Towards the latter end of the reign of
Charles 11. when he and his ministers wanted to destroy all charters and liberties, the

Massachusetts colony was accused of violating their charter, in like manner as the city

of London and, by a judgment in the King's Bench of England, was deprived of it.

From that time to the revolution they remained without any charter. Soon after that

period, they received a new one, which, though very favourable, was much inferior to

to the extensive privileges of the former. The appointment of a governor, lieutenant-

governor, secretary, and all the officers of the admiralty, was vested in the crown : the

power of the militia was wholly in the hands of the governor, as captain-general j all

judges, justices, and sheriffs, to whom the execution of the law was entrusted, were no-

minated by the governor, with the advice of the council : the governor had a negative

on. the choice of counsellors, peremptory and unlimited ; and he was not obliged to give

a reason for what he did in this particular, or restrained to any number : authentic copies

of the several acts passed by this colony, as well as others, were to be transmitted to

the court of England, for the royal approbation j but if the laws of this colony were
not repealed with three years after they were presented, they were not repealable by
the crown after that time j no laws, ordinances, election of magistrates, or acts of go-
vernment whatever, were valid without the governor's consent in writing ; and appeals

for sums above 300l. were admitted to the king and council. Notwithstanding these

restraints, the people had still a great share of power in this colony j for they not only
chose the assembly, but this assembly, xvith the govcinor'*s concurrence, chose the coun-
cil, resembling our house of lords j and the governor depended upon the assembly for

]bis annual support.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. S.|. Miles.
Length 168
Breadch from I between ^ ...J t.o h ^^^^0a

'^0 to 19

\ u«f . \ 42° 41' and 45° ir north latiluJo 7,,

J
between |.^o ^q, ,nd 72° i:8' wW longitude

J-
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EouNDARiES.] NEW Hampshire is bounded by Lower Canada on tlie nortli • by
the district of Maine on the east j

by Massachusetts on the south-, and by Connecticut
river, which separates it from Vermont, on the west.

It is divided into five Counties, as follows :

Counties,. Chief Towns,
Rockingham Portsmouth and Concord
Strafford Dover and Durham
Cheshire Charles-tow^n and Keene
Hillsborough Amherst

Grafton Plymouth.

Climate, soil, and produce.] The air of New Hampshire is healthful, the

weather is commonly serene, and not so subject to variation as in the more southern states.

From the vicinity of the White Mountains, this country is extremely cold in winter.

In summer the heat is great, but of short duration. The shore is mostly a sandy beach,

adjoining to which are salt-marshes, which produce good pasture for cattle and sheep.

The interval lands on the margin of great rivers are the most valuable, because they

are often overflowed and enriched by the water from the uplands, which brings a fat

slime or sediment. On Connecticut river these lands are from a quarter of a mile to a

mile and a half on each side, and produce grass, corn, and grain, especially wheat, in

greater abundance and perfection than the same kind of soil does in the higher lands.

The wide-spreading hills are esteemed warm and rich
\
rocky moist land is accounted

good for pasture j drained swamps have a deep mellow soil, and the valleys between the

hills are generally very productive. Agriculture is the chief occupation of the inha-

bitants. Wheat, rye, Indian corn, barley, pulse, hops, esculent roots and plants, flax

and hemp, are raised in immense quantities in New Hampshire: Apples and pears are

the most common fruits in this state 5 but tree fruit of the first quality cannot be raised

in such a northern climate as this without particular attention. The uncultivated lands

are covered with extensive forests of pine, fir, cedar, oak, walnut, 8^c.

Rivers and lakes.] The most considerable rivers of this state are the Connec-

ticut, Merrimack, Piscataqua, Saco, Androscoggin, Upper and Lower Amonoosuck, be-=

sides many other smaller streams. The chief lakes are Winnipiscogee, Umbagog, Su-

nopee, Squam, and Great Ossippee.

Mountains.] New Hampshire is intersected with several ridges of mountains,

among which are the Blue Hills, and the lofty ridge which divides the Connecticut and

Merrimack rivers, denominated the Height of Land. But the White Mountains, which

run through this state, are undoubtedly the highest in all New England. Their height

above an adjacent meadow is 3500 feet, and the meadow is 3500 feet above the level of

the sea. They are almost continually covered with snow and ice, whence.they have received

the name of White Mountains. Though they are seventy miles inland, they afe visible

many leagues off at sea. One of their loftiest summits, which makes a majestic appear-

ance along the shore ©f Massachusetts, has lately been distinguished by the name of

Mount Washington.

Metals, minerals.] Iron, lead and copper ores, and several kinds of earths and

clays, are found in this state. It produces red and yellow ochres, steatites, or soap-rock^

the best lapis-specularis, a kind of talc, commonly called isinglass
\

crystals, aiumn, vi-

triol, freestone, and black lead.

Chief towns.] Portsmouth is the metropolis, and the largesttown in;New Hampshire.

Its harbour is one of the finest on the continent, having a sufficient depth of water for

vessels of any burden, and being so w^ell defended against storms by the land that ships

may securely ride there in any season of the year. Concord is a very flourishing town,

pleasantly situated on the Merrimack river. The legislature of late have commonly

held their sessions here *, and, from its central situation, and a thriving back country, it

will probably become the permanent seai cf government.

Trade.] The trade of this state is considerable, though it is not to be ranked

among the great cjn £icial states. Its exports consists of lumber, ship-timber, whale-

oil, flax-seed, live-stcck, beef, pork, Indian corn, pot and pearl-ashes, &;c. In 17 90^
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there belonged to Piscataqua 33 vessels above 100 tons, and 50 under tbat burden.

The value of the exports from that port in 1793, amounted to 198,197 dollars. The
bank of Hampshire was established in 1792, with a capital of 60,000 dollars : by an
act of assembly the stock-holders can increase it to 200,000 dollars in specie, and

2 00,000 dollars in any other estate.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in New Hampshire, according to the

census taken by order of congress in 1790, was 141,885. By that of 1800, they

amounted to 183,858. In 1767, they were estimated at only 52,700.

Colleges and academies.] The only college in this state is at Hanover, called

Dartmouth college, which is amply endowed with lands, and is in a flourishing situation..

The principal academies are those of Exeter, New Ipsv^ich, Atlunson, and Amherst.

Government,] According to the present constitution, the legislative power, as m
the other United States, resides in a senate and house of representatives, which together

are here styled the general court, and the supreme executive authority is vested in a go-

vernor and council, the latter consisting of five members.

History.] This state first began to be settled about the year 1629, and was erect-

ed into a separate government in 1679, but seems afterwards to have been under the same
governor with Massachasetts ^ for New Hampshire complained to the king in council

against the joint-governor, relative to the boundaries between the two colonies, and, ©n
hearing the complaint, a separate government was appointed in 1740.

VERMONT.
situation and extent*

Miles.

Length 1571
Breadth 65 J

between

Degrees.
5*42 and 45

{.72 and 73,

north latitude.

30 west longitude.

Sq. Miles.

10,000

Boundaries and divisions.] BOUNDED on the north by Lower Canada j on
the east by Connecticut river, which divides it from New Hampshire on the south by
Massachusetts and on the west by New York. It is naturally divided by the Green
Mountain, wliich runs from south to north, and divides the state nearly in the middle.

Its civil division is into eleven counties, as follow ;

West of the Mountain.

East of the Mountain.

Counties,

["Bennington

I
Hutland

J Addison

j
Chiltendon

j Franklin

L Orleans

f Orange

j
Windsor

^ Windham

j
Caledonia

{. Essex

Chief Town?,
Bennington

Rutland

Addison

Colchester

Newbury
Windsor
Newfane and Pulney

Soil and productions.] T\m stale, generally speaking, is hilly, but not rocky.
West of the mountain, from the county-nf Uutland, northward to tlie Canada line, is a
flat country, well adapted for tilla.-e. The state .it laro;e is" well watered, and aJlbrds
the bcsi of pasturage for cattle. om-c ol the finest beei-catae in tiie world are driven
from this state ; horses also arc raised for exportation. Back from the rivers, the land
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is thickly timbered witn birch, sugar-maple, ash, butter, nut, and white oak of an excels

lent quality. The soil is well fitted for wheat, rye, barley, oats, flax, hemp, &.c.

Population.] In 1-790, according to the census then taken, this state contained

85,539 inhabitants, consisting chiefly of emigrants from Connecticut and Massachusetts,

and their descendents. Two tow^nships in Orange county are settled principally by
Scotch. This state is rapidly peopling : the number of inhabitants, in 1801, according

to the census of that year, was 154,465.

Lakes and rivers.] The principal rivers in this state are Michiscoui, Lamoille,

Onion, and Otter-creek rivers which run, from east to west, into Lake Champlain :

West, Sexton's Block, Waterquechee, White, Ompompanoosuck, Weld's, Wait's, Pas-

sumsick, and several smaller rivers, which run, from west to east, into Connecticut river.

Over the river Lamoille is a natural stone bridge, seven or eight rods in length. Otter

creek is navigable for boats fifty miles. Its banks are excellent land, being annually

overflowed and enriched. Memphremagog is the largest lake in this state. It is the

resevoir of three considerable streams. Black, Barton, and Clyde rivers. One of these

rises in Willoughby Lake, and forms a communication between it and Lake St Peter's,

in the river St Laurence.

Constitution.] The legislature consists of a house af representatives, and a coun-

cil of twelve, besides the governor, who is president, and the lieutenant-governor, wh(^

is oflicially a member. The freemen meet annually in their several towns to choose the

governor, counsellors, and other magistrates and, to the privilege of voting, all males,

twenty-one years old, and of peaceable dispositions, are entitled, after taking the oath

of fidelity to the state. The judges of the supreme and county courts, sherifi:'s, and jus-

tices of the peace, are appointed annually, by joint ballot of the council and house.

The council may originate bills, other than money bills, and suspend till the next ses-

sion such bills as they disapprove j but have not a final negative.

Trade and manufactures.] The inhabitants of this state trade principally with

Boston, New York, and Hartford. The articles of export are pot and pearl ashes
j

beef, which is the principal article
j

horses, grain, some butter and cheese, lumber, &.c.

Vast quantities of pot and pearl ashes are made in every part of this state : but one of

its most important manufactures is that of maple-sugar. It has been estimated, by a

competent judge, that the average quantity made for every family at the back of Con-
necticut river, is 200lb. a year. One man, with, but ordinary advantages, in one month,

made 550lb. of a quality equal to imported browTi sugar. In two towns in Orange

county, containing no more than forty families, 13,000lb. of sugar were made in the

year 1791.

Chief towns.] In a new and interior country, large populous towns are not to be

expected, Bennington, situate near the south-west corner of the state is one of the

largest. It contains about 2500 inhabitants, a number of handsome houses, a congre-

gational church, a court-house, and gaol.

Windsor and Rutland, by a late act of the legislature, are alternately to be the seat

of government for eight years. The former is situate on Connecticut river, and con-

tains about 1700 inhabitants j the latter lies upon Otter creek, and contains upwards of

1500 inhabitants. Both are flourishing towns.

History.] The tract of country called Vermont, before the late war, was claim-

ed both by New York and New Hampshire j and these interfering claims have been the

occasion of much warm altercation. They were not finally adjusted till tlie peace.

When hostilities commenced between Great Britain and the colonies, the inhabitants of

this district, considering themselves in a state of nature, and not within the jurisdiction

either of New York or New Hampshire, associated, and formed a constitution for

themselves. Under this constitution they have continued to exercise all the powers of

an independent state, and have prospered. On the 4th of March, 1793, agreeably to

an act of congres of December 6th 1790, this state became one of the United States,

and constitutes the fourteenth, and net the feast respectable, pillar of the American

Union,
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CONNECTICUT.

SITUATION AND EXTEKT.

Mlle^. Degrees.
^

Sq. IV^es.

Length 110 7 , ,
("71 20 and 73 15 west longitude 7

Breadth 72 i
^'^^'"^ 141 0 and 42 2 north latitude. 5

Boundaries and divisions.] CONNECTICUT is bounded on the north by

Massachusetts
J
on the east, by Rhode Island j on the south, by. the sound which di-

vides it from Long Island and, on the west, by the state of New York.

Divisions.] It is divided into eight counties, as follows

:

Counties, Chief Towns^

Fairfield , , Fairfield

New Haven New Haven
Middlesex Middleton

New London New London
Litchfield Litchfield

Hartford Hartford

Tolland Tolland

Windham . , , Windham.

Population.] Jn 1790 the population of this state amounted to 23'7,94i persons,

of whom 2764 were slaves j and in 1801 to 251,002, of whom 951 were slaves. The
inhabitants sure almost entirely of English descent : there arc no Dutch, French, or

Germans, and very few Scotch or Irish people, in any part of the state.

Climate, soil, produce.] Connecticut, though subject to the extremes of heat

and cold ip' their seasons, and to frequent sudden changes, is very healthful. It is ge-

nerally broken land, made up of mountains, hills, and vallies j and is exceedingly well

watered. Spme parts of it are thin and barren. Its principal productions, are Indian

corn, rye, wheat in many parts of the state, oats, and barley, which are heavy and

good, and, of late, buck-wheat flax in large quantities some hemp : potatoes of se«.

verai kinds, which are common to the climate. The soil is very well calculated for

pasturage and mowing, which enables tl^e farmers to feed great numbers of neat cattle

and horses.

Chief towns.] There are a great number of very pleasant towns, both maritime

and inland, in Connecticut. It contains five cities incorporated with extensive jurisdic-

tiojii in civil causes. Two of these, Hartford and New Haven, are capitals of the state.

The general assembly is holden at the former in May, and at the latter in October, an-

nually. Hartlord is regularly laid out, the streets intersecting each other at right an-

gles. The other cities are New London, Norwich, and Middleton.

Harbours, rivers.] The whole of the sea coast is indented with "harbours, many
of which are safe and cpmrnodipu^ j but those of New London and New Haven are the

most important. 'J'lic principal rivers in this state are, the Connecticut, Housatonick,
Thames, and their branches.

Colleges, literature.] Yale college, at New Haven, is an eminent seminary
of learning : it was founded in tlic year 1700. It has a public library of about 3000
volumes, and a very complete philosophical api)aratus. Academies have likewise beet
established at Greenfield, Plainfield, Norwich, Windham, and Pomfrct, some of which
are flourishing. In no part of the world is the education of all ranks of people more
attended to than in Connecticut almost every town in the state is divided into district*,

^nd each district has a public school kept in it a p:irt of every year. A tliirst for Icarn-

iiig prevails among nil ranks of people in the stale. INlorc of the young men in Con-
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nectlcut, in proportion to their numbers, receive a public education, than in any of the
states.

Trade.] The exports from this state consist of horses, mules, oxen, oak-staves,

hoops, pine-boards, oak plank, beans, Indian corn, fish, beef, and pork. The amount
of foreign exports, in the year 1794, amounted to 8o6,746 dollars.

Government.] The supreme legislative authority of the state is vested in .a go-
vernor, deputy-governor, twelve assistants or counsellors, and the representatives of the
people, styled the general assembly. The governor, deputy-governor, and assistants,

are annually chosen by the freemen in the month of May. The representatives (their

number not to exceed two from each town) are chosen by the freemen twice a year, to

attend the two annual sessions, on the second Tuesdays of May and October. The ge-
neral assembly is divided into two branches, called the upper and lower houses. The
upper house is composed of the governor, deputy-governor, and assistants

\, the lower
house, of the representatives of the people. No law can pass without the concurrence
of both houses.

Religion.] All religions that are consistent with the peace of society are tolerated

in Connecticut \ and a spirit of liberality is increasing. There are very few religious

sects in this state. The bulk of the people are congregationalists j and there are be-

sides episcopalians and baptists.

History.] The first grant of Connecticut was made by the Plymouth council to the

Earl of Warwick, in 1630. The year following the earl assigned this grant to lord Say
and Seal, lord Brook, and nine others. Some Indian traders settled at Windsor in 1633.
The same year, a little before the arrival of the English, a few Dutch traders settled

at Hartford ; and the remains of the settlement are still visible on the banks of Con-
necticut river. In 1634, lord Say and Seal, &.c. sent over a small number of men,
who built a fort at Saybrook, and made a treaty with the Pequot Indians for the lands

on Connecticut river. Mr Haynes and Mr Hooker left Massachusetts bay in 1634,
and settled at Hartford. The following year, Mr Eaton and Mr Davenport seated

themselves at New Haven. In 1644 the Connecticut adventurers purchased of Mr
Fenwick, agent for lord Say and Seal and lord Brook, their right to the colony for 16001.

Connecticut and New Haven continued two distinct governments for many years. At
leagth, John Winthrop, esq. who had been chosen governor of Connecticut, was
employed t© solicit a royal charter. In 1662. Charles II. granted a charter, constitut-

ing the two colonies for ever one body corporate and politic, by the name of the gover-

nor and company of Connecticut, which charter still continues to be the basis of their

government.

RHODE ISLAND.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles, Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length .71 , r41. 26. and 42. 10. north latitude \
Breadtti37 5

l>€tween
^^^^ longitude. 5

Boundaries and divisions.] RHODE ISLAND and Providev Plantations,

which together form the smallest of the United States, are bounded on tne north and

east by Massachusetts ; on the south by the Atlantic Ocean j and on the west by Con-

necticut. This state is divided into the five following counties
j

Counties, Chief Towns,

Newport Newport
Providence Pjovidence

Washington South Kingston

Bristol Bristol

Kent ........«.•«......;. < •

.
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Islands, harboursJ Narraganset bay contains several fertile islands, tlie princi-

pal ot which are, Rhode Island, Cannonicut, Prudence, Patience, Hope, Dyer's, and

Hog Islands. Block Island is the southermost land belonging to the state. Pihode

Island, from which the state takes its name, is about fifteen miles in length, and about

three and a half broad, on an average. The harbours are, Newport, Providence, Wick-

fort, Patuxet, Warren, and Bristol.

Rivers.] This state, is intersected in all directions by rivers, the chief of which,

are Providence and Taunton rivers, which fall into Naraganset bay.

Metals and minerals.] Iron ore is found in great plenty in several parts of this

state j there is also a copper mine, mixed with iron strongly impregnated with load-

stone. Abundance of lime-stone is also found here.

" Climate, soil, and produce.] Rhode Island is as healthy a country as any In

America. The winters, in the maritime parts of the state, are milder than in the in-

land country, the air being softened by a sea vapour, which also enriches the soil. The
.summers are delightful, especially in Rhode Island, where the extreme heats, which

prevail in other parts of America, are allayed by cool and refreshing breezes from the

sea. This state produces rye, barley, oats, and in some parts, wheat, sufficient for home
consumption j and the various kinds of grasses, fruits, and culinary roots and plants, in

great abundance, and in perfection : cider is made for exportation. The north-w^estem

parts of the state are but thinly inhabited, and are more rocky and barren than the

other parts.

Population.] The state of Rhode Island in 1790 contained 68,825 persons, c£

whom 948 were slaves. In 18Q1 the number of inhabitants was 69,122, of whom 380

were slaves.

Chief towns.] The principal towns in the state of Rhode Island are Providence

and Newport. The former is situate at the head of Narraganset bay, on both sides of

Providence river, over which is a bridge 160 feet long and 22 wide. It is a large and

handsome town, containing several elegant buildings, and about 6400 inhabitants.

New^port is situate at the soush-west end of Rhode Island. The harbour (which is

one of the finest in the v/orld) spreads westward before the town. The entrance is easy

and safe, and a large fleet may anchor in it, and ride in perfect security, Newport
contains about 1000 houses.

Trade and manufactures.] The town of Bristol carries on a considerable trade

to Africa, the West Indies, and to different parts of the United States j but by far the

greatest part of the commerce of Rhode Island is at present carried on by the inhabitants

of the flourishing town of Providence, which had, in 1791, 129 sail of vessels, con-

taining ll,<-)42 tons. The exports from this state are, flax-seed, lumber, horses, cattle,

beef, pork, fish, poultry, onions, butter, cheese, barley, grain, spirits, cotton and linen

goods. The imports consist of European and West Indian goods, and log-wood from
the bay of Honduras. Upwards of 600 vessels enter and clear annually at the differ-

ent ports in the state. The amount of exports from this state to foreign countries for

one year, ending Sept. 30, 1791, was 470,131 dollars j and in 1794, 954,373 dollars.

The inhabitants of this slate are rapidly improving in manufactures. A cotton manu-
factory has been erected at Providence. Jeans, fustians, denims, thicksets, velvets, Sec.

are here manufactured, and sent to the southern states. Large quantities of linen and
tow-cloth are made in different parts of this state for exportation j but the most con-

siderable manuftictures here are those of iron, such as bar and shcel iron, steel, nail rodv

and nails, implements of husbandry, stoves, pots, and other household utensils j the iron-

work of shipping, anchors, and bells.

Government.] The conslitution of Rhode Ishmd is founded on the charier grant-

ed by Charles II. in 1668 and llie frame oF government was not es:e:\tially altered by
the revolution. The legislature of the state consists of two branches j a senate, or up-
per house, composed oF ten members, besides the governor and deputy- governor, called

m the charter assistants; and a house of representatives, composed of deputies from the

sereral towns. The members of the legislature are chosen twice a year and tlicrc arc

two iessions of this body annually, viz. on the fast Wednesday in May, and ihc lajt

Wednesday in Octobrr.
^
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Religion.] Liberty of conscience has been inviolably maintained in this state ever
since its first settlement. So little has the civil authority to do with religion here, that
no contract between a minister and a society (unless incorporated for that purpose) is

of any force. It is probably for these reasons that so many different sects have ever
been found here and that the Sabbath, and all religious institutions, have been more
neglected in this than in any other of the New England states.

College.] A college, called Rhode Island college, is established at Providence.
It is a spacious edifice, and contains upwards of sixty students. It has a library, con-
taining nearly 3000 volumes, and a valuable philosophical apparatus.

History.*] This state was first settled from Massachu^tts. Mr Roger Williams,
a minister, who came over to New England in 1631, was jcharged with holding a va-
riety of errors, and was on that account forced to leave his house, land, wife, and chil-

dren, at Salem, in the dead of winter, and to seek a residence without the limits of
Massachusetts. Governor Winthrop advised him to pursue his course of Nehiganset, or
Narraganset bay, which he did, and fixed himself at Secunk, or Seekhonk, now Reho
both. But that place being within the bounds of the Plymouth colony, governor Win-
slow, in a friendly manner, advised him to remove to the other side of the river, where
the lands were not covered by any patent. Accordingly, in 1636, Mr Williams, and
four others, crossed Seckhonls: river, and landed among the Indians, by whom they were
hospitably received, and thus laid the foundation of a town, which, from a sense of God*s
merciful providence to him, he called Provuience.

MASSACHUSETTS, including the district of
MAINE.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length J50l u,x,„,,„ f 64-57 and 73-38 w^est longitude! . q ^nn
Breadth 60j |41.13 and 48^15 north ladtude j

^^'^^^

F BouDARlES.] MASSACHUSETTS, which, with the District of Maine, consti-

tutes one of the United States, is bounded on the north by Vermont and New Hatnp-

shire on the east by the Atlantic ocean j on the south by the Atlantic, Rhode Island,

and Connecticut j and on the west by New York.

This state is divided into seventeen counties.

Counties*

Suffolk ,

Norfolk

Essex

Middlesex . . .

,

Hampshire .

,

Worcester . .

.

Plymouth . .

.

Barnstaple . .

,

Duke's county

Nantucket . .

.

Bristol ,

Berkshire ....

Boston
^

Chief Towns,
42-23 N. lat.

70-59 W.'long.

Dedham
Salem

Charlcstown

Northampton
Worcester

Plymouth
Barnstaple

Edgarton
Nantucket
Taunton li! -i.

Stockbridge "^"^
'
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District of Maine.
York York
Cumberland Portland

Lincoln Pownalborough
' Hancock , Hancock
Washington Machias*

Population.] The number of inhabitants in Massachusetts was, in 1790, 3*8,787,

By the late census of J SOU, they amounted to 422,845 j and those of the District of
Maine to 151,719, together 574,554'. This is the only state in the union in which
there are no slaves

j
slavery was abolished by the legislature some years ago.

Climate, soil, and I'RODUCL.] The climate ii similar to that of the other north-

ern states. In the District of Maine the heat in summer is intense, and the cold in

winter extremely severe. In Massachusetts are to be found all the varieties of soil from
very good to very bad *, and capable of yielding in abundance all the different produc-
tions common to the climate : such as Indian corn, rye, wheat, barley, oats, hemp, flax,

hops, potatoes, ficld-beans and peas, apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, &c.
Bays, capes, and islands.] The chief bays are, Massachusetts, Ipswich, Boston,

Plymouth, and Barnstaple j the most remarkable capes, Ann, Cod, Malabar, Poge, and
Gay Head \ the principal islands. Plumb island, Nantucket, Martha's Vineyard, Eli-

zabeth islands, and numerous small isles in Boston, Bay,

Metals, minerals.] Iron ore, in immense quantities, is found in various parts of
this state j as likewise copper ore, black lead, pipe-maker's clay, yellow and red ochre,
alum, and slate. Several mineral springs have been found in different parts of the country.
Rivers.] The country is well watered by a number of small rivers, of which the

principal are Mystic and Charles rivers.

Chief towns.] Boston is the capital of this state, the largest town in New Eng^
land, and the third in size and rank in the United Stares. It is built on a peninsula of
irregular form, at the bottom of Massachusetts Bay, and is joined to the main land by
an isthmus at the south end of the town. It is two miles long, but of unequal breadth

^

the broadest part is 72 S yards. In 1790, it contained 2376 dwelling-houses, and IS,03S
inhabitants j but the increase has been very considerable since. It contains nineteen
edifices for public worship, of which nine are for congregationalists, three for episco-
palians, and two for baptists : the friends, Roman-catholics, methodists, Sandemanians,
and universallans, have one each. There are also seven free-schcrls, besides a great
number of private schools. The harbour is capacious enough for 500 vessels to ride at
anchor in good depth of water, while the entrance is so narrow as scarcely to admit two
ships abreast. The wharfs and quays in Boston are about eighty in number, and very
convenient for vessels. Long "Wharf, or Boston Pier, in particular, extends from the
bottom of State-street 1743 feet into the harbour in a straight line. The breadth is

104 feet. At the end are 17 feet of water at ebb-tide. Long Wharf is covered on
the worth side with large and commodious warehouses, and in every respect exceeds any-
thing of the kind in the United States. Charles river and West Boston bridges are
liighly useful and ornamental to Boston, and botli are on Charles river, which mincrles
its waters with those of Mystic river, in Boston harbour. Charles river bridge connects
Boston with Charlestown, in Middlesex county, and is 1503 feet long, 42"feet broad
and stands on 75 piers. West Boston is 3483 feet long, stands on 180 piers, and ex-
ceeds the other as much in elegance as in length. 'J'he view of the town, as it is ap-
proached from the sea, is truly beautiful and picturesque. It lies in a circular and
pleasingly irregular form round tlie harbour, and is orniurcnted with spires, above which
the monument of Beacon Hill rises pre-eminent j on its top is a gilt eagle, bearing the
arms of the union, and on the base of the column are inscriptions^commemorating some
of the most remarkable events of the late war. The tovyu is govenicd by nine select
men, chosen at an annual meeting in March, when twelve overseers, twelve constables,
and some other officers arc chosen. Attempts have been made to change the <rovein-
mcnt of the town from its present form to that of a city \ but thi:> inciasure, net accord-
ing with the demccratic spirit of ihc people, has as vci failed.
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Plymouth was the first town built in New England, and peopled principally by t!i^

descendants of the first settlers. The rock on which their forefathers landed was con-
veyed in 1714 from the shore to a square in the centre of the town, where it remains as

a monument. The situation of the town is pleasant and healthful.

Salem is the second town in this state. It contained, in 1790, 928 houses, and 7921
inhabitants. It is a very commercial place, and is connected with Beverly by Essex,

bridge, upwards of 1500 feet in length, erected in 1789. The harbour is defended by
a fort.

Portland is the capital of the District of Maine, It has a most excellent, safe, and
capacious harbour, and is one of the most thriving commercial towns in the common-
wealth of Massachusetts. In 1795 a fort, a citadel, and a battery of ten pieces of can-

non, were erected for its defence.

Commerce and manufactures.] This state, including the Districtof Maine, owns
more than three times as many tons of shipping as any other of the states j and more than

one-third part of the whole that belongs to the United States. Upwards of 2.9,000 tons are

employed in carrying on the fisheries, 46,000 in the coasting business, and 96,500 in trad-

ing with almost all parts of the world. Pot and pearl-ashes, staves, flax-seed, and bees-

wax, are carried chiefly to Great Britain, in remittance for their manufactures j masts

and provisions to the East Indies *, fish, oil, beef, pork, lumber, and candles, are carried

to the West Indies, for their produce ^ and the two first articles, fish and oil, to France,

Spain, and Portugal *, roots, vegetables, and fruits, to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
j

hats, sadlery, cabinet-work, men's and women's shoes, nails, tow-cloth, barley, hops,

butter, and cheese, to the southern states. The value of exports in the year 1791 was

2,445,975 dollars, and in 1794, 5,380,703 dollars. Great quantities of nails are made
in this state. The machine invented by Caleb Leach, of Plymouth, will cut and head

5000 nails in a day, under the direction of a youth of either sex. There is also a ma-
chine for cutting nails at Newbury Port, invented by Mr Jacob Perkins, which will

turn out two hundred thousand nails in a day. The nails are said to have a decided su-

periority over those of English manufacture, and are sold 20 per cent, cheaper. Therp
are in this state upwards of twenty paper-mills, which make more than 70,000 reams of
writing, printing, and wrapper-paper, annually. There were, in 1792, 62 distilleries,,

which distilled in one year from foreign materials 1,900,000 gallons. There are se-

veral snuff, oil, chocolate, and powder-mills : t]\ere are indeed few articles xvhich are

essentially necessary, and minister to the comfort and- convenience of life, that are not

manufactured in tliis state.

Government.] The legislature of P.lassachusetts consists of a senate, and a house

of representatives which, together with the governor and lieutenant-governor, are

elected annually by th^ people 5 electors must be twenty-one years of age, have freeholds

' of the annual value of three pounds, or personal estate to the value of sixty pounds. To
be eligible to the office of governor or lieutenant-governor, the candidate must have re-

sided in the estate seven years, and during that time must have been seized of a free-

hold of one thousand pounds. Senators must have resided five years in the state, and

have possessed a freehold to the value of three hundred pounds, or personal property to

the value of six hundred pounds. A reuresentative must have resided one year in the

town which he is chosen to represent, and have been seized therein of freehold estate to

the value of one hundred pounds, or been possessed of personal property to the value of

two hundred pounds. From the persons returned as senators and counsellors, being

forty in all, nine are annually elected, by joint ballot of both houses, for the purpose of

advising the governor in the execution of his office.. All judicial officers; the attorney

and solicitor-general, sheriffs, &c. are, with the advice of the council, appointed by the

governor. The judges (except justices of the peace, whose commissions expire in seven

years, but may be renewed) hold their offices during good behaviour.

University and academy.] There is a university at Cambridge, four miles west

of Boston, the college buildings of which are four in number, and named Harvard,

HoUis, and Massachusetts Halls, and Holden Chapel This university generally has

from 140 to 200 students j and as to its library, philosophical apparatus, and professor
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sliips, It is at present the first literary institution on this continent. It takes date from
the year 1638 seven years after the first settlement in the township.

In May 1780, the council and house of representatives of Massachusetts passed an act

for incorporating and establishing a society for the cultivation and promotion of the arts

and sciences. It is entitled the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. The first

members were named in the act, and never were to be more than two hundred, nor less

than forty.

History.] An account of the first settlement and early history of Massachusetts

has already been given under the general head of New England. In consequence of

the revolt of the American colonies from the authority of Great Britain, on the 25th
of July 1776, by an order from the council at Boston, the declaration of the American
congress, absolving the United Colonies from their allegiance to the British crown, and
declaring them free and independent, was publicly proclaimed from the balcony of the

State-house in that town ; and a constitution or form of government, for the common-
wealth of Massachusetts, including a declaration of rights, was agreed to, and establish-

ed by the inhabitants of that province, and took place in October 17S0,

PENNSYLVANIA,
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Mile^. Degrees. ' Sq. Miles;

Length 290 7 * f 74 and 80 west longitude. 1
Breadth 150 5

^''""'"^
{ 39 and 42 north latitude, j

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by New York and Lake Erie^ ori the north
;
by De-

laware river, whicli divides it from New Jersey, on the east
j
by a part of Virginia, and

by Maryland and Delaware, on the south j and by the North western territory, and a
part of Virginia, on the west.

Divisions.] The state of Pennsylvania contains twenty-three counties.

Counties, CJiief Towns,

P'^'l^'i^lpW^ Philadelphia. {w."5.2e
Chester Chester

Bucks Newtown
Berks Reading

Northampton Easton

Lancaster Lancaster

York York
Cumberland . . , Carlisle

Montgomery Norriston

Dauphin Louisburg

Luzerne Wilksbarre

Northumberland Suiibury

Franklin Chamberstowh

Huntingdon . . . . , Huntingdon

Westmoreland Greensburg

Fayette Union

Washingtoti Washington

3 B 2
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Counties^ Chief Tcwni,

Allegany Pittsburg

Delaware . . . . ^ Chester

Miffiin . . . Lewiston

Eedford*.. Eedford

Someiset . None
Lycoming » None

Climate, soil produce.] The face of the country, air, soil, and produce, do not

materially differ from those of New York. If there be any difference, it is in favour of

this province. The air is sweet and clear. The winters continue frorii December till

March, and are so extremely cold and severe, that the river Delaware, though very

broad, is often frozen over. The months of July, August, and September, are almost

intolerably hot j but the country is refreshed by frequent cold breezes. It may be re-

marked, in general, that in all parts of the United Stales, from New York to the south-

ern extremity, the woods are full of wild vines of three or four species, all different from

those Vv-e have in Europe. But, whether from some fault in their nature, or in the cli-

mate, or the soil where they grow, or, what is much more probable, from a fault in

the planters, they have yet produced no wine that deserves to be mentioned, though the

Indians from them make a sort of wine with which they regale themselves. It may
also be observed of the timber of these states, that towards the south it is not so good

for shipping as that of the more northern countries. The farther southward you go,

the timber becomes less compact, and rives easily : which property, as it renders it less

serviceable for ships, makes it more useful for staves.

Pennsylvania produces all the various kinds of grain common to the neighbouring

states y but wheat is the principal, and of most general cultivation. The vine is much
cultivated in this state, and good wine has been made from the grapes raised here.

Population.] The inhabitants of Pennsylvania in ITQO amounted to 434,313, in-

cluding 3737 slaves j and in 1800 to 602,365, including 1706 slaves j or about thirteen

for every square mile.

Rivers.] The rivers are, the Delaware, which is navigable more than two hundred

miles above Philadelphia j the Susquehanna and Schuylkill, which are also navigable

a considerable way up the country. These rivers, w^ith the numerous bays and creeks

in Delaware bay, capable of containing the largest fleets, render this state admirably

suited to carry on an inland and foreign trade.

Metals, minerals.] Iron ore abounds in this state ; and copper and lead are found

in some places. Lime-stone is common, as also several kinds of marble j and in the

middle and v» estern parts of the country there is abundance of coal.

Origin and character of the inhabitants.] The inhabitants of Pennsyl-

vania are principally the descendants of English, Irish, and Germans, with some Scotch,,

Welch, Swedes, and a few Dutch. There are also many of the Irish and Germans,

who emigrated when young or middle-aged. The Friends and Episcopalians are chiefly

of English extraction, and compose about one-third of the inhabitants. They live chiefly

in the metropolis, and in the counties of Chester, Philadelphia, Bucks, and Montgo-
mery. The Irish are mostly Presbyterians, but some are Roman Catholics. The Ger-

mans compose about one-quarter of ihe inhabitants of Pennsylvania. They consist of

Lutherans, who are the most numerous sect
j

Calvinists, or Reformed Church j Mora-
vians, Roman Catholics, Mennonists, Tunkers, and Zwingfelters, who are a species of

Quakers. These are all distinguished for tJieir temperance, industry, and economy.

The Baptists, except the Mennonists and Tunker Baptists, are chiefly descended of

emigrants from ales, and are not numerous. A proportionate assemblage of the na-

tional prejudices, the manners, customs, religions, and political sentiments of all thcse^

will form the Pennsylvanian character.

^ This county was purchased from the Indians, m 1768, by Mr Penn, and established in 1111'
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Commerce, manufactures.] The commerce of Pennsylvania is very flourishing.

It is principally carried on from Philadelphia j and there are few commercial ports la

the world where ships from Philadelphia may not be found in some season of the year.

The number of vessels which entered this port in 1786 was 1910, and, in 1795, 1620.

The clearances in the latter year were 1789. It is not mentioned, however, how-

many of these were coasting vessels. The number of vessels built in 1795 was 31, of

which 23 were ships and brigs. In the year 1792, Philadelphia shipped 420,000 bar-

rels of flour and middlings. The value of exports from the State of Pennsylvania in

the ycjtv ending September 30, 1791, was 3,436,092 dollars
j
and, in 1795, 11,518,260

dollars. The existing war has occasioned some extraordinary articles in the exporta-

tion of late j coffee and other commodities having been carried to Philadelphia, and

thence to Hamburgh, as neutral ports.

The manufactures of this state are of numerous kinds. Iron-works are of long stand-

ing, and their products increase in quantity, and improve in quality. There are also

improving manufactures of leather, paper, cotton, gun-powder, copper, lead, tin, and

earthen-ware.

Chief towns.] Pennsylvania contains several very considerable towns, such as

Lancaster, Carlisle, and Pittsburg. But the city of Philadelphia, which is beautifuL

beyond any city in America, and in regularity unequalled by any in Europe, eclipses

the rest, and merits particular attention. . It was built after the plan of the famous

William Penn, the founder and legislator of this colony. It is situate about 3 20 miles

from the sea, by the course of the bay and river 3 and 55 or 60 in the south-eastward

direction. The grouud-plot of the city is an oblong square, about one mile from north

to south, and two from east to west
;
lying in the narrowest part of the isthmus, be-

tween the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, about five miles in a right line above their

confluence, where the Delaware is a mile broad. The city is intersected by a great

number of streets crossing each other at right angles. Of these there were originally

nine, which extended from the Delaware to the Schuylkill, and were crossed'hy twenty-

three others running north and south. The number of squares formed by these streets,

in the original plan, v^as 184 ; but as several of them "have lately been intersected by
new streets, their number now amounts to 304 *, and several of these are again inter-

sected by lanes and alleys. Tyjarket. street is 100 feet wide, and runs the whole length

of the city, from river to river j and near the middle is intersected by Broad-street, 1J3
feet -wide, running nearly north and south. The other streets are 50 feet wide, except

Arch-street, which is 65 feet. Most of the city is well paved with foot-paths of brick,

furnished with common sewers and gutters, so that the streets arc in general kept very
clean and neat. The houses in the city and suburbs are generally of brick, three stories

high, in a plain decent style, without much display of ornament. In 1704 there were
9000 houses in this city, and 400 which were building ; and the present number of
inhabitants is estimated at about 70,000. Philadelphia contains 27 places of public

worship, belonging to different sects. The state-house is a magniiicent building, erect-

ed in 1736. In 1787 an elegant court-house, or town-hail, ^vas built on the left of
the State-house, and on the right, a philosophical hall. Here likewise is a public obser-

vatory, and several other public buildings. The city is governed by a mayor, recorder,

fifteen aldermen, and thirty common-council-men, according to its present charter, grant-

ed in the year 1789. A malignant fever raged here in 1793, which in the course of

August and three succeeding months carried off 4021 of the inhabitants 3 and this fatal

distemper for several years returned annually.

Lancaster, the chief town of I^ancaster county, is the largest inland town ii\ the

United States : it contains about 7 or 800 houses, and 5000 inhabitants. Carlisle con-
tains about 400 houses, and 1500 inhabitants.

Government.] According to the actual constitution, the legislative po-.ver is ad-

ministered by a senate and house of representatives j the executive by a governor ; and
the judiciary by a supreme court, a court of common-pleas, and a court of quarter ses-

sions of the peace. The legislature and governor are elected by the freemen j the go-
Vcruor for three years j the representatives, and a fourth part of the senate, annually.
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The number of representatives must not be less than sixty, nor exceed one hundred
^

nor that of senators less than a fourth, nor greater than a third part of the number of
representatives. The electors of the magistrates must have attained the age of twenty^
one, have resided in the state two years, and paid taxes. The representatives must have
been inhabitants of the state there years, and, the last year previous to their election,

have resided in the county which chooses them. The qualifications of twenty-five years

of age, and of four years residence, are required in senators : and the governor must have
attained the age of thirty, and have resided in the state seven years j and he is not eli-

gible more than nine years in twelve. The senators are divided by lot into four citasses
j

and the seats of one class vacated and re-filled yearly.

University, colleges.] There is an university at Philadelphia, and colleges at

Carlisle and Lancaster. The Episcopalians have an academy at York-town, in York
county. There are also academies at German-town, at Pittsburg, at Washington, at

AllenVtown, and other places : these are endowed by donations from the legislature,

and by liberal contributions of individuals. The legislature have also reserved 60,000
acres of the public lands for public schools. The United Brethren, or Moravians, have

academies at Bethlehem and Nazareth, on the best establishment of any schools per-

haps in America. The literary, humane, and other useful societies are more numerous,

and flourishing in Pennsylvania than in any of the sixteen states. Among these is one

which deserves a particular notice, that is, the American Philosophical Society^ held at

PHladelphia. This society was formed, January 2d, 1769, by the union of two other

literary societies that had subsisted for some time, and were created one body corporate

and politic, with such powers, privileges, and immunities, as are necessary for answering

the valuable purpose which the society had originally in view, by a charter granted by

the commonwealth of Pennsylvania on the 15th of March 1780. This society has

published two very valuable volumes of their transactions : one in 1771, and the other

in 1786. In 1771 it consisted of nearly 300 members, and upwards of 120 have since

been added j a large proportion of whom are foreigners.

Keligion.]] Liberty of conscience is allowed in this state in its fullest extent. The
proportions in which the several different sects prevail, may Ije estimated from the

number of congregations in Pennsylvania, as given by Dr Morse, viz. Presbyterians,

86 j German Calvinists, 84 nearly 84 of German Lutherans
^

Friends, or Quakers,

54
J

Episcopalians, 26 Baptists, 15 j Roman Catholics, 11 j Scotch Presbyterians,

8
J
Free Quakers, Ij Universalists, 1

;
Covenanters, Ij Methodists, 3 or 4 j and a

Jewish synagogue j the whole amounting to 384.

History.] This country, under the name of the New Netherlands, was originally

possessed by the Dutch and Swedes. When these nalions, however, were expelled from
' New York by the English, admiral Penn, -who, in conjunction with Venables, had con-

' quered the Island of Jamaica (under the auspices of Cromwell), being in favour with

Charles II. obtained a promise of a grant of this country from that monarch. Upon the

admiral's death, his son, the celebrated quaker, availed himself of this promise, and, af-

ter much court- solicitation, obtained the' performance of it. Though as an author and

a divine Mr Penn be little known but to those of his own persuasion, his reputation, in

a character no less respectable, is universal among all civilised nations. The circum-

stances of the times engaged vast numbers to follow him into his new settlement, to

avoid the persecutions to which the Quakers, like other sectaries, were then exposed

but it w'as to his own wisdom and ability that they are indebted for that charter of
^

pri-

vileges vv?hicli placed this colony on so respectable a footing. Civil and religious liber-

ty, in the utmost latitude, was laid down by that great man as the chief and only foun-

dation of all his institutions. Christians of all denominations might not only live un-

molested, but have a share in the government of the colon}^ No laws could be made

but by the consent of the inhabitants. • Even matters of benevolence, to which the laws

of fetv nations have extended, were by Penn subjected to regulations. The afiairs of

widows and orphans were to be inquired into by a court constituted for that purpose.

The disputes between individuals were not to be subjected to the delay and chicanery

of the law, but decided by wise and honest arbitrators. His benevolence and geiicrosit|'
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extended also to tlie Indian nations ; instead of taking immediate advantage of his pa-

tent, he purchased of these people the lands he had obtained by his grant, judging

that the original property, and the oldest right, was vested in them. William Penn, in

short, had he been a native of Greece, would have had his statue placed next to those

of Solon and Lycurgus. His laws, founded on the solid basis of equity, still maintain

their force j
and, as a proof of their effects, it is only necessary to mention, that land

was lately granted at twelve pounds an hundred acres, with a quit-rent of four shillings

reserved whereas the terms on v^^hich it was formerly granted were at twenty pounds

the thousand acres, with one shilling quit- rent for every hundred. Near Philadelphia,

before the commencement of the war with the mother country, land rented at twenty

shillings the acre, and, even at several miles distance from that city, sold at twenty years

purchase.

It was in Philadelphia that tlie general congress of America met in September 1774 y

and their meetings continued to be chiefly held there till the king's troops made them-

selves masters of that city on the 26th of September 1777. But in June 1778 the Bri-

tish troops retreated to New York, and Philadelphia again became the residence of the

congress.

NEW JERSEY.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles.

Length 1601
Breadth 50 j

between

Degrees. Sq. Miles.

39 and ^^1-24 north lat. 1
74-44 and 75-33 west long, j

Boundaries, divisions.] NEW JERSEY is bounded on the west and south-
west by Delaware river and bay, which separates it from the states of Pennsylvania and
Delaware ; on the south-east and east, by the Atlantic Ocean, the Sound which sepa-
rates Staten Island from the continent, and Hudson's river j and on the north, by a line
drawn from the mouth of Mahakkamak river, to a point in Hudson's river.

Districts, Counties.

f Middlesex

East Division J
J»?^^^«^^th

contains i J^^^'^
I Somerset

LBergen

Burlington

Gloucester

Salem

West Division Cumberland
contains , ^ Cape May

Hunterdon

Morris

^Sussex

Chief Towns.

1 Perth Amboy and New Brunswick

I
Shrewsbury and Freehold

y Elizabeth and Newark

j
Boundbrook

J Hakkensak

S 40-8 north lat.
Burlington^ _ ^

,

l_ 1d-0 west long.

Woodbury and Gloucester

Salem
Hopewell, Bridgetown

r None

Trenton

Morristown

Newtown.

( 40-15

1 74-15
north lat.

west long.

Rivers.] These are the Delaware, Raritan, and Passaik, on the latter of which is

a remarkable cataract : the heiglit of the rock from which ilie water falls is said to be
about 70 feet perpendicular, and tlie river there 80 yards broaJ,

3 B 4
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Climate, soil, and produce,] The climate is mucli tne same mt'h tliat ot New
York

J the soil is various 5 at least one-fourth part of the province is barren sandy land,

producing pines and cedars ; the other parts in general are good, and produce wheat,
barley, rye, Indian corn, &c. in great perfection.

Population,] The number of inhabitants in New Jersey in 1790 was iS4,1 39,

of whom 11,423 were slaves j in 1801 they amounted to 213,149, including 12/122
slaves.

Trade, manufactures.] The trade of this state is carried on almost solely wiih

and from those tw^o great commercial cities. New York on one side, and Philadelphia

qn the other, though it wants not good ports of its own. rvlanufactures here have hi-

therto been inconsiderable, if we except the articles of iron, nails, and leather. The
iron manufacture is, ot all others, the greatest source of wealth to the state. In Mor-
x'ls county alone are no less than seven rich iron mines. In the whole state it is sup-

posed there is yearly made about 1200 tons of bar iron, and as many of pig iron, ex-

clusive of hollow ware, and various other castings, of which vast quantities are made.

Chief towns.] Trenton is the largest town in and the metropolis of this state *,

where the legislature statedly meets, the supreme court sits, and most of the public cfFices

are kept. It contains between tvv^o and three hundred houses, and about 2000 inhabitants,

Perth Amboy and Burlington were formerly the seats of government : the governor

generally resided in the latter, which is pleasantly situate on the river Delaware, about

twenty mJles from Philadelphia. The former is as good a port as most on the conti-

nent, and the harbour is safe, and capacious enough to contain m.any large ships.

Metals, minerals,] In this state are several iron mines, and in Bergen county is

a very valuable copper mirje.

Government.] By the Charter of Rights, established by the provincial congress,

July 2. 1776, the government of New Jersey is vested in a governor, legislative coun-

cil, and general assembly. The members of the legislative council are to be freehold-

ers, and worth at least one thousand pounds real and personal estate j and the members

of the general assembly to be worth five hundred pounds. All the inhabitants worth-

ilfty pounds are entitled to vote for representatives in council and assembly, and for all

other public officers. The elections of the governor, legislative council, and general

assembly, are to be annual the governor and lieutenant-governor to be chosen out of,

and by the assembly and council. The judges of the supreme court are chosen for se-

ven years, and the officers of the executive power for five years.

Religion and learning.] According to the present constitution of this pro-

vince, all persons are allowed to worship God in the manner that is most agreeable to

their own consciences ; nor is any person obliged to pay tithes, taxes, or any other rate&,

for the purpose of building or repairing any church or churches, for the maintenance of

any minister or ministry, contrary to what he believes to be right, or has deliberately

or voluntarily engaged himself to perform. There is to be- no establishment of any one

religious sect in this province, in preference tq another ; and no protestant inhabitants

are to be denied the enjoym^ent of any civil right, merely on account of their religious

principles.

Colleges.] A college, called Nassau Kail, was established at the town of Prince-

town, in this province, by governor Belcher, in 174G, which has the power of conferring

the same degrees as Oxford or Capibridge. There are generally between eighty and a

hundred students here, who comx from all parts of the continent, some even from the

pxtremities of it. There is another college at Brunswick, called Queen's College,

founded a little before the war, and in considerable repute. There are also several aca-

demies.

History.] New Jersey is part of that vast tract of land which, we have observed,

v-as given by king Charles II. to his brother James duke of York : he sold it, lor a va-

luable consideration, to lord Berkeley and Sir George Carteret (from which it received

its present name, because Sir George had estates in the Island of Jersey), and they again

to others, who in the year 1702 made a surrender of the powers of government to quesu

Ap-hS, which she accepted : after which it became a royal government.
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DELAWARE.
SITUATION AND EXTENT,

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 92 1 , ^ C 38-29 and 39-54 nortH lat. 1 _^

Breadth 24|
^'^'''''^ [iS 2 and 75-48 wert long, j

^^^^

Boundaries.] DELAWARE is bounded on the east by the river and bay of the

5>anie name, and the Atlantic Ocean j on the north, by Pennsylvania j and on the south

and west by Maryland, It is divided into the three following counties :

Counties , Chief Towns.

Newcastle Newcastle, Wilmington
Kent Dover
Sussex Lewes.

Population.] The nnmber of inhabitants in Delaware in ll'QO v/as 59,094, cf
whom 387 were slaves : in 1801 they amounted to 64,273, including 6153 slaves.

Air, soil, and produce.] The air is in general healthy ; but in some parts, where
there are large quantities of stagnant water, it is less salubrious. The soil along the

Delaware river, and from eight to ten miles into the interior country, is generally a rich

clay, adapted to the various purposes of agriculture. From thence to the swamps the

soil is light, sandy, and of an inferior quality. Wheat grows here in such perfection, as

not only to be particularly sought by the manufacturers of flour throughout the Union, but

also to be distinguished and preferred for its superior qualities in foreign markets. Be-
sides wheat, this state generally produces plentiful crops of Indian corn, barley, rye, oats,

flax, buck-wheat, and potatoes.

Rivers.] In the southern and western parts of this state, spring the head -waters oi

Pocomoke, Wicomico, Nanticoke, Choptank, Chester, Sassafras, and Bohemia rivers,

all falling into Chesapeak bay. Some of them are navigable twenty or thirty miles in-

to the country for vessels of hfty or si?cty tons.

Chief towns.] Dover, being the seat of government, is considered as tlie metro-

polis, though It contains but about a hundred houses ; but Wilmington is the most con-

siderable town in the state, containing 600 houses, and 3000 inhabitants. It is rcgu-

krly laid out in squares, similar to Philadelphia.

Metals, minerals,] There are few minerals in this state, excepting iron : large

quantities of bog iron ore, very fit for castings, are found in Sussex county, among the

branches of Nanticoke river.

Trade and manufactures.] The staple commodity of this state is wheat, which
is manufactured into flour, and exported in large quantities. Besides -wheat and flour,

lumber and various other articles are exported from Delaware. The amount of exports

from this state in the year 1795 was 158,041 dollars. Among other branches of in-

dustry exercised in and near Wilmington are a cotton manufactory, and a boiling ma-
nufactory. In the county of Newcastle arc several fulling-mills, two snuff-mills, one
slitting-mill, four paper-mills, nnd sixty mills for grinding grain, all turned by water.

Religion.] In this state there are a variety of religious denominations. Of the

Presbyterian sect there arc 24 churches-, of the Episcopal 14 j of the Baptists 7; of

the Methodists a considerable number. Besides these, there is a Swedish church at

Wilmington, which is one of the oldest churches in the United States.

Government.] At the late revolution, the three counties of Delaware were erect-

ed into a sovereign state, having a governor, senate, and house of representatives. The
senators are nine in number, three from each county, and the representatives twenty-
seven. The former must be twenly-scven years old, and the latter twenty-four

j

and senators must have a freehold of two hundred acres, or real and personal estate to

the value of one thousand pounds. The governor is not eligible more ijian three yesr.-
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in six. In other particulars the constitution of Delaware almost exactly agrees with
tliat of Pennsylvania.

Learning,] There is no college in this state. There is an academy at Newark,
incorporated in 1769. The legislature, in January 1796, passed an act to create a fund
for the establishment of schools throughout the state.

History.] Settlements were made here by the Dutch about the year 1623, and by
the Swedes about the year 1627. Their settlements were comprehended in the grant

to the duke of York j and William Penn united them to his government by purcSiase.

They were afterwards separated in some measure from Pennsylvania, and denomniated

the Tkree Lower Counties. They had their own assemblies, but the governor of Penn-

sylvania used to attend, as he did in his own proper government.

NEW YORK.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles,

Length 3501 , ^ (40 and 45 north latitude f , . .^^
Breadth 30o} ^^^^^^^ 173 and 80 west longitude t

Boundaries.] NEW YORK is bounded on the south and south-west by Hudson's

and Delaware rivers, which divide it from New Jersey and Pennsylvania j and on the

cast and north-east by ^jfew England and the Atlantic Ocean j and on the north-we$t

by Canada.

This state, including the island of New York, Long Island, and Staten Island, is

divided into the twenty- one following counties

:

Counties. Chief Tow7is. fAQ aq M lat^-^^-^ - York{^\%^^^^;/;^^^^^

Albany --r Albany
Ulster - Kingston

Duchess - Poughkeepsie

Orange Orange
West Chester Bedford, White Plains

King's - Flatbush, Brooklyn

Queen's Jamaica

Suffolk East Hampton, Huntingdon
Richmond - Richmond
Washington Salem

Columbia Hudson, Kinderhook
Clinton Platsburg

Montgomery — Johnstown

Ranselaer Lansinburg

Ontario - Ganadaque
Herkemer German Flats

Otsego Cooper's Town
Tioga - - Chemango, Union Town
Saratoga- - - Saratago

Qnondago - None.

Rivers.] The principal of these are Hudson's and the Mohawk : the former abounds

with excellent harbours, and is well stored with a great variety of fish j on this the ci-

ties of New York and Albany are situate.
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Tiie tide flows a few miles above Albany, which is six hundred miles from New-

York. It is navigable, for sloops of eighty tons, to Albany, and for ships to Hudson.

About sixty miles above New York the water becomes fresh. The river is stored with

,a variety of fish, which renders a summer- passage to Albany delightful and amusing to

those who are fond of angling. O n the Mohawk is a large cataract, called the Cohoes,

tlie Vv'ater of which is said to fall thirty feet perpendicular •, but, including the descent

above, the fall is as much as sixty or seventy feet, where the river is a quarter of a mile

in breadth.

Capes.] These are Cape May, on the cast entrance of Delaware river
;
Sandy

Hook, near the entrance of Uaritan river j and Montock Point, at the east end of

Long Island.

Cities.] The city of New York stands on the south-west end of York Island,

which is twelve miles long, and near three in breadth, extremely well situate for

trade, at the mouth of Hudson's river, where it is three miles broad, and proves a noble

conveyance from Albany and many other inland towns towards Canada and the lakes.

The city is in length above two miles, and its mean breadth about a mile. This city

and' harbour are defended by a fort and battery : in the fort is a spacious mansion-house,

for the use of the governor. Many of the houses are very elegant 5 and the city, though

irregularly built, affords a fine prospect. A fourth part of the city was burnt down by
some incendiaries in 1776, on the king's troops taking it. A great part of the inha-

bitants, reckoned in 1790 at 33,131, are descended from the Dutch families who re-

mained here after the surrender of the New Netherlands to the English.

The city of Albany contains about 6000 inhabitants, collected from almost all parts of the

northern world. As great a variety of languages are spoken in Albany as in any town
in the United States. Adventurers in pursuit of wealth are led hither by the advanta-

ges for trade -^vhich this place affords. Situated on one of the finest rivers in the world,

at the head of sloop-navigation, surrounded with a rich and extensive back country, and
the store house of the trade to and from Canada and the lakes, it must flourish, and the

inhabita.its cannot but grow rich.

The city of Hudson, however, is their great rival, and has had the most rapid growth
of any place in America, if we except Baltimore in Maryland. It is 130 miles north

of New York. It was not begun till the autumn of 1783.

Commerce, manufactures.] The situation of New York, with respect to foreign

markets, has decidedly the preference to any of the states. It has at all seasons of the

year a short and easy access to the ocean. It commands the trade of a great proportion

of the best settled and best cultivated parts of the United States. The commodities in

which they trade are wheat, flour, barley, oats, beef, and other kinds of animal food.

Their markets are the same with those which the New Englanders use ; and they have
a share in the log-wood trade, and that which is carried on with the Spanish and French
plantations. They used to take almost the same sort of commodities from England
with the inhabitants of Boston. At an average of three years, their exports were said

to amount to 526,0001. and their imports from Great Britain to 531,000. The exports

from this state in 1791 amounted to 2,505,465 dollars: and in 1795 to 10,304,530
dollars, or above two millions sterling.

The city of New York contains a great number of people who arc employed in the

various branches of manufactures ; viz. wheel carriages of all kinds, loaf sugar, bread,

beer, shoes, and boots, sadlcry, cabinet work, cutlery, hats, clocks, \vatches, mathemati-
cal and musical instruments, ships, and every thing necessary for their equipment. A
glass work and several iron works have been established.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in this state in 1790 was 340,120, of

whom 11,324 were slaves. According to the census of ISOO, they had then increased

to 586,203, including 20,613 slaves.

Climate, soil, and produce.] This province, lying to the south of New Eng-
land, enjoys a more happy temperature of climate. The air is very healthy, and agrees

well with all constitutions. 'J'he h\ce of the country is low, llat, and marshy tow;;rds

the sea. As you recede from the coast, the tyc is cntcitaincd with the gradual sufI-
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ilng of hilis, which become large in proportion as you advance into the country. The
soil is extreniely fertile, producing wheat, rye, Indian corn, oats, barley, flax, and fruits

in great abundance and perfection. The timber is much the same with that of New
England.

Animals.] In the northern and unsettled parts of this state there are numerous
mouse-deer, bears, some beavers, martins, and most of the other inhabitants of the forest,

except wolves. The domestic animals are the same in general as in the other states.

Metals and minerals.] Great quantities of iron ore are found in this state.

A silver mine has been worked at Phillipsburg, which produced virgin silver. Lead
is found in Herkemer county, and sulphur in Montgomery,
The mineral springs of Ballstown, Saratoga, and New Lebanon, are in great repute.

The salt springs of Onondago produce excellent salt j and a spring is said to have been
discovered in the Susquehannah country impregnated with nitre, from which saltpetre is

made in the same manner as salt from the Onondago springs.

Government.] By the constitution of the state of New York, established in 1*777,

the supreme legislative power is vested in two separate and distinct bodies of men 5 the
one called " The Assembly of the State of New York," consisting of seventy members
annually chosen by ballot j and the other, " The Senate of the State -of New York,'
consisting of twenty-four, for four years, who together form the legislature, and meet once
at least in every year for the dispatch of business. The supreme executive power is vest-

ed in a governor, who continues in office three years, assisted by four counsellors cho-

sen by and from the senate. Every male inhabitant of full age, who possesses a freehold

of the value of twenty pounds, or has rented a tenement of the yearly value of forty

shillings, and been rated and paid taxes to the state for six months preceding the day of

election, is entitled to vote for members of the assembly j but those who vote for the

governor, and the members of the senate, are to be possessed of freeholds of the value

of one hundred pounds. The delegates to the congress, the judges, &c, are' to be

chosen by ballot of the senate and assembly.

Colleges.] A college was erected at New York, by act of parliament, about the

year 1755 j but, as the assembly was at that time divided into parties, it was formed on
a contracted plan, and has for that reason never met with the encouragement which
might naturally be expected for a public seminary in so populous a city. It is now cal-

led Columbia College. It has about one hundred and forty students in the four classes,

besides medical students.

A college called Union College, was established at Schenectady in 1794, which

lias now about forty students in the four classes. Besides these there arc dispers-

ed, in different parts of the 'state fourteen incorporated accademles, containing in the

whole six or seven hundred students. It is also provided, that schools shall be establish-

ed, one at least in every district of four square miles.

Religion.] It is ordained by the constitution of New York, that the free exercise

and enjoyment of religious profession and' worship, without discrimination or preference,

shall for ever be allowed within that state to all mankind.

History.] The Swedes and Dutch were the first Europeans who formed settlements

on this part of the American coast. The tract claimed by the two nations extended

from the 38th to the 41st degree of latitude, and was called the New Netherlands. It

continued in their hands till the time of Charles II. who obtained it from them by

;right of conquest in 1664 j and it was confirmed to the English by the treaty of Breda,

J667. The New Netherlands w^ere not long in our possession before they were divided

into different prqj^inces. New York took that name from the king's brother, James

duke of York, to whom the king granted it, with full powers of government, by letters

patent dated March 20, 1664. On James's accession to the throne, the right to New
York became vested in the crown, and it became a royal government. The king ap-

pointed the governor and council ; and the people once in seven years, elected their re-

presentatives to serve in general assemblies. These three branches of the legislature

(answering to those of Great Britain) had powder to make any laws not repugnant tp

those of England ; but, in order to their being valid, the royal assent to them was first

to be pbtained.
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VIRGINIA.

Sq, Miles,

70,000

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

I\Iiles. Degrees.

Length 4501 . J'^G and 83 west longitude.

Breadth 2243 '^^^^^^^ ^36 and 40 north latitude.

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by Maryland, part of Pennsylvania, and the Ohio

river, on the north by the Atlantic Ocean, on the east
;
by North Carolina, on the

south J
and by Kentucky, on the west.

Divisions.] Virginia is divided into 82 counties, as follows

:

Ridge.

Situation, Counties.

Ohio
Monongalia
Washington
Montgomery
Wythe
Botetourt

Green-briar

West of the Blue
<J
Kanawa

"*
' Hampshire

Berkley

Frederick

Shenandoah

Rockingham
Augusta
.Rockbridge

""Londoun

Fauquier

Culpepper

Spotsylvania

Orange
Louisa

Goochland
Flavinia

Albermarle

Between the Blue Amherst
Ridge and the Buckingham
Tide-waters.

Between James ri-

Bedford

Henry
Pittsylvania

Halifax

Charlotte

Prince Edward
Cumberland
Powhatan
Amelia
Nottavvay

Lunenburg
Mccklenburgh
Brunswick

Greensville

Dinmddie
ver and Caro--*! Chesterfield

Im^i.
[
Prince George

L Surry

Situation.

Between James river

and Carolina.

Counties,

Sussex

Southampton

Isle of Wight
Nansemond
Norfolk

Princess Ann
Henrico

Hanover
New Kent
Charles City

Between James and^ James City

York rivers. | Williamsburg

York
_ Warwick
^Elizabeth City-

Caroline

King William
Between York and

|
King and Queen

Rappahannoc ri--«j Essex

Middlesex

Gloucester

Fairfax

Prince William
Stafford

King George

vers.

Between Rappahan
noc and Patow--^ Richmond
mac rivers.

Eastern shore

Westmoreland
Northumberland
Lancaster

Accomac

j

Northampton

The following arc new Counties.

Campbell
Franklin

Harrison

Randolph

Hardy
Pendleton

Russd
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Capes, bays, and rivers.] In sailing to Virginia or Maryland, you pass a strait

between two points of land, called the Capes of Virginia, which opens a passage into the
bay of Chesapeak, one of the largest and safest jn the whole world j for it enters the

country near 300 miles from the south to the north, is about eighteen miles broad for a
considerable way, and seven where it is the narrow^est, the waters in most places being
nine fathoms deep. This bay, through its whole extent, receives a vast number of na-

vigable rivers from the sides of both Maryland and Virginia. From the latter, besides

others of less note, it receives James River, York River, the Rappahannoc, and the

Patowmac : these are not only navigable for large ships into the heart of the country,

but have so many creeks, and receive such a number of smaller navigable rivers, that

Virginia is, without all manner of doubt, the country in the world of all others of the

most convenient navigation. It has been observed, and the observation is not exagge-

rated, that every planter has a river at his door.

Climate.] In summer the heats here are excessive, though not without refreshing

breezes from, the sea. The weather is changeable, and the change is sudden and violent.

The winter frosts come on without the least warning. To a w^arm day there sometimes

succeeds such an intense cold in the evening as to freeze over the largest rivers.

The air and seasons here depend very much upon the wind, as to heat and cold, dry-

ness and moisture. In w^inter, they have a fine clear air, and dry, which renders it very

pleasant. Their spring is about a month earlier than in England *, in April they have
frequent rains ; in May and June the heat increases j and the summer is much like ours,

being refreshed with gentle breezes from the sea, that rise about nine o'clock, and de-

crease or increase as the sun rises or falls. In July and August these breezes cease, and
the air becomes stagnant, and violently hot : in September the weather generally

changes, when they have heavy and frequent rains, which occasion all the train of dis-

eases incident to a moist climate, particularly agues and intermitting fevers. They
have frequent thunder and lightning, but it rarely does any mischief.

Face of tke country.] The whole face of this country is so extremely low to-

wards the sea, that you are very near the shore before you can discover land from the

mast-head. The lofty trees, V\^hich cover the soil, gradually rise as it were from the

ocean, and afford an enchanting prospect. You travel J 00 miles into the country with-

«ut meeting with a hill, w^hich is nothing uncommon on this extensive coast of North
America.

Soil and produce.] Towards the sea-shore and the banks of the rivers, the soil of

Virginia consists of a dark rich mould, which, without manure, returns plentifully what-

ever is committed to it. At a distance from the water there is a lightness and sandiness

of the soil, which, however, is of a generous nature, and, aided by a kindly sun, yields

corn and tobacco extremely well.

'From what has been said of the soil and climate, it is easy to infer the variety and

perfection of the vegetable productions of this country. The forests are covered with

all sorts of lofty trees, and no under^vood or bushes grow^ beneath so that people travel

with ease through them on horseback, under a fine shade which defends them from the

sun j the plains are enamelled with flowers and flowering shrubs of the richest colours

and most fragrant scent. Silk grows spontaneously in many places, the fibres of which

are as strong as hemp. Medicinal herbs and roots, particularly the snake-root and gin-

seng, are here in great plenty. There is no sort of grain but might be cultivated to ad-

vantage. The inhabitants, however, are so engrossed with the culture of the tobacco

plant, that they think, if corn suflicient for their support can be reared, they do enough

in this way. But flax and hemp are produced, not only for their own consumption, but

for exportation, though not in such quantities as might be expected from the nature of

the soil, which is admirably fitted for producing this commodity.

Metals and minerals.] Virginia abounds more with minerals and fossils than

any state in the Union. Iron, lead, copper, blacklead, coal, marble, lime-stone, are

found in this country : a single lump of gold ore has likewise been found near the falls

of Rappahannoc river, which yielded 17 dwt, of gold of extraordinary ductility j but no

other indications of gold have been observed. Crystals are common : some amethystSj

and one emerald, have been discovered.
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Population.] The inhabitants of Virginia amounted, according to the census of

1790, to 747,610, of whom 292,627 were negroes \ in 1801, by the census then takeu,

their number was 886,149, including 346,968 slaves.

Animals.] We shall here observe,, that there were neither .horses, cows, sheep, nor

hogs, in America, before they were carried thither by the Europeans ^ but now they are

multiplied so extremely, that many of them, particularly in Virginia, and the Southern

Colonies, run wild, Before the war between Great Britain and the Colonies, beef and

pork were sold here from one penny to two-pence a pound j the fattest pullets at six-

pence a piece 5 chickens at three or four shillings a dozen
3
geese at ten-pence j and

turkeys at eighteen-pence a piece. But fish and wild-fowl were still cheaper in the sea-

son, and deer were sold from five to ten shillings a-piece. This estimate may serve for

the other American colonies, where provisions were equally plentiful and cheap, and in

some still lower Besides the animals transported from Europe, those natural to the

country are deer, of which there are great numbers, a sort of panther or tiger, bears,

wolves, foxes, and racoons. Here is likewise that singular animal called the opossum,

which seems to be the wood rat mentioned by Charlevoix in his History of Canada,

It is about the size of a cat
j

and, besides the belly, common to it with other animals,

it has another peculiar to itself, and which hangs beneath the former. This belly has

a large aperture towards the hinder legs, which discovers a great number of teats on

the usual parts of the common belly. Upon these, when the female of this creature

conceives, the young are formed, and there they hang, like fruit upon the stalk, until

they grow to certain bulk and weight ; when they drop off, and are received into the

false belly, from which they go out at pleasure, and in which they take refuge when
any danger threatens them. In Virginia there are all sorts of tame and wild fowl.

They have the nightingale, whose plumage is crimson and blue 3 the mocking bird,

thought to excel all others in his own note, and including that of every one j the hum^
ming bird, the smallest of all the winged creation, and by far the most beautiful, all ar-

rayed in scarlet, green, and gold. It sips the dew from the flowers, which is all its

nourishment, and is too delicate to be brought alive into England.

Character, manners, customs.] Virginia has produced some of the most dis-

tinguished actors in effecting the revolution of America. Her political and military

character w411 rank among the first in the page of history. But it is to be observed,

that this character has been obtained for the Virginians by a few eminent men, who
have taken the lead in all their public transactions, and who, in short, govern Virginia ;

for the great body of the people do not concern themselves with politics, so that their

government, though nominally republican, is in fact oligarchal, or aristocratical.

Several travellers give but a very indifferent account of the generality of the people

of this state. The young men, observes one, generally speakin-r, are gamblers, cock-

fighters, and horse-jockeys. The ingenuity of a Locke, or the discoveries of a Newton,
are considered as infinitely inferior to the accomplishments of him vvho is expert in the

management of a cock fight, or dexterous in mancEuvring at a horse-race. A spirit for

literary inquiries, if not altogether confined to a few, is, among the body of the people,

evidently subordinate to a spirit of gambling and barbarous sports. At almost every

tavern or ordinary on the public road there is a billiard-table, a back-gammon table^

cards, and other implements for various games. To these public-houses the gambling-

gentry in the neighbourhood resort, to lUl time, which hangs heavily upon them j and
at this business they are extremely expert, having been accustomed to it from their

earliest youth. Tlie passion fi)r cock-fighting, a diversion not only inhumanly bar-

barous, but infinitely beneath the dignity of a man of sense, is so predominant, that they

even advertise their matclu's in the public papers.* This dissipation of manners is the

consequence of indolence and luxury, which arc the fruits of African slavery.

Trade.] The trade of Virginia consists principally in tobacco, and ditlcrcnt kinds

of grain. In 1790, about 40,000 hogsheads of tobacco were exported ; but its culture

* A traveller tlirou2;h Viri^lnia oNservps : Three or four matrhfs were n;lv?rti,<e(l in the pr.bli;:

prints at Williamsburg ; and 1 was \ritncss to live in the course ot my tiuvcis Irum llira to Port-Roya^
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lias since declined, and tliat of wheat taken place. The greatest quantity of tobacco
ever produced in this country was 70,000 hogsheads in the year 1*758. The exports

from this state, in the year 1792, amounted to 3,5^9,499 dollars, and in 1796 to

5,268,615 dollars.

Chief towns.] Virginia is not divided into townships, nor are there any large

towns, owang probably to the intersection of the country by navigable rivers, which
bring the trade to the doors of the inhabitants, and prevent the necessity of their going
in quest of it to a distance. The principal towns are, Richmond the capital, Williams-
burg, and Norfolk. Richmond contains between 400 and 500 houses, and about 4000
inhabitants. Here is a large state-house, or capitol, lately erected on a hill which com-
mands an extensive prospect of the lower part of the town, the river, and the adjacent

country. Williamsburg was the seat of government till 1780. It contains about 100
houses, and about 1400 inhabitants. It is regularly laid out in parallel streets, with a

pleasant square in the centre, of about ten acres, through which runs the principal street,

about a mile in length, and more than 200 feet wide. Norfolk is the most considerable

commercial town in Virginia. The harbour is safe and commodious, and large enough
to contain 300 ships. In 1790 the number of inhabitants in Norfolk was 2959, in-

cluding 1294 slaves.

Religion.] The present denominations of Christians in Virginia are Presbyterians,

who are most numerous
j

Episcopalians, Baptists and Methodists. The first settlers

were Episcopalians.

Government.] The present government of this province, as settled, in convention

at Williamsburg, July 5th, 1776, is, that the legislative, executive, and judiciary de-

partments be separate and distinct ; that the house of delegates be chosen annually by
the freeholders, two for each county, and for the district of West Augusta ; and one

representative for the city of Williamsburg and tov/n of Norfolk. The senate to con-

sist of twenty.four members, also chosen by the freeholders of the state, divided into

twenty districts. The executive is a governor and privy council, of eight members,
chosen annually by the joint ballot of the general assembly of the state, who also choose

the delegates to congress, the judges, and other law officers, president, treasurer, secre-

tary, &c. justices, sheriffs, and coroners, commissioned by the governor and council.

Colleges.] There is a college at Williamsburg, founded by King William, and
called William and Mary College. That monarch gave two thousand pounds towards

building it, and twenty thousand acres of land, with power to purchase and hold lands

to the value of two thousand pounds a year, and a duty of a penny per pound on all to-

bacco exported to the other plantations. There is a president, six professors, and other

officers, who are always appointed by the governors, or visitors. The academy in Prince

Edward county has been erected into a college by the name of Kampden Sidney col-

lege. There are besides a number of academies in different parts of Virginia : one at

Alexandria, one at Norfolk, one at Hanover, and others in other places.

History.] This is the first country which the English planted in America. We
derived our right, not only to this, but to all our other settlements, as has been already

observed, from the discovery of Sebastian Cabot, who, in 1497, first made the northern

continent of America, in the service of Henry VII. of England. No attempts, how-
ever, were made to settle it till th^ reign of queen Elizabeth. It was then that Sir

Walter Raleigh applied to court, and got together a company, W'hich was composed of

several persons of distinction, and several eminent merchants, who agreed to open a

trade and settle a colony in that part of the world, which, in honour of queen Eliza-

beth, he called Virginia. Towards the close of the sixteenth century, several attempts

were made for settling this colony, before any proved successful. The three first com-

panies who sailed to Virginia, perished through hunger and diseases, or were cut off by

the Indians. The fourth was reduced almost to the same situation ; and being dwind-

led to a feeble remainder, had set sail for England, in despair of living in such an un-

cultivated country, inhabited by such hostile and warlike savages. Rut, in the mouth

of Chesapeak Bay, they w^ere met by lord JDelaware, with a squadron loaded with pro-

visions, and with every thing necessary for their relief and defence. At his persuasion

they returned ; by his advice, prudence, and vviniuDg behaviourj the internal goveru-
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inent of the colony wis settled vnthm itself, and put ont^a respectable rooting tvith re-

gard to its enemies. This nobleman, v^ho had accepted the government ot the unpro-

mising province of Virginia from the noblest uiuu*-«c, was compelled, by the decayed

state of his health, to return to England. He left behind him, however, his son as de-

puty j with sir Thomas Gates, sir George Sommers, the honourable George Piercy, and

Mr Newport, for his council. By them, James-Town, the first town built by the Eng^

iish in the New World, was erected. The colony continued to flourish, and the true

sources of its wealth began to be discovered and improved. The first settlers, like those

of Maryland, were generally persons of consideration and distinction. It remained a

steady ally to the royal party during the troubles of Great Britain. Many of the ca-

valiers, in danger at home, took refuge here and, under the government of sir Wil-

liam Berkeley, held out for the crown, until the parliament, rather by stratagem than

force, reduced them. After the restoration there is nothing very interesting in the

history of this province. Soon after this time, a young gentleman named Bacon, a law-

yer, availing himself of some discontents in the colony on account of restraints in trade,

became very popular, and threw every thing into confusion. His death, however, re-

stored peace and unanimity.

The government of this province was not at first adapted to the principles of the Eng-
lish constitution, and to the enjoyment of that liberty to which a subject of Great Bri-

tain thinks himself entitled in every part of the globe. It was subject to a governor

and council appointed by the king of Great Britain. As the inhabitants increased, the

inconveniency of this form became more grievous j and a new branch was added to the

Constitution, by which the people, who had formerly no consideration, were allowed to

elect their representatives from each county into which this country is divided, with

privileges resembling those of the representatives of the commons of England. Thus
two houses, the upper and lower house of assembly, were formed. The upper house,

which was before called the council, remained on its former footing j its members were
appointed, during pleasure, by the Crown

j
they were styled honourable, and answered

in some measure to the house of peers in the British constitution. The lower house
was the guardian of the people's liberties. And thus, with a governor representing the

Icing, an upper and lower house of assembly, this government bore a striking resem-
blance to our own. When any bill had passed the two houses, it came before the go-
vernor, who gave his assent or negative as he thought proper. It now acquired the
force of a law, until it was transmitted to England, and his Majesty's pleasure known
on that subject. The upper house of assembly acted not only as a part of the legisla-

ture, but also as privy council to the governor, without whose concurrence he could do
nothing of moment 5 it sometimes acted as a court of chancery.

MARYLAND.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.
Length 1341 , ^ C 75 and 80 west longitude 7
Breadth lioj ^38 and 40 north latitude j

^^^^

Boundaries.] BOUNDED b^ Pennsylvania, on the north
j
by the Delanirc.

state, and the Atlantic Ocean, on the easl'j by Virginia, on the South j and by the
Apalachian mountains, on the west.

Divisions.] Mitryland is divided into two parts by the bay of Chcsapeak, viz. I.

the eastern
3

and, 2. the western division.

3 C
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Divmonst Counties.

1"Worcester

I
Somerset « -

I

Dorset . . .

The East Division contains \^
Talbot » .

the counties of «
Cecil . .

j
Queen Anne's

I Kent . . .

L Caroline .

fSt Mary's .

j Charles . .

j
Prince George

j
Calvert . .

I Ann Arundel

The West Division contains <{ Baltimore

.

! Frederic .

i

Washington

I
Montgomery

i Hartford .

L Allegany .

Chief Towns, -

Princess Anne
Snow Hill

Dorset, or Dorchester

Oxford

Queen's Town
Chester

Danton
St Mary
Bristol

Masterkout
' Abington

I
Annapolis, W. Ion,

^ 75-8 N.lat. 38-56<

r Baltimore

Frederic Town
Elizabeth Town

j Cumberland

.
Rivers.] This country is indented with a vast number of navigable creeks ^and

rivers. The chief arc Patowmac, Pocomoke, Patuxent, Choptank, Severn, and Sassafras.

Face of the country, climate, soil, and produce.] In these particulars

this state has nothing rem.arkable by which it may be distinguished from those al-

ready described. The hills in the inland country are of so easy ascent, that they rather

seem an artificial than a natural production. The climate is generally mild, and agree-

ably suited to agricultural productions and a great variety of fruit-trees. In the m-

terior hilly country, the inhabitants are healthy : but in the flat country, in the neigh-

bourhood of the marshes and stagnant w^aters, they are, as in the other southern states,

subject to intcrmittents. The vast number of rivers diffuses fertility through the soil,

which is admirably adapted to the rearing of tobacco and wheat (which are the staple

commodities of this country), hemp, Indian corn, grain, &c.
Chief towns.] Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, is a small but well situate

town upon the river Patuxent. It is situate on a peninsula formed by the river, and

two small creeks, and affords a beautiful prospect of Chesapeak bay, and the eastern

shore beyond it. This city is of little note in the commercial world 5
but is the

wealthiest town of its size in the United States. The houses, about 300 in number, are

spacious and elegant, and indicate great wealth. The state-house is the noblest building

of the kind in the Union. It stands in the centie of the city, from which point the'

- streets diverge in easy direction like radii.

Baltimore is the largest town in the state of Maryland : in size it is the fourth, and

in commerce the fifth in rank in the United States. It is situtate on the north side of

Patapsco river, at a small distance from its junction with the Chesapeak.
^

The town

is built around what is called the bason, reckoned one of the finest harbours m America,

The number of the inhabitants of the town and precincts in 1791 was 13,503, includ-

ing 1255 slaves, and they must have greatly increased since.

Population ] The number of inhabitants has of late years greatly increased, amount-

ing in 1790 to 319,728, of whom 103,036 were slaves j and in 1801 to 349,692, in-

cluding 107,707 slaves.

Coj.LEGES.] The seminaries of learning in this state are as follow :
Washington

Academy, in Somerset county, which was instituted by law in 1779. Washington

College, instituted at Chester-town in Kent county in 1782. By a law enacted m 1^87,

a permanent fund was granted to this institution, of 12501. a-y ear currency.^ St John s

College v/as instituted in 1784, to which a permanent fund is assigned of 1751. a-year.

Tl-is college is at Annapolis Very liberal subscriptions were ^obtained towards^lound-

hig and carrying on these seminape§. The tw^o colleges constitute one university, by
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tbe name of *' The University of Maryland," whereof the governor of the state for the

time being is chancellor, and the principel of one of them vice-chancellor. The Ro-

man-catholics have also erected a college at George-tov/n on Patowmac river for the

promotion of general literature. In 1735 the Methodists instituted a college at Abing-

fcon in Hartford county, by the name of Cokesbuvy College.
" Trade.] The trade of Maryland is principally carried on from Baltimore, with the

other states, with the West Indies, and with some parts of Europe. To these places

they send annually about 30,000 hogsheads of tobacco, besides large quantities of wheat,

flour, pig-iron, lumber, and corn-beans, pork, and flax-seed in small quantities : and re-

ceive in return, clothing for themselves and negroes, and other dry goods wines, sugars,

and other West India commodities. The balance is generally in their favour. The total

amount of exports from Baltimore in 1790 was 2,027,777 dollars, and in 1795, 5,811,379

dollars. In the year 1791 the quantity of wheat exported was 205,511 bushels.

Religion.] The Roman Catholics, who were the first settlers in Maryland, are the

most nunierous religious sect. Besides these there are Protestants, Episcopalians, Pres-

bytenans, Calvinists, Lutherans, Friends, Baptists, Methodists j who all enjoy liberty

of conscience.

Government.] The government of Maryland is vested in a governor, senate of

fifteen, and house of delegates j all which are chosen annually. The governor is elect-

ed by ballot, by the senate and house of delegates ; and cannot continue in office longer

than three years successively. All freemen above twenty-one years of age, having a

freehold of fifty acres, or property to the value of thirty pounds, have a right of suff-

rage in the election of delegates, which is viva voce. And persons appointed to any office

of profit and trust, have to subscribe a declaration of their belief in the Christian religion.

History.] Maryland, like the provinces we have formerly described, owes its set-

tlement to religious considerations. As they, however, u^ere peopled by Protestants,

Maryland was originally planted by Roman-catholics. This sect, towards the close of

Charles the First's reign, was the object of great hatred to the bulk of the English na-

tion
J
and the laws in force against the Papists were executed with great severity. This

in part arose from an opinion, that the court was too favourably disposed towards this

form of religion. It is certain that many marks of favour were conferred on the Ro-
man-catholics. Lord Baltimore was one of the most eminent, in great favour with the

court, and on that account most odious to the generality of the English. This noble-

man, in 1632, obtained a grant from Charles of that country which formerly was con-

sidered as a part of Virginia, but was now called Maryland, in honour of queen Hen-
rietta Mary, daughter to Henry IV. of France, and spouse to king Charles. The year

following, about 200 popish families, some of considerable distinction, embarked with
Lord Baltimore, to enter into possession of this new territory. These settlers, who had
that liberality and good breeding which distinguish gentlemen of every religion, bouglit

their lands at an easy price, from the native Indians
j
they even lived ^vith them for

some time in the same city j and the same harmony continued to subsist between the

two nations, until the Indians were imposed on by the malicious insinuations of some
planters in Virginia, who envied the prosperity of this popish colony, and intlamed the
Indians against them, by ill-grounded reports, such as were sufficient to stir up the re-

sentment of men naturally jealous, and who from experience had reason to be so. The
colony, however, was not wanting to its own safety on this occasion. Though they
continued their friendly intercourse with the natives, they took care to erect a fort, and
to use every other prccoution for their defence against sudden hostilities j the defeat of this

attempt gave a new spring to the activity of this plantation, \vhich was hkcwise receiv-

ing frequent reinforcements from England, of those who found themselves in danger by
the approaching revolution. But, during the protectorship of Cromwell, every thing was
Overturned in Maryland ; Baltimore was deprived of his rights, and a new governor, ap-
pointed by the protector, substituted in his room. At the restoration, however, the
property of this province reverted to its natural possessor. Baltimore was reinstated m
his rights, and fully discovered how well he deserved to be so. He established a per-
fect toleration in all religious matters j the colony increased and flourished, and dissent-

ers of all denominations, allured by the prospect of gain, flocked in'o Maryland, But
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the tyrannical government of James II. again deprived this noble family of tlieir pos-

session, acquired by royal bounty, and improved by much care and expencc.

At the Revolution, lord Baltimore was again restored to all the profits of the govern-

ment, though not to the right of governing, which could not consistently be conferred

on a Roman-catholic. But, after the family changed their religion, they obtained the

pov/er as well as the interest. The government of this country exactly resembled that

in Virginia, except that the governor was appointed by the proprietors, and only Con-

firmed by the crown.

NORTH CAROLINA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT,

Miles.

Length 450")

Breadth 180 j
between

Degrees

^16 and 83 west longitude. 1

\34i and 37 north latitude.

3

Sq. Miles.

34,000

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by Virginia on the north
j
by the Atlantic Ocean on

the east j
by South Carolina on the south j and tlie state of Tennessee on the west.

^

Divisions.] North Carolina is divided into eight districts, in which are fifty-eight

counties.

Districts,

Edenton,

9 counties.

Wilmington,

5 counties.

Ncwbern,

10 counties.

The above three

Counties,
'Chowan
Currituck

Cambden
Pasquetank

Perquimins

I

Gates

Hertford

I
Bertie

LTyriel
{New Hanover

Brunswick

Duplin

Bladen

Onslow
" Craven

Beaufort

Carteret

Johnson

Pitt

Glasgow
Lenoir

Wayne
Hyde
Jones

districts are on the sea

coast, extending from the Virginia line

southward to South CaroVina. They are

called Eastern Districts.

Districts,

Halifax,

7 counties

Hillsborough,

1 counties.

Salisbury,

9 counties.

Morgan,

5 counties.

Counties,

Halifax

Northampton
Martin

Edgecomb
Warren
Franklin

Nash
Orange
Chatham
Granville

^ Person

Caswell

Wake
Randolph

"Rowan
Cabarras

Mecklenburg
Rockingham
Iredell

Surry

Montgomery

j
Stokes

L Guildford

_ Burke

V Rutherford

Lincoln

I
Wilkes

V-Buncorob
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p Cumberland

j
Moore

Fayette, • Richmond
6 counties.

}
Robinson

I Sampson
L Anson

iFayette, Hillsborougli, and Halifax, are cal-

led Middle Districts, and Salisbury and

Morgan, Western Districts. These five

districts, beginning on the Virginia line

cover the whole state west of the three,

maritime districts before mentioned, and

the greater part of them extend quite

across the state from north to south.

Climate, soil, and produce.] The western hilly parts of North Carolina are

as healthy as any part of America ; but in the flat country near the sea-coast, the in-

habitants, during the summer and autumn, are subject to intermitting fevers, which of^

ten prove fatal, as bilious or nervous symptoms prevail. North Carolina, in its whble

width, for sixty miles from the sea, is a dead level. A great proportion of this tract

lies in forests and is barren. On the banks of some of the rivers, particularly of the

Roanoke, the land is fertile and good. The western hilly parts of the state are fertile,

and full of springs and rivulets of pure water interspersed
j
through the other parts are

glades of rich swamp, and ridges of oak-land, of a black fertile soil. Sixty or eighty miles

from the sea, the country rises into hills and mountains, as in South Carolina and Geor-

gia. Wheat, rye, barley, oats, and flax, grow well in the back hilly country ; Indian

corn, and pulse, in all parts. Cotton and hemp are also considerably cultivated, and

might be raised in much greater plenty. The cotton is planted yearly j the stalk dies

with the frost. The labour of one man will produce 1000 pounds in the seeds, or 250
fit for manufacturing. The large natural growth of the plains in the low country is

almost universally pitch pine, which is a tall handsome tree, far superior to the pitch-

pine of the northern states. The swamps abound with cypress and bay-trees.

Rivers and capes.] The principal rivers of North Carolina are the Chowan, and
its branches, Roanoke, Tar, Neus, and Cape Fear, or Clarendon. Most of these and
the smaller rivers, have bars at their mouths, and the coast furnishes no good harbours

except Cape Fear. The principal capes are, Cape Fear, CapeLook-out, and CapeHatteras.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in North Carolina, in 1790, was 393,751
of whom 100,571 were slaves j in 1801, 478,103, including 133,296 slaves.

Character and manners of the inhabitants.] The people of Carolina live

in the same easy, plentiful, and luxurious manner, with the Virginians already described.

Poverty is here almost an entire stranger, and the planters are the most hospitable peo-
ple that are to be met with, to all strangers, and especially to such as, by accidents or

misfortunes, are rendered incapable of providing for themselves. The general topics of

conversation among the men, when cards, the bottle, and occurrences of the day do
not intervene, are negroes, the prices of indigo, rice, tobacco, &.c.

Less attention and respect are paid to tlie women here than in those parts of the Unit-
ed States where the inhabitants have made a greater progress in the arts of civilized life.

Indeed, it is a truth, confirmed by observation, that in proportion to the advancement
of civilization, in the same proportion will respect for ^vomen be increased *, so that the
progress of civilization in countries, in states, in towns, and in families, may be remark-
ed by the degree of attention which is paid by husbands to their wives, and by the
young men to the young Avomen.

The North Carolinians are accused of being rather too deficient in the virtues of tem-
perance and industry j and it is said that a strange and very barbarous practice prevail-

ed among the lower class of people, before tbr n volution, in tlie back parts of Virgi-
nia, North and South Carolina, and Georgin, called sotisiinsr but \vc have lately been

The delicate and cntcrtniniiin diversion, with propriety called gouginj:, is thus described. Wlien
two boxers are wearied with fighting and bruising each other, they come, .is it is called, to cote quar-
ters, and each endeavours to twist his forefingers \w the ear-locks of his antagonist. When tliese are
fast clinched, the thumbs are extended each way to the nose, and the eyes gctiily turned out of their
sockets. The victor for Iiis cxjH-i tne's receives shouts of applause from the sporting throng, wliile hij
poor eyeless antagonist is laughed at for his misfortune.

3 C 3
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informed, tliat in a particular cftuntry, where, at the court, twenty years ago, a dav
seldom passed without ten or fifteen boxing matches, it is now a rare thing to hear of a
fight. If indeed the barbarous practice of gouging, which certainly is ^ disgrace to
human nature, still subsists any where, it ought to be restrained by a positive law in-
flicting on the victor, and on all who aid and abet the savage combatants, the severest
punishment.

Religion.] The methodists and baptists are numerous and increasing in North
Carolina j the Moravians have several flourishing settlements in the upper part of this

state
J
and the quakers have a settlement in New- garden, in Guildford county, and se-

veral congregations at Perquimins and Pasquotank.

Government.] By the constitution of this state, which was ratified in December
1796, all legislative authority is vested in two distinct branches, both dependent on
the people, viz. a senate and house of commons, which, when convened for business, are

styled the general assembly. The senate is composed of representatives, one from each
county, chosen annually by ballot. The house of commons consists of representatives

chosen in the same way, tw^o for each county, and one for each of the towns of Eden-
ton, Newbern, Wilmington, Salisbury, Hillsborough, Halifax, and Fayetteville.

Universities, academies.] The general assembly of North CaroHna, in 3 789,
passed a law, incorporating forty gentlemen, five from each district, as trustees of the
university of North Carolina. The general assembly, in December 1191, loaned 50001.
to the, trustees, to enable them to proceed immediately with their buildings. There is

a very good academy at Warenton, another at Williamsborough, in Granville, and three

or four others in the state, of considerable note.

Chief towns.] Newbern is the largest town in North Carolina, and was formerly

the residence of the governor. Edenton, Wilmington, Halifax, Hillsborough, Salisbu-

ry, and Fayetteville, have each in their turns been the seat of the general assembly.

Raleigh, situate near the centre of the state, has lately been established the metro-
polis.

Trade.] A great proportion of the produce of the back country, consisting of to-

bacco, wheat, Indian corn, &c. is carried to market in South Carolina and Virginia.

The southern interior counties carry their produce to Charlestown, and the northern to

Petersburg in Virginia. The exports from the lower parts of the state are, tar, pitch,

turpentine, rosin, Indian corn, boards, scantling, staves, shingles, furs, tobacco, pork,

lard, tallow, bees-wax, myrtle-wax, and some other articles, amounting, in the year end-

ing September 30th 1791, to 324,548 dollars. Their trade is chieBy with the West
Indies and the northern states.

History.] The history of North Carolina is less known tlian that of any ether of

the states. From the best accounts that history alfords, the first permanent settlement

in North Carolina was made about the year 1710, by a number of Palatines from Ger-

many, who had been reduced to circumstances of great indigence by a calamitous war.

The infant colony rem.ained under the general government of South Carolina till about

the year 1729, when seven of the proprietors, for a valuable consideration, vested their

•property and jurisdiction in the crown j and the colony was erected into a separate pro-

vince, by the name of North Carolina, and its present limits established by an order of

George II.

KENTUCKY.
situation and extent.

Miles. ^ Degrees. Sq. Milc!

Leufrth 230 1 , , 5 81 and 89 west longitude. 1
-iv J ^ -r.i- betVv-een < „. , i ) > 50,000
Bregdtft 200 f 4 31 ana 39 north longitude, j

'
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Boundaries.] BOUNDED on the norlh-wcst by the river Ohio j
west, by Cun

berlaud river ; south, by North Carolina east, by Sa^dy river, a-d a Une drawn di

south from its source^ till it meets 'the northern boundary of North Carolma.

Kentucky was originally divided Into two counties, Lincoln and Jefferson. It hi

since been subdivided into the following fourteen :

Couniies. Chief IXwns.

Jefferson, at the falls of the Ohio Louisviiie

Fayette . Lexington

Bourbon Bourbon

Mercer Hard ,
rgh

Nelson Bardstown

Maddison Milford

Lincoln

Woodford Versailles

Mason » Washington

Washington
Clarke Winchester

Scott

Logan ^

Franklin . * Frankfort.

Climate.] The climate is healthy and delightful, some few places in the- neigh-

bourhood of ponds and low grounds excepted. The inhabitants do not experience the

extremes of heat and cold 5 none of the neighbouring states enjoying so constant a tem-

perature. The winter, which begins about Christmas, is never longer than three months,

and is commonly but two j and so mild that cattle can subsist without fodder.

Soil, produce.] The soil is extremely fertile : the lands of the first rate are too rich

for wheat, and will produce 50 and 60, and in some instances, 100 bushels of good
corn an acre. In common, the land will produce 30 bushels of wheat or rye an acre.

Barley, oats, flax, hemp, and vegetables of all kinds common in this climate, yield abun .•

dantly. Cotton is with difficulty brought to perfection, but the soil appears to be pecu-

liarly suitable to tobacco.

Rivers.] The Ohio bounds Kentucky, on the north-western side, in its whole
length j and the branches of this river water and fertilize the country in every part.

The principal of these are the Sandy, Licking, Kentucky, Salt, Green, and Cumber-
land rivers.

Natural curiosities.] The banks or rather precipices of the rivers Kentucky
and Dick, may be reckoned among the natural curiosities of this country. Here the a^-

tonlshed eye beholds 300 or 400 feet of solid perpendicular rock, in some parts oi the

slime- stone kind, and in others of fine white marble, curiously checquered with strata

of astonishing regularity. Caves are found amazingly large, in some of which you
may travel several miles under a fine lime-stone rock, supported by curious arches and
pdlars. In most of them run streams of water. Near Lexington are to be seen curious

sepulchers full of human skeletons. There are three springs or ponds of bitumen near
Green river, which dlscliarge themselves into a common reservoir, and \vhen used in

lamps, answer all the purposes of the finest tfil.* At a salt spring near the Ohio river

very large bones have been found, far surpassing the size of any species of animals no\v

m America : the head appears to have been considerably above three feet loni;. l)r

Hunter said it could not be the elephant, and that, from the form of the teeth, it must
have been carnivorous, and belonging to a race of animals now extinct. Specimens
have been sent to France and England. What animal this is, and by what means its

remains are found in these regions (where none such now exist), are very dlificult quc^-

I Morse's American Geography, p. 40

T
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tions, and variously resolved. The variety of conjectures only serves to sliow tli^ futi-

lity of all.

Metals, minerals.] There are some iron mines in this state, but only one of
them, according to the latest accounts^ is worked. Iron ore, lime-stone, and numerous
unexplored mines of coal, are the only mineral substances observed here.

Animals.] Here are buffaloes, bears, deer, elks, and many other animals, common
to the United States, and others entirely unknown to them. The rivers abound in the

finest fish : salmon, roach, perch, eel, and all kinds of hook-fish. The paroquet is com-
mon here as is the ivory-bill woodcock, of a whitish colour, with a white plume : the

bill is pure ivory. Here is an owl like ours, but different in vociferation, makes a

surprising noise, like a man in distress.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in this country has increased^ by emi-

gration from the other states, with surprising rapidity. Before the year 1783, they did

not exceed 3000. In 1790 they amounted to 73,677, of whom 12,430 were slaves.

At the general census in 1800, they were found to be 220,960, including 40,343 slaves
5

and according to M. Michaux, a late French traveller in this part of America, they

were estimated in August, 1802, when he was at Lexington, in this state, at 250,000,
including negroes.*

Colleges, Learning.] The legislature of Virginia, while Kentucky belonged

to that state, made provision for a college in it, and endow^ed it with very considerable

funds. This college has not flourished, and another has been established, the funds for

the support of which have been furnished by liberal contributions. Schools are estab-

lished in the several towns, and in general regularly and properly maintained. There

are two printing-offices at Lexington, and a newspaper is published by each of thern,

which appears twice a week.

Religion.] The baptists are the most numerous religious sect in Kentucky. There

are several large congregations of Presbyterians, and some few of other denominations.

Chief TOVI^NS.] Kentucky as yet contains no very large towns : the principal are

Lexington, Louisville, Washington, and Frankfort. Lexington contains nearly 300

houses, and about 3000 inhabitants. Frankfort, which is now the seat of government,

is less populous.

Trade.] Almost all the commerce of Kentucky is carried on by the merchants of

Lexington. Seven-tenths of the fabricated articles consumed in Kentucky, as well as

in the rest of the United States, are imported from England. They consist principally

of coarse and fine iron goods, cutlery, nails, and tin-ware *, drapery, mercery, drugs, and

fine pottery. Muslins, nankeen, tea, &:c. are imported directly from India in American

vessels 5 and they obtain coffee, and raw sugar of different qualities, from the West
Indies. These are exchanged for the produce of the country, principally by barter, on

account of the extreme scarcity of coin f.

Government.] By the constitution of this state, formed and adopted in 1792,

the legislative power is vested in a general assembly, consisting of a senate and house

of representatives the supreme executive in a governor j the judiciary in the supreme

court of appeals, and such inferior courts as the legislature may establish. The repre-

sentatives aire chosen annually by the people ; the senators and governor are chosen for

four years, by electors appointed for that purpose ; the judges are appointed, during

good behaviour, by the governor, with the advice of the senate. The number oi

representatives cannot exceed one hundred, nor be less than forty j
and the senate, at

first consisting of eleven, is to increase with the house of representatives, in the ratio o£

one to four.

History.] The history of this state is the same wath that of Virginia, of which it

made a part till the year 1782, when it was erected into an independent state. It was

first discovered in 1770 by some Virginian hunters, and the favourable account they

gave of it, induced others to go thither. However there was not any fixed establish-

ment formed till 1780. At that time this extensive country was not occupied by any

* Travels to the westward of the Allegany mountairxS, Ipy K A. Michaux, M. D.

t Michaux.
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Indian nation : they came there to hunt, but with one accord carried on a war of ex-

termination against all who attempted to settle there. This was the cause of giving

the name of Kentucky to the country, which, in the language of the primitive Ame-
ricans, signifies the /and of bloody When the whites appeared there, the natives gave

a still more obstinate opposition to their establishment : for a long time they spread de-

vastation and slaughter through the country, and, according to their custom, put their

prisoners to death with the most cruel torments. This state of things lasted until 1783,

at which time the American population having become too great for them to be able to

penetrate into the heart of the establishments, they were reduced to attacking the emi-

grants on their road. In 1782, roads for carriages were begun to be opened through

the interior of the country. Before that time there were nothing but tracts, passable

,only by people on foot or on horseback. Until 1788 the road through "Virginia was
the only one followed by the emigrants who came from the eastern states, to Kentucky,

They went first to the block-house, situate at Houlston, to the west of the mountains,

and as the government of the United States did not furnish any escort, they waited at

this[place until their numbers were sufficient to pass safely through the uoiiderness, an
uninhabited interval of a hundred and thirty miles, which they were obliged to cross

before they arrived at Crab-orchard, the first post occupied by the whites.
** The enthusiasiji for emigrating to Kentucky was at this time carried to such a

height in the United States, that in some years as many as 20,000 emigrants went thi-

ther, and several of them even abandoned their property, if they were unable to dispos<^

of it in a short time. The influx of new colonists soon raised the price of land in Ken-
tucky, so that from two or three pence an acre, at which it had been sold, it rose ra-

pidly to forty or fifty pence. Speculators took advantage of this infatuation. A mul-
tiplicity of illicit means were employed to make these lands sell to advantage. Even
forged plans were fabricated, on which riyers were laid down, calculated for the esta-

blishment of mills and for other uses. In this manner many ideal lots, from 500 to

100,000 acres, were sold all over Europe, and in some of the large towns of the United

States."*

GEORGIA.

Miles,

Length Q6Q\
Breadth 250 j

SITUATION AND FJilTENT.

Degrees. Sq. Miles.

80 and 91 west longitude")

30 and 35 north latitude J
o^*"""between

{
Boundaries and divisions.] BOUNDED by Soutli Carolina and Tennessee,

on the north and no^ th- east
j
by the Atlantic Ocean on the east *, by Florida, on the

south
J
and by the river Mississippi on the west. Georgia was formerly divided into

parishes, and afterwards into three districts, but lately into two districts, viz. Upper and
Lower, which are subdivided into 24 counties, as follows :

Districts, Counties, Chief Towns
Camden St Patrick

Glyn Brunswick

Liberty Sunbury

Chatham Savannah

Lower District, < r Louisville
|Wa:

jN.
Iw.

lat. 32.3.

Ion, 81. 15.

Burke ^ ^tt , ,

lynesborough

Ethngham Ebene/.er

Mcintosh

'^crivcn J- New Counties
BrTHii 1

* Aliclmiu:.
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Districts, Counties, Chief Towns,

"Richmond Augusta

Upper District,

Colphinton

Washington
Greensborough

Washington . . ,

Wilkes
Oreene

Franklin . , . , .

Montgomory . . ,

Hancock
,

-ij Oglethrop . , . ,

Elbert

Lincoln ^New Counties

Warren
Jefferson

Jackson

Bullock

Columbia

Climate, soil, and produce.] The climate of Georgia is extremely temperate :

the winters there are very mild and pleasant. Snow is seldom or never seen j nor is

vegetation often prevented by severe frosts. The soil and its fertility are various, ac-
cording to situation and different improvements. The eastern part of the state, be-

tween the mountains and the ocean, and the rivers Savannah and St Mary's, a tract of
country more than 120 miles from north to south, and from 50 to 80 east and west, is

level, without a hill or stone. At the distance of about 40 or 50 miles from the sea-

beard or salt marsh, the lands begin to be more or less uneven, until they gradually rise

to mountains. The vast chain of the Allegany, or Apalachian mountains, which com-
mence with Kaats Kill, near Hudson River, in the state of New York, terminate in

Georgia, sixty miles south of its northern boundary. From the foot of this mountain
spreads a wide extended plain of the richest soil, and in a latitude and climate well

•adapted to the cultivation of most of the productions of the south of Europe, and of the

East Indies. Rice is at present the staple commodity of the state
j
tobacco, wheat, and

indigo, are the other great articles of produce. Besides these, the country yields cot-

ton, silk, Indian corn, potatoes, oranges, figs, olives, and pomegranates. Most of the

ti'oplcal fruits would flourish in this state with proper attention. The south-w^estern

parts of Georgia, and the parts of East and West Florida which lie adjoining, will pro-

bably, says Dr Morse, become the vineyard of America. The forests consist of oak,

kickory, mulberry, pine, and cedar.

Population.] The number of inhabitants in Georgia, according to the census of

'1790, amounted to 82,548, of whom 29,264 were slaves. The increase by emigration

has been very considerable since j as in 1801, according to the census then taken, they

amounted to 162,684, including 59,404 slaves.

Trade.] The chief articles of export from Georgia are rice, tobacco, indigo, sago,

timber, naval stores, leather, deer-skins, snake-root, myrtle, and bees' wax, corn, and

live-stock. The planters and farmers raise large stocks of cattle, from 1000 to 1500
head, and some more. The value in sterling money of the exports of Georgia, in 1155,

was I5,744l.--in 1772, 121,6771.,—in 1791 value in dollars 491,472 j and in 1796,

950,158 dollars. In 1790, the tonnage employed in this state was 28,546, and the

number of American seamen 11,225. In return for her exports, Georgia receives

West India goods, teas, wines, clothing, and dry goods of all kinds : from the northern

states, cheese, fish, potatoes, cyder, and shoes. The imports and exports are principally

to and from Savannah, which has a fine harbour, and is the place where the principal

commercial business of the state is transacted.

Chief towns.] The principal towns in Georgia, are Savannah, Augusta, Lousvillc,

Savanna, formerly the capital of the state, is commodiously situate both for inland and

foreign trade, seventeen miles from the sea, on ^ noble river of the same name, which
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navigable for boats upwards of 200 miles. Ships of 300 tons burthen can lie mtVua

six yards of the town, and close to a steep bank, extending near a mile along the river-

side. The town is regularly built, in the form of a parallelogram, and contained, in

1787, 2300 inhabitants. In the autumn of 1796 more than ttvo-thirds of this town

was consumed by fire.

Auo-usta, till lately the seat of government, is situate in a fertile plain on the south-

west bank of the Savannah river, at a bend of the river, where it is nearly 500 yards

broad. In 1787, it contained about 200 houses.

Louisville, now the metropolis of the state, is situate on the river Ogeechee, seventy

miles from its mouth. The convention for the revisal of the constitution sat in this

town in may ] 795, and appointed the records to be removed, and the legislature to

meet here in future.

Islands and rivers.] The whole coast of Georgia is bordered with islands, the

principal of which are Skidaway, Wassaw, Ossahaw, St Catherine's, Sapelo, Frederica,

Jekyl, and Cumberland. The chief rivers of Georgia are, the Savannah, which separates

it from South Carolina, the Ogeechee, Alatamaha, Turtle River, Little Sitilla, Great

Sitilla, St Mary's, and Apalichicola.

Colleges, academies.] The literature of this state, which is yet in its infancy,

is commencing on a plan, which, if properly carried into effect, must be attended with

great advantages. A college Vvith ample and liberal endowments has been instituted

at Louisville. There is also provision made for the institution of an academy in each

county of the state, to be supported from the same funds, and considered as parts and

members of the same institution, under the general superintendence and direction of %

president and board of trustees, selected for their literary accomplishments from the dif-

ferent parts of the state, and invested with the customary powers of corporations. This

institution is denominated The University of Georgia, The funds for the support of

literary institutions are principally in lands, amounting in the whole to 50,000 acres, a

great part of which is of the best quality, and at present very valuable ; together with

nearly 6,000l. sterling, in bonds, houses, and town lots in Augusta. Other public pro-

perty, to the amount of lOOOl. in each country, has been set apart for the purposes of

building and furnishing their respective academies.

The rev. Mr George Whitfield founded an orphan-house at Savannah, which, after his

death, was converted into a college for the education of young men designed chiefly for

the ministry. The funds for its support are chiefly in rice-plantations and negroes.

On the death of the countess of Huntingdon, to whom Mr Whitfield bequeathed this

property as trustee, the legislature, in the year 1792, passed a law vesting it in 13 com-
missioners, with powers to carry the original intention of Mr Whitfield into execution

j

and, in memory of the countess, the seminary is styled Huntingdon college.

Religion.] The difterent religious sects in Georgia are Presbyterians, Episcopa-

lians, Baptists, and Methodists. They have but few regular ministers among them.
Government.] The government of Georgia is vested in a governor, executive

council of twelve, and house of assembly of seventy-two representatives.

History.] The settlement of Georgia was projected in 1732 j when several pub-
lic-spirited noblemen, and others, from compassion to the poor of these kingdoms, sub-

scribed a considerable sum, which, with 10,0001. from the government, was given to pro-

vide necessaries for such poor persons as were willing to transport themselves into this pro-

vince, and to submit to the regulations imposed on them. In process of time, new sums were
raised, and new inhabitants sent over. Before the year 1732, upwards of 1000 persons

were settled in this province. It was not, however, to be expected, that the inhabitant •

of Georgia, removed, as they were, at a great distance fiom their benefactors, and fiom.

the check and control of those who had a natural influence over them, would submit to

the magistrates appointed to govern them. Many of the regulations, too, by which
they were bound, were Very improjier in themselves, and deprived the Georgians of pri-

vileges which their neighbours enjoyed, and which, as they increased in number and
opulence, they thought it hard they should be deprived of. From these cormot smrcc^
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arose all the bad humours which tore to pieces this constitution of government. Dis-
sensions of all kinds sprung up, and the colony was on the brink of destruction, when,
in 1752, the government took it under their immediate care, removed their particular

grievances, and placed Georgia on the same footing with the Carolinas.

TENNESSEE.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles.

Length 360
Breadth 105}

Degrees

between
("81 and 91 west longitude.

35 and 36-30 north latitude.

Boundaries and divisions.]. BOUNDED, north, by Kentucky, and part of
Virginia

;
east, by the Stone, Yellow, Iron, and Bald Mountains, which divide it from

North Carolina
j

south, by South Carolina and Georgia
j
west, by the Mississippi *.

This extensive territory is divided into three districts
j
Washington, Hamilton, and

Mero ; and fourteen counties, as follow ;

Districts, Counties,

5Davidson

Sumner
Robertson

Montgomery

Districts, Counties,

f

Washington
Sullivan

Cart«'
Hawkins

^Knox
TT V Jefferson
Hamilton ) ggyj^j.

^Grangier

ClimatEj soil, produce.] The climate of Tennessee is temperate and healthful
j

the summers are very cool and pleasant in that part which is contiguous to the moun-
tains that divide this state from North Carolina j but on the western side of the Cum-
berland mountains the heat is more intense, which renders that part better calculated

for the production of tobacco, cotton, and indigo. The soil is in general luxuriant, and
will afford every production which is the growth of any of the United States. The
usual crop of cotton is SOOlbs. to the acre, of a long and fine staple j and of corn from

60 to 80 bushels f

.

Mountains ] The Cumberland mountain, in its whole extent from the great Kan-
haway to the Tennessee, consists of the most stupendous piles of craggy rocks of any
mountain in the western country. In several parts of it, for miles, it is inaccessible,

even to the Indians on foot. In one place, particularly, near the summit of thfe moun-
tain, there is a most remarkable ledge of rocks, of about thirty miles in length, and 200
feet thick, showing a perpendicular face to the south east, more noble and grand than

any artificial fortification in the known world, and apparently equal in point of regu-

larity. Through this stupendous pile, according to a modern hypothesis, had the war
tcrs of all the upper branches of the Tennessee to force their way.

Metals, minerals.] Iron ore abounds in the districts of Washington and IVIero.

/Several lead mines have been discovered. The Indians say that there are rich silver

* About seven and a half mtilions of acres of this tract only have been yet purchased from the In-

ii^ri^. f Morse.
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mines In Cumberland mountain, but cannot be tempted to discover any of them to the

white people. Ores and springs strongly impregnated with sulphur are found in various

parts.

Rivers.] The Tennessee, called also the Cherokee river, is the largest branch of

the Ohio. It riseg in the mountains of Virginia, latitude 37, and pursues a course of

1000 miles south and south-west, nearly to latitude 34", receiving from both sides a

number of large tributary streams. It then wheels about to the north, in a circuitous

course, and mingles with the Ohio, nearly sixty miles from its mouth. The other rivers

are the Cumberland, the Holston, and the Clinch.

Government.] In 1785, in conformity to the resolves of congress, of April 23,

1784, the inhabitants of this district essayed to form themselves into a body-politic^

by the name of the State of Frankland
j

but, differing among themselves, as to the

form of government, and other matters, in the issue of which some blood was shed,

and being opposed by some leading persons in the eastern parts, the scheme was given

up, and the inhabitants remained in general peaceable until 1796, when a convention

was held at Knoxville, and on the 6 th of February the constitution of the state of Ten-
nessee was signed by every member of it. Its principles promise to ensure the happi-

ness and prosperity of the people.

Religion.] The presbyterians are the prevailing denominations of Christians in

this district. The Abingdon presbytery, established by act of synod, in 1788, con-

sisted oi twenty-three large congregations.

Chief towns.] Knoxville is the seat of government In Tennessee. It Is regularly

laid out, in a flourishing situation, and enjoys a communication with every part of the

United States by post. Jt contains about 200 houses. The other principal towns are

Nashville and Jonesbuigh.

Trade.] This country furnishes many valuable articles of export, such as fine wag-
gon and saddle horses, beef, cattle, ginseng, deer-skins, and furs, cotton, hemp, and flax,

which may be transported by land j also iron, lumber, pork, and flour, which might be
exported in great quantities, if the navigation of the Mississippi were opened j but there

are few of the inhabitants who understand trade, or are possessed of proper capitals j of

course, it is badly managed.
Colleges.] Besides private schools there are three colleges established by law

:

Grenville college in Green's county : Blount college at Knoxville, and Washington
college in the county of that name.

Animals ] A few years since, this country abounded with large herds of wild ani-

mals, improperly called buffaloes but the improvident or ill-disposed among the first

settlers destroyed multitudes of them out of mere wantonness. They are still to be
found on some of the southern branches of Cumberland river. Elk or moose are seen

in many places, chiefly among the mountains The deer are become comparatively

scarce, so that no person makes a business of hunting them for their skins only. Enough
of bears and wolves yet remain. Beavers and otters are caught in plenty in the upper
branches of Cumberland and Kentucky rivers.

Population.] The population of this state, in November 1795, was estimated at

77,262. By the census taken in 1800, it was found to have increased to 105,602, in-

cluding 13,584 slaves.

History.] The eastern parts of this district were explored by colonels Wood, Pat-

ton, Buchanan, captain Charles Campbell, and Dr T. Walker (each of whom were
concerned in large grants of land from the government), as early as between the years

1740 and 1750. In 1755, at the commencement of the Frenclj war, not more than
fifty families had settled here, who were either destroyed or driven off by the Indians

before the close of the following year. It remained uninhabited till 1765, when the

settlement of it recommenced ;
and, in 1773, the country as far west as the long island

of Holstein, an extent of more tlian 120 miles in length from east to west, had become
tolerably well peopled. In 1780, a parly of about 40 families, under the guidance

and direction of james T^obertson (since brigadier-general Robertson of Mero district)

passed through a wilderness of at least 300 miles, and founded Nashville. Their near-

est neighbours were the settlers of the infant state of Kentucky, bct^vcct\ nhom and
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them was a wildemes of 200 miles. This territory then appertained to North Caroli-

na, which in 1789 ceded it fo the United States on certain conditions, and congress pro-
vided for its government.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles.

Length 2001
Ereadth 125 ^

between
{

Degrees.

32 and 35 north lat.

78 and 81 west long.

Sq. Milci

^ 20,000

Boundaries, divisions.] BOUNDED by North Carolina on the north
j
by the

Atlantic Ocean on the east j and on the south and south-west by the Savannah river,

and a branch of its head-waters, called Tugulo river, which divides this state from Geor-
gia. South Carolina is divided into nine districts, in which are 38 counties, as follow

:

Districts,

Beaufort Di-
strict,

on the sea-coast, be

tween Combahee and-^ ^ .„
o T_ . • Granville
oavannah rivers.

Chief town Beau-
fort.
Charles-towi^ Di-

strict,

between Santee and

Combahee rivers.

ChieftownCHARLEs- <[ Marion

Counties,

Hilton

Lincoln

Shrewsbury

Charlestown

Washington

T0V7N. W. longitude

80-39. N. latitude

32-45.

George-town Di-
strict,

between Santee ri-

ver and. North Ca-««{

rolina. Chief town
j

George-town. L Liberty

Cheraws District, west of George-town

district. Chief towns are GranV

and Chatham.
Washington District. Chief

PiNCKENSVILLE.

Berkeley

Colleton

Bartholomew

Winyah

Williamsburg

Kingston

Districts.

Orange District,
west of Beaufort di-

strict. Chief town
Orangeburgh.

Camden District,
w^est of George-town
district. Chief town
Camden.

Counties,

p Lewisburg

J
Orange

I Lexington

Winton
" Clarendon

Richland

Fairfield

<{ Cleremont

Lancaster

Kershaw

\_ Salem

ILLE

Ninety- SIX Di- f Abbeville

strict, J Edgefield

Chief tov/n Cam- j Newbury
bridge. (^Laurens

PinckneyDistrict,
Chief town PiNCK-
neyville.

Marlborough,_ Chesterfield, Darlington,

^^^^
^ Pendleton, Greenville.

Climate and air.] The climate of South Carolina agrees in general with that of

North Carolina and Virginia. The weather, as in all this part of America, is subject

to sudden transitions from heat to cold, and from cold to heat, but not to such violent

extremities as Virginia. The winters are seldom severe enough to freeze any consider-

able water, affecting only the mornings and evenings : the frosts have never sufficient

strength to resist the noon-day sun, so that many tender plants, which do not stand the

winter in Virginia, flourish in South Carolina, for they have oranges in great plenty
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near CharlestQwn, and excellent in their kinds, both sweet and sour. The salubrity of

the air is diflferent in different parts of the state. Along the sea- coast, bilious diseases,

and fevers of various kinds, are prevalent between July and October j one cause of

which is the low marshy country, which is overflowed for the sake of cultivating rice.

The upper country, situate in the medium between extreme heat and cold, is as health-

ful as any part of the Uniled States.

Face of the country, mountains.] Except the high hills of Santee, the Uidge, and

some few other hills, this country is, like what is called the upper country, one extensive

plarn, till you reach the Tryon and Hog-back mountains, 220 miles north-west of

Ci' ilestown. The elevation of these mountains above their base is 3840 feet, and

abovv. the sea-coast 4640. Their summit affords an extensive view of this state, North
Cai'jlina, and Georgia. The sea-coast is bordered with a chain of fine islands, the soil

of vh"ch is generally better adapted to the culture of indigo and cotton than the main
lai d, and less suited to rice. The vv^hole state, to the distance of eighty or a hundred
mnts from the sea, is low and level, almost without a pebble, and is little better than an
unhealthy sail marsh but the country, as you advance in it, improves continually j and
at 100 miles distance from Charlestowm, where it begins to grow hilly, the soil is of a
prodigious fertility, fitted for every purpose of human life ^ nor can any thing be ima-

gined more pleasant to the eye than the variegated disposition of this back country.

Here the air is pure and wholesome, and the summer heat much more temperate than on
the flat sandy coast.

Soil and produce.] The soil of South Carolina may be divided into four kinds :

first, the pine barren, which is valuable only for its timber. Interspersed among the
pine barren are tracts of land free of timber, and every kind of growth but that of grass.

These tracts are called savannas, constituting a second kind of soil, proper for grazing.

The third kind is that of the swamps and low grounds on the rivers, which is a mixture
of black loam and fat clay, producing, naturally, canes in great plenty, cypress bays,

loblolly pines, &c. In these swamps rice is cultivated, which constitutes the staple

commodity of the state. The high lands, commonly known by the name of oak and
hickory lands, constitute the fourth kind of soil. The natural growth is oak, hickory,
walnut, pine, and locust. On these lands, in the low country, Indian corn is principally

cultivated ; and in the back country, likewise, they raise tobacco in large quantities,

wheat, rye, barley, oats, hemp, flax, and cotton. From experiments which have beei\

made, it is well ascertained that olives, silk, and madder, may be as abundantly pro-
duced in South Carolina, and we may add in Georgia also, as in the south of France,
There is little fruit in this state, especially in the lower parts of it. They have oranges,
chiefly sour, and figs in plenty j a few limes and lemons, pomegranates, pears, and
peaches

;
apples are scarce, and are imported from the northern states ; melons, espe-

cially water-melons, are raised here in great perfection.

Li South Carolina vegetation is incredibly quick. The climate and the soil ha\'e

something in them so kindly, that the latter, when left to itself, natui-ally throws out an
immense quantity of flowers and flowering shrubs. All the European plants arrive at a
perfection here beyond that in which their native country affords them. With proper
culture and encouragement, silk, wine, and oil, might be produced in these colonics

j of
the first we have seen samples equal to what is brought to us from Italy. Wheat in the
back parts yields a prodigious increase.

From what we have observed, it appears that the vegetable productions of this state
are wheat, rice, Indian corn, barley, oats, peas, beans, hemp, flax, cotton, tobacco, in-

digo, olives, oranges, citron, cypress, sassafras, onk, walnut, cassia, and piive-trees •, white
nmiberry trees for feeding silk-worms

;
sarsanarilla, and pinco, which yield turpentine,

rosin, tar, and pitch. There is a kind of tree from which runs an oil of extraordinary
virtue in curing wounds •, and another which yields a balm thought to be little inferior

to that of Mecca. There are other trees besides these, that yield gums.
The Carolinas produce prodigious quantities of honey, of wliich they make excellent

spin's, and mead as yuod as Malaga sack. Of all these the three great staple commo-
dities at present are the indigo, rice, and the produce of the pine. Nolliing surprises aa
European more at first sight than the size of the trees here, as ;vcll aji in Virginia and
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other American countries. Their trunks are often from fifty to seventy feet high, with-
out a branch or limb j and frequently above thirty-six feet in circumference. Of these
trunks, when hollowed, the people of Charlestown, as well as the Indians, make canoes
whictli serVe to transport provisions from place to place j and some of them are so large^
that they" will carry thirty or forty barrels of pitch, though formed of one piece ot
timber. Of these are likewise made curious |)leasure-boats. There are also a variety
of medicinal roots

j
among others, the rattle-snake root, so famous among the Indians

for the cure of poison j and the venereal root, which, under a vegetable regimen,^ will

cure a confirmed lues.

Metals, minerals.} South Carolina abounds with precious ores, such as gold,
silver, lead, black-lead, copper, and iron j but it is the misfortune of those who direct

their pursuits in search of them, that they are deficient in the knowledge of chemistry,
and too frequently make use of improper menstruums In extracting the respective metals.

There are likewise rock-chrystal, pyrites, marble beautifully variegated, abundance of
chalk, crude alum, nitre, and vitriol.

Rivers and canals.] South Carolina Is watered by many navigable rivers, the
principal of which are the Savannah, Edisto, Santee, Pedee, and their branches. The
Santee is the largest river in the state. Those 6f a secondary size are the Wakkamaw,
Black, Cooper, Ashepoo, and Combahee rivers. A canal oftwenty-one miles in length,

"connecting Cooper and Santee rivers, is nearly completed, which it is estimated will cost

400,000 dollars j and another canal is soon to be begun, to unite the Edisto with the

Ashley.

Population.] The number of inhabitants In South Carolina, in 1 790, was 249,073,
including 107,094 slaves. In 1801, according to the census then taken, they amounted
to 345,591, including 146,151 slaves.

Animals.] The original animals of this country do not differ much from those of
Virginia j but in both the Carolinas they have a still greater variety of beautiful fowls.

All the animals of Europe are here in plenty : black cattle are multiplied prodigiously
j

to have 200 or 300 cows is very common, but some have 1000 or upwards. These
ramble all day at pleasure in the forest ; but their calves being separated and kept In

fenced pastures, the cows return every evening to them. The hogs range in the same
manner, and return like the cows j these are very numerous, and many run quite wild,

as well as horned cattle and horses, in the woods.

Government.] The government of South Carolina is vested In a governor, senate

of thirty- seven, and a house of representatives of one hundred and twenty-four members..

Trade.] The little attention that has been paid to manufactures occasions a vast

consumption of foreign imported articles j but the quantity and value of their exports

generally leave a balance In favour of the state, except when there have been large im-

portations of negroes. The principal articles exported from this state are rice, indigo,

tobacco, skins of various kinds, beef, pork, cotton, pitch, tar, rosin, turpentine, myrtle-

wax, lumber, naval stores, cork, leather, snake-root, and ginseng. In the most success-

ful seasons, there have been as many as 140,000 barrels of rice, and 1,300,000 pounds

of Indigo, exported in a year. In 1791, the exports from this state amounted t6

1,693,267 dollars, and In 1795 to 5,998,492 dollars.

Chief towns.] The principal towns of South Carolina are, Charles-town, George-

town, Columbia, and Camden. Charles-town is by far the most considerable town on

the sea-coast for an extent of 600 miles. It Is the metropolis of South Carolina, and is

admirably situate at the confluence of two navigable rivers, one of which is navigable

for ships twenty miles above the town, and for boats and large canoes near forty. The
harbour is good in every respect, but that of a bar, which hinders vessels of more than

200 tons burthen, loaded, from entering. The fortifications, which were strong, are

now demolished ; the streets are well cut : the houses are large and well built j some of

them are of brick, and others of wood, but all of them handsome and elegant, and rent

is extremely high. The streets are wide and straight, intersecting each other at right

angles j those running east and west extend about a mile from one river to the other.

In 1787, it was computed that there were 1600 houses in this city, and I5,00a inhabi-

tants, including 540Q slaves, lu 1791, there were 16,359 inhabitants^ of whom 7684
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XTere slaves. This city has often suffered much by fire : the last and most destructive

happened in .Tune 1796. The neighbourhood of Charles-town is beautiful beyond de-

scription.

Columbia is a small town in Kershaw county, on the east side of the Congaree, just

below the confluence of the Saluda and Broad rivers. It is now the seat of govern-

ment ^ but the public offices have, in some measure, been divided, for the accommoda-

tion of the inhabitants of the lower counties, and a branch of each retained in Charles-

town.

Colleges, academies.] The literature of this state is but at a low ebb. Since

the peace, however, it has begun to flourish. There are several respectable academies

in Charles-town, one at Beaufort, on Port Royal island, and several others in different

parts of the state. Three colleges have lately been incorporated by law j one at Charles-

town, one at Winnsborough, in the district of Camden, and the other at Cambridge in

the district of Ninety-six. The legislature, in their session in January 1795, appointed

a committee to inquire into the practicability of, and to report a plan for, the establish-

ment of schools in the different parts of the state.

Religion.] Since the revolution, by which all denominations w^ere put on an equal

footing, there have been no disputes between different religious sects. They all agree

to differ*. The upper parts of this state are settled chiefly by presbyterians, baptists,

and methodists. The- e are some episcopalians, but the presbyterians and independents

are most numerous.

History and government.] The first English expeditions into Carolina were

unfortunate. None of them had success till the year 1663, in the reign of Charles II.

At that time several English noblemen, and others of great distinction, obtained a

charter from the crown, investing them with the property and jurisdiction of this coun-

try. They parcelled out the lands to such as were willing to go over into the new set-

tlement, and to submit to a system of laws which ihey employed the famous Locke to

compose for them.

They began their first settlement at a point of land towards the southward of their

district, between two navigable rivers. Here they laid the foundation of a city called

Charles-town, which was designed to be, what it is now, the capital of the province. In
time, however, the disputes between the chutch-of-England-men and dissenters caused a

total confusion in the colony. This was rendered still more intolerable by the incur-

sions of the Indians, whom they had irritated by their insolence and injustice. In order

to prevent the fatal consequences of these intestine divisions and foreign wars, an act of
Parliament was passed, which put this colony under the immediate protection of tlic

crown. The lords-proprietors accepted a recompence of about 24,0001. for both the

property and jurisdiction j and the constitution of this colony, in those respects in whicli

it differed from the royal colonies, was altered Earl Grenville, however, thought fit to

retain his seventh share, which continued in the possession of his family. For the more
convenient administration of affairs, Carolina was divided into two districts, and two go-
vernments. This happened in 1728, and from that time, peace being restored in the
int«rnal governrrkent, as well as with the Cherokees and other Indian tribes, these pro-
vinces began to breathe, and their trade advanced with Avonderful rapidity.

TERRITORY NORTH WEST OF THE OHIO.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.
Length 600") 5 37 and 50 north Latitude )

Breadth 700 j
^^^^^^^^

i SI and 98 west longitude j
'^^^'^^^^

* Dr. Morse.
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Boundaries and divisions.] THIS extensive tract of country is bounded, nortb,

by part of the northern boundary line of the United States
j
east, by the lakes, and

Pennsylvania *, south, by the Ohio river
5
west, by the Mississippi. Mr Hutchins, the

late geographer of the United States, estimates that this tract contains 263,040,000
acres, of which 43,040,000 are water.

That part of this territory in which the Indian title is extinguished by being pur-

chased from them, and which is settling under the government of the United States, is

divided into the following five counties :

Counties, When erected.

Washington, - - - - July 26, 17S8

Hamilton, - - - - - Jan. 2, 1790

St Clair, - ... - April 27, 1790

Counties, When erected.

Knox, June 20, 1790
Wayne. 1796

This territory has lately been admitted into the Union, under the denomination of the

State of the Ohio *.

Population ] According to the census taken by order of congress in the year

1800, the population of the north-western territory amounted to 45,365 j that of what
is called the Pvlississippi territory to S850, and tiiat of the Indian territory to 5641.
Face of the country, soil, productions, &c.] The lands on the various

streams which fall into the Ohio are interspersed with all the variety of soil that con-

duces to pleasantness of situation, and lays the foundation for the wealth of an agricul-

tural and manufacturing people.

The sugar-maple is-a most valuable tree. Any number of inhabitants may be con-

stantly supplied with a sufficiency of sugar by preserving a few of these trees for the use

of each family. One tree will yield about ten pounds of sugar a year, and the labour is

very trifling.

Springs of excellent water abound in every part of this territory j and small and large

streams, suitable for mills and other purposes, are interspersed, as if to prevent any defi-

ciency of the conveniences of life.

No country is better stocked with wild game of every kind. Innumerable herds of

deer and wild cattle are sheltered in the groves, and fed in the extensive bottoms that

every where abound ; an unquestionable proof of the great fertility of the soil. Turkeys,

geese, ducks, swans, teal, pheasants partridge, &c. are, from observation, believed to be

in greater plenty here than the tame poultry are in any part of the old settlements in

America.

The rivers are well stored with fish of various kinds, and many of them of an excellent

equality. They are generally large, though of different sizes : the cat-fish, which is the

largest, and of a delicious flavour, weighs from six to eighty pounds.

Rivers.] The Muskingum is a gentle river, confined by banks so high as to pre-

vent its overflowing. It is 250 yards wide at its confluence with the Ohio, and navig-

able by large batteaux and barges to the Three Legs, and by small ones to the lake at

its head. The Hockhocking resembles the Muskingum, though somewhat inferior in

size. The Scioto is a larger river than either of the preceding, and opens a more ex-

tensive navigation. One hundred and setenty-six miles above the Ohio, and eighteen

miles above the Missouri, the Illinois empties itself into the Mississippi, from the north-

east, by a mouth about 400 yards wide.

Chief towns.] The chief towns in this territory are Marietta, Chlllicothe, and

Gallipoli, According to M. Michaux, Marietta is the largest, containing upwards of

200 houses Chillicothe is the seat of government of the new state of the Ohio, and

contains about 150 houses. The inhabitants of Gallipoli are almost entirely French : it

contains about 100 houses.

Government.] By an ordinance of congress, passed the 13th of July 1787, this

country, for the purposes of temporary government, was erected into one district, sub-

ject, ho^vever, to a division, when circumstances shall make it expedient.

* Michaux.
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III the same ordinance it is provided, that congress shall appoint a governor, whose

commission shall continue in force three years, unless sooner revoked.

The governor must reside in the district, and have a freehold estate therein of 1000
acres of land, while in the exercise of his office.

Congress, from time to time, are to appoint a secretary, to continue in office four

years, unless sooner removed, who must resic^e in the district, and have an estate of 500
acres of land while in ofllce.

The same ordinance of congress provides, that there shall be formed in this territory

not less than three, nor more than five states : and vv^hen any of the said states shall have

60,000 free inhabitants therein, such state shall be admitted by its delegates into the

congress of the United States, on an equal footing with the original states, and shall be
at liberty to form a permanent constitution and state-government, provided the consti'

tution and government so to be formed shall be republican, and, so far as it can be con-

sistent with the general interest of the confederacy, such admission shall be allowed at

an earlier period, and when there may be a less number of inhabitants in the state than

60,000.

The number of old forts found in this western country are the admiration of the cu-

rious. They are mostly of an oblong form, situated on strong well-chosen ground, and
contiguous to water. When, by whom, jjnd for what purpose, these were thrown up, is

uncertain. They are undoubtedly very ancient, as there is not the least visible differ-

ence in the age or size of the timber growing on or within these forts and that which
grows without 5 and the natives have lost all traditioJi respecting them.

The settlement of this country was checked for several years by the unhappy Indian

war. Of this, however, an amicable termination took place on the third of August
1795, when a treaty was concluded since which a trade has been opened, by a law of

congress, with the Indians, on such a liberal footing as promises to give permanency to

the treaty, and security to the frontier inhabitants.

LOUISIANA.
Boundaries.] THIS extensive country, which has been lately ceded by Spain to

the French government, and sold by the latter to the United States, Is bounded on the
east by the river Mississippi, by the gulf of Mexico on the south, and by New Mexico
on the east : to the north its boundaries are as yet undefined. Its dimensions conse-
quently cannot be very exactly ascertained j but it has been estimated to extend 1200
miles in length, 649 in breadth, and to contain 460,000 square miles.

CuiMATE.]
^

Louisiana is agreeably situate between the extremes of heat and cold.
Its chmate varies as it extends towards the north. The southern parts, lying within
the reach of the refreshing breezes from tlie sea, are not scorched like those in the same
latitudes in Africa ; and its northern regions are colder than those of Europe under the
same parallels, with a wholesome serene air.

Rivers.] Besides the Mississippi, which forms the eastern boundary of this country,
Louisiana is watered by a number of fine rivers, among %vhich are the Missouri, the
Francis, the Natchitoches, the Adayes or Mexicano, the Rouge or Red river, and the
Noir or Black river.

Soil AND produce.] The soil is particularly adapted to hemp, flax, and tobacco,
and indigo is a staple commodity. The timber is as fine as any in the world and the
quantities of live-oak, ash, mulberry, walnut, cherry, cypress, and cedar, are astonishing.
The neighbourhood of the Mississippi furnishes the richest fruits in great variety and
the soil, with little cultivation, would produce y^v^in of every kind in the greatest
abundance.

3 D 2
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Metals, minerals.] Iron and lead mines arc found here in sufRcicnt quantity to
afford an abundant supply of those necessary articles ^ and it lias been said that on the
river Rouge there are mines of silver as rich as any in Mexico.

Chief towns.] New Orleans is the capital of this country. It was built by the
French in 1720, under the regency of the duke of Orleans. In 1788 thsre were 1100
houses in this town t but in the month of March of that year they were reduced by a
dreadful fire to 200. The town has since been rebuilt. In stands on the east bank of
the Mississippi, 105 miles from its mouth : in lat. 30° 2' N. long 89" 50' W.
Trade.] The chief articles of exportation are indigo, cotton, rice, beans, wax, and

lumber.

History.] The Mississippi, on which this country is situate, was first discovered

by Ferdinand de Solo, a Spaniard, in 154'1 j but no settlement was attempted till the

latter end of the next century. In the year 1682, M. de la Salle, a Frenchman, tra-

velled through it, and, on his return to France, gave such a flattering account of the

country, and the advantages that might be expected to accrue frorn settling a colony

in it, that Louis XIV. v;as induced to establish a company for that purpose. The at-

tempt, hovrever, had very little success, and in 1763 Louisiana was ceded to Spain. By
lace treaties it has been again restored to the French, by whom it has been sold to the

United States, to whose territory it now appertains.

GREENLAND.

THIS extensive country, though it has been said to belong properly neither ta

-America nor Europe, must certainly be referred to the former continent, whether it be an

island, or united to the main land to the north of Davis's Straits, by which is is bounded
on the west. To the south it terminates in a point called Cape Farewell, in north lat-

59° 36' , west long. 42° 39'; on the south-east it is washed by the Atlantic y and on
the east it is bounded by the icy sea, and the strait which separates it from Iceland, from

v/hich it is distant about 200 miles j to the north its limits are unascertained.

Greenland was first discovered in the ninth century, by some Icelanders who were by
accident driven on the coast. So favourable was the account they gave of the country,

that several families went and settled there, and established a colony, which was con-

verted to Christianliy by a missionary sent thither in the reign of Olaf, the first Chris-

tian monarch of Norway. Under the protection of this prince, the Greenland colony

continued to increase and thrive several towns, churches, and convents, v;ere built, and

bishops appointed, under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Drontheim. The colony-

appears then to have extended over above 200 miles in the south-eastern extremity of

ihe country, and to have carried on a considerable commerce with Norway j but the

intercourse ceased in 1406, when the last bishop was sent, and from that time till the

beginning of the last century, all knowledge of Greenland seems in a great degree to

have been lost. In 1720, however, Hans Edge, minister of Vingen in Norway, con-

ceived the idea of going in search of the remains of the ancient colony, if any existed
j

and having, w^ith some difficulty, procured an approbation of his plan from the court of

Copenhagen, went to Greenland, where he continued till 1735, preaching the gospel to

the natives, and making many converts His example was followed by several mis-

sionaries ^ and about thirty years afterwards the Moravians began their settlements m
the south-west part of the 'country. Denmark now claims this part of Greenland, and

a company is established at Copenhagen, which sends thither three or four ships every

year/
^

By the latest accounts from the missionaries employed for the conversion of the Green-

landers, their whole nu^nb^r does ^ot amowt to above 957 constant inhabitants. Mv
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Crantz, however, thinks the roving southlanders of Greenland may amount to about

7000. They are lovf of stature, few exceeding five feet in height, and the generality

are not so tall. The hair of their heads is long, straight, and of a black colour j but

they have seldom any beards, because it is their constant practice to root them out. They
have high breasts and broad shoulders, especially the women, who are obliged to carry

great burdens from their younger years. They are very light and nimble of foot, and

can also use their hands \vith much skill and dexterity- They are not very lively in

their tempers 5 but they are good-humoured, friendly, and unconcerned about futurity.

Their food is principally fish, seals, and sea- fowl. The men hunt and fish ; but when

they have towed their booty to land, they trouble themselves no farther about it
,
nay,

it would be accounted beneath their dignity even to draw out the fish upon the shore.

The women are the butchers and cooks, and also the curriers to dress the pells, and make
clothes, shoes, and boots, out of them j so that they are likewise both shoemakers and

taylors. The women also build and repair the houses and tents, so far as relates to the

masonry, the men doing only the carpenter's work. They live in huts during the winter,

v/hich is incredibly severe
j

but, according to Crantz, the Moravian missionary, in the

longest summer days it is so hot, from the long continuance of the sun's rays, that the

inhaoitaiifts are obliged to throw oflF their summer garments. They are very dexterous

in hunting and fishing, particularly in catching and killing seals.

The chmate of this country is extremely "Severe, the greater part of it being almost con-
tmually covered with ice and snow. Among the vegetables of this cold country are

sorrel, angelica, wild tansey, and scurvy-grass. Europeans have sown barley and oats,

which have grown as high as in warmer climates, but have seldom advanced so far as

to ear, and never, even in the warmest places, come to maturity. The trees are, some
small junipers, willows, and birch The animals are white hares, foxes, rein-deer, and
white bears, which are fierce and mischievous* The only tame animals are a species of
dogs resembling wolves The shores are frequented by the walrus, and several kinds of
seals

J
and the seas contain various species of whales, some of which are white^ and

others black
: the black sort, the grand bay whale, is in most esteem, on account of his

bulk, and the great quantity of blubber he affords. He is usually between sixty and
eighty *eet in length j his tongue is about eighteen feet long, inclosed in long pieces of
T/hat is called whale-bone, which are covered with a kind of hair like horse-hair : and
on each side of his tongue are 250 pieces of this whale-bone : the bones of his body are
as hard as those of an ox, and of no use. A number of ships arc employed annually in
the whale-fishery in the seas of Greenland. When a whale appears, they man their
boats, of which each ship has four or five, carrying six or eight men j and -^then they
come near the fish, the harpopner, who stands at the head of the boat, strikes him with
his barbed dart. The creature, finding himself wounded, dives swifily down into the
deep, and would carry the boat along with him, if they did not give him line fast enough,
isuch is the velociey of his motion, that to prevent the wood of the boat taking fire i3y

the violent rubbing of the rope against the side of it, one of the men is constantly em-
ployed in wetting it. After the whale has run some hundred fathoms, he is forced to
come up again for air, when he spouts out the water with such a terrible noise, that
some have compared it to the firing of cannon. As soon as he appears on tlie surface,
the harpooner fixes another harpoon in him, when he plunges again into the deep as be-
fore

5 and, when he again comes up, they pierce him Avith spears hi the vital parts, till

he spouts out streams of blood instead of water, beating the waves with his tall and fin-?

till the sea is covered with foam The boats continue to follow him some leagues, till

he has lost his strength, and when he is dying he turns himself upon his back, and Is

drawn on sh^rc, or to the ship, if the land bj at a great distance : there they cut him
in pieces, and, by boiling the blubber, extract the oil, if they have convcniencics on
shore

; otherwise they barrel up the pieces, and bring them home. Everv fish is com-
puted to yield between (jO and J 00 barrels of oil, of the value of 31. or 41. the barrel.
1 he Greenland whale fishery is principally carried on by the English and (when at
peace with England) the Dutch nations; in 1785 the former employed }5d 5>hins in
this fishery, and the latter 05.
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The vast fields and mountains of ice in these seas, many of which are above 6. mile in
length, and 100 feet in thickness, are stupendous, and,

_
when illuminated by the sun's

rays, dazzling and beautiful. Their splendour is discernable at the distance of many
leagues. In one place, it is said, at the mouth of an inlet, the ice has formed magnifi-
cent arches, extending the length of about 25 miles. But when the pieces floating in.

the sea are put in motion by a storm, and dash one against the other, the scene thev
exhibit is most terrible. The Dutch had thirteen ships crushed to pieces by them in

one season.

East Greenland, or Spitzbergen, was for a long time considered as united to,

and a part of, West or Old Greenland, but is now I^nown to be a cluster of islands, lying

between 76 and 80 degrees of north latitude, and 9 and 24 of east longitude, and is ge-
nerally referred to Europe. It was discovered, according to some, by Sir Hugh Wil-
loughby, in 1553

j
or, as others suppose, by the Dutch navigator Barentz, in 1596. It

obtained the name of Spitzbergen (or craggy mountain) from the height and rugged-
ness of its rocks. The mainland, or principal of these islands, is about 300 miles in

length from north to south. The few vegetables and animals are nearly the same with
those of West Greenland. The mountains and islands of ice present the same appear-^

ance j and the whale fishery is carried on along the coasts. The Russians claim this

dreary country, and maintain a kind of colony here from Archangel. The inland parts

are uninhabited.

BRITISH AMERICA.

UNDER the general name of British America, is comprehended the vast extent of

country bounded on the south by the United States of Anierica and the Atlantic Ocean
j

on the east by the same ocean and Davis Straits, which divide it from Greenland j ex-

tending, on the north, to the northern limits of the Hudson's Bay charter, and west-

ward indefinitely ; lying between 42 and 70 degrees of north latitude, and between 50
and 96 of w^est longitude.

British America is now divided into four provinces, viz. 1. Upper Canada j 2. Lower
Canada, to which is annexed New Britain, or the country lying round Hudson^s Bay

;

S. New Brunswick, originally included in Nova Scotia ; 4. Nova Scotia. To these are

to be added the islands of Cape Breton and Newfoundland.

The British colonies in North America are under the superintendance of an officer

styled the governor-general of the four British provinces in Nortli America, who, be-

sides other powers, is commander in chief of all the British troops in the four provinces,

and the governments attached to them, and Newfoundland. Each of the provinces has

a lieutenant governor, who in the absence of the governor-general has all the powers

requisite to a chief magistrate.

The number of inhabitants in the whole of these northern British colonies has been

estimated at about 183,000.

i^EW BRITAIN.

SITUATIOK AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles,

LenjTth 850 7 i 4. f 50 and 70 north latitude. 1 010 nrr.

Breadth 750 5 1 50 and 100 west longitude.J
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Boundaries.] NEW BRITAIN, or tlie country lying round Hudson's Bay, and

commonly called the country of the Esquim.aux, comprehending Labrador, and New
North and South Wales, is bounded by unknown lands and frozen seas, about the pole,

on the north by the Atlantic Ocean on the east
j
by the bay and river of St Laurence

and Canada on the south and by unknown lands on the west.

Mountains.] In the northern parts of this country are tremendous high mountains,

covered with eternal snow j and the winds blowing from thence three quarters of the

year, occasion a degree of cold in the winter over all this country which is not experi-

enced in any other part of the world in the same latitude.

Metals, minerals.] The mountains of Labrador appear to abound in iron ore.

White spar is very common 3 and that beautiful kind, called, from the country, Labra-

dor spar, is collected on the shores of the sea and lakes by the Exquimaux, or natives,

for the rocks have not been discovered. Several small springs have been found which

have a v/eak chalybeate taste.

Bays, straits, and capes.] These are numerous, and take their names general-

ly from the English navigators and commanders by whom they were first discovered.

'The principal bay is that of Hudson, and the principal straits are those of Hudson, Da-
vis, and Belleisle

Climate, soil, produce.] The climate of these regions is intensely cold, and
the country, in consequence, extremely barren. To the northward of Hudson's Bay,

even ihe hardy pine-tree is seen no longer, and the cold v/omb of the earth has beea

supposed incapabld of any better production than some miserable shrubs. Every kind

of European seed committed to the earth in this inhospitable climate has hitherto per-

ished
J
but perhaps the seed of corn from the northern parts of Sweden and Norway

would be more suitable to the soil. All this severity, and long continuance of winter,

and the barrenness of the earth which comes from thence, is experienced in the latitude

of fifty two 'y in the temperate latitude of Cambridge.
Rivers, lakes.]. The principal rivers are the Wager, Monk, Seal, Pockerekesko,

Churchill, Nelson, Hayes, New Severn, Albany, and Moose ; all of which fall into

Hudson's and James's bays from the west and south. The mouths of all these rivers are

full of shoals, except Churchill's, in which the largest ships may lie j but ten miles high-

er the channel is obstructed by sand-banks. All the rivers, as far as they have been
explored, are full of rapids, and cataracts from ten to sixty feet perpendicular. Down
these rivers the Indians traders find a quick passage j but their return is a labour of
many months. Copper-mine and IVPKenzie's rivers fall into the North Sea.

The vallies are in general full of lakes, formed not of springs, but rain and snow.
Animals.] These are the moose-deer, stags, rein-deer, bears, tigers, buftaloes,

wolves, foxes, beavers, otters, lynxes, martins, squirrels, ermines, wild cats, and hares.

Of the feathered kind, they have geese, bastards, ducks, partridges, and all manner of
wild fowls. Of fish, there are whales, morses, seals, cod-fish, and a white fish preferable

to herrings
j and in their rivers and fresh waters, pike, perch, carp, and trout. There

have been taken at Port Nelson, in one season, ninety thousand partridges, which are

here as large as hens, and twenty five thousand hares. ,

All the animals of these countries are clothed with a close, soft, warm fur. In sum-
mer there is here, as in other places, a variety in tlic colours of the several animals.
When that season is over, which continues only for three months, they all assume the
livery of winter, and every sort of beasts, and most of their fowls, are of the colour of tlu;

snow : every thing animate and inanimate is ^vhite. This is a surprising phenomenon ,

but it is yet more surprising, that the dogs and cats from England, that have been car-
ried to Hudson's Bay, on tlic approach of winter have entirely changed their appearance,
and acquired a much longer, softer, and thicker coat of hair than they had originally.

Inharitants.] The native inhabitants of this country arc composed of different

tribes
; those on the coast of Labrador are called Esquimaux, or Iskiraos. These ap-

pear to be of a diflerent race from the other native Americans, from whom they are
particularly distinguished by a thick and busliy beard. They have small eyes, larr^c

dirty teeth, and black and rugged hair. They go well clothet), in skins, principailv

31) 4
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of bears, and are said to be very mild tempered and docile. They seem to be the same
people with the Greenlanders, and have a resemblance to the Laplanders and Samoieds
of the north of Europe and Asia.

Discovery and commerce.] The knowledge of these northern seas and coun-
tries was owing to a project started in England for the discovery of a north-west passage

to China and the East Indies, as early as the year 1576. Since then it has been fre-

quently dropped, and as often revived, but never yet completed
j ^ and from the late

voyages of discovery it seems manifest, that no practicable passage ever can be found.

Erobisher only discovered the main of New Britain, or Terra de Labrador, and those

straits to which he has given his name. In 1585, John Davis sailed from Portsmouth,
and viewed that and the more northerly coasts, but he seQms never to have entered the

bay. Hudson made three voyages on the same adventure *, the first in IG07, the second

m 1608, and the third and last in in 1610. This bold and judicious navigator entered

the straits that lead into this new Mediterranean, the bay known by Ijis name, coasted

a great part of it, and penetrated to eighty degrees and a half into the heart of the frozen

zone. His ardour for the discovery not being abated by the difficulties he struggled

with in this empire of winter, and world of frost and snow, he staid here until the en-

suing spring, and prepared, in the beginning of 1611, to pursue his discoveries*, but his

crew, who suffered equal hardships without the same spirit to support them, mutinied,

seized upon him, and seven of those w^ho were most faithful to him, and committed
them to the fury of the icy seas in an open boat. Hudson and his companions were

cither svv^allowed up by the waves, or, gaining the inhospitable coast, were destroyed by
the savages ^ but the ship and the rest of the men returned home.

Other attempts towards a discovery were made in 1612 and 1667
j

but, though the

adventurers failed in the original purpose for which they navigated this bay, their pro-

ject, even in its failure, has been of great advantage to the country. The vast coun-

tries which surround Hudson's Bay, as we have already observed, abound with animah;

whose fur and skins are excellent. In 1670, a charter w^s granted to a company,

which does not consist of above nine or ten persons, for the exclusive trade to this bay r,

and they have acted under it ever since, with great benefit to the individuals who com-

pose the company, though eomparatively with little advantage to Great Britain. The
fur and peltry trade might be carried on to much greater extent, were it not entirely in

the hands of the exclusive company, whose interested spirit has been the subject of long

and just Complaint. The company emplov but four ' ships and 130 seamen. They
have several forts, viz. Prince of Wales, Churchill, Nelson, New Severn, and Albany,

which stand on the west side pf the bay, and are garriscnfed by 186 men. They ex-

port commodities to the value of lG,000l. and bring home returns to the value of

29,340l. which yield to the revenue 3,7341. This includes the fishery of Hudson's

,Eay. The only attempt to trade in that part which is called Labrador has been di-

rected tQv;ards the fishery, the annual produce of which amounts to upwards of 50,000l,

CANADA.
SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miks, Degrees. Sq. Miles, •

Length 1400 7 , ^ C 61 and 81 Wqst longitude.! , ^^.^

Breadth 400 j
^^^^^^^^

i43 and 50 North latkude*
j^-^^'O^^

Boundaries.] BOUNDED bv New.Britain and Hudson's Bay on the north and

east"3 by Nova Scotia; New England, and New York, on the south j and by unknown

lands on the west. ' - -
.

^
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Divisions.] Canada is divided into tlie two provinces of Vpper and Lower Cana-

da, The former lies to the north of the great lakes, and is separated from Nevr York

by the river St Laurence, here called the Cataraqui, and the lakes Ontario and Erie»

Lower Canada lies on both sides of the river St Laurence, and is bounded on the south

by New Brunswick, New England, and New York
j

and, on the west, by Upper

Canada
Cliaiate.] Winter, in this country, continues with such severity from December

to April, that the largest rivers are frozen over, and the snow lies commonly from four t«

six feet in depth j but the air is so serene and clear, and the inhabitants so well defend-

ed against the cold, that this season is neither unhealthy nor unpleasant. The spring

©pens suddenly, and vegetation is snrprisingly rapid j the summer is delightful, except

that a part of it is extremely hot.

Soit AND FRODUCE.] Thougb the climate be cold, and the winter long and te-

dious, the soil is in general very good, and in many parts both pleasant and fertile, pro-

ducing wheat, barley, rye, vv'ith many other sorts of grains, fruits, and vegetables to-

bacco in particular thrives well, and is much cultivated. The island of Orleans, near

Quebec, and the lands upon the river St Laurence, and other rivers, are remarkable for

the richness of their soil. The meadow grounds in Canada, which are v;ell vratered,

yield excellent grass, and breed v&st numbers of great and small cattle. As we are now-

entering upon the cultivated provinces of .British America, and as Canada is upon the

back of the United States, and contains almost all the different species of wood and

animals that are found in these provinces, we shallj to avoid repetition, speak of them,

here at some length.

Lakes.] In Canada are five lakes, the smallest of which is a piece of fresh water,

larger than any in the other parts of the w^orld j this is the lake Ontario, which is not

less than 200 leagues in circumference. Erie, or Oswego, longer, but not so broad, is

about the same extent. That of the Huron spreads greatly in width, and is in circum-

ference not less than 300, as is that of Michigan, though, like lake Erie, it is rather

long, and comparatively narrow. But the Lake Superior, which contains several large

islands, is 500 leagues in circuit. All of these are navigable by any vessels, and they

all communicate with one another, except that the passage between Erie and Ontari©

75 interrupted by the falls of Niagara. The river St Laurence, as we have already ob-

served, is the outlet of these lakes, by which they discharge themselves into the ocean.

The French, when in possession of the province, built forts at the several straits by
which these lakes communicate with each other, as well as where the last of these com-
municates vv'ith the river. By these they effectually secured to themselves the trade of

the lakes, and an influence over all the nations of America which lay near them.

Rivers.] The rivers branching through this country are very numerous, and many
of them large, bold, and deep. The principal are, the Outtauais, St John, Seguinay,

Despraires, and 'J'rois Rivieres, but they are all swallowed up by the river St Laurence.
This river issues from the lake Ontario, and, talking its course north-east, washes Mon-
treal, where it receives the Outtauais, and forms many fertile islands. It continues the

same course, and meets the tide upwards of 400 miles from the sea, where it is navi-

gable for large vessels ; and below (Quebec, 320 miles from the sen, it becomes broad,
and so deep, that ships of the line contributed, in tlie war before the last, to reduce that

capital. After receiving in its progress innumerable streams, this great river falls into

the ocean at Cape Rosieres, where it is ninety miles broad, and where the cold is in-

tense, and the sea boisterous. In its progress it forms a variety of bays, harbours, and
islands

j
many of them are fruitful, and extremely pleasant.

Mountains,] There arc some mountains in the northern part of this country, and
others between (Quebec and the sea, but none that deserves particular noiice.

Metals and minerals.] Near (Quebec is a fine lead mine, and \\\ somp of the

mountains, we are told, silver has been found. This country also abounds with coals.

Animals.] These make the most curloiKj, and hitherto the most interesting part of
|he natural history of Canada. It is to the spoils of these that we owe the materials of
many of our manufactures, and most of the commerce as yet carried on between us and
tbc country we have been describinfj. The animals that fjn^ 5l;^'^*er and nourishment
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m the immense forests of Canada, and which indeed traverse the uncultivjited parts of
all this continent, are stags, elk, deer, bears, foxes, martins, wild cats, ferrets, weasels
squirrels of a large size and greyish hue, hares, and rabbits. The southern parts in par-
ticular breed great numbers of wild bulls, deer of a small size, divers sorts of roebucks
goats, wolves, &c. The marshes, lakes, and pools, which in thi; country are very nu-
merous, swarm with otters, beavers, or castors, of wliich the white are highly valued,

being scarce as well as the right black khid. The American beaver, though resemb-
ling the creature known in Europe by that name, has many particulars which render it

the most curious animal we are acquainted with It is near , four feet in length, and
weighs sixty or seventy pounds : ihey live from fifteen to twenty years, and the fe-

males generally bring forth four young ones at a time. It is an a uphibious quadruped,

that continues not long at a time in the water, but yet cannot live without frequently

bathing in it. The savages, who wage a continual war with this animal, believe it to

be a rational creature, that it lived in society, and was governed by a leader resembling

their own sachem or prince.— It must indeed be allowed, that the curious accounts giv-

en of this animal by ingenious travellers, the manner in which it contrives it habitation,

provides food to serve during the winter, and always in proportion to the continuance

and severity of it, are sufficient to show the near approaches of instinct to reason, and
even in some instances the superiority of the former. Their colours are different

;
black,

brown, w^hite, yellow, and straw colours ; but it is observed, that the lighter their co-

lour, the less quantity of fur they are clothed with, and live in warmer climates. The
furs of the beaver are of two kinds, the dry and the green j the dry fur is the skin be-

fore it is applied to any use j the green are the furs that are worn, after being sewed to

one another, by the Indians, who besmear them with unctuous substances, which not

only render them more pliable, but give the fine down that is manufactured into hats that

oily quality which renders it proper to be worked up with the dry fur. Both the Dutch
and English have of late found the secret of making excellent cloths, gloves, and
stockings, as well as hats, from the beaver fur. Besides the fur, this useful animal pro-

duces the true castoreum, which is contained in bags m the lower part of the belly,

different from the testicles : the value of this drug is well known. The flesh of the

beaver is a most delicious food, but when boiled it has a disagreeable relish.

The musk rat is a diminuiive kind of beaver (weighing about five or six pounds),

which it resembles in every thing but its tail j and affords a very strong musk.

The elk is of the size of a horse or mule. Its flesh is very agreeable and nourishing,

-and its colour a mixture of light grey and dark red. Elks love the cold countries j and

W'hen the winter affords them no grass, they gnaw the bark of trees. It is dangerous

to approach very near this animal when he is hunted, as he sometimes springs furiously

on his pursuers, and tramples them to pieces. To prevent this, the hunter throws his

clothes to him ; and while the deluded animal spends his fury on these, he finds an op-

portunity to dispatch him.

There is a carnivorous animal here, called the carcajou, of the feline or cat kind,

with, a tail so long, that Charlevoix says he tvvisted it several times round his body.

"Its body is about two feet in length, from the end of the snout to the tail. It is said

that this animal, winding himself about a tree, will dart from thence upon the elk,

twist his strong tail round his body, and tear his throat open in a moment
The buffaloe is a kind of wild ox, of much the same appearance with those of Eu-

rope : his body is covered with a black wool, which is highly esteemed. The flesh of

the female is very good-j and the buffaloe hides are as soft and pliable as chamois lea-

ther, but so very strong, that the bucklers which the Indians make of them are hardly

penetrable by a musquet-bail. The Canadian roebuck is a domestic animal, but differs

in no other respect from those of Europe. Wolves are scarce in Canada, but they af-

ford the finest furs in all the country. Their flesh is white, and good to eatj they pur-

sue their prey to the tops of the tallest trees. The black foxes are greatly esteemed,

and very scarce j but those of other colours are more common : and some on the Upper

Mississippi are of a silver colour, and very beautiful. They live upon water-fowls,

which they decoy within ttidv clutches by a thousand antic-tricks, and then spnng up and

devour them. The Canadian pole-cat h^s a most beautiful white fur, except the tip of
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liis tail, which is as black as jet. Nature has given this animal no defence but its

urine, the smell of which is nauseous an^ intolerable j
this, when attacked, it sprinkles

plentifully on its tail, and throws it on the assailant. The Canadian wood-rat is of a

beautiful silver colour, with a bushy tail, and tunce as big as the European *^ the fe-

male carries under her belly a bag, which she opens and shuts at pleasure •, and in that

she places her young when pursued Here are three sorts of squirrels ^ that called the

flying squirrel will leap forty paces and more, from one tree to another. This little

animal is easily tamed and is very lively. The Canadian porcupine is less than a

middling dog j when roasted, he eats full as well as a sucking pig. The hares and

rabbits diiTer little from those in Europe, only they turn gray in winter. There are

two sorts of bears here, one of a reddish, and the other of a black colour ; but the

former is the most dangerous. The bear is not naturally fierce, unless when wounded

or oppressed with hunger. They run themselves very poor in the month of July, when

it is somewhat dangerous to meet them during the winter they remain in a kind of

torpid state. Scarcely any thing among the Indians is undertaken with greater solem-

nity than hunting the bear j and an alliance with a noted bear-hunter, who has killed

several in one day, is more eagerly sought after than that of one who has rendered

himself famous in war. The reason is, because the chase supplies the family with both

food and raiment.

Of the feathered creation, they have 'eagles, falcons, goshawks, tercols, partridges,

grey, red, and black, with long tails, v/hich they spread out as a fan, and make a very

beautiful appearance. Wood- cocks are scarce in Canada, but snipes, and other water

game, are plentiful. A Canadian raven is said by some writers to eat as well as a pul-

let, and an owl better. Here are black-birds, swallows, and larks ; no less than twen-

ty-two different species of ducks, and a gre^t number of swans, turkeys, geese, bustards,

teal, water-hens, cranes, and other large water-fovvd j but always at a distance from,

houses. The Canadian wood pecker is a beautiful bird. Thrushes and goldfinches are

found here ; but the chief Canadian bird of melody is the white bird, which is a kind

of ortolan, very showy, and remarkable for announcing the return of spring. The fly-

bird, or humming-bird, is thought to be the most beautiful of any in nature ; with all

his plumage, he is no bigger than a cock-chafer, and he makes a noise with, his wings
like the humming of a large fly.

Among the reptiles of this country, the rattle-snake chiefly deserves attention. Some
of these are as big as a man's leg, and they are long in proportion. What is most re-

markable in this animal is the tail, whiqh is scaly like a coat of mail, and on which it

is said there grows every year one ring or row of scales j so that its age may be known
by its tail, as we know that of a horse by its teeth. In moving, it makes a rattling

noise, from which it takes its name. The bite of this serpent is mortal, if a remedy is

not applied immediately. In all places where this dangerous reptile is bred, there grows
a plant, which is called rattle-snake herb, the root of ^vhich (such is the goodness of
Providence) is a certain antidote against the venom of this serpent, and that with the

most simple preparation j for it requires only to be pounded or chewed, and applied like

,a plaister to the wound. The rattle-snake seldom bites passengers, unless it is provoked
j

and never darts itself at any person ^vithout first rattling three times with its tail.

Wlien pursued, if it has but a little time to recover, it folds itself round, with the head
in the middle, and then darts itself with great fury and violence against its pursuers

;

nevertheless, the savages chace it, and find its flesh very good : it also possesses medi-
cinal qualities.

Some writers are of opinion, that the fisheries in Canada, if properly improved, would
be more likely to enrich that country than even the fur trade. Tlie river St Laurence
contains perhaps the greatest variety of fish of any in the world, and these in the great-

est plenty and of the best sorts.

Besides a great variety of other fish in the rivers and lakes, are sea-wolves, sea-cows
porpoises, the lencornet, the goberque, the sea-plalse; salmon, trout, turtle, lobsters, the
chaourason, sturgeon, the nchij;au; the gilthead, tunny, shad, lamprey, smelts, conger-eels,

mackarcl, soals, herrings, anchovies, and pilchards. The sea-wolf, so called from its
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howling, is an amphibious creature ; the largest is said to weigh two thousand pounds
5

their flesh is good eating j but the profit of it lies in the oil, which is proper for burning
and currying of leather j their skins make excellent coverings for trunks, and, though
not so fine as Morocco leather, they preserve their freshness better, and are less liahle to

cracks. The shoes and boots made of those skins let in no water, and, when properly

tanned, make excellent and lasting covering for seats. The Canadian sea-cow is larger

than the sea-wolf, but resembles it in figure : it has two teeth of the thickness and
length of a man's arm, that, when grown, look like horns, and are very fine ivory, as

well as its other teeth. Some of the porpoises of the river St Laurence ar&-said to yield

a hogshead of oil j and of their skins waistcoats are made, which are excessively strong,

and musket-proof. The lencornet is a kind of cuttle fish, quite round, or rather oval :

there are three sorts of them, which differ only in size j some being as large as a hogs-

head, and others but a foot long
;
they catch only the last, and that with a torch they

are excellent eating. The gouerque has the taste and smell of a small cod. The sea-

plaise is good eating
^
they are taken with long poles armed with iron hooks. The

«haourason is an armed fish, about five feet long, and as thick as a man's thigh, resem-

bling a pike j it is covered with scales that are proof against a dagger j its colour is a

silver grey 5 and th^re grows under its mouth a long bony substance, ragged at the ed-

ges. One may easily conceive, that an animal so well fortified is a ravager among the

inhabitants of the water ^ but we have few instances of fish making prey of the feather-

ed creation, which this fish dees, however, with much art. He conceals himself among
the canes and reeds, in such a manner that nothing is to be seen besides his weapon,

which he holds raised perpendicularly above the surface ©f the water ; the fowls which-

come to take rest, imagining the weapon to be only a withered reed, perch upon it
5

• but they are no sooner alighted, than the fish opens its throat, and makes such a sudden

motion to seize his prey, that it seldom escapes him. This fish is an inhabitant of the

lakes. The sturgeon is both a fresh and salt-water fish, taken on the coast of Canada

and the lakes, from eight to twelve feet long, and proportionably thick. There is a

small kind of sturgeon, the flesh of which is very tender and delicate. The achigau,

and the gilthead, are fish pecuhar to the river St Laurence. Some of the rivers breed

a kind of crocodile, that differs but little from those of the Nile.

Timber and plants.] The uncultivated parts of North America contain the

greatest forests in the world. They are a continued wood, not planted by the hands of

men, and in all appearance as old as the world itself. Nothing is more magnificent t©

the sight the trees lose themselves in the clouds j and there is such a prodigious varie-

ty of species, that even among those persons who have taken most pains to describe

them, there is not one perhaps that knows half the number. The province we are de-

scribing produces, amongst others, two sorts of pines, the white and the red ; four sorts

of firs
J
two sorts of cedar and oak, the white and the red the male and the female

m.aple j three sorts of ask trees, the free, the mongrel, and the bastard j three sorts of

walnut-trees, the hard, the soft, and the smooth j vast numbers of beech trees and white

wood
J
white and red elms, and poplars. The Indians hollow the red elms into canoes,

some of which, made out of one piece, will contain twenty persons ; others are made of

the bark, the difi;crent pieces of which they sew together with the inner rind, and daub

over the seams with pitch, or rather a bituminous matter resembling pitch, to prevent

their leaking and the ribs of these canoes are made of boughs of trees. About No-

vember the bears and wild cats take up their habitations in the hollow elms, and remain

there till A.pril. Here are also found cherry-trees, plum-trees, the vinegar-tree, the

fruit of which, infused in water, produces vinegary an aquatic plant, called alaco,

the fruit of which may be made into a confection the wl^ite thorn the cotton-tree,

on the top of which grow several tufts of flowers, which, when shaken in the mornmg

before the dew falls oif, produce honey, that may be boiled up into sugar, tlie seed be-

ing a pod containing a very fine kind of cotton j the sun-plant, which resembles a man-

gold, and grows to the height of seven or eight feet
j
Turkey corn j

French beans j

gourds, melons, capillaire, and the hop plant.

Chief towns.] Quebec, the capital, not only of Lower Canada, but of all British

America, is situate atlthq confluence of the rivers St Laurence and St Charles, or the
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Utile liver, about 320 miles from the sea. It is built on a rock, pratly of «iarble and-

partly of slate. The town is divided into an upper and a lower j
the houses in both are

of stone, and built in a tolerable manner. The fortifications are strong, though not re-

gular. 'The town is defended By a regular and beauiifai citadel, in which the governor

resides. The number of inhabitants have been computed at 12 or 15,000. The river,

which from the sea hither is four or five leagues broad, narrows ail on a sudden to about

a mile wide. The haven, which lies opposite the town, is safe and commodious, and

about five fathoms deep. The harbour is flanked by two bastions, that are raised 25

feet from the ground, which is about the height of the tides at the time of the equinox.

From Quebec to Montreal, which is about 170 miles, in sailing up the river St Lau-

rence, the eye is entertained with beautiful landscapes,^ t\\e banks being in many places

very bold and steep, and shaded with lofty trees. The farms lie pretty close all the

way
J

several gentlemen's houses, neatly built show themselves at intervals, and there

is all the appearance of a flourishing colony j but there are few towns or villages. The

country resembles the well settled parts of Virginia and Maryland, where the planters

live wholly within themselves. Majiy beautiful islands are interspersed in the channel

of the river, which have an agreeable effect upon the eye. After passing the Richelieu

islands, the air becomes so mild and temperate, that the traveller thinks himxself trans-

ported to another climate but this is to be understood of the summer months.

The town called Trois Rivieres, or the'Three Rivers, is about halfway between Que.

bee and Montreal, and has its name from three rivers which join their currents here,

and fall into the river St Laurence. It is much resorted to by several nations of In-

dians, who, by means of these rivers, come hither and trade with the inhabitants in va-

rious kinds of furs and skins. The country is pleasant, and fertile in corn, fruit, &.c,

and great numbers of handsome houses stand on both sides of the rivers.

Montreal stands on an island in the river St Laurence, which is ten leagues in length,

and four in breadth, at the foot of a mountahi which gives name to it, about half a

league from the south shore. V/hile the French had possession of Canada, both the city

and island of Montreal belonged to private proprietors, who had improved them so well,

that the wdiole island was become a most delightful spot, and produced every thing that

could administer to the conveniences of life The city forms an oblong square, divided

by regular and well-formed streets j and when it fell into the hands of the English, the

houses were built in a very handsome manner ; and every house might be seen at one

view from the harbour, or from the southermost side of the river, as the hill, on the side

of which the town stands, falls gradually to the water. The place is surrounded with a

wall and^a dry ditch j and its fortifiQaiions have been much improved by the linglish,

Montreal is nearly as large as Quebec ; but since it becam.e subject to the English it

has suffered much by fires.

Population, inhabitants.] In the year 1783, Canada and Labrador were sup-

posed to contain about 130,000 inhabitants.* There are many different tribes of In-

dians in Canada ; but these people are observed to decrease in population where the Eu-
ropeans are most numerous, owing chiefly to the immoderate use of spirituous liquors, of

which they are excessively fond. But as liberty is the ruling passion of the Indians, we
may naturally suppose, that, as the Europeans advance, the former will retreat to more
liistant regions.

Natural curiosities.] These are the vast lakes, rivers, and cataracts, of the coun-

try. Among the latter the princijial is the stupendous fall, or calaiact, which is called

the Falls of Niagara. The water here is about half a mile wide, where the rock crosses

it, not in a direct line, but in the form of a half moon. When it comes to the j'.crpcu-

dicular fall, which is 130 ftet, no words can express the consternation of travellers at

seeing so great a body of water falhng, or rather violently thro\' n, from so great a
height, upon the rocks below : from which it again rebounds to a very grent height, ap-

pearing as white as snow, being all converted into foam, through those violeiU agita-

* In 1784, general IlaliUmand oidorcHl a census of the inhnl)itants lo be i.ikcn, \shcn tlicy araoun:<J
f» il3,01iJ English and French, exclusive of JQ,UOO lovul'cts, Svitllcd in the upp. r parrs of the pro^^;Ke.
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tions. The noise of this fall is often heard at the distance of fifteen miles, and some-*

times much further. The vapour arising from the fall may sometimes be seen at a orcat
distance, appearing like a cloud, or pilliar of smoke, and exhibiting the resemblance of a
rainbow, whenever the sun and the position of the traveller favour. Meany beasts and
fowls here lose their lives, by attempting to swim, or cross the stream in the rapids above
the fall, and are found dashed in pieces below. Sometimes the Indians, through care-

lessness or drunkenness, have met with the same fate j and perhaps no place in the v/orld

is frequented by such a number of eagles as are invited hither by the carnage of deer,

elks, bears, &.c. on which they feed.

Trade.] The amount of the exports from the province of Lower Canada, in the
year 1786, v;as 343,2631. the amount for imports in the same year was 325,1161. The
exports consisted of wheat, flour, biscuit, flax-seed, fish, pot-ash, ginseng, and other
medicinal roots j but principally of furs and peltries, to the amount of 285,9771. The
imports consisted of n\m, brandy, molasses, coffee, sugar, wines, tobacco, salt, provi-

sions for the troops, and dry goods.

Government.] By the Quebec act, passed by the parliament of Great Britain, in

the year 1791, it is enacted that there shall be within each of the provinces of Upper
and Lower Canada, a legislative council and an assembly, who, with the consent of the
governor appointed by the king, shall have power to make laws \ but the king may de-

clare his dissent at any time within two years after receiving any bill. The legislative

council is to consist of not fewer than seven members for Upper and fifteen for Lower
Canada, to be summoned by the governor, who must be authorized by the king. They
hold their seats for life, unless they forfeit them by an absence of four years, or trans-

ferring their allegiance to some foreign power. The house of assembly is to consist of

not less than sixteen membets, from Upper and fifty from Lower Canada, chosen by the

freeholders in the several towns and districts. The council and assembly are to be
called together at least once in every year, and every assembly is to continue four years,

unless sooner dissolved by the governor.

Language.] The general language of this country is the French English being

confined to the British settlers, who are much fewer in number than the inhabitants of

French descent.

Religion.] About nine-tenths of the inhabitants of these provinces are Roman Ca-
tholics, who enjoy, under the present government, the same rights and privileges as

were granted them in 1772 by the act of Parliament then passed. The rest of the peo-

ple are protestants of various sects.

History. This country was discovered by the English as early as 1597 ; but the

first settlement in it was made by the French, in 1608, who retained possession of it

till 1760, when it was conquered by the British arms, and, by the treaty of Paris in

1763, ceded by France to the crown of England, under the government of which it

has ever since continued.

One of the most remarkable events which history records of this country, is the earth-

quake in the year 1663, which overwhelmed a chain of mountains of free-stone, more

than 300 miles long, and changed the immense tract into a plain.

NOVA SCOTIA & NEW BRUNSWICK.

situation and extent.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 350 7 , . r43 and 49 north lat. \
Breadth^aoj^^^^^^n^O and 67 west long. |
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EouNDARiT<3, DIVISIONS.] NOVA SCOTIA, or^ NEW SCOTLAND, In the

original and more extensive application of the name, is bounded by the river St Lau-

rence on the north
j
by the gulf of St Laurence, and the Atlantic Ocean, on the east j

by the same ocean, south j and by Canada and New England, west.

This country in 1784, was divided into two provinces or governments, viz. NoVA
Scotia proper, and New Brunswick. Nova Scotia proper is a peninsula, joined to

the continent by a narrow isthmus, at the north-east extremity of the bay of Fundy : it

is separated on the north-east from Cape Breton island by the gut of Canso 5 on the

north it has a part of the gulf of St Laurence, and the straits of Northumberland, which

divide it from the island of St John ^ on the v^est it has New Brunswick, and the bay

of Fundy ; on the south and south-east the Atlantic Ocean. Its length is about 235

miles from Cape Sable on the south-west, to Cape Canso on the north-east. Its ex-

treme breadth is 88 miles *, but. between the head of Halifax harbour, and the town of

Windsor, it is only about 22 miles broad. It contains 8,789,000 acres, of which three

millions have been granted, and two millions settled, and under improvement.

New BrunsVv^ick is bounded on the westward of the river St Croix, by the said river

to its source, and by a line drawn due north from thence to the southern boundary of

the province of Quebec, to the northward by the sam.e boundary as far as the western

extremity of the Bay de Chaleurs, to the eastward by the said bay to the gulf of St

Laurence, to the bay called Bay Verte, to the south by a line in the centre of the bay

of Fundy, from the river St Croix aforesaid, to the m^outh of the Musquat river
5
by the

said river to its source, and frorn thence by a due line across the isthmus into the Bay
Verte, to join the eastern lot above described, including all islands within six leagues of

the coast.

Nova Scotia is divided into eight counties, viz. Halifax, Hants, King's, Annapolis,

Cumberland, Sunbury, Queen's, and Lunenburg. These are divided into above 40
townships.

Population.] The whole population of Nova Scotia, Nev/ Brunswick, and the is-

lands adjoining, is about 50,000.

Chief towns.] The capital of Nova Scotia proper is Halifax, which stands upon
Chebucto Bay, very commcdicusly situated for the fishery, and has a communication
with most part of the province, either by land-carriage, the sea, or navigable rivers,

w^ith a fine harbour, where a small squadron of ships of war lies during the winter, and
in summer puts to sea, under the command of a commodore, of the fishery. The town
has an entrenchment, and is strengthened with forts of timber. The other towns of
less note are Annapolis Royal, which stands on the east side of the bay of Fundy, and,

though but a small place, was formerly the capital of the province. It has one of the

finest harbours in America, capable of containir.g a thousand vessels at anchor, in the
utmost security. St John's is a new settlement at the mouth of the river of that name,
that falls into the bay of Fundy, on the west side.

Since the conclusion of the American war, the emigration of loyalists to this pro^-incc

from the United States has been very great
j
by them new towns iiave been raised j as

Shelburnc, which extends two miles on the water side, and is said to contain already
8000 inhabitants. Of the old settlements, the most nourishing and populous are, Hali-
fax, and tlie townships of Windsor, Norton, and Cornwallis, between HaUfax and An-
napolis. Of the new settlements, the most important aie Shelburne, Barr-town, Digby,
and New Edinburgh.

"
Large tracts of land have been lately cultivated, and the pro-

vince is now likely to advance in population and fertility.

The chief towns of Brunswick, are St John's the capital, Frcdericktown, St An-
drew's and St Ann, the present seat of government.

Soil and pi^oDUCE.] From sucli an unfax'ourablc climate little can be expected.
Nova Scotia, or New Scotland, till lately, ^vas almost a continued forest ; and agricul-
ture, though attempted by the English settlers, made little progress. In most parts,
the soil is thin and barren, tl:c corn it produced is of a shrivelled kind, like rye, and the
grass intermixed with a cold spongy moss. However, it is not uniformly bad ; therc arc
U-ucts in the peninsula, to the soutlnvard, which do not yield to the best land in New
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EnglaiYd, and, by tbe industry and exertions of tlie loyalists from the other provinces
are now cultivated, and likely to be fertile and flourishing. In general, the soil is ad-
apted to the produce of hemp and Hax. The timber is extremely proper for ship-build--

ing, and produces pitch and car. Flattering accounts have been given of the improve-
ments making in the new settlements and bay of Fundy. A great quantity of land
has been cleared, which abounds in timber 5 and ship-loads of good masts and spars hayf
been shipped from thence already.

Climate.] The climate of this country, though within the temperate zone, has
been found rather unfavourable to European constitutions. They are wrapped up in
the gloom of a fog during great part of the year, and for four or five months it is. in-

tensely cold -y but, though the cold in winter, and the heat in summer, are great, they
€ome on gradually, so as to p*repare the body for enduring both.

Rivers.] The principal rivers in New JBriuiswick are St John's, which is navigable
fbr vessels of fifty tons, about sixty miles j and St Croix, which divides this province from
the district of Maine. The river of Annapolis, in Nova Scotia proper, is navigable
fifteen miles for vessels of 100 tons.

Animals.] These provinces are not deficient in the animals of the neighbouring
countries, particularly deer, beavers, and otters. Wild fowl, and all manner of game,
and quadrupeds, have from time to time been brought into it, and thrive well. At the
close of March, the fish begin to spawn, when they enter the rivers in such shoals as are

incredible. lierrings come up in April, and the sturgeon and salmon in May. Eut
the most valuable appendage of New Scotland is the Cape Sable coast, along which is

one continued range of cod-fishing banks, navigable rivers, basins, and excellent

harbours.

Metals, minerals.] Copper has been found at Cape d'Or, on the north side of

the basin of Minas, and there are mines of coal at Cumberland, and on the east river

which falls into Picton harbour.

Trade.] The amount of imports from Great Britain to this country, at an average

of three years, before the new settlements, was about 26,5001. The articles exported

in exchange are timber, and the produce of the fishery, which, at a large average

amounts to 3S,000l.

History and settlement.] Notwithstanding the forbidding appearance of this

country, it was here that 3ome of the first European settlements w^ere made. The first

grant of lands in it was given by James I. to his secretary, Sir William Alexander,

from whom it had the name of Nova Scotia, or New Scotland. Since then, it has fre-

quently changed hands, from one private proprietor to another, and from the French to

the English nation, backward and forward. It was not confirmed to the English till

the peace of Utrecht j and their design in acquiring it does not seem to have so much
arisen from any prospect of direct profit to be obtained by it, as from an apprehension

that the French, by possessing this province, might have had it in their power to annoy

our other settlements. Upon this principle, 3000 families were transported, in 1749,

at the charge of the government, into this country, where they erected the town of

Halifax, so called from the earl of that name, to whose wisdom and care we owe this

settlement.

ISLANDS in north AMERICA.

Newfoundland is situate on the east side of the gulf of St Laurence, between 46
and 52 degrees of north latitude, p.nd -feetween 58 and 59 of west longitude. It is se-

parated from Labrador, or New Britain, by the straits of Beileislc, and from Canada

by the bay of St Laureoqe
3
being 3^0 3wle$ long, 200 feroad. The coasts pr« ex-
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iremely subject to fogs, attended xvith almost continual storms of snow and sleet, the

sky being usually overcast. The cold of winter is here long continued and severe, and

the summer heat, though sometimes violent, is not sufficient to produce any thing va-

luable, the soil being rocky and barren. It is, however, watered by several good rivers,

and has many large and excellent harbours. This island seems to be rather hilly than

mountainous, with woods of birch, small pine, and fir j but on the south-west side are

lofty headlands. It is chiefly valuable for the great fishery of cod, carried on upon

those shoals which are called the banks of Newfoundland. Great Britain and the

United States, at the lowest computation, annually employ 3,000 sail of small craft in

this fishery, on board of which, and on shore, to cure and pack the fish, are upv;ards of

100,000 hands. This fishery is computed to yield 300,0001. a year from the cod sold

m Catholic countries. The numbers of cod, both on the great bank and the lesser, are

inconceivable ; and not only cod, but several other species of fish, are caught thpre in

abundance, all of which are nearly in equal plenty along the shores of Newfoundland,

Nova Scotia, New England, and the island of Cape Breton j and very profitable fish*

eries are carried on upon all their coasts.

The chief towns in Newfoundland, are Placentia, Bonavista, and St John's, but not

above 1000 families remain here in winter. A small squadron is sent in the spring to

.protect the fisheries and inhabitants, the admiral of which, for the time being, is gover-

nor of the island, besides whom there is a lieutenant governor, who resides at Placentia.

This island was discovered by Sebastian Cabot, in 1496, and both the French and
English had made settlements there in the beginning of the seventeenth century. After

various contests and disputes, however, the island was entirely ceded to England by the

treaty of Utrecht, in 1713 ; but the French were left at liberty to dry their nets on the

northern shores of the island *, and by the treaty of 1763, they were permitted to fish

in the gulf of St Laurence *, but with the limitation that they should not approach with-

in three leagues of any of the coasts belonging to England. The small islands of St

Pierre and Miquelon, situate to the southv/ard of Newfoundland, were also ceded to the

French, under the stipulation that they should erect no fortifications on those islands,

nor keep more than fifty soldiers to enforce the police. By the treaty of 1783, the

French were to enjoy their fisheries on the northern and western coasts, the inhabitants

of the United States having the same privileges as before their independence j and the
late treaty of Amiens confirmed the privileges then granted to the French.

St JOHN'S.] Situate in the gulf of St Laurence, is about 60 miles in length, and
30 or 40 broad, and has many fine rivers

j
and, though lying near Cape Breton, and

Nova Scotia, has greatly the advantage of both in pleasantness and fertility of soil.

Upon the reduction of Cape Breton, the inhabitants of this island, amounting to four

thousand, submitted quietly to the British arms
j
and, to the disgrace of the French

governor, there were found in his house several English scalps, which were brought
there to market by the savages j this being the place where they were encouraged to

carry on that barbarous and inhuman trade. This island was so well improved by the
French, that it was styled the granary of Canada, which it furnished with great plenty
of corn, as well as beef and pork. It has several fine rivers, and a rich soil. Charlotte-
town is the capital, and the residence of the lieutenant-governor, who is the chief officer

in the island. The inhabitants are estimated at about five thousand.
CAPE BRETON.] T his island, or rather collection of islands, called by the French

Lts Isles cle Madame^ wjiich lie so contiguous that they are commonly called but one,
and comprehended under the name of the Island of Cape Breton, lies between 4? and
47 deg. north lat. and between 59 and 60 dcg. west Ion. from London. It is nbt)ut

100 miles in length, and 50 in breadth j and is separated from Nova Scotia by a narrow
strait, called the Gut of Canso^ which Is the communication between the Atlantic Ocean
and the gulf of St Laurence. The soil is barren, but it has good harbours, particularly
t^hat of Louisburg, which is near four leagues in circumference, and has every where six

or seven fathoms water.

The French began a settlement in this island in 1714, which they continued to in-

crease, and fortified it in 1720. They were, however, dispossessed' in 1745, by the
bravery of the inhabitants of New England, with little assistance from Great Britain ;

3 K
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but it was again, by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, ceded to the French, who spared tio
expence to fortify and strengthen it. Notwithstanding which, it was again reduced, in
1758, by the British troops, under general Amherst and admiral Boscawen, together
with a large body of New England men, who found in. that place two hundred and
twenty-one pieces of cannon, and eighteen mortars, together with a large quantity of
ammunition and stores 5 and it was ceded to the crown of Great Britain by the peace of
1763, since which the fortifications have been blown up, and the town of Louisbourg
dismantled.

BERMUDAS, or SUMIVEER ISLANDS.] These received their first name from
their being discovered by John Bermudas, a Spaniard j and were called the Summer Is-
lands, from Sir George Summers, who was shipwrecked on their rocks in 1609, in his pas-
sage to Virginia They are situate at a vast distance from any continent, in thirty-two
deg. north lat. and in sixty- five deg. west long Their distance from the Land's End
is computed to be near 1500 leagues, from the Madeiras about 1200 and from Carolina
about 300. The Bermudas arc but small, not containing in all above 20,000 acres

5
and are very difficult of access, being, as Waller the poet, who resided some time there,
expresses it, " walled with rocks." The air of these islands, which Waller celebrates
in ond of his poems, has been always esteemed extremely healthful j and the beauty and
richness of the vegetable productions are perfectly delightful. Though the soil of these
islands is admirably adapted to the cultivation of the vine, the chief and only business
of the inhabitants, who are about 10,000 in number, is the building and navigation of
light sloops and brigan tines, which they employ chiefly in the trade between North
America and the West Indies. These vessels are as remarkable for their swiftness,

as the cedar, of which they are built, is for its hard and durable quality.

WEST INDIES.

WE have already abserved, that between the two continents of America lie a mul-

titude of Islands which we call the West Indies, and which, (such 3.s are worth cultiva-

tion,) now belong to five European pc\vers, Great Britain, Spain, France, Holland, and
Denmark. As the climate and seasons of these islands differ widely from what we can

form any idea of by what we perceive at home, we shall, to avoid repetitions, speak of

them in general, and mention some other particulars that are peculiar to the West
Indies.

The climate in all our West India islands is nearly the same, allowing for those ac-

cidental differences which the several situations and qualities of the lands chcmsclves

produce. As they lie within the tropics, and the sun goes quite over their heads, pas-

sing beyond them to the north, they are continually subjected to the extreme of a heat

which would be intolerable, if the trade-wind, rising gradually as the sun gathers

strength, did not blow in upon them from the sea, and refresh the air iri such a manner

as to enable the cultivator to attend to his business, even under the meridian sun. On
the other hand, as the night advances, a breeze begins to be perceived, which blows

smartly from the land, as it were from the centre, towards the sea, to all points of the

compass at once.

In the same manner, w^hen the sun advances towards the tropic of Cancer, and be-

comes vertical, he draws after him such a vast body of clouds, as shield the earth from

Ills direct beams j and dissolving into rain, cool the air, and refresh the country, thirsfy

with the long drought which commonly reigns from the beginning of January to the

latter end of May.
The rains in the West Indies (and we may add, in the East Indies) are by no means

so moderaie as with us. Our heaviest rains are but dews comparatively. They are
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tither floods of water, poured from the clouds with a prodigious impetuosity ; the rivers

rise in a moment j new rivers and lakes are formed, and in a short time all ihe low

country is under water.* Hence it is, the rivers which have their source within the

tropics swell and overflow their banks at a certain season j but so mistaken were the an-

cients in their idea of the torrid zone, that they imagined it to be dried and scorched

up with a continued and fervent heat, and to be for that reason uninhabitable j when ia

reality, some of the largest rivers of the world have their course within its limits, and

moisture is t)ne of the greatest inconveniences of the climate in several places.

The rains make the only distinction of seasons in the West Indies j the trees are

green the whole year round
j
they have no cold, no frosts, no snows, and but rarely

some hail
J

the storms of hail are, however, very violent when they happen, and the

hailstones very large and heavy.

It is in the rainy season (principally in the month of August, more rarely in July and

September) that they are assaulted by hurricanes, the most terrible calamity to which

they are subject from the climate j these destroy, at a sLroke, the labours of many years,

and prostrate the hopes of the planter, often just at the moment v/hen he thinks himself

out of the reach of fortune. The hurricane is a sudden and violent storm of v/ind, rain,

thunder, and lightning, attended with a furious swelling of the seas, and sometimes with

an earthquake ; in short, with every cirpumstance which the elements can assemble,

that is terrible and destructive. First, they see, as the prelude to the ensuing havoc,

whole fields of sugar-canes whirled into the air, and scattered over the face of the

country : the strongest trees of the forests are torn up by the roots, and driven about

like stubble : their wind-mills are swept away in a moment j their utensils, the fixtures,

the ponderous copper-boilers, and stills of several hundred weight are wrenched from
the ground, and battered to pieces j their houses are no protection j the roofs are torn off

at one blast j whilst the rain, which in an hour rises five feet, rushes in upon them with
irresistible violence.

The grand staple commodity of the West Indies is sugar : this commodity was not

known to the Greeks and Romans, though it was made in China in very early times,

from whence we had the first knowledge of it j but the Portuguese were the first who
cultivated it in America, and brought it into request, as one of the materials of a very

universal luxury in Europe. It is not agreed whether the cane, from which this sub-

stance is extracted, be a native of America, or brought thither, to their colony of Bra-
sil, by the Portuguese, from India and the coast of Africa

j
but, however that may be,

in early times they made the most, as they still do the best sugars whicli come to mar-
ket in this part of the world. The juice within the sugar-cane is the most lively and
least cloying sweet in nature, and, sucked raw, has proved extremely nutritive and
wholesome. From the melasses, rum is distilled, and from the scummings of sugar a
meaner spirit is procured. Rum finds its market in North America, wher^ it is con-

sumed by the iiihabitants, or employed in the African trade, or distributed from thence

to the fishery of Newfoundland, and other parts, besides what comes to Great Briiaiii

and Ireland However, a very great quantity of melasses is taken otf raw, and carried

to New England to be distilled there. The tops of the canes, and the leaves which
grow upon the joints, make very good provender for the cattle j and the refuse of the

cane, after grinding, serves for fire j so tliat no part of this excellent plant is without
its use.

It is computed that, when things are well managed, the rum and mellasses pay tlis

charges of the plantation, and the sugars are clear gain. However, by the particulars

we have seen, and by others which wc may easily imagine, the cxpences of a pLntaiion
in the West Indies are very great, and the profits, at the first vicn-, precarious : fi)r the
chargeable articles of the wind mill, the boiling, cooling, and distllling-housrs, and tiie

buying and subsisting a suitable number of slaves and cattle, will not suffer any ma ; to

begin a sugar plantation ot any conscqucTice, not to mention the purchase of tlic laud,

which is very hi^h, under a capital of at least 50001. There arc, however, no p^rts of

• Sec Wauon's Journey Jirro^s the Isthmus of Dancr..

3E4
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the world in wliich great estates are made in so short a time, from the productions of
the earth, as in the West Indies. The produce of a few good seasons generally pro-

vides against the ill effects of the worst ; as the planter is sure of a speedy and profit-

able market for his produce, which has a readier sale than perhajps any other commo-
dity in the world.

Large plantations are generally under the care of a manager, or chief overseer, who
has commonly a salary of I50l. a-year, with overseers under him in proportion to the

extent of the plantation : one to about thirty negroes, with a salary of about 40l.

Such plantations, too, hav^ a surgeon at a fixed salary, employed to take care of the

negroes which belong to it. But the course which is the least troublesome to the ow-
ner of the estate, is to let the land, with all the works, and the stock of cattle and
slaves, to a tenant, who gives security for the payment of rent, and the keeping up re-

pairs and stock. The estate is generally estimated to such a tenant at half the net

produce of the best years. Such tenants, if industrious and frugal men, soon make good
estates for themselves.

The negroes in the plantations are subsisted at a very easy rate. This is generally

by allotting to each family of them a small portion of land, and allowing them two days

in the week, Saturday and Sunday, to cultivate it. Some are subsisted in this manner
j

but others find their negroes a certain portion of Guinea and Indian corn, and to some
a salt herring, or a small portion of bacon or salt pork, a day. All the rest of the

charge consists in a cap, a shirt, a pair of breeches, and a blanket j and the profit of

their labour yields lOl. or 12l. annually. The price of men negroes, upon their first ar-

rival, is from 46l. to 50l. *, women and grown boys 20s. less \ but such negro families as

are acquainted with the business of the islands generally bring above 60l. upon an av-

erage one with another ; and there are instances of a single negro man, expert in bu-

siness, bringing 150 guineas j and the wealth of a planter is generally computed from

the number of slaves he possesses.

To particularise the commodities proper for the West- India market, would be to enu-

merate all the necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries of life j for they have nothing of

their own but cotton, coffee, tropical fruits, spices, and the commodities already men-

tioned.

Traders there make a very large profit upon all they sell \ but from the numerous

shipping constantly arriving from Europe, and a continual succession of new adventur-

ers, each of whom cany out more or less as a venture, the West- India market is fre-

quently over-stocked
j
money must be raised, and goods are sometimes sold at prime

cost or under. But those who can afford to store their goods, and wait for a better

market, acquire fortunes equal to any of the planters. All kinds of handicraftsmen,

especially carpenters, bricklayers^ braziers, and coopers, get very great encouragement.

But it is the misfortune of the West Indies, that physicians and surgeons even outdo

the planter and merchant in accumulating riches.

The present state of the population in the British West Indies appears to be about

65,000 whites, and 455,000 blacks. There is likewise in each of the islands a considerable

number of mixed blood, and native ^acks of free condition. In Jamaica they are

reckoned at 10,000 \ and they do not fall short of the same number in all the other

islands collectively taken. The whole inhabitants, therefore, may properly be divided

Into four great classes : 1. European whites j 2. Creole or native whites \ 3. Creoles of

mixed blood and free native blacks ; 4. Negroes in a state of slavery.

The islands of the West Indies lie in the form of a bow, or semi-circle, stretching

almost from the coast of Florida north, to the river Oronoque, in the main continent of

South America. Some call them the Carribees, from the first inhabitants
j
though this

is a term that most geographers confine to the Leeward Islands. Sailors distinguish

,
them into Windward and Leeward Islands, with regard to the usual courses of ships from

Old Spain, or the Canaries, to Carthagena, or New Spain and Portobello.—The geo-

graphical tables and maps distinguish them into the great and little Antilles.

JAMAICA.] This island, which is the first belonging to Great Britain, and also

the most important that we arrive at after leaving Florida, lies between the 76th and

'70th degrees of w^est longitude from Lonjlon, and between 11 and IS north latitude.
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From the east and west it is in length about 140 miles, and in the middle about 60

in breadth, growing less towards each end, in the form of an egg. , It contains

4,080,000 acres, of" which 900,000 were planted in 1675 j and in November 1789

'

there were no more than 1,907,589 acres located, or taken up by grants from the Crown'.

This island is intersected with a ridge of steep rocks, heaped by the frequent earth-

quakes in a stupendous manner upon one another. These rocks, though containing no

iioil o\ their surface, are covered with a great variety of beautiful trees, flourishing in a

perpetual spring
j
they are nourished by the rains that often fall, and the mists which

continually hang on the mountains and their roots, penetrating the crannies of the

rocks, industriously seek out for their own support. From the rocks issue a va^t num.-

ber of small rivers of pure wholesome waters, which tumble down in cataracts, and, to-

gether with the stupendous height of the mountains, and the bright verdure of the trees,

•through which they flow, form a most delightful landscape. On each side of this
'

chain of mountains are ridges of lower ones, which diminish as thej remove from it. On
these coffee grows in great plenty. The valleys or plains between those ridges are le-

vel beyond what is ordinary in most other countries, and the soil is prodigiously fertile.

The longest day in summer is about thirteen hours, and the shortest in wini.er about

eleven j but the most usual divisions of the seasons in the West Indies are into the dry and

wet seasons. The air of this island is, in most places, excessively hot, and unfavourable to

European constitutions j but the cool sea-breezes, which set in every morning at ten

o'clock, render the heat more tolerable : and the air upon the high grounds is temperate,

pure, and cooling. It lightens almost every night, but without much thunder, which,

when it happens, is very terrible, and roars with astonishing loudness j and the lightning

in these violent storms frequently does great damage During the months of May and

October, the tains are extremely violent, and continue sometimes for a fortnight toge-

ther. In the plains are found several salt fountains j and in the mountains, not far

from Spanish-Town, is a hot bath, of great medicinal virtues. It gives relief in the dry

belly-ach, which, excepting the bilious and yellow fever, is one of the most terrible

endemial distempers of Jamaica.

Sugar is the principal and most valuable production of this island. Cocoa was for-

merly cultivated in it to a great extent. It produces also ginger and the pimento, or,

as it is called, Jamaica pepper ^ the wild cinnamon-tree, whose bark is so useful in me-
ui<:ine j the manchineel, whose fruit, though uncommonly delightful to the eye, contains

a most virulent poison j the mahogany, in such use with our cabinet-makers, and of the

most valuable quality j but this wood begins to wear out, and of late is very dear ; ex-

cellent cedars, of a large size, and durable : the cabbage-tree, remarkable for the hard-

ness of its wood, whicli when dry is incorruptible, and hardly yields to any kind of tool
j

the palma, affording oil, much esteemed by the natives, both in food and medicine ; the

soap-tree, whose berries answer all purposes of washing j the mangrove and olive-bark,

useful to tanners j the fustic and red-wood, to the dyers j and lately the log-wood. The
indigo plant was formerly much cultivated and the cotton tree is still so. No sort of
J'^uropean grain grows here

;
they have only maize or Indian corn, Guinea-corn, peas of

various kinds, but none of them resemoling ouks, with variety of roots. Fruits, as has
been already observed, grow in gre^t plenty citrons, Seville and China oranges, com-
mon and sweet lemons, limes, shadocks, pomegranates, mamees, soursops, papas, pine-

apples, custard-apples, star-apples, prickly-pcars, alHcada-pears, melons, pompions, gua-
vas, and several kinds oflierries, also garden vegetables in great plenty and good. Ja-

maica likewise supplies the apothecary with gualarum, sarsaparilla, china, cassia, and ta-

marinds. The cattle bred on this island are but few ; their beef is tough and lean
j

the mutton and lamb are tolerable. They hive great plenty of hogs
j

many
plantations have hundreds of them, and their flesh is exceedingly sweet and delicate.

Their horses are small, mettlesome, and hnrdy. Among the animals are the land and
sea turtle, and the alligator. Here are all sorts of fowl, wild and tame, atid in particu-

lar more parrots than in any of the other islands^ besides paroquets, pelicans, snipes, teal,

Guhiea-hens, geese, duck, and turkeys-, the humming-bird, and a great variety of others.

The rivers and bays abound with fish. The mountains breed numerous adders, and
other noxious animals, as the fens and marshes dg the guana and the gallewasp j but

3 E 3
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these last afe not venemous. Among tlie insects are the ciror, or chegoe, which cats
into the nervous or menibranous parts of the flesh of the negroes, and sometimes of the
%vhite people. These insects get into any part of the body, but chiefly the legs and
feet, where they breed in great numbers, and shut themselves up in a bag. As soon as

the person feels ihem, which is not perhaps till a week after they have been in the bo-
dy, they pick them out with a needle or point of a penknife

j
taking care to destroy the

ba(x entirely, that none of the breed, which are like nits, may be left behind. Xhey
sometimes get into the toes, and eat the flesh to the very bone.

This island was originally a part of the Spanish empire in America. Several descents

liad been made upon it by the English, prior to 1656 ^ but it was not till this year that

Jamaica was reduced under our dominion. - Cromwell had fitted out a squadron, under
Penn and Venables, to reduce the Spanish island of Hispaniola, but there this squadron
'was unsuccessful. The commanders, of their own accord, to atone for this misfortune,

jnade a descent on Jamaica, and, having carried the capital, St Jago, soon compelled the

whole island to surrender. Ever since it has been subject to the English j and the go-
vernment of it is one of the richest places, next to that of Ireland, in the disposal of the

Crown, the standing salary being 2,5001. per annum, and the assembly commonly voting

the governor as much more * which, with the other perquisites, make it on the whole
little inferior to 10,0001. per annum.
We have already observed, that the government of all the British American islands

h the same, namely, that kind which we have formerly described under the name of a

royal government. Their religion too is universally of the church of England
j
though

they have no bishop, the bishop of London's commissary being the chief religious ma-
gistrate in those parts,

Jamaica is divided into three counties, Middlesex, Surry, and Cornwall, which con-

tain, in the whole, t^venty parishes. The town of Port-Royal, which now has not above

200 houses, was formerly the capital of Jamaica. It stood upon the point of a narrow

neck of land, which, towards the sea, formed part of the border of a very fine harbour

of its own name. The convenlency of this harbour, which was capable of containing a

thousand sail of large ships, and of such depth as to allow them to load and unload xvith

the greatest ease, induced the inhabitants to build their capital on this spot, though the

place was a hot dry sand, and produced none of the necessaries of life, not even fresh

water. But the advantage of its harbour, and the resort of pirates, made it a place of

great consideration. These pirates were called Buccaneers
j
they fought with inconsi-

derate bravery, and then spent their fortunes in this capital with an inconsiderate dis-

sipation About the beginning of the year 1692, no place, for its size, could be com-
pared to tins town for trade, wealth, and an entire corruption of manners. In the month
of June, in this year, an earthquake, which shook the whole island to the foundations,

totally overwhelmed this city, so as to leave, in one quarter, not even the smallest ves-

tige remaining. In two minutes, the earth opened and swallowed up nine-tenths of the^

Jiouses, and two thousand people The water gushed out from the openings of the

earth, and tumbled the people on heaps j but some of them had the good fortune to

tatch hold of beams and rafters of houses and were aftewards saved by boats. Se-

veral ships were wrecked in the harbour j and the Swan frigate, which lay in the

dock to careen, was carried over the tops of sinking houses, and did not overset, but

afforded a retreat to some hundred^ of people, who saved their lives upon her. An
officer who was in the town at this time, says, the earth opened and shut very quick in

some places, and he saw several people sink down to the middle, and others appeared

with their heads just above ground, and were squeezed to death At Savannah, above

a thousand acres were sunk, with the houses and people in them ^ the place, appearmg

for some time like a lake, was afterwards dried up, but no houses were seen. In some

parts mountains were split j and at one place a plantation was removed to the distance of a

mile. They again rebuilt the city j but it was a second time, ten years after, destroyed

by a great fire The extraordinary convenience of the harbour tempted them to build

it once more ; and once more, in 1*722, it was laid in rubbish by a hurricane, the most

terrible on recor'd. Sych repeated calamities seemed to mark out this place as a devot-

ed spot *, vhe inhabitants, therefore, resolved to forsake it for ever, and to lemove to

the opi-osite side of the bay, where tb^y built Kingston, vvhi?:h has becojn? tjie capUai
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of the island. It consists of upwards of sixteen hundred houses, many of them hand-

somely built, and, in the taste of these islands, as well as in the neighbouring conti-

neiit, one story high, with porticoes, ^•nd every convenience for a comfortable habita-

tion in that climate The number of inhabitants is between 26 and 27,000. Kingston

now ranks as a city, having been incorporated by charter bearing date January 12,

1803. iSfot far from Kingston stands St Jago de la Vega, or Spanish-Town
3
which,

though at present inferior to Kingston, not containing more than 3000 inhabitants, was

once the capital of Jamaica, and is still the seat of government, and the place where

the courts of justice are held.

On the 3d of October, 1780, was a dreadful hurricane, which almost overwiielmed

the little sea-port town of Savanna la Mar, and part of the adjacent country. Very
few houses were left standing, and a great number of lives were lost. Much damage
was also done, and many persons perished in other parts of the island.

The number of white inhabitants in this island in 1787 was 30,000 *, freed negroes

10,000 ; maroons 1400 j and slaves 250,000 3 in all 304,000. The value of this

island as British property is estimated as follows
; 250,000 negroes, at 50l. sterling

each, twelve millions and a half j the landed and personal property, and buildings to

•which they are appurtenant, twenty-five millions more 3 the houses and property in the

towns, and the vessels employed in trade, one million and a half 3 in all thirty-nine

millions. The exports of Jamaica for one year, ending the 5th of January, 17S8,

amounted in Sterling money to 2,136,4421. 17s, 3d. In 1787, the exports to the

United States amounted to 60,0951 1 8s. 5 and importations from the United States to

the value of 90,000l.

The whole produce of the island may be reduced to these heads : First,. Sugars, of
which article was exported to G*eat Britain in 1787, 824,706 cwt. In 1739,
1,185,519 cwt. Most of this goes to London, Bristol, and Glasgow, and some part

of it to North America, in return for the beef, pork, cheese, corn, peas, staves, planks,

pitch and tar, which they have from hence. Second, Rum, of which they export about
four thousand puncheons. The rum of this island is generally esteemed the best, and
is the most used in Great Britain. Third, Melasses, in which they make a great part

of their returns for New England, where there are vast distilleries. All these are the.

produce of the grand staple, the Sugar-cane. According to the late testimony of a re-

spectable planter in Jamaica, that island Ixas 280,000 acres in canes, of which 210,000
are annually cut, and make from 68 to 70,000 tons of sugar, and 4,200,000 gallons of
rum. Fourth, Cotton, of which they send out two thousand bags. The indigo, for-

merly much cultivated, is now inconsiderable j but some cocoa and coffee are exported,

with a considerable quantity of pepper, ginger, drugs for dyers nnd apothecaries, sweel-

meats, mahogany, and manchineel planks. But some of the most considerable articles

of their trade are with the Spanish continent of New Spain and Terra Firma 5 for in

the former they cut great quantities of logwood, and both in tlie former and latter they
carry on a vast and profitable trade in negroes, and all kinds of European goods.

BARBADOES.] 'I'his island, the most easterly of all the Caribbees, is situate in
59 degrees west long, and 13 degrees north lat. It is 21 miles in length, and in breadth
14. it contains 106,470 acres of land, most of which is under cultivation ; and is di-

vided into five districts and eleven parishes, and contains four towns : Bridgetown, the
capital, where the governor resides

;
Ostins, or Charles-town St James, formerly called

the Hole ; and Si)eightVtovvn When the English, sometini-e after the year 1625,
first landed liere, they found it the most savage and destitute place ihcy had hitherto vi-

sited. It had not the least appearance of ever having l^ecn peopled even by savages.
There was no kind of beasts of pasture or of prey, no fruit, no herb, nor root, fit" for

supporting the life of man. Yet as the climate was so good, :md the soil ajYcarcd
fertile, some gentlemen of small fortunes in England resolved to become adventurers
thither. The trees were so large, and of a wood so hard and stubborn, that it was
with great difficulty they could clear as much ground as was necessary for thcii- subsist-

ence. By unremitting perseverance, hon-cver, they brought it to yield to them a to-

lerable support
J
and they found that cotton and indigo agreed well with Uie soil, auti
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that tobacco, which was beginning to come into repute in England, answered tolerably.

These prospects, together with the disputes between the king and parliament, which
were beginning to break out in England, induced many new adventurers to transport

themselves into this island. And, what is extremely remarkable, so great was the in==

crease of people in Barbadoes^ tv/enty-five years after its first settlement, that in 1650
it contained more than 50,000 whites, and a much greater number of negroes and In-
dian slaves : the latter they acquired- by means not at all to their honour, for they seiz-

ed upon all those unhappy men, without any pretence, in the neighbouring islands, and car-

ried them into slavery, a practice which has rendered the Caribbee Indians irreconcile-

able to us ever since. They had begun, a little before this, to cultivate sugar, which
soon rendered them extremely wealthy. The number of the slaves therefore was still

augmented
J
and in 1676, it was supposed that their number amounted to 100,000,

which, together with 50,000, make 150,000 on this small spot j a degree of population

unknown in Holland, in China, or any other part of the world naost renowned for num-
bers. At this time Barbadoes employed 400 sail of ships one with another, of 150 tons,

in their trade. Their annual exports, in sugar, indigo, ginger, cotton, and citron-

water, were above 350,0001. and their circulating cash at home was 200,0001. Such
was the increase of population, trade, and wealth, in the course of fifty years. But
since that time this island has been much on the decline ;^which is to be attributed part-

ly to the growth of the French sugar colonies, and partly to our own establishments in

the neighbouring isles. In 1786 the numbers were, 16,167 whites j 838 free people of

colour j and 62,Tl5 negroes. Their commerce consists in the same articles as formerly,

though they deal in them to less extent. The exports, on an average of the years 1784,

1785, and 1786, were 9554 hogsheads of sugar 5448 puncheons of rum 6320 bags of

ginger-, 8331 bags of cotton, exclusive of small articles, as aloes, sweetmeats, &c. In

1787, 243 vessels cleared outwards, and the London market price of their cargoes

amounted to 539,6051. 14s. lOd. of which the value exported to the United States was

23,2171. 13s. 4d. Here is a college (the only one in the West Indies) founded and.

well endowed by colonel Codrington, who was a native of this island. Barbadoes, as

well as Jamaica, has suffered much by hurricanes, fires, and the plague. On the lOth of

October, 1780, a dreadful hurricane occasioned vast devastation in Barbadoes : great

numbers of dwellings were destroyed, not one house in the island was wholly free from

damage, many persons were buried in the ruins of the buildings, and many more were

driven into the sea, and there perished. By this storm no less than 4326 of the inhabi-

tants lost their hves3 and the damage done to the property ivas computed at 1,320,5641.

If, St CHRISTOPHER'S.] This island, commonly called by the sailors, St Kittys, is

situate in 62 degrees west long, and 17 degrees north lat about, 14 leagues from An-

tigua, and is 20 miles long and 7 broad, it has its name from the famous Christopher

Columbus, who discovered it for the Spaniards. That nation, however, abandoned it,

as unworthy of their attention : and in 1626 it was settled by the French and English

conjointly, but entirely ceded to the latter by the peace of Utrecht. Great quantities

of indigo were f<^rmerly raised here. In 1770 the exports amounted to above 419,0001.

sterling in sugar, nielasses, and rum, and near 80001. for cotton. Beiades cotton, gin-

ger, and the tropical fruits, it produced in 1787, 231,397 cwt. of sugar, but in 1790

only 113,000 cwt. It is computed that this island contains QQOO whites, and 36,000

negroes. In February 17&2 it was taken by the French, but was restored again to

Great Britain by the treaty of 1783. The capital is Basseterre.

ANTIGUA.] Situate in 61 degrees west long, and 17 degrees north lat. is of a

circular form, near 20 miles over every way. This island, which was formerly thought

useless, is now preferred to any of the rest of the EngHsh harbours, being the best and

safest as a dock-yard, and an establishment for the royal navy. St John's is the port of

greatest trade j and this capital, which, before the fire of 1769, was large and wealthy,

is the ordinary seat of the governor of the Leeward Islands. In 1774, the white inhabi-

tants of Antigua of all ages and sexes were 2500, and the enslaved negroes 37,808.

NEVIS & MONSTERRAT.] Two small islands, lying between St Christopher's

and Antigua, neither of them exceeding IS miles in circumference. In the former of

these islands the nresent number of whiter is stated net to exceed 600, while the negroes
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ainount to about 10,000 j a disproportion which necessarily converts all such white men
as are not exempted by age and decrepitude into a well-regulated militia, among which

there is a troop consisting of fifty horse, well mounted and accoutred. English forces,

on the British establishment, they have none. The inhabitants of Montserrat amount

to 1300 whites, and about 10,000 negroes. The soil in these islands is pretty much
alike, light and sandy, 'but, notwithstanding, fertile in a high degree ; and their prin-

cipal exports are derived from the sugar-cane. Both were taken by the French in the

year 1782, but restored at the ensuing peace.

BARBUDA.] Situate in 18 degrees north lat. and 62 west long. 35 miles north

of Antigua, is 20 miles in length, and 12 in breadth. It is fertile, and has an indif-

ferent road for shipping, but no direct trade with England. The inhabitants are chiefly

employed in husbandry, and raising fresh provisions for the use of the neighbouring

isles. It belongs to the Godrington family, and the inhabitants amount to about 1500.

ANGUILLA.] Situate in 19 degrees north 1st. 60 miles north-west of St Chris-

topher's, is about 30 miles long and 10 broad. This island is perfectly level, and the

climate nearly the same with that of Jamaica. The mhabitants, who are not numerous,

apply themselves to husbandry, and feeding of cattle.

DOMINICA.] Situate in 16 d.eg. north lat. and in 62 west long, lies about half-

way between Guadaloupe and IViaritnicO, It is near 28 miles in length, and 16 in

breadth : It received its name from being discovered by Columbus on a Suiiday. The
soil of this island is thin, and better adapted to the rearing of coffee ihan sugar j but
the sides of the hills bear the finest trees in the West Indies, and the island is well sup-

plied with rivulets of fine water. The French have always opposed our settling here,

because it must cut off their communication, in time of war, bf l -een Martinico and
Guadaloupe. However, by the peace of Paris in 1763, it ' "'i in express terms

to the English. On account of its situation, between iht pr"' . riciich islands and
Prince Rupert's Bay, being one of the most capacious in the vvesl Indies, it has been
judged expedient to form Dominica into a government of itself, and to declare it a free

port. It was taken by the French in 1778 j but restored again to Great Britain by the

peace of 1783.

St VINCENT.] Situate in 13 deg- north lat. and 61 deg, west long. 50 miles

north-west of Barbadoes, 30 miles south of St Lucia, is about 17 miles in lengthj and
10 in breadth. It is extremely fruitful, being a black mould upon a strong loam, the
most proper for the raising of sugar. Indigo Lhrives here remarkably well, but this ar-

ticle is less cultivated than formerly throughout the West Indies. Many of the inhabi-

tants are Caribbeans, and many here are also fugitives from Barbadoes and the other

islands. The Carribbcans ^vere treated with so much injustice and severity, after tliis

island came into possession of tlie English, lo whom it was ceded by the peace of 1763,
that they greatly contributed towards enabling the French to get possession of it again
in 1779 'y but it was restored to Great Britain by the treaty of 1783.
GRANyM)A AND THE GRANADINES.] Granada is situate in 12 degrees north

lat. and 62 degrees west long, about 30 leagues south-west of Barbadoes, and almost
the same distance north of New Andalusia, on the Spanish Main. This island is 2S
miles in length, and 13 in breadth. Experience has proved that the soil is extremely
proper for jiroducing sugar, coffee, tobacco, and indigo ; and upon the v.-hole it is as

flourishing a colony as any in the West Indies of its dimensions. A lake on the top
of a hijl, in the middle of the island, supplies it with numerous streams, which adorn
and fertilise it. Several bays and harbours lie round the island, which render it very-

convenient for shipping ; and it is not subject to hurricanes. St George's bay lus a,

sandy bottom, and is extremely capacious, but open. In its harbour or careening place,

one hundred large vessels may be moored with perfect safety. This island was taken
from the French in 1763 •, confnmcd to the English in 1763 ; taken by the FrcMxh in

1779 and restored to the English in 178o. In 1795 tlie French landed some Uoops
and raised an insurrection here, which Avas not finally quelled till June 1796.
TRINIDAD.] Situate between 59 and 62 deg. west long, and in 10 deg. north

lat. lies between the island of Tobago and the Spanish IMain, from which it is separated
by the Straits of Pciria„ It is about 90 miles long, and 60 broao j and is aii uiihcaltk-
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ful but fruitful soil, producing sugar, fine tobacco, indigo, ginger, variety of fruit and
some cotton trees, and Indian corn. It was taken by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1595* and
by the French in 1676, who plundered the island, and extorted money from the inhabi-
tants. It was captured by the British arms in February 1797 j and finally ceded to
England by the treaty of Amiens
VIRGIN ISLANDS.] A number of small islands between Porto Rico and the

Leeward Caribbee islands, in about 1 8 deg. of north lat. The Spaniards gave them
the name of the Virgin Islands, in honour of the 11,000 virgins of the legend. They
belong principally to the English and the Danes, though the Spa-iiards claims some
small ones near Porto Rico. Tortola, the principal of those which belong to the Eng-
lish, is about 18 miles long and seven broad : it produces excellent cotton, sugar and
rum. Vigin Gorda, another of these islands belonging to the English, is about the
same siz-e. The islands of St Thomas, St John, and St Croix, which are a part of this

groupe, belong to the Danes.

LUCAYOS, OR BAHAMA ISLANDS.] The Bahamas are situate to the south
of Carolina, between 12 and 27 degrees north lat and 73 and 18 degrees west long.
They extend along the coast of Florida quite down to the isle of Cuba j and are said to
be 580 in number, some of them only mere rocks j but 12 of them are large, fertile

and in nothing different from the soil of Carolina : they are, however, almost uninhabit-
ed, except Providence, which is 200 miles east of the Floridas

j though some others are
larger and more fertile, on which the English have plantations. Between them and the
continent of Florida is the Gulf of Bahama, or Florida. These islands were the first

fruits of Columbus's discoveries •, but they were not known to the English till 16§7,
when Captain Seyle, being driven among them in his passage to Carolina, gave his

name to one of them ; and being a second time driven upon it, gave it the name
of Providence. The English, observing the advantageous situation of these islands

for a check to the French and Spaniards, attempted to settle in them in the reign of
Charles II. Some unlucky incidents prevented this settlement from being of any ad-

vantage, and the Isle of Providence became a harbour for the buccaneers, or pirates^

who for a long time infested the American navigation. This obliged the government,
in 1718, to send out Captain Woodes Rogers with a fleet, to dislodge the pirates, and
for making a settlement. This the captain effected ; a fort was erected, and an inde-

pendent company was stationed in the island. Ever since this last settlement, these

islands have been improving, though they advance but slowly. In time of war, peopl©

gain considerably by the prizes condemned there and at all times by the wrecks, which
are frequent in this labyrinth of rocks and shelves. The Spaniards captured these is-

lands during the American war j but they were retaken by a detachment from St Au-
gustine, April 7. 1783.

SPANISH DOMINIONS IN NORTH AMERICA-

OLD MEXICO, OR, NEW SPAIN.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 20001 , , C 83 and 110 west longitude 7 qiq noA
Breadth 60o| ^^^^^^^

I Sand 30 north laStude. j
''^'^''^

Boundaries, divisions.] BOUNDED by New Mexico, or Granada, on the

north
j
by the Gulf of Mexico, on the north-east

j
by Terra Firma, on the south-east ^

by the Pacific Ocean, on the south-west. It contains thiee audiences j viz.
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Audiences. Chief Towns*

t, Galicia, or Guadalajarra . . Guadalajarra

r Mexico W. Long. 100. N. Lat. 19-25.

2. Mexico Proper < \capulco

^^Vera Cruz

3. Guatimala . , Guatimala *•

Bays ] On the North Sea are the gulfs or bays of Mexico, Campeachy, Vera Cruz,

and Honduras j in the Pacific Ocean, or South Sea, are the bays, of Micoya and Ama-
palla, Acapulco, and Salinas.

VViNDS.j In the Gulf of Mexico, and the adjacent seas, there are strong nortU

winds from October to March, about the full and change of the moon. Trade winds

prevail every where at a distance from land, within the tropics. Near the coast, in the

South Sea, they have periodical winds j viz. monsoons, and sea and land breezes, as

in Asia.

Rivers, lakes.] This country has many large rivers, some of which run into the

Gulf of Mexico, and others into the Pacific Ocean. Among the former are the Alva-

rado, the Coatzacualco, and the Tabasco
;
among the latter is the Guadalaxara, or

great river. The principal lakes are those of Nicaragua, Chappalan, and Pazaquaro j

those of Tetzuco and Chalco occupy a great part of the vale of Mexico, which is the

finest tract of country in New Spain. The waters of Chalco are sweet j those of Tet-

zuco brackish. These two lakes are united by a canal. The lower lake, or lake Tet-

zuco, was formerly 20 miles long and 17 broad
j
and, lying at the bottom of the vale,

is the reservoir of all the waters from the surrounding mountains. The city of Mexico
stands on an island in this lake.

Metals, minerals.] Mexico abounds in mines of gold and silver, of the latter of

which it is said they reckort above 1000. Gold is also found in the brooks and rivers,

as well as in the mines. The chief mines of gold are in Veragua and New Granada,
bordering upon Darien and Terra Firma. Those of silver, which are much more rich,

as well as numerous, are found in several parts, but in none so much as in the province

of Mexico. The mines of both kinds are always found in the most barren and moun-
tainous parts of the country, nature making amends in one respect for her defects in

another. The working of the gold and silver mines, depends on the same principles.

When the ore is dug out, compounded of several heterogeneous substances mixed with

the precious metals, it is broken into small pieces by a mill, and afterwards washed, by
which means it is disengaged from the earth, and other soft bodies which clung to it.

Then it is mixed with mercury, which, of all substances, has the strongest attraction for

gold, and likewise a stronger attraction for silver than the other substances which are

united with it in the ore. By means of the mercury, therefore, the gold and silver are

first separated from the heterogeneous matter, and then, by straining and evaporation^

they are disunited from the mercury itself. It has been computed, that the revenues of

Mexico amount to twenty-four millions of our money j and it is well known that this,

with the other provinces of Spanish America, supply the whole world with silver. The
mountains of Mexico likewise abound in mines of iron, copper, and lead. Here are al-

so found various kinds of precious stones ; as emerald.^, turquoises, amethysts, and a few
diamonds. Mineral springs are likewise abundant

Climate, soil.] Mexico, lying for the most part within the torrid zone, is exces-

sively hot j and on the eastern coast, where the land is low, marshy, and constantly

flooded in the rainy seasons, it is likewise extremely unwholesome. The inland coun-

try, however, assumes a better aspect, and the air is of a milder temperament. On the

western side the land is not so low as on the eastern, much better in (pialily, and full of

plantations. The soil of Mexico, in general, is of a good variety, and would not refuse

* Tills city was sw illowcd ui> hy an r.irtli(ju ikc on tl)c 7th ot June 177;^ ' hen 60C0 Uoiilics in-

stantly perished, JNew Guutim«ii% is built Si\ some als;^nce, and is wcil inhabited.
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iny sort of grain, were the industry of the inhabitants to correspond with their natural

advantages.

Produce.] Mexico, like all the tropical countries, is rather more abundant in fruits

than in grain. Pine-apples, pomegranates, oranges, lemons, citrons, figs, cocoa-nuts,

are here in the greatest plenty and perfection. Mexico produces also a prodigious quan-
tity of sugar, especially towards the Gulf of Mexico, and the provinces of Guaxaca
and Guatimala j so that there are here more sugar-mills than in any other part of Spa-
nish America. Cedar-trees and logwood abound about the bays of Campeachy and
Honduras j the maho-tree, also^ which has a bark with such strong fibres that they twist

and make ropes of it. They have also a tree which is called light-wood, being as light

as cork, of which they make floats to carry their merchandise on the sea-coasts. But
the two most valuable products of this country, next to its gold and silver, are cochineal

and cocoa. The former is of the animal kind, and of the species of the gall-insects. It

adheres to the plant called opuntia, and sucks the juice of the fruit, which is of a crim-

son colour. It is from this juice that the cochineal derives its value, which consists in

dyeing all sorts of the finest scarlet, crimson, and purple. It is also used in medicine as

a sudorific, and as a cordial j and it is computed that the Spaniards annually export no
less than nine hundred thousand pounds weight of this commodity, to answer the pur-

poses of medicine and dyeing. The cocoa, of which chocolate is made, grows on a tree

of a middling size, which bears a pod of about the size and shape of a cucumber, con-

taining the cocoa. The Spanish commerce in this article is immense j and such is the

general consumption, as well as the external call for it, that a small garden of cocoa-

trees is said to produce to the owner twenty thousand crowns a-year. At home it

makes a principal part of their diet, and is found wholesome, nutritious, and suitable to

the climate. This country likewise produces silks, but not in such quantity as to make
any remarkable part of its export. Cott on is here in great abundance, and. on account

of its lightness, is the common wear of the inhabitants.

Animals.] Horses, asses, sheep, goats, hogs, dogs, and cats, have been transported

into this country from the old continent, and have all multiplied. Horned cattle are found

wild, in herds of from 30,000 to 40,000, and are killed merely for the sake of their hides.

Among the native animals are the puma and jaquar, or American lion and tiger j the

Mexican or hunchback dog, a kind of porcupine j wild cats, foxes, squirrels, and arma-

dillos. The prodigious number of birds, their variety and qualities, have occasioned

some authors to observe that, as Africa is the country of beasts, so Mexico is the coun-

try of birds. It is said there are 200 species peculiar to this part of America.

Population.] The population of Mexico has been estimated at 500,000 Spaniards,

one million of negroes and mulattoes, and two millions of native Indians. The num-
ber of inhabitants in all the Spanish provinces in North America has been computed at

about seven millions j of whom the Spaniards are supposed to amount to one million,

the native Indians to four millions, and the persons of mixed races to two millions.

Character of inhabitants.] We have already described the original inhabitants

.of Mexico, and the conquest of that country by the Spaniards. The present inhabi-

tants may be divided into whites, Indians, and negroes. The whites are either born in

Old Spain, or they are Creoles, i. e. natives of Spanish America. The former are

chiefly employed in government or trade, and have nearly the same character with the

Spaniards in Europe
j
only a still greater portion of pride, for they consider themselves

as entitled to very high distinction, as natives of Europe, and look upon the other inha-

bitants as many degrees beneath them. The Creoles have all the bad qualities of the

Spaniards, from whom they are descended, without that courage, firmness, and patience,

which constitute the praiseworthy part of the Spanish character. Naturally weak and

effeminate, they dedicate the greatest part of their lives to loitering and inactive plea-

sures. Luxurious, without variety or elegance, and expensive, with great parade and

little convenience, their general character is no more than a grave and specious insigni-

Scance. From idleness and constitution, their whole business is amour and intrigue
5

and their ladies, of consequence, are not at all distinguished for their chastity and do-

mestic virtues. The Indians, who, notwithstandhig the devastations of the first invad-

ers, remain in great nuuibers. are become, by continual oppressions and indignity, a de-
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jected, timorous, and miserable race of mortals. The negroes here, like those in other

parts of the world, are stubborn, hardy, and as well adapted for the slavery they endure

as any human creatures can be. Such is the general character of the inhabitants, not

only in Mexico, but the greatest part of Spanish America.

Cities, chief towns, edifices.] The city of Mexico, the capital ot this part of

Spanish America, is situate in the delightful vale of Mexico, on several small islands m
the lake Tetzuco. It is built with admirable regularity, the streets being straight,

and crossing each other at right angles. It is the see of an archbishop, and contains 29

churches and 22 monasteries and nunneries ; there is also a tribunal of the inquisition, a

mint, and an university. All the public edifices, especially the churches, are magnifi-

cent, and the most profuse display of wealth is seen in every part of the city. The

number of inhabitants, by a late accurate enumeration made by the magistrates and

priests, exceeds 200,000.

Vera Cruz, situate on the Gulf of Mexico, is the great commercial port of New
Spain. It is perhaps one of the most considerable places for trade in the world, being

the centre of the American treasures, and the magazine for all the merchandise sent

from New Spain, or that is transported thither from Europe. It is, however, unheal-

thy, from the marshy ground on which it stands j most of the houses are of wood j and

the inhabitants, it is said, do not exceed 3000.

Acapulco is situate on a bay of the Pacific Ocean, and is the chief port on this sea,

the harbour being so spacious that several hundred ships may ride in it, without incon-

venience, opposite to the town j on the east side is a high and strong castle, with guns

of a large size. It is a place of great trade, in consequence of being the port from,

which the galleon annually sails for Manilla.

Commerce ] The trade of this country is Immense. From the port of Vera Cruz,

Mexico pours her wealth over the whole world, and receives in return the numberless

luxuries and necessaries which Europe affords to her, and which the indolence of her in-

habitants will never permit them to acquire for themselves. To this port (before^ the

galleons were laid aside, and the subsequent new arrangements) the fleet from Cadiz,

called the Flota, consisting of three men of war as a convoy, and fourteen large mer-

chant ships,, annually arrived about the beginning of November. Its cargo consisted of

every commodity and manufacture of Europe ; and there are few nations but have more
concern in it than the Spaniards, who send out little more than wine and oil. The
profit of these, with the freight and commission to the merchants, and duty to the

king, are almost the only advantages which Spain derives from her American com-

merce. When all the goods were landed and disposed of at La Vera Cruz, the fleet

took in the plate, precious stones, and other commodities, for Europe. Some time in

May they were ready to depart. From La Vera Cruz they sailed to the Havannah,

in the isle of Cuba, which w^as the rendezvous where they met the galleons, another

fleet, which carried on the trade of Terra Firma by Carthagena, and of Peru by Pana-

ma and Porto Bello. When all were collected, and provided with a convoy for their

safety, they steered for Old Spain.

Acapulco is the sea- port by which the communication Is kept up between the difterent

parts of the Spanisli empire in America and the East Indies About the month of De-
cember the great galleon, attended by a large ship as a convoy, annually arrived here.

The cargoes of these sliips (for the convoy, though in an under-hand manner, likewise

carried goods) consisted of all the rich commodities and manufactures of the East. At
the same time the annual ship from Lima, the capital of Peru, came in, and was not

computed to bring less than two millions of pieces-of eight in silver, besides quick-silver,

and other valuable commodities, to be laid out in the purchase of the galleon's cargoes.

Several other ships, from dilVerent parts of Chili and Peru, met upon the same occasion.

A great fair, in which the commodities of all parts of the world were bartered for one
another, lasted thirty days. The galleon then prepared for her voyage, loaded with
silver, and such European goods as had been thought necessary. The Sp:u.iards, though
this trade was carried on entirely through their hands, and in the very heart of thcit dcv

minions, were comparatively but small gainers by it. For as they allowed the Dutch,
Great Britain, and other commercial states, to furnish the greater part of the cargo i\£
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the flota, so the Spanish inhabitants of the Philippines^ tainted with the same mdolence
which ruined theirEuropean ancestors, permitted the Chinese merchants to furnish the

greater part of the cargo of the galleon, bince 1748, however, the galleons have been
laid aside j and smaller vessels, called register ships, employed. In 1764 monthly
jpackets were established between Corunna and the Havannah. The trade to Cuba, as

elso to Yucatan and Campeachy, has been laid open, to all Spain 5 and in 1774 a free

intercourse was permitted between Mexico and Peru. This liberal policy will, no doubt,

considerably increase the trade and wealth of these countries.

Government.] The civil government of Mexico is administered by tribunals called

Audiences, which bear a resemblance to the old parliaments in France. In these courts

the viceroy of the king of Spain presides. His employment is the greatest trust and
power which his catholic majesty^ has in his disposal, and is perhaps the richest govern-

ment entrusted to any subject in the world. The greatness of the vicero;/'s office is di-

minished by the shortness of its duration : for as jealousy is the leading feature of Spanish

politics in whatever regards America, no officer is allowed to retain his power for more
than three years ; which, no doubt, may have a good effect in securing the authority of

the crown of Spain, but is attended with unhappy conse(juences to the miserable inhabi-

tants, who become a prey to every new governor.

Religion ] The established religion of this country, and throughout Spanish Ame-
rica, is the lloman catholic, in all its bigotry and superstition The clergy are extremely

numerous in Mexico and it has been computed that priests, monks, and nuns of all

orders, make upwards of a fifth of all the white inhabitants, both here and in the other

parts of Spanish America. The people are superstitious, ignorant, rich, lazy, and licen-

tious : with such materials to work upon, it is not remarkable that the church should en-

joy one- fourth of the revenues of the whole kingdom.

History ] The history of Mexico has already been given in our account of. the dis-

covery and conquest of America.

EAST & WEST FLORIDA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

J^ength 600 1 r . C 80 and 91 west longitude.! «n nnrt
Breadth 40ol jsS and 32 north latitude, j

Boundaries.] THIS country is bounded by Georgia on the north
j
by the Missis-

sppi on the west
j
by the Gulf of Mexico on the south 5 and by the Bahama Straits on

the east.

Rivers.] The principal of these is the Mississippi, which is one of the finest rivers

in the world, as well as the largest
;

for, including iis turnings and windings, it is sup-

posed to run a course of more than 3000 miles. The Mobile, the Apalachicola, and St

John's rivers, are also large and noble streams

Metals, minerals.] This country produces iron ore, copper, quicksilver, and pit-

coal ; amethysts, turquoises, and other precious stones, it is said, have also been found

here.

Climate, soil, produce,] The climate is little different from that of Georgia.

The soil is various in different parts. East Florida, near the sea, and forty miles back,

is and sandy. But even the country round St Augustine, in all appearance the

worst in the province, is far from being unfruitful j it produces two crops of Indian

CQxn a-year j the garden vegetables are in great perfection ^ the ©ran^e and lemon trees
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grow here, without cultivation, to a large size, and produce better fruit than Spain

and Portugal. The inland country, towards the hills, is extremely rich and fertile j

producing spontaneously the fruits, vegetables, and gums, that are common to Georgia

and the Carolinas, and is likewise favourable to the rearing of European productions.

This country also produces rice, indigo, and cochineal : mahogany grows on the southern

parts of the peninsula, but inferior in size and quality to that of Jamaica.

Animals.] Horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs, are numerous, especially in the western

part of this country. Among the wild animals are the buffalo, panther, wild-cat, otter,

racoon, flying squirrel, opossum, armadillo, and several kinds of serpents. Birds are in

great variety and numerous j and the rivers abound in fish, but are, at the same time, in-

fested with voracious alligators.

Chief towns.] The chief town in West Florida is Pensacola, N. lat. 30-22. W.
long. 87-20 3 which is situated within the bay of the same name, on a sandy shore that

can only be approached by small vessels. The road is, however, one of the best in all

the Gulf of Mexico j in which ships may lie in safety against any kind of wind, being

surrounded by land on every side.

St Augustine, the capital of East Florida, N. lat. 29 -45.W. long. 81-12, runs along

the shore, and is of an oblong form, divided by four regular streets, crossing each other

at right angles. The town is fortified with bastions, and enclosed with a ditch. It is

likewise defended by a castle, which is called Fort St John and the whole is furnished

with cannon. At the entrance into the harbour are the north and south breakers, which
form two channels, whose bars, at low tides, have eight feet w^ater.

Government.] The government is in general like that of the other Spanish colo-

nies in America : but all the settlers from the United States, or other countries, are

under the immediate orders of the military commandants, and subject to martial law,

tvith an appeal, from stage to stage, up to the viceroy of Mexico,

History.] This country was discovered by Sebastian Cabot, in 1497. It has fre-

quently changed masters, belonging alternately to the French and Spaniards. The
French first formed a small establishment in Florida in 1564, from which they were
driven in the following year by the Spaniards, who then began to form settlements

themselves. At the peace of 1763 Florida was ceded to England, in exchange for the
Havannah, which had been taken from the Spaniards. While it was in possession of
the. English, it was divided into East and West Florida, separated by the Apalachicola.
During the American war, in the year 1181, both the Floridas were reduced by the
Spaniards, to whom they were confirmed by the peace of 1783.

NEW MEXICO INCLUDING CALIFORNIA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.
*

Length 20001 v. C 94 and 126 west longitude 1
Breadth 1400 1 ^ 23 and 43 north latitude j ^^^'^^^^

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by unknown lands on the north
j by Louisiana on the

oast
J
by Old Mexico, and the Pacific Occan, on the south • and- by the same ocean ou

the west.

Divisions. Subdivisions, Chief Towns.

North-east division New Mexico Proper I longitude.
^ I 104, N. IsLUtuJc Jtt.

South-east division Apaclieira - - . « ^jt Antonio
South division Sonora - - - . . Tuape
Western division California, a peninsula St Juaa
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Climate, soil.] These countries, lying for tlie most part within the temperat^
zone, have a climate In many places extremely agreeable, and a soil productive of every

thing either for profit or delight. In California, however, the heat is great in summer,
particularly towards the sea-coast j but in the inland country the climate is more tempe-

rate, and in winter even cold.

Face of the country, produce.] The natural history of these countries is as yet

in its infancy. The Spaniards themselves know little of them, and the little they know
they are unwilling to communicate. It is certain, however, that in general the provin-

ces of Nev/ Mexico and California are extremely beautiful and* pleasant j the face of

the country is agreeably varied with plains, intersected by rivers, and adorned with

gentle eminences covered with various kinds of trees, some producing excellent fruit.

With respect to the value of the gold-mines in these countries, nothing positive can bq

asserted. Their natural productions are undoubtedly sufficient to render them advan-

tageous colonies to any but the Spaniards. In California there falls in the morning a

great quantity of dew, which, settling on the rose-leaves, candies, and becomes hard like

manna, having all the sweetness of refined sugar without its whiteness. There is also

another very singular production : in the heart of the country there are plains of salt,

quite firm, and clear as crystal
j
which, considering the vast quantities of fish found on

the coasts, might render it an invaluable acquisition to any industrious nation.

Inhabitants, government.] The Spanish settlements here are comparatively

weak though they are encreasing every day, in proportion as new mines are discover-

ed. The inhabitants are chiefly Indians, whom the Spanish missionaries have in many
places brought over to Christianity, to a civilised life, and to raise corn and wine, which
they now export pretty largely to Old Mexico. The inhabitants and government here

do not materially differ from those of Old Mexico.

History.] California was discovered by Cortez, the great conqueror of Mexico.

Our famous navigator, Sir Francis Drake, took possession of it in 1578, and his right

was confirmed by the principal king or chief in the whole country. This title, however,

the government of Great Britain have not hitherto attempted to vindicate, though Cali-

fornia is admirably situate for trade, and on its coast has a pearl-fishery of great value.

SPANISH DOMINIONS IN SOUTH AMERICA.

TERRA FIRMA, OR CASTILE DEL ORG.
situation and extent.

}

Sq. Miles*

700,000

Miles. Degrees.

. Length 1400 1 , ("60 and 82 west long.

Breadth 700 J
^^^^een

^ .j^g ^q^ator, and 12 N. lat.

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by the North Sea (part of the Atlantic Ocean) on
the north

5
by the same sea and Surinam on the east

5
by the country of the Amazon*

and Peru on the south 3 and by the Pacific Ocean and New Spain on the west.

Divisions.

The northern division

contains the proviijices of

Subdivisions,

"1. Terra Firma Proper, or'

Darien

Carthagena

St Martha
Rio de la Hacha
Venezuela

Comana
' New Andalusia, or Paria.

Chief Towns.
Porto Bello

Panama, W. long. 80-21.

N. iat. a-47.

Carthagena

y St Martha
Rio de la Hacha
Venezuela

Comana
St Xhojmis
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Ibivislons, Subdivisions, Chief Towns.

The southern division con- J 1. New Granada *} Santa Fe de Eagota

trains the provinces of |_2. Popayan J Popayan

IsthKius of DarienJ The Isthmus of Darien, or Terra Firma Proper, joins

North and South America. A line drawn from Porto Eello, in the North, to Panama

in the South Sea, or rather a little west of these two towns, is tiie proper limit between

North and South America ; and here the isthmus or n€ck of land is only sixty miles over.

Bays ] The principal bays in Terra Firma are, the Bay of Panama and the Bay of

St Michael's, in the South Sea j the Bay of Porto Bello, the Gulf of Daiien, Sino Bay,

Carthagena Bay and harbour, the Gulf of Venezuela

Rivers.] The chief rivers are the Rio Grande, tlie Darien, the Chagre, and the

Ororioque, or Oronoko, which latter is remarkable for its singularly winding course,

the length of which, with all its windings, is estimated at 1380 miles. It is also re-

markable for rising and falling once a year only
5

rising gradually during the space of

five months, continuing stationary one month and then falling for five months, and again

continuing stationary one month. This is probably occasioned by the rains which fall

on the mountains called the Andes, where it has its source.

Metals, minerals.] There were formerly rich mines of gold hero, wliich are

now in a great measure exhausted. The silver^ iron, and copper mines, have been since

opened, and the inhabitants find emeralds, sapphires, and other precious stoties.

Climate.] The climate here, particularly in the northern division, is extremely-

hot 'j and it was found by Ulioa, that the heat of the warmest day in Paris is continual
in Carthagena : the excessive heats raise the vapour of the sea, which is precipitated in
such rains as seem to threaten a general deluge. Gfeat part of the country, therefore,
is almost continually flooded j and this, together with the excessive heat, so impregnates
the air with vapours, that in many provinces, particularly about Popayan and Porto
Bello, it is extremely unwholesome.

Soil and produce.] The soil of this countfy, like that of the greater part of South
America, is wonderfully rich and fruitful. It is impossible to view, without admiration,
the perpetual verdure of the woods, the luxuriancy of the plains, and thetowv;ring heiaht
of the mountains. This, however, only applies to the inland country, for the coasts are
generally barren sand, and incapable of bearing any specie - of grain. The trees most
remarkable for their dimensions are the caobo, the cedar, the maria, and balsam-tree.
The manchineel tree is particularly remarkable : it bears a fruit resemblin g- an aopJe
but which, under this specious appearance, contains a most subtile poison, against vvhich
common oil is found to be the best antidote. The habella de Carthagena is the fruit,

©f a species of willow, and contains a kernel resembling an almond, but less white and
extremely bitter. This kernal is found to be an excellent and never- failing remedy for
the bite of the most venomous vipers and serpents, which are very frcquent^li over this
country.

Animals.] In treating of North America, we have taken notice of mnny of the
animals that are found in the southern parts. Among those peculiar to this country
the most remarkable is the sloth, or, as it is called by way of derision, the Swift PcteV
It bears a resemblance to nn ordinary monkey in shape and size, but is of a most wietch-
cd appearance, with its bare hams and feet, and its skin all over corrugated. He stand;
in no need of either chain or hutch, never stirring unless compelled by hun'rer- and he
Js said to be several minutes in moving one of his legs, nor will blows make him mend his
pace. When he moves, every effort is r.ttcnded with such a plaintive, and at the sam-
time so disagreeable a cry, as at once ,>roduces pity and disgust. In tliis crv consists
the whole defence of this wretched animal ^ for on the first hostile approach, it'ismtural
ior him to be in motion, which is always accompanied with d.isrustful howlinas so thau
his pursuer flies much more speedily in his turn, to be beyond the reach of iSiis honi.:
noise When this animal finds no wild fruits on the ground, he looks out with a irrcat
deal oi pains for a tree well loaded, which lie ascends with the utmost uneasiness, mov-'
ino, and crying, and stopping by turns. At length having mouolcd, he plucks olF all
the h-mt, and throivs it on the ground, to save himself i^icb z,x.c}izi t^c^bJcsQ5lejou^lev;

o 5'
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and, rather than be fatigued with coming down the tree, he gathers himself into a bally

and with a shriek drops to the ground.

The monkeys in these countries are very numerous
5
they keep together twenty or

thirty in company, rambling over the woods, leaping from tree to tree y and if they
meet with a single person, he is in danger of being torn to pieces by them j at least they

chatter and make a frightful noise, throwing things at him they hang themselves by
the tail, on the boughs, and seem to threaten him all the way he passes : but where two
or three people are together, they usually scamper away.

Natives.] Besides the Indians in this country, w^ho fall under our general descrip-

tion of the Americans, there is another species, of a fair complexion, delicate habit, and
of a smaller stature than the ordinary Indians. Their dispositions too are more soft and
effeminate j but what principally distinguishes them is their large weak blue eyes, which,
unable to bear the light of the sun, see best by moon-light, and from which they are

therefore called Moon-eyed Indians.

Inhabitants, commerce, chief towns.] We have already mentioned how this

country fell into the hands of the Spaniards. The inhabitants therefore do not ma-
terially differ from those of Mexico. To what we have observed with regard to this

country, it is only necessary to add, that the original inhabitants of Spain are variously

intermixed with the negroes and Indians. These intermixtures form various gradations,

which are carefully distinguished from each other, because every person expects to be

regarded in proportion as a greater share of the Spanish blood runs in his veins. The
first distinction, arising from the intermarriage of the whites with the negroes, is that of

the mulattoes, which is well known. Next to these are the Tercerones, produced from

a white and a mulatto. From the intermarriage with these and the whites, arise the

Quarterones, who, though still near the former, are disgraced with a tint of the negro

blood. But the produce of these and the whites are the Q^uinterones, who, it is said,

are not to be distinguished from the real Spaniards, but by being of a still fairer com-
plexion. The same gradations are formed in a contrary order, by the intermixture of

the mulattoes and the negroes : be^des these, there are a thousand others, hardly dis-

tinguishable by the natives themselves. The commerce of this country is chiefly car-

ried on from the ports of Panama, Carthagena, and Porto Bello, which are three of

the most considerable cities in Spanish America y and each containing several thousand

inhabitants. Here there are annual fairs for American, Indian, and European commo-
dities. Among the natural merchandise of Terra Firma, the pearls found on the coast,

particularly in the Bay of Panama, are not the least considerable. An immense num-
ber of negro slaves are employed in fishing for these, who have arrived at wonderful

dexterity in this occupation. They are sometimes, however, devoured by fish, particu-

larly the sharks, while they dive to the bottom, or are crushed against the shelves of

the rocks. The government of Terra Firma is on the same footing with that of Mexico.

PERU.

aiTUATIGN AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Boundaries.] BOUNDED % Terra Firma on the north by Amazonia zn4

Paraguay on the east j
by Chili on the south ; and by the Pacific Ocean on the west*
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Divisions, "Provinces, Chief-TowiK,

Quito

PaytaThe northern division }
^uito

I
-^ T Lima, 76-49 W. long.

The middle division VLima, or Los Reyes V 12-11 S. lat.

J J Cusco, and Callao

^ Los Charcos
^

The southern division
Potosi

Porco.

Mountains.] Peru is separated from Amazonia and Paraguay by a chain of moun*
tains the most extensive, and of which some of the summits are the highest, in the world*

These are the Cordellira de los Andes, or chain of the Andes, of which an account has

already been given in the general description of America.

Rivers.] The rivers Granada, or Cagdalena, Oronoque, Amazon, or Plate, rise in

the Andes. Many other rivers rise also in the Andes, and fall into the Pacific Ocean.

Metals, minerals.] There are many gold mines in the northern part, not far

from Lima. Silver too is produced in great abundance in various provinces ; but the

old mines are constantly decaying, and new ones daily opened. The towns shift with

the mines. That of Potosi, when the silver there was found at the easiest expence (for

now having gone so deep it is not so easily brought up), contained 90,000 souls, Spa-

niards and Indians, of which the latter were six to one. Peru is likewise the only part

of Spanish America which produces quicksilver, an article of immense value, consider-

ing the various purposes to which it is applied, and especially the purification of gold

and silver. The principal mine of this singular metal is at a place called Guancaveiica,

discovered in 1567, where it is found in a whitish mass, resembling brick ill burned.

The substance is volatilized by fire, and received in steam by a combination of glass

vessels, in which it condenses by means of a little water at the bottom of each vessel,

and forms a pure heavy liquid. In Peru likewise is found the new^ substance called

platina, which may be considered as an eighth metal, and, from its superior qualities,

may almost vie with gold itself.

Climate, soil, produce.] Though Peru lies within the torrid zone, yet having
On one side the South Sea, and on the olher the great ridge of the Andes, it is not so

hot as other tropical countries. The sky, too, which is generally cloudy, defends it

from the direct rays of the sun yet, what is extremely singular, it never rains in Lower
Peru : but this defect is sufficiently supplied by a soft kindly dew which falls gradually

every night on the ground, and so refreshes the plants and grass, as to produce in many
places the greatest fertility. In Q^uito, however, they have prodigious rains, attended

with violent storms of thunder and lightning. Along the sea-coast in Peru is generally

a dry barren sand, except by the banks of rivers, where it is extremely fertile, as are all

the low lands in the inland country. This country produces fruits peculiar to the cli-

mate, and most of those in Europe. T'he culture of maize, of pimento, and cotton,

which was found established there, has not been neglected, and that of wheat, barley,

cassava, potatoes, sugar, as also of the olive and vine, is attended to. A principal article

in the produce and commerce of this country is the Peruvian bark, known better by the
name of Jesuit's bark. The tree which produces this invaluable drug grows principally

in the mountainous parts of Peru, and particuhuly in the province oi (^uito. The best
bark is always produced in the high and rocky grounds j the tree which bcLirs it is about
the size of a cherry tree, and produces a kind of fruit resembling the almond ; but it is

only the bark which has those excellent qualities that render it so useful in intermitting
fevers, and other disorders to which daily experience extends the application of it.

Guinea pepper, or Cayenne pepper, as we call it, is produced in the greatest abundance
in the vale of Africa, a district in the southern parts of Peru, from whence it is an-
nually exported to the value of 600,000 cro%\Tis.

Animals.] The principal animals peculiar to Peru, are the lama, the vicunnn, and
the guanaco. The lama has a small head, rescml.iling that of a horse and a sheep at:

the same time. It is about the size of a stag, its upper lip Is cleft like that of a hare,
through which, when enraged, it spits a kind of venomous juice, which intlamcs the

3 F i
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part it falls on. The flesh of the lama is agreeable and salutary, and the animal is not
only useful in affording a fine kind of wool and food, but also as a beast of burden. It
can endure amazing fatigue, and will travel over the steepest mountains with a burden
of sixty or seventy pounds. It feeds very sparingly, and never drinks. The vicunna
is smaller and swifter than the lama, and produces wool still finer in quality. In the
vicunna is found the bezoar stone, regarded as a specific against poison. The guanaco
is much larger than the lama, its wool is long and harsh ; but in shape they are nearly
alike.

Natural curiosities.] Among these may be classed the volcanoes of the An-
des, which, from the midst of immense heaps of snow, pour forth torrents of fiery mat-
ter and clouds of smoke. Here are streams which, in their course, cover whatever they
pass over with a stony incrustation 5 and fountains of liquid matter, called coppey, re-

sembling pitch and tar, and used by seamen for the same purpose.

Population, character of inhabitants.] The population of Peru has never
been ascertained with any degree of precision. The number of inhabitants in the prin-

cipal cities has been estimated at about 200,000. The manners of the people in this

country do not remarkably differ from those of the whole Spanish dominions. Pride

and laziness are the two predominant passions. It is said, by the most authentic tra-

vellers, that the manners of Old Spain have degenerated in its colonies. The Creoles,

and all the other descendants of the Spaniards, according to the above distinctions, are

guilty of many mean and pilfering vices, which a true born Castilian could not think of

but with detestation. 'J'his, no doubt, in part arises from the contempt in which all but

the real natives of Spain are held in the Indies, mankind generally behaving according

to the treatment they meet with from others. In Lima the Spanish pride has made the

greatest descents ^ and many of the first nobility are employed in commerce.

Cities, manufactures, commerce.] We join these articles, because of their in-

timate connection
j

for, except in the cities we shall describe, there is no commerce
Worth mentioning. The city of Lima is the capital of Peru : its situation, in the mid-

dle of a spacious and delightful valley, was fixed upon by the famous Pizarro as the

most proper for a city which he expected would preserve his memory. It is so well

v^^atered by the river Rimac, that the inhabitants, like those of London, command a

stream, each for his own use. There are many very magnificent structures, particularly

churches, in this city
j
though the houses in general are built of slight materials, the equa-

lity of the climate, and want of rain, rendering stone houses unnecessary
j
and, besides,

it is found, that these are more apt to suffer by shocks of the earthquake, which arc fre-

quent and dreadful all over this province. Lima is about two leagues from the sea, ex-

tends in length two miles, and in breadth one and a quarter. It contains about 54,000

inhabitants, of whom the whites amount to a sixth part. One remarkable fact is suffi-

cient to demonstrate the wealth of this city. When the viceroy, the duke de la Paluda,

made his entry into Lima, in 1682, the inhabitants, to do him honour, caused the streets

to be paved with ingots of silver, to the amount of seventeen millions sterling. All

travellers speak with amazement of the decorations of the churches with gold, silver,

and precious stones, which load and ornament even the walls. The merchants of Lima
may be said to deal with all the quarters of the v\'orld, and that both on their own ac-

counts, and as factors for others. Here all the products of the southern prpvinces arc

conveyed, in order to be exchanged, at the harbour of Lima, for such articles as the in-

habitants of Peru stand in need of -, the fleets from Europe aud the East Indies land at

the same harbour, and the commodities of Asia, Europe, and America, are there barter-

ed for each other. What there is no immediate sak for, the merchants of Lima pur-

chase on their own accounts, and lay up in warehouses, knowing that they must soon

iind an outlet for them, since by one channel or other they have a communication with

-almost every commercial nation. But all the wealth of the inhabitants, all the beauty

of the situation, and fertility of the climate of Lima, are noi sufficient to compensate for

one disaster, \\hich always threatens, and has sometimes actually befallen them. In the

year J^-H, a most tremendous eaithnuake laid three-lburths of this city level with the

ground, and entirely detriolished Callao^ the port-town belonging to it. Never was any

destruction more tei;ribk or complete ^ not more than one of three thousand inhabitants
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being left to record tKis dreadful calamity, and he by a providence the most singu lar

and extraordinary imaginable.— This man, who happened to be on a fort which over-

looked the harbour, perceived in one minute the inhabitants running from their houses

in the utmost terror and confusion j the sea, as usual on sucli occasions, receding to a

considerable distance, returned in mountainous waves, foaming with the violence of the

agitation, buried the inhabitants for ever in its bosom, and immediately all was silent

;

but the same wave which destroyed the town drove a little boat by the place v/here the

man stood, into which he threw himself, and was saved. Cusco, the ancient capital of

of the Peruvian empire, has already been taken notice of. As it lies in the mountain-

ous country, and at a distance from the sea, it has been long on the decline j but it is

still a very considerable place, and contains above 26,000 inhabitants, three parts In-

dians, and very industrious in manufacturing baize, cotton, and leather. They have

also, both here and in Quito, a particular taste for painting y and their productions in

this way, some of which have been admired in Italy, are dispersed all over South Ame-
rica. Quito is next to Lima in populousness, if not superior to it. It is, like Cusco^

an inland city, and, having no mines in its neighbourhood, is chieily famous for its ma-
nufactures of cotton, wool, and flax, which supply the consumption throughout Peru.

Government.] Peru is under the government of a viceroy, who resides at Lima,
and whose authority formerly extended over all the three districts j but that of Quito

has since been detached from it. The viceroy is as absolute as the king of Spain ; but

as his territories are so extensive, it is necessary that he should part with a share of hi>j

authority to the several audiences or courts established over the kingdom. There is a

treasury court established at Lima, for receiving the fifth of tlie produce of the mines,

and certain taxes paid by the Indians, which belong to the king of Spain.

History.] For the history of Peru, see the account of the discovery and conquest

of America.

CHILI.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

Length 12601 , , C25 and 44 South latitude. 1
n j.i ro^ r between . . j^-w- v j J- 206,000
Ereadth 580 j ^6d and S3 W est longitude, j

'

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by Peru on the north
;
by La Plata on the cast

,
by

Patagonia on the south ; and by the Pacific Ocean on the west.

Divisions, Provinces, Chief-Towns.

i") St Jago, W. long. 77.

Plover ^RAlivIa

J I.mpcrial

On the east side of the 1^ ^ . ^c^tiit.-
Andes J

^"y^> o^* Cutio ....... > ot John de rronticra.

Rivers, lakes.] The chief rivers are the Salado or Salt River, tlie Guasco, C.>.

quimbo, Chiapa, Bohio, and the Baldivia, all scarcely naviga'ole but at their mouths.

The principal lakes are those of Tagatagua near St Jago, and that of Parcn. Be-
sides which, they have several salt-water lakes, that have a comnnmu alion with ihr.

sea, part of the year. In stormy weather the sea forces a wny through them, and leave.

3V3
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them fiill of fish j but in the hot season the water congeals, leavmg a crust of fine white
salt a foot thick.

Metals, minerals.] Mines of gold, silver, copper, tin, quick-silyer, iron, and
lead, abound in this country. Vast quantities of gold are washed down from the moun-
tains- by brooks and torrents, the annual amount of which, when manufactured, is esti-

mated at not less than eight millions of dollars.

Climate, soil, produce.] The climate of Chili is one of the most delightful in

the world, being a medium between the intense heat of the torrid and the piercing cold

of the frigid zones. The soil is extremely fertile. There is indeed no part of the

world more favoured than this is, with respect to the gifts of nature : for here, not only

the tropical fruits, but all the species of grain^ of which a considerable part is exported,

come to great perfection.

Animals.] The wild ^nimals of this country are nearly the same as In Peru. The
horses of Chili are in great esteem j and prodigious numbers of oxen, goats, and sheep

^

are fattened in the luxuriant pastures of Chili, the breeding pf which is almost the only

species of husbandry attended to in this country. Turkeys, geese, and all kinds of

poultry, are found here in the same profusion. The coasts abound with various kinds

of excellent fish : there are also many whales and seals.

Population, inhabitants.] This country is very thinly inhabited. The origiu-

al natives are still in a great measure unconquered and uncivilized *, and leading a wan-
dering life, attentive to no objects but their preservation from the Spanish yoke, are in a

very unfavourable condition with regard to population. According to some accounts,

the Spaniards do not amount to above 20,000 j and the Indians, negroes, and mulat-

toes, not to above thrice that number. The Abbe Raynal, however, says there are

40,000 Spanish inhabitants in the city of St Jago, in which case the aggregate number
in all the provinces of Chili must be much more considerable than has generally been

supposed. Other accounts estimate the population of this country at 80,000' whites^

and 240,000 negroes.

Chief towns.] St Jago, the capital, is a large and handsome town, situate on the

river Mapocho, which runs through it from east to west, in the midst of an extensive

and beautiful plain. Baldivia, or Valdivia, is another large town, situated between the

rivers Calacalles and Portero, where they fall into the South Sea. There are several

strong forts and batteries to defend the entrance of the harbour, as it is considered as the

key of the South Sea.

TPvADE.] Chili supplies Peru with hides, dried fruits, salted meat, horses, hemp, and

corn ; and receives in exchange tobacco, sugar, cocoa, the manufactures of Quito,

and. articles of luxury brought from Europe. Paraguay receives from Chili, wine^

brandy, oil, and chiefly gold j and returns, in payment, mules, wax, cotton, negroes, &.Cc

The commerce betiveen the two countries is not carried on by sea, it having been found

more expeditious, safer, and even less expensive, to go by land, though it is 354 leagues

from St Jago to Buenos Ayres, and more than 40 leagues of the way are amid the

snows and precipices of the Andes.

Government.] The seat of government is at St Jago : the commandant there is,

however, subordinate to the viceroy of Peru in all matters relating to the government,

to the finances, and to war; but he is independent of him in the administration of

justice, and as president of the royal audience.

History.] This country was first discovered by Diego Almagro, in 1525. He
passed the Andes from Peru

3
and, though he had lost a great part of the soldiers who

attended him in his expedition, he was received with great submissioi? by the inhabi-

tants of the country, who had formerly been under the dominion of the Peruvians.

The Spaniards again entered Chili in 1541, under their general Baldivia, the founder

of the city which bears his name. They at first met with no opposition, the people of

the country being gathering in their harvest *, but when that was finished they took up

arms, and never laid them down for ten years. The natives have at all times bravely-

defended themselves against the Spanish yoke
j
they are still in a great degice unsub^

^ued^ and are engaged in frequent struggles for their independency.
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PARAGUAY, OR LA PLATA.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles. Degrees. Sq. Miles.

'

Lengrth 1500 7 , ,
C 12 and 37 south latitude 1 i r^nn nnn

Breadth 1000 J
^'^^^^'^

i 50 and 75 west longitude j
1'000,000

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by Amazonia on the north
j
By Brasil on the east

j

by Patagonia on the south ; and by Peru and Chili on the west.

Divisions,

East division contains

South division

Rivers, lakes.] This country, besides an Infinite number of small rivers, is water-

ed by three principal ones, the Paragua, Uragua, and Parana, which united near the

sea, form the famous Rio de la Plata, or Plate River, and which annually overflow their

banks
j and, on their recess, leave them enriched with a slime that produces the greatest

plenty of whatever is committed to it.

The Rio de la Plata has a course of about 1900 miles in length, but it is principally

remarkable for its breadth at its mouth. It falls into the South Atlantic Ocean, be-

tween the capes St Anthony and St Mary, which are 150 miles distant from each other,

and at Monte Video, a fort above 100 miles from the sea, the land of either shore can-

not be seen from a vessel in the middle of the channel. This country abounds with
lakes, one of which, Casacores, is 100 miles long.

Climate, soil, produce.] This vast tract is far from being wholly subdued or

planted by the Spaniards. There are many parts in a great degree unknown to them,
or to any other people in Europe. The principal province of which we have any
knowledge is that which is called Rio de la Plata, towards the mouth of the above-
mentioned rivers. This province, with all the adjacent parts, is one continued level,

not interrupted by tho least hill for several hundred miles every way. The cHmate is

in some parts extremely hot. In others temperate and pleasant. The soil is very fertile,

producing cotton in great quantities
j

tobacco, and the valuable herb called Paraguay,
with a variety of fruits, and prodigious rich pastures, in which are bred such herds of
cattle, that the hides of the beasts are all that is properly bought, the carcases baing
given into the bargain. A horse some years ago might be bought for a dollar ; and
the usual price for a bullock, chosen out of the herd of two or three hundred, w^as only
lour rials. But, contrary to the general nature of America, this country is destitute of
woods. The air is remarkably sweet and serene, and the waters of Lu Plata are ecjually

pure and wholesome.

First settlement, chief city, and commercf..] The Spaniards first discovered
this country, by saiHng up the river La Plata, in 1515, and in 1535 founded th^^ town
of Buenos Ayrcs, so called on account of the excellence of the air, on tlie south side

of the river, 50 leagues within the moulh of it, where the river is seven leagues broad.
Ihis is one of the most considerable towns in South America, containing above 30,000
inhabitants, and the only jdacc of tralHc to the southward of Brasil. Here wc meet
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Provinces, Chef I owns,

{Paraguay Assumption

Parana St Anne
Guaira , , Ciudad eal

Uragua Los Reyes

rTucuman St Jago

) Rio de la Plata Buenos Ayres, W. long.

/ 57-54. S. lat. 34-35.
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xvitli tlie mercliants of Europe and Peru ; but no regular fleet comes here
; two, or st

most three, register ships, make the whole of their regular intercourse with Europe.
Their returns are very valuable, consisting chiefly of the gold and silver of ChiH and
Peru, sugar, and hides. Those who have now and then carried on a contraband

,
trade

to this city, have found it more advantageous than any other whatever. The benefit
of this contraband is now wholly in the hands of the Portuguese, who keep magazines
for that purpose, in such parts of Brasll as lie near this country. The trade of Para-
guay, and the manners cf the people, are so much the same with those of the rest of the
Spanish colonies in South America, that nothing farther can be &aid on those articles.

But we cannot quit this country without saying something of that extraordinary
species of commonwealth which the Jesuits erected in the interior parts, aud of which
these crafty priests endeavoured to keep all strangers in the dark.

About the middle of the last century, those fathers represented to the court of Spain,

that their want of success in their missions was owing to the scandal which the immo-
rality of the Spaniards never failed to give, and to the hatred which their insolent be-
haviour caused in the Indians, wherever they came. They insinuated, that, if it were
not for that impediment, the empire of the Gospel might, by their labours, have been
extended into the most unknown parts of America ; and that all those countries might
be subdued to his catholic :majesty's obedience, without expence, and without fo5cc»,

This remonstrance met with success ; the sphere of their labours was marked out, un.-.

contrculed liberty was given to the Jesuits within these limits, and the governors of the^

adjacent provinces had orders not to interfere, nor to suffer any Spaniards to enter this

pale, without licence from the fathers. They, on their part, agreed to pay a certain,

capitation tax, in proportion to their flock j and to send a' certain number to the king's

works ivhenever they should be demanded, and the missions should become populous

enough to supply them.

On these terms the Jesuits gladly entered upon the scene of action, and opened their

spiritual campaign. They began by gathering together about fifty wandering families,

whom they persuaded to settle : and they united them into a little township. This was
the slight foundation upon which they built a superstructure that amazed the world,

and added so much power, at the same time that it occasioned so much envy and jea-

lousy to their society. For when they had made this beginning, they laboured with

such indefatigable pains, and such masterly policy, that, by degrees, they mollified the

minds of the most savage nations, fixed the most rambling, and subdued those to their

government who had long disdained to submit to the arms of the Spaniards and Portu-

guese. They prevailed upon thousands of various dispersed tribes to embrace their re-

ligion ; r.nd these soon induced others to follow their example, magnifying the peace and

tianqnillit}^ they enjoyed under the direction of the fathers.

Our limits do not permit us to trace, with precision, all the steps which were taken

rn the accomplishment of so extroardinary a conquest over the bodies and minds of so

many people. The Jesuits left nothing undone that could confirm their subjection or

increase their numbers ; and it is said , that above 340,000 families were subject to them
;

living irt obedience, and an awe bordering upon adoration, yet procured without any

violcince or constraint : that the Indians were instructed in the military art with the

most exact discipline, and could raise 60,000 men well armed : that they lived in towns
;

%htj were regularly clad
j
they laboured in agriculture

j
they exercised manufactures

j

some even aspired to the elegant arts ; and that nothing could equal the obedience of

the people of these missions, except their contentment under it. Some writers treat

the character of theee Jesuits with great severity, accusing them of ambition, pride, and

•©f parrying their authority to such an excess, as to cause not only persons of both sexes,

hut even the magistrates, who were always chosen from among the Indians, to be cor-

rected before them with stripes, and to sufTer persons of the highest distinction within

their jurisdiction, to kiss the hem of their garments, as the greatest honour. The

-priests themselves possessed large property j all manufactures were theirs ; the natural

produce of the country was brought to them ) and the treasures, annually remitted to

the fuperior of the crder, seemed to evince that zeal for religion was not the only mo-

tive cf their fori^aing these mission^, I he falher^^ w^o^ld npt permit any of the inha-»
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bitants of Pern, whether Spaniards, Mestizos, or even Indians, to come within their

missions in Paraguay. In their year 1757, when part of the territory was ceded by

Spain to the court of Portugal, in exchange for Santo Sacramento, to make the Oragua

the boundary of their possessions, the Jesuits refused to comply with this division, or to

suffer themselves to be transferred from one hand to another, like cattle, without their

own consent, and the Indians actually took up arms j
but, notwithstanding the exact-

ness of their discipline, they were easily, and with considerable slaughter, defeated by

the European troops who were sent to quell them. In 1767, the Jesuits were sent out

of America by royal authority, and their late subjects were put upon the same footing

with the rest of the inhabitants of the country.

The town of Buenos Ayres .surrendered to the British forces, under Sir Home Pop-

ham, and general Beresford, on the 25th June 1806 j but was re-taken by the Spanish

forces, about two months afterwards.

' SPANISH ISLANDS in AMERICA.

CUBA.] The island of Cuba is situate between 20 and 25 deg. north lat. and be-

tween 74 and 85 deg. west long. 100 miles to the south of Cape Florida, and 75 north

of Jamaica, and is near 700 miles in length, and generally about 70 miles in breadth.

A chain of hills runs through the middle of the island from east to west j but the land

near the sea is in general level and flooded in the rainy season, when the sun is vertical.

This noble island is supposed to have the best sail, for so large a country, of any

in America. It produces all commodities known in the West Indies, particularly gin-

ger, long pepper, and other spices, cassia, fistula, mastic and aloes. It also produces

tobacco, and sugar *, but from the want of hands, and the laziness of the Spaniards, not

in such quantities as might be expected. It is said that its exports do not equal hv

quantity those of our small island of Antigua.

The course of the rivers is too short to be of any consequence but there are several

good harbours in the island which belong to the principal towns, as that of St J ago,

facing Jamaica, strongly situate and well fortified, but neither populous nor rich ; and

that of the Havannah, facing Florida, which is the capital of Cuba, and a place of great

strength and importance, containing about 2000 houses, with a great number of con-

vents and churches ; it was taken, however, by the courage and perseverance of the

English troops in the year 1762, bvit restored in the subsequent treaty of peace.

Besides these, there is likewise Cumberland harbour, and that of Santa Cruz, a con-

siderable town thirty miles east of the Havannah.
PORTO KICO.] Situate between 64 and 6> deg. west long, and In IS deg.

north lat. lying between liispanipla and St Christopher's, is 100 miles long and 40
broad. The soil is beautifully diversified with woods, valleys, and plains ; and is ex-

tremely fertile, producing the same fruits as the other islands. It is well watered witli

springs and rivers, but the island is unhealthy in the rainy seasons. It u-as on account
of the gold that the Spaniards settled here j but there is no longer any considerable

quantity of this metal found in it,

Porto Rico, the capital tovv^n, sta.nds on a little island on the north side, forming ci

rapacious harbour, and joined to the chief island by a causeway, and defended by fort*?

and batteries, vyhich render the town almost inaccessible. It was, however, taken by
Sir Francis Drake, and afterwards by the carl of Cumberland. It is better inhabited
than most of the Spanish towns, because it is the cer^tre of contraband trade carried on
by. the English and French with the king of Spain's subjects.

MARGARETTA.J Situate in t)4 deg. west long, and 11-30 north lat. separated
from the northern coast of New Andalusia, in Terra Firmn, by a iitrait of i: I miles, is

»ibout 4Q miles in length, and iu bxcadth 3 and beinij always verd.mt, alYords a most
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agreeable prospect. The island abounds in pasture, in maize, and fruit 5 but there is a
scarcity of wood and water. There was once a pearl fishery on the coast, which is

now discontinued.

There are many other small islands in these seas, to which the Spaniards have paid
no attention j we shall therefore proceed towards and round Cape Horn into the South
Sea, in &ai way to which we arrive at the

FALKLAND or MALOUIN ISLANDS.] These islands, situate between 51
and 53 deg. of south lat. and 57 and 62 deg. of west long, were first discovered by
Sir Richard Hawkins, in 1594, the principal of which he named Hawkins Maideriland,

in honour of queen Elizabeth, The present English name, Falkland, was probably giv-

en them by captain Strong, in 1639, and being adopted by Halley, it has from that

time been received into our maps. The French call them the Malouin Isles from the

people of St Maloes, whom they consider as their discoverers. They have occasioned

some contest between Spain and Great Britain j but being of very little worth, seem to

have been silently abandoned by the latter in 1774, in order to avoid giving umbrage
to the Spanish court.

The island of TIERRA DEL FUEGO, at the southern extremity of America,
situate between 52 deg. 30 min. and 55 deg. 35 min. south lat. and 66 and 75 deg
west long, derive its name from the volcanoes observed on it. It is a large island, con-

taining about 42,000 square miles j the aspect of the country is dreary and uncomfort-

able, and the climate is as cold as that of Lapland, though the latitude is only that of

the north of England. The natives are of a middle stature, with broad flat faces, high

cheek bones, and flat noses
;
they are dressed in the skins of seals, and their only food

seems to be shell fish The isle called Staten-land is divided from Tierra del Fuego
by the strait of Le Maire. Cape Horn is a promontory on another small island to the

south of Tierra del Fuego.

Tierra del Fuego is separated from the mainland of South America by the Straits of

Magellan . These straits were first discovered by Magellan, or Magelhaens, a Portu-

guese in the service of Spain, who sailed through them in the year 1520, and thereby

discovered a passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific or Southern Ocean. He has been

since considered as the first navigator that sailed round the world j but having lost his

life in a skirinish with some Indians before the ships returned to Europe, the honour of

being the first circumnavigator has been disputed in favour of the brave Sir Francis

Drake, who, in 1574, passed the same strait in his way to India, from which he re-

turned to Europe by the Cape of Good Hope. In 1616 Le Maire, a Dutchman, keep-

ing to the southward of these straits, discovered, in lat. fifty-four and a half, another

passage, since known by the name of the Straits of Le Maire j and this passage, which has

been generally preferred by succeeding navigators, is called doubling Cape Horn. The au-

thor of Anson's voyage, however, from fatal experience, advises mariners to keep clear

pf these straits and islands, by running down to sixty-one or sixty-two deg. south lat.

before they attempt to set their face westward, towards the South Seas ; but the ex-

ireme long nights, and the intense cold in those latitudes, render that passage practi-

cable only in the months of January and February, which is there the middle of summer.

Beyond Cape Horn and the Straits of Magellan, proceeding northwards in the Great

South Sea, or Pacific Ocean, the first Spanish island of any importance is CHILOE, on

Ihe coast cf Chili, which has a governor, and some harbours well fortified. It is si-

tuate between 42 and 44 deg. of south lat. and 75 and 76 west long, and about 150

miles long, and 21 broad,

JUAN FERNANDES.] Lying in 83 deg. west long, and 33 south lat. 300 miles

west of Chili. This island is uninhabited j but having some good harbours, it is found ex-
^

tremely convenient for the English cruisers to touch at and water. This island is famous

for having given rise to the celebrated romance of Robinson Crusoe. It seems that one

Alexander Selkirk, -a Scotchman, was left ashore in this solitary place by his captain,

where he lived many years, until he was discovered by captain Woodes Rogers in 1709.

When taken un, he had forgotten his native language, and could scarcely be understood,

:e5n:in2- to speak his yrords by halves, j^e was dressed in goats' skins, would drink no-
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thing but water, and it was sometime before he could relish the ship's victuals. During

his abode in this island he had killed 500 goats, which he caught by running them

down 5 and he marked as many more on the ear, which he let go. Some of these were

!
r.aught thirty years after by lord Anson's people 5 their venerable aspect, and majestic

beards, discovered strong symptoms of antiquity. Selkirk upon his return to England was

advised to publish an account of his life and adventures in his little kingdom. He is

j
said to have put his papers into the hands of Daniel Defoe, to prepare them for publication j

I but that writer, by the help of these papers and a lively fancy, transformed Alexander

I Selkirk into Robinson Crusoe, and returned Selkirk his papers again 5 so that the latter

1 derived no advantage from them. They were probably too indigested for publication,

I and Defoe might derive little from them but those hints which gave rise to his own ce-

lebrated performance.

The other islands that are worth mentioning are the Gallipago Isles, situated four

hundred miles west of Peru, under the equator j and those in the Eay of Panamaj,

called the King's or Pearl Islands.

PORTUGUESE AMERICA.

BRASIL.

SITUATION AND EXTENT.

Miles.

Length 25007
Breadth 700 5

between

Degrees.

equator i

15 and 60 west longitude.

("the equator and 35 south latitude*

133

Boundaries.] BOUNDED by the mouth of the river Amazon, and the Atlan-
tic Ocean, on the north

j
by the same Ocean on the east

j
by the mouth of the river

Plata on the south j and by a chain of mountains, which divide it from Paraguay amj
the country of the Amazons, on the west.

Divisions,

Northern division contains

the captain-ships of

Provinces,

rPara
Marignan
Siara

J
Petagues

1 Hio Grande
Payraba

Tamara

. Pernambuco
'Serigippe

^
Ealiia, or the bay of All

Middle division contains \ Saints

the captain-ships of } Ilheos

I Porto Seguro

LSpirito Santo

Southern division contains ^ 1?^^^^"*^*^^
^1 . • 1 • r St Vniccnt
the captani-ships of

^^^^^ ^

CJiief Towns,
Para, or Belim
St Lewis

Siara

St Luc
Tignares

Payraba

Tamara
OHnda
Scrigippe

St Salvador

}.Paya

j
Porto Segurc

J Spirito Santo

St Sebastian

I St Vincent

3 St Salvador^
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Oh the coast are three small islands, where ships touch for provisions in their voyage
to the South Seas, viz. Fernando, St Barbara and St Catharine's.

Face OF THE COUNTRY, CLIMATE, AND RIVERS.] The name of Brasil was given
to this country, because it was observed to abound with a wood of that name. To the
northward of Brasil, which lies almost under the equator, the climate is hot, boisterous,

and unwholesome, subject to great rains and variable winds, particularly in the months
of March and September,- when they have such deluges of rain, with storms and torna-

does, that the country is overflowed. But to the southward, beyond the tropic of Ca-
pricorn, there is no part of the world that enjoys a more serene and wholesome air, re-

freshed with the soft breezes of the ocean on one hand, and the cool breath of the moun-,
tains on the other. The land near the coast is in general rather low than high, but ex-
ceedingly pleasaHt, it being interspersed with meadows and woodsy but on the west, far

within land, are mountains from whence issue many noble streams, that fall into the

great rivers Amazon and La Plata 5 others running across the country from east to west-

till they fall into the Atlantic Ocean, after meliorating the lands which they annually
overflow, and turning the sugar-mills belonging to the Portuguese,,

Population.] According to Sir George Staunton, the whole number of whites in

the-Brasils is about 200,000, and that of the negroes 600,000 : the natives may perhaps
be about a million or a million and a half.

Inhabitants, manners, and customs.] The portrait given us of the manners
and customs of the Portuguese in America, by the most judicious, travellers, is very far

from being favourable. They are described as a people, who, while sunk in the most
effeminate luxury, practise the most desperate crimes j of a temper hypocritical and dis-

sembling
J
of little sincerity in conversation, or honesty in dealing lazy, proud, and

cruel
J

in their diet penurious
;

for, like the inhabitants of most southern climates, they
are much more fond of show, state and attendance, than of the pleasures, of free society.

End of a good table
;
yet their feasts, which are seldom made, are sumptuous td extra-

vagance. When they appear abroad, they cause themselves to be carried out in a kind
of cotton hammocks, called serpentines, which are borne on the negroes. shoulders, by.-

the help of a bamboo about twelve or fourteen feet long. Most of these hammgck^ are-

blue, and adorned with fringes of the same colour : they have a velvet pillow, and^bove
the head a kind of tester, with curtains ; so that the person carried cannot be seen, un-
less he pleases 3 but may either lie down, or sit up leaning on his pillow. When he has

a mind to be seen, he pulls the curtain aside, and salutes his acquaintance whom he meets
in the sti-eets j for they take a pride in complimenting each other in their hammocks,
and even hold long conferences in them in the streets ; but then the two slaves who
carry them make use of a strong well made staff", with an iron fork at the upper end, and
pointed below with iron : this they stick fast in the ground, and rest the bamboo, to

which the hammock is fixed, on two of these, till their master's business or compliment
IS over. Scarcely any man of fashion, or any lady, will pass the streets without being

carried in this manner.
Soil and produce.] In general the soil is extremely fruitful, producing sugar,

which, being clayed, is v/hiter and finer than our muscovado, as we call our unrefined

sugar •j also tobacco, hides, indigo, ipecacuanha, balsam of Copaiba, Brasil wood, which
is of a red colour, hard and dry, and is chiefly used in dyeing, but not the red of the best

kind j it has likewise some place in medicine, as a stomachic and restringent.

The produce of the soil was found very sufficient for subsisting the inhabitants until

the mines of gold and diamonds were discovered these, with the sugar plantations, oc-

cupy so many hands, that agriculture is neglected, and, in consequence, Brasil depends

upon Europe for its daily food.

The animals here are the same as in Peru and Mexico.
Metals, minerals.] Gold and diamond mines are found in Brazil. The former

were discovered in the year 1681, and have since yielded about five millions sterling

annually, of which sum a fifth belongs to the crov/n. The diamond mines are situat*?

near the little river Milhoverde, not far from Villa Nova do Principe. They are

farmed at about 30.0001. yearly, which is thought to be scarcely a fifth of what they
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Sictually produce. The diamonds, however, are not of so fine water as those of HIn-

doostan, but are of a brownish obscure hue.

Seas, bays, harbours, and capes.] The Atlantic Ocean washes the coast of

Brasil on the north-east and east, upwards of 3000 miles, forming several fine bays and

harbours ; as the harbours of Pernambuco, All Saints, Porto Seguro^ the port and har-

bour of Rio Janeiro, the port of St Vincent, the harbour of St Gabriel, and the port of

St Salvador, on the north shore of La Plata.

Trade.] The trade of Brasil is very great, and increases every year ; which is the

less surprising, as the Portuguese have opportunities of supplying themselves with slaves

for their several works at a much cheaper rate than any other European pov^er that has

settlements in America
j

they being the only European nation that has established co-

lonies in Africa, whence they import between forty and fifty thousand negroes annually

all of which go into the amount of the cargo of the Brasil fleets for Europe. Of the

diamonds there is supposed lo be returned to Europe to the amount of 130,0001. This,,

with the sugar, the tobacco, the hides, and the valuable drugs for medicine and manu-

factures, may give some idea of the importance of this trade, not only to Portugal, but

to all the trading powers of Europe.

The chief commodities that European ships carry thither in return, are not the fiftieth

part of the produce of Portugal
j
they Consist of woollen goods of all kinds from Eng-

land, France, and Holland j the linen and laces of Holland, France, and Germany ^ the

silks of France and Italy ; silk and thread stockings, hats, lead, tin, pewter, iron, copper,

^nd all sorts of utensils wTought in these metals, from England j as well as salt-fish,

beef, flour, and cheese oil they have from Spain ^ wine, with some fruit, is nearly all

they are supplied with from Portugal. England is at present most interested in tlie

trade of Portugal, both for home consumption and what they want for the use of the

Brasils.

Brasil is a very wealthy and flourishing settlement. The export of sugar witliin forty

years is grown much greater than it was, though anciently it made almost the whole of

their exportable produce, and they v/ere without rivals in the trade. The tobacco is re-

markably good, though not raised in such large quantities as in the United States. The
northern and southern parts of Brasil abound with horned cattle : these are hunted for

their hides only, of which no less than twenty thousand are sent annually to Europe.

Chief towns.] The capital of Brasil is St Salvador, frequently called Bahia, w^here

all the fleets rendezvous on their return to Portugal. This city commands a noble, spa.*

cious, and commodious harbour. It is built upon a high and steep rock, having the

sea upon one side, and a lake, forming a crescent, investing it almost wholly, so as nearly

to join the sea, on the other. The situation makes It in a manner impregnable by nature
j

and it has very strong fortiiicalions. It is populous, magnificent, and, beyond compari-

son, the most gay and opulent city in all Brasil.

St Sebastian, more usually called Rio de Janeiro, from the name of the province, «s

situate on a spacious and commodious bay : it is a rich and populous city, containing, it

is said, 200,000 inhabitants. On the south side of a spacious square is the palace of the

viceroy, and there are several other squares, hi which are fountains supplied with water
by an aqueduct of considerable length brought over vallies by a double row of arches.

In an island in the harbour, called Serpent island, is a dock-yard, magazines, and naval

store-houses.

Jievenue.] The revenue arising to the crown of Portugal fiom this colony, amounts,
according to some writers, to two millions sterling in gold, besides the duties and cus-

toms on merchandise imported from the country. This, indeed, is more than a fifth of
the precious metal produced by the mines-, but every consequent advanta;je. considered,

it probably does not much exceed the Irulh.

Govt:RNMENT.] Brasil is now divided into nine governments, each of which has its

particular chief Of these the governor of Ixio Janeiro alone has the style of viceroy.

They are appointed for three years, which term is prolonged at pleasure. Each disiiict

lias a particular judge, from whose decision there lies an appeal to the superior tribunab
of Rio Janeiro or Lisloii.
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Religion,] The religion of Portugal, or tlie Roman catholic, is established here.
Six bishoprics have been successively founded under the archbishopric of Bahia, or St
Salvador, which see was established in 1552.

History.] This country was first discovered by Amerigo Vespuccio, in 1498 -y but
the Portuguese did not plant it till 1549, when they fixed themselves at the Bay of All
Saints, and founded the city of St Salvador. They met with some interruption at first

from the court of Spain, who considered the whole continent of South America as be-
longing to them. However, the affair was at length made up by treaty j and it was
agreed that the Portuguese should possess all the country lying between the two great

rivers Amazon and Plata j which they still enjoy. The French also made some attempts-

to plant colonies on this coast, but were driven from thence by the Portuguese, who re-

ipaijied without a rival till the year 1580, when, in the very meridian of prosperity,

they were struck by one of those blows which generally decide the fate of kingdoms,
Don Sebastian, the king of Portugal, lost his life in an expedition against the Moors in

Africa
J
and by that event the Portuguese lost their independence, being absorbed into

the Spanish dominions.

The Dutch, soon after this, having thrown off the Spanish yoke, and being not satis-

fied with supporting their independence by a successful defensive war, but flushed with
the juvenile ardor of a growing commonwealth, pursued the Spaniards into the remotest

recesses of their extensive territories, and grew rich, powerful, and terrible, by the spoils

of their former masters. They particularly attacked the possessions of the Portuguese
j,

they took almost all their fortresses in the East Indies, and then turned their arms upon
Brasil, where they took seven of the captain-ships, or provinces j and would have sub-

dued the whole colony, had not their career been stopped by the archbishop, at the

head of his monks, and a few scattered forces. The Dutch were, about the year 1654,
entirely driven out of Brasil ; but their West India Company still continuing their pre-

tensions to this country, and harassing the Portuguese at sea, the latter agreed, in 1661,
to pay the Dutch eight tons of gold to relinquish their interest in that country ; which
was accepted : and the Portuguese have remained in peaceable possession of all Brasil

from that time, till about the end of the year 1762, when the Spanish governor of

Buenos Ayres, hearing of a war between Portugal and Spain, took, after a month's siege,

the Portuguese frontier fortress called St Sacrament
j but, by the treaty of peace of the

following year, it was r^istored.

FRENCH AMERICA.

THE possessions of the French on the continent of America are at present inconsi-

derable. They were masters of Canada and Louisiana ; but they have now lost all

footing in North America
J
though in the southern continent they have still a settle-

ment, which is called

CAYENNE, OR EQUINOXIAL FRANCE.

IT is atuate between the Equator and 5th degree of north latitude, and between

the 50th and 55th of west longitude. It extends 240 miles along the coast of Guiana,

and nearly 300 miles within land it is bounded by Surinam, on the north
j
by the

Atlantic Ocean, east
j
by Amazonia, south', and by Guiana, Vv^est. The chief town is

Caen. All the coast is very low, but within land there are fine hills very proper for

settlements : the French have, however, not yet extended them so far as they might
j

but they raise the same commodities which the} have from the West-India islands, and

in no inconsiderable quantity. They have also taken possession of the island of Cayenne,

on this coast, at the moutk of the river of that name, which is about 45 miles in circura,'
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fcrence. The island is very unhealthy
;
but, having some good harbours, the Frenck

have here some settlements, which raise sugar and coffee.

FRENCH ISLANDS IN AMERICA.

THE French were among the last nations who made settlements in the West Indies
j

but they made ample amends by the vigour with which they pursued them, and by that

chain of judicious and admirable measures which they used in drawing from them every

advantage that the nature of the climate would yield j and in contending against the

difficulties which it threw in their way.

St DOMINGO, or HISPANIOLA.] This island was at first possessed by the

Spaniards alone j but by far the most considerable part has been long in the hands of the

French, to whom the Spanish part was likewise ceded by the treaty of peace betweea

the two nations in 1795. It must now, therefore, be considered as a French island.

It is situate between the ilth and 21st degree north lat. and the eTth and 74th of

west long, lying in the middle between Cuba and Porto Rico, and is 450 miles long

and 150 broad. When Hispaniola was first discovered by Columbus, the number of its

inhabitants was computed to be at least a million. But such was the cruelty of the

Spaniards, and to so infamous a height did they carry their oppression of the poor na-

tives, that they were reduced to sixty thousand in the space of fifteen years. The face

of the island presents an agreeable variety of hills, valleys, woods, and rivers j and the

soil is allowed to be extremely fertile, producing sugar, cotton, indigo, tobacco, maize,

and cassava root. The European cattle are so multiplied here, that they run wild ia

the wood^, and, as in South America, are hunted for their hides and tallow only. In the

most barren parts of the rocks they discovered formerly silver and gold : the mines,

however, are not now worked. The north-west parts, which were in the possession of

.the French, consist of large fruitful plains, which produce the articles already mention-

ed in vast abundance : this indeed is the best and most fruitful part of the best and most
fertile island in the West Indies, and perhaps in the world

The population of this island was estimated, in 1788, at 27,717 white people
; 21,808

free people of colour j and 405,638 slaves. Its trade employed 580 large ships, carry-

ing 189,679 tons, in which the imports amounted to twelve millions of dollars, of which
more than eight millions were in manufactured goods of France, and the other four mil-

lions in French produce. The Spanish ships exported, in French goods or money
1,400,000 dollars, for mules, imported by them into the colony

j
ninety-eight French

ships, carrying 40,130 tons, imported 26,506 negroes, wh© sold for eight millions of
dollars.

The most ancient town in this island, and in all the New World, built by Euro-
peans, is St Domingo. It was founded by Bartholomew Columbus, brother to the ad-

miral, in 1504, who gave it that name in honour of his father Dominic, and by which
the whole island is named, especially by the French. It is situate on a spacious har-

bour, and is a large well-built city, inhabited, like the other Spanish towns, by a mix-
ture of Europeans, Creoles, Mulattoes, Mestizos, and Negroes.

The French towns are. Cape Francois, the capital, which is neither walled nor paled
in, and is said to have only two batteries, one at the entrance of the harbour, and tlic

other before the town. Before its destruction in 1793, it contained about 8000 inha-

bitants, whites, people of colour, and slaves. It was the governor's residence in time
of war, as Port-au Trince was in time of peace. The Mole, though inferior to these

' in other respects, is the first port in the island for safety in time of war, being by na-

^ ture and art strongly fortified. The other towns and ports of any note are. Fort Dau-
phin, St Mark, Leogane, Petit Goave, Jcrcmic, Les Cayes, St Lovis, and jacmcl.-

Smce the French revolution, in conse(|ucnce of some injudicious decrees of the Na-
tional Assembly of France, this island has been a scene of confusion and bUx)dslied.

In the night between the 22d and 23d of August 1791, a most alarming Insurrection
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of the negroes began on the French plantations upon this Island, and a scene of the most
horrid cruelties ensued. In a little time no less than 100,000 negroes were in rebel-
lion, and all the manufactories and plantations of more than half the northern province
appeared as one general conflagration. The plains and the mountains were filled with
carnage, and deluged with blood. The negroes who were slaves were emancipated
from their chains, and trained to arms, which they never afterwards laid down. An
African by birth, who had received the French name of Toussaint POuverture, was af-

terwards invested with the chief command of the negroes and mulattoes. He appears
to have been a man of considerable ability, and to feave exercised his authority in many
instances with prudence and moderation. When, however, the peace of Amiens had set

at liberty the French fleets, Bonaparte sent out an expedition to reduce Toussaint to
dependence upon France, and restore order in the colony. Le Clerc, who had married
Bonaparte's sister, coftimanded the expedition, which consisted of 40,000 veteran troops*

This sanguinary monster, bred in the Parisian school of assassination, soon equalled his

master in deeds of unexampled cruelty. After several encounters, in which the negro
chief, unable to resist the regular forces of France, was almost constantly defeated,

Toussaint was induced to submit, and accept of apparently favourable terms. But the
French, soon after, most perfidiously seized on him, under a charge, probably without
foundation, of treacherous practices, and sent him in irons to France, where he perish-

ed in a dungeon. The other black chiefs who had submitted with him, Christophe
and Dessalines, saved themselves by flight ; the negroes and mulattoes again flew to

arms, and the French troops rapidly fell victims to the climate and the enemy. The
result of this contest has been noticed in our history of France, p. 403. Dessalines suc-

ceeded to the authority of Toussaint, and, following the example set him in Europe,
caused himself to be proclaimed Emperor of Hayti * ! by the title of Jaques /. This
chief having been guilty of many unjustifiable acts of cruelty against his former asso-

ciates, a conspiracy was entered into by his principal officers, to which he fell a sacrifice

in 1806, and Christophe was raised to the chief command in this black empire.

As the emancipation of the negroes of St Domingo, and the establishment of a free

liepublic of Blacks in the heart of our West-Indian islands, is one of the most extraor-

dinary phenomena of the present age, pregnant as it is with wonderful events, we shall

add some able reflections on this subject, extracted from an ingenious work of a similar

nature with our own, recently published f

.

" The mad attempt of the present ruler of France, to reduce the black inhabitants

of St Domingo, both in its original conception, and in the means of its accomplishment^

was dictated by the most ferocious cruelty, and by the most palpable de£ect of political

wisdom. To propose to 100,000 men in arms, boiling with the recollection of past in-

dignities, breathing high with the sentiments of emancipation and freedom, and posses-

sing mawy eminent advantages for self-defence—to propose to such a people the horrible

alternative of slavery or extermination
\
marks, not only a depravity of heart and prin-

ciple, which must brand any character with infamy, but also the most consummate ig-

norance of the nature of man. The conduct of Bonaparte in th^s instance was the more
criminal, and the more impolitic, as Providence seems, in the person of Toussaint Lou-
verture, to have raised up a man qualified and disposed to repair the follies of the early

revolutionists of France, and to heal the dreadful wounds which their misconduct had
inflicted. Had the First Consul possessed the smallest p^ticle of generous sentiment,

or even of political sagacity, he would have courte^^ie truly illustrious Black
\
and,

instead of driving him by force into opposition, and afterwards deceiving and murder-

ing him, he would have I'mployed his talents and his influence to render the liberty

of the blacks consistent with the safety of the whites, as well as with the interests of

good government, and of the human race.

" This important object, for the attainment of which Toussaint seems to have been

eminently well fitted, and extremely well disposed, has now been lost \ ^nd however

much the loss is to be regretted, and the circumstances by which it was incurred are to

be held in abhorrence, their effects can never be repaired. The folly and cruelty of

* The ancient native name of the ishnd* f PkOss's Geography, p. 753.—757.
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Bonaparte have established for ever the empire of the blacks in the West Indies, and
in a way peculiarly dangerous. Yet, with all this consequence in view, no feeling

mind, no wise politician, could have wished success to the arms of France during the

pirogress of the contest 3 nor can we wo:nder at the subsequent cruelties of the blacks,

when we reflect on the still more shocking barbarities of Le Clejpe amd-^lQchambeau.
'* But though the mad conduct of the French revolutionists has rendered the eman-

cipation of the slaves in St Domingo so calamitous to the mother country, and to that

island, we are not from thence to infer the impolicy or injustice of abolishing the slave-

trade, and enlaucipating persons who are already slaves, as a general principle j nor to

conclude that such emancipation and abolition must be attended with disastrous consc-

sequences in every concurrence of circumstances, and in whatever mode it is effected.

Such a conclusion the premises do not admit by any fair and logical deduction \ while

the nature of the trade, the present enlightened state of the world, and, above all, the

mild and merciful spirit of the gospel, must lead to very differeut sentiments On the

subject.

" Among wise and good men, of whatever denomination or profession, who are not

biassed by private interest or early prejudice, there cannot exist two opinions concern-

ing the odious n?tture, and pernicious influence, of that inhuman traffic, concerning the

enormous complication of crimes of which it is the cause, and the tremendous cry
of vengeance which ascends to hdaven from the blood of milHons of the human race,

who are annually immolated at its shrine. Noiie but a public enemy of the human race

can defend a system of cruelty and horror which has no example in the annals of the

world, and the tendency of which is the complete extermination of the species. No
political considerations can justify a practice which shocks the finest feelings of our na-
ture, which destroys every idea of moral obligation, which violates every social affec-

tion, which tears asuuder every bond by which man is endeared to his brother, and
makes one part of the species a prey to the unbounded rapacity and avarice of the other.

Happily, however, for the cause of suffering humanity, its demands in the present in-

stance, and in so far as Great Britain is concerned, seem to be in perfect unison with
the best interests of the state ; for they must have but little political penetration who
do not perceive, that the present state of St Domingo renders a speedy abolition of the
slave-trade a matter of the highest national expediency

.

" But though the calls, of humanity, of justice, of religion, and of political necessi-

ty, unite in one voice to demand a speedy and complete termination to that execrable
traffic, it must, at the same time, be remembered, that the mode of accomplishinc^ this

object, in a consistency with the general happiness of the subjects, both while and black,
involves a question of most difficult, and most serious solution. With this subject ihe
British Parliament has been occupied for several years past j and perhaps a subject of a
more delicate nature, involving a greater variety of jarrmg interests and opinions, and
fraught with more important and awful consequences, has never been deliberated upon
by that august assembly. No wonder that it has not yet been finally discussed. The
conduct of the French nation, with its dreadful effects, presents an awful warning
against the rash measures of fanaticism and ignorance \ the interested motives of some
aipong ourselves, and the temperate prudence of others, operate as salutary checks u]i-

on the otherwise uncautious steps of well-meaning humanity j but the generous spii it,

the religious principle, and the justice, as well as the most precious interests of the na-
tion, are unanimous aqd loud in urging the most prudent plan for the relief of our sable
brethren

j and these must finally prevail.

" During the progress of the discussion, however, let not the intemperate clamours of
the friends of humanity, either real or pretended, presume to interfere with llic g;:ivc

deliberations of experience and ^usdom j tar less let the unhallowed arm of fanatic'sm
be raised, to plunge this nation into the same vortex of distress which has swallowed up
for ever the colonial iuteresls of France

\
and, on the other hand, let the most strenuous

opposers of the slave-trade remember, that if they refuse to listen to the salutary counsels
of wisdom, they may one day sink under the overwhelming etforts of violence."

MARTINICO, which is situate between 14 and 13 degrees of north lalitudr, and
\\\ (31 degrees wwsl longitude, lying about 40 leagues north-west of Barbadocs, is about

3 G
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60 miles in lengtli, and half as much in breadth. The irdaud part of it is hilly, from
which are poured out, on every side, a number of agreeable and useful fivers, which
adorn and enrich this island in a high degree- The produce of the soil is sugar,- cot-,

ton, indigo, ginger, and such fruits as are found in the neighbouring islands. But sugar

is here, as in all the West- India islands, the principal commodity, of which a considerable

quantity is exported annually. Martinico was the residence of the governor of the French
islands in these seas. Its bays and harbours are numerous, safe, and commodious, and
so well fortified, that they used to bid defiance to the English, who, in vain, often at-

tempted this place. However, in the war of 1156, when the British arms were trium-

phant in every quarter of the globe, this island was added to the British empire but

it was given back at the treaty of peace. It was again taken by the English in 1794,
but restored by the treaty of Amiens,

GUADALOUPE, so called by Columbus, from the resemblance of its mountains

to those of that name in Spain, is situate in 16 degrees north latitude, and in 62 west

longitude, about 30 leagues north of Martinico, and about as much south of Antigua
;

being 45 miles long, and 38 broad. It is divided into two parts by a small arm of the

sea, or rather a narrow channel, through which no ships can venture j but the inhabi-

tants pass it in a ferry-bcat. Its soil is equally fertile with that of Martinico, producing

sugar, cotton, indigo, ginger, &c. This island is in a flourishing condition, and its ex-

ports of sugar almost incredible. Like Mai linico, it was formerly attacked by the Eng-
lish, who gave up the attempt j but in 1759 it was reduced by the English arms, and

was given back at the peace of 1763. It was again reduced by the English in 1794,

but evacuated a few months after.

St LUCIA, situate in 14 degrees north latitude, and in 61 degrees west longitude,

80 miles north-west of Barbadoes, is 23 miles in length, and 12 in breadth. It re-

ceived its name from being discovered on the day dedicated to the virgin martyr St,

Lucia. The English first settled on this island in 1637. From this time they met

with various misfortunes from the natives and French *, and at length it was agreed on

between the latter and the English, that this island, together with Dominica and St

Vincent, should remain neutral. But the French, before the war of 1756 broke out,

began to settle these islands
j
which, by the treaty of peace, were yielded up to Great

Britain, and this island to France. The soil of St Lucia, in the valleys, is extremely rich.

It produces excellent timber, and abounds in pleasant rivers, and well situated harbours

find is now declared a free port, under certain restrictions. The English made them-

selves masters of it in 1778 j but it was restored again to the French in 1783. It was

taken by the English in 1794, surrendered again to the French in 1795, and recap-

tured by Great Britain in 1796 y it was restored by the treaty of Amiens, but retaken

soon after the recommencement of hostilities in 1803.

-TOBAGO.] This island is situate in 11 degrees north latitude,. 120 miles south of

Barbadoes, and about the sam.e distanee from the Spanish main. It is about 32 miles

in length, and nine in breadth. The climate here is not so hot as might be expected

so near the equator j and it is said that it lies out of the course of those hurricanes that

have sometimes proved so fatal to the other West-India islands. It has a fruitful soil,

capable of producing sugar, and indeed every thing else that is raised in the West Indies,

with the addition (if we may believe the Butch) of the cinnamon, nutmeg, and gum
copal. It is well watered with numerous springs-, and its bays and creeks are so dis-

posed as to be very commodious for all kinds ot shipping. The value and importance

of tliis island appear from the expensive and formidable armaments ^ent thither by Eu-

ropean powers, in support of their different claims. It seems to have been chiefly pos-

sessed by the Dutch, who defended their pretensions agahist both England and France

with the most obstinate perseverance. By the treaty of Aix4aXhapelle, in 1748, it

was declared neutral 5 but by the treaty of peace in 1763 it was yielded up to Great

Britain, In Juue 1781 it was ta^cen by the Frc ch,, and was ceded to them by the

treaty of 1782. In 1793 it was again captured by the British arms, but restored by

the late peace.

St BARTHOLOMEW, DESEADA, anb MARIGA.LANTE, are three small

islands Jying in the neighbourhood of Antigua and St Christopher's, and of no great
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consequence to the Frencli, except ia time of war, when they give shelter to an incre-

'dible number of privateers, which greatly aunoy our West-India trade. The former was
given to Sweden in 1785.

The small islands of St Pierre and Mlquelon, situated near Newfoundland, havt been

dready mentioned in our account of that island.

DUTCH AMERICA.

SURINAM, on the Cgntinent of South America.

AFTER the Portuguese had dispossessed the Dutch of Brasil, in the manner wt
have seen/ and after they had been entirely removed out of North America, they wer6
obliged to console themselves with their rich possessions m the East Indies, and to sit

down content in the West with Surinam! a country once in the px)ssession of England,
but of no great value whilst we had it, and which we ceded to them in exchange for

New York j with two or three small and barren islands in the north sea, not far from
the Spanish main.

Dutch Guiana is situate between five and seven degrees north latitude, extending

100 miles along the coast, from the mouth of the river Oronoque, north, to the river

Maroni, or French Guiana, south. The climate of this country is generally reckoned
un^^holesome j and a considerable part of the coast is low, and covered with water.

The chief settlement is at Surinam, a town built on a river of the same name ; and the

Dutch have extended their plantations thirty leagues above the mouth of this river.

This was one of the richest and most valuable colonies belonging to the United Pro-
vinces

J
hut it is in a less prosperous situation than it was some years since, owing,

among other causes, to the wars with the fugitive negroes, whom the Dutch treated

with great barbarity, and who are become so numerous, having increased from year to

year, that tliey have formed a kind of colony in the woods, which are almost inacessi-

blc, along the rivers of Surinam, Saramaca, and Copcname, and are become very for-

midable enemies to their former masters. Under the command of chiefs, whom thej

have elected among themselves, they have cultivated lands for their subsistence, and
make frequent incursions into the ni^ighbouring plantations. The chief trade of Suri-

nam consists in sugar, a great deal of cotton, coffee of an excellent kind, tohscco, flax,

skins, and some valuable dyeing drugs. They trade willi the North American colo-

nies, M'ho bring hither horses, live cattle, and provisions, and take home a large quan-
tity of mela<;ses. Surinam was taken by the English in August 1799, but restored by
the treaty of Amiens. In May 1804 it was retaken.

Connected with Surinam, we shall mention the tvvo Dutch colonics of Demerary and
Isscquibo on the Spanish main, which surrendered to the English in the year ITSl, and
w^cre represented as a very valuable acquisition, which would produce more revenue to

the crown than all the Britisli West India islands united. But the report was either

not believed or slighted ; for the colonies were left defenceless, and soon %vere retaken

by a French frigate. In the i)rescnt war, however, they again snrrcndei"C<l to the Bri-

tish arms, April 21. n9(). They were restored by the treaty of Amiens, but since the

renewal of the war tliey li;)vc been retaken.

Dr Bancroft oixscrve<;, that the inliubltants of Dutt li Guiana are either whites, blacks,

or the reddish-l)rown aliorlginal nntivcs ot America. Tlie promiscuous iiUcrcoursc of
these different people has likewise generated several intcmicdiate ca<?f«;, whose colours

immutably depend on their degree ol: consanguinity to either whites, Inilians, or negroes.

'J'hese are divided into Mulattoes, Tcrceroncs, y^uartrronrs, and y^uinlcroncs, with se-

veral intermediate swbdivisions, proceeding from tlieir retrograde ir.lcrcoursc. 'J'licre
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are so great a number of birds, of various species, and remarkable for the beauty of tbeif
plumage, in Guiana, that several persons in this colony have employed themselves ad-
vantageously, with their slaves and dependents, in killing and preserving birds for the
cabinets of naturalists in different parts of Europe. The torporific eel is found in the
rivers of Guiana, which, when touched either by the hand, or by a rod of
iron, gold, silver, copper, or by a stick of some particular kinds of heavy Ame-
rican wood, communicates a shock perfectly resembling that of electricity. There are
an immense number and variety of snakes in this country, which form one of its princi-

pal inconveniences. A snake was killed some years since, on a plantation which had
belonged to Peter Amyatt, Esq. which was upwards of thirty three feet in length, and
in the largest place near the middle three feet in circumference. It had a broad head,
large prominent eyes, and a very wide mouth, in which was a double row of teeth.

Among the animals of Dutch Guiana is the Laubba, which is peculiar to this country.
It is a small amphibious creature, about the size of a pig four months old, covered
with fine short hair : and its flesh, by the Europeans who reside here, is preferred to all

other kinds of meat.

DUTCH ISLANDS in AMERICA.

St_ EUSTATIUS, or Eustatia.] Situate in n° 29' N. lat. 63° 10' W. long,

and 3 leagues north-west of St Christopher\s, is only a mountain, about 29 miles in

compass, rising out of the sea like a pyramid, and almost round. But though so small,

^nd inconveniently laid out by nature, the industry of the Dutch has made it to turn to

very good account, and it is said to contain 5000 whites andl5,000 negroes. The
sides of the mountain are disposed in very pretty settlements ; but they have neither

springs nor rivers. They raise here sugar and tobacco j and this island, as well as Cu-
xassou, is engaged in the Spanish contraband trade, for which, however, it is not so

well situate j and it has drauTi the same advantage from its constant neutrality. The
Dutch first took possession of this island in the year 1635.

CURASSOU, OR Curacao.] Situate in 12 degrees north lat. 9 or 10 leagues

fj;om tlie continent of Terra Firma, is 30 miles long, and 10 broad. It seems as if it

were fated^ that tlie ingenuity and patience of the Hollanders should every where, both

in Europe and America, be employed in fighting against an unfriendly nature j for this

island is not only barren, and dependent upon the rains for water, but the harbour is na-

turally one of the worst in America. Yet the Dutch have entirely remedied that de-

fect -y they have upon this harbour one of the largest, and by far one of the most ele-

gant and cleanly towns in the West Indies. The public buildings are numerous and

handsome j the private bouses commodious j and the magaiines large, convenient, and
well filled. All kinds of labour is here performed by engines j some of them so well

contrived, that ships are at once Ufted into the dock. Though this island is naturally

barren, the industry of the Dutch has brought it to produce a considerable quantity both

of tobacco and sugar j it has, besides, good salt-works, for the produce of which there

is a brisk demand from the English islands, and the colonies on the continent. But
what renders this island of most a(dvantage to the Dutch is the contraband trade which

is Carried on between the inhabitanis and the Spaniards, and their harbour being the ren-

dezvous to all nations in time of war. This island was taken by the British on the 1st

©''January 1807.

The other islands,. Bonaire and Aruha, are inconsiderable in themselves, and should

be regarded as appendages to Curassou, for which they are chiefly employed in raising

cattle and other provisions.

The small islands of Saba and St Martin's, situate at no great distance from St Eu*

iStatia^ are of very little importance.
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DANISH ISLANDS in AMERICA.

St THOMAS.] An inconsiderable island of the Caribbees, is situate in 64 de-

grees west long, and 18 north lat. about 15 miles in circumference, and has a safe and

commodious harbour.

Ste. CROIX, OR SANTA CRUZ.] Another small and unhealthy island, lying

about five leagues east of St Thomas, ten or twelve leagues in length, and three or four

where it is broadest. These islands, so long as they remained in the hands of the

Danish West India company, were ill managed, and of little consequence to the Danes :

but that wise and benevolent prince, the late king of Denmark, bought up the company's

stock, and laid the trade open ; and since that time the island of St Thomas has been

so greatly improved, that it is said to produce upwards of 3000 hogsheads of sugar of

1000 weight each, and others of the West India commodities in tolerably plenty. In

time of war, privateers bring in their prizes here for sale : and a great many vessels trade

from hence along the Spanish main, and return with money, in specie or bars, and va-

luable merchandise. As for Santa Cruz, from a perfect desert a fe^v years since, it is

beginning to thrive very fast several -persons from the English islands, some of them
of very great wealth, have gone to settle there, and have received very great encourage-

ment. These islands were taken by the English in 1801, during the short war be-

tween England and Denmark on account of the Convention of Neutrality, but restored

a few months afterwards when that dispute was adjusted.

ISLANDS OF THE SOUTH SEA, and LATE DISOVERIES.

OUR knowledge of the globe has been considerably augmented by many late dis-

cGVt.ies, and especially by those that have been made by British navigators in the pre-
sent, reign, which have been numerous and important. Of these discoveries we shall

here give a compendious account.

OTAHEITE, OR KING (JEOIJGE'S ISLAND.

THIS island was discovered by captain Wallis, in the lX)lphiii*, on the 19th of

* The Dolphin was sent out undtM- the romniand of captain Wallis, with the Swallow, commanded
by captain Carteret, at the exi)ence ut the Brilisii j;ovrrnn)ent, in August, 1766, in or»lcr to make dij-
CQVcrics in the southern hcnusphcr.-. These vessels proceeded together, till they came within sipht ot"
the South Sea, at the we stern entrance ot the Strait ot Magellan, and from thence returned l»y dif-
ferent routs to Enplaiul. On the (.th of June. 1767, captain Walas discovered an island, alwui four
miles lonjr and three wide, to which he gave the name of W hitsun-lsland, it hcinji dinovcred on Whit-
sun-evc. Its latitude is 19^- '2u' S. and its longitude 187° 3<i' W. The nexi uav he discovxred another
island, to which he gave the naiwe of C>,urcn C'hai lotte's Island. The »uh.ibuanis of this island, caoinnk
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June 1161. It is situate between the 17th degree 28 min. and the ITth degree 53 rnin.

south latitude, and between the 149th degree 11 min. and 149th degree 39 min. wetit

longitude. It consists of two peninsulas, of a somewhat circular form, joined by an

isthmus, and is surrounded by a reef of coral rocks-, which form several excellent bays

and harbours, where there is room and depth of water for almost any number of the

largest ships. The face of the country is very extraordinary for a bordet of low land

alrnost entirely surrounds each peninsula, and behind this border the land rises in ridges

that run up into the middle of these divisions, and these fdrm mountains that may be

seen at sixty leagues distance. The soil, except upon the very tops of the ridges, is re-

markably rich and fertile, watered by a great number of rivulets, and covered with

fruit-trees of various kinds, forming the most delightful groves. The border of low

land that lies between the ridges and the sea is in few places more than a mile and a

half broad ^ and this, together with some of the valleys, are the only pai'ts that are in-

habited. Captain Wallis made some stay at this island ; and it was afterwards visited

again by captain Cook, in the Endeavour, in April 1769. That commander was ac-

companied by Joseph Banks, Esq. now Sir Joseph Banks, and Dr Solander and these

gentlemen, together with the captain, made a very accurate survey of the island.

Some parts of the island of Otaheite are very populous *, and captain Cook was of

ppinion, that the number of inhabitants on the whole island amounted to 204,000, in-

cluding women and children. They are of a clear olive complexion j the men are tall^

Strong, well-limbed, and finely shaped the v/omen are of an inferior size, but hand-

some and very amorous. Their clothing consists of cloth or matting of different

Jcinds j and the greatest part of the food eaten here is vegetable, as cocoa-nuts,

bananas, bread-fruit, plantains, and a great variety of other fruit. Their houses, those

ivhich are of a middling size, are of an oblong square, about tvs enty-four feet long, and

eleven wide, with a shelving roof supported on three rows of p.:)sts, parallel to each

other, one row on each side, and one in the middle. The utmost height within is about

nine feet, and the eaves on each side reach to within about three feet and a half from

the ground. All the rest is open, no part being inclosed with a wall. The roof is

thatched with palm-leaves, and the floor covered some inches deep with soft hay, over

which they lay mats, upon which they sit in the day, and sleep in the night. They
have no tools among them made of metal j and those they use are made of stone^, or

some kind of bones. The inhabitants of Otaheite are remarkable for their cleanliness ^ for

both men and women constantly wash their whole bodies in running water three times a day.

Wallis says, were of a middle stature, dark complexion, and long black hair, which hung loose over

-their shoulders. The men were well made, ajid the women handsome. Tiieir clothing was a kind of

coarse cloth or matting, which was fastened about their middle, and seemed capable of being brought

jip round their shoulders. This island is ab.out six miles long, and one mile wide, and lies in latitude

18' S. longitude, 1 3S^ 4' W. In the space of a few days afiar, he also discovered several other small

islands, to which he gave the narn^s of Egmont Island, Gloucester Island, Cumberland inland. Prince

'William. Henry's Island, and Osnaburgh Island.

On the 10th of the same month he discovered the island of Otaheite ; ^nd after he had quitted that

island, he discovered, on the 28th of July 1767, another island about six miles long, which he called

Sir Charles Saunders's Island ; and on the 30th of the jame month, another about ten miles long and

four broad, whicTx he called Lord Howe's Island. After haying discovered some other small islands,

one of which was named Wallis's Island, he arrived at Batavia on the 30th of Novenriber ; at the Cape

of Good Hope on the -I'th of February 1768 j and his ship anchored safely in the Downs on the 20th of

May following^

Captain Carteret, in the Swallow, after he parted with captain Wallis in the Dolphin, having passed

through the Strait of Magellan, and made some stay at the island of Masafuero, discpvered, on the 2d

of July 1767, an island about five miles in circumference, to v/hich he gave the name of Pitcairn's Is-

land. It lies in latitude 25^ 2^ S. longitude 133o 2l'W. and ahout a thousand leagues to the westward

of the continent of America. The 11th of the same month Jie discovered another small island, to which

he gave the name of the Bishop of Qsnaburgh's Island. The next day he discovered two other small in-

lands, which he called the Duke of Gloucester's Islands. The follov*?ing month he discovered a cluster

of small inlands, to which he gave the name of Qiieen Charlotte's Islands, and also three others, whic^

jhe named Gower's Island, Simpson's Island, and Carteret's Island. On the 24th of the same month he

discovered Sir Charles Hardy's Island, which lies in latitude 4o 50' S. and the next day, Winchelsea's

Island, which is distant about ten leagues in the direction of S. by E. He afterwards discovered several

islands, and proceeded round the Cape of Good Hope to England, where he arrived in March 110%
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Their language is soft and melodious, and abounds with vowels. There were no tame

animals upon the island but hogs, dogs, and poultry j but the English and Spaniards

have since carried thither bulls, cows, sheep, goats, a horse and mare, geese, ducks, pea-

cocks, turkeys, and also cats. The only wild animals are tropical birds, paroquets, pi-

geons, ducks, and a few other birds
j
rats, and a very few serpents. The sea, however,

supplies the inhabitants with a very great variety of the most excellent fish.

In other countries the men cut their hair short, and the women pride themselves on

its length ; but here the women always cut it short round their ears, and the men (ex-

cept the fishers, who are almost continually in the w^ater) suffer it to spread over their

shoulders, or tie it up in a bunch on the top. They have the custom of discolouring

the skin, by pricking it with a small instrument, the teeth of v/hich are dipped into a

mixture of a kind of lamp-black, and this is called tattooing. This is performed upon
the youth of both sexes, when they are about twelve or fourteen years of age, on se-

veral parts of the body, and in various figures. Their principal manufacture is their

cloth, of which there are three kinds, made of the bark of three difftre it kinds of trees.

The finest and whitest is made of the Chinese paper-mulberry-tree, and this is chiefly worn
by the principal people. Another considerable manufacture is matting, some of which

is finer, and in every respect better, than any we have in Europe. The coarser sort

serves them to sleep upon, and the finer, to wear in wet weather. They are likewise

very dexterous in making wicker-work j their baskets are of a thousand different pat-

terns, and many of them exceedingly neat. The inhabitants of Otaheite believe in one

supreme Deity, but at the same time acknowledge a variety of subordinate Deities
^

they offer up their prayers without the use of idols, and believe the existence of the soul

in a separate state, where there arc two situations^ of different degrees of happiness.

Among these people a subordination is established, which somewhat resembles the early

state of the European nations under the feudal system. If a general attack happens to

be made upon the island, every district is obliged to furnish its proportion of soldiers for

the common defence. Their weapons are slings, which they use with great dexterity,

and clubs of about six or seven feet long, and made of a hardy heavy wood. They
have a great number of boats, many of which are constructed for warlike operations.

SOCIETY ISLANDS.

OF the several islands so called, and which were discovered by captain Cook*, in

the year 1769, the principal are Huaheinl, Ulitea, Otaha, and Bolabola.

* At the close of the year ITciT, it was resolved by the Roval Society, that it would be proper to
send persons into some parts of the South Sea, to observe a transit of the planet Venus over the Sun's
disk, which, according to astronomical calculation, would happen in the year ITHP : and that the
islands called Marquesas de Mendoza, or those of Rotterdam or Amsterdam, were the properest

j laces
then known for makiutr such oi^scrvations. In consequence of these resolutions, it was lecoirmended
to his Majesty, in a memorial from the Society, dated February IToS, that he would be pleased to or-
der such an observation to be made

;
upon which his Majesty signiiied to the Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty his j)lcasure that a sliip should be provicicd to carry >uch observers as the society should
thjnk tit, to the South Seas; and accordin,i;ly a bark, of three hundred and seventy tons, was
prifpared for that purpose. It was named the Endeavour, and commanded by capiain James Cook,
Who was soon after, by the Royal Society, appointed, with Mr Charles Green, a gentleman who had
Jong been assistant to Dr Bradly at the Royal 01)servalory at Greenwich, to observe the transit. But
^vhile this veijsel was fretting ready for her expedition, captain Wallis retumeil ; and it having hceu
recommended to him by lord Morton, when he went out, to lix on a proper place for Astroncmicsi ob-
servation, he, by letter, dated on lioard the Doljihin, the ISth of May l7ciS, the day before he land-
ed at Hastings, mentioned Port Royal harbour, in the island of Otaheite ; The Royal Society, there-
fore, by letter, dated the beginning of June, in answer to an application from the Admiralty, to be in-

3 G 4
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HUAHEINE is about 31 leagues to tlie north-west of Otahelte, and its productions are

exactly the same, but it appears to be a month forwarder. The inhabitants seem to be
larger made, and inore stout, than those of Otaheite. Mr Banks measured one of the

men, and found him to be six feet three inches and a half high yet they are so indo-

lent, that he could not persuade one of them to go up to the hilU with him j for they

formed whither they would have their observers sent, made choice of that place. Captain Gook set

sai] from Plymouth, in ihe Endeavour, on the 26th of August, 1768. He was accompanied in his

voya»i,e by Joseph hanks, Esq. and Dr Solander, They made no discovery till they got within the tro-

pin, where they fell in with Lagoon Island, Two Groups, Bird Island, and Chain Island; and they ar-

rxvei at Otaheite on the 13th of April 1769. During their stay at that island, they had the opportu-

tunity of making very accurate quiries relative to its produce and inhabitants, and, on the 4th of

June, the whole passage of the planet Venus over the Sun's disk was observed by them with great ad-

vantage. The vesult of their observations may be founcf in the Philosophical Transactions. After his

departure from Otaheite, Captam Cook discovered and visited the Society Islands and Oheteroa, and
thence proceeded to the south till he arrived in the latitude of 40 degrees 22 minutes longitude, 147
degrees 29 minutes W. and afterwards made an accurate survey of the coast of New Zealand. In
November he discovered ia chain of islands, which he called TBarrier Islands. He afterwards proceeded

to New Holland, and from thence to ^^^ew Guinea ; and in September, 1770, arrived at the island of

Savu. from whence he proceeded to Batavia, and from thencje round the Cape of Good Hope to Eng-
land, v/here he arrived on the 12tn of June, 1771.

'

Soon after captain Cook's return home in the Endeavour, it was resolved to equip two ships, in or-

der to make farther discoveries in the Southern hemisphere. Accordingly the Resolution and the Ad-
venture were appointed for that purpose ; the first was commanded by captain Cook, and the latter by
captain Tobias Furneaux. They sailed from Plymouth Sound on the 13th of July, 1772; and on the

<!9tK of the same month arrived at the island of Madeira. From thence they proceeded to the Cape of

Good Hope ; and in February, 1773, arrived at New Zealand, having sought in vain for a southern

coritinent. In that jnonth the P^esolution and the Adventure separated, in consequence of a thick fog,

but tl 'ey joined company again in Queen Charlotte's Sound, on the 18th of May following. In August
they arrived at Otaheite ; and in September they discovered Harvey's Islan.d. On the second of Octo-

ter they came to Middleburgh, one of the Friendly Islands ; and about the close of that month the

|Lesolution
' and the Adventure were separated, and did not join company any more. Captain Cook,

however, proceeded in the Resolution, in order to make discoveries in the southern polar regions, but

was stopped in his progress by the ice, in the latitude of 71 degrees 10 minuses south; longitude 100

degrees 54 minutes west. He then proceeded to Easter Island, where he arrived in March 1774, as

he d'.d also in the same month at the Marquesas Islands. He afterwards discovered four islands, which

he named PaHiser's Islands ; and again steered for Otaheite, where he arrived on the 22d of April, and

made sonne stay, and also visited the neighbouring isles. In August he came to the New Hebrides,

some of which were first discovered by him After leaving these islands, he steered to the southward

a few days, and discovered New Caledonia Having surveyed the south-west coast of this island, cap-

tain Cook steered again for tiew Zealand, in order to refresh his crew, and put his ship into a condition

to encounter the danger aitending the navigation in the high southern latitudes. Directing his course

to the south and east, afcer leaving New Zealand, till he arrived in the latitude of 55 degrees 6 mi-

nutes south, longitude 138 degrees 56 minutes west, v/ithout meeting vvith any continent, captain

jCook gave up all hopes of discovering ar.y in this ocean; and theiefoie came to a resolution to steer

Sire'-tly for the west entra^ace of the Sti-aits of Magellan, with a view of coasting and surveying the

OiiterrRost or south side of Terra del Fuego. Keeping accordingly in about the latitude of 53 or 55,

and steering nearly east, he arrived off the western mouth of the Straits of Magellan, without meet-

ing with any thing remarkable in his new route. In January, 1775, he discovered a large and dreary

island, to which he gave the name of South Georgia. He afterwards discovered various capes and ele-

vated snow-clad coasts, to the most southern part of which he gave the narne of ,
the Southern Thule,

as being the nearest land to that pole which has yet been discovered. In February he discovered Sand-

wich Land, ond several islands covered with snow. He then proceeded round the Cape of Good Hope
to England, where he arrived oh the 30th of July, 1775. Captain Furneauj: had returned tp England

in the Adventure a year before, having proceeded hoaie round the Cape of Good Hope lyithout mak-

ing any remarkable -discovery. Ten of his men, a boat's crew, had been murdered and ^aten by some

of the savages of New Zealand ; so that this voyage afforded a melancholy proof that cannibals really

exist ; and, indeed, in the course of these voyages of discovery, other evidence appeared of this fact.

As to captain Cook, in the, course of his voyage in the ilesolution, he had made the circuit of the

southern ocean, in a high latitude, and had traversed it in such a manner, as to leave not the least

room for the possibility of 'there being a southern continent, unless near the pole, and out of the reach

of navigation. It dejei^es also to be remembered, in honour of that able commander, captain Cook,

that, with a company of a -kundred at^^l eighteen men, he performed this voyage of three years and

eighteen days, throughout all the cHrnates, from fifty-two degrees north to seventy-one degrees south,

with the loss of only one man by sickness; and this appears, in a considerable degree, to have arisen

from the great humanity of the commander, and his uncommon care and attention to adopt every n]^,

thod for pres«rvin^ the health of his men.
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.said, if tliey were to attempt it the fatigue would kill tliem. TKe women are fairer

tfian those of Otaheite, and both sexes appear less timid and less curious
j
though in their

,dress„ language, and almost every other circumstance, they are the same. Their houses

are neat, and they have boat-houses that are remarkably large. Ulitea is about seven

or eight leagues to the south-westward of Huaheine, and is a much larger island, but

appeared neither so fertile nor so populous. The principal refreshments to be procur-

ed here are plantains, cocoa-nuts, yams, hogs, and^ fowls j but the two last are ra-

ther scarce. Otaha is divided from Ulitea by a strait, thatin the narrowest part is not

above two miles broad. This island affords two good harbours, and its produce is of the

same kind as that of the other islands. About four leagues to the north-west of Otaha

•lies Bolaboia, which is surrounded hy a reef of rocks and several small islands, all of

which are no more than eight leagues in compass. To these islands, and those of Ma-

rua, which lie about fourteen miles to the westward of Bolaboia, containing six in all,

j:aptain Cook gave the name of Socaety Islands.

The navigators ISLANDS.

THESE islandsj which were discovered by M. De Bougainville, and explored by

the unfortunate De la Perouse, in 1787, are ten in number, and called by the natives

Opoun, Leone, Fanfoue, Maouna, Oyolava, Calinasse, Pola, Shika, Ossamo, and Ouera,

Opoun, the most southerly as well as the most easterly of these islands, lies in 14° 7'^

south latitude, and 169° west longitude. At Maouna, M de la Perouse, comman-
der of the French ships the Boussolc and Astrolabe, met with his first fatal accident

:

M. de Langle, captain of the Astrolabe, and eleven officers and sailors, being massacred

by the natives. Oyolava is separated from Maouna by a channel about nine leagues

wide, and is at least equal to Otaheite in extent, fertility, and population. The island

of Pola is somewhat smaller than that of Oyolava, but equally beautiful. The eastern

islands, were Opoun, Leone, and Fanfoue, are small, especially the last two, which

are only about five miles in circumference *, but Maouna, Oyolava, and Pola, may be

numbered amongst the largest and most beautiful islands of the South Sea. They
combine the advantages of a scil fruitful ^Yithout culture, and a climate that renders cloth-

ing unnecessary. They produce in abundance the bread-fruit, cocoa-nut, the banana^

the guava, and the orange. The inhabitants are a strong and handsome race of men,

•''J'heir usual height is five feet ten or eleven inches, and six feet j but their stature is less

as^tonishing than the colossal proportions of the different parts of their bodies. The men
have the body painted or tattooed, so that any one would suppose them clothed, thougk

they go almost naked. They have only a girdle of sea-weeds^ encircling their loins,

which comes down to their knees, and gives them the appearance of the river

gods of mythology. Their hair is very long, and they often twist it round their

heads, and thus add to their native ferocity of countenance, which always expresses ei-

ther surprise or anger. 'J'he stature of the women is proportional to that of the men.
• They are tall, slender, and not without grace, though in general disgusting from their

gross cfl^'ionteiy and indecency. The inhaliitants of these islands cultivate several arts

with success. Their houses liave even a kind of elegance, and they finish their work
very neatly, with tools made of a very fine and compact species of basaltes, in the fi.irm

of an adze, 'i'hcy manufacture very fine mats, and some paper-stiilVs. 'i'hcy are almost

continually on the water, and do not go so nuicli as from one village to another on foot,

but perform all their journeys in canoes ; on which account M. de Eougainville called

these islands the Navigators Islands. Their villages are all situate in creeks by the

sea-side, and have no jiaths from one to lUc other, in th.cir disposition they appear te»

|.>e thievish, treacherous, and fciVL-ioa*^.
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OHETEROA.
THIS Island is situate in the latitude of22 deg. 27 min. south, and in the longitude

of 150 deg. 47 min. west from Greenwich. It is thirteen miles in circuit, and rather
high than low, but neither so populous nor so fertile as some of the other islands in these

seas. The inhabitants are lusty and wgW made, but are rather browner than those of
Otahcite. Their principal weapons are long lances made of etoa wood, which is very-

hard, and some of them are -nearly twenty feet long.

THE FRIENDLY ISLANDS.

^ THESE islands were so named by captain Cook, in the year 1'773, on account of
the friendship which appeared to subsist among the inhabitants, and from their courte-

ous behaviour to strangers. Abel Jansen Tasman, an eminent Dutch navigator, first

touched here in 1643, and gave names to the principal islands. Captain Cook labori-

ously explored the whole cluster, which he found to consist of more than sixty. The
three islands which Tasman saw, he named New Amsterdam, Rotterdam, and Middle-
burg. The first is the largest, and extends about twenty-one miles from east to west,

and about thirteen from north to south. These islands are inhabited by a race of In-

dians, who cultivate the earth with great industry. The island of Amsterdam is inter-

sected by straight and pleasant roads, with fruit trees on each side, which afford shade

from the scorching heat of the sun.

The principal of these islands are, Tongataboo, or Amsterdam
;
Eaoowe, or Middle

-

burg 'y Annamooka, or Rotterdam
j
Hapee, and Lefooga. The first, which is the larg-

est, lies in 21" 9' south latitude, and 174'' 46' west longitude. Eaoowe, when viewed
. from the ship at anchor, formed one of the most beautiful prospects in nature, and very
different from others of the Friendly Isles j which, being low and perfectly level, ex-

hibit nothing to the eye but the trees which cover them ; whereas here the land, rising

gently to a considerable height, presented an extensive prospect, with groves of trees

interspersed at irregular distances, in beautiful disorder j the rest is covered with grass,

/except near the shores, which are entirely covered with fruit and other trees
;
amongst

which are the habitations of the natives. In order to have a view of as great a part of the

asland as possible, captain Cook and some of his officers walked up to the highest point of

it. From this place they had a view of almost the whole island, which consisted of beauti-

ful meadows, of prodigious extent, adorned with tufts of trees, and intermixed with planta-

tions. " While I was surveying this delightful prospect,'' says captain Cook, " I could not

help flattering myself with the pleasing idea, that some future navigator may, from the

same station, behold these meadows stocked with cattle, brought to these islands by
ihe ships of England j and that the completion of this single benevolent purpose, in-

dependent of all other considerations, would sufficiently mark to posterity that our voy-

ages had not been useless to the general interests of humanity.*'

NEW ZEALAND.
THIS country was first discovered by Tasman, the Dutch navigator, in the year

2642, who gave it the naine of Staten Land, though it has been generally distinguished
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in our maps and charts by the name of New Zealand, and was supposed to be part of

a southern continent 5 but it is now known, from the late discoveries of captain Cook,
who sailed round it, to Consist of two large islands, divided from each other by a strait

four or live leagues broad. They are situate between the latitudes of 34 and 4S de»

grees south, and between the longitudes of 166 and 180 degrees east from Greenwich.

One of these islands is for the most part mountainous, rather barren, and but thinly in-

habited but the other is much more fertile, and of a better appearance. In the opi-

nion of Sir Joseph Banks and Dr Solander, every kind of European fruits, grain, and

plants, would flourish here in the utmost luxuriance. From the vegetables found here,

it is supposed that the v;inters are milder than those in England, and the summers not

hotter, though more equally warm : so that it is imagined, that if this country were
settled by people from Europe, they would, with moderate industry, be soon supplied

not only with the necessaries, but the luxuries of life, in great abundance. Here are

forests of vast extent, filled with very large timber trees j and near four hundred plants

w^ere found here that had not been described by naturalists. The inhabitants of New
Zealand are stout and robust, and equal in stature to the largest Europeans. Their

colour in general is brown, but in few deeper than ^hat of a Spaniard who has been

exposed to the sun, and in many not so deep ; and both sexes have good features. Their
dress is very uncouth, and they mark or , tattoo their bodies in a manner similar to tho

inhabitants of Otaheite. Their principal weapons are lances, darts, and a kind of battle-

axes j and they have generally shown themselves very hostile to the EurQ|)eans who
have visited them.

THE NEW HEBRIDES.

THIS name was given by captain Cook to a cluster of islands, the most northerJy of

which was seen by (Juiros, the Spanish navigator, in 1606, and by hlra named Terra
del Espiritu Santo. ' From that time until captain Cook's voyage in the Endeavour, in

1769, this land was supposed to be part of a great southern continent, called Terra
Austreaks Incognita. Eut when captain Cook had sailed round New Zealand, and
along the eastern coast of New Holland, this opinion was fully confuted. On his next
voyage, in the Resolution, he resolved to explore those parts accurately

j
and, accord-

ingly, in 1774, besides ascertaining the extent and situation of these islands, discovered

several in the gro . ) which were before unknown. The New Hebrides are situated be-
tween the latitudes of 14; deg. 29 min. and 20 deg. 4 min. south j and between 166
deg. 41 min. and 170 deg. 21 min. east long. They consisL.of the following islands,

$ome of which have received names from the different Eurojiean navigators, and others

retain the names which they bear among the natives, viz. Terra del Espiiitu i>a:;to,

Mallicollo, St Bartholomew, Isle of Lepers, Aurora, "Whitsuntide, Ambrym, Immer,
Appee, Three Hills, Sandwich, Montagu, Hinchinbrook, Shepherd, Eorroiuanga, Irro-

nan, Annatom, and Tanna.
Not far distant from the New Hebrides, and south-"^vestv.-ard of them, lies New Ca-

lk DONI a, a very large island, first discovered by captain Cook, in 1774. It is about
eighty-seven leagues long, but its breadth does not any where exceed ten leagues. It

is inhabited by a race of stout, tall, well-proportioned Indians, of a swarthy or dark,

chesnut brou-n. A few leagues distant^ are two small islands, called the Inland c£
Pines, and Botany IsLuid.

THE MARQUESAS ISLANDS.
THESE islands were first discovered by Quiros in 1393 : their situation was belter

•Ascertained J^y captain Cook in 1774. Tlicy are five in number, and named 5t Christ
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tiana, Magdalena, St Dominica, St Pedro, and Hood. Captain Cook, in his second
voyage, lay some time at the first of these, which is situate in 9° 55' south latitude, and
139" 9'' west longitude. St Dominica is the largest, about 16 leagues in circuit. The
inhabitants, their language, manners, and clothing, with the vegetable productions, are
nearly the same as those of the Society Isles. ^

'

THE PELEW ISLANDS.

THE existence and situation of these islands were probably known to the Spaniards
at a distant period ; but from a report among the neighbouring islands, of their being
inhabited by a savage race of canibals, it appears that there never had been the least

communication between them and'any of the Europeans, till the Antelope packet (be-
longing to the East-India Company) was wrecked on one of them, in August 1783.
From the accounts given of these islands, by captain Wilson, who commanded the
packet, it appears that they are situate between the 5lh and 9th degrees north latitude,

and, between 130 and 136 degrees of east longitude from Green\vich, and lie in a N, E.
and S. W. direction. They are long but narrow, of a moderate height, and well co-
vered with wood

J
the climate temperate and agreeable ; the lands produce sugar-cane,

yams, cocoa-nuts, plantains, bananas, oranges, and lemons j and the surrounding seas

abound with the finest and greatest variety of fish.

The natives of these islands are a stout, well-made people, above the middle stature
j

their complexions are of a far deeper colour than what is understood by the Indian cop-
per, but not black. The men go entirely naked, and the women wear only two small

aprons, one behind and one before, made of the husks of the cocoa-nut dyed with different

shades of yellow.

The government is monarchical, and the king is absolute, but his power is exercised

more with the mildness of a father than a sovereign. In the language of Europeans, he
is the fountain of honour ; he occasionally creates his nobles, called Rupacks or chiefs,

and confers a singular honour of knighthood, called the Order of the Bone, the members
of which are distinguished by wearing a bone on their arm.

The idea which the account published by captain Wilson gives us of these islanders,

is that of a people who, though naturally ignorant of the arts and sciences, and living in

the simplest state of nature, yet possess all that genuine politeness, that delicacy, and
chastity of intercourse between the sexes, that respect for personal property, that subor-

dination to government, and those habits of industry, which are so rarely united in the

more civilised societies of modern times.

It appears that when the English were thrown on one of these islands, they were re-

ceived by the natives with the greatest humanity and hospitality
;
and, till their depar-

ture, experienced the utmost courtesy and attention. *' They felt our people were dis-

tressed, and in consequence wished they should share whatever they had to give. It

was not that w-orldly munificence that bestows and spreads its favours with a distant

eye to retribution. It was the pure emotion of native benevolence. It was the love

of man to man. It was a scene that pictures human nature m triumphant colouring
j

^' and whilst their liberality gratified the sense, their virtue struck the heart."

NEW GUINEA,
TILL the late discoveries, was thought to be the north coast of an extensive conti-

nent, and to be joined to New Holland j but Captain Cook discovered a strait between

them, which runs north-east, through which he sailed. Thus it was found to be a long
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narrow island, extending north-east from the second degree of south latitude to the

twelfth, and from one hundred and thirty- one to one hundred and fifty degrees east lon-

gitude
J
but in one part it does not appear to be above fifty miles broad. The country

consists of a mixture of very high hills and valleys, interspersed with groves of cocoa-

nut trees, plantains, bread-fruit, and most of the trees, shrubs, and plants, that are found

on the other South Sea islands. It affords from the sea a variety of delightful prospect?.

The inhabitants make nearly the same appearance as the New Hollanders on the other

side of the straits.

To the north of New Guinea is New Britain, which is situate in the fourth degree of

south latitude, and one hundred and fifty-two deg. nineteen min. east longitude from

Greenwich. It was supposed to be part of an imaginary continent, till captain Dam-
pier found it to be an island, and sailed through a strait which divides it from New
Guinea. Captain Carteret, in his voyage round the world, in 1767, found it was of

much less extent than it was till then imagined to be, by sailing through another strait

to the north, which separates it from a long island, to which he gave the name of New
Ireland. There are many high hills in New Britain, and it abounds with large and

statelv trees. To the eastward of New Britain, and in both the above straits, are many

islands, most of which are said to be extremely fertile^ and to abound with plantains and

cocoa-nut trees.

New Ireland extends in length, from the north-east to the south-west, about two

hundred and seventy miles, but is in general very narrow. It abounds with a variety

of trees and plants, and with many pigeons, parrots, rooks, and other birds. The inha-

bitants are black and woalley-headed, like the negroes of Guinea, but have not their flat

noses and thick lips. North-westward of Nevv Ireland, a cluster of islands was seen by

captain Carteret, lying very near each other, and supposed to consist of twenty or thirty

in number. One of these, which is of very considerable extent, was named New Ha-
nover y the rest of the cluster received the name of the Admiralty Islands,

NEW HOLLAND,

THE largest island in the world, and formerly supposed to be a part of that imagi-

nary continent, called Terra Australis Incognita, lies between 10 deg, 30 min. and 42
deg. south latitude, and betrreen 110 and 153 deg. 30 min, east longitude

j
equalling

in extent the whole continent of Europe, the eastern coast running not less than 200(?

miles in length from north-ea$t to south-west. Its dimensions from cast to west have
not been so exactly ascertained, as we are obliged to take our information concerning

them from the accounts of navigators of dilforent nations, who visited this part of the

world at a time when the iiiethod of making observations, and finding the latitudes and
longitudes of places, was less accurate that it is now. Different parts of the counlr)

have been culled by the nauies of the discoverers, as Van Diemen's Land*, Carpenta-
ria, &c. and though the general appellation of the whole was New Holland, it is now
applied by geographers to the north and west parts of the country. The eastern part,

called New South Wales, was taken possession ot In his Majesty's name bv cp.ptaiii

Cook, and now forms a part of the British dominions, a colony having been formed
there, chielly of the convicts sentenced to transportation.

The accounts of the climate and soil of this extensive country, now become an object

of importance to Great Britain, arc very various ; diiftrent parts have been explored at

* This has lately been discovcrcJ to be an is!and 100 miles Igug and SJ broad. >rpira»etlfrom New
IJnlUud by a rhi\nnel 30 lea^rnes wide.
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different times, and at difFerent seasons of the year. In general, however, the relations

are by no means favourable ; the sea-coast, the only place on which any inhabitants
have been discovered, appears to be sandy and barren ; and as for the inland parts, which
might reasonably be supposed more fertile, they are now thought to be w^holly uninha-^

bited
J
but whether this proceeds from the natural sterility of the soil, or the barbarity

of the inhabitants, who know not how to cultivate, it, is not yet discovered.

That celebrated navigator, captain Cook, spent upwards of four months in surveying
the eastern coast, the extent of w^hich, as has already been mentioned, is nearly 2000
miles. The bay in which he anchored, from the great quantity of undescribed plants

found on the shore, was called Botany Bay, and is the place for wdiich the convicts

were originally destined though now they are settled in another part of the island,

about fifteen miles to the northward, named, by captain Cook, Port Jackson, the prin-

cipal settlement being called Sydney Cove.

This was not visited or explored by captairi Cook ^ it was seen at the distance of be-

tween two and three miles from the coast
j
but, had fortune conducted him into the

harbour, he would have found it much mprc w^orthy of his attention, as a seaman, than
Eotany Bay, where he passed a week. From an entrance not more than two miles

broad, Port Jackson gradually extends into a noble and capacious bason, having sound-
ing sufEcient for the largest vessels, and space to accommodate, in perfect security, any
number that could be assembled. It runs chiefly in a w^estern direction, about thirteen

miles into the country, and contains no less than an hundred small coves formed by nar-

row necks of land, whose projections alFord shelter from the winds.

Sydney Cove lies on the south side of the harbour, betv/een five and six miles from
the entrance. The neck of land that forms this cove is mostly covered Vv'ith wood, yet
is so rocky, that it is not easy to comprehend how the trees could have found sufficient

nourishment to bring them to so considerable a magnitude. The soil, in other parts of
the coast, immediately about Port Jackson, is of various qualities. This neck of land,

which divides the south end of the harbour from the sea, is chiefly sand. Between
Sydney Cove and Botany Bay the first space is occup'ed by a wood, in some parts a

mile and a half, in others three miles broad. Beyond that, is a kind of h^ath, poor,

sandy, and full of swamps j Idul as far as the eye can reach to the westward, the country

is one continued wood.
The climate at Sydney Cove Is considered, on the whole, as equal to the finest in

Europe. The rains are never cf long du^ation, and there are seldom any fogs. The
soil, though in general light and rather sandy in this part, is full as good as usually is

found so near the sea-side. All the plants and fruit trees brought from Brasll and the

Cape, which were not damaged in the passage, thrive exceedingly j and vegetables

have now become plentiful, both the European sorts, and such as are peculiar to New
South Wales,

The natives of New Holland, in general, seem to have no great aversion to the new
settlers j the only acts ot hostility they ever committed were on account of their occu-

pying the fishing-grounds which the New Hollanders justly supposed to belong to them-

selves. They appear, however, to be in top savage a state to be capable as yet of de-

riving any instruction from their nev7 neighbours. They are so ignorant of agriculture,

that it seems most probable they do not even know the use of corn, and therefore, per-

haps more from ignorance than malice, set fire to that which the colonists had raised for

their own use. They are of a lov^ stature and ill made : their noses are flat, their nostrils

wide, their eyes sunk, their eye-brows aad lips thick, vath a mouth of prodigious width,

but the teeth white and even. Both sexes go entirely naked, and seem to have no

more shame in discovering the whole body than we have in discovering our harids and

face. They however have their ornaments : they paint themselves with various colours
5

and some of them perforcte the cartilage of the nose, and thrust a large bone or reed

through it, which captain Cook's sailors humorously called their sprit-sail yard. Most
of the men want one of the fore-teeth in the upper jaw ^ and it is common for the wo-

men to cut off two joints of the little finger. They are extremely superstitious, but ac-

tive, vigorous, and display great personal bravery on the appearance of danger.

For a more particular account of *his new settlement, we refer oujr readers to th%
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Voyage of Governor Philip to Botany Bay j and Collins's History of the Colony of

New South Wales.

SANDWICH ISLANDS.

BESIDES the voyages of discovery " already mentioned, another voyage was per-

formed by captain Cook and captain Gierke in the Resolution and Discovery, during

the years 1776, 1777, X778, and 1779, in search of a north-west passage between the

continents of Asia and America. After they arrived at the Cape of Good Hope, they

proceeded from thence to New Holland. In their course they discovered two islands

which captain Cook called Prince Edward's Isles. The largest, about 15 leagues in

circuit, is in latitude 46-53 south
;
long 37-46 j the other, about nine leagues in circuit,

lat 46-40, and long. 38-8, east, both barren, and almost covered with snow. From
New Holland they sailed to New Zealand, and afterwards they visited the Friendly and

the Society Isles. In January, 1777, they arrived at the Sandwich Isles, which ard

twelve in number, and are situate between 22 deg.- 15 min. and 18 deg. 53 min. north

lat. The air of these islands is in general salubrious, and many of the vegetable pro-

ductions are the same with those of the Society and Friendly Isles. ' The inhabitants

are of a middle size, stout, and well made, and their complexion in general a brown
olive. On the 7th of February, being nearly in lat. 44 deg. 33 min. north, and long.

235 deg, 36 min. east, they saw part of the American continent, bearing north-east.

They afterwards discovered King George's Sound, which is situate on the north-west

coast of America, and is extensive : that part of it where the ships under the command
of captain Cook anchored, is in lat. 49 deg. 36 min. north, and long. 233 deg. 28 min.

east. The whole sound is surrounded by high land, which in some places appears very

broken and rugged, and is in general covered with wood to the very top. They found

the inhabitants here rather below the middle size, and their complexions approaching to

a copper colour. On the 12th of May, they^scovered Sandwich Sound in lat. 59 deg,

54 min. north. The harbour, in which the smps anchored, appeared to be almost sur-

rounded with high land, which was covered with snow ; and here they were visited by
some of the Americans in their canoes. They afterwards proceeded to the island of

Unalaschka *, and, after their departure from thence, still continued to trace the Ame-
rican coast, till they discovered the siraiis which separates it from the continent of

Asia. Here both the hemispheres presented to the view a naked and flat country,

without any defence, and the sea between them not very deep. They passed the strait,

and arrived on the 2t>th of August 1778, in lat. 70 deg. 54 min. long. 194 deg. 55
min. where they found themselves almost surrounded with ice ^ and the farther they

proceeded to the eastward, the closer the ice became compacted. They continued la-

bouring among tlie Ice till the 25th, when a storm c;inic on, which made it dangerous

for them to proceed y and a consiiltalion was therefore held on board the KesoUition, as

soon as the violence of the; gale abated, when it was resolved, that as this passage was
impracticable for any useful purpose of navigation, which was the great object pf the

voyage, it should be prosecuted no farther *, and especially on account of the condition

the ships were in, the approach of winter, and their great distance from any known
place of refreshment. The voyage, indeed, atfordcd sutlicicnt evidence, that no pmcli-

cable passage exisis between the Atlantic and ParlHc oceans towards the north j and
this voyage also ascertained the western boundari< s of the great continent of America.

On their return, it unforlun.ntely happened that the ccleliniied and able naviti^ator, cap-

tain Cook, was killed in an affray with the natives on the island 0'\vhy''hce, one of

the Sandwich isles, on tlic i4th of Febiuary 1779 j not so much by his own rashness,

lis through the inadvertence and neglect uf some of his own people. death was
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universally regretted, not only in Great Britain, but also in other parts of Europe, hy
those to whom his merits and public services were known. In his last voyage he had^

explored the coast of America, from 42 deg. 27 min. to 70 deg, 40 min. 57 sec. north.

After the death of captain Cook, the command devolved on captain Gierke, who died

at sea on his return to the southward on the 22d day of August 177Q. The two ships

returned home by the Cape of Good Hope, and on the 5th of October 1780, anchored

at the Nore.

We cannot conclude this article without inserting the following character of captain

Cook, to perpetuate the memory and services of so excellent a navigator.
" Perhaps no science ever received greater additions from the labours of a single man

than gaography has done from those of captain Cook. In his first voyage to the Soutli

Seas, he discovered the Society Islands determined the insularity of New Zealand

discovered the straits which separate the two islands, and are called after his name j and
made a complete survey of both. He afterwards explored the eastern coast of New
Holland, hitherto unknown—an extent of twenty-seven degrees of latitude, or upwards
of two thousand miles.

" In his second expedition, he resolved the great problem of a southern continent,

having traversed that hemisphere between the latitude of forty and seventy degrees, in

such a manner as not to leave a possibility of its existence, unless near the pole, and out

of the reach of navigation. During this voyage he discovered New Caledonia, the

largest island in the Southern Pacific Ocean, except New Zealand j the island of Geor-
gia 5 and an unknown coast, which he named Sandwich Land, the Tliule of the south-

ern hemisphere *, and having twice visited the tropical seas, he settled the situations of

the old, and made several new discoveries.

" But the last voyage is distinguished above all the rest, by the extent and import-

ance of its discoveries. Besides several smaller islands in the Southern Pacific, he dis-

covered to the north of the equinoctial line the group called the Sandwich Islands,,

which, from their situation and productions, bid fairer for becoming an object of conse-

<juence in the system of European navigation than any other discovery in the South Sea.

He afterwards explored what had hitherto remained unknown of the western coast of

America, from tlxe latitude of forty-three to seventy degrees north, containing'an extent

of three thousand and five hundred miles \ ascertained the proximity of the two great con-

tinents of Asia and America passed th^straits between them, and surveyed the coast

on each side, to such ^ height of northenrlatitude, as to demonstrate the impracticabi-

lity of a passage, in tlxat hemisphere, from the Atlantic into the Pacific Ocean, either

by an eastern or a western coast. In short, if we except the sea of Amur, and the Ja-

panese archipelago, which still remain imperfectly known to Europeans, he has com-

pleted the hydrography of the habitable globe.

" The method which he discovered, and so successfully pursued, of preserving the

health, of seamen, forms a new sera in navigation, and will transmit his name to future

ages, amongst the friends and benefactors of mankind.
" Those who are conversant in naval history, need not be told at how dear a rate the

advantages which have been sought through the medium, of long voyages at sea have al-

ways been purchased. That dreadful disorder which is peculiar to their service, and.

whose ravages have marked the tracks of discoverers with circumstances almost toa

shocking td relate, must, without exercising an unwarrantable tyranny over the lives of

our seamen, have proved an insuperable obstacle to the prosecution of such enterprises.

It was reserved for captain Cook to show the world, by repeated trials, that voyages

might be protracted to the unusual length of three, or even four years, in unknown re-

gions, and under every change and rigour of th^e climate, not only without affecting the-

^.ealth, but even without diminishing the probability of life, in the smallest degree."
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INGRAHAM'S ISLANDS.

THESE islands were discovered by captain Joseph Ingraham, of Boston, comman-
der of the brigantine Hope, on the 19th of April 1791. They lie N. N. W. from the

Marquesas Islands, from 35 to 50 leagues distant, in about 9 of south latitude, and from

140 to 141 west longitude from London. They are seven in number, and were named
by captain Ingraham, Washington, Adams, I^incoln, Federal, Franklin, Hancock,
Knox,

Most, if not all of these islands, are inhabited, and appear generally to be diversified

with hills and valleys, and to be well wooded, and very pleasant. The people resemble

those of the Marquesas Islands, as do their canoes, which are carved at each end. They
appeared friendly.

NORTH-WEST COAST OF AMERICA.

FROM the observations made by captain Cook on the inhabitants of the western

•coast of North America, in the neighbourhood of Prince William's Sound, and to the

latitude of 64 degrees north, it appeared that a strong similarity was discernible between
them "and the Esquimaux on the eastern coast 5 whence it was conjectured by some,

that a communication by sea existed between the eastern and western sides of that con-

tinent. In support of this conjecture, old accounts were revived of the discoveries of
John de Fuca, and De Fonte or De Fuentes j the one a Greek pilot, who made his voy-
age in 1592, and the other a Spanish or Portuguese admiral, who sailed in 1640. John
de Fuca had related that between the 47th and 48 ih degrees of north latitude he had
entered a broad inlet, which led him into a far broader sea, wherein he sailed above
twenty days ; and De Fonte had sailed through crooked channels in an extensive archi-

pelago 260 leagues, and 60 leagues up a jpvlgable river which flowed into it, in 53
degrees of north latitude, and communicatfS by other lakes and rivers,- with a passage
in which a ship had arrived from Boston in New England. The Uuth of these ancient
accounts appeared to be strongly corroborated, some years since, by the discovery said

to be made by one Mr Etches, who had fitted out some ships for the fur trade, that all

the western coast of America, from latitude 48" to 57" north, was no continued tract of
land, but a chain of islands which had never been exploded, and that these concealed
the entrance to a vast inland sea, like the Baltic or Mediterranean in Europe, and which
seemed likewise to be full of islands. Among these, Mr Etches' ship, the Princess
Royal, was said to have penetrated several hundred leagues, in a north-east direction,
till they came within 200 leagues of Hundson's Bay but as the intention of their voy-
age was merely commercial, they had not time fully to explore the archipelago just
mentioned, nor did they arrive at the termination of this new Mediterranean sea.

The existence of any stirh inland sea is, however, now completely disproved by ihc
voyage of the late captain Vancouver, who, during the summrrs of 1792, 17P3, knd J7!)4,
explored and accurately surveyed the whole western coast of North America, from la-

titude 30° to 60<^. Between the 47th and 57th degrees of north latitude, there is in-
deed an archipelago, composed of innumerable Ishmds and crooked channels but he no
where found either the inlet of John de Fuca, the river of De Fonte, or the inland sea
of Mr Etches' ship.—" 'i'hc precision," says cajitain Vancouver, " with which the sur-
vey of the coast of North-Wcst America has been carried into effect, will, 1 trust, re-
move every doubt, and set asiile every opinion of a north-west f^asstigc^ or any water-
comraunication navigable for shipping;, existing between the North Pacific and the in-
iciior oi the American continent, within the limits of our researches."

H
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This coast, wthh very little deviation, has the appearance of one continued forest, be-
ing covered with pines of different species, intermixed with alder, bii-ch, and other trees^

The natives of the northern parts are in general short in stature, with faces flat and
round, high cheek boiie«, and flat noses. They have some very peculiar customs of

mutilating or disfiguring their person., probably by way of ornament, though to U3

they appear disgusting, and even hideous. At Port Tpnidada, ixi latitude 41 degrees

north, the custom, says captain Vancouver, " was particularly singular, and must be at-

tended with much pain in the first instance, and great incon%'enience ever after. AD.
the teeth o^ both sexes were, by some process, ground uniformly down, horizontally to

the gums *, the women especially, carrying the fashion to an extreme, had their teeth

reduced even below this level, and ornamented the lower lip with three perpendicular

rows of puncturation, one from each corner of the mouth, and one in the middle, occu-

pying three fifths of the lip and chin." On other parts of this coast the women make
a horizontal incision in the un^er lip, extending from one corner of the mouth to the

other, entirely through the flesh, which orifice is by degrees sufficiently stretched to ad-

mit an ornament made of wood, which is confined close to tlie gums of the lower jaw,

with the external surface projecting horizontally . These wooden ornaments are oval,

and resemble a small oval platter or dish, made concave on both sides : they are of va-

rious sizes some of them above three inches in length, and an inch and a half broad.

The chief object of civilized nations, in navigating this coast hitherto, has been to traf-

fic with the natives for furs, which they give in exchange f6r pieces of iron, nails, beads,

pen-knives, and other trifling trinkets. These furs are carried to China, and disposed

of at a great profit. The skins obtained are those of the sea-otter, racoon, pine-martin,

land-beaver, and earless marmot. Ginseng, copper, oil, and some other commodities,

might also be procured.

In 17S8, some English merchants, engaged in this trade, formed a settlement in

King George's Sound, since called Nootka Sound, from the nam^^e by which it is called

by the natives. The Spaniards, however, being jealous of the intrusion of the English

into a part of the world which they long regarded as their exclusive property, sent a

frigate from Mexico, which captured two English vessels, and took possession of the

settlement. The British ministry, on receiving intelligence of this transaction, fitted

out a powerftil armament to give weight to their demand of reparation ^ but the aftair

was amicably terminated by a ccnventicin in 1790.

Nootka Sound is situate in lat. 49° 33^orth, long. 1 26° 48' west, on an island about

300 miles in length and 80 in breadth, named by captain Vancover, in 1792, Quadr^

and Vancouver's Island, in compliment tQ Scnor Qi;adra, the Spanish commandaut a:|

Nootka.
'
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NEW GEOGRAPHICAL TABLE,

Containing the Names and Situations of the chief Cities, Towns, Sea?,

Gulfs, Bays, Straits, Capes, and other remarkable Places, in the

known World. Collected from the most authentic Charts, Maps,

and Observations.

Names of 'Places, Prov.inces. Countries or

Seas, •

ABbeville, Somme, France,

berdeefi AberdeenshirCj Scotland,

Finland, Sweden;
Mexico,

Sumatra, East India,

Romania, Turkey,

between Italy and Tur-
key,

Abo,
Acapulco,

Achem,
Adrianople,

Adriatic sea, or

Gulf of Venice.

Adventure Isle

Agde,
Agen,
iSt Agnes,

(lights),

Agra,

Aix,

Albany,

Alby,

Aleppo,

Alexandretta,

Alexandria,

Algiers,

Amboyna,
Ambryn Isle,

Amiens,

A:\ISTERDAM,

Amsterdam IsL

Ancona,

Angra,

Antigua (St •

John's-tovvn)

/Antiocli^

Antwerp,

Archipelago,

Ap£e Isle,

Archangel,

Ascension Isle,

Astracan,

Athens,

Herault,

Aveiron,

Scillies,

Agra,

Mouths of the

Khone,

New York,
Tarn,

Syria,

Syria,

Lower Egypt,

Algiers,

Amboyna Isle,

Somme,
Holland,

March of An-
con a,

Tercera Isle,

Antiguii Isle,

Pacific Ocean,

France,

J^rance,

Atlantic Ocean, Europe

East India, Asia

Quarter,

Europe
Europe
Europe

N. America
Asia

Europe
Europe

Asia

Europe
Europe

France, Europe

United States, N. America
France, f§ Europe

Turkey, Asia

Turkey, Asia

Turkey, Africa

Barbary, Africa

East India, Asia

^5. Pacific Ocean, Asia

France, Europe
Netherlands, Europe
Pacific Ocean, Asia

• Italy, Europe

Atlantic Ocean, Europe

Caiib. Sea, N. America

Syria, Turkey, Asia
Brabant, Netherlands, Europe

Islands of Greece, Europe
Pacific Ocean, Asia

Archangel, Hussi;i, Europe
South Allanlic Ocean, Africa

Astracan, Russia, Asia

Lat. Lon^,

B. M. D. M.
50-7 N. 1-50 E«
57-22 N. 1-45 W.
60-27 N. 22-13 E.
17-10 N. ICl 20W.

5-22 N. 93-34 E.
41-45 N. 26-27 E.

Mediterranean Sea,

17-05 S. 144-17W,
43-18 N, 3-27 E.
44- 12 N. 0-36 E.
49-56 N. ^-46 W»

26-43 N. 76-44 E.

43-31 N.
42-39 N.
43-55 N.
35-11 N.
36-35 N.
31-11 N.
36-49 N.
4-25 S.

16-09 S.

49-53 N.
52-21 N.
21-09 S.

43-37 N.

73.30 W.
2-OS E.

37-10 E.
36 25 E.
30-10 E.
2-12 E.

1 27-25 E.
168-12 E.

2-18 E.
4-51

174-46\V.
13-29 E.

38-39 N. 27-1 2W
17-04 N. 62-09\V,

36-10 N. 36-40 E,

51-13 N. 04-23 E,

Mediterranean Sea.

16-46 S. loS-27 E,

Livadii Turkey,

3 H 2

Europe

64-34 N.
7-5() In.

46-00 N.

38-05 N.

3S-50 E.
14-00\V.

47-40 E.
::3-52 E.
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Names of Places, Provinces,

St Augustin,

Aurora Isle,

AVA,
Avignon,
Ayr,

BAgdad,
Balasqre,

Balbec,

Baidivia,

Baltic sea,

Barcelona,

Barbuda Isle,

Madagascar,

Ava,
Vaucluse,

Ayrshire,

Countries^ garter,
or Seas.

South India Sea,Africa

S. Pacific Ocean,Asia
East India, Asia
France, Europe
Scotland,

"

Eyrac Arabia, Turkey,

Orissa, East India^

Syria, Turkey,
Chili,

between Ger. and Swed.
Catalonia, Spain,

Atlantic Ocean,

Basse Terre, Guadaloupe, Carib. Sea,

Basil,

Bassdra,

Bastia,

Batavia,

Bath,

Bay of Bengal,

Bay of Biscay,

Bayeux,
Bayonne,
Belfast,

Belgrade,

Bencoolen,

Bender,

Berlin^
Bermudas,

Basil,

Eyrac Arabia,

Corsica,

Java,

Somersetshire,

Calvados,

Lo. Pyrenees,

Antrim,

Sen^ia,

Sumatra,

Bessarabia,

Brandenburg,

Bermuda Isles,

Bern,

Berwick,

Bilboa,

Birmingham,
Black or Euxine

sea,

Boiabola Isle,

Bologna,

Bolscheriskoi,

Bombay,
Borrowstoun-

ness,

Boston,

Boston,
Boulogne,

Bourbon Isle,

Bourdeaux,

Breda,

Bremen,
Breslaw,
Brest,

Bridge-town,

Bern,

Berwickshire,

Biscay,

Warwickshii-e,

Switzerland,

Turkey,

Italy,

East India,

England,

Coast of India,

Coast of France,

France,

France,

Ireland,

Turkey,

East India,

Turkey,
Germany,
Atlantic (^ean,

Switzerland,

Scotland,

Spain,

England,

Europe

Asia

Asia

i^sia

South America
Europe
Europe
North Ame-

rica

North Ame-
rica

Europe
Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe

North Ame-

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Turkey in Europe, and Asia

Lat, iiOn^^

D. M. B.
23-35 S. 43-08 Eo
IS-OS S. 168-17 Ee
20-20 N. 95-30 E,
43-57 N. 04-53 E.
^5-30 N. 4-40 W.

33-20 N. 43-51 E.
21- 20 N. 86-05 E.
33-30 N. 37-00 E.
39-35 3. 73-20 W.

41-23 N. 02-13 E.
17-49 N. 61-59 W.

15-59 N. 61-59 W.

47-35 N. 07-30 E.
30-45 N. 47-00 E.
42'-30 N. 09^0 E.
06-12 S. 106-53 E.
51-22 N. 02-16 W.
Indian Ocean.
Atlantic Ocean.
49-16 N. 00-42 W.
43-29 N. 01-25 W.
54-35 N. 5-52 W.
45-00 N. 20-29 E.
03-49 S. 102 15 E.
46-40 N. 29-00 E.
52-32 N. 13-22 E,

63-23 W.

47-00 N. 07-20 E.
55-48 N. 01-45 W.
43-26 N. 03-18 W.
52-30 N. 01-50 W.

Bolognese,

Siberia,

Bombay Isle,

Pacific Ocean,

Italy,

Russia,

East India,

Linlithgowshire,Scotland,

Lincolnshire, England^

New England,

Straits of Calais, France,

Indian Ocean,

Gironde, France,

Brabant, Netherlands,

Lower Saxony, Gsrmciny,

Silesia, Bohemia,'

Finisterre, France,

3arbadoes, Atiandc Oceai

Asia

Europe
Asia

Asia

Europe

Europe

North Amp|-ica

Europe
Africa

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe

, North America

16-32 S.

'44-29 N.
52-54 N.
18-56 N.
55-48 N.

53-10 N.
42-25 N.
50-43 N.
20-51 S.

44-50 N.
51-40 N.
53-25 N.
51-03 N.
48-22 N
13^5 N.

151-47W.
11-26 E.
156-42 E.
72-43 E.
03-44 Wo

00 25 E.
70-32 W.
3-31 E.

55-25 E.
00-29 W.
04-40 E.
08-20 E.
17-13 E.
04-29 W.
58-35 Wc
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Names of Places,

Bristol,

Bruges,

Brunswick,

Brussels,

Bucharia,

Bucharest,

Buda,

Burlington, Jersey,

. Provinces, Countries^

or Seas,

*^uuri er. Ldt, Long.
T\ T\/r i\/r

Somersetshire, England, Lurope 51-33 N. 02-40 W-
Flanders, Netherlands, Europe Ol-lO i\, OJ-UD H..

Lower Saxony, Germany, Europe oci XT 1 r\ or\ TTDZ-^U i\. lU-oU JLi»

Brabanty Netherlands, Europe 50-51 N. 04-26 E.
Usbec Tartary, Asia 39-15 N. 67.00 E.

Walachia, Turkey, Europe 44-26 N. 26-13 E.

Lower Hungary,Europe 47-40 N. 19-20 E.

La Plata, Paraguay, South Ame- 34-35 S. 58-26 W.
rica

North America 40-08 N. 75 00 W.

GAbelloP.,
Cachao,

Cadiz,

Caen,

Cagliari,

Cahors,

Cairo,

Calais,

Calcutta,

Callao,

Calraar,

Cambodia,

Cambray,
Cambridge,

Cambridge,

Campbeltown,
Canary, N. E.

Point,

Candia,

Candy,

Canso Port,

Canterbury,

Canton,

Cape Clear,

—Comorin,

—Finisterre,

.—Florida,

—of Good
Hope,

—Horn,

—.Verd,

—St Vincent,

Cardigan,

Carlescroon,

Carlisle,

Carthagena,

Carthageiia,

Casan,

Caspian Sea,

Terra Firma^

Tonquin,

Andalusia,

Calvados,

Sardinia,

Lot,

Straits of Galaisj

Bengal,

Peru,

Smaland,

Cambodia;

North,

Cambridge-

shire,

Afgyllshire,

Canary Isles^

Candia Island,

Ceylon,

Nova Scotia,

Kent,

Canton,

Galicia,

East Florida^

East India,

Spain,

France,

Italy,

France,

Lower Egypt,
France,

East India,

Sweden

,

East India,

France,

England,

South America
Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe
Africa

Europe
Asia

South America
Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe

10-30 N.
21-30aN.

36-31 N.
49 11 N.
39 25 N.
44-26 N.
30-02 N.
50-57 N.
22-34 N.
12 01 N.
56-40 N.
13-30 N.
50-10 N.
52. 12 N.

67-27 W.
105-00 E.

6-06 W.
0-16 W.
9^38 E.
1-31 E.

31-23 E.
1-55 E,

88-34 E.
76-53 W.
16-26 E.

105 00 E,

3-18-E.

0 OU E.

New England, North Ame-
rica

Scotland, Europe
Atlantic Ocean, Africa

42-25 N. 71-05 W.

Medit€r% Sea,

Indian Ocean,

England,

China,

liish Sea,

East India,

Spain,

55-30 N.
28-13 N.

35.3SN.
7-54 N.

CaiTraria,

Europe
Asia

North America 45 20 N.
51 18 N.
23-07 N.
51-18 N.
7-56 N.

42-51 N.
24-57 N.
34-29 S.

Europe

j\ sia

Europe

Asia

Europe
North America
Africa

5-40W.
15-33 W.

25 23 E.
79- 00 E.
60-50 W.
1-14 E.

113 07 E.
9-50 W.

78 10 E.
9-12 W.

80-30 W.
18 28 £.

Terra del Fuego
Island,

Algnrve,

Cardiganshire,

Schonen,

Cumberland,

Murcia,

Terra Firma,
C:!san,

Russia,

South America 55 53 S. 67-21 \V.

Negroland, A frica 14-45 N. 17.28 \V.
Portugal, Europe 37-02 N. S-57W-
Wales, Europe 52 ;[0N. 4-38 \\V
Sweden, Europe 56-07 N. 15.31 t.
England, Europe 54-47 N. 2-53 W.
Spain, Europe 37-37 N. 1.08 W.

South America 10-2(i N. 75 42 W.
lUissia, Asia 55 A'i N. 41) 13
Taitary, Asia

JH3
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Names of Places, Provinces, Countries, orSeas. garter.

Cassel,

Castres,

.St Catherine's

Isie,

Cattegat,

Cavan,

Cayenne,

Cette,

Ceuta,

Chalons,

Chanderpagur,

Charleston,

Charlton Isle,

Chartres,

Cherbourg,

Chester,

Hesse Cassel, Germany, Europe

Tarn, France, Europe
Atlantic Ocean, South America

betw. Swed. & Denm^ Europe
Cavan, Ireland,

Cayenne Isle,

Herault, France,

Fez, Morocco,
Saone and Loire,France,

Bengal, ^ East India,

South Carolina,

Hudson's Bay,

Eure and Loire, France,

Channel, France,

Cheshire, England,

Pair, di S. Petro,Italy,1

Christmas Sound,Terr!i del Fuego,

St Christopher's Caribbean Sea.

Isle,

Civita Vecchia

Gierke's Isles,

Clermont, Puyde Dome,
Golmar, Upper Rhine,

Cologne^ Roer,

Constance, Suabia,

CoNSTANTi- Romania,
NorLE,

Copenhagen, Zealand Isle,

Corinth, Morea,
Cork, Munster,
Coventry, Warwickshire,
Cowes, Isle of Wight,
Cracow, Gallicia,

Cremsmunster, Austria,

Cummin Isle,

Curaqao Isle,

Cusco, Peru,

Europe

South America
Europe
Africa

Europe
Asia

North Amertca
North America
Europe
Europe
Europe

South America
North America

Europe
Atlantic Ocean^ South America
France, Europe
Frande, Europe
France, Europe
Germany, Europe
Turkey, Europe

Lat.

D. M.
51-19 N.
43-37 N.
27-35 S.

Atlantic

54 51 N.
4-5dN.

43-23 N.
35-04 N.
46-46 N.
22-51 N.
32-45 N.
52-03 N.
48-26 N.
49-38 N.
53- 15 N.
55-21 N.
17-15 N.

42-05 N.
55-05 S.

45-46 N.
48-04 N.
50-55 N.
47-37 N.
41-01 N.

Denmark, Europe
Turkey, Europe
Ireland, Europe
England, Europe
England, ' Europe

Aust. Poland, Europe

Germany, Europe

N. Pacif. Ocean, Asia

West India, America
South America

55-40 N.
37-30 N.
51- 53 N.
52-25 N.
50-46 N.
50 lON.
48-03 N.
31-40 N.
11-56 N.
12-25 S.

Bengal,DAcca,
Damascus,Syria,

Dantzic,

Dax,
Delft,

Delhi,

Derbentj

Derby,.

Derry,-

Dieppe,

Dijon,

Dilbingen,

Diu,

Dol,

Dominica,

Dover^

Dresden^

Landes,

Holland,

Delhi,

Daghistan,

Der oyshire,

Ulster,

Low. Seine,

Cote d'Or,

Suabia,

Guzerat,

Isle and Vilaire,

Windw. Islands,

Kent,

SaxonV,

East India, Asia 23-30 N.
Turkey, Asia 33-15 N.
Polish Prussia, Europe 54-22 N.

France, Europe 43-42 N.
Netherlands, Europe 52- Oo N.

East India, Asia 29-00 N,

Persia, Asia 41-41 N.
England, Europe 52-58 N.
Ireland, Europe 54-52 N.

France, Europe 49-55 N.

France,

Germany,
Europe, 47-19 N.

Europe 48-30 N.

East India, Asia 21-37 N,
France,

West India,

England,

Europe 48-33 N.
America 15-18 N.
Europe 51-07 N.

Germany^ Europe 51-00 N.

Long,

D. M.
9-34 E.
2-19 E,

49.I2W»

Ocean.

7-18 W.
52-1 OW.
3-42 E.

6.30W,
4- 51 E.
88 34E.
80-3PW^
79-OOW.
1-33 E,

1-33W.
0-03W^.

69-57W^
62-38W.

11-51 E.

34-37W,
3-10 E,
7-27 E.
"6-55 E,
9-12 E.

28-58 E,

1^-40 E.
23-00 E.

8.23W.
1-25W.
1-14W.

19-55 E.
14-12 E.

121-09 E.
68-20W.
70-OOW.

89-20 E.
37-20 E.
18-38 E.
0-58W,
4-05 E,
76-30 E.
50-30 E.
1-30W.
7 40W.
0, 59 E.
4-57 E.

10-19 E.
69-30 E.
1-41W,
1-22W.
1-13 £.

13-36 E,
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Dreux,
Dublin,
Dumb:irton,

Dumfries,

Dunbar,
Dundee,

Dungeness,

Dunkirk,

Durham,

EAoowe
Easter Isle

E?.stern Ocean,
Edinburgh,
Edysldacj

Elbing,

Embden,
Embrun,
Enatum Isle,

English Channe
Ephesus,

Erzerum,
Ethiopian Sea,

Eustalius,

JEvreuK,

Exeter^

FAlkirk,
Falmouth,

Eayal Town,
Ferdinand Na-

ronka,

Ferrara,

Ferro (Town),
Ferrol,

Fez, -

Florence,

Floras,

St Flour,

France (Isle of)

Frankfort Main
Frauenburg,

Fuego Isle,

.Funchal,

.Furneaux Isle,

GAP,
Genes,

Geneva,

Genoa,
St George Isle,

8t George To.
St George Fort,

Ghent,

Provinces, Countries, or Seas* Quarter, Lat. Lon^,

D. M. D. M.
Eure and Loire

,
France, Europe 48-44 N. 1-16 E.

Leinster, Ireland, Europe 53-2 i N. 6 01 W.
Dumbartonshire, Scotland, Europe 55-44 N. 4-20W.
Dumfries-shire, Scotland, Europe 55-08 N. 3-25W.
Haddingto^i, Scotland, Europe 55-58 N. 2-25VV.

Forfar, Scotland, Europe 56-26 N. 2 4c> vV,

Kent, England, Europe 50-52 N. 1-04 E.
Flanders, Netherlands, Europe 51-02 >J. 2-27 £.
Durham, England, Europe 54-48 N. 1-25W.

Pacific Ocean, Asia 21-2^ S. 174-25W.
Pa£lfic Ocean, America 27-06 S, 109-41 vV.

betw. the N. W. of N. Am. and N. E. of Asia N. Pacific Ocean,

Edinburghsh. Scotland, Europe 55-57 N. 3-07W.
Eng. Channel, England, Europe 50-08 N. 4-1 9W.
Prussia, Poland, Europe 54-15 N. 20-00 E.
Westphalia, Germany,, Europe 53-25 N. 7-10 E.
Upper Alps, France, Europe 44-34 N. 6-34 E.

Pacific Ocean, Asia 20-10 S. 169-59 E.

., betwcenEng. and Fran, Europe Atlantic Ocean.

Natolia, Turkey, Asia 38^01 N. 27 30 E.

» Pacific Ocean, Asia 1^-46 S. 169-23 E.
Turcomania, Turkey, Asia 39-56 N. 42-05 £.

Coast of Guinea ,
Africa Atlantic Ocean.

Carib. Sea, West India, N. America 17-29 N. 63-05W.
Eure, France, Europe 49-01 N. 1-13 E.
Devonshire, England, Europe 50.44N. 3-29 vV.

Stirling, Scotland, Europe 55-58 N. 3-48W.
Cornwall, England, Europe 50-08 N. 4-57W.
Azores, Atlant. Ocean, Europe 38-32 N. 28-36W.

Brasil, South America 3-56 S. 32-43W.

Ferrarese,

Canaries,

Galicia,

Fez,

Tuscany,

Azores,

Cantal,

,
Franconia,

Cape Verd,

Madeira,

Upper Alps,

Savoy,

Lcman,
Genoa,

Azores,

Bermudas,

Coromandcl,

Flanders-

Italy,

Atlant. Ocean,

Spain,

Morocco,

Italy,

Atlant. Ocean,

France,

Indian Ocean,

Germany,
Polish Prussia,

Atlant. Ocean,

Atlant. C'Ccan,

Pacific Ocean,

Europe
Africa

Europe
Africa

Europe

Europe

Europe
Africa

Europe

iau-ope

Africa

Africa

Asia

44-54 N.
27-47 N.
43 30 N.
33-30 N.
43-46 N
39-34 M.
45-01 N.
10-09 S.

49-55 N.
54-22 N.
14-56 N.
32-37 N.
17-11 S.

France, Eurcpe

Italy, Europe

France, Europe

.Italy, Europe

Atlantic Ocean, Europe
Atlautic Ocean, North America 32-43 N.
East India, '\sia 3 3-04 N.
^Jcllicrlands, Europe 51-03 X,

3 H 4.

44-33 N.
44-23 N.
46-1 2 N.
44-23 N.
38-39 N.

11-41 E.

17-40W.
5-40W.
6-00W.
11-07 E.
30-5 IW.
3-10 E.

57-33 E.
8-40 E.

20-12 E.
24-23\V„
17-0 1W.
143-OlW.

6-09 E.
8-40 E.
6-03 E.
8-51 E.

2-.53\V.

63.30W.
80-33 E,
3-4S E.
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Gibraltar,

Glasgow,

Gloucester,

Goa,

Goat Isle,

Gombroon,
Gomera Isle,

Good Hope T.
Goree,

Gcttenburg,

Gottingen,

Granville,

Gratiosa,

Gratz,

Gravelines,

Greenock,

Gryphiswald,

Guadaloupe,

Guam,
Gulf of Bothnia,

—of California,

—of Finland,

—of St Lawr,
—of Mexico,

—of Ormus,
— ©f Persia,

—of Venice,

HAerlem,
Hague,

Halifax,

Halifax,
Hamburg,
Hanover,

Hastings,

Havannah,
Havre de Grace,

St Helena,

Ja. Torvvn,

Hellespont,

Hereford,

Hernosand,

Hervey's Isle,

Hoai-Nghaa,
La Hogue Cape,

Hood's isle,

Hoogstraten,

Howe's Isle,

Huaheine Isle,

Hudson's Bay,

HuU,

Andalusia, Spain,

Lanerkshire, Scotland

Gloucestershire, England,
Malabar,

Farsistan,

Canaries,

Cape Town,

Europe
Europe
Europe

East India, Asia
Indian Ocean, Asia

Persia, Asia

Atlantic Ocean, Africa

Caflfraria, Africa

Atlantic Ocean, Africa

Gothland, Sweden, Europe
Hanover, Germany, Europe
Channel, France, Europe
Azores, Atlantic Ocean, Europe
Stiria, Germany,

, Europe
North, France, Europe
Renfrewshire, Scotland, Europe
Pomerania, Germany, Europe

Caribbean Sea, North America
East India, Asia

Coast of Sweden, Europe
betw. Calif. & Mexico,North America
betw. Swed, &. Russia, Europe
Coast of New Scotland, North America
Coast of Mexico, North America
betw. Persia & Arab. Asia

betw. Persia &. Arab. Asia

betw. Italy & Turkey, Europe

Ladrone Isles,

Holland,

Holland,

Yorkshire,

Nova Scotia,

Holstein,

Saxony,

Sussex,

Low. Seine,

Netherlands,

Netherlands,

England,

Germany,
Germany,
England,

Cuba Island,

France,

South Atlantic Ocean, Airica

Med. & Bl. Sea,Europe and

Herefcrdshire, England,

W. Bothnia, Sweden,

South Pacific Ocean,

Kian-Nan, China,

Normandy, France,

South Pacific Ocean,

Brabant, Netherlands,

SoutliPacific Ocean,

SouthPacific Ocean,

Coast of Labrador,

Yorkshire, England,

J A neiro Rio, Brasil,

J assy, Moldavia, Turkey,

3ava Head, " Java Isle, East India,

Asia ^

Europe

Europe
Asia

Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
Asia

Asia

North America
Europe

South America
Europe
Asia

Lati Lofig^

B. M. D. M.
36-05 N. 5-nW.
55-51 N. 4-loW.
51-05 N. 2-IGW.
15-31 N. 73-50 E.
13-55 N. 120-07 E.
27-30 N. 74-20 E.
28- 05 N. 17-03W«
33-55 S. 18-28 E.
14-40 N. 17-20W.
57-42 N. 11-43 E.
51-31 N. 9-58 E.
48-50 N. 1.32W.
39-02 N. 27.53W.
47-04 N. 15-29 E.
50-59 N. 2-13 E.
55-52 N. 4-22W.
54-04 N. 13-43 E.
15-59 N. 61-54Wo
14-00 N. 140-30 E.
Baltic Sea.

Pacific Ocean,

Baltic Sea. ,

Atlantic Ocean*

Atlantic Ocean.

Indian Ocean.

Indian Ocean.

Mediterranean Sea,

Europe
Europe
Europe

North America
Europe
Europe
Europe
North America
Europe

52-20 N.
52-04 N.
53-45 N.
44 40 N.
53-34 N.
-52-22N.

50-52 N.
23 11 N.
49-29 N.
15-55 S.

4-42 E.
4-22 E.

1-52W.
63-15W.
9-55 E.
10- 3 E.
0-40 E.

82-1 3W.
1-10 E.
5-44W,

52-06 N. 2.38W„
62-38 N. 17-58 E,
19-17 S. 158-43W.
33-34 N. 118-54 E.

49-44 N. 1-5IW.
9-26 S. 138-47W.

51-24 N. 4-52 E,
16-46 S. 154-OlW.
46-44 8. 151-OlW.
N. Atlantic Ocean.

53-45 N. 0-12W,

22-54 S. 42-38W.
47-08 N. 27-34 E.

6»49 S. 106-55 E.
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Jeddo,

Jerusalem,

Immer Isle,

Indian Ocean,

Ingolstadt,

Inverness,

Asia

Asia

Asia

Asia

Europe
Europe
North America 17-04 N.
North America 47-32 N.
North America 23-03 N.

Lat.

D. M.
36 20N.
31-46 N.
19-10 S.

48-45 N.
57-33 N.

Countries^ Quarter,

or Seas,

Japan Isle, East India,

Palestine, Turkey,

South Pacific Ocean,

Coast of India,

Bavaria, Germany,

Inverness-shire, Scotland,

St John'sTown, Antigua, Leeward Isles,

St John's Town, Newfoundland,

St Joseph's, Cahfornia, Mexico,

Irish Sea, between Great Britain and Ireland, Europe, Atlantic Ocean.

Irraname Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 19-31 S.

IsPAHAV, Irac Agem, Persia, Asia
^

32-25 N.

Iv^qa Isle, Mediterr. Sea, Italy, Europe 38-50 N.
Isthmus of Corinth, joins the Morea to Greece, Europe.

of Malacca, joins Malacca to Farther India, Asia.

— of Panama, joins North and South America,

of Suez joins Africa to Asia.

Islamabad,

Judda,

Juthria,

Bengal,

Arabia Felix,

Siam,

K Elso, Roxboroughsh.

Kilmar- Ayrshire,

nock.

Kingston,
Kinsale,

Kiow,
Kola,

Konigsberg

Jamaica,

Munster,

Ukraine,

Lapland,

Prussia,

East India,

Arabia,

East India,

Scotland,

Scotland,

West India,

Ireland,

Russia,

Russia,

Poland,

Asia

Asia

Asia

Europe

Europe

America
Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe

Long,,

D, M,
139-00 E.
35-25 E.

169-51 E.

11-27 E.
4-02W.

62-04 E.'

52-21W.
109-37W.

170-26 E.
52-55 E.
1-40 E.

22-20 N.
21-29 N.
14-18 N.

55-38 N.
55-38 N.

91-50 E.
49-27 E.
100-55 E.

02-12W.
00-30W.

17-57 N. 76-38W.
51-32 N. 08-20W.
50-30 N. 31-12 E.
68-52 N. 33-13 E.
54-43 N. 21-35 E.

LAguna,
Labor,

Lancaster,

Landau,

Landscroon,

Lausanne,

Leeds,

Leicester,

Leipsic,

Leith,

Lepers' Island

Leskard,

Lesparre,

Leyden,

Liege,

Lima,

Limerick,

Limoges,

Lincoln,

Linlithgow,

Lintz,

Lisbon,

Lisle,

Litchfield,

Lizard Point,

TenerifFe,

Labor, t

Lancashire,

Lower Rhine,

Schonen,

Cant, of Vaud,
Yorkshire,

Leicestershire,

Saxony,

Edinbuighsh,

Cornwall,

Ginmde,
Holland,

Ourte^

Peru,

Limcrickshire,

Up. Vienne,

Lincolnshire,

Linlithgowsh.

Austria,

Estrcmadura,

Nuth,
Staifordshire,

Cornwall,

Canaries,

East India,

England,

France,

Sweden,

Switzerland,

England,

England,

Germany,
Scotland,

S. PacificOcean,

England,

France,

Netherlands,

Netherlands,

Ireland,

France,

England,

Scotland,

Germany,
Portugal,

France,

England,

England,

A. Ocean
Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe
Europe
Europe

Asia

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

South America
Europe
Europe

Europe

luirope

Europe

Europe

Europe
Europe

Emope

28-28 N.
32-40 N.
54-05 N.
49-11 N.
55-52 N.
46 31 N.
53-48 N.
52-38 N.
51- 19 N.
55-58 N.
15-23 S.

50- 26 N.
45-18 N.
52- 10 N.
50 37 N.
12-01 S.

52-35 N.
45-49 N.
53- 15 N.
53-56 N.
41-ltS N.
38-42 N.
50-37 N.
52-43 N.
49-37 N.

16.13W.
75-30 E.
02-55 E.
08-02 E.

4.12-51 E.
06-50 E.
01-20W.
01-03W.
12-25 E.
03-OOW.
168-03 E^
04-36W.
00-3 2W.
04 32 E.
03 40 E.
76-44\V.

03 48\V.
01-20 E.
00 27\V.
03-30W.
13-57 E.
09-04W,
03-09 E.

01.04W.
U5.10\V.
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Names of"Places, Promtices. Countries^ Lat, Long,
07" Scast B. M. B. M.

JuONDON, IViiddlesex, England, Enrnnf" 51-31 N. 1st Merid.
Xiondonderryj Londonderry, Ireland, Eiironp 50-00 N. 07.40W.
Xioretto, Pope's Territ. Italv- Euronp 43-15 N. 14-15 E,
X*ouisbourg, C. Breton Isle, 45-53 N. 59~4SvV.
XiOuvain, Brabant, Netherlands, Euiope 50-53 N. 04 49 E.

Siam, East India, Asia 12-4.2 N. 100-56 E.
Holstern, Germany, Europe 54-00 N. 11-40 E,

St Lucia Isle, Windward Isles.West Indies, N. America 13-24 N. 60-46W,
Lunden, .Gothland, Sweden, Europe 55-41 N. 13-26 E-
Luneville, Meurthe, France, Europe

. 48-35 N. 06-35 E.
Luxemburg, Forests,

Rhone & Loire,

Netherlands, Europe 49-37 N. 06-16 E.
Lyons, France, Europe 45-45 N. 04-54 E.

China,

East India,

Atlantic Ocean, Africa

East India,

Spain,

MAcao, Canton,

Macassar,Celebes Isle,

Madeira, 1.

Funchal,

Madras, CJoromandel,

Madrid, ' New Castile,

Magdalena Isle, South Pacific Ocean,

Mahon, Fort, Minorca, - Mediterr. Sea,

Majorca Isle, Mediterr. Sea,

Malacca, Malacca, East India,

Malines, Brabant, Netherlands,

Mallicola IsleSj South Pacific Ocean,

St Maloes, < Morbihan, France,

Malta Isle, Mediterranean Sea,

Manilla, Luconia, Philip.East India,

isles,

Mantua,

Asia

Asia

Mouths of the

Rhone,

St Martha,

Mantua,
Mariegalante

Isle,

Marseilles,

St Marth^
St Martin's Isle Caribbean Isl

Martinico Isle, Caribbean Isl

St Mary's Isle, Scilly Isles,

St Mary's To. Azores,

Maskelyne Isle,

Mauritius,

Maurua Isle,

Mayence,
Mayo Isle,

Meaux,
Mecca,
Medina,

Mequinez,
Mergui,

Messina,
Mexico
St Mithael's

Isle,

Middleburg LI.

Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe
Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
Africa

Asia

Europe

22-12 N.
05-09 S.

32-37 N.

13-04 N.
.40-25 N.
10-25 S.

39 50 N.
39-35 N.
02-12 N.
51-01 N.
16-15 N.
48-38 N.
35-54 N.
14-36 N.

45-20 N.Italy,
^

Atlantic Ocean, South America 15-55 N

France, Europe

113 51 E.
119-53 E.

17 01W.

80-33 E.
03-20 E.,

138-44W.
03-53 E.
02-34 E.

102-10 E.

04 33 E.
167 44 E,

01-56W.
14-33 E.

120-58 E,

10-47 E«

61»C6W.

43-17 N. 05-27 E,

Firma,

West Indi

America
America

West India, America
Atlantic Ocean, Europe

Atlantic Ocean. Europe

South Pacific Ocean,

IndianOcean,

South Pacific Ocean,

Monte Tonnere France,

Cape Verd, Atlantic

Seine and .Vlame,France,

Arabia Felix, Arabia,

Arabia,

Barbary,

East India,

Italy,

Felix,Arabia

Fez,

Siam,

Sicily Island,

Mexico,

Azores,

Asia

Africa

Asia

Europe

Ocean,Africa

Europe
Asia

Asia

Africa

Asia

•r urcpe

North America

Atlantic Ocean, Europe

Milanese,

SouthPacific Ocean, Asia

Italy, Europe

11-26 N.
IS 04 N.
14-44 N.
49-57 N.
36-56 N.
16-32 S.

20.09 S

16.25 S.

49.54 I'v.

15.10 N.
48.57 N.
21.45 N.
25.00 N.
34 30 N.
12.12 N.

38.30 N.
19.54 N.
37.47 N.

21 20 S.

45.28 N.

75-59W.
62.57W.
61.05Wo
O6-38W0
25^06W.

168-04 E.

57.34 E.
152.37 E.

08,25 E.

23.OOW.
02.57 E.
41.00 E.
39.33 E.

,0^,00 E.
98.13 E.
15.40 E.

lOO.GOW.
25.37W\

,174 29W.
09.16 Et
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Milford Haven,
Mitea Isles,

Mocha,
MODENA,
Montague Isle,

Montpelier,

Montreal,

Montrose,

Montserrat Isle,

Morocco,
Moscow,
Municb,
Munster,

Countries^

or Seas,

Pembrokesliire, Wales,

SouthPacific Ocean,

Arabia Felix, Arabia,

Modena, Italy,

SouthPacific Ocean,

France,Herault,

Canada,

Forfar, Scotland,

Caribbean Isles, West India,

]
Agasachi,

Namur,

Nanci,

Nanking,
Nantes,

Naples,

Narva,

Newcastle

Newport,

New York,
Nice,

St Nicholas,

Mole,

Nieuport,

Ninapo,

Norfolk Isle,

Nor 1 ton.

North Cape,

Northampton,

Norwich
Nottingham,

Nuremberg,

Morocco,

Moscow,
Bavaria,

Westphalia,

Japan,

Sambre and

Meuse,

Meurthe,

Kiangan,

Low, Loire,

Naples,

Livonia,

Northumberl.

Rhode Island,

New York,
Piedmont,

Plispaniola,

Flanders,

Shekiang,

Pennsylvania,

Wardhus,
Northampt. sh,

Norfolk,

Nottinghamsh,

Frauconia.

Barbary,

Russia,

Germany,
Germany,

N. Pacific Oc.

Netherlands,

France,

China,

France,

Italy,

Russia,

England,

Italy,

West India,

garter,

Europe
Asia

Asia

Europe
Asia

Europe
North America
Europe
America
Africa

Europe
Europe

Europe

Asia

Europe

Europe
Asia

Europe
E^urope

Europe
Europe

Lat.

D. M.
51.43 N.
17.52 S.

13.40 N.
44.34 N.
17.26 S.

43.36 N.
45.35 N.
56.34 N.
16.47 N.
30 32 N.
55.45 N.
48 09 N,
52.00 N.

32.32 N.
50.28 N.

48
32

47
40
59
55

North America 41

North America 40
Europe 43

America 19,

.4] N.

.4 N.

.13 N.

.50 N.

.00 N.

.03 N.

.35 N.

.40 N.

.41 N.

.49 N.

Netherlands, Europe 51.07 N.
China, Asia 29 57 N.
S.Pacific Ocean, Asia 29.01 S.

North America 40 09 N.
Lapland,

England,

England,

Englami,

Germany,

o Chotsk,

Ohevahoa
Isle,

Siberia. Russ

Sour.b Pacific Ocean,

Ohitahoo Isl< South

Low. Charente,

Brasil.

Oleron Isle,

Olinde,

Olmutz,

St Omer's,

Onateayo Isle,

Oporlo,

Oran,

Orenburg,

L'Orient (Port) \ orbihan,

Orleans, Loiret,

Orleans (New) Louisiana,

Ormus, Ormicos Lie
Oratava. TencriAe.

Pacific Ocean,

Farnce,

Moravia,

Flanders,

Douro,

Algiers,

Ufa

Orsk. Ufa,

Bohemia,

Netherlands,

South Pacific Ocean,

Portugal,

Barbary,

Russia,

France,

France,

Persia,

Atlantic Ocean
Russia,

Europe

Europe
Europe

Europe
Europe

Asia

Asia

Asia

Europe

South America
Europe

Europe

Asia

Europe

Africa

Asia

Europe

Europe

North America
Asia

, Africa

A^ii

71.10 N.
52 15 N.
52.40 N.
53.00 N.
49.27 N.

59.20 N.
09.40.S.

09 55 S.

46.02 N.
08.13 S.

49.30 N.
50.44 N.
09.53 S.

41.10 N.
36.30 N
51.46 N.
47.45 N.
47.54 N.
29.57 N.
26.50 N.
28 23 N.

5LUN.

Long,

D. M.
05.15W.
48.01W.
43.50 E.
11J7 E.
168.36 E.
03.37 £.
73.11W.
a20W,

62.12W:
06.10W.
37.38 E.
11.35 E.
07.16 E.

182.51 E.
04.49 E.

06.10 E.
118.52 E.
01.28W.
14.18 E.
27.35 E„
01.24W.
71.06W.
74.00W.
07 22 E.

73.24W.

02.50 E,
120.23 E.
168.15 E.
75.1SW.
26.02 E.
00.55W.
01 25 E,
01.06W.
11.12 E.

143.17 E.
13S.50W,

1 39.01W.
01.20 W.
35.00 W.
16.45 E.

02.19 E.
13S.40W..
08.22 W,
00.05 E.

55.14 E.

03.20 W.
01.59 E.
89 53 W.
57.00 E,
16 19 W.
58.37
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Osnaburg Isle, South Pacific Ocean,

Ostend, Flanders, Netherlands,

Oxford Observa-Oxfordshire, England,

toiy,

I 1 Acific Ocean, between Asia and America,
Paduano, Italy,

Renfrewshire, Scotland,

Sicily Isle, Italy,

South Pacific Ocean,
Canaries,

JL Padua,

Paisley,

Palermo,
Palliser's Isles,

Palma Isle,

Palmerston's Isle South Pacific Ocean,

Palmyra, Syria, Turkey,

Panamo, Darien, Terra Firma,

Paoom Isle, South Pacific Ocean,

Paris Observa- Isle of France, France,

tory,

Parmesan,

Bengal,

Iceland

,

garter,

Asia

Europe

Europe

Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia

Atlantic Ocean, Africa

Asia

Asia

South America
Asia

Parma,
Patna,

Patrixfiord,

Pau,

St PauPs Isle,

Pegu,
Peking,

Pembroke,
Pensacola,
Penzance,

Perigueux,

Perinaldi,

Perth,

Perth -Amboy,
Petersburg,
St Peter's Isle,

Italy,

East India,

N. Atl

Europe

Europe
Asia

Lower Pyrenees,France,

South Indian Ocean,

Pegu, -East India,

Ocean, Europe

Europe

Peche-lee,

Pembrokeshire

West Florida,

Cornwall,

Dordogne,
Genoa,

Perthshire,

New York,
Ingria,

St Peter's Fort, Martinico,

Petropawloskoi, Kamtschatka,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

St Philip's Fort, Minorca,

Pickersgill Isle,

Pico, Azores,

Pines, Isle of, N Caledonia,

Africa

Asia

Asia

Europe

North America

Europe

Europe
Europe
Europe
North America 40.30.N.

Europe 59.56 N.
North Atlantic Ocean, America 46.46 N.

West India, North America 14.44 N.

China,

Wales,

England,

France,

Italy,

Scotland,

Russia,

Lat.

D. M.
17.52 S.

51.13 N.
51.45 N.

45.22 N.
45.48 N
38.30 N.
15.38 S.

28.36 N.
18 00 S.

33.00 N.
08.47 N.
16.30 N.
48.50 N.

44-45 N.
25.45 N.
65.35N.
45.15 N.
37.51 S.

17.00 N.
39.54 N.
51.45 N.
30,22 N.
50 08 N.
45.11 N.
43.53 N.
56 22 N.

Russia,

Mediterr. Sea,

Asia

N. America

Europe

S. Atlantic Ocean, America

Pisa,

Placentia,

Plymouth,

Plymouth,

PoUingen,

Pondicherry,

Ponoi,

Port Royal,

Port Royal,

Porto Bello,

Tuscany,

Newfoundland
Isle,

Devonshire,

New England,

Suabia,

Coromandel,

Lapland,

Jamaica,

Martinico,

Terra Firma,

Atlantic Ocean,

Pacific Ocean,

Italy,

Europe
Asia

Europe

33.01 N.
39-56 N.
39-50 N.
54 42 S.

38-28 N.
22-38 S.

43-43 N.
North America 47-2oN.

England, Europe 50-22 N.
North America 41-48 N.

Germany, Europe 47-48 N.
East India, Asia 11-41 N.
Russia. Europe 67.06'N.

West India, America 18-00 N.

West India, /.merica 14-35 N.

South America 9-33 N.
Porto Santo Isle, Madeira, Atlantic Ocean, Africa 32-5i N.
Portland Isle, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 39-25 S.

Portland Isle^ North Atlantic Ocean, Europe 63-22 N.

B. M.
148.01 E.
03,00 E.

01.10 W.

12.00 E.
04.08 W,
13.43 E.
I46.25W^
17.45 V\^.

162.52W.
39.00 E.
80.16 W.
168,33 E.
02.25 E.

10.51 E.
83.00 E.
14.05 W.
00.04 W.
77.53 E.
97.00 E.
116.29 E.
4.50 W.

87.20 W.
6.00 W.
0.48 E.
7.45 E.
3.12 W.

74.20 W.
30.24 E.

56.12 W.
61.16 W.
158.40 E.
75.09W.
3- 53 E.
36-53W.
28-21W.

167-43 E.
10-17

55.00W.

4-lOW.
, 70.25W.

10-48W„
79-57 E.
30-28 E.

76.40W.
61-04W.
79.45W.
16.20W.

178.17 E.

18-40W,
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Barnes of Flatcs, Provinces, Countries^ or Seas, garter.

Portsmouth

Town,
—Acaclemv,

Portsmouth,

Potosi,

Prague,

Prcsburg,

Preston,

Prince of Wales

Fort,

Providence,

Pulo Condor L
Pulo, Timor Isle

Pylestart Isle,

Hampshire, England,

Hampshire,

New England,

Peru,

England,

Lancasliire,

New N. Wales,

New England,

Indian Ocean,

,
Gulf of Siam,

South

Bohemia,

Upper Hungary,
England,

East Indies,

East India,

Pacific Ocean,

QUEBEC, Canada,

Queen Char-

lotte's Isles,

St Quintin, North,

Quito, Peru,

South Pacific Ocean,

France,

"D AGUSA,
Ramhcad,

Ratisbon,

Recif,

Kennes,

ResoKuion Isle,

lihe Isle,

Rheiras,

Rhodes,

Riga,
^

Rimini,

Rochelle,

Rochfort,

Hock of Lisbon,

Rodez,

Rodrigues Isle,

Rome, (St Pe-

ter's)

Rotterdam,

Rotterdam Isle,

Rouen,

SAba Isle,

Sagan,

St Augustin,

Douiinoo,
—» George's

Channel,
-- Jago,

— Salvador,

Salisbury,

Sal] Isle,

Sulonichi,

Salvage Isles,

Dalmatia,

Cornwall,

Bavaria,

Brasil,

Isle & Vilaine,

South

Low. Charente,

Marne,

Rhodes Island,

Livonia,

Romagna,
Lo. Charente^

Lo Charente,

Mouth of Tagus

river,

Aveiron,

South

Pope's TerritQ-

Holland,

South

Lower Seine,

Venice,

England,

Germany,

France,

Pacific Ocean,
France,

France,

Levant Sea,

Russia,

Italy,

France,

France,

Portugal,

France,

Indian Ocean,
Italy,

Netherlands, •

Pacific Ocean,
France,

Europe

Europe

North America
South America
Europe

Europe

Europe »

North America

North America
Asia

Asia

Asia

North America
Asia

Europe

South America

Europe
Europe
Europe

Souih America
Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe

Asia
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe

Europe
Africa

Europe

Europe
A,sia

Europe

West India,

Germany,

Carih. Sea,

Silesia,

JCast Florida,

Carib. Sea, West India

between England
and Ireland,

Chili,

Brasil,

Wiltshire, England,

North Atlantic Ocean, Africa
Macedonia, 'I'urkcy, I^uropc

North Atlantic Ocean, Afric^

America
luuope

Norlh America
AiMcnica

Atlantic Ocean

South America
8outh America
Europe

Lat.

D. M.
50-47 N.

50-48 N.
53»10 N.
21-00 S.

50-04 N.
48^20 N.
53-45 N.
58-47 N.

41 50 N.
28-40 N.
3-00 N.

22-23 S.

46-55 N.
10-11 s.

49-50 N.
0-13 S.

42-45 N,
50- 18

48-56 N.
8-10 S.

48-06 N,
17^23 S.

46-14N.
49-14 N.
36 20 N.
56 55 N.
44-03N.
46-09N.
46-02 NJ.

38-45N.

44.21N,
10.40N.
41-53N.

51-56N.
20-16N.
49-26N.

17- 39 N.
51-42 N.
29-45 N.
18-20 N.

,
Europe.

34-00 S.

11-58 S.

5 J -00 N.
16-38 N.
40-41 N.
30.00 N%

Long,

D. M.
01-OlW.

01-OlW,
70 20W.
77-OOW.
14-50 E.
17 30W.
2-50W.
94-02W.

71-21W.
107-25 E.
104-30 E.
175 26W.

69-48W.
164-35 E.

3 22 E.
77-50W.

18-25 E.
4-i5W.

12-05 E.
35-30W.
1 36W.

141.40W,
1-20W.
4-07 E-

28-00 E,
24-00 E.
12-39 E-
1-04W.
0.53W.
9.30W.

2-39 E.
63-15 E,
12-34 E.

4-33 E.

174-24W.
1-OOW.

63-1 2W.
15-27 E.
SI 12W.
70- OOW.

7 7-00W.
GS-OOW.
1-45W.

2J-51W,
23-13 E.
15-49\V
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Samana,

Samarcand,

Sandwich Isles,

Santa Cruz,

Santa Fe,

Saunders's Isle,

Countries, garter,
or Seas,

Hispaniola, West India, America
Usbec, Tartary, Asia

South Pacific Ocean, Asia

TenerilFe, Atlantic Ocean, Africa

New Mexico,

South Georgia, S

Lower Rhine,

Perthshire,

Little Tartary,

Savage Isle,

Savannah, Georgia,

Sayd, or Thebes,

Scarborough, Yorkshire

Schwetzingen,

Scone,

Sea of Asoph,
—Marnrora,

Ochotsk,

—^Yellow,
Sedan,

Senegal,

Seville,

Sheerness,

Shepherd's Isles,

Atlantic

Ocean,

Sotith Pacific Ocean,

North America
S. r^merica

Lat. Long,

D. M. D. M.
19-15 N. 69-llW.
40-40 N. 69-00 E.
17-41 S. 168-38 E.
28-27 N. 16.nW.
36-00 N. 105-OOW.
58-00 S. 26-53W.

19-02 S. 169-25W.
31-55 N. 80-20W.

Asia

North America
Upper Egypt, Africa 27-00 N. 32-20 E.
England, Europe 54-18 N. ,0-loW.
Germany, ^Europe 49-23 N, 8-45 E.
Scotland, Europe .5(5-24 N. 3-lf)W.
Europe and Asia

Turkey in Europe and Asia Black Sea.

betweenSiberia &. Kamtschatka, Asia N. Pacific Ocean,
betw. Eastern Tartary, China and Corea, N. Pacific Ocean.

Ardennes,

Andalusia,

Kent,

France,

Negroland,

Spain,

England,

ihields (South,), Durham,
South Pacific Ocean,

Shrewsbury,

Siam,

Sidon^

Si-gham-fu,

Sisteron^

Smyrna,

Sombavera
Isles,

Soolo Isle,

Sound,

Shropshire,

Siam,

Holy Land,

vShensi,

Low. Alps,

Natolia,

Carib. Sea,

Philip. Isles,

England,

England,

East India,

Turkey,

China,

France,

Turkey,

West India,

Europe
Africa

Europe
Europe
Asia

Europe
Europe
Asia

Asia

Asia

Europe
Asia

N. America

49-44 N.
15 53 N.
37-15 N.
51-25 N.
16 58 S.

55-02 N.
52 43 N.
14-18 N.
33-33 N.
34-16 N.
44-U N.
38-28 N.
18-38 N.

5- 02 E.
16-26W.
6-05W.
0-50 E.

168^47 E.
1-15 E.
2-46W.

100-55 e:.

36-15 E.
108-48 E.
6-OlW.

27-24 E.

63-32W.

5-57 N. 121-20 E,
Baltic Sea.

East India, Asia

between Denmark Europe
&. Sweden,

Southampton, Hampshire, England, Europe 5p-55N. .01-25W.
Spa, Ourte, France, Europe 50--30N. 5-40 E.
Stafford, Staffordshire, England, Europe 52-50N. 2-OOW,
Stirling, Stirlingshire, Scotland, Europe 56-lON. 3-50W.
Stockholm, Upland, Sweden, Europe 59«20N. 18-08 E.

Straits of Babelmandel, between Africa and Asia, Red Sca«

Straits of Dover, between England and France, English Channel.

Straits of Gibraltar, betw^een Europe and Africa, Mediterranean Sea.

Straits of Magellan, between Terra del Fuego and Patagonia, South America.

Straits of Le Maire, in Patagonia, South America, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.

Straits of Malacca, betw^een Malacca and Sumatra, Asia, Indian Ocean,

Straits of Ormus, between Persia and Arabia, Persian Gulf.

Straits of Sunda, between Sumatra and Java, Indian Ocean, Asia.

Straits of Vv'^aigats, between Nova Zcmbla and Russia, Asia,

Stralsund,

Strasburgh,

.Straumness,

Suez,

Sultz,

Sunderland.

Pomerania,

Low. Rhine,

Iceland,

Suez,

Upper Rhine,

Germany, Em ope 54-23 N. 13-22 E.

France, Europe 48-34 N. 7-46 E.

N. Atlantic Europe 65-39 N. 24-24W.
Ocean,

Africa 29-50 N. 33-27 E.

France, Europe 47-53 N. 7-09W.
England, Europe ^4-55 N, laoW.
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Surat,

Surinam,

Syracuse,

TAble
Island,

Tanjore,

Tanna Isle,

T-aoukaa Isle,

Tauris,

Teflis,

Temontengis,

Teneriffe Peak,

Tercera Isle,

Tetuan,

St. Thomas's I.

Thorn,

Timor, S. W.
Foint,

Timorland,

S. Point,

Tobolsk,

Toledo,

Tomsk,
Tonga TaboQ

Isle,

Tornea,

Toulon,

Trapesond,

Trent,

Tripoli,

TripoU,

Tunis,

Turin,

Turtle Isle,

Tyre,

Tyrnaw,

U JTpsal

Uraniberg,

Ushant Isle,

Utretcht,

Venice,

Vera Cruz,

Verona,

Versailles,

Vienna (Ob.)

Guzerat,

Surinam,

Sicily Isle,

New Hebrides,

Tanjore,

South

South

Aderbeitzan,

Georgia,

Soloo,

Canaries,

Azores,

Fez,

Virgin Isles,

Prussia,

Countries^

or Seas,

East India^

Italy,

^larter,

Asia
South America

Europe

AsiaSouth Pacific

Ocean,

East India, Asia

Pacific Ocean, Asia

Pacific Ocean, Asia

Persia, Asia

Persia, Asia

East India, Asia

Atlantic Ocean, Africa

Atlantic Ocean, Europe

Barbary, Africa

West India, America
Europe

East India, Asia

East India, Asia

Siberia,

New Castile,

Siberia.

Russia,

Spain,

Russia,

Asia

Europe
Asia

South Pacific Ocaan, Asia

Bothnia, Sweden,

Var, France,

Natolia, Turkey,

Trent, Germany,
Tripoli, Earbary,

Syria, . Turkey,

Tunis, Barbary,

Piedmont, Italy,

South Pacific Ocean,3

Palestine, Turkey,

Trentschin, Hu:

Europe
Europe
Asia

Europe
Africa

Asia

Africa

Europe
Asia

Asia

Europe

Laf.

D. M.
21-10 N.
6-00 N.

36-58 N.

Long,

72-27 E.
55-30W.
5-05 E.

15-38 S, 167-12 E.

11-27 N. 79-

19-32 S. 169.

14-30 S, 145
38-20 N. 46.

43-30 N.
5-57 N.

28-12 N.
38-45 N
35-40 N,
18 21 N.
52-56 N.
10-23 S.

47-

20-

16-

.27-

5.

64
19-

124

07 E.
46 E.
-04 E.
30 E.
00 E.
58 E.
.24W,
OlW.
18W*
.26W.
OOW.
04 E,

8-15 S. 131-59 E.

58-12 N. 6817 E.
39-50 N. 3-25 E.
56-29 N. 85-04 E.
21-09 S. 174-41W.

65-50 N.
43-07 N.
41-50 N.
46-05 N.
32-53 N.
34-30 N.
36-47 N.
45-05 N.
19-48 S.

32-32 N.
48 23 N.

V
Vintimiglia,

Virgin Gorda,

Wi
Fort

, South Pacific Ocean, Asia 16-45 S.

Upland, Sweden, Europe 59-51 N.
Huen Islcj Denmark, Europe 55-54 N.
Finisterre, France, Europe 4S-2S N.
Holland, Netherlands, EuroiKi 52-07 N.
Venice, Italy, Eurouc 43 26 N.
Mexico, North America 19-12 N.
Veronese, Italy, Europe 45-2() N.
Seine & OIoC, France, Eurojx: 48-48 N.

) Austria, Germany, Europe 48-12 N.
Galicia, Spain, Europe 42-14 N.
Genoa, Italy, I'^^urope 43-53 N.
Virgin Isles, West India, America IS-IS N.

,
Yorkshire, England, Europe 53 41 N.

esNcw N. Wales, J^orLh America 5S.47 N,

24-17 E,
6-01 E.

4C 30 E.
11-02 E,
13 12 E,
36-15 E.
10.00 E.
7-45 E.

178-02W.
36-00 E.
17-38 E,

151-26W,
17-43 E.
12-57 E.
4-59W.
5-00 E.

11-59 E.
97-25W.
11-23 E.
S-12 E.

l(S-22 E.
S-23W.
7-42 E.

63-59W.

1 2SW-
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Wardhus,
Warsaw,
Warwick,
Waterford,

Wells,

Westman Isles,

Whitehaven,

Whitsuntide Isle,

Williamsburg, Virginia,

Willes's Isles,

Wilna,

Countries^

or Seas,

Norwegian Lapland,

Massovia, Pr. Poland,

Warwickshire, England,

Munster, Ireland,

Somersetshire, England,

North Atlant. Ocean,

Cumberland, England,

South Pacific Ocean,

South Georgia, Atlant. Ocean,

Lithuania, Poland,

Winchester, Hampshire, England,

Wittenburg, Upper Saxony, Germany,

Wologda, Wologda, Russia,

Worms, Mont Tonnere, France,

Worcester, Worcestershire, England,

Woslak, Russia,

Wurtzburg, Franconia, Germany,

YAkutsk, Siberia,

Yarmouth, Norfolk,

York, Yorkshire,

Yorkminster, Terra del Fuego,

Russia,

England,

England,

^artei",

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia

North America
America
Europe
Europe

Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe

Europe

Asia

Europe
Europe

Lat.

D. M.
70-22 N.
52-14 N.
52-18 N.
52-12 N.
51-12 N.
63-20 N.
54-38 N.
15-44 S.

37-12 N.
54-00 S.

54-41 N.
51-06 N.
51- 49 N.
59-19 N.
49-38 N.
52-09 N.
61-15 N.
49- 46 N.

Long.

D M.
31-11 E.
21-05 E.
1-32W.
7 16W.
2-4OW.
20-22W.
3-36W.

168 25 E.
76.48W.
38-24W.
25-32 E.
1~15W.

12-46 E.
41-50 E.
8-05 E.
2.00W.

42-20 E.
10-18 E.

62-Ql N. 129-52 E-,

52 45 N. 1-48 E.
53-59 N, 1-06W.

South America 55-26 N. 70-03W.

Greenwich Observatory Kent, England, Europe, 51° 2S' 40'^ N. 0^ 5' 37'^ E of St.

Paul's, London.
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MODERN UNIVERSAL TABLE;

The most Copious and Authenftic yet published, of the present Stale

of the Real and iMAGiNAiii^ Monies of the World,

Divided into Four Parts, viz.

EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA, and AMERICA

Which are subdivided into fifty- five Parts, containing tbe names of the most
capital Places, the Species whereof are inserted, shewing how the Monies
are reckoned by the respective Nations ; and the Figures standing against

the Denomination of each Foreign Piece give the English intrinsic Value

thereof, according to the best Assays made at the Mint of the Tower, of

London.

EXPLANATION.

By real Money is understood an effective Specie, representing in itself the Value de-

nominated thei-eby, as a Guinea, &c.
* This Mark is prefixed to the Imaginary Money, which is generally made use of in

keeping Accounts, signifying a fictitious Piece which is not in bcing,^ or which cannot

be represented but by several other Pieces, as a Pound Sterling, &.c.

All fractions in the value Engfish are parts of a Penny,

.-rr This Mark signifies, is, make, or equal to.

Note, for all the Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and Danish Dominions, either on
the Continent, or in the West indies, see the Monies of the respective Nations.

ENGLAND and SCOTLAND'.

LondoTi, Bristol, Llve?'pool, is'c.

Edinburgh^ Glasgow, Aberdeen^ is'c.

A Farthing

2 Farthing.'?

2 Halfpence

4 Pence

6 Pence
12 Pence

5 Shillings

20 Shilling*

21 ShiUiyigs

a lIaU'i>cnny —
a Penny —
a Groat —

•

a Half ShiUiniT —o
a Shilling .

—

a Crown —
a * Pound Sterling

a Guinea —

L J". ^.

0 0

0 0
0 0 1

0 0 I

0 0 c>

0 I 0

0 0

I I) 0

1 i 0
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2

6f
12
13
65
20

A Fartliing

2 Farthings-

Hal^encfi

Pence

Pence

Pence

Pence

Shillings

Shillings

IRELAND.
Dublin^ Corky Londonderry, <i^V

L J*. d.

'
— 0 0

a Halfpenny — 0 0
a Penny 0 0
a Half Shilling 0 0 6
a Shilling Irish 0 0
a Shilling — 0 1 0
a Crown — 0 5 0
a Pound Irish 0 18 5 f
a Guinea — 1 1 0

FLANDERS and BRABANT.
Ghent, Ostend^ &c. Antwerp^ Brussels^ &c

1. d.

* A Pening 0 0

4 Peningens an Urche 0 0 0
8 Peningens * a Grote 0 0

2 Grotes a Petard 0 0 0 -At

6 Petards * a Scalin 0 0 5 T
7 Petards a Scalin 0 0

40 Grotes . * a Florin 0 1 6

Ilk Scalins a Ducat 0 9 3

240 Grotes * a Pound Flem. 0 9 0

HOLLAND AND ZEALAND.
* Pening 0 0
8 Peningens * a Grote —

-

0 0 0 U
2 Grotes a Stiver —

-

0 0
6 Stiv'ers a Scalin — 0 0 6 ^

20 Stivers
,

a Guilder — 0 ] 9

2 Florins 10 Stivers a }^ix-dollar — 0 4 6

60 Stivers * a Dry Guilder 0 5 4i
3 Florins 3 Stivers a Silver Ducatoon 0 5

6 Guilders * a Pound Flem. 0 10 6

20 Florins a Gold Ducat, or Du-
catoon r

—

1 16 0

15 Florins a Ducatoon, another sort;

called a Sovereign 1 7 0

HAMBURG, Alma, Luhec. Bremen, &c.
* A Tryiing • 0 0

2 Trylings * a Sexling — 0 0

2 Sexlings

12 Fennings

a Fenning — 0 0
£5 a Shilling Lub. 0 0 0 i
a 16 Shillings * a Marc — 0 1 6

O 2 Marcs a Sletch dollar 0 3 0

3 Marcs a Rix-dollar 0 4 6

4 Marcs a Silver Ducatoon 0. 6 0

1
120 Shillings * SI Pound Flem. 0 11 3
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HANOVER
,
Lunenburg, Zell, & c.

X. s. d.

* A Penning 0 0

3 Fennings . , a Dreyer — 0 0

S Eennings a Marien — 0 0

12 Fennings a Grosli —

•

0 0

3 Groslien. 0 Half Gulden 0 1 2

16 Groshcn a Gulden . 0 2 4
24 Groslien * a Rix-doUar .

—

0 2 6

32 Groshen a Double Gulden 0 4 S

4 Guldens a Ducat — 0 2

SAXONY AND HOLSTEIN.
Dresden, Leifisic, &G. Wismar, KeiL &c.

* An Heller 0 0 9 o

2 Hellers a Fening 0 0

6 Hellers a Dreyer 0 0
16 Hellers a Marien 0 0

12 Fenings ft Grosh 0 0 14:

16 Groshen a Gould 0 2 4"

24 Groshen * a Rix- dollar — a 3 6
32 Groshen tir: a Specie dollar 0 4 8
4 Goulds a Ducat 0 9 4

BRANDENBURG and POMERANIA
Berlin, Potsda?7i, &;c. Stctin, &c.

* A Denier

9 Deniers

18 Deniers

3 Polchens

20 Groshen

3d Groshen

90 Groshen

108 Groshen

8 Florins

a Polcheri

a Grosh

an Abrass —
a Marc
a Florin

a P^ix-dollar

an Albertus—

'

a Ducat

0 a
0 0
0 0 0 ^-^

0 0 0
0 0

0 1

0 3 6
0 4
0 9 4

COLO G N, Iff/J/s;, Triers, Liege, Munich, Munster, Padcrhorn^ &c.

A Dute 0 0
3 Dutes a Cruilzer — 0 0
2 Cruitzers an Alb — 0 0

>> t

-rs

8 DuteS a Stiver — 0 0
3 Stivers a Plapert — 0 0

4 Plaperts a Copstuck — 0 0 S

4 Stivers a Guilder —

.

0 0 4
2 Guilders a Hard Dollar 0 4 s

4 Guilders' a Ducat — 0 y 4
3 I 2
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BOHEMIA, SILESIA, and HUNGARY.
Prague, Breslau, Presburgh, &c

A Fenlna"
—

-

0 0 0 O, , o
2 Feninprso

-—
' a Drever 0 0

3 O

3 Fenings a Grosh 0 0

4 Fenings a Cruitzer — 0 0

2 CruitzersT a White Grosh 0 0 rji 4.

60 Cruitzers a Gould 0 2 4
90 Cruitzers * a Rix-dollar — 0 3 6
2 Goulds a Hard Dollar 0 4 8

4 Goulds a Ducat 0 9 4

AUSTRIA AND SWABIA.
Vienna, Trieste, &c, Augsburg, Blenheim, &c.

A Fening 0 0 0^
2 Fenings A Dreyer -- 0 0 OtV
4 Fenings a Cruitzer — 0 0 OtV

3 4 Fenings a Grosh 0 0 1 I s>

4 Cruitzers a Batzen i- 0 0 I $

1 5 Batzen a Gould 0 2 4
90 Cruitzers * a Rix-dollar — 0 3 6

2 Florins a Specie-dollar a 4 6

60 Batzens a Ducat 0 9 4

FRANCONIA, Franckfirt, Nuremburg, Dettingen, &c.

A Fening 0 0 0,^
4 Fenings a Cruitzer 0 0 <0. 7

3 Cruitzers a Keyser Grosh 0 0

4 Cruitzers a Batzen 0 0

15 Cruitzers an Ort Gold — 0 0 n

60 Cruitzers a Gould 0 2 4

90 Cruitzers * a Rix-dollar •— 0 3 6

2 Goulds a Hard Dollar 0 4 &

240 Cruitzers a Ducat 0 9 4

POLAND AND PRUSSIA.

Cracow, Warsaw^ 8tc. Datd%ic, Koningsberg, &c.

A Sheion 0 0 0^
5 Slielons a Grosh 0 0

5 Groshen a Coustic 0 0 2

3 Coustics a Tinse 0 0 7

18 Groshen an Ort 0 0 8 1
30 Groshen a Florin 0 1 2

90 Groshen * a Rix-dollar — 0 3 6

8 Florins • a Ducat 0 9 4

5 Rix dollars a Frederic d'Or 0 17 6
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LIVONLA.. Rii^a, Revel, Narva, (b'c.

-L. s. d.

A Blacken — 0 0

6 Blackens a Grosh — 0 0

9 Blackens a Vording —

-

0 0 OtV

2 Groshen =z a Whiten — 0 0 0^
6 Groshen a Marc — 0 0 ^ T ,

30 Groshen a Flo. in — 0 1 2

90 Groshen * a Hix-dollar — 0 3 6

108 Groshen an Albcrtus — 0 4

64 Whitens a Copper-plate Dollar 0 5 0

T

DENMARK, ZEALAND, and NORWAY.
Copenhagen, Sound, ^c. Bergen, Drontheim, (h c.

A Skilling 0 0

6 Skillings a Duggen ' 0 0 3 i
16 Skillings * a Marc — 0 0 9

20 Skillings a Rix-marc — 0 0

24 Skillings a Riz-ort — 0 1 1 1
4 Marcs a Crown — 0 3 0

6 Marcs a Rix-dollar 0 4 6

11 Marcs a Ducat — 0 8 3

14 Marcs a Hat Ducat — 0 10 •6

SWEDEN .^ND LAPLAND.
Stockholm, Upsal, is'c. Thorn, (b'c.

* A Runstick 0 0

2 Ruristicks a Stiver — 0 0 OxV
8 Runsticks a Copper Marc— 0 0 1

1

3 Copper Marcs a Silver Marc — 0 0

4 Copper Marcs a Copper Dollar— 0 0

9 Copper Marcs a Caroline 0 1 2

3 Copper Dollars a Silver Dollar - - 0 1 G 1-

3 Silver Dollars a Rix-dollar 0 4 6
2 Rix-doUars a Ducat 0 9 4

RUSSIA AND MUSCOVY.
Petersburg , tor. ^7r/Mangel, Moscoiv, <b'c.

A Polusca 0 0 0..;-,"

2 Poluscas a Denusca 0 0
2 Denuscas * a Copec 0 0
3 Copecs an \Uin 0

. 10 Copecs a Grievener 0 0 5 t
25 Copecs a Polpotin 0 1 1 r
50 Copecs a Poltin 0

100 Copecs a Ruble 0 4 fS

2 Rubles a Xervgnitz 0 9 c

I 3
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A Rap
3 Rapen

4 Fenings

12 Fenings

15 Fenings

18 Fenings

20 Sols

60 Cruttzers

108 Cruitzers

BASIL. Zurich, Zng^ isfc*

L.

a Fening
0 0

0 0

a Cruitzer 0 0
a Sol 0 0

a Coarse Batzcn 0 0

a Good Batzein 0 0 2^
a Livre 0 2 6
a Gulden 0 2 6
a Rix-doUar 0 4 6

St GALL. ^ppen^-ei\ h'c.

A Heller 0 0
2 Hellers a Feninp- 0 0
4 Fenings a Cruitzer 0 0 It

12 Fenings ^ a Sol 0 0
4 Cruitzers a Coarse Batzen 0 0 2

5 Cruitzers a Good Batzen 0 0 24
20 Sols * a Livre 2
60 Cruitzers a Gould 0 2 6

102 Cruitzers a Rix-dollar 0 4 3

BERN. Lucerne, Nei/fcJiatel, h'(^*

A Denier 0 0

4 Deniers a Cruitzer 0 0 Of
3 Cruitzers * a Sol 0 0 If
4 Cruitzers a Plnpcrt 0 0 14-

5 Cruitzers a Gros r- 0 0 2

G Cruitzers a Batzen 0 0 21-

20 Sols * a Livre 0 2 0

75 Cruitzers a Gulden 0 2 6

125 Cruitzers a Crown 0 4 6

GENEVA. Pekay, Bonne, &.c.

A Denier 0 0 O3V
2 Deniers ^ Denier current 0 0

12 Deniers a Small Sol D 0 0^
12 Deniets current ~ a Sol current — 0 0 0?
12 Small Sols * a Florin 0 0 44
20 Sols current rr a Livre current 0 1 3

10 1 Florins a Patacocn 0

15;| Florins a Croisade 0 5

9A Fibrins 2, Ducat 0 9
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Lisle^ Cam'uray^ Valenciennes^ &c.

A Denier

12 Deniers

15 Deniers

15 Patards

20 Sols

20 Patards

60 Sols

lOv Livres

24 Livres

a Sol

a Patard

a Piette

a Livre Tournois

a Florin

an Ecu of Ex.
a Ducat —
a Louis d'Or

L. d.

0 0 0^
0 0
0 0 01-8
0 0 94-

0 0 10
0 1 Of-

0 2 6

0 9 3

I 0 0

p4
a;

>

<
w
o
<:

J)unkzrk, St Omer's, St ^uintin^ &c

A Denier 0 0 0^
12 Deniers a Sol 0 0 Oi
15 Deniers a Patard 0 0

15 Sols * a Pietre 0 0

20 Sols a Livre Tournois 0 0 10
3 Livres an Ecu of Ex. 0 2 6

24 Livres a Louis d'Or i 0 6
24 Livres a Guinea 1 1 0

30^1- Livres a Moeda ~ 1 7 0

Taris, Lyons, Marseilles^ &c. Bourdeaux^ Bnyonne^ &c.

A Denier 0 0 0/4:
3 Deniers a Liard 0 0
2 Liards a Dardene 0 0 Oi

0^
10

12 Deniers a Sol 0 0
20 Sols * a Livre Tournois 0 0
CO Sols an Ecu of Ex. 0 2 6
G Livres an Ecu 0 5 0

10^ Livres * a Pistole 0 8 4
24 Livres a Louis d'Or 1 0 0

PORTUGAL, Lisbon, Oporto, &:c.

* A Re
10 Hcz
I'O Me/.

5 Vinlins

4 'I'c.stoons

24 Vintiiis

10 Tcsloons

43 Testoonij

(:)4 Testoons

a Half Vintia

a Vinliii

a Tcstoon

a Crusailc of Ex.
a Now Crusade

a iViilrc

a Moulorc

a Joannes

4

— 05

04-Ty

O

0
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Madrid, Cadi%, Seville^ &c. New Plate.

T
J. a.

Xi J-VjLcll ct V Ctilt, U 0
Q 1 fin Q 1

1

u u
54 Maravedies — a Rial U u 5 ^
2 Rials ,

a Pistanne 0
8 Rials * a Piastre of Ex. 0 3 7

10 Rials a Dollar — n 4 6
375 Maravedies * a Ducat of Ex. 4
32 Rials * a Pistole of Ex. 0 14 4
36 Rials a Pistole — 0 16 9

Gibraltar, Malaga^ &c. Fi"/;?;/.

* A Maravedie 0 0
2 Maravedies an Ochavo — 0 0
4 Maravedies a Qiiatril — 0 0
34 Maravedies * a Rial Velon 0 0
15 Rials * a Piastre of Ex. 0 3 7

512 Maravedies a Piastre — 0 3 7
60 Rials * a Pistole of Ex. 0 14 4

2043 Maravedies a Pistole of Ex. 0 14 4
70 Rials a Pistole — 0 16 9

Barcelona^ Saragassa^ Valencia^ &.q, O^' Flatt

A IMarvedie =r —— 0

16 Marvedies rr a Soldo — 0 0 3^

2 Soldos ~ a Rial Old Plate 0 0 6f
16 Soldos — * a Dollar — 0.4 6

20 Soldos =r * a Libra — 0 5 7-|-

21 Soldos rr * a Ducat — 0 5 10|
22 Soldos =r * a Ducst — 0 6 2^
24 Soldos =: * a Ducat ^069
60 Soldos = a Pistole — 0 16 9

GENOA. AW, 6'/ Remo, &c.

CORSICA. Bastia, &c.

A Denari 0 0

12 Denari a Soldi 0 0

4 Soldi a Chevalet 0 0

20 Soldi .

* a Lire 0 0 8 ? ,

3 Soldi a Testoon 0 1 To-

5 Lires a Croisade 0 3 7

115 Soldi * a Pezzo of Ex. 0 4 2-

6 Testoons a Genouine — 0 6 2

20 Lires a Pistole 0 14 4
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PIEDMONT, SAVOY, and SARDINIA.

TuriUy Ckamberry^ Cagltari, h'c.

z. s. ^,

A Denari — — 0 0 0

3 Denari a Quartrini — 0 0 0

12 Denari a Soldi — 0 0 0

12 Soldi * a Florin — 0 0 9

20 Soldi * a Lire — 0 1 3

d Florins a Scudi — 0 4 6

7 Florins a Ducatoon — 0 5 3

13 Lires a Pistole — 0 16 3

16 Lires a Louis d'Or — 1 0 0

Mijan^ Modena^ Parma, Pama^ &c.

A Denari 0 0 0 1

3 Denari a Quatrino —
a Soldi —

0 0 0

12 Denari 0 0 0

20 Soldi * a Lire — 0 0 8 3 i
:4r

115 Soldi a Scudi current 0 4 2 r

in Soldi * a Scudi of Ex. 0 4 3

6 Lires a Philip — 0 4 4
22 Lires a Pistole — 0 16 0

23 Lires a Spanish Pistole 0 16 9

LegJwrn, Florence^, &c.

A Denari

4 Denari

12 Denari

5 Quatrini

8 Cracas

20 Soldi

6 Lires

7^ Lires

22 Lires

a Qiiatrlni —
0 0
0 0

a Soldi — 0 0 0 -tV
a Craca — 0 0

5 ia Ouilo — 0 0

a Lire 0 0 ^ T
a Piastre of Ex. 0 4 o

a Ducat — 0 5 2 i

a Pistole 0 15 6

ROME. Civita VeccJiia, Ancona, &c.

A Quatrini

5 Quatrini

S ]?ayocs

10 Rayocs

1^ Bayccs

10 Julios

12 Julios

IS Julios

81 Julios

0 0 0
a Eayoc —

-

0 0 0 i

a Julio — 0 0 (i

a stamped Julio 0 0 < %.

a Trstoon — 0 1 (S

a Crown current 0 C)

* a Crown stainpt

a Chccjuin —
0 () 0

0 9 0

a Pistole — 0 15 ^\
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NAPLES, Gmeta^ Capua, &:c.

A Qjaatrini

3 Q^uatrini

iO Grains

40 Quatrmi

20 Grains

40 Grains

100 Grains

23 Tarins

25 Tarins

a Grain -
a Carlin -

a Paulo

a Tarin -

a Testoon -

a Ducat of Ex.
a Pistole

Z.

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0— 0 15

2
T

a Spanish Pistole 0 16 9

SICILY AND MALTA. Palermo, Messina, &Cir

A TilA richila — 0 0 0

6 Piehili a Grain —

-

0 0 0

8 Piehili a Ponti 0 0 0 8

10 Grains a Carlin 0 0 1
7

20 Grains a Tarin 0 0 3

6 Tarins * a Florin of Ex. 0 1 6 6

13 Tarins a Ducai of Ex. 0 3 4

60 Carlins * an Ounce 0 7 8

2 Ounces a r^istoie — u LD 4

JiJVlU^/lU, XVu UCIlllCl, occ

A Quatnni 0 r\U AU T
T5"

6 ^)uartrini a Jiayoc — u U /-Vu f
10 Bayocs a Julio 0 0 6

20 Bayocs * a Lire 0, 1 0

3 Julios a Testoon 0 1 6

85 Bayocs a Scudi of Ex. 0 4 3

100 Bayocs ^ Crown 0 5 0

105 Bayocs a Ducatoon 0 5 3

31 Julios a Pistole 15 6

VENICE. Bergamo, &c.

A Picoli 0 0 0 T

12 Picoli a Soldi 0 0 0 r

T
6| Soldi * a Gros 0 0 2 I

Z
18 Soldi a Jule 0 0 6

20 Soldi * a Lire
f

0 0 6
2

, T
3 Jules a Testoon 0 1 6

124 Soldi a Ducat current 0 3 5 I

24 Gros * a Ducat of Ex. 0 4 4

n Lires a Chequin 0 9 2
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TURKEY. Morca, Candia, Cyprus, Sec.

L. J".

A Mangar

a,r\ Asper
0 0 0 r

4 Mangars
3 Aspers

rr 0 0 0
a Parac 0 0 1 4

5 Aspers a Joestic — 0 0 3

10 Aspers an Ostic ... 0 0 6
20 Aspers a Solota 0 1 0
SO Aspers * a Piastre — 0 4 0

100 Aspers a Caragrouch 0 5 0

10 Solotas a Xeriff 0 10 0

ARABIA. Medina, Mecca, Moclia, &c

A Carret — —— ;

— 0 0 0 f
5-| Garrets — a Gaveer 0 0 0 I ^ ?

7 Garrets * a Gomashee 0 0 0 9

80 Garrets a Larin 0 0 10 X
T

18 Comashees an Abyss 0 1 4 r
3"

60 Gomashees * a Piastre 0 4 6
80 Gaveers a Dollar 0 4 6
100 Gomashees a Sequin 0 7 6
80 Larins * a Tomond 3 7 6

PERSIA. hpahan. Onnus, Gombroon, &.c.

A Goz 0 0 0
4 Goz a Basti 0 0 1

10 Goz a Shahee 0 0 4
20 Goz a Mamooda 0 0 8
25 Goz a Larin 0 0 10
4 Shaliees au Abashee 0 1 4
5 Abasliecs an Or 0 6 S

12 Abashees a Bovcllo 0 IG
50 Abashees

1
* a Tomond 3 (j 0

GUZURAT. 5///-^/, Camhay, ^z.

A Pecka 0 0 0
T f
^ <

2 IVckas a Pice 0 0 0
I y

1 .•

4 Pices a Fanam 0 0 1 a-

5 JVes » Wi. 0 0
1 1

K; Piers an Ana 0 0 7

4 Anas a Rupee 0 C>

2 Hupcfs an En^hsli Grown 0 :> 0
14 Anas ft Pagoda 0 s p

4 Pagoda,'^ a Gold Ruj)C3 .1 13 0
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Bombay^ Dabui, &c.

* A Budgrook
2 Budgrooks

5 Rez
10- Pices

20 Pices

240 Rez

4 Quarters

14 Quarters

60 Quarters

* Rez
a Pice -i-

a Laree —
a Quarter —
a Xeraphim —
a Rupee
a Pagoda
a Gold Rupee

>. d.

0 0 0 2 ?
"g"o o"

0 0 0 2 7
40"o"

0 0 0 2 7
To

0 0 5 2
T

0 0 6 ?
4.

0 1 4 r

0 2 3

0 8 0
1 15 0

o ^

o

Goa, Visapour, &c.

* ARe 0 0 0 2 7

2 Rez a Bazaraca — 0 0 0
400

2 7
iTooT

2 7
0 0

2 Bazaracas a Pecka 0 0 0
20 Rez a Vintin 0 0 1 7

"Ta

4 Vintins a Larce 0 0 5 2
T

3 Larees a Xeraphim — 0 1 4
42 Vintins a Tangu 0 4 6
4 Tangus a Paru 0 18 0
8 Tangus a Gold Rupee 1 15 0

COROMANDEL. Madras, Pondkherry, &c.

A Cash 0 0 G
5 Cash a Viz 0 0 0
2 Viz a Pice 0 0 0

6 Pices a Pical 0 0 2 r

18 Pices a Fanam 0 0 3

10 Fanams a Rupee 0 2 6

2 Rupees an English Crown 0 5 0
6 Fanams a Pagoda 0 8 9

4 Pagodas a Gold Rupee — 1 15 0

BENGAL. Callicuty Calcutta, &c.

A Pice 0 0 0

4 Pices a Fanam 0 0 0 5

-r

6 Pices a Viz 0 0 0 I

J

to
12 Pices an Ana 0 0 1 3

10 Anas a Fiano 0 1 6

16 Anas a Rupee * 0 2 6

2 Rupees a French Ecu — - 0 5 0

2 Rupees an English Crown 0 5 0

56 Anas a Pagoda 0 8 6

* Major Rennel says, that we may with ease reduce any large sum in rupees to Sterling, by caku-

Jating roundly at the rate of a lack of rupees ta ten thousand pounds j and that a crore of rupees is

equal to a million sterling-.
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SIAM, PegUf Malacca, Cambodia, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, &c.

A Cori

10 Cori

125 Fettees

250 Fettees

500 Fettees

900 Fettees

2 Ticals

4 Soocos

8 Sataleers

a Fettee

a Sataleer

a Sooco

a Tical

a Dollar

a Rial

an Ecu
a Crown

L.

0 0

0 0
0 0

3

6
6
0

0

0

CHINA. Fekw, Canton, (b'c.

A Caxa 0 0

Of10 Caxa a Candereen 0 0
10 Candereens a Mace 0 0 8
35 Candereens a Rupee 0 2
2 Rupees a Dollar 0 4 6

70 Candereens a Rix-dollar 0 4 4^
7 Maces an Ecu 0 5 0
2 Rupees a Crown 0 6 0

10 Maces a Tale 0 6 s

JAPAN, JeM, Meaco, <h'c.

A Piti

20 Pitis

15 Maces
20 Maces
30 Maces
13 Ounces Silver

2 Ounces Gold
2 Japaneses

21 Ounces Gold

a Mace
an Ounce Silver

a Tale

an Ingot

an Ounce Gold
a Japanese

a Double
* a Cattee

0 OJ
0 4
4 10-1

6 s""

12 12

66 3

0
0
0
0

f EGYPT. OA/ iVtfty Cairo, Alexandria, Sayde, i^'c.

An Asper 0 0 0^
3 Aspers a Mcdin — 0 0 if

24 Medins an Italian Ducat 0 3 4
80 Aspers * a Piastre 0 4 0
30 Medins a Dolhir — 0 4 6
96 Aspers an Ecu — 0 3 0
32 Medins a Crown — 0 5 0

200 Aspers a Sultanin —

^

0 10 0
70 Medins a Pargo Dollar «— 0 10 6
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BARBARY. Algiers, Tunh, Tripoli, Una, &c.

X. J*.

All Asper — 0 0
. 3 Aspers a Medin — 0 0

30 Aspers a Rial Old Plate 0 0 6 i
2 Rials a Double — 0 1

4 Doubles a Dollar — 0 4 6

24 Medins a Silver Chequin 0 3 4
30 Medins a Dollar —

/

^ 0 4 6

180 Aspers a Zequin —- 0 8 10
15 Doubles a Pistole 0 16 9

MOROCCO. Santa Cruz, Mequine%, Fe%, Tangier, Bailee, §2:c.

A Fluce 0 0 0

24 Fluces a Blanquil 0 0 2

4 Blanquils an Ounce 0 0 8

7 Blanquils an Octavo 0 1 2
14 Blanquils a Quarto 0 2 4
2 (Quartos a Medio 0 4 8

28 Blanquils a Dollar 0 4 6

54 Blanquils a Xequin 0 9 o'

100 Blanquils a Pistole
,
0 16

ENGLISH. Jamaica, Barhcdocs, &c.

* A Halfpenny 0 0 0

2 Halfpence
7i Pence

* a Penny -—

.

0 0 0 S 7

a Bit — 0 0 5 T
12 Pence * a Shilling — 0 0 8

i I.

75 Pence a Dollar — 0 4 6

7 Shillings a Crown — 0 5 0

^0 Shillings * a Pound ^ 0 14

24 Shillings a Pistole —

•

0 16 9

30 Shillings' a Guinea • 1 1 0

ERENCIi. St Domingo, Martinico, &c.

* A Half Sol 0 0 0 117

2 Half Sols * a Sol — 0 0 0
11-7
'5" 2 oT

7-J Sols a Half Scalin 0 0 2 I T

I^
15 Sols a Scalin —- 0 0 5

' 3

20 Sols * a Livre — 0 0 7 5

7 Livres a Dollar 0 4 6

8 Livres an Ecu — 0 4 10 r
2

26 Livres a Pistole — 0 J6 ^

32 Livres a Louis d'Or 1 0 0
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ENGLISH. Nova Scotia, New England, Virginia, &c,

\L. s, d,

* A Penny — — — 0 0 1

12 Pence rr * a Shilling — 0 10
20 Shillings

2 Pounds

3 Pounds

4 Pounds

5 Pounds

6 Pounds

7 Pounds

8 Pounds

9 Pounds

10 Pounds

W

H
O
U

The Value of the Currency alters according to the Plenty or Scarcity o£

Gold and Silver Coins that are imported.

FRENCH.
A Denier

12 Deniers -
~

20 Sols =:

2 Livres

3 Livres

4 Livres

5 Livres

6 Livres

7 Livres

8 Livres

9 Livres

10 Livres

Canada, Florida, Cayenne^ &c.

* a Sol

* a Livre

The Value of the Currency alters according to the Plenty or Scarcity of
_ Gold and Silver Coins that are imported.

Note. For a'll the Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and Danish Dominions, either on the

Continent, or in the West Indies, see the iVIouies of the res|jective Nations,
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TABLE OF WEIGHTS.
TROY. WEIGHT.

r?4 Grains make 1 pennyweight,

20 Pennywts. 1 ounce

12 Ounces 1 pound

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.

16 Drams make 1 ounce

16 Ounces 1 pound

28 Pounds 1 quarter

4 quarters 1 hundred^weight

^0 Cwt. 1 ton

dwt.

oz.

lb.

apothecary's WEIGHT.

20 Grains make 1 scruple

3 Scruples 1 dram
8 Drams 1 ounce

12 Ounces 1 pound

wool WEIGHT.

7 Avoir, pounds make 1 clove

2 Cloves 1 stone

2 Stones 1 tod

64 Tods 1 wey
2 Weys 1 sack

12 Sacks 1 last

HAY WEIGHT.

5.4 Avoir, pounds make 1 sione

36 lbs. of Straw 1 truss

56 lbs, of old hay 1 truss

60 lbs. of new hay 1 truss

36 Trusses 1 load

SCOTCH TROY OR DUTCH WEIGHT«

16 Drops make 1 ounce

16 Ounces 1 pound

16 Pounds 1 stone

One pound contains 7600 grains

1 cwt. avoir. 103 lbs. 24 oz. Dutch

MEASURES,
LONG MEASURE. CLOTH MEASURE.

12 Inches make 1 foot

3 Feet 1 yard

5-4 Yards 1 pole

40 Poles 1 furlong

8 Furlongs 1 mile

69 1-tenth miles nearly make 1 degree.

The degree is also divided into 60 equal

parts, called Nautical or Geographical miles,

3 of which are equal to one league.

ENGLISH LAND MEASURE.

9 Square feet make 1 square yard

S0| Yards
40 Poles

4 Roods

1 pole

1 rood

1 acre

SOLID MEASURE.

1728 Cubic inches make 1 cubic foot.

27 Feet 1 yard or load

WINE MEASURE.

2 Pints

4 Quarts

42 Gallons

63 Gallons

84 Gallons

2 Hogsheads

2 Pipes

ike 1 quart

1 gall. 231 in

1 tierce

1 hogshead

1 puncheon

I pipe

1 tun

2| Inches

4 Nails

4 Quarters

3 Quarters

5 Quarters

6 Quarters
'4 Quarters 1|
or 374 inches

make 1 nail

1 quarter

1 yard

1 eil Flemish

1 ell English

1 ell French

^^^^^1 1 ell Scots

SCOTS LAND MEASURE.

36 Square Scois ells make 1 falf

40 falls ] rood

4 Roods 1 acre

1089 Scots acres make 1369 Eng. acres

COAL MEASURE.

3 Bushels make 1 sack

36 Bushels or 12 sacks 1 chaldron

ALE AND BEER MEASURE.

2 Pints make 1 quart

4 Quarts 1 gall. 282'inche

8 Gall, of Alcj or 9 of Beerrrl firkin

2 Firkins 1 kilderkin

2 Kilderkins 1 barrel

14 Barrels 1 hoeshead

5? Barrels mnlie X mmcli,. & butt
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A NEW

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE
OF

REMARKABLE EFENTS,

DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS

;

ALSO,

THE ^RA, THE COUNTRY, AND WRITINGS OF LEARNED MEN

:

The whole comprehending, in one View, the Analysis or Outlines of General History,

from the Creation to the present Time.

Bef. Christ.

4004 THE Creation ofthe world, and ofAdam and

Eve.

4003 The birth of Cain, the first who was born of

a woman.
3017 Enoch, for his piety, is triinslated to heaven.

asiS The v/hole world is destroyed by a deluge,

which continued 377 days-

2247 The tower of Babel is built about this time

by Noah's posterity, upon which God mi-

raculously confounds their language, and

thus disperses them into different nations.

About the same time, Noah is, with great

probability, supposed to have parted from

his rebeUious offspring, and to have led a

colony of some of the more tractable into

the East, and there either he, or one of

his successors, to have founded the an-

cient Chinese monarchy.

2234! The celestial observations are begun at Ba-

bylon, the city which first gave birth to

learning and the sciences.

2188 Misraim, the son of Ham, founds the king-

dom of Egypt, which lasted 16G3 years,

down to its conquest by Cambyses, in b'2b

before Christ.

2059 Ninus, the son of Behis, founds the kingdom
of Assyria, which lasted above 1000 years,

and out of its ruins were formed the As.

Syrians of Babylon, those of Nineveh, and

the kingdom of the Medcs.

1921 The covenant of Cod nnide with Abram,
when he leaves Haran to go into C.maan,

which begins the 4:30 years ol sojourning.

1897 The cities of Soilom and Gomorrah are de-

stioyed for their wickedness, by fire from

heaven.

1856 The kingdom of Argos, iu Greece, begins

under Inachus.

1S22 Momnon, the E;;yj)tian, invents letters.

17 13 Piomttheus first struck tire from tlints.

J(i35 Joseph dies in Egypt, which conciudes the

1574

1571

1556

1546

1493

1491

1485

1453

1452

1451

book of Genesis, containing a period of
2369 years.

Aaron born in Egypt; 1490, appointed by
God first high-priest of the Israelites.

Moses, brother to Aaron, born in Egypt,
and adopted by Pharaoh's daughter, who
educates him in all the learning of the
Egyptians.

Cecrops brings a colony of Saites from Egypt
into Attica, and founds the kingdom of
Athens, in Greece.

Scamander comes from Crete into Phrygia,

and founds the kingdom of Troy.

Cadmus carried the Phcenicean letters into

Greece, and built the citadel of Thebes.

Moses performs a number of miracles ia

Egypt, and departs from that kingdom,
together with 600,000 Israelites, besides

children ; which completed tlie 430 year.'s

of sojourning. They mir.iculo sly pass

through the Red Sea, and come to thr
Desert of Smai, wiicre Moses rccciyct

from God, and delivers to the i)eople, the.

Ten Commandments, and the other Laws,
and sets up the Tribernac c, and in it thr.

Ark of tho Covenant.

The first ship that appeared in Greece wn«
brought from Egypt by Danaus, who ar-

rived at Rhodes, and brought with him
his fit'ty daughters.

The first Olympic games celebrated .it O-
lynip'a, in Greece.

The Pentateuch, or five books of Mo<cs, are

written in the land of Moab, wlieit: he
(tied m the year following, agevl 1*20.

Tho Israelites, iificr ^c'ouramg m thr Wi'-
dernci« forty )cars. arc led under Joshu.i

into the land of lian.ian, where they f'x

themselves, after having subdued the na-

tives: AuA the period of the tabl atical

/car conwe»s-e*.
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1406 Iron is found in Greece, from the accidental

burning of the woods.

1198 The rape of Helen by Paris, which, in 1193,

gave rise to the Trojan war and siege of

Troy by the Greeks, which continued ten

years, when th^t city was taken and burnt.

104S David is sole king of Israel.

1004 The temple is solemnly dedicated by Solomon.

896 Elijah., the prophet, is translated to heaven.

894 Money first made of gold and silver at Argos.

869 The city of Carthage, in Africa, founded by
queen Dido.

814 The kingdom of ?/[acedon begins.

776 The fir?t Olympiad begins.

753 J£.r6. of the building of Rome, in Italy, by
Romu!us, first of the Romans.

720 Samnria taken after three years' siege, and

tne kingdo.n of Israel finished, by Salma-

nasar, king of Assyria, who carried the

ten tribes into captivity.

The first eclipse of the moon on record.

658 Byzantium (now Constantinople) built by a

colony of Athenians.

604 By oraer of Necho, king of Egypt, some
Piioeniceans sailed from the Red Sea

round Africa, and returned by tlie Me-
(l.terrantan.

600 Thales, of Miletus, travels into Egypt, con

suits the pricvts of Memphi.% acqu-res the

knowledge of geometry, astrono ry, and

philosophy; returns to Greece, calculates

eclipses, ^ives general iiotions of the uni-

verse, and maintains that one s.iprcme in-

telligence regulates all its motions.

Maps, spheres, and sun- dials, invented by An-
aximandei-j the scholar of Thales

597 Jehoiakin, k'ng of Judah, carried av/ay cap-

tive by Nebuchadnezzar, to Babylon.

587 The city of Jerusalem taken, after a siege of

18 months.

562 The first comedy at Athens acted upon a

moveable scaffold.

.559 Cyius, the first king of Persia.

538 The kingdom of Babylon finished, that city

being taken by Cyrus, who, in 536, issues

an edict for the return of the Jews.

5 34- The first tragedy was acted at Athens, on a

waggon, by Thespis.

526 Learnuig is greatly encouraged at Athens,
• and a public library first founded.

515 The second temple at Jerusalem, is finished

under Darius.

509 Tarqum, the seventh and last king of the

Romans, is expelled, and Rome is go-

verned by tv;o consuls, and other repu-

blican ma^ str.ites, till the battle of

Pharsalia, being! a space uf 461 years.

504 Sardis taken and burnt by th Athenians,

which g?.ve occasion to tbe Persian inva-

sion of Greece.

486 JEsvhylus, the Greek poet, first gains the

prize of tragedy

481 Xerxes the Great, king of Persia, begins his

expedition a;, inst Gree_

458 Ezra i? ?ent froai Babyioii to jerusalem, with

tne capt.ve Jews, and the vessels of go'd

ana silver, &tc. being seventy v.^eeks -A

ye Tb, 01 490 years, before tiit Criu ifixiop
'

of r S;'Vio>.r.
'

454 The Romans send to Athens for Solon's laws.

451 The Decemvirs created at Rome, and the

Jaws of the twelve tables compiled and
ratified.

430 The history of the Old Testament finishes

about this time-

Malachi, the last of the prophets.

401 Retreat of 10,000 Greeks under Xenophon.
400 Socrates, the founder of moral philosophy

among the Greeks, believes the immorta-
lity of the soul, and a state of rewards

and punishments, for which, and other

sublime doctrines, he is p'lt to death by
the Athenians, who soon after repent,

and erect to his memory a statute of b-ass.

331 Alexander the Great, king of Macedon, con-

q.-iers Darius, king of Persia, and various

nations of Asia.

323 Dies at Babylon, and his em.pire is divided

by his generals into four kingdoms.

285 Dionysius of Alexandria began his astrono-

mical aera on Monday June 26, being the

firstwho found the exact solar year to con-

sist of 395 days, 5 hours, and 49 minutes^

284 Ptolemy Philadeiphus, king of Egypt, em-
ploys seventy-two interpreters to trans-

late the Old Testament into the Greek

language, which is called the Septuagint.

269 The first coining of silver at Rome.
264 The first Punic war begins, and continues 23

years. The chronology of the Arunde-

lian marble, called the Parian Chionicle,

composed.

250 The Romans first apply themselves to naval

affairs, and defeat the Carthaginians at sea.

237 Hamilcar, the Carthaginian, causes his son

Hannibal, at nine years old, to swear

eternal enmity to the Romans.

218 The second Punic Vv^ar begins, and continues

17 years. Hannibal passes the Alp*, and

defeats the Romans in several battles, but

does not improve his victories by the

storming of Rome.

190 The first Roman army enters Asia, and, from'

the spoils of Antiochus, brings the Asia-

tic luxury first to Pvonie.

168 Perseus defeated by the Romans, vi^hich ends-

the Macedonian kingdom.

167 The first library erected at Fvome, of books-

brought from M icedoiria.

163 The government of Judea under the Macca-

bees begins, and continues 126 years.

146 Carthage, the viv^l of Rome, razed to the

ground by the Romans
135 The history of the Apocrypha ends.

52 Julius Csesar makes his first expedition into

Biitain.

47 The battle of Pharsalia between Cjesar and

Pompey, in which the latter is defeated.

The Alexandrian lib r;^ry, ronsistingof 400,000

v.iluablt books, oumt by .iccident.

45 The war of Africa, in which Cato kills him-

self.

The solar year introduced by Cfesar.

44 Caesar the greatest of the Roman conque-

xois, after having fought fifty pitched

battles, and slain 1,192,000 men, and

overturned the li berties of his cor. . try,

killed in the ser.^tj ho->c

31 The battle of Acti..ir) fought in which Mark

Antony and Cleopatra are totally defeat-
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ed by Octavius, nephew to Julius Caesar.

30 Alexandria, in Egypt, is taken by Octavius,

upon which Antony and Cleopatra put

themselves to death, and Egypt is re-

dviced to a Roman province.

27 Octavius, by a decree of the senate, obtains

the title of Augustus Csesar, and an ab-

solute exemption from the laws, and is

properly the first Roman Emperor.

8 Rome at this time is fifty miles in circumfe-

rence, and contains 463,000 men fit to

bear arms.

1 The temple- of Janus is shut by Augustus,
' as an emblem of universal peace ; and

JESUS CHRIST is supposed to have been

born in September, or on Monday De-
cember 25.

A.C.
12. CHRIST hears the doctors in the temple,

and asks them questions.

27 is baptized in the wilderness by John. <

33 is crucified on Friday, April 3, at 3

o'clock, P. M.
His Resurrection on Sunday, April 5 ; his

Ascension, Thursday, May 14.

36 St Paul converted.

39 St Matthew writes his Gospel.

Pontius Pilate kills himself.

40 The name of Christians first given at An-
tioch to the followers of Christ.

43 Claudius Cgesar's expedition into Britian.

44 St Mark writes his Gospel.

49 London is founded by the Romans; 36S,

surrounded by ditto with a wall, some
parts of which are still observable.

51 G-araetacus, the British king, is carried in

chains to Rome.
52 The council of the Apostles at Jerusalem.

55 St Luke writes his Gospel.

59 The emperor Nero puts his mother and
brothers to death.

61 Boadicea, the British queen, defeats the Ro-
mans, but is conquered soon after by Sue-
tonius, governor of Britain.

62 St Paul sent in bonds to Rome—writes his

epistles between 51 and 66.

(S3 The Acts of the Apostles written.

Christianity is supposed to be introduced into

Britain by St Paul, or some of his dis-

ciples, about this time.

64 Rome set on fire, and burned for six days!

upon which began (under Nero) the first

persecution against the Christians.

70 St Peter and St Paul put to death.

76 Whilst the factious Jews are destroying one
'

another with mutual fury, Titus, the Ro-
man general, takes Jerusalem, which is

razed to the ground ; and the plough
made to pass over it.

79 Hcrculaneum overwhelmed by an eruption of

Mount Vesuvius.

85 Julius Agricola, governor of South Britain,

defeats th« Caledonians under Galgacus,
on the Grampian hills; and first sails

^
round Britain, which he discovers to be
an island.

56 St John the Evangelist wrote his Revela-
tions—his Gospel in 97.

^21 The Caledonians reconquer ffoj?! the Romans

3K

all the southern parts of Scotland.

135 The second Jewish war ends, when they were
all banished Judea. (tians.

139 Justin writes his first Apology for the Chris-

152 The emperor Antoninus Pius stops the perse-

cution against the Christians.

222 About this time the Roman empire begins

to sink under its own weight. The Bar-
barians begin their eruptions, and the

Goths have annual tribute not to molest

the empire.
"260 Valerius is taken prisoner by Sapor, Idng of

Persia, and flayed alive.

274 Silk first brought from India ; the manufac-
tory of it introduced into Europe by some
Monks, 551 ; first worn by the clergy in

England, 1534.

306 Constantine the Great begins his reign.

308 Cardinals first created.

313 The tenth persecution ends by an edict of

Constantine, who favours the Christians,

and gives full liberty to their religion.

314 Three bishops, or fathers, are sent from Bri-

tain to assist at the counsel of Aries.

325 The first general council at Nice, when 31

S

fathers attended against Arius, where was
composed the famous Nicene creed, which
we attribute to them.

328 Constantine removes the seat of empire from
Rome to Byzantium, which is thencefor-

ward called Constantinople.

331 orders all the heathen temples to be de-

stroyed.

363 The Roman emperor Julian, sumamed the

Apostate, endeavours in vain to rebuild

the temple of Jerusalem.

364 The Roman empire is divided into the east-

ern (Constantinople the capital) and
western (of which Rome continued to be

the capital), each being now under the

government of different emperors.

400 Bells introduced by bishop Paulinus of Cam-
pania.

404 The kingdom of Caledonia, or Scotland, re-

vives under Fergus.

406 The Vandals, Alans, and Suevi, spread into

France and ypain, by a concession of Ho-
novius, emperor of the West.

410 Rome taken and jJundered by Alaric, kin^

of the Visi-Goths.

412 The Vandals begin their kingdom in Spain.

420 The kingdom of France begins upon the

Lower Rhine, un>!er Pharamond.

426 The Romans, reduced to extremities at home.
withdraw their troops from Britain, and
never return; advising the Britaius to

arm in their own defence, and trust to

their own valour.

446 The Britons, now left to themselves, arc

greatly harassed by the Scots and I'icts

;

upon which they once more make their

complaint to the Komars, but receive no
as--isrance from that quarter.

417 Attilla (surnanicd the Scourge of God) with

his Huns, ravages the Ronuin empire.

419 Vortigern, king of the Bnlains, invites the

SaKons into i3ritain, agauist the Scots and

Picts.

45^ The Saxons, having repuUcd the Scots ao^

3
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PIcts, invite over more of their country-
men, and begin to establish themselves in

Kent, under Hengist.
476 The vi^estern empire ends, 523 years after the

battle of Pharsalia
J
upon the ruins of

v/hich. several new states arise in Italy
zpd other pa: ts, consisting of Goths,-Van-
dals, Hu-s, and other barbarians, under
•whom literature is extinguished, and the
works of the learned destroyed.

496 Clevis, king of France, baptized, and Chris-

tianity begins in that kingdom.
508 Prince Arthur begins bis reign over the Bri-

tons-

513 Constantinople besieged by Vitellianus, whose
fleet is burned by a speculum of brass.

516 The computing of time by the Christian aera
introduced by Dionysius the monk.

529 The code of Justinian, the eastern emperor,
published.

557 A terrible plague all over Europe, Asia, and
Africa, which continues near 50 years.

581 Latin ceases to be spoken about this time in
Italy.

696 Augustine the^monk comes into England,
with forty monks.

606 The power of the popes begins, by the con-
cession of Phocas, emperor of the East.

2 Mahomet flies from Mecca to Medina, in

Arabia, in the 54th year of his age and
the tenth of his ministry, when he laid

the foundation of the Saracen empire, and
from whom the Mahometan princes to

this day claim their descent. His fol-

lowers compute their time from this aera,

which in Arabic is called Hegira, i. e.

the flight.

637 Jerusalem taken by the Saracens, or follow-

ers of Mahomet.
640 Alexandria in E^ypt taken by the same, and

the grand library there burnt by order of

Omar, their caliph or prince.

643 The Saracens extend their conquests on every

side, and retaliate the barbarities of the

Goths and Vandals upon their posterity.

664 Glass introduced into England by lienault, a

monk.

685 The Britons, after a brave struggle of near

150 yearr, are totally expelled by the

Saxons, and driven into Wales and Corn-

wall.

713 The Saracens conquer Spain.

726 The controversy about images begins, and
occasions many insurrections in the east-

ern empire.

748 The computing of years from the birth of

Christ began to be used in history.

749 The race of Abbas become caliphs of the Sa-

racens, and encouras^e learning.

762 The city of Bagdad upon the Tigris is made
the capital for the caliphs of the house of

Abbiis.

800 Charlemagne, king of France, begins the em-
pire of Germany, afterwards called the

western empire
;
gives the present names

to the days and months ; endeavours to

restore learning in Europe ; but mankind
are not yet disposed for it, being solely in-

gro:3ed in military enterprises.

826 Hsrold, king of Denmark, dethroned by his

828

867
896

915
936

975

979

991

996

9D9
1000

1005

1015

1017

1040

1041

1043

1054

1057

1065

1066

1070

1075

subjects for being a Christian.
Egbert, king of Wessex, unites the Hep..
V tafchy, by the name of England^
The Scots and Picts have a decisive battle,

in which the former prevail, and both
kingdoms are united by Kenneth ; whidb
begins the second period of the Scottish
history.

The Danes begin their ravages in England.
Alfred the Great, after subduing the I>amsh<

invaders (against whom he fought 56
battles by sea and land), composes his
body of laws : divides England into coun-
ties, hundreds, tythings; erects cownty-
courts, and founds the university of Ox-
ford about this time.

The university of Cambridge founded
The Saracen empire is divided by usurpatioa

into seven kingdoms.
Pope Boniface VII. is deposed and banished

for his crimes.

Coronation oaths said to be firat used in Eng"-
land.

The figures in arithmetic are brought into

Europe by the Saracens from Arabia.
Letters of the alphabet were hitherto

used.

Otho III. makes the empire of Germany e-
lective.

Bo'.cslaus, the first king of Poland.

Paper made of cotton rags was in use ; that

of linen rags in 1170 : the manufactory
introduced into England at Dartford,
15-88.

All the old churches are rebuilt about this

,
time in a new manner of architecture.

Children forbidden by law to be sold by their

parents in England.
Canute, king of Denmark, gets possession of

England.
The Danes, after several engagements with

various success, are about this time driven

out of Scotland, and never again return

in a hostile manner.

The Saxon line restored under Edward the
Confessor.

The Turks (a nation of adventurers from
Tartary, serving hitherto in the armies of

contending prinres) become formidable,

and take possessiow of Persia.

Leo, IX. the first pope that maintained an
army.

Malcolm III. king of Scotland, kills the ty-

rant Macbeth at Dunsinane, and marries

the princess Margaret, sister to Edgar
Atheling.

The Turks take Jerusalem from the Sara»

cens.

The battle of Hastings fought between Ha-
rold and William (surnamed the Bastard)

duke of Normandy, in which Harold is

conquered and slain, after which William
becomes king of England.

William introduces the feudal law.

Musical notes invented.

Henry IV. emperor of Germany, and the

pope, quarrel about the nomination of

the German bishops. Henry, in pen-

ance, walks bare-footed to the pope tQ.

wards the end of January.
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S076 Justices &f the peace first appointed in Eng-

land."

SOSO Doomsday book began to be con;piIed by or-

der of William, ft cm a survey of all the

estates in England, and finished in 1086.

The ToV7er of London built hy William, to

curb his English saljccts ; numbers of-

whom fly to Scotland, where they intro-

duce the Engliil) or Suxon language, are

protected by IMalcoIm, and have lands

given them.

1091 The Saracens in Spain being hard pressed by

the Spaniards, call to'their fissistance Jo-

seph,' king of Morocco; by which the

Moors gain possession of all the Saracen

dominions in Spain.

1093 The first crusade to the Ho'y Land is begun

under several Christians princes, to drive

• 0
.

-
: - V the infidels fiom Jerusale m.

UIO .
Edgar Atheiing, the last of the Saxon princes

t-' ' dies in England, v^rhere he had been per-

• rnitted to reside as a subject.

1118 The order of the Knights Templars institut-

ed, to def'^nd the sepulchre at Jerus^iiem,

' :^r\d to protect Christian strangers.

tlBi The canon lav/ collected by Gratian, a monk
• Qf Bologna.

1163 London bridge, consisting of ID small arciies,

first built of stone.

J 164 The Teutonic order of religiott^ knights be-

gins in Germany.

ItTSf Henry IL king of England (and first of the

Plantagenets) takes possession of Ireland,

which, from that perioti, has been govern-

ed by An English viceroy, or loru lieute-

nant.

1176 England is divided by Henry into six circuits,

and justice is dispensed by itinerant judges.

1^180 Glass windows began to Idc used in private

houses in England.

1181 The laVk S of England are digested about this

time by GlanviUe.

1182 Pope Alexander IlL compelled the kings of

England ar.d France to hold the stirrups

of his saddle when he mounted his horse.

1186 Tlie great conjunction of the sun and moon
and all the planets in Libra, in Septcm-

ber.

1193 The bVttlte of Ascaion, in Palestine, in which

Richard, king of E.igland, defeats Sala

dine's army, consisting of 300,000 com-
batants.

1194 Diei/ ct rnon Droits first used as a motto by
R'chard, o.i a victory over the French.

1200 Chimneys were not kncAvn in England.

Surnames now began to be use.l ; first among
the nobility.

1208 London incorporated, and obtained the first

charter fur electing tlie lord-m.iyor and

other inagistrHtes, from king John.
1215 Magna Cimrta signeil by king John, and the

baron.' of England.

Court of C unmon Picas established.

1237 The Tartars, under Gengis Khan, emerge
from the northern parts of Asia, over- run

all the S.iraccn empire ; and, in imitation

of former conquerors, cairy death and

desolation whciever they march.
1.^33 The Inquisition, begun in is now com-

aiitted to (he DonMnlcans.

1233 The houses of London, and other cities in*

England, France, and Germany, still

thatched with straw.

1253 The famous astronomical tables are composed

by Alphonso, king of Castile.

1258 The Tartars take Bagdad, which finishes the

empire of the Sara.cer;S,

1255 Acho, king ofNorway, invades Scotland with

160 sail, and lands 20,000 men at the

mouth of the C!yde, who are cut to pieces

by Alexander IIL, who recovers the Wes-
tern Isles.

1264 According to some -v^riters, the commons of

England were not summoned by parlia-

ment till this period.

1269 The Hamburgh company incorporated in

England.

12T3 The empire of the present Austrian family

begins in Germany.

1282 LleweUyn, prince of Wales, defeated and

killed by Edward L, who unites that prin-

cipality to England.

1284 Edward 11.. born at Caernarvon, is the first

prince of Wales.

1285 Alexander IIL king of Scotland, dies, and
that kingdom is disputed by twelve can-

didates, who submit their claims to the

arbitration of Edward king of England
;

which lays the foundation of a long and
desolating war between both nations.

1293 There is a regular succession of English par-

liaments from this year, being the 22d of

Edward I.

1298 The piesent Turkish empire begins in Bithy,

nia, under Ottoman.
Silver-hafted knives, spoons, and cups, a great

luxury.

Tallow candles so great a luxur}', that spVm-

tf-rs of wood were used for lights.

Wine sold b)'' apothecaries as a coidial.

1302 The mariner's compass invented, or improv-

ed, by Givia, of Naples.

1307 The l)e^inning of the Swiss cantons.

1308 The popes remove to A^/ignon m Fiance for

70 years.

1310 Lincoln's Inn society established.

1314 The battle of Bannoi ki)urn between Edward
II., rind Rot)ert Bruce, which establishes

tlie latter on the liiroue of Scotland.

The cardinals set fire to the coi clave, and
separate. A vacancy in the papal chair

for two years

1336 Two Ikabant weavers settle at York, which,
«iiy3 Edward III., may prove of great

brnclit to us and our subjects.

13:17 The first comet who«.e course is described

with astroHonncal exactness.

1340 Gur.powdcr and guns first invented by
Sw..iiz, a monk of Colo^n ; l;Ht>, E<i-

Ward III., li^d four pieces of cannon,

wh ch contribisted to gain him the battle

ofCi tssy
; 134C, bombs and mortars were

invi. nlcd.

Oil paniting first made use ofby JohnVaneck.
Herald's college institute.! n iiijigland.

1344 Gold first coined in England.

I he first 1 1 cation to titles by patent used by
Ltiwrtrd UL

1346 The n.uilc vi Dutham, in uhich David king

01 StotJ is taken prisoner.
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1349 The order of the Garter instituted in Eng-
land by Edward III. altered in 15 5*7, and
consists of 26 knights.

1352 The Turks first enter into Europe.

1354 The money in Scotland till now the same as

in England.

1356 The battle of Poictiers, in which kin;^ John
of France and his son are taken prisoners

by Edward the black prince.

1357 Coals first brought to London.

1358 Arms of England and France first quartered

by Edward III.

1362 The law pleadings in England changed from

French to English, as a favour of Edward
III., to his people.

John Wickliffe, an Englishman, begins about

this time to oppose the errors of the

church of Rome with great acuteness and
spirit. His followers are called Lollards.

13S6 A company of linen-weavers from the Neth-
erlands established in London.

Windsor castie built by Edward III.

13 as The battle of Otterburn between Hotspur

and the carl of Douglas; on this is foun-

ded the battle of Chevy Chfccc.

1391 Cards invented in France for the king's

amusement.

1399 WestmiiiSter abbey rebuilt and enlarged

—

Westminster hall ditto.

Order of the Eaih instituted at the corona-

tion of Henry IV. ; renewed in 1725
;

coni.isting of 38 knights.

1410 Guildhall, London, built.

1411 The university of St Andrew's in Scotland

founded.

1415 The battle of Agincourt gained over the

French by Henry V. of England.

1428 The siege of Orleans, the first blow to the

English power in France.

1430 About this tim.e Laurentius of Haarlem in-

vented the art of Printing, which he prac-

tised with wooden types. Guttenburgh
afterwards invcHled cut metal types; but

the ai t was carried to perfection by Peter

Schoefler, who invented the mode of

casting the types in matrices. Frederic

Corseilis began to print in Oxford, in

1468, with wooden types; but it was
William Caxton, who introduced into

England the art of printing with fusile

types in 1474.

1446 The Vatican library founded at P^ome.

The sea breaks in at Dort, in Holland, and

drowns 100,000 people.

145S Constantinople taken by the Turks, which
ends the eastern empire, 1123 years from

its dedication by Constantine th6 Great

and 2206 years from the foundation of

Rome.
1454 The university of Glasgow, in Scotland

founded.

1460 Engraving and etching on copper invented.

1477 The university of Aberdeen, in Scotland

founded.

1433 Richard III. king of England, and the last of

the Plantagenets, is defeated and killed

at the battle of Bosworth, by Henry
(Tudor) VIL ; which puts an end to the

civil wars between the houses of York and

Lancaster, after a Contest of 30 years, and

the loss of 100,000 men.
1488 Henry establishes fi.fty yeomen of the guards,

the first standing army.
1489 Maps and sea charts first brought to Eng..

land by Bartholemew Columbus.
1491 William Grocyn publicly teaches the Greek

language at Oxford.

The Moors, hitherto a formidable enemy to

the native Spaniards, are entirely sub-

dued by Ferdinand, and become subject

to that prince on certain conditions,

which are ill observed by the Spaniards,

whose clergy employ the powers of the

Inquisition, with ail its tortures : and in

1609, near one million of the Moors are

driven from Spain to the opposite coast of

Africa, fiom whence they originally came,

1492 America first discovered by Colon, or Co-

lixmbus, a Gei\oese, in the service ofSpain.

1494 Algebra fiitst known in Europe,

1497 The Portuguese first sail to the East Indies

by the Cape of Good Hope.

South America discovered by A mericus Ves-

pusius, from whom it has its narse.

1499 North America discovered for Henry VII. by

Cabot.

1500 Maximilian divides the empire of Germany
into six circles, and adds four more iu

1512.

1505 Shillings first coined in England.

1509 Gardening introduced into England from the

Netherlands, from whence vegetables

were imported hitherto.

1513 The battle of Flowden, in which James IV^

of Scotland is killed, with the flower of

his nobilivy.
_

*

1517 Martin Luther began thd Reformation.

Egypt conquered by the Turks.

151S Magellan, in the service of Spain, first dis-

covers the straits of that name in South

America.

1520 Henry VIII , for his writings in favour of

popery, receives the title of Defender of

the Faith from the Pope.

1529 The name of Protestant takes its rise from

the Reformed protesting against the

church of Rome, at the diet of Spires in

Germany.

1534 The Reformation takes place in England

under Henry VIII.

1537 Pveligious houses dissolved by Henry VIIL

1539 The first English edition of the Bible au-

thorised : the present translation finished

1611.

About this time cannon began to be used in

ships.

1543 Silk stockings first worn by the French king

;

first worn in England by queen Elizabeth,

1561 ; the steel frame for weaving in-

vented by the Rev. Mr Lee, of St John's

College, Cambridge, 1589-

Pins first used in England, before which time

the ladies used skewers.

1544 Good lands let in England at one shilling per

acre.

1545 The famous council of Trent begins, and

continues 18 years.

1546 First law in England establishing the interest

of money at ten per cent.

1549 Lord lieutenants of counties instituted in
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England.
1550 Horse (guards instituted in England.

1555 The Russian company established in England.

155S Oiieen Elizabeth begins her reign.

1560 llie Reforniation in Scotland completed by

John Knox.
1563 Knives fusi made in England.

1569 Royal Exchange first built.

.1572 The great massacre of Protestants at Paris.

1579 The Dutch shake off the Spanish yoke, and

the republic of Holland begins.

English East India con^pany incorporated-

established in 1600.

English Turkey company incorporated.

1580 Sir Francis Drake returns from his voyage

round the world, being the first English

circumnavigator.

Parochial register first appointed in England.

3582 Pope Gregory introduces the New Style in

Italy ; the 5th of October being counted

the 15th.

1583 Tobacco first brought from Virginia into

England.
'

1587 Mary queen of Scots is beheaded by order of

Elizabeth, after 18 years iraprisonment-

1588 The Spanish Armada destroyed byDrdke and
other English admirals.

Henry IV. passes the edict of Nantz tolerat-

mg the Protestants.

1589 Coaches first introduced into England;
hackney act 1693; increased to 1000 in

1770, and to 1200 in 1801.

1590 Band of pensioners instituted in England.
1591 IVinity college, Dublin, founded-

1597 Watches first brought into England from
Germany.

1602 Decimal arithmetic invented at Bruges.

1603 Queen Eliztrbeth (the last uf the Tudots)
dies, -and nominates James VI. of Scot-

land (and first of the Stuarts) as her suc-

cessor ; which unices both kingdoms
under the name of Great Britain.

1604 The Gunpowder plot discoveied at West-
minster : being a project of the Roman
Catholics to blow up the king and both

houses of parliament.

1606 Oaths of allegiance first administered in Eng-
land.

1608 Galileo, of Florence first discovers the satel-

lites about the pLinet Jupiter, by the te-

lescope, then just invented in Holland.
1610 Henry IV. is murdered at Paris by Rayaillac,

a priest.

1611 Baronets first created in England, by James I.

1614 Napier of Merchiston, in Scotlaod, invents

the logarithms.

Sir Hugh Middleton brings the New River
to London from Ware.

1616 The first permanent settlement in Virginia.

1619 Dr W. Harvey, an Englishman, discovers the

doctrine of the circulation of the iiK ocl.

1620 The broad silk manufactory from raw silk in-

troduced into England.
1621 New England planted by the Puritans.

1625 King James dies, and is succeeded by his son,

Charles I.

The island of Barbadoes, the first English

settlement in the West Indies, is planted.
1626 The barometer invented by Torricelli.

1627 The thermomet?r invented by Drabellius,

1632 The battle of Lutzen, which G'.sf

Aao phus, king of Sweden, and head of
the Pnitesiants m Germd^iy, '« k bed.

1635 Province of Maryland planted by lord Balti-

more.

Regular posts established from London to

Scotland, Ireland, &r.
1640 Kinf: Charles «!isobligesh s Scottish subjerts

on which t- eir army unaer general Les'r.-y

enters En-la.nci, and takes New iistle,

bein ^ encouraged by the mal contents in

England
The massacre in Ireland, when 40,000 Eng-

lish protestants were k llecL.

1642 King Charles impeaches five mem.bers, who
had opposed his arbitrary measures

;

v/hich begins the civil war in England.

1643 Exci.-:e on beer, ale, Sec first imposed by par-

liament.

1646 Episcopacy abolished in England.

1649 Charles L beheaded at Whitehall, January

30, aged 49.

1654 Cromwell assumes the protectorship.

1655 The English, under admdral Per:n, take Ja-
maica from the Spaniards.

1658 Cromwell dies, and is succeeded in the pro-

tectorship by his son Richard.

1660 King Charles 11. is restored by Monk, com-
mander of the array, after an exile of

twelve years in France and Holland.

Episcopac y restored in England and Scotland.

The people of Denmark, being oppressed by
the nobles, surrender their privileges to

Frederick HI. who becomes absolute.

16G2 The Royal Society established in London by
Charles II.

1663 Carolina planted ; in 172S, divided into two
separate governments.

1S64 The New Netherlands, in North America,
conquered from the Swedes and Dutch,
by the English.

1665 The plague rages in London, and carries olF

68,000 perions.

1666 The great fire of London began Sept. 2, and
continued three days, in which were vie-

stroyed 13,000 houses, and 400 sueets.

Tea first used in England.

1667 The peace of Eieda, which confirms to the
English the New Netherlands, n( w ki own
by the names of Pcnns) Ivania, New York,
and New Jersey.

1668 The peace of Aix la-Chapelle.

St Jaii:es's park planted, and made a
thoroughfare for jjublic use, by Charles II.

1670 The English Hudson's Bay company incor-

porated.

1672 Louis XI V. overruns great part of Holland,
wiien the Dutch open their sluices, beitig

determined Vo drown their country, and
retire to their settlements in the East
Indies.

African compnny established..

1673 Tiie peace of Nimegnen.
The habeas corpus act.

1680 A great comet appeared ; and continued vi-

sible from Nov. 3 to March 9.

William Ponn, a quakcr, rt^ccivc"? a charier
for planting Pennsylvania.

1683 India stock sold from 360 to 500 per cent.

I6t5 Clurlcs II. dic5. aged 55. and is succeeded by
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his brother, James II,

The duke of Monmouth, natural son to

Charles II, raises a rebellion, but is de-

feated at the battle of Sedgemoor, and
beheaded.

The edict of Nantz infamously revoked by
Louis XIV. and the Protestants cruelly

persecuted.

1687 The palace of Versaille?, near Paris, finished

by Louis XIV.
1688 The revolution in Great Britain begins Nov.

5 ; Jking James abdicates, and retires to

Fi ance, December 3.

1689 King William and queen Mary, daughter
and son-in-law to Jame?, are proclaimed

February 16.

Viscount Dundee stands nuf for James in

Scotland, but is killedby general MTCay,
at the battle of Killycrankie

;
upon

which the Highlanders, wearied with re-

peated misfortunes, disperse.

The land-tax passed in England.
The toleration act passed in ditto.

• Several bishops are deprived for not taking

the oath to king William.

1690 The battle of the Boy'ne, gained by William
against James, in Ireland.

1691 The war m Ireland finished, by the surrender

of Limerick to William.

1692 The English and Dutch fleet";, commanded
by admiral Russel, defeat the French
fleet off LaHogue.

1693 Bayonets at the end of loaded muskets first

used, by the French against the confede-

rates, in the battle of Turin.

The djichy of Hanover made the ninth elec-

torate.

Bank ofEngland established by king William.
The first public lottery v^'as drawn this year.

Ma ssacre of Highlanders at Glencoe by king

William's troops.

1694: Queen Mary dies at the age of 33, and Wil-
liam reigns alone.

Stamp duties instituted in England.
1695 The'peape of Ryswyck.
1399 The Scots settle ! a colony at the isthmus of

Darien, ia An:erica, and called it Cale-

donia.

1700 Charles Xil. of Sweden begins his reign.

King James II. dies at St Giprmalns, in the

6Sth year of his age.

1701 Prussia erected into a kingdom.
Society for the propagation of the gospel in

foreign parts established.

1702 King' William dies, aged 50, and is succeed-

ed by queen Anne, daughter to James 11.

who with the emperor, and States Gene--

ral, renews the war against France and

Spain.

170'1 Gibraltar taken from the Spaniards by ad-

mi ral sir George Rooke.
The battle of Blenheim won by the duke of

Marlborough and allies, against the

French.

The court of exchequer instituted in Eng-
land.

a706 The treaty of union betwixt England and
Scotland signed July 22.

The battle of Ramilies weu by Marlborough

and the allies.

1707 The first British Parliament.

170y Minorca taken from the Spaniards by general
Stanhope.

The battle of Oudenarde won by Marlbo-
rough and the allies.

Sardinia erected into a kingdom, and given
to the duke of Savoy.

1709 Peter the great, czar of Muscovy, defeats

Charles XII. at Pultowa, who flies f
Turkey.

The battle of IVfalplaquet won by Marlbo-
rough and the allies.

1710 Queen Anne changes the whig ministry for

others more favourable to the interest of
her brother, the Pretender.

The cathedral church of St Paul, London,
rebuilt by Sir Christopher Wren, in 3T
years, at one million expence, by a duty
on coals.

The English South-Sea company began,
1712 The duke of Hamilton and lord Mohun kil-

led in a duel in Hyde-Park.
1713 The peace of Utrecht, by which Newfound-

land, Nova-Scotia, New Britain, and
Hudson's Bay, in North America, were
yielded to Great Britain ; Gibraltar and
Minorca, in Europe, were also confirmed

to the said crown by this treaty.

1711 Queen Anne dies at the age of 50, and is

succeeded by George I.

Interest reduced to five per cent.

1715 Louis XIV. dies, and is succeeded by his

great-grandson, Louis XV.
The rebellion in Scotland begins in Septem-

ber, under the earl of Mar, in favour of

the Pretender. The action of Sheriflf-

fnutr, and the surrender of Preston, both

in November, when the rebels disperse.

171S The Pretender married to the Princess So-

bicski, grand-daughter of John Sobieski,

late king of Poland.

An act passed for sept^^nnial parliament's.

1719 The Mississippi scheme at its height ia

France.

Lambe's silk throwing machine, contslnitig

26,5So wheels, erected at Derb\ ; t;ik£s

up one-eighth of a mile ; one v^rnter-

wheel moves the rest ; and in' 9A hours

it works 318,504,960 yards of organzine

silk thread.

^720 The South-Sea scheme in England begun
April 7th, was at its height at the end
cf June, and quite sunk about September

29th.

1727 King George dies, in the 68th year of his

age, and is succeeded by his only son,

George II.

Inoculation first tried on criminals with suc-

cess.

Russia, formerly a dukedom, is now establish-

ed as an empire.

1732 Kouli Khan usurps the Persian throne, con-

quers the Mogul empire, and returns with

231,000,0001. sterling.

Several public-spirited gentlemen begin the

settlement of Georgia, in N. America.

1736 Captain Porteous having ordered his soldiers

to fire upon the populace at the execu-

tion of a smuggler, is himself hung by the

mob at Edinburgh.
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1738 Westminster bridge, consisting of fifteen

arches, begun ; finished in 1750, at the

expence of 389,0001. defrayed by parlia-

ment.

1739 War declared against Spain.

174:3 The battle of Dettingen won by the English

and allies, in favour of the queen of

Hungary.
1744, War declared against Frane^. Commodore

Anson returns from his voyage round the

world.

1745 The allies lose the battle of Fontenoy.

The rebellion breaks out in Scotland, and

the Pretender's army defeated by the

duke of Cumberland, at CuUoden, April

16. 1746.

1746 British Lipen Company erected.

1748 The peace of Aix-la-Ghapel!e, by which a

restitution of all places taken during the

war v/as to be made on all sides.

1749 The interest of the British funds reduced to

three per cent.

British heriing fishery incorporated.

1750 Frederick, prince of Wales, father to his pre-

sent majesty, died.

Antiquarian society at London incorporated.

1752 The new style introduced into Great Britain,

the third of September being counted the

fourteerith.

1753 The British museum erected at Montagu-
house.

Society of Arts, Manufactures, and Com-
merce, instituted in London.

1755 Lisbon destroyed by an earthquake, Nov. 1.

1756 One hundred and forty-six Englishmen con-

fined in the black-hoie at Calcutta, in the

East indies, by order of the nabob, and
123 found dead next morning.

Marine Society established at London.

1757 Damien attempted to assassinate the French
king.

1759 General Wolfe is killed in the battle of (^ie-

bec, which is gained by the English.

1760 King George II. dies October 25th, in the

77th year of his age, and is succeeded by
his present majesty, who on the 22d of

September 1761, married the princess

Charlotte of Mecklenburgh Strelitz.

Elackfriars bridge, consisting of nine arches,

begun ; finished 1770, at the expence of

152,8401. to be discharged by a toll.

1762 War declared against Spain.

Peter in. emperor of Russia, iS deposed, im-
prisoned, and murdered.

American philosophical society established in

Philadelphia.

George Augustus Frederick, prince of Wales,
born Aug. 12.

ald.T The definitive treaty of peace between Great
Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal,
concluded at Paris February 10, which
confirmed to Great Britain the extensive
provinces of Canada, East and West Flo-
rida, and part of Louisiana, in North A
mcrica ; also the islands of Grenada, St
Vincent's, Dominica, and Tobago, in the
West Indies.

i "64 Tl»e parliament granted 10,000l. to Mr Har
rison, for his discovery of the longitude
by his timc-pi'.:cc.

1765 His majesty's royal charter passed for incor-

poratingrthe society of artists.

An act passed anijcxing the sovereignty of

the island of Man to the crown of Great
Britain.

1T68 Academy of painting established in London.
The Turks imprison the Russian ambassador,

and declare v^^ar against that empire.

1771 Dr Solander and Mr Banks, in his majesty's

ship the Endeavour, lieut. Cook, retura

from a voyage round the world, having
made several important discoveries in the

South Seas.

1772 The Icing of Sweden changes the constitut'on

of that kingdom.
The erapeior of Germany, empress of Russia,

and the king ot Prussia, strip the king of

Poland of great part of his dominions,

which they divide among themselves, ia

violatiou of the most solemn treaties.

1773 Captain Phipps is sent to explore the north

pole
; but, having made eighty-one de-

grees, is in danger of being locked up by
the ice, and his attempt to discover a
passage in that quarter proves fruitless.

The Jesuits expelled from the Pope's domi-^

nions, and suppressed by his bull, Au-
gust 25.

The English East India Company havings

by conquest or treaty, acquired the ex.

tensive provinces of Bengal, Orixa, ani
Bahar, containing fifteen millions of in-

habitants, great irregularities are com-
mitted by their servants abroad : upon
which government interferes, and sends

out judges, &tc. for the better adminis-
tration of justice.

The war between the Russians and Turks
proves disgraceful to the latter, who lose

the islands in the Archipelago, and by sea

are every where unsuccessful.

1774 Peace concluded between the Russians and
Turks.

The British parliament having passed an acr,

laying a duty of three-pence per pound
upon all teas imported iato America, the

colonists considering this as a griev:.nce,

deny the right of a British parliament to

tax them.

Deputies from the several American colonies

meet at Philadelphia, as the first general,

congress, September 5th.

First petition of congress to the king, Nq.
vembcr.

1775 April 19, the first action happens in Ameri-
ca between the king'> troops and the

provincials, at Lexington.

May 20, Artiries of confederation and per*

petual union between the American pro-

vinces.

June 17, A bloody action at Bunker's Hill,

between the royal troops and the Ame-
ricans.

1776 March 17, T^hc tnwn of Boston evaoiateJ

by the kmg's troop:^.

An unsuccessful attempt, in July, made by
commodore Sir Peter Parker, and licu-

tenaat-grncral Clinton, upon Charles.

town, in South Carolina.

The congress d."Jaie the American colomes
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free and independent states, Julj 4.

The Americans are driven from Long Island,

New York, in Aug^ust, with great loss,

and great numbers of them taken prison-

ers ; and the city of New York is after-

wards taken possession of by'the king's

troops.

December 25, General Washington takes 900
of the Hessians prisoners, at Trenton.

Torture abolished in Poland.

1777 General Howe takes possession of Phil add-
. phia.

General Burgoyne is obliged to surren-

der his arms at Sarato^ja, in Canada, by
convention, to the A^merican army, un-

der the command of the generals Gates

and Arnold, Oct. 17.

1778 A treaty of alliance concluded at Paris be-

tween the French king and the thirteen

united American colonies, in which their

independence is acknowledged by the

court of France, Feb. 6.

The remains of the earl of Chatham interred

at the public expence m Westminster

Abbey, June 9, in consequence of a vote

of parliament.

The earl of Carlisle, William Eden, esq. and
George Johnstone, esq. arrive at Phila-

delphia, the begginniflg of Juiie, as com-
missioners for restoring peace between
Great Britain and America.

Philadelphia evacuated by the king's troops,

June 18.

The congress refuse to treat with the British

commissioners, unless the independence of

the AmericaQ colonics were fiist acknow-
ledged, or the king's fleets and armies

withdrawn from America.

An engagement fought off Brest between
the English fleet, under the command of

admiral Keppel, and the French fleet

under the command of count a'Orvilliers,

July 27.

J.780 Torture in courts of justice abolished in

France.

The Inquisition abolished in the duke of Mo-
dena's dominions.

Admiral Rodney takes twenty-two sail of

Spanish sh:p?, Jan. 8.

The isame admiral also engages a Spanish

fleet under the command of Don Juan de

Langara, near Cape St Vincent, and takes

five ships of the line, one more driven on

shore, and another blown up, Jan. 16.

Charlestown, South Carolina, surrenders to sir

Henry Clinton, May 4.

Pensacola, and the whole province of

West Florida, surrender to the arms of

the king of Spain, May 9.

The pretended Protestant Assoication, to the

number of 50,000, go up to the House of

Commons, with their petition for the re~

peal of an act passed in favour of the Pa-

pists, June 2.

That event followed by the most daring riots

in the city of London and in Southwark,

for several successive days, in which some
Popish chapels are destroyed, together

with the prisons of Newgate, the King's

Bench, the Fleet, several private houses,,

&.C. These alarming riots are at length
suppressed, by the interposition of the
military, and many of the rioters are tri-

ed and executed for felony.

1780 Five English East-Indiamen, and fifty Eng-
lish merchant ships, bound for the West
Indies, taken by the combined fleets of
France and Spain, Aug. 8.

Mr Laurens, late president of the Congress,

taken in an American packet, near New-
foundland, Sept, 3.

General Arnold deserts the service of the
Congress, escapes to New York, and is

made a brigadier-general in the royal

service, Sept. 24.

Major Andre, adjutant-general to the Bri-

tish arn-y, hanged as a spy at Tappan,
in the province of New York, Oct. 2.

Mr Laurens is committed prisoner to the

Tower, on a charge of high treason, Oct.
4.

Dreadful hurricanes in the West Indies, by
which great devastatioi; is made in Ja-
maica, Barbadoes, St Lucia, Dominica,
and other islands, Oct. 3. and 10.

A declaration ci hostilities published against

Holland, Dec. 20.

1781 The Dutch island of St Eustatia, taken by
admiral Rodney and general Vaughan,
February 3. ; retaken by the French, No-
vember 27.

A bloody engagement feught between an
English squadron under the command of

admiral Parker, and a Dutch squaaron
under the command of admiral Zoot-
man, off the Dogger Bank, Aug. 5.

Earl Cornwall.'S, with a considerable British

army, surrendered prisoners of war to the

American and French troops, under the

command of general Washington and
count Rochambeau, at York-town in

Virginia, Oct. 19.

1782 The house of commons address the king a*

gainst any further prosecution of offensive

war on the continent of North America,
Maach 4.

Admiral Rodney obtains a signal victory

over the French fleet, under the com-
mand of count de Grasse, near Dominica
in the West Indies, April 12.

The resolution of the house of commons relat-

ing to John Wilkes, esq and the Middle-
sexelection,passed Feb. 17.1769, rescind-

ed M ay 3.

The bill to repeal the declaratory act of Geo.

I. relative to the legislation of Ireland,

received the royal assent, June 20.

The Spaniards defeated in their grand attack

upon Gibraltar, Sept. 13.

Treaty concluded betwixt the republic of

Holland and the United States of Ame-
rica, Oct 8.

Provisional articles of peace signed at Paris

between the British and American com-

missioners, by which the thirteen United

American Colonies are acknowledged by
his Britannic majesty to be free, sovereign,

and independent states, Nov. 30.

1783 Preliminary articles of peace between his

Britannic majesty and the kings of France
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anil Spain signed at Versailles, Jan. 20.

J783 The Older of St Patrick instituted, Feb. 5.

Three earthquakes in Calabria Ulterior and

Sicily, destroying a great number oftowns

and inhabitants, Feb. 5, 7, and 28.

Armistice between Great Britain and Hol-

land, February 10.

Ratification of the definitive treaty of peace

between Great Britain, France, Spain,

and the United States of America, Sep-

tember 3,.

1784 The great seal stolen from the chancellor's

house in Great Ormond-street, March 24.

The ratification of the peace with America
arrived, April 7.

The definitive treaty of peace between Great

Britain and Holland, May 24.

The memory of Handel commemorated by a

grand jubilee, at Westminster-Abbey,
May 2G.

Ms Lunardi ascended in a balloon from the

Artillery-ground, Moorfields, the first

attempt of the kind in England, Septem-

ber 15.

The bull feasts abolished in Spain, except for

pious pr patriotic uses, by edict, Novem-
ber 14.

^785 Mr Blanchard and Dr JefFeries went from
Dover to Calais in an air balloon, in

about tv/o hours, January 7.

M. de Rosier, and M. Remain ascended at

Boulogne, intending to cross the channel

;

in twenty minutes the balloon took fire,

and the aeronauts came lo the ground
and were killed on the spot.

1786 The king of Sweden prohibited the us? of

torture in his dominions.

Cardinal Turlone, high inquisitor at Rome,
v^^as publicly dragged out of his carriage

by an incensed multitiide for his cruelty,

and hung on a gibbet fifty feet high.

Commercial treaty signed between England
and France, September 2(j.

J787 Mr Burke at the bar of the houst-: of lord-s in

the name of all the commons of Great
Britain, impeached Warren Hastings,

late governor-general of Bengal, of high
crimes and misdemeanors, May 21.

1738 In the early part of October, tlie first symp-
toms appeared of a severe disorder which
afflicted our gracious sovereign. On the
sixth of November they were very alarm-
ing, and on the thirteenth a form of
prayer for his recovery was ordered by the
privy council.

1789 His majesty was pronounced to be in a state

of convalescence, February 17 ; and to
be free from complaint, February 2(3.

A general t^ianksgiving for the king's reco-

very, who attended the service at St
Paul's, with a great procession, April 23.

Revolution in France, capture of the ISastile,

execution of the governor, &cc. July 14.

1790 Gratul confederation in the champ de Mars,
July 14.

1791 Riots at Birmingham
; the meeting bouse?,

and houses of Dr Priestley and others, de-
stroyed by the mob, July li.

1792 The definitive treaty of peace was signed be-
tween the British 4iid their aUics, the

Nizam and Mahrattas on one part, and
Tippoo Sultan on the other, March 19,
by which he ceded one half of his terri-

torial possessions, and delivered up two
of his sons to lord Cornwallis, as hostages

for the fulfilment of the treaty.

Gustavus HI. king of Sweden, died on the

29th of March, in consequence of being
assassinated by Ankerstroom.

1793 Louis XVI. after having received innumer-
able indignities from his people, v/as

brought to the scafiTold, January 21, and
had his head severed by the guillotine,

contrary to the express laws of the new
constitution, which had declared the

person of the k ng inviolable.

On the 25th of March, lord Granville and
count Woronzow siiuied a convention at

London on behalf of his Britannic majes-

ty and the empress of Russia, to employ
their forces, conjointly, i ; a war against

France. Treaties were aiso entered into

with the king of Sardinia and the prince

of Hesse Csssel.

The unfortunate queen of France, on the

16th of October, was conducted to the

spot where Louis had p'eviously met his

fate, and beheaded by the guillotine in

the thirty-eighth year of her age.

1794 On the first of June, the British fleet under

the command of admiral qarl Howe ob-

tained a signal victory over that of the

French, in which two ships were 'li-.k,

one burnt, and six brought into Ports-

mouth harbour.

1795 In consequence of the rapid progress of the

French arms in Holland, the Princess of

Orange, the hereditary princess, and her

infant son, arrived at Yarmouth on the

19th of January, Tne Stadthoider land-

ed at Harwich Oii t;.e 20 ih.

George prince of Wales married to the

princess Caroline cf Brorswicki Ap.v;i 8.

Thv t; ;.il of Wane: H;iitings conclude ! o!i

the 23d of Apr:!, v.^hen he was acquitted

of the charges brought against him by
the house oi" commons.

1796 Lord Malmsbury went to Paris in October,

to open negotiations for a general peace

;

but returned Dec 29th, without having

effected the object of his mission.

1797 A signal victory gained over the Spanish

fleet by sir John Jervis, since created earl

St Vincent, February 14.

An alarming mutiny on board thq Channel

fleet at Spithead, April 15.

The nuptials of the prince of Wirtemberj
and the princess-royal celebrated at St

James's, May 18.

Anotiier alarming mutiny on board the fleet

at Sheerness.

Parker, the chief leader in thiii mutiny, exe-

cuted on board the Sandwich at Black-

stakes, June 30.

Loid iVLihrisbury arrived at Lisle July 4, and

opened a negotiation for a peace between

England and the French Republic, but

again returned without effecting the

object of his mission, September 19.

A signal victory gained over the Dutch fleet
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by admiral Duncan, Oct. 11.

4797 Peace between France and Austria defini-

tively signed at Campo Formio, October

A general thanksgiving for the late great

-naval victories. The king and the mem-
bers of both houses of parliament atten-

ded divine service at St Paul's in grand

procession, December 19.

1798 A dreadful rebellion in Ireland, which v/as

quelled, after several battles with the

insurgents, and much bloodshed.

The glorious victory of admiral Nelson at

Aboukir, near the mouth of the Nile, in

which nine French ships of the line were

taken, and two burnt; only two escap-

ing, which were afterwards taken,

August 1.

1799 The war against France recommenced by

the emperor ; and the French driven out

of almost all their conquests in Italy, by

the Austrians and Russians under Su-

warrow.
Seringapatam taken by lieut-general Harris,

. and Tippoo Sultan killed. May -t^

The directorial government aWiished in

France, and a new constit'ation framed,
according to which Bona.parte was to be
first consul for ten year.*-,

1800 A horrid attempt mad^ on the life of his ma-
jesty by James Uadfield, a lunatic, who
fired |a pistql at him from the pit of

the Drury^lane theatre. May 15.

The battles of Marengo gained by Bonaparte,

and followed by an armistice, and the

surrender of all the stiong places held by

Austrians in Italy, June 15.

T'he bill for a union with Ireland signed,

July 2.

180|, The union with Ireland took place, Jan. 1.

The right hon. Wm. Pitt sent in to his ma-
jesty his resignation of the offices of chan»

cellor of the exchequer and first lord of

the treasury, after having been minister

17 years, Feb. 6.

The peace of Luneville, between France and

Austria, signed February 9.

Mr Pitt delivered to his majesty the seals of

bis office, which were immediately de-

livered to Mr Addington, March li.

The battle of Alexandria in Egypt gained

by the British troops, in which the brave

generalAbercrombie was mortallywound-
fed, March 21.

The death of the emperor Paul of Russia,

March 24.

The battle of Copenhagen, in which 18 Dan-
ish ships were taken or destroyed by lord

Nelson, April 2
Preliminaries of peace signed between Eng-

land and France, October 1.

An attempt made to assassinate Bonaparte, by
exploding a barrel of gunpowder, called

by the French the infernal-machine,

1802 The Definitive Treaty of Peace between
Great Britain and the French Republic
signed at Amiens, March 27.

Peace between England and France pro-

claimed, April 29.

A general thanksgiving observed for the re-

storation of peace, June J*

The foundation of the London docks atWapp-
ing, laid by the chancellor of the exche-
quer, June 26.

The West India docks at Blackwall opened,
August 27.

1803 A message from his majesty delivered to both
hotises of Parliament, announcing the mi-
litary preparations that were carrying on
in the ports of France and Holland.—=>

Press warrants issued, March S.

A message from his majesty to both houses
of Parliament, announcing the termina-
tion of the discussion between his majesty
and the^Fcench Republic, and that his
majesty nad recalled his ambassador from.
Pans, The French ambassador left Lou-
do'n. May 1(?.

^

The Fre-^ch army under general Mortier took
possession of the city and electorate of
Hanover, June 5.

'

An insunection in Dublin, in which lord
Kilwarden, chief justice of the court oif

king's bench in Ireland, and his nephew,
Mr Wolfe, were inhumanly murdered^
July 23.

Official returns laid on the table of the house
of commons, stating the number of vo-
lunteers in Great Britain, at 379,943,
December 9.

1804 The duke d'Enghien, seized by Bonaparte
on a neutral territory, April 3 ; shot in

the night in the wood of Vincennes,
April 11.

Mr Pitt again appointed to the office of chan-
cellor of the exchequer, May 10.

Bonaparte proclaimed emperor of the French,

May 30

Francis II. emperor of Germany and king of

Hungary, assumes the title pf emperor of
Austria, September 5.

Sir George Rumbold, the English resident

at Hamburgh, seized by a party of French
soldiers, and sent to Hanover, and thence

to Paris, November 2.

Bonaparte crowned emj^eror of the French
by the Pope, at Paris, December 2.

1805' A flag of truce came out of Boulogne and de-
livered to captam Owen of the jmmorta-
lite, dispatches containing , a letter from
Bonaparte to his majesty, (dated January

1,) expressing in general terms, a wish to

put an end to the calamities of war, Ja-
nuary 7.

The Italian Republic declared an hereditary

monarchy, by the title of the Kingdom of

Italy.—Bonaparte accepts the crown,

March 17.

The London dock opened, May 23.

Bonaparte crowned king of Italy at Milan,

May 26,

Geneva annexed to France, 4th June.

Sir R. Calder, with 15 ships, defeats the com-
bined fleets of France and Spain, and
takes 2 ships, 22d July.

Duke of Glocester dies, 25th August.

Hostilities between France and the allied

pov,7ers of Austria and Russia commence,
7 th October,
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1805 General Mack surrenders Ulm with the

flowf r of the Austrian army by capitu-

lation, 17th October^

Viscount Nelson, off Trefalgar, witli 27 ships,

totally defeats the combined fleets of

France and Spain, amounting to 33, of

wliich 19 are taken. Lord Nelson being

k'lled, admiral, afterwards lord Coiling-

wood, finishes the battle Tempe.-tuous

weather obliges him to destroy all his

prizes except 4, 21st October.

Sir R. Stra^han, with 4 ships, attacks and

takes an equnl number of French ships,

whic':: had escaped from Trefaigar, 4th

November,
Boiiaparce enters Vienna, 13th November.

The Russia .s and Austrians totally defeated

at Ansterlitz, 2d December. Armistice

between France and Austria, 4th. Peace

between these powers signed, 27th Dec.

1806 Bonaparte creates the electors of Bavaria and'

Wirtemberg kings.

The Cape of Good Hope taken by general

Baird and Sir H. Popham, 10th January.

Total change of the British ministry, in con-

sequence of the death of Mr Pitt, Fe-

bruary.

Massena takes possession of Naples for Joseph
Bonaparte, who is crowned king,

Sir John Duckworth off St Domingo, attacks

a French fleet of 7 ships of the line, takes

3 and burns 2, 6th February.

War dec.ared against Prussia, by laying ati

eml^argo on her ships, 15th April.

Louis Bonaparte made king of Holland.

Viscount Melville tried for high crimes and
misdemeanours, by impeachment before

the House of Lords, and acquitted, June.
Buenos Ayres taken by general Beresford and

Sir Home Popham, 26th June.

The Germanic constitution dissolved by the

Confederation of the Rhine, formed by
Bonaparte, July.

The emperor of Germany resigns his dignity

as Empfror of Germa?iy^ and the Holy
Roman Empire disappears, Aug. 6.

Buf;nos Ayres retaken by the Spaniards, Au-
gust 12.

General Sir John Stuart defeats a superior

French army in Calabria, 4th July.
Lord Lauderdale arrives at Paris in August,

to i^egotiate for peace, but returns in Oc-
tober without accompUshing his object.

Mr Fox dies 13th September, and lord Thur-
low about the same time.

Hostilities between France and Prussia com-
mence, 8th October.

-

The Prussians total'y defeated with immense
loss, 14th, at Auerstadt, near Jena.

Prince Hohenloe, the Prussian comraarider

in chief, obliged to capitulate to the
French, after the battle of Prenziou,

20th October.

Declaration of his Britannic majesty on the
unsuccessful termination of the negotia-

tion vmh France, 21st Oct.

The French enter Berlin in triumph, 22d
October.

The first imperial parliament dissolved^

and orders issued for calling another, 24th
October.

The Prussian general Blucher defeated, and
surrenders himself and army to the
French, after a dreadful carnage, at Lu-
bec, Nov. 7.

Bonaparte makes offer to the Poles, to assert

their independence, Nov. 8.

The duke of Brunswick dies of the wounds
he received at the battle of Jena, Nov. 10.

A vessel arrives from the West Indies at the

Broomieiaw, Glasgow, being the first of

the kind brought into that place, Nov. 15.

The French army, under Mortier, take posses-

sion of Hamburgh, and seizes all the Bri^

tish property, Nov. 19.

Lord Hutchmson sent by government on a
mission to the court of Prussia, Nov. 20,

Bonaparte enters Warsaw, the capital of Po-
land, Dec. 19.

The battle of Pultusk, betwixt Bonaparte
and the Prussians, when the French are

repulsed, and lose 10,000 men killed and
taken prisoners, Dec. 26.

r Battle of Mohringen, when the French divi-

sions of Ney and Bernadotte were com-
pletely defeated, with the loss of 4,000
men, and all their baggage, Jan. 25.

Battle of Eylau, in Poland, where Bonaparte

w;.s defeated by general Benningsen, af-

ter four days fighting, with the loss of

15,000 killed, and 2000 prisoners, and
19 eagles. Some accounts say that the

French lost above 20,000 men, Feb. 8.

Slave- trade bill passed the House of Lords,

Feb 10.— passed the House of Commons, March.
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MEN OF LEARNING AND GENIUS.

N. B. By the Dates is implied the Time ivhen the above Writers died ; hut nvhen that Period
happens not to be knonvn, the Age in 'which they Jlourished is signified by fl. The Names in
Italics are tbost who have given the best English Translations^ inclusive of School Books,

Bef. Ch.

907 TTOMER, the first profane writer and Greek poet, flourished. Pope. Coivper.
JLJL Hesiod, the Greek poet, supposed to live near the time of Homer. Cooke,

88* Lycurgus, the Spartan lawgiver.

600 Sappho, the Greek lyric poetess, fl. Fanvkest

558 Solon, lawgiver of Athens.

556 ^Esop, the first Greek fabulist. Croxal^

548 Thales, the first Greek astronomer and geographer.

497 Pythagoras, founder of the Pythagorean philosophy in Greece. Ranve.
474' Anacreon, the Greek lyric poet. Fa'wkes. Addito/z.

456 ^schylus, the first Greek tragic poet. Potter.

435 Pindar the Greek lyric poet. M^est.

413 Herodotus of Greece, the first writer of profane history. Littlebury. Beloe^
407 Aristophanes, the Greek comic poet, fl. Wlnte.

*

Euripides, the Greek tragic poet. Woodbull.

406 Sophocles, ditto. Franklin. Potter.

Confucius, the Chinese philosopher, fl.

400 Socrates, the founder of moral philosophy in Greece.

391 Thucydides, the Greek historian. Smith. Hobbet.

361 Hippocrates, the Greek physician. Clifton,

Democritus, the Greek philosopher.

359 Xenophon, ditto, and historian. Smith. Spelman, Ashly. Feilding,

348 Plato, the Greek philosopher, and disciple of Socrates. Sydenham,
S36 Isocrates the Greek orator. Gillies.

332 Aristotle, the Greek philosopher, and disciple of Plato. Hohhes.

313 Demosthenes, the Athenian orator, poisoned himself. Leland. Francis^.

288 Thcophrastus, the Greek philosopher, and scholar of Aristotle. BudgeL
285 Theocritus, the first Greek pastoral poet, fl. Fatukes.

277 Euclid, of Alexandria in Egypt, the mathematician, fl. R. Simscn.

270 Epicurus, founder of the Epicurean philosophy in Greece,

204 Xeno, founder of the stoic philosophy in ditto.

244 Callimachus, the Greek elegiac poet. Tytler,

208 Archimedes, the Greek geometrician.

284 Plautus, the Roman comic poet. Thornton.

159 Terence, of Carthage, the Latin comic poet. Cohnan,

155 Diogenes, of Babylon, the stoic philosopher.

124 Polybius, of Greece, the Greek and Roman historian. Hampton*
54 Lucretius, the Roman poet. Creech.

44 Julius Caesar, the Roman historian and commentator, killed. Duncan,
Diodorus Siculus, of Greece, the universal historian, fl- Booth.

Vitruvius, the Roman architect, fl.

43 Cicero, the Roman orator and philosopher, put to death. Guthrie. Melmoth^
Cornelius Nepoa, the Roman biographer, fl. Rovue.

34 Sallust, the Roman historian. Gordon. Ronve.

30 Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the Roman historian, fl. Spelman,

19 Virgil, the Roman epic poet. Bryden. Pitt. Warton.

11 Catullus, TibuUus, and Propertius, Roman poets. Grainger, Dart,
8 Horace, the Roman lyric and satiric poet. Francis*

A. C.

17 Livy, the Roman historian. Hay.

19 Ovid, the Roman elegiac poet. Garth.

20 Celsus, the Roman philosopher and physician, fl. Grieve*

25 Strabo, the Greek geographer

33 Phaedrus, the Roman fabulist. Smart.

45 Paterculus, the Roman historian, fl. Nenvcome,
'

62 Persius, the Roman satiric poet. Br-nvster.

64 Quintus Curtius, a Roman historian of Alexjt rider the Great, fl, Di^by,

Seneca, of Spain, the philoshpher and tragic poet, put to death* VEttrangs-
65 Lucan, the Roman epic poet, ditto. Row •.

79 Plmy the eider, the Romaa natural historian, Holland,
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S3 Jdsephus, the Jewish historian. IVbifton.

91 Jlpictetus, the Greek stoic philosopher, fl. M s Carter*

95 quint! (ian, the Roman orator and advocate Guthrie*

96 Statius. the Roman epic poet. Lewis.

98 Lucius Fiorus, of Spain, the Roman historian, fl.

99 Tacitus, the Roman historian. Gordon. Murphy^

104 Martial, of SpJn, ihe epigrammatic poet. Hay.

Valerius F.accus, the Rom. n epic poet.

116 Pliny the younger, historical lette;s Mel/noth. Orrery,

117 Suetonius, the Roman historian. Hu?- es. Thotn^9 '.

119 Plutarch, of Greece, the biographer. D-ydeit. Langhorne,

128 Juvenal the Roman satiric poet. Dryden

140 Ptolemy, the Egyptian geographer, mathematician, and astronomer, fi.

150 Jwstin, the Ro lau historian, fl. Turnbull.

161 Arrian, the Roman hiscorian and philosopher, fl. Rooke.

167 Justin, of Samaria, the oldest Christian author after the apostles.

180 Lucian, the Roman philologer. Bitnsdale. Dryden, Franklin. Carr.

Marcus Aur Antonius, Roman emperor and philosopher, Collier* Elphinstone*

193 Galen the Greek philosopher and physician.

200 Dio^ene^ Laertius, the Gieek biographer, ft,

329 Dion Caisiu: , of Greece, the Roman historian, fl.

254 Origen, a Christian father of Alexandria.

Herodian, of Alexandria, the Roman historian, fl. Hart.

258 Cyprian, of Carthage, suffered martyrdom. Marshal.

273 Longinus, the Greek orator, put to death by Aurelian. Smith*

320 Lactantius, a father of the church, fl.

336 Arius, a priest of Alexandria, founder of the sect of Arians.

342 Eusebius, the ecclesiastical historian and chronologer. Hanmcro
379 Basil, bishop of Csesarea.

389 Gregory Nazianzen, bishop of Constantinople.

397 Ambrose, bishop of Milan,

415 Macrobius, the Roman grammarian.

428 Eutropius, the Roman historian.

524 Boetius, the Roman poet and Platonic philosopher. Bellamy, Prestotu Redpath.

529 Procopius, of Caesarea, the Roman historian. Holcroft.

Here ends the illustrious list of ancient, or, as they are styled, Classic authors, for whom mankind are

indebted to Greece ; nd Rome, those two theatres of human glory ; but it will ever be regretted, that a
small part only of their writings have come to our hands. This was owing to the barbarous policy of

those illiterate pagans who, in the fifth century, subverted the Roman empire, and in which practices

they were joined soon after by the Saracens, or followers of Mahomet, Constantinople alone had es-

caped the ravages of the barbarians ; and to the few literati who sheltered themselves within its walli,

is chiefly owing the preservation of those valuable remains of antiquity. To learning, civility, and refine-

ment, succeeded worse than Gothic ignorance—the superstition and buffoonery of the church of Rome;
Europe therefore produces few names worthy of record during the space of a thousand years ; a period

which historians, with great propriety, denominate the dark or Gothic ages.

The invention of Printing contributed to the Revival of Learning in the sixteenth century, from which
memorable sera a race of men have sprung up in a new soil France, Germany, and Britain; who, if

they do not exceed, at least equal, the greatest geniuses of antiquity. Of these our own countrymea
have the reputation of the first rank, with whose names we shall finish our list.

A. C.

735 Bede, a priest of Northumberland : History of the Saxons, Scots, &tc.

901 King Alfred
;

history, philosophy, ain poetry.

1239 Matthew Paris, monk. of St Ali):.n's
;
History of England.

1292 Roger Bacon, Somersetshire; natural philosophy.

1308 John Fordun, a priest of Mearn.s.shire
;
History of Scotland.

1400 Geoffry Chaucer. London ; the f,)ther of English poetry.

1402 John Gower, W.iles , the poet.

1535 Sir Thomas M>)re. London; history, politics, divinity.

1552 John Lela.id, London ; lives and antiq-iities.

1568 Roger Ast ham, Yorkshire
;
philology and polite literature.

1572 Rev. John Knox, the Scotch Reformer
;

Histoiy of the church of Scotland.
1582 George Buchanan, Dumbartonshire ; History of Scotland, Psalms of David, politics, 5cc.

1598 Edmund Spenser, London, Fairy Onecn, and other poems.
1615—25 Beaumont and Fletcher ; 53 dramatic pieces

1616 William Shakespeare Stratford ; 42 tragedies and comedies.
1622 John Napier, of Marchcston, Scothuvl ;^ discoverer of logarithms.
1623 William Camhden, London ; histo»y and antiquities,

1626 Lgrd CUaucclior fiacon, London ; natmal philosophy and literature in general.
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1634 Lord Chief Justice Coke, Norfolk ; laws of England.
1638 Ben Jonson, London ; ,53 dramatic pieces.

1641 Sir Henry Spelman, Norfolk; laws and antiquities.

IQSi John Selden, Sussex
;

antiquities and laws.

1657 Dr William Harvey, Kent; discoverer of the circulation of the blood.

1667 Abraham Cowley, London ; miscellaneous poetry*

1674) John Milton, London ; Paradise Lost, Regained, and various other pieces In verse and pro?t,

1674 Hyde, earl of Clarendon, Wiltshire
;
History of the Civil Wars in England.

1675 James Gregory, Aberdeen
;
mathematics, geometry, and optics.

1677 Reverend Dr Isaac Barrow, London ; natural philosophy, mathematics, and sermons^
1630 Samuel Butler, Worcestershire

; Hudibras, a burlesque poem.
1685 Thomas Otway, London ; 10 tragedies aad comedies, with other poems.
1687 Edmund W^aller, Bucks ; poems, speeches, letters, Sec.

1688 Dr Ralph Cudworth, Somersetshire ; Intellectual System.
1689 Dr Thomas Sydenham, Dorsetshire

j
History of Physic.

1690 Nathaniel Lee, London ; 11 tragedies.

Robert Barclay, Edinburgh ; Apology for the Quaker^.
1691 Honourable Robert Boyle ; natural and experimental philosophy and theology.

Sir George M'Kenzie, Dundee; Antiquities and laws of Scotland.

1694! John Tillotson, archbishop of Canterbury, Halifax; 254 sermons,

1697 Sir William Temple, London
; politics and polite literature.

1701 John Dryden, Northamptonshire ; 27 tragedies and comedies, satiric poenfls, Virgil,

1704 John Locke, Somersetshire
;
philosophy, government, and theology.

1705 John Ray, Essex
;
botany, natural philosophy, and divinity.

1707 George Farquhar, Londonderry
;
eight comedies.

1713 Ant. Ash. Cooper, earl of Shaftesbury; Characteristics.

1714 Gilbert Burnet, Edinburgh, bishop of Salisbury
;

history, biography, divinity, &c>
1718 Nicholas Rowe, Devonshire ; seven tragedies, translation of Lucan's Pharsalia.

1719 Rev. John Flamstee^, Derbyshire ; mathematics and astronomy.

Joseph Addison, Wiltshire
; Spectator, Guardian, poems, politics,

Dr John Keil, Edinburgh ; mathematics and astronomy.

1721 Matthew Prior
;
poems and politics.

1724 William Wollaston, Staffordshire
; Religion of Nature delineated.

1727 Sir Isaac Newton, Lincolnshire ; mathematics, geometry, astronomy, optics^

1729 Rev. Dr Samual Clarke, Norwich
;
mathematics, divinity, 6tc.

Sir Richard Steele, Dublin ; four comedies, papers in Taller, Sec.

William Congreve, Staffordshire; seven dramatic pieces.

1732 John Gay, Exeter
;
poem>, fables, and eleven dramatic pieces.

1734 Dr John Arbuthnot, Mearns- shire
; medicine, coins, politics.

1742 Dr Edmund Halley ; natural philosophy, astronomy, navigation.

Dr Richard Bentley, Yorkshire; classical learning, criticism.

1744 Alexander Pope, London
;
poems, letters, translation of Homer.

1745 Rev. Dr Jonathan Swifr, Dublin
;
poems, politics, and letters.

1746 Colin M'Laurin, Argyleshire ; algebra, view of Newton's philosophy,

1748 James Thomson, Roxburghshire ; Season* and other poems, five tragedies.

Reverend Dr Isaac Watts, Southampton
;

logic, philosophy, psalms, hymns, sermons, Sec.

Dr Francis Hutcheson, Ayrshire
;
system of moral philosophy .

1750 Reverend Dr Conyers Middleton, Yorkshire ; Life of Cicero, &c.
Andrew Baxter, Old Aberdeen

;
metaphysics, and natural philosophy-

1751 Henry St John, lord Bolingbroke, Surrey; philosophy, metaphysics, and politics.

Dr Alexander Monro, Edmburgn
,
anatomy of the human body.

1754 Dr Richard Mead, London ; on poisons, plague, small pox, medicine.

Henry Fielding, Somersetshire ; Tom Jones, Joseph Andrews, &c.
1577 CoUey Gibber, London ; 25 tragedies and comedies. _^
1761 Thomas Sherlock, bishop of London ; 69 sermoi^s, Sec.

Benjamin Hoadiy, bishop of Winchester; sermons and controversy.

Samuel Richardson, London ;
Grandison, Clarissa, Pamela.

Reverend Dr John Leland, Lancashire ; Ariswer to Deistical Writers.

1765 Reverend Dr Edward Young ; Night Thoughts, and other poems, three tragedies

Robert Simpson, Glasgow ; Conic Sections, Euclid, Apollonius.

1768 Reverend Lawrence Sterne; 45 Sermons, Sentimental Journey, Tristram Shandy,

1769 Robert Smith, Lincolnshire; harmonics and optics.

1770 Rev Dr Jortin ; Life of Erasmus, Ecclesiastical History, and Sermons.

Dr Maj-k Akenside, Newcastle-upon- fyne
;
poems. ^

Dr Tobias SmoUet, Dumbartonshire ; H'story of England, novels, translations. -

1771 Thomas Gray, professor of Modern Hi tory, Cambridge ; oems.

1773 Philip Dormer Stanhope, earl of Chesterfield ; letters.

George lord Lyttieton, Worcestershire
;
History of Engl ana,

1774 Oliver Goidsm th
;
poems, essays, and ether pieces.

Zachary Pesvrce, bishop of Rochester j Anngtations on the New Testament, 6&c«
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2775 Dr John Hawkesworth ;
essays.

1776 David Hume, Merse
;
History of England, and essays.

James Ferguson, Aberdeenshire
;
astronomy.

1777 Samuel Foote, Cornwall; plays.

1779 David Garrick, Hereford
;

plays, &c.
William Warburton, bishop of Gloucester ; Divine Legation of Moses, and various other works.

1780 Sir William Blackstone, Judge of the Court of Common Pleas, London ; Commentaries on the Laws
of England.

Dr John Fothergill, Yorkshire
;
philosophy and medicine.

James Harris ; Hermes, Philological Inquiries, Philosophical Arrangements.

1782 Thomas Newton, bishop of Bristol, Lichfield ; Discourses on the Prophecies, and other works.

Sir John Pringle, Baronet, Roxburghshire ; Diseases of the army.

Henry Home, lord Kaimes, Scotland ; Elements of Criticism, Sketches of the History of Man.
1783 Dr William Hunter, Lanerkshire 5 anatomy.

Dr Benjamin Kennicott, Devonshire ; Hebrew Bible, Dissertations, Stc.

1784 Dr Samuel Johnson, Lichfield
;
English Dictionary, biography, essays, poetry ; died December 13,

aged 71.

1785 William Whitehead, poet-lauret; poems and plays.

Reverend Richard Burn, LL. D. author of the Justice of Peace, Ecclesiastical Law, &c. ; died

November 20.

. Richard Glover, esq. Leonidas, Medea, &c. died November 25.

1786 Jonas Hanway, esq. travels, miscellanies; died Septembers, aged 74.

1787 Dr Robert Lowth, bishop of London ;
criticism, divinity, gramjjiar ; died November 3.

Soame Jenyns, esq. Internal Evidence of the Christian Rehgion, and other pieces ; died Dec. 18,

1788 James Stuart,-esq. celebrated by the name of" Athenian Stuart," died February 1.

Thomas Gainsborough, esq. the celebrated painter ; died August 2.

Thomas Sheridan, esq. English Dictionary, works on education, elocution, &c. ; died August 14.

1789 William Julius Mickle, esq. Cumberland; translator of the Lusiad ; died October 15,

1790 Dr William Cullen, Scotland ; Practice of Physic, Materia Medica, &c. ; died February 5.

Benjamin Franklin, esq. Boston, New England
;

Electricity, Natural Philosophy, miscellanies;

died April 17.

Dr Adam Smith, Scotland ; Moral Sentiments, Inquiry into the Wealth of Nations ; died April 17.

John Howard, esq. Middlesex ; Account of Prisons and Lazarettos, &c.
Reverend Thomas Warton, B. D. poet laureat

;
History of English Poetry, Poems; died April 21.

1791 Reverend Dr Richard Price, Glamorganshire ; on Morals, Providence, Civil Liberty, Annuities,
Reversionary Payments, Sermons, &c. ; died February 19, aged 68.

Dr Thomas Blacklock, Annandale
;
Poems, Consolations from Natural and Revealed Religion

;

died July, aged 70.

1792 Sir Joshua Reynolds, Devonshire , President of the Royal Academy of Painting; Discourses on
Painting delivered before the Academy; died February 19, aged 68.

1793 Reverend Dr William Robertson, Principal of the University of Edinburgh, and Historiographer
to his majesty for Scotland

;
History of Scotland, of the Reign of Charles V. History of Ame-

rica, and Historical Disquisition concerning India ; died June 11, aged 72.
1794 Edward Gibbon, esq. Surry ; History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire ; died Jan. 16,
1795 Sir William Jones, one of the judges of India, and president of the Asiatic Society ; several law

tracts, translation of Isteus, and of the Moallakat, or seven Arabian poems, and many valu-
able papers in the Asiatic Researches.

1796 Reverend Dr George Campbell, Aberdeen; Philosophy of Rhetoric, Essay on Miracles; transla-
tion of the Gospel, &c. died 6th April, aged 77.

Robert Burns, Scottish Poet; Letters, &c. died July 21st 'aged 38.
1797 Edmund Burke, esq. Sublime and Beautiful, Tracts on the French Revolution.
1799 William Melmoth ; Translations of Pliny's and Cicero's Letters, Fitzosborne's Letters, &c.

Lord Monboddo
;
Origin and Progress of Language.

1800 Reverend Dr. Joseph Warton
;
Poetry, Miscellaneous Literature.

William Cowpcr, esquire
;
Poetry.

Reverend Dr Hugh Blair
;
Sermons, Letters on Rhetoric.

1802 Dr Erasmus Darwin ; Botanic Garden, Zoonomia.
1804 Dr Joseph Priestley ; Natural Philosophy, Theological and Political Tracts.
1806 Dr Horsley, Bishop of St Asaph; Mathematical and Controversial Tracts,

Benjamin, Bell, System of Surgery.
Sir William Forbes, Baronet ; Life of Dr Beattic, November 10.

FINIS.
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